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ILLTJSTRATIOlsrS.

BUILDINGS.
Barn, Model 148, 149

Plan of Col. Waring's 358, 359

Cattle Stanchion, Safford's . 69
Tie, Winslow's Safety . . 229

Poultry House 85

Racks andFeedBoses 419,500, 501

Village Residence 100

Cattle and Sheep.
Bull, Short-horn "Windsor" 332

Cow, Jersey, 105

Short-horn of Dairy Stock 237

West Highland 484

Galloway Cattle 2S4

Heifer, Short-horn of Beef
Family 548

Long-horns, English .... ISO

Sheep, Cotswold ,45
Ewes 461

Merino 5G

Fkuits and Vegetables.
Apple, Campbell 499

Clark (2 cuts) 468

Crab 380

Chase's Winter Sweet . 381
Hutchinson's Winter
Sweet 381

Transcendent 380

Hubbardston Nonsuch . . 21

Tetofsky 477
Tolman Sweeting .... 21

Apricot, the 344
Cranberry 30

Pear, St. Nicholas or White
Doyenne 564

Pear, Tyson 197
Strawberry 240

Horses.
ArtofRidmg 269
Bots 414

. Cribbing, hoViT to prevent . . 196
Bar-muzzle for 508

Gray Eagle 404
Morgan, Vermont 317
Pomtsofthe 452
Shoeing 153

Implements.
Hoe, Plumcr's Adjustable . 95
Horse Rake, Taylor's Patent
Sulky S16

Plough, CaUfornia Steam . 428
Insects.

African Ants, or Termites . 348
Borer, full grown 324

in Beetle or perfect state 324
work of 324

Bots 414
Caterpillar Eggs 457
Froth Hopper 329

Poultry.
Black Spanish Fowls ... 352
Dominique Shanghai . . . . 140
Geese, Embden or Bremen . 533

Miscellaneous .

Art of Riding 269
Bar-muzzle for Cribbing . . 508
Budding Young Trees . 426, 427
Chimney Caps 412
Clover, the Crimson .... 261
Coon Hunt 395

Miscellaneous, co) tinned.
Columbine, Aquilegia Glan-
dulosa 92

Dog and Water Lily .... 104
Dove, the Zenaida 492
Feeding-box .... 419, 500, 501
Gates over Streams (2 cuts) 557
Meadow Soft Grass .... 314
"More Haste Less Speed." . 153
Post's Eureka Sap-spout . . 144
Ride to Boston 59
Rustic Seats (2 cuts) .... 370
Trout, Cat and Fox .... 203

[NITIAL Letter A 160, 349, 534, 649
L B 253

C ... 23, 80, 558
D . . 162, 418, 541
F 211
G . .... 15, 122
H . . . . 208, 222
I 150
J . . . . 363, 373
M . 13, 61, 109, 425
N . . 205, 493, 509
0157,320,378, 445

N 450
P 319
S . 47, 63, 265, 301

397, 400, 565
T . . 28, 102, 308
U 405
V 305W . . . . HI, 287



INDEX OP SUBJECTS.

ADAMS' Seed Separator ... 405
Agricultural and I'oUtical

Newspapers, 194
Agricultural College, Indiana,

188 ^28

Massachusetts, . 114, 19o', 237
Michigan .... 1S8, 197, 207

New Hampshire 393
New Jersey 313
Vermont 124

Fairs, Mr4iagement of . . . 36
Honors 87
Improvement in Massachu-

setts 150
Items 20, 39, 74, 98, 146, 188, 220

235, 273, 280, 313, 328, 339, 386

391, 415, 438, 503, 516, 521, 546
553

Papers 128, 234
Writers 3S1

Agriculture, Declining in New
England 393

diversified 559

Alder, black 37

Anderson, E. J. Farm of . . . . 357
Animals and Men, Sympathy be-

tween 71

Soxes at will 207
Annotto, for coloring cheese . . 410
Anson, Me 000
Ants, African -347

black, to destroy 375
to destroy 483

Apple, Clark 468
crab 380, 529
crop in N. E 16
Hubbardston Nonesuch . • 21
King ofTompkins Coimty 53, 75
Tetofsky 477
Tohnan Sweeting 21

Apples on a broken limb . . . 460
when to gather 517

Apple Trees, Ashes injurious to 35
Barren . 315, 523
Borers ... 98, 323, 371, 3S8, 554
Bud-worm in 459
Dwarf 433
Lice on 457
on an old orchard 37

Protecting from mice ... 39
Pruning 279
Rooting limbs and grafts . . 145
Tap roots of 517
worms killed by Machinery 515

Apricot, the • • . . . 244
April. Aspects and duties . . . 157

Garden in 159
Aquilegia Glandulosa 90
Ascarides 316
Ashes, about trees 130

and Manure 194
hard and soft wood .... 292
of various woods 328
on Grass Lands 556
on Wheat 413
with Hen Manure 218

Asparagus, 159,209,258, 259, 302, 351
448, 497

Beetle 546

August, Garden in 351
Hints for 349
Seeding land in 350

BAG holder, a cheap 476
Baker's Fruit-Book .... 371

Balis, J., Farm of 365
Barley, best kind 415

Crops . • 521

good yield of 260
Barn, a good 341

a model 148
cellars, cementing ..... 312
cheaj) jjaint for 411
Fastening for doors .... 220
inconvenience of small . . . 450
Itch 274
Plan of a 219

of Col. Warmg's . . 358, 359
Whitewash for 435

Barometer, Coffee as a 416
Barometric Spring 521
Barre, Mass., cheese dairies in . 392
Birds in Prussia 399

on Farms and Orchards, . . 303
Black knots 386, 479, 533
Blunders, learning by 379
Beans 2U9, 258, 302, 351, 403

with corn 291
Bedbugs 245
Bedding. Sawdust for 233
Beechcr's farming 433
Beef cattle in Lyndon, Vt. . . . 247
Bees and Fruit ...••-.. 512

and Millers 328
catnip for 313
moving in winter 173
sting, remedy 438
when do they select homes . 391
why do they swarm ... 318
winter care of . . . .43, 115, 576

Beets, .... 159, 210, 258, 302, 448
sugar 267

Behnont, Augustus. Villa of . . 357
Bement, Caleb N. death of . . . 146
Boards and Rails, seasoning . . 14

and Nails for Fodder ... 43
Borders, plant for 313
Bones, Analysis of 63

and oyster and clam shells . 460
as a Fertilizer 63
dissolving 290, 338
for hens 259
raw and burnt for hens . . 293

Bony Deposits 545
Borers. Ashes and Sand for . . 279
Boy's Composition 154

a word to 104
Steers 20
to Interest in Farming . . . 510

Brains in Fanning 407, 568
Brakes in Pastures 483

Killing 188
Brick Lining for walls 355
Brine, Souring of Pork .... 630
Broom Corn 295
Brown, L., farm and stock of . . 358

Buckhorn 555

Buckwheat Straw 468
Bug, striped, carbolic acid for . . 503
Budding young trees 42S
Buildings, wash for VT
Bursal Swelling 275
Butler's Speech 561, 562
Butterfly, Swallow-tail .... 519

CABBAGES, 159, 210,258, 285, 403
448, 497

Flea-bug on 369
setting plants 387
Weevil 341
Worm 340, 362, 506

California, a Lady Gardener in . 112
Steam Plough 428

Camel, Mowhig with a 455
Canker woi-m 192, 276
Canada and the States . . . 172, 218
Canada, Sale of Stock 46
Canada, Reciprocity with . . . 226

Season in 143
Stock 226
Thistle 571
Wlieatin 143

Canadian's Views 143
Carrots 210, 258, 308

Ibr Stock 308
Caterpillar, or Fall Web-worm . 37

Tent 457
Cattle, Beddmg of Sawdust for 231

Black-leg 520
Breachy on Prairies . . . 417
Breeds of, best 274
Breton 359
Bull, Queries abouta grade 129

Calf, how he is Raised . . . 551
Calves, among the 46
a Diseased 231
Black-leg in . . . 5Q, 229, 413
Bleeding Veal 219
boiled potatoes for .... 372
Care of in March . 110, 133 495
good 184
raise the 261
raising 101, 136, 282, 294, 384

436, 505
Teaching to Drink .... 327
Steer, a good pair .... 145
Winter care of 44
Worms in Windpipe of . 532

Choked 3S7, 413, 451
Cows, Abortion in . . . 455, 485
Ayrshire 101, 333
Barren 621
Best Breeds of 102
Bloat or Hoven in ... . 451
Bloody milk. Saltpetre for 521
bred for Milk 416
care of 268
Cherry poison 356, 390, 519, 556
Corn, boiled for 340
cotton seed and oil meal for 573
decrease of 406
dried up, suddenly 520, 531, 554
Dutch 101
Fall feeding and drying . 163
Feed for Milk 145



INDEX.

CattIe—Con tinned.
Cows, feed of Corn Fodder 163

Winter feed of 163

Feeding for Millj ... 08, 259
Garget in .... 385, 388, 523

Great Eaters 101

healthy 164

in London 85

instead of Sheep 191
Jersey 101, 165
milk keeping sweet . 79, 99

Kicking 68, 77, 98, 123, 146, 189

190, 235, 388, 436, 550
Management of 275

Meal for 654
Milk Fever 473
from three teats .... 259
increased by green corn 391

Native, a good 47

New-milch 15

one that gives no milk . . 129

Osseous Tumor on heifer 315

Points of a good 19

Poisoned by Poke .... 313

Rape for Soiling 191

Rheumatism in a cow . . 235

Baiting 553
Short-horns , . . 101, 237, 333

Sick 518

by eating Pumpkins . . 298

Soiling in Rhode Island . 430

Teats, sore 35, 95, 130, 170, 219
372, 415

obstruction in . . . 389, 412

Udder, swelled 103

AVarts on Teats 39, 277, 279, 432

West Highland 484
What is a good 471

Withers, casting the . . . 296

Yards for Milking .... 113

Yield of 174

Diseases 224
in Hadlcy, Mass 74
Horn-ail, Remedy for 279, 342

Lung Plague, History of . 133

Pleuro-Pneumonia .... 133

Texan 84
Doctoring sick 86

Dutch 79

Dust in Eyes, to remove . . 313
English Long-horns .... 180

Feed, cooking for . 188, 259, 608
Cutting 331
for Beef and Milk ..186,191
Steaming 35, 232
Whey for 526

Galloway 284
Herds without Pedigree . . 488
Herefords in Maine .... 198

in Stowo, Vt 292
Jersey Club, American . . 147

Jersey Stock 605

In Rhode Island 329
or Channel Islands .... 646

Large in Maine 236
Lice on 372, 457, 654
Kerosene for ...,,, 530
sour Milk for 316
Suds and Salt for .... 313

Losing cuds 327

Management of 71
Native 436
Oxen, as Farm-team .... 50
hunches on throats of . . , 313
mode of Speaking to . . . 105
Texan, as Mail carriers . . 20

Pedigree of stock . . . 235, 448
Prices in Canada 340
Salting 144
Short-horn Bull "Windsor" 332
Cow of Dairy stock , . . 237
for New England .... 89
HeifiT of Beef Family . . 548
Mr. I^oomis' 316
sale of 90, 147

Stanchions 4S1
Stanchion, Satford's , . . , 69
Steers, good 188
Tie, Winslow's 229
Twin heifers and bull . . . 145
Tyitig up, English mode of . 531

Cattle, Tying up, modes of . . . 481
Warts on 33, 391
Worms in Calves' Windpipe 532

Cauliflower 159, 403
Celery, . .171,218,303.331,403,497
Cellar bottoms, Cement for . . 343

cleaning 343
Walls 129

Cement, Hydraulic 324
Rosendale 232
Water Pipe 553

Cherry Trees, Black-knot on . . 479
diseased 458

Leaves, poison from 356, 390, 519
556

Chess in Wlieat .... 528, 553, 571

Chestnuts, Curing 189

Planting the 648
Chickens, Gapes in 310
Chilblains, cure for 55
Chimney caps 412

clearing 345
China, Agriculture in 239
Chinese Laborers 454
Chisel, how to make a cold . . 433
Cider factory 402

Quantity and Price .... 16
Cities, over-crowding 101
Clay on Sandy Land 554
Clover, Alsike 526, 556

Chinese 209
Creeping 529
crimson 261
Catting and Curing .... 354
in Flanders, &c 379
Root, length of 504
Seeds in a bushel 236

in a pint 30
sown in August 390
Time for Sowing 527

Clubs and Farmers' Fairs ... 289
Coal, exposure of 376

Tar for Roofs 411
Cob meal for Man and Beast . . 50
Cold Frames, construction and

use 448, 497
Columbine 90
Concrete for Door-steps .... 531
Conn. Farmers' Club, North

Cornwall 296
State Board ofAg 383

Corn . . . 127, 210, 258, 323, 351, 403
and Peas 14
as Food 83
Beans and Pumpkins with . 291
boiled for Stock 340
Crib, to Build 512
Curing 553
Fodder, save the 545
grown for fodder 234
how to harvest 546
Improvement of Varieties . 273
Large Ears 20
Michigan and Kentucky . . 78
Milk increased by green . . 391
on Witch grass Land . . . 367
Preparation of Land for . . 49
Premiums in N. H 304
raising in Southern Michigan 295
Shrinkage of 570
Smut on 138
taken by Squirrels 189

Cornell University 403, 503
Corns, cure for 58

Cotton, consumption of .... 220
seed meal 573

Crab Apples 380, 529
Cracking-up New Things . 293, 294
Cranberries, Cultivation of IS, 30, 35

310, 411, 523
in Vermont 35

Cress 159
Crickets' Notes 571
Crops, Disposition of 30

Lime in various 46
Rotation of 437

Crows . . . 46, 303, 316, 369, 371, 554
Cucumbers .... 210, 303, 351, 403
Cultivation, need of better ... Ill
Curculios kept oil' by hogs . . , 610
Currants, cultivation of ... . 23

Currants, varieties of 24
Wine 24
Worms . . 316, 339, 372, 415, 483

Cut worms, &c., to destroy . . . 517

DAIRY in WorcesterCo. Mass. 162
Butter, Annotto, for .... 511
boxes 521
Casks 230
first cream best 20
Gilt-edged 77, 96
from Vergenncs 338
high prices of 405
in Illinois 570
packing 409
Temperature of cream for 38
Washing and Beating , . 214
without Washing .... 143

Cheese as Food 410
coloring 303, 410
Factory inHinesburg, Vt. 74

in Barre, Mass 392
Fly or Skipper 602
from twenty cows .... 147
in Ohio and Massachusetts 281
making in a small way . 423
Manufacturers in Mass. , 186

Corn Fodder for 163
in London , 170
in Massachusetts 162
Milk, affected by odors . . 517

bitter 169
Bloody 483
Causes influencing yield . 23
Churning 96
Cooler, Empire 44
cooling 25S
for pound of Butter ... 98
for pound of Pork .... 99
from Ayrshire cow . . . 483
good 512
Stock and Feed for ... 186
vessels, care of 304
when to skhn 435
Short-horns for 258

Dairying and Wool growing . . 482
Dairymen, Advice to 227

Association, American , . , 137
Dock, to destroy 331
December 541

Gardenia 547
Domestic Economy. . 249, 297, 343

439, 535
Apples, Cooking dried . . . 201
Dumplings 297
Pickling 106, 250
Roll or Pudding 201
to cook Sweet, and Fresh
meat 105

Beef, Chuck-Ribs, with Veg-
etables 155

Berry Sauce 299
Bread, brown 1-55

Breakfast, a nice dish for . 251
Blancmange 298
Cabbage, Salad dressing for
Blanched 250

Cake, Breakfast 201
Corn, or Mock Oyster . . 540
Scotland 540
Sponge 155
Cocoanut 300

Carpets, a Chat about . • , 439
Catsup, Tomato 4S9
Chow-chow 540
Codfish 201
Coffee as a Deodorizer , . , 110
Dessert, a delicious .... 390
Fish Chowder 201

to freshen Salt 155
Flannels, washing 444
Flower Seeds, saving . . . 139
Flummery 298
Food and its preparation 249, 297
Fruits and Vegetables—Care

.and Cooking 535
Baking Apples, Pears, &c. 537
care in Gathering .... 535
Cranberry, Apple and oth-

er Sauce 537



INDEX.

Domestic Economy

—

Continued.
Fruits and Vegetables

—

Packing Gi-apes 537

Preparation for Preserving 536
Fruit, Preserves, Jellies,

Jams, &c 539, 540

Preserving and Drj'ing
Fruit 537

Putting up in Bottles and
Jars 536

Sweet Pickles— Quinces,
Peaches, Beets, ^c. . . 539

Hams, Preserving 483

Hominy 24'J

I^emon Pie or Tarts .... 155

Moths, to prevent 310

Mutton, breast of 300
Oysters, Stewed 202

Peaches, Pickling 106

Pickles, Cucumber .... 489
Cucumbers, Onions, To-
matoes, Cabbages, &c. . 538

Green 212
Sweet 489, 539
Yellow 489

Pie, Cl-oam 251, 300
Lemon 201, 251, 444

Pins 202

Potatoes, how to Boil . . 107, 489
Puddings 249, 250, 297
Batter 298

Cake 298

Custard 298

Corn Meal 300
Frozen 299
Hasty 249
Indian 250, 540

Paste 297

Suet 155
Rice 250

Polls, Breakfast 202

Rusk 300

Samp 250

Stew, an Irish 150

Spices and Aromatic Herbs 108

Vegetables, Pickling . . 106, 539

Whips 299
Door-Steps made of Concrete . 531
Douglas, Francis G., farm of . 450
Drainage, an operation In . . . 574

of Land 146, 447, 450

EDUCATION, Agricultural
221, 322

Egg Plant 258
Eggs, cause of soft 504

from Brahma Fowls .... 173
Preserving ....,,.. 531
Soft Shelled 330

Elms, English and American . 231
transplanting , , 221

Employers and Employees . . . 337
Engine, what drives the .... 69
England, Harvestuig in .... 90
Equisetum ArvenseSOl, 502, 515, 517
Essex County, Mass., Advanta-

ges for farming 473
Evergreens, Seeds of 517

FACTS, observe 88
Fairfield. Me 151

Fall feeding Meadows . . . 152, 188
Ploughing 534

Farm accounts 82
about buying a 408
among the 378
a poormade rich without ma-
nure . . 213

Division of into Small lots 82
Girls on the 78, 211
Improvements 334
by Sheep 376

Improving a poor . 120, 215. 2S9
435, 498

influence on Stock 565
in New Hampshire .... 339
in Winter , 216
Laborers 337
largo 235, 236

Farm, leaving the 225
Life in Old Times .... 62
of Col. Fitch 285
of J. H., Orleans Co., Vt. . 247
of John Balis 365
Produce too high 435
Products from a small . . . 3.34

Rosedale 560
Stock 93
upland, to Preserve Fertility 34
why run down 570
Young Men on 93

Farmer, a city merchant turned 223
an Artistic 330
a Tenant . 365
Stray Thoughts of a . ... 393

Farmers and the working classes 255
Club, Attleboro. Mass. . . . 520

Constitution for 22
Fitchburg, Mass 214
Lexington, Ky 563
North Cornwall, Ct. . . . 2:i6

Springfield, Vt 174
Waltham, Mass 340
Windsor Co. Vt 177

Condition and Duties of . . 178

Conventions 200
in 1776 and 1869 340
Daughters 299
Meeting at Vermont Fair . . 402
Mentafculture of 18
Recreation for 464
should write 217
six in Brookfleld, Vt . . . . 360
Work too Hard 19

Farming and Merchandizing . . 93
at the West 142
Brains in 407, 568
by a Factory man 127
Co-Operative 110, 241
Good Western Ill
in Lexington, Mass 560
Humor of 433
in Kansas 507
in New Brunswick .... 67
in Rhode Island 430
Old-fashioned 571
on Hudson River 431
on Prairies 409
to Interest Boys in .... 510
to make Profitable 24

February, Garden in 65
its opportunities 61

Feeding Box 419
Fences and Neighbors 219
Fertilizers 215, 338

Home-made 183, 480
an Excellent 196

Fire, sacred 632
Fish, as a Manure 83

Breeding establisliments . . 40
Guano 43

Fisheries, Inland 239
Floors, welshing 346
Flour, poisonous 322
Fodder, Boards and Nails for . 43

Corn, save the 545
Food, Cheese as 410

Indian corn as S3
to keep from Insects .... 343

F6rests in Vermont and New
Hampshire 49

Fox Trapping 130
Frauds in putting up Fleeces . 342
Frog Spittle Insects . . 329, 399, 434
Fruit Busin«ss . 565

Culture 55
Fruits, are Bees injurious to . . 512

Fern leaves for Packing . . 235
Lice on 217
on a Hill Farm 229
Small 182

Fruit Trees. Planting 420
Furs, keeping from Moths . . . 344

GARDEN 23

a Minister's 289

in April 159

August 351

December 547

Garden in February 63
January IB
July 302
June 257
March 112
May 209
November 4^)7

October 443
September 403

Rotation iu the Vegetable . 328
Seeds, 160, 351, 363

Gardening by a V/oman . ... 112
Gates over Streams 557
Geese, profit of 147

Bremen or Embden .... 533
Geoffrey Pit 473
Geology, uses of 542
Girls on the Fai-m . . .73, 211, 303
Glanders, Death from 313

iu Man 517
Gold Medal for Mowing Ma-

chines ... 2.31

Good Farm makes good Stock . 565
Goose, an old 220
Gooseberries, time for removing 230

without Mildew 355
Grafting Wax 267

Liquid 253
Grain and Potatoes, Elements of 3S9

Harvesting . 393
in England 90

what is Rust on 422
Grape Growing in Nv-w England 550

Patent on Growing .... 548
the Concord 523
ViiitB on Trees 70

Grass, curing .... ..... 335
ett'ects of close cutting with
machine 342

Esparto 403
Meadow Soft or Velvet . . 314
Salt for 16, 117

Guano, Fish 48
Uses of 122

Guideboards and Milestones . . 572

HAMS, Salting 78
Smoking 50

Harrowing 167
Harvard Graduate, Farmingbya 507
Hastings, Marquis of 27
Hay and Straw, mixing .... 234

caution against cutting too
early 379

Crops in New England . . . 305
curing in England 90
drying 335
Early Cutting 2.54

Experiments in 377
Fragrance of 336
in Stowe, Vt 292
number of Feet for a Ton 416
raising and making .... 353
Salt and Lime for 572
time for Cutting . . 363, 408, 463
weight of last year's . . . .' 128

Haying and Hoeing 306
early 301, 305, 306

Hay-loader, Douglas's 470
Hay-making 465

iu Vermont 450
Hay-mows building 470
Hazel Bush, indication of Soil . 180
Hedges, Culture of 517
Help, hired 260
Herd-book. Pedigrees ... 448, 483
Highways, imi^rove and beautify 320

time to repair 157
Hoeing and Haying 308
Hogs, Chester County ..... 504

Grass for breeding 467
in Orchards 510

Honesty, Story about 104
Honey-boxes, removing .... 476
Hops. Exportation of 18

price of in Maine 148
Raising at West 23
yard, an old 4S2

Horse, Abuse of 70
Appetite, poor i78



INDEX.

Horses, Balky, a cure for ... 236
Blankoting 5G9

Breaking of Halter-pulling . 548

Biting y7, 220

Bots in 33, 414, 437

Breeding in Vermont ... 158

Chafing, to prevent .... 99
Canadian, old 40

Cholic, curu for 387

Colt, a good 507

a windy 130

Castrating a 248

Gnawing Cribs, &c. . . . 171

Halter-breaking 385

King Bone on 389

Wormy and unwell . . . 232

Cough in a . . * 78

Cribbing 116, 508

Durability of 310

Feed for working 437

Feet injured by standing on
a hard Floor 477

Flies on Prairies 438

Galls, Salve for 570

Glanders communicated to

men 147, 356, 507

Grain-Killed 41

Grey-Eagle 404

Hoofs, Dry and Hard . . . 520

Humors in a 174

Knee-knocking, Shoeing . . 330

Lang, T. S., Sale by Mr. . . 32o

in Maine 221

manure about Trees .... 130

Mares for Breeding .... 500

Morgan, Vermont . • . . . 317

Nail in mouth 532

Norman Stallions 147

Paralysis, iuterestmg Case 53

76 70

Percheron 179, 264. 339

Points of the 452

Racing at the West .... 221

in England 27

Ringbone on 380

Salve for galls on 570

Saw-dust for bedding . . . 301

Scratches in 38, 55, 78. 79, 97, 193

276, 279, 372
Shoeing faulty 330, 331

Shoulder, Bunch on ... . 519

Slabbers in 145, 174

Spavins and Splints .... 553

Stable Floors 99

Stall-kicking 136

tender mouth in 379
Training ... 476
Vermont, breeding in . . . 158
Walking 41

Warts on 40, 436, 557
Windgalls 503
Working, feed for 437
Worms in 235, 275

Potatoes for 387
Yellow Water 390

Horsemen on their Dignity . . 532

Horse-tail or Colts-tail . . . 43S, 555
Hot-beds 44S

as a Fruit-dryer 416
Hours of Labor on the Farm . . 523
House, a damp 478

Banking 404

Cellars, Banking 54

Cleaning 343
Mouse-proof 328

Humbugs 192

Humus—Lime 208
Husbandry, Elliott's Essays on . 333

Hydraulic Cement 324

ILLINOIS, Farming in . ... 127
1 Butter in 570
Implements, Amherst Trial . . 471
India Wheat Straw poisonous to

Pigs 316
Insect a New 383

Ashes for 3J1
Life 476
on Plants 483

Intellect, Cultivation of .... 371

Iowa Fair, sales of Stock at . . 99
Irrigation in Utah 416

in Winter 116

JANUARY 1, 1869 13
»' Garden in 16
Japanese Wheat 210

Jay and Crow 371
Johnson, John 356
June, a Short Talk about . . . 2.53

Garden in 257
July, work in 301

Garden in 302

Jersey cow 165

KENTUCKY, Ag'l. Fairs in . 33
Lexington Farmers' Club . 570
Labor Question in 566

LABOR and Government . . 454
cost of hired 424
Hours of on Farm . . .456, 523
Question of 462

in Kentucky 566
Land, improving Worn .... 25
Larch for Rafters 173
Lard for Intestinal Worms ... 87
Lawns, how to make 386
Laziness, Mental 462
Letter from the Farm 15
Lettuce 210

and Cabbage 173
Lice on Cattle 291

on Fruit Trees 217
Lime, see Manure.
Location, Choice of 473
Lyndon, Vt 246
Ladies and Youth's Dep't.

Acquaintance, a rare Door-
step 251

Baby's Drawer 489
Boston, Ride to 59
Bottles, to cut off Neck . . 498
Boys, to the 60
Children and their Sayings . 106
Loss of 108
Training the 491

Clock, a Laughable .... 396
Clothing, Cleaning Woolen . 108
Coon Hunt 395
Doves, Ministry of 491
Draft for Feet and Lungs of
Children 520

Drawing-room Furniture . 107
Dress, Desire of 251
Foot, proper Size of Lady's 252
Goose, a little 58

Labor, Woman's 2.32

Marriage 491
More Haste, Less Speed . . 153
Old Maids 156
Pigeons, Feeding the . ... 59
Postmasters, Women . . . 2.52

Sampson, an Insect .... 60
Seeing is Deceiving .... 60
Silk, Gloss on 155
Somebody Loves Me .... 490
Story, tell me a 203
To-morrow - . . 491
Toothache 158
Trout, Cat and Fox .... 203
Truth, only the 252
Watching One's Self . ... 396
Wife, the Widower's ... 490

MACOMBER. S. E., Market
arden of .357

Maine Ag. College 454
Agricultural matters in . . 234
Agricultural Societies, offi-

cei's of 115
Androscoggin County . . 115
Kennebec County .... 115
Penobscot County .... 115
Waldo County 146

Anson, town of ...... 191

Crops in 433

Maine Board of Agriculture, An-
nual Meeting 151

Fairfield, notice of 151
Newport 73
Season in 144
WeightofHay in 128

Maitland, R. L.,Farmof . ... 359
Maple Sugar, Discussion on . . 195

Syrup, Preserving 230
March 109

Garden in 112
Mare's-tail, or Horse-tail, &c. 501, 502

515, 517

Market, Cattle at Wilmington . 67
preparing vegetables lor . . 350

Marl, Bed of 38
Lime 17

Martin, Habits of the Purple . . 479
Massachusetts Agricultural Col-

lege 114, 235, 521

Agricultural Societies, Berk-
shire County 139

Essex County 164
Hampden County .... 81
Hampshire &c 64
M iddlesex County .... 64
Milford 236
Norfolk County 273
Worcester County .... 98
Agriculture in 150

Lexington, Farming in, . . 560

May-day in June 206

May. Garden in 209

What does it Mean .... 205
Manure, Application of . 75, 161, 431

447
Bone for 22, 63
Composts 80, 183

Cistern for Liquid 431

effects of 18

Fall 19, 519

Fish for . , 92
for Muck Land 217

for Orchards, 427
from a cow 401
Geoffrey Pit 424
Hen 239, 293
Hen, Ashes and Plaster . . 218
Home-made 560
Lime, air-slaked 293

as a Top-dressing .... 145
damaged for . 477
Humus with 208

iu Crops 46
Muck and Salt 573

Muck Land, Manure for . . 217
management of . . 54, 192, 530

use of Salt Meadow . . . 234
use of with other Materials 513
value of 478

Plaster and Superphosphate 554
Prof. Vine's Complete . 311, 312

Salt, Muck and Lime ... 573
Shavings of Ash Wood for . 169

. Sod for 545
Sources of 403
Summering 247
Superphosphate . . . . 22, 239

of Lime 140, 146, 190, 193, 194
239, 291, 342, 554

Sward Land 142
Tanks, Brick and Cement . 292
use of 215

Meadows, Feeding 398, 498
how to have good 400
Muck 555
Seeding 498

in Fall 527
Meal for Cows and Pigs .... 554
Meat, high price of 545
Melons, &c 238, 303, 551

Mice, Ashes and Sand to prevent
gnawing trees 279

Field 342
in Orchards 260

Michigan, Agricultural College 14
188, 197, 207

Corn in 235
Season, Prices, &c. in . . 130, 194

Milestones and Guideboai'ds . . 572
MUk Producers' Convention . . 188
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Millet, Sugar 233

uses of 317
Ministers' Gardens 289

Miuk raising 387,532
Mosquitoes, Camphor for . . . 387
Mowers, Amherst Trial .... 471

Paris Medal 231

Mowing Lands, feeding .... 398

Muck

—

see ManuriS.
Meadow, a 555

Mutton 51

breeding Sheep for 499

NAIL-WOUKD, euro for . . . 387

Nebraska, sale of Agricultu-
ral Innjlements in .... 546

Inew Books.
American Entomologist . . 177

Farmer 2l3S

Fruit Culturist 177
Gardener's Assistant . . . 177

Naturalist 177

Annual of Scientific Discov-
ery 23S

Bourguignon on Cattle
Plague 224

Elliott's Essays 332
European Vineyards, Flagg 382

Fann Book, Allen's .... 382

How to malio it Pay ... 83

Horse in the Stable and Field 309

Land and Fresh-water SJiells 322

Poultry Keeper, Wright . . 332

Pear Culture for Protit . . . 540

Practical Floriculture . . . 177
Report of New Brunswick
Agricultural Society . . . 2(i3

Rose, Parsons on 334

Seats and Saddles ..... 233
Transactions of Wisconsin . 309

Utica Plough Trial .... 184
Willamette, Oregon, Far-
mer 321

New England Agricultural Soci-

ety 257
Breed's Remarks on . . . 23
Constitution of 168
Fair at Portland 522

Trial of Implements . . . 471
New England Farmer, first

Volumes 137

New Hampshire Agricultural
College 393

Agricultural Societies, oflB.-

cers of Merrimac County 99
Cheshire County 383
Contoocook 99
Merrimac County .... 99

Farmer's Convention .... 117
Season and Crops in . . 128, 573

Newport. Me 73
New York and Vermont, Season

lit 296
State Fair 236

November 493
Garden in 497
Work 494

OATS 282
common 554
Degeneracy of 212, 447
fine Field of 472
Native 523
Norway . . 53, 172, 194, 218, 260

272, 518, 519, 520, 673
on hard, rocky land .... 232
Oregon Wild 513
Sweden 520
Western 505

October Farm Work 447
Garden in 443
Moods of 445

Offal in Cattle, Sheep and Hogs 189
Ohio, Stock in 460
Oiling Cart ^Vheel3 49
Oil Meal 573
Orchards, Birds in 303

failure of 192
Uogs in 233

Orchards. Manure for ..... 427
Mice in 2GU
Screens for 457

Onions 160, 210, 350, 403
Flea 342
Sets 280, 330

Oregon, need of Home Market . 321

Oyster Shells and Bones .... 400
Oxen, sea Cattl'.

PAINTS for Barns 411
to prepare 344
Washing 344, 845, 346

Palmer Worm 458
Papering 346
Papers. Agricultural 239
Papilio Turnus 519
Parsley 160
Parsnips 160, 296, 497
Pasturage of Commons at the

West 416
Pasture, dry Grass in 413

improvement of 433
management of ...... 162
reclaiming 177

Peaches. Cultivation of .... 179
in Vermont 330
Leaves, properties of . . . 479

Pear. St. Michael 562, 504
Tree, Barren 315
Tyson 197
AVliite Doyenne .... 552, 564

Peas 160, 210
Bugs in 306, 460, 471
Cultivation of 145, 231
Early 76,95
instead of Corn 14

Peat as a Fertilizer 302
Persons of Public Note .... 353
Petroleum for Preserving Imple-
ments 553

Phosphates, see Manures.
Phosphatic Deposits 153
Pigeons, Feeding 59
Pigs, see .Swine.
Pin-worms 316
Pine, pruning the White .... 478

Shavings for Litter .... 230
White i'or Wind-breaks . . 232

Pitch, to remove from hands . . 250
Planting the Seed 222
Plants, Growth of 518

Protector 380
Plaster, Ashes and Hen manure 213
Ploughing 169, 167

deep • . . -. 372, 455
Deeper or Better 515
Fall 534
Seeding, Harrowing .... 121
Steam 372
to avoid dead Furrows . . . 340

Ploughs and Ploughing . . 184, 235
California Steam 257
hardening Mould-Boards of 16
steam in tfnited States . . . 340

in England 220
Syke's 191

Poison for rats dangerous . . . 391
Cherry leaves 390
in Potato sprouts 220

Pollen 370
Pork Brine, Souring 630

cost of raising 98
Is it unclean ? 176
raising and fattening .... 544

Potatoes . 83, 210, 258, 202, 303, 543
afiected by the Season ... 90
amount of Seed .... 270, 543
Balls, raising fi'om 505
Bugs 363
Calico 339
cultivation of 127, 574
Disease, cause of 543
Dover Red 556
Early Goodrich . 90, 219, 339, 574
Early Rose . 76, 130, 146, 339, 573
Early Samaritan 339

fancy 170

from Sets 280, 331

Gardner 339

Potatoes, Gleason 339
growing under Straw . . . 512
Harrison . . . 193, 219, 339, 574
Harvesting 39S
Ilorton 5.^:!

in Stowe, Vt 292
King of the Earlies 231
Long Red 574
Mania 139, 574
Orouo 183
Peach Blow, origin of . 339, 487
Remarks on the 287
Sebec 219, 574
Sprouts, poison in 220
Superphosphate for .... 291
Sweet 403
Vandervcer 339
vield of 571

Poultry, Account with 128 193, 232
Blacksmith scales for . . • 274
Black Spanish Fowls ... 352
Brahma Fowls 193
Breeds and Management of 325
Bones and other Feed for 192

293
Creepers 33
eating Eggs 323
Dominique Shanghai . . . 140
Ducks, Crested 230
Muscovy 193

Gapes in Chickens . . 391, 574
Hen Fever of 1S44 399
House 85
Lice, Gas-tar for 313
Poland Fowls 243
to Keep Healthy S04
Winter care of 76

Turkeys. Disease in ... . 231
killed by Foxes 20

Prairie Farming 409
Prairie flies on Horses . . . 43S

Premiums on trotting Horsiis . 532
Premium, Standard of 433
Prices at White River Junction 250

fancy 572
in 1850 and 1809 .... 255, 25C
of Produce in 1870 449

Privy, Straw for 517
Produce by Railroads 558
Pumpkins, drying 27

made a cow sick 236
with Corn 291, 295

Poetry.
A Little Goose 53

A Little Maiden's Song to
her Dolly 152

Baby's Drawer 489
Blacksmith's Daughter . . 263
Dog and Water Lily .... 104
Farmer Brown, Solus . . . 238
Five o'clock in the Morning 420
Gay Little Dandelion . . . 323
God's Almoner 297
Little Brown Hands .... 100
Love ligiitens Labor .... 201
My Garden 233
October 655
Our children in Heaven . . 439
Perplexed Housekeeper's So-

li loquy 154
Points of a good Cow ... 19
Sheridan's Ride 223
Tell me a Story 203
Three Little Chairs . . . .. 249

To a little Housewife ... 535
To-Morrow 491
Willie Went a AVooing . . 52

rjUINCE, culture of 272

RABBITS in Australia .... 99
Race Course, Gambling on . 164
Raccoon 61
Radishes 210

Ragged Robin 363
Railroads and Farming .... 553
Rails and Boards. Seasoning . . 14
Rake, Taylor's Sulky ...".. 316
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Rankin, Adama, Farm of . . . 236
RaspbciTies, Mulching 221

Rats, to exterminate 144
in Grain 220

Poison for. dangerous . . . 391
Residence, a Village 100
Reciprocity 131, 170, 190

Reciprocity and Combing Wools
40, 70

Rhode Island Farming . . .357, 430
Richardson, Stephen 507
Riddle, pretty near a 219
Riding, Art of 239
Road-making 378

Roller 223, 2S1

a poor Man's 417
Roofs, Covering for a flat . . . 276
Roots for Stock 302, 420

Rose Bugs on Grapes . . . 276, 236

BugTrap 372

Rules, Buyers' • 69
Rye 282

SALT for Grubs 16

for Stock 400

Salting Ilay for Stock 425

Samson, an Insect 60

Sanborn Hill, N. H 199

Sandy Loam Land 2:53

Sanford, Me 412

Sausage Making 34

Saw, Cross-cut 63

Sawdust for Bedding 233

Schoolmates, Old 347

Science, Smattering of 322

Scorpion, the Southern .... 647

Scions, Failure of 76

Season, Peculiarity of the ... 15
Seats, Rustic 370

Seed-Sower, a home-made . . . 482
Seeding Land 167

preparing Land for .... 219
with Fodder Corn 390

Sight Seeing is Deceiving ... 60
September 397

Garden in 403
Sexes of animals at will . . 207, 263
Sheep, Bedding for 431

breeding for Mutton .... 499
Cotswold . . 45, 75, 79, 263, 461
Crossing Breeds 29
Decrease of in Michigan . . 221
Diseases of . . . 88, 89, 259, 271
Farmers, Mistakes of . . . 139
Fattening 52
Fattening in Winter .... 418
Fleeces, large 415
Foot Rot 277
improving Farm by . . 245, 376
in November 495
in Vermont 55
Lamb and Wool Raising . . 571
born with Mark 19

Laurel Poison 368, 574
Leicester 45
Loss of . . 363, 339, 386, 387, 391
Maggots on 20
Medisine 512
Merino and Cotswold cross 36, 79

571
and Coarse Wools . 56, 95, 507
wool from 438

Naturally Marked 76
on the Farm 94
Oxford Down 54
Paper Skin, or bloodless dis-

ease 280
preparing for Winter . . . 568
Reaction of trade in .... 121
Roots in Feeling 420
Rot or other disease in . . . 234
Sacrilice of 28
Scab in 172, 199
selling for Cows 191
Silesiau 29
Soutlidowns 182
Summer Care of 41
Swelled Neck 315
Tape-worms in 204

Shingles, to make durable . . . 532

Shingles, White-washing .... 229
Shrubs for the Door-yard ... 37
Silk in California 221

Sleds, how to make .... 132, 665
Small Fruits 23
Small Potato premiums .... 57

Snow, red 494
Soap Suds 243
Sod, value of 545
Soda Ash, Sediment of for Ma-

nure 369
Soil, preparation of the .... 160

Analysis of 243
Soldier, a Crippled 574
Soot as a top-dressing for grass

Land 127
Sorrel 405

use of 434
Sparrow, English 236, 328
Spiders' Maternal Affection . . 101
Spongioles, are they roots ? . . 355
Squash 403
Stables, Fire-proof 242
Stars, November Shooting ... 65
Steam-Plough, California . . . 428

in England 220
Transportation ..*... 558

Sterility is Laid 311
Stock, a Principle in Breeding . 231

Breeding 31, 181

Care of 263
in Winter .... 133, 216, 495

Fancy 270
influenced by soil 665
Mr. Hubbard's 138
Pampered 552
Prices of 15
Sales of Shorthorn 46, 68, 128, 188

273, 570
Salt for 400

Strawberry, Cultivation of . . . 240
Notes on the 166

Stowe Vt., Farming in 292
Stump Machine 236
Subsoil of Western Land . . . 609
Sugar, Beet 267

amount from one tree . . . 372
maple. Hints on 243
Making .... 171, 227, 248, 293
Sap-day of Maple 218
Sap-holders and Buckets . 200
Sap Spout, Post's Eureka . 144
Season, foretelling the . . . 530
Sediment of Maple .... 218
Tapping Maple Trees . . 276 372
Maple Trees from Seed . . 19

Superposphates, S'e Munures.
Suncook Valley, N. H 49
Sunflowers, healthful .... 67, 486

Value of 368
Swamp Pyrus 37
Swine, Bishop Breed 233

Cure for lame 235
disease in 170, 259, 324
diseased 275, 276, 530
Essex 216
Experiment with Pigs . . . 248
feeding in October 447
Hogs in orchards 233

in Cellars 482
Kerosene fed to 245
Meal for 554
Poisoned by Rhubarb Leaves 328
Purple Spots on ... . 482, 531
Raising 481
treatment of sick .... 506, 607

TAP Root of Trees .... 274, 438
Tea in Tennessee 274

Te.am, how to Unhitch 576
Things, new, Cracking up 247, 293

234
Tile for Draining 3.30

Tunber, cutting for Durability . 119
Time to cut .... 63, 323, 331

Tobacco, cultivation of . . . 329, 368
Curing 506

Tomatoes . . . 210. 258, 303, 403, 438
Support and Mulch . . . 438

Top-dressing Orasa Land . 280, 623

Trees, Ashes for Fruit . . 75, 76, 79
as Wind-breaks ...... 457
Girdled by Mice 75
Horse manure and Ashes for 130
how they gel food 261
in a Mill-stone 89
Rooting Limbs 97
setting Forest 279
to keeja Mice from 76
Transplanting 340
Trifolium Procumbens . . . 529

Trichina 415
Tumor, Ovarian .' . 230
Turf value of 401
Turnips . . . . 303, 349

Sweet Russian 279
Uterus, inverted 331

T7ERM0NT Agricultural Col-
V lege 124

Caledonia County 145
Chittenden County .... 130
Cranberi-ies in 35
Duxbury 415
Farming in 450
Letter from . • 469
Orleans 36

' Springfield Farmer's Club . 174
State Society 117
Washington County .... 176
Season in 39, 671

Westminster Farmers' Club 167
195

Windsor County .... 139, 147
Windham County 212

Village, our quiet 421
Vinegar factory 402

WAGES of Washington's
Steward 446

Wagons, Greasing 486
Wasp, Mud-dauber 627
Watch-chains 512
Water Pipe, cement 553
Weeds, seeding 403
Wells, Iron Pipe 38

an old under the Prairies . 20
Westminster, Vt, Farmers' Club 121
Wheat 88, 282

and Fast Horse raising . . . 385
Arnautka 280
ashes for 413
brining 482
Can we grow? 41, 165
Can we raise ? 183
Can we raise in New Eng-
land 223

Clean Seed 288
Clover for 525
Cockle in 671
Convention in New England 125
Culture .... 47, 178. 510, 649
for Southern New England 437
Golden Sheaf 554
good Yield 200, 263
in Canada 143
in Charaplaiu Valley .... 173
in England 570
in Lexington 560
in Maine . . 188, 189, 235, 412
and Vermont 369

in Michigan . 504
in New England 170
Japanese 210
largest crop in Massachu-

setts 525
Manure for 514
Matters 225
on hard, rocky land .... 232
Ploughing in Manure . . . 525
Raising on Sod Ground 514, 625
Rust in 670
Salt for 346
Saving Seed 550
Smut in 234, 309, 671
sowing winter 350
turned to Chess . . 523, 553, 571
Varieties 482, 604, 610

Whitewash, to make . . 343, 344, 482
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Wliitewash for Barns, &c. . . . 435
Whortleberries 58
Willow, European Basket . . 70, 132

to Desroy 546
Wind-breiiks. White Pines for 232
Winter, the Farm in 216
Witch Grass 50
Woman 202
Woodchueks. to destroy .... 370
Wood preparing the 109

Time for Cutting .... 328, 331
Wool and Woolen Goods . . . 563

at the Custom Houses . . . 138
Classification of 374
Coarse and fine . 56, 95, 143, 475

Wool, Combing and Reciprocity 40, 72
Cotswold 438
Duties on Foreign 123
Exhibition at New York 356, 559
Felted Wool 39
Industry 563
in Europe 62
Growers and Stock Raisers 173
Association of New York 113
in Danger 123
Prospects and Duties of . 193
Western 160

Growing in Vermont . . . 181
North American Review on
Wool Duties 123

Wool, Preparation of long, for
Market 353

Sheared and Pulled .... 342
Why we grow heavy . . . 467
Yolk in Merino 272

Work, too much 361
Worms, Intestinal 87, 216

Palmer 458
Writers, our Agricultural ... 381
Writing for Papers 97, 371

yEAR, close of the 542
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ONTii succeeds

month, and year

' succeeds year.

The hand on the

great dial now

points to a new

and we

adjust our

accounts and

our correspond-

ence to It. The

} ear 18C8, with its labors

and cares and sorrows,

and its jo} s and pleasures,

is now numbered with the

years of the past, and we

are assuming the respon-

sibilities and the labors of a new

5^ J5:i' May it be to all our readers a

year of pleasure and successful

labor. That it may prove such it will be well

for us all to review the experience of the past

year, and inquire wherein we have been suc-

cessful, and in what we have failed ; and to

inquire what are the causes of success, and

what of failure.

New dates are so many stations on the jour-

ney of life, from which we may profitably look

back over the space we have passed, and for-

ward along the vista which is opening before

us.

The disappointments and failures of the past,

instead of discouraging us, should teach us

lessons of wisdom In arranging our plans for

the future. From our successes we should

derive new faith and energy. The "Gods
help those who help themselves," said the old

master of Fable; and all experience proves

he was right. By the very efforts we make
we acquire new inspiration and an Increase of

power. Says the poet,

"Hope springs ever new in human hearts."

Then let our hopes be high, and may they in-

spire corresponding determination and effort,

and may our efforts and determination not be

confined to the field of agriculture, but em-

brace Intellectual, social and moral culture as

well. We will aim not only to secure good

crops, but an increase of knowledge, of social

refinement and of holy living.

A review of the results of the season now

closed should call out devout thankfulness for

the blessings with which the labors of the hus-

bandman have been crowned. Local failures

and disappointments have of course occurred,

but on the whole the country has been favoi ed

with abounding harvests, and almost universal

health. The great staple crops were probably

never better; manufactures and commerce

have given good results to all wise enterprise

;

the laborer has been fully employed at high

wages, and enabled to surround himself with

comforts, and obtain for himself and his chil-

dren the means of education and social im-
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provement; science has made new develop-

ments, and received new apjilications in the

artd
;
peace has prevailed in our borders, and

our country has increased in influence and in

the respect of the nations of the earth.

Not only may we rejoice in the past, but we
lijve everything to animate and encourage our

hopes for the future. The completion of the

Pacific Railroad ; the establishment of regular

lines of steam communication with China and

the East ; the laying of telegraphic lines to

connect this country with the continent of Eu-
• rope ; the large immigration from Europe, and

the great increase of the use of farm machinery

must greatly extend our commerce and in-

crease the amount of our productions. A new
world for cultivation and stock raising is fast

opening up in the western half of our wide

empire, and the means of communication with

it are opening up as fast, which will secure to

it facilities for reaching a market, and to the

eastern manufacturers an outlet for their pro-

ductions. All these and many other circum-

stances that we nped not particularize, are full

of promise, and prophetic of glorious results

in the future.

We will, then, commence the labors of the

year with renewed feelings of gratitude to the

Giver of all good, with an increase of charity

in our hearts towards all men, and work for

humanity,—work with all diligence, and work

on with patience,—and may it be to us all "A
Happy New Year."

tember worth two of corn in November. The
peas can be grown on soil too poor or too foul

to give a good return in corn, are more easily

raised and harvested, make solid, sweet pork,

and the straw greath' improves the quality of

the manure,—mixed with other grain it is the

best food for horses he ever used. He soaks

the peas twenty-four hours in water, when the

hogs eat them greedily and flitten rapidly.

We have no doubt that a good crop of peas

may be raised with less manure than wheat or

corn. They should be put in early with us,

as late peas are apt to blight. Peas were for-

merly raised to a considerable extent by New
England farmers, and ground up with oats,

&c., for pig "provender."

PEAS INSTEAD OF CORN".

We have been frequently told that the Can-

ada farmers use peas instead of corn to fatten

their hogs, and that they make very firm and

sweet pork.

A writer in the Itural New Torlcer says he

planted last year two and a half acres in peas
;

seed nine bushels. Land fair but very weedy.
|

Sold green peas to the amount of $13. Fed
j

to two hogs and five pigs seventy-eight dollars

worth, and has on hand forty bushels, worth
|

eighty dollars, making the whole crop worth

$171 ; deducting the seed, $18, leaves value of

crop, $153. He began to feed in July and
|

fed in August, September, October and No-

vember, whereas his corn would not have

been ripe enough to feed till October and No-

vember. It is easier to fatten pork in warm
j

weather. He thinks a bushel of peas in Sep-

1

SEASONING BAILS AND BOARDS.
After some remarks on the advantages of

cutting rails and boards designed for fencing of

a uniform length, the Country Gentleman

seasoning them :

—

There is tinotlicr point of importance in provid-
ing fence stiilT. This is to have the boards sawed
or the rails split immediately after the trees arc
felled, or as soon thereafter as possible, and set up
at once to dry. The reason that summer cut lum-
ber lasts so much longer than winter cut suitf, is

the rapidity with vv'hieh the seasoning process is

effected in the dry summer air. Iflogsarecut
and then allowed to lie several months, they will

inevitahly hccome more or less "sap-rotten," and
the stuff from them prove inferior both in strength
and durability to that which is quickly seasoned
while yet fresh and sound. Probably logs cut in

early summer, and remaining untouched, would
become thus injured more rapidly during hot
weather than in a colder temperatui-e ; Ijut when
split or sawed as small as ultimately desired, the
same heat that would promote fermentation in the
large log, would dry and season the small split or
sawed portion into a horny durability. The best
time to cut and split rails is at midsummer, as we
have learned by repeated experiment ; the softer

woods, as basswood for instance, lasting more,
than twice as long bafore decay sets in, as when
cut in winter or spring. We have, therefore, pre-

ferred paying a higher price for the work in sum-
mer than at other seasons. But if rails must bo
cut in winter, let them be split at once, and placed
where they can dry as rapidly as possible. In
woods, where there is no wind, the drying process

will be slow; luu if drawn out near some point

where they will be wanted, and set up where
strong winds will sweep through the pile, the sea-

soning will advance with much greater rapidity.

When the warm weather of spring arrives, they
will have the additional advantage cf sunshine, in-

stead of the shade of woods. The same care

should be taken with boards. Make an early

agreement with the sawmill man to saw them soon
after drawing; and as soon as sawed, stick them
up in ihe wind where they will season as rapidly
as possible.

—The Agricultural College of Michigan grad-

uated a class of ten young men this fall.
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LETTER FROM THE FARM.
Concord, Nov. 27, 1SG8.

The Season and Crops generally—New Milch Cows

—

Other Stock -Farm Improvem»nts—Apples, Cider

and Vinegar.

EKTLEMEX :—Thcrc are few

things relating to the opera-

tions on the farm that strike me
more singularly than the peculiar-

ity of the seasons with regard to

the crops. For instance, on land

where I raised a crop of parsnips

ten years a^o, that was fairly estimated atSUO

bushels per acre, the crop this year would not

be 400 bushels. In the intervening years the

land has always been highly manured, every

crop carefully tended, and not cultivated with

parsnips. The roots ten years ago were white,

very free from fibrous roots, and so long that

the man who dug them, said "he could dig

post holes just about as fa^t !" They were

brittle and very sv/eet. This year they were

deficient in quantity, short, "scraggy," tough,

and lacked that delicious flavor which a good

parsnip possesses. The same remarks are

equally applicable to the beet crop.

Cabbage and cauliflower were club-footed

on the same soil, and under the same treat-

ment, where abundant crops bad been pro-

duced before. A patch containing 100 cauli-

flower plants grew finely until they began to

head, and then seemed to remain stationary.

Upon examination, every one of them was

found to be club-footed, and the whole were

plucked up and^fed to cows. The club was

not a solid mass, but made up of numerous

white bunches from the size of peas to that of

half a hen's egg. The carrot crop was little

better than that of parsnips or beets.

On the other hand, pole beans have run as

though they expected to win the race at an

agricultural fair, and seemed very loth to stop

when frost and snow had whitened theui. In

some former years, no power of manure,

bright suns and timely rains, would induce

them to run up the poles. Even if carefully

v/ound around the poles in the manner in

which they are disposed to go, and tenderly

tied up with strings, they would utterly refuse

to go-ahead, and untwist themselves and hang
down their heads like a lout of a boy who has

been detected in throwing paper pellets into

the faces of the girls across the school-room

desks ! They would not run, and did not pro-

duce, so that the dinner-pot was rarely brought

into use to prepare that delicious dish,—green

shelled beans, delightfully seasoned with a

slice of sweet, salted pork !

The careful observer will notice these pecu-

liarities in the crops of the farm—but partic-

ularly in the garden crops—every season.

They are puzzling to me. I have watched

them for many years with all my powei'l of

examination and observation, and yet feel my-

self unable to account for them. Who will

tell us what peculiar conditions of the earth or

atmosphere cause these singular phenomena ?

When will the wise men of the State Board

of Agriculture, or the learned ones of the

AgricAiltural College, unravel these mysteries,

so that our tables shall abound in cauliflower

and cabbage, beets, beans and parsnips, with

some degree of certainty, each succeeding

year ?

The crops, generally, the past season, were

good. Owing to cold and wet weather at the

usual planting time, they were got into the

ground late. A large proportion of the Indian

corn was not planted until the first week in

June, and much of it not until the second, ^he
weather continued quite unfavorable for some

weeks after that period, so that the prospects

of a corn crop were not at all flattering. Then

came the unparalleled hot season of middle

July, which not only revived the corn, but

brought new hopes to the mind of the planter.

Indeed, without this hot season, there would

probably have been but few fields of sound

corn in all this region. It brought it forward

with a rapidity such as was never observed be-

fore, and heated the soil so much as to keep

the crop going forward when the atmospheric

conditions were unfavorable. The result has

been a fair average, at least, of all the lead-

ing crops. In two or three neighboring States,

waere I have made brief visits during the au-

tumn, I find the same results. There, as well

as here, the statement is common that, up to

the 4th of July, the prospect of an average

corn crop was altogether discouraging.

From the abundance of the crops some singu-

lar changes have taken place in regard to the

prices of stock. New milch cows are in unu-

sual demand, and bring prices varying from $40

to $125. Scarcely any cow that would come

under the term of good, sells for less than

$50, while most of them bring nearer $100
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While these high prices prevail for new milch

cows, other stock,—wherever I have been,

both at auctions and on the farm,—is selling

at prices much lower than it commanded three

months ago.

In the midst of our great national progress

in art and science, I have been gratified in all

my visits to notice what seems to me an un-

usual attention to improvements on the farm.

Do the inventions that relieve and facilitate

labor, and that add new graces to social life,

as well as encourage and promote the in-

dustry of our people, stimulate the farmer to

better practices,—or are these new efforts

called forth by a greater demand and higher

prices for his products ? It would not be irra-

tional, I think, to suppose that they act upon

each other ; that the embellishments in rural

life, and a higher cultivation of the soil

will stimulate the inventive genius of our

people, while the labors of the inventor

and mechanic will greatly avert the toil

of the farm, and leave time and inclina-

tion to the farmer to improve the appearance

of his home, as well as to increase the pro-

ductive power of his soil. Indeed, all useful

labor, of whatever nature it may be, makes a

part of the great whole, and becomes in one

way or another important to all.

The apple crop in the New England States

this season was larger than it has been for sev-

eral years past, but the fruit was very imper-

fect ; so much so, that fully one-third of it all

was turned over for makinjr cider. Good ci-

der vinegar has been selling for fifty cents per

gallon among the farmers in the country. A
considerable portion of the cider made will

probably be turned to vinegar, and that article

become cheaper. Yours truly,

SixMON Buowx.
R, P. Eaton & Co.

Salt for Gkurs.—At a late meeting of

the Herkimer county, N. Y., Farmers^ Club,

Mr. Skinner said that last spring he ploughed

up an old sod where there was an innnense

quantity of grubs. He sowed upon three and

three- fourths acres, soon after ploughing, two

barrels coarse salt. A day or two after the

application there was rain, which dissolved

most of the salt. The ground was then thor-

oughly harrowed and planted to corn. About

half a pint of leached a^hes was placed upon

each hill of corn. The yield of corn was very

large, and not a hill was injured by worm8.

He had no doubt^ had there been no applica-

cation of salt, that the grubs would have de-

stroyed the corn.

Hardening the Mould Boards op

Ploughs.— A new method of hardening

ploughs has been discovered lately, which

gives them the hardness and temper of steel,

in combination with the toughness of iron.

The iron mould-board is heated and dipped into

molten iron. It remains there ten seconds,

when the two surfaces become heated to a

white heat, while the centre is not heated

through. It is then dipped into water; the

surface comes out harder than the highest tem-

pered steel, while the interior retains all the

strength and toughness of iron. These mould

boards take the finest and hardest polish, and

will, at the same time, be tough enough to en-

dure any reasonable knocking about in a

stony soil.

For the New England Farmer.

THE GAHDBN IN JANUAJBY.

Again the revolving sun,—or rather the

earth moving in its annual circuit,—biings us

to the commencement of a new year ; and the

wise man reviews his past course, and resolves

on a future one. How is it with the farmer
and his garden ? Has he, during the last

year, improved on his former practice, and
come to the conclusion that a good garden, in

connection with the farm and house economy,
is one of his most profitable investments
wherein he can expend his labor, in season ?

Let the reader look out on his garden, and, as

he reviews the last season's products from that

little spot of ground, tell me if he has not
been better rewarded for his time, labor, and
expense there, than he has lieen on any other

cultivated portion of his farm of equal area.

What would it have cost you to purcha.^e the

same amount of inferior products? If you
have kept an account with the garden j ou can

at once tell how many dollars and cents it has

cost and how many it has brought in. But is

the pecuniary value of what the gard< n pro-

duces, or what those products would sell for,

all you take into account.'' Is there not much
saving and an amount of satisfaction that

money cannot purchase, in having such pro-
ducts of your own raising?
But if you have not a good garden, select

that nice piece of ground 1) ing convenient to

the house, and if it is a sward, cart on and
spread a heavy coat of good manure,—you
need not be afraid of clvinc it too much, if it
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can be well turned under, any time when the

ground is not frozen, or if a thaw comes in the

course of a few weeks, plow it with narrow
furrow slices, ten or more inches deep, if the

the soil is so deep, it not, to the depth of the

soil ; as but little of the under soil should be

turned up at a time. If you have a garden
already, it will be an advantage to gi'«o it a

good coat of manure, broadcast, any time

during the month. The rains will wash the

soluble parts of the manure down, and the

soil will absorb them, and a greater benefit

will accrue by the fertilizing qualities of the

manure being well diflti>ed through the soil.

1 hen plan in your mind just how much and
what part shall be devoted to each particular

product ; where and how large shall be the hot-

bed, the beds for beets, radi.shes, parsnips, let-

tuce, t-alsify, chicory, spinach, &c. ; where
shall be planted the pole and dwarf heans, po-

tatoes, early corn, cucumbers, squash, toma-
toes, &c., and the particular portion that each
and every other vaiiety of product, grown in

the girden shall occupy. Then see if you
have all the requisite serds in prime order; if

not procure them at the fir^t opportunit)',

while the seed merchant and grower has a full

stock on hand. All seeds which are in the

least of doubtl'ul vitality, should be tested in

a box of soil in a warm room,—noting the

number of seeds planted, and compare them
with the number of plants that come up.

Good seed is the cheapest, even if it costs

three prices.

A garden which has at any time stagnant or

a surplus of water in the upper or under soil

within two or three feet of the surface, or

which has a close compact surface soil, or a
hard, retentive subsoil, or if the soil is shal-

low, or cold, cloggy or moist, delaying early

spring planting, surely needs underdraining,

and it will pay to have it done. Autumn is

the best lime for draining, but often there are

times when it can be done during winter, and
the cost is but a tiide, except for tiles. Tiles

make the best under-drains, and in the long
run, if not at fir t, are the most economical.

The benefits derived from underdraining are

many ; among which I may mention, deepen-
ing, warming, enriching, drying and sweeten-

ing the soil ; thus in fact lengthening the sea-

son in which it may be worked and plants

grow in it.

This is the season when the farmer is most
at lei-sure, and he should endeavor to cultivate

and enjoy his advantages, remembering that

time spent in the "Farmers' Club" meetings,
in social visits, reading and conversation, or

even in merry pastime, is not time mi-ispent

;

but that the culture and relaxation of mind
and muscle tends to invigorate the system and
the mind, and that the daily toil of a more
busy season is easier accomplished therefor.

With all your plans, plan for the ornamental
as well as the useful. Look around the house
and premises, and see wherein you can im-

prove its appearance, by planting trees, shrubs,

flowers, «&c. See if any heretofore planted
need pruning, and in a mild time, when they
are unfrozen, prune them.
Look out for the eggs of the "tent cater-

pillar " They are found in a little bunch en-

circling small branches, and may be detected
when the sun shines, by a shining appearance

;

cut ofl" the twig, with the eggs, and burn them,
thus saving future trouble.

Accumulate manure ; save all the wash from
the house, slops, &c., and add it to the com-
post heap ; let nothing that may be turned
into plant food be wasted, but save it, though
small, as you would nickel pennies, by the

saving of which the dollars are accumulated.
Cold frames, in very cold weather, will need

extra proivction, but in warm days the cover-

ing should be removed and some ventilation

given ; light and air are essential. Protection

to grape vines, strawberries and half hardy
plants may be given now, if not already done,
as injury by cold weather seldom occurs till a

thaw comes ; sudden changes from cold to

warm and warm to cold, by alternately starting

the sap How and suddenly freezing, burst the

sap vessels, and thus destroy the plant.

Vegetables in the cellar will continue to ar-

rive at perfection, and need care, to keep
from freezing, and to prevent rotting. Remove
all decaying vegetables, or other waste veget-

able master from the cellar.

W. H. White.
South Windsoi', Conn., Jan., 18G9.

For the New England Farmer.

MARL LIME.

Your correspondent W. I. Simonds, inquires

about marl lime. There are several deposits

of shells (called marl lime) in this .«ection.

Some of (hem are several feet deep, and usu-

ally covered more or less with muck. These
iieds have the appearance of being the bottom

of a pond in times long past.

One of these deposits is situated in Williams-

town, the owner of which burned quite a quan-

tity about a year ago, and others with myself

have used it the past season on crops. My
neighbor, who used both the burned and un-

buined, pronounces the burned much the best;

besides, it is'the most convenient to use.

A gentleman from Calais informed me that

he procured several barrels, and that it pays

well, although he did not use up his supply in

consequence of ill health. He says it is aston-

ishing to see the effect when applied to hoed

crops. I used only ^w^i barrels, in all cases

wiih perceptible benefit. The most marked
results were noticed when applied to the po-

tato crop, at the rate of less than three barrels

to the acre. On land well manured, it gave

me, in an average of eight experiments, an in-

crease of twenty-five pounds to the square rod,

or over sixty bushels to the acre ; and on
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greensward, without manure the increase of

crop was much greater.

This marl when burned resembles fine ashes,

but is somewhat heavier. The cost is trifling

compared with other fertilizers. Potatoes

raised upon this appear much better and are

less liable to be affected with rot than where
superphosphate is used. They are also free

from the rough or rusty surface. But the

phosphate manufactured at St. Johnsbury,

Vt., will grow the largest crops.

Perhaps this may be the same deposit allud-

ed to by Mr. Simonds. If so, he need not be

afraid to try it. A. D. Akms.
Montpdier, Vt., Nov. 25, 18G8.

For the Neio England Farmer,

CULTIVATION OF CKA.NBEKHIES.
Will Mr. Hersey tell us why "iu y)reparing the

soil lor cranberries the surface should i)e removed
down to the peat ?" D. L. Suepakd.

Foxboro', Mass., Nov. 23, 1868.

Remarks.—The above inquiry, together

with that of "W. B. K.," of West Fairlee, Vt.,

in relation to a variety of the cranberry for

Central Vermont, were forwarded to Mr. Her-

sey, who has kindly responded, as follows :

—

In reply to Mr. Shepard's inquiry as to why
"in preparing the soil for cranberries the sur-

face should be removed down to the peat," I

would say. If the land is to be covered with

not move than from three to six inches of

sand, unless the soil is removed, the grass will

find its way to the surface in such quantities as

to make it very difficult to keep it down 'with-

out disturbing the horizontal runners of the

new plants. It should also be removed, be-

cause when properly dried and pulverized it is

one of the best materials to absorb the liquids

and gases of the barn, which are too often per-

mitted to pollute the streams, and render the

surrounding atmosphere anything but agreea-

ble.

In reply to the question of "W. B. K.," Is

there any kind cf cranberry that will prove

profitable as far north as the middle of Ver-

mont, if set on the right kind of land ?" I am
not able to speak from experience, and be-

lieving that the value of a communication on

agriculture depends mainly whether it contains

facts ascertained to be such by the actual ex-

perience of the writer, or whether it contains

supposed facts suggested to the writer by a

friend, I hesitate to give an opinion.

The cranberry in this latitude blossoms

about the first of July, and the crop is gath-

ered the last of September. In a higher lati-

tude it would be important to have tlie vines

covered with a few inches of water until all

danger of frost in the spring is over. The
land should then be kept as dry as possible

until there is danger of frost in the autumn,

then flow it every cool night until crop is se-

cured.

If W. B. K. has the right kjnd cf land he
should try a few rods and report to the Far-
mer the result. E. Hersey.
Bingham, Mass., Nov. 27, 1868.

For the Xew England Farmer.

MENTAL CULTUP.S "MAKUKH,.-OVEK-
WOBKIJVG.

There is nothing more important to the far-

mer, or indeed to any other business man, than

first to know the effect of causes, and then the

causes of effects. The mere fact that certain

things produfc certain effects, is not enough.
Many know that corn when planted on old

manure produces better than when planted on
green manure. The effect is understood while

the cause is often unknown.
It is sometimes said that one must be a

thinking man to be a good mechanic, but that

any fool can be a farmer. But mechanics,

merchants and professional men who try farm-
ing find that such is not the case. To be a
succes^ful farmer it is of the utmost import-

ance that we study our business well. Intel-

ligence, industry and economy are essential to

the prosperous farmer.

When I see a farm with good substantial

fences, and no loose gates torn from their

hinges, or old blinds hanging from the Avln-

dow frame by one hinge, I should not fear to

drive into his door-yard in the night. I should
not expect to confrot a huge dog, or smash
against an old cart. His chains, his ploughs,

his harrows, his cultivators, hoes, and all other

tools, will be found in their proper places,

and well cleaned, when not in use. Order is

economy. It costs less to take care of tools

than to hunt for them. But there may be a

mistaken economy. To spend three hours in

raking scattering spsars of hay, that when
weighed would not amount to ten pounds ; or

to use up one's strength and perhaps an axe on
some old hard knots, for an armful of wood,
may cost more than it comes to.

I saw a man, yesterday, who said he must
use a little more economy ; his family was very

expensive ; farming didn't pay, and he was
going to stop his paper. I thought it might
prove like splitting tough knots, or raking

three hours for ten pounds of hay.

I believe it is a slow way to learn Avithout

some means of learning, and that a good far-

mer's paper is a great help, indeed almost in-

dispensable, especially to young farmers. If

we get all our knowledge by our individual

experience, we may find it a good but dear

school. A whole year may be re(iuired for a

single experiment. We should profit by the

experience of others. But at the same .time,

"He that by the plough would thrive
Himself must either hoKl or drive."

Manure is the life of farming. The ques-

tion should be, how shall we make the most of
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it, and how apply it? I have before men-
tioned (he fact that many men use old manure,

but can't tell why. All vegetation is made
up of decomposed matter. Manure applied

before decomposition takes place, or before it

commences, is of little use or none at all,

until it does take place. It is a fact that ma-
nure left exposed one year before use produces

a more rapid growth of vegetation than green

manure, but it is also a fact that one-half of

it or nearly so is lost. The more rapid the

decomposition the more rapid the growth of

ve.:j:<taiion.

If the ground did not undergo a change

while the seed was in it, plants would not grow
at all. When we applv manure it is to help

the ground in her effort to feed the plant. A
large amount of manure is thrown out of the

barn to lay exposed to the rains a year before

it is used, and when wanted the very best of

it is gone. Nearly all farmers know the great

waste of throwing manure out of their barns,

but think they can't help it. They have not

the means to cover it with a shed or cellar.

If such men wait until they get the means
from their farms they will not be likely to get

it at all. Put up a shed at any rate. You
can sell hay enough ia two years to pay for

it, by the extra amount of manure saved, if

you cut twelve or fifteen tons of hay now.

In this as in many other things the head may
be made to save the heels, or in other words
contrivance is as good as hard work.

As a general thing New England farmers

work too hard. Many of us work sixteen

hours in a day in the summer, with no time to

rest. This is too much. It is more than

horses or oxen can endure. But some say it

is necessary to live, I think not. A man can

do about so much work and no more. Work
sixteen hours in a day and a man is all ex-

hausted. He goes to bed tired and gets up
tired. If his wife asks him to go any where
with her, he answers with a snarl, "IVe some-

thing else to do." Over-work makes him fret-

ful. The harder he works the more fretful he

grows. But, says one, how shall I avoid it?

Work less hours. Sit down in the shade or

fireside after supper, with your wife and chil-

dren, and you will soon see that old smile re-

turn to the face of your now care-worn and
toiling wife. A little rest wont hurt her. It

will do you both good. You wont be poorer

at the end of tne year, but I will warrant you
will be more happy. M. Campbell.
North Turner, Me., 18G8.

Curious Freak of Nature.—To mark
my sheep, I paint a large black K on the rump
of the bucks and wethers, and on the right

side of the ewes ; and one ewe, no doubt
thinking she would save mc the trouble of
marking her lamb, marked it herself, and it

had a good black K on its rump when it came.
—T. L. K., Wisconsin, in Co. Gentleman.

POINTS OF A GOOD COW.
She's long in licr face, she's fim in her horn,
She'll quickly get fat -wiihoHt cp.ke or corn,
She's clean iu her jaw, and full in her chine,

Bhe'a heavy in flank and wide in her loin.

She's hroad in her lih, and long in her rump,
A straight and flat back, with never a hump;
Shu's wide in her hips, and calm in her eyes,
She's fins in her shoulders and thin In her thighs.

She's lisht in her neck, and.fnaall in her tail,

She's wide in her breast, and good at the pail,

She's fine in her bone, and eilky of skin.

She's a grazier's without, and a butcher's within.
London Farmers'' Magazine,

Sugar Maples from the Seed.—In re- .

ply to a subscriber, we would say that the

best time to plant the seed of the sugar maple
is immediately after it has ripened in tiie fall.

It will do well, however, sown in the spring,

if it is kept in a dry, cool place. A seed bed
should be prepared somewhere in an open
field where there is plenty of light and heat.

The soil should be deep, rich and mellow,

well drained and free from weeds. Muck or

leaf mold from the forest will form the best

manure ; but if these cannot be conveniently

obtained, well-rotted compost or old well-sea-

soned farm-yard manure may be used. It is

well also to add bone dust and wood ashes in

small quantities. A trench should be made
about half an inch deep and a foot wide, care

being taken to pulverize the bottom well sev-

eral inches deep. The seeds should not be

placed too thick—not nearer than two or three

inches apart, and then the dirt carefully raked
over them. If more than one drill is needed,

they should be at least four feet apart, so as

to allow a cultivator to pass between them.

Care should be taken from the time the seeds

come up to keep the ground free from weeds

;

it should also be stirred frequently so it will

not bake ; but pains should be taken not to

disturb the roots more than is absolutely

necessary.

—

Prairie Farmer.

Fall Manuring.—Another valuable use of
manure at this season, is its application to

grass, to be turned under in spring for corn.

If spread now, carefully and evenly, the liquid

or soluble portions are carried down along the

fibres of the grass, and intimately dillused

through the upper soil. If the application is

made early, the effect is greater, as the diffu-

sion into the soil is not only more perfect, but

the growth of grass (or if clover, still better)

will add to the fertility. But even now, or

during the first half of winter, manure is worth

far more than if left for spring application,

when there is not time enough for it to be-

come diffused, and when likewise the ground
is packed and hardened by drawing heavy
loads over it. We have sometimes observed

a difference of twenty bushels of corn per

acre in favor of the fall sjjreading of manure,
as compared to spring application, when ap-

plied to sod in both instances. It is only
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when spring manure is very finely broken by
repeated harrowings, that it proves of much im-

mediate value.

—

Country Oentleman.

AGKICULTUKAL ITEMS.
—If a poor man in England kills a rabbit with-

out a license, he is liable to be sent to jail and to

be fined #100.

—All wrinkled peas, says an exchange, are more

delicate than those that are full and perfect in

form ; like sugar corn, the saccharine matter con-

tained in them, causes them to shrivel when dried.

—At a late sale of sheep, at Worcester, Eng-

land, fifteen Shropshire Down rams brought from

£6 6s to £23 2s. Twenty Leicester rams averaged

£G 16s. 6d. Ten Oxford Down rams from 14A to

7 guineas.

—A correspondent of the New England Far-

mer writes that Mr, Hoit Day, of Chesterfield,

N. H., caught year before last twenty-OAe foxes;

last year twenty ; this year, up to October 29, ten,

in steel traps.

—A mail carrier in Western Michigan uses a

yoke of Texan oxen for carrying the mail. They

are yoked to a cart and trot as well as horses

;

making fifty miles a day for two days in each

week, that being the number of times the mail is

transported.

—It is well known by butter makers that the

cream which first rises on milk makes nicer butter

than that which rises after standing a long time.

It is said that the milk that makes the butter that

Queen Victoria eats is skimmed twice, and twelve

hours afterwards it is churned.

—A farmer on digging a well on one of the

Western prairies, found the remains of an ancient

well, thirty feet below the surface, which had man-

ifestly been dug and walled in centuries ago. It

is believed to have been sunk by the race of peo-

ple who were the architects of the remarkable

mounds and parallels which abound in most of

the Western States.

—The students of the Massachusetts Agricultu-

ral College having finished harvesting, and staked

out operations on a swamp, have commenced the

lecturing season. Dr. Calvin Cutter, of Warren,

as we learn by the Amherst Record, delivered his

§rst lecture on Physiology, Nov. 11, and Charles

L. Flint, Esq., is expected to commence a course

on Dairy Farming, this week.

—A correspondent of the Mirror a?id Farmer

eays that the owners of three adjoining farms kept

turkeys the past season. The first had over a

hundred. They were heard to be in trouble, and

on going to the rescue a fox was seen at work and

driven away, but not till he had killed fifty-three

Of the young turkeys. He then went directly to

the flock of the next neighbor and killed nine bc-

ioi-Q he was discovered and driven away, and be-

fore night he found the flock of the third neighbor

and killed eighteen, one of them an old turkey.

Making eighty in all killed in one day by a single

fox that escaped unharmed.

—A Kentucky correspondent of the Country

Gentleman says, twoyears ago sorghum was great-

ly over-planted. This fact gave that interest a

tempoi'ary shock ; but it is reviving and rooting

itself firmly in the affections of the people, and I

believe now, as I did years ago, that it supplies the

one need Kentucky had, to be the most abundant

and blessed home a farming people ever claimed.

You may set it down as a staple now, and the av-

erage price of syrup one dollar per gallon.

—A little boy, about eight years old, son of Mr.

Eli Bates, exhiljitcd at the late Fair at Milford,

Mass., a pair of black calves, twins, probably, not

over five months old, which were perfectly broken

to draw a little blue cart which was made for them.

The deserving little fellow, while exhibiting his

team, in all the pride of childhood, was made the

recipient of "scrip" to the amount of several dol-

lars, by gentlemen who witnessed his exhibition.

They noiy filled his hat with currency, whereat

he was so overcome with joy, pride, gladness, and
all the emotions of his young heart, that he cried,

laughed, tried to talk, broke down, and finally

turned away, his mind stored with rich memory
of the kind persons who had done him so much
good.

—A correspondent of the Mirror and Farmer
says, sometime last September I went out to salt

my sheep and noticed that one of them appeared

quite dumpish, as though she was sick. I noticed

also quite a number of green flies around and upon

her back. Upon examination I found the wool

upon her back packed full of fly blows. I also

noticed the same kind of flies around another

sheep, but she appeared as well as the rest. In

about six days I went to the pasture again and

these two sheep were missing. I found the car-

cass of one of them literally alive with maggots.

They were both young sheep and in good condi-

tion. Can any one tell what ailed them and give

a remedy ?

—The farmers in the vicinity of Lexingt-on, Ky.,

are bragging on large ears of corn. Among the

specimens sent to the office of the Home Jourtial,

an excellent agricultural paper printed in Lexing-

ton, are one ear of White Dent,^ inches long, 7

inches in circumference, 12 rows of GO grains each ;

in all 720 grains; another 9 inches long, 8 in^'hcs

in circumference, 14 rows of 4G grains ; in all G44

grains. A Dent corn, not named, W.\ inches long,

7^ inches circumference, 18 rows of 60 grains;

making 1080 grains in all. Yellow corn, 10 inches

long, 8 inches in circumference ; it had 18 rows of

52 grains ; in all 936 grains. Orange Yellow, one

ear, 9.^ inches long, 8 inches circumference, and

18 row5 of 49 grains—882 grains; another 10^

inches long, 8 inches circumference ; had 20 rows

of 46 grains—920 grains.
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HUBBAKDSTON NONSUCH—OLD ENGLISH NONSUCH—TOLMAN SWEETING.

As I believe you are always willing to give in-

formaiiun upon all suljects through the columns
of the Faumek, I send you three varieties of ap-
ples. Please name thein, and oblige

B. L. Stetson.
South Hanover. Mass., Nov. 12, 1868.

Remarks.—The specimens above alluded

to were received in good order. They were

carefully and neatly packed.

The largest fruit is the Hubbard-

ston Nonsuch, a very popular and

high-priced apple,—specimens like

those received are now retailing on

the street at four to six cents each.

The above cut, although not a very

good picture, represents the Hub-

bardston. Mr. Cole describes it as

"large to very large ; roundish ;
yel-

low, mostly covered with red, which

is bright in the sun ; lower part of

the cavity and basin, greenish rus-

set, numerous dark specks ; stem

two-thirds of an inch long, in a

broad, deep cavity ; calyx rather

large, open, in a broad basin ; flesh

yeilowish-white, tender, crisp, of a

•^

very mild, excellent aromatic flavor, rather

saccharine. Oct. and Nov. A good grower

and good bearer, mostly in even years. Ori-

gin, Ilubbardston, Mass.

The light colored apple is the Tolman

Sweeting, — sometimes written Talman, or

\
Talman.—Large medial ; flattish-round

;

whitish yellow, with a faint blush ; stem

long, slender, in a wide, shallow cavity;

flesh wliite, nither tirui, tough, and dry,

but rich and very sweet. Excelknt Ibr

baking, second-rate for the table. Fine for

stock. Winter and caiiy Spring. Moder-

ate grower, but does not fornj a large tree.

A great bearer, and profitable maikct fruit.

Native of 11. 1., where it is much cultivated,

and in Western N. Y. Popular in the West.

The principal sweet apple iu this market in

\ winter.
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Tallman. We copy its outlines and descrip-

tion from Cole's Fruit 'Book.

The red apple is the Old Nonsuch, some-

times known as English Nonsuch, Winter

Nonsuch, Richfield Nonsuch, and in New
York, Red Canada. Mr. Cole gives the fol-

lowing description,—^Medial ; nearly all red
;

stem slender, in a very deep cavity ; small

basin; very tender, juicy, inclining to saccha-

rine. Winter. Moderate gi'ower, good bear-

er. In New York, and some sections in the

West,, it is large, fair, and excellent ; but little

cultivated here, as it is not profitable." Mr.

Hyde said that it is not as common now as in

his boyhood, when it was highly prized.

In relation to the light and the red apple we

found several good judges in doubt as to their

names. And we are indebted to J, F. C.

Hyde, Esq., President of the Massachusetts

Horticultural Society, who at once and with-

out reference to the^books, identified them.

His powers of perception and of memory, in

this respect, are truly wonderful. On one

occasion when naming some pears which were

similar in appearance, he was asked, "How
do you distinguish them?" "Why, by their

looks, as I do my neighbors or my children."

SUPEEPHOSPHATE.
There appears to have been a lively discus-

sion at one of the late meetings of the New
York Farmers' Club on the subject of special

fertilizers. According to the report of the

Tribune, Mr. Whitney said bone is a perma-

nent manure and will impart something every

year. Superphosphate is the same material,

but so prepared as to give immediate results.

A. S. Fuller—I value bone highly. I have used
tons of it, and tons of superphosphate, but on the

last I would not pay cartage twenty miles to my
j)Iace, for I have never seen the least benefit from
it. 1 buried a load of superphosphate to set it

out of the way. I may mistalic in this, but I have
tried it on four different kinds of soil and this is

my experience. The sulphuric acid seems to burn
and vitrify the l)onc. Now if superphosphate is

so valuable why have nt.t gardeners and nursery,

men found it out ; wliy not Peter Henderson,
the great gardener ? Wliy not Elwanger & Barry,
the noted nurserymen of Rochester ? And why
do they send out their teams from four to ten
miles lor barn-yard manure ? William Parry, of
Cinnaminson, told me his <-nanure cost about $1 a
load, and he used it Ijcfure any other. Have tlicy

not heard of superphosphate ? Here, now, is our
friend Quinn, I might say he was brought up in a
superphosphate factory, and yet he carefully se-

cures all tiis manure. My opinion is that one
might as well throw his money into the Hudson
river as to expend it for any superphosphate I

have seen.

This called out Mr. Quinn who claimed that

he had made money by farming and by buying

superphosphate, and declared that he had

bought more of it than any man in the room.

He offered to experiment with Mr. Fuller,

and leave the result to a committee.

Mr. Stone said that when a manufacturer

of superphosphjite first starts we get an article

that gives satisfaction, but soon it gets worth-

less, and now most of us go on Mr. Fuller's

plan, buying manure and composting with

muck.

Mr. Williams had used bone with much

greater benefit than superphosphate, which he

would use no more. He was in favor of com-

posting muck with manure.

N. C. Meeker bought $12 worth of bone,

and a less quantity of superphosphate. The

first did most good, but half the money spent in

stable manure would have given better results.

ORGANIZE A FAKMEES' CLUB.

The farmers of Saco and Biddeford have

recently organized a club with the following

constitution and by-laws, which we copy from

the Maine Democrat, as perhaps as good a

form of organization as can be devised, at the

commencement of operations :

—

"We, the citizens of the county of York,
desirous of promoting agriculture, horticul-

ture and the mechanic arts, and of co-opera-

tion in the acquirement and dilfusion of prac-

tical knowledge pertaining to the farmer's oc-

cupation, agree to form ourselves into an or-

ganization for this purpose, and to adopt the

following Constitution :

—

Article 1. This organization shall be
called the 'Farmers' Club, of Biddeford,' and
its oflUcers shall consist of a President, ten

Vice Presidents and seven Secretaries, who
shall be chosen annually in future years on the

first Saturday in October, and who shall sev-

erally perform the duties usually devolving on

such officers.

Art. 2. The meetings of this Club may be
held as often as the members shall di'cide to

hold the same, and be governed by the usual

parlimentary rules of organized meetings, ex-

cept as they may be modified by the By-Laws
annexed to this Constitution, which may be

altered or amended at any regular meeting of

the Club by a majority vote.

By-Laws. 1st.—The time occupied by any
member at one time, in the meetings of this

Club, shall not exceed fifteen minutes, unless

the speaker is authorized to deliver a formal

lecture, or unless the time is extended by
unanimous consent."
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SMAtL FRUITS.
THEIR CULTURE AND DSE.

oxsiDEitixG their means and

opportunities, there is prob-

ably no class of our people

that neglects so many opportuni-

ties for the improvement of the

intellectual faculties, and the cul-

ture of so many things that have

a direct tendency to exalt and

otxlni the mind, as that of farmers. As a

general rule, the mechanic, although not pos-

sessing half the pecuniary ability, supplies his

family with amusements, accomplishments or

graces, and the means of gratifying a healthy

appetite, in a far greater degree than the far-

mer generally does. If the mechanic has but

twenty square feet of land, he will crowd it

with culinary plants and a succession of flow-

ers, and send up a Concord or other grape

vine to shade the kitchen windows from July

suns, and make home attractive to the children,

especially when the fruit hangs upon it in all

its purple lusciousness. He tends the spot

with scrupulous care. Not a weed defiles it.

He gives each plant its own share of room,

—

clipping an over-grown branch here, and en-

couraging a feeble bud there, until it stands in

the beauty of perfection, and yields fruit, or

flower, or root, up to itshighestpower of pro-

duction. He keeps the soil so fine, porous

and light, that it absorbs every dewdrop that

is distilled upon it,—drinks pvery summer

shower that comes to its surface, and carries

its ammonia to the masses of roots which eve-

rywhere fill the ground. If the season is dry,

his soil attracts moisture from the air above it

every day. If wet, the air passes freely down

among its particles, taking heat along with it

and stimulating the halting roots.

His garden— if it may so be called—is a lit-

tle Eden. Every plant in it is as familiar as

the faces around his fireside. He is in it when

the dews glisten in the sun's first rays. ^ Com-

ing from school, the children pass to the house

through the garden. Its attractions are

stronger than those of the dinner table. They

pluck a fragrant leaf or flower to adorn the

hair, or to present to mother or sister, and

home, and dinner, and filial love, are all the

better for it.

The mercliaiit tires of the counting-room,

the ledger, the vicissitudes in trade and the

money market. He must watch with eagle

eye and active brain every pulsation in com-

mercial affairs ; he must not let the golden mo-

ment slip, and the glittering profits fall into

his neighbor's pockets ; he must wait, and

watch, and snatch the prize at once, or it is lost

!

So in his narrow circle, shut out from the

fields of air, from the world of life and beauty,

he continues his unattractive, daily toils. He
longs for acres in the country, where he can

feel the unpolluted breath of heaven on his

cheek, hear the music of birds and running

brooks, and the harps among the pines ; where

he can enjoy amplitude of thought and motion,

and see Nature as she changes her scene^ and

sounds and forms.

Let us follow him into the country. Where
do we first find him ? In the garden, where God
first placed man ! It is not so much a convic-

tion of utiliiy that leads him there, as a com-

mon instinct that the garden will best supply the

first wants of the family ; that there, the

greatest amount and variety may be produced

by the least labor. lie is not, nor* was the

mechanic, a farmer or gardener, and yet it is

with such that the best examples of skill and

profit may be found. The yard of the me-

chanic, or the limited farm of the city mer-

chant, may be visited and studied with advan-

tage by the professed farmer, the proprietor

and cultivator of extended fields. More ac-

tual money profit is frequently gained from the

former, than in an equal number of the latter.

Evidence of this is every year afforded at our

annual shows. If we can succeed in produc-

ing per acre, at the same rate which they of-

ten produce per rod, we shall astoni h the wis-

est committee that ever sat in judgment on the

products of the soil.

Let us imitate their examples in the cultiva-

tion of the smallfruits that are adapted to

our climate. A leading one among them is

The Currant.—This fruit is gaining popu-

lar favor every day,—still there are hundreds

of farms without a currant bush upon them.

It is easy of culture, hardy, and will thrive

upon a soil that would produce a fair crop of

corn. The best mode of getting them is to

take cuttings in the spring which have grown

the previous summer, and set them where it is

intended they shall grow. They should be

cut very early, and set as soon as the

ground will admit them. They should be

vigorous, thick cuttings, and set two-thirds of
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their length into the ground. We have never

'

experienced any trouble from their throwing

up suckers. It is said that cutting the eyes or
^

buds away from the part set in the ground
|

will prevent this. In setting the cuttings, care
j

should be taken to have the earth come close
I

to them at every part. The after care of i

the plant is simply to thin out superfluous
|

wood oncp a year, and give them a fair soil

and clean culture.

There are many varieties of currants, but

three or four of them are decidedly prefera-

ble to the rest.

The Cherry is a strong grower, with stout,

erect, short-jointed shoots ; leaves large, thick,

and dark green. Valuable for market and

preservation. We have not found it a spe-

cial acquisition to old varieties.

The Victoria has very long bunches of

bright red fruit
;
growth spreading ; very pro-

ductive ; hangs on the bushes some two weeks

longer than most currants.

The Red Dutch is an old standard. It is

thrifty, grows upright and is very productive.

Fruit Urge, deep red, rich acid flavor, with

clusters three or four inches long.

The White Dutch is much like the red in

habit ; fruit larger ; shorter bunches, and of a

fine yellowish- white color, with a very trans-

parent skin. Le?s acid than the red currants,

and is much prefi-rred for the table. It is very

productive and a little earher than the red. M|.

CiiAKLES Downing expressed the opinion

that the White Dutch and White Grape are

the best of the white currants. The White

Grape has moderately long bunches, berries

very large, whitish-yellow, sweet and good,

and very productive. The branches grow

more horizontal thnn White Dutch.

May's Victoria, La Ilative, Knights' Large

Red and Versailles, are among the best of the

red ones, after the Red Dutch.

The currant is es'eemed for its hardiness,

quick growth, beauty in the garden, and for

its adaptation to use either in an unripe or

ripe state. Picked into bottles while green,

and sealed up, we have known them kept un-

til hit"' winter, without any other preparation,

—and at that season they are highly valued

for pics and tarts. Gathered when two-thirds

grown, and stewed and sweetened, they make

a palatable conserve, they are also used for

tarts and pies, along with cherries or other

fruits. When ripened and mixed with sugar,

they afford a most agreeable and healthful

acid. Perhaps no other fruit is more grateful

than this, at the tea-table, after an afternoon

of labor in the heat of summer. Currant

shruh is a popular and wholesome drink. It

is also thought an indispensable accompani-

ment to many dishes as a jelly,—and in this

form large quantities are annually used.

It has become quite common for families to

make wine of this fruit, and there is no doubt

but it is preferable to most of those which are

articles of commerce. It is sweet, of a very

pleasant taste, and in cases of debility, is un-

doubtedly useful. As a luxury, even, it

would be less injurious than many things which

we eat and drink.

The process of making the wine is simple

and easy. The fruit should be ripe, and to

one quart of juice, three quarts of water and

three pound of sugar should be added. The

vessel in which it is placed should be kept full

until fermentation ceases, so as to throw off

the impurities which will come to the surface.

It is as well to allow it to remain in this vessel

as to bottle it. *

The worst enemy to the currant is the new

currant worm. The crop in this region was

seriously affected by it last year, and through-

out Western New York, the crop was entirely

cut off. Before the fruit was half grown the

bushes were entirely stript of their leaves, and

had the appearance of being dead. What

were brought into the Buffalo market, sold

readily at §8.00 per bushel. Crops in this re-

gion have been more or less affected for sev-

eral years past. Unless some remedy is found

to prevent the ravages of this insect, the pros-

pect is that this delicious and wholesome fruit

will be entirely cut off.

TO MAKE FARMING HONORABLE.
The following pertinent remarks on the

management of Agricultural Shows and of

farmer''s boys, and on agricultural writers and

editors, were made by Z. Breed, E«q , of

Weare, N. H., at one of the evening meetings

at the late Fair of the New England Agricul-

tural Society :

—

The great question, in my opinion, for us

to consider, is. What will elevate the charac-

ter of the farming community, or at least, the

profession of the farmer ? It strikes lue that

there are many things tending to depress the

farming interest, and to take the attention of
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our young men from the farm, and that in re-

spect to some of these things we are to blame.

The responsibility rests upon us as farmers ; it

rests upon all the agricultural societies in New
England ; and in a great measure upon the so-

ciety that meets here at this time.

I have more than once said, in meetings of

this kind, that I would rather a man would

take a boy of mine, and cowhide him thorough-

ly, than to give him a colt. Why ? Because

if you give a boy a colt, nine times in ten, it

leads him directly from the farm, and into so-

ciety that real, honest, substantial farmers

will not like to be found in. I have attended

this Fair, and stood here upon the ground at-

tending to my own business, but with some
eye to the management. Allow me to ciitcise

the management of this large and influential

New England Society.

What has been going on, on the grounds of

the exhibition? What has been kept most
prominent—and what has not been ? It was
not the boy who trained the steers ; it was not

the young man who h:id trained the oxen; it

was not the older farmer with his herd of

cows. What was it? Why, it was the fast

horse. We are governed to-day l)y the fast

horse mania, and this influence is doing more
to crush and break down the iaflnence of real,

substantial agriculture in New England, than

all other influences combined ; and if you, my
friends, real, sub.-itaniial farmers as yoa are,

don't stand up here, or somewhere else,

and meet this question, it will still go on, and
in less years than have already gone over the

heads of your ^ocitty, and yoursilves as mem-
bers of this society, the fast horte interest

will control it, or whatever there is left of the

skeleton of it. *

Is this so ? If it is, it is time for us to

speak. I know the strength of this influence,

for I have seen it. 1 have been connected

with agricultural societies for the last fifteen

or twenty years, and have wat<-hed it carefully,

and I stand here to day to tell you that there

is but one agricultural society in New England
where the real, substantial firm'^r controls it.

Our exhibition last year, was the best exhibi-

tion in the State, notwithstanding the c iForts

made to get up a State agricu'tural exhibi-ion.

I mean the tociety at Hill.-boro' Bridge.

There, the real farmer controls it. We have

a good, substantial farmer as president; we
have a practical farmer as secretary, and we
look very carefully to our coicmiltees, that

they be good, substantial farmers. Unless

the fast horse gets the control, we shall con-

tinue to have a good society. We had last

year a string of oxen that reached clear around
the track—a half mile track. AVhat was the

exhibition of oxen on the track here to-day ?

All I saw was a few working oxen.
In regard to interesting our boys in farming,

I believe in beginning with them early, and
giving them work.to do. 1 believe in putting

responsibility upon them. Send them to do a

piece of work, and if they ask you how they
shall do it. tell them to go and do it to the best

of their ability; and if they fail, and you lose

five dollars because of that failure, they will

get experience that will be worth perhaps five

hundred dollars to them. How many of us do
this ? IIow many of us put a basket of grain
into a boy's hands, when we are ready to sow,
and tell him to scatter it to the Lest of his

ability, and leave it to his own judgment. I

have done it a little, and I have seen the effects

of it. We don't manage our boys right. We
get up in the morning and say, "John, go and
get the oxen, and yoke them ;" and, if he asks

what we are going to do, we say, "No matter

;

go and get the oxen ;" and the boy goes away
with a kind of sour feeling, and with no inter-

est in what is to be done dunng the day

;

whereas, if we took him over night, and asked
him what he thought had better be done, and
interested him in what we proposed to do, he
would be ready to go to work in earnest. I

don't stand here to brag, but 1 have pursued
this course Avith one boy, who, after going
away into other business, came to me and said,

"I can come home and work with a great deal

more relish than I can go an} where else."

There is another thing that has a tendency
to reduce the respect of outsiders for the farm-
ing interest, or at least for agriculture, and
that is, there are so many who are fond of
writing upon agricultural matters. I will relate

a little circumstance, to show you that an ag-
ricultural writer can be mistaken. A certain

agricultural editor received a letter inquiring

when was the best time to shear sheep. That
is a very important matter with sheep-raisers.

A man should have a great deal of judgment
to find that out. Well, the editor sits down,
states the question, and sums it up in this way :

"We have had no experience in the matter,

never having raised sljeep or grown wool ; but

we presume that when the old flvece ceases to

grow, and the new fleece commences, is the

right time to shear." So it seems that we
need not only intelligent writers, but intelli-

gent editors, for our agicultural papers. I

think that an agricultural paper^ edited by a

practical farmer, a man who can show the

iiard bunches on his hands, is worth a dozen
edited by men who carry a quill^ehind their

ears, and have hands as soft as a woman's. It

strikes me it is certain evidence of intelligence

in an agricultural editor, to be able to use the

hoe, and use it as he ought to use it.

Improving Worx Lands.—The Ameri-

can Farmer, of Baltimore, gives an account of

the manner in which a poor worn-out piece of

land was brought into a high state of fertility.

The most unpromising part was a field of

blowing sand, so poor that the rye sown on it

did not pioduce the teed the year that the im-

provement was begun. "Its poverty was still

i'urther illustrated the following year by a
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growth of common field (black-eyed) peas
not exceeding six inches in height. This crop

of peas was designed to be made the basis of

improvement, but we should expect little re-

sult from the small quantity of vegetable mat-
ter thus furnished. Nevertheless with it Avas

applied fifty bushels of fresh lime. After this

twenty bushels of coarse ground bones were
put on and a dressing of three hundred pounds
of Peruvian guano, to produce a crop cf wheat.

It was sown at the same time with clover and
grass seed, which after standing two years was
followed by corn. After this another crop of

peas, with a moderate dressing of bones and
guano, brought forty bushels of wheat to the

acre. The land was from that time considered

improved, and ever since has brought highly

profitable crops. All expenses were paid in

five years' crops."

CAUSES INFLUENCING THE YIELD
OP MILK.

At a recent meeting of the Connecticut
Board of Agriculture, when the subject of
neat cattle was under discussion, one farmer,

a Mr. Weller, made some very pertinent re-

marks in regard to the care and management
of milch cows. He had a dairy of nineteen

cows, and he finds that it is important to keep
his stock where they will not be disturbed or

excited. He gives an instance of the effect of
any unusual noise in lessening the quantity of
mitk, since it was found that the noise from a

threshing machine made I hem fall off twenty
quarts per day. We have no doubt as to the

truth of this statement, since we have repeat-

edly observed similar results, in the yield of
milk from cows disturbed by any unusual noise.

Many farmers do not seem to understand
the fact that fear, or any undue nervous ex-

citement of the cow has a powerful infiuence

in lessening the quantity of her milk, when
the most common observation should teach

them that it is so. We have seen men used to

stock all their lives, who understand and prac-

tice milking every day, who will not believe in

any such infiuence, at least if their manage-
ment of s'»ock be taken as an Index. We have
often wondered why men who are of a naturally

saving disposition, and who would be shocked to

see a pint of milk spilled in the milk house,

should allow quarts and gallons to be lost ni their

bad management of the herd in the stable, kick-

ing cows with heavy boots, striking with stools,

and keeping the animals in a constant strain ot

nervous excitement and ftjar. We have no
doubt that the quality as well as the quantity

of milk is iniluenced by undue excitement and
nervous agitation. Indeed, In more than one
instance have we found milk badly injured on
account of the animal being put in a fright,

and we do not see why any extreme agitation

of the cow should not at all times have more
or less Infiuence on the character of milk which
she gives, especially If it be drawn during or
immediately after such nervous excitement.

Whatever view may be taken upon this ques-
tion, it must be observed that those persons
who are so careful of their milk stock, keep-
ing the animals quiet and having them familiar

so as to be easily handled, always succeed best
in obtaining extra quantity of dairy products.
We have been about a good deal among dairy-

men and farmers and we have yet to learn of
any herd producing an extraordinary quantity
of milk when the animals were harshly treated
or kept in fear during the milking, no matter
what the breed of cows or their exira feed.

We have uniformly found the best results

where the animals were treated tenderly and
no talking or noise allowed while milking.
We hear much complaint of late years cf poor
milch stock, bad luck with herds and low yields
of milk, and we are sometioes inclined to be-
lieve that the fault is not so much in the four
legged beasts, for it has come to be quite rare
that "help" can be employed that will treat

stock kindly unless constantly under the mas-
ter's eye. We have a State law affixing a
penalty and fnaking it an ofience to be caught
adulterating milk carried to the factories. We
need another law making it a penal offence to

be caught abusing milrh stock.; for if it be
true that diseased or bad milk comes from such
abuse, then the|person cfFending is in every
way as guilty oi a crime as he who simply puts
water in his milk.

—

Utiea Heraid.

THE SACBIPICE OP SHEEP.
After giving some instances of recent sales

of sheep in Michigan at ruinously low rates,

and alluding to previous extreme ups and

doiyns in prices, to illustrate the tendency of

the American people to run into extremes, Mr.

Sanford Howard, of that State, in an article

written for the Lansing Eepublican, says :

—

It is a common result in all undue excite-

ments, that the reaction produces the opposite
extreme, and an article which has "been valued
too high, falls too low. This is the case in re-

gard to Merino sheep. They are valuable;

tbclr importance to the country is beyond esti-

mation, and the sacrifice of them is to be de-

precated.

But the late speculation in Merino sheep was
based to a considerable extent on two errors :

it looked too much to the production of one
kind of wool only, and It attempted to set up,

in many cases, a wrong type or model. In re-

ference to the sheep producing this wool.

The country requires various kinds of wool, as

any one might know who would pay attention

to the different styles of goods used. It is to

a great extent the glutting of the market with

wool adapted only to one class, or to similar

classes of goods, that has brought the price so

low. We have confined ourselves almo?t en-

tirely to the production of Merino wool. To
be sure it has not all been full-blood, but that
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was the kind aimed for. All through the pe-

riod of depression, good long wool has been
in demand at prices almost double those

brought by common Llerino. And the de-

scription of wool adapted to the manufacture
of fabrics known under the name of delaines,

has been, and is now in good demand at more
remunerative prices than the finer clothing

wools bring, excepting the very finest class

adapted to the manufacture of broadcloths.

A late Boston report on the wool trade, says :

'"Combing wools are very scarce, and so much
wanted that sellers are able to make their own
term." In regard to medium wools, it says :

"Oiviujc to the prevailing style of goods want-

ed for general distribution, the demand for

medium wools continues very active, and the

market was never so baie of these grades of

staple at this stage of the season, as it is at

the present time." A judicious diversity in

regard to the breeds of sheep kept in the

country, by supplying a proper cpantity of the

various kinds of wool wanted, would have
rendered the aggregate production more valu-

able and more remunerative to producers.

The error in regard to the points or proper-

ties of sheep, the propagation of which was en-

couraged by high prices, consisted in an at-

tempt to produce worthless matter in the fleece

—giving to it v/eight and fictitious value—and
in covering the sheep with a tkin so wrinkled,

doubled and folded, that the fleece was very

uneven—the ridges producing coarse wool,

mixed with stiflT hairs, while the spaces be-

tween the ridges produced much finer wool

—

the diff.j^rent staples alternating over the body
of the sheep, according to the ridges and hol-

lows. This greatly debases the (juality of the

wool. The fleece cannot be sorted, and it

must all go into a lot corresponding to the in-

ferior portion. The object should be to pro-

duce an even fleece ; whatever the grade, the

more uniform the flfeece, the more readily can
its proper place be assigned, and the less labor

it is to prepare it for manufacture.

The downfall of speculation will probably
break up and destroy the false standard which
.has prevailed in regard to the characteristics

of Merino sheep. Many of the sheep will be
swept awajs but a remnant, composing those

really most valuable, will be saved. A truer

standard will be adopted -in breeding, and
good profits will be realized from the animals.

DuYirfG PuMPKixs.—Pumpkins may be put
up in the old-fashioned mode of cutting into

rings, paring and drying upon poles ; or they
may be cut into small pieces and dried on
plates in the sun or oven. A better plan,

however, is to pare, stew and strain them, just

as if for pies ; then spread the pulp thinl;y*

upon earthern dishes, and dry cjuickly in a hot
sun or a partially heated oven. If dried
slowly, there is danger of souring. Store in a
dry room. Kept in this manner they retain

[

much of the freshness and flavor of newly
gathered fruit. The dried pulp should be

! soaked in milk a few hours before using. In
making pies they are greatly improved by stir-

i

ring the pumpkin in scalding milk, especially
if eggs be not used ; but without eggs they
fall far short of the true "pumpkin pie."

—

Oermantown Telegraph.

HOKSB EA.CIN"G IN" ENGLAND.
The advocates and apologists of this sport

in our country are very fond of referring to

the fact that all classes in England, even the

"gentry," attend the races in that country,

and of commending the system of manage-

ment there adopted. But however respecta-

ble may be the management or the attendance,

the results and tendencies of racing appear to

be about the same everywhere. What they

are in England may, perhaps, be fairly in-

ferred from the following sad notice of one of

her most noble pati'ons of the turf, which we
copy from the Boston Daily Advertiser:—
The deatli of the youn*:? Marquis of Hastings

closes one of tfie saddest Ijistories in the annals of
the English aristocracy. It is but five years since
this unfortunate nobleman came of age after a
long minority, and succeeded to estates said to
have been wortli eighty thousand pounds a year,
liis grandfather, the first marquis, was a distin-
qaishcd statesman and Governor-General of India;
his mother, grandmother and great-grandtnotlier
were all heiresses and peeresses in their own right,
and he was one of the few persons entitled to
quarter the royal arms of Phmtngcnet. Boin to this
high position he has been utterly ruined by his
passion for the turf. Before he was of age, he
was summoned before a magistrate and fined for
cock-fighting, and since then he has devoted all his
time to horse-racing, in which pursuit; he has been
the victim of e^ry species of rascality, until his
fortune was entirely gone, most of his estates sold,
and those remaining heavily mortgaged ; and
during the last summer he was charged with Iiav-
ing attempted to retrieve his fortunes hj frauds
as gross as any which had been employed to cheat
him. The only excuse which can be made for
him is that he was a weak young man, early left

an orphan, easily duped by the blacklegs who
now take the lead on the turf, and entirely unfitted
for the position to which he had been l)orn. His
misfortunes had preyed upon his liealth, and for
man.y months he has Ijeen seen wandering about
leaning on a stick like a decrepid old man, shun-
ned by respectable people, and excluded from
society.

The Marquis dies without issue, and the mar-
quisate and Irish earldom of Moira become extinct,
while the Scotch earldom of London passes to his
sister, Lady Edith Hastings, and the ancient bar-
onies of Hastings, Botreaux, Hungerford and
Grey de Ruthyn, fall into abeyance between her
and her younger sisters.

—Michigan offers for sale 240,000 acres of public

land given to the State by the general government
for an agricultural college. The land is all in

Michigan.
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HOP KAISIN"Q AT THE "WEST.

HE hop rais-

ers in Wis-

consin and

in Michigan

appear to

have come

to grief
very sud-

denly. We
have been

told, during

several
weeks past,

that their

crops were

greatly in-

jured by lice

and blight.

But it seems

there are more hops in the market than can be

disposed of at a remunerative price. Three

years ago hops sold for from Gfty to sixty cents,

and now they are selling in New York from

five to twenty five cents per pound.

Having been familiar with the business of

hop raising in our younger days, we were

called upon two years ago to write upon the

subject, with the view of encouraging the far-

mers in New England to go into the business

;

but we objected because we did not believe

that they would find it for their interest to do

so. We did, however, at the special request

of many subscribers, publish directions forthtir

cultivation, but have frequently cautioned far-

mers not to make hops a specialty. Hop rais-

ing has always been a very uncertain business,

and the price has been extremely fluctuating.

Fifty years ago we knew the price to vary from

seventy- five cents to eight cents per pound.

We are told the Wisconsin farmers propose

to plough up their old hop yards. The same

thing happened within our experience in for-

mer times. When hops were fifty cents per

pound every body rushed into hop raising

;

when they fell to ten or eleven cents, every

body ploughed them up. Now this is unwise.

Those who are in the business and hove made

investments in kilns and bins, and the appara-

tus necessary for carrying it on, will be able

to go on without making any further out-

lay, while the present low prices wdl deter

others from going into it, and consequently

they will have the field to themselves. The

profit of hop raising must not be estimated by

the result of any single year ; but, like insur-

ance, by the results of a series of years. In

insurance, the result of one year or of two

years may be disastrous, and yet when pur-

sued for a number of years it proves a profit-

able business.

The demand for hops is limited, and while a

short supply always greatly increases the price,

a small amount above the demand always de-

presses it. It would be as unwise for the hop

raisers to plough up their vines, as it is for the

wool growers to sell off their sheep, because

wool is low.

Hop raising cannot be profitably carried on

except where the poles are cheap, and the land

is good. In New England young trees are

worth too much to be cut up for hop poles.

They had better stand till they are large

enough to cut for fuel or timber. Fifty years

ago birch poles were worth $2.50 per hun-

dred, now they are worth six or seven dol-

lars, and maple and oak poles are worth ten

dollars, and the poles are an important item in

hop raising.

But our great objection to hop raising in

New England is that it requires a large amount

of manure, and makes no manure in return.

The farmer who cultivates a hop field well,

so as to get a good yield, has no means left

for a crop of corn or grass, and of course his

stock soon fails, and he will have no manure

to apply even to his hops. Where the soil and

climate are such that a heavy dressing of ma-

nure is necessary in the culture of hops, the

business is perfectly ruinous to the farm—as

any farm operations must be in the end, that

do not furnish food for stock. Without con-

suming the crops on the farm, the farmer's

business must soon come to an end, unless the

soil will yield a crop without manure. In the

n w lands of Wisconsin we suppose a crop of

hops may be raised for a few years, certainly,

with little or no manure. But in New Eng-

land this cannot be done. We could not,

therefore, conscientiously advise farmers to go

into the business. When some commercial

manure can be found that will produce a good

crop of hops, and some means of training the

vines, besides cutting out the thriftiest and

straitest young trees in the woods and forests,

our views on the subject may change.
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SILESIA.N SHEEP.

According to the account furnished for Dr!

Randall's American Shepherd, by William

Chamberlain, of Red Hook, N. Y., who im-

ported forty ewes and fifteen bucks in 1851,

and who has made several importations since,

the Sileslan family of Merino sheep was estab-

lished in W'irchenblatt, Silesia, in 1811, by the

father of Louis Fischer, the present propri-

etor. It sprung from stock selected from the

choicest flocks in Spain, consisting of one hun-

dred ewes of the .
Infantado flocks, and four

Negretti bucks. Dr. Randal says, "wherever

it is most profitable to grow very fine wool,

this va,riety, or rather this family, ought to

stand unrivalled. They meet the same want

in manufacturing that was formerly met by

the Saxons, while they are greatly larger,

hardier, and heavier fleeced. Broadcloth and

various other manufacturers need. such wool,

and it is not supplied by the heavy-fleeced

American Merino. All who desire to see all

branches of woolen manufacture flourish in

our country Avill be glad to see the Sileslan

sheep more extensively introduced."

One of the objections of the manufacturers

to the present tariff on wool was that as our

farmers did not raise wool suitable for fine

broadcloths, hats, «S:c., it must be imported.

Fine wool as well as the coarse combing wools

can undoubtedly be raised in the United States.

The great cause of the present depressed con-

dition of the wool growing interest in this

country is the fact that too many farmers made

a specialty of one kind, the heavy fleece Meri-

no, leaving the manufacturers of worsted

.
goods to depend on Canada, and the manufac-

turers of broadcloths on South America, the

Cape, &c., for the raw material.

Mr. Chamberlain gives the weight of five of

his Silesian ewes at 115, 140, 130, 115, and

127 pounds, and of three bucks at 145, 155 and

158 pounds. Their external color is dark. The

wool of eight months' growth is from one and

a half to two inches long. Medium aged

ewes shear from eight to eleven pounds, and

bucks from twelve to sixteen pounds, un-

washed. They are good breeders and nurses,

but do not obtain their full weight until four

years of age.

Mr. C. S. Woodard of Hotchkissville,

Conn., commenced a flock of Silesian sheep in

September, 18G6, consisting of one ram and

nine ewes over a year old, and three ewe

lambs under a year old. He writes to the Bos-

ton Cultivator that in 1847 he raised nine

lambs from his nine ewes, the clip of wool was

fifty-three pounds, which In consequence of Its

fineness sold for 85 cents per pound, making

$45. One lamb was sold for $G. Estimating

the other eight lambs at ihe same value, and

Including $31 obtained as premiums at Fairs,

he makes an aggregate income of $130.05

from thirteen young Silesian sheep. With

this result he was so well pleased that he has

since increased his ilock, by purchase, to forty-

two in all.

For the Keio Evgland Farmer,

CHOSSING BREEDS Off SHEEP.

In your issue of October 17, you have a

leader on the so-termed Anglo Merino sheep.

This breed was the result of an attempt to

graft the fleece of the Merino upon the carcass

of the Leicester. You quote Lord Western
as saying that the wool was equal in quallry to

the Merino. Now, sir, we have no doubt
that Lord Western thinks so. But we are

satisfied that Lord "Western does not know
much about the quality of the fleece of the

Merino sheep. What he says about the car-

cass of the sheep and the weight of his wethers

we are satisfied is coi-rect, and also what he
says with regard to the weight of the fleece.

We do not know whether Loi-d Western has

succeeded in producing a permanent type of

this peculiar grade or not; but this we do
know that the cross is not new in America.
We have seen large quantities of wool pro-

duced by a cross between both Leicesters and
Cotswolds, which is a very desirable class of

wool for some kinds of combing and a most
splendid delaine Vv-ool. In 1852 Isaac King,
Esq., of Palmer, Mass., had a flock of Leices-

ter ewes which were aged ; the wool was
coarse, slippery, cotted and hairy. Combing
wool was not in demand then as it is now, but
there was a good demand for delaine wool.

Mr. King had sold his wool for a number of
years to the Hamilton AVoolen Company of
Southbridge. Thos. Whitaker had the charge
of the sorting at that time, and bought the

wool. But Mr. King having bred so long frora

his ewes without renewing his flock, till his

wool was nearly run to hair again, Mr. Whit-
aker refused longer to buy hiS wool, withouJ;

he took measures for Improving it. After
consultation and at the suggestion of Mr.
Whitaker, Mr. King went to Vermont and
bought as long a stapled Merino buck as he
could find, to which he turned his ewes, and
the result was one of the best delaine wools
ever raised either in America or England. It

was not as fine as the Merino, nor as lon^ or
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coarse as the Leicester ; but what the Leices-

ter lost in length of staple, the Merino made
up in fulness of fibre, so that there was no
loss in weight of fleece. At that time Mr.
King got more for his wool than he could ob-

tain either for the Leicester or Merino. Such
wool to-day is worth fifty-six cents per
pound. His lambs sold as readily to the

butcher, and for as good prices as formerly

;

his wethers weighed when slaughtered, at two
years old, from one hundred to one hundred
and fifty pounds. Others have crossed the

Cotswold with as good results; and much of

the wool raised in the State of Maine is from
crosses of the Merino with coarse wools. This

wool during the present season has been in

good demand, and has brought good prices.

The Southdown and Merino produce a most
excellent cross, and so far as size and extremes

are concerned are not so objectionable as the

cross with the large, long wooled sheep ; and
so far as wool is concerned, the Southdown
and Merino produce an excellent delaine quali-

ty. The ewes also are excellent nurses, while

the mutton is nearly equal to the pure South-

down. Prof. Miles of the Agricultural Col-

lege, Michigan, has experimented to a consid-

erable extent, and the result of bis efforts is

that he produces a wool more valuable than

either the pure breeds ; more hardy lambs and
mutton little inferior to the pure Southdown.
The wool is not so fine as the Merino, but it is

longer ; neither is it so coarse and fuzzy as

the Southdown. We would have it under-
stood, however, that these cross-bred wools are

not so valuable as the pure bred Leicester and
Cotswold at the present time ; but we think

the time is not far distant when they will be as

valuable as either. Mentor.
Boston, Nov. 11, 1868.

For the New England Farmer,

CULTIVATION" OF CKANBEKHIES.
The several inquiries in regard to the cul-

tivation of the cranberry v/hich have recently

appeared in the Farmer, have induced me to

believe that twenty-five years of experience

in the cultivation of this fruit, may furnish

material for an article which possibly you
might think worthy a place in the columns of

your valuable paper.

To the individual who desires to engage in

the cultivation of this fruit, the first and most
important question to settle is the character of

the soil and the nature of the surroundings

necessary to secure a good crop. To those

who have given the subject but little attention,

a tract of land which is filled with water
throughout the season is considered one of
the most favorable locations. But this I be-

lieve to be a mistake. From observation, I

am convinced that the soil during the months
June, July, August and September, should

be thoroughly drained from twelve to eighteen

inches below the surface, except at such times
^s it may be necessary to flow it for a few
hours to kill the worms or protect the vines
and fruit from frost.

The most favorable location I believe to be
where the soil is peat from one to several feet
in depth and where the surroundings are such
that during the summer months the water can
be thoroughly drained oflf at least one foot
below the surface, and at the same time such
that the water can be let on in a few hours in

a sufficient quantity at any season of the year
to cover the surface from four to six inches in

depth
; and also in the vicinity of a good sand

hill. He who has a location like this, if it be
but a few acres, possesses a very valuable
piece of property, and any individual with or-

dinary capacity for business may in a few
years obtain from it an income sufficient to
place him in comfortable circumstances.

In preparing the soil the surface should be
removed down to the peat ; it should then be
covered with at least three inches of sand, or
when this cannot be readily obtained I have
found fine gravel to answer a very good pur-
pose.

Branch and Fruit of the Crajiberry,

In selecting plants care should be taken to

use only such as are known to produce gcod
crops. I have found that while some varieties

produce four bushels to a rod, others on the

same soil and with the same care, produce
only one bushel. The month of May is un-

doubtedly the best time to transplant the

vines. The water at the time should be nearly

even with the surface and kept so for a week
or ten days, and then gradually drawn off.

The vines should be set singly, about six

inches each way. The first season great care

should be taken to keep out all grass and
weeds,—after that if the location be a good one
and the- plants properly set, but little labor

will be required to keep down the grass ; if

possible they should, during the winter, be
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kept covered witli at least two feet of water,

nor should they be left entirely out of water
until all danger of. frost in the spring is over

;

for, what is very singular, while the blossom

buds are able to withstand our coldest winters,

a very slight frost the last of IMay will kill

them, and entirely ruin the crop. This is a

fact not so generally known as it should be.

When the worms make their appearance, the

flowing of the land for a few hours is sufficient

to destroy them. If during the month of

September there should be any days which
promise to be followed by frost, the water
should be let on and the fruit thus protected.

But the length of this article will not permit

me to enlarge. E. Hersey.
Hingham, Mass., Nov. 10, 1868.

Remarks.—Even after "twenty-five years'

experience" few men could condense so much

information into so little space as this commu-

nication occupies. While we thank Mr. H.

for his valuable facts and suggestions, we

would assure him that the brevity of "this ar-

ticle will permit him to enlarge," to the great

benefit of the readers of the Farmer, on this

or any other subject.

STOCK BREEDING.
At the farmers' meeting at the Maine State

Fair, on Wednesday, Mr. Thomas S. Lang,

of Vassalboro', gave a very interesting ad-

dress on stock breeding, which we copy from

the Boston Journal. It is worthy of careful

perusal :

—

The farmer labors for subsistence that he
may supply the necessaries and comforts of

life, and add thereto those pleasures which are

the reward of earnest toil and thoughtfulness.

If you admit this, then comes the question,

how shall we best acquire what we deem ne-

cessary or pleasurable ? I have used the word
thoughtfulness ; it is applicable. By thought-

ful, careful study of naiure, and the laws

which govern the production of all things, we
shall be led to satisfactory results.

Tlius to breed stock with su'ccess, we are

governed by general laws of reproduction.

It is an aphorism that "like produces like,"

and this is in the mind of every farmer's boy
a tacit acknowledgment of the law of com-
pensation or return, which governs every con-
ceivable condition of life. As you breed,
such will you produce. The question may
arite, in this strictly true? I believe it, and
if wrong, desire to be set right. Some of
you who are stock breeders may say that this,

the rule of "like producing like," is not ab-
solute. I am aware it is not, in detail, and
one often finds circumstances quite puzzling
in his experience. But what staggers one.

said he, is to find two fine animals bred to-

gether, producing marked qualifications of
preceding sires or dams. These are facts

which no breeder doubts who has given atten-

tion to his business. Mr. Goodale, with all

accepted authorities upon this subject, urges
that, to breed successfully, you must breed
in the line.

First, the breeder ought to know what he
desires to accomplish before he takes the first

step toward breeding. What are the natural

advantages, said Col. Lang, of the location in

which you are plaCed, is the first question for

you to decide. Is it better adapted for breed-

ing cattle, sheep or horses.^ If you select

cattle, which breed is best adapted to your
farm or location? If for beef, that which
furnishes the most pounds of beef in the

shortest time is th^ one. If, however, you
desire to make profit from the dairy, a differ-

ent class must be selected. If your lands are

high and rocky, they would be adapted for

sheep and the more hardy breeds of cattle.

The Short-horn or Dutch cattle cannot be as

profitably raised upon such land. This matter

of adaptation is an important one, and not

studied with sufficient care by those farmers

who breed stock beyond the necessities of

home.
Having selected the locality, now comes the

selection of the animals of the breed desira-

ble. If for beef, there can be no question

that the breed that matures earliest is the best.

Time is an important point. Suppose we fix

that an average amount of food given an ani-

mal up to three years of age yields 1500
pounds of beef, how much is gained over that

animal which requires four or five years to ar-

rive at the same weight? Here comes the

advantage of breeding to a given qualification.

It is a question of vital importance.

I have spoken of time as important to be
considered, and this may lead you to remem-
ber the law of compensation referred to,

which, if true, would lead one to suppose that

the 1500 in three years would take a corres-

ponding amount of food, as if fed to an ani-

mal in four or five years. This is not true.

What I wish to convey is, simply, that the

three-year-old has characteristics to assimilate

more food to beef in less time. You find cer-

tain times or conditions in an animal's life

that it seems almost impossible to lay on flesh,

feed them ever so well. Then, why not find a

class of animals that, with a given amount of

food, lay on a double amount or nearly so

from constitutional habit, health, vigor and

power of assimilation ?

If you work your animals, you draw upon
animal economy, and extra feed must pay for

labor. A combination of milking, labor and
beef qualities, seems to be the aim of the ma-
jority of farmers. "We cannot have the

bread and eat it," is a proverb well under-

stood. He who breeds to milk capabilities.
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must to a certain extent lay aside others, as

asserted. Again, it is well known that stock

bred to milking properties admit of different

classes—for instance, a Jersey cow gives you
milk, the cream of which, in some instances,

is fifty per cent butter, while the cream from
some cows will not make butter without much
effort, and some not at all. I have several

instances of this in my mind
;
yet these cows

grew the finest calves. The Dutch stock, for

instance, have been mostly bred for cheese

making ; they do not excel in butter making,

but excel all others in growing their calves.

The best milk for butter is poor milk to grow
stock.

A point worthy of discussion in this connec-

tion, which my own small experience endorses,

is, that what forcing a calf or other young ani-

mal has the first six months, especially the

first three months, determines his subsequent

value. I know that what is not done for a

colt in the first eight months, cannot be rem-
edied afterward. And on this point I will

urge breeders to spare no pains or extra ex-

pense in feed or care of the dam four months
before foaling, and for six months after, if

she feeds the colt so long. While the bone
is forming in the colt, give it all that will be
of benefit to it. In some the bone attach-

ments become more positive, and such animals

are less likely to meet with trouble incident to

weak, underfed animals, ringbones, spavins,

curbs, &c.
1 do not assume to urge this point upon jon

as notional ideas of my own, but as the expe-

rience of better observers than myself. While
in Europe, in 1867, I visited several times, a

large breeding establishment where twelve

different breeds of cattle were kept, and in

conversation with the herdsmen this point was
dwelt upon as very important, especially in

the breeding of representative animals of

stock, as a horse or a cow. The herdsman
said, "Feed strong while a calf. If he will

take the milk of two or three cows, give it.

You v/ill be paid. [n other words," said

he, "hoe and weed and water the plant while

it is growing, if you care for its perfection."

A few weeks since a letter from J. Keene
Richmond of Kentucky, who has expended so

much in bringing to this country from England
and Arabia the finest horses in the world,

ui'ges the necessity of feeding the mare and
foal that the growth of the colt may be as

great as possible while the bone is forming.

Having selected the class of animals one

wishes to breed, the selection of the animal is

of the first importance, for in the finest herds

or flocks of carefully bred animals are to be
found those which do not represent their class,

and are incapable of transmitting the charac-

teristics desired. The safe way is to select

representative animals that do breed in line.

A defective animal may breed fine progeny,

but the progeny may breed the defective sire

or dam's qualifications. Theiefore the bi'ceder

I

should be sure of a sire as nearly perfect as
possible in physical qualifications, and also
one that has proved his get to be so. The
more generations of fine animals In the
line, the more certain of success In breeding
them. However good a sire or dam may be,
selected from mixed stock bred out of line,

the chances will be often against you to breed
like sire or dam. I speak more particularly

of horses, but believe it is equally applicable

!
to other stock.

Were I to select horses to breed as close to

perfection as possible, I would select only
such sires as were bred In a long line of care-

ful, judicious breeding, to the qualifications

desired, either for speed, the sixteen-hands
carriage horse, or the horse for draft and work,
endeavoring, at the same time, to select color,

style, movements and temper, in each gener-
ation, as far as possible ; then I should feel

quite sure of success. I would go further,

and never accept a dam who had been previ-

ously bred to a defective horse, as his defects

often crop out in the subsequent progeny, al-

though by a good sire in the line desired.

1 have In my stable a chestnut gelding,

sired by Gen. Knox, v/ho Is black, and the

gelding's dam is. white, and the grandsires on
both sides are white and black, yet the geld-

ing Is the color, marks, temper and gait of the

sire of a colt dropped prior to her being bred
to the black horse, and a very close resemb-
lance to that colt by the first sire. I have
seen repeated instances of like results in the

course of my breeding.

Another point desirable in the sire or dam.
If we wish to reproduce him. Is thorough
health and nervous energy. Let his constitu-

tional powers be as perfect as possible. I

often hear surprise expressed at the uniform
gait given to colts by the stallion Gen. Knox.
1 attribute the marked similarity to the splen-

did health and determining energy of his con-

stitutional habit. Impair It, and those mares
who possess energy will blot out his inlluence

in their progeny.
Ill temper Is always to be avoided, as it

unfits an animal for efforts of high speed or

draft., and is always unsafe. How many
breeders carefully consider the points neces-

sary to success in their efforts, but accept such

chances as may be thrown before them, at a
small price, or such sires as are of easy access ?

In selecting a mare for breeding a fine

horse, select such as will be sure to sustain

the colt after Its appearance, and as the sire

as a rule gives general configuration and mo-
tion, let her add to and sustain them by her

nutritive powers, giving constitution and en-

ergy. Let her temper be good, yet filled with

nervous susceptibility, bearing in mind that

the most nervous animal becomes the most
tractable and easily trained or educated. If

I could fix the matter, no mare^who had a con-

stitutional defect should ever be bred. A
dam having spavins produced by light muscle
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altac'limcnts, or light muscles, or ringbone, -or
]

a cup produced by an ill- formed leg, is unfit-

to breed. MccLa-nical injuries, not produced

by constitutional defects rarely do harm. No
dam, imperfect in form or stature, of bad

temper or bad feet, should ever be bred, and
if a certain color is desirable breed to that.

Before closing I wish to refer to the term

thoroughbred as accepted by the public. I

believe in thoroughbred animals, and in their i

power to reproduce their kind, but I do not

believe in assuming that animals are worth

breeding because they are recorded in the

herd or stud book for several successive gen-

erations. I have seen many worthless re-

corded thoroughbred animals, very far from
well bred ; and also I have seen many thor-

oughly bred animals which could not be found
in the stock or stud book. 1 approve of the

record by all means, but the thorough breed-

ing does not make the record. The time may
come when men of wealth and leisure and cul-

ture will give their money and time and re-

search to this interesting subject. I do not

know of a more noble undertaking for such

than to advance the interests of a IState like

ours in this respect,—an interest to be felt in

every household in Maine.

AGKICUIiTURAL FAIRS IN" KENTUCKY.
From the accounts which we have seen of

the Fairs in Kentucky, we infer that they have

been unusually successful the past season.

The following picture of one of these exhibi-

tions brings out a social feature which may be

too much wanting in our New England Shows,

and may aflford farmers and their families a

hint worth considering. It is from the Lex-

ington Home Journal :—
No people in the world probabh', understand

better than Kcntuckians, the an of getting up
such inlcrcttiiig and instructive exhibitions and of
extracting from them the Invgest, amount possible

of pleasure. They think of them, and prepare for

them months before hand; every animal or article

to bo shown is taken in hand and brought to the

highest state of perfection, and eveiy member of
the family, and olten an entire neighborhood feel

a personal interest and pride in the success of this

entrj^. Then, when the fair' is held the induce-
ments to draw a large crowd arc numerous and
strong. As hospitality is a characteristic of our
people, every tamily and frequently several fami-

lies will unite in their culinary airangements, and
at dinner time such bounteous repasts are spread
—consisting of every substantial and delicacy ttiat

could be ibouglit of or provided—as would make
a royal feast look pjor by contrast. Such joyous
junkeiirig under the spreading greenwood trees, it

is well worth a day's travel to witness and several
day's ride to paiticipate in. Never did Epicurus
or Heliogabuius or any of the ancient lovers of
good eating have opportunities totiiiilate their fas-

tidious palates at such glorious SN-inposiums, The
hos()it.il)ie host and his estimable wife, while tn-
tertaming assembled friends, in%ite all who may

' need SLieli attentions to their tables. Everywhere
people aic enjoying themselves. It is the eagerly

anticipated annual respite from business confine-
ment, the daily toil and household cares, and
young and old make the most of the festive occa-
sion. For pure unalloyed enjoyment, commend
us to these autumnal gatherings in Kentucky.

In contrast to the above the Country Gentle-

man publishes a communication from a "highly

intelligent and well informed farmer," in

which a Northern "Modern County Fair" is

described, by commencing with the following

sentence :

—

^'Almost every hodyivas tliere—except plain

farmers.''''

How shall a more general attendance of

"plain farmers" be secured at our New Eng-

land I airs ?

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

W"ARTS ON CATTLE.

I have a steer which has a wart growing on the
top of its head, and can I, through the columns
of your paper learn how to do away with it ?

Wayne, Me., Aov. 10, 1868. A Subsckiber.

Remaeks.—In doctoring warts it is desirable to

understand something of their nature, shape, &c
They are sometimes removed by tying a small

hard string or cord around them, and occasionally

tightening it till the wart comes off. Sometimes

they arc cut off, and the roots cauterized by a hot

iron. Mecurial and other dangerous preparations

are also successfully used. Asa sample of "cures"

we copy the following from the X. E. Homestead :

"If lunar caustic be rubbed on the surface after

the tough end is pared well, a cure is generally

effected. It should be repeated several times, if

necessary. One drachm of muriatic acid added

to three drachms of muriated tincture of iron, the

acid nitrate of mercury, one drachm of arsenic

added to one-half ounce of strong nitric acid, all

of them will accomplish the object. Compound
alum water, juice of sumach, garlic, milk weed,

strong sugar of lead water, &c., have some repu-

tation as remedies. The strong acids will, how-

ever, do best, where the scissors or string will not

answer.

If the acids are used, the parts close by the

wart should be smeared with oil or lard, to pre-

vent the acid from spreading and making a sore.

If it is seen to be working too deeply, soda and

pearlash water sopped on, will stop further action."

BOTa IN HORSES.

We have received a copy of a pamphlet entited

"The Farmer's Friend, the Horseman's Guide, and

Horsemanship Made Easy in one Lesson, by Dr.

H. S. Harey, Columhus, Ohio;" also a communi-

cation Irom the same writer, dated at Perkinsyille,

Vt., on Bots in Horses, in which some "new ideas"

are advanced. lie regards bots as a part and par-

cel of the horse—"one of his natural organs," as
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much so as liis heart, lungs, eyes or ears, and

equally inseparable, except by the surgeon's knife.

The colt before it is foaled and the horse at five or

twenty years of age have the same number of bots

—oOO, "neither more or less." They are "placed in

the stomach to take up the food as it enters that

organ in a rough and coarse condition, and to

grind and convert it into chyle and gastric juices

for the digestive organs !" Thus bots, in effect,

save the horse the time and labor to which ani-

mals are subjected that chew the cud. Instead of

being injurious, therefore, bots are an essential and

an economical part of the digestive apparatus, and

one might as well attempt to physic away a horse's

kidneys as his bots.

The theory of veterinary writers that bots are

hatched from the nits or lice on the legs of horses,

fintis little favor with Mr. Rarey. He says that

horses in warm climates where the Gad fly is un-

known, and in stables where it is not admitted,

have as many bots as those exposed to it. He
regards the idea that a bot changes to a fly as ab-

surd and contrary to the laws of nature, and de-

clares "it is impossible to make a fly out of a

.vorm."

If the last remark of our correspondent is a fair

specimen of his knowledge of natural hi^^tory, we
think he is hardly qualiticd to assume the position

of teacher, and should advise him to review the

evidences on which he bases his "new ideas" on

the subject of bots in horses.

TO PRESERVE THE I'ERTILITY OF TPLAND FARMS.

In the New England Farmer, October 31,

1

read the report of the discussion by the Irasburg,
Vt., Farmers Club of the question, "How can an
uphind farm be cultivated and kept from running
down ?"

1 propose to answer that question from my own
experience. Arrange the stable for cattle witli a
trench behind them, sufliciently tight to hold water,
sixteen inches wide and four inches deep. Then
put iu the trench muck or loam, at tUe rate of a
wheelbarrow load to live or six animals every day,
and clean the stable daily into the barn cellar or
under a shed, where it will l)e out of the weather.
If hogs are kept upon the farm, put a cellar under
their pen and supply that with muck, and clean it

out as cfien as it gets thorougly wet. For cacli

pen of two hogs that are lull led witli inilk, use
a cart load of muck and as much bedding cveiy
week. As much muck or loam should be placed
under the outhouse and sink-spout as will save all

the liij'iids there. The barnyard snould have muck
enough to save everything dropjjcd in it in the
shape of manure. It all this is fiUthiuUy done, 1

know, from about a dozen years' expeiieace, that

any guod land will produce hay and satisfactory

crops, and increase in fertility as long as this sys-

tem is followed.
The right application of manure T think very

imponaut, but 1 suppose no man will v/ish to be
told lunv to do that. W. S. Grow.

H'entboru' , Mass., Xov. 9, 1SG8.

Plemarks.—Why do you think so ? There is

scarcely any operation in farming on which prac-

tice and opinion are more unsettled than in re-

gard to the application of manure. In England

some farmers steep their manure in water, and by

means of pipes or casks apply it in a liquid form.

Some get it out in the spring, others in the fall.

Some shovel it over two or three times, others ap-

ply it as it comes from the barn. Some plough it

in, others prefer the harrow. Some cover it deep-
ly, others lightly. Some applj' it in the hill, others

broadcast it. If your farm is constantly increas-

ing in fertility from its own resources, under your
system of manuring, we can warrant you as atten-

tive a set of readers for what you please to say of

your mode of applying it as your remarks above

on making will secure. Probably the knowledge

j'ou now possess would have been worth considera-

ble to you twelve or lifteen years ago. Will it not

be equally valuable to those who arc now young,

or who are lacking the experience yon have had ?

Please give us your views of the right way of ap-

plying manui'e.

SAUSAGE MAKING.

Will you please to tell me, through the Farmer,
the best mode of making pork sausage. By so do-
ing vou will creatly oblige Marinda.

Pittsburg, N. H., Nov. 4, 1868.

Remarks.—We hand this request over to the

wore en folks who know how to make good sau-

sages. But as there are different ways of doing

the same thing, and as probably the great object

of Marinda, who, we presume, has her own way, is

to learn how others perform the operation, wc
copy from the Country Gentleman some directions

which were given by several housewives in reply

to a similar inquiry. A lady in Missouri says,

"The fat portion of the pig should be mixed with

the lean at the rate of one" pound to four, if desired

to be very rich ; if not, use less of the fat. Pass

the lean meat twice through the sausage mill;

chop the fat very fine, as grinding reduces it to a

paste and it is lost in frying. Those who like it

smoked can stuff it, but an excellent way to pre-

serve it until spring, say June, is to fry it in balls

the size of an agg. When done, lay it in jars, cov-

ering with melted lard, and tying down with

strong paper." This lady says a larger quantitj^ of

sage is needed than an unpracticed hand would

suppose, but instead of giving the amount of sage

salt, red and black pepper she uses, she advises

each one to fry and try until it suits those who 'are

to eat it. The tenderloin makes belter sausages

than the lean of other parts.
'

Another one says, "Sausage to suit a dyspeptic

cannot be made without stuffmg. The small en-

trails of hogs must be well cjeaned and scraped

until all the lat is removed, turned and soaked in

brine twenty-four hours
;
pour over the prepared

meat hot red pepper tea sufQcient to moisten the

mass, then stuff them and hang in a smoke house

and smoke two days only, with cobs or hickory

wood."

The main art and secret, this writer says, is to

proportion the seasoning so that no one article will

predominate. But as to the amount of seasoning,

these authorities differ somewhat. A correspon-
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dent of the Farmer,—M. A. U., of Fitzvvilliam,

N. II.,—gave a few years ago the following rule :

—

To ten pounds of meat put one giU of salt,

one gill of sage, and one-half gill of pepper; or

if preferred, half the quantity of sage and a half

gill of summer savory. L. L. Pierce, East Jaf-

frej', N. 11., gave as a rule for eaeh pound of

meat, three teaspoonfuls of fine sage, one and a

fialf of salt, and one of pepper, (three-fourths

black, one-fourth cayenne.) Two of the writers

very nearly agree in the rule that 30 pounds of

meat should have nine ounces of salt and four

ounces of pepper, while a third recommends a

much larger quantity.

Sausage meat may be presa'ved by putting It In

new cotton cloth bags a foot or so long and two or

three inches in diameter, which after filling are

dipped in and coated with melted lard. When used

the bag may be sliced oflf with the meat.

CRANBERRIES IN VERMONT.

Is there any kind of cranberry that will prove
profitable as far north as the middle of Vermont, if

set on the right kind of land ? I feel confident we
have the right piece of land, if I may judge by
what I sec in your column of Extracts and Replies,
the reading of which I have found useful and in-

structive. \v. B. K.

West Fairlee, Vt., Nov. 13, 1868.

Remarks.—Mr. Eastwood says in his book on

Cranberry Culture that "On many of the vast

steppes of Russia, the cranberry abounds, and even

amid the wastes of Siberia it is occasionally to be

met v/ith. Indeed, the Russian cranberries proved

for a long time to be no ineonsidcrable portion of

the exports of that country." We should appre-

hend more ditficulty from the diflferencc between

the soil of Vermont and of Cape Cod, where the

cranberry grows to perfection, than from the dif-

ference in climate, especially where the meadow
can be flowed at pleasure. Beach sand, or sand

somewhat similar to that on the ocean beach, and

peat or muck, seem to be the essentials to the suc-

cess of cranberry cultivation. You will find a val-

uable article on this subject in last week's Far-

mer.

CRANBERRIES.

I have a meadow through which a stream flows,
and by which it can be flowed. I wish, to be in-

formed how the land should be prepared and
whether it can be seeded from berries, or is it best
to transplant vines ? Please answer through the
Farmek, which has been of great advantage dur-
ing the past two years. A Subscriber.

Whitimville, Mass., Oct. 24, 1888. •

Remarks.—Mr. Breed's article in the Farmer
of the same date with this letter answers these

questions pretty fully. Different meadows are

prepared in ditfcrent wa}-s. Sometimes the whole
surface is removed to the depth of a foot or less,

afijrding a hirgi; amount of valualjlc material for

the compost heap; swm' times the grass, bushes,

&c., are e;it, stump, roots, &i-., dug out, and the

whjle burned over iu a di}' lime ; sometimes tiie

whole surface is covered with sand, beach sand
being the best. Vines arc preferred to seed, as

the growth from planting or sowing the berry is

slow. In October, 1846, Mr. Addison Flint, of
Reading, Mass., planted an acre by crushing each
berry between the thumb and finger and placing it

just under the mud, single berries in a hill three

and a half feet apart, and also sowed broadcast a

number of bushels of refuse cranberries the fol-

lowing spring. No berries till four years after-

wardS, and then very small; the next year, of

good size and worth picking.

SORE TEATS IN COWS.

I have a good new milch cow that has sore teats
soon after she comes in. If you or any of your
suljscribers can tell me the cause and cure, you
will oblige an old subscriber. g. h. k.

Sterling, Mass., Nov. 16, 1868.

Pi.EMARKS.—Some cows teats are more liable to

be sore than others, possibly from a similar

cause that some people's hands are more liable to

crack and chap than others. There may also be
some impurities—humors of the skin or blood

—

that produce soreness. Mr. H. Rounds, of Che-

pachet, R. I., recommended in the Farmer, some
time since, as a salve for sore teats on cows, one
pound of the bitter-sweet or yellow-root, simmered
fifteen minutes in half a pound of lard, applied

twice a day, after being strained and cooled.

ASHES INJURIOUS TO APPLE TREES.

I noticed in the last Farmer, in "Jack's" reply
to "J. J. T.," that he put from one to four quarts
of ashes around his trees to keep off mice. Now I
will state the result of an experiment in ashing
trees. Two years ago last June, I put from one to
twd quarts of ashes to each of about eighty trees,

of ditterent sizes from one to three inches in diam-
eter, to keep away the borer-fly. On examining
the trees the next spring, I was surprised to
find that about one in eight was killed, and on
one-half or more the bark was dead from one-
fourth to three-fourths the way around the tree,

where the ashes laid against the trunk. I removed
the ashes and banked up the trees with earth.

Those that were partly killed struck new roots
above the dead spots and now they are doing nice-
ly. I v/ould like to hear through the Farmer if

others have had their trees injured by putting ashes
against them; if so, please reply, as I have soma
tliousand or more that I was intending to ash, but
dare not. W. V. Tainter.
South Carthage, Me., Nov. 17, 1868.

steaming fodder for cattle.

I have an idea of a process for the preparation
of fodder for stock which I have not had an op-
portunity of testing practically, and as I may not
have such opportunity at present, I offer it to your
readers for what it is worth, as a theory or a mere
suggestion which may possibly lead to improve-
ments in the utilization of materials which are
nov»r mostly sutt'cred to go to waste.

About 1SG3, a machine was invented for cotton-
ising flax. It consisted of a sti-ong cylinder, cou-
necttd at one end v/ith a steam boiler; at the
other it was closed by a hinged lid. The cylinder
was filled with flax, and steam let on at a high
pre:-sure. TIhs was ktpt up till the bark was
heated to the same degri:;e with the steam. The
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cylinder was then opened, and tlie sudden removal
of the pressure caused the water in the hark to

expand into steam with explosive force; tearing
the woody fibres apart, and rupturing the cells.

Now my idea is that coarse fodder subjected to

such heat would be cooked through, and the cells

of the stalks so completely ruptured as to better
prepare it for digestion than the finest grinding
and subsequent cooking could do, at about the
cost of cutting, alone, by steam. It would put the
l)utts of stalks, thistles, straw, and other inferior

fodder in the best possible condition for the animal
to extract the nutriment therefroni. Grains and
roots maj' be treated in Ihe same way.
"Pop corn" is an illustration of this process.

It is well known- that the varieties which pop well
have a layer of oil next the surface, which con-
fines the water inside till it acquires expansive
force enough to burst the kernel.
Grain might be fed in the straw; thus saving

threshing and grinding of small grains, the husk-
ing, shelling and grinding of corn, and the cutting

of roots. Anotlier advantage is, that it would de-
stroy the vitality of weed seeds, and fit them
to nourish the animal.
Any one who believes in steaming fodder, and

who iias a steam engine, with strong boiler, could
test my theoiy at no very great expense. h.

West Addison, Vt., Oct. 7, 1868.

MANAGEMENT OF FAIRS.—ORLEANS CO., VT.

After abrief notice of the Fair of the Orleans, Vt.

County Agricultural Society had been printed, we
received from our attentive correspondent, an ac-

count of the exhibition, with some suggestions

upon the management of Fairs, which we think

should not be lost.

The Society in this country was oi-ganized last

year, and devoted only one day to the Fair. It

was plainly seen that after the entries were made,
the committees had a very short time to examine
animals and articles, and award premiums ; there-

fore this year a two days' exhibition was held—the

intention being to have all entries made the first

day before two o'clock, so that there would be
plenty of time for thorough examination by the
committees and by spectators. All animals and
articles were to be exhibited both days, and although
it seemed at first inconvenient to require cows and
other cattle to remain all night away from home,
it was found that the inconvenience was imaginary
rather than real, as good hay was supplied by the

Society free of charge.

The track was used for the entertainment of the
spectators, and particular hours were set for the
grand cavalcade of all horses entered for show,
and for the exhibition of each class separately. The
classes were stallions of three different ages,

matched carriage horses, matched work or farm
horses, single drivers, saddle and walking
horses. But all this division of time and classes

resulted in failure, as when the cavalcade* came
on the first day at one o'clock, just to amuse
the crowd, the various committees on horses went
at the work very spidtedly and awarded all

the premiums in about an hour, as the horses

passed around all together. So it was thought liest

to have some trots ou the second day, and over

$100 was given for speed. This, in my opinion,

was a mistake in management', for it is just as ex-

citing to see horses tiot for a premium as for a
purse, and it should be understood that horses

must wcn-k when on trial lor jn'emiums. Is it

too much to reciuirc a carriage horse to go at the
rate of ten miles per hour, a saddle horse the same,
and a walking or a work horse to give good evi-

dence of ability ? It should be understood that a

premium horse is not only ornamental but useful
and has bottom as well as style.

As there seemed to l)c a desire to have all cattle

shown at ii proper time, out of their stalls and in

the cattle rings, a rope was extended around a
plot of ground three or four rods in di.imcter, but
the rain prevented its use. It is evident that a
committee can judge of the relative merits of ani-

mals when standing together better than when
quite a distance apart iu different sized pens.
By proper management it seems that the interest"

of the crowd in all kinds of stock can be gratified,

and farmers should take pride in their stock as by
it comes nearly all tlieir income.
There are in the county, Durham, Devon, Ayr-

shire, Dutch and Jersey cattle, audit would doulii:-

less be a satisfaction to spectators, as well as for the

interest of exhibitors, to have some of their animals
so well trained that they could be taken around
the track in groups, each breed together.

The .510 entries of our Fair consisted of so good
a variety, that the horse stalls, cattle j'ards, sheep
pens, and floral and Mechanics' Hall were well
filled.

All exhibitors' names were on the cards attached
to the articles. A different course may be advisa-

ble in some cases, but in a local Fair, where exhi-

bitors take care of their articles, their names soon
become well known, even where it is attempted to

withhold them.
Our experience has demonstrated that it is near-

ly labor lost to appoint awarding committees be-

forehand, as the.v do not generally attend and act,

and the managers, in practice, are obliged to select

men from the crowd.
The receipts and expenses were nearly equal,

being about #700. The new Fair ground is a very
fine one and prosperity seems before us.

Z. E. Jameson,
Secretary Orleans Vo , Agricultural Society/.

Irasbiirff, Vt., October, 1868.

MERINO and COTSWOLD CROSS.

"Constant Reader" of Alstead, N. 11., asks. Can
I make it protitaltle to use a pure blood Spanish
Merino buck with my Cotswold ewes ?

I am satislicd he can, Ijut at the present time,

when pure bred combing wools are so scarce, it

would be much better to use a pure bred Cotswold
or Leicester. The wool from these pure breeds is

worth from five to ten cents more than the Merino
cross, and j'our lambs and mutton would be worth
more. But you ought to raise your lambs at the
present time of scarcity of this class of sheep for

stock purposrs. Do not alter your ram lambs.
Pure bred rams are worth too much. Save
your ewe lambs also. They are wovtii more for

stock than the butchers will give. Do not let them
have one. At present, your Cotswold ewes are

too valuable to be crossed with the Merino. The
time may come when it will be a desideratum.

Such has been the ca«e, but it is not so now.
Boston, Nov. 21, 1868. Mentor.

DISPOSITION OF OUR CROrS.

The crops of 1868 have been harvested, and now
we are to determine our incomes by the manner in

which we consume or otherwise dispose of the

raw material we have secured.
The whole secret of success lies in our skill to

feed the various kinds of farm stock, for growth,
work, milk and meat. Witli so many diirercnt

animals to feed, and for such a variety of uses, an
amount of knowledge is required that few possess.

We, individually, know but very little, ju.st noth-

ing at all. We guess at some things and act ac-

cordingly, and succeed only l)y accident. We do
not like to work in the dark as we are compelled

to, but desire to know with a degree of certainty
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the end from tlic beginning. Therefore, we .ippcal

to you, Mr. Editor, mid tliroiigli you to your cor-

respondents, at this time—the first of the feeding
season—for directions to transmute our forage
crops into gold,—for that is tlie end of all labor.

Don't give us directions tliat will result in killing

the goose that laid the golden cp^g.

By way of setting the ball in motion, we won'd
give as our opinion that hogs sliould be fatted wiiile

the weather is warm ; that they should be "done"
wiicn it is cold enough fn freeze in their troughs;
t^iat old corn sliould be u^cd rather than new;
tli:it it should be ground re;;/ fine; that if you
would have hogs grow fat as fa.'-t as possible, give
thcni raw meal mixed with water or milk, and
quite thin, so that they can drink it,—not forcet-
tiiig the dry comfortable place they need while
tiny are manulaeturing your corn into pork. If
you give them a wet, cold place, they will tise

mu h of vour corn to dry and warm it. f.

Mast Yard, N. H., Oct., 1868.

PLANTS FOR A NAME AND DESCRirXION.

Can you, from the enclosed dri< d specimen, teU
the name and qualities of the plant, and whether
the berries are poisonous or not. It is the opinion
of soiue that they are, and I have hesitated to set

out the plant in my grounds, although I think it

a ];retty shrub. There is also a shrul) hero having
bright red berries at the point of junciion of the
leaf stalks with the brancli, which berries stay on
until near mid winter. Would the two be safe to
set around a house where there are children ?

Yours, for the dissemination of knowledge and
beauty, Wm. McAlwyn.

tiandwtch, Mass., Oct. 19, 1863.

Remarks.—Mp. Joseph Breck, to whom your

note and the specimen received were submitted,

has kindly furnished the following reply :

—

The specimen of the plant sent is so broken up

that it is almost impossible to recognize it. I

think it is Mespilvs Canadensis ; synonym : Py-

Rus OvALis, or Sioanq] Pyrus, which is a shrub of

moderate size, very common in swamps, and con-

spicuous for its white flowers in the early part of

Maj^ Fruit dark blue, of the size of "Whortle-

berries ; ripe in June. It is not poisonous, and is a

desirable plant for the garden among other shrub-

berj"^. Plants to be recognized should be sent when
in bloom, with leaves on a small branch or twig.

The other shrub mentioned by your correspon-

dent producing red berries in the axil of the leaves

is without doubtP/7'H05 Verticillatiispr Black Alder,

\vhich is a great ornament to our swamps and low

ground at this season of the year. You will tind a

full description of it in Breck's Book of Floicers,

page 416. In modern times, this plant has been

transferred from the genus Prinos to Ilex.

Yours, &c., J. Bkeck.

The following is the description alluded to in

"Breck's Book of Flowers," an excellent work of

480 pages, price $1.75, which ought to be accessible

to e\cry cultivator of flowers, and should be in

every town and neighborhood library :

—

Ilex Verticillata.—( P;-inos Verticillatus)—
Black Alder.—This indigenous shrul), so orna-
mental in low grounds anel swamps in autumn, is

worthy of a place in every collection of shrubs.
"It is a liandsomc shrul), live or six—rarely ten or
twclve-^feet high, with crowded branches and

leaves, conspicuous for its bunches of axillary
blossoms and scarlet berries, remaining late in the
autumn, or even into the winter. The recent
shoots are clothed with an apple green bark,
which, on the large branches, turns to a pearly
gray, and, on the older stems, is of a poli>hcel and
cloudeil dark color, whence the plant derives its

common name." The flowers are white, and not
very ornamental. The berries are' of a bright scar-

let, covering tlie twigs, the size of peas, in bunches
of two or three, anel remain long on the bush. The
flowers expand iti June; the berries are ripe in

September. The Black Alder will require a peaty,
moist soil.

apple trees on an old orchard.

I have two acres of land all walleel anel in a good
location for an orchard, but it has been used f )r

that purpose. The trees arc now dead or nearly
so, anel what I Vi'ant to know is whether a new or-

chard in the same place will do as well as in a new
one, provided I take the old stumps out and ma-
nure it well. John BATCHELDiiii, Jk.
Laconia, N. H., Oct. 19, 1868.

Remarks.—We do not suppose that apple or

other trees Avill do as well to follow those of the

same kind, as they would in a different location.

Nature teaches us thus much by her well known
system of rotation, by which a different kinel of

tree usually succeeds those which have grown to

maturity on any particular lot of land. Jlr. Cole

compares a tree to a tethered horse. No one would

expect a horse to do as well where another horse

had ftarved to death, as he would on a new spot.

Siill with hay and provender enough a horse will

flourish almost anywhere; and with similar care,

trees may be made to grow in soil impoverished

by the same kind of trees. If our correspondent

will make a compost of a large proportion of muck,

good soil, Eods, woods mould and leaves, some
ashes and just enough "agricultural yeast" or

manure to leaven the whole lump, he can make
apple trees grow on the site of an old orchard.

THE fall "WEE-AVORM, OR CATERPILLAR.

In your remarks following the queries of your
correspondent Jack, in the Monthly Farmer for
vSeptember, page 435, you describe exactlj^ a worm
that has been quite numerous about here this fall.

I find no better way to get rid of them than to pull
them off with the hands and tread on them, or
burn theiH where they are very numerous. I have
destroyed them by the bushel, but of what use is

it, when my neighbors on either side regard them
with perfect indifference, until their orchards look
as though a fire had run through them ? If such
things are not nuisances, what are ? I move our
legislature pass a law requiring people who will

keep caterpillars to pay a license, the same as for

keeping dogs. J. w. o.

Cumtnington, Mass., Oct. 23, 186S.

Remarks.—The old objection to agricultural

papers tliat they were filled with the writings of

"Fancy Farmers" and "Big Bugs" genei-ally, is

one for which practical farmers themselves v.ere

responsible, because a few years ago the editors

could induce nobody else to write. Farmers are

now outgrowiug this false modesty, and agricul-

tural papers are improving in value as fast as prac-

tical men are acquiring the habit of communicating
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not only the facts of their experience, but the

thoughts and suggestions wliich occur to their

minds while working and reading. In a note to

the above communication the writer says, "I never

did such a thing before, and can't say as I ever

want to again, and shall not be surprised if it goes

into the waste basket." An ancient writer in a

very sensible letter addressed to certain friends in

the city of Rome, said, "Let every one of us please

his neighbor for his good to edification." Now,
friend "J. W. G.," when assured that the twenty

thousand readers of the New England Farmer
want you to please them to edification, have you

the right to consult your own pleasure, merely ?

A BED OF MAUL.

On visiting a ncighl)oring town recently, where
the land needs enriching very much, I found an
extentivs bed of marl, composed of, or (illed with,
minute sliells. Would it make a good dressing
for tlic land, or would it pay better to burn it and
thus convert it into lime, and then apply it ?

Roxbury, Vt., Nov. 2, 1868. W. I. Simonds.

Remaeks.—The term marl, like the term muck,

is applied to deposits of very different composi-

tion. Some beds of muck and some beds of marl

are n)uch richer in fertilizing matter than others.

"VVe know of no better mode of ascertaining their

value than by careful experiments on the land. It

is said that the value of marls depend on the car-

bonate and phosphate of lime, alkaline salts, gyp-

sum, &c., which they contain. It may be v/ell to

burn your marl, as proposed, but we should advise

a thorough trial, without burning, ia connection

with other manures. Will those who have used

marl similar to that described by our correspon-

dent give him the result of their experience ? We
understand that our Northern raai-ls ai'e quite

different from the green sand or New Jersey,

which is often called marl.

CIlEErEUS AGAIN.

In view of the hint you so good-naturedbj give

Messrs. Goodwin and Crosby in your issue of

November 7, 1 will commence by saying I have no
fowls for sale, and never raise them for sale, but I

have had some experience with the Creepers. Sev-
eral years ago, during the rage of the hen fever,

mj'' utter disgust v/ith the workings of that disease,

and with the long logged creatures it introduced,

led mo to look about ior the old fashioned Creep-

ers. They had been so completely thrown in the

shade, that it took a long time to ti:id them. At
length I succeeded in puvch;u4ng a young rooster.

I crossed him with tl;c IJhxck rohmd, the Bolton
Gray and the Scabright, all of which produced
valuablf '"'ijvls.

I consider the Seal>rig.ht cross the most valuable
fowl 1 have ever knowii. They are very beautiful

pets, being very lame and docile. They never
scratch and do no harm in any garden, hut are

the mO!:« industrious tjug hunters in tlic world.
They are constant layers ; only one in six having
olfered to set during the past year. They lay

largo eggs for the size of the bird. They arc the
best of mothers, never wandering from home with
their chicks, and never trailing them through wet
grass. In fact, they cannot lie induced to enter
standing grass at any time, but have great sport in

the grasshopper line as soon as it is cut. The cost

of keeping them is next to nothing. The crumbs
from even a poor man's table will f^ed quite a
flock. They fatten easily, and when fattened are
very plump and handsome, and their flesh has an
excellent flavor. I believe the creepers are among
the best of our native breeds, and I believe our
native breeds as good as any breed we have when
properly crossed. D. L. Tolman.
Marlboro' Depot, N. 77., Nov. 7, 1868.

ikon pipe wells.

Will you please inform methroutrh the Farmer
where I can purchase a pump, where by boring
the ground you can pump water. s. f. a.

Belloics Falls, Vt., Nov. 3, 1858.

Remarks.—Our impression of this way of ob-

taining water is not very favorable. An iron tube

or pipe, with a sharp point, and perforated near

the lower end with holes to admit the water, is

forced into 'the ground by pounding upon the

upper end, to which additional joints are screwed

on, as the pipe siaks, until water is reached, when
an ordinary pump is attached by which the water

is raised. Sometimes a fountain is reached which

forces the water up to or near the surface. Par-

tics who profess to understand the business have

travelled aboat, in this section, for a year or tno

past, boring for water in this way, and we have

seen several "wells" of this kind in operation, and

have known of several failures. We do not know
where the necessary fixtures can be obtained, and

we doubt whether it would be advisable for one

not acquainted with the process to undertake the

job.

scratches in horses.

I have a valuable horse so badly affected with
the Grease as to be wholly unfit for use, and I appeal
to the Farmer for a remedy. Ifyouoranyof
your subscribers can give the desired information
they will confer a great favor. r. p. t.

Canaan, Vt., Nov. 1, 1868.

Remarks.—The first thing is to wash the parts

affected perfectly clean with soap and water. This

is so important that we have known people tj ad-

vise walking the horse in a stream of water as a

cure. The bowels should be kept open by laxa-

tive food or some mild medicine. A v/ash of beef

or pork brine is often beneficial in the firit stages.

In worse cases, a wash of one ounce of chloride of

zinc, four ounces of creosote, in four quarts of a

strong solution of white oak bark ; or an ointment

of gunpowder mixed with lard or fi-csh butter; or

an ointment of half a pint of linseed oil, two table

spoonfuls of fine salt, same of sulphur, s me of

saltpetre, and one ounce of turpentine, well sim-

mered together.

TEMPERATURE OF CREAJI FOR CHURNING.

Can j-ou inform inc through the columns of the
Farmer what temperature' is ihc best for cream
while churninT, and ol)lige a Suhscriber.

FishervUlc, N. II., Oct.^21, 1S6S.

Rejiarks.—In our own practice we have adopt-

ed G2° as the proper temperature. Daring the

winter reason our milk and cream is kept in a eel-
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lar where the temperature is uniformly about 62°.

In tlie statement addressed to tlic Committee on

the Dairy of the Norfolk County, Mass., Agricul-

tural Society, which accompanied the butter

which took the first premium, and which we pub-

lished in the "Weekly Fakmer of October 10,

Monthly, page 522, Mr. Cheever says that his

"churning is always done with cream at a hiown

temperature, varying from GO to G4°, according to

the outside temperature." Others prefer a rather

lower temperature, say o.j to 60°.

PROTECTING TREES FROM MICE.

As I hare five hundred trees to protect from
mice the coming winter, I am interested in the in-

quiry of "J. J. T." for an effectual wash for this

purpose. But as no one responds, I v.-ill give him
my method, \vhich I shall practice till I hear of a
better one. I put around the trunk of the tree

from one to four quarts of common wood ashes as

late as I can before winter sets in. Besides
keepi;ig away mice, the ashes promotes the
growth of the trees the following season. Jack.

West Chestermlle, Me., Oot. 29, 1868.

Remarks.—Thoso who have not ashes, may
feel safe with a somewhat larger quantity of earth

or sand, of which a cart-body full will answer for

a large number of trees.

EELTED WOOL ON SHEEP.

I wish to ask you or some of your readers, what
causes wool to felt on sheep. Is it caused by their

not receiving proper care during the winter ?

Please give us the cause and the remedy and ob-
lige yours. Jack.

Ja7j, Me., Oct. 29, 1868.

Remarks.—Probably our correspondent over-

looked the reply in the Farmer of August 15, of

Mr. Z. E. Jameson, of Irasburg, Vt., to a similar

inquiry. He said it was generally owing to the

want of oil or yolk in the wool caused by sickness

or poor feed, and sometimes by the yolk being re-

moved by a drenching rain or a thorough washing,

&c. We refer you to the whole article alluded to.

THE SEASON iND CROPS IN "WASHINGTON CO., TT.

Our hay crop matured first and was more than
an average, and hay is plenty at ten dollars per
ton. Oats were generally light. What wheat was
sov.n generally gave a good yield of excellent
quality. Rj'c viiy light. Corn matured very
early,* and though, on account of wet weatiier, it

was not all planted till the first of June, we have a
splendid crop. Pot;.tocs arc good and a heavy
yield, almost entirely free from rut. Mo^t branches
of farming, with the exception of sheep raising and
wool growing, have been very successful, and now
wc are making preparations for stern winter again.
The o. her day I gathered iorcst leaves for bedding,
and I think if my brother farmers could see the
pile myself and hired man have stored, many of
them would go and do likewise, provided tnc
storm that is now falling dries off before winter
sets in. They are easily gathered, as one needs
only a common manure fork and a vragon, which
if not large enough, may be extended by putting
on extra side and end boards. The storm that
commenced Saturday night continued without
intermission till Sunday night, and this morning
the ground is covered with snow.

Roxburij, Vt., Nov. 2, 1S68. W. I. Simonds.

AGRICITLTURAL ITEMS.
—It is said that 39,440 seeds of weeds, by actual

count, have been found in a pint of clover seed.

—For what reason does a duck go under the

water ? For divers reasons. For what reason

does he come out ? For sundry reasons.

—It is now claimed that large orchards breed

insects and diseases after the manner of large

cities, and that the remedy is small farms and

small orchards.

—Every farmer should have a compost heap.

Collect every kind of fertilizer, and to prevent any

from liberating the gases, keep the whole covered

with earth or muck.

—Mr. Noah Paine, of Chelsea, Vt., has a heifer

that was two years old on the twelfth day of Sep-

tember last. On the first of July last, she calved,

and before that time she hael given six hundred

and five quarts of milk.

—The first premium of $50, offered by the

Strafford county, N. H., Fair for the best cul'Jvated

farm in the county, has been awarded to J. Frank
Lawrence, Esq., of Lee. Mr. C. W. Rollins, of

RoUinsford, received the second premium of ^25.

—Noah Whipple, Jr., says in the Boston Culti-

vator, that warts on cows' teats may be readily re-

moved by washing frequently with alum water

made by dissolving two ounces of alum in a pint

of soft water.

—The ponies or horses peculiar to China are

used only for riding, and by mandarins when upon

ofiieial business. All agricultural Vv'ork, plough-

ing, irrigating, and the working of lice mills, is

done by the buffalo.

—The California Farmer says that a single firm

in the wine making business own and hire vine-

yards containing 700,000 vines. Another firm ex-

pects to manufacture half a million gallons of

wine.

—Luscious pears, grapes, figs, peaches, melons

plurjs, strawberries, lemons, limes, &c., were

among the fruits mentioned as in great abundance

in the San Francisco market October 15. Pears

three to six cents per lb., peaches five to twelve

cents, grapes four to ten cents per lb. fjr natives.

—The Journal of Chendstry says that two or

three drops of carbolic acid to a bottle of ink will

prevent mouldiaess; and about thirty drops added

to a pint of water used for making paste will pre-

vent its moulding. Carbolic acid, however, is a

poison and should be used with care. It is very

destructive to the lower orders of vegetable and

animal life.

—The California Farmer of October 15, says

:

The grain market remains very inactive; no for-

eign demand, and nominally no export demand.

Those who think the market will advanc3 should

go into the country and see the warehouses, full

to their utmost capacity, and see the great quanti-
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ties in the fields, and on the whai'ves at the land-

ings there, and upon the wharves here, and remem-
ber also that there has been already 150,000 tons

sold.

—After having tried several other prescriptions

for removing warts from a horse, and having offer-

ed five dollars for a cure, Mr. S. N. Tal)or, of East

Vassalboro', informs the Maine Farmer that he

has been entirely successful, by dosing the animal

with chopped cedar boughs, given in his grain,

also washing- the warts in a strong decoction of

cedar.

—The Canada Farmer mentions a horse owned

by M. Yodcr, of Springfield, Ontario, which is be-

lieved to be over thirty years old and is still fat,

plump and handsome. Twenty-five years ago he

was a dashing roadster. The Farmer suggests the

propriety of having prizes at Agricultural Fairs

for the best old horses, as, while any one may
have a good colt, it is only a good, kind horseman

that can show a sound, active old horse.

—The Turf, Field and Farm, the organ of the

Fast-horse men, calls for a national convention of

horsemen, to correct the "growing evils" of the

trotting turf. It says "the case is a bad one, the

disease is eating into the vitals, and the remedy to

be effectual must be national as well as prompt.

Another year of trickery and fraud, like the one

over which the autumnal leaves are dropping, Avill

check the tide,—turn the current in a different

direction."

—We learn by the Country Gentleman that Mr.

"VVarrcn Percival, Vassalboro, Me., has recentl}'

sold the following Shorthorns: Sheridan, bull

calf, sired by Gen. Smi'Ji, 5711, out of Kitty, to

Silas Hawes, of Union, Maine; to A. C. Chandler,

of New Gloucester, Me., cow May Day 6th, by

Dake of Manlius, out of May Day—also bull calf

Pboan Star, by Monarch, .5964, out of Perfection,

and heifer calf Red Lady 2d, by Gen. Smith, 5711,

out of Red Lady.

—A Florida paper, the Gainesville Era, says

:

"During a recent ride of five miles through a sec-

tion of the country once famous for the abun-

dance of live stock, we counted only twelve head

of horned cattle, fourhogs, and not a single sheep.

The diminution in their numbers is alarmingly

rapid, and a very few years avIU witness their

almost entire disappearance. Beef .must continue

to increase in value, and will soon reach Charles-

ton and Savannah prices.

—A correspondent of the Country Gentleman

furnishes the following as a partial list of Fish

Breeding establishments. In New York, Mr. Seth

Green, Mumford; Stephen H. Ainsworth, West
Bloomiicld; Mr. William Nicoll, Islip; Mr. Aaron

S. Vail, Smithtown. In New Jersey, Dr. J. H.

Slack, Bloomsbury. In New Hampshire, Mr.

Livingston Stone, Charlestown. In New Bruns-

wick, one—connected with the one at Charlestown,

N. II.

For the New England Farmer.

KECIPKOCITY, AND COMBING WOOLS.
Having read your remarks on the reprocity

treaty, and also those by Dr. Randall, and
havini^ had some experience in wool, 1 may,
perhaps, be able to throw a little light on this

subject ; believing, as I do, that should the re-

procity treaty take effect to-morrow, and
should wool from Canada be brought in free

of duty, it would not alFect the price of comb-
ing wools of this market.

At the same time 1 do not recognize any
duty on the part of the United States to legis-

late for the relief of the British Provinces, by
giving them access to our markets. If they

really desire the benefit of our markets, and if

the British goverment desire that they should

have these benefits, let them become annexed
to the United States ; and then, being one of

us, they would have an equal right to all the

benefits belonging to the seveal States of this

Union. But so long as they remain a part of
the British Empire, I do not see what we have
to do with their distresses, only so far as they

may appeal to our individual benevolence.

Establish the reciprocity treaty, and so far

as wool is concerned, it would be equal to an-

nexing the Canadas, inasmuch as both the

States and Canadas do not produce an amount
sufficient to supply the wants of our manufac-
turers. At the present time, Mr. Walworth,
the wool buyer for the Pacific mills, and Mr.
Moffit, buyer for the Atlantic Delaine Com-
pany of Providence, are in England making
purchases. So long as England is the prin-

cipal long-wool producing country in the

world, and the only country, apart from
Canada, that would compete with our farmers

In its production, the price of combing wool
in this country will be the price at which it is

sold in England,—duties and expenses added

;

and so long as Canada is the only favored

country allowed to have free access to our
markets, in which to sell its wool, the Canadi-

an farmer will be just as much protected by
our tariff as our own farmers are.

I am opposed to the renewal of the recipro-

city treaty, not because I think the wool-grow-
ing interest of this country will suffer, or that

the production of combing wools in this coun-

try will be retarded by it, but because the

Canadian farmer pays the duty now, and
should the treaty be renewed he would pock-

et it.

In 18G5 and 18G6, under the reciprocity

treaty, combing wool was not in any more de-

mand than now, yet Canada wool was worth
from ten to twenty cents per pound more
than it is at the present time. This year, the

Canadian farmer received from twenty-three

to twenty-live cents per pound, gold, for bis

wool ; then, he received from forty to forty-

five cents, gold, and the value of gold then

was but little higher than now. I am accjuaint-

ed with a person who not a year ago bought
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50,000 pounds of Canadian wool in New York,
which had been brought in under the recipro-

city treaty, and for which eighty-five cents

had been offered and refused. It was pui'-

c-habcd for sixty-seven and a half cents per
pound last March.

I hope I have succeeded in making myself
understood on this point ; that although (he

importer of the Canada wool ostensibly pays
the duty, yet really the Canadian pays it, be-

cause he sells his wool for less. Our own far-

mers will receive no loss so long as the pro-
duction of both Canada and the States keeps
below the consumption.
There is a lamb and mutton question involved

in this matter, upon which subject I intend
some day to say more. Mextok.

Boston, Nov. IG, 18G8.

For the JVew England Farmer,

SUMMEK CARE OF SHEEP.

In your issue of Nov. 13, I notice an article

by "Zen" of Milton, J\Te., entitled "Roving
habits of coarse and fme wool sheep," in which
I think he does the fine wools, if he means the

Merinos, a great injustice.

My experience has been quite the reverse

of his, for I have invariably found the Meri-
no a very quiet breed, and it is very rare for

one of my flock to leave my pasture.

My custom is to have the fence around my
pasture in' good condition before the sheep are

turned into it in the spring, and kept so through
the season. My sheep are visited, called to-

gether, counted, and furnished with a little

salt by myself or some trusty person twice

each Aveek till they are sheared, and after that

time once a week, through the season.

In this way they are kept domesticated, and
will come a considerable distance to meet the

shepherd at the sound of his voice, when he
calls them.

It is natural, I believe, for all sheep to

ramble over their whole enclosure nearly eve-
ry day ; and if they are turned to pasture
with dilapidated fences, they would be very
likely to mistake another pasture or field for

their own ; and then if the bovs and dogs were
set after them they would be likely to run for

their lives, and if compelled to jump they
would do so, and in that way would soon
learn the art, and would most likely practice

it voluntarily and become a nuisance to the

whole neighborhood.
I have not had any experience in keeping

coarse wool sheep, and there are but few kept
in town ; but these few have been an annoyance
to myself and many other farmers. Their rov-
ing habits are such that they have rambled over
several farms ; and it is the opinion of many
that they have done more damage during the
season than they were worth in the spring.
They do not confine themselves to each oth-

er's company, like the Merino, but scatter

about in small squads, or perhaps one sheep

and her lamb will ramble off together, and be
found a long distance from the pasture where
she was put. If their owner was made to pay
promptly for all the damage they have done,
1 think he v/ould not be likely to invest in a
similar flock again.

These sheep may not be a fair sample of the
long wools, and I certainly hope they are not

;

and I have reported them only as an ofT-set to
the troublesome Merinos of "Zen." "

I have no doubt that most breeds of sheep
may be so domesticated by kind treatment as to

be easily kept within their proper enclosure,
but in order to do so let no one attempt to

keep more than he has plenty of feed for with
good fences and no dogs.

L. D. Corliss.
Orford, N. E., Nov. 10, 18G8.

CABT WE GROW WHEAT?
That it is possible to raise wheat, and still

not destroy the ability of the soil to produce it

for the next generation
; that it is practicable

to go on improving it in fertility, while we bi-

ennially take from it a crop of this most de-
sired cereal, no one who has read the progress
of improved agriculture in England, will think
to doubt. The truth is, we have settled down
into the idea that it is best to crop our land
with wheat till it fiiils to return the seed we
sow, and then to follow the setting sun to the
land of the Indian and buffalo. By tilling the
soil, we mean killing the soil ; and when the
wreck is accomplished, we heartlessly- seek out
another spot which shall share the fate of our
last victim.

Is agriculture as applied to wheat-raising, a
lost art, or is it that our American farmers
have not yet found it out? We believe the

latter. We are inclined to think if no virgin

plains had laid west of the Alleghanies, that

wheat would still be raised between them and
the sea. Good fiirming comes of necessity.

Agriculture, like any other art, must be stu-

died, written about, and talked over. We
must bring all the appliances of science to our
aid, and put ourselves in the way to profit by
the. experience of those who have achieved a
success in the branch we have been attending

to.

Now few of these things have been done in

this country in respect to wheat. Wo. have had
conventions of sorghum growers, fruit grow-
ers, wool growers, grape growers, and of poul-

try fanciers ; but when have we had a conven-

tion of wheat growers on American soil ?

Nearly every other department of agriculture,

as well as horticulture, has an organ devoted

to its interest ; but with the exception of a

stray article which occasionally appears in the

statistical pages of the Department of Agricul-

ture, or a chance column in some of our farm-
ing papers, nothing is written on the culture

of the grain that forms "the staff of life."

JVlore printer's ink is wasted on some black cap
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raspberry, or some new fangled strawberry,
than is used in all the wheat discussions for a
decade. In short, if it were not for the bag of
•wheat which we sometimess see tucked away
in some back corner of the Floral Hall at our
County Fairs, and the occasional newspaper
article referred to, we should almost think that
the subject of wheat raising was becoming ig-

nored altogether.

—

Prairie Farmer.

Remarks.—This is putting it pretty strong

for a paper printed in the "Grain Emporium
of the World," which Chicago is sometimes

claimed to be. But is our agricultural liter-

ature as deficient as the pen of this ready

writer charges .^ We have on our shelves a

stately volume of 432 pages entitled the Amer-
ican Wheat Culturist, by S. E. Todd, devoted

exclusively "to the grain that forms 'the staff

of life;' " Mr. Klippart, Secretary of the Ohio

Board of Agriculture, has also written a vol-

ume on this neglected plant, and in many ag-

ricultural books and papers, no inconsiderable

space is devoted to the cultivation of wheat.

On referring to the Monthly New England
Farmer for 18G7 we find the index points to

thirty-seven pages for articles on wheat, and

we presume that it is incidentally alluded to in

many other places in connection with other sub-

jects, and probably about the same prominence

has been given to the subject in our columns

during the year now drawing to a close. We
agree with the Prairie Farmer man that the

growing of wheat ought to be "studied, writ-

ten about, and talked over" more than It has

been, and we Invite all New England farmers

who have succeeded In raising wheat without

"killing the soil," to speak out, and help us

talk over the subject. The success that has at-

tended the cultivation of wheat in New Eng-

land during the few past years has been suf-

ficiently encouraging to justify the assertion

that wheat raising is not "a lost art" even

among the farmers "between the AUeghanies

and the sea."

the_ saddle and trained to a walking gait.

This Is also the case In all the Western States,
and perhaps might have been so in New Eng-
land when our grandmothers rode to meeting
on a pillion behind our grandfathers. But
one-horse wagons have put horseback riding
out of fashion, and now a good walking horse
is more rare than one that can trot a mile in

2.40.

At the Springfield, Mass., Horse Show of
1860, the writer was one of the committee to

award prizes to the best walking horses. Out
of seventeen entered, the committee found but
one which was considered a first-rate walker.
This was a Morrill mare, which walked five

miles an hour with ease. Two others were
fair walkers, and the rest knew no gait that

could be called walking. At the New York
State Fair the same state of facts was again
developed. A letter from Wisconsin says

:

"I think horses trained to walk fast would be
a greater benefit to our farmprs In general
than fast trotters, as almost all their work has
to be done with a walk." I once knew a man
in Massachusetts, who, before the railroads

were built, kept from two to four teams at work
on the road, and never allowed them to trot

at all, and made the distance In quicker time
than his neighbors, who made their horses trot

at every convenient place. He said that when
a hoi'se commenced to walk after a trot he
walked much slower than his common gait If

kept on a walk, and thereby lost more than he
gained. Will farmers think of this and pay
more attention to walking horses ?

—

Farmer''

s

Home Journal.

WALKING HORSES.

The best gait a horse ever had for everyday
use. Is a good walk. It Is a gait that not one
in ten possess. Colts arc not trained to walk
in all of the Eastern States. Young America
wants more speed. Kentucky has more good
walking horses than any other State, for there

horseback travelling has long been In fashion
for men and women, over a country where
muddy roads at times rendered any other gait

impossible, and so horses have been bred for

"GKAIN-KELLED" HOKSES.

Some years ago a man lived in this vicinity

who had kept livery stables both in New l''ork

and Philadelphia, and he owned one of the

poorest grass farms you would wish to see,

but well watered. He would buy horses In

those cities from gentlemen that kept but one
horse,—horses that had had a good deal of
work on t-he road as family horses, and were
fed very highly of grain, and had been in the

city some four, six or more years, and were
what horsemen called grain-killed. He would
bring them up generally in the spring, and let

them run at pasture, and I have seen from six

to ten horses In a field for weeks together,

where you could not see a green thing, unless

some weed or brier that the horses would not

eat. He would keep them just alive for eight,

twelve or more months, as the case might be,

but at least eight months, and put them in the

stable about Feb. 15th or March 1st, having
let them run in the barn-yard after snow came,
but housed from storms. He would begin
feeding a few carrots at first, and then add
grain after being ground, but never feeding

very highly, and in a few weeks the horses

would look full, with smooth coats and well

filled between the ribs, and in May or June
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he would take them back to the city and sell

them as horses just from the country,—the old

owners often buying the horse they sold, be-

cause the horse could not eat grain enough to

look as fine and soft coated as he did when he
returned to the city, when at pasture or in the

yard. At this farm the horse was kept just

alive, but had little or no work. I tried it on
one or more horses I have owned, and found
it very beneficial, especially to horses that

were over ten years of age. I think that eight

rj'iarts of grain given to a horse, after some
MX months of this treatment, will have a bet-

tiT el'fcct on the looks of the hair and feelings

7,r life of the horse, than twelve or fourteen

quarts did before ; remember, I speak from
facts. Y"ou look at coach horses, in your city,

which you know have been there six or eight

years, with a good deal of work, and the

coachman allowed to feed all the grain he

chooses, and also as little hay, and see if I am
not sustained in what I write.

Grain-killed horses are always gaunt be-

tween the ribs ; the hair stares and looks dead,

and the flesh feels hard and dry ; the horse is

dull and stupid—not pla} ful, and looks sleepy

about the eyes. Treat him as I say, and, my
word for it, in a few months he will be his old

self, playful at the halter, prompt to the bit,

and look sleek. To give less grain, more
damp hay or green food, carrots, potatoes or

something of that kind in moderation is my
advice and practice.

—

James Thompson, Hose
Hill, in Country Gentleman.

"WINTBKING BEES.

Mr. P. Lattner of Dubuque Co., Iowa,

writes to the AmeHcan Bee Journal as fol-

lows :

—

I have seen a great jnany plans in the Bee
Journal for wintering bees, but I prefer the

one I adopted last winter to any that has been
suggested. Out of seventy-six hives wintered
(among them some pretty weak colonies) I did

not lose one. AVhereas, winter before last,

out of sixty-eight hives wintered on their sum-
mer stands, I lost thirty-eight, and the remain-
ing thirty were weak. I came to the conclu-

sion that what is good to keep ice in summer
is good to keep bees in winter ; and I went to

work and built an ice house, 16 feet by 20,

and 7 feet high. I used six-inch studding sid-

ing on the outside, and lined with inch boards
inside

;
put a tight floor overhead, and then

filled all around with sawdust. 1 also put six

inches of sav/dust above, on the floor. I had
in each corner a four-inch opening, or chim-
ney, through the floor, but not through the

roof; and a double door in front, which kept
the room perfectly dark. We had pretty cold

weather last winter, yet water would not freeze

in that room. 'I'owards spring, it was getting

rather warm inside, and I noticed that some

colonies were becoming uneasy. I then left

the doors open after dark and shut them again
before daylight—which operation made all

quiet.

I can winter a hundred colonies in that room,
and it did not cost over forty dollars to build it.

IMy bees commenced swarming the first

week in June, though one swarm issued on the

28th of May. I only let them swarm once.

Six or seven days after swarming I would cut

out all the queen cells, and insert one Italian

in place of black ones. I have now one hun-
dred and thirty-five colonies ; and, I think,

when I put them in winte*r quarters, I .shall

have Italianized every one of them.
I use the Langstroth hive, and prefer it to

any other form. Any one must acknowledge
that the frames are easier handled than in any
other hive—besides the grand place for sur-

plus honey, which no other hive can equal.

As for wintering bees out of doors, I do
not believe in it any more. We must provide
shelter for all our stock in the winter ; why
can we not afford to do the same for our bees ?

My bees are doing well, and some of the

first swarms have filled six boxes of honey.-

Those with frames on the top have done still

better. I believe bees will store double the

quantity of honey in frames, as compared with

boxes.

BOAEDS AND NAILS FOB PODDEK.
Farmers are sometimes annoyed by their

cattle gnawing boards, bones, &c. We do

not propose to grind up "boards and nails for

fodder" and give it to animals with such a

perverted taste. We were thinking merely of

how much fodder might be saved in many
barns by a dose of boards and nails adminis-

tered, not to the cattle, but to the barn in which

cows and other animals are kept. Not long

since while looking over the premises of a neat

and thoughtful farmer, and admiring his warm
stable, pig-pen, and shed for manure, he re-

marked "that little funny article in your paper,

about boards saving hay, written by some-

body [Rufus Nutting, E^q.,] in Randolph,

Vt., was worth a year's subscription to me.

It is strange," he continued "that so few far-

mers in this cold country provide a warm place

for their stock." Those who read Mr. N.'s

article will remember that he estimated that

in many cases two dollars worth of boards and

nails might save in expense of fodder, and by

the increase of the milk of say five cows, fifty

dollars in one hundred winter days. After

the ends and back side of the stable are made
sufiiciently tight, he recommended that a few

boards be hinired on in front, so that in severe
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weatlier the stable may be entirely enclosed,

or left open -when the weather is milder.

For closing crevices in underpinning, &c.,

the Prairie Farmer recommends a mortar of

lime and sand or ashes, using hogs bristles in-

stead of plastering hair, to give it greater

tenacity, and fill this into the cracks with a

trowel. But in this as in other things, where

there is a will there is a v/ay, and those who

believe that fodder can be saved and health

pi'omoted by sh(^ter and warmth, will find

little trouble in securing them, by stopping

the cracks and shutting out the cold so that

manure will not freeze where the cattle lie.

THE CALVES.
There is no part of the farm stock more lia-

ble to be neglected in fall than the calves

which have been raised during the summer.
They are often left; out late in the season,

without shelter, to pick, at the frozen grass,

and by the time cold weather sets in, are re-

duced in llesh and cannot be wintered without

extra nursing, and even then one or more are

often lost before the time for turning to

grass.

Calves should enter upon cold weather in

good condition and with vigorous health.

Shelter and an abundance of nutritious food
should be provided so scon as grass becomes
frost-bitten and poor, and cold storms of sleet

and rain begin to be frequent. They demand
the finest and best hay grown on the farm,
and should have in addition a little oil meal,
bran or oats. Roots will be found an excel-

lent feed for calves during the winter, in addi-

tion to the oil meal above mentioned. Some
prefer oats, say a pint or a little more per day
to each animal. We have seen calves win-

tered through in fine condition upon hay and
oats as above, but we prefer a mixture of oil

meal and bran, and if it can be had, a daily

feed of turnips or carrots.

Calves that are well cared for, that have
warm shelter and that get a sufficiency of nu-
tritious food, not over fed, continue their

growth during the winter, and will usually

come in milk v;hen two years old, which is a

matter of some importance to the dairyman.

In our experience in raising stock we find by
far the most important period to give close at-

tention to the animal is during its first year.

Neglect during that time is almost always at-

tended with loss. A poor, runty calf, poorly

wmtered cannot be expected to be in milk the

next year, and at three years old is no better

for the pail than the two years old that has

had generous treatment and care from its birth

—yet the former has cost considerable more
than tl)e latter. Many farmers make no esti-

mate of the cost of raising stock, and hence
do not properly appreciate the difference be-

tween heifers coming in milk when two and
three years old.

Some object to putting calves in stanchions,
preferring to let them run loose in the stable.

We have never seen any ill effect from stan-
chioning calyes, but, on the contrary, believe
there are many advantages from this mode of
management, Less room is occupied when
they ai-e thus confined, and they with their sta-

ble are kept cleaner than when, allowed to nm
loose. They are more easily fed, especialJy
when any extra food is given, and each one
gets its share and is not driven about by mas-
ter or stronger animals. By giving them a
run in the jard every day they get suflieient

exercise, while the early breaking to the
stanchion and the handling daily renders them
more docile and more easily managed as tbey
grow older and come in milk — Utica Herald.

THE EMPIEB MILK-COOLER.
The Utica Herald gives the following de-

scription of a little article which was exhibited

at the Herkiniier county, N. Y., Fair this fall,

for the purpose of cooling milk.

The milk as it is poured into it, passes in a
thin circular sheet, about the thickness of
wrapping paper, for a distance of about three
feet, between two thin metallic surfaces, over
which cold water is constantly passing. By
this means the animal heat is entirely removed,
and the milk reduced, gradually but immedi-
ately, to any degree of temperature desired.

A thermometer being attached to the machine,
having its bulb immersed in the cooled milk,

enables the operator to watch and control the

process. The milk after being cooled is col-

lected together and passed out through a tube,

to which a faucet is attached, into a pail or
can. It is claimed for this little alFair, which
a child can carry in hig Land, that it will cool

milk as fast as four or five men can milk.

Gardner B. 'Weeks, the Secretary of the

American Dairymen's Association, has exam-
ined it, and recommends it for general use
"in private dairies, as well adapted to put the

milk in admirable condition for sending to the

cheese factory or market." The machine can
be readily taken apart and cleaned, with the

greatest facilit3'.

AYRSIIIRE8 IN Vekjiont.—Several farmers

at Milton, Vt., one of whom is ]\Ir. J. B.
Robinson, have united in the purchase of eight

or ten head of Ayrshire cattle, for the improve-
ment of their stock, and that of the neighbor-
hood. One of them is the bull Commodore, pur-

chased from C. Baxter, Burlington, Vt., a de-

scendant from Sir Wm. Logan's importations.

Eight cows and calves were bought of J. P.

& T. A. Dawes, Laehine, near Montreal,
from stock imported by the Montreal and
other agricultuial societies and by the late IMr.

Dods.

—

Co. Gent.
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COTSWOLD SHEEP.

In connection with the above comfortable

looking group of Cotswold lambs raised by

Charles Corliss of Haverhill, Essex County,

Mass., and sold by him with his whole flock,

some two years ago, we published a portion of

a report made by Thomas Whittaker, as

Chairman of the Worcester County Committee

on Sheep. It was published in the Report of

the Secretary of the Massachusetts Board of

Agriculture for 18G6. After alluding to the

greatly increased demand for combing wools,

both In this country and England the commit-

tee say :

—

"The raising of this kind of wool involves

two other very important points, the produc-

tion of mutton and lambs, which, at the pres-

ent time of scarcity of live stock, are of vital

importance to the whole community ; and It Is

the combination of these three points, wool,

mutton and lambs, which has rendered sheep

husbandry so profitable to the English flirmer,

and has given him the exclusive privilege of

furnishing this class of wool for the world, and

the English manufacturer the exclusive privi-

lege of producing imitation Alpacca dresses

for the ladles of the world. That It can be

made equally as remunerative In this country

we have no doubt, as the testimony of those

farmers who have made the trial abundantly

proves.

"A member of your committee, who keeps

thl.3 class of sheep, says that he has received

the present year, for his lambs when three and

four months old, $G each, and the fleeces from

his ewes averaged him $3 each.

"Mr. G. Calvin Rice furnishes your com-

mittee with the following account of the pro-

duce from his flock of Cotswold and Leices-

ters : Of seven lambs, dropped between the

22d of January and the 8th of February, 18G5,

he sold to the butcher, on the 15th of May,

four for $42.75 ; three he sold for stock for

$22 ; five which were dropped later he sold-

about the middle of July for $24.24—these
were the produce of nine ewes ; he sold 70^

pounds of wool from twelve sheep, at 40 cts.

per pound, unwashed, $28 20; total, $118.19.

A pair of lambs from one ewe sold for

$17.72 ; the wool sold for $2.30, making a

total of $20 from one ewe.

"The breeds of sheep which your commit-

tee would recommend for the farmers of Wor-
cester County to keep, and which to them

would be the most remunerative, and are best

adapted to meet the wants of the country at

the present time, are the Leicesters or Cots-
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wolds and their crosses, the Teeswater or the

Lincolnshires, the Leicester and Southdown

crosses. The brighter the wool the more val-

uable it is, being so much the better adapted

to produce imitation Alpaccas and Mohair

braids.

"It will be in vain that we plead as an ex-

cuse that soil and climate are not favorable

for the production of such sheep. What ad-

vantage has Canada, in either soil or climate,

over this country ? We know of none, and

yet Canada succeeds. The British farmer,

upon high-priced lands, succeeds because he

has a market for mutton and Iambs, and he

makes every effort to supply that market.

And in his effort to supply it with good mut-

ton he furnishes the best of wool. This is

produced from the hoggets and wethers, when
well fed. The object of the English farmer is

to get these ready for the butcher at as early

an age as possible, and as the best of food

produces this result, so also the best feed pro-

duces the most and best of wool.

"The farmers of Worcester County, and al-

most every other location in Massachusetts,

have as good a market for mutton as the Eng-

lish farmer has, and can raise as good wool as

they choose. It is not the pastures which are

deficient, as some maintain, which causes the

farmer to fail in the treatment of this class of

sheep, but it is the want of proper care and

feed in winter. Whenever a sheep is allowed

to lose condition there is a serious defect in

the wool ; hence the reason why sheep, when

once fat, should never be allowed to grow

poor, but whether ewes or wethers when once

fat should be sold to the butcher.

"The increase in our woollen manufactories

requires an increased production of the pure-

bred Merino, and when there is no market for

mutton it is the wool-producing sheep, and

our vast prairies should be pastured by the

sheep in place of the deer and buffalo.

"The unwashed Merino fleece will shrink in

cleansing and preparing for the cards from G5

to 80 per cent., the Cotswold from 18 to 30

per cent. ; and though we do not claim that

the mutton breeds will produce a greater

weight of wool in proportion to weight of car-

case, we do claim that the mutton breeds will

produce a greater weight of mutton and wool

in proportion to the quantity of food con-

sumed than the Merino."

Stock Sale ix Canada.—We learn by

the Canada Farmer that at the sale by John

Snell, of Edmanton, October 28, Short-horn

bulls brought from $90 to 147, cows $71 to

150
;
young cattle, five months old and up-

ward, $G0 to $159, the latter price for "Mod-
esty," a yearling. Leicester ewes brought

from $12 to $36 a pair ; ewe lambs, from $11:

to $32 a pair. Cotswold ewes, from $21 to

$52 a pair ; ewe lambs, from $26 to $17 a

pair; rams, from $20 to $60 each. South

Down ev/es, $10 a pair ; rams, from $8 to

$24 each. These prices, of course, were for

gold. The animals offered were only the sur-

plus of the herd, and the sale realized $3261.

Lime.—Lime enters into the composition of

all our crops. Prof. Johnson gives the amount

carried off in various crops as follows :

—

25 buehf>l8 wheat,
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"WHEAT CULTUBE.
OME of the West-

ern cultivators are

becoming serious-

ly alarmed at the

steady deprecia-

tion of the wheat

crop in all the old-

er wheat growing

States. The Prai-

rie Farmer of the

7th Nov. has a

<;;; ^—^'1 t w-="r:y Spirited article un-

*07!/> /Xi f^Avfe)- ^^^ *^® caption

"Where shall we

get our bread?"

It quotes the re-

port of the Com-

missioner of Agri-

culture going to

show that within

ten years the cen-

tre of wheat pro-

duction will be beyond the Mississippi, and

that the yield in California will, in a few years,

be reduced from the fifty or sixty bushels to

the acre, which it is now, to ten or twelve

bushels. The editor states that Ohio within

the' past three years has imported 10,000,000

bushels of wheat to supply her people with

bread, instead of exporting fromO to 10,000,-

000 per year, which it formerly did.

This article was followed by another the

succeeding week, which was republished in

part in our last paper. We wish to call atten-

tion particularly to the proposition of the

Frairie Farmer for a convention of wheat

growers to discuss various questions connected

with the subject. This is an important matter

and it concerns the bread consumers of the

whole country, as well as the bread producers.

The fact that the average product of Illinois is

reduced to ten or eleven bushels per acre is a

conclusive proof that the present system of

wheat, culture is perfectly ruinous, and that an

entirely different method must be inaugurated.

The great distance to which wheat is now

transported, adds enormously to its cost to the

consumer.

This is a matter that concerns the East as

well as the West. It is arresting the attention

of commercial men, and concerns us all. The
editor of the Farmer says, "had there been

no virgin plains west of the AUeghanies, there

would be better crops of wheat grown to-day

between the AUeghanies and the sea than

there are." We have no doubt of this.

There are many varieties of wheat, among
which might be found those that are suited to

different climates and soils. Varieties might

be found that will ripen early enough to es-

cape the devastations of insects . This subject

requires study and careful attention. The

wheat grown in New England may not be as

white as that grown in a more Southern lati-

tude, but it is as sweet, and as nutritious, and

with proper cultivation we get more bushels

to the acre than any but virgin soils yield at

the West. We have grown fastidious about

our bread, and sacrifice economy to whiteness.

There needs to be a great reform in this re-

spect.

Every farmer in New England should raise

the wheat consumed in his own family, at

least, and if he will select good seed and drill

it into well prepared soil, he can do it, and

thus obtain good, sweet, nutritious bread much

cheaper than he now does. The bringing of

bread ten or fifteen hundred miles by land to

feed farmers who are cultivating soil upon

which good bread stuffs may be raised, must

be an expensive mode of living. A large part

of our earnings must be paid for transport.

This should be saved at home. The inhabi-

tant of the city, the mechanic and the manu-

facturer, must purchase their bread, and they

will of course obtain it in the market, but the

farmer^ should find his own bread in his own
granary.

Western men are coming back to the

East to learn more scientific methods of cul-

ture, and are learning that they have no right

to expect a continuation of large crops, with-

out returning to the soil the elements which

the crops have taken from it. When this les-

son is learned, instead of the "bread centre"

being at the foot of the Rocky Mountains, or

beyond, we shall raise a larger portion of our

breadstuffs in the older States than we do now.

A Good Native Cow.—A correspondent

informs us that Luther Stanley of Springvale,

Me., has a native cow from the milk of which

in seven days, eleven pounds of butter were

made. The cow had only common pasture

feed.
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FISH GUANO.
A correspondent asks us to give an "opin-

ion as to the feasibility of manufacturing a. fish

guano from the offal and decaying portion of

fish, which we as yet can find no use for."

The turning of fish into manure has already

been done, and with excellent results, on va-

rious portions of our coast. As a special fer-

tilizer, it has become an important article of

commerce, and is found to be a profitable

au.xiliary in the production of various crops.

In some instances the entire fish, fresh from

the ocean, is used for carrying a crop of corn,

by depositing one or two in a hill, hauling a

little soil over them and dropping the seed

upon it. We are not aware that they are used

on the cereal grains, spread broadcast and

ploughed under, in this country. The fish

taken for the purposes of dressing the soil are

chiefly the menhaden, but the alewives and

some others are taken when coming upon the

coast in large numbers. One process of pre-

paring them is by pressure. This is done by

steam or other power, and it is so great as to

force out all the oil they contain,—which is

the first object in view,—and leave the mass

almost as dry as so much seasoned wood. It

is then ground in a mill, or in some way

broken, and is barrelled for market. Put up

in this manner it can be transported inland by

wagon or railroad, and we should think might

become an important article in the raising of

cotton. In the cotton districts, near the coast,

it would seem that this special fertilizer might

be made available to a very great extent, and

if so on cotton, on other crops.

Fish are extensively and profitably used as

manure by the farmers on Long Island and in

many places in the New England States. On
Chesapeake Bay, in Maryland, the formers

collect large quantities of I'efuse,—the heads,

cleanings, &c.,—and cart them many miles in-

land ; and so they do from the fisheries on the

Potomac, Delaware and other rivers.

Another, and quite a rapid and ingenious

mode of converting fish into guano, is fre-

quently adopted by those living near the fish-

ing grounds. In the first place, an ample

ditch is dug in or near the field where the ma-

nure is to be used, and the soil thrown up

carefully in a ridge directly on its edges. The

proprietor then visits the fishing grounds, and

when the seine is hauled an estimate is made

of the number of barrels of fish which it con-

tains, aud the whole purchased and thrown

into carts and conveyed to the ditch. When
the ditch is filled up to a level of the sur-

rounding ground, a sprinkling of fine earth is

scattered over the fish. If the weatherproves

warm for two or three successive days, a slight

motion may be noticed on the surface of the

mass, which shows that fermentation has taken

place on the upper layer of the fish. A little

more fine soil is then added, and the heap

watched with especial care. Fermentation

and decomposition now proceed very rapidly.

The mass, from an inert soon becomes a very

active one ; and the amount, in numbers, of

animal life, is perfectly astonishing. Their

name is legion upon le^on ! The whole bulk

is in motion. A moving mass of wriggling,

slimy worms, all seemingly intent to escape

from the pit in which they were generated,

are crowding the banks of the ditch and the

ridges of earth to. make their escape ! And
escape they would, were not help at hand.

This result has been anticipated, and workmen

have been summoned to the spot to prevent it

—which they do by throwing down the ridges

and burying the creatures where they were

born. Sometimes this is an exciting scene,

—

for if the work is delayed a little too long, the

crawling gentry have escaped in such numbers

upon the ridges and the surrounding soil, as

to make the work anything but agreeable.

After this, the heap must be watched for a day

or two, as the lower strata occasionally push

through the superincumbent mass, and a new

exodus takes place. An additional covering

of soil retards their motions, and finally

presses upon them so heavily as to suffocate,

or in some other way destroy them. At the

end of a few days, the whole is thrown out,

more soil, muck or coal ashes mingled with it,

if thought necessary, and it is then ready for

use, and is applied in the hill, at a rate accord-

ing to its degree of strength.

All preparations of fish are very rich ferti-

lizers ; even where the oil is extracted, as in

the process of pressing. When all parts are

preserved, the lleshy or muscular portions

abound in oil. The scales are composed of

coagulated albumen and phosphate of lime ;
the

bones are full of oil, and the solid portion is

composed of phosphate of lime and carbonate

of lime in dllTerent proportions. The flesh
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also contains large quantities of nitrogen, and

acts with much energy in hastening the growth

of plants. The effect of fish manure upon

soils is supposed to be more permanent than

that of most other special fertilizers. Sir H.

Davy states that the effects of pilchards,—

a

very oily fish—are apparent for several years,

after being mingled with the soil.

We hope our correspondent will enter judi-

ciously into the preparation of fish guano,

make a pure article, sell it at a fair profit and

tell the world precisely what he is selling.

Farmers have been so grossly deceived in the

purchase of special fertilizers, that they have

become exceedingly distrustful of everything

that bears the name, and often sacrifice their

interest rather than purchase and run the risk

of being cheated.

There is no doubt but that any quantity that

can be produced, of a good article, will find a

ready demand in the New England States, if

sold at a fair profit to the manufacturer.

For the Xew England Farmer.

A VISIT IN" SUNCOOK VALLEY, W. H.

I recently had 'the pleasure of a visit with

some of the farmers of this section. From
Concord to Pitt^fieId I rode in the stage, and
passed much land that is almost worthless for

farming purposes. These are sand}' pine

plains and rough stony land. Thrifty growths

of white birch, oak, pine, chestnut, &c., are

growing on land that had once been cleared
;

when the settlers seemed in doubt whether to

hold on to their clearings or let them go back
to wood land. I saw some good farms in the

Suncook valley, about Pittsiield, Barnstead

and Epsom, and also on the hills.

Value and use of Forests here and in Ver-
mont.

Everywhere there was plenty of wood land

in sight, and it Avas highly valued. I walked

tlftough a fifty acre wood lot on one farm,

where the land had been cleared and grain was

raised less than forty years ago. The stone-

heaps of the old cultivation were visible, yet

the owner had cut on about one-third of an

acre, fifteen cords of wood, that he sold in

Concord for $125, (from $8 to $9 per cord.)

This whole lot would yield $10U in marketa-

ble wood per acre, and also enough more to

pay expense of cutting and marketnig. There
were several pine trees worth $-o each. This

wood lot was part of a two- hundred-acre

farm tilled by Albion Locke, Esq. The whole

farm is valued at about SoOOO, just about the

value of that piece of timber, although it has

good fields and pastures and a good house and

barn. But in some of the northern counties

of Vermont, remote from large villages, the

value of woodland is very different from what
it is in this section. In Orleans County, Vt.,

good farming land can be bought for five dol-

lars per acre, in some localities, covered with
a good growth of large trees of maple, beach,
birch, spruce and hemlock, but no pine.

There is a limited demand for wood at $;3 per
cord. Last winter an energetic man with 120
acres of wood tried to raise some money by
drawing 100 cord* to the village, three miles

off. He paid one dollar a cord for chopping,

and hired a man to draw it. Including board
of man and team, he found that he should

have done better by $25 if he had let the

wood stand. Hence it is evident that wood
land cannot be cleared in that way, at a profit,

and if it is left standing it is starvation to the

owner of a new farm, as corn and wood do not

thrive together. However wasteful it may
seem to those in older sections, the true way
to make a farm in the wilderness is to burn
the wood and clear the land by fire, speedily

and thoroughly. This done, the crops each
year will pay a profit. Thus, while the man
who loves his wood land is living in poverty,

the one that cleai's his land is surrounded by
comforts that his fertile acres annually yield.

The idea that timber affects climate favorably,

is in some degree erroneous. It will surely

break the force of winds and cause them to

move perhaps a hundred feet above the surface,

rather than upon the ground. A belt of tim-

ber will protect from winds, but the tempera-
ture falls as low and storms come as often as

upon exposed highlands. My cattle seem to

think the south side of my barn the warmest^
yet the many barns that have been built have
not turned winter to summer, nor changed the

climate materially It makes a very pretty

sentence to weave in with a glorification of the

steam engine anticipations of the time when
our acres of wood will be wanted at high pri-

ces, but such enthusiastic predictions do not

give food to man or beast ; nor do railroads,

as yet, transport wood from the land of plenty

to the land of scarcity, at a rate so low as to

give a great margin for profit. Three dollars'

worth of wood will weigh two tons, while the

same value of butter or wool is trifling.

Preparation of Land for Corn—Oiling Cart
"Wheels.

Mr. Locke was preparing his corn land for

next spring. He plows a piece of grass land,

and on the furrows spreads the manure made
by his cattle during the last winter and sum-
mer, which is stored in a good barn cellar.

This manure is harrowed in in the fall, and
then in the spring is harrowed mellow, and
the corn planted. The manure being so fully

incorporated with the soil, produces the best

results. The next crop will be wheat, with

which grass seed is sown.

The cart used by Mr. L. is peculiar in one
respect, which is worthy of notice. In each
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bub a tin tube was set in brimstone, which ex-

tended from the surface through the hub and
the tube box to the iron axle, so that by tak-

ing out the stopper, the oil could be turned
upon the axle through the tube, without re-

moving the wheel. This has proved a great

convenience, as sometimes it is desirable to oil

the axles when loaded.

Bye, or 'Witch Grass.

On the farms in this section of New Hamp-
shire this grass grows very commonly, and is

now regarded by many with favor, as it does

not seriously interfere with raising grain, and
is sure to grow after the ground is seeded to

grass
;
giving, if cut early, a crop of nutritious

hay. Some say that witch grass alone will

cause a horse to thrive as well as other hay
accompanied by four quarts of oats.

Black Iieg.

A disease among young cattle, known by
this name, has caused great losses here, but

bleeding has been found a sure preventive,

and. if resorted to in season, a cure in most
cases. Mr. Prescott Locke had 15 calves, of

which seven drooped and died of black leg
;

and another was attacked when he had the re-

maining eight bled, all of which lived. A
fattening ox also was attacked and saved by
bleeding and exercise. I believe that young
cattle should be bled in the spring, and just

before thoy go into the fields in the fall ; but

this is often delayed until the death of one

gives warning of danger. The black leg is

the result of the coagulation of blood in the

kgs or some parts of the body. When the

animal is skinned, it looks quite dark and
bloody, but bleeding makes the blood thinner,

and has proved a satisfactory remedy.

Smoking Hams.

I received a new idea from Mr. Locke in

regard to smoking hams. Let the hams re-

main frozen and wrapped in papers through

cold weather. In the spring, smoke your bar-

rel by gradually burning under it, when in-

verted, a bushel of cobs, then rinse the barrel

with warm water that is to be used in making
the brine. For 100 pounds of meat, use ten

lbs. salt, 2 qts. molasses, 2 ozs. saltpetre,

with water enough to cover the meat. Scald

the brine, skim it, and put it with the hams,

packed in the smoked barrel. Treated in this

way the hams have the taste of smoked meat,

without smoking, and will keep, like other salt

meat, through the summer.

Cob Meal for Man as well as Beast.

I went with Mr. A. Locke to the saw and

grist mill owned by him, in Epsom village. I

found it was customary for farmers to bring

their corn in the ear and have cobs and corn

ground together. This has become rather un-

popular in Vermont. In my vicinity such

meal is only fed to animals,—here in New
Hampshire it is ground finer and used for

making bread, as well as fattening animals.

Having partaken of this bread freely at sev-

eral meals, I must say it was excellent. In
Coventry, Vt., Mr. Daily, the miller, has
completely worn out a cast iron corn-cracker,

and those who used the large amount of meal
thus made came to the conclusion that grind-

ing cobs did not pay ; but here it is regarded
with favor, and if the results continue satis-

factory, I must think it is because it is ground
very fine, so that no hard indigestible chips of
the cob remain.

Oxen as a Farm. Team,

Are regarded with more favor in New Hamp-
shire than in Northern Vermont. I saw one
farmer using eight oxen, another drawing
muck with six, and from conversation I found
them to be a favorite team. On the farm of
Augustus Lord, in Epsom, the stock is nearly

all oxen. Last winter forty-two oxen were
fattened that girthed from seven to nine feet

each. The largest pair sold for $700. The
last summer they were fed they had meal reg-

ularly and gained five inches in girth. At
present there are only eight oxen in the stalls

;

the largest pair are five years old, and girth

eight feet two inches. These steers did not

have meal through the summer, and did not

gain in size. Would it have been more prof-

itable to meal them ? The usual daily ration

is a peck each.

At Suncook a factory to run 1000 looms is

being built, in which three and a half millions

of brick are used. Z. E. Jameson.
Irasburg, Vt., Nov. 19, 1868.

Remarks.—We thank our correspondent

for the foregoing communication. Might not

many farmers furnish similar articles, based

on what they see abroad, if their home expe-

rience fails to furnish matter for an occasional

letter? We can hardly endorse, however,

the writer's recommendation of fall and spring

bleeding of stock. This was more customary

in our boyhood than it is now. We remember

that the old fleams and the jack-knife were

often used,—the first on the neck and the lat-

ter on the tails of cattle. We should not care

to see in one bloody heap all the "scalps"

which we have taken from the caudal append-

age of young cattle suspected of "horn-aiP' in

the "fly-brush!" In the days and in the

neighborhood of our boyhood men as well as

animals were bled not only to restore, but to

preserve health. But so far as we know our

best family physicians have abandoned the use

of the lancet to a very great degree ; and we

had supposed that our veterinary surgeons and

most careful farmers were following the exam-

ple of the "M. D.'s" in this respect. Still in
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the cases alluded to, bleeding appears to have

been attended with beneficial results. And
our remarks are designed to call out the expe-

ence of others, rather than to express a posi-

tive opinion of our own. We may, perhaps,

remark ibat Mr. Allen, in his new work on

"American Cattle," disapproves of bleeding,

and that the late Dr. Dadd cried out with

great energy, "No more blood-letting !" The

amount of capital invested in stock growing in

this country gives great interest to all ques-

tions involving its management, both In health

and in sickness. What is the practice of

farmers in relation to bleeding their animals ?

For the New England Farmer.

BECIPHOCITY—MUTTON.
The American farmer takes his ideas of

sheep from the Merino, which is a wool sheep

and nothing else, and as a consequence when-
ever anything is said about sheep, we always

hear the cry of wool, wool ! This is the cry

with Dr. Randall in reference to the Recipro-

city treaty. But there is something more
than wool in the long wooled sheep. There is

mutton, and why do we not hear, in the connec-

tion with the renewal of the Reciprocity treaty,

the cry of mutton? Why do not our farmers

ask to be protected against Canadian mutton ?

And why not against Canadian beef? Be-
cause our farmers can produce beef as cheap
and as good as the Canadians. They can also

produce as good mutton as the Canadians,

and without considering wool at all, they can

produce mutton as cheap as beef ; that is, if

they obtain mutton sheep.

The leading object with the merino sheep is

wool, but with the long wooled or mutton
sheep the leading object is mutton, not wool,

although the wool brings such a high price.

The English farmer labors to produce mut-
ton. He selects his sheep for early maturity

;

he wants to fat his wethers at two years old.

This is what is aimed at by all the new ijnd

improved breeds. It has not been either finer

or longer wool, as the Staple has been short-

ened ; but in obtaining sheep that matured
earl^ they kept them all the time improving,

and thus produced wool which was less liable

to break,—that is, the staple was uniform,

having no weak places in it, and there was less

cotted wool in it, and as a consequence, it was
more valuable. Let the farmer forget all

about wool, but labor to produce the best of
mutton from the youngest sheep, and he will

produce the best wool,—he cannot do any-
thing else,— that is, the best of its kind. A
better breed might produce better wool. An-
other thing he must remember, that long
wooled sheep mature earlier than the merino,
and decay sooner. He never ought to breed
from his own ewes after they are five years

old. Fat them at that age, and he will have
good mutton from his ewes, and wool not
mueh deteriorated ; but wool from old ewes is

liable to be weak and cotted, loose and dry,
or what J. Walworth designates "brastry," a
term we believe unknown in the English lan-

guage, but very expressive. But unless sheep
are kept in good thriving condition, we cannot
have good wool. Then again, must be con-
sidered the value of the lambs from long
wooled sheep. Here is another source of
wealth. For the butcher, merino lambs are
of little value, but from the long wools, their

large size and early maturity are objects for

the farmer near or where access is easy to the

market.

AVe want this subject looked at from every
stand point,—and we have another considera-

tion in the fact that it costs little more to fence
against long wooled sheep than against other
cattle ; but they require good pastures, and
here is a point where our farmers fail. They
want to keep the long wool sheep on pastures

where the merino can only obtain a bare ex-
istence, and they become poor and their wool
worthless almost, and the farmers abandon
long wooled sheep because, they say, they are

not adapted to our system of farming. They
also crowd them during winter into close quar-

ters, and feed them on the poorest of hay, and
when they come out in the spring poor, and
wool worth little, they say this will not do,

—

we must go back to the merino. But they

gave the best of hay, meal and oil cake and
roots to the stall-fed ox, and he comes out

fat and worth a pile for beef. Had they fed
their sheep the same, they would have had as

much weight of mutton as of beef, and would
sell for as much, and sixty pounds of wool be-

sides ; but they fed the sheep with what the

oxen would not eat, and then found fault be-

cause they do not come out as well.

Mentor.
Boston, Nov. 27, 1868.

Remarks.—We believe that our farmers do

ask to be protected against Canada beef and

mutton, as well as wool. We were recently

informed by one of the buyers of Canada stock

for Brighton market that an intelligent farmer

in the Provinces told him that after paying the

duty on stock he could successfully compete

with the farmers In the States.

—Orrin Hager, of Wallingford, Vt., writes to the

Farmer that while at work in the barn with his

father recently, they found a raccoon snugly curled

up in a barrel that stood on the floor. On taking

him to the house he was rather bashful at first,

but now he eats maple molasses and other delica-

cies, and appears to be quite well satisfied with

his winter quarters.
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From the Springfield, Mass, Republican.

WILLIE -WENT A WOOINO.
Young Willie went a wooing,
One pleasant Sunday night;

"Went wooing Jennie trilbert

—

Pray who had a better right ?

The dew was on the iluwtrs,
The stars were shining bright,

When Willie went a wooing,
One pleasant Sunday nignt.

The path led through the meadow,
To farmer Qilben's house,

And Wil ie trod as gently.
And "sly as a mouse."

But his heart it grew tumultuous,
When lirsl he saw the light

In farmer Gilbert's parlor,

That pleasant Sunday night.

Jennie Gilbert was the mistress
Of firmer Gilbert's farm,

And many fond admirers
llad cfiVrcd her their arm ;

And told her how they loved her,
But it wasn't told aright,

L'ntil Willie went a wooing,
One pleasant Sunday night.

She was her father's all on earth

;

Her mother, years ago,
Went down the darkened valley,

And crossed the liver's flow;
And Jennie grew to womanhood,

—

Of her f ither'fl home the light,

Where Willie went a wooing.
One pleasant Sunday night.

Twas never known what Willie said,

Nor how his love he told.

But—Jennie let him hold her hand,
(Perhaps that made him bold,)

For he kiesed her on her burning check.
Her little hand held tight,—

Did Willie, while a wooing,
One pleasant Sunday night,

The farmer in the kitchen lone,

Sat by himself apart.
The wooing in the parlor
Made sorrowful his he: rt.

The hour hand on the kitchen clock
Was standing bolt upright.

Ere Willie left oft' wooing.
That pleasant Sunday night.

To breakfast on the morrow,
Jennie came a little la! e,

Her father gazed into her eyes.
And sought to read his fate;

But she kept her secret nobly.
Her father's gaze despite.

Said not a word of Willie
Or the pleasant Sunday nighi.

Dark-browed sat farmer Gilbert,
And with a lengthened face.

He thought of allthe empty rooms.
Within that pleasant place;

So sad was his demeanor.
That Jennis, pale with fright,

Thought Willie sure was tabooed
From coming Sunday night.

But Willie Gray was sent for

That very blessed day,
And everything was settled

Before he went away.
For Will, and Jane, and "Father"
"Put everything to rights,"

And Willie came a wooing.
The coming Sunday nights.

Blithe Will and gentle Jennie
Now jsurney side by side,

A worthy, happy husband,
A loved and loving bride.

Farmer Gilbert rocks the cradle.
The farm looks trim and bright.

And Willie woes his Jennie
Now, every Sunday night.

EXTRACTS AND KEPLIES.

FATTENING SHEEP.

Please give the best method and feed for fatten-

ing sheep. D. H.

Otisfield, Me., Nov. 3, 1868.

Remarks.—The best method and feed must of

course depend somewhat on circumstances. But
after all, the pith of the old saying that "the good
workman never complains of tools" is about as

applicable to the feeder as to the mechanic. The
best method and materials for building a ship can

only be learned by actual practice, and we believe

there is about as much experience and skill re-

quired in fattening sheep as in building ships. In

either case the recorded knowledge of other men
may assist, but cannot make the finished work-

man. It is therefore with much diffidence that we
attempt a reply to a request for information on a

subject of which we have little practical knowl-

edge, as but fev/ sheep are fattened in our neigh-

borhood.

We copied last summer,

—

Monthly Farmer
page 322, some remarks upon the subject by an
English farmer who put the remark in italics, "7

ahcays try to avoid letting any ofmy sheep or lambs

have any sudden change of food," thus indicating his

high appreciation of the importance of regularity

and care in feeding. Indeed, Dr. Kandall says

"all experienced flockmasters concur in the opin-

ion that sheep fed with perfect regularity as to

time and amount will do better on rather inferior

keep, than on the best without that regularity."

John Johnston, Esq., the well known farmer of

Geneva, N. Y., gave tliQ following account a few

years ago of his manner of feeding sheep,

"I generally buy my sheep in October. Then I

have good pasture to put them on, and they gain a

good deal before winter sets in. I have generally

had to put them in the yards about the first of

December. For the last twenty-three years I have

fed straw the first two or two and a half months, a

pound of oil cake, meal or grain, to each sheep.

When I commence feeding hay, if it is good early

cut clover, I generally reduce the quantity of meal

or ^ain one-half; but that depends on the condi-

tion of the sheep. If they are not pretty fat, I

continue the full feed of meal or grain with their

clover, and on both they fatten wonderfully fast.

This year (1862-3) I fed buckwheat, a pound to

each per day, half in the morning and half at four

o'clock P. M., with wheat and barley straw. I

found the sheep gained a little over a pound each

per week. It never was profitable for me to com-

mence fattening lean sheep, or very fat ones.

Sheep should be tolerably fair mutton when yarded.

I keep their yards and sheds thoroughly littered

with straw.

"Last year I only fed straw one month. The
sheep were fed a pound of buckwheat each. Frohi

the 20th of October to the 1st of March, they

gained nearly IJ pounds each per week. They
were full-blood Merinos—but not those with the
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large cravats around their necks. I have fed sheep

for the eastern markets for more than thirty years,

and I always made a profit on them except in

1841-2. I then fed at a loss. It was a tight squeeze

in 1860-1 to get their dung for profit. Some years

I have made largely. I did so this year, (1862-3,)

and if I had held on two weeks longer I should

have made much more. Taking all together it

has been a good business for me."
Mr. W. R. Webb, of Milford Centre, Ohio, in a

communication to the Coimlry Gentleman, says

that the common practice in that corn-growing

section is to buy up sheep for feedmg in the sum-
mer and f:\ll months, put them on good pastures

till about the middle of November, when feeding

comn^ences with al)0ut half an ear of corn each

day, gradually increasing the amount till the first

or middle of December—according to the season

—

when they commence giving them corn in the

shock, at the rate of two bushels per 100 sheep

;

which is gradual]}' increased up to three bushels.

They are fed corn in the morning and hay in the

evening. The corn is of the large Western kind

and is never husked, consequently the sheep have

,
not only the corn but the fodder likewise. The
shocks are usually made of one hundred hills, and

we suppose are drawn from the field as wanted.

Some of the best feeders say they would not have

the corn husked if it could be done for nothing.

Mr. Webb's sheep had a shed for protection, with

access to water. He thinks that one wetting by

exposure to storms will take ofl" two week's feed.

King of tompkins county.

Herewith I send you some specimens of one of
the finest apples I have ever seen. I raised this

year about two bushels, all nearly as fail' and
large as these.

I think upon trying them you will pronounce a
favorable judgment. It is a full bearer and has no
bad quality, while it abounds with virtues. The
name is indicative of its place of nativity, in New
York,—the "King of Tompkins County."

I. A. Shuktleff,
by Augustine Shurtleff.

Brookline, Mass., Nov. 24, 1868.

Remarks.—Thanks for the beautiful apples,

which prove as good as they are fair. Put in the

scales the specimens received averaged 8^ ounces.

"This 'splendid apple," says Dr. Warder, in his

A7nerican Pomology, "which has attracted so much
attention of recentryears, had its origin, as is sup-

posed, in Tompkins county, N. Y., where it has

been much cultivated. Tree vigorous, healthy,

large and spreading, an abundant annual bearer.

Fruit large, handsome, globular, irregular, some-

what conic, angular ; surface smooth, yellow, cov-

ered deep red, marbled and striped ; dots numer-

ous, gray, large. Basin, shallow, folded; eye

large, short, closed ; cavity wide, shallow, wavy
;

stem short and thick. Flesh yellowish-white, ten-

der, breaking ; flavor sub-acid, aromatic. Quality

best. Use, table, kitchen and market; season,

December and longer." Mr. Cole says, "as good

as the Wine apple, as showy, and better than the

20-Ounce."

These specimens raised on Massachusetts' soil,

are about half an inch larger in diameter than the

outline in Warder's Pomology, and proportionally

longer. Considering the fact that the author of

that work lives in Missouri, and that his specimens

were probal)ly raised in the fertile West, tliis fact

is alike creditable to our old Commonwealth and
to the skill and care of those by whom they were

raised.

NORWAY OATS.

If the oats called Norway oats were first discov-
ered in this country on the farm of D. W. Ramsdell
of Vermont, I would like to know why they are
called Xorwar/ Oats. A SiBsciaBER.
North Ferrisburg, Vt., Nov. 23, 1868.

Remarks.—In reply to a similar inquiry made
by a member of the Ndw York Farmers' Cluli, at a

late meeting, and in response to Solon Robinson,

who denounced these oats as "a swindle and an
unmitigated humbug," I\lr. Jones, one of the firm

who advertise them in New York, claimed a hear-

ing. As reported in the Tribiene, he said :
—"The

name 'Norway' we simply employ asa trade mark,
which we have a right to do. Here Mr. Jones

talked a long time about the superiority of the

Norway oats, and stated that this is not another

name for the Poland oats. They do not, he said,

claim Ihat the Norway is very much heavier than

the common oats. But what they do claim is, that

the Norway yields more abundant crops of grain.

The straw is much stifter ard maintains an erect

position on any kind of land much longer than the

common oats, and consequently the panicles fill

with grain much more satisfactorily tlian if the

stems fell down before the kernels have come to

maturity. Its bearing qualities, he said, are truly

wonderful."

AN INTERESTING CASE OF PARALYSIS.

A neighbor of mine has a horse, the lips of
which are paralyzed. Early last summer the horse
got a poke over his ears and across his head in
such a way that it was almost impossible to get it

off. Immediately afterwards his lips became very .

badly swollen, and although he could gather some
grass with his teeth, he was unalilc to hold it in

his mouth, and has, therefore, become very poor.
Perhaps some of your correspondents will know a
remedy. w. is. k.

West Fairlee, Vt , Nov. 13, 1868.

Remarks.—We hope some reader of the Far-
mer will respond to the above request. Mr,
Youatt saj-s, "the stream of nervous influence is

sometimes stopped, and thence results palsy or

paralysis. This in the horse usually proceeds

from some injury to the spinal cord." But these

remarks were made in connection with the subject

of paralysis of the fore or hind extremities of the

horse. The A)nerican Cyclopcedia defines paraly-

sis as "the loss of the function of motion or sensa-

tion from an inten-uption or destruction of the ner-

vous influence necessary to those acts. This may
occur either in the brain, in the course of the ner-
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vous connection, (spinal marrow and nerves) or in

the peripheral termination of these nerves." Par-

alysis is, therefore, a symptom rather than a dis-

ease,—a result rather than a cause,—and our in-

quiry should be directed rather to the cause than

the effect. Mr. Youatt says when paralysis is con-

fined to certain parts alone, such as the ear, lips

and larynx, anj^ apparent cause should be at once

removed, and then treated by counter irritants,

such as blisters and setons.

OXFORD DOWN SHEEP.—DRYING MUCK.

In looking over your paper this evening I sec an
article headed "Long Wooled Sheep," and in
reading it I see the writer mentions tlie Oxford
Downs as a valuable breed. From what he says,

and from the description I have seen before of
them, I think I should like them, and I wish to
inquire of you or your contributor Mentor, where
they can be found.

1 would also lilic to inquire of your subscribers
who are accustomed to using muck, if it can be dried
without great expense so it can be used under the
cattle inthe winter, and if so, what is the best way
of doing it. B. B. Smith.

Dover, Me., Nov. 14, 1868.

Remarks.—In relation to the Oxford Downs we
can give our correspondent little information. It

was originally a cross of the Hampshire and South

Down ewes with a Cotswold ram, which has been

bred in England with sufficient care to produce a

sheep of uniform character. Mr. Richard S. Fay,

of Lynn, Mass., imported some of them a few

years ago, and was well pleased with them, but we
do not know whether he has them now or not.

Muck for bedding cattle is dried simply by ex-

posure to the weather for several months after

being dug. out of the bog, carted in a drj' time to

some shed, barn cellar, leanto or other shelter,

and of convenient access to the cattle stalls. Some
adopt the plan of beginning an excavation at the

border of the marsh sufficiently wide for a cart

path, throwing the muck out on boards or planks

laid upon the surface on each side, to prevent it

from absorbing moisture from the wet ground be-

neath ; this broad ditch being carried to a sufficient

length and depth to obtain the requisite quantity

of muck. Thus thrown out, the tvvo piles are cov-

ered wi.h boards, and in fi'oni six to twelvemonths

will be found to be dry and light. If the bottom

of the ditch is solid a cart may be backed into it

and very easily filled ; or, if soft, wait till the

ground is sufficiently frozen to bear the team and

cart or sled.

This exposure of the muck has other beneficial

effects beside that of drying. The filjres of moss,

grass roots, &c., are decomposed so that the tough

blocks arc readily pulverized. "Another advan-

tage," says Pi'of. S. W. Johnson, "of exposure is

to bring the peat into a state of more active chem-

ical change. Peat of the deeper, denser sorts, is

generally too inert ('sour,' cold) to be directly

useful to the plant. By exposure to the air it ap-

pears gradually to acquire the properties of the

humus of the soil, or of stable manure, which are

vegetable matters, altered by the same exposures.

It appears to become more readily oxidable, more
active, chemically, and thus more capable of ex-

citing or rather aiding vegetable growth, which so

far as the soil is concerned, is the result of chemi-

cal activities." Peat used for fuel is sometimes

kiln-dried, but we have never known of any such

expensive process in preparing it for bedding; nor

do we think there is any need of it. If thrown

out upon dry land in fall, winteror spring, without

any covering, it will become sufficiently dry dur-

ing the summer to answer a good purpose, if

housed when thus dry.

HOUSE CELLARS.

While engaged in banking the liouse this week,
at odd jobs, the question occurred to me, ^ow
much does it cost first to bank a house every fall

and then to take it away every spring ? Not less

than one day's work for each operation. This in

forty years would amount to $80 at only ^1 per
day,— quite a sum for a farmer to spend. Besides
this, there is the wear of the house to be taken into
account. I have inquired of several of my neigh-
bors how all this expense can be saved. "Better
underpinning," is all the answer I get from some

;

others say "lay your wall in mortar." Some say
that it is enough to lay two feet of the top in mor-
tar; others that it should be so laid from top to

bottom. Some say that the wall should be double
with a space for air ; others that a single wall is

sufficient. It is very important that we should be
aijie to keep our potatoes, apples, vegetables, &c.,

from frost. How would it do to point an ordinary
wall with mortar, then set up some two-inch stuff

and lath and plaster on that ? A reply to these
questions by the editor or some of the correspon-
dents of the Farmer will confer a favor on

A Young Farmer.
Wallingford, Vt., Nov. 2, 1868.

Remarks.—A cellar may be kept from freezing

by setting the house on a stone or brick under-

pinning which is from twelve to eighteen inches

thick, lining up inside with bricks or flat stones,

and leaving a space of an inch to six inches for

"dead air" between the two. But where a house

is set directly upon the cellar wall this cannot

well be done. In such cases it is a dirty, expen-

sive and ruinous practice to bank up with earth.

It requires a team to do it, cuts up and defaces

the yard about the house, and rots the wood-work
and sills when it is done. In the spring the earth

is to be removed when the ground is soft, and the

dirty process is to be gone over with again.

A better way is to "bank up" with some light

substance. Frost will penetrate a granite slab two

feet thick, quicker than it will a bag of feathers

of half that thickness. If dry leaves are at hand,

put up the boards edgewise so as to leave a space

twelve to eighteen inches wide between them and

the house and fill it with dry leaves, tread them
down, and cover them over with boards laid on so

as to conduct the rain away. If leaves arc not at

hand, refuse hay or straw may be used.

I'he best substance, however, that we have found

is branches of the white pine, hemlock or other

evergreen trees. It is easily procured, and re-

quires no use of boards in banking. Cover a space
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with them two feet or more wide on the ground,

and as high against the house as you please, and

tread them down so that they will lie somewhat
compactly. If the* first snow that thus falls is at-

tended by wind, it will probably sift the snow into

all the crevices among the branches and these form

a most effectual barrier against the progress of

King Frost. If the wind does not do the work,

do it yourself with a shovel.

All the drainage of the house which we occupy
passes out through the north corner under a wood-

house floor. This is never warmed by lire. Out-

side of the house, pine branches are laid upon the

ground and up against the clapboards, to the

depth of about two feet, and none of the pipes

have frozen, although water is continually driz-

zUng through them.

COTSWOLDS IN TERMONT.

Enclosed I send you a sample of wool clipped

from a Cotswold ewe (one of nine) recently pur-
chased from Mr. T. L. Hart, West Cornwall, Conn.
They, together with the bucks received from Mr.
H., are good specimens of this breed of sheep.
The wool on one of the bucks measures over seven
inches, is quite thick and lirm. I have a specimen
of wool of fourteen months growth, taken from a
cosset ewe, which measures fifteen inches.

Montpelier, Vt., Nov. 30, 1868. A. D. Arms.

Remarks.—No wonder that beautiful delicate

cloth, fit for anybody's wife's or daughter's Sunday

dress can be made from such silky, glossy fibres as

those which make up the beautiful lock of wool

accompanying the above communication. The

editor of the Mo7iipeHer Journal, who had the pleas-

ure of examining these sheep, says, "a visit to this

flock will well repay any one interested in breed-

ing sheep. Much pi-aise is due to Mr. Arms for

the enterprise he has exhibited in procuring them."

WANTS TO KNOW ALL ABOUT FRUIT CULTURE.

I have purchased a small farm ten miles from
Boston, and as I am but an amateur in farming,
though all my boyish days were spent in that oc-
cupation, I take the liberty of making some in-

quiries through your valuable paper. Most of the
land of the farm is a light sandy loam. A small
run, however, passes through it, with a brook, and
a level plat on its border of very rich, dark loam.
The south bank of the valley consists of lour ter-

races varying from eight to twelve feet wide. I

wish to cultivate fruit to cou'^iderable extent of
all the best varieties suited to the soil and climate.

I wish to learn what are the best and most reliable

pears, ai^ples, peaches, cherries, plums and quinces,
with best variety of small fruits. Is it advisable
to set them out this fall, or wait till spring ?

Wheve. can I find the be>t assortment, and most
reliable man to purchase of? I propose to set out
this fall and next spring three or four hundred
pear trees with apple, peach and cherries. If you,
or any of your correspondents, will post me up in
these matters, you will much oblige

Boston, Nov. 29, 1868, A Subscriber.

Remarks.—Our correspondent is full of zeal,

and, like a new broom, means to sweep clean. He
has laid out a large work, and we fear, will at-

tempt too much at once. It will be impossible for

him to learn from the books, or from what we may

say, all he desires to know ; he must get most
of it by experience, by actual contact with the

work itself. Still, he can be greatly aided by
books, and to secure this aid we advise him to

get Dotcning's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America,

and read it carefully through the winter. Another
source of aid—far belter than any we can give

him—is to visit the farms of his neighbors and see

for himself what crops flourish best on soils sim-

ilar to his own, especially noting whether the

fruit trees he desires to cultivate are thrifty and
produce crops. He should then put the same
questions to his neighbors that he has put to us,

because different localities are favorable or un-

favorable to the culture of fruit trees, and our
suggestions may not suit his particular locality.

Apple trees may as well be set in the fall as in

the spring; peach, pear and cherry trees, we pre-

fer to set in the spring. You must look to our

advertising columns for persons who sell trees.

Most of them are able to supply all the common
varieties.

CURES FOR GREASE OR SCRATCHES.

In reply to the inquiry of "R. P. T." of Canaan,
Vt., for a cure for scratches, I copy the fallowing
from Chase's Receipt Book :— 1. Wood ashes lye
and a strong decoction of white oak bark, boiled
together, will cure bad cases of scratches, but it

will take off" the hair. Must be applied witli a long
handled swab, as it will make the animal tear
around like mad. 2. Half ounce of verdigris in
one pint of whi»kej% 3. Sweet oil 6 ounees, borax
2 ounces, sugar of lead 2 ounces, well mixed and
applied twice a day. 4. Copperas and chamberlye,
usedasabove. 5. White lead and linseed oil, mixed
as for paint; some prefer lump oil ; if the latter is

used, it muit be mixed till it assumes alight straw
color. Before applying either of the aijove the
horse's legs must be washed perfectly clean and
rubbed drv. A Subscriber.
North Orange, Mass., Nov. 28. 1868.

Remarks.—Wo know nothing of "Chase's Re-

ceipt Book." Our correspondent says of the first

three prescriptions, I feel safe in saying that the

worst cases will be cured in a few days by their

use. There seems to be as many cures for the

scratches as there are out West for the ague.

THE NOVEMBER SHOOTING STARS.

Our Indian summer that has delayed its coming
so long, was fairly inaugurated this morning by a
grand display of fireworks. You may remember
that two years ago, I was watching so eagerly for

a similar scene that I dr<2amed about it, and waked
to lind my dream unrealized. Last night I retired

without thinking of the matter, but still I dreamed
of the meteors, and as I started on my customary
round of chores, lantern in hand, I soon fountl that

my dream this time was more than realized,

as from that time till the greater light that rules

the day put out the fixed stars thsi display was
truly grand. Many of the largest meteors leaving

a brilfiant train that lasted some time.

Roxbury, Vt., Nov. 14, 1808. W. I. Simonds.

cure for chilblains.

Anoint the feet thoroughly with salt butter, and
heat in by a hoc fire for five or ten minutes.

Brookjield, Vt., 1868. l. W. b.
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MERINO SHEEP.

About three years ago it was stated in a

public address that all our national flags "are

grown, spun, woven and dyed in England

;

and that on the 4th of July, the proud Amer-

ican ensign which floats over every American

ship, post and fort, and every patriotic home,

flaunts forth upon the breese the industrial

dependence of America upon England." It

was also said that "we imported in 1860 $15,-

000,000 of worsteds, principally from Eng-

land, while we made only $3,000,000." These

and a great many similar facts have satisfied

us that more attention ought to be given to the

production of coarse or combing wool. The

demand for mutton is another argument in fa-

vor of a larger breed of sheep than the Merino.

While favoring therefore the introduction of

the Leicester, Cotswold and Downs, we should

be sorry to see it done at the expense of a

breed so valuble as the Merino, or under the

excitement of a "fever."

We dread fevers. Whether the patient be

an individual or a community, both pulse and

brain are aflfected. The poor patient is often

subject to hallucinations and phantasies which,

though strangely real at the time, prove on

his recovery as a dream when one awaketh.

We do not know that the American people are

constitutionally predisposed to fevers, but the

frequency of their occurrence in the commu-
nity would seem to justify the most stringent

precautionary measures. We are just recov-

ering from a hop fever that has proved of un-

usual severity. A violent type of potato fe-

ver is known to exist in some sections, while

in others many cases of a relapse of the hen

fever are reported. One of the worst features

of these diseases is seen in the fact that they

are succeeded by a chill, which usually corre-

sponds to the intensity of the fever. A few

years ago Merino bucks were sold from one to

ten thousand dollars per head ; Merino sheep
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are now sold in our Eastern markets at one to

two dollars each, and at the West we read

of their being pelted and boiled up for the

tallow and pig-feed their carcases afford ! And
now everybody is going into the dairy busi-

ness, stock raising, or growing coarse wool.

We. fully believe, as Mr. J. Harris of

Rochester, N. Y., says in the American Ag-

riculturist, that "farmers are making a great

mistake in slaughtering their sheep. But

nothing will stop them. It is a pity we cannot

have more stability and fixedness of purpose

in our agriculture. What we do we should do

well—and stick to it. A farmer should think

for himself, and not be influenced too much

by outside opinion. 'You cannot make any-

thing by raising common crops,' said a friend

a year ago; 'you should set out a hop-yard.'

What would he say now ? There has been

more money lost in hops the last year than

would richly endow an agricultural college.

And if people were educated to think they

would have foreseen such a result; The fact

is that common crops pay better now than

anything else, provided you can only raise

enough of them per acre. Stick to what you

understand, and let those who have a fancy

for novelties try them. There are enough

farmers, so called, who wish to make ihoney

easly and rapidly, Tvithout you and me adding

to the number."

In presenting the above cut of Mr. George

Campbell's French Buck ' 'Matchless," as a type

of the Merino sheep, our object is to enforce

the remark of Prof. Harris that "a farmer

should think for himself and not be influenced

too much by outside opinion." It is an old

proverb that all changes are not improvements,

and it would be well if more of us would heed

the admonition to "stick to what you under-

stand." New England farmers understand

the management of Merino sheep much better

than they do that of the larger coarse wooled

sheep of England, which attained its perfection

with the introduction of turnip husbandry into

that country. These breeds ft is true succeed

in Canada, but there they are in the hands of

those who were brought up in the old country,

of men who "stick to what they understand."

If American breeders of the Merino sheep

have made mistakes,—if they have produced

too much oil or too many wrinkles—it is their

own fault and not that of this invaluable ani-

mal. These mistakes should be corrected.

Such is the wonderful plasucity of sheep in

the hands of the skilful farmer that Lord Som-

erville, an English writer, once said that a

breeder "may chalk out upon a wall a form per-

fect in itself, and then give it existence."

Our breeders "chalked out" a heavy fleece,

and they have succeeded in "giving it exist-

ence"—heavy not only in "grease," but

heavy in cleansed wool, as has been shown by

repeated experiments — the unprecedented

amount of nme pounds and three ounces of

cleansed wool having been reported as sheared

from a single sheep in New York, the growth

of eleven months and twenty-one days. They
may chalk out other excellencies and expect

to realize them with equal success.

While, therefore, we are making the ac-

quaintance of new breeds of sheep, and learn-

ing the art and mystery of their management,

let us proceed cautiously, and without permit-

ting familiarity to breed contempt for our tried

friends, the Merinos, which have added so

largely to our individual and national wealth

and comfort. In one word, if we must have a

coarse-wool fever let us tone It down to a mild

type-

For the New England Farmer.

"SMALL-POTATO" PEEMIDMS,
Agricultural exhibitions are designed to be

a mutual benefit,—consequently each class, or

article should receive cncouragtmcnt in pro-

portion to its importance to the community.
At the close of our Vermont Agricultural

Fair I remarked to some of the directors that

a single premium of only one dollar was a

poor inducement for five or six growers of
choice seed potatoes to bring in their samples,

have some of them pocketed, and the rest

badly bruised, or guard them for three long

days. I was met by the leply that I was do-

ing well enough ; that men who sold potatoes

for 50 cents or $1 per pound had no right to

complain.

A glance at our premium list shows that $2o
in premiums are paid lor the three best traces

of seed corn; $r2 on sugar; $22 on butter;

$25 on swine; $157 on sheep; $40 on flow-

ers and house plants, and $500 on horses,

exclusive of "purses." According to the gov-

ernment valuation in 1804, all the horses in

this State, over two years old, were worth

$2,895,533 ; according to the estimate, the

crop of potatoes raised the same year, was
worth $3,195,237, or $299,704 more than all

the horses in the State, although the horses

were the crop of at least three years.

It seems, then, that an interest consid-
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erably the smallest has five hundred times

more encouragement than the other, which is

larger, and of proportionate importance to

both grower and consumer. Potato raisers

represent one of the most important agricul-

tural interests in New England. They are the

froducers of an article of diet, without which
reland starves, and America looks temaciated.

They pay the Society their share of money,
and cobt it nothing, comparatively. Although
the society has never paid us our share, we
will say nothing about the arrears and forgive

them cheerfully all their past transgressions,

if they will but play fair and show fair
play hereafter. We ask no part of the $500
paid on horses, nor the $157 paid on sheep.

No ; we will help pay both, but we very re-

spectfully ask a sum (divided, as the society

may determine, between the three or four

best fields, and several best varieties, «&c.)

equal to what the horses and sheep annually

eat out of the treasury of the society while on
exhibition. Who can say that this is an unfair

proposition or an unjust claim. We claim it.

O. C. Wait.
West Georgia, Vt., Nov. 10, 18G8.

WnoRTLEBEREiES.—A Writer in the Prai-

rie Farmer thinks the cultivation of whortle-

berries would be more remunerative than

strawberries. He says, bushes set one foot

by three, yielding half a pint to a bush, would

yield 95 bushels, worth $5 per bushel, or $475

per acre ; and once set, they would be a per-

manent institution. They might be grown on

land fit for little .else. A successful experi-

ment, though on a small scale, would be far

more valuable than a mere suggestion.

Apples.—In many parts of New England

the apple crop is more abundant than it has

been in any year for some time, but as it is

quite short in many sections of the country, the

fruit will be wanted at good prices. In New
Jersey, Maryland and Pennsylvania, apples as

well as peaches, have been a complete failure.

To Cure Corns.—The corn should first

be well softened by soaking the foot in warm
water, and as much of it removed by a sharp

instrument as can be done without pain. Then
apply over the surface a very small quantity of

pulverized nitrate of silver, and cover it with

a piece of linen or lint, in order to keep it in

its place. After twenty-four hours, the foot

may be soaked again, and that portion of the

corn which has become blackened and disinte-

grated by the caustic removed by scraping, or

with a knife. Repeat the operation till a cure

is effected.

—

Jour, of Chemistry.

loul^s' Stpartmtnt.

A LITTLE GOOSE.

BY ELIZA S. TCRNEK.

The chill November day was done,
The working-world home-faring;

The wind came roaring through ihe streets,
And set the gas-liglits flaring,

And hopelessly and aimletnly
The scared old leaves were flying;

When, mingled with the soughless wind,
I heard a small voice criing.

And shivering on the corner stood
A child of four or over

;

No cloak nor hat her small, soft arms
And wind-blown curls to cover.

Her dimpled fase was stained with tears;
Her round blue eyes ran over;

She cherished in her wee, cold hand
A bunch of faded clover.

And, one hand round her treasure, while
She slipped in mine the other,

Half scared, half-confidential, said,

"O please, I want ray mother."
"Tell me your street and number, pet;
Don't cry; I'll take you to it.

Sobbing, she answered, "I forget;

^ The organ made me do it.

"He came and plaj^ed at Miller's step;
The monkey took the money

;

I followed down the street, because
That monkey was so funny.

I've walked about a hundred hours
From one street to another;

The monkey's gone, I've spoiled my flowers;
O please, 1 want my mother 1"

"But what's your mother's name, and what
The street ? Now think a minute."

"My ixolher's name is Mother Dear;
The sireet— I can't begin ic."

"But what \i etrav ge about the house, ^
Or new, i ot like ihe others ?"'

"I guess you mean my trundle-bed

—

Mine and my little brother's.

"O dear, I ought to be at home,
To help him sjy his prayers;

He's tu h a ba'iy , ho forgets

;

And we are both such players

;

And theie'd a bar between, to keep
From pitching on each other,

For Harry rolls when he's as'eep

—

dear, I want my mother I"

The sky grew stormy, people passed
All muffled, bomewaid faring.

"You'd haye to spend the night with me,"
1 said at last, despairing.

I tied her 'kerchief round her neck

—

"What ribbon's this, my blossom?"
"Why don'i you know?" she smiling said,

And drew ii from her bosom.

A card, with number, street, and name I

My eyes astonished met it;

"For," said the little one, "you see
I might some time forget it

:

And so I wear a little thing
That tolls you all about it;

For mother says she's very sure
I would get lost without it."

"Father," said a cobbler's lad, as he was
pegging away at an old shoe, "they say trout

bite like everything now." "Well, well," re-

plied the old gentleman, "stick to your work,
and they won't bite you."
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[Copied by permission from The Nur8ery.'\

THE HIDE TO BOSTON".

"Coach all ready for Boston !" shouts

William as he climbs up to the driver's seat,

and pulls hard at the reins, and cracks his

whip. You see the coach, do you not ? but
where are the horses ? I think there must be
some ; for it seems to take all William's
strength to hold them in. It is hard work to

drive a stage-coach.

Mary and her*little dolly are the only pas-

sengers inside. Dolly's health is poor, and
her mamma is taking her to Boston to see the

doctor. Mary has on an elegant bonnet,
which she found in a bandbox in the garret.

I hope it does not make her feel proud.
Rachel thinks it much nicer to ride on top

of the coach, where she can have a fine view
of all the places they pass through. She has

her mother's parasol, which will keep the sun
from burning her.

James and Ilarry are on behind. I wonder
if William kqpws they are there. If he,does,

I think he is too kind-hearted to drive them
off, even though they have no pennies with

which to pay for a ride.

Frisk barks at the coach, as dogs are so

fond of doing ; and little Mary tries to climb
up by her brother William's side. She does
not want to be left behind this fine day, when
all the boys and girls are going to Boston.
Look out, little Mary, and do not get run
over.

"I do not believe they are going at all,"

says my little Margaret, who looks over my
shoulder; "for see, the coach has only one

wheel, and that is off! They are only play-

ing, just as I do on the old coach back of the

barn."

What do you think of it, little reader ?

L. B. II., in Nursery.

FEEDING THE PIGEONS,

Some years ago a man left some money to

the city, directing in his will that at two
o'clock every day, in one of the public

squares, all the pigeons should be fed. Now,
perhaps, you may think that pigeons do not

know how to count, and cannot tell the differ-

ence between two o'clock and four o'clock, or

between a quarter before two and a quarter

after two. Well, I do not suppose that they

can tell the time by looking at the large clock,

or that they can count ; but this I know that

they can tell whefi their dinner is ready as

well as any of the children who read this

paper. A large bell, and it is a very large

one, strikes the hours, and a smaller bell

strikes the quarters. Thus the little bell says

one, two ; then the great bell says one. That

means two-quarters after one, or half-past

one. By and by the little bell strikes one,

two, three, and the brg bell strikes one : that

means three-quarters after one, or, quarter

before two. But pigeons do not mind that at

all. In a little while the small bell says one,

two, three, four. Then I saw crowds of

pigeons coming in all directions, over the

houses, through the streets and lanes, and by
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the time the big bell had struck one, two, a
great number had collected, and they kept
coming for about a minute. After they had
picked up their dinner, they flew away, and
paid no more attention to the big bell or the
little bell, although they kept on striking the

hours and the quarters just as before. No
more pigeons (?ame until two o'clock the next
day. Can any of the children tell how the

pigeons know when the clock strikes two ?

And are the little readers of this true story

as punctual to their duties as these pigeons ?

—

Child at Home.

AN INSECT SAMSON".

Every one who has taken the common beetle

in his hand knows that its limbs, if not re-

markable for agility, are very powerful ; but

I was not prepared for so Samsonian a feat as

that 1 have just witnessed. When the insect

was brought to me, having no box immediately
at hand, I was at a loss to know where to put

it until I could kill it ; but a quart bottle full

of milk being on the table, I placed the beetle

for the present under that, the hollow at the

bottom allowing him room to stand upright.

Presently, to my surprise, the bottle began to

move slowly, and glide along the smooth
table, propelled by the muscular power of the

imprisoned insect, and continued for some
time to perambulate the surface, to the as-

tonishment of all who witnessed it. The
weight of the bottle and its contents could not

have been less than three pounds and a half,

while that of the beetle was about half an

ounce ; so that it readily moved a weight 112

times exceeding its own. A better notion

than figurss can convey will be obtained of

this fact by supposing a lad of fifteen to be
imprisoned under the great bell of St Paul's,

which weighs 12,000 pounds, and to move it

to and fro upon a smooth pavement by push-
ing within.

—

Prof. Goss.

Seeing is Deceiving.—Here is a row of

ordinary capital letters and figures :

SSSSXXXXZZZZ33338888
They are such as are made up of two parts

of equal shapes. Look carefully at these and
you will perceive that the upper halves of the

characters are a very little smaller than the

lower halves—so little that an ordinary eye
will declare them to be of equal size. Now
turn the page upside down, and without any
careful looking you will see that this difier-

ence in size is very much exaggerated—that

the real top half of the letter is very much
smaller than the bottom half. It will be seen
from this that there is a tendency in the eye
to enlarge the upper part of any object upon
which it looks. We might draw two circles

of unequal size, and so place them that they
should appear equal.

—

Once a Week.

To Boys.—Horace Mann talked to the

boys in this way : "You are made to be kind,

generous and magnanimous. If there's a boy
in school who has a club foot, don't let him
know that you ever saw it. If there's a boy
in school with ragged clothes, don't talk of
rags in his presence. If there's a lame boy
in school, assign him some place in the play

which does not require much running. If

there's a dull one, help him to get his les-
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PEBRUAKY AND ITS OPPOBTUNITIES, i

ucii has been said of]

the brevity of this last

•winter month, and of

its changeable aspect

;

its fierce winds and

drifting snows ; Its

sloppy roads and glit-

tering ice, all following

each other in rapid

succession. Such is

usually its true char-

acter, and to a mind

unoccupied would un-

doubtedly prove cheer-

less, tedious and long, although the shortest

of all the months.

To the farmer, however, who has a lively

interest in his occupation, and who is in the

enjoyment of good health, no day or month in

the year sefems too long. He feels responsi-

ble for the well-being and progress of the fam-

ily around him, and is always solicitous to se-

cure whatever will prove interesting and prof-

itable to those of his household who are in

great measure dependent upon him.

Then there is another class of beings equally

dependent upon his skill and care,—the faithful

animals that labor for him, and feed and clothe

him. But for him the snows of February

would prove their winding sheet. With these

domestic duties devolving upon him, with all

their changing details from day to day, there

is little room for feelings of a desponding na-

ture, or for discontent with his lot. The grat-

itude of kindred, the grateful recognition of

his animals when he meets them, together with

the consciousness of duties well discharged,

bring a perpetual sunshine to the soul, whether

February rushes by in the grandeur of storms

of wind and snow, or moves on in the gloom

of clouds or dripping rain.

What a change has taken place in a great

many particulars in farm life, within the recol-

lection, probably, of many who read these

lines. Fifty years ago, not only was there less

thought of progress on the farm, but, also, less

thought of improvement of the mind. Many
of the school-houses then were low, unpainted,

gloomy structures, perched upon some bleak

hill, or isolated on some barren plain. The

searching winds swept through the loose under-

pinning and ample cracks in the floor, among

the shivering limbs of the boys and girls, or

tore away clattering boards as they went wail-

ing through them

!

The inside of the house was little better.

A huge fire-place often of stones, full two

feet deep and five or six wide, with a throat

long and wide enough to admit a yearling

steer, was a contrivance by which to warm a

room sufficiently for little boys and girls to

sit and study in, four hours at a time ! The

seats and desks were In exact keeping with

other arrangements ; close together, hard, nar-
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row, and just as well calculated to afford com-

fort as the fire-place was to afford warmth

!

As to convenience they had none, and getting

in and out of them could only be accomplished

by that wonderful flexibility of limb which es-

pecially belongs to boys and girls. The books

were few and meagre. The philosopJdcal ap-

paratus was a huge poker and pair of black

tongs, both fashioned on the smith's anvil in

the village. Out-of-doors, an abundance of

gymnastic exercises was obtained through the

agency of certain ponderous wooden shovels

which were constantly put in requisition, in

order to afford ingress and egress to the door

of the house.

The pursuit of knowledge under such cir-

cumstances, or of religious instruction, was

certainly a hard, if not ji painful one. To
sit two hours in a room surrounded on

all sides by large, and loosely fitting win-

dows with the thermometer vibrating about

zero, if not positively falling below, and

where the genial influences of a wood or

coal fire had never been felt, would now be

considered a hardship that could not be en-

dured. Yet such were the circumstances

under which many of those now living grew

up. It is not necessary to write out the con-

trasts. They are afforded in nearly every

church and school-house in the land. With

their neatly fenced yards and shade trees,

they are as attractive outside as they are con-

venient and comfortable within.

If the blessings which these may confer are

not improved and appreciated, woe will come

to our goodly land.

It is in rural life where they will be valued

most, and it is to rural life that we must

look for that purity and patriotism which will

preserve our civil and religious freedom and

hand them down to generations yet unborn.

Then there are other changes in farm life no

less striking, and which greatly affect the pros-

perity of the farmer. Fifty years ago, the

winter care of farm stock was looked upon by

many as a sort of stern necessity imposed

upon the farmer, from which no correspond-

ing compensation was derived. Now, all

this is plainly seen to have been a mistake,

or rather, the want of a proper knowledge of

the business in which he was engaged. We
have heard persons boast of wintering a cow

on one ton of hay ! It was said with an air of

gratulation,—a feeling of triumph in achieving

such a result in economy !

The policy seemed to be to keep the stock

at the lowest possible cost, take it through the

winter, and get it into pasture in the spring,

on its own legs ! Under such a course, the

cattle and sheep came out lean and lousy,

having made little or no growth, and the cows

in calf, weak and in miserable condition to

feed the young when dropped. The swine had

long legs and long noses, and could run like

race horses so long as the little strength they

had held out. The colts were poor and frow-

zy, and had about as much spirit as a sick hen
;

walked cross-legged when "stirred up," and

with their ears flopping about their eyes.

Under such treatment, it was no uncommon
occurrence for a farmer with six cows, a horse,

a colt or two, three or four swine and a dozen

sheep, to lose one or two from each class by

disease, by accident occasioned by weakness,

or from some other cause growing out of mis-

management. All this "has changed," now.

Two tons of good hay is not thought too

much for the winter-feed of a cow, even if

roots and a little grain are occasionally added.

It is supposed to be economical to keep all

stock warm, clean, their apartments ventilated,

and their feed given to them at regular times.

No one now doubts that all the animals should

be kept continually growing in winter as well

as summer, and if possible in condition fit for

the shambles at all times. In short, true

economy. It is believed, consists in liberal

feeding, cleanliness, regularity, mild tempera-

ture and kind treatment in every respect.

A brief retrospect of the past, then, in this

good month of February, and a fair compari-

son of the past with the present, will present

numberless encouragements to all to go on

with cheerful hearts and a new courage to im-

prove both the soil and the mind.

The Tariff on Wool.—An extensive

and very experienced wool broker in New
York—one of the large hearted and liberal

men in that business—thus writes us :
—"Sheep

husbandry was never on as good a base as it is

now. In Europe fine wool was never as cheap
—fair Mestiza being at five to five and a hall

pence, and Cape at six to seven pence.

Where would our wool growers be if not pro-

tected? The stock of fine clothing wool in

Europe is terrific."

—

Bural New Yorker.
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USE OF BONE AS A FERTILIZEK.

OME satisfactory experiments

have been made during the

I i; past two or three seasons in the

use of bone as a manure, while

others have failed to give that sat-

isfaction which was expected. But

in the hands of careful and pa-

tient persons, many results of the

use of bones have thoroughly satisfied some,

who entertained sincere doubts of their utility,

that bones are an exceedingly valuable stimu-

lant of vegetable life, and that every pound of

them not needed in the arts ought to be pre-

served and properly prepared for use on the

soil.

We do not mean by this that the flour of

bone, or bone in any form, is a universal pan-

acea that will bring a crop on any soil and un-

der all circumstances. By no means. Crude

bone is extremely slow in its action,—but when

reduced to flour, it is so active as to require

great care in its use, as it will soon bring on

fermentation in the coarsest materials that we
convert into manure. This is a great merit in

it, as it enables us to prepare fine composts for

applying to the hill ; this helps us essentially

in bringing crops forward rapidly, in such cold

and late seasons as the last planting season

was. Some of our correspondents have rather

undervalued the merit of bones, we think,

—

and so all other substances used as manure have

been. We can show the reader acres of land,

sufficiently dry for cultivation, which was lib-

erally dressed with excellent barn manure, and

without the slightest visible effect ! Who can

tell why? The true value of any fertilizer

cannot be determined by any single experi-

ment.

The bones of animals are composed of an

animal substance called gelatine, and certain

inorganic matters. By calcination, bones are

deprived of their animal matter, but the ac-

tion of fire affects them essentially, in no

other way, a bone after calcination, being, in

every material respect, precisely the same, so

far*as its inorganic properties are concerned,

as it was before. The organic substances con-

tained in the bones of the mammalia, and of

man, may be assumed, on an average, to be

32 to 33 per cent. Of this, somewhat more
than one-half is nitrogen. The remaining

67 or 68 per cent, are of phosphates (52 to

57 per cent.)

Berzelius gives the following analysis :

—

Hones of the Ox.
Anitnal matter, (gelatine) 33.30
Soda and cemmon salt 2 45
Carbonate of lime 3 85
Phosphate of lime £5-45
Fluoride of calcium 2.&0
Phosphate of magaeeium 2 05

100.00

Prof. Johnston states, without qualification,

that 100 lbs. of dry bone dust add to the soil

as much organic animal matter as 300 to 400
lbs. of blood or flesh, and they add at the same
time two-thirds of their weight of inorganic

matter, consisting of lime, magnesia, soda,

common salt, and phosphoric acid (in the

phosphates)—all of which must be present In

a fertile soil, since the plants require a certain

supply of them all at a certain period of their

growth. These substances, like the Inorganic

matter of plants, may remain in the soil and

may exert a beneficial action upon vegetation

after all the organic or gelatinous matter has

decayed and disappeared.

Some have supposed that the fertilizing

power of bones is derived mainly, or In a

great measure, from the nitrogen contained In

the gelatinous substance of the bones ; but we
believe that experience has demonstrated that

that calcined bones, which have been deprived

of their gelatine by the action of fire, have a

much more Immediate and potent effect upon

vegetation than bones in their crude or natu-

ral state. The presence of the nitrogenous

constituents of the bones Is therefore to be

regarded as an obstacle to the rapid and gen-

ial manifestation of their fertilizing qualities.

As to the phosphates of bones, it may be

proper here to remark, as in the case of hu-

mus, they can only become capable of being

assimilated by the vegetable system after the

complete destruction of the organic substance

by putrefaction.

The use of bone manure, as well as of

ground shells—both of the "Crustacea" and

"Testacea,"—will yet become more common
in this country. The popular mind is already

awake to the importance of according a greater

degree of attention to the fertilization of soils,

and the feeding of crops ; and in this new

manifestation of enterprise we have a flatter-

ing guarantee that agriculture, so long kept

below its proper grade in the arts. Is to as-

sume Its legitimate position, and produce its

legitimate results.

The farmers of England have long been
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aware of the immense benefits to be derived

from the use of bones upon their soils. They

have carried tens of thousands of tons from

our shores, swept over the broad pampas of

South America, and even gleaned the battle

field of Waterloo for the bones of every dead

man and beast that could be found upon it

!

Under a judicious system of preparing and ap-

plying bones, their crops—instead of falling

off, as they usually have in other countries

—

have actually increased in a material degree.

It has become proverbial there, that "one ton

of German bone dust, saves the importation

of ten tons of German grain,'''' and that agri-

culture is thus rendered, in a considerable

degree, practicable without cattle breeding,

grazing, &c. Let us not, however, become so

attracted by the bones as to forsake any of

our good old practices of having a barn full of

stock to feed in the winter, and to graze upon

our beautiful hills in the summer.

Many persons have undoubtedly been disap-

pointed in the use of bones as a fertilizer,

from a want of experience in using them.

They ought not to be applied to the crop in a

crude condition. Even when converted into

what is called sttperphosphate, or when the

bones are softened by steam, dried, and ground

to a powder, they ought to be mixed with

muclr or loam and slightly fermented before

being applied to the soil. Add five or six

times their bulk of soil or muck, and then

turn over the mass and thoroughly mix it some

v/eeks before using it. This is especially ne-

cessary where it is to be used in the hill, and

we have no doubt that wheat, barley and oat

crops would receive much more benefit from a

given amount of bone applied in this way,

than if it were used without such preparation.

THE OLD MIDDLESEX SOCIETY.

The Trustees of this time-honored and in-

fluential Society held their annual meeting at

the Middlesex Hotel, in Concord, on Friday

last. Nearly all the Trustees were present,

and manifested a most lively interest in the

business before them. The President of the

Society, John Cummings, Esq., of Woburn,

presided. A vote was passed directing a

building committee to proceed at once and

erect a substantial building according to a

plan adopted last year. It is to be one hun-

dred and thirty feet long and seventy feet

wide. Its form will be unlike any building we
have ever seen devoted to such objects ; and

we think will admirably subserve the pur-

poses for which it is designed.

Before taking up the various branches of

the premium list, several committees were ap-

pointed to report what changes it seemed de-^

sirable to make in them. On going through

the items, seriatim, animated discussions fre-

quently sprung up, and some of them were

pretty thoroughly sifted. In most cases, at

least on the more important items, the pre-

miums were considerably increased, and some

of them nearly doubled.

Some new premiums were added, one of

which offers a premium of $20 for the best

example in thorough drainage on not less

than one acre of ground. Another is a pre-

mium of $15, and one of $10, for the best

vegetable and fruit garden on any farm of not

less than twenty acres. This is an admirable

movement. It will tend to the care and cul-

tivation of better gardens on thefarms, where

they have been greatly neglected, and to the

introduction of fresh and healthful fruits and

vegetables on the tables of the farmer, where

a meagre supply only has been enjoyed. The
President made some excellent remarks while

the motion was pending, clearly showing that

the moral influence of this movement would

be still more valuable than the physical, and

that it would gradually lead to that neatness,

order and embellishment about the farm, that

would give a new aspect and tone to rural life.

Many of the Trustees are still short of

middle life, and are full of zeal and activity,

and possess ample means to aid on the grand

work.

The society now is in its seventy-fifty year,

and promises, to-day, to exert an influence in

the coming year greater than it has ever ex-

erted before. The spirit manifested in this

meeting is encouraging, and will work out

valuable results.

—At the annual meeting of the Hampshire^

Franklin and Hampden, Mass., Agricultural So-

ciety, Milo J. Smith, Northampton, was elected

President; Elnathan Graves, of Williamsburg;

Andrew T. Judd, of South Hadley ; Isaac Parsons,

of Southampton ; Samuel L. Parsons, of North-

ampton, Vice Pi-esidents ; A. Perry Peck, of North-

ampton, Secretary ; H. K. Starkweather, of North-

ampton, Treasurer; Oscar Edwai'ds, of North-

ampton, Auditor.
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For the Keio England Farmer,

THE GARDEN IN FEBRUARY.
Little can usually be done in the garden

during this month, except preparing for ihe

coming season's work ; and here much may
be gained by judicious planning, and by doing

what may be as well done now as when other

work presses. The long evenings and com-
parative leisure of winter are favorable for

reading and social visiting among the farming

community, embracing attendance on the meet-

ings of the Farmer's Club. For the young,

one of the most interesting and useful, yet

one of the most neglected branches of study,

is astronomy. The ancient farmers were di-

rected in thbir operations, first, by observing

the course of the moon. Finding this an im-

perfect guide, they were led to observe what
stars l.>egan to emerge, as the rays of the sun

subsided, and what ones appeared above the

horizon during the interval between evening

twili"-ht and morning dawn. By numerous
and attentive observations, they traced out

the course of the sun and stars, and by a

stretch of the imagination they grouped the

latter, giving to each constellation the name
of some animal which the stars were fancied

to outline ; and also named the principal stars

in each group or constellation. By continued

study the whole heavens were mapped out

and named. By observing what stars and
constellations came overhead at certain hours,

they were enabled to make the true divisions

of the seasons, measuring the e.xact length of

daj's, weeks, months and years, and fixing

their bounds. And now we find that certain

stars and constellations come to the meridian

at set times. For instance, the following con-

stellations arrive on the meridian in February.
The Lynx, Gemini, Canes, Major and Minor,
and Monoceros or the Unicorn. A history of
each and all of these constellations, and the

principal stars of which they are composed,
as laid down by the ancient poets and mythol-

ogists, might be interesting, but I must con
tent myself by calling attention to it. It

may be found in works that every town or

district library should contain.

Cold Frames.—See directions given last

month. Plenty of air on mild days, and pro-

tection from sudden changes of temperature,

comprise the duties here.

CuJingsand Sciojis.—Gooseberry, currant,

and grape cuttings, and scions for grafting,

may yet be taken when the wood is not frozen.

Make careful selections, recollecting that

healih, vigor and increased productiveness are

of great importance, and be sure they are true

to name.
Grape Vines.—If pruning has been neg-

lected, it should be done the first warm spell,

when unfrozen. Pruned when the wood is

frozen, they bleed in Spring and Summer.
Fences.—Recall what was said of broken

gates, and poor fences a year ago
;
good

fences make good neighbors, and frequently
save valuable trees, vines, &c., froni intruders.
Fruit stored in the cellar and fruit room

should be looked over, and all specked or de-
caying specimens selected out and used.

Horseradish.—A thaw will enable you to
get at, and dig it. If more is dug than is

used at once cover it with dirt in the bottom
of the cellar. Grated and bottled, with a little

salt and water added, it makes a healthy, ex-
cellent condiment.
Manure is the basis of all good gardeninfr,

and its proper application the secret of success
in growing vegetables, &c. Save and collect

all that can be turned to advantage into fer-

tilizers for the soil. House slops, suds from
the wash tub, the privy vault, and all refuse
of a perishable nature, composted with muck
or loam, will make good manure for the gar-
den. Save all the ashes ; wood ashes con-
tain all the elements that most vegetables need
in their growth.
Pea Brush and Bean Poles.—Now, while

getting up the year's supply of wood, is a
better time to provide these in sufficient quan-
tities, than to wait till the sap begins to run.

Protection to vines, plants, &c., should not
be removed, even if a waim spell does occur.

Protection is not merely on account of the se-

vere cold of our climate, but to preserve from
the effects of sudden alternations of heat and
cold, in spring. Jf any covering has become
displaced, it should be carefully replaced at

once.

Shrubbery and Trees.—Look to them after a
heavy fall of snow to see that they are not
borne to the ground, broken down, &c.
Shrubbery may be pruned, if judiciously done,
in mild weather.

Seeds.—Last year I gave a select list of
garden seeds, to which I would call attention.

New varieties are constantly being introduced,

some of v/hich may be tried. Last year I tried

the Mexican and the Trimble Sweet corn, and
find them so good that I shall substitute them
for olher varieties. Both are earlier than the

Evergreen, and I think Trimble's is much bet-

ter. Overhaul and examine all seeds, and if a
deficiency exists, order at once from some re-

liable grower, like Gregory, of Marblehead
;

or dealer, like Hovey & Co., of Boston, who
advertise in this journal. Better be at consid-

erable trouble and a little extra expense, to

get good seed than to take those of doubtful

quality as a gift. The age of seeds affects

their quality. Some will germinate only while

fresh, while others will retain their germina-

tive capacity for several years, depending
largely on the care given them. Carrots,

onions, parsnips, and salsify, cannot be relied

upon after they are more than one year old,

while melons and cucumbers are improved by
age, and retain their vitality for ten years or

more. The only safe test of germination of
any seed is to try it, by placing it in constant-
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ly damp moss in a warm place, or in a box of
soil kept moist and warm. As a general thing

the harder and more solid the seed the longer
it is in germinating ; there being quite a dif-

ference in time with different varieties, some
germinating in one or two days, and others

requiring one to two weeks.
Wm. H. White.

South Windsor, Conn., 1869.

For theNew England Farmer,

KICKING COWS.
In your issue of the 26th, "E. L." asks a

remedy for a kicking cow. I have not seen our
practice recommended, and wish he would try

it, and report progress through the Farmer,
for the benefit of those similarly afflicted.

Put the cow in stanchions. Take a strap of
sufficient length, with a buckle or ring at one
end, and pass it around her body just back of
the shoulder ; then stand at as safe a distance

as possible and slip it back to the hips and
udder, and tighten the strap with a firm pull,

which may be done without the least danger.
This renders the animal powerless to kick.

Then proceed to milk as though nothing had
occurred, being assured that the cow cannot
lift a foot into the pail, if the work has been
properly done ; if not, tighten the strap

two or three inches more. After a few days
the strap may be applied looser, and according
to our experience may soon be finally dis-

pensed with.

Believing as we do that nine of every ten

kicking cows are made so by accident or mis-

management, we would enjoin, as of the ut-

most importance, the exercise of kind and
gentle treatment in ^ all cases. I think the

most fruitful source of mischief is neglect-

ing cows previous to their "coming in;" al-

lowing udders to become pressed and inflamed.

Especially is this the case with heifers, which
like all other young milking animals, secrete

milk much longer before it is needed for their

young, than older animals. This early secre-

tion, sometimes natural and at others induced
by milk-producing feed, frequently causes the

udder to become inflamed and very painful to

the animal, and alarming to its owner, who
may have inherited a prejudice against pre-

vious milking, and has no faith in, or fancy for

bathing ; consequently he resorts to the pre-

valent remedy of letting the calf "take out

the fever." This accounts for the frequency

of obstruction in the milk ducts, or a partial

or entire loss of the udder. It accounts also

for the numerous haggard looking heifers with

lean calves, made fierce by hunger, tugging at

inflamed and swollen udders, "taking out the

fever." As there is little else for them to

take, they commence a series of pulling, bit-

ing and butting, which fairly forces the mother,
though possessed of more than human fortitude,

to repel the brutal attacks, by scores of half

repeated of course when the milking commen-
ces.

The kicking heifer must be "broke or she
is spoiled," meditates the milker as he seats
himself with elbows distended just in time to
receive a well directed kick over both arms,
completely wiping him out, pail and all. The
frightened animal of course flies from the
wreck, and leaves the milker to gather himself
up. Confused, mortified and enraged, he
starts in pursuit, perhaps hurling brickbats,
and stones at her most vulnerable points. If
he succeeds in getting her into the stancheons,
she receives cruel kicks, and thundering blows
perhaps from a three-legged stool.

Thus commences the history of many an in-

veterate kicker, which, becoming desperate,
determines to fight it out on that line. This
may seem to be exaggeration, but who that
lives in the country is not familiar with such
disgraceful cruelty ? I knew a man who on
being kicked from his stool, sprang with an
oath and an uplifted cudgel at his cow, which
instantly broke from the stable, ran across the
floor, and clearing the girt, jumped to the
bottom of a deep bay, to avoid her pursuer,
who had to remove the solid double boarding
to get her out. I am acquainted with a man,
who, in a fit of rage, after hastily looking for
some weapon, caught the tail of the offending
cow in his teeth, and with a fiendish grin
nearly severed it and left it bleeding, saying
with a curse, "now I guess you will mind !"

O. C. Wait.
West Georgia, Vt., Jan. 1, 1869.

CKOSa-CUT SAW.
Ten years' experience in the use of cross-

cut saws, has proved to me that I have been
working under many disadvantages, until re-

cently. My wish is for all to know the great
advantage of a plan which I pursue. Take a
new saw that has never been set, place it be-

tween two boards, cut to fit the saw, clamp it

tight on a bench or in a vise ; take an iron

wedge, file one corner to suit the s.tofthe
tooth when finished, then take a small hammer,
hold the wedge with the left hand, strike the

tooth lightly with the hammer until at the right

place ; tlun turn the wedge on the oppo.-ite

side, and on the next tooth, and tet it in the

same way ; now then you reach the third and
most important tooth in the saw—leave it per-

fectly straight
;

pass on to the fourth tooth,

set it as you did the first, turn the wedge, set

the fifth the other way ; leave the sixth

tooth straight ; and so on until you finish.

Now take your file, dress the two teeth as
you do the common saw ; the third file perfect-

ly straight and square—leaving it about one-
twentieth part of one inch shorter than the

others. Continue in that way until you fJni.-h,

and you will find it will cut twice as fast as

the old way practiced by most farmers.—
involuntary but desperate kicks, which are I

Southern Cultivator.
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FARMING IN" NEW BRUNSWICK.
In a very business-like and intelligent re-

port by Arch'd Harrison of the Sunbiiry, New
Brunswick, Agricultural Society, published in

the Fredericton Colonial Farmer, we find

some statements which may interest our read-

ers, especially as much less i§ known of far-

ming at the far "East" than in most other

parts of the North American continent, either

West or South.

It appears that although this society holds

an annual Fair, all its available funds are ex-

pended in the purchase of stock, seeds, &o.

Animals thus bought by the society are sold to

invldual farmers, on condition that they shall

be kept in the Province a specified number of

years. During the past year the society has

introduced into the district of Sunbury, one

pure bred Durham bull and a heifer calf, four

Leicester and two Cotswold rams, one grade

calf, four Berkshire boar pigs and five sows.

Twenty bushels of choice seed wheat were

also procured and sold by the society. Might

not our own county societies do something of this

kind to the advantage of many individual far-

mers who have not the time or means to hunt up

and buy such animals or seeds as they would

be glad to make an experiment with, if they

could procure them on favorable terms, as to

price and time of payment ?

On account of short seasons, the district of

Sunbury is not well adapted to grain or roots, but

is good for grass. The average crop of hay

the past season is stated at one and a half to

three tons per acre. Still fair crops of wheat,

oats, barley, buckwheat, Indian corn, peas,

beans, potatoes, turnips, carrots, mangolds,

blood beets, &c., are raised. The Secretary

remarks :

—

Barley is not sown to any great extent. In some
instances the past season, the crop was good ; in

others very light ; from 30 to 50 bushels per acre.

Of Indian corn there is but little planted, although
more last year than the year previous. Returns
are good, both in quality and quantity. The pota-
to crop in almost every instance was good ; far

superior to that of last year. Returns from 200 to

400 bushels per acre, according to variety. The
turnip crop the past season was in a great many
instances a total failure. Some fields had the ap-
pearance of a fair crop, but when pulled, nearly
15 per cent, were diseased. Stock potatoes are in

a measure supplanting them. Mangold Wurtzels
are also on the decrease ; they do not seem to
grow as formerly, and are extremely exhausting
to the soil. The raising of blood beets is on the in-
crease. They are superior to the Mangold Wurt-
zel for feeding; the returns being fully equal.
Carrots, although a very troublesome crop, are
really a paying one; the returns Irom 500 to 600
bushels per acre.

At the annual exhibition of the Society, last

fall, there were 317 entries ; an mcrease of

nearly fifty per cent, over last year. The
show cf sheep was hardly equal to last year, ow-

ing to a wet and otherwise unfavorable season.

The same causes may have had more to do
than is generaNy supposed in producing the

present stampede among the fine-wool growers

of the United States. The wheat purchased

by the Society this year was eagerly bought

by farmers, and the crops have been satisfac-

tory.- It is expected that a much greater

breadth will be sown next season. In only

two instances had this year's crop been

threshed, showing in one case, returns of 19

bushels and in the other IC bushels from one

of sowing.

Sunflowers vs. Miasm. — The Prairie

Farmer has an article upon sunflowers and

other quick growing plants which present a

large surface of leaves and flowers to the at-

mosphere, as a means of absorbing and neu-

tralizing malarious miasms. Several interest-

ing facts are quoted in fiivor of this idea, and

the question is asked if a belt of sunflowers

around the Eternal City would render it secure

from the air coming from the Pontine Marshes,

as its walls of stone protected it from the in-

vasions of its enemies.'' Here is a new field

opened for scientific investigation. It is com-

mended to the attention of the friends of

"Social Science."

I'or the New England Farmer.

REMOVAL OP THE CATTLE MARKET
TO WILMINGTON.

I wish to call the attention of drovers and
butchers to the best location for the cattle

market that there is in Massachusetts. This,

1 think, is at the junction of the Boston and
Maine, and the Salem and Lowell railroads,

in the town of Wilmington. Near this junc-

tion there are hundreds of acres of land that

can be bought for less than $25 per acre, and
a great portion of it is excellent land for grass,

when cultivated and manured.
Wilmington may be compared to a cart

wheel lying horizontally, having almost an en-

tire circle of cities for its rim, and railroads

for its spokes. Establish the cattle market

here, which would make the hub, and the

wheel would be complete. The drovers are

now paying a large tax lor yarding their cattle

and sheep. At this place the owners of the

land could well afford to give the use of the

yards for the manure, as good stable manure
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cannot be purchased in Wilmington at less

than $12 per cord delivered on the field.

The Northern and the Eastern stock could

reach this spot one hour earlier than they can

Cambridge. The Western cattle could come
from Worcester to Groton Junction, and then

over the Stony Brook road through Lowell to

this place. The ride on the railroad for these

cattle would be some longer, but they could

be let from the cars right into the pens.

Therefore it would take no longer to deposit

them in the yards here, than it now does to

deliver in the yards at Brighton.

The butcher occupying a stall in Boston

market house, could take the cars on the Bos-

ton and Maine railroad, and arrive at this

place in less time than is now required for

him to go to the yards in Brighton. Butchers

at Salem and Peabody can take the Salem and
Lowell road, and arrive at this place in one-

half the time now occupied in going to Brigh-

ton. Butchers at Nashua, Lowell, and Law-
rence, Andover and Haverhill can leave their

homes and arrive at this junction in one quar-

ter ot the time required for a journey to

Brighton.

If the drovers wish to visit Boston, after sell-

ing their stock, they could step into the cars

on the Boston and Maine road and arrive at

Hay Market Square in Boston quicker than

they can now go from Brighton by the horse

cars to Boston.

A short distance at the northeast from this

junction, is a large and beautiful swell of land,

more than a mile in length, which overlooks

thousand of acres of land on the west. This

rise is now covered with wood, and the land

can be bought for a very little more than what

the wood is worth that is standing on it. When
cleared it would make on^ of the most beau-

tiful sites for a village that can be found in

the State.

The cattle markets have built up Brighton

and Cambridge, and the land has now become
too valuable for cattle and sheep to stand or

walk upon. The bellowing of cattle, and the

bleating of sheep and calves is not a very

pleasant sound to most of the residents in

these villages, and their streets and sidewalks

are so nice that cattle can scarcely be driven

away from the yards without committing some
damage for which the owner is liable.

As the market in these places has thus be-

come a nuisance, and as real estate has greatly

advanced, the butchers there might sell their

property at a high price, and locate themselves

at a much cheaper rate in Wilmington, where
their slaughter houses could be so located with

reference to the railroad track that the beef

may be shifted from the hooks in the slaugh-

ter house, to the hooks in a car made for the

purpose, without lifting a single pound, and

one long car, properly fitted up, would take

forty oxen from this place to Boston, quicker

than one horse can take four oxen from Brigh-

ton to Boston in a wagon. Mutton, veal, &c.

,

might be transported in the same way, and
the expense could not be great. Much more
might be said of the advantages of Wilming-
ton as a cattle market, but if the foregoing

shall direct public attention to the subject, my
present object will be accomplished.

A. G. Sheldon.
Wilmington, Mass., Dec. 28, 1868.

Sale of Choice Stock.—A few week since

we noticed the arrival in Canada of Short-

horned and Jersey cattle, Cotswold and other

sheep, Suffolk horses, &c., purchased in Eng-

land by Mr. M. H. Cochrane, for his farm in

Compton, C. E., at an expense of some $15,-

000 in gold. From his stock we learn that

he has recently made the following sales :

To H. C. Buileigh, Fairfield, and G. G. Shores,
of Waterville, Maine, his entire herd of Herefords,
consisting of fourteen animals. The above won
first class prizes in all their classes and the State
Gold Medal at Rochester, N. Y., this season.
To A. R. Duncan of Towanda, 111., one imported

heifer, Wharfdale Rose.
To J. H. Pickrell, Harristown, 111., the imported

yearling bull, Baron Booth, of Lancaster, winner
of first prizes wherever shown.
To A. I. Hallet, West Waterville, Me., one im-

ported Cotswold ewe; one imported Oxford Down
ewe ; one imported Lincoln ewe, and one Cotswold
ram lamb. ^
To E. G. Bedford, Paris, Ky., three imported

Berkshire swine, one boar and two sows.

Cutting Timber to Last.—Mr. Skinner,

an experienced farmer of Herkimer County,
N. Y., recently stated before the Little Falls

Farmers Club, that he always cut timber when it

was frozen, in order that it might last a long

time without decay. He was aware that other

seasons of the year were recommended. He
had tried all seasons and with a number of
varieties of wood, and no timber lasted so well

as that cut in winter when the timber was fro-

zen. He said a hemlock stick used as a string-

er for bridges would last longer when the

bark was left on. Had observed it often, and
gave as a reason that the bark kept the wood
moist. He thought the best timber for sills,

or for building purposes, was red elm, next in

order was oak, white elm and red beach. For
pins, the raves of wood sleds, and bolsters to

wagons, there was no timber he preferred to

red elm.

Remarks.—Thus "doctors disagree." We
solicit the results of the experience of the

readers of the Farmer as to the best season

for cutting timber for seasoning and preserva-

tion.

Cheese.—In the year ending May 1st, 1867,

there were 43,000,000 pounds of cheese ex-

ported from this country. The average price

received by the factories was over 17 cents

per pound in currency.
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SAFFOED'S CATTLE STAJTCHION.

Most of our readers will recollect a cut and

description of a Cattle Stanchion patented by

Mr. SafFord, which was published about a

year ago, at page 69 of Monthly Fakmer.

This was regarded as a great improvement on

our hitherto imperfect stable fastenings. But

Mr. SaiTord still continues his efforts for fur-

ther improvements, and has patented another

device which differs from the first in being

more readily applied to ordinary stanchions,

and in being so constructed as to allow the

animal to lie on either side, and to rise up

with greater ease. Common stanchions may

be readily changed into the improved ones by

suspending the neck bars A A, in above cut,

loosely in the top-piece, by cleats, at the top
;

connecting the lower ends of the bars with the

yoke F, and attaching this yoke to the bed-

piece with a chain of sufficient length to allow

the lower part of the stanchions to swing and

twist about fref ly. The bottom cleats E pre-

vent side movement in case one animal is dis-

posed to hook another. The three short

cross-bars on B B B are to prevent cattle from

crowding into the feeding place. C shows

the manner in which the bars are fastened in

the yoke, which is done by nailing leather

around the projecting end of the bar.

For the convenience of the engraver the

cut gives a diagonal view of the stanchions

which at first sight may represent them as

leaning. This is not correct, as the stan-

chions are perpendicular.

It being difficult to give a correct view or

description of this invention, and as a prac-

tical test is more satisfactory than theory, Mr.

Safford authorizes us to say that he will allow

any farmer to make and use one stanchion as

long as he pleases, without buying the right

to use or make others. For further particu-

lars address Larkin S. Safford, North Apple-

ton, Me.

WHAT DRIVES THE ENGINE?
A year before his death, George Stephenson

visited Sir Robert Peel, at Drayton Manor.

Professor Buckland was of the party. One

day, as they observed a train speeding along

the valley in the distance, Mr. Stephenson

said,

"Now, Buckland, I have a poser for you.

Can you tell me what is the power that is driv-

ing that train ?"

"Well," said the Professor, "I suppose it

is one of your big engines."

"But what drives the engine ?"

"Oh, very likely a canny Newcastle driver."

"What do you say to the light of the sun ?"

"How can that be ?" asked the Professor,

"It is nothing else," said the engineer. "It

is light bottled up in the earth for tens of

thousands of years ; light absorbed by plants

and vegetables being necessary for the con-

densation of carbon during their growth, if it

be not carbon in another form. And now af-

ter being buried in the earth for long ages in

fields of coal, that latent light is again brought

forth, and liberated, and made to work, as in

that locomotive for great human purposes,"

BUYEES' KUIiES,

The force of habit is one of the most strik-

ing examples of human weakness. The full

meaning of the word "force" in this connec-

tion, however, can be realized only by those

who have battled against some bad habit in

which themselves or those with whom they

were associated have long indulged. A few

months since, notwithstanding its obvious in-

justice, the attempt to perpetuate the very

convenient habit of buying wool on "general

principles," was made by infiuential parties.

This excited a bitter contest between buyer

and seller. But wool dealers are not the

only ones who have attempted to enforce

buyers' rules that had acquired the force of

habit. In a report of a committee appointed

by the State Agricultural Society of Virginia,

to write a brief history of individuals who had

effected improvements in the agricultural in-

terests of the State, we find the following

honorable mention, as a benefactor to farmers.
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of an individual who broke up an old rule or

habit of the buyers of an important staple of

the Old Dominion.

Tobacco, was formally sold by the note of the
inspectors, which simply intlicated the weight, and
all that passed inspection was presumed to be
nearly of the same value. The uniform price was
twenty shillings Virginia currency, equal to$3.83^
Federal money, per hundred pounds. Mr. Benja-
min Hatcher, of Manchester, (father of Mr. John
H. Hatcher, in the Exchange Bank,) was the first

to break through this rule, buying it at liberal

prices, according to the quality and condition of the
article, as well as the general state of the market.

For the New England Farmer,

EUROPEAN BASKET "WILLOW.
Being one of the first to introduce into this

State the European Basket Willow, and be-

lieving that when its cultivation is properly

understood, it can be made not only one of
the surest crops the farmer can grow, but also

one of the most profitable, I have thought an
article on this subject might not be unprofit-

able to. the numerous readers of the Farmer.

The soil best adapted to the growth of the

European Willow has been generally supposed
to be a heav3% wet soil,—nearly every planta-

tion which has come within the range of my
observation having been set on meadow land,

—

but from experiments made on a variety of

soils, I am satisfied that this is a mistake. To
my surprise I have found them to make a bet-

ter growth on a sand bank, than on a rich,

wet meadow. They seem to make the best

growth on a warm, rich, sandy loam, where
either corn or potatoes would grow luxuri-

antly. On such soil they sometimes make a

growth of ten feet in one season, and will

make an averaged growth of six to eight feet

;

being very straight and slim, surpassing in

quality an} thing 1 have ever seen imported.

Our hot sun seems exactly adapted to its

growth. During our hottest days in July, in

a warm soil, they will make a growth of from
three to four inches in twenty-four hours,

while in a wet day they grow not more than
one-half an im-h.

To prepare the soil for a plantation it should

be ploughed and planted two years with some
crop which requires the land to be well culti-

vated ; it should also be made rich enough to

produce not less than fifty bushels of Indian

corn to the acre.

In transplanting the willows, tops are pre-

ferred to roots ; twigs about one-half an inch

in diameter should be selected and cut from
twelve to fifteen inches in length. As early

in April as the weather will permit, the land

should be well ploughed and furrowed three

feet apart. In these furrows the cuttings

should be set one foot from each other, not

perpendicular, but on an angle of about forty-

tive degrees. The first year the land should

be well cultivated. After this they require

but very little attention except harvesting the
crop.

The first years' growth should not be cut,

but after the second years' growth, sometime
between October and March, they should be
cut as near the ground as possible. This crop
is worth but little except to make cuttings for

a new plantation ; but after this, a valuable
crop may be cut every year between Decem-
ber and ]\Iarch,—February being the best
month, if the weather is not too cold and the
snow is not too deep. No injury will occur
to the roots if the crop is secured before the

warm days in March start the circulation of
sap. The canes should be bound in bundles
of about fifty pounds each, and set in three or
four inches of water. Sometime in May it

will be found the bark will peal off very easily
;

they should then be stripped and sent to market.
During the past six or eight years, there has

been a great demand for Basket Willow. It

has been sold as high as eighteen cents per
pound

; but at six cents per pound, it yields a
profit of not less than fifty dollars per acre.

There is a ready sale for all that is grown and
a very large quantity is imported. I have no
willows for sale, nor time to answer any c[ues-

tions, except through the Farmer.
E. Hersey.

Hingliam, Mass., Dec, 5, 1868.

Remarks.—The cultivation of the willow

on a sand bank, or even on a warm, rich,

sandy loam is a new idea to us. From our

observation, as well as our reading, water and

willows have become closely associated in our

mind. They grow in wet places on our own
farm, and wherever willows flourish we gen-

erally find them within reach of water. A
late writer says that in England, where the

white willow may be seen growing extensively

in ten or a dozen counties, it is not grown on

any but moist soil ; in springy and wet situa-

tions, unfit for cultivation by reason of being

too moist or wet, it may be found in quantity,

but not on dry upland at all, except by the

side of a ditch, or exceptionally wet places.

The common idea among cultivators of the

necessity of "a heavy wet soil" for the growth

of the willow is not only common but very

ancient. Mr. Lowell in his recent poem,

"Under the Willows," speaks of trees of that

variety

"that lean alonfr the brink
Where the steep upland tlips into the marsh."

And a much older writer than Mr. Lowell

speaks of "the willows of the brook." It is

with much pleasure, therefore, that we publish

the foregoing statement by Mr. Hersey, of

his success in cultivating the Basket Willow
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on upland. The value of Lis statement is en-

hanced by his well known caution about mak-

ing any statement or recommendation which is

not fully justified by his own practical experi-

ence or personal knowledge, or to which he is

unwilling to affix his name. But his doing the

latter should not subject him to a personal

correspondence. Inquiries for further infor-

mation from Mr. Hersey must be made through

the Farmer.

For the Xew England Farmer.

SYMPATHY BETWEEN MEN" AND
ANIMALS.

There is a sympatbetical relation existing

between men and animals which is not suffi-

cientl}' understood or studied by farmers and
those who have the care and training of do-
mestic animals. That there is a controlling

power which man has over the lower orders
of the animal kingdom is manifest to all.

It is the decree of the great Creator that man
should have dominion over the beasts of the

field, the fowls of the air, and the fishes of the

sea. There is naturally placed upon all ani-

mals the fear of man ; so that, instinctively

those in a wild state flee from Him or slink away
from his presence. There is a power in the

eye of man, when fixed steadily, which causes
even the the most fierce and savage beast to

quail beneath it. There is a power and ma-
jesty in "the human face divine" that exerts

a peculiar sympatbetical and restraining in-

fluence upon every animal. It is the power,
glory and majesty of mind over matter and
brute instinct. But in order that this power
may be felt and exerted in its full and legiti

mate manner it requires courage and calmness.
It is the calmness and fearlessness of the gaze
that give the power. As soon as the eye quails

through trepidation or fear, the power is gone,
the spell is broken, the beast has conquered,
and there is danger.

It is not, however, to this power in a general
sense that we would invite attention at this

time, but to that influence and power which
are exerted over domestic animals by those

who have the care of them. A man is con-
stantly exerting a peculiar sympatbetical influ-

ence over all the various animals with which
he has to do,—which is being as constantly

reflected back in the disposition and character
of each individual creature, according to the

sagacity, spirit and value of the animal. Some
animals, however, are naturally so stolid and
spiritless that they are almost worthless except
to supply the market stalls. How often do
we see the nature and character of a man re-

flected back in his horse ? A nervous, fidgety,

irascible man will make in a short time a ner-
vous, restless, fractious horse. His horse has
caught his temper and disposition, and will

make them manifest. While on the other

hand, a calm, dignified even-tempered man will

soon make his horse, like himself, calm, noble,
docile and gentle. How manifest is this also
in times of danger, when horses become
alarmed and frightened,—if their drivers are
alarmed and terrified, the horses become terri-

fied and unmanageable ; while on the other
hand, if their drivers are self-possessed and
speak calmly and soothingly to their alarmed an-
imals, they will soon begin to lose their fear and
regain their confidence. We have often seen
horses when anything occurred to excite their

fear, neighing for their masters, and if at lib-

erty, running to them for protection, when a
few strokes of the hand upon the neck, and a
few soothing words would quiet all their fear
and make them calm and self-possessed.

Horses, as a general thing, can be far more
easily controlled by the voice than by the
whip, or rein even. They soon learn the
tones of their master's voice, and know what
is meant by it, and readily will obey that
voice if properly trained, with far less trouble,
and certainly with far less pain and suffering,

than from the use of the whip. Let it here
be remembered that they are not harsh, angry
words, or loud oaths and imprecations that do
this work of training ; but words of calmness,
firmness and gentleness. Animals do not like

to hear the harsh grating tones of anger or
passion, or oaths and imprecations of the fu-

rious man, anymore than men do; and they
will soon, under such treatment, become ner-

vous, fiery and vicious. Many a noble horse
has had to suffer the most shameful abuse for
that which the harsh, angry voice of his mas-
ter or driver has made him to be.

A man can easily make his cow nervous,

fidgety and kicking, by his nervousness and
irritability, and oxen will soon become frac-

tious and unmapageable by the use of harsh, an-

gry words and unkind treatment. All ani-

mals learn to love those who treat them with
kindness. They love the calm, soothing, gen-

tle tones of their master's voice, and readily

obey his call. A calm, gentle word, the

humming of a tune, a pat or stroke of the

hand, will do far more to make a cow, an ox or

a horse gentle and manageable than anything

else,—for these win their confidence. ThQ
man who controls himself on his farm, in his

stable and barn, among his horses, oxen and

cows, gains far more every way, in comfort to

himself, in safety and security of life and prop-

erty, and in the yield of dairies, than by fol-

lowing any other course ; for he has learned

to govern himself, and in governing himself he

has learned the secret of governing and man-
aging his horse, his ox and his cow ; in a

word, everything feels the happy influence of a

calm and dignified self control.

Who has not marked the difference between

the appearance of a stock of cattle and horses

kindly managed, and that of a stock, different-

ly treated. In the one, the animals were peace-
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ful and happy, and everything appeared in good
humor. The cows, quietly chewing their cuds,

are all ready with their full quota of milk, in a

healthy condition, fit for the diary; not a foot

lifted, and nothing lost from the foaming pails.

The horses seem to smile and neigh a welcome
to their kind-hearted master ; and even the

geese and hens join in a merry concert.

What more inviting scene presents itself at

the twilight hour of some beautiful June day
than such a farm yard, the very picture of

peace and prosperity ! While in the other,

every thing is in a flurry and tumult, a perfect

"hurly burly." Cows and oxen dodging this

way and that, afraid of a blow or a kick, while

the very geese and hens fly in terror from the

loud, angry and boisterous shouts or horrid

oaths, with which the whole herd is hurried

into the barn-yard. Nothing seems calm,

quiet or good humored. The agitated and
trembling cows chew no cud, but yield their

heated milk, entirely unfit for the dairy, and
perchance half is lost by a luckless kick of the

foot, to be returned by a slap from the milking

stool, only to make the poor trembling crea-

ture more fearful and uneasy.

How much need is there that our farmers

should learn the secret of making their "barn
families" peaceful and happy. It is sad to see

bow many farmers permit theiranimals to be most
shamefully abused by rough men and boys, who
should not be allowed to have anything to do
with the noble animals God has given for the

use and comfort of man. Such men and boys

are better qualified for the House of Correc-

tion than for the farm. Every man will mould
and shape the character and disposition of his

domestic animals by his own spirit and temper.

As he is, so they will be. If his horse, ox or

cow is vicious and unmanageable, instead of

abusing it, let him blame himself, or rather

regulate his own conduct— govern himself

—

and thereby learn the secret of governing his

creatures. G.

Needham, Mass., Dec, 1868.

i For the Keio England Farmer,

BECIPEOCITY AND COMBING W^OOLS.

The little article which was published in the

Farmer of November 28, on this subject, was
sent to Dr. Randall by one of his Boston cor-

respondents, with the remark, "I send you the

enclosed article which (and it Is that which
gives it its Importance) 1 judge was written by
our friend— . — .

. What do you think of

his facts and logic?"

To the article, which Is published In full in

the Rural New Yorker, Dr. Randall appends
the following remarks :

—

To the propositions contained in the second para-
graph we suhscrilje fully. But the assumption
contained in the next one, that "inasmuch as both
the States and Canadas do not produce an amount
(of long wool) sufficient to supply the wants of
our manufacturers," therefore Canada wools if

brought in free of duty would not affect the market
prices of our own, is wholly untenable. Prices
rise in proportion to the scarcity of a product.
Every pound brought into the United States from
Canada, lessens the scarcity in our market, and
takes the place of so much domestic wool which
our people could and would otherwise grow to
supply the entire demand. The C.madas not hav-
ing our taxes to pay can, even under our present
rate of duties compete with ns in our own markets
on not very unfavorable terms. Take off the duty,
and instead of being "just as much protected by nur
tariff as our own farmers are," the Canadian farmer
will be in effect vastly better protected. The cajii-

tal invested in sheep production in the United
States annually pays to the Federal Goverment
about four per cent, in direct or indirect taxes on
its entire assessed value. How much additional

does it pay in State and local taxes ? These
differ in ilitferent Stales and localities, and we
have not the means now to estimate the average.

Let us assume, conjciturally, that it equals three

per cent, of the assessed value. Then we have
the United States grower paying seven per cent, for

what we may term the use of his own country's
markets, while the Canadian grower, with recipro-

city in wool, would pa)' nothing for their use!
The Canadian grower paying neither our govern-
ment taxes nor the duties levied on other toreign-

ers, would be the most favored pi'oducer in the

world in the United States markets—made so by
United States legislation or treaties !

How long under such circumstances would !Eng-

land remain the "principal long-wool pioducing
country in the world ?" If any confidence was
felt in Canada that those circumstances would be
permanent—i. e. that the United States would
msiintain free-trade with Canada and the present
duties on the wool of other foreign countries—"the
Dominion" would soon become the leading long-

wool producing country of the world; and it

might even seriously compete with our northern
regions in the production of fine wool. Under
such a state of things, it would be decidedly ad-

vantageous, in a pecuniary point of view, for at

least our long wool growers to emigrate to Canada

!

The attempt to show, inferentiallj', that our home
prices on long wool have been depressed by the

tarilf, because those prices were higher under reci-

procity than now, is supported by no pertinent

fact or even argument—but simply by the coinci-

dence of the two circumstances. Alone this coin-

cidence proves nothing. The commercial, physi-

cal and political causes which have depressed the

prices of wool since the tai iff"went into effect, are pa-

tent to all well informed men. They have been set

forth in the resolutions of the National Wool
Growers' and Manufacturers' Associations, by simi-

lar State associations, and by the agricultural

press. They never have been denied, or so far as

we have seen, questioned.

We have, in our anxiety to treat with courtesy

an honored correspondent, been drawn—rather in-

considerately—into an answer to the positions of

an anonymous writer in another journal. This is

contrary to a rule of editorial action, the reasons

for which will probably be obvious to all—and
which we do not propose again to violate, under
any ordinary circumstances.

It would appear that "Mentor" Is not known
either to Dr. Randall or his correspondent;

and though the doctor apologizes for having

noticed an anonymous article, we are disposed

to think that anonymous articles are more
likely to be tested on their own merits than

articles to which the name of some one known
to fame is attached. By their remarks, how-
ever, the doctor and his correspondent have
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paid us a compliment we never expected. We
do not know who their mutual "friend" is,

and we do not see bow that friend could give

any article an importance to which the facts

and logic it contained did not entitle it.

The doctor evidently labors under a mis-

apprehension, in the outset. It would be
folly to dispute that "prices rise in pro-

portion to the scarcity of a product," or

that "every pound brought into the United
States from Canada lessens the scarcity in our

own market." But the statement that every

pound thus brought into the country "takes

the place of so much domestic wool which our

people could and would otherwise grow to

supply the entire demand," is one which re-

quires a very large amount of qualification.

The fact is that the Canada wool does not

take the place of the wool which our own sup-

plies, but it fills a place which our own people

have failed to supply. A large amount of that

imported does not in any way compete with

much of the so-called domestic combing. The
latter is soft and dull haired, being only quar-

ter or half bred Leicester, Cotswold or Lin-

colnshire ; very little full blood Leicester or

Cotswold being produced in the country.

Thus, as we have before said, our own people

do not produce the wool we want, consequent-

ly our manufacturers must have the wool from
Canada or stop their mills. They must not

only have this, but they must also go to Eng-
land.

Now if the Canadian does not have to pay
the taxes, general and local, that our farmers

have to pay, the English farmer surely has to

pay heavy taxes and heavy rents ; much heavi-

er than the taxes of our farmers, when rent is

considered. Still combing wool in England
sells at 30 to 40 cents per pound, gold, and is

much superior to what our people have yet

produced, and it will be some time before they
do it. Until such time as they do, we must
obtain our supplies from other countries, or

our manufacturers must shut up their mills.

So far our manufactures have increased much
more rapidly than has the production of wool.

A year ago there were in the United States

over 250,000 pounds of Canada wool of the

clip of 18G5, and over half a million pounds
all told. Now there are not over 50,000 pounds
all told.

Last week there were sold in New York
50,000 pounds of Canada wool, which was
shipped to England in July last, because the

English market then appeared more favorable
than ours. But wool advanced here, and it

was thought advisable to ship it to New York,
where it was sold for 52 cents per pound, gold.
Our best domestic combing brings 60 cents,

currency, ten cents less than the Canada
which paid ten cents per pound duty, and
eleven per cent ad valorem.
The Doctor says "the attempt to show in-

ferentially that our home prices on long wool
have been depressed by the tariff, because

those prices were higher under reciprocity than
now, is supported by no pertinent fact or even
argument, but simply the coincidence of two
circumstances."

We were not aware that we did attempt to

show or to prove, either inferentially or oth-

erwise, that combing wool was lower now than
before the repeal of the reciprocity treaty.

We stated a fact which the Doctor does not
deny, but calls it a coincidence. Now we
supposed the Doctor was philosopher enough
to know that coincidences are effects of causes

;

and the cause of this coincidence is the fact

that trade has been bad in England, and the

combing wool there is not worth so much as it

was in 1865 by from four to eight cents per lb.

He does admit the fact that though the demand
here has been increased since the repeal of the

reciprocity treaty, contrary to the general law
of supply and demand, wool has decreased in

price ; and he does not deny the other fact,

that with the repeal of the reciprocity treaty

wool fell in Canada, and was twenty cents per
pound less last July than in July, 1865, and
that to-day it is less by twenty cents than then,

still our farmers are getting no more in conse-

quence of the tariff, but the Canadian is get-

ting less. These are the facts Avhich are un-

controvertible.

Though the Doctor should not compromise
the dignity of the editorial chair by noticing

another anonymous article, we sincerely thank
him for the small favor he has so kindly con-

descended to confer upon us. We are to

fame unknown, and may prefer to remain so.

This little incident, however, reminds us of

the stcry of a blacksmith who had gained re-

pute for the keenness of his edge-tools, and
who one day forgot in the process of manu-
facture to apply the steel. On being reminded
by his apprentice of the omission, he replied,

"Never mind, its name is up !" Other men's

names may be up so high as to give an article

all its "importance," but ours is not, there-

fore we are compelled to put on the steel.

Boston, Dec. 11, 1868. Mentor,

For the Neio England Farmer,

NEWPORT, MAINE.
Many people in New England w^ho have

never visited Maine, form an idea of its cli-

mate from the winds which come to them from

"Down East." A more mistaken notion can-

not be entertained, as I have learned from a

recent trip through a portion of the State.

Here I am now in the town of Newport,

the surface of which is nearly level,—there

being no hill of any note in town. Nearly

one-third of its area—some six miles square

—

is water ; there being a large pond nearly in

its centre.

The Maine Central Railroad, from Water-

ville to Bangor passes through the town, and

the village is also connected with Dexter by

another railroad. Newport Village is a place
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of considerable trade, there bein^ some
twenty stores, good flour mill, &c. Potatoes
are one of the staple crops of this town. One
farmer informs me that in his school district

the farmers will average more than a thou
sand bushels each. At East Newport Depot
they have bought and sent to Bangor more
than twenty-five thousand bushels, and at the

Village more than four times as many.
The profit of the business, and the spirit in

which it is prosecuted, may be illustrated by
a single instance that came under my notice.

Two young men, brothers, bought one hun-

dred acres of land in Stetson, a town adjoin-

ing Newport, for four hundred dollars. They
cut wood enough last fall to pay for the same.
The wood was hauled to the railroad and sold.

Last spring they burned up the brush, planted

patatoes, and this fall they dug seven hundred
bushels, which they sold for eighty cents per
bushel. On the same field they had a patch
of white beans, from which they harvested

about twenty bushels. They say they have a
good "camp," well furnished with everything

but a woman ; a deficiency that the young
ladies of the neighborhood will probably soon
take measures to supply. F.

Stetson, Me., Dec. U, 1868.

CLOVEB IN" KOTATION.
In reply to a New York correspondent of

the Country Gentleman, a farmer in Bucks

county, Penn., writes to that paper, that far-

mers in his section introduce clover less fre-

quently into the rotation than formerly. At

a Farmers' Club, where nearly a score of far-

mers were present who had tried clover, the

unanimous testimony was that it was becoming

more and more uncertain, while blue or wire

grass was taking possession of the soil—in-

deed, every one said he had been forced to

abandon the growth of clover. The writer

says :

—

Some observations of my own may help to

throw light on the subject. There are two
fields on our farm which have been cultivated

almost from the time of the first settlement by
the Quakers under Penn, nearly two hundred
years ago. One of these fields is of the red
shale or old red sand-stone formation, and on
this field clover has never failed with ordinary

care. The other field, and indeed the rest of
the cultivated land, is the diluvial soil of the

Delaware Valley, which is here a rather light,

or sandy gravel loam, thirty feet in depth. In

the new field, cleared within fifty years, no
diflicultv is experienced (in the ordinary rota-

tion) in securing a good catch of clover. In

the old field clover has failed in a greater or

less degree for twenty years, yet a part of the

same lot of ground was reserved some eight or

ten years ago as a suitable piece on which to

practice soiling. Sowed corn, rye, millet,

&c., were raised in different succession for

five or six years. But the constant diminution

of the crops at last revealed what theory did

not, that the continued working of so light a
soil decreased its fertility faster than an annu-
al liberal supply of manure could replenish it.

I then seeded it to rye and clover. The rye

was a light crop, but the clover has been the

admiration of all who have seen it for two
years, and bids fair to do well another year.

AGEICULTUKAIi ITEMS.
—Solomon advises the sluggard to go to the

ant ; but the shiftless in our day generally go to

their "uncle."

—The experience of this year proves that wheat

can be raised profitably in Maine. The midge has

not troubled the crops to any great extent.

—An oak in Lawrence, Kansas, is nine feet in

diameter and thirty in circumference, and the

lowest limbs are forty feet from the ground.

—In a journey through Illinois, D. B. Walsh,

Esq., the State Entomologist, discovered that the

oyster-shell bark-louse, cannot permanently ex-

ist in the Southern Jaalf of the State. Trees in-

fested with this insect, taken from the Northern

part a year ago, were found to be nearly or entirely

free from them, nothing remains but the old dry

scales.

—The Hinesburgh, Vt., cheese factory worked
the past season 139 days, and manufactured in that

time, 1157 cheeses, averaging a fraction over fifty

pounds each. About one-half of the cheeses made
were sent to market by the company, mostly to

Burchard & Co., of Boston, it selling in that place

from 15.^ to 17i cents per pound. The total amount

of money received for the sale of cheese, and gain

on hogs fed at the factory was $19,543.69. The
number of cows furnishing milk for the factory

varied from 250 to 600. The total number of

pounds of milk manufactured was 1,219,286 ; total

pounds of cheese made 123,093 ; being nine and

niue-tenths pound of milk to one pound of cheese.

—Mr. Thomas Reynolds, of Hadley, Mass., has

recentl}' lost three cattle through a disease which

is strange in that locality. The cattle have all died

early in the morning, having exhibited no previ-

ous indications of bad health, and having eaten

well the evening before. A post mortem examina-

tion shows a disordered digestion, and that the

coatings of the stomach and of the intestines are

much diseased, also the liver and gall bladder,

the latter being thickened. The lungs appear per-

fectly healthy. This disease resembles, in some

of its aspects, the Texas cattle disease. But as

poison is said to produce similar effects, it remains

to be determined whether these cattle died from

that or from some other cause. These cattle came

from Vermont, where they were pastured during

the past summer.
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EXTRACTS AND KEPLIES.

MICE GIRDLING TREES.

Some years since you kindly pul)]islie(l a com-
munication from the writer, on "How to prevent
micegirdlingtrees." As I am unal)le now to refer

to the date of the Farmer in wliich it appeared, I

will, with your permission, repeat it in substance,
for the information of "Jack" or any other of your
correspondents.
Place around your trees tubes or cylinders

made from old waste tin, stove funnel, yarn cans,

sheet iron, or zinc, any quantity of which may be
had for the picking up about stove or tin shops, or
perhaps on your own premises. The tubes may
be from two to eight inches diameter, and from
six inches to anj"- length you may desire and can
find material for. A tinman's shears and vise are
all the tools necessary to put them in shape for use.

Cut to the sizes you want, turn over the edges one-
eighth of an inch of two sides in opposite directions,

bring it round a tree, clasp it by hooking the
parts turned at the edges together, press down a
little into the earth and you have a mouse-proof
shield that will not easily get displaced, tliat can
be put in position and removed in ten seconds, and
will last a life-time with very little care. I have
used, and so have some of my neighbors, these
shields for fifteen years past around trees growing
in places where mice are most likely to abound,
but have never known of a tree being injured by
the vermin when thus protected, while other trees

in the same locality, left unprotected, or banked
up, have been ruined. The expense of these
shields is trifling. A tin worker made a hundred
of various sizes for me some fifteen years ago, at a
cost of less than three cents a piece. Most of them
have been put around trees every winter since, and
they arc now as serviceable as when first made. I

use them in spring about young cabbages and
other plants, and they prove a good protection
against cut and slug worms. I sometmies fill the
circular space around a tree with coal ashes and
let the shield remain the year round as a prevent-
ive of the operations of the apple and peach tree

borer.
If your correspondents "Jack" and "J. J. T."

will fairly test my method of "circumventing the
varmints," if it fails, they may draw on me at sight
for all trouble and expense. R.
Lowell, Mass., Nov., 1868.

COTSWOLD SHEEP.

Since the publication in your paper of my arti-

cle upon the profits of Cotswold sheep, I am al-

most daily in recefpt of letters requesting me to
give the result of my experience in breeding and
crossing them upon other breeds. To comply
with these requests by letter would take nearly
the whole of my time. I will, therefore, with your
pernli.^sion answer them in a scries of articles dur-
ing the coming winter, through your valuable
paper.

13ut first let me inquire of such men, are you
readers of the Neav England Farmer. If not,
will you immediately subscribe for if, and endeav-
or to induce your neighbor to do the same thing,
for I cannot consent to ask the editor to furnish
us with the ready-made brick, without first olfer-
ing liini the straw to make it of. There is not a
reader of this paper who cannot with very little

trouble, induce some one of his friends or neigh-
bors to subscribe for the New England Farmer.
Now friends will you do it ?

I have many letters saving that thousands of
sheep will be "slaughtered for their pelts ;" "we
are becoming heartily disgusted with raising fine
wool and keeping fine sheep." To all such I

would say hold on ! There is a better way than to

go into the indiscriminate slaughtering of sheep
for their skins, and it is my purpose to show a
better way. T. L. Hart.

West Cornwall, Co7in., Dec. 8, 1868.

application of ashes to fruit trees.

I often make use of ashes around my trees,—
certainly as often as once a year, and believe it to
be of great benefit to them. 13ut, like some of your
other correspondents, I have learned not to apply
it in contact with the bark of the trees, as they be-
come moistened and form lye often too strong for
the growing wood. I generally use aboutone
quart of ashes to a tree, scattering it around them
as far as the roots are supposed to extend under-
neath. My large trees, in bearing ten or twelve
years, receive an application of from six to eight
quarts of unleached, or double the quantity of
leached ashes to each tree, scattered in same man-
ner. I never permit the ashes to lie upon the
ground in any place more than one inch in depth.

It is the excessive use of proff"ered blessings
which renders them a curse. Let us profit by each
other's experience, truthfully, and candidly given;
and thereby avoid errors, which require time and
capital to correct.

In this connection allow me to remark, that I

fully appreciate the wide influence, which your ex-
cellent journal is exerting, in advancing the great
and growing interests of agriculture and horticul-

ture. I like the tone of your paper. It has a ten-

dency to make young men satisfied with their

homes, and teaches them the manhood, indepen-
dence and honor of a farmer's life.

Solon Burroughs.
Vergennes, Addison Co., Vt., Dec. 4, 1868.

Remarks.—It may not be improper for us to

remark that the foregoing is from a practical nur-

seryman.

application of manure.

In your issue of November 28, I was not only
pleased ^Vith the closing remarks of W. S. Grow,
but with your most pungent remarks in reply.

The most economical application of manure is

a study of the greatest importance, and requires

the closest observation for a period of many con-
secutive years. In my observation for twenty
years in the practical applisation of manure, I am
convinced that what is ordinarily termed "mulch-
ing," or the application of thoroughly decomposed
barn-yard manure to the surface, to be the most
economical use of this class of fertilizers. From
this experience I am convinced that one cord of
manure applied to the surface on wheat ground at

the time of sowing, or on ground intended for

corn, in the late autumn, or applied to all varieties

of large and small fruits, is worth three cords
ploughed or dug under to a depth of eight inches.

My soil is of a gravelly loam, resting upon a clay
subsoil. Upon more tenacious soils or upon deep
drifts of shale, a different application may prove
advisable.
Hoping to hear from our friend Grow, and others

of your intelligent country gentlemen, I am yours
truly. E. M. Bradley.
East Bloomfield, N. F., Nov. 30, 1868.

KINO OF TOMPKINS.

I see in the Farmer of last week, a notice of the

King of Tompkins County apple, which hardly
answers for this locality.

Some fifteen or sixteen years ago, while living in

Tompkins County, I came across this apple, and
thought it the handsomest and best apple I ever saw.
I sent some scions to my father in Concord, who
grafted them into two trees in the orchard. They
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have grown thriftily, and are now the largest trees

in the orchard, but never get more than a bushel
or so to the tree, and what is worse, they rot badly
on the tree, and after they are gathered. I have
noticed also, that several other varieties that I sent

at the same time, from Central New York, have
the same defect,—that of rotting badly on the tree.

The Northern Spy was one of these.

We keep the King apple, not from any profit pe-

cuniarily, but because the housekeepers think it is

the best of any for cooking purposes. Many things
raised on the farm, besides these apples, are not to

be valued by dollars and cents. F. G. Pkatt.
Concord, Mass., Dec. 7, 18GS.

ASHKS AND METAL TUBES TO KEEP MICE FEOM
TREES.

A correspondent in the Farmer of November
28th, desires to hear from others in regard to the
effect of a:^hes placed around fruit trees. Several
years since I had some apple and peach trees from
two to tive inches througii that were troubled by
borers. I placed tins in the form of a tube around
the trees, ten inches in height, leaving a space be-

tween tree and tin of about two inches, and tilled

in witii hard wood ashes. The result was that
most of the trees so served, especially the peach
and smaller apple, did not swell their buds the
following spring, and I found upon removing the
tins, that the bark had become black and slippery,

reailily parting from the wood. Six out of ten
trees were dead, while other trees in the same yard,
dealt with in precisely the same wav, except that
instead of lilling in with wood ashes, I tilled in

with sifted coal ashes, were doing well and started
finely. I have trees with tins about them filled

with coal ashes that have not been removed in the
last four years. The trees thrive well and I can
find no vestige of the borer, unless it may be in
rare instances up about the lower limbs. I think
sharp sand filled around the tree would be quite
as good as coal dust—perhaps better.

It Mr. W. V. Tainter will try the metal tube
about his "thousand fruit trees," without any fill-

ing in, he will find his trees all right next spring,
so far as girdling by mice is concerned. r.

Lowell'^Mass., Nov. 30, 1S68.

ANOTHER CL'RIOUS FREAK OF NATURE.

A late number of the Farmer gave us an ac-
count of a lamb which saved its owner the trouble
of marking it, as it came wiih a distinct imitation
on its f-ide of the initial "L" with which the owner
marked his sheep. Another singular case occurred
on the farm of Ingham Chandler, Esq., of this

place. A lamb was dropped that appeared to l>e

perfect in all respects, except its head, to which
was attached by a small ligament, perhaps an inch
in diameter, a sack nearly as large as the head,
which , from its location, resemljled an extensive
"waterfall." This protuberance, like a bladder
"blown up," yielded to the touch, but immediately
resumed its former shape on the removal of the
pressure. The lamb died. Is this a warning to
the wearers of "heavy waterfalls?" Zen.

Washington Plantation, Me., Dec. 2, 1868.

PARALYSIS OF A HORSE'S LIPS.

I notice in your issue of this week "an interesting
case of paralysis." The muscles that control the
movements of the lips in graspmg are what are
called the "orbicularis oris." They are situated
within the border of the lips, and arc attached to
the bones called superior and inferior maxillary
bones. Some anatomists call them the postcriorand
anterior maxillary bones. The posterior maxillary
bone for the most part holds the muscles named.

This bone extends from that part of the skull
where the tusk is found in the upper jaw, up to
the "malar bone" at the apex of the protuberance
below and back of the eye.
The connection of the muscles of the lips is along

this bone and under the base of this protuberance.
Any bruise upon this bone, or slight fracture, might
involve the muscle. If inflammation is found, re-

duce it; if not, a slight blister or stimulating appli-
cation may help it. The irjury is undoubtedly
mechanical, and requires local treatment.

T. S. Lang.
North Vassalboro', Me., Dec. 5, 1858.

WINTER CARE OF POULTRY.

The question, "How to make hens profitable

during winter ?" is constantly being a'^ked and as
often answered. I propose to give a few hints in

regard to it. If they are expected to lay in the
winter, one requisite is to have them of suitable
age. April and May chickens are the best to keep
as layers ; and in selecting, choose those with
broad breasts, plump and full forward. Now, this

is not generally believed ; but it is true that broad,
square breasted hens, will lay longer than any
others.
Having the best pullets to start with, give them

the warmest place possible, and be sure to give
them plenty of light. Laying hens should have
low places to roost, and should have the kindest
treatment. They should have plenty to cat and
have clean water always before theni. Meat and
Ijones pounded before burning, are very useful
and perhaps indispensable where the most profit

is wanted. One great thing is to be on intimate
acquaintance with the hens, so that when one goes
to feed them they will know that it is a friend,

and not an enemy ready to throw something al;

them. H.
Norwich, Vt., Nov. 30, 1868.

,

FAILURE OF SCIONS.

In regard to the failure of scions spoken of by
your correspondent, "Jack," in the Monthly Far-
mer for September, I would say that the trouble
was probably in the scions or in the setting of them.
Have good scions and set them properly, and I
don't think the weather will affect them. I cut
my scions some warm day in Febuary or March,
before the buds have started, pack them in green-
wood sawdust and keep them In the cellar until I
want to use them. I set them the past season
from the first of April until the first of July, and
don't know as I Io>t a single stock. j. w. o.
Cmnmington, Mass., Oct. 28, 1868.

EARLy PEAS AND EARLY ROSE POTATOES.

I find that the offer I made in my advertisement
to furnish packages of ray early peas at 2.3 cents is

likely to lead to more applications than I could
well "supply. I presume I am the only one to
blame ; but I meant to say that I would send a
25 cent package of peas to every one Avho ordered
Early Kose potatoes from me, it they desired
them. From a single pound of Early Hose plant-
ed by themselves, I raised 176 pounds,—my
largest potato weighing one pound and nine
ounces. W. I. Simonds.
Roxbury, Vt., 1868.

SALTING HAMS.
I have this day been salting my pork hams after

the following method : 3 gallons water; 4^ pounds
salt; 1.^ pounds brown sugar; 1 pint molasses; 1

ounce pearlash. Boil and skim. Let the hams
remain in the mixture fi-om four to six weeks.
When taken out soak them twelve hours and
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smoke to your likin?. I have practiced this method
thirty-two years. I have never eaten any hams
that would equal them in goodness. The meat is

tender, sweet and juicy; not salt and dry as most
of the hams are that we buy at the stores, e. l.

Long Plain, Mass., Nov. 21, 1868.

< FANCY OR GILT-EDGED BUTTER.

I have seen in the Produce Market Report, sev-
eral times the past season, that "Fancy Butter" is

quoted from thirty to furty cents a pound more
than the best of common butter. Now I would
like to inquire through the Farmer what that
butter is and how it is made ? Jacob G. Hotey.
East St. Joknsbunj, Vt., Dec. 7, 1868.

I would like to know how the "Gilt-edged But-
ter" is made that is spoken of in the Farmer ?

Will some one that knows how, please inform us ?

L. R. Partridge.
Braintree, Vt., Dee. 12, 1868.

Remarks.—We submit these inquiries to those

who know how to make "gilt-edged" butter, with

the hope that some one will reply. We are not,

however, very sanguine in our expectations that

every particular of the process of making "fancy

butter" can be put upon paper. The expression

"gilt-edged" as applied to butter, or to commercial

paper, means, we suppose, simply extra, premium,

superfine,

—

the very best. There are "gilt-edged"

articles of all kinds in the market; and there are,

also, "gilt-edged" farmers, "gilt-edged" house-

keepers, "gilt-edged" mechanics, "gilt-edged" men
and women, boys and girls, in every department

of life, all the way up to Presidents and Kings;

but who can divulge the secret of their superiority ?

Can they themselves impart it to others ?

We were informed by one of the dealers in the

"gilt-edged butter" alluded to in our report of the

market, that in one case the woman who had charge

of a dairy which had for some time produced a

tip-top article of genuine "fancy butter," was ob-

liged to leave the establishment for a few months.

Notwithstanding all the advantages of her exam-
ple, and of her directions to her successor, the

butter made during her absence, from the same

cows, in the same room, and with the same uten-

sils, depreciated in value some twenty cents per

pound. On her return, however, the butter im-

mediately resumed its former excellence.

Other cases of failure were spoken of, where in-

telligent men had failed in their efforts to produce

the true "gilt-edged" article of butter, though no
expense was spared in the selection of cows, in

feeding them, or in furnishing the necessary man-
ufacLuring conveniences.

"We do not state these facts to discourage any
one in their efforts for improvement. Nor do we
doubt that considerable butter is every year pro-

duced by dairy women in the country which, if

offered by a well-known maker of the "gilt-edged,"

would pass as a first rate "fancy" article.

This leads us to remark that the reputation of

the maker is an important item in the character of

the article produced. Families who pay "gilt-

edged" prices demand assurance of the "respec-

tability" of the source of the article ; assurance of

neatness and care in every process of its manufac-
ture. We have often heard the remark from a
neat farmer's wife, "I should dislike to be obliged

to use butter bought in market, without knowing
anything about where it came from, or who made
it." Nice city people have the same delicacy of

feeling and are willing to pay a round price for but-

ter that not only looks and tastes all right, but

which they know, and can assure their friends

who eat with them, was made with clean hands.

This is all we know about "what that butter is,

and how it is made."

CHEAP WASH FOR BUILDINGS.

Will you please inform me through your col-

umns of some durable and cheap wash for build-
ings. Something ot the kind has appeared in your
paper, but I am unable to procure it.

S. N. Howard.
West Bfidgewater, Mass., Dec. 14, 1868.

Remarks.—The monthly issue of the Farmer,
with its annual index furnishes excellent facilities

for preserving and referring to the valuable infor-

mation which appears in its columns. At page 47

volume for 1868, is an editorial article on "How to

Prevent the Decay of Wood," in which we intro-

duced the following rules for making whitewash,

given in the Scientijic American, to which we pre-

sume our correspondent alludes :

—

"Take a clean, water-tight cask and put into it

half a bushel of lime. Slack it by pouring water

over it boiling hot, and in sulEcient quantity to

cover it five inches deep, and stir it briskly till

thoroughly slackened. When the lime has been

slackened, dissolve it in water, and add two pounds

of sulphate of zinc and one ofcommon salt. These

will cause the wash to harden and prevent its

cracking, which gives an unseemly appearance to

the work. A beautiful cream color may be given

to the wash by a,(itl\n^threo pounds of yelloio ochre

;

or a good pearl or lead color, by the addition of

lamp or iron black. For fawn color add four

pounds umber, one pound Indian red, and one

pound common lamp black. For stone color add

four pounds raw umber and two poundslamp black.

When applied to the outside of houses and to

fences, it is rendered more durable by adding

about a pint of sweet milk to a gallon of wash."

KICKING cows.

Is there any remedy for a kicking cow, besides

tying her in some of the various ways tbat have
been recommended? I have a valuable cow for

milk, gentle every way and appears to have a gen-

tle disposition ; but the instant that I take hold of

her teats to milk she will kick me over if i-he can.

If you or any of the readers of the Farmer can
tell me of a way to prevent or cure her from kick-

ing, you will greatly oblige e. l.

Long Plain, Mass., Nov. 21, 1868.

Remarks.—Something a little extra by way of

food given to a cow while milking will sometimes

prove effectual. A confirmed kicker, however, is

a bad subject, and the cheapest way often is to
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make beef of her. In his book on American Cat-

tle, Mr. Allen says, that lie has milked valuable

cows addicted to kicking by taking the iron forceps,

used for holding cattle by the no:?trils, and tying

them by a rope or strap to a beam over head, and

drawing up their noses at an elevation and there

securing them while they are milked. Some milk-

ers are in the habit of pressing sharp finger nails

against the sensitive teats, and then abuse the cows

because they kick.

A COUGH IN A IIORSE.

I have a vaUialjle mare that has a bad cough.
She had the horse-ail when I bought her last

spring, and bus not eot rid of her cough yet.

She coughs but very little on the road, but runs at

the nose when at work. Whether she has recov-

ered from the horse-ail or not 1 do not know, but
think she ought to have done so before this. She
eats as well as any horse, and appears well, ex-

cept the cough, whieh keeps her thin of tlesh.

Can you or any of your subscribers give me any
intor'mation about it, or suggest a good remedy ?

A SUBSCKIBEE.
Marshfield, Mass., Dec. 16, 1868.

Remarks.—Notwithstanding the skill of our

best physicians, they arc often unable to cure

coughs in their human patients. A cough is rather

a symptom than a disease. It is often caused by

the irritability of the air passages, occasioned by

previous disease. A chronic cough in horses is

often occasioned, says Dr. Dadd,by indiscretion in

the treatuient of influenza, distemper, and disease

of the respiratory apparatus. It is also one of the

effects of liver disease, and sometimes of worms.

Too much dry fodder, especially chaff, often ag-

gravates a cough. Carrots and other roots and

green feed may be advantageously used. Give

your horse a warm stall, with bedding a foot deep,

with moist cut feed, a little laxative medicine and

not much hard work. If others have a sure cough

remedy we hope they ^vill prescribe.

GIRLS ON THE FARM.

If it is necessary to the interest of the farm that

the boys remain at home, it is no less important
that the girls remain there also. Perhaps keeping
the girls at hon e would be the most successful
means of keeping the boys there, as youth is always
attracted liy l)eauty and grace. The great call for

help in cities and manufacturing districts induce
great numbers (jf our middling cla^s of farmers'
girls to leave liome or situations in farmers' fami-
lies and seek employment in shops or lactorics.

Although they may earn nominally great pay in

these places, their fancied wants require the expen-
diture of nearly all their wages ; and in numerous
instances their health becomes sadly impaired, and
many of them return home with pale faces and im-
paired constitutions, instead of the rosy checks
with which they left home, and with a growing
dislike for the plain and substantial things of the
country and I'arm. It would be much l)ctter for far-

mers' girls to stay at home and help their mothers,
and their fathers, too, if he has not boys enough.
Although they may not have so many fine clothes,

costly jewels, and city fashions, they will possess
that which is far more desirable—common sense
and robust health.

We have Agiicultural Colleges for our boys, and
by and by these educated and practical young far-

mers will want healthy and qualified wives.
Therefore our girls must wake up, and consider
the prospects before them, and embrace every op-
portunity for fitting themselves for healthy and
honorable positions.

It is not unlady-like to be able to superintend the
entire domestic concerns of Mieir own households.
The servants, if such arc employed, are far more
likely to lie faiihiul and economical if the mistress
knows whether the bread and l)utter are made
right or wrong. The ignorance of the mistress of
the house in the details of housekeeping is the
great cause of the trouble with the Bridgets, of
which wc hear so much. When I hear ladies com-
plaining of the ignorance and awkwardness of their
help, I am ufttn glad that they do not know what
I think is the main cause of all these domestic diffi-

culties. "(Jood workmen never complain of tools."
Good generals are always supported by efficient
and relial)le officers, and by brave and succeesful
soldiers. Good housekeepers are usually fortu-
nate in securing good help, becnu-e they (an direct
and educate their servants. Housekeeping is an
art and science that can be acquired only by much
practice. There is no royal road to this, any more
than to any other branch of our education. It is

not acquired at high schools, nor in shops and fac-
tories. In factory and shop work girls expect to
serve a more or less extended term "of apprentice-
ship, but as to housekeeping very many young
ladies seem to think that no apprenticeship or ex-
perience is needed. Is it strange that domestic in-
felicities and even divorces should be fearfully on
the increase ? Mrs. Tkask.
Reading, Mass., Nov. 27, 1868.

SIICHIGAN AND KENTUCKY CORN.

By a late number of the Farmer I see that my
Kentucky friends are bragging on large ears of
corn. On rending the account of thtir big ears,

my man said "We can beat them," and on going
to the crib brought in an ear \\% inches long, with
22 rows and 55 kernels in a row and nicely tipped
out, making 1210 grains in all. The variety is

known in this neighborhood as the "Bloody Butch-
er," of whi'.h I send you a few kernels, as a speci-
men. If this car is beaten we wiil dig deeper into
the bin. Hudson is in the Southern part of the
State, near the line which separates Ohio from
Michigan. I came from Vermont two years ago,
and am much pleased with my location.

Hudson, Mich., Dec. 9, 1868. D. M. Briggs,

Remarks.—The kernels received are beautifully

striped with deep red ; the ground being fiiint yel-

low and white. In shape the kernels are oblong

and about half an inch in length.

SCRATCHES AGAIN.

For the cure of scratches I would suggest that
milder remedies be used than most of those named
by "Sul)scribir," in the Farmer for Dec. 12.

The last one, however, mentioned by him, that
of white lead and linseed oil, 1 regard as the best

I ever tried. Wash the horse's legs clean with
castile soap and soft water, rub dry, according to

direction of "Subscriber," then apply the paint.

I3ut external remedies will generally give only
tcmpoi'ary relief. Remove the cause, and the
trouble will cease. I believe it is conceded that
the cause is impurity of blood. Keep the horses
blood in good condition and he will never have the
scratches. To do this give common epsom salts.

I have cured severe cases with no external appli-
cation. I make a practice of giving my horses
salts every fall. Consequently they are never
troubled with this disease. For a dose, I use a
table spoonful once a day for three days in succes-
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sion ; then omit tlio medicine for three days, and
£0 alternate it, until you have given a poiinti, more
or less, according to the nccessitii s of the case.

If the horse is very bad, it will require doulile or

treble the above dose,—exercising judgment, of
course. I write from experience. Try it. An
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.

A Friend of the Afflicted.
Newport, X. H., Dec. 13, 1868.

PARALYSIS OF A HORSE'S LIPS.

I discovered this fall that my horse had lost the
use of her upper and under lips. She would seize

amnuthrul of hay with her teeth, but couhl not
get it whtre she could grind it. Consequently she
grew poor very fast. I gave her some phy>ic and
bled lier in her under lip near the teeth. She im-
mediitely improved, awd is now well. I also

wa^hed her head in wormwood and urine. I as-

cribed her difficulty to a cold in the first place.

Hinsdale, N. H.,Dec. 8, 1868. A Subscuiber.

GRAPE VINES ON TREES.

In reply to an article in your paper, recommend-
ing planting grape vines at tbe foot of trees, I

would say, I once planted one in that way^ While
the tree remained small, I was benefited by the
grapes. But as years rolled on, the tree t)ccame a
lol'ty one, so that the fowls of the air lodged in

the" bran- hcs thereof and devoured the grapes,

while I, a dweller here below, must be content to

take up with such as fall to the ground, which I

geucraliy find to be wormy and rotten.

Leander Morton.
Hatfield, Mass., Dec. G, 1868.

ashes injurious to apple trees.

I notice that several of the correspondents of the
Faumer caution the public against adopting my
rccomiuendation of putting ashes around trees to

protect tlieni from mice. 1 said it should I'e ap-
plied as late as possible before winter sets in Broth-
er Tainier imt the ashes against the trunks of ills

trees in June. As the tree is then full of sap, and
the bark strained to its utmo>t by the flowing sap,

I should ]v>t dare to pile ashes around the trunks
at that time, affected as ashes must l)e .l)y heavy
dews and fiot suns. I may refer lirother Tainter to

the young orchard of C. Gray, Esq., of Wilton, not
more than lifceen miles from his place, on which
aslie* his been used as recommended by me.
East Jay, Me., Dec, lb6S. Jack.

A CROSS OF MERINO AND COTSWOLD.

I wish to inquire through the columns ot your
paper whether I can make it prutitaiile to make a
cross on my sheep by using a pure blood Spanish
Merino buck on some pure CotswolJ ewes. Will
you or some of your correspondents inform me ?

A Constant Reader.
Alstead Centre, N. H., Nov. 2, 1868.

Remarks.—We arc very fortunate in being able

to rcfi-r you to some remarks upon this sulject on
another page of this number, by a gentleman of

large experience in the wool business, and shall be

pleased to publish more direct answers to your in-

quiry, as many wool growers are interested in the

subject of the improvement of their flocks.

MILK. OF jersey COWS KEEPING SWEET.
One of our milk men says that the milk of a

Jersey cow in his herd will keep sweet from ten to
twelve hours longer than any other milk he has.

Is it because the milk is riciier ? Wiio wdl tell ?

If it is, as the man referred to thinks, because the
milk is richer, it will, or should, add much to the
value of a cow that gives rich milk. Is the sub-
ject worthy of discussion ? It is new to me, and
ma^ be to many of your readers. f.
Mast Yard, N. H., Oct. 29, 1868.

SCRATCHES ON HORSES.

In the last Farmer I see an inquiry for a rem-
edy for scratches. I have lately cured the worst
ca^e I ever saw with two applications of white pine
tui^entine, thoroughly rubbed on.

Wesiboro\ Mass., Nov. 23, 1868. W. S. Grow.

DUTCH CATTLE.
From expressions that we have heard from

cattle breeders, we believe that the reports

which have been published of Mr. Chenery's

late sale of stock, particularly of his Dutch or

riolstein cattle, have made an erroneous im-

pression on many minds. The idea seems to

be that the prices obtained for his half and

three-fourths blood Dutch, were an indication of

the popularity of the pure Dutch in this sec-

tion, which we have good reasons for believ-

ing is not correct. Those in attendance at his

sale were probably mostly breeders, who
wished for pure blood or none. We find the

following note from Mr. Chenery in the last

Prairie Farmer. Perhaps it may be proper

for us to say, that we publish it in justice to the

Dutch cattle, and not at the suggestion, or

even with the knowledge of Mr. Chenery :

—

In your notice of the auction sale of live stock
at my farm, on the 12ih inst., you say that "but
three Diit -h cattle were sold; one for $S0, one for
$5.5 and the other at $35." As this i's likely to

lead to very erroneous impressions with regard to

the value of my "Dutch" or "Holstein" cattle,

allow me to say that none of my pure bred Dutch
cattle were offered or advertised for sale at auc-
tion. The auction catalogue embraced only ^ and
^ blood, yearling heifers and heil'er calves (got by
bulls out of common and grade cows). Those
sold at aijove prices were ^ blood calves, and, as
you say, the balance were withdrawn. I may add
that since the auction, some of them have been
sokl at private sale as high as $200.

Boston, Mass. Winthrop W. Chenery.

About Hokses.—From iho, Eocltester Union

we take the following :

—

Horses a^ a general thing get too much
licking and too little feed. If a man loses his

hat while driving his horse, he licks the horse

to pay for it. If he runs into another wagon
ihrotighhisown carelessness, he licks his horse

to make it all right. If his horse slips or stum-

bles, he gets licked for it— if he does anything

he gets licked, and if he doii't do anything he

gets the same. A great many horses know "a
sight" more than their drivers, and if they could
change places with them, society at large would
be the gainers, and so would horses.
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THE COMPOST HEAP.
Can specific additions he made to it, to adapt it to par-

ticular soils and crops ?

OMPOST heaps consist essen-

tially of carbonaceous mat-

ters and animal manures.

These last act as a ferment, and

produce fermentation and decom-

position, and reduce the whole

mass to a uniform consistence.

Compost heaps also contain more

or less salts and minerals, which modify the

chemical actions which take place in the mass.

Where the heap contains a sufficient quantity

of animal manure it may be said to be fitted to

all soils requiring manure, and to all crops.

But the making of a compost heap supposes

that we have not a sufficient supply of animal

manures, and that we are attempting to sup-

plement the want by preparing other material

to take their place.

Composts are sometimes prepared by com-

bining salts and minerals with peat and muck

;

but on most soils this is a failure. The house-

wife may mix the materials for a good loaf of

bread, but if she omits the yeast she will not

have good bread. So if the animal manure is

left out of the compost heap, the result will be

a very imperfect compost. The fermentation

necessary to produce decomposition and uni-

formity will not take place.

Some soils contain an abundant supply of

certain elements of fertility and are deficient

in other elements. So, also, some crops re-

quire a large supply of certain kinds of plant

food. Now shall we apply our compost indis-

criminately to all soils and all crc ps ? Will

this be good economy ?

To answer this question understandingly,

we need a knowledge of the nature and condi-

tion of the soil, and of the wants of the par-

ticular crops we propose to raise. The sci-

ence of the agricultural chemist and the ex-

perience of the farmer are both needed to en-

lighten us.

If manure is applied to the new soils of the

West, it is found that they produce an exu-

berant growth of straw and stover, and actu-

ally less grain than when no manure is used.

The soil contains all that is needed for the

growth of wheat and corn, in abundance.

After two or three crops, or more, have been

taken from it, lime, ashes or salt may be ap-

plied with advantage. But quite a number of

crops may be taken before animal manures

are required. But, after a time, the humus is

decomposed, the nitrogen is exhausted, and the

crops diminish ; as they have already in Illi-

nois, where the crops of wheat average only

eleven bushels, instead of twenty-five or thirty.

Here experience confirms the decision of sci-

ence, that the elements upon which the wheat

feeds are exhausted in the surface soil, and

they must either be brought up from the sub-

soil, or added to the surface. Deeper plough-

ing and the addition of lime and potash may
renew the crop for a time. But soon the soil

will require carbon and nitrogen and minerals,

because decomposition and frequent cropping

have taken them out of the soil.

If a soil contains a good supply of humus

the addition of lime and some stimulating ma-

nure will give good crops. If it is light and

sandy, it requires carbon and potash. If it is

cold and heavy, it wants carbonaceous and an-

imal manure to improve its mechanical condi-

tion, as well as to stimulate its fertility.

Grains and seeds require a good supply of

phosphates to produce them in perfection.

Grass stalks and straw require nitrogen,—as

night soil, Peruvian guano and other animal

manures, and urine. Potatoes, turnips and

roots, are benefited by lime, in any form, and

ashes.

Now with these general facts before us, how

shall we manage our compost heaps so as to

derive the greatest advantage from them?

Shall we apply them to all soils and crops

alike, or shall we divide them into several par-

cels, and make such additions to each as will

fit it for the particular field or crop to which

we wish to apply it ?

Shall we add to the compost we use as a top-

dressing for grass, Peruvian guano, or follow

it with the water cart, sprinkling the urine

from the tank in the cellar ? Shall we add to

that which is to be spread upon clover, plaster

or lime ? and to that which we propose to use

for potatoes or roots, superphosphate and

ashes ? Shall we add to that which we design

to appropriate to wfieat, lime and as much an-

imal manure as we can spare ? Shall we add

hen manure, urine or guano to the small por-

tion intended for our lettuce, asparagus and

peas ? To be sure these last will be rapidly

used up in the soil ; but then the crops to

which they are applied, will have completed
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their growth, and they will be no longer

wanted.

Cannot something be done in this way to in

crease our manurial capital, and enable us to

obtain from it a larger return ?

The compost heap is the farmer's bank, and

it is every year becoming more important that

we should make our investments in the most

productive stock.

A compost heap, well fermented and worked

over until it is fine and of uniform consistence,

is a basis to which we may apply the results of

science and observation. Shall we not, then,

make experiments in this direction and ob-

serve carefully the results ? We are too apt

to drive in the beaten path and confine our-

selves to the ruts in which we are accustomed

to travel. If we would break out of the old

path, and make experiments with freedom and

boldnes?, we might sometimes achieve results

that would surprise us, and learn how to use

to the best advantage our scanty capital.

He is not the most successful merchant or

manufacturer who commands the largest capi-

tal, but he who uses to the best advantage the

capital he does command.

HAMPDEl>r COUNTY", MASS.

The annual meeting of the Hampden Coun-

ty Agricultural Society, was held in Springfield,

December 16. The matter of the debt of the

Society was referred to the directors. The

following is the result of the election of offi-

cers :

—

President—George Dwight of Springfield.
Secretary—J. N. Bagg, West Springfield.
Treasurer—James E. Russell, Springfield.
Vice Presidents—T. W. Wasson of Springfield

;

N. T. Smith of West Springfield ; V. N. Taylor of
Chicopee; George Taylor of Westfield; Sardis
Gillett of Soutliwick ; L. H. Ball of Holyoke ; Wil-
liam Lyman of Wiroraham; C. S. Newell of Long-
meadow; Frank Morgan of Palmer; Gilbert li.

Fuller of Ludlow ; S. L. Reynohl of Monson

;

Enos W. Boise of Blandford ; J. W. Holcomb of
Chester; J. W. Gibbs of Russell; R. H. Barlow
of Granville ; Wilber Wilson of Agawara ; Alurcd
Homer of Brimfield ; and F."T. Moors of Tolland.

Directors—L. J. Powers, Tim Henry, H. Alexan-
der, J. H. Demmond, and William Pynchon of
Springfield; R. Brooks of West Springfield; C. L.
Buell of Ludlow ; William R. Sessions of South
WilbraDam, and Phineas Stedman of Chicopee.

—Mr. R. Murray, who raised potatoes the past

season at the rate of 350 bushels to the acre, and

onions at the rate of 622 bushels to the acre, stated

at a late meeting of the Waltham, (Mass.,) Far-

mers' Club, that he had found air-slacked lime to

be a sure cure for the onion maggot.

AGRICULTUHAL HONOHS.
A committee appointed by the State Agri-

cultural Society of Virginia, to ofiTer in behalf

of the Society honorary testimonials to each

individual of Virginia who, previous to 1853,

had discovered, or introduced, or brought into

use, any principle, process or facility, or gen-

erally any invention or improvement by which

important value had been gained for the agri-

cultural interests of Virginia, have published

their report. From a synopsis of this report

by the editor of the American Farmer, we
copy the following :

—

General Washington in addition to his writings
and the exemplification of all the maxims of good
husbandry on his farms, most materially advanced
the agricultural interests of the State as "the fa-

ther of the system of internal improvement in Vir-
ginia."

The services of Chief Justice Marshall as the
first president of the first agricultural society of
Virginia are properly recognized.
President Madison, while a member of Congress,

sent from Philadelphia to his farm, in Orange
county, a small parcel of timothy seed.

Mr. Abraham B. Venable, while a Senator in
Congress, likewise sent from Philadelphia to his
farm, in Prince Edward, a small parcel of red top
or herds grass.

To Mr. Pv,yland Rhodes, of Albermarle, is given
the credit of the first hill-side plough.
To Commodore Thomas Ap. Catesby Jones of

Fairfax, the introduction, as early as 1822, of the
substratum or subsoil plough.
To Mr. John Murphy, of Westmoreland, the in-

troduction of a threshing machine.
To Mr. Cyrus H. McCormick, of Rockbridge,

the invention of the reaper.
Mr. John Harness, of Hardy county, was the

first to practice the cutting down of Indian corn
with its stalk entire, to be shocked in the field, and
thus used as the food of cattle.

These are but a few of the names of which

honorable mention is made in this report.

Would it not be well for the Agricultural So-

cieties and Boards of other States to appoint

a committee to perform a similar duty to the

memory of those men who have in various

ways contributed to the improvement of the

husbandry of their respective localities ?

We said duty. Is it not policy as well?

The Old Dominion has always honored far-

mers. The business is respectable there.

We talk of its being so in New England.

But somehow we fail to convince our sons and

daughters of the fact. We try to make home

pleasant, by furnishing our families with a va-

riety of reading matter. We buy biographies

of men who have made their mark in the pro-

fessions, in arts, manufactures, commerce, &c.,

and then wonder that the boys and the girls,

too, who read them, are dissatisfied wi'h home

life. Men have made their mark in agricul-
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ture ; have introduced valuable breeds of an-

imals ; invented labor-saving implements
; cul-

tivated new fruits, vegetables, grains, grasses,

&c., but as they pass from the stage they are

soon forgotten.

When there were few associations of far-

mers in the country, and few publications de-

voted to their interest, this may have been un-

avoidable. But now, with agricultural Socie-

ties or Boards in nearly every State and county,

and in many tov/ns, we believe that something

may be done towards introducing that "ani-

mating spirit of collective bodies" which the

French call "esprit decorps,'''' but for which un-

fortunately the English language has no corre-

sponding term. It is seen in "The Members
of the Bar," in "Boards of Trade," in me-

chanical "Unions," in college "Alumni," al-

most everywhere except among Airmers.

It strikes us that the Virginia Society has

made a move in the right direction. We com-

mend their example to the Agricultural Boards

of our Northern States.

For the Kew England Farmer,

FARM ACCOUJSITS.

The close of the year is a suitable time for

reviewing the labors of the season. The far-

mer, as well as the merchant, should make out
his balance sheet, showing the profit or loss on
the year's transactions. He should know
what crops have paid best, and what kind of
tillage has been most successful. This can be
easily ascertained by keeping a strict account
with each field of corn, grain or potatoes.
Yet very few do this. "It is too much

trouble," says one; "I doubt the use in being
so particular," says another ;' and so the great-

er part of farmers find some excuse for not
keeping farm accounts. If they live through
the year without getting in debt, they are sat-

isfied. Well, it is a saii^ faction to know that
debts are not accumulating, and quite as sat-

isfactory to know that our pi-operty is becom-
ing more valuable in consequence of labor
properly applied, and of economy in the man-
agement of our business. Now I believe that

in any neighborhood, and among any given
number of farmers, those who keep the closest

account of their expenses will be found to be
the most prosperous.

At New Year's, or at any time he chooses,
let a farmer take an inventory of his stock,

tools, grain on hand, and everything that

goes to make up his stock in trade. Then let

him keep an accurate account of the labor
done and expenses paid, during the year, and
give credit for everything sold. When the
year is completed, let him take another inven-

tory, and strike a balance. He will then as-

certain whether his farm has been profitable or
not.

How many readers cf the New England
Farmer will adopt this course next year ? I
presume many do so now ; but I want to have
the number greatly increased, and when the
year is completed, let the number be reported.
If any regret the course, or find it "don't pay,"
let them say so, and give their reasons. Try
it. Or, if you do not choose to take the

whole farm, try the experiment with an acre
or two of corn, or wheat, or potatoes, and
give us the results. Granite.

Bloomjield, G. W., Dec. 12, 1868.

For ihe Kew England Farmer,

SMA.LL LOTS.

The advice is often given to farmers by the

papers to remove all unnecessary walls and
division fences so that the fields will be as

large as possible for the more convenient use

of the plough, cultivator, horse rake and
mowing machine, besides saving the land upon
which the ordinarily numerous division walls

or fences stand.

There may be cases where this course can
be adopted wifh profit. On large farms it is

desirable to' have large fields, especially where
few animals are kept and large quantities of
grain raised.

There is something very satisfactory to the

eye in a wide sweep of meadow when spring

clothes it in green, or when the long days of
July biiqg activity to the hay field. Nearly
all the operations of tillage and harvesting

seem to be carried on to greater advantage in

the large field.

But it is nevertheless true that on a farm
where a mixed husbandry is carried on, there

will be constant loss if there are not small lots.

And although some delight to gather the sta-

tistics of the cost of fences, yet the expense
should be as cheerfully borne as the expense
for any other necessary purpose.

All shrubs and i'ruit trees should be pro-

tected by fences from the encroachments of
animals, and every farm should have its fruit

lot. The vegetable garden should be securely

fenced. A lot should be ready in spring for

the ewes with early lambs. This should be
large enough to allow them exercise, yet keep
them from roaming. This lot should have a

shed. A lot ibr the calves would add to their

thrift, and if it had a southerly exposure and
a warm shed for hay and feed troughs it would
be more satisfactory. Calves generally do
best if kept from other stock till a year old.

If geese and ducks are kept, a lot should be
provided specially for them. These fowls are

very disagreeable if permitted to run with other

stock or to have access to the door-yard. Many
farmers entirely refuse to keep these water
fowls, because of the damage they do to grow-
ing crops, and because of their disagreeable

noise near the house
;
yet their products are
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becomincf more scarce and valuable every
year. Mattresses may be conducive to good
health and early rising ; but for resting, com-
mend me to a well ventilated bed in the farm
house where ducks and geese are raised.

With a lot securely fenced, and with ne^t-

houses, the profit from geese and ducks will be

more satisfactory than under ordinary manage-
ment. A lot for breeding sows and young
shotes will tend to cheapen pork, Ci-pecially if

it have a good clover sod and running water.

Colts and young horses should not be allowed

to exercise in yards where other stock is kept.

A high smooth fence will not tempt them to

jump.
There should also be plenty of material pre-

pared for temporary fences to surround a piece

of field turnips, cabbages, potatoes or corn,

wht n it is desirable to graze some animal in

the jest of the field. If posts and boards are

used, sharpen the posts to drive into holes pre-

pared with a bar. Use twelvepenny nails that

have been toughened by Heating to a red heat

and slowly cooled, and they will ^e!dom break,

if drawn with a hamrier after being driven.

Stakes with boards will make strong fence

•without nails. There are also several kinds of

panel fence and hurdles, that are so prepared
that they can be put up at little expense.

In the fall of the year when lambs are

weaned, bucks taken up, and the lloek divided,

these lots will be needed again ; especially if

a choice breed is kept, or if some are put up
to fatten.

It is quite startling to see the statistics that

show the immense cost of fences. Such sta-

tistics prove nothing in regard to their neces-

sity or economy. Statistics could prove that

shoes worn instead of boots would make a

great saving ; but not one man would cut off

his boot legs to economize. It will often hap-
pen, where fences are removed and a large

Held made of small ones that serious incon-

veniences will be experienced. z. e. j.

For the New England Farmer,

FOOD.
If the subject of food has not claims on the

attention of Nev/ England 'farmers I am at a

loss to know what has. With this idea, here

are some of Dr. Letheby's views, from his ad-

mirable lecture On Food, which I find in the

Chemical News. Though.we live in a land of

corn, and he does not, yet we may learn ,of

him. Speaking of Indian Corn, he says :

—

"It is one of the most extensively used grains

in the world ; entering largely into the food
of the inhabitants of America, Italy, Corsica,
Spain, the South of France and the Danubian
Principalities

; and, since the famine, in Ireland,

it has there become a common article of food,
especially when potatoes are scai-ce or dear

;

though its flavor is harsh and peculiar, and
nothing but a scarcity of more agreeable food
reconciles people to its use."

This last remark hardly accords with the
taste of mo^t of us of New Engl3.nd

;
yet with

those not educated to its use, and who proba-
bly do not have it in its most desirable condi-
tion, but resort to a stale article, under neces-
sity, ic is doubtless true.

"The farina is peculiar when examined
under the microscope, and will thus serve to

identify it. The meal is rich in nitrogenous
matter and fat, yet it does not make good
bread. It is, therefore, either cooked by bak-
ing it into cakes, or by stirring it into boiling

water or boiling milk, and thus making it into

a sort of hasty pudding or thick porridge.

This is the nn thod of using it in Ireland. It

is flavored with salt, or butter, or treacle.

The favorite mess, ca'led corn lob, by the

Creoles of British Honduras, is prepared with

milk in this way. Indian meal mixed with

maple sugar and baked into cakes, formed at

one time the chi; f article of diet of the al-

most extinct Delaware Indians.

"When deprived of its gluten and harsh
flavor, by me ns of a weak solution of caustic

soda, and then dried, it forms the expensive

food called Oswego or corn flour, which is so

largely used for puddings. It is also mixed
with wheaten flour and baked into bread, but
its harsh taste is scarcely ever completely cov-
ered.

"The grain is said to cause disease when
eaten for a long time and without other meal,

—the symptoms being a scaly eruption upon
the hands, great prostration of the vital pow-
ers, and death afierayear or so, with extreme
emaciation. These effects have been fre-

quently observed among the peasants of Italy,

who use the meal as their chief food, but I am
not aware of any such effects having been seen

in Ireland, where it is often the (July article

of diet."

Have any of the readers of the New Eng-
land Farmer seen any such diseases or ill

effects from the use of corn meal 2

"The nutritive power of Indian meal is very

high, and considering its price, it is almost, if

not altogether the cheapest food for the poor.

Calculated according to the physiological wants

of the system, a week's diet for an adult will

only cost about 10-:^ pence, and excepting split

peas which are of doubtful digestibility, there

is nothing approaching it for economy."

These statements are valuable because they

are the latest physiological views of the sub-

ject from a chemical stand point, as far as I

am aware. The variation of prices in differ-

ent localities affects the relative cheapness of

wheat flour and corn meal to the user. It is

undoubtedly true that meal requires more "fix-

ino-s" to make it palatable to the laboring man
than flour,—a fact which should be taken into

consideration. O. W. True.
Farmington, Me., Dec. 1-i, 1868.
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TEXAS CATTLE DISEASE.

A convention of American Cattle Commis-

sioners was held at Springfield, 111., Dec. 1-3.

The Convention represented thirteen States

and the Province of Ontario, Can. There

were thirty-six commissioners present; Dr.

E. F. Thayer representing Massachusetts, and

Dr. E. M. Snow, Rhode Island,—the only

delegates from New England. Hon. Lewis

F. Allen, of New York, was chosen president,

and Dr. Snow one of the Secretaries.

The opening address was delivered by J.

Stanton Gould of New York, who gave the

following description of the symptoms of the

disease as seen in New York :

—

First, drooping of the head ; a stupid, star-

ing eye
;
generally rough, staring coat ; usu-

ally the urine is almost black ; the gait is stag-

gering
;

partial paralysis of the hind limbs

;

spine generally arched ; frothy drooling from

the lips ; sometimes blood in the stools ; bow-

els unnatural, sometimes loose, sometimes con-

stipated ; occasionally rheum in the eye ; the

pulse rapid, often 120 beats in a minute; there

is a peculiar odor detected over the flanks of

the animal. When two or three of these

symptoms are discovered, the introduction of

a self-regulating thermometer into the rectum

will determine the existence of the disease.

If it shows over 103, the disease is proven to

exist ; if over 107 there is no hope for the an-

imal.

The principal internal symptoms are a

greenish yellow or brownish appearance of the

fat and a brownish appearance of the lean

;

the liver generally enlarged, and cutting like

lard ; the spleen always enlarged and ecchy-

mosed ; it has the appearance of mottled cas-

tile soap ; the kidneys vary in appearance, but

generally are somewhat darker than natural

when cut. The third and fourth stomachs are

generally inflamed. In the many folds the di-

gested food is found hard and dry. In the

fourth stomach deep ulcerations are found.

The rectum is generally inllamed. The blood

is lighter than in health, and under the micro-

scope the blood corpuscles are found destroyed,

and a very large increase of water is found in

the blood. A minute spore, or a cryptogamic

plant, of the oidium family is found in the

blood. The heart and lungs usually are

healthy. The brain is generally softened, and

the surface injected with venous blood. Hand-

ling the viscera is followed .by smarting of the

hands.

From a summary of the results of this con-

vention prepared for the Chicago Tribune we

copy the following :

—

"The evidence from all sources, brought

before the convention, confirmed the following

statements, there being no doubt as to many

of them: The Texas cattle are not, probably,
aifected by the disease in Texas. Cattle taken
from the North to the Central and Southern
parts of Texas, die of the disease, and a simi-

lar disease is common among the horses in

Texas. Texas cattle brought north, either by
water or rail, or driven on foot may communi-
cate the disease to native cattle, but probably
proper treatment while on the way would de-

crease the danger of such communication.
Texas cattle do have the disease, and die

from it, in the north, but much more rarely

than do native cattle. Old native cattle are

much more susceptible to the disease than

young ones. Comparatively few suckling

calves die from it ; in some cases calves drew
milk from the cows until the death of the lat-

ter, but still did not take the disease. Unless
in very rare instances, the disease has not
been communicated to native cattle kept in

enclosures in which Texas cattle had not been.

Eating where Texas cattle have grazed, drink-

ing where they have drank, or at least, pass-

ing over the ground where they have been
driven, seems necessary to communicate the

disease to native cattle, although apparent ex-

ceptional cases have been known. There is

scarcely a doubt that severe frosts remove
danger of communication of the disease, and
that after Texas cattle have been wintered in

Northern States they will not communicate
the disease. In very rare cases, if at all, have
native cattle communicated the disease to oth-

ers. Generally no evil effects are known to

have followed the use of the milk or flesh of
the diseased cattle. Rabbits have taken the

disease from being fed on the diseased flesh.

The disease as seen in New York is of a more
aggravated character than in the West. The
enlargement of the spleen is, perhaps, the only

easily detected internal symptom of the dis-

ease which is found in all cases. In all cattle

aflTected with this disease a minute fungus, or

cryptogamic plant or spores are found in the

blood corpuscles, which are disorganized.

They are also found to a less extent in the

blood of healthy Texas cattle, but are not

found in healthy native cattle. Whether they

are a cause or effect of the disease is not set-

tled. Ticks are found on all cattle with this

disease, and on at least a very large propor-

tion of the healthy Texas cattle. Scientific

men, perhaps without exception, discard the

theory that the ticks cause or communicate the

disease. No certain cure for the disease has

been found. Carbolic acid is highly valuable

as a disinfectant or a preventive, and in the

treatment of the disease, but it should be used

with caution, as injury results from the use of

strong solutions."

The convention proposed to the Legislatures

of several Western States a law to regulate

the introduction of Texas cattle, and a com-

mittee was appointed to ask Congress to order
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a commission to investigate fully the character

of the disease, on which the Chicago Tribune

remarks :

—

The recommendations to the State Legisla-

tures suggest regulations that, if generally

adopted by the States and fully enforced, will

make future outbreaks of the disease very im-

probable, while allowing the Texas cattle to

go forward to all markets during four months
of the year. They also would do much to pre-

vent the spread of any contagious disease

among domestic animals. They also contain

valuable suggestions as to legal enactments to

secure reform of the abuses in the transporta-

tion of animals for food, a matter of vast im-

portance in a sanitary point of view. These
recommendations will undoubtedly have a con-

siderable effect on the legislation on the sub-

ject in several States. They will have some
effect in allaying excitement in regions where
loss has resulted from the disease.

A CONVENTEIfT POtriiTKY HOUSE.

Eggs now fetch a good price in market, and

we can better afford to expend a little time

and money to furnish the hens which lay them

with warm and comfortable quarters, than we

eould when eggs were worth only ten to twelve

cents per dozen,—in "store-pay" or barter,

at that.

The above cut represents a Poultry House

planned and built by the Senior Editor of the

Farmer, which may possibly afford sugges-

tions of practical value to those who are ar-

ranging the winter quarters for their poultry,

whether in a building by itself or in the bam,

ehed or some other building. A house or

room, say eight feet wide by twelve long, will

accommodate from twenty to thirty fowls,

about as many as can profitably be kept to-

gether, unless they have a wider range. The

front should face the south, and the yard may
be on either side, as taste or convenience may
suggest ; but so long as the ground is bare the

fowls would enjoy a range on the south, and

be benefited by coming to the ground.

Figure 1, is a perspective view, and beauti-

ful it is. Fig. 2, is the ground plan ; a, is the

doorway ; 6, the grain chests ; c, the feeding

boxes ; d, the stairway to the loft ; and e, a

small opening for the fowls to pass out and in.

The opening at the left of a, is the door-way,

from the entry into the main poultry room.

Directly over the feeding boxes there 6iay be

^ii~:'M,^J",.W4|-"\if,''iiVr'-'''i;'-^^-J'^~'J'f"'L^.,jy,<ii.a.JiJ--i

lesas.

Fig. 2.

placed another row for nests, 3 or 4 feet from

the floor, which may be examined through a

slide from the entry without entering the main

room. These boxes may be darkened and

made a little secret, by placing a shelf along

in front of them and nailing a board edgewise

against it ; and as Miss Biddy, like some oth-

ers of the gentle sex, is a little prudish, at

times, it is well enough to indulge her fancies.

On a floor under the window in the roof, the

fowls will find a warm place in which to con-

gregate in the winter.

COWS LN" LONDOIf CITY.

Thinking that the readers of the Farmer,
who understand very well how to manage cows

on the farms of New England, might like to

know how they are kept in the great city of

London, we copy from the Journal of the

Royal Agricultural Society, the following

statement by Mr. J. C. Morton :

—

Having got your cows well purchased, the

point of next importance is to feed them prop-
erly. The invariable food in London cow-
sheds is grains (brewers' or distillers' grains,

the spent barley or other grain after being
well washed or "worked out" in the process

of brewing and distilling,) with mangolds and
hay in winter and grass in summer. When
first the cow is received into the shed, it is im-
portant that she be gradually accustomed to

her new food. She should therefore receive

during the first week little but green food,

grass or clover, or vetches in the summer, and
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mangolds and hay in winter with bran mashes,

into which grains may be gradually introduced,

until, as she takes to them, she may at length

be treated as the others are. What this man-
agement is, I take from the statements of two

men, neither of them very large dairymen, but

both successful managers. Mr. Sumpton, of

Little Warner street, Clerkenwell, who usually

milks about thirty cows, describes his day's

work as follows :

—

The cowman enter the shed at 5 A. M. and

proceed to milk. In the case of the wholesale

milk trade, when the milkers who buy the milk

do the milking, one good man suffices for thir-

ty cows. The cowman then only helps if ne-

cessary, at milking time, and sees that the

work is thoroughly done—his main business

being to feed and tend the cows. If he has

any reason to suspect that a cow is not milked

out, it is his duty to his master to "strip" her,

for nothing injures a cow more than imperfect

milking ; and if he succeeds in getting another

half pint from her, his master will give him 6d.

or Is. for it, and line the dealer that amount
for his servant's default. When not only

milking, but serving the customers at shops

and houses has to be done, three men are re-

quired for thiity cows. They begin milking

at 4 A. M., and finish between 5 and 6. About
a bushel and a hall of grains is then given be-

tween each pair of cows, and they are partly

cleaned out, and when the grains are done,

a truss of hay (i cwt.) is divided amongst 12.

In the meantime the men have been serving

the milk ; after which they breakfast (about 8

A. M.). After breakfast time a bushel of

chopped mangolds, weighing 50 or GO pounds,

is given to each two cows, and the cows receive

another truss of hay among 12. The cow-

shed is then cleaned out, and the cows are

bedded and l.fc. At 1 P. M., milking com-
mences, and verv much the same feeding as

before, is given. At 2.30 grains are given as

before, followed by the same quantity of bay,

and then (and only then during the 24 hour.s)

the cows are freely watered. They again re-

ceive a truss of hay amongst 12, and are left

for the night. The grains are either brewers'

or distillers' grains ; the former sre as much
inferior to the latter in value as they are in

price—the one at present costing 3d and 4d a

bushel, and the other 8d and 9d.

In the. case of cows in heavy milk—also in

the case of those rapidly losing their milk,

which must be sent to market as quickly as

possible—it is common to give two or three

quarts of pea-meal mixed up with the grains

morning and evening, each cow thus receiving

that quantity daily. And when the milking is

coming to an end, for three or four weeks be-

fore the cow is sold, she ipay receive two or

three pounds of oil cake in addition. A full

bushel of grains, half a bushel of mangolds,

one-third of a truss of hay, and live or six

pounds of pea meal in the case of the flatting

cow, are thus the daily ration in a London cow-

house. The grains at 2s. a quarter, the hay
at £6 a ton, and the mangolds at 20s. a ton,

cost Is. 3d. a day, and with meal or cake the

daily allowance may cost from Is. 6d. to Is.

Od.per cow— 10s. to 12s. a week.
In summer time the food is grass with grains,

and meal if necessary. Most cow keepers, ex-

cept the very smallest men, either have a small

suburban farm, or buy a few acres of vetches,

clover or grass, and cart it themselves. When
it is bought daily at the cow-house, it costs

from Is. to 13d. a cwt., during the summer,
and the cows receive about that quantity daily,

given to them as fast as they can eat it, morn-
ing and evening, with their grains.

Of course the proper feeding of the cow
after she has been well bought is the very
essence of the business of the cow keeper. It

is a proof of good management when she is so

treated that no kind of food which she receives

shall pall upon her taste. The maxim is

—

never "over-do" a cow with any kind of food.

Some cows are exceedingly greedy for distil-

lers' grains—they yield a very large quantity

of milk upon them-; but it is easy to over-do a
cow with grains, and she should be always

stinted of her favorite food, or she will get

sick of it, as I have seen often enough in the

case of this very article—distillers' grains.

DOCTOEING SICK ANIMALS.
The following sensible advice on this sub-

ject is from the Illustrated Annual Register,

for 1869, published by Luther Tucker & Son,

Albany, N. Y. The article was written, we
presume, by J. J. Thomas, the editor of the

Register :

—

A fine horse, belonging to the writer, once
caught a bad cold, and was afflicted with an
obstinate and severe cough—that he could
sometimes be heard half a mile. The neigh-

bors were liberal with prescriptions ; and ashes,

blue vitriol, copperas, castor oil, turpentine,

glauber's salts, &c., were recommended in

large quantities. The owner concluded that

all these, if taken, would be quite enough to

kill the animal, and it; was therefore decided-

to give him nothing, and take good care of
him. In other words. Dr. Physic was dis-

missed and Dr. Nurse called in. It was early,

in autumn ; and a good clover lot furnished

all the food, which, being of this succulent

character, served somewhaS as an expectorant.

Special directions were given never to work
the horse enough to cause sweating, and to

blanket him carefully after working, or when-
ever the weather was cold. In short, every-

thing was done to prevent any further catching

cold, and to keep him at all times comfortable

—giving very moderate labor. In six weeks
he was perfectly well. Dr. Nurse provcil his

skill and eiiiciency in this case. If the animal

had been dosed, worked hard, and treated
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carelessly, it is not probable that he would
have recovered.

In another instance, a horse by hard usage

had a bad attack of sweeney. A "horse-doc-

tor'" (so called) offered to cure him for $20,
by some cutting and slashing process. The
offer was declined. He finally reduced his

proposed charge to only $3. Had he offered

$3U for the privilege of experimenting on the

animal, the offer would have been as promptly

refused. A new Dutch collar was procured,

and only moderate labor permitted. In a year

the sweeney bad nearly or entirely disappeared.

When animals are violently and suddenly

attacked, it may be best to administer power-
ful medicines ; but they will rarely if ever be

thus attacked unless through hard usage. In

chronic cases take good care and attend to

general comfort, and nature will in time effect

a cure. Be very careful to avoid those pre-

tenders known commonly as liorse doctors.

There is one simple remedy which may be

at all times used with safety. This is fresh

pulverized charcoal. It can never do any
harm, and nothing restores sooner any de-

rangement of the digestive system. Take red

burning coals from any wood fire, pulverize

them at once in a mortar, and the powder will

be ready for use. Mix a teacupful of this

powder with a junk bottle of cold water, and

pour it down. Horses, cattle, and other ani-

mals, which may have been injured by over-

eating, or by swallowing bad food, may be
readily cured by this remedy.

There is another very safe remedy for all

diseases which affect the skin, or begin on the

outside, such as scratches in horses, and foul

foot in cattle. This remedy is cleanliness.

Use cold water, or tepid water, according to

circumstances, adding soap if necessary. It

will have an excellent effect.

Freventlces are better than cures ; therefore

keep all animals in dry clean pastures, or in

dry, well littered, well ventilated stables.

Never over-work or over-feed. Attend to

general comfort in all particulars—protect

from cold—I'eed regularly, and never make
sudden changes of food, and you will very

rarely have a sick animal.

KEMEDY FOS INTESTIUAL "WOKMS.
The Boston Journal of Chemistry states on

the authority of Mr. E. C. Haserick, of Lake
Village, N. H.— a chemist of some note and
a gentleman who has spent considerable time
in investigating the habits of intestinal worms
in animals—that worms in horses may be cured
by simply keeping the external orifice thor-

oughly anointed with lard, and that this rem-
edy will completely cure every case of worms
in the intestines in one week. From his ob-
servation he is satisfied that worms in the in-

testinal canal cannot pro{)agate their species

without access to light and au% and he believes

the prevalent idea that the parasitic ovum is

deposited in the mucous follicles of the stom-
ach and intestines, and is there developed and
matured, is entirely incorrect. The intestinal

cavities are not the natural breeding places
for any varietyor species, and the instinct of
the worm leads it to crawl to the exterior ori-

fice, and there outside the folds of the sphinc-

ter muscle the eggs are deposited and hatched.
The process is a rapid one, the egg requiring

but five or six hours after it is deposited to

germinate and produce a new animil which at

once enters the canal as its natural feeding
ground and home. As the life of the worm
does not exceed six days, Mr. Haserick claims

that if the eggs deposited at the anus can be
destroyed so as to prevent a repetition of life,

the animal in one week will be entirely free of
the trouble, the dead worms passing away in

the fa3ces.

In pursuing his investigations regarding the

habits of these worms, Mr. Haserick tried nu-
merous agencies for an external application

before becoming sure of the virtue of lard for

the purpose. He says he has observed the
worms approach the ori6ce, move about, and
return to die, being unable to lay their eggs
upon the oily surface. No internal medicine
of any kind is necessary. Mr. Haserick also

asserts that children can be relieved of worms
in the same way by the application of lard to

the anus. The severe itching in that locality

is caused by the irritation of the parasites

crawling to the surface to deposit the egg, and
if this can be prevented so that no new fami-

lies may hatch and colonize, the old ones soop
die out and relief is given.

We regard this discovery as one of much
importance, and although it is in complete va-

riance with all our heretofore received author-

ities as to the habits and method of propaga-
tion of these worms, yet we are not the less

disposed to believe it on this account, espe-

cially as the statements of Mr. Haserick are

attested by many responsible parlies, and his

remedy has been practically tested throughout
an extended neighborhood. The parasites

alluded are probably those known as Stronguli

and Ascarides, the tbrmer about an inch, and
the latter an inch and a half in length, although

the latter make the most ravages and cause

the greatest irritation in the parts alluded to.

'I'he former produce extraorduiary ravages in

the larger intestines, and sometimes eat

through important structures, though they do
not produce that violent iiching posterioly,

that the Ascarides do. When this symtom
with horses is noticed, we would advise an ap-

plication of Mr. Ilaserick's remedy. Should

our readers try it, we hope they will acquaint

us with the result.

—

Maine Fanner.

—At the adjourned meeting of the Trustees of

the Worcester North Agricultural Society, held in

Fitchbtirg on the IGth, Samuel Osgood, of Sterling,

was elected President for the ensuing year.
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OBSERVE PACTS.

It is well to observe facts as they occur in

our agricultural experience from year to year,

so that when a sufficient number of them have

been recorded, and duly authenticated, we may

deduce from them some general principle un-

derlying them, which may be of value as a

guide in practice hereafter. The operation of

some one or more of the laws of climate or

of vegetable growth may be observed in one

year more strikingly than in others ; the pe-

culiarity of the season may show the force of

some law in a more marked degree and impress

it more deeply upon the attention of cultiva-

tors. If any such facts have been noticed

during the past season let them be recorded

for use.

It has long been known that certain plants

which we cultivate make their principal growth,

especially their root growth, in the cooler parts

of the season, as in the spring and autumn,

rather than in the hot summer months. The

same plants thrive best in a temperate cli-

mate, and in cool seasons rather than in hot

ones.

Wheat and potatoes are examples of this

kind. Wheat planted, (we use the term

planted rather than sowed, for we believe wheat

needs to be planted as much as corn,) in the

early fall makes a good stand and a large

growth of roots and then starts early in the

spring and completes its growth while the

weather and the ground are comparatively cool.

When the weather becomes hot, and the rays

of a tropical sun fall upon the ground, the

roots and stem cease to grow, and the sap al-

ready formed is converted into grain. If the

hot weather comes on too soon, before the sap

is sufficiently accumulated to fill out the grains
;

or, if the sap becomes so thickened by the

evaporation of its watery portion, that it can

no longer flow to the heads, the grains become

shrivelled, and the crop is light. This has

been demonstrated in many parts of the West-

em wheat-growing regions during the present

season. There is a good deal of complaint

that the berry is light and shriveled.

So if spring wheat is sown late, and has not

time to complete its growth before the heated

term, the crop will be light.

Potatoes are the plant of a temperate cli-

mate, and will not thrive in the tropics. They

do best in our cooler years, and they will not

make much root growth in midsummer. They
must be either early or late ; that is, they must

make their growth in the cool weather of

spring, or in the early autumn. Sometimes

owing to the cold and wet, they cannot be

planted sufficiently early in the spring to make
their growth before the hot weather comes on.

Then the crop will be small. If they are

planted so late that the tubers begin to form

about the coming on of the hot weather, the

tubers cease to grow for some time at least,

and the result will probably be a crop of nu-

merous small potatoes. If they are planted

still later, so that the tubers have not formed

when the heated term arrives, if there is suffi-

cient moisture to enable them to maintain the

vitality of the stem and leaf till this term is

over, they will go on and form tubers in Au-

gust and September, and there will be a good

crop. All these facts have been illustrated

during the past season, and are worth remem-

bering.

ITEW PUBLICATIONS.
How TO MAKE THE FARM Pat ; or, the Farmer's Book
of Practical Information on Agriculture, tJtock Raia-
ing, Fruit Culture, Special Crops, Domestic Economy
and Family Uledicine. By Charles W. Diciierman,
Member of the Pennsylvania Agricultural Society,
American Pomological Society, and the Fennsylvmia
Horticultural Society. Assisted by Charier- L. Flint,
Secretary Massachusetts State Board of Agriculture,
and other practical Agricultural Writers. Illustrated
by one hundred ard forty Engravings. Zeigltr, Mc-
Curdy & Co., Philadelphia, Pa., Cinciiiuari, Ohio,
Chicago, 111., and St. Louis, Mo.

This, we believe7 is the title page in full of a

large octavo volume of 750 pages, which has just

been laid upon our table, and think it will give the

reader a good idea of the character of the work.

Though the subjects are not arranged in alphabet-

ical order it obviously aims to be an Encyclope-

dia of Agriculture, Domestic Economy and Family

Medicine.

In addition to the difficulty of treating so great

a variety of subjects in a manner satisfactory to

those who desire practical information upon any

particular one, the author has assumed the still

more difficult task of shaping his directions to

meet the "requirements of the East, the West, and

the South." And here we must acknowledge that

the mere general examination which we have given

the work has not been sufficiently minute to war-

rant the expression of an opinion as to the degree

of success which the author has achieved.

The volume undoubtedly contains a large amount

of valuable information. The type used is large,

clear and open, but we are sorry to add that most

of the cuts will be familiar to those who have seen

the catalogues which our agricultural warehouses

and stock breeders have issued during the past

ten years, and that it may be suspected by some
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of the readers of this stately volnme that even

here they still look like advertisements. Such il-

lustrations may answer the purpose of agricultu-

ral papers, but they seem hardly up to the stan-

dard of a book which professedly avoids the

"crudities'* of these periodical issues.

The remark is made in the excellent introduc-

tory chapter of this work, that "the tendency of

the age is to change. We may search every page,

from Cato to Palladius, a period of nearly five

hundred years, but there is no mention of any im-

provement in system, or advance of any kind, and

it is doubtful if the whole of that long period

added as much to the real productive power of the

farmer as has been gained within the last ten years

of our own history." Hence the ponderous tomes

which were published only a few years ago, such
as our "Farmers' and Planters* Encyclopaedias,"

our "Farmers' Guides," our "Books of the Farm,"
&c., require the frequent use of the dust brush, if

they are still permitted a standing place on our

bookshelves. The demand is for "live publica-

tions," those that keep up with the progress of the

times. Agricultural books grow old so fast now-
a-days, that we fear the publishers of "How to

make the Farm Pay," have been unfortunate in

the farm of issue they have adopted for the result

of the great amount of labor which has been ex-

pended on this volume.

Ths Diseases of Sheep, Explainfd and Described,
with the Proper Remedies to Prevent and Cure the
Same. Witli an E-say on Cattle Epid mica. By
Henry Olok, V. 8., Pliiladelphi i, graduate of Roy<.l
College. Berlin, and late Veterinaiy 8urgeon-in-Cheif
of thd U. S. A. Published by Claxton, i.emsen &
Haffelfl .g<!r, Phihidelphia; Niuhols & Hall, Boston.
PagcB, 116. Price, $125,

Here is a book by the "late Veterinary Surgeon-
in-Chief of the United States Army." Though
we never heard of that ofScer before, we are bound
to honor those in authority. "The chief and only

object of this work," the author informs us, "con-
sists in a description of the internal and external

diseases of sheep, as well as of their treatment and
prevention." But he soon afterwards adds :

—

"Another, and not the least important, object

which I have in view is that the reader may be in-

duced tu form a higher opinion of the veterinary

science and of its disciples than has hitherto pre-

vailed." If this work shall inspire the public with
a like confidence in its merits which its author

evidently possesses, it must become a most popu-
lar book. He does not hesitate to say, "I have
proved that I am fully acquainted with the symp-
toms, the origin and the course of the diseases," on
the same page on which he speaks of the pleuro-

pneumonia and rinderpest as identical.

Overlooking a little egotism, which may be par-

doned in the graduate of a foreign college, and in

the Surgeon-in-Chief of the U. S. A., and re-

membering that, as is claimed by the author
"everything related by me in the present work is

the result of my own experience and observation,*'

we may say, from a somewhat hasty examina-

tion of the work, that we think it contains much
that the breeders of cattle and sheep will read

with interest and profit.

"POWEB OF A GHOWING THEE."
A friend recently requested us to publish a

little article, •which has been "going the

rounds" for several years past, about a filbert

tree that grew up through the hole in a millstone,

until it not only filled the hole, which was eleven

inches in diameter, but lifted the whole stone,

which was five and a half feet across and seven

inches thick, from the ground and wore it like a

crinoline about its trunk. As this did not ac-

cord with our observation of the growth of trees

we could not believe the story, although it was

admirably told by a Mr. Waterton, and gave

this as a reason for declining to publish it. Its

appearance in the Prairie Farmer, however,

was the occasion of the statement by a cor-

respondent of the following reasons wby the

story cannot be true :

—

1. The filbert is a shrub, much like our ha-

zel bush, only about six to eight feet high,

and probably never exceeding three inches in

diameter.

2. No tree ever raises an object upon the

side of its trunk, because the tree only grows

in length where the branches are small and

young. For instance, drive a spike into the

trunk of a young tree, four feet from the

ground, and it will never get any higher.

SHOKT-HORNS FOB NEW ENGLA^STD.

We learn by the Country Gentleman that

Mr. N. B. Safford, White River Junction, Vt.,

in connection with Messrs. D. Russ of the same

State, and Samuel Crafts of New Hampshire,

lately purchased in Kentucky upwards of a

dozen head of Short-horn cattle, spoken of as

a very fine lot, and including the following:

—

From "William "Warfield, Lexington, 'Ky., Jubilee

Oxford, red cow, by Royal Oxtord, (18774), dam
Jubilee 3d. Alice Toicnley, roan cow, by Dick Tay-
lor 5508, out of Amelia fownley. Mena, red cow,

by Muscatoon 7059, Mary Chilton. Belle, red and
white cow, by Constitution (recorded in next vol.

A. H. B.) out of Adeline. Leila Challenger, red

and white cow, by Gen. G. B. McClellan 566, dam
Princess Challenger.
From James Hall, Bourbon Co., Ky., Kentucky

Duke, red bull, by Princeton 42S5, out of Cherry,

by Pearse 2012. Fanny Battaile, red and white

cow, by Willcy 3d, dam Lena. Bertha, red and
white cow, by Burnside 4918, dam Jtnny. Emily
2d, red and white cow, by New Year's Gift 7067,

dam Emily. Geraldine lOih. red and white cow,
by Princeton (4285) dam Geraldine 2d. Alice 2d,

red and white cow, by Dick Taylor 5508, dam
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Alice. Eda Dil, red and white cow, by Princeton,

42oo, dam Fanny Battaile.

From B. B. Marsli. Bourbon County, Ky., Hefta,

deep red cow, by Tom Jones, dam Lidy Bell. Red
Rose, red cow, by Ori>han Boy 3d, 6015, dam Rose
Clark.

THE SEASON AND CHOPS.

In connection with some remarks that we

made a few weeks since on the peculiarity of

the seasons with regard to the crops, the fol-

lowing statement by a correspondent of the

Oermanlown Telegraph in relation to the dif-

ferent growths of the Early Goodrich potato

are Interesting to us, and may be so to many

of our readers :

—

In 1866, with me, they proved very productive,
but cooked wet up to the time of gathering, though
shortly after they began to improve and be-
come very fine and dry, and of excellent flavor.

Note mark the difference in 1867. They were
excellent from the very first digging and con-
tinued so all through the summer and winter,
the yield being a bushel to every 33 feet, sets

planted a foot apart in the rows, rows three
feet apart. In 1868, this variety proved deficient

in quantity and watery in quality, yielding about
one-eighth less than in 1867. The early planting,
owing no doubt to a very hot spell aliout the.time
they were two-thirds grov-n, caused them to take
a second growih, and they grew very knobby;
while those planted later grew quite smooth. This
variation in shape, quality and productiveness I

ascribe to the past unfavoralile sea^^on. I now find,

however, they are improving in quality, and I trust

win soon come up to their old standard in quality.

Sales of Improved Stock.—"We learn

from the Country Oentleman that Mr. Wil-

liam Birnie, Springfield, Mass., has recently

sold the following Ayrshires : The five-year-

old cow Topsy, to Chas. T. Hubbard, Boston,

for $400; the two-year-old heifer Mysie, to

S. M. & D. Wells, Wethersfield, Ct., for

$300 ;
the six-year-old cow Jessie, to Geo. II.

Taft, Framingham, Mass., for $250; the bull

Johnnie Oroat, to the Messrs. Fairbanks, St.

Johnsbury, Vt., and the bull Dugald Grant,

to S. L. Warner, Lanesville, Ct.

Mr. Sherman Ilartwell, Hedge Lawn, Wash-
ington, Ct., has sold the following Cotswolds :

; A ram lamb and ewe lamb to J. M. Carnochan,

New York ; a two- year-old ram and two ewes

to J. M. Walker, Worcester, Mass. ; ten ewes

with lamb to Mr. Bull, Plymouth, Ct. ; one

ram and ewe to Chas. Stoddard, Naugatuck,

Ct. ; a ram lamb to A. C. Smith, New York,

and another to Isaac Hart, Bristol, Ct.

Governor Claflin of Massachusetts has pre-

sented to Frank D. Curtis, President of the

Saratoga County Agricultural Society, a Jer-

sey bull, fawn and white, with black tongue

and white tail, from his celebrated cow Flora,

sired by Mr. Payson's best bull.

For the New England Farmer,

HARVESTING HAY AND GRAIN IN
ENGLAND.

Fancying that a little more minute descrip-

tion of the mode of making hay and stacking

it in England than that given in the Farmer
of Oct. 3d, (Monthly p. 515) may be inter-

esting to some of its readers, I beg to give it,

with a few additional remarks on harvesting

and stacking grain.

Having been raised on the banks of the

"Severn," and within five minutes walk of its

stream, I am obliged to differ in opinion from
the correspondent of the Country Oentleman,
from whose article you quoted. He is rather

too hasty in his description of the process of
hay making and wind cocks, and slic;htly mis-

taken in some of his other statements. He
speaks of farmers of 300 acres of meadow
land having only "one team." If by this ex-

pression he means one pair of horses, as it is

generally understood in this Western country,

the statement is entirely erroneous.

A farmer of 300 acres of meadow land on
the banks of the Severn, or on the banks of
any other stream in England, could not possi-

bly, under any circumstances whatever, get

possession of a farm of 200 or 300 acies of
meadow land if he had only one team, unless

it was in the County of Cheshire, where the

land is almost exclusively devoted to grass.

The principal river in that county is the

"Dee."
Farms in England with 300 acres of meadow

land usually have a quantity of arable land

also. To be able to rent such a farm the far-

mer would be obliged to have not less than

from five to nine horses of heavy draught,

and weighing from twenty-two to thirty-five

cwt. per pair, seventeen or eighteen hands

high, and wearing shoes of from oh to 7 lbs.

weight, each.

The grass after being cut is run through

with a Horse Tedder. It is then raked into

small rows the full length of the field. It is

next thrown into small wind cocks, which are

turned over once or twice. It is then shook
open and afterwards raked into large rows,

and frequeutl)'' by women, men following and
throwing it into large wagon cocks, in straight

lines ; but on no account, nor under any cir-

cumstances, would a man get upon the cock to

make it, nor does it stand in the field for a
few weeks in the cock. It is not reasonable

to believe that any farmer would leave his hay
unstacked for weeks after it is sufficiently made
to stack. Its goodness and nutriment would
naturally sweat and dry out. It must be re-

membered that it takes a longer time to make
hay in England than it does here. The
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weather there is not so hot as here. The last

summer was an extraordinary one.

In England they put under the hay stack a
quantity of briars or hedge bushing, covering
ail the ground on which the stack is build, so

that not a particle of hay is lost. When mak-
ing the stack, a four-bushel wheat-sack filled

with hay and with a rope attached to it, is

placed in the centre at the bottom, and as the

rick progresses the bag is pulled up little by
little, forming a kind of chimney in the mid-
dle, which admits a current of air to pass up
through the stack und( r the briars. Such
ricks or stacks never fire of themselves, even
if the hay is a little damp when stacked.

After a few days the rick is thatched with
about six inches of long straw thrashed with a

flail. To put this on neatly requires much
skill, and a good thatcher always can command
good wages.

The Country Oentlemaii's correspondent
really must have forgotten himself when he
talks cf two men and a boy getting home and
stacking the "Severn bottom" hay from 3U0
acres. The statement is preposterous. One
man on the wagon and one man to pitch up !

Who, then, drives, and who uses the ellrake

:

and where is the stacker .-' It is true that all

farmers' teams are driven by loord of mouth,
but it requires the wagoner to drive, whose
sole busines ; it is to attend to the team, which
generally go one before the other with chain

traces. Rtins are not used. A farmer's nar-

row wheel wagon with whipples will carry from
three to four tons of old hay. How long a

time would it take two men and a boy to haul

home the hay from 300 acres ? And what far-

mer with a grain of common sense would ri-k

£0 much hay to the casual chances of the Eng-
lish climate, where lots of men at half a crown
or OS a day,—about 75 cents,—can be got
easily ?

Harvesting Grain.

In England, until within a few years past,

wheat was always cut with a sickle or the

Welsh broad-hook. Barley and oats are gen-
erally cut with a scythe—like grass,—and
turned over with a rake and not bound as

wheat is. Both are stacked as hay, but it is

done on "stools." These stools were for-

merly made of stone, in the form of a sugar-

loaf, but now they are made of iron. They
are portable, and in shape resemble a candle-
stick turned bottom upwards, having a round
smooth iron plate on the top. Wheat stacks

are generally made round. There is one stool

or pillar in the middle and several on the out-

side, with iron bars from each outside pillar to

the centre one, on which the grain is stacked.

The pillars are about two feet and six inches
high, so that no rat or mouse can get up into the
rick._ The stack is narrow at the bottom and
continues to widen as it gets up to the eaves.

The roof is steep and so well thatched that

some of the ^'holders-back''^ can keep their

grain dry and in good order for several years,
waiting for higher prices.

After the wheat stack is settled it is thatched
and trimmed smooth all round with a large
pair of shears, and is so smooth and solid that

a mouse or rat cannot bore its way in without
cutting it, and a bird can hang on the outside
little better than on an upright wall.

Barley and oats are stacked on stools, but
not being bound are not trimmed so nicely as

wheat. The advantages of stools are, that
cats and boys can have free access under me
stack, and they prevent rats and mice from
ascending.

Whole fields of sweet turnips are thatched
in England. The roots are topped, tailed,

and stacked in heaps, like the iron cannon
balls at the Tower of London and other arse-

nals, and these are thatched v/ith hand-thrash-
ed wheat straw. Thousand of acres of swedes,
turnips, mangolds, and grey peas and beans,

are grown most extensively, and are employed
in stall feeding. Roots are mingled with
chopped hay, oil-cake, beans, and grains from
the brewery,—the last not largely used. A
great deal of farinaceous food is now used
there, but it does not make any better beef
than the old fashioned food.

I beg to enclose you an ear of winter wheat
grown on the banks of the river Severn, re-

ceived in a letter from the Old Country, which
you ''an compard'with that grown in your own
section. Pardon me for taking up so much of

your time and room. Jon>r Wuatmoee.
Biidrjenorth Farm,

Dunleith, III., Dec. 4, 1868.

Remaeks.—We remember of hearing, when

a boy, some old farmers talking about the

growth of wheat in England, and the remark

of one man that the heads were often so close

together in the field that mice would run along

on them like squiirels on the branches of trees.

But we believe we have never before seen a

bona fide head of English wheat. It is beard-

less, four inches and a quarter in length, and

on comparing it with the illustrations given in

Mr. Todd's American Wheat Cnlturlst find it

resembles the cut of the Deal Wheat, but is a

trifle longer, being of the exact length of the

drawing of Hallet's Pedigree, The straw is

very clean and bright, the ear well filled and

altogether It is a very handsome specimen of

wheat ; for which, as well as for his communi-

cation, Mr, Whatmore will accept our thanks.

—Worsted, it is said, was first spun at a village

of that name near Norwich, England ; cambrics

came from Cambray ; damasks from Damascus

;

dimity from Damietta; cordovan from Cordova;

Calico from Calicut ; and muslin from Mosul.
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AQUIUEQIA GLANDULOSA, OR COLUMBINE.

Our native Columbine, or Honeysuckle, as

it is often called, is well known and generally

admired. The above cut represents a newly

introduced species from Siberia. "This plant,"

says Mr. Breck, "is more dwarfish in its habits

than the common Columbine, the leaves are

more finely divided ; it is about one foot high,

producing its beautiful flowers in June. The
flowers are large and rich sky-blue ; the inside

and margin of the corolla pure white. It is

one of the most desirable of the genus, propa-

gated from seeds, or by dividing the roots soon
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after flowering and not in the spring. The

Siberian plants are protected by the deep

snows of that climate, and our open winters

are fatal to many plants from that region, and

I once lost a bed of this elegant flower from

too much exposure. It should be kept in a

frame through the winter, or otherwise pro-

tected, if not covered by snow."

For the New England Farmer,

^ PISH AS A MANURE.
About thirty years since a few individuals

purchased a seine for the purpose of catching

menhaden which were at that time very nu-
merous in the vicinity of Nantasket Beach in

the town of Hull. For a few years large

quantities were caught and sold to the farmers

in this vicinity ; the price charged, when taken
from the beach, being one dollar per thousand
fish, the weight of which was a trifle less than
one pound each.

My father purchased considerable quantities,

and tried a variety of experiments. In some
cases the fish were spread on the land and
ploughed in immediately ; the next spring the

land was harrowed and planted with Indian

corn. One piece was sown with winter rye

soon after the fish were ploughed ip^ Both
crops satisfied my father that fish was an ex-

cellent fertilizer for his land.

A compost was made of sand, muck and fish,

using about 1000 fish to a cord of sand and
muck. This made a very valuable fertilizer,

as a top-dressing for grass, or for any hoed
crop. There are but few fertilizers that I have
ever seen that force almost every kind of veg-
etation to such a degree as a compost made of
fish. But I regret to say that owing to this

very fact farmers in this vicinity were very
much prejudiced against its use, believing that

it forced all the fertility out of the soil, and,

as they termed it, "killed the land." This pre-

judice was so deep that no amount of argu-

ments or facts could remove it.

To give the fish a fair test, I put some on a

small piece of poor sandy land and for seven
years permitted the land to lay without manure
or cultivation, but at the end of seven years it

could readily be seen where the fish were
spread. Yet I have my doubts if with this ev-

idence I changed the opinion of a single indi-

vidual who had previously made up his mind
on the subject. It is very much to be regretted
that farmers, like those who follow other oc-

cupations, form too hasty opinions, and when
formed, are unwilling to change them, even
though carefully tried experiments prove them
to be erroneous.

There is no doubt that the flesh of the fish

is soon absorbed by the surrounding vegeta-
tion ; but the bones make one of the most last-

ing fertilizers within the reach of the farmer.
I have seen stalks of rye more than twice the

usual size grow where only one-half a gill of
bone was put in the hills of corn the year pre-

vious.

The value of fish as a manure was well un-
derstood by the Pilgrims. The report of
Isaac D. Raisiers, who visited Plymouth in

1627, contains the following statement:—"At
the south side of the town there flows down
a small river of fresh water, very rapid, but
shallow, which takes its rise from several lakes

in the land above, and there empties into the

sea, where in April and the beginning of May
there come so many herring from the sea which
want to ascend that river, that it is quite sur-

prising. This river the English have shut in

with planks, and in the middle with a little

door, which slides up and down, and at the

sides with trellis work, through which the wa-
ter has its course, but which they can also

close with slides. At the mouth they have
constructed it with planks like an eel pot,

with wings, where in the middle is also a slid-

ing door, and with trellis work at the sides, so

that between the two (dams) there is a square

pool into which the fish aforesaid come swim-
ming in such shoals, in order to get up above,
where they deposit their spawn, that at one
tide there are 10,000 to 12,000 fish in it, which
they shut off in the rear at the ebb, and close

up the trellises above, so that no more water
comes in. Then the water runs out through the

lower trellises and they draw out the fish with

baskets each according to the land he culti-

vates, and carry them to it, depositing in each
hill three or four fishes, and in these they
plant their maize, which grows as luxuriantly

therein as though it were the best manure in

the world; and if they do not lay this fish

therein, the maize will not grow ; so that such
is the nature of the soil." E. Hersey.

Hingliam, Mass., Dec. 22, 1868.

FARMER OB MERCHANT.
We copy the following paragraphs from an

article in the Germantoion Telegraph, written

by J. Wilkinson, Esq., of Baltimore, Md.,

who addressed the Board of Agriculture at its

late meeting at Amherst, and whose personal

acquaintance we had the pleasure of making on

that occasion. Mr. Wilkinson's business as

Landscape Gardener and Rural Architect, has

afforded him rate opportunities for a personal

observation of the advantages of city and

country life. He says :

—

Some seventeen years since the writer took

from a situation as porter and salesman in a

village grocery, a young man of promise, of

the age of nineteen years, who had sagacity

sufficient to be able to compare the chances of

success in merchandizing and in agriculture,

and see that the latter presented much the

greater promise. He commenced as a farm
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laborer, at the common wages of the farm-
hand, and made his employer's interest his

interest, spent his evenings in reading agricul-

tural journals and other reading devoted to

the art to which he had determined to devote

his life. He remained three years, and had
his salary annually increasid, which he well

earned, when he went away to the State of

Georgia, to take charge of a larger plantation,

in which situation he remained but a few years,

when he purchased and stocked a fine farm of

several hundred acres, on which he still lives,

and lives as only the farmer out of debt can.

The firm he left in the grocery business have

since failed, and one of them has failed twice.

What a contrast

!

How many young men have the same oppor-

tunity to-day, and how happy would it be for

them if they would only embraoe it.

The mistaken, delusive idea that it is more
respectable and the chances of success are

greater to the young man to take the position

of porter, or lacky in a mercantile house in

the city, with hope of becoming a salesman, or

book-keeper, and finally a merchant, instead

of taking a situation as a farm-band where,

with the same industry and application that

would secure only a living in the former, he
might in a few years become competent to

take charge of a large and productive farm,

which he could take on shares, without capi-

tal, and with a great degree of certainty he

could in ten or fifteen years save enough to

stock a fair farm and make a payment that

would number him among that most enviable

class of men, known as lords of the soil.

If the youth reared in the country could

only see behind the tinsel curtain that conceals

so much genteel misery in the city, he would
shun it as he would a viper, and would return

to the land of his nativity with the firm reso

lution to make the country his place of abode
and field of labor for life.

If the writer with his experience with life in

the "country which God made," and the city,

the work of man, had a dozen sons to locate

in business, he would certainly settle twelve of

them on a farm, and the other one too, if it

were a baker's dozen. Not one of them should

come to the city by his consent, to take the

one in one hundred chances of success there

orfered.

SHEEP ON THE FARM.
In the Farmer of Dec. 5th, I noticed an ar-

ticle entitled "Sheep Benelicial to a Farm."
There are those who would take issue with

you on this subject, and stoutly maintain that

the keeping of sheep tends to i.npoverish a

farm. 1 know a good many farmers who af-

firm that their own and their neighbors' farms

in this vicinity have been rendered less pro-

ductive by reason of the change from keeping

cows to keeping sheep.

Several years ago, I changed the stock on

my farm, from cows to young cattle, and then

I changed from stock growing to sheep. I
was prompted to this, from the failure of most
kinds of grain crops upon the firm. My land
had become so infested with wire worms that

corn, oats and potatoes were almost a total

failure upon all the fields upon the farm, and
timothy grass would not do well more than a
year or two after stocking down a new piece.

The worms would bore into the bulb of the
grass, and it was killed at once.

I began to keep sheep, and when a piece of
meadow began to fail, I had the sheep put
upon it for two or three years, in numbers as

great as could be well supported for a given
time. When fed down close, they were turned
off for a time, and when the grass had sprung
up fresh, they were returned. On the fields

thus treated for two or three years, I now suc-

ceed in raising corn, potatoes, oats, wheat,
and no interference whatever from wire worms.
On a field of two acres thus treated for two
years, and last year put to corn and potatoes,

I do not think that a single stalk of corn was
injured by any kind of worm, although told by
neighbors that I would loose my work in put-

ting in crops on that field. No better corn or

potatoes need be raised than were grown upon
this field. Another field treated in the same
way and put to corn the present season, has

given results about as satisfactory.

My theory for this is, that the cutting and
stamping of the sod by the feet of the sheep de-

stroys the worms, and the fiy that deposits the

eggs, and the eggs themselves, to a very large

extent, thus ridding the land of this destruc-

tive pest. Am I right in this ?

When I was a .^mall boy, my grandfather
kept a good many sheep, and he raised a good
many turnips of the Hat variety. His process

was this : a few days before the time for sow-
ing his turnips, he would plow over his field,

drag and roll the same till thoroughly pulver-

ized and smooth, then he would yard his sheep
upon the field for several nights. If his land

was not over rich, he would have his sheep
upon the field every night, when dry, for two
or three weeks before sowing. When ready

to sow, he would scatter on the seed, first go-
ing over the ground with his harrow, then he
would continue the sheep on the field until the

turnips began to come up. I never knew him
to fail of a crop. His theory was that keep-

ing the sheep on his turnip field so long before

putting in a crop, rid the land of the turnip

fly, so destructive to the crop when young.

I am strong in the faith that sheep are a

good thing on a farm, even if wool does not

sell at more than forty to fifty cents per

pound, and shall continue them on my farm,

as long as I am of my present faith.

—

Ohio
Farmer.

—Mr. Samuel Thornc, Thorndale, Duchess Co.,

N. Y., has sold his entire flock of South Down
sheep to Adin Thayer, Jr., Hoosick Falls, Renssc-i

laer Co.
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EXTKACTS AND EEPLIES.

" plumf.r's adjustable hoe.

The peddler's recommenda.

tion of his suspenders, that

tliey were long enough for any

man, and short enough for any

. ,^,_ boy, was recalled to our mind

Vn?'"--...^ 4 as we received, in the early

\ ^ 3 part of last summer, an im-

plement of which the annexed

cut Is a representation.

At first we thought it was one of those things

that are "more nice than wise ;" but as our motto is

to "try all things and hold fast to that which is

good," we took it into the garden with us and went

to work. After using it awhile we moved the

blade into all the positions it is intended to assume,

and found that we could set it exactly to suit our

height. We set it for levelling the soil, for cutting

up weeds, &c., and soon became satisfied that a

hoe needs a particular "pitch" for each of these pur-

poses.

It therefore seems to us that the claims of the

inventor—who is also well known for his important

improvements in lasts for boots and shoes,—as

stated in his printed circular, of the advantages of an

adjustable hoe over the common one, are well

founded. In our opinion that this new arrange-

ment in a small but most important agricultural

implement is a step in advance, we find that others

coincide. Dr. Geo. B. Loring, President of the

New England Agricultural Society, says: "The
idea of making the hoe adjustable to different stat-

ures, and for different purposes, seems theoretical-

ly correct, and I have no doul)t it is practically so."

Our correspondent, William Bacon, of Richmond,
having tried the Adjustable Hoe the past season

for all the purposes to which a hoe is usually ap-

plied, calls it a "perfect instrument." lie saj's,

"by adjusting it to the height of the person using

it, he may hoe his crops through all the long June

day without back-ache—without fatigue. There is

no need of a Grecian bend in hoeing now, but the

person employed may stand as straight as an In-

dian and do a good day's work. Taking all things

into consideration, they are cheaper at ;^1.25, than

the common hoe at 50 cents."

Others who have used it, speak of its merits.

Mr. Fred Phinney of Windham, Me., after using

the adjustable hoe a good deal and hard, the past

season, says : "I find it perfectly durable and

strong. By adjusting the blade to the different

uses I can do one-quarter more than with the com-

mon hoe, enough to pay the cost of it in three

days. This is, I am aware, a strong statement,

but it is correct. Its superiority is the more ap-

parent when one attempts to use the common hoe,

after using the patent."

As an instrument to cut up corn, Mr. W. L. Lar-

rabee, of South Windham, Me., says that "with the

Adjustable Hoe, when set right, I can cut up

corn much easier, without stooping, and at least

one-third fiister, than with any corn-cutter I ever

used, and would purchase one for that purpose

alone. For other purposes the hoe has proved

firm and durable, and all that is claimed for it."

COARSE AND FINE WOOL SHEEP.

I notice a communication in the Farmer of
Nov. 28, from L. I). Corliss, of Orford, N. H., iu
which he says that his experience with fine wool
sheep has been different from mine; and that he
has found the Merinos vtry quiet and orderly,

—

more "-o than the coarse wools.
I have rercntlv seen most, of the best flpcks of

coarse wool sheep in Frank in county and have
converstd with tluir owners. I might speak of
many breeders, but will only mention T. W. Gor-
don, Farminston Falls, and Elijah Wadsworth,
Livermore ['"alls, both tf whom have coarse wool
flocks. The sheep ot both these farmers are per-
fectly domesticated, run in pastures with poor
fences, and are always at home, and arc quiet in
their habiis. In fact, I may say that I have not
seen a coarse vfuol breeder in this county, who is

not perfectly satisfied with his sheep in this re-

spect, nor have I ever heard any of "the neigh-
bors" making any comt>laintof the encroachments
of these sheep, although many of them still favor
tiie Merinos and are prejudiced against the coarse
wools, as I fear friend Coiliss is. Many of these
flocks are pastured so far from home that their
owners see them Iiut seldom after they arc turned
away in June. Yet no trouble is anticipated and
seldom any occurs in finding them where they
were put. In my travels through the county I
have almost invariably found better fences enclos-
ing the pastures of the Merinos than there are
around those in which the coarse wools run. I
also find that there is considerable inquiry and
di-cus,-ion on this su'iject among farmers in this

section, and that there i.s a rapidly growing pref-

erence for the coarse wools. Zen.
Franklin County, Me., Dec, 1868.

FAILURE OF SCIONS IN MAINE.

In reply to my inquiry through the Farmer
for the cause of the failure of scions in Maine this

season, "J. W. G." says the trouble was probably
in the scions or in stttmg them, tl think it was
not in setting them, as 1 have set more or less

every season for twenty years past, with good suc-

cess till the past spring. My scions were properly
taken care of after they were cut, and were set

with usual care and in thrifty young trees, yet one
half of them died, and tho>e that did live had a
sickly look. Other experienced gratters in this

vicinity had no better success. A gentleman in

Kennebec county, who has had thirty years'

experience in the business, setting some years as

many as eighty to one hundred thousand scions,

estimates the loss in that county at sixty per cent.

He thinks the scions were winter killed before they
were cut, and recommends that they be cut before

severe cold weather and packed in sawdust.

East Jay, Me., Dec.!, l^Q^. Jack.

SORE TEATS IN COWS.

When coFS calve in cold weather their teats

are quite apt to be sore, caused generally, I

think, by their being wet with milk. When the

calf sucks, the teats are sure to be wet, and some
persons tvhen they commence milking always wet
the teats with milk the first thing. As far as my
experience goes this ahvays makes them sore in

cold weather. The best preventive is to wash
the teats thoroughly with cold water as soon as

the milking is perlbrmed. The best remedy that

I know is a mixture of tar and lard melted and
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stirred together in such proportions as not to be
very stiekv, and applied once or twice a day.

Cabot, Vt., Dec. 7, 1868. C. M. Fisher.

CHURNING MILK.

Can you or any ot your numerous correspon-
dents tell me anything about the churning of
milk for the purpose of making butter ? Can it

be made practicable and profitable ? If so, it will

remove one serious objection to keeping dairies

—

that of the great amount of labor required. If

the milk can be churned by horse or other power,
it would save a great deal of hard work.

Cornwall, Vt., Dec. 21, 1868. N. B. Douglas.

Remarks.—^The idea of churning the whole

milk in the manufacture of butter is not a new
one. We believe that it has long been practiced

in some of the dairies in Holland. Over thirty

years ago we saw the apparatus by which the milk

was churned by a farmer in Michigan who sold

butter to regular customers in Detroit, but we did

not learn the particulars of the process. But we
remember that some of the neighboring dairy

women spoke of it as saving much hard work.

In an agricultural address by J. Stanton Gould,

President of the New York State Agricultural

Society, we find a statement that may be interest-

ing to our correspondent, although we feel obliged

to say that we regard the writer as taking very

strong ground in favor of churning milk. The
fact that so few dairymen adopt this process is

sufficient in our minds to qualify any very san-

guine anticipations of the superior advantages of

that process.

Mr. Gould says that James Toller, of Oswcgat

chie, N. Y., the township in which the village of

Ogdensburg is situated, strains his milk into

churns, and when sour, but before it is loppered,

churns the cntir6 mass. On the 10th of September

he strained 208 quarts of milk into pans, and

when the cream had all risen it was skimmed off

and churned. The amount of butter obtained was

17.^ pounds. On the ensuing day he strained 208

quarts of milk into churns, which, as soon as it

became sour, he churned and obtained 19;^ pounds

of butter. This is a fair sample of a great number
of experiments on record, which are intended to

test this question. Mr. Toller's experiment shows

that 10 per cent, more butter was obtained by
churning the entire milk than when the cream only

was churned. Experiments vary with respect to

the percentage more or less, but every carefully

performed experiment that I have seen myself, or

that has been recorded, demonstrates that from

eight to twelve per cent, more butler is obtained

by churning the entire milk, and it is equally cer-

tain that as a whole its quality is better, its flavor

more delicate, and it will keep longer without

change. The labor of churning so large a mass

is indeed greater, but when this operation is per-

formed by water power, or by animals, this is of

no consequence; on the other hand it supercedes

the labor of skimming the milk and washing the

pans, which make no inconsiderable items in the

labors of the dairymaid. I think there can be no
doubt that this is the best mode of making butter,

both with respect to economy of labor and to the

quantity and quality of the butter.

In "Milch Cows and Dairy Farming," Mr. Flint

says, "in some sections the milk is churned soon

after milking; in others, the night's and morning's

milk are mixed together and churned at noon; in

others, the cream is allowed to rise, when the

milk is curdled, and cream, curd and whey, are

all churned together."

If any of the readers of the Farmer have had
experience in making butter from the whole milk,

we hope they will respond to the request of Mr.
Douglas.

"gilt-edged butter."—HOW TO MAKE GOOD
BUTTER.

The inquiries and remarks about "gilt-edged
butter" in the Farmer of December 26,"reminded
me of a little story I once heard of an old Quaker,
who sent his two daughters to hear a lecturer who
had acquired a "gilt-edged" reputation. After
listening attentively to the flov/ery discourse, the
girls went home. As customary the father in-

quired about the lecture, and asked his daughters
what valuable information they had gained. After
a moment's hesitation, one of them exclaimed,
"Oh, Pa, if you could have been there ! Mr.

was the most splendid looking man we ever saw ; he
wore pretty diamonds, had a foreign air, and said
so many beautiful things that we can't tell one
word about it."

The old Quaker very gravely replied, "Well,
well, children, thee had better stay at home here-
after, and not attend any more lectures which are
too beautiful to be useful."

I suppose "gilt-edged" butter, like the lecture,

is so beautiful that nobody can tell anything about
it. Just as likely as not it is nothing but butter
of a very good quality. I hope not one of the
neat, tidy women in Vermont, or in anj- other
State, will think they cannot make nice butter,

because they are not able to produce this inde-
scribable, genteel, "gilt-edged" article.

I advise the consumers of the "gilt-edged" but-
ter of Faneui! Hall, not to crack up their inde-
scribable commodity too high, for we poor farmers'
wives, who live in rickety houses, do our washing
and scrubbing, mind our own healthy babies,

sometimes think that we eat just as good sweet,
wholesome butter of our own making, as that en-
joyed by those who live in marble palaces and pay
the "gilt-edged" prices of a fancy market-man,

—

butter, too, that is made by a process that can be
described and taught to our daughters. That it

requires care and neatness, we are perfectly willing
to admit. When I milk our cow, which I often
do, I am very careful not to get any chatf or other
barn dirt into the milk pail. As soon as possible
after the milk is drawn, I strain it into well washed
and scalded tin pans, filling them about half full.

I set the milk in a clean, cool room where nothing
else is kept. When the milk has yielded all its

cream, I skim it off and deposit it in a tin pail.

In warm weather I hitch a rope to the pail, and let

it down part way into the well. Every time I put
cream into the pail I stir it gently. When a sufli-

cient quantity is accumulated, generally once in
three days,—as I don't think cream ought to be
kept over that length of time in warm weather,

—

I put it into a clean churn that has stood with cold
water in it over night. Sometimes I throw a hand-
ful of salt into the cream. My butter always
comes quick enough. After draining the butter-
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milk from the churn, I put half a pailful of cold
water into the churn, then turn the crank back
and forward a few times, and draw off the water.
This is repeated again, when I remove the butter
from the churn with a wooden paddle to a tray
half full of cold water. 1 sprinkle salt into the
water, and work the butter over with the paddle,
pouring off the water and adding more until it is

free from buttermilk. I then salt it, and if I want
a little extra touch I add one large spoonful of
white sugar to each pound of butter. The next
morning early I put it up in plain lumps or lay it

down in a vessel. During the whole process I

never touch it with my hands.
From November 15, 1867, to May 15, 1868, I

made and sold ^'40 worth of butter from our cow,
which was then farrow. Our family numbered
four, and we used 'all the butter we wanted. The
butter sold more than paid for the cow, and the
milk and butter we used we thought paid for her
keeping. Mrs. Tuask.
Reading, Mass., Dec, 1868.

A farmer's experience and confession.

The deep interest which, from boyhood, I have
taken in agriculture, and the great number of ex-
periments which I had tried and seen tried, make
me often, when reading agricultural papers, feel a
desire to furnish an item or two ; but the constant
flow of business so completely occupies my time
that I have been compelled to forego this pleasure.

The saving thing aljout it, however, is the thought
thatihe public do not lose much by it.

-, Dec. 20, 1868. .

Remarks.—The above, which closes a business

letter recently received, expresses, we have no

doubt, the experience of many who read the Far-

-SiER. But we cannot endorse the remark that the

public do not lose much by the neglect to "furnish

an item or two" from personal experience and ob-

servation, or by way of comment on the "items'

which others furnish. Another farmer in sending

us a communication, closes with the playful re-

mark, "I can talk it, but you see I can't write it."

Here, then, is the trouble with farmers. They
have little time to write, and when they do attempt

to write they fear it will not do to let it go just as

they wouId"taIk it," and so get snarled up in their

attempt to "write a composition," or to spell every

word just as the dictionary does. Let the spelling

and the grammar take care of themselves. Plant

the facts firmly on the paper, just as they come to

mind, and leave the "office editor" and the printers

to fix the spelling and syntax. In this way you
can save time, and furnish facts and suggestions

that will instruct and interest others.

ROOTING LIMBS OF TREES.

A few weeks since there was a man in this neigh-
borhood exhibiting a limb of an apple tree, on which
he had induced to grow, during the past season, a
bunch of small fibrous roots as large as a peck meas-
ure, by a process which he claimed to have dis-
covered. He said he could take any limb or any
number of limbs from a favorite tree, or any tree
in bearing condition, and grow roots on it in one
season, when it can be taken from the parent tree
and set in the ground without checking its growth
or bearing capacity. If this can be done every
time, and he said it could, it must be quite an ad-
vantage to those who wish to get an orchard in
bearing immediately. I would like to have the

opinion of experienced fruit growers in relation to
this discovery published in the Farmer.

One Interested.
North Boscawen, N. H., Dec. 20, 1868.

Remarks.—Grape vines, quinces, and several

other vines, shrubs, &c., ire propagated by bend-
ing down and covering a branch with earth ; and
it is possible that by some process apple tree limbs
might be made to throw out roots, but we should
doubt the practical utility of the process. Many
plants will root very freely ; others require more
care. Sometimes the shoot is slit with a slanting

cut, one-half or two-thirds of the diameter, and
sometimes a narrow ring is taken from the bark of
the part buried in the earth.

ANOTHER CURE FOR SCRATCHES.

I send you a receipt for the cure of the gi'ease
or scratches, that I have tried, and found to cure.
It in this :—one pound of Eps-om Salts, one pound
of Sulphur, one pound Cream of Tarter, and four
ounces of Saltpetre. Pulverize the Saltpetre, mix
all together, antJ give the horse three large spoon-
fuls at a dose in the feed, moistened, for three
mornings ; then skip three. Nine doses, cured a
very bad case for me. I tried many outward ap-
plications, but it still grew worse until I tried this
and then it got well. The cause of the disease is

in the system, and outward applications are not
sufficient to cure. I have made a practice of feed-
ing a little of the medicine at times since, and
have not had a case since I used the medicine two
years ago. A Subscriber.

Georgia Plain, Vt., Dec. 14, 1868.

BITING HORSES.

I have a fine mare six years old, w'hich has a
bad habit of biting. Although we raised her, she
never showed any signs of a disposition to bite
before this fall. The habit appears to be growing
upon her. Is there anything 1 can do to stop it ?

I noticed worms in the manure this morning about
an inch long, which I supposed to be pin worms,
What is the best thing to give 'or the worms ? Do
you think the worms have anything to do with her
being cross ? If you will answer these questions
through the columns of tlie New Englaind Far-
mer you will greatly oblige a

Young Farmer.
West Brookfield, Mass., Dec. 12, 1868.

Remarks.—We have never owned nor driven a
horse seriously addicted to this bad habit ; but we
have known of animals which were not safe with-

out a muzzle. When once the habit is firmly es-

tablished we know of no cure. If any of the

readers of the Farmer do, we hope they will re-

spond to Young Farmer's request. Here, as else-

where, an ounce of prevention is worth a pound

of cure. Biting is usually the consequence of

natural viciousness, or a habit induced by the

teasing of boys or thoughtless men. Mr. Stewart,

in his "Stable Economy," says, 'T have seen biters

punished until they trembled in every joint, and

were ready to drop, but have never, in any case,

known them cured by this treatment, or by any

other. The lash is forgotten in an hour, and the

horse is as ready and determined to repeat the

offence as before. He appears unable to resist

temptation, and in its worst form, biting is a spe-
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cies of insanity." Mr. Youatt says, "kindness

will aggravate the evil, and no degree of severity

will correct it." He, however, recommends the

Rarey system for training vicious horses, with

straps, &c. After the horse is down, he says the

operator should confine his treatment to lifting the

head, bringing it close down to his own body as

he sets upon his shoulder, and forcing both of the

jaws into immediate and repeated contact.

"When we consider the danger from this habit, it

is surprising that so many will tickle and pinch

horses merely to see them resent the indignity.

Such horse-play should be carefully avoided by

every one that has anything to do with a horse,

unless it is desirable to educate him into absolute

viciousness.

KICKING cows.

I think I can give our friend who is plagued by
the kicking cow, advice that will be of henelit to

him. My practice is,—when kindness and gentle

means fail, which is rarely the cijse,—when the

cow attempts to kick, to grapple the leg jusc above
the gambrel joint, and lilt it as higher higher than
her belly, straight backwards ; having tirst made
arrangements so that she cannot wheel round from
me. In this position I hoUl it till she gives up
struggling, then let it down. After a few trials

the slightest touch on her thigh will remind her
that she is perfectly under her master's control,

and will generally become as gentle as a lamb.
The idea of holding a kicking cow's leg by main

strength may appear soniewhatSamsonian to those

who have never tried it. But if the leg is grasped
firmly and lilted at once high enough, they will

find no difficulty in doing it. In a case like his I

should stand by the side of the cow, place my left

hand firmly on her thigh and commence milking
with the other hand, when I snould be all ready
for the strucglc, which would not be long or hard.

Roxbury,''Vt., Dec. 30, 1868. W. I. Simonds.

COST OF RAISING PORK.

I have this day killed my pigs, and think
they have done very well, considering all things.

They were eight months and ten days old. I have
had them 220 days. The two weighed when
I got them 34 pounds. They weighed when
dressed 619^. I have kept an account with them.
It may be interesting to others :

—

May 20, 1868. To paid for pigs $ 8.00

Aug.-Oct to 450 Its meal 12.12

Nov.-Dec. " 15 bush, corn, 8a 19 96

Dec. 26, " butchering 1 50

$41.58

They had plenty of milk all of the time, and while
I was husking I fed them nothing but soft corn for

one month. The meal charged was some that I

bought, and the corn I raised and had ground.
The meal I scalded after it began to be cold weatb-
er. The pigs were a mixture of the common breed
and Chester County. If you think the above,

which is my first attempt at writing for a paper,

worthy of note, you may put in shape for your
Extracts and Replies. Subscriber.

- Rockingham, Vt., Dec. 26, 1868.

PEEDING cows FOR MILK.

I notice there is a discussion going on among the

milk producers in your vicinity. Being a milk pro-

ducer myself for the market here in Concord, I

would like to inquire how the milkmen feed their

cows during the winter to make them give the

most milk on the least expense. At present, I feed
on meal fi'om cob and corn ground together. I
give each new milch cow three quarts meal and
three quarts shorts per day, mixed up with hot
water, about a pailful of water to each mess. How
can I improve on this feed ? j. v. a.

West Concord, N. H., Dec. 21, 1868.

REMEDY FOR BORERS.

After twenty years' experience, in which I have
found it to work not only to my own entire satisfac-

tion, but to that of others who have tried it, I can
confidently recommend stopping up the holes of
borers in trees with hard so^ip, as an in fallible care
for this pest to our orchards. Though simple, try
it, brother farmers. Permit me to say that I like

your paper' very much. Harvey B. Pierce.
North Dartmouih, Mass., Nov. 30, ISiiS.

AGBICULTUEAL ITEMS.
—The first shipment of wheat from Chicago was

78 bushels in 1838. This year the amount shipped

is 50,000,000.

—The California Farmer of Nov. 19, says there

are fifty thousand tons of wheat in the warehouses

at San Francisco, or about one quarter of the year's

surplus.

—The old Massachusetts Society for Promoting

Agriculture voted at a late meeting' to offer two
prizes, of $300 and $200, for best experiments in

the State in the artificial propagation of fish.

—Every part feeds a part. Hence put the drop-

pings of grain-fed animals on corn and wheat

fields, of hay-fed animals on grass lots, and the

droppings of forests on orchards.

—A rock maple was recently cut near West
Concord, N. H., whose circumference when chop-

ped, was fourteen feet nine inches. It was at least

one hundred feet high, and had been tapped for

sugaring one hundred and six years.

—The Early Rose sprang from seeds in a potato

ball. From the seeds of that one ball seven kinds

of potatoes have been raised; and, what is stran-

ger than all, each of the seven varieties is excel-

lent in its way.

—The Prairie Farmer says that at least one

hundred cattle have died in Story County, Iowa,

of a disease supposed to have been caused by

eating smut which was very abundant on the corn

in the fields where they were fed.

—The Worcester County West (Barre,) Mass.,

Agricultural Society has re-elected its President

and Secretary, J. W. Jenkins and Charles Brim-

blecom, and has chosen John T.Ellsworth, a mem-
ber of the State Board of Agriculture for three

years.

—A correspondent of the Mirror and Farmer

says that Mr. Aaron S. Bucknam, of New Ipswich,

N. H., obtained from seventy-one (quarts a7id one

pint of milk, the present antumn, eleven pounds

four ounces of butter, being a fraction more than

one pound to six and one-half quarts. The milk

was obtaiaed from four cows, running in a pasture
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fed close, with two hours' bailing daily in "fall

feed." No other extra feed, except that one of

the number, a young cow, was fed one pint of meal

daily.

—One of the features of the Iowa State Fair was
the sale of choice farm stock. Ten bull calves,

Short-Horned, were sold for ^200 each, one for

$300, and another for $375. Cotswold ewes sold

at $44, and two bucks at $65 per head. Berkshire

sow pigs went for $25. and a boar pig nine months

old went for $50.

—An old stable builder in Baltimore says he

has come to the conclusion, after 25 years' trial,

that a two-inch white pine plank floor, laid Itvel,

with a square iron 2x2^ grating, so placed as to

receive the urine, is the best arrangement for a

horse. Clay, stones, concrete, &c., he rejects. The
width of a horse-stall should be four feet nine

nches.

—According to experiments made at the Michi-

gan "Agricultural College, the amount of milk
consumed by pigs to produce one pound of in-

crease was, for the first week, 7.20 lbs. ; for the

second week, 7.70 lbs.; for the third week, 12.52

lbs. ; and for the fourth week, 10.56 lbs. Hence
the younger the animal the more rapidly it gains.

—Speaking about the bed quilts of many colors

and innumerable pieces which take prizes at agri-

cultural fairs, "Aunt Lucy" says in the Rural New
Torlier, "I have lived forty-six years and brought

up six children, and have never yet found time to

buy calico and cut it np into little pieces, half an

inch square, for the purpose of sewing them to

gether again, just to see how many I could make
of it."

—In eastern Virginia are extensive forests of

large trees where old tobacco hills and corn fur-

rows, made long ago, can be seen ; and in eastern

Massachusetts trees fit for saw-logs are casting a

dense shade over rows of old corn hills, which re-

tain nearly their original form and size. Need
such a country anticipate the evils which are ex-

perienced in some parts of the world from the

removal of forests ?

—The increase of the rabbits introduced into

Australia from England has become so enormous

that in some parts of the country they threaten

to starve the sheep out of their runs. One farmer

estimates that it will cost him £10,000 in wages

to trappers and killers before he expels them from

his grounds. They are greedy for some of the

most beautiful cultivated flowers, and are becom-

ing the terror of horticulturists.

—An exchange, remarking on the chafing of the

breasts of horses, says—"The common practice of

using pads or sheepskin under the collar is objec-

tionable, especially in warm weather, because it

accumulates heat and makes the breast tender.

A better way is to take a piece of thick and smooth
leather, cut it out just the size of the collar, or a

little wider, and let it lie flat on the neck and

shoulders of the horse. This will lie smooth on
the neck, while the collar itself moves about, and
so it will prevent chafing. In addition to this, let

the breast of working-horses be washed off every

night with clean water.

—According to a German sayan^, the decay with

which the trees in the promenades and gardens of

Berlin, as well as of other large cities, have re-

cently been affected, arises chiefly from the trem-

ulous movement communicated to the soil by rapid

locomotion; the perfect adherence between the

roots and the earth, so necessary for the absorp-

tion of nourishing juices is, he declares, destroyed

by this continual agitation.

—The following are theofiicers of the Merrimac,

N. H., Agricultural Society for 1869. President,

Hon. Aaron Whittemore, Pembroke ; Vice Presi-

dent, John McNeill, Concord; Secretary, J. E.

Pecker, Concord ; Treasurer, Abel Hutchins, Con-

cord ; Directors, John C. Gage, Fislierville ; Simeon

Abbott, West Concord ; John C. Pearson, Webster

;

William Parker, Suncook ; Daniel E. Hill, North-

field; Heman Sanborn, East Concord; Charles H.

Carpenter, Chichester. This is the oldest agricul-

tural association in the State, it having been found-

ed in 1824.

—The annual meeting of the Contoocook, N. H.,

Agricultural and Mechanical Society, was held

recently. The principal newly elected ofScers arc

:

President, Cornelius Coolidge, Hillsborough; Vice

Presidents, o. B. Moulton, Weare ; A.S.Woods,
Hancock ; Secretary, J. F. Chase, Deering ; Assis-

tant Secretary, Daniel Johnson, Weare : Treasurer,

J. C. Cambell, Hillsborough. The Fair for 1869

was located at Hillsborough Bridge. The financial

report showed a balance of $400 in the treasury

after all the bills had been paid.

Butter from Milk of Jersey Cows.—
The statement was recently made by one of

our correspondents that the rich milk of the

Alderney or Jersey cows was especially valu-

able on account of its superior keeping quali-

ties. One milkman asserted that milk from

his Jersey cows would keep sweet from ten to

twelve hours longer than that from any other

cows in his herd. If such is a characteris-

tic of the milk from Jersey cows, we should

naturally suppose that butter made from this

milk would be likely to possess something of

the same quality. But we have never tested

it thoroughly ourselves. We notice that one

of our contemporaries says that such is not the

case ; that ' 'butter made from the milk of Jer-

sey cows is altogether more difficult to keep

than most other kinds of butter." What say

the manufacturers ofthe beautiful "gilt- edged"

Jersey cow butter to this assertion ?
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A VlIiLAQE EESIDENCB.

Our illustration this month represents a some-

what more showy and expensive house than

most of the series which was designed by Mr.

Geo. E. Harney, and which have been occa-

sionally published in the Farmer during the

few years past. His object in this plan is to

furnish accommodations particularly adapted

to the wants of the village or suburban resi-

dent. The plan is nearly square, measuring

30 by 36 feet. The front door is recessed

three feet, and opens into a vestibule, No. 2,

six feet wide. On the left is the parlor, No.

3, 14 feet by 20, connecting by means of

glazed folding doors with the library, No. 4,

10 by 14 feet. On the right of the vestibule

is the dining-room, No. 5, 14 feet by 16, and

back of the dining-room is the kitchen, No.

G, 13 feet by 16. Between these two rooms

is a passage containing cupboards for china.

The kitchen is furnished with a large store-

closet, and a sink, and pump. In order to

economise room, we have provided but one

staircase and have placed it in a convenient

but retired position in the rear hall. No. 7,

separated from the vestibule by a glazed door.

For sleeping accommodation we have provided
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four chambers, with closets, and a bathing-

room on the second floor, and three chambers,

and a clothing-room in the attics, making in

all seven chambers ; a large number for a

house of this size.

The first story is ten feet high, and the sec-

ond nine and a half. -Built of wood, with

slate roof, Mr. Harney estimated that this

house would cost from $3800 to 4000, with

materials and labor at the usual prices pre-

vious to the late war.

^SUBSTITUTES FOR MIIiK IIJ" EAISINQ
CALVES.

A correspondent in Nebraska writes to in-

quire what will be the proper food for young
calves. He states that he can obtain several

from excellent milkers, but has no milk to feed

them. It is difficult to raise calves in winter

and have them do well even when they have
the advantage of the natural food drawn di-

rectly from the cow. It is more difficult to

have them thrive if brought up by hand and
fed on milk ; and the difficulty will be greater

still if no milk can be obtained.

All attempts to make an artificial milk that

will be healthful have resulted in failures.

Leibeg made an artificial milk that contained

the identical ingredients of common milk, and
they were united in the same proportion. It

was thought that great good' would result from
the discovery ; but all the babies that were fed

on it for a considerable time, died. Fresh
milk seems to be absolutely essential to the calf

during the first few days of its existence.

After this, the supply of milk may be dimin-
ished, or the cream may be separated from it

before it is used. If we do this, however, we
must keep up this loss in the oleaginous prin-

ciple by means of some such substance as flax-

seed or oil cake.

Probably the best food that could be ob-
tained for young calves in the winter time, if

no milk can be obtained, is a mixture of flax

seed jelly and meal gruel. Oat-meal is un-
questionably to be preferred to other kinds,

as it contains a large amount of gluten, which
very nearly resembles casein in its chemical
composition. Next to oat-meal, wheat screen-
ings, ground but not bolted, would furnish the
largest amount of nitrogenized food for the
least expense. Too much rye meal would
probably bring on scurvy. Indian meal, made
into a gruel, should be sparingly used at first,

but as the calf gains in strength, and its diges-
tive organs are better developed, it should be-
come the principal article of food.

The calf shoud be early taught to eat hay,
by tying up before him a bundle ofnicely cured,
tender grass—rowen is best for the purpose.
Great care should be given to keeping the
calves well supplied with water that is not

too cold. Their beds must be warm and
clean. Our German women contrive to raise

many calves by hand, and their skill is princi-

pally to be attributed to their uniform atten-

tion to them, and their care in thoroughly
cooking their food.

—

Prairie Farmer.

GREAT EATERS.
The fact that animals or a race of animals

are small eaters, or, in common language, easi-

ly kept, is generally, we believe, regarded by

farmers as a high recommendation. Prof. J.

Harris favors the great eaters, in an article in

the American Agriculturist, in which he says :

It seems clear to my mind that there is an
immense advantage in getting animals to eat,

digest, and assimilate a large amount of food,

for the simple reason that it takes a very large

proportion of the food to sustain the vital func-

tions, and all the growth of the animal is de-

rived from the food eaten in excess of this

amount. I believe this is now the most im-
portant point to which breeders can direct

their attention. The amount of offal in well-

bred animals has been reduced by skilful

breeding to a minimum. Now let them aim
to increase the digestive powers. Said an ex-

perienced dairyman, "I never knew a cow that

was a great milker that was not a great eater."

This is my idea exactly. And what we want
is a breed that will eat 25 or 5(3 per cent, more
in proportion to live weight than any animals

we now have. Ih&y viovXd, in proportion to

the food consumed, grow twice as fast as they
now do. I have very little doubt as to the

truth of this proposition ; and if it is true, the

sooner it is acknowledged and acted on by
our breeders the better.

OvERCROWDijs'G THE CiTiES.—Under this

title an excellent city paper says :
—"One of the

most painful phenomena of modern life is the

wide-spread tendency, on the part of young
men, to flock to the great cities. With the

best opportunities for success, quiet but steady

in the pursuits of rural life, they are allured

by dreams of quick fortunes and ease from
toil in the great centres of business, and
abandon with alacrity the certain for the vis-

ionary. The simple truth is—and every young
man who contemplates leaving bis country

home for town life ought to heed it—the cities

are, and have been for years, overcrowded.

So far from having room for more, they could

well spare a large surplus. The supply for

situations such as most country boys desire

—

clerkships of the various kinds— is immensely

in excess of the demand. For every position

offered, hundreds of hungry applicants, skilled

in the duties required, lie in wait, and are

only too glad to get employment at any price."

The above warning may be applied to young
women with a double emphasis.

J
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THE BEST BKEEDS OP COWS.

HERE are now several distinct

races of cattle in the country

f% possessing very diflferent char-

Si acterlstics and properties, and it

becomes an interesting and import-

ant question to the farmer, what

breed shall I keep and raise?

To answer this question intelligent-

ly, several circumstances must be taken into

consideration. In the first place, for what

purpose does' the farmer raise his stock? Is

it for the shambles, or for general dairy pur-

poses, or to furnish milk for the market ?

If it is for beef, the animal that will make
the most beef at the least expense of keeping,

and in the shortest time, will be sought. If it

is for making butter and cheese, the breed

that will yield the largest amount of these

products, at the least cost, and which possess

the requisite hardiness and the least liability

to disease, will best meet this object. If it is

to furnish milk for the market, then quantity

of milk, rather than the quality is sought, and

those cows that yield the largest quantity, and

continue the flow the longest will be preferred.

But these are not the only circumstances to

be taken into the account. The soil, the cli-

mate, the facilities for reaching the market,

and the probability that the progeny will pos-

sess the qualities of the parents, must also be

considered.

We have, first, the native stock ; by which

•we mean that which descended from the im-

portations of the early settlers, and which con-

stituted nearly the whole stock in the country

previous to the close of the last war with Eng-

land in 1815. This stock is of moderate size,

hardy and well acclimated, and among it may
be found many superior animals both for beef

and the dairy ; but in general they are deficient

in beauty of form, and in those points that are

desired by the butcher, and their progeny is of

very uncertain character.

Next we have the Durham or Short-horns, a

large, thrifty breed of cattle, that make fine

oxen and yield a large amount of beef. They
are less hardy than the native race in the colder

parts of the country, and require high keeping.

Where climate and soil are suited to them,

they probably meet the wants of both the dairy

and the beef raiser better than any other breed.

The Devons are a beautiful and hardy race,

smaller than the Durhams, giving less milk,

but of a richer quality, and they arrive at ma-
turity earlier. They are easily kept in good
condition, and generally, in the colder parts

of the country, are fitted for the butcher a

year earlier than the Durhams. They are ac-

tive and docile, and the oxen make fine work-

ers.

The Ayrshires are slightly larger than the

Devons, less s} mmetrical in form, but hardy

and active, and yield a larger quantity of milk,

at the same cost of keeping, than any other

breed which we have. Individuals may be

found among the native stock that will yield*

as large a quantity of milk as any of the Ayr-

shires, but the quality of yielding a large quan-

tity of milk has become so well established in

the Ayrshire breed, that we may breed from

them with much greater certainty of retaining

this quality than from the best of the native

stock. They fatten easily when not giving

milk, and make good beef.

The Jerseys are a small race of animals,

with but little beauty of form, except when
young, and possessing at no period of life the

the points desired by the butcher. They are

of but little value either for veal or beef, and

they consume more food than any other breed

among us, in proportion to their weight. But

their milk is richer than that of any of the

larger breeds. Their food seems to be ex-

pended largely in elaborating butter, which

often constitutes from twenty to twenty-five

per cent, of their milk. They commence to

breed very young, and when well kept con-

tinue to give a good quantity of milk through

the year. In quantity their milk is less than

the Ayrshires and Durhams.

The Dutch breed, recently introduced is a

large race, well fitted for beef, and yield a

large quantity of milk, but requiring rich pas-

tures and high feed.

Some fancy breeds, as the Kerry and. the

Britanny, fitted rather for the park and the

lawn than for the farm, have lately been in-

troduced.

We said that soil and climate must be taken

into consideration. The larger breeds are

found most profitable where they can be sus-

tained upon rich pasturage during a large part

of the year, or upon intervales and river bot-

toms, which yield large quantities of good

hay and roots for the long winters. Upon
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rocky bills and in a cold climate, where the

grass starts late, and the cattle must be taken

early from the pasture and then fed upon hay

of an inferior quality, smaller breeds will

thrive better and yield better returns for the

cost of keeping.

But what is the object of the farmer in

keeping stock? If he is near th? market,

where his milk can be daily served to his cus-

tomers, and where the butcher will pay the

highest price for his calves, he will raise but lit-

tle stock, and make only butter for his own

family, if he even do that. He will seek for

those cows that will yield the most milk, with-

out reference to beef, or the quality of the

milk. He is satisfied with any cow that will

fill his pail at a reasonable cost of keeping,

without regard to breed or grade. He will go

among the beef raisers or dairymen, and pur-

chase those that have the points of large milk-

ers, believing it cheaper than to raise them

himself. This c.Iass of men will generally, in

New England, keep the Ayrshire cows or their

grades, and we think they will find that the

more Ayrshire blood they get the better their

wants will be met. In the lower part of the

valley of the Connecticut, in the neighbor-

hood of New York, Philadelphia or Cincin-

nati!, where there is an abundance of rich

pasturage, they will prefer the Short-horns or

their grades, because while they give an equal

quantity of milk, their calves are worth more

for veal, and the cows themselves, when they

cease to give milk, are worth more for beef.

If the object is butter making, the same

considerations of soil and climate will go far

to decide what breed shall be kept. Where
the soil and climate are suited to them, the

Short-horns or their grades will be chosen. In

the colder States the Devons or their grades

with the Ayrshires will be preferred. Some
prefer to keep a few Alderneys, believing that

their cream added to that of the rest of the

herd, makes the butter of the whole better.

Those who keep one or two cows for the use

of the family, will be glad to get Ald6rneys,

on account of the superior quality of both the

milk and butter,—beef and veal being of no

consideration with such, in comparison to the

quality of the milk and butter.

The stock raisers, too, must be governed

by considerations of soil and climate. The
Vermont stock raisers generally prefer the

Devons on account of their hardiness and early

maturity, believing that they yield abetter re-

turn for the cost of keeping than the larger

breeds. In Western New York, Peunsylva-

nla, Ohio, Illinois and Kentucky, the Short-

horns are justly preferred. In these States

we find the most magnificent specimens of this

race. Their pastures afford the very condi-

tions they need. Hence the breeders of these

States attach but little value to the smaller

breeds.

The question, then, which is the best breed

of cows, like the question, which is the best

grape, must be answered by reference to lo-

cal considerations. There is no one breed of

cattle, and no one grape that is best through-

out our widely extended country, with its

great diversity of soil and climate. That

breed or plant is best for any locality that is

best suited to the soil or climate, or that can

best resist the obstacles to its thrift and popu-

lation. We will close with a single remark

—

never keep a poor cow of any breed, and es-

pecially never attempt to raise her progeny.

ioittm

A SPIDER'S MATfiRNAL AFFECTION".

A correspondent of Ilardwicke's Science

Gossip says :

—

"In the course of last summer, when out

for a naturalist's 'constitutional,' a circum-

stance came under my notice, which, In justice

to the 'poison-fang fraternity,' I have thought
ought to be told. In an old hedge, dry as

dust, I found a great many varieties of spiders.

One of these, a dark colored, grizzly-looking

jade, I captured, with a view to our becoming
better acquainted. Under and in immediate
contact with the abdomen, she carried a
cocoon, containing (I presume) eggs or baby-

spiders.

In form and size it resembled a small grain

and you shall never be put to shame. Now
of hempseed, and was kept in its place by the

first pair of legs clasping it. When the co-

coon was severed from her, the mother would

not leave the palm of my hand on which I held

them, but stood at a short distance apparently

watching intently her precious load, towards

which she several times made a rush, and with

a rapidity that eluded my sight, picked it up

and attempted to make off with it. I several

times deprived this dutiful mother of her

charge, and as often she proved that she val-

ued her own life less than its loss. Indeed,

the 'first law of nature,' self-preservation,

seemed in her case to have been suspended."
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[Cupiad by purmiBBiun from Apphtori's Juvtnde Annual.}

THE DO» AND THE WATER-LILY.

The noon was shady, and soft airs

Swept Ouse'a eiknt tide,

When, 'scaped from literary cares,
I wandered by its side.

•My spaniel, prettiest of the race,
And high in pedigree

(Two nymphs aclorned with every grace
That tpaniel found for me),

Now, wantoned, lost in flags and reeds,
Now starling into sight,

Pursued the twallow o'er the meads.
With scarce a slower flight.

It was the time when Ouse displayed
Her lilies nowly blown;

Their beauties I intent surveyed,
And one I wished my own.

With cane extended far, I sought
To steer it close to land

:

But still the prize, though nearly caught.
Escaped my eager hand.

Beau marked my unsuccessful pains
With fixed considerate face.

And puzzling set his puppy brains
To comprenend the case.

But, with a chirrun r^lear and strong
Dispersii'g all his dream,

I thence wittidrew, and followed long
The windings of the stream.

My ramble ended, I returned

;

Beau, trotting far before.
The floating weath again discerned
And plunging left the shore.

I 81W him, with that lily cropped.
Impatient swim to miet

My quick approach, and soon he dropped
Tne treasure at my feet.

Charmed with the sight, "The world," I cried,
"Shall hear of this thy deed

;

My song shall mortify the pride
Of man's superior breed

:

"But chief mysf If I will enjoin.
Awake at duty's call.

To show a love as prompt as thine
To him who gives me all." COWPER.

A SHORT STORY ABOUT HONESTY.
One evening a poor man and his son, a little

boy, sat by the wayside, near the gate of an
old town in Germany. The flither took a
loaf of bread which he had bought in town
and broke it, and gave half to his son.

"Not so, father," said the boy; "I shall

not eat until after you. You have been work-
ing all day, for small wages, to support me,
and you must be very hungry. I shall wait

until you are done."

"You speak kindly, my son," replied the

father. "Your love to me does me more
good than my food ; and those eyes of yours
remind me of your dear mother, who has left

us, and told you to love me as she ustd to do

;

and, indeed, my boy, you have been a great

strength and support to me. But now I have
eaten the first morsel to please you, it is your
turn now to eat."

"Thank you, father; but break this piece

in two, and take a little more
;
you see the

loaf is not large, and you require much more
than I do."

"I shall divide the loaf for you, my boy,
but eat it I shall not. 1 have abundance ; and
let us thank God for his goodness, in giving
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us what is better still, cheerful and contented

hearts. He who gave us the living bread to

nourish our immortal souls, how shall he not

give us all other food, which is necessary to

support our mortal bodies ?"

The father and son thanked God. and they

began to cut the loaf in pieces, to begin their

frugal meal. But as they cut one portion of

the loaf, there fell out several large pieces of

gold, of great value. The little boy gave a

shout of joy, and was springing forward to

grasp the unexpected treasure, when he was
pulled back by his father.

"My son, my son !" he cried, "do not touch

that money ; it is not ours."

"But whose is it, father, if it is not ours ?"

"I know not as to whom it belongs, but

probably it was put there by the baker through

some mistake. We must inquire. Run—

"

"But, father," interrupted the boy, "you
are poor and needy, and you have bought the

loaf, and then the baker may tell a lie, and—

"

"I Vvfill not listen to you, my boy ; I bought
the loaf, but I did not buy the gold in it. If

the baker sent it to me in ignorance, I shall

not be so dishonest as to take advantage of

him ; remember Him who told us to do to

others as we would have others to do to us.

The baker may possibly cheat us ; I am poor,

but that is no sin. If we share the poverty

of Jesus, God's own Son, oh ! let us share,

also, his goodness and his trust in God. We
may never be rich, but we may always be hon-

est. We may die in starvation, but God's
will be done, should we die in doing it. Yes,
my boy, trust in God, and walk in his ways,
run to the baker, and bring him here, and I

will watch the gold until he comes."
So the boy ran after the baker,
"Brother workman," said the old man, "you

have made some mistake, and almost lost your
money," and he showed the baker the gold,

and told how it had been found. ' 'Is it thine ?"

asked the father. "If it is, take it away."
"My father, baker, is very poor, and—

"

"Silence, my child; put me not to shame
by thy complaints. I am glad we have saved
the man from losing his money."
The baker had been gazing alternately at

the honest father and the eager boy, and the

gold which lay glittering on the green turf.

"Thou art indeed an honest fellow," said the

baker; "and my neighbor, David, the flax-

dresser, spoke the truth when he said thou
wert the most honest man in the town. Now,
I shall tell thee about the gold. A stranger
came to my shop three days ago, and gave me
that loaf, and told me to sell it cheaply, or to

give it to the most honest poor man whom I

knew in the city. I told David to send thee
to me as a customer this morning ; as thou
wouldst not take the loaf for nothing, I sold
it to thee, as thou knowest, for the last penny
in thy purse ; and the loaf, with all its treas-

ure—and certainly, it is not small !—is thine,

and God grant thee a blessing with it
!"

The poor man bent his head to the ground,
while the tears fell from his eyes. His boy
ran and put his arms around his neck and said :

"I shall always, like you, my father, trust

God, and do what is right ; for I am sure it

will never put us to shame."

—

Edinbwgh
Christian Magazine.

A "W^ORD TO BOYS.
Come, boys, and listen a ^avr moments to

your uncle. You have now arrived at an age
when you must begin to think about doing
something for yourselves. The first piece of
advice I have for you is, to do everything well

which you undertake. There is but little dan-
ger of your being too particular in this respect.

A boy who is careful to draw a straight line on
his slate, will be very likely to make a straight

line through life. There is no position in life

in which you will not be called upon to act as

exact as possible. Step into the jeweller's

shop, and see how careful the workman must
be in finishing up the article he holds in his

hands. Visit the ship-yard, and the man with

the broad-ax must learn to hew on a line, or
be dismissed. You think of being a clerk.

Well, remember that a mistake there is a little

less than a crime. I never saw a man who
was very particular about his affairs that was
not successful. How exact is a military officer

in the command of a body of men. A clumsy
sailor will never rise to the command of a ship.

But there is one great danger which besets

many young men at the present day. It is the

disposition to avoid all solid improvement, and
take up with subjects that require no thought,

and which serve as mere warfare with godliness,

our portion will be that of the ungodly. As
the tree falleth so shall it lie. We shall reap

what we have sown.

"Let my example warn you of the fatal er-

ror into which you have fallen," said the gay
Sir Francis Delaval, near the end of his life.

' 'Pursue what is useful ! pursue what is useful !"

Reader, if you would not want to make your
life a curse, present and eternal, "pursue what
is useful.

Gentle Utterance.—When a boy of four-

teen, following a plough, drawn by oxen, our

father said the first day of work, "Let us see

who can talk the lowest to Buck and Bright

;

it isn't the sound that makes the team go, but

the understanding that springs up between

driver and team." The thing was new to our

ears. We had always heard the "woa haw,

Buck," or the "woa haw. Bright," given in

tones of bawling only, and had grown to the

belief that bawling was the only way of driv-

ing. But a little experience on the low keys

showed that an ox, dumb and slow as some
call him, had not only a show of intellect, but

also of the proprieties of his position. Buck
and Bright answered as well to a few words

1 quietly spoken as to the many vociferated.
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labks' Stpurlantnt.

LITTLE BBOWN HANDS.

They drive home the cowa from the pasture,
Up thtough ihe long shady hine,

Where the quriil whi.-lles loud in the wheat fields

That are jeilow wllh ripei ing grain.
They fiud, in tbe thicS waving grasses,
Where the tear et-iipped strawberry grows J

They ga'hi r the earliet-t snow-drops,
And the tirst crimson buds of the rose.

They toss the new hay in the meadow

;

They gather the elder-blcom white;
They find wnere the dusky grapes purple

In the soft-tinted Octolurr light;

They know where the app!es hmg ripest,

Atd are swcett-r than Italy's wines;
They know where the fruit h mgs the thickest

On the loi.g, thorny islacLberry vines.

They gather the delicate sen-weeds,
And build tiny cistles of sand

;

They pick up the bcautifui peafhells,
F.iiry barks that have driftt d to land

;

They wav.; from the tall rocking tree-tops.

Where the oriole's hammock-ni st Bwings,
And at niuht-time nre folded in slumber
By a song that a fond mother sings.

Those who toil bravely are strongest;
The humble and poor become great;

And from these brown-handed children
Shall gi ow miiihty rulers of State.

The pan of the author and statesman,

—

The noble and wise of the lat d,

—

The Bword and the chisel and pallette

Shall be held in the Lttle brown hand.

HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.

CONTRIBUTED FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

Pickling Apples,

you a f;ood receiptHave you a f;ood receipt for pickling

apples? c. M.

West Milton, VL, Nov. 19, 1868.

Eemarks.—Will some of the excellent

cooks among the readers of the Faemer reply

to the above ? On reference to the books we

find the following, which may be of some use,

till better directions are given :

—

Pickle for Vegetables.—Six quarts of the

very best vinegar, one pound of salt, a quar-

ter of a pound of ginger, one ounce of mace,

half a pound of chalots, one table spoonful

cayenne pepper, two ounces of white pepper-

corns, and two ounces of mustard seed. Boil

all these well together, and when cold put into

a jar. You may add what green vegetables or

fruit you like, provided they are fresh.

—

Country Oentleman.

There, that comes the nearest to "pickling

apples" of anything we find. But as "sauce

for goose," &c., here is one for

Picklin<j Peaches.—Wipe them dry and

stick into each one three or four cloves, and

place in a crock
;
prepare a pickle as follows

:

To one peck of peaches allow three pounds of

sugar and nearly one quart of vinegar. Scald

and pour over the fruit three successive morn-

ings.

How to Cook Sweet Apples and Fresli Meat.

Instead of baking my apples, I put them

into a porcelain kettle, usually about three

quarts at a time. Then add a pint of water,

cover them with a cloth and put it on to the

stove and steam them till tender. Then re-

move the cloth, and add half a teacup of mo-

lasses and let them cook until there is but lit-

tle syrup and you have a dish far superior to

baked apples.

Fresh meats, pork excepted, should never

be roasted or baked, but steamed. Put a

quantity of water into the pot and then put

the meat into the steamer, but not to come in

contact with the water, and steam until tender.

The juices are thus all retained in the meat,

and of course it is much more nourishing and

palatable. Try It, and see how tender a tough

piece of meat can be made. G.

Bethel, Me., 1868.

CHILDREN AND THEIK SAYINGS.
A friend of mine has two bright little boys

—Freddy, between three and four years old,

and Willie about five. A chronicle of their

doings and sa}ings would fill a volume, but

two specimens must suffice.

Both were very fond of milk, and a mug of
it always completed their supper. But while

in the country last summer, it so chanced that

they one day saw the girl milking.

"There, Willie," said Freddy, "you see

that, do you ? I don't want any more milk

after the cow's had it," and he withdrew very

much disgusted.

That evening, when their mngs of milk
were placed on the table, both stood un-

touched. A reason of this phenomenon being

asked, Freddy simply declared that he did not

want any milk after the cow had had it;,

but further refused to explain. Willie, how-
ever, told of the discovery of the morning.
The mother then explained to them that the

milk did not come to them second-hand—that

the cow ate grass, which was changed into

milk by a wonderful chemical process, akin to

that which produced everything in Nature.

In the light of this explanation Willie v/as sat-

isfied, but Freddy still turned up his nose at

milk, sticking to the original proposition.

After supper, Willie, who on these impor-

tant occasions always acted as expounder,

took his brother aside into a corner. "It's all
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right, Freddy," he said, "and you can just

go on drinking your milk again. The cow
eats grass, and that's what makes it. Now if

the cow didn't eat the grass, you'd have to,

you see. That's what the cow's for."

Freddy resumed his evening draughts. To
his mind the only alternative was eating grass,

and from that he shrank.

How observant children are, and how their

ears prick up at an insinuation that anything
is going on which they are not particularly de-

sired to see or hear

!

A little fellow—a "minister's son," by the

way—sat on the floor one afternoon, playing
with his blocks, when some ladies called on
his mamma. Very soon the conversation

turned (I am sorry to say) on a bit of scandal
that was in the village. Remembering sud-

denly that the child was in the room, and not
knowing exactly how much he might under-
stand of what was being said, an abrupt pause
was made in the conversation.

There sat the little fellow, busy with his

blocks, and in reality not heeding a word of
what was being said. But no sooner did the

pause come than he turned round, and rolling

on the floor, laughing as though his little sides

would burst, shouted: "Go right on! that's

just such as I like to hear every day !"

HOW TO BOIL POTATOES.
Was it not Lord Sefton or some other

equally celebrated epicure who, being on the

committee of a club deciding on the choice of

a new clief, after the most abstruse subtleties

of art had been exhausted, put this simple and
staggering question, "Can you cook a potato ?"

Whether the chef fainted or challenged Lord
S., tradition—being, indeed, often rather hard
of hearing—has not condescended to relate.

But Lord Sefton was right ; no doubt in

the mere boiling of a potato the profoundest
chemical laws are evolved, and a Faraday
might have lectured upon the process as em-
bracing all the mysteries of the kitchen. It

involves the discovery of the powers of steam
and the laws of caloric, though all these are

known by implication to every good and
thoughtful cook.

Choose your potatoes carefully ; the yellow

are more worthy than the red, and the red
are more worthy than the white. Potatoes
are best of a moderate size, without specks,

heavy, and clear in the rind. They should
not be washed until they are pared and pre-

pared for cooking. Boil, Dr. Kitchener
(what a fortunate name for a writer on gas-
tronomy !) says, potatoes of the same size to-

gether; otherwise the smaller ones will be
boiled to pieces before their larger brethren
are softened at the core. Above all things,

do not fill your sauce-pan more than half full

;

and remember that it is especially important
not to put more water than will cover the po-
tatoes about 'an inch, so that, allowing for

waste in boiling, they may still just be cov-
ered.

Set them on a moderate fire till the lid of
the sauce-pan •begins to trot and bump ; then
lift the pot off the fire to the hob, there to

simmer as slowly as possible till the potatoes
will admit the prongs of a steel fork. Mod-
erate-sized potatoes take about twenty min-
utes' boiling. The cracking of the coats is no
proof of their being done, as some potatoes,

when boiled too fast, will open before they
are half done; when the fork test satisfies you
pour off the water, uncover the sauce-pan,
and set it by the fire for fifteen or twenty
minutes, so as to let the moisture pass off in

steam. The potatoes will then come to table

dry and mealy.

DKA-WING-HOOM FUHNITQKE.
Harper''s Bazar gives the following descrip-

tion of the prevailing styles of Drawing-Room
Furniture :

—

Furniture for drawing-rooms is copied from
the Louis Seize period. This differs from the

Pompadour style in heavy, broad, straight,

sofas, and chairs with low square backs, stuffed

and tufted throughout, the wood of the frame
visible only at the feet. Gilded wood is great-

ly used. The most showy suits are of gilt or
whitewood covered with satin of a solid color,

such as pale blue, light green, or fawn color.

The cherry -colored satin is found to be most
generally becoming. Pear-wood stamed to

represent ebony is combined with gilt, throw-
ing it into bold relief. Tasteful designers de-

plore the elaborate use of gilt, and only com-
mend it when associated with other woods.
It has always a tawdry look, and is soon tar-

nished. The fashion will not be a permanent
one.

Satin and the terry reps thickly tufted are

used for upholstery. Brocatel is entirely out

of fashion. The beautiful tapestries are ia

better keeping with the Louis Quinze styles,

but have never been properly appreciated in

I his country.

An elegant drawing-room lately furnished

has a moquette carpet, pearl color, strewn

with garlands of flowers. The furniture is up-

holstered with light blue satin, tufied and
edged with a tri-colored cord, chi rry, blue

and drab. Curtains of the same satin with a

tapestry border, in which these three colors

ehter. Lace shades beneath. The long mar-

quise sofa consists of a French conjidunie, or

sofa for two, with marquise arm-chairs attached

to the ends. Variously shaped satin chairs

are about the room, and upright reception

chairs of all gilt in bamboo pattern.

Ebony cabinets are low and flat topped, and
are inlaid with marquetry of the Algerian

Tuya wood, the purple amaranth and gilt.

The cover is of the colored Spanish marble

brought from the Pyrenees. A cabinet of
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fancy woods, an inlaid table, or a writing-desk

in a bourdoir afford a pretty relief to rooms
furnished with plain woods.

Faience, a clay material with raised figures,

is being introduced for medallions, ornaments
in furniture, vases, nnd jardinieres. The de-

signs are antique, the colors deep and strong,

somewhat resembling majolica. A valuable
piece shown us is a large vase from the French
Exposition. It is tan-colored, with raised

flowers in natural hues. The price is $200.
Parlor suits of solid black walnut, uphol-

stered with wool reps, are the best choice for

people of moderate means. These are made
up in as good style as the most expensive ma-
terial, but in less elaborate design. Plush is

being used again by economical families who
have sitting-room and parlor in one. It wears
well, and is not expen?ive. A handsome suit

of drab reps has a wide stripe of scarlet plush
in the centre of each piece. The narrow
frames of mantle-mirrors are covered with

scarlet plush edged with gilt and ebony.

religion, points to a tappy meeting in another
and better world.

Spices and Aromatic Herbs.—Speaking

of the spices employed as seasoning for pies,

gelatine. &c., an author writes :

—

The best way to have these spices good is

to prepare them oneself. The following are
the proportions in ordinary cookery : Place
in a paper bag quarter of an ounce of thyme,
quarter ounce of bay leaf, eighth ounce of mar-
joram, eighth ounce rosemary

;
put the bag

into the hot screen till the herbs are dry ; mix
them in a mortar with a half ounce of nutmegs,
half ounce of cloves, quarter ounce of pepper

;

pound the whole and press through a hair

seive. Keep these spices in a dry, well-corked
bottle. These spices are used either alo-ne or
with salt added ; the proportion for mixing
with salt is one ounce of the mixture to four
ounces of line salt. One ounce of the spiced
salt is sufficient to season three pounds of
gelatine forcemeat.

LOSS OP CHILDREN.
Those who have never passed through this

fiery furnace, which tries the inmost heart,

cannot sympathise with bereaved parents
whose hearts bleed over their children dead.
To describe the anguish which rends their

hearts as they gaze upon the loved forms on
whom their fondest hopes and aspirations had
rested so firmly, now cold and lifeless in their

coffin home, would require a pen dipped in the

very essence of the sublimest sorrow itself.

None but the parents can feel it, and none but
those who have mourned like them, can sym-
pathize with those who mourn the death of
their children. The loss no power on earth

can bring them back, and place them again be-
neath their parents' loving gaze and fond care.

From earth they have taken their final depart-
ure, never, never to return. The little chairs

then occupied, the little plate and knife and
fork they used, will be to them of service no
more—but merely lonely momentoes of their

existence. The patter of their little feet upon
the floor, and the music of their sweet, sweet
voices, will greet the parents ear never again
on earth. All will be a recurrence of all that

is dreary and dismal. But hope, plumed by

Cleaning Woolen Clothing.—A simple
apparatus, much used in Paris, for removing
grease and dirt from woolen clothes, or scour-

ing them, consists in a cubical wooden box,
rotating on an axis passed diagonally through
the opposite corners. The box is perfectly

tight, and has an aperture at one side, through
which the clothes are introduced, and havings
valve door, which can be closed air-tight. The
clothing is placed in the box, with a quantity

of benzine, petroleum, ether or other sub-
stances, and after closing the mouth the box
is rotated rapidly, about twenty or thirty times

in a minute. After a sufficient time, the cloth-

ing is removed, the operator squeezing out

the liquid as the pieces are brought out. Af-
ter the remaining benzine or other substance

has evaporated the articles are well brushed.
A box two and a half feet deep will take in

twelve overcoats, or twenty-five pairs of panta-

loons. The same apparatus may be used as a
washing machine. Another method, though a
dangerous one, consists in passing the vapor

of distilled benzine and other substances

against the cloth, brushing this thoroughly

during the operation.
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; C H , the

fourth month of

winter in our

climate, is now

upon us. The

days are grow-

ing longer, and

we begin to see

increasing indi-

cations of the

power of the

sun. The snow

is wasting away

and the mud
slosh are

growing deeper, and

the wheels cut deeper

and dec per into the ruts

every day, and the

warmth from above will

soon reach the warmth

that has been treasured in the earth, and the

frozen crust that has covered the earth like a

blanket and protected it from the cold wind,

and enabled it to retain its accumulated heat,

will soon disappear. We shall soon see proof

that the heat is increasing _ during the day

faster than it is given off during the night.

Indeed careful observation will show us even

now that the quickening power of the sun's rays

is beginning to be felt. The buds of the ma-

ples are swelling, and the catkins of the water

willows are daily growing longer, and in the

sunny nooks and sheltered places the crowns

of the crocuses and violets are filling with sap,

and pushing upward. Innocence and purity

are always brave, and so these plants, sweet

and modest as they are, fearlessly expose their

tender and blushing petals to the biting winds

and bruising sleet, in full faith that they will

be cared for and protected. Life is awaken-

ing in the veins of many plants, and it is inter-

esting to watch its growth and expansion,

—

the renewed fulfilment of the promise that

"seed time and harvest shall never fail."

March should be a busy month. The wood
has been hauled into the yard, and if it has

not been already cut and split, this must be

attended to. We cannot aiford to bum green

wood. The time and patience of the good

wife is too precious to be wasted in coaxing

green wood into a blaze. Let the wood be

well split, and a plenty of dry wood for kind-

ling be provided, and let it all be well secured

from the weather. We all know how much

the comfort of the household depends upon

this. Some of us were brought up to pile

large logs upon the hearth, but the cooking

stove has 'changed all that, and we must be

willing to cut the wood short and split it fine.

It will go further and accomplish its purpose

much more conveniently, the women, also,

like it better, and this last is a sufficient rea-

son, if there were no other. Your wife is a

good house- keeper, and why should not she
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be gratifi'^d ? In connection with the wood-

pile, March is the proper time to split the rails

and posts that may be wanted, and to provide

a good supply of stakes to repair fences and

to be used in the garden. Bean poles and

brush for the early peas may as well be pro-

vided while you are about it. When you want

to use them your time will be more valuable.

The tools should be carefully overhauled

and repaired. Have a supply of points for

the ploughs, put the harrows in good order,

and see that the hoes and forks and spades

are in good condition. If they are not, pro-

vide new ones of the best pattern you can

find. See that the chains and yokes and har-

nesses are in good order. The comfort of

the horses and oxen requires this. A little

forecast in these matters will save time and

trouble by-and-by.

The cattle require at this season special

attention. They have been living for three

or four months chiefly on dry food, and

are beginning to suffer for the want of some-

thing more succulent. Their vitality is some-

what reduced. Breeding cows and sheep

especially should be carefully looked after.

Do not let them suffer from lice, but attend

to them at once, if they show indications of

being infested with them. If you have kept

your mangolds till now, begin to feed them

out to your cows and sheep. They are just

what they need at this season, and as they

keep better than turnips,, should be kept till

the last. They grow better by age—more of

the sap being converted into sugar as ihey

ripen, like a winter apple or pear. If you

have not roots to give your cattle a mess

daily, give them at least once a day a mess

of cut feed, that has been wet and mixed with

bran or meal and a little salt, and laid twelve

hours in the feed trough. We do not now

speak of cows that are fed for milk, but of

those that are being wintered for spring and

summer use. It is of the utmost importance

that they should come out vigorous and

healthy in the spring. Their profitableness

through the summer depends upon it.

As breeding animals become heavy they

should be kept dry and warm and carefully

guarded against accidents and violence.

Many a fine cow is ruined at this season by a

strain or blow from the horn of another ani-

mal. Cows worth one or two hundred dol-

lars are too valuable to be exposed to rough

or careless treatment. At the time of calving,

they require special attention. High blooded

and high kept cows are probably more sub-

ject to disease and difSculties in delivery

than hardier animals that are not as well kept.

Their udders should be watched for sometime

before calving, as they are liable to fill with

milk and inflame. If there is much milk in

them draw it off daily with gentleness. If

they are swelled and no milk can be drawn,

bathe them daily with warm water containing

a tablespoonful of saleratus to a gallon, di-

minish the feed, and give a handful of Epsom

salts daily until the heat and tenderness is

removed. An inflamed udder often causes

a premature birth, from the sympathy exist-

ing between that organ and the uterus.

Care bestowed upon animals at any season,

and especially at this season, is always well

repaid.

Co-operative Farming.—Last season we
noticed the formation. of a "Planting Com-

pany" in the manufacturing town of Easton,

Mass., of which Mr. L. Smith was a director.

As an acknowledgment of our good wishes

for its success a certificate of a share in the

profits of a certain field was made out in the

name of one of the editors of the Farmer.

Some time since we received our dividend in

cash, but the note enclosing it was mislaid,

and its acknowledgment has been deferred in

hope it would turn up. As yet it has not done

so, and hence the above apology. We should be

glad to publish some account of the year's op-

eration if our planting friends will pardon our

carelessness and furnish a brief history of

their seed time and harvest.

Coffee as a Deodorizer.—A late number
of the Journal of Chemisiry speaks in high

terms of the value of coffee as a deodorizer

for the neutralizing of foul odors that emanate

from organic bodie,; in a state of decay, as it

can be used to advantage where other disin-

fecting agents would be inadmissible. In

cases where rats die in the spaces between the

floors of dvvelhngs, the intolerable odor aris-

ing therefrom can be most effectually removed
by placing a pound or two of fresh burnt and

ground coffee between the floors. For the

puritieation of a sick room it is incomparably

superior to burning rags, as it has a beneficial

chemical action on the atmosphere of the

room, and gives besides, an agreeable prefume.
—Maine Farmer.
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BETTER CULTIVATION.
E HAVE been struck

^
with the earnestness

with which the editors

of the Western papers

are calling the attention

of their readers to the

importance of better

methods of cultivation

to meet the fearful

depreciation in crops

which is taking place in

the older portions of

the grain States. In-

deed they are begin-

ning to inquire serious-

ly whether they can
""

much longer raise their

own bread. Ohio, which used to export five

or six million bushels of wheat per year, has

imported ten millions within three yeais. Il-

linois will not much longer feed her population

of two millions and a half, unless the fertility

of her soil can be restored. But intelligent

men are perceiving that It is only the surface

of the soil that is exhausted and that there are

yet in the soil, mines of wealth which deeper

ploughing and better culture will develop, and

a proper system of manuring will retain.

As the population becomes more dense

farms will become smaller, cattle will be better

fed and cared for, and manurlal resources will

be proportionally increased. In the mean

time they must go below the surface for the

needed supply.

In this connection we were much interested

by a -communication in one of our Western

exchanges from Mr. Evans, Secretary of the

Coles County, Illinois, Agricultural Society,

giving an account of the result of premiums

,ofrered last spring, viz : for the best ten acres of

corn $50 ; for the best five acres $25 ; for the

best acre $10. There were eleven entries for

the premiums. The best ten acres yielded

10661 bushels ; the second best yielded 1063^.

The first had been in meadow twelve years
;

was ploughed in the spring early, seven inches

deep ; harrowed thoroughly
;

planted three

and one-half feet distant each way, with large

yellow corn; ploughed five times with "prai-

rie cultivator ;" hoed twice ; thinned to three

stalks in a hill.

The second field was barley stubble.

ploughed ten or twelve inches with' three

horses
;
planted two and one-half by three and

one-half feet distant ; cultivated three times

with cultivator and once with shovel plough.

Another man raised 1050 bushels on ten

acres ; another 972^ ; and several others pro-

duced similar crops.

These statements go far to prove the bene-

fit of a better cultivation than Is usually given

to the corn crop. They show that one hun-

dred bushels can be raised by good cultivation

even in an unfavorable year, and prove that

diligent and vigorous stirring of the soil, in-

stead of Injuring it, develops its fertility.

A soil is surely worthy of good cultivation

that v/ill yield a hundred bushels without ma-

nure. So long as it will produce such crops,

will It be benefited by manure at all ? All it

needs is generous cultivation at present. Ma-

nure would probably increase the stalk without

a corresponding Increase of grain. The time

will come, and perhaps soon, when fertilizers

will be required to keep up its productiveness,

and they should be added as soon as the crops

will bear them.

An Ohio farmer told us, a few years ago,

that the difference between running the plough

between the rows once and ploughing and

hoeing thoroughly three times, was fifty bush-

els to an acre. By the first method, which was

then generally practiced, fifty bushels were

produced. By the second one hundred.

The populalion of Illinois Is about twice

that of Massachusetts, but her area is about

seven times as great, to say nothing of the

greater fertility of her soil and her more fa-

vorable climate.

We believe it would be as easy to double

the present wheat crop by improved methods

of cultivation, as it is the corn crop. Thor-

ough ploughing and drilling in the wheat early

in the autumn, so that it may make a stand that

will enable it to resist the eflfect of the winter

winds, will as surely give a crop of thirty bush-

els, as good culture in the spring and summer

will ensure a hundred bushels of corn. Lime,

and plaster and clover are important resources

for wheat culture, and can be readily resorted

to, where manure cannot be had.

It is to hoped that a better system of culti-

vation will long defer the time when we shall

depend for bread upon the regions beyond the

Mississippi.
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For the Kew England Farmer.

THE GARDEN IN MARCH.
In our latitude, little outdoor labor in the

garden can be done to advantage this month,

as cold winds, frosts and ice prevail to a con-

siderable extent. The most we can do to

advantage is in preparation for later st-atona-

ble work, and this is equally important, and

will often amount to more than actually

ploughing and planting. In some very favor-

able localities it may do to prepare hot-beds,

but generally April is soon enouqh for this.

If a few pleasant days occur, do not be impa-

tient to throw off winter protection of plants,

vines, &c., for we shall have cold snaps, per-

haps, to destroy such if unprotected. Recol-

lect that it is not usually cold and freezing

which injures plants, &c., but it is the change

from freezing to thawing, and thawing to

freezing suddenly, as stated heretofore.

The plant is made up of cells, through

which the sap Hows ; each cell is separated

from the other by a thin membraneous parti-

tition, and through this partition the sap thids

its way from one cell to anotber till it reaches

the extremities and the leaves, where it un-

dergoes certain changes, and then descends

through the alburnum or inner bark of the tree

or plant. As it passes along in its downward
course, substances are elaborated and ab-

sorbed into the structure which increase the

size of the plant. Now if the sap begins to

flow and is suddenly stopped, it operates sim-

ilar to water flowing in a tube, where, if an

obstruction is presented as the water flows

along, there is a sudden strain on the tube,

which, perhaps, causes it to burst, and thus

renders it an imperfect conductor. In the

case of the plant, the freezing, by expanding

the liquid sap, bursts the partitions of the cells,

and if severe, the ducts and cells are render^
imperfect conductors of the sap, and it takes

the plant some time to recover, if indeed it

ever recovers from the effects of such freezing.

Specific directions for the garden this month
will be mainly a repetition of what has been

given for one or two months past ; instead of

which I would refer the reader to the same,

and ask, have they been followed ? If not, I

would urge him to lose no time in getting "a
few turns ahead" with his spring work ; and
in the place of the regular calendar will say

a few words about seeds, the time they retain

their vitality, &c.

All will agree upon the importance of good
seed, but all are not as careful in saving and

procuring them as they should be. As there

IS great difference in the circumstances under

which seeds are kept, there can be no positive

data fixed as to the time they are capable of

retaining their vitality. When, therefore, we
see tables giving the time that seeds will retain

vitality we are to understand that the natural

requirements of such seeds have been com-
plied with.

All seeds of vegetables ' should be kept in

an even temperature, where they will neither

dry up nor gather moisture, in ordinary paper
bags, or in paper or wdod boxes. How long

they would keep if hermetically sealed, or so

close as to exclude all circulation of air, is un-

known, but undoubtedly many years would
be required to entirely deprive them of all

vitality.

Cucumber, melon, squash, and pumpkin
seeds will retain their vitality ten to twelve

years ; and plants grown from the seed in-

crease in fruitfulness for several years after

being first saved, although they decrease in

earliness of germination, as they attain age.

Seeds that can be depended on only the sea-

son following production are, onion, parsnip,

parsley, salsify, pepper, carrot, egg-plant,

celery, summer savory, coriander, caraway,

and sage. Other seeds vary from two to six

years. Some writers regard beans of all

kinds as sure to germinate only two or three

years ; but I have found no difficulty in keep-

ing them and having success for four or five

years. I have always found it safest, and
would recommend others to purchase and plant

onlyfresh groicn seed, with the exception of

those mentioned as improving by age.

Wm. H. White.
Soutli Windsor, Conn., ISGD.

GARDENING BY A "WOMAN.
A widow lady of Boise City, California,

has recently written several short articles for

the California Farmer, detailing her experi-

ence and success in gardening. In her letter

of November 5, she says :

—

Have not I reason to sing and be glad.-*

Only a little time ago the world looked so dark
and dreary. Never can we forget the heart-

ache and utter desolation of spirit we endured
when calling at the dry good stores, book
stores, and other places seeking employment
as a saleswoman ; all these applications were
fruitless. One said, "We don't believe in wo-
man's rights." We besought with tears a
place to work at one-half the salary paid to

young men. "Only take me on trial, I am
sure I can try to please you." "No!" the

answer came, "we should lose customers."

Then, a woman's place is at home ! What
mockery ! Home ! yes, home, and yet not a
home ! because rent must be paid, wood
bought, provisions, lights, everything,—and
the active brain and strong arms that carried

this burden were gone forever ! No wonder
thou§.auds of v/oman are hurried on to swift

destruction. Oh, that they knew the balm
there is in the blessed sunshine and crisp frosty

mornings, and the sweet satisfaction in sleep-

ing, resting and singing, while the elements
combine tlielr powers to make her food grow.
If old Ben Franklin and Prof. Morse were
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made happy by chaining the lightning—making
it subservient to their will—why should not

every toiling woman be equally happy when
she wakes up to the fact, that she can, by
simplest means, take into her service the nat-

ural elements and compel them to grow for

her own use, lucious fruit, delicious vegetables

and golden grain ?

Sloxyly we cry "Eureka ! Eureka !" we have

found it. We can earn bread and books,

clothing and comforts, and many more luxu-

ries than any working woman, or a dweller of

cities. We can stay at home, play with the

baby, do our own sewing, keep house, write

letters, read papers, and entertain company,
go out as often as I wish. In a word, feel in-

dependent, healthy and happy, no annoyance
of seeking work, no temptation to under price

a poor woman to obtain it, no time spent in

collecting bills from hou?e to house.

The fruit from our garden has been sold at

remunerative prices. The larger number of

purchasers came to the house with their own
carriages after it. Ladies come from towns

twenty miles distant to buy slips of roses and
verbenas, and later in the season for straw-

berry plants. And after filling all their orders

we have left for our garden lo07 plants, trees,

vines and roses. Such busy days ; even our

little "birdy-pet" could toddle about and help

a little.

This seemingly barren hillside, has in two
seasons, given us a larger salary than has been
paid to any woman teacher in the Union
schools of the country.

TfETV YORK "WOOL GKOWEBS.
The annual meeting of the Sheep Breeders'

and Wool Growers' Association was held at

Syracuse, Jan. 27. The Utica Herald fur-

nishes a report of the meeting. The atten-

dance was large, more than thirty counties

were represented. Dr. Randall, president of

the association, gave an opening address.

Hon. Geo. Geddes, of Onondaga county of-

fered a series of resolutions on the subject of

a reciprocity treaty, which were unanimously

adopted ; II. T. Brooks of Wycoming county,

who declared himself a radical free-trader,

made some remarks in favor of their adoption.

Although believing in free trade generally, he

entertained the opinion that if there were any

articles of importation eminently fitted to be

made subject to duties, wool was one of them.

The facts stated in regard to its cheap pro-

duction in foreign countries, and the compar-

atively small expense of importations, sus-

tained this position. He believed that the tar-

iff had been a benefit to the American wool

growers. He would support the resolutions,

because he did not think it just that Canada

should be allowed to send her products, un-

taxed, into the United States, and pour the

entire proceeds of their sale into the coffers of

England.

As these resolutions are somewhat lengthy

we copy a portion only, as follows :

—

Resolved, That the experience of one Reciprocity
Treaty, should be sufficient to protect not only the
farmers, but all other classes of our citizens,

apainst the repetition of such a folly. In the j'car

1854, before the treaty was made, our government
collected, in duties on articles from the Provinces
now included in the "Dominion," the sum of
$1,-524,457. After the treaty was in operation, our
duties so collected, did not average more than
$75,000 a year, for the whole ten years it was in
operation. In the fiscal year that ended in 1867,
the treaty being no longer in force, our govern-
ment collected $5,400,000 in gold on Canadian pro-
di^tions, and in the two years that have passed
siifte the termination of the treaty we have col-

lected about $15,000,000, in our currency, on the
productions of the provinces, that have been im-
ported into the United States. This immense sum
has gone into the national treasury, and our tax-
payers have been relieved by so much.

Resolved, that "under the present condition of
our revenue laws, competition between the people
of Canada and the United States can only be on
equal terras, when duties equal to those directly
aud indirectly exacted by cur government from
her citizens are levied on importations, the pro-
duct of Canada."

Resolved, That we respectfully protest against
the making of any treaty, or other arrangement,
by which the trade and commerce between our
country and the British Provinces shall be placed
on any other different basis than they are with all

other nations aud provinces.
Resolved, That we, as farmers, are entirely un-

willing to be traded off in any treaty that has for
its objects the promotion of commercial or other
iaterests at our expense.

Resolved, That this association is opposed to any
reduction of the tariff on wool by treaty or other-
wise.

The following officers, together with the

usual number of Vice Presidents and an Exec-

utive Committee were elected for 1869.

President—Kon. Henry S. Randall, Cortland Village.
Correspondinfj Secretary—E. B. Pottle, Nap es.

Recording Secretary—^. D. L. Sweet, Syracuse.
Treasurer—X. F. Wilc&x, Fayetteville.

The subjects of tjie annual Spring Fair, of

rules to determine the best sheep, the scour-

ing test, &c., were discussed.

—In the rich heavy lands of the West and on

some of the clayey farms in New England, cow

yards are often sad places for male or female to set

down in and milk from one to a dozen cows. The

Ohio Farmer recommends that such yards be

paved with blocks of wood. Logs of any size may
be drawn up during winter, cut into blocks of

equal length, say six inches, aud squared at leis-

ure. After smoothing off the surface of the yard,

lay the bloeks as closely together as possible aud

fill the interstices with gravel.
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For the New England Farmer.

THE MASSACHUSETTS AG'L COLLEGE.
The progress and success of this institution

has very naturally awakened a good deal of
interest not only within, but beyond the limits

of this Commonwealth ; because few States

have had the courage to use the aid granted

to them by the General Government lor the

promotion of education adapted to the me-
chanical arts and agriculture in establishing

independent schools or colleges, and because

it is expected that whatever Massachusetts

undertakes will be well done.

A leading attraction with many attendants

at the meetings of the Board of Agriculture

recently held at Amherst was to see and learn

more of our new college than can be gathered
from mere casual reports. The result of this

three days' acquaintance may be brietiy summed
up by saying that tb' work that has been done
upon the farm and the college buildings, the

examinations of the diG^erent classes, the drill

in infantry tactics, and the general appearance
and conduct of the students produced a favor-

able impression. Several prominent speakers

took occasion to publicly give their hearty en-

dorsement to all they had seen and heard.

The President of a Berkshire agricultural

society stated that it sent a petition ro the Le-
gislature last winter for the abolishment of the

Board of Agriculture altogether, upon the

ground that it was doing little or no good,

compared to the cost of maintaining it, and in

the belief that the money could be used in

some other way with better results ; but he

was glad that petition was not heeded by the

Legislature, for with the evidences which the

past few days afforded, he was satisfied the

Board was doing a good work, and that oppo-
sition to it arose chiefly from an impeifect

knowledge of what it really was doing.

Prof. Agassiz said he had always favored

connecting the agricultural school with some
other college already in existence, as he feared

if it was established as an independent insti-

tution it would be merely an imitation of the

other colleges, of which there were already so

many in the State that he had favored concen-

tration instead of increase in their number to

secure their greater efBca?;y ; but seeing that

the college had marked out a distinct course,

and was taking an indejjendent stand by ad-

hering strictly to the objects for which it was
designed, he would frankly admit he was not

sorry his plan of annexation did not prevail

;

he only wished now the college had the money
and professors requisite for carrying out

promptly all its plans.

Thus the questions which have been agi-

tated so long in this State, concerning the

best methods of promoting agricultural educa-

tion have been settled, at least for the present,

and an agricultural college has been com-
menced, and men who entertained divers

opinions are gradually coming round in its

favor, and it only remains for the farmers
throughout the State and our liberal patrons
of the sciences to give it a cordial and gener-
ous support, to secure an institution second
to none in the State for usefulness.

It may surprise some to hear that the col-

lege has many immediate and urgent wants.
An impression is somewhat prevalent that it

is to receive constant help from Amherst Col-
lege. To a limited extent this is true ; the

latter has extensive libraries and cabinets of
great value, but these can only be occasion-

ally used or consulted. The plan of sending

a class of fifty a mile and a half through mud
and snow, and in all kinds of weather, for a
place and means to properly conduct a recita-

tion in chemistry or philosophy, as was done
last year, is simply absurd. With equal pro-
priety might a farmer always depend upon
borrowing of his neighbors the tools and news-
papers he wants in his daily work. Such a
system of borrowing and begging is not con-
sistent with the training model farmers are

expected to receive. The Agricultural Col-
lege should own all the books, apparatus and
everything necessary for daily work and all

ordinary occasions, and have them always near
at hand in their own buildings. For one, I

do not see how the old college can materially

lessen the cost of the new one. Every col-

lege requires about the same outlay for build-

ings and endowments to put it in tolerable

working order. Therefore if there is a loud
call for help for a few years, it will accord
perfectly with the na'ural course of events.

One want which will be made public pre-

sently cannot fail to commend itself to think-

ing men,—that is a department of veterinary

art, witi a competent instructor. The inti-

mate connection between the health, quality

and cjuantity of farm stock, and the co^t of our
own living, health and happiness is too appa-
rent to require any illustration. The attain-

ments of the present so-called cow and horse

doctors, generally speaking, are entirely be-

neath the intelligence and good sense of our
people ; their remedies and methods of treat-

ment are harsh, nay cruel and nonsenical in

the extreme. The society for the prevention

of cruelty to animals would find an interesting

field for investigation, if they looked after

their treatment in sickness as well as in health.

If they see the defects of the practice, they

would at once aid in establishing such a de-

partment. It is not expected that every stu-

dent will become a professional practitioner

;

but the graduates when consulted in a case of

sickness or accident to our dumb animals,

ought to be able to give an intelligent answer,

and suggest a merciful remedy.
Another want is a building for an armory

and drill hall. Instruction in infantry tactics

is rccpired by the conditions of the grant from
Congress. By having a commodious drill hall

it is proposed to give special attention to drill-

ing in winter and wet weather, and so omit it
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altogether on pleasant days when farm work
presses. Whatever may be the precise value

of the knowledge of military afiairs acquired

here, the time given to drilling v/ill be well

spent if it gives to tlie students an erect fig-

ure, well developed chests, teaches them bow
to walk, to be easy in all their movements, to

be carcfid of their dress and to think more of
personal appearance ; for in all these particu-

lars hard working farmers are inclined to be
sadly at fault.

A third immediate want is money to pay
the students for their work. Every college

has some way for assisting needy students.

Amherst has a fund of $100,000, called a
"Charity Fund." Many who will come to

the agricultural college will be unable to pay
for their education. Such desire to work and
receive help, if it may be so called, in pay-
ment of services rendered, instead of receiv-

ing it as a charity. In the present condition

of the farm there is no income to pay for the

regular work and permanent improvements at

the rate they should be carried forward. It

is extremely desirable that a fund be created

at once to meet this deficiency, and our be-

nevolent citizens, who really have at heart the

rapid progress of their native State in all that

is useful, will find an excellent opportunity to

lend a helping hand. Money thus given

effects a two-fold object—it assists the college

and the students themselves. Young men
who prefer to work rather than beg or to be
indifferent and passive^recipients of charity,

may be ranked with those who make a. good
use of an education.

Other wants are apparent to every visitor.

Work to be done meets the eye in whatever
direction we turn. It is time the necessary

buildings for a model farm were erected, or

at least begun. It is time some progress was
made in setting out trees and shrubs, both
fruit and ornamental ; in collecting tools and
implements and in stocking the farm with de-

sirable animals. The trustees have been in

the possession of the farm four years, and
people begin to look for some results beside

removing old fences and buildings, tearing up
bushes, decaying trees, &c. It i.'i time there

were residences upon the farm for the

President and all the Instructors, aod thus

throw around the students greater restrain^t.

more of home influence, and impart a social

aspect to their life, which now is purely the

dormitory or barrack style of living.

These are some of the wants, and it is true

^ it will require a large outlay to meet them,
and yet not a large sum compared to the in-

terests they are designed to advance. Once
supplied they have a permanent value ; they

become part of the real estate. The success

of the college depends upon them. If it has

not the means to rise above a first-class high
school, with an ordinary faim attached, it can
never command the pairoriage of our farmers

;

for they will not send their sous away from

home to school when their own town or county
offers the same advantages. But give the
College the means to take the stand it ought,
and its superior advantages will draw thither

young men from all parts of the State. It is

looking to the lovers of the sciences and the
liberal patrons of agriculture for aid. It has
assumed the name of the Commonwealth and
may justly be regarded a State enterprise, and
shall it receive less from a generous public

than the other colleges ? n. s. t.

Lawrence, Mass., Jan. 15, 1869.

Remarks.—It might have gratified the cu-

riosity of some of his readers had our cor-

respondent given an estimate of the cost of

suppljing all the "many immediate and urgent

wants" of the Massachusetts Agricultural

College, to which he has alluded.

OFFICEKS OP MB. AG'L SOCIETIES,

ANDROSCOGGIN.—Hon. Rufus Prince, Tur-
ner, President ; E. Ham, Lewiston, Trustram
Hill, Greene, Vice Presidents ; W. R. Wright,
Lewiston, Secretary; D. Farrar, Lewiston,

Treasurer; James Clark, Lewiston, Agent;
E. P. Tobie, Lewiston, Librarian ; J. B. Ham,
Lewiston, J. R. Pulsifer, Poland, J. K. Piper,

Lewiston, Augustus Sprague. Greene, J. B.
Jordan, Webster, B. L. Townsend, Auburn,
D. B. Strout, Auburn, Trustees.

West Penobscot.—President—E. F. Crane,

Kenduskeag ; Vice Presidents—S. D. Jennings,

Garland, F. W. Hill, Exeter, Chas. Shaw,
Dexter ; Secretary and Treasurer—T. P.

Batchelder, Kenduskeag ; Agent and L.brAri-

an—David Barker, Exeter ; Trustees—M. M.
Hodsdon, Kenduskeag; Jacob Eastman, E.xe-

ter ; Sylvester Eddy, Corinth.

East Kennebec.—President—Isaac Ham-
ilton, China ; Vice Presidents—H. C. Ham-
ilton, D. W. Tyler, China; Secretary—H. B.
Williams, China; Corresponding Secretary

—

J. F. Chadvvick, China ; Treasurer—Wm. Per-

c'val, China; Trustees—John Reed, Zenas

Percival, David Malchom, China ; Horace Col-

burn, Daniel Vining, Windsor ; Warren Perci-

val, Vassalboro' ; V. R. Turner, W. S. Gree-

ley, Palermo ; C. B. Wellington, Albion ; Levi

Turner, Somerville ; J. G. Cummings, Liberty.
—Maine Farmer.

Bees, to be prosperous in the spring,

should be well wintered. Every person own-

ing bees should be well acquainted with tbe

condition of every stand every month in the

year. If you have not done so before now,

turn up every stand and ascertain its condi-

tion. A little attention may save much, and
make your bees prosperous in the spring.

—

Bee-Keeper''s Jowrnul.
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PKEVENTION OF CRIBBING.

Crib-biting is a very annoying and injurious

habit, and one that has been decided by the

English courts to constitute legal unsoundness.

The horse lays hold of the manger with his

teeth, violently extends his neck, and then af-

ter some convulsive action of the throat, a

slight grunting is heard, accompanied by a

sucking or drawing in of air. The teeth are

often worn away and injured by the operation,

and horses addicted to this habit are said to be

much more subject to colic than others. Muz-
zles, neck-straps, and lining the edge of the

crib with iron, sheep-skin covered with tar,

aloes, and other unpleasant substances have

been tried with more or less success.

Sir Peter Laurie of London devised the,

plan illustrated by the above cut, which in his

case proved efficient. Our cut was copied

from the Illustrated News, in which paper he

made his process public.

It consists in preventing the animal from

seizing the manger or any other object while tied

up in the stable, by boarding over the space,

as .'hown at the left, between the bottom of

the Lay-rack and the outer e%ge of the man-

1

ger, forming a steep inclined plane. Portions

of the boards or covering can be partially re-

moved, as represented at the right, to enable

the horse to eat at stated times.

The causes of cribbing are not well under-

stood. Mr. Youatt suggests that it is some-

times induced by dressing horses in the stable,

when they catch at the edge of the manger or

something else wilhin reach, and thus form the

habit of laying hold of these things on every

occasion.

Irrigation ix Winter.—The popular idea

that irrigation is cood only for growing plants

is erroneous. Water has a very important
action upon any soil where there is good
drainage, and makes the inert matter available

for plant food. In the most successful case

of irrigation that has come under our notice

the water is kept ruiming through the winter.

The freezing in severe weather makes a com-
plete covering of ice, which acts as a mulch.
The grass starlrs early in the spring, and the crop
s kept up to two tons to the acie, without any
other fertilizer than water. There is a mine of
wealth in every brook that can be turned upon
a dry soil, if the farmer will work it.

—

Rural
New Yorker.
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SAXiTINQ GRUBS.
A correspondent of the Lansing, Michigan,

Eepuhlican,—"S. H."—probably our friend

Sanford Howard,—very justly criticises the

little paragraph in the Farmer, Dec. 12, about

killing grubs with salt. The writer objects,

in the first place, that the term "grub" is too

indefinite, as the word is applied to the larvse

of various insects. In the second place, no

part of the field was left unsalted, to see

what would be the difference between ground

salted and unsalted ; therefore it is possible

that the disappearance of the grubs was the re-

sult, not of the salt, but of some other cause.

Insects appear and disappear in a very myste-

rious manner, and "in cases where substances

are applied to destroy them when they are

nearly ready to pass into the pupa state, their

sudden disappearance leads superficial observ-

ers to conclude that the application has de-

stroyed them, when in fact it has had no effect

whatever."

In this case, the writer doubts whether the

salt had any effect upon the worms, and says

:

To test the efficacy of salt for the destruction of
"grubs," we have applied much larger quantities
in proportion to the surface, in boxes in which
cut-worms, wire-worms, and other species were
placed, without the least injury to the worms,
some of which passed into the pupa or chrysalis
state, to all appearance in perfect health.
Ignorance of the habits of insects probably

leads to many wrong conclusions in regard
to the effect of substances applied to destroy
them. It is not always known that they stop
eating when they have reached the full period of
their larval stage, and generally pass out of sight.
The lesson to be drawn from these cases, is that

the science of entomology should be studied by
every person who has anything to do vdth the
larm or garden. A better knowledge of natural his-
tory would prevent the occurrence of many ludi-
crous and serious mistakes ; would save the ex-
pense and trouble of applying useless nostrums
for preventing the depredations of insects, or for
destroying them, and teach the best methods of
preventing their ravages.
In this connection we would recommend a work

now in course of publication, entitled, "A Guide
to the Study of Insects, and a Treatise on those In-
jurious and Beneficial to Cmps, by A. S. Packard,
Jr., M. D., Salem, Mass." Ihe work is well illus-
trated, and is sold in regular numbers, at 50 cents
each.

Reciprocity at the West.—In a letter to

the editor of the Ohio Farmer, R. M. Mont-
gomery, Esq., a leading farmer of that State,

says:—"The first we know, the morning

papers will announce the ratification of a 'Re-

ciprocity treaty' with Canada, and then

—

good bye to the growth of combing wool in

the States, and (by sympathy) good bye to

the profits of wool growing in general. And

as this is but the 'beginning of the end'—good

bye to the arrangement of a compromise tariff

between the growers and manufacturers. In

short—good bye to any effective wool tariff,

and hail to a free competition with Mestiza

wool."

VERMOiSfT STATE SOCIETY.

We learn by the Bellows Falls Times that

the annual meeting of the Vermont State Ag-
ricultural Society was held at that place Jan.

5, 1869.

Hon. Joseph Colburn, of Springfield, pre-

sented resolutions against the > e-establishment

of the recently abrogated treaty with Canada,

and they were adopted.

The following officers were chosen :

—

President, Henry Keyes, of Newbury.
Vice Presidents, 11. G. Koot, Bkiu ington ; H. 8.

Morse, 8he:burne; W. R. Sauford, Orwell; Crosby Mil-
ler, of Pomfret.

Secretaru, Henry Clark, of Rutland,
Treasurer, J. W. Colburn, of Sprinefield.
Directors. Edwin Hammond, Midd.e ury; Elijah

Cleveland, Coven'ry; Geo. Campbell, Wi-slminster;
Henry Hiyward, Kutlaiid; John Gregory, IsoilliReld;
N. B. fli.ffo:d, Hartford; Henry B. Ktnt, Dorset; Law-
rence Brainard, Jr., 8t. Albans ; David Goodeli, Brat-
tleboro'; Edwia S. Btowell, Cornwall; Jas. A. gbedd,
Burlington; Henry Chase, Ljndon; Geo. A. Merrill,
Rutland; C, Horace Hubbard, Springfield; 8. G. Hol-
yoke, St. Albans; L. 8. Drew, Burlington.

Edwin Hammond was elected the member
of the executive committee of the National

Wool Grower's Association of Vermont.

An address was delivered before the meet-

ing by the retiring President, Hon. John

Gregory, of Northfield.

For the New England Farmer.

NE"W HAMPSHIRE FARMERS' COW-
VENTIOJSr.

Acting upon the advice you have often given

to the readers of the Farmer to visit each

other's farms, and to attend fairs and discus-

sions whenever possible, I was present at the

recent gathering in Manchester to learn some-

thing about New Hampshire farmers and their

agriculture. I will not attempt any report of

the various lectures, supposing you will re-

ceive one from another source, but send a few
thoughts suggested by the occasion.

The Convention was well attended by an

intelligent and appreciative audience. The
lecturers were earnest men and manifested a

deep interest in their various specialties, and
generally came to the subject assigned with-

out useless apologies or time-wasting pre-

ambles. The managers, in assigning so many
topics for two day's work, displayed a prom-
inent characteristic of New England farming,

—that of attempting to cultivate a large farm
with a small capital. Of course, no one could

be thoroughly discussed. A spirited discus-
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sion in such meetings is often the most inter-

esting part, and when so many men of ripe

experience, are assembled, there should be op-

portunity for them to join in it.

But the Convention as a whole, and for a first

one, was a success, and there was a universal

desire that there might be many similar ones

in the old Granite State. The club, whether

town, county or State organization, is a pow-
erful means of disseminating information and
awakening an interest in agriculture ; and
winter is the best time for conducting it.

The efforts which have been made for intro-

ducing discussions at the Fairs have been feebly

supported. The attendants on those busy oc-

casions manifest no disposition to engage in

serious discussions ; indeed it is difficult to

gather a quiet and attentive audience of re-

spectable number to listen to the regular ad-

dress. The club must be supported, indepen-

dent of the fair, and when prominent men,
like the lecturers on the present occasion, or

at th^ recent meeting in Amherst, Mass., are

to take part, it does pay to drop all care and
work and go a long distance to hear them.

Newspaper reports do not always convey an
adequate idea of what is said and done, even
if the lecture is given in full. There is pleas-

ure in seeing the speakers, hearing the words
as they are uttered, and listening to the pri-

vate talks and discussions, and the acquaint-

ances one makes are often of great value.

Since the Lyceum and political gatherings are

so popular, it is difficult to see why farmers'

meetings are not bett-r attended. Some of

these addresses contain more thought and are

of greater practical Value than many popular
Lyceum lectures for which from fifty to one
hundred and fiftv dollars is willingly paid.

The lecture of Col. Lang upon "Raising of
Horses" was a treat to all lovers of the equine

race. He gave the principles and rules now
generally received and adopted by the promi-
nent raisers of horses in a manner that showed
he felt the force of every word uttered, and
interspersed just enough of his personal ex-

perience to convince the hearer that a practi-

cal man, and. one who thoroughly understood
his subject, too, was talking. It had cost the

Colonel many years of study and observation

with a large expenditure of money to arrive

at these conclusious. If the horse raisers of
New Hampshii'e can obtain all this mature and
desirable experience by merely travelling the

length or breadth of the State and back again,

it is cheaply bought. The principles he ad-

vanced were also in the main applicable to the

breeding of other domestic animals.

The remarks of Dr. Bojnton were consol-

ing to desponding sheep raisers, for he plainly

showed that sheep are an economical and
profitable part of farm stock, and that our
New England hills are particularly adapted to

producing a superior (juality ; that the present
depression of the business is owing not to the

sheep themselves but to the errors of men in

not selecting the right kind for their particular

locality and to the crooked and perverse legis-

lation of our politicians.

No one could lislien to the paper upon "Fish
Culture" without wishing he owned a pond or
brook, which he could immediately stock with

those desirable varieties once so abundant in

our waters. At present the profits in this

business are very large, and an acre of water
can be made to yield more than an acre of land.

The discussion upon corn was very interest-

ing and clearly proved that with good culture

it can be raised here for from fifty to seventy-

five cents per bushel. Do the average of
Western fai mers find a wider marginfor profit ?

I was surprised that the testimony in favor

of phosphates was so general, but while all

advocated their use, they admitted that the

greatest frauds were practiced in the manu-
facture and sale of this special fertilizer, and
it was proposed that legislatures should take

measures to prevent this species of cheating.

1 doubt, however, if in the present state of
society, legislation can en irely correct the

evils complained of. A better way is f'or far-

mers to manufacture the articles for them-
selves, either upon their own farms, or, what
would be more economical, form associations

or companies, where, under the supervision of
some competent and reliable person, the de-

mand of one or more counties may be sup-

plied. By a careful study of the soil of that

locality, just the article needed could be made.
A company formed near Portland, Maine,
upon this principle, has succeeded beyond all

expectation

Much might be said in favor of every lec-

ture, but I hasten to notice a subject inciden-

tally alluded to by one speaker,—the present

condition of the agriculture of the State.

The great emigration of the native born citi-

zens is well known ; it has been carried to so

great an extent that the increase of popula-
tion from 1850 to 1860 was only 2.55 per cent.

This increase is found chiefly in villages and
cities. The rural districts have lost in two
ways ; one from the removal of whole families

westward, the other from young men and
women leaving the farm for other pursuits.

It can hardly be expected that agriculture

could advance much, if any, with such a drain

on the youth, energy and strength of the pop-
ulation, and we find that during the same de-

cade the increase in wheat was oi>,;J08 bushels
;

in barley 50,817 ; in oats, 355, 832 ; in buck-

wheat, 24,701 ; while in rye, there was a de-

crease of 54,869 ; in corn, 159,042 ; in pota-

toes, 167,470 bushels ; likewise there was a

decrease in hops of 126,946 pounds ; in

cheese, 964,471 ; in butter, 20,292. The re-

turns of stock show an increase of horses,

G,8G8
; of cows only 603; adecn^ase of oxen

7512 ; increase of all other cattle 3469, mak-
ing for all neat cattle an actual loss of 3440.
In sheep there is a decrease of 74,222, in

swine 11,552.
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The agricultural part of the population -were

in no condition to well sustain the effects of
the war with its attending high prices. The
scarcity of labor and increased cost of pro-

duction was a great inducement to cultivate

loss land, hence farming operations were ma-
terially curtailed. The estimates of the sta-

tistician at Washington shows that the State

has not to-day, except in sheep, as much stock

as in 18G0. They likewise show a steady in-

crease in wheat and oats and a heavy falling

off in all other crops. Judging from these

estimates the census of 187U will show the

quantity of products to be about the same as

in 1850, though there may be decided im-

provement in quality. There has never been
a better sale of produce than during these

twenty years ; home markets have improved,
and the numerous lines of r.dlroads which
have been built have given greater facilities

for reaching Boston and other markt ts. The
number of farms for sale, and which can be
bought for less than the buildings and fences

are worth, is surprising. Thus it will be seen

the progress of agriculture is tlow in the old

Granite State—there is even danger of a retro-

grade movement. What is to be done ?

Col. Clough struck the key note for action,

when he said the aid of the legislature must
be invoked. Since farmers constitute the

majority of her voters ; own thi? bulk of the

property, and have the largest share if the

taxes fall upon them, whatever they may ask

of the legislature they can have. n. s. t.

Lawrence, Mass., Jan. 2, 1869.

For the Neto England Farmer.

CUTTING TIMBEB! FOB DUHABILITY.
In your issue of the 2d inst., you ask for

opinions as to cutting of timler at different

seasons nf the year. For one, I am strongly of

the opinion that, for all toft or evergreen tim-

ber, from the loth of May to the 15th of Au-
gust is the best.

And in proof of the statement, will relate

an Incident that came under my oxvn observa-
tion. On the afternoon of the 3d of June,
18G1, a company of young men cut a very

nice spruce, not large nor high, only 66 feet,

and of good proportions, peeled and raised it

where it stands to-day, as sound as when It was
first cut. I know this to be the fact, as one
day last summer, in company with others, I

dug around the bottom and found it sound.
1 also can show any one that wishes to see

with his own eyes, balsam poles that were cut
and peeled and laid up in fence In June, more
than fifteen years ago, that are sound to-day

;

while others that were cut early in spring, and
not peeled, and have not been on the fence
more than half as long, are quite rotten.

One gentleman says he would leave the bark
on, so as to keep it moist. I would take It off

for the purpose of lettirg it dry. For
more than twenty years I have been obliged

to support a farm bridge over Brown river,

and have helped put on stringers, always
hemlock, at different seasons of the year,

and remember of putting on two that were
cut in winter—we did not take off the bark
—and they lasted only four years ; while now
I can show some that have been on twelve
years, that were cut the 18th day of August.

It will take but little time or trouble for

any one to make a trial of cutting timber, if

they will only go at it ; that is the hardest

part. Almost all farmers are obliged to cut

sleepers or the like for their stables, and if

they do not find that the dry timbers for such
places are the best, then their experience is

far different from mine. I think that It can
be clearly shown that hemlock, when used
where it is damp, will last three times as long
if cut and peeled in June and allowed to dry
one year before it is put in place.

I did not mean to say but a word about the

article alluded to, but It was so different from
my own convictions of right, that I could not
refrain from speaking. E. J. BuTTOLPn.

Essex, Vt., Jan. 5, 18G9.

For the New England Farmer.

BEST TIME TO CUT TIMBER.
In the Farmer of the 2d Inst., you ask the

experience of your correspondents with re-

gard (o the best time to cut timber. This Is a
very important matter in our country, where
timber is becoming so scarce and the demand
for the different practical purposes of life are
so rapidly increasing, and it is worthy the atten-

tion of the economist, If the best time Is not
already known, to ascertain when it Is.

In our experience, which has been of many
years, we have found that the more rapidly

timber seasons In the open air, the greater

will be its duration. Hence, timber cut In

June, when the days are long and warm and
the force of evaporation Is great and rapid, we
have found to be the heaviest after seasoning

and the most durable.

But the general force of evaporation is not

the only cause of rapid seasoning at that sea-

son ; for then, as every one familiar with tim-

ber knows, the bark is easily separated f^m
the wood, and by removing it, we expose all

parts of the surface of the timber equally to the

action of the atmosphere, and of course, being

operated upon in all its parts, it seasons through

more thoroughly.

Take, for instance, the chestnut, which has

become one of our most valuable timbers, and
when it Is cut in June and stripped of the

bark, the sap wood, which rots soon cut In

any season with bark left on, becomes hard

and lasts for years.

We have found also that timber which is

cut when the sap flows most freely, say In

the freezing and thawing days of spring, pos-
sesses the least vitality and Is most liable to

I'ot. Then, too, the bark adheres closely,
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which in a measure prevents the evaporation
of sap ; worms find their way to the wood and
injure it, and what is termed "powder-post-
ing" often results to the serious injury of the

wood.
But there are other considerations in the

case, equally important with the durability of

the timber. The preservation of the forest

is no less important than the durability of its

productions. And here nature furnishes a wise

provision to effect both objects, for it is a fact

that the seasons most favorable to cuttino; tim-

ber for durability are also most favorable to

its reproduction. The chestnut and other

trees which are reproduced by sprouts from the

stump or old roots send up vigorous growths
from stumps of June-cut treeS; and also when
trees are cut in early winter. Where heavy
bleeding from the stump follows the cutting

down of the tree, the vital energy of the roots

appears to exhaust itself more than at other

seasons, and in many instances no sprouting

up follows. This is eminently the case where
timber is cut in February, March and April.

If we wished effectually to clear a field of
wood, we would by all means remove the tim-

ber during these months.
William Bacon.

Riclimond, Mass., Jan. 4, 18G9.

For the. New England Farmer,

HOW, SHALL "WJB IMPROVE OUH
FARMS?

One tells us to keep stock, another to buy
commercial fertilizers, another to make com-
post, and another to plough in green crops,

—

each and every one contending that his method
is the shortest and most economical. Now,
how many of these theorists know whereofthey
speak ; or, in other words, have figured the

exact cost of their favorite methods ?

In the case of the commercial fertilizers, it

is very easy to get at (he cost, but with the

other methods it requires time and much care

with some figuring to bring worn-out land to a

state of fertility ; and when done to know what
it Las cost. Now I do not profess to be able

to do this, but I have been at work at it for

thp past ten years and have kept as close an
account as possible under the circumstances.

Ten years ago 1 purchased thirty acres of

worn-out land. The soil a slaty loam, and so

thoroughly worn out that one field of five

acres gave only four bushels of rye to the acre

the previous year. I decided to try plough-

ing in clover on the piece, if I could get

enough started to plough in. In the spring

of 18i»8 I ploughed and harrowed, then sowed
fifty pounds of clover seed, and bushed it in.

In the latter part of May I sowed five hundred
pounds of plaster, costing $2.00; ploughing

and harrowing cost $15.00 ; clover seed $5.50
;

labor, sowing, &c., $2.00,—total for the first

year of $2 1.60. The clover came up very well,

but did not make much growth, and about one-

third of it winter-killed. The remainder
started, in the spring and made some growth,
about enough, my neighbors estimated, for
half a ton of hay to the acre. The last of
June I ploughed it under, and in September
ploughed again and sowed one bushel of rye
to the acre. The cost this year was the clover
crop, one-half ton hay to the acre, two and a
half tons worth $20.00, less one-half for har-
vesting, leaves $10.00 ; five bushels of rye $5

;

labor $17.00,—making $32.00 the second
year, and with the expenditure of $24 50 the

previous year, a total of $56.50.
The next spring sowed fifty pounds of

clover seed, $0.00 ; five hundred pounds plas-

ter, $2.00; harvesting and threshing rye,

$17.50; total for this year, $25.50, or $72.00
for the three years' cultivation. I had now a
crop of thirty-five bushels of rye, worth
$35.00, to deduct from former indebtedness,
which leaves it $47.00.
The next summer the clover was estimated

to be equal to a ton of hay to the acre ; allow-
ing one-baif for harvesting, it would be worth
$20.00 ; this was ploughed in and sowed to

rye, one and a half bushels to the acre, $7.50
;

labor^ $17.00; making a total of $14.50 for

the jear, and $91.50 for whole four years.

Sowed clover in the spring as before, also

plaster at a cost of $9.00 ; harvesting, thresh-

ing rye, &c., $22.00, making $31.00 for the

fifth year, or $122.50 for the whole. I had
fifty -six bushels rye, which, at$1.30perbushel,
amounted to $72.80, which reduces the ex-
pense to $49.70.
The sixth season went through with the

same formula with a cost of $60.00, increasing

the expense to $109.70. The seventh year
the expense was $42.00, and the income nine-

ty bushels of rye at $1.65 per bushel, mak-
ing $148.50, which lacks only $3.20 of mak-
ing the account even.

The eighth year I mowed two tons of good
clover hay to the acre, worth at that time

$15.00 per ton, or $75.00 for the half of it,

allowing one-half for harvesting, which is more
than is customary in many places.

1 have thus brought the land from four bush-

els of rye to the acre to eighteen, and from
half a ton of hay to two tons, by the use of
nothing but plaster and clover, and in the

eight years have made it pay all the expense
of doing it, except the interest and taxes, and
at the present time it has paid up all those and
a little to spare.

I paid $20.00 per acre, but this same land
in its present condition would have brought
$50.00 per acre at the time I bought it. It

will now bring $80.00.
This jiiece of land was remote from the

barns, and so situated that it was very difficult

to get barnyard manure to it. Now the ques-
tion arises, can one buy a worn-out farm, run
in debt for part of it, make a living, pay his

interest and taxes, and bring it to a good,
state of fertility by ploughing in clover with a
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prospect of ever getting out of debt ? I an-

swer, that according to my experience, it

would be up-hill work and require a lifetime

to do it. Better buy good land and pay
double or tbribble for it, and buy less. But
the man who owns such land and is clear of

debt can permanently enrich it in this manner

;

but whether he can do so at less expense in

this way than in some other remains to be
seen. Hereafter we may discuss the cost of

other methods. J.

Oak Hill. N. Y., Jan., 1868.

For the New England Farmer,

PLOUGHING,—SEEDING.—HABHOW-
INQ.

Westminster, Vt., Farmers' Club, Jan. 11, 1869 —
Topic—"Preparation of the soil for the reception of

agricultural seed, best kind of seed to be used, and
the naode of cultivation until matured."

Mr. Geo. Metcalf . I believe that in plough-

ing, the wider the furrow, if well turned, the

better for the crop, leaving the sod less liable

to be turned up by the harrow, more nicely

mellowed and pulverized, and preventing

grass getting so much the start at first hoeing.

E. Lord. I am satisfied that the narrower
the furrows the better, even partly set up
edge ways. The "Eagle Plough" will do it.

Plough about eight inches wide and four deep
for corn, when the manure is to be turned
under, and the next spring plough the same
ground six inches for sowing. I don't like flat

turning.

Octavius Fisher. I endorse Mr. Lord's
depth of ploughing. I use the "Cylinder
Plough" No. 1. Furrows some ten inches
wide.

W. R. Kimball. I recommend the "Tele-
graph Plough" No. 3, manufactured at White
River Junction, Vt., not only for the execu-
tion of the work, but ease of draft, as the
plough for our locality.

Austin Goodrich. I would like to inquire

if fine tooth harrows pulverize the soil better

than a medium number of teeth.

Mr. Lord. Not if the coarse tooth harrow
is more often applied.

Austin Goodrich. I would recommend the

sowing of cereal grain in drills. I have ob-
served in the West that where sown in drills

it did not lodge as badly.

Mr. Fisher. I am confident that corn sown
in drills would produce a larger crop than in

hills, but in this "witch grass" section might
be more labor to cultivate.

M. W. Davis. In this "witch grass" re-
gion I would turn the furrow in ploughing as
flat as possible, and in reference to the use of
the old straight tooth harrow, I had the pre-
sumption, if you may so call it, two years ago,
to tell these farmers that these harrows were
going out of use ; that the effect of their use
was to patk and make solid the land ; whereas
we wanted something to loosen, throw up and

leave the soil light, on the plough and cultivator

principle.

Robert Farr. In selecting seed corn I would
have it eight-rowed, firmly packed on the cob

;

the butt end of the cob no larger than the tip,

or not much, and plant all the kernels that

grow upon the ear. Would not object to

shelling it in "corn-sheller." The "IIolden
Corn," the variety used mostly here; is the
best I know of.

Mr. Lord. I discard the kernels from both
ends of ear, and plant the middle. My corn
fills out well. I think marmre plenty makes
corn fill out well.

Mr. Goodrich. I plant a kind of corn pro-
duced by mixing the Holden and a longer-

eared eight-rowed variety I obtained from
Brandon, Vt. Many of the ears are twelve
to fourteen inches long, well filled out. The
first of this month I marketed some, and it

weighed 03^ lbs. to the bushel. I hill up and
get a better crop than when I kept the ground
level. Hilling up corn endorsed by all pres-

ent, though contrary to former practice.

Mr. Kimball. I recommend sending to the
North paH of the State for seed corn, oats,

and timothy seed, occasionally, but I would
send down South for clover seed, getting a
smaller and earlier variety, producing a
sweeter kind of hay. I have experimented
with phosphate and with good results,—fodder
stands up better.

Mr. Lord. The trouble in using phosphate
is people are not careful in keeping it from
the roots of corn. I would sow broad cast.

Chas. Nutting. I have used phosphate and
had rather have so much manure. Same sub-
ject continued. M. W. Davis, Sec'y.

Bellows Falls, Vt., Jan. 12, 18G9.

Reaction in the Sheep Trade.—As
certainly as the sunrise always follows the set-

ting of that luminary, so surely will there be
a rise in the price of sheep ere long, and in

all probability it will be a healthy, steady and
lasting one—at least, it will only vary with the
rise and fall of other agricultural productions.
City people have commenced to use mutton to

vary with beef, pork, &c., so that the demand
will be regular, as butchers will feel com-
pelled always to have some on hand, and those

who supply the best families must have good
quality ; consequently "mutton sheep," as they
are sometimes called, will be in request.

This is the time for "long-headed" men to

consider the subject and take advantage of
the low price of store sheep, for besides the

demand for the supplying of the regular mar-
ket, there is beginning to be felt a conviction

among enlightened men that sheep are really

necessary on farms of respectable dimensions,

to assist in keeping up the fertility of the soil,

which knowledge will soon make good flocks

the rule instead of the exception, as is the

case through the country now.

—

Co. Gen.
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economical.

USSS OF GUANO.

UANO, once so popular among
us as a fertilizer, is now com-

paratively little regarded. And
yet, when its employment is prop-

erly understood, and when obtain-

ed at a fair price, we are far from

believing that its use is never

The evidences of its great power

in producing crops are abundant and well au-

thenticated. A certain amount added to the

soil of the garden, and especially where root

crops are cultivated for stock or market, such

as parsnips, sugar, turnip or long blood beets,

or carrots, would frequently double the crop.

In such cases it is important that the crop

should be as large as it is possible to make it,

because the cost of getting the soil into suita-

ble condition, by repeated ploughing, pulveriz-

ing, high manuring and tending, is large, and

the value of the crop should be in proportion

to the cost of making It.

Whtn all the manure has been put Into the

soil of a field devoted to any of the crops

mentioned, or into the garden, that can usu-

ally be spared, an expenditure of five to ten

dollars per acre In genuine guano, would be very

likely to add several tiuies that amount to the

value of the crop. If the crop were of the

cabbage family, some other fertilizer, super-

phosphate of lime, for instance, might be bet-

ter.

On a good granite soil, or on a rich, sandy

loam, well drained, made fine and deep by

ploughing and pulverizing, highly dressed with

green manure In the fall and ploughed under

the surface three Inches, we have no doubt

that from 800 to 1000 bushels of carrots may

be got from an acre of land if 400 lbs. of pure

guano is applied at the last harrowing before

the seed is sowed, and the crop is well tended.

"It is only some thirty years since this fer-

tilizer was first introduced to notice in this

country," says a late English writer, "and

now 1 here is an importation Into this country

of about one hundred and fifty thousand tons.

Few fertilizers ever did, in so short a time,

attain so high a degree of popularity, or pro-

duce such significant results. In Scotland it

has been perhaps more extensively used than

in any other portion of the United Kingdom.

The f.irmers in some sections of that country,

practice manuring on a most liberal scale ; and

In one county, that of East Lothian, it has

been estimated that about five dollars are ex-

pended for fertilizers for every acre of the

cultivated land. Of guano, about $10 Is fre-

quently applied to a single acre."

In the Journal of the Boyal Agricultural

Society, an Instance Is recorded where a piece

of rather poorlsh soil was manured with this

quantity, and although about Jive dollars per

acre was paid for annual rent, the augmen-

tation of produce caused by the application

was found fully to justify this liberal expendi-

ture.

On land not exhausted, the effects of guano

are not so apparent as on soils which have had

their productive energies severely tasked
;
yet,

even on soils of this description, it is by no

means without visible effects. Poor soils, or

naturally good soils that have been heavily

cropped, are the most benefited by Its appli-

cation, and if from two to three hundred

pounds to the acre be allowed, a fair crop of

almost any kind of grain or vegetables may be

relied on. And this ought not to cost, besides

the expense of applying it, more than five or

six dollars.

The effects of guano are not permanent

—

little if any benefit being derived from It the

second season ; and the same Is the case with

most concentrated or special manures. They
act prcmptly but not permanently, and Impart

no constitutional Improvement to any soli, un-

less the Inorganic constituents may be regarded

as tending to that result. The phosphates,

&c., found in the mass cannot, considering

the limited quantities In which they are used,

produce any appreciable results on any soil

for years, certainly, if they ever do so.

Many persons have applied guano without

noticing any good results ; so they have ma-

nure from their stalls,—but that does not pre-

vent them from applying the latter again.

We do not urge Its Indiscriminate use ; but

that there Is great value in It, we have no

doubt, and hope it will not be entirely aban-

doned. Its sale is a monopoly which we hope

will be "crushed out," so that it may be ob-

tained hereafter at fair prices.

—The Berkshire Agricultural Society has voted

to abolish all premiums for trotting horses. It

has also instructed its executive committee to take

measures to protect farmers against imposition iu

the purchase of commercial manures.
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WOOL-GKOWERS IN DANGER.
The Wool-growers' Association of the State

of New York is to hold its annual meeting at

Syracuse, January 27. It appears to us that

there are good reasons why every Wool-grow-

ers' Association in the land should meet and

consult upon the woollen interests of the

country. Indeed, we regard the questions of

fine wool and coarse wools, of the winter or

summer management of flocks as altogether

secondary to those pertaining to the present

duties on wool, to the proposed reciprocity

treaty, &c. We fear that wool-growers are

settling down into inaction with the belief that

the wool business, having been long depressed,

is now gradually to become more prosperous

and profitable, and that farmers have only to

wait patiently for the good time coming.

This they might do safely, were other classes

of our fellow citizens, who imagine that their

interests are opposed to ours, contented to

adopt a similar course of inactivity. The

late movement in relation to the re-establish-

ment of the reciprocity treaty, the tone of the

city press, which represents the interests of the

commercial, manufacturing and consuming

classes, and the recommendations of the late

report of Hon. David A. Wells, special reve-

nue commissioner, excite our fears as to the

safety of the "let alone" policy which farmers

have so long been contented to pursue. We
believe that Wool-growers' Associations have

been, as Dr. Randall says, a power in the land,

and that Congress has deferred to them on the

important legislative questions pertaining to

wool protection. We believe, also, that if

wool-growers would keep these matters as

they are, the work of these associations is by

no means done,—that in fact there has been

no period in the history of the woollen inter-

est of the country when associated action was

more needed than now.

We have been lead to these remarks by the

perusal of an ably written article on the gen-

eral subject of the tariff in the January number
of the North American Review, a publication

designed for the few, rather than the many ; for

the leaders, rather than for the multitude ; for

the governors, rather than for the governed.

It is printed four times a year, at six dollars

per annum, and probably finds its way to but

few farm houses. It is, however, read by

congressmen, lawyers, &c., and through these

men it has much influence on public opinion,

and especially on the legislation of the coun-

try. We copy that portion of the article

which relates to wool, and ask for it a careful

reading by every wool-grower :

—

To pass now to wool. In 1864 we sent out fleets

of vessels to Africa, Australia, and the La Plata
for wool, and imported eighty-eight millions of
pounds, which was made into cloth. Our duties
were then but three cents a pound on wool costing
less than twelve cents, and but six cents a pound
on wool costing from twelve to twenty-four cents.
Since the war, although the apparent necessity has
ceased, the wool-growers and manufacturers have
combined to raise the tax both on wool and wool-
lens, and the duty on all hut the very coarsest
wool for carpets has been advanced to an average
of fourteen cents a pound. This duty is imposed
on an article which cost on the average but seven-
teen cents when the advance was made, and which
declined to fourteen cents during the last autumn.
Why should we pay a hundred per cent on wool,

if we wish to compete in manufactures with other
nations ? If on the plains of La Plata or on the
savannas of Africa the Merino can he pastured
through the year, and the fine Mestiza wool sold
for fourteen cents a pound, why should we tempt
our farmers to leave dairies for sheep, and to set

aside the cheese-press and the churn, when cheese
commands seventeen cents and butter half a dollar

a pound in our markets ? If the Ohio or Vermont
farmers cannot afford their wool for less than five

times the price of that of the valley of the La
Plata, let them not drive the rancheros into the
dairy or beef packing business, which gives such
liberal returns. Do our "Western farms, which
government sells for a dollar and a quarter per
acre, or gives outright to the actual settler, require

protection, when France, England, and Belgium,
with pastures worth four hundred dollars the acre,

and with seventy millions of sheep in their pos-

session, admit wool free of duty, and are farther

advanced in the n^anufacture of cloth ?

Two years since, we advanced our duties on
wool and woollens. We did it upon the delusive

theory, that fine wool ought to cost over thirty-two

cents a pound, and pay a specific coupled with an
ad valorem duty. Then we assumed that woollens
should pay a duty of fifty cents a pound for every
pound of wool, jute, or cotton they contained, in

addition to a heavy ad valorem duty. Meanwhile
our trade with La Plata, Southern Africa and Aus-
tralia is broken up. Our importation of wool falls

from eighty-eight millions of pounds in 1864 to

twenty-three millions in 1868,—a decline almost
unprecedented in the annals of commerce. Our
ships are thrown out of employment ; for the re-

turn freight of wool gave them two-thirds of their

profits,—and the foreigner cannot buy the outward
cargo, unless we take his wool in payment. Our
factories lose their supplies. The merchant loses

the export of flour, furniture, fish, petroleum,

coarse cottons, and wooden-ware to the Cape and
La Plata; and the wool, diverted from our facto-

ries, passes oh to the factories of England, France,

and Belgium, and is there converted into cloth.

Nor is this the end of the evil. The cloth comes
over to Halifax, St. John, and Montreal, seeks the

frontier, and, with little respect for our duties of

eighty or a hundred per cent, finds its way into

our territory; and tours of pleasure are made
across the border to replenish wardrobes.

The whole measure from beginning to end has
been a mistake, and our woollen trade is depressed,

England, France, and Belgium have long since

abandoned the idea of a duty on wool, and have
thus made their manufactures successful, while
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tbey are still among the largest sheep-producers
of the world.
But whatever may be done with the duties on

woollens, there are a few articles made from wool
abroad which are not manufactured here, and con-
sequently do not compete witti our own manufac-
tures. Lastings, serge, and plush, however, which
are not made here, are used extensively in the
manufacture ot ladies' and children's boots and
shoes ; and the single city of Lynn pays more than
two millions j'early for these materials, which are
now subject to a duty of eighty-five per cent.

The shoe-manufacture has in the last decade been
raised from a trade to an art. The lapstone and
the leather apron have been discarded. The steam
engine and the sewing-machine have superseded
the hammer and the awl. Mechanism, in its vari-

ous forms, prepares and fashions the slipper and
the gaiter-boot, and relieves the artisan from the
fatigue and monotony of a wearisome life. Should
we hamper such a progressive branch of industry
with duties of eighty-tive per cent, on the material
it is compelled to import ?

The foregoing Is all that the writer says of

wool. Other articles of production and trade

are, however, discussed in the same spirit.

As it has been doubted by some wool-growers

whether the present duties on foreign wool

have in fact materially checked importation,

the statement of this writer, expressing as he

undoubtedly does the views of commercial

men, is entitled to special attention. As a re-

sult of these duties, he says, "Our importa-

tion of wool falls from eighty-eight millions

of pounds in 1864, to twenty-three millions

in 1868,—a decline almost unprecedented in

the annals of commerce." This fact, so en-

couraging to farmers, is the gist of the argu-

ment of this writer against the continuance of

these duties. The glowing picture which he

draws of the prosperity of the Lynn shoe

manufacturers, who have succeeded in re-

lieving "the artizan from the fatigue and

monotony of a wearisome life," when placed

in contrast with the well known depressed

condition of the laborious "trade" of the

wool-grower, will hardly be accepted by most

farmers as a sufficient reason for the free ad-

mission of foreign wools and woollens.

But it is not our purpose to answer his ar-

guments against the "delusive theory" on

which the present duties on foreign wool are

based. Our object is simply to bring before

wool growers a specimen of the counsels and

reasonings which will influence the action of

Congress unless they are met and counter-

acted by tho&e of the owners of the 30,000,000

sheep which the farmers of this country are

now wintering in the hope that a better day is

dawning for this important branch of the agri-

cultural industry of our country.

Mr. Morrill, of Vermont, in reply to a far-

mer who complained to him on his return

home, that his tariff did not sufficiently pro-

tect the wool-grower, replied, "Well, sir,

blame yourselves for it. Why didn't you get

your statistics and come to Washington and
show them to us ? The manufacturers were

there in their strength. They showed us these

things, and they had their influence there;

and you wool-growers ought to have been

there, too."

The owners of the ships, alluded to in the

above extract, that have lost their freights of

foreign wool ; the merchants who have lost

their traffic ; the Lynn shoemakers who don't

like to pay duty ; the manufacturers and con-

sumers of cloth generally, who wish to use

Mestiza wool at fourteen cents per pound, will

be present at Washington during the proposed

revision of the present tariff, with arguments

and statistics of which our quotation from the

American Review is a fair specimen ; but we
are afraid that the wool-growers, scattered as

they are over our whole country, will remain

at home attending to their respective flocks

of fifty or one hundred sheep, and allow pub-

lic business to be managed by other people.

Is this a good time for Wool-growers' Asso-

ciations to go to sleep ?

Vermont Agricultural College.—The
Hon. John Gregory, of Northfield, in his val-

edictory address as President of the Vermont

State Agricultural Society, delivered at the

recent meeting at Bellows Falls, read the fol-

lowing letter from President Angell of the

University of Vermont, with which the agri-

cultural college is connected. It was written

in reply to a request for information as to the

present state of the agricultural branch of that

institution.

Two years ago last September, we organized
courses of study in accordance with the Act of
Congress, requiring instruction to be given in the
application of science to agriculture and the me-
chanic arts. AVe provided courses for young men
looking to either of the following pursuits—farm-
ing, practical chemistry, mining and civil engi-

neering. We also provided military instruction

last year. Our plans and methods have been
widely made known through our catalogues, our
annual reports to the General Assembly, circulars

and the newspaper press. The number of young
men who have thus far availed themselves of the
opportunities afforded by us, has been .'mall, and
nearly all of them have desired the course of civU
engineering. Of course we earnestly desire the

interest and cooperation of those citizens who
believe that science has any service to render to
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agricultnre. Wc intend to enlarge oui- facilities

for practical scientific education just as rapidly as
the demand fur such training increases. We are
alwaj's very Iiappy to have visitors call upon us,

and see what we are doing. We believe that we
can satisly them that it is no longer necessary to

send the sons of Vermont out of the State, whether
to obtaiu a classical education or a thorough ac-
quaintance with the physical sciences in their ap-
plication to a:^iiculture and the mechanic arts.

KEW E:?rGIiAWD -WHEAT CONVEN-
TION.

In a late number of the Farmeb, I noticed a
proposition for a grand Convention of Western
wheat growers. Such a Convention, it strikes me,
is more needed in New England than at the West.
Here I think there is a positive necessity for such
a Convention. The increased interest in the cul-
tivation of wheat that has been manifested in all

parts of New England, of late, would be still fur-

ther stimulated. The past season Maine reports
two hundred thousand bushels. None of tlie other
States have been reported, but doubtless many
other experiments have been wrought worthy of
publication.
We have had Horse Conventions, Wool Conven-

tions, and scores of other Conventions for the "pub-
lic good," and now, we say, lastly and earnestly,
let us have a great Wheat-growing Convention, em-
bracing an interest, tinhiowii to nine-tenths of the

yeotnanry, on whose farms hundreds of millions of
Dushels of wheat can be produced, requiring neither
art nor skill beyond the cost or labor of getting any
cereal crop. Let every town or county in the New
England States be represented at some central
point, say Boston, and there discuss this and other
subjects, bringing into goodly fellowship a class of
noble men, the tillers of the soil.

Il behooves the New England farmer to protect
his interest in this new occupation, partly in view
of the West becoming large manufacturers of the
heavy textile fabrics and agricultural implements,
as well as supplying many of their domestic wants,
for which they were formerly dependent on New
England.
The question—"Can we grow wheat ?" I most

emphatically answer, we can, and to repletion, and
we will. Henky Poor.
Brooklyn, L. /., 1869.

Remarks.—Our highly respected correspon-

dent, Mr. Poor, has long been a zealous ad-

vocate for wheat raising in New England, and

we doubt not his motive is a real regard for

the best good of New England farmers. We
fully coincide with his views, so far at least

that we think every farmer iv]ic lias a suitable

soil should raise sufficient lolieat to supphj his

men family icith bread ; and thus, in the im-

portant matter of bread, farmers would be in-

dependent of ^peculators and railroad exor-

bitance, and sure of sweet and wholesome

flour. Further than this, each one must judge

for himself.

We cannot raise wheat or corn or potatoes

or grass without manure. The great problem

with us is to get manure. We need every

ounce we can obtain, and the question occurs

to every one, how can it be most profltably

used?

An acre of land well manured will give us

twenty bushels of wheat. This same land

with the same manure will yield fifty bushels

of com, one hundred and twenty bushels of

potatoes, or two tons of hay. We need all

the corn we can raise. This makes milk, pork

and fodder, and leaves a valuable residue in

manure. The potatoes and hay find a ready

market. Which crop, then, is the most profita-

ble .** In the vicinity of the cities, other crops

are more profitable than cereals of any kind,

and the cultivator will raise neither wheat nor

corn. The fifty bushels of corn are worth

sixty-five dollars. The wheat forty-five or

fifty. The potatoes eighty, and the hay fortj'.

The first three crops require thirty dollars

worth of manure each. The hay none, and

the labor of harvesting is .less. Each farmer

must determine for himself as to the expedi-

ency of raising every particular crop. The
corn crop is, and ever will be, ths favorite

crop In New England. If we had manure to

raise all the corn we need, and to raise wheat

besides, there would be less question about

the matter. But if we must Import the one or

the other, will it not be cheaper to Import

tlour ?

One Important consideration we have alluded

to. The farmer likes to see his manure heap

increasing. Wheat yields no manure, at least

unless the straw Is fed to stock. But corn

stover is worth more for fodder than wheat

straw. This question has received a good

deal of attention already among the shrewd

Yankees. The nature of his soil, his facilities

for market, and for obtaining artificial ma-

nures, will assist in determining what crop

each shall raise. In the northern half of New
England, where the corn crop is more uncer-

tain. It may be best to raise wheat as a lead-

ing crop. In the southern half, where the

corn crop Is the most certain crop we have, it

may not be so.

We can see several good reasons why the

wheat growers of the West may profitably hold

a convention. In all the older wheat growing

States, the crop is annually depreciating. The

first question will be whether they shall at-

tempt to continue the growing of wheat at all.

What varieties can best be grown. If any

;

how the ground shall be prepared, and the
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seed put into it, and whether they shall attempt

to raise v/beat any further than they can

manure the soil. They need an interchange

of views and experience on these and other

points belonging to this subject. But at pres-

ent, "with all due regard to the views of our

correspondent, we are disposed to think that

New England farmers will settle this question,

each for himself, quite as well as by a con-

vention. Still, we shall be glad to see the far-

mers in convention to discuss this among

other questions. Great good would undoubt-

edly grow out of it. We shall heartily sec-

ond our State Boards of Agriculture in any

judicious plan they may suggest for awakening

a new interest, and getting the opinions of the

farmers.

WEIGHT OF HAlf.

One of the most striking circumstances in

the effect of a drought on the weight of hay
may be seen in almost any hay mow at the

present time, especially if it has not already

been consumed. It affords the farmer an in-

structive lesson, and establishes a very impor-

tant principle in the cutting and curing of hay.

It will be recollected that the last spring

was an unusually wet one. Farmers did not

get their planting done till late into June.

This was followed by warm weather without

the usual cold nights at that season. Grass

grew rapidly and promised an abundant crop.

During the month of July we had the hottest

weather ever recorded. The effect on the

grass crop was averse to consolidation of the

juices that serve to make a crop with hard and

solid stalks with the juices well-formed and
dried. We well remember how green and
lively the hay looked as we gathered it into

the barn during the hot week. But if we ex-

amine that hay to-day we find the stalks are of

exceeding loose texture, they are slender and
flat. The round solid stalk is wanting. Cat-

tle and horses will eat a large quantity of it.

For milch cows and young cattle and horses it

is no doubt excellent, and they will eat more
of it than is actually necessary for them. It

probably takes well nigh one-half more in bulk

of such hay to carry along the cattle and horses

than when hay is well ripened. These tacts

are observed, we presume, by every farmer in

the State, the present winter.

This condition of things, it will be per-

ceived, is the result of a sudden change from

moist, warm weather to dry, hot weather.

The stalks could not ripen well under such

circumstances. To ripen well, it is especially

necessary that the process should be a slow

one, and this can be accomplished only after

a long, wet spring, followed by a gradual

drought. The saccharine juices are then ma-

tured and hardened. For working cattle and
horses such hay is far the best. To give them
such hay as most of us have, is much like giv-
ing a lumberman sponge cake for his dinner,
iustead of Lis pork and beans. For a farrow
cow we should always like some early cut hay,
even if it took more of it, but for a solid,

durable quality, let the juices be partially

hardened before cutting. The second bloom
is probably the best time, and is generally re-

cognized by farmers.

A careful observation of the past season in

Its effects on the hay crop affords an instruc-

tive and striking lesson. Economy in its use
will certainly be necessary or many farmers
will be compelled to buy hay the coming
spring. Winter set in very early. In the
northwest portions of the State it»has been
constant sleighing since the eighth of Novem-
ber. Two years ago sheep were not brought
to the barn till the tenth of December. Dur-
ing the last month the sun did not cause the
snow to yield but one day in the same vicinity,

a circumstance almost without a parallel. We
think that most of the hay cut last year may
be measured out to stock without their suffer-

ing essentially. This is a matter requiring
careful judgment. Give them one-thii-d more
in bulk than we usually have given them and
we are sure they will not suffer.

—

Me. Farmer.

Remarks.—Farmers in other sections who
commenced feeding their stock earlier than

usual the present season, are making the same

complaints as to the spending quality of hay.

Mr. C Horace Hubbard of Springfield, Vt.,

says in the Record and Farmer that "Many a

thoughtful farmer, who watches his hay-mows

as well as his cattle and sheep, will notice that

the hay disappears with unprecedented rapid-

ity. The hay is 'very bulky,' but a forkful

of it is light. The truth of the matter is that

the value of the hay crop of Vermont the

past season is less than usual, by a large per

cent." He agrees with the Maine Farmer as

to the cause, and adds that the English grain

filled badly, and in many cases the straw

rotted in the field before or after cutting. In

view of the necessity of the closest economy

in the use of all kinds of fodder, he suggests

that experiments be made in cutting and

steaming, particularly corn stalks, straw, &c.

—At a late meeting of the Herkimer County,

N. Y., Fanners' Club, Mr. Whitmarf-h spoke of a

worm quite destructive to fruit trees that he had

never seen before. It had a lion-shaped head, and

when disturljcd seemed to resent it by drawing

itself up UTid shaking its head. It is larger than

the common apple tree caterpillar.
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EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

SOOT AS A TOP-DUESSIKG FOR GKASS LAND.

You will oblige me by infuriDation through the
Farmf-r as to the value of fcoot as a top-dressing
for grass land, and as to the amount required for

an acre. D. M. Hodge.
East Canaan, N. H., Dec. 29, 1868.

Remarks.—In reply to a similar inquiry, last

year, we remarked that in England soot is re-

garded of much value as a fertilizer, and it is also

used to protect plants from insects. It is said that

as high as $'4o per loud has been paid in England
for soot for the purpose of killing insects. Three

or four quarts of soot dissolved in a barrel of wa-

ter is said to be about equal to guano as a liquid

manure, especially for flowers. About eighteen

bushels is said to make a valuable dressing fur an

acre. We have generally thrown what little soot

we have been able to procure into the compost
heap, and have never experimented with it by itself.

FARMING IN ILLINOIS.

Enclosed please find payment for the New Eng-
land Farmer. When I wrote you one year ago
I had not money enough to pay one year's sub-
scription. Now, although I have none to give
away, j'ct I have sold oats, corn and rye enough
to pay expenses so far, and have aijout 2500
bushels of corn left. The oats, after drawing nine
miles, sold for 37 cents per bushel, and the corn at

the same place bringing on an average 35 cents
per bushel.

I would like to state a few facts, especially to
the young men in New England, who have never
been "out West." In order to raise good oats we
do not plough, unless it be in the fall, except with
a double shovel, which is like a cultivator with
two large teeth. On old corn land, hundreds of
acres of small grain are put in with no otl)er work
except to sow and harrow in. One man with a
pair of horses can plant and cultivate from <{0 to

40 acres, l>esides raising some small grain.
My corn, of which I planted lOO acres, will aver-

age a little more than 40 liushels to the acre. I

think, without doubt, I could have measured off

an acre near the stable that would have yielded
not less than lo bushels. The help that I have
had was one man and a boy of 15 years; teams,
one pair of mares, both of which had colts, and
two pair of mules. For common farm v/ork I

preier mules to any team that I ever used. Ths
teams here, when worked, are usually fed all the
corn they will eat. Horses will commonly eat
from twelve to fourteen good ears of corn three
times a day. Mules will not eat as much. I have
one pair that will not eat more than half that
quantity.
On one thiiig my mind is made up, and that is,

if a man wants to get rich on a farm without
working, he might as well stay in New England
as to come to Illinois. Although the land is much
better, and it is not necessary to use any manure
here to insure even larger crops of most all kinds
than are raised in New England, and gix)d stock
hay may be had in any quantity for the cutting, and
thou^ands of acres of corn fodder are burned
every year, yet I think it is just as essential that a
man have somfe capital here as anywhere else. If
any man wants to come West, let him cjine and
work out one year for some enlerprinng farmer.
If he is satisfied and likes here, then, if he be
possessed of an ordinary business capacity, let him
go at it in earnest on his own hook, and if he has
his health and is industrious and patient, he will

do well, and if he should think, as I do, after hav-
ing been here two years, he could hardly be hired
to go back East to farm.
Last spiing I sent to Hartford, Vt., and got and

sowed fourteen quarts Norway oats ; but it seemed
that my neighbor's predictions were about right
in regard to their productiveness. They did not
yield more than the common oat, but 1 am going
to sive them one more trial. a. r, p.
Middlttown, III., Dec. 29, 18G8.

FROM THE FACTORY TO THE FARM.

I see by the date on my paper that it is time
for me to renew luy subscription for 1869. Though
a ILttle short for money just now, I cannot get
along without the Farmer. I should scarcely
know how to run my farm without it.

I conmienced here ten years ago, a green hand
from the factory, with only eight hundred dollars
in money. I purchased a farm lor $1750, and
went to work under the directions of the New
England Farmer.
My first operations for the improvement of the

farm were on wet land that was almost worthless
and unproductive. It is now the Ijest and most
profitable part of my farm, producing a ton of
good hay per acre. At first my neighbors laughed
to see me drawing stone for underdraining. Some
predicted that I should spoil my land with so
many stones ; others said that if I kept at work
iu that way I should soon be obliged to sell my
farm. But instead of being obliged to sell any
part of my fa>m, I have added over fifty acres to
it. I am always glad to have you write anything
about reclaiming or improving wet land.

I have twenty acres of meadow land that are an-
nually flowed. I can mow about one-half of it

with a machine. But there are bogs that bother
me in raking. I have always used a revolver, but
cannot rake much of my meadow with it. Is

there any horse rake that will operate better than
the revolver on such land ? On this point I should
like your advice, as it may save mc some hard
work.
PJease excuse the foregoing as it is the first time

I ever tried to write a:]ythiijg more to an editor
than a mere note enclosingmy yearly subscription.

J. W. Dana.
South Amherst, Mass., Dec. 28, 1868.

Remarks.—We have seen the Bai/ State Horse

Rake do the work quite well on land so rough

that wc thought it impossible to rake it with any

thing but a hand rake. The surface had not only

hassocks, but numerous ragged rocks, around

which clung the creeping blackberry vine. It was

too rough to put any machine into, and was used

for the purpose of testing the rake. It also had

lov/, wet places, but was not a bog.

CULTIVATION OF CORN AND POTATOES.

Several years ago I concluded to take the New
England Farmer for the purpose of learning

bow the Down East Yankee fanners contrived to

make farming pay on land not generally very fer-

tile. Of the many articles from ingenious and
skilful cultivators, one on the cultivation of corn

and potatoes was worth to many of its readers the

cost of the paper for many years. As it is some
years since that article was published, its leading
directions will bear repetition. I do nor, recollect the

precise language given in the case, but it was sub-
stantially as follows :—
In "marking out" land for com or potatoes,

make the marks as straight as possible one way.
"Then, in the case of potatoes, plant earl}', and as
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soon as the plants are up suflQciently to show the

rows, go over the field with a cultivator, twice in a

row, so close to each side of these straight rows as

to deeply and thoroughly work the soil in the hills

or rows. Thus early before the plants have ex-

tended root growth no harm is done them by close

cultivation. This can be much more thoroughly
and advantageously done where the rows are sott-

p^donsly straight. Give ordinary or suitable after

cultivation. There might be an advantage in first

going over the potatoes with a square harrow in-

verted, as is recommended of late. In cultivating

coi-n after this mode, be careful to cover as little

as possible and allow none to remain uncovered.
The first acre of potatoes that I raised on "this

line" didn't "take all summer," and they were so

large and uniform in size and every way so nice

that I charged six cents per bushel above the

market price for them, in "cheap times," and got

it. How differently situated are crops, cultivated

as described, from those which are allowed to

grow (take their chances) in hills or rows a foot

or more across uncultivated (except pcihaps
scratched with a hoe) and sure to dry out and be-

come as compact as you please, only more so.

Isaac Iue.
East Shelby, N. F., Jan. 2, 1868.

POULTKY ACCOUNT.

For a year past I have kept an account of the

cost and profit of keeping poultry. I have not

speculated any in fancy breeds, but have kept
an old fashioned kind. I have fed a great variety

of food qnd think it is well to change often, and to

give them plenty of warm drink in winter. The
following figures "will show the state of my uffairs:

1867. Dr.
Dec. 24, to 7 hens, at 50 cents, $ 3 f)0

" " G pullets, at 30 cents, 180
" " 1 rooster 40

1868.

April 7, to 13 eggs for setting 27
" 21, " 3 hens, at oO cents, ...... 1.10

May 8, " 13 eggs, 'i7

•' 15, " 12 eggs, ^'^
.

JuneSlst," ISig^s, 3S

Nov. 1, to 1 roosto! 10

Dec. 24th, to cost of keeping oue year, . . $25 43__ $3i.33
Cr.

Dec. 21, by stonk on hand.
" by 5 her s, 12 pullets, 2 roosters, 50 cts, $ 9 50
" " 1 late pulltts, 30 CIS, 120
" " 26 fowls kil ed, 50 cts, 13 <

" 120i doz egKS laid one year, 25-33 . . 33.55

_ $57 25

Profit $22.92

Winchendon, Mass., Jan. 1, 1869. J.

MILKING A KICKING COW.

In reply to your correspondent who inquires tor

some way to milk a kicking cow without tying her in

some of the various ways that have been recom-
mended, I will give a lutle of my experience in

that line; premising that no one ought to under-
take the job just before a shower when he has a

load of hay in the field that he is anxious to get into

the barn. To milk a good experienced kicker

without tying, requires time and patience. I once

bought a cow of a man who said no one could

milk her without tying her legs, I first cleared

my stable as for a dancing party, drove the cow in

and shut it up as dark as possible. With a milk-

ing stool made on purpose, about two feet higSi, I

gently seated myself by her side. If she was
there when I was ready to commence milking, she
was not there long afterwards. But I followed

her to where she was, having closed iny lips firmly

against the first harsli word. This jn-occss was re-

peated until the cow was tired of running away

and concluded to stand and be milked. After
which I could milk her in the yard. In the course
of the summer I was obliged to be absent a week
or more, and the milking was done by another
hand. On my return I could not get within reach
of my kicking cow, and was f>bliged to give her
another dark- stable lesson, and in the course of a
few weeks I could again sit down and milk her in
the yard as I did other cows. Therefore, though
I believe that most kicking cows can be milked
without being tied, I wish to add as a postscript—it

is difficult

!

T. s. F.
Felchville, Vt., Jan. 3, 1869.

MR. arms' DURHAM STOCK.

I have just been looking at some of the finest

stock I ever saw, and though I may not be able to
describe them with all the minuteness and partic-
ularity of an experienced writer, I think a brief
notice will be acceptable to that large portion of
the readers of the Farmer who are interested in
improved stock.

I allude to the Durham or Short-horn stock
owned by Henry M. Arms, Esq., of Springfield,
Vt. His herd was commenced by tlie purchase of
the entire stock of Duvhams kept by Burdett
Loomis, of Windsor Locks, Conn., consisting of
eleven animals, for which ten thousand dollars
were paid. Since the purchase four calves have
been dropped, making the present number of thor-
oughbreds fifteen.

His bull, "4th Loi'd of Oxford," I regard as a
perfect a'jimal. He is three years old, estimated
to weigh 2500 pounds and is valued at $3000. He
took the sweepstakes at the New England Fair
this year at New Haven, also the first premium at
the Vermont State Fair at Burlington, at which
places so many saw him that I need to say no
more in his favor.

His'cow, "Victoria," took the sweepstakes as a
milker at the New England Fair, and I believe
she is well entitled to the honor. Another splen-
did cow, "Emma," is a good model, and weighs
1600 pounds. "Estelle," out of Emma, is one of
the best milkers I ever saw, and "Belle the 5th,"
is a remarkably good looking cow.
"Pride of Stony Brook,'' out of Victoria by 6tli

Duke of Thorndale, is the finest yearling heifer I

ever saw.
That I am not alone in my high estimation of

this stock, I may say that Mr. Arms took six pre-
miums at the Vermont State Fair, all being first

premiums in the respective classes in which his
animals were entered. I need say no more.

Springfield, Vt., Nov. 16, 1868. B. u. w.

Remarks.—Having seen Mr. Arms' stock at the

State Fair at Burlington, we believe the above no-

tice to be well merited, and we regret that its pub-

lication should have been so long delayed. It was
written upon a spare page of a business letter ad-

dressed to the publishers, was laid aside with

other business letters and thus overlooked. Those
who write to newspaper offices should always put

what is intended for the editors upon a separate

sheet from that which is intended for the pub-

lishers, and thus avoid such trouble as the above.

AGRICULTURAL TAPERS.—SEASON AND CROPS IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
The reading of the Farmer during the past two

years deepens my conviction of its usefulness to
the farm.er and stock raiser. It is filled with prac-
tical hints and valuable instruction. But on some
inquiry among the farmers of this town, I can find
only four agricultural papers taken by them, and
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what is worse an apparent want of any desire for

agricultural reading on ihe part of many. Please
tind enclosed my third year's subscription.
Winter here set in, with plenty of snow, about

the tenth of November, and there has been no
thawy weather until yestcrda}', when it rained
moderately. The crops have been good this sea-

son with tiie exception of oats. c.

Shelbuni, N. H., Jan. 5, 1869.

A cow THAT GIVES NO MILK.

I have a Short-horn heifer. She calved when two
years old, did well.showed herselfasuperior milker;
isafineanimiil,of purcblood. I was at consideral^le
expense to expose her toone of the best bulls in the
State. Last March she dropped a well-formed
heifer calf, apparently well. The cow's l)ag was
much swollen, but yielded not one drop of milk.
Various expedients were resorted to, but in vain.
Milk of another cow was given to the calf, but the
third day it died. The inflammation of the cow's
udder yielded to applications, and the swelling at
length subsided. Bat 7io milk. She run in the pasture
during the summer, got fat and seems as well as
ever. She is now with calf again. Most that I
have consulted, say kill her; yet I find no one who
has had a similar case. She is too valuable an ani-
mal to sacritice if she can be made available as a
breeder and milker.
Please give me the benefit of your experience in

this matter. R. B. Hubbakd.
Amherst, Mass., Dec. 3, 1868.

Remarks.—It is not unusual for a cow to do
well one season after having done very poorly the

year before ; but in this case the cow's bag was
much "swollen," and ^'inflamed." The inflammation

undoubtedly changed the glandular tissues so that

no milk was secreted. The udder is sometimes

trodden upon or is injured by jumping over a wall,

or bars; inflammation takes place, and no milk is

secreted in one quarter of it. Suchcases are not un-

usual. The tissues become hardened, or hcpatized

as we say of the lungs. It is very dcubtful wheth-

er she will give milk hereafter. Please let us

know.

CONSTRUCTION OF CELLAR WALLS.

A young farmer wishes to know how he shall
construct a cellar wall so as to turn frost. The
thing is easy to be accomplished, at least with us
here in cold Canada. It is no wonder that Jack
Frost enters the cellars and makes fearful havoc
with the potatoes, apples, &c., where cellar walls
are laid as some are in Orleans County, Vt., where
the writer visited last fall. Before he knew how
these walls were constructed he could but admire
the beautiful granite underpinning of the liou^e^.

But good looks arc hardly an equivalent lor I'rozcn

vcgetaliles, which may certainly be expected under
the circumstances. In the first place a rough dry
wall was laid from the bottom to the surface ; then
the frame was raised and blocked up at a desiral)le

height; then commenced the operation of la\ii]g

the underpinning, slabs of beautiful granite of all

lengths up to ten feet, and in many cases longer,
being used. The ends and upper edges of these
slabs were made straight, so as to conform to the
sill and to each other. They were then put into
place, and raised even with the sill, by chinking
up from the under edge, one end at a time, loving
under the middle of the stone a space sometimes
large enough to admit the passage of a cat or a
dog, which was also afterwards chinckcd up. Of
course a large amount of banking must be re-

oirircd to keep out frost with such a wall. Now

the true way, in laying the foundation for a new
house, or relaying the wall of an old one, is to
commence at the bottom and lay from eight inches
to one foot of the thickness of the wall in mortar,
till within one foot of the surface, and then it

should be all laid solid, or with a space for dead
air according to the fancy of the builder. In
either case where a wall is built any considerable
distance above the surface, the frost will accumu-
late on the inner surface of the wall on that part
laid above the ground, but this will do no injury
unless your roots lay immediately against the
wall. In the majority of cases the potato bin may
be made in some corner less exposed than others,
as there arc such in most cellars in our uneven
country. The idea of using mortar from the bot-
tom is to keep the small stones in their place and
to afford less chance for rats to work.
The writer has often seen walls built as above

stated, from four to five feet above the surface
without any injurious effects whatever, and will
guarantee that if our young farmer will build ac-
cording to the above suggestions it will save him
the trouble of banking every year to save his veg-
etables from frost. It may be that lime is cheaper
with us than it is with you,—being here from 12^
to 20 cents per bushel, in silver; but never mind
that; we don't calculate on buildins every year.
Brome, P. Q., Dec. 23, 1868. J. H. Hastings.

QUERIES ABOUT A BULL.

To the Editor of i/te Neic England Farmer

:

—

I

have read with pleasure what has been published
in the Farmer, for the last few years, in refei-ence

to the raising of stock, and of the different breeds
of cattle. P'or my part, as a source of profit, I

prefer the good native sto«k, and I always take
particular pains to avoid the Herd Book in select-

ing cows for my own use—that is, for raising milk
for market. I have found the Herd Book a very
useful volume when I have purchased cows to
sell to those who believe in high sounding titles

and jaw-breaking names. I have sold a good
many cattle at satisfactory prices, which have
proved excellent milkers, though I believe I never
owned' a pedigree cow which gave a larger quan-
tity of milk than some of my herd that cannot
boast of an illustrious ancestry. Now as there is

quite a difference of opinion among the farmers
hereabouts in regard the raising of a bull calf of
mine for stock purposes, I want your opinion on
the matter. The calf is a splendid looking animal,
and can boast of an illustrious ancestry and an
uncontaminated lineage. Three different Herd
Books register his ancestors, who originated in

Holland, Scotland and England, and are among
tne renowned bai'ons, dukes, duchesses and dow-
agers who have been the pride and boast of our
stock raisers for many years. He was got by a
Dutch bull (pure blood) out of a heifer, six years
old, who was got by an Ayrshire bull (pure blood)
out of a Durham cow, ten years old, (pure blood)
all of which are registered in the Herd Books; so

tliat he would be one-half Dutch, one-quajter

Ayrshire, and one-quarter Durham. The question

to be decided is,—whether the butcher shall have
him, or whether he had better be raised for stock

purposes ? Our club of six is equally divided,

and you are called in, as umpire;, to decide whether
he goes to the slaughter house or the stock pen.

Marion, Mass., Jan., 1869. Abraham Rogers.

Remarks.—Send him to the—butcher! When
you come to the conclusion to improve your stock

do just as yoii please. Our suggestion would be,

however, to take pure blood on both sides. If un-

like each other, then you would have what are

Called "half bloods," but if sire and dam are of
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the same breed, you would have full bloods, and
in either case would know about what you have

before you. Glad you are not all of the same
opinion in Marion ; that shows that you have in-

quiring minds and are on the road of progress.

Thank you for the compliment in making us an

"umpire."

LEACHED ASHES AND HOKSE MANURE AROUND
TREES.

Having noticed two or three articles in the Far-
mer giving an account of apple trees being in-

jured by jjshes, I feel somewhat uneasy as to the
elfcct ot what I have done forminc, an.l I will ask
if you think there is danger of my trees l)eing

injured. My trees have been transplanted tnree
years last spring. In the fall I sci-apcd away some
of the dirt, and put four shovelfuls of leached
ashes and perhaps a bushel of horse manure to a
tree, and covered the whole with earth. o. h.

Bristol County, Mass., 1869.

Remarks.—You will find no harm done to your

apple trees by the application you have spoken of

above. Where a considerable quantity of unlcach-

ed ashes is applied directly to the trunk, the first

soaking rain carries a strong ley against the bark

or on to the roots, and is quite likely to do dam-

age. It is better to use all caustic manure in mod-

erate quantity and more frequently.

on three adjoining farms in one town in New
Hampshire. For the benefit of our poultry rais-

ing friends we are willing to publish the foregoing

statement, by a gentleman who is personally ac-

quainted with Mr. Day.

FOX TRAPPING.

In your issue of Nov. 14, there are some state-

ments in regard to the trapping of H. H. Day, of
Chesterfield, N. H., which need correction, as they
do him but partial justice.

Mr. Day had in his traps during the winter of
1866 and 1867, twenty-six foxes ; in 1867 and 1868,
twenty-five; and, so far this season, he has had
twenty. He has caught, in the last twenty years,

more than four hundred foxes, all in the common
steel-trap and within a few minutes walk of the
village in which he resides. The winter before the
last he took twenty foxes in two traps, nine in*

one, eleven in the other, without moving the traps.

He has done such a thing as to set two traps

within ten rods of each other, and have a fox in

each at the same time. It is not an uncommon
thing for him to have a fox break ofi' and leave its

foot in the trap and then come back and be caught
a second time in the same trap before the limb
had healed.
Mr. Day can take a fox just as surely and with

as little trouble as most persons experience in tak-

ing the striped squirrel or polecat. This skill in

fox trapping, Mr. Day has acquired by a thorough
and careful study of the haljits of this most crafty

of animals.
And tiiosc vtfho wish to trap, either for profit or

to rid themselves of this pest of the hen-roost and
sheei)fL/ld, will do well to apply to Mr. Day for

instructions as to the way and manner of catching
a fox, rather than pay their money for the thou-
sand and one nostrums put up by druggists and
others, who never did and never can catch a fox
themselves. m.

Remarks.—Within a year or two past we have

published statements from poultry raisers of losses

by the depredations of foxes and other wild ani-

mals, which it has been alleged have increased in

consequence of the decrease of dogs ; and only a

few weeks biuce we had an account of the destruc-

tion of eighty turkeys in a single day by one fox,

THE SEASON, PRICES, STOCK, PORK. AND POTATOES
IN MICHIGAN.

We comenced to fodder here on the first of De-
cember. We have had one week of sleighing on
five inches of snow. The snow left us on the 23d,
and the wheeling Is now good. Corn 30 cents per
bushel in the car; hay !|'12 and plenty, and the
stock is looking finely. I have a few full blood
Short-horns from Mr. Warwick's herd of Ken-
tucky.
Farmers are realizing a handsome income from

their pork harvest. I am informed that the ship-
ments from this station, on the Northern Indiana
and Southern Michigan railroad, amounted to
186,000 pounds for one day this week, loading ten
large cars. As many as 500 to 600 dress hogs are
brought in by farmers on some days. Prices for
heavy hogs have ranged from ^^9-50 to 11.50 per
100 pounds.
Having removed here from Vermont only two

years ago, I have not outgrovvn my interest in
Eastern affairs. I see that some of my good friends
in the Green Mountain State, who have had the
fine wool fever pretty bad, are now having the po-
tato fever rather severely. I am afraid it will go
hard with some of them, as a relapse or a second
fever is cons^idered dangerous, I believe, in ordin-
ary practice. We have no potato fever here in
Michigan, but I have a variety that, according to
our best chronometers, is full fifteen seconds ear-
lier than the Early Gooilrich or Early Rose. It is

known in my neighborhood as the "Early Shaw."
I may send a peck next spring to the editor of the
Farmer, to enaiile him to come out ahead of the
Vt rnionters, but I have not a single eye to sell.

Hudson, Mich., Dec. Ii5, 1868. D. M. Briggs.

SORE TEATS IN COWS—EARLY ROSE POTATO—THE
SEASON IN CHITTENDEN CO., VT.

I would recommend to any one troubled with
their cows having sore teats, to take of mutton
tallow three parts and Btirgundy pitch one part

;

wash clean and apply moderately warm, twice each
day, until a cure is cfiected.

iiow about the Early Rose ? Has any one had
the "moral courage" to bake, boil, roast or fry one
—only one—so that he can tell us of the quaiity ?

If so, let him speak over his or htr own signature
and thereby win—I was about to say—immortal
honor.
Winter in this region has not been severe, but

steady, as we havehaU no rains or warm days so as to

thaw the snow to afi'ect the sleighing, which has
been good for al)out a month. E. J. Buttolph.
Essex, Vt., Jan. 5, 18G9.

A WINDY COLT,

Can you tell me anything to give a colt that is

continually troubled with wind, passing it al-
most without cessation ? g. a. d.

mnclsor, Vt., Dec. 1, 1868.

Remarks.—First ascertain the cause of the

wind, if possible, by changing his food, and in the

meantime give him some mild tonic, as a table

spoonful of ground ginger in moist meal. The
advice of a physician is worth getting for the re-

lief of a good colt.
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HOW I MAXB MANURE.
I have a eellar under my barn made as tight

as stones and mortar can make it. No cold

winds can find a crack through which to enter

in the winter season. Manure never freezes

at all in it. In the summer, doors and win-

dows are thrown open and free circulation

given. The barn above is made tight with the

exception of a ventilator, and in consequence of

having a warm cellar under it, is itself warm.
Manure very seldom freezes behind the cattle.

The linter is constructed with a trench behind
the cattle for the droppings, and in rear of
this is a raised walk. In the linter the cattle

are kept nearly all the time in cold weather,

and every night during the summer. As soon
as the snow disappears in the spring, muck is

wheeled into the barn every morning, and de-

posited in the trench. Enough is used to ab-

sorb all the liquid, and take up the juices of
the solid droppings, so that there shall be no
leaching from the heap below. Care is taken
that the muck be considerably dried, so that

it will absorb large quantities of the liquid.

The next morning the trench is cleaned out,

care being used in the process to have it well

mixed with the solid ex.rements, and a new
supply of muck wheeled in. In the (cellar it

is left as light as possible. No cattle hogs
or anything else are allowed to step upon it.

A mild fermentation takes place and decompo-
sition rapidly commences. If the mucl^ is

well dried and a sufficient quantity is used,

there will be no leaching from the heap ; and
being under cover it is not washed by the rain

nor excessively dried by the sun. The fer-

mentation is not great enough to throw off the

ammonia. There is no waste, no loss, all is

there and is held by the absorbent powers of
the muck for the use of the plant.

In the winter no muck is used with the cat-

tle droppings. The horse manure from the

stable passes through a scuttle to the cellar

beneath, and is there thrown over and mixed
with an equal quantity of muck and left light

to decompose. This process is carried on all

through the winter, or all the time the horses

are stabled. A large quantity of excellent

manure is derived from this source.

The swine are kept in the cellar in pens
with tight plank iloors. Into these pens are

thrown large quantities of muck, turf, loam,

leaves, brakes, straw, &c., for the hogs to

work over. Muck is preferred to anything

else, when a sufficient quantity is at hand
which can be spared for that purpose. After
it has been well worked over by the hogs, and
thoroughly mixed with their droppings, it is

thrown out, forked over and left light in a
heap to decompose. This operation is carried

on in winter as well as summer. The ingre-

dients for winter use are carted into the cellar

in the fall, and thrown into the pens in small

quantities at a time when needed.
My sheep are kept in sheds adjoining the

barn. In June the manure is taken into the
cellar, thoroughly pulverized, and mixed with
an equal bulk of muck, when it is left to fo-

ment and decompose. Great care is necessary
to ^ee that the heat does not become too great
and cause it to "burn." Water is thrown up-
on the heap when the heat becomes too great.

The soap suds and waste water from (he

house are made to contribute their store of
riches to a heap of pulverized muck. The
privy also is supplied with the same material.

These two last make an excellent compost for

the corn hdl, and a large amount can thus be se-

cured if proper attention is given to it. The
muck used is thrown from its bed in summer
and hauled during the leisure of winter.

That my way of making manure is the best,

I do not claim. That it is a good method, I

most heartily believe. That my practice is

susceptible of improvement, I do notcjuestion.

If it should receive criticism, I will not quar-

rel with the critic. That I make large quan-
tities, the generous piles give evidence. That
it is a good manure, the crops will testify.

—

Z. A. Gilbert, in Maine Farmer.

For the New England Farmer,

EECIPKOCITY TREATY.
Among neighbors it is a point of honor never

to interfere with another man's trade. We all

have something to sell,—some manufacture,

some produce, or our own labor. When we
seek a market for our commodity we feel cha-

grined to find ourselves forestalled, the mar-
ket supplied, and perhaps overstocked with ar-

ticles from some unexpected source.

This has been the feeling among farmers

along the Canadian frontier, when they have
raised a variety of produce to sell to pay tax-

es, or to buy manufactured articles that have
paid a government license, and are therefore

high, and find the market dull and prices low
for the articles they wish to sell. They feel

that while other things are high, their produce
ought to bring a good price also, but they see

drove after drove of Canadian horses, cattle

and sheep, with car-load after car-load of but-

ter, oats, wheat and flour, all paid for in spe-

cie, and serving to depress American markets.

Although these importations and their ef-

fects bear more immediately upon the people

near the frontier, yet the injury is a national

one. The cities are the markets for the whole

country, and the inhabitants thereof should be

fed by the country to which they belong as far

as the products will supply their wants. Still

the buyers are not to blame for acting upon
the principle o*' buying where they can buy the

cheapest and selling where they can sell the

dearest ; and consumers, whether of foreign

brandy and wines, or of mutton and beef nat-

urally desire to pay as small duties as possi-

ble on things imported.

The Canadian Provinces are devoted al-

most entirely to agriculture. The climate and
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soil is well adapted to raising grain and all

animals. Their grain is as good as that raised

in the States ; their horses are notoriously

hardy and smart ; their mutton and beef is of

prime quality, and their wool, known as'the

the Canada combing, brings the highest price

in market. Now these things pay twenty per
cent, duty in gold, fully equal at times to thir-

ty per cent, in greenbacks, besides some extra

freight. Now if this produce, by a reciprocity

treaty, should come in free, the tendency
would be to lower our prices thirty per cent,

if the supply was great, or equal to half that,

in any case. The supply is almost imlimited.

This fall there was a drove of French cattle

driven back and ibrth on the other side the

line, and fifty of them were olfered at seven

dollars per head, rather than pay the duties

across. None of these were calves, but young
cattle, cows and oxen. Droves have been con-

tinually coming from Canada into the States,

during the season. I consider the protection

now given to farmers none too much ; and that

all the benefit of a reciprocity treaty would be

to the manufacturer, for certainly Canadians
do not wish to purchase our agricultural pro-

ductions, and England can supply them with

manufactured goods cheaper than they are gen-

erally produced in the States.

On no account re-enact the reciprocity treaty.

The Canadian people seem to have no good
will for, or sympathy with, the republicanism of

our government. Indeed the evidences of a

strong enmity have been manifested in years

past, and need not be dwelt upon. Their far-

mers desire the advantages of the American
market for their produce. Shall they have it

on the same terms as those who pay the Na-
tional debt? z. E. J.

Irasburg, Vt., Dec. 28. 1868.

J''or the New England Farmer,

EUEOPEAM" BASKET WILLOW.
Having seen an article in the New Eng-

land Farmer of Dec. 21, in which remarks
are made on the cultivation of what is there

called "basket willow," by Mr. E. liersey of

Hingham, and as he has "no time to answer
questions, except through the Faumeu," I

would, by your permission, use a small space in

making the Ibllowing inquiries :

What is the variety of willow referred to

called by European growers and merchants

and manufacturers of willow ware ?

How long has he had experience in growing
willow, and how many tons of willow has he

grown, harvested and sold, or used in manu-
facture ?

In concluding, how much can be realized

per pound or per acre as profit? On how
many years' growth on the same land has he

made his calculation ? and what did he allow

for interest on land, manure, planting, weed-
ing, cutting, pitling, peeling, drying, tying up
iu bundles, effecting sales, and last, but of

most consequence, the clearing of the land and
having it fit for other crops after the willow is

no longer profitable ?

We have had one "willow fever," but few
who have been affected by it wish for a second
attack ; it may be, however, that we have not
had the instruction we need, and as no wise
farmer would plant land to a nev7 crop that

will carry fifty bushels of corn to the acre, un-
less he has reasonable ground to expect a cor-

responding amount of' profit, many readtrs
of Mr. Hersey's article will be grateful to

him, if, by answering the above inquiries, he
can assure them of success in the cultivation-,

liarvesting and sale of said willow.

If for any reason Mr. H. does not see fit to

answer the above inquiries in detail, it is

hoped that he will make some reply to thera,

as we farmers now have time to compare ex-

periences and prepare to improve our circum-

stances by planting the coming season sach
crops as may prove more profitable than corn.

1 would also inquire if Mr. H. has cultivated

more than one variety of European willow,

and if so, will he say by what name it is known ?

Dec. 28, 1868. Salix.

FARM SLEDS.

CoNSTRrcTiox.—As to the length cf a sled,

no exact number of feet and inches can be
giv«n that would suit the masses of farmers,

for those used for different purposes are made
of different lengths. There is, however, one
prevailing fault, and that is, not making them
as long as they should be. Every farmer has,

no doubt, noticed that when drawing logs, or
"sled-length wood" the grea'er jiortion of the

load comes upon the hindmost beam. Logs
for the saw mill, twelve or fourteen feet long,

have to be loaded so far forward that damage
is very likely to result ; the pressure of the

log coming so heavy upon the pole that it is

broken when turning around, or the sled

chances to drop into a hollow.

The sled should be made the same width
between the stakes, as that of the wagon kept,

so one box may be used upon both. Use deep
beams ; it is but little more work to load a log

upon a sled twenty inches high, than one fif-

teen, and the high sled will be found much
more convenient when passing around in the

woods.
The pole should be nine feet long from the

doubletree to the end, and the doubletree set

as far back as it can be, and not be liable to

hit the end of the runner when in use. The
closer a team is got to a load the better, pro-

viding they have free use of their limbs. A
good rule is to set the doubletree eight inches

front of a line from the front of one runner to

another. The cheapest and best pole is made
by framing it into the centre of the roller, and
bracing wiih seven-eighth round rod. Square
iron should never be used for braces in this

place, for if an} thing should occur to bring
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the horses upon them, serious damages might
result.

For a heavy sled, the raves should be made
of hard wood planks, one and one-half inch

thick, and ten inches wide, allowing the outer

edge of the plank or raves to come even with

the erfds of the beams, and bore the stake

holes down through all. There are several

advantages in putting on raves in this way

;

the beam ends are preserved from splitting

out, as they are almost always found on sleds

constructed in the ordinary way. By the

raves running on a line with the ends of the

beams, all liability is overcome of getting

"stalled" in the woods by the sled sliding

around when heavilv loaded, and the beam-
end catching upon a tree.

Another important thing in the construction

of these useful farm vehicles, is, putting the

roller into the runners at the proper point.

If the roller is set too high, the dratt is down-
ward, if too low, the sled is lifted. In either

case the draft is not direct from the seat of the

load, and much more power is required to

move a load than is absolutely necessary.

Set the roller on a line with the upper side of

the beams.
Oak, beach and white ash make the best

runners. Hickory splits too easily, unless

very tough. Red elm is best for beams, and
tough white oak for pins. Sugar, or hard ma-
ple, makes excellent shoes, but the timber

should be seasoned before used. Hickory
makes the best roller.

When a farmer has purchased of a mechanic

a nice iron shod sled, he gives it the same
care that he does his wagons and carriages

;

they are housed and painted. But the plain,

home-made sled, that we have been talking

about, is apt to be neglected. There is just

as much economy in painting a common wood-
shod sled, as an other, and the durability is

just as much increased.

Common yellow ochre, wet up with raw oil,

makes a good coating- for sleds ; but if any
one is opposed to the color, the shade may be
varied by the use of venitian red. Add to

each pint of the paint one gill of japan to

make it set and dry good. If the sled is not
painted entire, a good coat should be applied

to the pins before driving them into the run-

ner. It is at this point that they first give

out, water is taken in at the joint and decay
follows.

—

Ohio Farmer.

just turn them into the yard, and, if the sun
shines, see how soon they will find the sunny
side of the yard, and will begin to stretch

themselves and show increased comfort.
A neighboring farmer who always has sleek

cattle, pursues this course. He feeds his

stock their meal or roots early in the morning,
without any hay, and turns them out about
sunrise, and feeds hay either in the yard or at

the adjoining stack—putting them back in their

stalls as early as 4 P. M., stormy or extreme
cold weather excepted, when they are kept
housed most of the time. How is it with
mankind ? When do we enjoy the best health

or appetite, when confined in-doors in an at-

mosphere artificially warmed with little or no
exercise, or when out of doors, with a moder-
ate amount of exercise, snufiing the keen,
bracing north wind ? I think, if I wished to

fatten a bullock in the shortest possible time,

I would pursue this course.

We well know that cattle will often eat in

the yard what they will refuse in the stall

—

refuse hay or straw. What say you, brother
farmers ?

—

W. J. Pettee, in Co. Gent.

CAKE OP STOCK IN WINTER.
Though not quite orthodox I am aware, I

would like to inquire if it is not possible that

we keep our stock too much confined in the

stable m winter. Go into your stable some
morning v^'hen the thermometer is about zero,

say about sunrise or immediately after, and,
unless your barn is warmer than most are in

our vicinity, you will notice the cattle showing
evident symptoms of being well chilled. Now

HISTOEY OP THE LUNQ PLAaUE.
OR PLEURO-PNETJMONIA.

The "Monthly Report of the Department

of Agriciklture for November and December"

contains a somewhat lengthy report on the

symptoms, character, &c., of this disease by

Prof. Gamgee, addressed to Commissioner

Capron. We copy his remarks on the his-

tory of the disease, omitting the particulars of

its treatment in Massachusetts, as most of our

readers are probably familiar with what was

done here.

The contagious pleuro-pneumonia of cattle

is a disease doubtless of the greatest antiquity.

All reliable records point to the simple truth

that has to be told of many contagious disor-

ders, that it has travelled from the east west-

ward. Older writers confound it with rind-

erpest, and a host of other maladies. It was
only toTvards the end of the last century that

the universal prevalence of the lung plague,

wherever cattle were being driven to provide

the many armies then stirring, led to its dis-

tinct and satisfactory description. Early in

the present century it ravaged France, Bel-

gium, Hanover, and Holland. England, iso-

lated by the ocean, and the extreme north of

Europe, alone remained free.

With peace came the development of new
industries, and the most important in relation

to the history of pleuro-pneumonia was the

establishment in Germany, Belgium, and Hol-

land of distilleries, starch and sugar manu-
factories, &c., the refuse of which it was
found profitable to feed to stock. This led

to great activity and important modifications
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irl the cattle trade, all favorable to intercourse

between diiferent countries and the dissemi-

nation of contagious disease.

Holland had long imported fat and milch
stock from the Rhine provinces and other

countries to the East. The malady was for

six years in Belgium before it entered Holland.

In 1835 it was transmitted from Guelderland to

Utrecht. It reached South Holland immedi-
ately afterwards, and prevailed especially near
the great cattle markets of Rotterdam and
Scheidam. It then appeared whenever and
•wherever infected cattle were introduced into

South Holland, the island of Zeeland, Dren-
the, Groningen, and Overyssel.

By this time—1810-''41 and 1842—circum-
stances favored an agitation for the repeal of
restrictions on free trade in cattle with Eng-
land. The barriers to contagious disease fixed

by our forefathers after the appearance of

rinderpest in England were at last removed by
Sir Robert Peel, and this caused the cattle

traffic to grow apace from Central Europe
through Holland to England. The great cat-

tle-feeding province of the Netherland, Fries-

land, was alone infected with the lung disease

when its people eagerly sought to supply Brit-

ish wants, and from that day to this has been
constantly the seat of the malady.
Dutch stock first introduced the lung plague

into the south of Ireland. It appeared in

1842, in London. In 1843 English cattle

communicated the disease to Scotland, and
ever since, with the exception of a period of

cattle trade restrictions enforced for the pre-

vention of the Russian murrain, has been the

most widespread, as it has been, taking the

entire period of its ravages into consideration,

the most destructive of all maladies attacking

British cattle.

From Holland the disease travelled to the

Cape of Good Hope, and from England at

various periods it was communicated to Swe-
den, Oidenburgh, the Australian colonies, and
other parts of the world.

History of the Lung Plague in America.

The first notice of the lung plague in the

United States dates back to 1843, when a
German cow, imported direct from Europe,
and taken from shipboard into a Boooklyn cat-

tle shed, communicated the disease, which, it

is said and believed, has prevailed more or
less in Kings county, Long Island, ever since.

In 1847 Mr. Thomas Richardson, of New
Jersey, imported some English stock. Signs
of disease were noticed soon, and the whole
of Mr. Richardson's stock, valued at $10,000,
were slaughtered by him to prevent an exten-
sion of the plague.

In 1850 a fresh supply of the lung-plague
poison reached Brooklyn from England in the

system of an imported cow.
Mr. W. W. Chenery, of Belmont, Massa-

chusetts, has related the history of the intro-

duction of lung plague from Holland into

Massachusetts in 1859. Four cows were pur-
chased for him at Purmerend and Beemster,
shipped at Rotterdam early in April on board
the barque J. C. Humphreys, which arrived

in America on the 23d of May, 1859. Two
of the cows were driven to Belmont ; the

other two had to be transported on wagons,
owing to their "extremely bad condition,"

one of them "not having been on her feet

during the twenty days preceding her arrival."

On the 31st of May, it being deemed impos-

sible that this cow could recover, she was
slaughtered, and on the 2d of June following

the second cow died. The third cow sickened

on the 20th of June, and died in ten days.

The fourth continued in a thriving condition.

A Dutch cow, imported in 1852, was the next

one observed ill, early in the month of August
following, and she succumbed on the 20th.

"Several other animals were taken sick in

rapid succession, and then it was that the idea

was first advanced that the disease was iden-

tical with that known in Europe as epizootic

pleuro-pneumonia." Mr. Chenery the n did

all in his power to prevent the spread of dis-

ease from his farm. The last case at the

Highland farm, Belmont, occurred on the 8th

of January, 1860.

In June, 1859, Curtis Stoddard, of North
Brookfield, bought three young cattle, one
bull and two heifers, from Mr. Chenery. One
calf showed signs of sickness on the way home.
Leonard Stoddard, father of Curtis, thinking

he could better treat this sick calf, took it to

his own barn, where he had forty-eight head,

exclusive of calves, and with which the calf

mingled. One animal after another was at-

tacked, till the 12th of April, when thirteen

head had died, and most of the remainder
were sick. The disease continued to spread

from farm to farm as rapidly as circumstances

favored the admixture of stock. The period

of incubation in well defined cases varied from
nineteen to thirty-six days, and averaged
twenty-six and two-thirds days.

The people of Massachusetts, a little slow

at first, overcame the delays incident to legis-

lation, and established a commission for the

purpose of exterminating the disease. * * *

From numerous inquiries there is not the

slightest doubt in my mind that the lung dis-

ease continued, ever since its first introduction,

to attack some of the numerous dairies on Long
Island. One of the best informed dairymen
in Brooklyn informed me that, three months
after starting in business, sixteen years ago, he
lost eleven out of twelve cows he had pur-

chased in Newark, New Jersey. He bought
more and began to inoculate with excellent re-

sults. Other people were losing, and he es-

tablished himself on Jamaica Pond to be clear

of every one. When he stopped inoculating

the disease reappeared. Mr. Benjamin Bab-
bit, of Lafayette avenue, was the first to in-,

oculate after the introduction of this practice

in Europe, and many dairymen adopted it.
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The board of health opposed the practice, as

many of the cows lost portions of the tail, and
reports were made of blood and matter find

ing their way into the milk-pail. The disease

has never ceased, and I have visited many
dairies, in all of which at one time or another

and in most of which during the present year,

the disease has prevailed. In five dairies I

examined, within 100 yards of each other, I

found one or two sick cows in each. The
Hartford Insurance Company, which has re-

cently suspended operations, lost heavily on
the insurance of cows from the prevalence of

this disease, and that company objected also to

the practice of inoculation.

From Mr, Bedell's statement, there is no
doubt of the existence of the contagious

pleuro-pneumonia in New Jersey when he first

bought his cattle. Mr. Robert Jennings, vet-

erinary surgeon, had his attention drawn to

the disease on ita appearance in Camden and
Gloucester counties. New Jersey, in the year

1859. In 1860 it crossed the Delaware river

into Philadelpliia, spreading very rapidly in all

directions, particularly in the southern section

of the country known as "The Neck"—many
of the dairymen losing from one-third to one-

half of their herds. The sale of sick cattle

continued, as it always does, unless prevented

by rigid laws. In 1861 the malady appeared

in Delaware, and in Burlington county. New
Jersey, and the disease could be distinctly

traced to the Philadelphia market.

The records of outbreaks are by no means
satisfactory, but a gentleman well known in

Maryland, Mr. Martin Goldsborough, informs

me that the malady has been very destructive

on many farms of that State for the past three

years. Ii dividuals have lost their entire herds,

in some cases numbering 24, 30, and as high

as 47 head. Last year an tffort was made to

direct the attention of the legislature in Mary-
land with a view to the adoption of successful

measures, but without effect. Mr. Golds-

borough's statement is to the effect that the

disease in Maryland is due to the purchase of

cattle in the Philadelphia market.

There is no doubt of the great prevalence

of the malady for some years in Philadelphia.

I have seen it on two farms in Delaware coun-

ty, and it has been on several others recently.

Bucks county has suffered much for two years.

A correspondt nt informs me that in March,

18G7, a drove of cows was taken into that

county, and one of them was observed sick.

These animals were distributed among the

farmers and soon the plague appeared in all

directions. An effort was made then to se-

cure the aid of the State legislature, without

effect, and to this day the disease is in Bucks
county. The last case I have to report is at

Newtown, Bucks county, where the disease

was introduced by cows bought in the Phila-

delphia market.

I can corroborate the statements made as to

the sale ol cattle that are infected. "Not only

has this occurred often where the disease has
been most rife for years past, as on Long Is-

land, but recently, in making inquiries in Del-
aware county, Pennsylvania, I learned of three

cows which had been sold "healthy" (?) out
of an infected herd. Such a practice explains

the progress of the disease further south than
Maryland,

I recently visited the dairies of Kendall's

Green and Georgetown, near Washington, and
found that last year the cattle had been nearly

entirely exterminated by the disease—so much
so that to the present day the poor people who
keep only one or two cows are afraid to buy
and in constant fear lest the malady shonid re-

turn.

Three years since the lung plague appeared
m Alexandria county, Virginia. It has been
steadily on the increase ever since, and con-

tinues to the present day.

I have been informed that the malady has
travelled as far west as Kentucky and Ohio,

but of this I have not been enabled in the brief

time since I commenced the inquiry to obtain

satisfactory evidence. I have taken some
pains to ascertain if the disease had reappeared
in Massachusetts, and personal inquiries in

various parts of the State show that it is quite

free from the disease,— thanks to the energy
of its people and the enlightened action of its

legislature.

Of all the cattle diseases pleuro-pneumonia
is in the long run the most destructive, because
the most insiduous and the least likely to rouse

people to united action for its effectual sup-

pression. To ignore its presence is, however,
to insure that the cattle mortality of America,
like that of England, will be at least doubled
in a few years' time. Rational means, ener-

getic action, and earnest co-operation between
the different States and the central govern-

ment may, with a moderate expenditure now,
save many millions annually in the not distant

future.

PHOSPHATIC DEPOSITS.

We have forborne any notice of the re-

markable discovery of phospbatic deposits in

the neighborhood of Charleston, South Caro-

lina, lest we might help to give currency to

what seemed very exaggerated estimates of

their value, and forward the aims of specula-

tors. There is no longer, however, reason to

doubt that the truth has hardly yet been told

of them, and of the great wealth which under-

lies thousands and thousands of acres along

the Ashley river. They are known to contain

millions of tons of fossilized bones, the tusks

of elephants, mammoths, hippotami, the teeth

of sharks, and a multitudinous variety of irregu-

larly shaped pbosphatic nodules of animal ori-

gin, underlying the surface soil, and averag-

ing in many places a foot in thickness. After

removing the surface soil, quantities of brown
phospbatic nodules worn into water holes and
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bearing the imprint of marine shells are first

reached. Beneath this deposit is a stratum of
stiff blue clay eighteen inches thick, and be-

low this again another layer of the same thick-

ness of bones and nodules—many of the bones
being of enormous size and indicating a period

of the world when the Icthyosaurus, the Plesi-

osaurus and Megatherium lived and flourished

and the sea covered many fathoms deep what
has since become, either by gradual upheaval

or by some sudden cataclysm, dry land. Be-
low the last-mentioned stratum lies a bed of

white marl unusually rich in phosphoric acid and
which, therefore, also constitutes an excellent

fertilizer, although less valuable than the su-

perincumbent deposits of phosphates. Practi-

cal experience has demonstrated the fact that

the phosphatic deposits of South Carolina are

of unusual commercial importance.

—

Ameri-
can Farmer, Baltimore.

STALL-KICKING HORSES.

No worse habit can be formed by a horse

in the stable than that of stall-kicking, and as

soon as one is detected in the act, some means
should be used to prevent its continuation.

The kicking is usually done with one foot at

a time, and from different causes ; sometimes
fright, at others viciousness or disease ; usu-

ally the latter. When a horse has stood for a
considerable length of time in the stable, or

has been driven in the mud, the legs of the

animal become fevered, and the skin irritated,

unless the groom is very particular in his work.
When the legs are thus affected a smarting

sensation is created every time the horse urin-

ates by the water spattering on to his legs,

and so acute is the pain that he bounds around
the stable pawing and kicking as if standing in

fire.

A few years ago we kept' a horse which, al-

though spirited, was one of the kindest and
most obedient animals that we ever drew rein

over. This horse would never relieve himself

in the stable so long as it was possible for him
to contain, if not well bedded, and we have
had the weather-boarding entirely knocked off

from the barn, next to the stable, when we
have neglected to litter the floor well beneath
him. If a plenty of bedding was supplied, he

always stood perfectly quiet. When a horse

kicks in the stable from the cause just men-
tioned, the best remedy is to bed well, clean

the legs thoroughly every day, and apply to

them some soft grease or healing ointment.

The legs may be badly affected by some skin

disorder, and go unnoticed for weeks, unless

a close examination is made.

We have no doubt but that some horses ac-

quire the habit of stall kicking, from being

compeUed to stand upon badly constructed

stable floors. When forced to stand upon an
acclivity, even if very gradual, such stress is

brought upon the muscles of the hind legs that

they become painful, and for relief the horse

kicks first with one foot and then another.

Before a man chastises his animal for bad haba
its, he should detect the cause of the misde-
meanor, and ten chances to one if he don't
find himself more in fault than the horse.

When it is positively known that the kicking
is done from maliciousness—which is very sel-

dom the case—confine the horse in a stall just

wide enough to admit of his lying down and
getting up, and plank up the sides of the stall

so that his heels cannot force the wall away.
In such a place the habit will soon be given
up, as the animal will notice that nothing is

accomplished by its efforts.

A writer in one of the British journals is of
the opinion that stable-kicking is sometimes
caused from itching. If this is true, it is, of
course, particularly the case whilst the dietary

is dry and stimulating, as is apt to be the case

with hard worked and grain-fed horses in the

winter.

If such itching is suspected, give the animal
a small dose of aloes, allow an ounce of nitre

every week or ten days in a mash, supply dail)

a few roots or some bran, and in cold frosty

weather avoid wetting the horse''s limbs, which
can be kept perfectly clean with tlie use of the

wisp and dandy brush.

—

Ohio Farmer.

RAISING CALVES.
At a late meeting of the Franklin, Mass.,

Farmers' Club, the President, Phineas Sted-

man, Esq., after advising farmers and dairy-

men to raise their own calves, gave the fol-

lowing as his method :

—

The calves may be most economically fed

by taking them from the cow during the first

week. Having learned to drink new milk

readily, skimmed milk, warmed to the temper-
ature of new milk may be substituted gradual-

ly until, at three weeks old, the new milk may
be withheld entirel}'. Oil meal and wheat
bran should now be given, commencing with

a table spoonful once a day. This should be

scalded and allowed to stand a short time to

swell. After a few days, the provender may
be given at each meal, and the quantity in-

created at discretion. It is of the utmost im-

portance that calves, and indeed all young
stock be kept in a thrifty, growing condition.

It is much easier and cheaper to keep a young
animal growing, than to bring it again into a
flourishing condition after it has, by want of

care or proper food, been allowed to stop

gi'owing. I prefer to rear calves which are

dropped in autumn or early winter. At this

season they are likely to receive better care,

are better prepared to bear the cold of the

succeeding winter, and until they arrive at

maturity, hold an advance of several months,
in age and size, over those which are dropped
the following spring, while always classed of

the same a^re.
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OLD FRIENDS.
A few days since, an express man brought

us a bundle which proved, on examination, to

contain Vols. I and II of the New England
Farmer, published by Thos. W. Shepard,

Rogers' Building, Congress St., Boston, and

covering the period from Aug. 3, 1822, to

July 24, 1824. These complete our file,

from which, fot several years, those volumes

have been missing. The friend to whom we

are indebted for this favor, in a brief note

accompanying the gift, says :

—

"I send you the first two volumes of the New
England Farmer because your claim to them is

better than mine. But I shall esteem it a favor, if

you shall supply yourself with like numbers from
another source, for you to return the sacred -vol-

umes to one whose claim to them is second only
to your own."

We wonder not that our friend places so

high a value upon these relics of the past.

Their pages tell many a strange story of the

times fifty years ago, when agriculture was

almost in its infancy in this country. The

"patent plough" figuring in the advertisement

of the "Agricultural Establishment, No. 20

Merchants Row," for instance, would make a

curious figure beside one of the highly fin-

ished, beautifully shaped implements of to-

day. Other implements and tools mentioned

in the same advertisement have years since

disappeared before the march of improvement

in their field.

Another instructive fact is the difference

in the prices of farm produce then and to-day.

A concise table gives the rates of leading

articles in this market, from which we quote

a few items

:

Beans, ^ bu 90 @ 1 00
Beef, best, ^ rb 8 @ . 10
Butter, first quality, #" U> 11 @ . 12

" second do., ^ tb 9 @ . 10
" lump, retail, # lb 18 @ . 20

Cheese, new milk, ^ lb 7 "f . 8
Flour, Genesee, W bbl 7 75 © 7 87
Eggs, ^ doz 14 (3 . 15
Pork, fresh, 4?" lb 7 @ . 8
Lamb, 4?' quarter 30 @ , 45
Potatoes, V bush 45 @ . 47
Poultry, 4?" tt) 10 @ . 14
Wool, Merino, ^ lb, washed 55 @ . 60
" native, ^ lb, washed 37 @ . 40

Hay,^ ton 18 00 (g22 00

It will be seen that, with very few excep-

tions, the prices of farmers' produce were

much less than at the present time, while the

custom of trade was such that the farmer was
obliged to take most of his pay in "store

pay," or barter. The Farmer was then pub-

lished on a sheet less than one-third its pres-

ent size, and its price was $3.00 a year, or

$2.50, "if paid within sixty days." Taking

butter as a standard, the farmer of those ddys

who felt interest enough in his calling to sup-

port a paper devoted to its improvement,

sent 20 pounds of his prime butter for his

year's subscription. To-day, from 5 to 6

pounds is all that is required, and there are

plenty of customers ready to take it at his

own door, and pay him in cash, too, so that

the printer is not obliged to play the part of

"middle man."

We are under obligation for this most ac-

ceptable donation of our friend, whose name

we withhold simply because we think such

reserve more in accordance with his wishes.

If any of our readers has in his possession the

volumes of the Farmer, first series, for the

above period, which he will dispose of, we

would like to hear from him.

AMERICAN DAIRYMEN'S ASBOCIA-

,

TION.

The fourth annual meeting of this society

was held at Utica, N. Y., Jan. 13 and 14.

From a report in the Herald, of that city, we
learn that the attendance throughout the ses-

sion was very full and the dairymen generally

express themselves as highly pleased with the

success of the convention, which has been

more marked than at any previous one.

Many topics of interest to dairymen were

discussed, to some of which we may allude

more fully hereafter.

Resolutions were adopted requesting the

Government to include cheese in the army and

navy rations ; requesting Congress to furnish

such aid to the Department of Agriculture as

may secure the regular publication of informa-

tion regarding diseases of animals, and the

adoption of means for the prevention of such

diseases ; changing the constitution so that all

the States might be represented ; referring

the question of abortion in cows to the trus-

tees of the Cornell University, and requesting

them to institute a careful and thorough in-

vestigation of the malady,—its probable cause

—its prevention or cure. Also, that the trus-

tees of the said University furnish to the As-

sociation full information respecting the chem-

ical properties of milk and of rennet.

The annual address was delivered by Prof,

Gamgee, of the Veterinary College, London,

on the evening of Wednesday, to an audience

that filled the largest hall in the city. The
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subject of his lecture was "The Diseases of

Cattle and the influence of those Diseases on

Milk." We have not space for any abstract

of this address, which is given in full in the

Herald.

Some idea of Prof. Gamgee''s knowledge of

his subject, and of his ability as a writer, may

be formed from the extract we publish in

another column from his report to the Agri-

cultural Department.

Officers for the year were elected, as fol-

lows :

—

President—Horatio Seymour, of Oneida.
Vice-Presidents—T. G. Alvord, of Onondatra; L. L.

Wiaht, of Oneida; 8. T. Miller, of Lewis; A Barnham,
of Cliautauqua; John W. Bufh, of Chemung; B. O.
Moss, of Green; C. E. Chadwick, Canada West; N.
Dwight, Muss.; W. G. King, Illinois; A. Bartleit,

Ohio: li. O. Wickham, Vermont; T. S.Gold, Connect-
cut; E H. Wilder, Wisconsin; S. Howard, Michigan;
N. W. Woodbine, North Carolina; J, Stantou Gould,
Poughljeepsie; M. J. Hiirden, Kentucky.
Secretary and Treasurer—Qardaer B. Weeks, of

Syracuse, N. Y.

WOOIi AT THE CUSTOM HOUSES.
The attention of Dr. Randall, as President

of the National Wool Growers' Association

and by virtue of his office as representative

of the interests of the wool growers of the

country, has been called to the fact that in-

voices of foreign wool finer and different in

other particulars than the carpet wools de-

scribed in the tariff act as admissible in the

third class, at three and six cents duty, have

been offered at the Custom Houses. We
learn by an article in the last Rural New
Yorker, that this information was communi-

cated to Mr. Randall at the same time, and as

soon as such wool was offered, by the respec-

tive appraisers in Boston and New York, and

without any concert of action between these

gentlemen. Both of these appraisers believed

that the wool alluded to should fall in class

one, under the clause in the law which includes

in that class "all wools not described or

designated in the other classes."

Dr. Randall says, "these 'very fine carpet

wools,' as those who handle them would fain

term them, are severally applicable to the

manufacture of the lower grades of cloth, cas-

simeres, satinets, &c., and perhaps some of

them can be used as combing wools. They

are sometimes mixed in the same bales with

true carpet wools. To an unskilled observer

they might appear to be the same. A custom

house officer, inexpert in his duty, or ready to

commit a fraud, might pass them for the same.

No important amount of this wool has yet been

imported, butt rumors have reached us that

more of it is to arrive. It is said that a large

Boston house has a partner or agent looking

after such wools in Europe, in the full expec-

tation that they will pass the Boston Custom

House, at three and six cents duties, as carpet

wools." We must again repeat the question.

Is this a good time for wool growei-s' associa-

tions to go to sleep ?

SMUT ON COEM".

The newspapers have reported the death of

cattle in different parts of the country, sup-

posed to have been caused by eating the smut

which is said to be unusually abundant on corn

this year. Many Western farmers, however,

do not believe that these deaths were caused

by the smut. A correspondent of the Prairie

Farmer suggests that over eating of dry stalks

without sufficient water to moisten them is the

true cause. Of a drove of cattle which were

turned into a field of fifteen acres after har-

vesting, twenty years ago, in which there was

no water, and in a very dry time, eleven died

in two or three days. On examination, the

mainfold in every case was full and tight with

dry corn fodder. The cattle, being let into a new

kind of perfectly dry food, had gorged them-

selves. Having no water to aid the gastric

juice, the mainfold had become perfectly ex-

hausted from incapacity to soften so larae a

quantity of dry fodder ; inflammation, stupe-

faction and death followed. Many cattle in

the same county died that fall from the same

cause. The preventive adopted was not to

allow cattle to remain long on such large

quantities of dry fodder, and to have them

fully supplied with water, before and after go-

ing into the field.

Another farmer was very careful this fall

while husking his corn to throw out all the

smutty stalks, and pile them on one side of

his barn out of the reach of his own stock.

One pf his neighbor's cows, however, got to

the heap and has eaten of it for the past six

weeks, and thrives well. He therefore doubts

whether smut is ever injurious to cattle.

Pure Bred Stock. — We learn by the

Couniry Gentler,. an that Mr. C. Horace Hub-

bard, Springfield, Vt.,has purchased from the

well known Short-horn herd of Paoli Lathrop,
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South Hadley Falls, Mass., the sister heifers

Tarico bbth and bOitli, by Marmion, 18-43, out

of Yarico 19th, and Romance by Autocrat 2d,

5335, out of Yarico 55th; also of Henry M.
Arms, Springfield, Vt., the bull calf Richelieu,

by 4th Lord Oxford, out of Victoria.

Mr. J. O. Sheldon, Geneva, N. Y., has

sold the Short-Jiorn bull oth Duke of Geneva,

to Mr. Edwin G. Bedford, Houston, Ky., for

$3000, and ten animals to Col. W. S. King,

Minneapolis, Ind.

Mr. John D. Wing, Duchess County, has

sold to H. S. Parke, Bay Side, the Jersey

heifers Fleda and Frolic and bull calf Saratoga,

Jr. ; and to Geo. I. Seney, New York, the

cows Kathleen and Hattie.

Berkshire County, Mass.—The Agricul-

tural Society of this county was incorporated

in 1811, and is still one of the best managed

in New England. It pays all premiums offered,

and has between two and three thousand dol-

lars in cash in the locker. At the annual

meeting at PIttsfield officers were elected for

1869, as follows :—

President—Richard Goodman of Lenox.
VicePresidents—George, T. Plunkett of Hinsdale,

J. H. Crooke of Pittstield.

Secretary—3. 'E. Merrill of PIttsfield.

Treasurer—H. M. Peirson.
Auditor—VhindSiS Allen.

We alluded recently to the vote of the So-

ciety abolishing all premiums on horse-racing

under the name of trials of speed, and also to

its action for the protection of farmers against

imposition in the purchase of commercial

manures.

Windsor County, Vt.—We learn by the

Vermont Standard that at an unusually large

meeting of the members of the Agricultural So-

ciety of this county, Jan. 19, the following offi-

cers were elected for 1869 :

—

President—Henry SafFord, of Springfield.

Vice Presidents—I. T. Tucker of iioyalton, Justin
F. McKenzie of Quecliee.

Treasurer—Lorenzo Richmond of Woodstock.
Secretary—Lorenzo Kent of Woodstock.

The Potato Mania.—The New York Sun
says "we have had tulip mania, morus multi-

caulis mania, but who ever heard of a potato
mania ?" We supposed that everybody except
very young folks remembered the Rohan pota-

to mania, to which the present disease is very
similar. It says, "Last Spring the Early Rose
Potato sold readily in New York at $3 per

pound or $120 per bushel ; but this is nothing

in comparison to the price at which a new com-
petitor for potato fame is now Vjeing sold to

some of our speculators in this esculent.

Here are the prices of a few bona fide sales

in the past week, and we assure our readsrs
that there was no discount for cash or cow in

this transaction ; sixteen potatoes brought
$825 ; twelve potatoes brought $615 ; onepo-
tato brought $50 ; one was traded for a good
cow valued at $60.

MISTAKES OF SHEEP FARMERS.
A large class of sheep farmers have made

two or three mistakes, and now threaten to

make another. Thej had not firmness enough
to go through a pinching time in the wool
business without becoming discouraged, and
to a greater or lesser degi'ee sacrificing their

flocks. Sheep that would have before long
been in good demand, and brought a remu-
nerating price to those disposed to sell, have
been recklessly crowded off at less than the

value of a single fleece, to be killed for their

pelts with less than half a year's growth of
wool on them. Secondly, many that have re-

tained flocks have abandoned improvements on
them ; bred them, the past fall, to rams of in-

ferior quality, or made the most irrational

crosses. Third, not a few farmers, we are

told. In certain portions of the country, are

preparing to make another egregious mistake
—namely, to give their sheep an excessively

poor wintering, feeding them very scantily and
compelling them in a great measure to shift

for themselves.

The folly of this last procedure is fully

equal to that of either of the others ; and it

is barbarous as well as foolish. If sheep are

worth wintering, it Is certainly more profita-

ble to give them a full supply of food, and thus

preserve their lives and obtain their full amount
of wool and lambs next spring, than It is to go
to half the same cost for keep and have half

or more of the sheep perish in March—lose

half the value of the wool and nearly the en-

tire drop of lambs. We question the moral
right of any man thus purposely and without

actual necessity, to subject to slow starvation

and long protracted suffering any animal, and
especially any domestic animal. And what
shall we say of Its humanity ? Whoever has

seen a flock perishing in March, from starved

wintering, can bear witness to the utter mis-

ery of the spectacle. Human beings seem to

suffer no more. Does the prayer, "that mer-

cy I to others show, that mercy show to me,"
Include nothing In its scope Jjut men and
women ?

—

Rural New Yorker.

Sa\t[ng Flower Seeds.—The seeds of

such flowers as are liable to be scattered and
lost to the i-alser, as the pansy, for instance,

may be kept for use by tying a bit of muslin

around the seed-bud before it ripens and opens.
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DOMINIQUE SHANGHAI.

The fragments of the writings of distin-

guished men* are sometimes collected together

and given to the world as "Unpublished Man-

uscripts." As a fragment of that great event,

the Hen Fever of 1852, we present this month,

the above illustration as an "unpublished cut."

It was engraved to illustrate the text of a

work on poultry, which in consequence of the

sudden abatement of that fever was never

published. It is well seasoned, and is too

gpod to be lost ; as it was drawn from life, and

truthfully represents one branch of the Shan-

ghai family, although the leg feathers, which

were a characteristic of the Grey and other

varieties of the Chinese fowls, are wanting.

Our cut, we believe, was drawn from a pair

of fowls of the importation of Dr. Kerr, of

Philadelphia, made in 1847, and bred by Mr.

P. Melendy, now of Iowa.

As a memorial of this once famous breed

Mr. Bement closes his account of them, in his

American Poulterer's Companion, with the

following remarks:—"It was the Shanghai

which created the "Fowl Fever," a few years

since, and it was on the Shanghai that the

bubble burst. They are no longer the aristoc-

racy of the fowl-yard ; their day has passed,

their race is run."

For the New England Farmer,

SUPERPHOSPHATES AND OTHER CON-
CENTRATED MANURES.

Friend Brown :—During the two days

and evenings of the "Farmers' Convention"
at Manchester, N. H., last week, the sub-

ject of commercial and artificially prepared

manures, was pretty fally discussed. The
amount of money annually expended by
the American farmer for» guanos, superphos-

phates, poudrettes, ground bones, fish pomace,
and other concentrated manures, in the aggrC'

gate, is a vast sum.
From the best information I can obtain, I

think their use is annually upoa the increase,

and the inference is that farmers, upon the

whole, find the purchase and application of

them to their land a profitable investment;

though occasionally the use of them disap-

points the expectations of the farmer. Such
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cases may be caused by the use of a poor arti-

cle of superphosphate or other nearly worth-

less trash, palmed off upon him by an unprin-

cipled manufacturer or dealer in the article

—

and, sometimes, a good and really valuable

concentrated manure may fail in increasing

the crop by injudicious application. Such
cases I have known in the use of guano and
superphosphate, where the seed, when planted

or sown in immediate contact with these pow-
erful manures, failed to "come up"—or if

they did come, their growth was greatly re-

tarded.

Before the Southern rebellion, Peruvian
guano was sold at about $60 per ton, and
large quantities were annually used botii

North and South—more especially in many of

the older Southern States—for the wheat crop.

More than twenty years of carefully con-

ducted experiments by Mr. Lawes, and the

practical results of thousands of farmers in

England, prove beyond all question, that for

the production of maximum crops of wheat a

full supply of nitrogenous manures is essential.

Mr. Lawes has furnished his wheat crops with

this supply by the direct application of about

150 pounds each of sulphate and muriate of

ammonia per acre. This, probably, would be
found too expensive for our farmers. Proba-

bly the cheapest source from which our far-

mers could obtain it, would be in the pur-

chase of a prime Peruvian guano, which con-

tains from fourteen to eighteen per cent, of

nitrogen, besides phosphates and potash.

This guano is now quoted in Boston price cur-

rents at $100 per ton, in greenbacks. The
average increase of wheat by the application

of 100 pounds of guano in England, is esti-

mated at three bushels, or nine bushels per

acre from 300 pounds of guano. L( it will do
that here, (at the price of flour for several

years past), we think it will pay, even at the

present price of guano. Nine bushels of
wheat will make two barrels of prime flour

—

worth here $15 per barrel—300 pounds of

guano, freight and application, will cost, say

$17, leaving a profit of $13 on the purchase of

the guano. It is said, figures don't lie. Per-

haps some may say these do. Well, if there

are any such doubters, I will have no contro-

versy with them, but will make another state-

ment that will not be discredited, viz : that

the people (including farmers) of New Eng-
land do annually pay out millions upon
millions of dollars for Western and other
brands of flour. How they manage to meet
such drafts upon their pockets, is a question,

more easily asked than answered.
There are great numbers of farmers in

many sections of New England who have for a

long series of years successfully grown both
fall and spring sown wheat, never having pur-
chased a barrel of flour in their lives. What
these farmers have done, thousands of others

can do, if they will set about it in ''right good
earnest.'^

But to go back to superphosphates. Within
a few years past, there have been numerous
manufactories of superphosphates established

in this country, many of them requiring a
large money capital in erecting suitable build-

ings and the necessary fixtures, and most of
them, it is presumed, are intended as "perma-
nent institutions." This, however, will de-

pend very much upon the quality of the arti-

cle they put into the mai'ket. Self interest,

however, will prompt them to furnish the far-

mers with a No. 1 superphosphate, if they can.

What is generally understood to be a true

superphosphate of lime is composed of pure
animal bone and a certain per centage of oil

of vitriol, (sulphuric acid).

I have within the past two years experiment-

ed with about fifteen different brands or kinds of

superphosphate. In colors ranging all the

way from the deepest black to white, and in

odor, from the most ofTensive to that which

was scentless. Why such difference ? We
common farmers cannot tell. We think, how-
ever, that the offensive odor of some super-

phosphates is not a safe criterion whereby to

judge cf its true manurial value. On my
farm different brands have exhibited dlllerent

results. Some kinds greatly increasing the

growth or yield of crops over others—perhaps

on other soils the effects might have been the

reverse. The safest way for farmers is to ex-

periment in a small way with different brands,

side by side, on their different soils and crops

;

by so doing, they may perhaps escape serious

loss.

In illustration of the foregoing, at the New
Hampshire Farmers' Conventioa last week,
Jos. B. Walker of Concord, read at the meet-

ing a very able essay on the culture of "In-

dian Corn." In speaking of concentrated

manures for that crop, he said, in 1867, he
used three different brands of superphosphates,

—two of them proved first rate, the other was
worthless. He was asked whose brand it was
that proved worthless. He declined answer-

ins the question. The past season he grew
ovCTfour acres of corn on the "Concord in-

tervale." About one-third of the corn was
manured in the hill with hen manure ; the bal-

ance with Andrew Coe's superphosphate.

That portion receiving the phosphate was de-

cidedly the best, the yield being much larger,

and the corn sounder and better matured.

Last spring, S. C. Pattee, one of our best

and most intelligent farmers, experimented

with a large number of concentrated manures

on his corn crop, on inverted sod, no other

manure applied to the land. He used eight

kinds of superphosphates ; seven of them did

well,—one nearly worthless. Besides the

phosphates, used fish pomace, hen manure,

night soil, &c. The phosphated rows ripened

in advance of the three last. He gave some
of the superphosphates to farmers in his

neighborhood. The effects were similar to

those on his farmu Phosphates applied to the
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hills of bis potatoes doubled the crop,—and no
appearance of rot among them.
There was one brand of superphosphate that

gave the best returns, considering the yield of

corn and price of it. This year he and some
of his neighbors will cluh together and pur-

chase the desired quantity they wish to use

direct from the manufacturer, strong in the

belief that they will get their money's worth.

For the perfect growth and maturity of our
cultivated plants, there are required de6nite

proportions of mineral substances,—viz: pot-

ash, soda, sulphur, iron, magnesia, silex, and
last, but not least, phosphoric acid and lime

;

and all the above named are derived from the

soil ; and they, too, are also absoutely neces-

sary in the growth and well-being of animals.

But in different relative proportions from what
they are found in plants, from which the ani-

mal obtains them.

Said Liebig, "were it possible for a plant to

grow, flower and bear seed without the oper-

ation of mineral matters, it would be utterly

valueless to man or animals."

The potash, soda, sulphur, iron, &c., that

enter into the composition of animals, are but

"as drops in the bucket," when contrasted with

the amount of phosphoric acid and lime re-

quired to build up the bony frame-work of

"man and animals."

Prof. Liebig says, "In an ox, of 550 pounds
weight there are 183 pounds of bones, con-

taining nearly 120 pounds of phosphate of

lime ; in the ilesh, hides and other parts of the

animal, fifteen pounds of phosphates."

Now every ounce of the bones of land ani-

mals is derived, indirectly, from the soil;

and how small a portion of these bones ever

find their way back to the soil, where they can

become available to the reproduction of suc-

ceeding growths of plants.

I think but few, if any, of our people are

aware of, or ever give a passing thought re-

specting the incalculable amount of phos-

phoric acid ar,d lime—annually abstracted

iLom our Ami^rican soils and garnered up in

the bones of our domestic animals—and never

again to find their way back whence they

came. Such a depleting system, will sooner

or later, exhibit itself in a way that can neither

"be hushed up, nor coughed down."

From a review of the New York live stock

trade of 18G8, I find that there were received

at the cattle yards of that city, during the

year just closed, 293,101 beeves; 5,382 milch

cows; 82,935 veal calves; 1,400,023 sheep

and lambs; 976,511 swine. Taking Liebig's

estimate of phosphate of lime "in an ox of

550 lbs., any one expert in figures can pretty

accurately, or approximately, determine the

amount of phosphate of lime received at New
York in 18G8 in these 2,758,512 domestic an-

imals. Levi Bautlett.

Warner, N. II., Jan. 8. 18G9.
'

EXTRACTS AND BEPLIES.

•MANrRING SWARD LAND.

I wish to inquire of Mr. Brown which he thinks
the best way to apply barn cellar manure, in the
spring, in its green state, on broken up ground, for
a corn crop, and plough it under the sod,—or
spread it on top, on a moist, heavy soil ? j. v. A.

West Concord, N. H., 1869.

Remarks.—There is no settled practice in this

matter. Some of our most successful farmers haul

the manure directly from the barn cellar, spread it

upon the sward and plough it under from five to

eight inches. This is done on many farms about

us, where excellent crops of corn are annually

raised. Our own practice is,

—

1. To allow no long or coarse materials to go

into the manure heap.

2. To get the manure out into the sun and
rain sufficiently early in the spring to overhaul it

and get up a slight fermentation; then a second

overhauling will reduce it so that it can be com-
fortably shovelled.

3. Apply it broadcast to the surface—whether

on sward or stubble ground—and work it under
with the cultivator, just deep enough to cover it.

4. With this, apply home-made guano, ashes, or

something else to the hill
;
plant from the 20th to

the 30th of May. Keep the surfiice light, all M'eeds

out, and on a good soil you will rarely, if ever, fail

of reaping an abundant reward for all your labor.

It may be objected that ploughing the manure
under will dif^turb the sod. If the soil was well

turned and five inches thick, it need not be turned

up. If the ground is quite rough, and cannot be

smoothly ploughed, perhaps the manure would be

better applied upon the surface before ploughing.

Ditfering circumstances require diiferent practice.

GO WEST, OR stay AT HOME ?

Will you give me your opinion if it is advisable
to go out West and purchase a farm of unimproved,
new land, and pay $10 an acre, or buy one here at

the same price, tliat is improved, and with build-
ings, liiit where the land is nearly run out ?

Wrentham, Mass., 1869. o. w. i.

Remarks.—Having had no experience of life

on a Western farm, our opinion would be worth

little or nothing to our correspondent. We sup-

pose, however, that a man of energy, skill and
good habits, would do well in either place. We
commend the following story from the X. Y. Tri-

bune, written by Mrs. Sophia Cunningham, Free-

dom, 111., to our friend. If he and his wife have

pluck enough to bear the "breaking in," and never

say homesick, they will doubtless succeed.

AVe were just married when we came here, with
but ;^'7(J0 and a good name. Paid $620 for a quar-
ter-section, and with tlie remainder liuilt a small
house and got a small amount of furniture. As
soon as wc were settled, husband commenced
teaching for $17 a month, two miles away, and
came home nights. These were the darkest
days ; among strangers, on the wild prairie ; not
a tree or shrub, and no road by the house. Over
across the slough I could see three Irish houses,
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but could not gpt to them—I tried it. When the
warm spring days came the prospect briglitened,

but husliand was obliged to send East and hire
$,•500. We worlced liard and fared hard. I felt the
privations very keenly, but I think they strength-

ened me ; I never gave up or said I was homesick,
we enlarged our house, and when we had been here
six years, built a new house, where we now live.

We have a pretty place and a tine orchard ; Ve have
our carpets, and even piano. We sometimes go
back to our old home ; husband has been four
times; but we like the new home much. The
best I will not tell—that is, \*hat our income is

;

but it is several times the little capital we brought.
We have two healthy boys and good neighbors.

COMPLIMENTART—A CANADIAN'S VIEWS.

I have long had quite an inclination to express
myself a little. As we all admire your Fakmer,
allow me to say so. Its faults, if it has any, are so
few that just now I don't remember any of them.
Your articles on Agricultural Societies, Tim Bun-
ker Papers and Greeley's Deep Ploughing, were
excellent.
But my present point is this, you States people

do not give us panadians quite fair treatment.
We are a good deal misrepresented in many things.

Some of your scribblinij tourists draw much more
on their imaginations than on their regard for truth

,

as I might illustrate. You don't understand "the
crusade against American silver," or rather all

silver. Some of your correspondents are not in-

formed thoroughly on both sides of "all that Cana-
dians have said and done during the last few
years."
Now if it would not displease you to hear a little

plain talk in a friendly way, I will now and then
give the Canadian view of some of these things,

and among them the wool and tariflf questions.

Stanstead, Can., Jan. 16, 1869. J. G. Field.

Remarks.—Remembering "that he that is first

in his own cause seemeth just, but his neighbor

cometh and searcheth him," and desiring to "see

ourselves as others see us," a little of our Canadi-

an friend's "plain talk" we think will be good for

us to take. By all means, then, give us your

views.

HABITS OF FINE AND COARSE •\VOOL SHEEP.

Having been a subscriber to and a reader of the
weekly Neav England Farmer, for the last twelve
years, with the exception of 18G1 and 1862, I have
become very much attached to it, as I have never
received a copy that did not contain something
fully worth the price of a number, and sometimes
a great deal more. I have become particularly in-

terested in that part that comes under the head of
Extracts and Replies.

Noticing the discussion going on in regard to

the habits and character of different breeds of
sheep, I thought I would give you my experience
wi;h them. I first commenced with the Merino
sheep, keeping a flock of from 180 to 200 for a
numlier of years. I never found any trouble in
making them tame and gentle when I was alone
with tliem, Init if a stranger went with me to see
them tliey would stick up" their heads aud run like
so many deers. As to their jumping fences, they
never troubled me ; Imt they would search out
holes and crawl through the fence, and in that way
get out of tlieir pasture altogether too oiten for
my patience to endure it. Tlie pasture where I

kept them was fenced on three sides with brush
and pole fence, and they would crawl through a
hole my Scotch shepherd dog could not, and some-
times two or three would stray off one or more

miles into lots where the feed was no better, if as
good, as in the one they had left. Such was their
disposition to ramble that after six years' trial I
sold them all out, and changed to other stock.
One year ago last October, I purchased one hun-

dred Leicester ewes, and have kept them ever
since, and a more peaceable, quiet flock of sheep
I never kept nor was acquainted with. The pas-
ture where they were summered last season is

fenced just as the one was where I kept the Meri-
nocs, only the fence was not as good. From my
experience with them I am thoroughly convinced
that if you will only give them good feed and
enough of it, and fence of lawful height, you need
not have any fears about their getting out of their
pasture or rambling. They are the tamest and
most easily domesticated of any sheep I ever kept.
My neighbors all keep the Spanish Merinoes, and
I have a chance to compare the habits of the two
every day. Should you put one, two or five of
them in with a flock of an hundred black, greasy,
bad smelling, tbotrot Merinoes, they njight be
a^hcimed of their company and try to get away,
and I should not censure them for it. g. c. b.

Rockingham, Vt., Jan. 18, 1869.

HHE season IN CANADA—LARGE CROPS OF
WHEAT.

The year just past has been dryer in this section
than any.ycar since 18o4. A year ago last fall we
had very little rain, and not the usual amount of
snow. During the winter we had no thaw or rain,
consequently the streams were very low and water
scarce. We had a wet, cold and backward May,
and vegetation was at least ten days behind that of
1867 oa the first of June. The summer, however,
was so warm and dry, that crops matured much
earlier than the year previous. The wheat, corn,
and potato crops were very good. Hay, late sown
oats and buckwheat, below the average. AVinter
set in quite early. We have had full ten weeks of
sleighing to this date. The streams and deep
wells are very low ; several in our town have to
draw water from the river, nearly a mile distant,

both for stock and family use. Fodder is high for
this country. Good hay cannot be bought for less

than $15, gold, per ton ; oats 50 to 60 cents per
bushel. Those who feed grain are mostly feeding
Western corn. The amount of snow on the ground
at this time in (he woods about 15 to 18 inches.
We have had two short rains since this year com-
menced, which were a great benefit to those who
had empty cisterns. The night of the 12th about
eight inches of snow fell.

I subjoin a few figures showing the yield of wheat
per acre of some of the best fields in this town :

—

Hon. T. L. Terrill, from 8 acres threshed 340
bushels, thresher's measure. He thinks it will

not be less than 40 bushels per acre by weight.
Mr. T. Ruiter raised 27 bushels from one bushel
of seed. But these of course are above the
averatre. T. P. Jenkins.

Stanstead, P. Q., Jan. 14, 1869.

BUTTER-MAKING WITHOUT WASHING.

When I read Mrs. Trask's remarks on butter
making, 1 could hardly keep my fingers from the
pen, though I never wrote a line to the printers in

my life. Her directions for neatness in milking
and in preparing her pans and churn, and also her
care to set the milk in a cool, clean place meet my
approbation entirely. I think she keeps her cream
a little too long in warm weather, and when she
comes to wash the butter in cold water I am all

"up in arms." Treating it in that way, 1 don't see
how she can expect to see the "gilt-edge," for she
has washed out all its nice, peculiar flavor. For
this, her "tablespoonful of sugaj* to each pound" is,
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in my opinion, a poor substitute. Washing not
only injures the flavor of butter, but it injures its

keeping qualities. To keep well, the buttermilk
should be removed by beating or working the but-
ter over, but never by washing; or, at least, such
is the opinion of Mus. D.
South Hanson, Mass., Jan. 13, 1869.

post's eureka sap spout.

The manufacturer has sent us a specimen of the

spout represented by the annexed cut. It is very

neatly made of galvanized iron, three and a half

inches in length, and fits the bore of a five-eighths

bit. The hook for the buck-

et, indicated by the letter e,

is a separate wire fitting snug-

ly over the end which enters

the tree. This end of the

spout consists of three wings

or braces, c c, which driven into the tree press against

the sides of the hole sufficiently to secure a firm

support, and at the same time allow space for three

openings d, for the flow of the sap into the spout a.

It is simple, durable, cheap, and quickly applied

or removed. Mr. C. C. Post, "VVaterbury, Vt., is

the patentee and manufacturer.

KATS.—THE SEASON IN MAINE.

If the Fakmer will tell us how to rid our pre-

mises of rats it will confer a favor on many. They
destroy my apples, potatoes, &c., in cellar, grain,

&c., in barn. Have tried arsenic on bread and
butter, and with lard and bits of boiled btef, with
only partial success.
We arc having a most lovely winter; sleighing

excellent, without drifts or bloc king snoft-. During
the eleven weeks that tlie ground has been covered
with snow, our hay has been rapidly diniiiiished,

and I fear that the seventeen weeks that tnust in-

terve between this and grazing time will neaily
exhaust the large hay-crop of last year.

Geo. Taber.
Vassalboro', Me., 1st mo. 25, 18G9.

Remarks.—Such great things are expected of

"book-farmers" that we are almost ashamed to say

that in all our investigations into the mysteries of

science applicable to agriculture, we have found

no better remedy for rats than a good dose oi felis.

To secure the greatest efficacy of this Latin com-

position it should not be applied too strong nor

too weak, too crude nor too much refined.

But, to throw away our editorial stilts,—we
mean that a cat or two, fed just enough to

make them strong and ravenous, but not enough

to make them fat and lazy, may be recommended
for all rat-infested premises. But if you wish to

try some more artistic means of prevention, spread

some soft potash in their walks, which may make
their toes sore, so they will caution all the rats in

the neighborhood not to put foot on your premises

;

or paint the sides of their holes with tar or some-
thing that will dirty their clothes, which they take

much pride in keeping clean ; or catch one in a
trap and smearing him with kerosene oil, give him
his liberty ; or mix a tea-cup of water in which a

bunch of matches was soaked over night, -with In-

dian meal to a stiff dough, adding a spoonful of

sugar and a little lard, and place it about the pre-

mises where the rats and nothing else will get it

;

or try common box-traps, so made that the top

and one or both ends are open when set, bait with

fresh meat, fish or grease, in a grain) barn ; but if

where they can get suph food bait with corn or

meal. As far as possiljle keep your hands from
tainting the food you wish them to eat, or the trap

you'wish them to enter.

SALTING CATTLE.

Some farmers give their cattle salt regularly
during the winter, others give none at all. One
who seldom salts his cattle in the winter wishes to
know the practical advantages of salting regu-
larly at this season. h.
Brome, P. Q., Dec. 23. 18G3.

PwEMARKS.—The world is full of crotchets. The
idea of keeping cattle without salt and sheep

without water sometimes gets into people's heads,

but the great majority of practical farmers believe

that cattle should have salt on their fodder or in

some other way, and that sheep should have free

access to water. According to the analysis of

learned men, there is more or less salt in the com-

position of all cattle food and even in much of the

water they drink. A ton of hay is said to contain

about seven pounds of salt, a ton of turnips four

pounds, a ton of red clover ten pounds, a ton of

barley but very little, &c. Near the ocean, or

sometimes at a considerable distance, it is said

that on the windward side of trees salt is actually

deposited, after a violent storm. A correspondent

of the Country Gentleman says that after a long

continued breeze from the sea he has himself

tasted the herbage distinctly salt, at a distance of

twenty miles. If nature thus seasons the food of

cattle, may we not take their appetite as the best

possible means of deciding whether the food which

we furnish them contains as much salt as the

wants of their system demand ? This may not be

a very learned way of deciding the question, it

may not seem scientific, like a chemical analysis,

but may it not be as reliable ?

Professor Simond>-, Veterinary Inspector of the

Pioyal Agricultur<»l Society of England, was quoted

in our columns, a few years since, as having ex-

pressed the opinion that salt \jy its action on the

liver, and the supply of soda it yielded to the bile,

led to a greater amount of nutriment being de-

rived from the food. The substance, he said, was

also well known as a vermifuge, destroying many
kinds of worms in the intestines of animals, and
conferring a healthy tone of action which pre-

vented their re-occurrence. Experiments have

al£0 been made in England, which showed that

I
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animals fed on salt visibly improved in health and

appearance, being lively and smooth-coated, while

others without salt were fhaggy and rough, their

gait slow and heavy, indicating want of tone in

the system.

Of course salt,' like grain, sTiould be fed with

judgment, as salt-hungry animals often eat too

much, if allowed all they will take. When cattle

are allowed constant access to salt, as is the prac-

tice of many farmers, they eat a little at a time

and without injuring themselves.

CALEDONIA CO., (VT.,) AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

At the annual meeting of this Societj', held at

St. Johnsbur}', Tuesday, January 19, the following
oflSicers were elected for the year ensuing:

—

President—Tiarley M. Hall, of Burke.
Vice Presidents—Chas. A. bylvester, Barnet; Calvin

MorriU, tt Johusbury.
Secretaries— I. w . Sanborn, Lyndon ; T. M. Ilow.ard,

Elifiha May, St. Johnsbury ; C. *E. Parke, Wtiteil'ord;

A. P. Water, Burke; C. J. B. Ilarris, Danville.
Treasurer—C M. Stone, St. Johnebury.

The following resolution, introduced by David
Boynton, of St. Jobnsbury, was favorably consid-
ered and referred to the Exteutive Committee :

—

Resolved, That it is desirable for this Society to

encour.jge the growth and preservation of forest

trees in the county ; and that the committee on
premiums be instructed to include this subject in

their awards for the ensuing year.

The meeting was fully attended, and the discus-
sions on rotations of crops, artificial manures and
their application, and the growth and perkction of
forest trees, especially the sugar maple, were ani-

mated and interesting. I. \V. Sanborn.
Lyndon, Vt., Jan. 22, 1869.

CULTIVATION OF PEAS.

Some weeks since I read in the New England
Farmer an article in regard to raising peas. I

wish to a^k if they will do to sow alone, also, the

best kind, the quantity per acre, and how they are

used for feed ? Will it do to sow them on rich

land, and if with oats, in v/hat proportion ?

An Old Subscriber.
Warren, Mass., Jan. 12, 1869.

Remarks.—W^ill the writer of the article alluded

to by our correspondent, or some one who raises

peas, reply to the above inquiries. Peas are raised

extensively in Canada ; but we think less are raised

in the States than formerly, partlj', perhaps, in

consequence of the bug which injures the crop,

particularly in the southern part of New England.

A heavy soil is considered best. They are often

cultivated as a renovating crop, and there has

been considerable discussion in the New York

papers as to their value for this purpose, compared

with clover.

ROOTING APPLE TREE LIMBS AND GRAFTS.

In answer to "One Interested" in the Farmer
of Jan. 9, 1 will say that I have had some experi-

ence in rooting the apple tree limb. I find l)Ut

little trouble in their striking root the first jear.

My method is to lay the limb of a small tree, and
cut a slanting cut towards the top and pin the limb
down with the top sticking out of the grouiid. I

have some 30 or 40 trees well under way, treateil

as above — some large enough to bear. My
object is to get a tree that is what we might

call "full blood," and not wounded by graft-
ing. I have another method of getting a "full
blood," as I call it, and that is to take a small
ti'ce and run a sharp knife or chisel through
the body at points four to six inches apart ; then
insert scions ; lay the tree in the ground with just
the top of the scion sticking out. Let them grow
one or two years, and I generally find roots enough
that have started out of the scion above the old
stock to support the tree. If so cut the scion on
young tree above the old stock and you have
nothing but a "full blood" left.

W. V. Tainter.
South Carthage, Me., Jan. 19, 1869.

LIME AS A TOP DRESSING.

I would like to ask through your valuable paper
what the effects are of dry slacked lime, sowed on
a meadow that is becoming mossy ; the best
time to sow it; the amount to the acre, and if

it will pay, lime being worth ($1.50) one dollar
and one-half a cask ?

The meadow cannot be drained, but where it

has been top-dressed the moss has disappeared
and English grass has come in. It was so wet last

fall I could not get on my dressing, and I would
like something that will take its place.

A Subscriber.
Ricmney, N. H., Dec. 12, 1868.

Remarks.—Lime will make an excellent top-

dressing for your meadow. Let it air-slack. You
will sow it more comfortably if it is mingled with

loam or moist sand. What its precise effect is on

the meadow, is more than we can tell. It is quite

probable, however, that other and better grasses

than those which have been growing upon the

meadow, will find congenial food after the lime is

sowed, and will flourish there.

SLABBERS IN HORSES.

I am feeding this winter two three-year-old
colts, side by side, in the same stable, from the

same mow of hay, and in every way they are
treated alike. One of them slabbers badly, the

other not at all. Can cither editors or readers of
the Farmer tell the cause and cure of this diffi-

culty, and oblige not only myself but others in

this section whose horses are troubled with the
same disease. Jack.
East Jay, Me., Dec. 7, 1868.

Remarks.—We have rarely found ahorse "slav-

ering" when fed on dry hay of a good quality.

Musty, or otherwise poor fodder, will sometimes

affect the digestion, and cause slavering. It may
be occasioned, in your case, by the feed, although

only one horse is affected by it. Try a change of

food, and give a tablespoonful of sulphur mixed

with meal, two or three times in the course often

days.

A GOOD PAIR OF STEER CALVES.

Thouch fifty-seven years of age and in poor

health, I take much interest in stock, and for want

of boys, handy my steers myself. I have a pair of

calves this year that are superior to those I generally

raise, and as I like to read about good calves raised

by others, perhaps a notice of my steers will in-

terest some of your readers. They were sired by
my thoroiighl'red Durham bull out of Madonna
Sth, by John Dull, outof a native'or common cow.

My steers are now tea months old and Aveigh 1400

pounds, and are perfectly handy in or out of the
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yoke. They had the milk of one cow and 45
pounds of oil meal before the cow went to pasture,
and nothing but hay and grass afterwards, till the
second day of December, when the cow weaned
them. Since then they have had hay and one
quart of corn and cob meal each per day.

William F. Loomis.
Langdon, N. H., Jan. 17, lb69.

THE EARLY ROSE POTATO COOKED.

In reply to a correspondent in your last issue, in

regard to the cooking qualities of the "Early
Rose" potato, I can answer from personal experi-
ence with my neighbors who have tested their

merits. I procured ten pounds of seed and planted
the same every way as common sorts, except cut-

ting into single eyes. I found them much ahead
of any early sort we raised. I had good sized

tubers in two months from planting. The yield

was beyond my sanguine expectations, the ten
pounds giving a yield of 1575 pounds, equal to

26;^ bushels. They cook through very quick and
are every way a tirst-class table potato.

I have noticed an account of a test of several
very prominent varieties in New York, at the
house of B. K. Bliss. Of the several varieties

cooked at that trial, Early Rose was voted No. 1.

Hartford, Vt., Jan. 18, 1869. h. c. p.

8VPERPH0SPHATE.

Last spring I used one barrel of Bradley's Su-
perphosphate of Lime in planting corn. I then
purposed making an actual experiment so as to

know if the fertilizer was a protitable investment,
but in the hurry of harvest I failed to measure the
corn, so I do not possess the desired information.
Can some reader of the Farmer give it me from
actual experiment f I pronounce the fertilizer

good, but am impressed that it costs too much to

be prolitable. I paid three and one-half cents per
pound for mine. Why should it come so high ?

LciQester, R., Jan., 1869. w. 8. A.

A REMEDY FOR KICKING COWS.

Take a cord, make a loop in one end, and make
a ligure 8 around the hind legs above the gambrel
joint and draw tight, and you have a sure cure.

Bratllehoro', Vt., Dec. 28, 1868. s. M.

AGBICULTimAIi ITEMS,
—A cow gives richer milk when fat than wnen

poor.

—D. H. Thing, Esq., has been chosen a member
of the Maine State Board of Agriculture for the

next three years, by the agricultural societies of

Kennebec county.

—Mr. J. P. Douglas, of Middlebury, Vt., re-

cently forwarded 500 bushels of barley to market.

It was the first lot, says the Register, ever sent

from that station.

—Col. Marshall P. Wilder, President of the

American Pomological Society has appointed Sept.

15, 18G9, for the next meeting of the Association

in Philadelphia.

—The famous stallion General Knox has netted

his owner. Col. T, S. Lang, $60,000, and increased

the value of the horse stock of Maine many hun-

dred thousands.

—The lbllowing\ire the officers of the Sterling,

Mass., Farmers' Club :—President, James A. Pratt

;

Secretary, Ezra Sawyer; Treasurer, Wm. D. Peek,

with 127 members, at $1.00 per year. Meetings
well attended, A town fair is held each year.

Cash premiums last year $241.

—The old complaint of abortion in cows is al-

luded to by the New York papers. Out of one
dairy of twenty -five cows in Buel, Montgomery
Co., seven have recently aborted,

—The Mai7ie Farmer says that hops have been
selling at ten cents per pound in Oxford County

;

last year from forty-five to fifty-five cents. Pres-

ent prices do not pay for picking.

—Prof. Gamgee stated at the late meeting of the

American Dairyman's Association that he believed

that his process of preserving meat might be suc-

cessfully applied for preserving the flavor of cheese,

—A Mississippi correspondent of the Dixie Far-

mer says that on five or six contiguous plantations

where he knew there were nearly one thousand

negroes in 1860, one hundred cannot now he mus-
tered.

—Caleb N, Bement, widely known as a writer

on agricultural topics, and especially of late years

on subjects connected with poultry raising, died

at his residence in Poughkeepsie, Dec. 22d, in the

78th year of his age.

—At present the town of Andover, Vt., has no
lawyer or doctor, and but one clergyman, no store,

grocery, grist mill, and but one blacksmith shop,

yet over one hundred copies of agricultural papers

are taken by its 129 voters.

—In Paris, toads are sold at the rate of two
francs fifty centimes per dozen. The dealers keep

them in large tubs. Toads are also kept in vine-

yards, where they devour during the night millions

of insects that escape the pursuit of nociurnai birds,

—The following are officers of the Waldo County,

Me., Agricultural Society ; J. D. Tucker, President

;

D. L. Pitcher, Vinal Hill, Vice Presidents ; A. D.

Chase, Secretary and Treasurer; Wm. N. Hall, J.

P. Savery, N. W. Holmes, Joseph Ellis, Trustees.

—A correspondent of the Country Gentleman

says he finds a sure cure of chilblains in the use

of a decoction, made by putting five pounds of oak

bark in a kettle with three quarts water and boil-

ing down to one quart.

—There is more timber in Southern Minne.<^ota

than there was ten years ago. The prairie fires

are stopped by the roads and fields. Timber is too

valuable to be wasted and people guaid it with a

jealous eye.

—At the annual meeting of Springfield, Mass.,

Farmers' Club, the following officers were elected:

G. L. Cutler, President; Jas. Booth, Vice Presi-

dent; Henry M. Arms, Secretary; D. 0. Gill,

Treasurer,

—The editor of the California Farmer has re-

cently visited a farm, or "ranch," of 6000 to 8000

acres belonging to Wm. Bihler, who has recently

expended some $20,000 to $30,000 in draining Tula
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Lake, which formerly covered about 300 acres.

On the land thus drained monster potatoes have

been raised. Nine tubers presented to the editor

weighed twenty-five pounds and seven ounces

—

the largest five and a half pounds, and measuring

twenty-five inches.

—A stone at Metheun is situated in two States,

Massachusetts and New Hampshire ;, three coun-

ties, Rockingham and Hillsborough, N. H., and

Essex, Mass., and three towns, Salem and Pclham,

N. H., and Methuen, Mass.

—The Vermont State Journal says that Mr. Zal-

mon Pierce, of Calais, wintered two geese and a

gander, from which, the past season he raised 27

goslings. When fattened for market they weighed

278| lbs., bringing $55.65 ; 17 pounds of feathers

sold for ^21.25 ; total #76.90.

—It was recently stated in a discussion by the

Waltham, Mass., Agricultural Club, that a farmer

in HoUiston had raised cabbages on the same land

for fifteen successive years, and always success-

fully. He manures his land with common salt,

and watered the plants with lime.

—Four Norman Stallions were lately sold by

auction at Irwin Station, Ohio. They had recently

been imported, were six, four, four and three years

old, and brought $2,335, $2,475, $'2,925 and $1,500

respectively. All were purchased by parties in

Ohio.

—In reply to an inquiry of Edward Jennison,

of Winchester, N. H., at the New York Farmers'

Club, Wilson Isham, Watertown, N. Y., E. Coryell,

Hooper's Valley, N. Y., Lewis Andrews, West
Winstead, Conn., and C. C. Wyckoff of Skanea-

teles, all state that they have cows, born twins

with a bull calf, that bear young, and give milk

just like any cows.

—Timothy Mather, of Hartford, has sold to Mr.

Capen, of Bloomfield, Conn., four Short-horned

cattle,—the bull "Rosalind's Oxford," 6138, the

cow "Holiday, 2d" and calf, and a heifer from

"Holiday 4th." He has also bought the bull

"Ulysses," 6379, by "Brigand," 4598, out of

"Windsor Lass."

—California wheat is so dry, by origin and na-

ture, that in coming East through and into a

humid atmosphere, it gains greatly in weight by

absorption. This is an element of profit to ship-

pers. So with the flour, it will absorb twenty,

thirty, even forty pound more water per barrel

than our Eastern flour, and so the bakers gain

greatly in using it.

—At a Farmers' Club in Long Meadow, several

men gave their experience in cow feeding. Mr.
Allen said he had found that wheat shorts make
the sweetest milk, rye bran the whitest, Indian

meal the richest, and oil cake the most. Clover,

they thought, should be cut early, not mowed
away dry, but stored, a little damp, between layers

of rye straw. Four quarts of oil cake a day is too

much for a cow ; she will be likely to calve pre-

maturely.

—In his lecture on the breeding of the horse,

delivered at Manchester, N. H., last week, Col.

Lang, of North Vassalboro', Me., said the finest

gentlemen's horses be had ever seen were in

France. There breeding is carried as near per-

fection as possible in this class as well as in the

sporting horses, in which the French people seem

to be much interested, and bid fair to beat the

world.

—The medical journals report the case of Mr.

Eli Townsend, Montgomery, Ala., who treated a

horse having the glanders. Mr. Townsend had, at

the time, a scratch upon one of his hands, through

which his system became inoculated with the poi-

son, and after great sufi'erirg, he died in fifteen

days from the beginning of the attack. A similar

case has recently occurred in the City of New York,

where the disease is very prevalent among horses.

—An American Jersey Cattle Club has been

formed by the election of Samuel J. Harpless, St.

Road Station, Chester County, Penn., as Presi-

dent { Thomas J.Hand, Sing Sing, N. Y., Treas-

urer ; Geo. E. Waring, Newport, 11. 1., Secretary.

Thomas Motley, Jamaica Plain, Mass., S. W.
Robbins, Weathersfield, Conn., are announced as

members.

—Mr. J. Harris, of Rochester, N. Y., author of

"Walks and Talks on the Farm," in the Afnerican

Agriculturist, and one of the Professors in the

New York Agricultural College, said in a late ar-

ticle, "It is more important for a farmer to know
how to get out stones, and to have energy and de-

termination enough to do it, than it is to know all

about the absorptive power of soils."

—The Maine Farmer says that Mr. Drewry N.

White, one of the farmers of Dixfield, made the

past season over three tons of cheese from twenty-

two cows. This will amount, at eighteen cents

per pound, the price at which he sets it, to $1,075.00.

He raised seventy-five bushels of beans—enough

to constitute him deaoon for seven years—dried

1200 pounds of apple, and raised thirty-five bush-

els of wheat on one and one-fourth acres of land.

Windsor County, Vt.—At the late meet-

ing of this Society, the committee on farms

awarded the first premium to John Miller, of

East Barnard, and the second to Elisha S.

Gallup, of Woodstock.

The first premium on Spring wheat, yield

22 bushels to the acre, $10 was awarded to

John Brockway, of Pomfret.

To T. L. Slayton, of Hartland, was awarded

the first premium, $10, on corn, yield 90 5-7

bushels. The second premium, $5, was

awarded to Solomon Woodward, Woodstock,

yield 79^ bushels'.
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A MODEL BAMN.

We have the pleasure of presenting our

readers a Perspective View and Ground Plan

of a Barn 36 by 60 feet, for a Hay Barn, Car-

riage Room, Granary, &c., with a Cow Stable,

33 feet square, with a cellar underneath for

manure ; the entrance to the cellar is at the

south end.

We have long been of the opinion that there

is scarcely any one thing in which the farmer

is directly interested, that so much needs

improvement as the Barn. It is an append-

age to the farm of the first importance, requir-

ing so much time to be spent in it, both win-

ter and summer, and having such an intimate

relation to the profits upon the stock sheltered

under its roof, that it is somewhat strange so

few good barns are erected, and stranger still,

that so few reaWy good models ure to be found.

Several years ago we built a barn of the

best materials, and as we then supposed

upon the most approved plan, for the stowage

of fodder and the comfort and convenience of

the cattle and those who were to attend them.

It has its ample cellar, ventilator, doors mov-

ing on rollers, «S;c. In its construction we
certainly gained two points, viz. : a fine ^lace

to manufacture manure, and a pretty equal

temperature for the stock. The space for

stowing hay, however, is cut into too many

parts, affording only scant room and requiring

a great deal of labor in the busy season of

haying to stow it away. The breath from the

cattle, together with the vapor arising from

the manure, which defies all attempts to keep

it below the floor if the cellar is warm, covers

not only the floor over the cellar, but the

beams and the whole under side of the roof,

with pearly, trickling drops for weeks togethef

during the winter.

If the doors are thrown open in order to

evaporate this moisture, we lose the benefits

we have been seeking in making a tight barn,

by reducing the temperature so much that cat-

tle require more food, while the effect is to

reduce the flow of the milk in the cows.

We could refer the reader to barns built in
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the most thorough manner, but lacking the

proper ventilation, where the timbers over the

cellar have become so weakened and dead in

a few years as to snap square off like pipe

stems, and the shingles of the roof flying by

dozens at every fresh gust of wind.

The plan presented above seems to come

nearer to the wants of the farmer, where he

must build on level ground, than any plan we

have ever seen. It has this merit, also, that

a cheap barn may as well be constructed in

this manner as an expensive one.

The drive way for the hay barn is on the

south side, throughout the length of the barn,

having a bay for hay 24 feet deep ; height of

posts 19 feet. The scaffolding over the barn

floor in the two first sections to be 14 feet in

the clear—the third and fourth sections to be

eleven and a half feet in the clear, the remain-

der 14 feet.

C, Carriage room ; B, bay for hay ; D, drive

way ; O, grain and meal bins ; P, passage way

between cow stables ; >S^, stalls for cows ; H,

horse stable ; T, trench behind cows ; F, stair-

way. This plan is to have three windows of

twelve lights, ten by fourteen glass, to each, on

the front or west end ; also two of the same

size in the opposite gable end. Two windows

in each side of the stable, of six lights each, ten

by fourteen, with a blind slide with each sash.

All outside doors put on rollers ; two skylights

in the roof of stable to serve as ventilators.

One grand object to be obtained is to sepa-

rate the cattle stable from the hay barn, by

sliding doors above and below, to prevent the

hay being damaged by the vapor and ammonia

which are constantly arising from the cellar.

A small barrow of some simple construction,

on a truck, to convey the hay to the feeding

passage will save much time in feeding.

Many large and valuable barns have been

much damaged by being placed over a manure

cellar without proper ventilation.
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AGRICULTUBE IW MASSACHUSETTS.
T IS well for people in the

various pursuits of life, and

in all localities, to contrast

occasionally the present with

the past, and to inquire

whether they are making

progress, and if so, in what

respects, and to what causes

such progress is owing. .We

propose at this time to con-

sider the question. Has

there been any improvement

in agriculture in Massachu-

setts within the last twenty years ?

Twenty years ago^ there were good farmers

in Massachusetts. Some attention was being

paid to draining. Some good stock had been

imported, and there were many good cattle,

especially Short-horns, in the State. The im-

portations of the Society for the Promotion of

Agriculture had scattered the progeny of this

stock into every part of the Commonwealth.

A good deal of attention was paid to the

subject of ploughing. Fifty years ago, the

first ploughing match had been held by the

Massachusetts Society, at Brighton ; and from

that time much thought has been given to the

construction of ploughs. There were Instances

of high farming to be found within the State.

The market gardeners of Brighton, Roxbury

and Dorchester, composted large quantities of

manure. Mr. Quincy and others had com-

menced the practice of soiling cows.

But these Improvements had not been gen-

erally adopted by the farmers. They were

moving in the old ruts that had been worn by

their fathers. The average crop of corn did

not exceed thirty bushels to the acre. The

grass crop did not exceed one ton. A large

part of the cattle consisted of the old unim-

proved stock. There were few barn cellars

and but little compost was made. Many of the

old ploughs were In use, and draining was but

little practiced. Most of the farm work was

done by oxen. Good horses were the excep-

tion, and not the rule. Summer seeding of

of grass land was almost unknown. But little

attention was paid to gardening among far-

mers, and their families were very scantily sup-

plied with the better kinds of fruits and vege-

tables.

In almost all these respects there has been

a marked Improvement throughout the State.

We have now a noble stock of cattle. Every-

where are found Durhams, Ayrshlres and Al-

derneys, or their grades. Poor and inferior

cows are considered a disgrace to every farm.

A better class of horses is found on the farms

and on the roads. Horses have very exten-

sively taken the place of oxen on the farms,

and universally on the roads. Better farm im-

plements, as ploughs, harrows, shovels, spades,

hoes, forks and rakes, are everywhere seen.

Better wagons, carts, and vehicles for riding

are universal, and a great amount of labor that

was forjnerly done by the hand is now done by

the horse. The mowing machine and horse

rake are in general use, and the horse pitch-

fork and tedder are being introduced upon the

large farms. Barn cellars are fast increasing

In number. The practice of composting barn

manure with muck or loam is generally adopt-

ed. The summer seeding to grass Is becoming

quite common. Draining is practiced to a

considerable extent. Fruit raising, especially

of pears and small fruits, has greatly increased,

and much more attention is paid to the kitchen

garden than formerly.

Artificial manures are used to some extent

In addition to the greater quantity of manure

now made on the farm. More roots are raised

and fed to cows. Partial soiling Is practiced

to a great extent. More hay cutters are used,

and more attention is paid to the winter feed-

ing of stock, and as a consequence of this,

more manure is made, and of better quality.

The result of all this is that the quantity of

hay has greatly increased and Is of a much

better quality. We think that the quantity of

English hay has been doubled in the last

twenty years. It Is generally cut earlier and

cured better than even a few years ago. The

farmers are everywhere learning that the

more completely the hay retains the qual-

ity of grass, the better food it is for cattle.

The corn crop has Increased by from five to

ten bushels per acre. In no State in the

Union does corn yield more bushels to the

acre than in Massachusetts. The quantity

of milk has greatly Increased, and that much

more than in proportion to the Increase in the

number of cows ; showing that cows are better

and better kept.

The farm-houses and barns are very much

Improved all over the State, and are much bet-

ter furnished than they were even twenty

years ago. Farmers and their families are
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better fed and clothed, and educational priv-

ileges are greatly increased, and with them a

taste for reading. Agricultural, and other

daily or weekly papers, are generally read by

the farming population. Music and the means

of social improvement are much more common

than in the past generation. And yet there is

probably no better farming now than could

have been found in exceptional instances

twenty years ago. But the improvement is

now more general. The example of the pro-

gressive men has been imitated by the mass.

That which was looked upon as a doubtful ex-

periment a few years ago is now adopted as

the common practice. What was the excep-

tion is now the rule.

We will refer to a few of the more obvious

causes to which these changes for the better

are due. The encouragement afforded to ag-

riculture by the State, and the tfforts of agri-

cultural associations, have done much to bring

them about. Much is due to the great im-

provements which have been made in the me-

chanic arts, by which farm implements have

been multiplied and materially improved.

Work is now done by them more easily,

more rapidly, and more perfectly. This has

contributed greatly to facilitate labor and re-

lieve the drudgery of the farm. We are dis-

posed to attribute the improved condition of

farming very largely to this cause.

But the increased and increasing intelligence

of all classes of the community, and the greater

attention that is paid to the natural sciences

and the application of science to art, are the

great causes that are bringing about these re-

sults. Books, periodicals, discussions in far-

mers' clubs, and above all, the agricultural pa-

pers have awakened the attention of the agri-

cultural community, and given to the minds of

farmers an activity formerly unknown. Other

causes have had much influence, such as greater

facilities of transportation, local markets grow-

ing out of the manufacturing establishments

which have sprung up in every part of the

State, and better prices for all descriptions of

produce. These render agriculture more im-

mediately remunerative, and have led to im-

portant changes in the prbduets, as well as in

the methods of culture.

MAINE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.
The annual session of this Board commenced

at Augusta, January 20th. The meetings

of this Board have for several years past been

conducted with a plan and system far in ad-

vance of those of any other agricultural Board

or association of farmers in the country.

They are continued through two weeks. At

the morning session of the first day the fol-

lowing elections were made :

—

Pi-esiilent—Hon. Samuel 'WasBon of Ellsworth.
Vice President—Hon. Heth Scammon of Soarboro'.
Secretary—a. L. Goodale of Saco.
Messenger—A. R. Boardman of South Norridgework.

The last Maine Farmer contains a report of

the proceedings of the first five days' session,

during which essays were had on a great varie-

ty of subjects, generally followed by discus-

sions.

In connection with the regular meetings ofthe

Board, there were this year a Potato Exhibition,

the annual meeting of the State Agricultural

Society, and a general Farmers' Convention,

on the plan of the New Hampshire meeting,

all of which occurred during the two weeks' ses-

sion of the State Board.

At the annual meeting of the State Agricul-

tural Society the following officers were elect-

ed for the ensuing year :

—

President—Hon. Peth Scammon, Scarboro',
S cretary—B. L Boardman, Augusta,
Treasurei—Wm. E. Moril:», Ponlaiid.
Trustees—"W&Tran Ptrcival, Vassilboro', Samuel

WaBson, Ellsworth.

It is said that there are 5000 species of but-

terflies known to naturalists, 900 of which are

inhabitants of North America.

For the New England Farmer,

FAIRFIELD, ME.
FarmB—Buildings—8' ock— Top-dressing with Sheep^

Seed Potatoes—Use of touperphosphate, &c.

This township is situated on the west side of

the Kennebec river, and is one of the southern

towns in Somerset County. Its area is about

48 square miles. The surface is generally

quite level, though the western part is some-

what rocky ; but the fat sheep which are raised

there suggest the old proverb, "The nearer

the bone the sweeter the meat."
Generally the farms are good and the build-

ings substantial,—many of them tasty and
furnished with modern conveniences, not to

say luxuries. The barns are large, well ar-

ranged, and filled with hay, grain, &c., and

with all kinds of stock, of the best kinds.

Farmers here very justly pride themselves on

raising nicely-matched and well-trained work-

ing oxen. Their other stock is also very fine.

One man in North Fairfield, Mr. T. Janes,

told me that he sold a two-year-old steer that

dressed 1300 lbs., and a heifer of the same
age for $00. He has now an April calf that

girths 4 feet 10 inches. His cattle are all of
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the old-fashioned stock. It is no uncommon
thing to find April and May calves that girth

4^ feet, and over.

Mr. Lewis Beal informed me that in the fall

of 1867 he tried top-dressing with sheep, as

has been recommended by a correspondent of

the Farmer. His hurdle or pen was 30 feet

square, in which he yarded 160 sheep four

nights in a place, when the hurdle was re-

moved to another spot. Last summer he cut

the first crop of grass on the land thus top-

dressed quite early, as it was lodging badly on
account of the great growth. He took four

racks, eighteen feet long and well filled, from
an acre. On the second mowing he took more
hay from this land than ever grew there any
preceding year. Besides which, it produced
a large growth of fall feed. Some of his

neighbors contend that he merely robbed
Peter to pay Paul, inasmuch as he took or kept

from his pastures whatever was added to the

meadow. To this he replies that his sheep in-

variably seek the same shady side of some
ledge, fence, stump or tree, where a large

share of their droppings are wasted.

Potatoes are largely cultivated in this town,

and are one of its principal market crops. As
has been recommended in the Farmer, many
here plant the butt end of the potato after cut-

ting off the seed end. The tops of the pota-

toes in a field thus planted appear light, and to

an unpracticed eye they look discouraging all

through the season. But, on digging, the re-

sult is entirely satisfactory as to yield, size of

tuber and exemption from disease. Many
have been successful in the use of superphos-

phate in the cultivation of potatoes. Barn
manure excites too large a growth of tops, and
induces disease in the potatoes. The plan

here is to plant potatoes with superphosphate

alone one year, and the next year put in the

manure liberally and seed down to grass. It

is no uncommon thing to find farmers here

with from 1000 to 1500 bushels of potatoes on
hand, waiting for a favorable market.

There are six post-offices in the town, but

the largest village is Kendall's Mills, where
there are some dozen stores, several manufac-
turing establishments, mills, «&c. The rail-

road accommodations are very good, and a

new one to pass through the west part of the

town is expected to be in running order by the

fourth of July next. Zen.
Fairfield, Me., Jan. 4, 1869.

FEEDING OFF APTERMA-TH.

It is a very common practice with farmers,

to reserve their meadow feed until very late

in the fall, even so near to winter that the

frost has taken nearly all the succulent and
nutritious properties out of it; but, by this

mode of management, very little benefit is re-

ceived, and in many cases great injury is done.

Some advocate, however, tliat aftermath should

not be fed off at all, but left as a shield and

mulch for the roots ; but from our own expe-
rience, we do not believe meadows are in-

jured by being pastured in the fall, if it is

done at the right time, and by certain animals.

Meadows are injured by horses and sheep
late in the season ; for after the blades of the

grass are killed, these animals will nip close

to get sweet feed. They should never be al-

lowed upon mowing land after the grass has
stopped growing, not even in winter when the

earth is frozen, for they will then gnaw to the

very roots.

Horned cattle are really the only fit animals

for the meadow, and they should be turned in

while the feed is good, and removed as soon
as the earth becomes moist enough for their

feet to break the sod. In this way, a profit

may be derived on one hand, without any loss

attending it on the other, and sufficient pro-

tection left for the roots. Timothy, and many
.other grasses which are common, take strong

hold upon the soil, and are difficult to eradi-

cate, and for this reason farmers abuse their

fields.

Close feeding kills out here and there a lit-

tle, and mosses, with other foreign matters,

work in so gradually that it is for a few years

hardly noticeable, but eventually the meadow
has to be ploughed up and re-stocked, because

a paying yield of grass is not received.

Now all this results from injudicious man-
agement ; for we know of many meadows which

yield heavy crops every year, of the best

quality of grass, that have never been ploughed

or re-seeded since the land was cleared nearly

half a century ago. They have always been

pastured in early fall, never fed close, and

have occasionally received a top-dressing of

barnyard manure.

—

Ohio Farmer.

From the Independent.

A LITTLE MAIDEN'S SONO- TO HEB
DOLLY.

Lie down, little Dclly, quite still on my lap,

While I hasten to put on your ni^ht giwn and cap;
You have been wide awake tliis whole tileesed day—
LoBg enough, I am sure, for a Dolly to play.

The sun has gone down full two hours ago;
' ris long past your bed-time, you very well know

;

The bright stars are peopirg from out the cliar skies;

Then go to sleep, iJolly—come, shut your blue eyes.

There I a soft little pillow lies under your head
;

Had ever a Dolly a cozier bed ?

I will covtr you up, so warm and so n'cc

—

Then stop y.our cries, Dolly, hush I hush ! in a trice.

Mamma says the flowers were asleep long ago

—

Sweet roses, pure lilies, their heads drooping low;
Blip paj'fl 'tis a li't son for me and for yon,
That children and dollies should be asleep too.

Ilark I Susan is calling, now out gaes the light

;

I will tuck you up stiugly, then kiss you goo i night.

'Tis time you were elcepmg; for do you rot know
That the dear little birds went to bed long ago ?
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[Copied by permiaeion from Appleton's Juvenile Annual.1

MOKE HASTE, LESS SPEED.

"Shall I reach Tournay to-night before the

gates are shut?" asked a wagoner, who was
driving an empty cart drawn by a pair of
horses at great speed, of another whom he
passed driving a similar vehicle slowly along a
high-road in France. "Shall I be able to get

there to-night before they shut the gates .^"

he repeated, impatiently.

"Yes, you'll be in plenty of time if you
drive slowly," replied the second wagoner

;

and he proceeded on bis way, while the first

drove rapidly by, exclaiming :

"A pretty way to get to one's destination

—

to drive slowly and waste time on the road !

No, no, that won't suit me ! I'll go as fast as

my horses can lay legs to the ground." And
he shook the reins and urged his horses to

still greater speed.

Meanwhde the driver who had given him
the good advice proceeded slowly on his way.
Presently he noticed that one of his horses
bad lost a nail from one of its shoes.

"This won't do," said the driver; "best
remedy a small evil at once."
So he drove on as carefully as possible,

lest the shoe that was clap-clapping in a loose
manner on the road should fall off altogether.

And at the next smithy he baked, and un-
harnessed the good old horie from the wagon.

|

The smith brought out his tools, and in a few
minutes honest Ball's shoe was fixed on as

tight as ever. [/See engraving ]
"Only a quarter of an hour lost," he said,

"but we can move all the more briskly for

the delay ; so here we start again."

Thus he went on steadily and perseveringly,

and arrived at Tournay a full quarter-hour

before the gates were shut.

And how fared it with the other wagoner
who could not afford to go steadily, lest he
should arrive too late ? Listen, and you shall

hear.

He drove on, increasing his speed as the

time wore on. Presently he noticed that one
of his horses began to limp,

"Fooliih beast!" he said, "who is to get

down now, I wonder, to look after your ail-

ments.!* If you've a stone in your foot, you
may shake it out again as best you can. I

cannot afford to wait for you to-day."

And he gave the poor horse a loud crack

with the whip on the back, so that it gave a

plunge, and stumbled on faster than before.

The horse began to limp more than ever.

The stone was still there, and the hoof was
becoming bruised and sore ; but the wagoner
would not stop a moment. But now a rough
piece of road is to be traversed, surely our
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driver will check his speed here, and proceed
slowly ? But no ; he only thinks of getting

to his destination as quickly as possible. He
urges on his horses ; the poor beast who has

fallen lame gives a de-perate plunge, and
falling down, breaks the pole of the wagon
asunder.

No thought now of reaching Tournay that

night. The best thing to be done is to seek

assistance at the next farm-house, and go in

quest of a carpenter or wheelwright to mend
the broken pole. And the wheelwright, when
he comes, says that the necessary repairs will

occupy at least twenty-four hours, and that

he cannot drive his wagon into Tournay until

the second day afcer the accident.

Then the driver wished he had taken the

advice of his comrade, and made less haste in

the first instance to get on ; and he under-
stood how much truth there is in the saying,

''The more haste, the less speed.''''

A BMALIi BOY'S COMPOSITION.
Corns are of all kinds. Vegetable and ani-

mal. Vegetable corn grows in rows and ani-

mal corn grows on toes. There are several

kinds of corn ; there is unicorn, Capricorn,

corn-dodgers, field corn, and toe corn, which
is the corn you feel the most. It is said, I be-

lieve, that gophers like corn ; but persons
having corns do not like to "go far," if they

can help it. Corns have kernels, and some
colonels have corns. Vegetable corn grows
on ears, but animal corn grows on the feet at

the other end of the body. Another kind of

corn is acorn ; these grow on oaks, but there

is a hoax about the corn. The acorn is a corn

with an indefinite article, but the corn is very
definite indeed. Try it and see. Many a man
when he has a corn wishes it were an acorn.

Folks that have corns sometimes send for

a doctor, and if the doctor himself is corned,

he would probably do as well as if he isn't.

The doctors say corns are produced by^ tight

boots or shoes, which is probably the reason
why when a man is tight they say he is corned.

If a farmer manages well he can get a good
deal of corn on one acre, but I know a farmer
that has a corn that makes the biggest acher on
his farm. The bigger crop of vegetable corn

a man raises the better he likes it, but the

bigger crop of animal corn he raises the better

he does not like it. Another kind of corn is

corn dodger. The way it is made is very

simple, and is as follows (that is if you want
to know :) You go along a street and meet a

man you know has a corn, and is a rough
character, then you step on the toe that you
know has the corn on it, and see if you don't

have occasion to dodge. In that way you
will find out what a corn dodger is.

Character.—Have you ever watched an
icicle as it formed ? You noticed how it froze

one drop at a time, the icicle remained clear

and sparkling brightly in the sun ; but if the

water were but slightly muddy the icicle look-

ed foul, and its beauty was spoiled. Just so

our characters are forming. One little thought
or feeling at a time adds its influence. If

every thought be pure and right, the soul will

be lovely and will sparkle with happiness ; but

if impure and wrong, there will be a final de-

formity and wretchedness.

^abks' gcparlment*

THE PERPLEXED HOUSE-KEEPElhe'\
SOIilLOQUY. fit

BY MRS. F. D. GAGE.

I wish I bad a dozen pairs.

Of hands, tbia very minute

;

,

I'd eoon put all these things to rights

—

How shall I e'er begin it ?

Here's a big washing to be done,
One pair of hands to do it,

Sheets, shirts and stockings, coats and pants,

How will I e'er get through it, ?

Dinner to get for sis or more,
No loaf left o'er from Sunday;

And baby cross as he can live,

He's always so on Monday.

And there's the cream, 'tis getting sour,

And must forthwith be churning.

And here's Bob wants a button on

—

Which way shall I be turning ?

'Tis time the meat was in the pot.

The bread was worked for baking.

The clothes were taken from the boil

—

Oh dearl the baby's waking!

Hush, baby dear I there, hush-sh-sh I

I wish he'd sleep a little,

'Till I could run and get some wood,
To hurry up the tetile.

Oh dear I oh dear 1 if P but comes
And finds things in this pother,

He'll just begin and tell me all

About his tidy mother 1

How nice her kitchen used to be,

Her dinner always ready,
Exactly when the noon btll rang

—

Hush, hush, dear little Freddy.

And then will come some hasty word,
Right out before I'm thinkiusr,

—

They say that hasty words from wives,

Set sober men to drinking.

Now isn't that a great idea.

That men should take to sinning.

Because a weary, half-sick wife.

Can't always smile so winning ?

When I was young I used to earn
My living without trouble,

Had clothes and pocket money, too,

And hours of leisure double.

I never dreamed of such a f.ite.

When I, a lass I was courted

—

Wife, motber, nurse, seamstress, cook, housekeeper,
chumbermaiJ, laundress, dairy woman, and scrub
gericrally, doing the work of six

For the sake of being supported I
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HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.

CONTRIBUTED FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER,

Mr. Editor :—Being interested in this de-

partment of your paper and often getting val-

uable hints therefrom, I would like to submit

the following receipts for the trial of all house-

keepers who read the Farmer :

—

Brown Bread.

Indian meal, two cups ; rye meal, one cup
;

flour, one cup ; molasses, one-half cup ; two

cups sour milk or buttermilk, in which dissolve

one teaspoonful of saleratus ; salt. Boil or

steam five hours. Set in the oven a little

while before putting on the table.

Suet Pudding.

Take six ounces each of chopped apples,

suet, raisins and bread. Boil three hours.

Serve with sauce—butter and sugar beaten to

a froth.

Sponge Cake.

One cup of sugar ; three eggs ; two table-

spoonsful cream ; one and one-half cups flour

;

one teaspoonful cream of tartar ; one-half tea-

spoonful saleratus.

Lemon Pie or Tarts.

One lemon ; two eggs ; one cup sugar.

Grate the peel, and sqeeze in the juice. Beat

all well together.

Another, more economical : Two lemons
;

two eggs ; three-fourths cup water ; three-

fourths cup milk ; one cup molasses ; one

cup sugar ; one cup chopped raisins. Prepare

the lemon the same as above. m. p. b.

Somerset, Mass., Jan. 5, 18G9.

Ciiu^K Ribs of Beef, with Vegetables.
—There is hardly a greater error, for modest
households, than preferring the best pieces of
inferior animals to the cheap bits of bits of
excellent beeves, calves or sheep. Any one
who can and will followmy prescription to-day
will be abundantly convinced of this.

Try to buy the chuck-ribs of a fine beef
and prepare as follows :

—

Cbuck-ribs and vegetables,— divide the
piece of beef if too large. Place the whole
in a pot or earthen jar, surrounded or covered
with coarse salt ; cover the pot, and leave for
five or six days.

To cook, relieve It of the salt ; wash slightly

in soft water and set it to cook in a large ket-

tle or earthenware pot, without too much wa-
ter; when the foam has risen, season with a
little onion stuck over with cloves and with a
bay leaf; let it boil an hour, then stir in plenty
of (blanched) cabbage, carrots, turnips, po-

tatoes, etc., and allow them to cook gently
until done.
At the time of serving, make a butter-sauce

without browning it too much, mixing it with
the remains of water in which the beef and
vegetables were cooked ; season with salt and
pepper, if necessary. Let it simmer down,
and serve in a large dish, the vegetables be-

neath, the meat upon them, a part of the sauce
poured over, and the rest in a boat.

To Freshen Salt Fish—Many persons

who are in the habit of freshening mackerel,

or other salt fish, never dream that there is a
right and a wrong way to do it. Any person
who has seen the process of evaporation going
on at the salt works, knows that the salt falls

to the bottom. Just so it is in the pan where
your mackerel or white fish lies soaking; and,

as it lies with the skin down, the salt will fall

to the skin, and there remain ; when, if placed
with the flesh side down, the salt falls to the

bottom of the pan, and the fish comes out
freshened as it should be. In the other case

it is nearly as salt as when put in.

GLOSS ON" SILK.

The method of giving an artificial gloss to

the woven pieces was invented in 1663. The
discovery of the method was due to pure
hazard. Octavio Mey, a merchant of Lyons,
being one day in deep meditation, mechani-
cally put a small bunch of silk threads into his

mouth and began to chew them. On taking

them out again into his hand, he was struck

by the peculiar lustre they had acquired, and
was not a little astonished to find that this

lustre continued to adhere to the threads even

after they bad dried. He at once bethought

him that there was a secret worth unravelling

in this fact, and being a man of wits, he set

himself to study the question. The result of
his experiments was the procede de lusirage,

or "glossing method." The manner of im-

parting the artificial gloss has, like all other

details of the weaving art, undergone certain

changes in the course of years. At present

it is done in this wise : Two rollers, revolving

on their axes, are set up a few feet from the

ground, and at about 10 yards, in a straight

line, from each other. Round the first of

these rollers is wound the piece of silk of 20,

40, or 100 metre's length, as the case may be.

Ten yards of the silk are then unwound and
fixed by means of a brass rod in a groove on
the second roller, care being taken to stretch

the silk between the two cylinders as tightly

as possible. A workman with a thin blade of

metal in his hand daintly covers the upper-

most side of the silk (that which will form the

inside of the piece) with a coating of gum.
On the floor under the outstretched silk is a

small tramway, upon which runs a sort of ten-

der filled with glowing coals. As fast as one
man covers the silk with gum, another works
the tender up and down so as to dry the mu-
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cilage before it has had time to penetrate the

texture. This is a very delicate operation

;

for if, on the one hand the gum is allowed to

run through the silk, or if on the other, the

coals are kept too long under one place, the
piece is spoiled. In the first instance it would
be stained beyond power of cleaning, and in

the second it would be burned. None but
trusty workmen are confided with this task,

and even with the most proved hands there is

sometimes damage. When ten yards of the

piece have been gummed and. dried they are

rolled round the second cylinder, and ten

more are unwound. This is repeated till the

end. But the silk, with its coating of dry
gum, is then stiff to the touch and crackles

like cream-laid note-paper when folded. To
make it soft and pliant again, it is rolled

anew some six or seven times under two dif-

ferent cylinders, one of which has been
warmed by the introduction of hot coals in-

side, and this is suflicient to give it that

bright, iiew look which we all so much admire
in fresh silk.

—

Cornhill Magazine.

OLD MAIDS.

There is a stigma of reproach cast upon the

term "old maid"—too often justly so, I ad-

mit. But where does the fault lie .'' I know
two women who may be cast in this category

—

unmarried, forty years old, or thereabouts.

Both are of good family, the daughters of
wealthy men. The one, some dozen years

ago, finding, as no sensible woman can fail to

find, that fashionable life had nothing in it to

satisfy her, made a stand for herself. She
told her family that she must have a life of

her own. She had no especial gifts, except a
remarkable aptitude for business, inherited

from her father. In a quiet way she had
turned her attention to fruit-growing, a branch
of industry offering many attractions to her,

and into that business she determined to en-

ter. Fortunately she had sufficient money
left her by her grandfather, to be able to

carry out her plans, despite the sneers of her
fashionable acquaintance, and the objections

and obstacles raised by the home circle. She
established herself on a fruib-farm in the west-

ern part of this State. Her work prospered.
Now she is the owner of several hundred
acres, and has constant and remunerative oc-

cupation of a kind agreeable to her. After a
few years her father died, and, instead of the
rich man he was estimated, he was found to

be bankrupt. This daughter had a comforta-
ble home and sup])ort to offer her mother and
invalid sister. She has quite a settlement of
work people, men and women, to whom she
and her sister minister in various ways. In
fact, she lives a life which is useful to others

and develops her own powers, and in the con-
sciousness of that she finds happiness and
peace.

—

LippincoWs Magazine.

AN IHISH STEW.
On a cold winter's day an Irish stew is a

very toothsome thing. Many compounds call-

ed by the name are not the real thing, and
we have seen heterogeneous mixtures of beef
and various vegetables served as Irish stew.

You can no more make Irish stew out of
beef than you can pea soup of pebbles.

Mutton is the basis ; beef makes a good
stew, but it isn't "raale Irish." Then thb
stew is not only good but economical, as the

neck piece of mutton is the part generally

preferred. Cut the neck into chops, and
wash if bloody. Two and a half pounds of
mutton require eight good-sized potatoes,

four small onions, and a quart of water.

Now in the cooking judgment is required ; the

meat must be thoroughly done, so as to leave

the bone readily, for picking is a part of the

pleasure in eating the stew, and the potatoes

must be cooked to that point at which they

are just ready to go to pieces and have ab-

sorbed a good part of the gravy. So if the

meat appears at all tough, it had better be
steweci awhile by itself ; then add the pota-

toes cut in thick slices, the onions, and pepper
and salt. It is to be served very hot, as it is

apt to be very rich with fat, and mutton fat

hardens readily. This is, of course, not a
dish for those who cannot tolerate fat ; but

most persons who take much exercise in cold

weather actually need a good share of fatty

food.
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ASPECTS AND DUTIES OF APRIL.

Oflf where the steep bank fronts the southern sky,
By lanes or brooks where sunbeams love to lie,

A cowslip-peep will open, faintly coy,
Soon seen and gathered by a wandering boy.

—

Clare,

F ALL the months, April

is the most inspiring.

Not because it has the

most pleasing character,

the softest airs, the love-

-'^liest flowers and richest

perfumes. Not these,

nor pleasant walks, nor

charming rural drives.

The word April means

"to open." It is the

month when the earth

opens her bosom again,

and invites the husband-

man forth to cast seed

into her warm embrace, Avhere it shall fruc-

tify and bear him fruit abundantly. It is

juvenile and fickle, we admit. "Fickle as a

fond maiden with her first lover ; coying it

with the young sun till he withdraws his beams

from her, and then weeping till she gets them

back again." April puts a spirit of youth in

everything. All nature is animated anew.

The cocks crow, hens cackle, cows low and

lambs bleat. The earth puts on a new man-

tle. Hardy flowers peep out in the moist

valleys, and those more tender, in sunny

nooks on the hills, -flanked by the green and

tender young grass. The mosses on the rocks

throw out their tiny blossoms, and try to per-

fect themselves and thus continue their kind,

before May suns may be too fervent for them.

There is a time for all things ; so in April

there is a best time to do certain things which

are peculiarly ours, as farmers, to do. One
is to complete a plan—if not already done

—

for all the operations of our spring and sum-

mer work, so that there shall be no doubting

or halting as to what lands are to be ploughed,

what crops put in, what buildings or fences

erected or repaired, and what help shall be

depended upon to perform the work. Some
may say that "suflicient unto the day is the

evil thereof." But labor is noi an evil ; it is

a blessing, and that blessing may be greatly

multiplied to each one of us by finding it in

a well-regulated business,—in a complete sys-

tem in all our labors. Then each duty may
be performed in its own appropriate time,

and its work done and out of the way of other

work that will naturally succeed it.

Another duty is to look to the condition 0/

the higlmays, and see that all labor needed

upon them is done in the month of April,

Most of the highway surveyors are farmers.

They do not disturb the soil of their fields

while in a wet and heavy state, because they

know it will have a strong tendency to , make
it compact, and greatly increase the labor of

cultivating it through the summer. For this

reason, therefore, April is the time to repair

the highways. A dollar judiciously expended
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upon a road now, will be worth as much as

two dollars will if expended upon it in

June, or at any time when the soil is in a

dry and mealy condition. Besides this, <he

opportunity in early April is more favorable

for the firmer than in May or June. His bu-

siness is not so pressing, his teams are stronger

and can be better spared from the farm.

When the work is done in April, the earth is

not only moist on the surface, but the mois-

ture extends through it all for several feet

downward, so that it has a strong tendency in

itself to pack, and when driven over by ani-

mals and teams, soon becomes so firm as to

make it hard and even through all the coming

summer. If left to the last of May or into

June, gravel or sand hauled upon the road is

displaced by every passing team, and thus be-

comes a perpetual nuisance and an unneces-

sary source of cost.

Another April duty, and one sadly neglected

by many farmers, is that of getting manures

into a position where they can be overhauled,

moderately fermented and made fine. They

do not reflect that hard lumps of earth are of

little more consequence to plants than so many

stones. Roots only take in ntjurishment that

is in a state of solution. That is, the soil

itself should be in fine particles and the manure

that is added in same condition ; then when

water percolates through them it extracts their

nutritive properties and holds them in solution.

The soil and manure being fine and loose, the

tender roots of plants easily find their way

among them, and at the same time the mois-

ture which has extracted nutrition from them

is holding it for the roots as they pass along.

It would seem from this that one cord of ma-

nure in a fine condition would be of more ser-

vice than two or three would in a coarse,

lumpy state. Those, therefore, who are defi-

cient in the quantity of manure they would

like to use, may find relief by examining and

tei^ting this matter in this spring's operation

on their farms. There are many other things

wjich can better be done in April than at any

other time. The observing farmer will see

that they are not postponed until "another

time."

—Equal quantities of powdered alum and com-

mon salt, well mixed together will often cure the

toothache when it will not yield to most other

remedies.

HOKSE BREEDING IN VERMONT.
Did you ever look into the pigeon holes of

an editor, or realize how many excellent arti-

cles he reads over but is obliged to defer their

publication to a more convenient season. The
essay on Raising Horses by Hon. T. S. Lang,

read at the Maine Farmers' Convention was
laid aside for this purpose, and now wc have

in the Rutland Herald an essay on Horses

read at the late annual meeting of the Ver-

mont State Agricultural Society, by Tj. T.

Tucker, Esq., of South Royalton, Vt., in

which he considers, 1, What Vermont Horses

have been ; 2. What they now are ; 3. What
they ought to be ; 4. How to make them such.

We regret our inability to publish either of

these documents entire, at present.

In a late discussion of the subject of horses

by the Westminster, Vt., Farmers' Club, Mr.

W. R. Kimball stated that "twenty years ago

our horses were two sizes larger than now."

Mr. Tucker says "most of the stallions now

in use lack blood as well as speed ; our mares

no better, no, not as good." Formerly we
showed to the world the best horses to be

found ; now others are in advance of us, and

control the market." In concluding his ad-

dress Mr. Tucker submits the following sug-

gestions for the improvement in the breed of

horses, which are very much the same as those

made several years since by Mr. Meech, of

Shelburn.

First, by any and all means, we must labor in-

dividually and by associations, to retain our best
stock that we now have. Much of it is good.
Had we for the past fifteen years retained our best

mares for breeders, and with ihemnow had stand-
ing in Vermont Sherman's Black Hawk, 1 aul

Clitfurd, Stockbridge Chief, Peck's Black Hawk,
Ethan Allen, Young Columbus, Young Morrill,

Draco, Fearnaught, and Draco Prince, the value
of our stock in the market would be double wliat

it is.

Breeder's associations in every county properly
organized for this purpose, could do much toward
working a reform in this respect. Sheep and cattle

men well understood that to retain the superioiity

of the flock or herd the best animals must not be
sold at any price. It is just so with horses.

In addition to this reform, we need and ?)msi

have a horse-breeding establishment in the State

equal to that of the late Alexander, near Louis- j

ville, Kentucky. ^
\

On such a place we want two or more of the best
]

English Thoroughbred Stallions in the world.
Also forty to fifty of the very best mares of this

breed that can be found. Also two or more of the
best bred and fastest trotting stallions to be had,
and some fifty of our best bred trotting mares.
These English horses should be kept pure, while
at the same time much value could be added to

our native stock by judicious crosses.

There needs from one to two hundred thousand
dollars capital to start and run it. An incoiue
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cannot be Lad from it much short of six, eight or

ten years.
An experienced breeder, and the very best judge

of horses to be found, should be at the head as

manager of breeding and tilting for exhibition and
sale.

On the place should be a park for driving, sec-

ond to none in the world. The best of stables

should be there, and nice paddocks for the colts

to run in and grow in their freedom and safety.

This place should be kept by a kind, genial, sen-

sible man. One who is, and will be, honest, every-

where and at all times.

To aid us further, we should, at our annual lairs,

have our organization so perfected as to reach
wiihin every county in the State, and call out the

best horses for exhibition.

With such a state of things as this in "V ermont,
who can doubt but that our stock' would be equal
to, if not the best, in all our country in a very lew
years ? There cannot be a shadow of doubt about
it. Neither can there be any doubt but that the

world would again come to our State with cash to

pay for our horses.
Where is the wealthy son of "Vermont to take

hold of this in earnest, and thereby cooler a sub-

stantial and lasting benefit upon our State r

For the Xeio England Farmer.

THE GARDEN IN APBLL.

Little is gained, but much vexation and dis-

appointment result ofcen from planting tender

vegetables in the garden or elsewhere, too

early. The ground must have time to thaw,

settle and become warm ; and if the garden is

naturally well drained, or has been under-

drained thoroughly, these conditions are much
earlier attained than otherwise. Having so

often urged the necessity or importance and
economy of a good garden, in connection with

the farm and household, it is unnecessary to

further allude to it here. Those who have
enjoyed the products of a well managed gar-

den will not need further arguments to con-

vince them of its importance. Those who
have neglected the garden for other general

farm crops and products, are assured that a

good garden will pay,—pay in more than one
way, too. The requisites are a good shel-

tered, warm location, with fair exposure to

the warm rays of the morning and mid-day
sun, warm, rich, deep, well f5ned soil, with

plenty of good manure, and a spirit of energy
and perseverance not to be discouraged at

trifles, nor inclined to put off a present duty
to a more convenient time. It is very easy to

test the correctness of this statement by trying

a garden, as recommended, and keeping a

rigid debt and credit account with it,—credit-

ing everything taken from it at its market
value, and charging everything laid out on it

;

and at the end of the year compare the ac-

count with that of any held crop, without tak-

ing into the account the greater degree of
health you and your family have enjoyed from
having vegetables, &c., fresh from the gar-
den, instead of those bought in the market
after becoming wilted and losing their fresh-

ness, or from having been raised by yourself

instead of others.

Asparagus.—Rake off the coarser winter
covering of manure, sow a sprinkling of salt

or brine over the bed, and fork in the whole,
working the surface mellow without injuring

the crowns of the plants. For new beds make
the soil rich, work it deep, and plant out good
strong one-year-old roots, one foot apart each
way, covering the crowns three inches deep
with rich tine soil.

Bean Poles and Pea Brush should have
been gotten in readiness befjre this ; but if

not done, lose no time in providing all that

will be needed ; as soon the sap will How
and the leaves will grow on brush after they
are cut, and when stuck they have an unsightly

look.

Beets.—Early Bassano may be sown as

soon as the ground will admit, as the plant is

hardy and will endure a considerable degree
of frost, and the seed is slow to germinate.
The seed of the beet is not that which usually

passes as the seed, which in reality is a kind
of woody envelop or cup enclosing several

seeds ; for this reason, it is, we often find sev-

eral plants close together apparently from one
seed; hence the remark "my beet seed grew
five or six plants from one seed." The seed
should be sown thinly in drills eighteen inches

apart and covered half an inch with fine soil.

Cabbage.— Seed may be sown in the hot-

bed, or in boxes, set in the kitchen window,
or in cold frames ; and late in the month sow-
ings maybe made in the open ground. Plants

grown in the hot-bed, or wintered in cold

frames, should be hardened off and trans-

planted as soon as it will do
;
prick out from

the hotbed into cold frames or pots and har-

den, so as to set in the open ground as soon
as the weather will admit. Properly hardened
and grown, they will endure quite a degree of
frost.

Cauliflower.—Early plants in the hot-bed
may be transplanted into cold frames or potted
and hardened so as to set in the open ground
when the weather becomes settled. The more
judicious hardening they have, in the mean
time, the better.

Cold Frames.—These are oftentimes sub-

stituted for the hot-bed and are advantageous
in starting many plants under, that will not

endure the open air yet, and require a long

season ; but they require care in ventilat-

ing, &c.
Cress.—Sow in rows six inches " apart, in

warm well prepared soil ; sprinkle the plants

with ashes and plaster mixed, to keep insects

off.

Draining.—Many gardens in the country

will pay well for underdraining. Soils are

benefitted in many ways by underdaining.

Thorough underdraining is often equivalent

to an entire change of soil and climate, mak-
ing the soil more porous, sweet, mellow,

warm, &c. A single drain will ofcen work
wonders in a garden, and it will cost but little

to try the experiment.
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Hot-Bed.—With most farmers, early this

month will be soon enough to start the hot-

bed. Mode s of preparing and managing them
have heretofore been given and need not now
be repeated. Sow seeds for early and tender

plants, and those requiring a long season, such

as lettuce, radishes, egg plants, &c.
Onioxs.—Sow seeds in well prepared beds

and ground as soon as the soil will work with-

out sticking to the tools. Wood ashes makes
one of the best fertilizers for the onion. Ma-
nure with any kind of weed or foreign seed in

it is to be especially avoided. Sow in drills

one foot apart ; use seed of last season's

growth only, as older will disappoint you.

Parsley.—The seed is a long time coming
up and should be sown early. It makes a

very pretty edging for beds or borders, &c.

Parsnips.—Sow in rich, deep soil, in drills

eighteen inches apart, as soon as the soil will

admit. Last year's growth of seed should be

used.

Peas.—Plant early varieties in well pre-

pared soil in good heart ; dry, warm soil is the

best. The pea plant is seldom injured by
spring frosts,—will often endure to be covered

with a late snow after coming up, as I know
by experience and frequent observation.

Seed.—Set out cabbage, parsnips, carrots,

onions, turnips and other roots in rich soil, to

grow seed for another year, where they will

meet the notice daily, that they may have
proper care and the seed be gathered at the

right time. Some seeds are better grown in

every garden than to depend upon the market
therefor, as adulteration, &c. is too frequent.

Some growers and dealers are to be implicitly

relied upon ; but I am sorry to say all are

not.

I have always found it perfectly safe in

planting beans, cucumbers, melons and the

like, "to make haste slowly," and retain the

seed in the house till well into May, when we
have settled warm weather.

Wm. H. White.
South Windsor, Conn., 1869.

Wool Growers of the West.—The adjourned

winter meeting of the Northwestern Wool-growers
and Sheep-breeders Association was held at Tur-

ner's Junction, 111., Feb. 16. The Annual Sheep
Fair and Shearing is to be held at Belviderc, 111.,

May 18-20. Resolutions were passed in favor of

the continuation of the present duties on foreign

wool ; against the renewal of the reciprocity treaty

;

in favor of a joint exhibition of wools and woolens
in the West, and also of that in New York, in

1869. The Western Rural says the meeting was
very interesting and showed that the breeders of

fheep in the Northwest are not all disheatened.

The following topics for the evening discussions at

the Shearing Fair were announced .—Feeding and
Care of Sheep; Time of Lambing; Time of Shear-

ing and Mode of Preparing Wool for Market.

fA.

PKEPABATION OF THE SOIL.

MONG the objects to

be attained in

the preparation

- of the soil for

^ the reception of

the seed, two

things are chief-

^^^^^^' ly to be attend-

ed to,—the mechanical

condition of the soil, and

a proper supply of plant

food. The first is effect-

ed mainly by the use of

the plough, the harrow,

the spade and the rake.

Those ploughs do their

work best which turn the

furrows evenly and leave

them cracked and broken,

so that the air and rain

can penetrate through

their entire thickness. The short and convex

mould-board does this most effectually in most

soils.

The proper depth of ploughing must depend

much upon the nature of the soil, and the

treatment it is to receive. If it is naturally

deep, or if it is to be heavily manured, a

deeper ploughing is proper than in a shallow

soil, or where a lighter manuring is to fol-

low. A well pulverized seed bed, as deep as

the roots ordinarily penetrate, is the best safe-

guard against excessive wet or extreme drought.

In the one case it allows the water to reach

below the roots of the young plants, and in

the other it enables the roots to penetrate

more deeply in search of needed moisture,

and causes the moisture to rise by capillary

attraction from below. When the furrow has

been turned, especially on grass land or sod,

the harrow or cultivator should follow until

the soil is fine and friable to as great a depth

as possible without displacing the sod. On a

compact or clayey soil the Pepperel harrow

does good work. Where this is not at hand,

the cultivator is better than the common
square-toothed harrow.

Then apply the manure and work it in with

the harrow, the cultivator or horse-plough un-

til it is thoroughly incorporated with the soil.

This is an important matter in the preparation

of the soil. If it is placed below the farrow,
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or left upon the surface to be dried and dissi-

jtated by the sun and air, or in unbroken masses

in the soil, the wants of the plant are not met.

We fahould not be satisfied until the manure

is thoroughly mixed with the soil. Then with

the soil well pulverized and disintegrated and

thoroughly mixed with the manure, we have

done what we can to prepare it for the recep-

tion of the seed. The season and future cul-

tivation must do the rest.

But in pulterizing the soil and fitting it for

the seed, we may avail ourselves of the assis-

tance of certain natural forces. When the

soil is tolerably dry it crumbles more readily,

has less tenacity, and its particles are more

easily separated. If the plough is put into a

heavy, wet soil it converts it into mortar and

presses its particles more compactly together.

A soil containing much clay should never be

•ploughed while it is wet. Lumps and masses

are formed that will scarcely be broken up and

separated during the entire season. Land is

frequently injured by inattention to this cir-

cumstance.

We said that the furrows should be left in a

cracked and broken condition by the plough.

If this is done in the autumn the water and

snow penetrate the whole thickness of the fur-

row. Now every one knows that when water

freezes it expands. By this expansion of wa-

ter in the soil its particles are separated from

each other, and the whole mass is loosened and

disintegrated. This is one great advantage

of ploughing in the fall. The freezing and

thawing of the winter and spring greatly assist

in pulverizing compact soils, and the farmer

who neglects to avail himself of this aid loses

an impoitant advantage which nature offers

him.

If the soil is a sandy loam, fill ploughing is

not so important. Indeed many good farmers

prefer to plough' such soil in the spring and

plant as soon as possible after ploughing.

If green, uncomposted manure is to be ap-

plied to an old soil, we prefer to plough it in,

late in the fall, especially where the land is

level. In this way the manure becomes evenly

diffused and mixed with the soil, and it will be

light and friable in the spring, and admits of

being worked earlier. In a soil that is to be

used for garden crops or for roots, we think

there is no better mode of preparing it than

this. If a little fine compost or some artificial

manure is applied to the surface and worked

in after the spring ploughing, with the har-

row or rake, we have a seed bed of the very

best description ; and indeed for wheat or hoed

crops we know of no better plan. On most

soils, we have thus the two essential conditions

required,—a well broken and pulverized soil,

and plant food evenly mixed and within reach

of the young plants.

But some one will object that this prepara-

tion requires too much time and labor. Well,

then, apply your labor and manure to a less

breadth, to fewer acres, and if the work is

done thoroughly, you will obtain a larger crop

and leave the land in a better state for suc-

ceeding crops than if the same amount of la-

bor and manure was given to a larger sur-

face, with imperfect cultivation.

We have said nothing about draining as a

means of preparing the soil. This would re-

quire a chapter by itself. Where this has been

properly done, and the conditions above spo-

ken of are observed, we have the foundation

laid for that Tiigli culture on which our success

in farming in New England must hereafter de-

pend. The importance of suitable prepara-

tion of the soil is not sufficiently impressed

upon the minds of most farmers. It is quite as

important as the subsequent cultivation, which

seems in general better understood. But upon

well prepared soil the after cultivation is mucb
easier and more effective. The cultivator and

the hoe work more evenly and more rapidly.

The market gardeners understand this mat-

ter. We see them ploughing in manure in the

fall, even on light land from which two or three

crops have been taken, and which has been

constantly cultivated from the early spring.

The larger crops produced on a garden soil

are not due entirely to the larger quantities of

manure applied, but in great measure to the

constant use of the plough and spade, and the

intimate mixing of the manure with tne soil.

We not only plough our kitchen gardens deeply

but we follow the plough with the spade and

the rake. The results we daily witness, and it

is only by such preparation of the soil, that

our fields will be converted into gardens.

—Three fftrmers came with their teams from the

interior of Minnesota to the river. One hauled

goods for a merchant and got $'40, one had 450

pounds of cheese, and got $80, and the other had

20 bushels of wheat which he sold for $30.
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THE DAIKY BEGIOW IN WORCESTER
COUNTY.
URING our late visit into the

dairy region of Worcester

County, to attend the annual

meeting of the Massachusetts

Cheese Ma7iiifacturers'''Associaiio7i

at Barre, we found opportunity to

look at several fine herds of cattle

in their winter quarters, and to

raake many inquiries in relation to the manner

in which they are fed and tended.

A statement of the practice adhered to by

one dairjman will show the general rule in that

region, as far as we had opportunity to learn.

Partaking of the hospitality of Mr. J. T.

Ellsvforth, enabled us to occupy such spare

time as occurred in looking at his stock with

some care, and of having free conversation

with him in regard to the manner in which it

is fed and tended.

He winters about fifty head of cattle, mostly

. cows, and a large portion of them grade Short-

horns. Those which have come to maturity,

say seven or eight years of age, are of more

than medium size whose dressed weight would

be seven or eight hundred pounds. They have

been bred irom pure sires, and the best giade

dams ; dams that have been carefully selected

;

that is, the best shaped and most promising

calves are never sent to the butcher, but pre-

served for the milk pall and to supply the

places made vacant by removing the old cows.

They all possess the peculiar characteristics of

the Short-horn race ; the muzzle fine, the face

blightly dishing, the eye full and bright, the

forehead broad, the throat clean, the ear of

medium size, thin and moving quick, the shoul-

ders wide at the tops, brisket broad and low,

legs fine and ending with a well rounded foot

;

the ribs round and full, and running well

toward^ the hips ; the back straight from the

[boulders to the tail ; the hips wide, and level

with the back and loins ; the rumps wide ; tail

set on a level with the back, small and taper-

ing. These are only some of the more prom-

inent points, but they are prominent in all the

best dairy herds in this region. It is curious

to find this sameness in passing from one farm

to another. In certain instances, one might

fancy that some invisible power had trans-

ferred the stock at which he had just been

looking, into the next neighbor's barn !

Such is a brief description of the animals

which are to be fed and tended, and to yield

a profit to their owner for the cost and care be-

stowed upon them. Mr. E. feeds in the spring

but twice each day. That is, they are fed for

about two hours in the morning, a little at a
time, at the end of which period they have
generally taken all the food they care for. If

the weather is fair they are then turned into a

pasture convenient to the barn, as soon as the

ground is settled, where they remain through

all the middle of the day. TBis course is

commenced by the first or middle of March,

according to the season. Mr. Ellsworth
thinks this is highly beneficial to the cows, as

they get pure air for several hours in succes-

sion, they get exercise in nibbling the short

grass, whether dry or green, and derive some
unexplainable good from coming to the hare

ground, either in the smelling of it or in some

other way.

After enjoying their recess in the pasture,

they are taken to their stalls, and each cow has

six quarts of sliced roots, and as much good

hay as they will eat. They are then milked,

turned out to driiik and then returned to the

stable. This is the daily process of spring

treatment, and all these operations are done at

exact times. When the precise time cooes,

the cows flock about the barn, whether the vil-

lage bell strikes four or not ! If neglected

when the proper hour for watering arrives,

they express their uneasiness by signs that

cannot be mistaken. Habit has become a sec-

ond nature to them, and that habit cannot be

broken in upon with impunity.

When the grass in the pastures has sprung

up so as to afford a "fair bite,"—not toor.ank,

for then the cows do not like it so well—they

are turned out and allowed to remain all

night unless the night is cold or stormy. In

the morning, however, the cows are fed in the

stable so long as they eat with a relish. He
always milks in the barn, and feeds no grain of

any kind. Gives salt as nmch as the cattle

will eat at all seasons of the year, but adds

very little salt to the hay as it is got in in

summer.

How he Manages his Pasture.

One of the most striking features in Mr.

E.'s plan of feeding, is in the management of

the pastures. We take all the more pleasure

in recording it, because a diifercnt course from

his is so common wicL most farmers, and so iu-
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jurious to their interests. He divides his pas-

tures so that the stock goes into a fresh lot

once in each four days, remaining in the pas-

ture through night and day. In this arrange-

ment he is able to allow about eight days of

uninterrupted growth to the grass, so that the

voots are strengthened, strike deeper into the

soil, and thus sustain the herbage through dry

periods. The feed is consequently thick and

fresh, and as many cows are put upon it as will

prevent a too luxuriant growth ; for he does

not believe that rank feed is good for making

milk.

He Plants Southern Corn.

To meet the contingencies of a dry time, he

plants Southern corn, beginning about the 10th

of May, and continues to plant each week un-

til the first of July. By these frequent plant-

ings, he is able to commence feeding it out

about the first of August, and has it fresh and

juicy until frosts come. Feeds sparingly at

first and increases^he quantity as the cows be-

come accustomed to it. Feeds it in the stable

twice each day, probably morning and night,

as the cows are always milked in the barn, al-

though they are in the pasture all night. This

fodder corn is grown upon land highly ma-

nured, so as to secure a heavy growth that will

be juicy when young and tender. This being

added to the usual rotation in grazing, the

pastures are not reduced, and the cows have

more time for rumjnation and rest. He thinks

pure, running water of the highest importance

in making milk, and has secured it in each of

his pastures. When the fodder corn is ex-

hausted, he feeds green rowen morning and

evening, as much as the cows will eat, though

they still go to their pastures as usual. Another

object in view, in feeding the fodder corn and

rowen, is, not to reduce the pastures so much
that he cannot keep them in good condition

by the use of plaster and wood ashes. He
finds no difficulty in keeping the mowing lands

in good heart, but some in keeping up a proper

fertility in the pastures.

Fall Feeding and Drying the Cows.

When the grass has become brown by fre-

quent frosts in the mowing lots, he turns the

cows upon them, but continues to feed liber-

ally in their stalls, on roots, rowen and Eng-

lish hay, and continues to do so as long as they

yield a fair flow of milk. When this ceases,

and it is time for drying them, he feeds mod-

erately on a poor quality of food, and exam-

ines their bags from day to day to see that they

are in proper condition. This care he will not

leave to any other person, as it is one which

demands a certainty of attention.

Many of the numerous cases of difficulties

in the udder of cows, undoubtedly grow out of

inattention in this particular.

How he Avoids Swelled Udder.

Two things are habitually done by many
farmers to their cows, which Mr. Ellsworth

most carefully avoids doing. One of these is,

to feed a cow highly for some days just before

she is expected to drop her calf, and the other

—which is still more injurious,—to give her

meal, or other stimulating food, immediately

after she calves ! Neither of these should ever

be done. For a period of one week before

calving, he withholds all food that would tend

to make milk fast, watering freely, a little at

a time, immediately before and after that event

takes place. For twenty-four hours after the

calf is dropped, gives nothing but a little dry

hay, and no grain until the cow and udder are

all right. Washes a swelled bag with warm,
instead of cold water. Feeds a weak cow

with oats, as they stimulate, but do not heat as

corn meal does. Allows the cows to go dry

nine to eleven weeks, as cow and calf demand

that time of rest. Under such circumstances

the cows are strong and their calves healthy.

How he Tends and Feeds in "Winter.

When the cows are no longer allowed to go

to the fields, they are regularly fed twice each

twenty-four hours. The first feeding com-

mences as soon as it is sufficiently light in

the morning to attend to the work. They

are fed on hay a little at a time, and the poor-

est quality used is given them first. In about

two hours they will eat all they care for ; but

before they are all through, watering them is

commenced by turning out as many as can

drink at once, while some one stands by them

to prevent quarrelling or accidents. They are

then returned, and other sets follow until all

have drank. The leantos are now all cleaned

out, the cows are full and usually lie down and

chew their cuds until half past two, P. M.,

when the same process is gone through with

again, and they have nothing more to eat until

the next morning. Thus the cow has had two

good meals, has drank twice, and has plenty of

leisure to convert a portion of what she has
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taken Into the desired product—a new calf,

milk or flesh. After the cows come into milk

they require a longer time in eating, and he

feeds more liberally, giving a cow for some

time eight quarts of sliced roots instead of

six quarts.

[His Cows are always Heelthy.

In going through his stalls we remarked

that his cows had the appearance of perfect

health, and a corresponding vigor. He re-

plied, "My cows are always healthy; I have

not lost one for many years, nor had a case of

garget or abortion among them, they come in

with great regularity, are kind mothers, keep

in good flesh and last a long time. I have

them drop their calves in February and March.

I raise my own cows, and do not begin to call

them old until they have reached a dozen

years."

We observed that the cows were tied in

stanchions and the oxen and calves in chains.

Mr. Ellsworth is strongly in favor of feeding-

roots to his cattle, and imputes much of' his

success in making milk to their use.

GAMBLING ON THE KACE COURSE.

The leading editorial of the Turf, Field

and Farm of February 12, commences with

the remark :

—

"We have seen man defined as an animal that

made bets. . . . In all nations and climes we
find him the sole proposer and acceptor of wagers ;

no matter how rude or polished, savage or civil-

ized, ignorant or learned, all have the same bet-

ting proclivities."

The editor then assumes that all the evils

which result from gambling are chargeable to

"the perversion of this principle, and not to

the principle itself," and that as men "cannot

be legislated out of their smaller vices," all

that the moralist or legislator can do is to "di-

rect it so that as little injury as possible may

arise from the gratification of the propensity."

The article closes as follows :

—

A very great majority of betters [on the turf]

content themselves by the investment of a sum
that will not be felt, if lost, while it greatly en-

hances the plea'-ure of seeing the race run. As
long as men only venture what they can afford to

lose, and do not take risks incompatible with the

duties they owe to themselves or fiimilies, the in-

jury will 1)6 very slight, if irjury there is. But
"plunging" cannot be too strongly reprobated,

and tiiose who have the true welfare of the turf at

heart should use every endeavor to restrain that

spirit that prompts large outlays.

The whole argument is an ingenious and

well put defence of betting, without which

"the pleasure of seeing the race" would be-

come stale, flat and unprofitable ; but it is alto-

gether unsatisfactory to our mind, and we
hope it will be so to the managers of agricul-

tural fairs who are solicited to co-operate

with the friends of the turf. We believe tha.t

gambling, thieving, pool-selling and many
other "smaller vices" of poor human nature

should be restrained, not merely regulated.

NHW PUBLICATIONS.
Essex Ageicdlturai, Societt.

The Transactions of this old Society for the

year 1868 are before us in a neat pamphlet of 148

pages. It was established at Cyrus Cummings'
tavern in Topsfield, on Monday the 16th day of

February, 1816, fifty -three years ago. Timothy
Pickering (of excellent memory) was chosen Pres-

ident. The address, last fall, was by Dr. Loring

of Salem, and recounts the history of the Society,

giving the names of its principal ofBcers, and those

in it who have been distinguished in public life, or

who have taken an active and influential part in

the affairs of the Society. . The names of all the

orators, or persons who have *formally addressed

the Society at its annual public meetings, are given,

together with some striking remarks, or opinions,

expressed by them, which showed that their minds

were critical and far-seeing, reaching forward af-

ter improvements in the art. For instance : Col.

Pickering addressed the Society m 1829, and, in

speaking of ploughs said,—"It is not so much the

weight as the shape of a plough which makes it of

easier or harder draft ; and this depends chiefly on

the mould-board." He also urged keeping manure

"under cover." Some striking -.pothegm, full of

practical value, like that which we have quoted, is

given from nearly all the pages of the orators.

The Transactions contain an unusual number of

good reports of committees, and statements of

contributors ; and this is an excellence which will

soon distinguish any agricultural society.

Among these reports is one on Fat Cattle, by

Francis Dodge ; a kng one on Swine, by Ben. Per-

ler Poore; one on Ploughing by Boys under eigh-.

teen years, by Joseph How ; one on Apples, by T.

C. Thurlow; one on Vegetables, by Allen W.
Dodge; one on Farms, by Chas. P. Preston. These

are followed by a dissertation on Special or Con-

centrated Fertilizers, by Dr. James R. Nichols

of Haverhill ; on the Agriculture of Essex County,

by W. A. DuRANT, of Lawrence and one on How to

Manage the Hencoop, oy Gilbekt L. Streeter,

of Salem.

This volume is one of the best that has been is-

sued in the State for some years. It bears t-he

marks of the patient industry and practical knowl-

edge of its indefatigable Secretary, Mr. Preston.

—Last year's crop of sugar and molasses in In-

diana is worth twenty million dollars. It will be

larger and more valuable this year.
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THE JERSEY COW.
In the account of our visit to the farm of

Alvin Adams, Esq., published in the Farmer of

Jan. 23, we spoke of his beautiful herd of

imported Jersey cattle, and quoted the admir-

ably drawn description of the race from Mr.

Allen's book on American Cattle. To com-

plete that description we this week borrow

from the same source a fine cut of the Jersey

cow. Mr. Allen says that, being natives of a

milder climate than ours, the Jerseys are more

delicate in constitution and require good shel-

ter and food. They will not rough it so well

as our common cows or some of the English

breeds ; but they will well repay all the care

given them, and should not be neglected. The

Jersey is a milking cow, and for nothing else

should the race ever be bred. The distin-

guishing quality for which the Jersey is prized,

is the marked richness and deep yellow color

of her milk
;
yet it is moderate in quantity

—

eight to twelve quarts a day being a good yield

in the height of her season—but that wonder-

derfuUy rich in cream and butter. It is claimed

that one-half or less of the Jersey milk mixed

with that of common cows wonderfully im-

proves the color and texture of the butter pro-

duced, and it is also asserted by some that the

genuine gilt-edged butter of our market re-

ports can be manufactured only from the milk

of the Jersey cow. The race was originally

from Normandy, France.

For the New England Farmer,

CAN" WE GROW WHEAT?
In the monthly Farmer for January, I no-

tice an article with the above caption, also a
request for all New England farmers who have

been successful wheat growers to

speak out. Now I am not a resi-

dent of New England, but of
Eastern New York, where the
soil, climate, &c., are decidedly
New Englandish, and as I have
for the past fifteen years suc-

ceeded in raising all the wheat
consumed in my own family, and
sometimes a little to spare, I will

give you my answer to the above
query.

I say emphatically, yes, we can
grow wheat. It requires no more
skill, no richer land, nor more la-

bor to raise an acre of good wheat
^'^^^^— than one of good corn. In fact,

on land ordinarily rich a good
crop of wheat can be grown with

less manure than an equally good crop of
corn.

Wheat has three enemies here at the East,

viz., winter or spring killing, rust and weevil.

The first can be prevented in several ways.
First sow wheat on dry land, as water stand-

ing on top of the ground and freezing is very
destructive to it ; and if the land is smooth
enough to adjnit of it, drill it in, so as to get
it well into the ground, thereby resisting the
action of the frost. It is also advisable to

sow early so as to ensure a good growth in the

fall, thus affording its own protection through
the winter. Another good protection is a
light coat of straw spread immediately after

sowing. The wheat will come up through it

and prevent it from being blown off.

The only known preventive of rust is to sow
early, so as to have it mature early, and to

sow on high land. In fact, wheat does better

on high than low land, whether attacked by
the rust or not.

The weevil does not trouble wheat much of
late years, especially on high land.

I have practiced two ways of raising winter
wheat. First, manure the land and plant to

corn, then sow to oats, and as soon as they
are harvested plough the land carefully and
give It a good top-dressing of fine manure or
compost, then roll the wheat in lime, plaster

and salt ; in the proportion of two bushels of
t^lacked Ihne, two of plaster, and one-half

bushel of fine salt, sow and harrow all in to-

gether. If the land is liable to heave, I put
on a thin coat of wheat straw as soon as har-

rowed. The other plan is to plough in a good
crop of clover in June, and the middle of Au-
gust plough again and drill in the wheat, sow-
ing on the lime and plaster in the spring. I

usually do this way when I do not have a sup-

ply of manur ! to top-dress with. I always

seed my land in wheat.

One thing I have observed, that when I sow
my wheat on oat stubble and top dress and
seed, I always get a good seed, and the next
time the land is ploughed it will give better

corn than if seeded down the year before with
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tbe oats and no wheat taken from it. I attri-

bute this to the fact that I always get a good
seed after wheat when top dressed ; whereas I

often get very poor catches after oats. A
good seed is as good as a coat of maaure for

the next crop.

I raise a variety called the Soules wheat, a
white berry, and for the past eight years the

yield has been from fifteen to twenty-four

bushels to the acre, averaging 20^ bushels.

The yield this year was twenty-two bushels to

the acre. The account stands this year as

follows, with two acres :

—

PioughlDg and harrowing $ 8 00
Seed, four buiJiels 12.C0

20 loads manure, limo, plaster, &c,, $30, half to
wheat 15.00

Drawing and spreading 10.00

fcstravv and putting on 4 00
HarvesliDg. $5, threshing, $6 11 00
Interest and taxes , 13.00

Total $73.00

Seventy-three dollars for forty-four bushels

of wheat is equal to $1.66 per bushel. Five
bushels and ten pounds of this wheat gave me
a barrel of first quality Hour, after tolling.

At the cost of my wheat my barrel of flour cost

me $8.58, and 1 have eighty pounds of good
feed. Now which is the cheapest to bsy
flour at $15 per barrel or raise it lor half that ?

I also raised the present season two acres of

spring wheat, of the variety called the Tea
wheat, which gave 19^ bushels to the acre. It

was raised on corn hills, without manure,
sowed very early and soaked in brine then

rolled in lime, plaster and salt. The cost of

raising this was not as much by thirty-three

cents per bushel. It will make just as much
flotir, but not as white as the winter wheat.

The bread, however, is preferred by many, as

it is more moist and will keep longer than

bread from winter wheat. That the farmers

of New England can raise their own flour I

am as confident as I am that they have their

own hills and mountains. J. *

Oak Hill, N. Y., Jan., 1869.

For the New England Farmer,

NOTES ON" THE STKAWBEKRY.
.An Essay read before the Concord Farmers' Club, Dec.

3, 1868, by Frederick G. Pratt.

The increasing production of small fruits in

Concord, requires a corresponding increase of

attention to them as profitable market crops,

and any information whereby we can increase

those crops should be heartily received. Al-

though it is but three or four years since small

fruits began to be raised for market to any

extent in Concoid, yet Concord berries have

already a favorable name in the Boston mar-

ket.

Strawberries are as yet the principal crop,

but raspberries and blackberries will soon be

grown here in large (juantlties. The straw-

berry grows to perfection In ^lassachusetts,

and while we hear large stories of the yield of

this fruit in New Jersey and elsewhere at the

South and West, the true state of the case is,

that when our berries begin to come to market,
the Southern fruit cannot be made to pay ex-
penses, and soon stops coming. I have fre-

quently seen New Jersey berries selling for

ten or twelve cents a quart, while "natives"
were selling more readily for twenty-five or

thirty cents. It is not entirely because they
get here in bad order, but because berries are

not as good naturally when grown on the hot,

sandy lands of New Jersey, as they are on the

more gravelly soils and in the cooler climate of
New England.
The diiferent varieties of strawberries re-

quire different soils. Thus the Hovey, origi-

nating in a heavy, clay soil, hqs always done
best on the clayey lands around Boston. The
Agriculturist, starting from light, sandy soil,

gives its best results from such light land.

And so with all varieties, each having some*
favorite soil, and on such, or similar land,

they do best. This Is the reason why so many
varieties, highly puffed at first, are soon dis-

carded. Some peculiarity In the soil where
they originated made them do well there, and
thinking they would do as well elsewhere, the

originators, in honest faith, scattered them
over the land.

One thing all varieties want, and that is

manure. At the same time, they are par-

ticular as to the hind of manure. Green
stable manure is almost poison to the fruit,

though the vin'snaxy grow thriftily enough. It

will answer much better if old and well decom-
posed ; but ashes or some other manure con-

taining a large amount of potash is the special

fertilizer for strawberries.

Perhaps as good a preparation of land as

could be devised for strawberries, would be,

say, thirty or forty loads of stable manure to

the acre, plant to corn, and in the fall plough

up again, after putting on a heavy dressing of

ashes. Set out the strawberry plants early

the next spring, the earlier the better, and
keep them entirely free from weeds throughout

the season. Most growers allow all the run-

ners to grow the first year, and cut out the

paths the next spring. My own experience

leads me to think It a better way to stop the

running as soon as the plants are thick enough

;

which 1 think would be one foot apart for the

feebler growing varieties, and as far as one

foot and a half for the strongest. I know this

makes the plants look as if they were not

neighbors the first year, but when they come
to blossom and fruit the next season they will

cover the ground, and the extra size of the

berries will well pay for the extra work In thin-

ning out the plants. The Ilovey will bear the

closest planting of any I have experimented

with, as so many of the stools are barren ; but,

at the same time, with my present experience,

I am by no means sure that even this sort is

not often injured by allowing the plants to get

too thick.
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As to the varieties of strawberries, the num-
ber is large. Fuller, in his "Small Fruit Cul-
turist," gives the names of 200 sorts. The
truly valuable kinds would be counted by
dozens only. Of forty or fifty kinds that I

have tried or am trying now, there are but
four or five that I find profitable for the mar-
ket, though several are as good or better for

home consumption, but have some defect that

spoils them for selling.

I commenct d with a nameless variety, proba-
bly the Virginia Scarlet,—very nice, but small,

-which was a fatal defect. I then tried Cutter's
Seedling, or Bunce. This is better, but is

rather soft, and does not hold out its size very
well after the third or fourth picking. As
long, however, as one carries the berries him-
self, this sort can be got to market in good
order. It will be some time probably before
it is entirely discarded. Then I came acros,

the Wilson's Albany, which is the strawberrys
as the Concord is the grape, for the million.

It has been much run down by interested per-
sons, but it steadily holds its own in the mar-
ket, which is the best test for those who grow
to sell. It is firm, handsome, carries well,

and if properly ripened, really a good fruit.

The plant is healthy and hardy in all localities

in which I have tried it,—two valuable quali-

ties better developed in this sort than in any
other 1 have tried. No other bears as large
crops or hold its size to the last as well. So
far it has been my most profitable variety.

The Agriculturist promised well at first, yet
in profitableness it has not come up to my ex-
pectations. The plants grow well, and give
the largest stools of any sort I ever saw.
They seem a little tender, and die out without
any apparent cause in the winter. While they
blossom well, and seem to set perfectly, when
•we come to pick them, though they are large
and handsome, they don't seem to fill up the
boxes. I am tr} ing them on lighter soil for
another year, and if they don't do better
there shall probably discard them.
The Doioner''3 Prolijic is a promising sort,

thrifty and hardy ; fruit large ami firm, though
rather acid.

The TriompJie de Oand, Fillmore, Jenny
Li7id, BusseWs Golden-Seedtd and some
others, I have rejected for various reasons.
Of the Lady of the Lake, Brigh.on Pine,

Hovei/'s, New Jersey Scarlet and Jucunda I

have good sized beds, and all of these, except
perhaps the llovey, are promising. The
iiovey looked extremely well the early part of
the season, but the last part the plants looked
sickly. The leaves blacken up badly, and
there does not seem as much life in the plants
as in other varieties on either side of it.

Of a dozen new sorts on trial, some are ex-
tremely promising, while a greater portion are
extremely unpromising.

—Columbus, Texas, will kill and pack 10,000 to

15,000 beeves this year.

For the New England Farmer.

PLOUGHING.—SEEDUNTQ.—HARROW-
ING.

WxsTMiNSTEH, Vt., FARMERS' Club, Jan. 18, 1869.

—

Tbpic—"Preparation of the soil for the reception of

agricultural seed, best kind of seed to be used, and the

mode of cultivation until matured."—(Continued from

last meeting )

N. G. Pierce.—Time is not misspent in well

preparing ground for seed. For ploughing I

agree with the opinion of the club as expressed
last week, that green sward should be turned
four to five inches deep, ploughing coarse

manure under ; but I would put Jine manure
on the top. I plough same ground for oats eight

or nine inches, leaving the manure between the

two layers of earth. I believe the side-bill the

plough, as it leaves no dead furrows. For a' 'good
catch" of cereal grain or grass seed, we can-

not harrow too much. The best variety of corn
I think is a 12-rowed "Canada" kind brought
into this vicinity by "Peter Mayo." On three-

fourths of an acre he obtained sixty bushels.

I planted this variety when I went in for a pre-
mium a few year#ago, and had 132 bushels.

and 25 quarts. The next year I raised npon
an acre 100 bushels and 20 quarts. Since which
I have raised between eighty and ninety,

seventy and eighty, and sixty and seventy
bushels per acre. S. C. Underwood planted
some of my twelve-rowed, side by side with

the "Holden" variety which he has kept pure.

Mine yielded from ten to fifteen bushels per
acre the most, and is earlier.

John McNeil, (on a plain land farm. )—I don't
believe four inches deep will do for me. I
plough up six inches and then I have earth

enough to work well without harrowing up the

sod. I put my coarse strawy manure under
the sod. I don't know what to do with it when
upon the top of the ground all summer, and
believe it is poor economy to leave it there.

I harrow my ground well. The "rotary har-

row," now in use in Maine, does the work
better than anything I ever saw. I li^e the

"Holden" corn better than anything I have
ever found.

Henry Floyd— (hill farm.) I plough sis

inches deep, and put my manure upon the top.

By so doing I get better corn, grain and grass

than myneighbors who turn their manure under.

We must hoe corn well ; can hoe three times

cheaper than twice ; and the third hoeing will

add ten to fifteen bushels of corn to the acre,

as it fills out better. I agree with others as to

advantages of thorough ploughing and harrow-
ing.

Capt. Titcomb.—Four inches is deep enough
for ploughing green sward. Harrow well to

give root and blade a chance to get ahead of
weeds. In these days of sharp and long-

cornered hoes there is danger of severing the
little roots and spongioles of the corn, so as ^o

weaken the vigor of the stalk. 1 would also
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caution against running our cultivators down
too deep, for the same reason.

Zenas Lord.—I "top" my corn, as it ripens

better. I think I lose nothing in fodder,

though a little more labor. In dropping seed
corn I take pains to scatter the kernels ; hoe
twice? and do it right. I ploiJ^h five to six inches

deep, turning manure under. I reject the tips

and buts of ears for seed. I get usually sixty

bushels to the acre. I farm on a small scale.

Mr. Clay— (hill farmer.) I have been here
but a short time; formerly live 1 in "Orange
County." There I always had good corn,

though my neighbors did not. I ploughed
some seven inches deep, and am doing the

same here. I am not quite sure it is the best

way. Occasion dly I have ploughed a portion

of a field, alike in other respects, considerably

less in depth, and have thought the crop
was better. I have thought one reason why
corn did not fill out better was we planted

too far apart, so that the pollen missed coming
in contact with the silk. I think hoeing twice

well—the second, about the usual time of the

third hoeing—is sufficient.

Horace Goodhue— (hill fiirmer.) I plough
about four inches deep, turning manure under,

and use about one-third of a spoonful of com-
post in the hill, made of hog and horse ma-
nure, with the washing and slops of the house
sink well mixed up, carted out upon the field

in the fall. Another very excellent compost
is hen manure mixed with rich earth, putting

a small handful in the hill. I am satisfied that

corn needs something to stimulate it in the out-

set. As to seed corn, the better way is to se-

lect it from the field from stalks having two or

more ears, trace it up and hang it where it

will dry well, as it is apt to hurt in the field

or before it is husked, if deferred ; I shell off

tips and buts. 1 prefer the hinge harrow,
with thirty half-inch steel teeth.

Mr. Farewell— (hill farmer.) I plough my
manure under six or eight inches. I believe

manure loses one-half of its strength by evap-
oration wht n left upon the top of the ground.
Last year I planted corn taken from the bin

and it came up well. I know of no reason

why a portion of the seed ear should be re-

jected. I once heard of a man who, probably

from tradition, had been accustomed to reject

the tips of the ears for seed, but his hired man
by some misconception of his directi6ns plant-

ed all tips, and the best piece of corn they

ever had was raised. (Applause.)

D. C Wright—(meadow farmer.) I have
tried all kinds of ploughing ; have ploughed

in fall with "Michigan Double Plough" very

deep ; then in spring about one-half as deep

not turning up the sods ; but I think about

four inches, for clover land, turned just as you
want to plant, is best, turning manure under.

It is very important to put some stimulant into

the hill to start the corn. I save hen nianure

in barrels, and in the spring moisten it with

the liquid manure from low places in the yard,

then mix in plaster. I roll my seed corn in

hot soap and plaster, and know it is highly

beneficial. I plant three and one-half feet

each way, four stalks in a hill. When I plough
for oats I plough as deep as I can. 1 reject

the tips of the ears of seed corn, believing the

small kernels produce feeble stalks. I select

my seed as recommended by Mr. Goodhue.
N. G. Fierce— I don't believe that cultivat-

ing deep or late in the season, even though
some roots are severed, is any injury to the

corn. In one instance, at least, my crop was
nearly doubled by late cultivation, as com-
pared with a portion of the same field where
such cultivation was omitted.

Mr. Floyd believed the plan of ploughing
in manure was based simply on the practice of
our fathers. When placed upon the surface

the rains and dews prepared it for the imme-
diate use of the plant, but when buried six

inches deep it was of little use to the corn, if

to any other crop.

Mr Porter Rice, in reply to the President,

who asked how it was that he always kept his

work ahead so much better than most of his

neighbors, said, "I get up earlier."

Capt. Titeomb alluded to the prevalence of
smut in corn, and believed it was caused by a
superabundance of manure in immediate con-

tact with the roots, which so far stimulated

the circulating fluid as to cause the kernels to

become ruptured before the enamel is matured.
He also spoke of the Goodrich potatoes as a
"complete humbug."

NEW ENGLAND AQ'IL SOCIETY.

After the acceptance of the charter at the

late meeting of this society, the following

constitution and by-laws, reported by a com-

mittee consisting of Davis and Goodman, of

Mass., Peirce, of Me., Smyth, of N. H., Ba-

ker, of Vt., Perry, of Vt., and Hyde of

Conn., was adopted :

—

Art. 1st. The offleere of the New England Agricul-
tural Society shall coufist of a Presideut, Bf cretary,
Treasurer and also a Vice President, from each Btate,
and nine reanagtrs from each of the New England States,
all of whom shall constitute the Board of Managers of
the Society,
Art. 2. The President, Secretary and Treasurer

shall bo separately chosen by ballot at the annual meet-
ing of the Society, and at the same time the members
from iho said New Kngland States, present, respectively
shall nominate: such Vice Presidents and managers to
be voU'd lor by the Society.
Art. 3. The Presideut, Vice President, Secretary

and Treasurer shall cons itute the Kxeoutive Com-
mittee, and the vote of ^ mnjority of the same or a ra i-

jority in attendance at a meeting regularly called, shall
be necessary to authorize all contracts, expeiiditures
and business in relation to the Society, and such votes
shall be regularly entered and re'^oidtd, and such re-
cords preserved among the archives of the Society.
Art. 4. The Board of managers shall prepare the

necessary by laws for the Society, shall meet at least
once in each y. ar at such time and place as they hhall
appaiul and shall prepare the premium litt by appuint-
iiig the necessary committees.
Art. 5. There shall be appointed by the Executive

commiUee annua ly an officer to he called Superinten-
dent of Fairs, whos-j duties shall be to personally over-
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eee and direct the erection of the buildings on the Fair
ground and otherwise prepare eucli grounds and carry
out the rulfB and regulaiiona of the bociety and of ihe
Executive Committee in relation to eaid fair, and who
shall be paid out of the funds of the Society such Bams
as the said Executive Committee shall award.
AnT. 6. The i'resideiit, or in case of his absence,

either of the Vice Presidents shall upon request of any
thrte of the Kxeeutive Committee cail a special meeting
of such committee, or of the Board of Managers, or of
the society.
Art. f . The Board of Managers may fix the amount

of compensation to be paid the Secretary and Treasurer
per annum.
Art. 8. The Executive Committee in all other mat-

ters subject to the constitution and by-laws shall regu-
li>te all the concerns of the Society, during the intorv;>ls

of its meetings
;
publish such communications and offer

such premiums iis they shall thmk proper; and they
ehiill lay before the Society, at each of its meetings, a
statement of thtir proceeamgs.
Art. 9. The Secretary shall keep a record of all the

votes and proceedings of the Society and of the mana-
gers and Executive committee, and fchall record such
communications as they shall direct.

Art. 10. The Treasurer shall receive all moneys due
or payable to the Society, and all donations that may
be made to it. He shall from time to time pay out such
moneys as he shall have orders for from the Executive
ccmmittte, and shall annually, and whenever thereto
required, render a fair account of all his receipts and
payments to the Society or a committee thereof. He
Bliail give bonds for the faithful discharge of his duty,
in such sum and with such sureties as the Executive
Committee shall direct.

Art. 11. A committee shall be appointed annually
by 1 he Executive Committee to audit the Treasurer's
accounts, who shall report to the Society : and the same
being accepted, shall be entered by the Secretary in his

books.
Art. 12. In case of the death, resignation, incapac-

ity or removal of the Secretary or Treasurer, the Ex-
ecutive Committee shall take charge of the official books,
papers, and o\her effects, belongiug to the office that
may be vacated, and give receipts for the same ; which
books, papers, &c., they may deliver to some person
whom they may appoint to till the office until the next
rreeting of the Society, at which time there shall be a
new choice.
Art. 13. All the present members of the old New

England Agricultural Society shall be members of this

Society, and any other person may become an annual
member by the payment, of two dollars, and a life mem-
ber by the payment of five dollars.

Art. It. The Vice President and Managers in each
State shall constitute a committee for that State to so-

licit and receive subscriptions for raising a fund for en-
couraging the pursuit of Agriculture, uider the din c-

tion ot this Society ; and they shall act as Executive
Committee for thai State for such purposes.
Art. 15. The Governors and Lieutenarit Governors

of the New England States, shall be admitted honorary
members of the Society.
Art. 16. The annual exhibitions of the Society shall

be held in the said States or elsewhere as the Executive
Committee shall decide.
Art. 17. All the present officers of the New Eng-

land Agriculiural bociety shall be the officers of this

Scciet> until the next annual aaeetiijg, or their succes-
sors are appointtd.
Art. 18. The annual meeting of the Society shall bfi

held on the first Tuesday of February, of each year, at
such place as the Board of Managers may determine,
and all meetings shall be called by giving no less than
fourteen days notice in one agricultural paper in each
State.
Art. 19. This Constituticn may be amended by a

vote if three-fourths of the members present at any an-
nual meeting.
Art. 20. In case of the resignation or death of any

of the Executive Committee the remaining members
shall have power to fill the vacancy thus created.

After some debate the feo for life member-
ship was fixeil at $5 and for annual member-

ship $2 per year.

The last clause of the resolution, excluding

manufacturers and venders of agricultural im-

plements from committees of award on such

implements was stricken out.

The President stated that arrangements

were in progress looking to the holding of the

next Annual Exhibition in Maine.

All rules and resolutions passed by the old

Society were adopted by the new, so far as

applicable.

The old Society being called to order it wa:s

Voted, That the Secretary be instructed to appropri-
ate the $500 in 1 is hands for the publication of a report,
to the publicati' n of the reports of the Fairs iu Ver-
mont, Hhode Island and Conrecticut; and that he pay
the officers with the other $500 received for th it pur-
pose from the Khode I.^land Society; and that the bal-

ance of motley in his hands and in the hands of the
Treasurer, be paid to the Treasurer of the New Eng-
land Agricultural Society, this day organized under the
charter.

EXTBACTS ANT> REPLIES.

BITffER MILK.

For several weeks past the milk from our two
cows has been very bitter. It has a little more
consistency than usual, as we observe in straining.
We have recently given them in addition to their
usual feed hay and meal, the swill we formerly
gave to the hogs and some turnips. Please give
any information in your power in relation to the
extreme bitterness of the milk. w.
Middleboro' , Mass., Jan. 1, 1889.

Remaeks.—There is always more or less com-

plaint of bitter milk in the winter season. The
principal cause, we think, is the want of a place

where the temperature is eten, and just suited to

throw up the cream. If the temperature is regu-

larly too low, or if it falls below sixty degrees, a
portion of the time, the milk stands too long, and

the milk assumes a bitter taste, that is imparted

also to the cream. Only a few cellars are suited

to the raising of cream in the winter. Where
they are not, the better way is to set the pans of

milk in some dry, clean, warm closet, in the kitchen,

or near a chimney where an even temperature will

prevail. If the milk is not affected by any other

cause, in such a place we think it would remain

sweet until the usual amount of cream has risen.

In our own practice we rarely feed turnips to cows

from whose milk we are making butter. Perhaps

it may be done and not affect the milk to the taste,

but we prefer not to run the risk, and feed man-

golds, carrots, beets or grain to the milch cows,

and let the turnips go to dry stock. There may
be other causes for bitter milk, but if so, we do

not know what they are.

SHAVINGS OF ASH WOOD AS AN AESOKEENT.

Will it pay a farmer who has a large farm and a
large stock of cattle and horses to winter, to draw
shavings from the planing mill and turning lathe,

one mile for bedding his stock, and also as an ab-
sorbent of the liquid voidings from his animals ?

The shavings are mostly made from ash wood.
West Dover, Vt., Jan.id, 1869. e. s. c.

Remaeks.—Yes, sir, we have no doubt of it.

The cattle will lie warmer and easier for the bed-
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ding, the shavings will absorb and retain a large

amount of valuable material, and if the soil is too

compact they will have an excellent mechanical

influence upon it. Any fine, dr}', vegetable matter

applied largely to the land, has been found to im-

prove it ; but the process is a slow one, unless fer-

mentation is readily induced in it by the droppings

of cattle or something else of this nature. We
have known an impoverished field of sandy loam
thoroughly fertilized by the use of spent tan, fre-

quent ploughings and the bountiful blessings which

the atmosphere shed upon it—nothing else being

applied. But this was efl'ected through a process

of several years, as an experiment. Perhaps it

might have been more economically restored by the

use of active manures. The experiment proves,

however, that our poorest lands may be made in

some degree fertile by an expenditure of little be-

sides the labor required to keep the surface free

from weeds and in a fine and loose condition. The
first money cost would be for grass seed, to be

grown and ploughed under.

DISEASE AMONG THE PIGS.

Will you or some of your subscribers tell me
of the cau5e and a remedy for a disease among

*. my pigs ? They are taken with a swelling of tht ir

hips and numbness of their limbs. Some of them
are lame all over. Many have been lost in this

section by this disease. Some lay it to buckwheat
feed, and straw of the same for bedding; but I am
confident it is not the case with mine.

J. C. Miller.
Fort Kent, Aroostook Co., Me., Feb., 1869.

Remarks.—It is quite clear that your pigs suffer

from paralysis, but not so clear what causes it.

It is often occasioned, however, from exposure to

dampness and cold, especially where pigs are

obliged to lie upon damp floors, where cold drafts

of air pass up between cracks in the floor upon
the wet bodies of the animals. Or sleeping upon
wet bedding and exposure to severe cold at the

same time, would be quite likely to cause paralysis

of the hinder parts. Warm and well-ventilated

apartments that are kept dry, a table-spoonful of

the flour of sulphur, three times in the course of

ten days, and good, nourishing food, are the best

prescriptions we can recommend.

80RE TEATS IN COWS.—MANAGEMENT OF LONDON
DAIRIES.

In reply to "G. H. K.," Sterling, Mass., Nov.
16, 1868, I beg to give him an old English receipt
to cure cow's sore teats. It may be useful to other
subscribers to the Farmer. The boilings of pig's

feet, ears and laces, after being well salted—and a
portion of saltpetre also—for five or six weeks.
The following is the mode of preparing it. After
the feet are boiled till the meat is quite done, take
the boilings and add, in a muslin bag, two or three
good handfuls of green mallows, with the roots,

and l)oil till quite tender; then chop or pound to
a pulp. After the boilings are cold, take off all

the fat and put into co/<L water, and set it on the
stove to f/ently melt, no^o boil or even simmer,
when all the bits of meat and bone will sink in
the water. Then set by to get quite cold. Take
off the fat and add to it the pulped mallows, and

mix it well together into a salve which will be
found very beneficial for cow's sore teats, and as a
preventive of cracking, if occasionally used on
those which are hard and rough. Speaking of
cows, it will not, perhaps, be much out of order to
makealiitle addition to the remarks of Mr. H.
Morton, the "city of London cow keeper." Hav-
ing been acquainted some years ago with a great
cow keeper in London, whose milk walk extended
over many miles, I learned that he always had in
reserve the same quantity of milking cows out at
grass, that he had in the stalls, and regularly
milked twice a day. As soon as any stall fed cow
began to sink in her milk, she was turned out, and
a grass cow brought up into her place. All cows,
however, were changed once a month, even if they
milked well up to the day of turning out to grass.
By thus changing the cows, he was enabled to
ki ep up his daily supply oi' milk for his customers.
His first stait was with 170 cows, which number
he kept up. John Whatmore.

Bridgenortli Farm, }

Dunleith, III., Jan. 15, 18G9. S

raising wheat in new ENGLAND.

Your remarks in the recent number of the Far-
mer, in relation to raising wheat in this part of
the country, have led me to think over my expe-
rience in raising wheat for the last thirty years.
We first sowed half a bushel of spring wheat on
about half an acre of land, and raised eleven bush-
els of good wheat. The next year we sowed one
bushel on some of the best land of our farm, and
got a lot of rusty straw and shrivelled grain, from
which a man would have to work hard to thresh
out enough during the day to make bread suffi-

cient for his supper. A few years later we sowed
some more spring wheat with about the same re-

sults. In 1853, 1 remember, I had the wheat fever
again, from reading Mr. Henry Poor's articles. I
went to Andover, where he then lived, and bought
a bushel of his best winter wheat, thinking that it

would not rust. It was sowed on land that usually
gives eighty bushels of shelled corn to the acre,
when it is manured as we did for the wheat. It

yielded twenty bushels of wheat. The next year we
sowed it and it rusted worse than the spring wheat.
About ten yeai-s ago, one of our neighbors got
some wheat from Dunstable, which it was said
would not rust, and the wheat fever began to ap-
pear again, but it soon died, or rather rusted out.

From my experience I have come to the conclu-
sion that it costs me twice as much to raise my
wheat, as it does to raise other crops and buy my
wheat. Wm. R. Putnam.
Danvers, Mass., Feb. 1, 1869.

FANCY POTATOES.

"Every dog must have his day," is an old adage,
and as true of potatoes as dogs. Just now the fever
runs high, and the man who is fortunate enough
to raise a large crop from a small amount of seed,

or succeeds in producing an "extra early" tuber,

finds amarket for them at any price. "Fast" horses
and "fast" potatoes take well. Two years since,

in common with others, I "invested" a few dimes
in the "Early Goodrich." They did very well.
Encouraged to expect a greater yield under more
favorable circumstances, I carefully treasured up
the product of the first year, selling enough how-
ever to my neighbors to realize a little more than
my first investment. I planted largely the second
year, carefully manuring and cultivating them.
The drought came on just when they needed mois-
ture most, and the result was a large crop of "small
potatoes," from the size of a buck shot upwards,
not reaching however the size of decent respecta-

bility in but few cases. From one hill I dug one
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hundred and seven potatoes, mostly very small.

The tubers themselves are hardly eatable. They
are soggy and tasteless. They will bum sooner

than bake or boil, and require nearly double the

time for either process, of any other potato I ever

saw ; and when "done ' you will find a bullet in

the middle. This unfortunate result may be ow-
ing to the soil, or the manure, or the weather, but
this "experience" has quieted my fever for "early

potatoes," and I am going back to "first principles."

This year I propose to plant the "Jackson White"
and the "Jersey Peach Blow," two varieties which
have been fully tested and are good. l. c. b.

Essex, Vt., Jan., 1869.

SrOAR MAKING.

I wish to ask you or any of your correspondents,
well posted in this branch of business, a few ques-
tions on this subject.

1. Has there been any signs discovered so that
we can tell, in advance, whether the season will be
good or poor, as we term it ?

2. What is the proper name of a substance now
found in molai-ses and sugar, variously called
"sugar grit," "sand," "carbonate of lime," "nitre,"
&c.

3. Does this substance come from the soil, by
the way of the roots ; or from the air, by the way
of the leaves f or is it a chemical product formed
in the process of manufacture ?

4. Why was there more of this sediment last

year in a given quantity of molasses than in any
previous year ?

*

5. How is it that we have so much of this sub-
stance now, and none, or scarcely any, forty years
ago ? When was this article first discovered ?

6. What is the best process for separating the
"grit" from molasses .'

7. Does the sap come mainly from the soil

through the roots, or from the atmosphere through
the leaves ?

8. What per cent of sweet passes off in steam,
in the manufacture of maple sugar ?

Timothy Wheelek.
Waterbury Centre, Vt., Feb. 8, 1869.

Remarks.—1. "In the morning sow thy seed,

and in the evening withhold not thy hand: for

thou knowest not whether shall prosper, either

this or that, or whether they both shall be alike

good." Still we have weather-wise and sugar-

wise people who are flush with prophecies, but we
have not heard from them this season.

2. The proper name of this "sugar grit" is phos-

phate of lime. See an article in Monthly Far-
mer page 331, volume for 1867, by I. B. Hartwell,

Wilkinsonville, Mass. Why the other ingredients

of the ash of maple wood, such as potash, sul-

phur, mineral matters, &c., are not precipitated, as

well as the lime, is a question for the chemist.

3. We suppose that this substance comes from

the soil. The sugar, we suppose, is elaborated by
the leaves and other organs of the tree and de-

posited in the tree or its roots, as in case of the

beet, the year previous.

4 and 5. We doubt whether there was ever less

of this grit in sugar than now, and suppose that

its apparent increase is owing to the greater care

in manufacture and the closer observation which

has latterly been given to every process.

6. Mr. W. H. Lyon, of North Craftsbury, Vt.,

in a communication, Monthly Farmer, 1867,

page 334, said that by straining the syrup through

a flannel strainer all the "grit" will be left in the

strainer.

7. We suppose "the sap comes mainly from the

soil," but that it dissolves and takes up the saccha-

rine matter in its upward course that was deposited

the previous year.

8. AVe suppose that no part of the "sweet"

passes off by evaporation.

The pleasant weather of the few past weeks in-

dicates that the time of the flow of sap is near,

and these off-hand "suppositions" are appended

for the purpose of bringing the subject at once

before the unassembled congregation of Farmer
readers, thinkers and writers.

CULTURE OF CELERY.

Can you tell me what time West Cambridge
market gardeners set out their celery plants, the
general course of culture, &Ci, followed by them ?

Can it be raised as a second crop ? s.

Remarks.—Celery is propagated by seed. Our
practice is to sow it in a hot bed about the middle

of March. It may be sown in the open ground

but is a long time in coming up. Sowing it in any

old box, or large pot, placed in the kitchen, all the

plants would be produced required for a medium
sized family. When the plants are three or four

inches high, prick them out into a soil that is rich

and fine; protect them from the sun for two or

three days and keep them moist. From the mid-

dle of June to first of July, transplant again into

a moderately rich soil. Some persons make
trenches a foot deep in which to set the plants, but

we have succeed ed just as well by setting them

on a level surface.

When the plants are eight or nine Inches high,

draw the soil about them a little at frequent hoe-

ings, holding up the leaves at the same time to

prevent the earth from getting in between them.

This should be continued until the plant has grown

large enough, and will blanch the stalks.

Before severe frosts come, the plants must be

taken up, roots and all, and set out in a cool cellar

in moist sand. They may be placed quite near

each other, but the ends of the leaves left out.

Sand is much better than the soil they grew in

for packing.

COLTS GNAWING CRIBS AND BOARDS.

I have two last spring colts that I am wintering.

The youngest was weaned last October. In No-
vember, or the first of December, I noticed they

had commenced gnawing the edge of their cribs

and the wood-work about them. They have
gnawed my barnyard fence from one end to the

other, and seem to like those parts that are .i little

decayed or soft. If you or any of the numerous
readers of the New England Farmer can tell

me the cause, or what will stop the habit, it will

greatly oblige an old subscriber.
James Walker.

Manchester, N. H.,Jan. 30, 1869.

Remarks.—The gnawing of the crib, boards, or

any wood-work, is not only a habit of colts, but of

many horses who are well-behaved in other re-
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spects. Some one remarks that the high-fed and

spirited horse must be in mischief, if not usefully

employed. But it is often difficult to tell what

causes the colt to use his teeth in this way. It

probaljly arises fi'om different causes, and we
should naturally look for them about the mouth.

"When at about the age of your colts the second

teeth begin to push up, the fangs of the first teeth

are absorbed, and the teeth finally drop out.

Sometimes, however, this process docs not go on

properly, and what we called wolf's-teeth are

formed. In all cases, therefore, where the habit

of gnawing occurs, the mouth of the colt should

be carefully examined by some skilful person, to

ascertain whether the cause lies there. The habit

may also be contracted by some exposure, such as

cold, damp, or wet bedding, want of cleanliness or

variety of food, or vermin may be preying upon

them. All these points must be looked after, and

corrected if they need it. If the habit continues,

seek the advice of the persons most competent

about you to suggest a remedy.

SCAB IN SHEEP.

My sheep have got the scab so that their wool
is all comjng oft'. Please inform me through the
Farmer, the best remedy for this disease.

Bradford, Mass., Feb. 2, 1869. James Jetter.

Remarks.—Dipping the sheep in a strong de-

coction of tobacco, with a little spirits of turpen-

tine occasionally added, after brushing off the

scabs with stiff shoe brushes dipped in a suds of

tobacco water and soft soap, is recommended by

Dr. Randall. But with wool as long as it is at

this season, this would be an expensive operation.

He also recommends applying the tobacco wash
to which one-third, by measure, of wood ashes, as

much lard as the lye will dissolve, a small quan-

tity of tar, and about one-eighth of the whole, by

measure, of spirits of turpentine. Cut off the wool

as far as the skin feels hard to the finger, wash the

scab with soap suds rubbed hard with a shoe brush

so as to cleanse and break the scab, then rub the

tobacco compound upon the part affected. Other

preparations are used, such as arsenic, mercurial

ointment, corrosive sublimate, &c., which are dan-

gerous remedies. The cause of the scab is said

to be an insect, similar to the mange in horses and

the itch in men. It increases very rapidly, is very

infectious, and produces a dangerous disease. If

you cannot obtain the advice and assistance of

some neighbor acquainted with the disease, you

.will do well to procure a copy of Randall's Prac-

tical Sheperd.

NORWAY OATS.

I was about to inquire through the Farmer,
what virtues were possessed by the Norway oats

as a farm crop which should merit the high prices

asked, or even the confidence of practical far-

mers, when I noticed in the last issue, an article

from "L. C. B." in which he recommends tbe oats.

The assertions of "L C. B." are not warranted
hy the crops in this vicinity. My own experience
with them is, that forty pounds sown on one hundred
and forty-three rods of very rich corn stubble,

dressed with superphosphate and other fertilizers,

gave me only fifty-three bushels of thirty-two
pounds, the heaviest of which weighed thirty and
one-fourth pounds per measured bushel ; while I
raised the past season over two hundred bushels of
common oats on four acres of comparative!}' poor
land which never received a dressing of manure of
any kind, with three bushels seed per acre, which
weighed more by the bushel than the Norways. I
seldom fail to raise a hundred bushels of common
oats to the acre on ground equal to the said corn
stubble.
People in this vicinity have raised Norways

side by side with the common oats, and I have yet
to learn of an instance of fair and careful trial

where the Norways have equalled the common
oats. Among some thirty farmers who have
raised the Norways, I have heard but three speak
well of them as a farm crop. Many of these far-

mers decline to sow them again except under cou-
tiactfor the crop at a higii |)rice.

Sown the same day, they do not mature as early,

and donot yield or weigh as much on equal soil as the
common oats. The straw being cosrse and grow-
ing very tall saps the land without rendering an
equivalent. Some hundreds of bushels of the^eoats
raised in this vicinity will not average thirty
pounds per measured bushel. So far as multipli-
city of stalks is concerned, I have counted more
stalks from one kernel where sown thin than any
brag I have seen of the Norways. I do not con-
sider the recommendations from those interested
in the sale of the oa's, or the paid for certificates of
their dupes entitled to any consideration, but pre-
fer to rely on the real honafide facts of pounds as
a farm crop. The Norway oat crop of this coun-
ty has been mostly picked up by Messrs. Smith &
liamsdell at prices ranging from $1.25 to $2.00 per
bushel. A. D. Arms.

Montpelier, Yt., Feb. 8, 1869.

CANADA AND THE STATES.

Your States' papers, almost without exception,
speak of Canadians as having acted a very un-
friendly part during the war. It is not wholly a
just idea. You had many friends here whom you
ignore on account of a few unfriend!}' and irritat-

ing men. Very many of our papers were your
steady friends, l>ut they were never noticed. The
others were, and for their sakes you condemn us
all. Is this fair.'

You blame us for "harboring" your enemies,
skedaddlers, &c. Even Senator Morrill lowers
himself so far. Was it worse for us to "harbor" a
few unarmed skulking Southerners than for you
to harijor immense numbers of armed P'enians,

our foes ? We never heard of raiders "picnics"
within our lines addressed by prominent Canadi-
ans. Our laws regarding refugees do not probably
differ from your ov/n.

Many thousands of Canadians enlisted in your
armies and fought for you. Thousands died for

you. How many men's blood would it take to

l)alance one unfriendly tongue or pen ? Appar-
ently it couldn't be done. No States' paper has
ever said to my knowledge the (ir.st kind word to

those of us who mourn their loved ones fallen

for your sakes. Not so many of us spoke against

you &s fought for you, and yet in almost every
States' paper we take up we meet with bitter

words of "all that Canadians have said and done
during the last fcvv years," or some condescending
one speaks of "holding out the olive leaf" to us,

miserat)!e sinners. Is this fair ? J. G. Field.
Staiistead, Canada, Feb. 5, 1867.

Remarks.—By publishing the foregoing we do

not wish to be understood as pleading guilty of

having entertained the feelings or expressed the
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sentiments ascribed to the "States' papers almost

without exception." But we do confess to an in-

ability to understand why the Canadians, or the

subjects of any foreign power, should have the

benefits of our markets at any cheaper rate than

our own citizens ; or to see the policy of making

treaties which would not look well when incor-

porated into general laws,

lETTUCE AND CABBAGE. J

•What is the best kind of lettuce? Is there a
kind called the Michigan lettuce that is superior
to all others ? Have been waiting for the seed.--

men to advertise, that we might know where to

send fur catalogue of seeds. What is the best
kind of early cabbage for market gardening, and
the best way of cultivating them ?

Primus Johnson.
Webster, Mass., Jan. 24, 1869.

Remarks.—We know nothing of the Michigan

lettuce. The White Silesia for early, and the

common Head Lettuce for ordinary use are the

best kinds, on the whole. The seedsmen send

catalogues on application.

The Oxheart, Early York and Early Savoy are

good kinds of early cabbage. Sow in a hot bed in

March, and transplant to a rich warm soil, as

soon as it is warm and mellow. Use the hoe or

rake almost daily. Ashes, moistened with weak
brine, may be worked into the ground two or

three times during the season. A little plaster

sprinkled into the hills when the plants are being

set is advantageous. Go over them early every

morning and look for the gray worms that are

the great pests of early cabbages. If the weather

is dry use the watering pot freely until they begin

to head.

•WHY BEES SHOULD NOT BE MOVED IN WINTER.
The cold makes their combs very brittle and

consequently very likely to break in transporta-
tion, especially if they are less than one year old.
When they are full of honey and subject to frost

they will crack even if not moved, and should be
kept quiet until it is warm enough for the bees to
repair such cracks, which they will do at the ear-
liest opportunity. After bees have been confined
to their hives Ijy reason of the cold they should
not be disturbed until they can leave the hive to
fly. After it is warm enough for that they may be
moved if the combs are sound. The combs are
much safer during transportation when the hive is

bottom upwards. f.

Mast Yard, N. H., Feb., 1869.

' and a half bushels of screened wheat per acre

—

' (better to soak the wheat over night in a strong
i brine)—without any more manure, and seed down
j

with half Ijushel herds grass per acre. My light-

i est yield of wheat per acre has been twenty bushels,
and my heaviest forty, average about thirty bush-
els. My soil is a rotten slate, and after two such

^

crops as the above I get from two to three tons of
hay per acre. I plough from six to ten inches
deep and am not afraid of putting the manure too
thick. Jacob Fuller.

Houth Wallingford, Vt., Feb., 1869.

"WHEAT RAISING IN THE CHAMPLAIN VALLEY.
In connection with the article in the Farmer,

by Mr. Poor, urging a convention of New England
farmers to discuss the matter of wheat growing,
I would say that I think every New England far-
mer should grow wheat enough at least for his
own use; by which thousands of dollars annually
would be saved to the East that is now sent West
for flour. I have sowed wheat every year for the
last ten or twelve years, and I get as good flour as
the best I can buy. I choose my highest and most
windy places; turn over the sod

; plant corn, with
a good coat of barnyard manure turned under,
and manure in the hill, getting from fitty to seventy-
tive bushels of corn per acre; plough the next fall

or as early as possible in the spring, and sow one

SWAMP LARCH FOR RAFTERS.

Can swamp larch, sometimes called juniper, be
used for ratters in a barn, or would they warp too
badly } Would it be better to have the sticks left

to season awhile before they are sawed ? What is

the best and cheapest matirial to cover the fiat roof
of a barn ? What work on Farm Buildings would
you advise one to consult to obtain an idea of the
best modern improvements in barn building ?

An Old Subscriber.
Middlesex County, Mass., 1869.

Remarks.—We have no doubt that larch (hack-

matack) rafters would answer very well if they

were carefully "stuck up" after they are sawed,

as inch boards are usually put up to season.

If the roof is nearly flat, some kind of cement

would be best, gravel and tar, or something of the

kind. We have heard that common hydraulic

cement does well on a flat roof, put on quite thin

and repeated several times. Good white pine

boards with square edges and the best of shingles

are the most economical if wood is used.

A book on Farm Buildings, in which especial

attention was given to the subject of barns, was
published by Mr. J. H. Hammond of this State,

in 1852 or 1853. It can probably be found at A.

Williams, 100 Washington St., Boston.

EGGS SOLD IN SIX MONTHS FROM BRAHMA
FOWLS.

In August, 9 doz. ; September, 14^ doz. ; Octo-
ber, 22^ doz. ; November, 9 doz ; December, 26^
doz.; January, 37.^ doz.;—total 118^ doz.
August 1, had 4 old hens and one pulltt, just 5

months old, that had commenced laying; by
September 1, 6 or 8 pullets had began to lay ; by
December 1, about 20 had began to lay. Before
January 1, the old hens were all sold, and the pul-
lets, 40 in number, were all laying ; but those that

commenced in August and September of course
did not lay as many eggs as those that had just
commenced. The price obtained has averaged 44
cents per dozen. A good many have been used in

the 'amily besides those sold.

I find the Brahmas good winter layers, if well
cared for. They must not be overfed or they will

grow too fat. Mine live mostly on oats and wheat
bran, with some corn meal. Have plenty of water
and oyster shells, with beef scraps about once a
week. A. W. Cheever.

aheldonville, Mass., Feb., 1869.

WOOL GROWERS, STOCK RAISERS AND DAIRYMEN.

Once and again the editors of the New Eng-
land Farmer have urged the wool growers to be
awake to their interest in securing needed protec-
tion. The wool growers' protection is the grass
growers' protection, as wool is but grass and grain.
Beef, pork, butter and cheese have the same ori-

gin, and consequently the same interest in a just
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wool tariff that •sv-ool growers have. Still there
is a feeling among dairymen and stock growers of
inditfercnce, if not of hostility, towards the wool
grr'wcrs' interest. How extensive that feeling is

I leave every man to judge for himself. Depress
wool growing until cattle shall take the place of
sheep and all the products of the land will fall in
price. Make all grass growers feel they have a
common interest in everything that affects any
class of grass consumers, and the wool growers
and dairymen will be heard as one man, and their
just claims will be heeded.

'

f.
Mast Yard, N. II., Jan., 1869.

HUMOR IN A HORSE.

Can you give me a remedy for skin disease or
humor in a horse ? The horse is in the constant
habit of rubbing his head and neck against what-
ever he can get at and of biting himself.

CentreviUe, Mass., Feb., 1869. F. Doane.

Remarks.—Are you sure that he is entirely free

from vermin ? If so, send for your physician to

examine him, who will probably prescribe a few

doses of some mild purgative. That is the safest

and will prove the cheapest course you can take.

CArSE OF SLABBERING IN HORSES.

My experience has been that either Lobelia or
common Smart Weed will produce extreme s!ab-

berinir; especially the latter plant. A. J. Stow.
Weybridge, Vt., Feb. 6, 1869.

SPRINGFIELD, VT., FARMERS' CLUB.
In consequence, probably, of their compar-

atively greater isolation, farmers in New Eng-

land have been much slower in availing them-

selves of the advantages of association than

any other class of our citizens. Mechanics

have their Unions, merchants their Boards of

Trade, physicians, lawyers, ministers, &c.,

keep up distinctive organizations, and find both

pleasure and profit in stated meetings. "Why

should not farmers? No class needs union

and co-operation more than farmers, and a

growing disposition to avail themselves of their

advantagt s we regard as the best index and

evidence of agricultural progress. A corres-

pondent furnishes an illustration in point by

the following brief history of the Springfield,

Vt., Farmers' Club.

This Club was organized seven years since

by a few young men who felt the necessity of

more thoroughly understanding their business,

and of meeting to exchange thoughts and views

and endeavoring to improve their minds as the

fir.st step towards improving their stock and

farms. The members have gradually in-

creased and now r^umber some thirty. The

meetings are held on every alternate Monday
evening through the winter months, at the

members' houses, where essays are read, and a

discussion follows on the various questions in-

teresting to the farmer. The influence for

good which has grown out of these meetings

is very apparent, and is particularly noticea-

ble in the stock of some of its most active

members.

Some of the very best flocks of Merino

sheep to be found east of the Green Mountains

are to be seen in Springfield.

Two y^.rs ago the Club appointed a com-

mittee to report upon the best breed of "neat

stock" for our locality. This committee, with

H. M. Arms as chairman, made an elaborate

report, giving a decided preference to the

Short-horns. This report led to the formation

of the "Springfield Thoroughbred Stock As-

sociation," consisting of twenty members.

At that time there were not a half dozen

thoroughbred cattle in town. Now they num-
ber more than one hundred fine aniinals, with

the celebrated herd of Burdett Loomis, Wind-
sor Locks, Conn., purchased by H. M. Arms,

for the round sum of $10,000.

A GOOD RETURN FROM COWS.
During our recent visit to Amherst to at-

tend the discussions of the annual meeting of

the State Board of Agriculture, we met and

conversed with many persons from various

parts of the State. Among others, was a con-

versation with Mr. J. W. Hagar, of Phillips-

ton, in relation to his manner of feeding milch

cows, and the product secured. He has sent

as an account of his course which is as fol-

lows :—The year ended January 11, 1869.

He kept seven cows ; kept them eating two

hours in the morning and the same at night,

including half a peck of Swedes turnips to

each, once each day. Watered them twice

during the day. After calving, he gave each

cow, daily, two c^uarts of "middlings," until

the first of May. On the first of August he

commenced feeding corn fodder and continued

it until the year was out.

Amount of butter made 1467 pounds which
amounted to •••.... $671 88

Milt sold, 1 00
Ctieese, 160 tba, at 15c ^ lb, 24 UO

$696 86
Average per cow, $99.55.

The milk was skimmed when twelve hours

old, and the skim milk fed to the calves, which

were fed regularly upon it for three months.

He has not stated to us the value of the calves.
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IS PORK UNCIiBAN?
You liare no doubt read the enclosed article en

titled "Pork Unci an," as well as hundreds of your
readers, it having been extensively circulated by
a party lecturing in this vicinity on health, &c.
You, no doubt, with your experience, know if

the statement made is true or not. Is it a fact,

that every hog has "corruption flowing from his

feet like drainage from a sewer ?" oris it true that
"nothing but man will cat pork," or that "lard is

the quintessence of scrofulous extract, &c., &c. ?"

Do kt us know if these named statements are true

or false. A Reader.
Medford, Mass., Feb., 1869.

Remarks.—"We do not believe that one-half of

the article enclosed to us, about pork, is true. In

the first place the v/riter quotes the old lawgiver,

Moses, as his authority that pork is unclean. He
reasons upon the supposition that Moses interdict-

ed the use of certain animals because they were

unwholesome. Such, in our opinion, was not the

piincipal cause. His intention was to wean the

Israelites from their entire dependence upon their

animals for food, which is usual among nomad
people, and to introduce new wants which only

agriculture could supply.

In the second place, the object of this interdic-

tion was, to discourage any friendly intercouse be-

tween the Israelites and the idolatrous nations

around them, and nothing could be better calcu-

lated than this, and other dietetic regulations, to

prevent them from joining in the festivities and

social entertainments of their neighbors. The

Jews abstained from eating animals which their

neighbors did eat, and which we eat at this day

;

and in the same manner, we refrain from various

animals, not at all unfit for food, which the Jews

did eat and which are eaten in other countries.

We do not eat horses, dogs, cats, snails and grass-

hoppers, all of which are good for food, and are

more or less eaten in different countries, although

from not being used to them, we should regard

their meat, if set on a table, with as much abhor-

rence as a Jew or Mohammedan could manifest

with regard to pork. The great object Moses had

in view was, to change the character of the Israel-

ites from that of a nomad or wandering people, to

that of an agricultural people, with a fixed home.

In Deuteronomy, xiv., 8, Moses saj^s :—"And
the swine, because it divideth the hoof, yet chew-

eth not the cud, it is unclean unto you : ye shall

not eat of their flesh." And he said the same of

the hare and the cone^ in the preceding verse.

This could not have been because either of them

were unfit for food. These and other interdictions

were intended to make their new country neces-

sary to the Israelites, so as to render it impossible

for them to abandon it for any other, or to resume

their former mode of life. As an evidence of this,

in the 21st verse of the same chapter, Moses says

:

"Ye shall not eat of anything that dieth of itself:

thou Shalt give it unto the stranger that is within
thy gates that he may eat it; or thou mayest sell

it unto an alien : for thou art an holy people unto
the Lord thy God."

This seems to us decisive proof of the truthful-

ness of the position which we have taken. Moses
was an upright man. If he supposed that the

flesh of an animal that "died of itself" was impure
and unwholesome, would lie give it to the inno-

cent stranger who was a visitor among the people,

or sell it to the alien who might be poisoned by it i"

By no means, Moses was no such double-dealing

person.

Again, in speaking of the hog, the writer of the

article sent to us, assuming the air of an astute

naturalist saj's :
—"Examine the inside of his fore

legs, a few inches above his feet, and look at the

open sores or issues provided by nature to drain

off a part of the vile, scrofulous ichor from his cor-

rupt and filthy body." Has not this delicate writer

the same provision on his own legs, and all over

his body ? If rot, his own skin would soon be

covered with the "mange, tetter and scurf" which

he ascribes to the. poor hog. Does he not know
that the hog never sweats, and that these issues

subserve the purposes of perspiration ? It would

be well for this critic to read the Bible more care-

fully, and a volume or two on natural history and
physiology before he questions the wisdom of God
in the creation of HiS works. In wisdom He made
them all—the hog included. When circumstances

permit, the hog is a neat animal. None like a dry,

clean bed better, and none will keep it cleaner.

He has his trichine, it is true ; so has the ox his

"warbles" and pleuro-pneumonia; the cow, the

"cow-pox ;" the sheep, the foot-rot, ticks and cuta-

neous eruptions, but when properly fed and tended

all are good as food for man.

We are aware of the opinions which have always

prevailed in the East with regard to the use of

pork. LiU'ge quantities of fat meat of any kind

would probably prove unwholesome, and particu-

larly so to persons subject to leprosy and other

cutaneous diseases, as the Israelites seem to have

been. The warmer the climate, the less need is

there of a meat diet ; while in a cold one, a larger

proportion of flesh and fat as food is best.

It is quite probable that in the East swine were

permitted to run at large, as they do at the present

day in the cities in our Southern States. There

they feed mainly upon all sorts of foul garbage;

are kicked about by men and horses, stoned by-

boys and hunted through the hot sun by dogs ; are

overfed one day and starved the next, and by

these circumstances, and the great variations in

temperature to which they are subjected, may
contra\;t diseases, and their flesh be unwholesome.

But It is not so among the farmers of New Eng-

land. Their swine are generally comfortably

housed, fed regularly upon wholesome, nutritious

food in variety, provided with pure water and salt,

and during the summer season are daily supplied

with fresh weeds, tender grass, milk, a little grain

and uncooked vegetables. They live quietly, grow

and fatten rapidly, and at ten or twelve months

old furnish the cleanest, sweetest and as whole-
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some flesh as any with which we are supplied.

We know persons v/ho eat fresh pork with as

much comfort as they can the finest mutton chop

or beef steak; and we have never known any to

be injured by its use, who ate in the moderation

that all such concentrated food should be taken.

The truth of the matter is that fresh pork is so de-

licious that persons eat too heartily of it, get sick,

and charge the consequences to the unwholesome-

ness of the food

!

EFFECTS OF FERTILITY.
Though wheat is wheat, hay is hay, potatoes

are potatoes, apples are apples, it is well

known that there is a great difference in the

qualities of these several articles of the same

varieties grown on different soils and in differ-

ent years. What influence on quality have

the different soils on which they grow, or the

same soils when differently manured ? In a

discussion of this question a correspondent of

the Bural N'.w Yorker alludes to an analysis

of two parcels of oat straw grown on the same

farm, in the same year, from the same seed,

but one on bog and one on dry land, which

showed a proportion of 1.90 per cent, of silica

in that from the bog, and 3 42 per cent, in

that from the dry land ; wheat grown in dif-

ferent places varies from 18 to 1 G per cent, in

gluten
;
grass from land to which salt has been

applied was found on analysis, by C. W.
Johnson, to contain a larger proportion of

soda than other grass in the same field to

which salt has not been applied. The writer

then says :

—

A lew years ago, when applying a top dressing
of fine raw bones to a meadow, which had run
into blue grass, the bones were carried to the field

in bags, early in spring, and these bags dumped
upon the ground at equal distances, so the piles

could Ijc taken into bat^kets and sown evenly over
the field. These piles were not gathered up clean,

and a larger proportion was left than was sown
over other parts of the field; and the grass on
these spots grew taller and of a deeper, darker
green. These were cut by themselves and bound
in bundles to preserve them separate. In winter,

when feeding the hay from this field—which was
a fair cropand saved in good order—the caitle and
horses were occasionally given some of these bun-
dles, and they would leave the hay and devour
these as greedily as if they had been oats. They
readdy knew the ditference, although of the same
kind of hay and grown in the same field. The
larger amount of phosphate of lime and nitroge-

nous matter applied to these spots produced a more
perfect development of these qualities in the grass,

and probably gave the hay a finer odor, and, there-

fore, a belter relish. The animals seemed to dis-

tinguish the difl'erence the moment it was brought
withm smelling range.
We have also tried the experiment of salting

spots here and there in the pa»tiu-e, and dressing
others with bones or superphosphate some weeks

before cattle were turned out in spring, and have
unilbrmly found that they delighted to feed on
these spots.

These facts may suggest a reason for the

diverse opinions of farmers on different soils

as to the necessity of giving salt to stock, and

suggest a cause for the "unnatural appetite"

of stock on some farms for bones, boards, &c.

Every cook knows the difference between the

quality of eggs from half-starved and well fed

hens ; and why should there not be a differ-

ence in the quality as well as f^aantity of vege-

tation on poor, exhausted land and on that

in which all the elements of fertility exist in

abundance ? The subject also suggests in-

quiries in relation to the effect of barn- yard

and special manures which we leave to the

consideration of farmers, with the remark

that there is much in our soils, our crops, and

our manures to think of and study into.

Washington County, Vt.—The farmers

of this county met at Montpelier, Feb. C, and

organized an Agricultural Society. The Jour-

nal says its most sanguine hopes, both in re-

spect to numbers present and the degree of

earnest purpose manifested, were far exceeded.

A constitution and by-laws were adopted.

The following officers were elected :

—

Prfsident—Levi Boutwell.
Vice President—D. B. Wheelock.
Secretary— A.\is\.\n D. Arms.
Treasurer—Clark King.
Auditor—Jioa P. Carpenter.

A Board of Directors consisting of one in

each town in the county was also elected.

ITEW PUBLICATIONS.
Entomology.

Notwithstanding the immense loss which the

farmers of this country annually sustain from the

depredations of insects upon their crops, little of a

practical or popular character has been published

on their history or habits until within a compara-

tively few years past. Books enough on entomol-

ogy it is true have been issued, but they have gen-

erally been written by that intensely learned class

who believe that "the man of science who follows

his studies into their practical application is false

to his calling." But this literary pedantry is giv-

ing place to broader views, and learned men are

now willing to aid the practical man by their theo-

retical knowledge. As evidence of this we take

pleasure in calling attention to two magazines de-

voted to entomology, both of which are conducted

by scientific men, and both of which avoid or ex-

plain technical terms, are fully illustrated, and de-

signed for the common reader.
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The first is The American Naturalist, published

monthly at Salem, Mass., at $3 per year, by the

Pcabody Institute ; the other is The American En-

tomohffiit, published at St. Louis, Mo., by R. P.

Studley, & Co. at $.1 per year. They are both well

printed, and either we presume would send a spec-

imen to any one who wishes to see a number, on

the receipt of one-twelfth the subscription price.

We recommend both to farmers who wish to be

better posted on the history of insects injuiious to

vegetation or ot those whose habits render them
beneficial to the farmer.

Practical Flokicl'LTL'RF, ; a Guide to the successful
Cultivation of ITior.sts's Plants, lor the Amiiicur ai:d

Professioi al Florist. Bv Peter Hindereon, Autlior
of "Oaideiii g for Profit." Beri^en City, N. J". II

lustrat-d. N. w Vorb : Orantje Judd & Co., 18o9.

Bosion : A. Williams & Co. Price $1.50, 249 pages.

The taste for flowers and the occasions for their

use increase with the wealth of communities.

Such is the demand for flowers in this country that

Mr. HcncVenson believes that a frugal man with a

knowledge of the business and f'lOOO capital may
safely start the greenhouse business wherever

there is a town of 10,000 inhabitants of average in

telligence and culture, with less chances of fiiilure

than in the nursery or vegetable business. This

volume is intended for the amateur who superin-

tends or does the work of his own garden or

greenhouse, and for the unskilled florist in country

towns who has no one to consult with or to copj"^

from. And we think the work is well adapted to

its purpose. The style is easy and lamiliar, the

illustrations fresh and well drawn, and altogether

it is an attractive book.

The American Gabdewer's Assistant, in Three
Paris, cuuiaining conipleie practical Li eciions for

ihj Cuiivat on of Vi gLiiihlee, FI wers. Fruit Trtes
andGr poVince. By Thom.is Bridgeman, Gardener,
gcBiisojau and Florist. New Edition, Itovioed, Kn-
liirgod ami II mlratcl i>y S. Edwards Todd. New
Yo'rk: VViliiam Wood & Co. 1S68. Bo8LOu:Lee&
feliepard

Something over thirty years ago Mr. Bridgman

published his "Young Gardener's Assistant,"

which, being a practical work, became quite

popular. But as there have been great changes

and improvements in the business of gardening

since thLt time a change and improvement in

books upon the sutject are also required. From
a hasty examination of this volume we think the

reviser has done his work well. We must, huw-

ever, object to the arrangement of the volume into

three parts, with separate paging, and wiih the in-

dexes of the first and second parts in the body of

the bjok, where they are not so readily found.

The illustraiiuns are also quite ordinary.

The AiitRiCAN Frlit Culverist contaiidng practi-
cal Lir. ciioiis for liie Pri p<iga;ii/ii and Culture of
FruiL I'reLS in the Nursery, irchaid, aid Gardin.
Wiih Dffcriplions ot the IMncipal American and
Fureiga Vurie ies cuUivaud in ihe United a ates.
By Join -J. 'i'bonnis. lllu-ir..ted witii Four lluiidr..'d

and E g> ty Ac urate Fiaur a. New Yotk: W.
Wood i5i. CO. 1868. Boston : Lee k iSliepard.

More than twenty years ago we were much aid-

ed in our work with fruit trees by the first edition

of Mr. Thomas' book, and we then formed a high

opinion of him as a practical and reliable writer.

The present edition has been newly arranged, and

most of it re-written, and embraces the results of

the rapid progress made in fruit culture since the

"first edition was written. It has full indexes, and
a brief monthly calendar of work in the nursery

orchard and fruit garden.

Jt'or the Neiv England Farmer.

"W^INDSOR CO., VT., FARMERS' CLUB,
AT K0CHE8TEH.

In accordance with the announcement fof

the series of winter meetings, the Windsor
County Farmers' Club held its third session

at this place on the afternoon and evening of
the 3d inst. Though the day was stormy,

about sixty gentlemen,—some of the number
having come tive or six miles through the driv-

ing snow,—met in the Town Hall at 2 P. M.
Hon. W. W. Williams of Rochester, was

chosen President, and Hon. Crosby Miller of
Pomfret, Secretary.

The first subject for discussion was,

Eeclaiming Worn-out Pasture Lands.

Rev. V. M. Hubbard of this town opened
the discussion in a manner which proved him
to be as well versed in the principles of sound
and progressive agriculture as he is known to

be in matters pertaining more particularly to

his own profession. He asserted the* import-

ance of the subject, as the production of grass

lies at the foundation of all farm economy.
Without grass we cannot keep cattle ; without

cattle we can have no manure ; with no ma-
nure no profitable farming. Most of the pas-

tures in White River valley are now under
the dominion of brakes and bushes.

He would first divide large pastures into

small lots of ten or twelve acres each. In
these put different kinds of stock—horses,

cattle, sheep—and then change them from one
lot to another. Next attack the brakes and
bushes with the scythe,—the great enemy of
these noxious usurpers of the soil. The
brakes will make good forage for sheep in

winter, or good bedding for horses and cat-

tle ; or, if not needed for these purposes,

excellent compo,~t. When the pasture lots

have been carefully mowed, the sheep will

generally take care of the young growth that

springs up.

Next, sow salt when the brakes have been
exterminated. Thus the productiveness of

the pasture will be increased one third and
many times one-half. Better grasses will

come in, and our lands will keep twice the

present numlier of cattle.

Mr. H. strongly urged upon our farmers

the importance of keeping sheep, though the

wool alone at present prices v/iil not pay ; but
they will enrich every rood of land they travel

over.

Next, put on fertilizers, such as can be
bought or made on the farm. The country
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cannot be poor if its pastures are rich. Give
the sheep grass and they will give j ou back
the money.

Again, sheep will give us the best and
cheapest kind of food, and also in the greatest
amount, for the value of the food we feed to

them.
This method of fencing and mowing and

cropping and manuring a pasture involves
labor, and so do all good things in this world.
We complain of the small returns from our
lands, but the wonder is that they produce as

much as they do, for we take from them and
give nothing in return.

The discussion was continued by interesting

and profitable remarks from Dr. Huntington,
Mr. Harvey, Mr. Martin, Hon. W. W. Wil-
liams, General Cushman, Mr. Rodgers and
others, all making valuable and practicable

suggestions, for which I should not dare to

ask room in your columns,
Hon. Mr. Williams then introduced the

subject of

Wheat Culture.

He remarked that Rochester and its imme-
diate vicinity pays annually $20,000 for Hour
made from western wheat. Rochester once
exported wheat to the surrounding towns.
He urged farmers to cultivate this crop. He
would prepare the soil well, and manure with
sheep manure, and sow as early in the spring
as possible.

Mr. Harvey.—Rochester farmers at pres-
ent pay annual tribute to western farmers.
The West feeds us with bread, and we are at

the mercy of speculators and western wheat
growers. Our remedy is to raise more wheat
ourselves, in spite of the difficulties of weevil
and rust. He advises:. 1. To select good
seed,—good in variety and healthy in quality.

Diseased seed will produce diseased plants,

as in the animal kingdom, sickly germs will

produce enfeebled animals. 2. Feed the
wheat with such food (manure) as its nature
demands, on the same principle you would
feed animals. Wheat should not be cut too
soon. If the straw is sound and healthy, it

should stand till the berry is quite hard, else

it will not be plump. Would use ashes ; in-

ferred their value from experience ou new
land (burnt.) Lime and superphosphate
should be used on some lands.

Mr. IMathews gave us much encouragement
by detailing his experience in wheat raising.

lie has always raised all his family consumed,
and so did his father on the same farm before
him. He gets about twenty bushels per acre.

Mr. Wellington would put the wheat in as

early as possible in the spring, that it may
mature before the weevil attacks it.

Gen. Cushmau thought we should raise

wheat for our own biead, and then as many
oats would be produced as we now raise, with

little or no wheat. More profitable to raise

wheat at twenty bushels pi;r acre than oats at

fifty bushels per acre.

There was general regret that the afternoon
was too short to finish a discussion which all

felt had been no less interesting than profita-

ble, as it was believed that as a result of this

I
meeting the production of wheat in Rochester
will be materially increased.

Though the snow continued to fall during
the evening, the ball was filled with ladies and
gentlemen to listen to an address by Dr.
Henry Boynton of Woodstock, upon

The Condition and Duties of Farzaers.

The Doctor contrasted the effects of the
two elements of Conservatism and Progress in

human affairs, and stated that though there

may be no more men among farmers than
among men of other occupations who belong
to the class of ultra conservatives, yet it must
be confessed that we are not generally ready
to give a willing ear to the teachings of sci-

ence as applied to our calling. Men outside

of our ranks are in the habit of looking upon
the employment of farmers as having a ten-

dency to dwarf and belittle a man, and hence
farmers themselves have been regarded as not
quite on the same social level as men in other
branches of business. "Only a farmer'' is an
expression of marked significance, as indi-

cating the relative position of the farmer.

Though very largely in the majority, farmers
have but limited political influence, while their

practical knowledge of all matters touching
their interests is much needed in State and
National legislation.

The first duty of the farmer is to himself.

He must respect himself and respect his call-

ing; thus making himself worthy the regard
of all other men. He should practice a more
intelligent economy in his business and ht)use-

hold arrangements. He must invest the profits

of his farm in his business and not in govern-
ment bonds.

Farmers should avail themselves of the

power and advantages of associated actioa.

They are proverbially unsocial. When men
live in isolated conditions, they drift back to-

wards barbarism. They should form clubs in

every town and village. Every meeting, how-
ever small, would be attended with good re-

sults. Farmers should do all in thtir power
to lighten the burdens of their wives and
daughters.

When they will rightfully discharge these

duties, farmers will assume their right fid po-

sition in community, and the expression "only

a farmer," will become obsolete.

At the close of the address a Farmers' and
Mechanics' Club was formed, to liold its first

meeting iVIonday evening, Feb. 15.

The exercises of the evening were enlivened

by some excellent music by the "Rochester
Glee Club," under the direction of IMr. G.
H. Cooper. The occasion was highly enjoyed
by all, and it is hoped it will be succeeded by
many similar meetings. Apollonius.

liuchester. Ft'., Ftb. 4, 1860.
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PERCHERON" HORSES.

Mr. W. Wilkinson, an English farmer who

visited France in 1855, believing there was no

better farm horses in the world than the Eng-

glish, appears to have been much pleased

with a class of horses he saw in Paris. In an

article in the Journal of the Boyal Agricul-

tural Society, he thus speaks of the Percheron

horses :

—

"These horses, walking so nimbly with great

loads of stone, were not so fat as our own
favorites, but they seemed to me to be doing

twice the work. Although leaner, they bore

the strictest scrutiny ; the more I saw of them
the more I admired them. Meeting Mr. Jonas

Webb I called his attention to them. He said

he had never seen such before ; he had ob-

served a horse taking into ^he show yard an

immense load of provender, that astonished

him beyond measure ; he had resolved to try

to buy him, but he lost sight of him that day
and never saw him afterwards."

Mr. D. obtained a stallion which he called

"Napoleon," of which he says :

—

"He has been at work on my farm ever

since, almost always witd mares. I have never

bad so good, quiet, active, and powerful a

horse bei'ore. lie is unlike our English cart-

horses, for with great size (16^ hands high)

and immense substance, he shows a dash of

blood. He has an Arabian head, not small,

but of fine character, well proportioned to his

size. The neck is very muscular and well

turned, the shoulders large, very deep, without

lumps on the sides, and oblique,—such a

shape as would not be objected to for a riding

hor^e ; the bosom open, the fore legs magnifi-

cent and very short, with great bone, hard

sinews, and little hair upon them. His feet

are perfect in shape, and perfectly sound in

work ; his back short, rather dipped, round-

shaped ribs, large loins, rather plain, droop-

ping hind-quarters, very large thighs, low

down, and tightly joined together with prodi-

giously powerful clean hocks, and very short

hind legs, well under him. We never have

had a difliculty with the engine or thrasher or

with anything in the mud, that "Nap" could

not exti'icate us from. His stock are as good
and kind as possible. It is a saying with the

men, that Nap's colts need no breaking. My
mares are small and active ; the stock are con-

siderably larger than the dams, but so cleanly,

that as foals they look more like- carriage

horses."

Late Swarming of Bees.—Very strong

stocks, which have thrown off no early col-

onies or but one, sometimes divide again very

late in the season, and, unless it be a very fa-

vorable one for the aicumulation of stores, the

colony will winter-kill for the lack of food.

To prevent these late flights sufficient room
for all to work should be furnished and the

necessary air supplied to keep them from
sweltering and becoming uneasy because of

restricted space and want of adequate ventila-

tion. They should be aided, too, if necessary,

in the expulsion of their parasite enemies,

thus relieving them from a species of irritation

highly prejudicial to their well-being by ren-

dering them dissatisfied with their old home.

—

Rural New Yorker.

CULTIVATION OP PEACHES.
At a meeting of the Illinois State Horticul-

tural Society, Dec. 15, Mr. B. PuUen read

an essay upon the cu'ture of peach trees, from

which, as reported by the Western Rural, we

make the following extract, which we think as

applicable to Massachusetts as to Illinois :

—

There can be but one opinion in reference

to the importance of thorough cultivation up
to a ppriod of four years. After this, much
diversity of opinion exists ; some recom-
mending a continuation of the practice, others

partial cultivation and still others none at all.

I have given each of these methods fair trial,

and am satisfied with none but good, clean

cultivation throughout the season of natural

growth. Frequent stirring of the soil to the

depth of three or four inches (and I would
not advise a greater depth), keeps up the vigor

of the trees, delays the formation of fruit

buds until the proper season arrives, and acts,

to some extent, as an insurance on the crop
for the succeeding year.

In the section from which I write, (Southern
Illinois) scarcely a season passes without our
being visited with severe and continuous

droughts in the months of August and Sep-
tember. Uncultivated orchards are at once
checked in their growth, premature formation
of fruit buds follow, with the falling of the

leaves; the droughts are followed by copious
rains, and pleasant weather. The result is the

swelling of the fruit buds—and by failing to

cultivate, we simply in this case, offer a pre-

mium for the destruction of our fruit crops by
the winter cold.

I have an objection to the second practice,

which I have termed partial cultivation, refer-

ence being had to the system, almost univer-

sally adopted, of cultivating in the early part

of the season. While this is very far in ad-

vance of no cultivation, yet I feel that it is

subject to the same objections, only not to the

same extent. Careful cidiivatlon secures to

us trees of good constitution, full of life and
vigor, while the fruit buds will inherit the

same vigor, and both are better prepared to

withstand the attacks of their ene^nies, whether
they come from disease, summer drought,
winter's blast or from the more puerile, yet
none the less destructive enemy, insects.
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THE ElfQLISH LOKG-HORNS.

So much is said now-a-days of the Short-

horns, and their portraits are so frequently

seen in agricultural papers, that we have

thought that a brief description and an excel-

lent picture of a race of cattle very different

in many respects from the Durham, will be

acceptable to our readers on the principle that

variety is the spice of life.

It appears from Mr. Allen's remarks upon

the history of this race in his American Cattle,

that its origin is a disputed point, but he says

that they have been known from time immemo-

rial in the north-west counties of England and

in Ireland. They have long been distin-

guished from the home-breeds of other coun-

ties by a dij^proportionate and frequently un-

becoming length of horn. In the old breed

this horn frequently projected nearly horizon-

tal on either side, but as the cattle were im-

proved, the horn assumed other directions; it

hung down so that the animal could scarcely

graze, or it curved so as to threaten to meet

before the muzzle, and so also as to prevent the

beast from grazing ; or immediately under the

jaw, and so to lock the lower jaw; or the

points presented themselves against the bones

of the nose and face, threatening to perforate

them. In proportion as the breed became

improved, the horns lengthened, and they are

characteristically distinguished by the name of

"The Long-horns."

Considerable attention was given to the im-

provement of this race by Mr. Bakewell and

others, and in 1791 bulls were sold from $760

to $1250, and cows from $446 to $1365 each.

But at the present time other breeds seem to

be more popular in England than the old

Long horns.

Mr. Allen thinks that he saw in his boyhood

distinctive marks of this race among the "na-

tive" cattle of New England, and t-ays that some

were imported into Kentucky about 1817, but

they were not received with much favor and

the Short-horns soon overshadowed them. He
thinks he also saw a few in Ohio in 1821, but

of which he can now find no other trace than

the recollection of the old people of the neigh-

borhood that one of the rich old settlers there

once had some "imported" cattle.

Our cut, copied by permission from the

American Cattle, represents a fat Long-horn

ox. They feed well, and kindly. They

prove well, and the quality of the flesh is fair,

but not superior to that of other breeds, though

they have many advocates in England.

As a dairy cow the Long-horn ranks high

and is extensively used in some of the dairy

counties of England.

On account of the long horns and somewhat

depressed back this race is not a favorite as a

working ox.
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For the ^ew England Farmer.

STOCK BREEDING AND "WOOD GRO"W-
INQ.

The fol'owin^ nbBtract of the discuseion of the Spring-

field, Vt., Farmers' Club, at it8 last meeting et the

house of their Treasurer, D. O. Gill, Presidtnt L. G.

Cutlfr, in the chair, has been kindly furnished for

our columns.

C. Horace Hubbard, Agricultural Editor

of the Record and Farrmr, opened the dis-

cust^ion. He spoke at length of the principles

of breeding. He thought it unwise to use

any grade male for breeding, no matter how
fine tlie animal, as grades are incapable of

begetting their equal upon females of inferior

blood to themselves. He would always breed

.up, not down, having the male a thoroughbred.

Mr. H. M. Arms concurred in the remarks

of Mr. Hubbard, and gave an interesting ac-

count of his method of breeding Short-horns.

He believed good care and feeding essential

to good bleeding. Would never expose an
animal in poor condition. Both parents should

be strong and vigorous.

A. G. Gill said in order to breed for labor

or fleetness, the sire should be a laboring an-

imal, or at least have a plenty of vigorous ex-

ercise.

Mr. R. Colburn suggested that by drying

off cows prematurely, in order to increase

their condition before breeding them, in

time their milk producing qualities would be
injured.

J. R. Walker spoke of producing the dif-

ferent sexes with some degree of certainty.

When the female was coupled in the first of

her heat, the otffpring would be likely to be a

female, but when coupled in the last the pro-

geny would oftener be male.

D. A. (Jill, Esq.,' spoke of the influence of

imagination upon the female at the time of

coupling. His father had two bay mares,

which were coupled with a bay sire, all of

bay ancestors. Both colts had white legs,

white noses, each a blear eye, and one of

them a white ring around the body. At the

time of coupling, there was running in the

highway, and near his bouse, a ^orry gelding,

belonging to a neighbor, marked with a white

nose, white legs, a blear eye and a white ring

around the body.

Henry Safford said Vermont breeders ex-

celled in ria^ing horses and sheep. He
thought it ill advised to use mares with heaves

or blemishes for breeding, as the bad qualities

were more apt to be transmitted to the off"-

spring than the good ones. The Vermont
Merino sheep, he said, was no humbug. Al-

though they have been sold at prices entirely

beyond their value, he considered them good
properly at their true value. By caring for

every want, and judiciously coupling through
many years, they have been brought to a very

high standard of excellence, and they would
continue to be sought by more careless breed-

ers to give tone and energy to their neglected
flocks.

A short essay was read by J. R. Walker on
"Wood as a Crop." He believed that trees

could be profitably grown as a crop, and cited

an instance in town where $50 worth per acre
had been grown in sixteen years. He had
collected the statistics of the town, numbering
about 3000 inhabitants, and found that in

wood and ties about 9000 cords are used an-
nually. In sawed lumber the town is now
using at the rate of 2,064,000 feet per an-
num. Ellis, Britton & Eaton use for manu-
facturing cabs 750,000 feet. To furnish all

this wood and timber would require 2o5 acres
at 50 cords per acre. Should ttie present rate

of consumption continue, and the whole
amount be drawn from Springfield, the whole
present supply would be exhausted in 14 years.

Hence he argued that woodland should be
fenced and protected, and trees grown upon
the rough and poor pasture lands. As an in-

vestment for the next 50 years, he believed
woodland would be a profitable one, and
young growing timber a better legacy to leave

to our children, than bank stock netting 10
per c nt. j. u. w.

Springfield, Vt., Feb. 8, 1889.

For the New England Farmee,

EAST VIRGINIA.

I have for two years read your paper with
much satisfaction, directed to me at Charles-

town, Jefferson County, West Virginia. As
1 have removed, please change direction of
of paper to Matthews Cotu-t House, Hicks'

Wharf, Virginia.

Many persons are writing to me, making
inquiries as to lands in this section, more than
1 can answer. They inquire, first as to soil,

health, pijce, timber, stone, fi;h, oysters, «&;c.

Next, they ask, would emigrants be well re-

ceived, and inquire about labor, and a thou-

sand other things. I wish to say I am no land
buyer, land seller, or land agent, and must
caution the public that all taid by such inter-

ested persons must be taken with many grains

of allowance.

As to the quality of sand, the soil is gener-

ally light and sandy, and much of It requires

draining, on the low grounds of some of the

rivers, or rather the estuaries that run back
from the ocean a few miles, genei ally navaga-

ble. The soil is good, very good. The low
grounds In the vicinity of salt water are more
healthy, probably, than any part of New Eng-
land. Back from the water, chills in autumn
may be expected, either by those acclimated

or not acclimated. Timber is pine, oak, gum,
chestnut, hickory, and on land thrown out of

cultivation, of which there are large quanti-

ties, a dense growth of pine exclusively.

There are no stones at all. Fruit trees grow
much more vigorously than even in the rich

lands of the valleys of Virginia, such as ap-
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pies, pears, peaches, figs, quince, &c. Little

attention, however, is paid to fruit cultivation,

but it might be exceeding profitable. Any re-

spectable settler would be warmly received,

who will labor, as the freedmen will not work
with any regularity, and no dependence can be
placed on them as hirelings. Otherwise their

conduct is very good.
Having taken no pains to inform myself, I

can give little information as to prices of farms.

A neighbor offers a farms of some 130 acres,

very good house, immediately on East River,
with plenty of wood, and within one mile of
steamboat landing, by land or water; the

oyster j^hore would pay at least, IjuJge, $1000
perj-ear; fishing, crabs, «S;c. to your heai't's

content; certainly healthy location, at $5000.
Another, adjoining, 3U0 acres, splendid oyster

shore, for $10,000. Another, immediately on
the bay, splendid water view, fine improve-
ments, between 200 and 300 acres, for $8000
Another of 100 acres, with steamboat wharf
on premises, trifling improvements, for$i000.
There are plenty of chances to buy land, and
with a reasonable capital plenty of chances to

make money. Without capital would advise

no one to think of emigrating to East Vir-
ginia. Samuel Clark.

Matthews C. H., E. Va., Jan., 1869.

For the New England Farmer.

SMALL FRUITS.

I was pleased with an editorial in the Far-
mer a few weeks ago, upon raising small

fruits. I think far too little attention is paid

to that branch of gardening. Perhaps no
fruit is more healthi'ul or more ea:^ily raised

than currants, and yet many farmers have
scarcely a currant bush on their farms. For
several years past the cuirant-worm has been
very destructive in various parts of the coun-
try. In this region, the fruit and nearly all

the bushes were destroyed two years ago.

For a time it seemed as if currants were
doomed, but a remedy has been found, and
those v.'ho were fortunate enough to keep a

few buthes alive, can cultivate them with a

good prospect of success.

The root of White Hellebore, ( Veratrum
Viride,) powdered and sprinkled on the

leaves, from a common pepper-box, will de-

stroy the vermin, without injury to the fruit.

I had a Jew currant bushes last spring,

which I had preserved from the ravages of the

enemy. They started to grow finely, but

soon the worms made their appearance. I

went to the druggist and purchased a small

quantity of Hellebore, and commenced pow-
dering the leaves of my currant buthes, and
the worms disappeared almost as soon as 1

left. I watched ihemcarefully, but found no
trouble v/ith them afterwards. Whenever a

leaf showed signs of a raid, I gave another

dose of medicine. My currants ripened beau-

tifully.

I intend to set out a considerable number of
slips next spring. I consider the Cherry and
White Grape varieties good enough, and shall

cultivate them until I find some belter kinds.

Black currants are also worthy of cultiva-

tion. The Black Naples is a fine variety, and
very productive. At first it is unpleasant to

some people, but it makes a fine jelly, and is

a profitable crop to cikivate.

I hope others will take up the subject, and
that many will be stimulated to raise more of
this valuable, healthy fruit. Granite.

Bloomjield, G. W., 1869.

For the New England Farmer,

BOUTHDOWNS.
According to English writers there has exist-

ed from time immemorial a breed of sheep
curiously marked with black faces and legs,

while their bodies were covered with white
wool. They took the name from that of the

section of England where they were kept

—

the South Downs. They are reported as having
been originally a hardy active sheep, with

rather light quarters, tbin fleece and well

adapted to travel about after the somewhat
scant supply furnished by the. pastures they

then occupied ; but with the introduction of
the system of feeding large crops of turnips

upon the ground, with other nourishing food,

and with more care in selecting the breeding
stock, these sheep gradually changed in form,

becoming broader in the back, shorter in the

legs, with a better development of all the

valuable parts, including the fleece.

The Southdowns have been introduced into

this country by various importers from the

flocks of Webb, Ellman, and other En'glish

breeders, and in the hands of J. C. Taylor,

Thorne, and others have fully sustained their

reputation as a hardy, quiet, prolific race,

yielding a good fleece of wool adapted to a
variety of clothing, and producing mutton of
superior excellence.

In New England there are several flocks

that are so well cared for that they are in no
way likely to deteriorate. In Vermont, A. Be-
mis & Sons, East Burke, have a flock number-
ing about one hundred that comprise some
premium animals and are very uniform in ap-
pearance. H. G. White, South Framingham,
Mass., has a flock of good repute, and near
Newport, R. I., is the flock of Thomas B.
Buflum, Esq. This flock I have recently

visited. It numbers sixty ewes, thirty-four

lambs, eighteen bucks. On examining this flock

one is quickly impressed with their uniformi-

ty, especially in the flock of bi ceding ewes.

Among ordinary farmers the high condition of
the ewes would excite apprehensions of mis-

fortune in breeding, but Mr. B. entertains the

same opinions as is held by other successful

breeders that there are more animals injured

by leanness than by fatness.

His objects in breeding are not only to retain
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the present excellencies of form, but to in-

crease the wool in thickness on all parts of the

body, and in extent around the face and upon
the legs and lower parts of the body. The
buck used the present year has a light brown
face and legs. It is evident that if breeders

were so disposed they could in a few years

radically change the complexion of these parts.

With the darkest style, it is true the wool near-

est the face has a dark color, but this breed

has so long been distinguished in some degree

by its color, that breeders would do well to

adopt a standard of excellence towards which
they will aim.

The bucks, being of different ages, are not

quite as even in size, but they manifest the

|iood quality of improving with age in length,

thickness, style and weight. This flock is

supposed to have been the first started on the

island, and so well have they done that they

are now found in all parts of it and in many
places on the adjoining main land.

A. T. Peckham, South Portsmouth, R. I.,

has a flock from which he has killed several

that dressed from sixty to eighty-three pounds
of meat, which was sent to New York market
where it was esteemed highly and sold at

twenty cents a pound.
W. L. Sissons, Portsmouth, R. I., has a

very even lot of fifteen ewes, and tells me that

eight out of ten have twin Iambs, and he had
one lamb that dressed one hundred and eight

pounds when less than a year old. It had an
abundance of food and was a cosset. He has

a flock of twenty-five lambs about ten months
old, all of which are fine animals.

These breeders are quite unanimous in the

belief that these sheep should not breed be-

fore they are two years old. The flock could

be increased more rapidly if allowed to breed
younger, but it would not only be an injury to

the ewe, but the lambs from young ewes
sometimes lack proper nourishment.
Mr. Buffum has done a good work for the

country in devoting his attention to develop-
ing the good qualities of this breed of sheep,

near a large city, where land is very high, and
so many other pursuits tend to turn attention

away from these animals. Those who have
purchased and bred these sheep pure, or as

cro^ses, seem to be sure they never will be
obliged to sell as low as the store sheep from
Meiino crosses, and the use and appreciation
of good mutton is likely to increase as care is

taken to furnish it. z. E. J.

Fihode Island^ 1869.

For the New England Farmer,

CAN WE BAISE WHEAT?
nOME-MADE FERTILIZERS.

I notice in Farmer of January 23, an ex-
pression in favor of a Wheat Growers' Con-
vention, which struck me favorably. I noticed
also the remarks following in which you say
one acre uf land well manured, will grow 20

bushels wheat, or 50 bushels com, or 150
bushels potatoes.

The question arises, which is the most profit-

able ? I answer, they are all profitable. Let
us have them all, and hay into the bargain.
How shall we do it ? All lands that will

grow wheat will not grow good potatoes.

What of that? All cows that give a good
pail of milk will not give good butter ; but
they may produce good cheese.

Now, I say, let every farmer consider him-
self lord of the soil, on whom all of God's
human creation depend for sustenance ; and
let him act worthy of his calling, or else back
down and give room for more wide awake
lords of the earth.

The question arises, shall we send to Bos-
ton, New York, or some other distant city to

get advise, compost, &c. ? No ; let us rather

take Paul's advice to the women, "Learn at

home."
Have a good mellow manure heap made in

the course of the summer, from yarding the

cattle on muck swamps, rich loam, with ma-
nure from the horse stable, hog yard, hen
roost, backhouse, ashes and wash room.

After haying plough, say two acres for
corn, turn it over completely. Then take
and plough two acres of such land as you
think will not grow corn or wheat, for pota-

toes. In the spring, harrow and plant corn,

putting in the hill your mellow manure. Cart
on to your potato land a light coat of yoyr
green dung, spread and harrow it in, then
plant your potatoes. After haying, plougla

for your next years' planting. After harvest-

ing, plough your corn and potato ground. In
the spring put on a good coat of green duMg and
harrow well. Sow the corn land to wheat and
grass, the potato land to oats or barley, as

you like, and grass. After all is done sow on
about twenty bushels ashes to the acre, if yom
can possibly get them, and nine cases out of
ten, in the fall you will find you have good
corn, good potatoes, good wheat, good oats,

and the next season two tons of hay to the

acre.

Now, young farmers,—I call you young, be-
cause I am an old man,—follow your hand, and
in a few years you will find yourselves in pos-

session of good "gilt edged" butter, cheese,

pork, beef and potatoes for the market, and
iu want of a larger barn wherewithal to house

your cattle and store jour grain and hay.

It is very profitable to have some stimulat-

ing compost to put around the corn soon after

the first hoeing. What shall we use ? Have
they got it in Boston ? Yes ; and so have

you, my good fellow, if you will put your
head and hands to work. If you have muck,
use that for dry land ; if not, go into the

wettest place, the deadest hole you can- find on
your farm ; dig anything you can get there

;

expose it to winter's frost, then put six bush-

els ashes to a cord of it ; dissolve four pounds
of copperas in water, procure one barrel of
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chamberlye, and sprinkle the whole on the

heap as you shovel it over, and at the same
time add two bushels of slacked lime. Then
pack it up under cover, and when jeu find by
thrusting a stick into the mass that it is heat-
ing, t-hovel it over ; this done a few times it is

ready for use, and you have a good supply
for one acre.

If the compost is designed for wet land,

leave out the mold or muck, and use instead

the dryest sand loam you have on the farm,
and in the place of lime and copperas put in

six bushels of hen dung or backhouse manure,
and you have a compost for wet land, and
need not go to any pick-pocket or money-
bought advertisement to get the stimulant you
need. You have the materials on your farm
and are letting them lie dormant, rather than
put your brains and hands to work, in proving
all things and holding fast that which is good.

Brookiidd, Vt., Feb., 18G9. V. Baker.

Remarks.—Not long since a middle-aged

man who participated in a convention com-

posed of young and oW men, on observing

the little deference that was accorded to the

opinions of the most aged members, remarked

in a regretful tone, "I shall be afraid to grow

old.'*' We hope the time is far distant when

the practical correspondents of the New Eng-

land Farmer will have occasion to utter a

similar remark. To the five senses on which

young people pride themselves, the aged add

a sixth—the sense of experience—perhaps the

most valuable of all. We therefore take

much pleasure in publishing the counsel of the

aged on agricultural matters, and assure them

of a most hearty welcome to our columns.

GOOD CALVES.
The Utica Herald copies the statement re-

cently made in our columns by Mr. W. F.

Loomis, of Langdon, N. II., of his ten months

old Durham grade steers which weigh 1400

pounds, and then says that a full blood Dur-

ham calf, raised by Mr. Oscar Calkins of

Sherburne, N. Y., eight months old, and

another seven months, raised by Mr. Joseph

Sheffield, of the same place, were recently

sold to a Utica butcher, which when dressed

weighed 1110 pounds, realizing the handsome

sum of $132.20.

The older one was fed on nothing but sour

milk, uncooked corn meal and hay, not being

allowed to taste a mouthful of grass or any-

thing else to vitiate its appetite. "When dressed

it weighed 570 pounds, the leaf was equal to

that of any hog, and the tallow was almost as

white as snow.

The younger was fed scalded meal and milk,

hay, grass and whatever else came handy. It

was seven-eighths Durham, and appeared on

foot much the fattest of the two ; but on being

dressed did not "prove" near as well. It

dressed 540 pounds. The tallow had a creamy

hue—whether the result of a strain of other

blood or of the different mode of feeding, we
cannot say. It is thought, however, that the

promiscuous diet somewhat injured the appe-

tite, and prevented the accummulation of tal-

low to the degree found in the older one.

PI.OUQH3 AND PLOUGHIWa.
Eeport fN THE Tkial cf PLOUGHS, held at Utica-
by the N^ew Vork State Agricullur.il Society, cotn-
m9Dci!igti'. pteiJiber.lSGZ. With iiiSupplement, show,
Ingttien 8ult?*ot a Special Tri .1 atBratdfiioro', Vt., to
determine fev ral dii-puted Qaefetions reaptcting the
Act on of the Plojgh,

We have before us the Report of these trials of

ploughs, in a well-printed pamphlet of two hun-

dred and eighty-ei.c^ht pages, from the printing

house of C. Van Benthuysen & Sons, of Albany.

The Report is understood to have been drawn up by

the chairman of the judges, Hon. John Stanton
Gould, of Hudson, N. Y.

The first one hundred and thirty-four pages of

the report are occupied in giving a history of the

plough, beginning with the forked stick, that

merely scratched or rooted a small mark in the

ground. It then traces them down, through all

the improvements, to the plough of to-day, that

not only cuts a furrow one foot deep, but so com-

pletely pulverizes the soil, that the committee say

that, at their trial, "there can be no doubt that the

work was much better done than it could have

been done by a spade."

Numerous illustrations are given which show

the plough in all its forms. The first specimen

given is copied from an ancient monument in Asia

Minor, made wholly of the natural crooks of the

branch of a tree, the only artificial contrivances

being a S'hort brace between the share and the

beam, and three {ins for the yoke to press against.

It was with a plough like this, the report says,

that the servants of Job were "ploughing in the

field when the Sabcans came upon them and drove

them away."

The first important improvement upon the forked

stick is thown inaplough of the eleventh centur}''.

"It consisted of a simple woodtn wedge, covered

with strips of iron, one tide bging placed parallel

to the jlough's direction, the other sweeping over

to the left hand, and leaving an unobstrmtod fur-

row for the next slice. A coulter, not unlike those

now in use, is inserted in the beam, and a wheel

is placed in front to regulate the depth. The idea

of a wedge form for a plough had begun to dawn
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upon men's minds, some using the wedge acting

vertically, others laterally ; but it existed in the

minds of plough-makers in too vague and misty a

form to be of much practical benefit. No one had

as yet grasped the idea of combining the two

wedges in the same implement, nor had they any

idea of the curves by which this could be effected."

In the beginning of the last century, a plough

was introduced into England from Holland, known
as the "Rotherham plough," which was a great

improvement on anything that had preceded it.

This plough was rejected by the celebrated Jetheo

TuLL. It was not until near the beginning of this

century that men began to think that the true

principles involved in the construction of the

plough, might be so ascertained and described

that any good plough-maker should be able to fol-

low them. Before this period, the old writers

complain that, when the makers of good ploughs

died,theirartdied with them. Authur Young says,

"a very ingenious blacksmith made ploughs of

iron, and yet when he died no one else could make
them." The report says that Thomas Jefferson
"was the first to discern that the plough should

consist of two wedges, one acting vertically and

the other laterally, which should be so blended in

the curve surface that the furrow should rise and

turn over smoothly and continuously, and that it

is impossible to over estimate the value of this

contribution to agricultural science.

The first intimation of any idea, on Mr. JeflFerson's

part, the report states, of improving the plough, is

found in his journal of a tour in Germany, made
in the year 1788, when he was American Ambassa-

dor in France. In passing through Lorraine, he

frequently alighted to observe the teams and im-

plements of the farmers who were engaged in

ploughing by the wayside. * * * Stopping for

a night at Nancy, the capital of the ancient dutchy,

he made an entry in his journal, from which the

following is an extract. "Oxen plough here with

collars and hames. The awkward figure of their

mould-boards leads one to consider what should

be its form. The ofiices of the mould-board are to

receive the sod after the share has cut under it, to

raise it gradually and to reverse it. The fore end
of it, therefore, should be horizontal, to enter un-

der the sod ; and the hind end perpendicular, to

throw it over; the intermediate surface changing

gradually from the horizontal to the perpendicu-

lar. It should be as wide as the furrow, and of a

length suited to the construction of the plough."

There can be no doubt whatever that Mr. Jefferson

is solely entitled to the honor of inventing the

first mould-board plough on mathematical princi-

ples. He made descriptions and drawings and pre-

sented them to the celebrated David Rittenuouse,
of Philadelphia, who demonstrated that they were

founded on mathematical principles.

James Small, of Scotland was the first inventor

of the cast-iron plough, and it is used to this day
in many of the best cultivated districts in Scot-

land.

In 1785, Mr. Robert Ransom, of Ipswich, Eng-

land, obtained a patent for making ploughshares

of cast-iron.

The first cast-iron plough ever made in America

was invented by Charles Newbold. Mr. New-
bold spent more than $30,000 in perfecting and in-

troducing his plough and then abandoned the

business in despair, as the farmers had in some

way imbibed the strange notion that the cast-iron

plow poisoned the land, injured its fertility and
promoted the growth of weeds.

In July, 1814 Mr. Jethro Wood, of Scipio, N.

Y., obtained a patent for a cast-iron plough, in which

he had made such improvements as to fairly in-

troduce it to general use.

In 1842, Messrs. Nourse, Rl-ggles & Mason
introduced their famous "Eagle No. 2," which the

committee say "retains its popularity to the pres-

ent day."

In 1845, Gov. Holbrook, of Vermont, began to

assist Mr. Nourse in improving his ploughs, and

ultimately the Governor "devised a system by
which if the longitudinal lines are carefully laid

down upon the pattern, the vertical lines will

be sure to come right." Thus Mr. Jefferson's

plough has been perfected, and under the skilful

iiands of the Governor, won the great prize of

1867 at Utica.

Many other men besides those named "de-

serve honorable mention," as improvers of the

iron plough, and among them J. Butcher, of Dur-

ham, N. Y., John Mears and James H. Conklin.

Daniel Webster believed in deep ploughing, and

he made a plough to go a foot deep, and turn a

furrow two feet wide. This plough was made in

his own work-shop on his farm at Marshfield,

—

much of the work being done by his own hands.

The principles on which he constructed this great

plough were substantially the same as those

adopted by Mr. Jeflierson, but Webster gave greater

length, proportionately, with more twi;t or over-

hang at the rear end, so as more surely to invert

the sod in deep ploughing. Mr. Webster told Gov.

Holbrook that "when he had hold of the handles

of his big plough, with his oxen in a field just

cleared of bushes and shrubs, and heard the roots

crack, and saw the stumps go under the furrow

out of sight, and observed the clear, mellow sur-

face of the ploughed land, he felt more enthusi-

asm over the achievement than came from his en-

counters in public life at Washington." This

mammoth Webster plough is fully illustrated in

the report by engravings.

The foregoing is but a meagre abridgement of

of the excellent Histortj of the Plough contained

in the report. In another paper, we propose to

speak of some of the objects to be accomplished

by ploughing, and what kind of an impiement is

best adapted to that purpose.

—Mixing hen feed with a strong suds of common
soft scap is recommended both as a preventive and

cure of gapes, by S. C. Hall, in Rural Xew Yorker.
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CHEESE MANDFACTUEEKS.
We have just returned from the fourth an-

nual meeting of the Massachusetts Cheese Man-

ufacturers' Association, held in Barre, Feb.

18. We have not time to write out our im-

pressions of this spirited meeting for this page.

We must, however, say that it was well at-

tended and the right spirit manifested. Mr.

D. S. Ellis, one of the Vice-Presidents, pre-

sided ; the President, Mr. HoUis Tidd, of

New Braintree, having died since the last an-

nual meeting. The following officers were

elected for 18G9 :—

Pre.H'fent—Thomas P. Eoot of Barre.
Vice-Presidents—Wil iam A. Warren, jr.,of Hard-

wiclj, 1 .1 w s, fciaui.t rsdii of PetersVam.
Secretary—fi . i^. Eubbanl of Brimfie'd.
Treasurer—B. F. Hamilton of New Braintree.

We copy the following abstract of the re-

ports from the several cheese manufactories

represented in the meeting, from the Daily

Advertiser of February 19th :

—

Barre Central Cheese Company—Ccmmencei to
maiie ehtt!i-e April 6th; clnsfil NjV. 25. Number of
poundri of milK- n ccivcd, 1,(391,083. No of p unde of
chtcse made, ISO 8.35. Pounds of milk for a pound of
curt-d che sa, 9.33. Average price p r 100 pounds,
$14.50 net. Cost of mnnufacturing per 100 pounds,
$2 '27. tJapltal invested. $S0uO. Help employed, two
m; I'^s an^ one f>m xle. Cont ('f pame, $1?14.20.

Worcester County Cheese Factory, at Warren—Cora-
menced lo make chuCre March 30th, closed Nov. 7. Av
er;gi uuaiber of cows, 440. Number of pounds of
ml R rt'CPived, 1 516,009, numb^r of pounds of cheese
maile, 155 233. Pounds of udlk for a pound of cured
chi e^e, 9.76. Average price received per 100 pounds,
$13.0J6 OoBt of manufiic uring per 1^0 pound, $2.25.
Capiial invested, $ 200. Help I'mployed, two men and
one w m.in Cost of same, $1404 o9.

Wilbraham Cheese Compawy—Commenced making
chet se May 2oth, closed Uct. 3u. Average number of
c iws not stated. Number of pounds of milk received,

3^6,774. Number of pounds of cheese made, 40,117.

Pounds of milk for a po md of cured cheese, 9 64. Av-
erage price pi r 100 pounds, $12.27 net. Cost of manu-
factfiring per 100 pou ds not stated. Capital invested,

$2,j00. Help employed, one man and one extra ten
weeks. Copt of t-rfme, $623 76.

Barre Cheese Company—Commenced to make cheese
Apiil bth, closed JSov. 11. Average number of cows,
350. Numbir of pound of milk received, 1,326,224

Number rf poundi of cbeeee made, 132,447. Pounds of
milk f ^r a pound of cured ( hi^cse, 10. Average price
received per ItiO pounds, $13.77 net. Cost of manufac-
turing pur 100 pounds, $2 67. Capital invested, $.200.

ill ip employed, two mits and one lemale. Cost of
eame. i eluding boar'i, $902.54.

Barre Southwest Cheese Factory—Covaraenced. mak-
ing cheese May 25, c o^ed October 16, Average number
of rows, 113. Number of pouids of milk receivi d,

271,84J. Number of pounds of cheese made, 24,920

Pounds of milk fjrapiund of cured cheete, 10 6 6.

Av( rage price receive i per 100 pounds, $16 20. Coat of
mi^nuf utuii.g per 100 pounds, $2 87v,. Capitdl in-

vested, $650. Help emploved, one man through the

Bea on and one woman half the timn. Cost of same,
$321. The milk was bkimoiCd at night one half the

time.
Petersham Cheese Company—Comxnencei May 6,

clo-eil 0;t. H. Average i.umuer of cows not stated.

Numb r of pounds of u i'k received, 862,531. Number
of pounds ot cheese made, 89,386. Pounds of milk for

a pound of cured cheese, 9 65. Average price received

por 10 I pounoB, $12 93 net. Cost of manufacturing per
ICO louuds, $2 35. Capiial investe ', $4500. Help em-
ploy, d, one man, one woman and one boy. Cost of

bame, $650.
Hnrdwich Central Cheese Company—Commenced

April 6, closed Nuv. 24. Average number of cawa not

stated. Number of pounds of milk rece'ved, 2 047,467.
Number of pounds of cheeee made, 206 570. Pounds
of milk for a pour d of cured cheese, 9 91. Averiige
price received per 100 pounds, $14 441 net. Cost of
manufacturing per 100 pounds, $2.3i7. Capital invested,
$4250. Help employed, two men and one woman.
Co^t of same, $1426 98.

New Braintree Cheese Company—Commercei April
20, ilosed Dec. 1. Averagi number of cows, 475. Num-
ber of pounds of milk received, 1,919,815 Numher
of pounds of cheese made, 191,117. Pounds of milu
for a poui d of cured cheese lO 1.20. Average price
received p-r 100 pounds, $13 80. Capital invteted,
$8100. Help employed, average 3ii hands. Cost of
same, $1260 13.

From the above it will be seen that in the

eight factories during the season of 1868,

1,020,645 pounds of cheese were made.

MILK PRODUCERS' MEETING.
A special meeting of the Massachusetts and

New Hampshire Milk Producers' Association

was held at Nashua, N. H., Feb. 16, to dis-

cuss the best stock and best feed for producing

milk for the market. President Lyman Bel-

knap, of Westboro', Mass., presided.

Wm. Ramsdell, of Milford, N. H., as re-

ported by the Boston Journal, stated that the

Reading objects of the Association had been

accomplished. It has a membership of over

five hundred. A good understanding exists

between farmer, contractor, peddler and con-

sumer. Seventeen thousand gallons of milk,

transported by steam, are consumed in Boston,

every day. The tariff on transporting milk is

very uniform, distance considered. Milk re-

tails in Boston this year at nine cents per

quart, Massachusetts measure. This gives the

dairy farmer on the Peterboro' and Shirley

road, the farthest point reached, five cents a

quart at the depot. The contractor receives

one cent for conveying it to the peddler, who

thus gets three cents per quart for furnishing

cans, delivering, &c.

Best Stock and best Feed for Milk.

Mr.Wrightof Amherst, N.H.afarmer since 1831,
who has sold milk for ten years, said he had kept
native and Devon stock, but considered Durham
superior. Generally feeds corn meal and cob meal
together, sometimes shorts. Had found that oil

meal has a tendency to cause cows to slip their

calves. Considers eight quarts of milk a day dur-
ing winter and twelve to fourteen on full feed a
good yield per head. Didn't believe in cows giv-

ing twenty-two quarts a day.
Mr. Adams of Littleton, Mass., believed in

crossing breeds. Looked at style and shape and
general contour of the animal. Get a fcow with a
bright eye that "stands out."
Mr. Hutchinson, of Milford, considered Ayr-

shires better than Durhams. Obtained twelve
quarts easily per day from the first named through
winter.
Mr. Abbott, of Wilton, in selecting twenty cows,

would choose from every breed, particularly the

Ayrshire.
J. A. Harwood, of Littleton, Mass., thought
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grade Durhams most profitable to fill milk cans,

though he breeds and sells pure blood Short-horns.

We need the thoroughbreds to get the grades.

They are easily milked, and very docile. When
not in milk they take on flesh rapidly. The Ayr-
shires he considered next to Dnrhams, but are

fractious ; the Dutch are large and coar>e, hard to

keep, give much poor milk ; dislikes the Devon for

milk, never knew a good one. The Durham and
Ayrshire cross is a good stock for milk.

E. G. Newton, of Bedford, liked the native stock

for quantity and holding out. Had several which
each average fourteen quarts daily through the

winter. He had fed oil meal a good deal and liked

it. Had had serious trouble when feeding cotton

seed meal by cows drying up, calving premature-
ly, &c.
Mr. Ramsdell said very few farms in Milford

have rich grass enough to make it profitable to keep
Durhams.
Mr. Rowell, of Westboro' kept from forty to

fifty cows. From practical experience, he believed

m grade Durhams ; had one Hereford that gave
over nineteen quarts rich milk, Massachusetts
measure, some days more, for ninety-two days in

succession, on nothing but grass. She sometimes
gives two cans a day in winter, but objected to her
spiteful disposition towards other stock and the

women folks. Has an excellent seven-eighth Ayr-
shire and one-eighth Durham that gives a great

quantity of milk.
President Belknap had tried natives—full-blood-

ed Durhams, Ay rshires and grade Durhams. Was
best satisfied with a crossed Durh.mi ; had some
Ayrshires crossed with seven-eights Durham

;

liked Durhams because they are gentle and docile.

They require rich pastures, but not much better

than for Jerseys. Some will give twenty quarts

per day six weeks after coming in. Preferred na-

tives fjr crossing. Durham calves six weeks old
dress from 90 to 120 pounds ; others 75 to 90, and
perhaps 100. When through milking Durhams
you have a body to feed that will dress 600 to 700
lbs. On a butter farm would keep Jerseys, but to

produce milk should use crossed Durhams.
Mr. Haskell, of Still River, Mass., had one

Hereford which gives more milk than any other
cow he ever owned. Now gives two seven-quart
cans daily. A cross of thoroughbred bull with
Durham gives best stock.

Mr. Hawkins, of Lancaster, Mass., stocked his

farm with grade Durhams, and he had one which
gave over 500 cans in a year. A half Ayrshire
and half native filled 502 cans from November to

November, and in February, second month after

calving, 65 cans. Thought Durham cows require

more feed than Ayrshires, because the weight of
hay that saiistied an Ayrshire would not a Dur-
h m. Preferred Ayrshire and natives crossed.

Sent two cans of milk to Boston to be analyzed.
One specimen, called skim milk at home, from a
Durham, was pronounced superior to yellow fluid

from a noble Jersey cow. When testing the hay
consumption, he was feeding a peck of roots and
four quarts of shorts daily, and ninety pounds of
hay per week.
Mr Pillsbury of Loifdonderry fed five pounds

of gjod hay three times a day, and a foddering of
poort-r hay at night. A 110 pound calf dropped
bv a Durham cow weighed 160 pounds in twenty-
five days.

In the afternoon an address was delivered

by Dr. George B. Loring of Salem.

Dr. L. preferred the Ayrshires. The general
condition of New England farms requires medium
sized animals. Stiort-horns in three or four gen-
erations, if haymows are scanty and corn bins not
overloaded, will accommodate themselves to the

situation by dwarfing in size. As to feeding cows
in winter, he had tried every mode of feeding,
steaming food, feeding dry hay, &c. He would
not advise the use of steamed food. The appara-
tus is expensive and it takes a good deal of time.
His present system was as follows: From 5 to 7
A. M., dry hay, equal parts early cut herds grass
and "black hay;" l.J pecks Mangel Wurtzels at

10 before watering; from 1 to 3.30 P. M., dry hay

;

at 4, half bushel chopped hay mixed with 4 quarts
shorts. His cows nevtr did better, and they were
producing more milk than ever before. Young
stock were simply fed with hay from 5 to 7 and I

to 3. In spring, when mangel wurtzels are ex-
hausted, 2 quarts cob meal with 3 quarts shorts,

keep cows right along in the same milking condi-
tion as if receiving 1.^ pecks turnips and the shorts.

All the grain is incorporated in chopped feed. He
had fed 40 cows for two years an average of three
pints cotton seed meal apiece per day. After the
first winter's feeding, they didn't seem to thrive.

At the close of the second years' trial he had no
perfect cows ; some had three teats, some two and
some one—none four. Four or five years af er-

ward, having a half dozen cows from Vermont, he
increased the daily ration of cotton seed meal to

four quarts. One cow giving 16 quarts dried in

July, and never rose above 6 quarts after calving
in October. Milch cows should not eat corn meal,
oil meal or cotton seed cake. Corn fodder, herds-
grass cut just as the bloom is ready to drop, shorts
and mangels are all good. The poorest crop a far-

mer can raise to feed out in summer is green corn.
It unduly stimulates the kidneys and bowels.
Three acres of sugar millet will carry from 40 to

50 cows through the dry season. It is admirable
food. Ruta bagas are excellent for cattle, cows,
and young stock. Millet should be sown from
May 20 to the middle of June, in order to have
crops coming along at different seasons.
Mr. Adams of Littleton, milks at 6 A. M., feeds

enough dry English hay to last 1^ hours ; then
meal ; waters at 9 ;

quiet until 12.30 ; then dry hay
as in morning and quiet till 4 ; then hay ; milks
and waters. Allowance per day—15 lbs. English
and 3 lbs. meadow hay, 4 lbs. shorts and 34 lbs.

cotton seed meal. Expense 32^ cents. Nine cows
give eleven cans per day ; profit per head, $4.95 a
month, manure paying for labor. Has always
used green corn fodder, and thinks it helps the
cows best to let it wilt a little.

Mr. Pillsbury milks in the morning before feed-

ing at 6.30; gives 11 cows 55 lbs. hay three times
a day ; shorts and cotton seed meal dry ; drink
afterwards very heartily. PYom seven cows with
good flow and two nearly dry gets ten cans milk
daily.

J. W. Thatcher of Shirley, Mass., liked cut bet-

ter than dry feed, as more natural. In summer
his cows feed when the dew is on, and come down
to the barnyard to drink about 3 P. M. His stock

had not done as well as usual this winter, through
not having time to cut their feed.

Mr. Hutchinson cf Milford, feeds cut hay, four

quai ts shorts, and one quart cob meal wtt with
warm water, morning and evening. His cows gen-
erally drink three times a day. Cuts corn fodder

in morning, pours on warm water and lets it stand

until noon, without meal.
Mr. Hawkins of Lancaster, Mass., raises 1000 to

2000 bushels roots a year for 20 cows. When he
can sell them for 50 cents a bushel, does so and
invests the proceeds in shorts.

Mr. Rowell feeds two quarts oil meal in ctlt

feed, shorts, and what hay a cow will eat in three

hours, in two fodderings. Had probably handled
over as much milk as any man in Bo»ton in the
last fifteen years, and could generally tell by test-

ing the fluid what cows are fed on, whether man-
gel wurtzels, oil meal, &c. Did not believe good
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salable milk that would satisfy customers can be
made from roots. There is more body in 20 cans

milk raised from oil meal, Indian meal and shorts,

than in 25 cans produced from roots and shorts.

The great aim i^liouldbe to stimulate rich, creamy
mrlk, not an indefinite amount of slops.

Good Steers.—AVe noticed last year a pair

of oxen fatted by Mr. Jonathan Slade of Som-

erset, Mass., that weighed 44:00 pounds

dressed. We understand that he has recently

sold to Mr. A. White & Co., of Taunton, a

pair of four-year-old steers that dressed ofiF

3980 pounds, with a loss of only 20 per cent.

of live weight in ofFal. They were very

closely matched, and varied only six pounds in

weight. Mr. Slade also fatted this season a

litter of nine pigs, which at eight months of

age averaged 373a pounds. The good feeders

have not all left New England.

AGKICULTUKAL ITEMS.
—It is stated that the cherry trees are failing in

the vicinity of Cleveland, and that large numbers

are being dug up.

—An Australian inventor has built a machine

for shearing sheep by steam, which it is hoped will

prove a success.

—Southern men are boasting that this year's

cotton crop is of more advantage to the country

than all the gold California has ever produced.

—The Lexington, Ky., Farmers' Journal says

that few farmers in that State are willing to ex-

change their country homes for a residence in

town.

—H. G. White, of South Framingham, Mass.,

has sold the noted Short-horn bull, "Ninth Duke
of Thorndale" and six heifers, to Mr*. D. S. Pratt,

of Brattleboro', Vt., for POOO.

When a ton of wheat is marketed it leaves

nothing behind but $'5 worth of straw. When a

ton of meat is sold, it has left behind it a large por-

tion of the manurial value of the food consumed

in making it.

—The Maine farmers in convention at Augusta

decided that the Orono, as it is called, was the

best potato to grow in the State. It is also called

the Carter, Reed and Foote potato, but the con-

vention held to the name—Orono.

—Mr. A. Morse recently told the Craftsbury,

Vt., Farmers' club that the hog brake may be de-

stroyed by mowing three times in one season, cut-

ting them each time about the time they reach

their full stature. The third time there will be but

few to mow.

—In the Western States and in Kentucky there

is a singular epidemic among bees. In some cases

whole swarms have disappeared leaving a good
supply of honey. It is said that great numbers of

dead bees are found about streams of water and

on ice. No satisfactory cause has as yet been dis-

covered for this unusual mortality.

—The Portland Advertiser says that the potato

crop for 1868 is the heaviest since 1862, when there

were exported from the State one million bushels.

As less than half the usual quantity has come for-

ward to market, the idea of an advance in prices

under the influence of which farmers are still

holding their crops bids fair to be disappointed.

—The Prairie Farmer says that the State of

Indiana has as yet made no effort to establish her

agricultural college. The land scrip has been

sold, amounting to $212,238 50, and the proceeds

invested In 5-20 bonds. Gov. Baker reports to

Congress that it is believed the present legislature

will act upon the subject of the location of the

college.

—Mr. A. B. Tilson, of Sidney, informs the

Maine Farmer that he sowed one and three-fourths

acres of wheat the first of May last, from which

he harvested twenty-seven bushels. On a portion

of the field he put one bushel of salt, and on an-

other a mixture of ashes, plaster and lime, but

saw no difference. The variety sown was the

Canada Club.

—Emmet Wells, who reports the New York hop

market for the Utica Herald, says there is a scar-

city of fine hops, and that an early and material

advance in the price of such would not bo sur-

prising, but that there is no hope of improvement

in the price of medium and low grades. There is

a large exportation to Europe. In two weeks

3839 bales were shipped ft-om New York.

—If old hay is well stacked, or in the barn, it is

worth about as much the second year as the first.

It is a good plan to keep over a few stacks to meet

the emergency of a short hay crop. It is a poor

plan to buy hay when it bears the highest price.

The most thrifty farmers have hay to sell in years

of short grass crops, and the extra price pays very

well for keeping.

—The President of the State Agricultural Asso-

ciation, Michigan, in his annual report, condemns

the system of instruction pursued at the Michigan

Agricultural College, on the ground that the stu-

dents generally abandon farming after graduating,

instead of becoming "model" farmers. He thinks

the object of the Agricultural College ought to be

to train young men to be fixrmers.

—To illustrate the injurious effects of fall-feed-

ing grass land, Mr. I. D. 11. Collins, at a meeting

of the Craftsbury, Vt., Farmers' Club, said, "I

have three-fourths of an acre of land which I

fenced in with my garden some years ago, since

which no cattle have been on it fall or spring, and
it will produce good crops of grass twice as long

as precisely similar land the other side of the

fence treated with the same amount of manure."

—James L. Ingolsbc, a farmer of South Hart-

ford, Washington county, N. Y., cooks all the food
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eaten by his stock of cattle, except hay—using for

the purpose a six-horse engine with the necessary

steam vats. Last summer he pitched all the hay

in his barn with the engine, sawed his wood with

it and threshed all his grain. He has a large herd

of cattle, and he claims that they do much bettef

on cooked food than upon the raw.

—A New Hampshire paper says : "A red squir-

rel was recently caught in the barn of D. C. Brown,

of Berlin, which had in less than three months'

time carried two bushels of corn up a flight of

stairs and safely stowed it away for future use.

The same squirrel, it is thought, -some two years

since carried up stairs a barrel of ears of corn,

and to make a sure thing of it bottled them up by

dropping them through the bung hole of a cider

barrel, in which Mr. Brown found them."

—Charles F. Quinby, of Kangely, informs the

Maine Farmer that he raised 29^ bushels of wheat,

thresher's measure, on one and one-fourth acres of

ground; on half an acre of which he raised pota-

toes, half an acre oats, and the rest corn and beans

last year. The oat and potato ground was plough-

ed the fall before, on which twelve cartloads of

barnyard manure were spread and harrowed in.

The first day of April he sowed two and a half

bushels of wheai on the piece.

—In addition to the utmost neatness in washing

the milkroom and all vessels used for milk and
cream, the Prairie Farwier recommends that dishes

containing pulverized charcoal be placed about the

room to absorb ammonia and other biases that can-

not be otherwise removed. The charcoal should

be freshly prepared, and by heating it after it has

become partially saturated with gases, they are

driven off and the charcoal rendered as effectual

as at first.

—According to experiments made in England
by Mr. Lawes, the proportion of offal to each 100

pounds of live weight, made on the bodies of six-

teen oxen, two hundred and forty-nine sheep and

fifty-nine hogs, was as follows:—In oxen, 38.9

pounds ; sheep, 40.3 pounds ; hogs, 16.7 pounds.

The proportion of the stomach and contents was,

on an average, in oxen, 11^ pounds; in sheep, 7.J

pounds; in hogs, 1| pounds; of the intestines in

oxen, 2| pounds ; in sheep, 3^ pounds ; hogs Q\

pounds.

—A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer, in

• discussing the question whether the hazel bush,

which at the West is considered a reliable indica-

tion of good soil, is the cause or the result of fer-

tile land, says, in the first place, the hazel is an
earth worker ; its roots spread wide and extend

deep, going much below the greatest depth ever

reached by the sub-soil plough. These roots,

when they decay, form minute drains for the pas-

sage of water and air ; while the wood of which
they are composed, goes to the nourishment of

plants. The branches and foliage stop the move-

ments of the carbonic acid as it is carried along
|

in the air, and cause it to be readily taken up by
the leaves. These leaves in turn fall to the

ground, and in this manner help to manure the

land. Thus the hazel bush digs the soil, drains

it, waters it, and manures it by substances taken

from the air. Clover is supposed to do about the

same thing.

—A correspondent of the Rural New Yorker

says, the only way that I know for keeping chest-

nuts in good order for planting is to gather them
from the tree while green, and put up barrels with

one layer of dirt and one of chestnuts. That is the

only way that they can be kept green ; for if packed

without dirt they will heat and not come up, and
if they are dried in the sun they will not germi-

nate. They may be sown broadcast on the land

and ploughed in. The fall is the best time to plant

or sow them. ,

—A Missouri farmer writes to the Utica Herald,

that like all other warm Western States, Missouri

has her malarious diseases, but they yield readily

to medicine and care, and are not much dreaded.

Lung diseases are much more seldom here than in

the East. Mankind seldom cough here. Horses

never heave, so far as I have seen. AVe have much
more sunshine, consequently less cloudy and damp
weather. Our heat is a little greater and a little

more enervating, but we seldom have what you
call sultry weather, but commonly a refreshing

breeze. Sometimes a day comes when we like to

sit in the shade and sing softly—"blow, breezes

blow.

'

EXTRACTS AND EEPLIES.

KICKING COWS.

I have for a number of years succeeded in break-
ing the worst of cows and heifers of kicking by
taking a piece of bed cord, make a loop large
enough for the cord to slip through easily ; then
put the cord around the cow's hind legs,just above
the gambrel joints ; slip the end through the loop
and draw the legs together by pulling upon the
cord. The cow will try to kick, but hold the cord
so tight that she cannot get her legs at liberty, and
she will soon give it up. Now hold on to the cord
while another person milks. In this way I not
only break my heifers of kicking, but of stepping
about, which is nearly as bad. After two or thre«
miikings if they continue to plague, I buckle a
strap about the hind legs, then sic down and milk
as though I had a gentle cow, which is sure to be
the case in a short time. A Farmek.
Dudley, Mass., Jan., 1869.

I wish to inform your Long Plain correspondent,
and all the rest of mankind, of a better way to
break a kicking cow, than to clinch her dirty hind
leg and hold it up as high as her head. Just place
a log chain across the cow, back of the shoulders,
while milking, for a week or so, then a light chain
or even a rope will answer. In ten or twelve days
she will be as gentle as her mother ever was.
Newfane, Vt., Jan. 13, 1869. S. G. Broavn.

To break a cow of the habit of kicking, 1 make
a stall at one end of the stable just wide enough
for her to stand in. This will require two posts
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and two planks. One post is set up by the cow's
shoulder and the other a little back of her hind
legs, as she stands in the stanchion. On the inside

of the posts spike on one plank so that the middle
of it will be even with her shoulders and rump,
and the other plank as low down as may be with-
out being in the way of milking. Then make a
mortice through the hind post and a correspond-
ing one into the side of the stable opposite, for a
slat to come up just above the cow's gambrels.
This slat is to be put between her legs when milk-
ing. Another slat is mortised into the upper plank
and the opposite side of the stable,—to pass over
the cow's back and low enough to depress her
back two or three inches. These slats are mova-
ble and are to be put in place after the cow is

fastened in the stanchion. This done, cut your
finger nails and as gently as possible go to milk-
ing. The top slat is designed to prevent the cow
holding up her milk, and will be needed but a
short time. In this "fiddle," as the boys call it,

the cow finds she cannot kick and soon gives up
all attempts to do so, and both slats may soon be
left out. R. Pabkek.

Corinth, Vf., Jan. 10, 1869.

Remarks.—After receiving this letter we wrote

to Mr. Parker saying we should fear that a spirited

cow put into such a "machine" would be likely to

injure herself, and especially her bag, on the slat

placed between her legs. To this he replied that

he had never known of one being injured. He
says, "the worst cow I ever saw was put into such

a stall, and in three weeks all that need be done

was to drive her in and she would stand perfectly

still."

My method of treating kicking cows is to make
a slip noose in the middle of a good sized rope of
suflicient length; slip the noose around the right
hind leg and tie the end to a ring in the stable

floor in such a manner as to prevent the cow from
moving her leg towards the milk pail. She will

soon find herself outwitted, and may be milked
without the rope. I have broken a large strong
cow of kicking and running in summer, by tying
her in a similar manner to a fence post, so situated
that she could not run around it. After a few at-

tempts to run, she became thoroughly subdued.
I never had a cow lamed or injured in this way.

c.

Bt'PERPHOSPHATE.

Your correspondent, "W. S. A.," asks some
reader of the Farmek to give some information in

relation to the use of superphosphate. I purchased
one barrel of Bradley's last spring and tried it on
various crops. And in no case could I see any
benefit from its use, except on corn. On green
sward, just turned over, I spread my green stable

manure liberally, and harrowed thoroughly. As
an experiment, I planted eight rows, four with and
four without the phosphate. In applying the
phosphate I dropped one tablespoonful in each hill

and mixed it well with the soiL

All through the season, there was a marked dif-

ference in color and growthof stalk, and when stook-

ed in the fall, (each four rows were cut and stooked
by themselves) there was a marked ditference in the

iize and heighth of stooks. Thus much in favor of
the phosphate. But the true test, to my mind,
was yet to come. 1 husked each row of stooks in

the field, and there were just 18 bushels of ears

in each row ; so I conclude that I am out
of pocket seven or eight dollars, except the
value of a little more fodder. I shall pay no more
such prices for such articles. I shall make my

own fertilizer this year, recommended in the Bos-
ton Journal of Chemistry, (a monthly publication,
by the way, every farmer should haVe, at only 50
cents a year). One barrel of fresh, raw ground
bone, and the same quantity of good ashes wet
with water to a proper consistency. Use a hand-
ful to a hill. Timothy Wheeler.

Waterbury Centre, Vt., Feb., 1869.

MASSACHUSETTS AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

Will the Farmer, or those who know, inform
all who have sons at the Massachusetts Agricul-
tural College who are trying to work their way
through that institution single handed, why they
are paid only ten cents an hour for their labor on
the farm, while other help receive three dollars
per day for the same labor. One Interested.
Dudley, Mass., Feb. 6, 1869.

Remarks.—Want of funds, we have no doubt, is

the true answer to your question. Much of the

labor of the students is probably expended upon
the improvement and preparation of the land and

premises, from which no immediate cash return is

received. We must refer you to a comunication

from "N. S. T.," in the Farmer of February 6, in

which he alludes particularly to this point, and

says one of the immediate wants of the college "is

money to pay the students for their work." Am-
herst has a fund of $100,000 for a similar purpose.

Who will step forward and give the Agricultural

College a like or larger sum, the interest of which

shall be devoted to paying the students better

prices for their labor ? We understand that the ac-

tual running expenses of Harvard College, with all

its accummulated facilities, are about $150,000 a

year. Why should the Agricultural College be

expected to make brick without straw, or to edu-

cate young men much cheaper than other iastita-

tions ?

reciprocity.

The following statement of imports from the
Province of Canada, taken from the Report of the
Secretary of the Treasury, for the fiscal year, end-
ing 30th June, 1867, illustrate the sulyect of Reci-
procity and the interest which our farmers have
to oppose such a policy.

Total imports exclusive of specie :

—

1865 $27,595 661
1866 40,989 661
1867 19,758,474

Therefore, the abrogation of the treaty reduced
imports from the province of Canada over 50 per
cent. Yet in 1857, and under the present tarifl'ihe

following are some of the items of farm products
that were imported, and show our farmers what
they have at stake in the settlement of this question
of Reciprocity :— '

Live animals of all kinds, 1,902,360; butter,

3,629,837 lbs.; cheese, 50,195 lbs. ; fruit, $27,469;
hides, $73,912 ; hops, 79,258 lbs. ; beefand pork, 708,-

628 lbs.; bacon, 368,145 lbs.; potatoes, 181,020

bushels ; lard, 38,720 lbs. ; vinegar, 1 19,220 gallons ;

wheat, 1,923,524 bushels ; flour, 232,966 bbls. ; rye,

242,538 bushels ; barley, 3,247,005 bushels ; oats,

681,440 bushels; oat meal, 13,374 cwt. ; boards,
413,375 M. ; rough timber, $413,401 ; other timber,

$1,539,314; wood, 139,318 cords; shingles, $(J5,-

OGl ; tree of duty, $7,482,726 ; wool, imports large,

but much was shipped to England, where they get
their supplies of foreign articles.

The amount paid into our treasuiy for duties in
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1867, was #5,400,000, which helped pay our taxes,
or debts. We believe that when the above pro-
ducts were landed in our markets and duties paid,
they cost their producers less than our products
did our farmers ; for land, taxes, labor, clothing,
board, &c., are about 50 per cent, lower in Canada
than in New England. We may live to see our
farmers sold again by Reciprocity.

Middlesex, Mass., 1869. A Fakmer.

BONES AND OTHER FEED FOR HENS.

I see by the last Farmer that Mr. Thos. Snell
cannot find suitable bone meal for his hens. With
your permission, I will give my mode of feeding
bones to hens : I burn them until I can pound
them easily with any light instrument, or even
with the heel of my boot; and if any are left so

large that the hens cannot swallow them, I then
pound them finer. I use any bones I happen to

have, whether large or small. I think the burning
does not change or injure any principle of the
bone. In feeding my hens, I give that which I think
will do the best for the purpose for which I feed.

If eggs are my object, I feed on corn, oats, boiled
potatoes mixed with ))ran or oat meal, or any other
feed that does not tend to fatten them ; if I wish
to fatten them to kill, I feed on corn meal made
into dough by scalding, mixed with boiled pota-

toes, and two or three times a week give them a
feed of curd, made by scalding sour milk. They
fatten very fast on this feed. Curd is the best
feed for young chickens or turkeys.

Lancaster, N. H., Jan. 28, 1869. Z. Black.
P. S.—As I am not in the habit of writing for

publication, you will pardon imperfections. If

you would like, and will take the trouble to correct

errors, perhaps I may give some account of farms
and farming up here in upper Coos. z, b.

Remarks.—We shall certainly be much pleased

to receive any account of farms and farming in

"Upper Coos ;" that you can find time to fur-

nish; and, judging from the foregoing, we thinlj,

our part of the covenant will be pretty easily

performed. Farmers iu one section like to hear

from farmers in other sections of the country.

Don't forget your promise.

CATTLE FEED.

To make beef and milk, which of the various
kinds of feed shall we use ? We have our choice
of com, oil cake, cotton seed meal, shorts and
middlings, but do not know what to buy. We
meet men engaged in manufacturing milk, and
hear one denounce cotton seed meal and another
praise it ; a third man is ready to tell of his success
in making milk and flesh with shorts and hay,
giving great credit to shorts, while another's cows
were growing poor with the same feed, viz : shorts
and hay. Supposing there is a difference in the
value of shorts, and knowing there are different

qualities of hay, we are still in doubt what to buy.
There has been but little said of the dififerent

qualities of hay, in the reports of farmers' discus-
sions. I believe that much of the difference re-
sulting from the various methods of feeding is ow-
ing to the different qualities of the hay used, and
feeling sure that what is termed good hay by
farmers generally is not the best, and believing,
likewise, that they seldom know which their best
hay is, I have lost all hope of learning the rela-
tive value of grains in that way. How are we to
learn ? Not by our own experience, for we are
not scientific or systematic enough to determine
the question. Were it not that we compete with
others who arejust as much in the dark as ourselves,
our failure would be sure. Since, as producers, we

rmtst live, the consumers have to pay for our igno-
rance. If some scientific and philanthropic man,
who would give to the millions cheap food, will
tell us what combination of grass and grain will
produce the most milk and meat for the least
money we will willingly (as we should be forced
by competition to do) give to the consumers the
benefit of the information. f.
Mast Yard, N. H., Feb., 1869.

SYKES' PLOUGHS—RAPE.
In an account of the New England Plough trial,

the Hines and Sykes' Swivel plough is spoken of
as the best on trial. Where can I find said Sykes
plough ?

In the Farmer rape is spoken of for soiling
cows. Some say rape is millet, others that it is

kale. Please tell me what it is.

JuDSON Thompson.
Morrisville, Vt., Feb. 11, 1869.

Remarks.—We do not know where that plough

is made or sold, and doubt whether it is any better

than those advertised in our columns.

Webster's dictionary gives the following botani-

cal description of rape: "A plant of several species

of the genus Brassica, belonging to the cabbage

tribe, especially B. naptis, and also B. campestres,

much cultivated for their roots, which resemble

the turnip, and afford a valuable food for sheep

and cattle, and for their seeds, from which oil is

extracted." Mr. Burr says the best variety for

oil is not sufliciently hardy for the Northern States.

The more hardy varieties he thinks might succeed

here.

CHANGING SHEEP FOR COWS.
The wool growers are having dull times now,

and some are thinking of changing their sheep for
cows, I would like, with your leave, to ask them
a few questions. Will it lie safe business to change
sheep for cows at this time ? If they do so, how
long will it be before prices of dairy products will

fall, so that they will be worse off than they are
now ? Is not the importation of foreign wool the
cause of all this trouble ? How long will farmers
sit still and let the importers have the market
under their control ? Is there any good reason
under heaven why this nation should buy of for-

eign nations what we can raise to as good profit as
we can wool ? Why not organize a gi'and move-
ment of wool growers; call every man of them,
and invite the dairymen to join them, and perhaps
now that the Pennsylvanians have their ore beds
well railed over with English iron they will join

the movement, and all go to Congress, and, if pe-

tition will not do, demand in respectful lan-

guage such a recognition of the agricultural and
mining interests of the country as shall make our
nation truly independent ? W. S. Grow.

Westboro', Mass., Feb. 16, 1869.

ANSON, ME.

This town is in all probability the most exten-

sive wool growing town of its size in the State of

Maine. It contains about thirty-six square miles,

and is estimated to feed 20,000 sheep this winter,

mostly merinos, and that its clip next spring will

be about 100,000 pounds of wool. Great interest

is manifested in the wool market, as many farmers
have on hand from 1000 to 5000 pounds waiting
for a rise in the market ; for some of which one
dollar per pound has been refused. Sheep have
been bought and sold in this town for a thousand
dollars per head, which can be bought back, or
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their equals, for ten dollars to-day. Farmers
sometimes allow "the golden opportunity" to pass
unimproved. Ability to raise large crops or tine

stock is only one of the elements of successful
farming. A knowledge of the markets, and of the
best mode and time for disposing of our products
to the best advantage have become a necessity to

every producer. This requires the exercise of a
sound judgment and a careful calculation. One
needs a firm nerve to sell on a rising market, and
from want of such nerve many good bargains are
allowed to slip out of one's fingers. Some time
since one man in this section refused, on an ad-
vancing market, an offer of $30 per ton for a lot

of hay which he finally drew tight miles and sold
for $10 per ton,—making a difference of some
$4300 in a single trade. While telling farmers
how to plant and how to reap, our agricultural
papers would do well to furnish us with the means
of forming an intelligent opinion as to the present
and prospective condition of the markets of the
country. Zen.
Anson, Me., Feb., 1869.

THE CANKER WORM.
The canker-worm made its appearance in this

town and Dover year before last, but did no seri-

ous injury, but last year it was quite destructive in

certain localities. Will you or some of your cor-

respondents inform me through the Farmer what
is the best and most economical method to pro-
tect the trees against this terrible pest ?

U. A. Roberts.
Rollinsford, N. H., Jan. 28, 1869.

Remarks.—One of the surest and most eco-

nomical modes, in our opinion, is to tar the trees.

Of late a cheap kind of printer's ink is used by

many instead of tar. This process will require

some knowledge of the habits of the insect, and

when begun must be faithfully followed up.

The wooden boxes used and recommended by

our correspondent, Mr. G. B. Moulton, of Ken-

sington, N. H., have proved efficient in many cases.

Among others we may mention the large orchard

of Messrs. F. and L. Clapp, of Dorchester, which

has been fruitful for several years past, while oth-

ers in its immediate vicinity have bQ,en badly rav-

aged by the canker worm. We have seen the

trees of this orchard in full foliage and loaded

with fruit, while neighboring orchards were en-

tirely stripped, and of course without fruit. In-

deed so successful have been these gentlemen by
the use of these wooden boxes and oil, that they

received a greater amount of premiums on fruit

at the exhibitions of the Massachusetts Horticul-

tural Society in 1867 than any other competitors.

We republish Mr. Moulton's description of these

boxes and of their use.

"In the spring of 1865 I placed wooden boxes,
ten inches high, around all these trees, allowing a
space of two inches between the tree and the in-

side of the box. It would have been better to

have left a space of iferee inches. I filled the in-

side with tan, and made it solid by pressing it

down with a strip of board. The gutter around
the boxes was placed about three inclies from the

top; the corners being made tight with roofing
cement; and a clapboard was nailed on the top
edge ol the boxes, so as to form a roof over the
gutter. I filled the troughs with 'bug oil,' which
can be obtained in Boston at from twenty to twenty-
live cents per gallon. This I prefer to coal oil,

because it will not skim over ; while the coal oil

will skim over in forty-eight hours and afford a
bridge ibr the grubs. Theie are two kinds of this
bug oil—the thin and the thick. I prefer the thick
for wooden troughs, as the thin is liable to leak
out. When they run the thickest, the surface of
the oil needs to be cleared olf as often as once in
two days. 1 use a piece of iaihe for this purpose,
and a tin quart measure with a long lip to turn iu
the oil.

"The cost of these boxes is not great. I paid
seventeen cents a piece for making the boxes, and
found the stuff. Any kind of cheap boards will
answer. For the gutter two-inch stuff of good
quality should be used. I purchased second-hand
tubing used for chain pumps which cost two cents
per foot. Dividing this, n)y troughs cost one cent
per foot. Some that I had made, cost two cents
per foot for making. The clapboard should be of
good quality, so that it will not crack by the weath-
er. My trees are very large, and some of my
boxes were about ten feet around them. I esti-

mate the boards at seven cents per box—troughs
ten cents, and clapboards at three cents—making
the whole cost of boxes at thirty-seven cents per
tree; and the whole cost of oil, tan, and labor, not
to exceed one dollar. For any ordinary orchard,
this would not exceed fifty cents per tree. It

takes, for troughs of this size, about one quart of
oil at a time."

Various other ways have been contrived, all

more or less expensive and troublesome, but none

have come to our kowledge that are certain pre-

ventives, and that are sufficiently economical to

justify their use.

HUMBTJGS.—USES OF MUCK.
I often see notices in different papers of receipts

for making manures ; for instance, A. says, "send
me five dollars, and I will send you a receipt for
making a very valuable manure," &c., &c. Now
'this may all be very well, and then it may all be
humbug; who knows ? What assurance have we
of the good faith of the advertiser ? What we
want in this vicinity is a cheap ingredient that we
can mix with meadow muck, and make it into a
fertilizer. Most of our farmers have plenty of muck
on or near their farms. If any of your readers
can give the desired information, they will confer
a great favor on your subscribers in this part of
the State. l.

Winchendon, Mass., Jan., 1869.

Remarks.—Ii is a pretty good general rule

never to pay money for property until you have

seen it. It is far better to purchase wood ashes,

lime, damaged potash, saltpetre, &c., and mix
with the muck. Any of these things mixed with

good muck, will give you a dressing which will

soon make your fields glad. But the muck alone

is manure. It is nearly all decayed vegetable

matter, and if applied and worked in, will soon

make a change for the better, even on granite or

heavy soils. On sandy loams it will prove highly

beneficial at once.

FAILURE OF APPLE ORCHARDS.

I have seen in the Farmer and other papers
complaints that apple trees do not bear as they
used to do, and I thought I would say a few words
why, in my feeble opinion, they do not, especially
in tills vicinity. One great cause is neglect. The
orchards in this vicinity are mostly old and have
not had any care, not even the ground ploughed,
ibr over thii ty years, and not a shovelful of ma-

(
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ncre ^applied to keep up the fertility of the soil;

and yet the owners complain that their orchards
do not hear as formerly. If we plant any other
crop we have to apply manure or none would ex-
pect it to pay. I know from experience that it pays
to keep an orchard well cultivated, a* the last year
has proved it to my saiisfaction. While other or-

chards in this vicinity that promised as well in the
spring as mine did, bore very few apples, mine
was so loaded that I had to prop up itie limbs to

keep them from breaking down. Mine was culti-

vated ; the others were not. Now I think if far-

mers would cultivate their orchards as they do
the rest of their farms they would in most cases
raise more fruit than they do now. J. w. k.

Biddeford, Me., Feb. 25, 1869.

BRAHMA. FOWLS AND MUSCOVY DUCKS.

The following is m}' account for the year past.

Owing to the wet season and to cats I lost about
200 chickens and 19 ducks, and consequently my
balance sheet shows a small profit :

—

Stock, January 1, 1S63. Dr.

45 fowls at 75 cts. each $33 75
12(lu-;k8 at 7a cig • . . . 9 Ou

62 late chickens at 50 cts 26 UO
$63 75

Cost of Food.
Bo'l68 bu«h. corn, $7-l.!iU; 38 do. oats,

$34 45 109 25
" 26 busb. meal, $31.80; 26 bush. C.

coin, $31.8 63 60
" 34 bu^h, (inefetd, $16 20; 695 lbs.

8cr..p5, $16.54 32 74
" 12 fowls, $ld; 2 Guinea fowls, $2 18 00
" 4 ducKS, $5.50 ; 1 doz. eg^s, 50 cts. 6 00
" 1 bbl lime, labor ana repair ... 14 49

Dressiug poultry 9 OJ
253 C8

Other expenses.

54 doz. & 2 hens' eggs set, 4l>^ ^ doz,

.

22 21

14 doz. ducks eggs, 44c ^ doz 6 16
28 37

Total, $350 20

Stoch, Jan. 1, 1869. Cr.

38 fowls at 75 cts. each $28 50

13 ducks at 76 cts 9 75
4 Guinea f)wl8, $4; 20 chickens at

50c, $.0 14 CO
$52 25

Stock and Eggs sold.

152 chickens 101 05
102 ducks .' 10) 74
.220 doz. hens' eags, average 4tc . ... 9020
25 doz. and lo ducks' eggs, 44o , ... 11 33
39 bb.s. manure £9 40

347 32
Used in family.

53| doz. hens' eggs, at 41c 21 93

ly doz. and 1 ducks' tgg«, at 44c ... 8 40
30 S3

Total, $429 90
Cost and expenses .350 20

Profit $79 70

Showing 327| dozen hens eggs laid during the
year; .59 dozen, less one, duck's eggs; 377 chick-
ens and 121 ducks hatched. It viil be noticed that
while I suld my Brahma eggs at 41 to 44 cents per
dozen, the dealers in fancy eggs were selli^'g at .^2

per dozen. James Buffington.
isaltm, Mass., 1869.

MANURE AND SUPERPHOSPHATES FOR POTATOES.

I have j'ist finished assorting mj' potatoes,

—

Harrison's, Seedlings and Orono. A part of each
kind was raised with Bradley's Sup"erpho.'^phate,

and part with barn yard manure only. I have
kept them separate in my cellar, and 1 find those
raised with i'hosphate arc mostly sound, not half

a bushel damaged in twelve hundred bushels,
while those raised with barn yard manure, are at
least one-sixth rotten. The potatoes were planted
about the same time and had about equal chances
and equal care. Those raised with phosphate
yielded at least twenty per cent, more than those
raised without the phosphate. Now will some of
your scientific fitrmers tell us the reoson of this,

and also the reason why so much trouble with
rotten potatoes of late years ? I raised potatoes
before I ever saw Bradley's Phosphate, and had
no trouble with their rotting. There mn&t be a
cause for this. Please state your views. Is it not
because our soils are exhausted of bone and thus
fail to give the potato what it requires to make it

healthy ? V. K. Warren.
Tufts' Farm, College Hill, )

Somerville, Mass., Feb. 12, 1868. \

CUKE FOR SCRATCHES.

Not quite two weeks ago I found that the horse
I am using was very much afflicted about the pas-

turn joints and ankles of both of its fore feet, with
what is called grease or scratches. I immediately
washed the parts affected with warm soap suds,

and wiped as dry as I could, and then bathed thor-

oughly with benzine, and rubbed it well in with a
rag or my hand. I pursued this course daily for

about a week, when I found that all the sores on
one leg had healed, leaving the skin soft and
smooth, and the others had nearly healed. I used
my horse nearly eveiy day and did not change her
feed only to give ,two or three messes of potatoes
sprinkled with sulphur' and saltpetre. It is the
simplest and cheap st remedy I have ever found,
and I think it might be used as a preventive.
Bernardston, Mass., Feb. 15, 1869. S. Barker.

QUALITY OF THE HARRISON POTATO.

Of your contributors who have given us their

success in raising the Harrison potato, I do not
recollect that any one has said much about the
quality of them for cooking. I am disappointed
in mine. They are not as good as I expected,
from what was said of them last year. To obtain
the opinion of others as to their quality, I left some
of them one week last November with eight or ten

of my customers whom I had been supplying with
the Jackson white, or more properly the Orono,
but without informing them of the change. The
next week mostof them complained of the potatoes
that I left the week before. Some said that they
did not cook even ; that part of the potato would
he hard when the other end was cooked sufficiently.

Perhaps under some circumstances they might be
grown so as to be a good table potato. They need
a long season to ripen well. My vines were green
when the blight came, and I think I did not hill

them up so much as I should have done. They
are disposed to grow out of ground, and many of
them are sun-burnt. I shall try thetn another
year. Wm. R. Putnam.

Danvets, Mass., Feb. 4, 1869.

prospects and duties of wool GROWERS.

In your issue of January 30, I noticed an article

headed "Wool at the Custom Houseu," which
closed with this question, "Is it a good time for

wool growers' associations to go to sleep r" I an-
swer, no! It is high time to awake and do what
we can to protect and encourage wool growing iu

the Eastern States. We have had a hard time for

the past three years, but, in my opinion, we have
seen the worst of it, and -may expect better times
for three years to come, if we are true to ourselves
and to our own interests.

In the first place there are not more than two-
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thirds as many sheep now, throughout this section,

as there were three years since.

Secondly, the wool in market is used up closer

than usual at this season of the year, with but lit-

tle remaining in the hands of producers.
While, thirdly, the large stock of woolen goods

with which the country has been flooded, has been
gradually worked off, "leaving a better demand for

newly manufactured goods, so the manufactures
will have some encouragement to buy wool in the
prospect of selling it when worked up.
The wool groicing and manufacturing interests

should be one, for each depends on the other.

A Wool Grower.
Sanbornton Bridge, N. H., Feb., 1869.

THE SEASON IN SOUTHERN MICHIGAN.

January was very warm, and the roads were
quite dusty. Some nights froze a little, but thawed
out during the day. A sleet came February 1 and
2, so heavy that it was not sale to go into the
woods at all; limbs were broken off six Inches in

diameter. This lasted three days. It has since

been so warm that we have doors open as in sum-
mer. Hay has dropped from $12 to $8 per ton ;

wheat from $2.10 to $1.50 ; pork has risen to $14

;

money very tight, worth 3 per cent, per month,
and not to Ije had at all times, even on gilt-paper, as

it is not here. Hope it will soon be easier.

Hudson, Mich., Feb. 15, 1869. D. M. Briggs.

EXPERIMENT "WITH SrPERPHOSPHATE.

In reply to an inquiry oy "W. S. A.," in the

Farmer of Feb. 6, I will say that I planted half

an acre to corn, having tirst prepared the ground
alike. Bradley's superphosphate of lime was used,

except on four rows, through the piece, which
were a fair average of the ground, on which I did

not put the phosphate. As the corn came up, and
all through the season, I saw a marked superiority

in all the piece over the four rows. When I har-

vested the corn I found the rows on which phos-

phate was applied to produce three bushels of ears

where the others produced only two bushels, and
the quality in every respect was superior. I also

used the phosphate on fodder com and potatoes

and the result was as satisfactory as on the corn.

I wish now to make the inquiry, whether the

"Norway oats" are so far superior to others as are

claimed ? What is their value as grain, their yield

per acre, and are they more or less liable to lodge
on the ground than other kinds ?

Edwin Hovse.
Waitsfield, Vt.., Feb. 11, 1869.

YIELD OF NORWAY OAT8.

I planted one hundred kernels of Norway oats

in two rows' one foot apart, and four inches in the

row. The greatest product Irom one kernel was
tilty-three stalks, thirty heads, and 6441 kernels.

Timothy Wheeler.
WaterbuTTj Centre, Vt., Feb. 8, 1869.

Experience with Fertilizers.—The spe-

cial correspondent of" the New York Tribune,

writing from Ilenry Ward Beecher's farm of

thirty-six acres, says

:

Mr. Beechcr has tried all the phosphates

and special fertiliz'.>rs, but he likes farmyard

manure best. Even bone is not of much us«

with him. From 600 to 1000 loads of ma-
uure are put on the place yearly ; all that is

made is carefully saved, and there are com-
post heaps of muck and weeds. A good deal

of manure is hauled from Peekskill, and fcon-

siderable quantities of unleached ashes are

bought of the farmers at thirteen cents per
bushel. When he was asked if the farmers
were so ignorant as to sell their ashes at this

price, or even at all, he said, "Yes, but dori't

print it .'" One who commences with a poor
farm must take such fertilizers as he can get.

For the New England Farmer.

AQKICUIiTUBAIi AND POLITICAL
NEWSPAPERS.

We need a more extensive circulation of
Agricultural literature. For instance : I find,

upon close examination, that the farmers of
Madison take and read three political papers
to one devoted to agriculture. Yet the town of
Madison is one of the finest farming towns in

the State of Maine. The people live almost
exclusively by farming.

Do political speakers, political newspapers
or political clubs improve the farm or the far-

mer's mind ? My observation leads me to the
conclusion that farmers who take more interest

in politics than in agriculture are the ones
who do not get along the Lest ; and that par-

tizan papers have a tendency to make partizara

neighbors. Instances are not uncommon
where farmers will not .carry their neighbors

to town meeting on account of their different

political views. Would it not, then, be better

to have more agricultural and less political

literature circulated among farmers ?

This seems to me to be a Subject worthy of
serious consideration, and this winter a good
time to give it a little airing. A farmer can
undoubtedly live without an agricultural paper.

So also can he live and not grow a sheep, or a
hog, or a horse if he keeps oxen, or without

oxen if he keeps a horse. Yet good farmers

do not believe they can afford to be without

sheep, or hogs, or horses, or oxen. Nor do I
believe they can afford to he witliout an agri-

culiiiral riewspaper any better than without

either of the above-mentioned tise/id animals.

The day has passed when chance had any
hope of contending with science

;
yet there is

more chance farming to-day than scientific

farming. I am happy to say, however, that

the young men who engage in agriculture for

a livelihood, are taking a deep interest in

book-farming ; but I am sorry to say that

their number is small.

It is a notorious fact that the political con-

ventions of the State, the political district and
county organizations are largely made up of

farmers ; and generally by that class of far-

mers who do not think they can afford to

attend State, county and town agricultural

conventions or fairs, as they are more com-
monly called, because they have to pay a small

admission fee. But when the committees of
the different political organizations call upon
these same farmers for funds to prosecute

political campaigns, they "come down" witli
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their "filthy lucre" without a murmur. Does
any one suppose they -would as freely subscribe

to funds to promote agriculture ?

I find it much easier to induce a farmer to

subscribe to a political than to an agricultural

newspaper. Will those farmers who read this

article investigate the matter, and report the

result of their researches through the Farmer ?

D. L. S.

East Madison, Me., Feb., 1869.

Remarks.—In taking or refusing to take news-

papers, as well as in all their other actions, men
are moved by motives. What then are the mo-

tives which determine the choice or move the will

in deciding this question ? or, in other words,

what's the use of agricultural papers ? Many
would probably reply that the chief benefit of agri-

cultural papers consists in the fact that they make
common stock of individual experience and prac-

tice ; they tell how the best farmers manage their

soils, their stock, their manure; what crops they

grow and how they cultivate them ; what imple-

ments they use, what teams they employ, what
markets they find.

All this is important and valuable, but has not

the agricultural press a still higher purpose in the

promotion of the social interests of farmers ?

Farmers are becoming a power in the land. Their

right to be heard in our State and national coun-

cils is recognized. The effects upon their interests

of measures of public policy is considered by the

law makers of the land. The agricultural paper

should therefore become the organ and the advo-

cate of these interests, and the opponent of what-

ever is calculated to affect them injuriously.

The commercial and manufacturing interests of

the country not only recognize the importance of

employing the press to advocate and defend their

interests, but they patronize it liberally for so do-

ing. "The gods help those who help themselves,"

and unless farmers recognize this use of agricul-

tural papers can they expect their cause to prosper ?

The tone of the city press generally on the subject

of the renewal of the so-called Reciprocity Treaty

shows very conclusively what farmers can expect

from papers that are sustained by the commercial

and consuming classes. The Boston Daily Journal,

for instance, has not only steadily advocated the

renewal of that treaty, but in a leading editorial of

its issue of Feb. 17, headed "Brussels and Belgi-

um," it urged the importance of cheapening food

for the crowds that congregate in cities, in a man-
ner that we think must be refreshing to its patrons

in the country who are producing this food. In

speaking of Belgium, the editor of the Journal

says :

—

She has sent in one year thirty thousand tons of
rails to Russia, and while we exclude the cheap
tcool from the basin of the La Platte, the plains of
Australia a^id the savannahs of Africa, by a duty
of twelve cents a pound, or a hundred per cent.,

Belgium admits it free and sends the cloth to New
York or Canada to supply our citizens with cloth-

ing. It has been the policy of Belgium to keep

down the cost of production by keeping doton the
cos<o/'/bo<i, clothing and materials. . . . Under
great disadvantages, by the superior education,
skill and ingenuity of our people, they have already
begun to send again their drills and sheetings to
Asia and Africa. This trade is capable of indefi-

nite expansion, but to expand it they m«<.si Aai'e

cheap %oool, iron, steel, cheap potatoes, aleioines and
herring, of which tliey are now deprived by war
duties, injurious to revenue, and almost prohibitory
in their effect on commerce.

Under the present prices of farm produce, which
the Journal thinks should be reduced, farmers

find it difficult to keep their sons and daughters at

home; farms in the interior of New England are

offered "for less than the buildings and fences

cost," and the increase of population is confined

to the commercial and manufacturing centres.

What, then, would be the effect of lower prices ?

of the Journal writer's wool at 12 cents per pound,

of butter at the same price, beef at ^'3 per 100

pounds, and potatoes at a shilling a bushel ? What
sort of newspapers, then, should farmers take ?

For the New England Farmer,

DISCUSSION ON MAICLNO- SUGAR.
Westminster, Vt., Farmers' Club, Feb. 15, 1869.

Want of room compels us to condense the report fur-

nished by M. W. Davis, Secretary,

N. G. Pierce, Esq.—"Neat and quick" are

the watchwords. First I would have tin buck-
ets, if necessary to buy new ; but as most have
wooden ones, keep them painted, especially

the inside, using raw oil and venitian red.

Do not attend auctions and buy old musty
buckets. I prefer the wooden spout. The
bit of half inch, boring three inches deep. I

think the amount of sap drawn from the tree,

depends more upon the depth of the hole than

size. Now if your sap runs through clean

spouts, into clean buckets, conveyed in clean

holders, boiled in clean apparatus, sufficient

so as not to need much storage, keeping every-

thing out of the sap rather than strain to get

it out, making it into sugar the same day,

(not let your syrup stand or cool, for it turns

led) and you have white sugar. I have a
heater and one pan, and can boil sap enough
for 100 pounds sugar in a day.

Orestus F. Peck.—I tap my trees only when
it is a sap day. I use f bit and sumac spout.

I consider them the best. I scald them in

lime water when done using, to neutralize the

acid generated by the absorption of sap, and
before using run a hot iron through them
which chars them, tending to purify as well as

to retard the ingress of the sap to the wood of

the spout. I prefer the small bit to the larger,

oecause the hole being smaller does not dry

up as readily. I boil my sap into syrup every

day, and it is best when boiling to drive it as

fast as possible and steady, for if it occasion-

ally cools down it colors. I then strain and
let it stand 12 to 24 hours before sugaring

off. Then I turn off the syrup from the sedi-

ment. In the early part of the sugar season
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I put nothing into my sjrup to cleanse iu.

Later in the season, when sap runs a little

•white from the bucket, I use 3 eggs to 1 pint

of skim milk. When testing to ascertain
whether done or not (if for caking) in raising

the dipper as it runs from it, leaving long
hairs I call it done. If for tub not do it near
as much. Remove from the fire letting it

stand, and stir rapidly, which avoids that

glassy appearance seen upon th'3 outside of
the cake, in turning immediately into the
moulds. To have nice tub sugar, enough
should be sugared off at once to fill the tub,

for if filled at two or three different times, a
glassy coating is formed between each layer
which obstructs the draining. When it comes
warm weather, turn the tubs bottom upward
and from 100 lbs. you can get 70 or 75 lbs. of
fine sugar. I see no difference in sugar made
from trees standing in lime rock soil or where
the peroxyde of iron exists, rendering the soil

of a red cast. My apparatus for boiling con-
lists of two pans, two barrels each, and one
heater in one arch. My arch is not high
enough ; it should be 18 to 20 Inches above
the grate ; my heater heats too rapidly and
runs over ; it is ten feet from mouth of arch
to the heater. I would have the arch all the

way of a depth. I think my heater increases

the boiling one-fourth. I can boil from 5
o''clock in the morning till 10 at night, 16
barrels, or 25 barrels in twenty-four hours.
Mr. N. G. Pierce did not agree with Mr.

Peck as to the use of eggs and milk.

S. Peck.—Trees differently located pro-
duce different sap.

Henry Floyd.—I would use half-inch bit,

boring three to four inches In large trees, us-

ing the sumac spout, for I think it the best

;

the metallic spout is not stiff enough. One
reason of black sugar is, much sap is boiled
in coarse Iron. Boilers should be of fine ma-
terial and polished to make white sugar.

Sylvester Grout spoke of the dust that Is

constantly accumulating In sugar houses.
Should be floored over head and kept as nice

as your kitchen. He thought different sugar-
bushes produce different sap, and make
different sugar.

T. W. Wiley.—For some ten years, I used
three-fourths bit, with two spouts to a bucket,
but now use five-eighths bit, one spout, think
I can get as much sap. Bore from two to

two and a half inches deep. I think the
quicker we can get sap into sugar the better.

1 like to have It strained either at the holder
or at the heater. I strain my syrup through
a woolen strainer. I prefer syruping down
twice a day. 1 never put anything into syrup
to cleanse it. If you put In milk the sugar is

apt to sour in hot weather from the particles

left in it.

O. Peck.—Two spouts will run as much
again as one, and if the tree Is good size, you
may put two, three, or four buckets to a tree.

1 knew of a tree that run IG pailfuls in one
j

day, into ten buckets. I would not use the
metallic spout, as it tends to conduct heat
from the sun to the sap. Spouts should fit in

the bark, and not the wood.
S. Grout.—I Intend to tap under a largo

limb or into a large root when convenient. I
think trees make wood faster that are habit-
ually used for sugar trees.

Pierce.—I think in the fore part of the sea-

son, a tree should be tapped high, later in the
season, tapped low.

F. G. Butler.—Wood never should be kept
In the same apartment with the boiling, but in

an adjoining one at the mouth of the arch.
If kept in the same it gathers dampness, mak-
ing poor fuel as well as dirt. Should use
Post's Patent Spout as it keeps clean.

AN EXCELLENT TEETILIZEE.

We advise our readers, those who have
farms and gardens to cultivate, to prepare as
large a quantity of the ftrtilizer we suggested
and recommended In the April No., Vol. IL,
of the Journal, as they possibly can. Ic em-
braces in its composition quite every eh ment
required in the grov^th and maturation of roots

and the cereal grains ; and it has the advan-
tages of being comparatively cheap and easily

prepared. No fertilizer we have yet devised
—and we have prepared and experimentad
with a large number—affords more certain

and satisfactory results than this one ; and
those who prepared and used it last season are
extravagant In their praises of it. It supplies

a most desirable dressing for fruit trees and
vines. We use no other fertilizer for our
grapes ; and if any of our friends have had
better results In their cultivation than we have,

it will afford us pleasure to publish their suc-

cesses. The method of preparing the fertili-

zer is as follows :

—

Take one barrel of pure, finely ground bone,
and mix with it a barrel of good wood ashes

;

during the mixing, add gradually about three

pailfuls of water. The heap may be made
upon the floor of an outbuilding, or upon the

barn floor ; and, by the use of a hoe, the

bone and ashes must be thoroughly blended
together. The water added Is just sufficient

to liberate the caustic alkalies, potash, and
soda ; and these react upon the gelatine of the

bone, dissolving the little atoms, forming a
kind of soap, and fitting it for plant aliment.

It must be used in small (iMantities. or In about

the same way as the so-called superphosphates.

A barrel of this mixture is worth two of any
of the commercial fertilizers, and the cost will

be but about half as much. It remains to bc
added : if the bone meal and ashes are ver
dry, four pailfuls of water may be required

^

but care must be exercised not to have it in-

conveniently moist. It will be ready for use
In a week after it is made. Fare, raw,JineJy-
grovnd hone and the best of ashes should be
employed.

—

Boston Journal of Chemistry.
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THE TYSON PBAB.

The original tree of this variety of pears

grew in Jenkinstown, Pa. The fruit from

which our cut was drawn and engraved was

selected from an ample basket of the ripened

fruit grown in Dorchester. The tree from

which the fruit was plucked sprung, we under-

stood, from the first scion set in Massachu-

setts, cut from the original tree. We found

them to be delicious. Mr. Thomas, in the

new edition of his Fruit Culturist, gives the

following description of the Tyson. "Size

medium, conic -pyriform, sometimes approach-

ing to obovate ; bright yellow, with a reddish

brown softly shaded cheek, often some russet;

stalk an inch and a fourth long, inserted into

a fleshy prominence abruptly contracted from

the rounded neck ; basin very shallow, even

;

flesh of fine texture, buttery, very melting

;

flavor nearly sweet, aromatic, slightly per-

fumed, excellent. Ripens the last two weeks

of summer. Shoots quite dark brown, erect,

vigorous. The tree does not come soon into

bearing."

THE MICHIGAN AG^L COLLEGE.
A few weeks since we copied as an "agricultural

item" a little paragraph to the effect that the Pres-

ident of the Michigan State Agricultural Society

condemned the system of instruction pursued at

the Agricultural College of that State. We have

since seen that address more at length.

After remarking that "our farmers are to a liirge

extent educated^ and as a general rule the best

educated are the most thrifty and successful," Mr.

Beckwith, President of the Society, said, "frequent

conversations with men of good judgment in va-

rious parts of the State induce me to believe that

the time has come when something should be done

to rescue the College from the policy which de-

prives it of public sympathy and support ;" that

"not more than one in four of the young men who
graduate there embark in agricultural pursuits

after leaving school," and intimates that "the gen-
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eral management or course of study tends to sliut

out the sons of small farmers or those in limited

circumstances," &c.

We have also received a reply to these strictures,

in a letter addressed to the Detroit Advertiser aiid

Tnbune, by T. C. Abbott, President of the College,

together with his Annual Report on the state of the

College, addressed to the Superintendent of Pub-

lic Instruction of the State.

In his annual report Presid ent Abbott congratu-

lates the Legislature ofMichigan on having adopted

a wiser course than many other States in giving

the control of the College to a Board of Managers

of only eight members. But if the harmony of

action on the part of this board, which' it is claimed

has always existed, has been the result of this

small number, are we justified in the conclusion

that the want of co-operation on the part of a vol-

untary association of the farmers of the State, which

is popular enough to have received ^'16,000 during

the past year, is owing to the same cause ? It is
•

certainly very desirable that there should be no

antagonism between the Agricultural Society and

the Agricultural College of any State, and we
should deem almost any compromise justifiable

which might be necessary to secure co-operation

between these two bodies.

With no disposition to intermeddle with the

controversy which has existed for some years be-

tween these two institutions in Michigan, we have

gleaned the following facts from the report of the

President of the college, for the purpose of show-

ing what this pioneer institution has done, and

what it is now doing.

The number of students the past year has been

32, with an average attendance of 80 ; viz. : in the

Senior class 10 ; Juniors 13 ; Sophomores 23, and

Freshmen 34. There has been no preparatory de-

partment the past year. The average age of the

Seniors is stated at 216-10; Juniors and Sopho-

mores, 20 4-10 ; and Freshmen, 18 8-10. During the

past seven years 34 students have been graduated,

10 of whom received their diplomas at the last

commencement—showing an average of four grad-

uates per year for the six years preceding the

present.

Of these 24 graduates, 8 are farmers, another

owns a farm which he is clearing from his earn-

ings as a teacher, and which he expects to work
himself. Four are instructors in other agricultu-

ral colleges, and a fifth was for four years a pro-

fessor in this college, but is now engaged in other

pursuits. One graduate is a machinist, one a sur-

veyor, two died in the United States service, and

the remaining five are engaged in teaching or other

callings not considered industrial. Three of the

graduates named as professors have charge of

farms, gardens, teams, &c., and should perhaps

be classed as farmers. The occupations that will

be chosen by the ten graduated this year are not

yet known. Many students have taken only a

partial course. Of the 82 students, 60 were sons

of farmers.

There has been no unruly conduct, no rowdyish

noises or pranks, or occasion for discipline for

such conduct during the year. The students have
had free and unwatched access at all times to the

ripening grapes, muskmelons, watermelons and
other fruits, and no instance of meddling with

them has been known.
All the students labor, except when exempt for

physical disability. Consequently there is no
caste in the college arising from difference in this

respect. The regular hours of labor are from half-

past one to half-past four each afternoon, Saturdays

excepted, when labor is furnished only on request.

The ofBcefs of the college work with the students.

The professors of agriculture, and horticulture,

and of Chemistry are often seen in the college

fields and shops, with implements, teams, tools, in

almost every variety of labor. The President

says :—"I believe there is not an officer of the

college who has not been used from childhood to

labor in gardens and orchards, and to have the

care of horses and cattle, and all but two of them
were reared on farms." Lectures are not infre-

quently given in the field, or yards where the stock

is kept. The students work cheerfully, as most of

them were accustomed to labor before entering

the college. Good workers receive from 7 to 7>a

cents an hour. The great variety in the labors re-

quired, and their relation to their studies, serve to

interest them, and they often manifest a strong in-

terest in furthering the work to be done. The best

scholars are almost always the best workers.

The farm, gardens and lawns cover an area of

676 acres ; the apple orchard 16 acres ; four farm

fields 67 acres ; pasture 20, and nearly 80 acres

contain the lawn, buildings, gardens, &c. The soil

is exceedingly various. Additional buildings are

needed for the students and for the farm.

This college went into operation in 1857, long

before the congressional grant ; has not as yet re-

ceive d any income from that grant, but has been
supported by legislative appropriations. Its share

of public lands is 240,000 acres. The subject of

their disposition is now before the legislature.

We are also told that the House of Representa-

tives of the Legislature now in session have a

Committee on the Agricultural College, A ma-
jority are said to be farmers, and the chairman to

have been raised on a farm. This committee lately

made a report to the House highly commending the

College.

HEBEFOKDS IN MAINE.
Mr. Sanford Howard, of Lansing, Mich.,

having noticed the purchase by Messrs. Bur-

leigh and Shores, of Fairfield, of Mr. Coch-

rane's herd of Herefords, says in the Maim
Farmer :

—

I think the farmers of your State may be
congratulated ou this acquisition. In some
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sections of Maine, considerable experience has

already been had with the Herefords,— I think

they have generally done well. Indeed, it ap-

pears to me that their characteristics ren-

der them specially adapted to the purposes for

which cattle are largely used in the State.

For working oxen, they stand in the first class,

possessing nearly the activity of the Devon,
with at least as good hardiness, and with weight
enough for any kind of labor. When they
have served their time at the yoke, they will

fatten very easily, and produce the first quality

of beef. If not wanted for work, they will

fatten at as early an age as any cattle, if

reared and treated in the same way. For
milk, they are as good in point of quantity, as

any breed having an equal tendency to fatten,

and their milk is of extra richness.

Mr. Cochrane's stock, through the herd of
Fred Wm. Stone, Esq., of Guelph, Ontario,
traces to the herds of those eminent English
breeders, the late Lord Berwick and Lord
Bateman, and thence to herds which were fa-

mous more than a hundi-ed years ago. Before
Lord Berwick's death I spent a day with much
satisfaction, in examining his three hundred
Herefords,
The bull Compton Lad is an animal of ex-

traordinary symmetry, very heavy in propor-
tion to his bulk, having very thick flesh of ex-
cellent quality, laid evenly over his franie,

forming such a carcase of beef as butchers
who cater to epicurean palates like to obtain.

At the same time, all his points indicate health,

a strong constitution, and great muscular
strength. I shall expect that oxen bred from
him and the right kind of cows, will be able to

perform as much work, either in the plough-
tield or "logging swamp," as has ever been
done by any cattle.

Many of the cows and heifers of the herd
are very fine, and those who see them in the
condition in which they left Mr. Cochrane's
farm, must be satisfied that they a'^e able to

carry weight on their hacks to a remarkable
degree.

SCAB IN SHEEP.
In connection with our remarks last week

in reply to an inquiry by Mr. Jetter of Brad-

ford, Mass., for a remedy for the Scab in

sheep, we copy the following from the re-

cently published book on "The Diseases of

Sheep," by Dr. H. Clok :—
Six pounds of burnt, unslacked lime must

be slacked by sprinkling water upon it in a
proper vessel, to which six pounds of potash
and ten quarts of water are to be added ; this

mixture must be boiled and well stirred for
about an hour. When this lye has been
boiled sufficiently, eight pounds of pine oil

and two quarts of tar must be added and well
stirred into the same. In another and larger
vessel twenty pounds of tobacco-leaves must

be boiled in one hundred and thirty quarts of
water for two or three hours, after which this

decoction is to be thrown into a large tub
(the tobacco-leaves are thrown away as
worthless). To this decoction the above-
described lye is to be added, and both must
be well stiiTcd and mixed together. The
remedy is then ready, the quantity being suf-

ficient for one hundred sheep.

It must be applied in the following manner :

The sheep must be laid sideways upon a
board of sufficient size, (Jne assistant holding
all four legs of the animal, another assistant

pressing its head down and parting the wool
lengthwise from the ear to the upper part of
the hind leg, the parting line remaining about
three or four inches cistant along the middle
of the back. Another assistant applies the
lye or wash (which must be of a temperature
of about 110° or 120° Farenheit, or warm
enough to suffer the hand to touch the same)
by means of a sponge or bottle along the
parting line, so that the fluid will flow into

the separated fleece. The animal must then
be turned over and the l}e applied in the
same manner upon the other side. After this

the animal mi^st be put upon its feet, the v/ooi

parted straight along the middle of the back,
beginning at the neck and ending at the tail.

A quart of lye is sufficient for each unshorn
sheep. The part of the skin covered with
scurf is to be cleaned by means of a dull knifie

or by the finger nails, and separately sup-
plied with said lye. As the wash or bath
adheres to the skin in a uniform manner,
there is no necessity of further rubbing the
same into the fleece.

In case the disease is of an obstinate char-
acter, the remedy must be applied again in

the same manner in about eight or ten days,
whereby a greater security against further
damage is obtained.

Such a treatment requires very little time

;

from five hundred to six hundred animals can
be washed in one of the shortest winter days.
The lye should be kept sufficiently warm dur-
ing the operation. This lye recommends
itself not only by its efficiency, but also by its

cheapness, the outlay being very small in

comparison with the value of its benefits, r

SANBOBN BIIiL.

Some of our readers may perhaps remember

a suggestion made last year by Mr. John L.

Sanborn that the name of this locality, in

West Springfield, N. H., be changed to Sugar

Hill. The reasons assigned, were the fact that

most of the Sanborns by whom the hill was

first settled had left, and that five of the

eleven families that now occupy the old farms

made last year 80,154 pounds of sugar. Be-

lieving that the process of manufacture adopted

by the experienced sugar makers of "Sugar"
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Hill, will be interesting to all who own a sugar

orchard, we copy the following article from

the Mirror and Farmer, written by "J. L.

S. :"—

In reply to "Querist" in regard to cleans-

ing molasses hogsheads for sap holders, I

would say that I never found any way to make
them as good as holders made on purpose for

sap and never used for anything else.

I keep my buckets and holders in a perfectly

dry place when not in use, and never use them
for anything but sugar making. When ready
to use them in the spring, thoroughly wash and
scald them and repeat the process when 1 take

them up.

My way of tapping is to use one-half or five-

eighths tapering bit, bore the hole one and
one-fourth inches. Have usually used a pine

spout whittled slant so it will not go into the

tree so as to cover any of the grains. Have
a holder with two heads to gather the sap in,

with a cover on top to turn the sap in. Draw
to camp with oxen. Use sheet iron pans set

in a brick arch, one pan set in front of the

other. The front pan has an iron grate under
it, so ail the ashes fall out of the way. Use
wood four or five feet long Let sap run into

front pan and dip into back pan as fast as

needed. Boil until I get about six barrels

into the back pan, then let it boil gently until

it is the right thickness, what you would call

thin molasses ; then strain in holders made for

the purpose, that will hold ten or twelve gal-

lons, made about two and one-half feet high.

Let it set over night, turn it off carefully the

next day and do it down to your liking. Do
it off in a flat pan made for the purpose. One
that will hold eight gallons is large enough for

200 trees.

For the New England Farmer,

FARMEHS' CONVEITTIONS.

The meetings which have recently been
held in Massachusetts, New Hampshire and
Maine for the purpose of promoting the pro-

gress of American agriculture hav« awakened
a deep interest in the suhjVct, not only in the

minds of those present, but I tru>t also among
the multitudes who have read the reports of

those gatherings. It has not been my privil-

ege to attend either of those meetings ; but it

seems to me that no plan has yet been devised

to advance agricultural interests that will at

all compare with it in its general utility to the

farming commimity.
Our State and county societies at their fall

exhibitions have done much to stimulate far-

mers in the way of raising good stock, vegeta-

bles, fruits, «fec., but these conventions em-

brace . a much wider and deeper range of ob-

jects, and are calculated, if rightly improved,

to meet every want of the farmer, enlightening

his path through every step of his progress.

Judiciously managed they will serve to remedy

in no small degree the inconvenience farmers
have so long labored under, of working single

handed and alone, and give them advantages
which other callings enjoy of combined effort

and unity of action.

Agriculture in this country has occupied in

some respects an unnatural, dependent posi-

tion. With a certain class neither farming
nor farmers are appreciated as the merits of
their calling, or the merits of their own stand-
ing and influence in society demand. This
must be remedied in great measure by farmers
themselves. They must awake, not only to

the magnitude of their calling, but to the mag-
nitude of their power. They need to come
forth from their back-ground retreats, and
stand fearlessly in the front, asserting man-
fully their rights. Their voice should be
heard in our legislative halls, and heard in

such a way as to be heeded. We need at this

moment a general expression from the whole
farming interest, on the subject of a Recipro-
city Treaty. Not only our wool interest but
every farming interest needs to be carefully

guarded. This can easily be accomplished
when farmers learn to act in concert, and I

know of no way to secure this result so effec-

tually as through agricultural conventions.

But it was not my object to write a paper
setting forth the good results of these conven-
tions, (this is already well understood ;) but
to suggest through the columns of the N. E.
Farmer the propriety of holding similar con-
ventions, once a year at least, in all our coun-
ties ; not to interfere with State conventions,

but rather as auxiliary to them ; not to super-

cede those county societies now formed, or in

any way to interfere with our annual exhibi-

tions, but to make those societies more effi-

cient, and those exhibitions more profitable.

Perhaps the same organizations would answer
for one, as for the other, and the same officers

plan and preside in each.

In most of our small towns, with scattered

population, it has been found impracticable to

sustpin for a great length of time a good far-

mers' club. These county clubs or conventions

would naturally awaken a deeper interest

among the masses by bringing out men capa-

ble of speaking on the various subjects as-

signed them. We have in all our counties,

intelligent farmers who are qualified to discuss

with profit the various questions that would
naturally arise at those meetings. Our best

farmers would thus be brought together, the

best methods of production and cultivation be
brought out, and the best plans devised for the

mutual good of all. J. F. French.
North Hampton, N. II., Feb., 1869.

Good Yield.—Mr. A. M. Foster of Calais,

Vt., raised the past season, forty-five bushels

of wheat on one acre of ground, from two

bushels of seed. *
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latrks* Septirtijunt.

LOVE LIGHTENS LABOR.

A good wif^' rose from her bed one morn,
And thought -with a nervous dread

Of the pil' s of clothes to be wiished, and more
Than a dozen mouihs to he fed

There's the meal a to get for the men in the field,

And the children to fix away
To t-cbool, and the milk to be skimmed and churned;
And all to be done this day.

It had rained in the niaht, and all the 'wood
Was -wet as it oould be

;

i There were puddings and pies to bake, besides
A loaf of cake for tea.

And the day was hot and her achirg head
Throbbed wearily as she said,

"If maidens but knew what good wives know,
They would be in no haste to wed I"

"Jennie, what do you think I told Ben Brown ?"

Called the farmer from the well

;

And a flurh crept up his bronzed brow,
And his eyes half bashfully fell.

"It was this," he said, and coming near,
He smiled, and stooping down.

Kissed her cheek—"Twas this, that you were the best.
And the dearest iRife in town 1"

The farmer went back to the field, and the wife
In a smiling and absent way.

Sang snatches of tender little songs
She'd not sung for many a day.

And the pain in her head was gone, and the clothes
"Were white as the foam of the sea

;

Her bread was light, and her butter was sweet,
And as golden as it could be,

"Just think," the children all called in a breath,
"Tom Wood has run off to sea I

He wouldn't, I know, if he only had
As happy a home as we."

Tfie night came down, and the goodwife smiled
To herself, as she softly said :

—

"'Tis BO sweet to labor for those we love,
It 'a not strange that maidd will wed I"

HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.

CONTRIBUTED FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER,

A correspondent desires a receipt for making
Lemon Pie.

Messrs. Editors :—It was my good fortune

some ye.^rs ago to eat, what was called, a Yankee
lemon pie. It was delicious, and I have always

regretted that I did not obtain the recipe, and in

looking over your list of receipts for all sorts of

nice things, it occurred to me that you might be

able to obtain what I desire. This pie was very

delicious, as I said, but very simple in construction.

I know it contained apples (chopped), molasses

and other good things, but this is all I know.
Please make enquiries through your paper and
oblige A Reader and Subscriber.

Irvington, N. T.

Codfish.—With the advent of the cold of win-
ter, codfish comes into season. There aie those
who like this fi^h durmg the warmer months ; but
commend us to a deep sea-cod, caught in cold
weather—one which, when cooked, exhibits the
flesh separating from the bone in solid flakes that
retain their white curvatures as they are distrib-
uted by the carver. Even the very scraps left of

the cod may be utilized, and made a most savory
dish. Pick the flakes of fish away from the. bones
and skin before they get cold. When wanted, put
thejn into a stewpan with what is kft of the sauce
(oyster, anchovy, or other) with which they were
originally served. Add a dozen or more fresh
oysters and their liquor. If those are not enough
to moisten the fish (and i: only requires to be just
moistened), make up the deficiency with a spoon-
ful or two of melted butter. Warm verj' carefully
over a gentle fire; when once hot through set it

aside. Surround your dish (previously well-heat-
ed) with a wall of delicate mashed potatoes, so as
to leave a hollow in the middle. In this hollow
deposit your warmed-up fish, with its sauc e. Sprin-
kle, over the fish only, grated bread crumbs or bis-

cuit raspings ; set it for a few minutes in a sharp
oven or under a salamander; and, when nicely
browned on the top, serve.

Fried cod is not sufficiently used in this country.
Slices two inches thick, done with cgss and crumbs,
and fried a light brown, in plenty of fat, are deli-

cious.

Fish Chowder.—The best fish for chowder aie
haddock and striped bass. Cut the fish in pieces
an inch thick and two inches square ; take six or
eight slices of salt pork ; put them in the bottom
of an iron pot. and fry them till crisp. Take out
the pork, leaving the fat ; chop the pork fine. Put
in thj pot a layer of fish, layer of split crackers,
some of the cliopped pork, a little black and red
pepper, a little chapped onion, then another layer
of fish, split crackers and seasoning. This do till

you have used your fish. Then just cover tha
"fish with water, and stew slowly till it is tender;
thicken the gravy with pounded cracker ; add cat-

sup if you like. Boil up the gravy once, and pour
over the fish; squeeze in the juice of a lemon.
Add salt if necessary.

Cooking Dribd Apples.—"Wash sour dried
apples, being careful to do it quickly, and put in a
porcelain kettle. Have ready a tea-kettle of boil-

ing water, and pour over them, filling your pre-
serve kettle. Cover closely, and as they require
more water add boiling. When they are cooked
tender, ready to pour out, have about the propor-
tion of three pints of juice to three quarts of the
apple. If they are boiled too dry they will be
strong and unpleasant, if too much is left in it

—

insipid. Do not sweeten while warm, but as you
wish them for the table—a tabkspoonful of sugar
to a vegetable dish full of the sauce. Dried ap-
ples, in this fruit-growing country, are not usually
counted among the luxuries of the table, but in
this year of scarcity they will be found exceed-
ingly palatable, prepared in the above manner

—

having much the flavor of the fresh fruit. If you
wish them "extra" nice, add grated lemon peel,

from a lemon partly dried, at the same time with
the sugar. For pies, sift as pumpkins, adding
small bits of lemon or orange peel.

—

Germantown
Telegraph.

Apple Roll or Apple Pudding.—Make a
paste with one-fourth ot a pound of butter to one
of flour mixed with water, not very stiflf. Peel
and slice rather thick, tart apples ; roll the paste

very thin, or as thin as the bottom crust of a pie,

spread the apples on a crust so as to cover it,

dredge on a little flour and roll it as tightly as

possible. Cut the ends even and p -t it in the

steamer, or wrap it in a thick cloth and boil it.

It will take one hour steady cooking. Serve with
butter and sugar. Cut it in thin slices from the

end when serving.— Western Rural.

Delicious Breakfast Cake.—Sweet milk one
quart, one and a quarter pints of fine sifted Indian
meal, two eggs, and a little salt; bake forty min-
utes in a quick oven, bring to the table while hot,

and serve with butter.
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Good Breaxfast Rolls.—A hot roll for break-
fast is a most toothsome article of diet, when made
right, otherwise they are only fit for the pigs. I

make mine as follows, and I think them har(J to

beat :—Take two quarts of flour, make a hole in it

and pour in one pint of curd milk that has been
boiled with one cup of butter melted in it, and
half a cup of good yeast. Let it stand without
mixing two or three hours ; then salt and knead
it and let it rise again in the pans before baking.
Bake in a quick oven about fifteen minutes.

—

Ger-
manfown Telegraph.

Stewed Oysters.—We take from an exchange
the following, which is worthy of trial

:

Wc suppose that nine out of ten housekeepers
will contradict us point blank in a statement that
nine out of ten of them do not know how to stew a
dish of oysters. By the ordinary routine that near-
ly every one follows, either the oysters are stewed
and shriveled out of all semblance of themselves
in shape, size and flavor, or else the soup and
"thickening" has a raw taste that spoils it. Here
is the right method. Try it once, and we'll war-
rant you won't need telling the second time. Pick
the oysters out of the juice with a fork, as dry as
possible ; stew the juice, thickening milk or water,
of which the soup is to be made, until thoroughly
cooked; then drop the oysters in, and just as the
cooled soup begins to show signs of simmering,
empty out altogether, and you will have rich soup
and plump oysters, luscious enough to make you
think you never tasted real oysters before.

PUTS.

In the thorn, Nature has provided man with the
pattern and the first idea of the pin. When- Adam
and Eve, after their fall, but before their expul-
sion from Eden, made themselves aprons of fig-

trees, they doubtless used the thorn in the con-
struction of their first garments. In the days of
innocence there was no use for pins ; and it was
probably this fact which caused Byron to describe
Juan when, metamorphosed into Juanna, he or
she is unrobing in the seraglio, as

"Pricking her fingers with those cursed pins,
"Which surely wtre invented for our sins,

Making a woman like a porcupine

—

Not to be rashly touched."

The pins thus anathematized by the poet are,

however, comparatively a modern invention. In
all the records which we have of man's past his-

tory we find evidence that articles for fastening
clothes always existed, but very unlike the pres-
ent. In the museums which have been formed
out of the ruins of Herculaneum and Pompeii, or
Uriconium in England, we find skewers of bone,
of brass, of silver, of gold, which were used for

this purpose. In the representations of the life of
the people found in the Egyptian hieroglyphics
we discern the means which they employed for

like necessary purpose ; but nowhere do we meet
with a modern pin. In Strutt's illustrations we
find ribbons, loop-holes, laces with points and
tags, clasps, hooks and eyes, of every form, size

and varely of use, and often turned to very extra-

ordinary and surprising account in completing the
toilette of the ancient belle and adornment of the

ancient beau. The modern pin would have been
of little use in sustaining that towering head-dress,

in fastening that wonderful cloak, in keeping up
those curiously slashed tunics, or in retaining the
stiff uprightness of that extraordinary rutf. After
pins came into use these eccentricities of costume
and fashion were destined to give place to other
fashions, in which, perhaps, the modern pin has
played tricks as fantastic as its many substitutes
in the olden time.

History tells us that iron-wire pins were first

introduced into England in the year 1460. The
finer examples of brass manufacture required a
queen to procure them. They were brought from
France by the beautiful Catharine Howard, one
of his wives whom the "great" Henry VIII. be-
headed. But though introduced by a queen, and
doubtless at first an article exclusively applied to
aristocratic uses, they soon became a measure of
value for things not valued at all. "Not worth a
pin" is a proverb which we find in use soon after
their introduction. Thomas Tusser, who wrote
about 1.550, writing of a not very reputable char-
acter, says:

"His ft tch is to flatter, to get what he can,
His purpose once gotten, a pin for thee then."

And Shakespeare makes Hamlet show his utter
indifiference to life by saying

:

"I do not set my life at a pin's fee."

At the present time millions of these useful
articles are wasted in a year.
We find pins first mentioned as an article of

commerce in a statute of 1483. From a law
passed in the reign of Henry VIII. we meet with
some specific description oi the kind of pins made
—at least, of what they ought to have been. For
instance, it is declared to be the will of the Legis-
lature that "no person should put to sale any pins
but only such as shall be di)uble-headed, and have
the heads soldered fast to the shanks of the pins,
well smoothed, the shanks well shapen, the points
well and round filed, canted and sharpened." A
pin possessing these qualities would not be a bad
pin even now.

WOMAN.
In a recent speech Mr. Gladstone drew a

distinction between the word womanly and

womanish. Womanly is almost a reverefttial

epithet. It implies goodness, tenderness,

fidelity. "Unwomanly rags" was the strong-

est phrase Hood could find for expressing a

garb which unsexed its wearer. An un-

womanly woman ' means a monstrosity ; while
true womanly pity, or real womanly sympathy,
is a something which goes straight to the

heart of all who have suffered, or are suffer-

ing. To be womanly is consistent with talent

and genius, though there are many clever

women whose womanliness is not preeminent.

In short, to be womanly should be the first

grace of woman ; and the epithet, if applied

to men, as it is in rare instances, and under
circumstances which are exceptional, conveys
an impression of goodness of heart, of a na-

ture unspotted by the world, and of trust-

worthiness unsullied and complete. Woman-
ish is the reverse of all this. It conveys the

Oriental or brute notion of women : puppets,

coy, frightened, useless, and without soul or
brain—creatures to be used as playthings by
the superior animal, and to be thrown aside

—

beings whose humanity is devoid of all that

makes humanity hcly ; such are the womanish
women of the sensualists of the East—such is

the contemptuous meaning the adjective bears

here. To speak of an Englishman as woman-
ish is to hold him up to the bitterest contempt.
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loutl^s* Scpitrtmenl.

From the Riverside Magazine.

"TELL ME A STOBY."

A little girl laid her doll to sleep

;

Covered her open eyes from sight

:

"M.y dolly must very quiet keep,"
She said; "I'm playing that it's night."

Then c^ose to her mother's side she came,
Sajing, Mniih pleading voice and look,

—

"Tt 11 me a story, won't you, please ?

A story that isn't in any boot."

The mother smiled, and her needle drew
Slower a moment : "Let me see ;''

Then, backward and forward, through and through,
The needle glanced : "What shall it be ?"

"O let it be any thing, mother df ar I

Something very pretty and nice

;

Something I never have heard before;
Something short : you can tell it twice."

The mother shook her head, and the smile
Broke In a merry laugh, "You ask
For 'any thing,' yet it seems," she said,
"You really set me quite a task."

Did you ever hear of the charmed lake ?

The Jrozen duck, and the frozen drake ?

The frozen trees that grew by its side ?

The frozen king, and the waiting bride ?

The little boy, who, living alone
In a little hut of dull gray stone,
StrolLd into the woods one summer day,
And met with a merry woodland fay.
Who all in a laughing whisper, spake
The hidden charm of the frozen lake ?

How the little boy, with courage true,
Did whatsoever there was to do

;

Killed a great giant, a lion flew;
Twice seventeen riddles guessed or knew:
Long sought a fountain that rippled far;
Stole a stray beam from a fallen star

;

Mounted a ladder that reached the sky;
Seized an eagle that, hurrying by,
Carryed him close to the burning sun.
Where finding, at last, his 1 ibors done.
He dropped at once witd the burning key
Before the king on his bended knee ?

Lo 1 V/ide flew the frozen portals wide:
•Arise 1' cried the king; 'uncharmed, the bride
Awaits the one from ley thrall
With the burning key has freed us all 1'

Now happily long, in pomp and state,'
The brave boy lives with his Icvely mate.
For, once on a time, the merry king
Melted away to a bubbling spring; •

The glittering crown that graced his head,
By the little boy was worn instead."

Into her mother's face with a sigh,

—

A sifih of pleasure, not of pain,

—

The little girl looked wiih kindling eye,
"Tell me the story once again I"

THE TROUT, THE CAT, AND THE
FOX.

A FABLE.
A fine, full-grown trout had for some time kept

bis station in a clear stream ; when, one morning,
a cat, extravagantly fond of fish, as cats are wont
to be, caught a glimpse of hin?, as he glided from
beneath an overhanging part of the bank, toward
tae middle of the river; and with this glimpse,
she resolved to spare no pains to capture him. As
she sat on the bank waiting for the return of the

fish, and laying a plan for her enterprise, a fox
came up, and, saluting her, said, "Your servant,
'Mrs. Puss, a pleasant place this for taking the
morning air; and a notable place for fish, eh!"
"Good-morning, Mr. Reynard,' replied the cat;
"the place is, as you say, pleasant enough. As
for fish, you c«n judge for yourself whether there
are any in this part of the river. I do not deny
that near the falls, about four miles from here,
some very tine salmon and other tish also are to
be found." At this moment, very inappositely
for the cat's hint, the trout made his appearance

;

and the fox, looking significantly at her, said,
"The falls, madam ! perhaps this fine trout is on
his way tnither. It may be that you would like

the walk ; allow me the pleasure of accompanying
you ?" "I thank you, sir," replied the cat, "but
I am not disposed to walk so far at present. In-
deed, I hardly know whether I am quite well; I

think I will rest myself a little, and then return
home." "Whatever you may determine," re-

joined the fox, "I hope to be permitted to enjoy
your society and conversation ; and possibly I

may have the great gratification of preventing the
tedium which, were you left alone, your indispo-
sition might produce." In speaking thus, the
crafty fox had no doubt that the only indisposi-

tion which the cat was suffering, was an unwilling-
ness to allow him a share of her booty ; and he
was determined that, so far as management could
go, she should catch no fish that day without his

being a party to the transaction. As the trout
still continued in sight, he began to commend his

shape and color ; and the cat, seeing no way of
getting rid of him, finally agreed that they should
jointly try their skill and divide the spoil. Upon
this compact, they both went actively to work.
They agreed first to try the following de-

vice. A small knob of earth, covered with rushes,

stood in the water close to the bank. Both the
fishers were to crouch behind these rushes ; the
fox was to move the water very gently with the
end of his long brush, and withdraw it so soon as
the trout's attention should have been drawn to

that point ; and the cat was to hold her right paw
underneath, and be ready, so soon as the tish

should come over it, to throw him out on the
bank. No sooner was the execution of this de-

vice commenced, than It seemed likely to succeed.
The trout soon noticed the movement on the
water, and glided quickly toward the point where
it was made; but when he had arrived within
about twice his own length of it, he stopped, and
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then barked toward the middle of the river. Sev-
eral times this manoeuvre was repeated, and al-

ways with the same result, until the tricky pair

were convinced that they must try some other
scheme.

It so happened.that whilst they were consider-
ing what they should do nexr, the fox espied a
small piece of meat, when it was agreed, that he
should tear this into little bits, and throw them
into the stream above wliere they then were; that
the cat should wait, crouched behiud a tuft of

grass, to dash into tlie river, and seize the trout,

if he should come lo take any piece of meat float-

ing near the bank ; and that the fox should, on
the first movement of the cat, return and give his
help. This scheme was put into practice, but with
no better success than the other. The trout came
and took the pieces of meat which had floated

farthest off from the bank, but to those which
floated near, he seemed to pay no attention. As
he rose to take the last, he put his mouth out of
the water, and said, "To other travellers with
these petty tricks : here we are 'wide awake as a
black fish,' and are not to be caught with bits and
scraps, like so many silly gudgeons !" As the
trout went down, the fox said, in an undertone,
"Say you so, my fine fellow ? we may, perhaps,
make a gudgeon of you yet!" Then turning to

the cat, he proposed to her a new scheme, in the
following terms

:

"I have a scheme to propose which cannot, I
am persuaded, fail of succeeding, if you will lend
your talents and skill for the execution of it. As
I crossed the bridge, a little way above, I saw the
dead body of a small dog, and near it a flat

piece of wood rather longer than your person.
Now, let us throw the dead dog into the river,

and give the trout time to examine it ; then let us
put the piece of wood into the water, and do you
set yourself upon it, so that it will be lengthwise
under you, and your mouth m.'iy lean over one
edge, and your tail hang in the water as if you
were dead. The trout, no doubt, will come up to
you, when you may seize him, and paddle to the
bank with him, where I will be in waiting to help
you land the prey." The scheme pleased the cat

60 much, that, in spite of her repugnance to the
wetting which it promised her, she resolved to act

the part which the cunning fox had assigned to

her. They first threw the dead dog into the river,

and, going down the stream, they soon had the
satisfaction to see the trout glide up close to it

and examine it. They then returned to the
bridge, and put the piece of wood into the water,
and the cat, having placed herself on it, and taken

a posture as if she were dead, was soon carried
down by the current to where the trout was. Ap-
parently without the least suspicion, he came up
close to the cat's head, and she, seizing him by
one of his gills, held him in spite of all his strug-
gles. The task of regaining the bank still had to
be performed, and this was no small difficulty,

for the trout struggled so hard, and the business
of navigation was so new to the cat, that not with-
out great labor and fatigue did she reach the place
wliere the fox was waitmg for her. As one end of
the board struck the bank, the fox put his right
fore-paw upon it, then seizing the fish near the
tail, as the cat let it go, he gave the board a vio-
lent push which sent it toward the middle of the
stream, and instantly ran off with the trout in his
mouth, to.vard the bridge.

It so happened that after the fox had quitted
the bridge the last time, an otter had come there
to watch for fish, and he, seeing the trout in the
fox's mouth, rushed toward him, and compelled
him to drop the fish, and put himself on the de-
fensive. It had also happened that this otter had
been seen in an earlier part of the day, and that
notice of him had been given to the farmer to
whom the cat belonged, and who had more than
once declared that if ever he found her fishing
again, she should be thrown into the river with a
stone tied to her neck. The moment the farmer
heard of the otter, he took his gun, and, followed
by a laborer and two strong dogs, went toward the
river, where he arrived just as the cat, exhausted
by the fatigue of her second voyage, was crawling
up the bank. Immediately he ordered the la-

borer to put the sentence of drowning in execu-
tion ; then, followed by his dogs, he arrived near
the bridge just as the fox and the otter were about
to join battle. Instantly the dogs set on the fox
and tore him to pieces ; and the farmer, shooting
the otter dead on the spot, possessed himself of
the trout, which had thus served to detain first

one, then the other of his destroyers, till a severe
punishment had overtaken each of them.

MORAL.
The inexperienced are never so much in danger

of being deceived and hurt, as when they thmk
themselves a match for the crafty, and suppose
that they have penetrated their designs and seen
through all their stratagems. As to the crafty,
they are ever in danger, either of being over-
reached one by another, or of falling in a hurry
into some snare of their own, where, as commonly
happens, should they be caught, they are treated
witti a full measure of severity.

—

Appleton's Juve-
nile Annual.
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"WHAT DOES "MAY" MEAN.
Up 1 ki a princePB ftarts the rrif rry moriilng,

In drnprries of many-colored c oud;
Aiid hlii-;aik», minstrtiB of the eat ly dawning,
Pipe forth their nearly welcomes long sind led.

John Clare.

AMES grow out of things

;

they are the spoken sign

of a thought, or idea. We
speak of a "peach," and that word

carries to the mind of the hearer

the size, shape, color and flavor of

that fruit. He understands it per-

fectly, and it is in this way that we

communicate our own sensations to others, and

interchange thought, feeling and action with

all who use the same language.

What we greatly need, in order to feel the

full force of a word, is to knovir how it was de-

rived,—that is, from yihit form or feeling

We should have a very imperfect idea of a

lion, if we had never seen one, nor had any de-

scription of one. He who has never had the

attribute of mercy warm his heart, nor been

touched by the emotions of pity, could scarce-

ly have a realizing sense of what the meaning

of these words is.

I^anguage grows with our material growth.

New arts and sciences require new names by

which they maybe expressed, and these names

grow out of some peculiarity in the art or

thing itself.

In speaking of April, a month ago, we sug-

gested that the meaning of the name might

have come from the Latin word Aprilis from

aperio, to open or set forth. That is, the

earth is loosened from the icy fetters which

have made it almost solid for some months.

The brooka flow. The vital spark rekindles

in dormant existences, and all things live and

move and have their being again.

We are indebted to the old Romans for

many of the words we use, and for the names

of particular things. We probably are for the

word May, the name of the present month,

some portions of which can scarcely be sur-

passed by the finest days of June. These peo-

ple did not worship one God, the Creator and

Author of all things, but had divinities whom
they worshipped under many names. They

had celestial and terrestrial gods and goddess-

es
;
gods of the woods, and rural deities

;
gods

of the sea; infernal deities and monsters, and

good and evil deities.

One of these goddesses was "il/a/a," whose

chief title was Bona Dea, or the "Good God-

dess," who represented the earth itself, and

all that is good and beautiful upon it. So

they had her figure carved, gorgeously

dressed and placed where the people could

approach her and pay their homage. "On the

earth are built many towers and castles, so on

her head they placed a crown of towers. In

her hand she carries a key, for in winter the

earth locks up these Pleasures which she brings

forth and dispenses with so much plenty in
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summer. She rides in a chariot, because the

earth hangs suspended in the air, balanced and

poised by its own weight. But that chariot is

supported by wheels, since the earth is a re-

volving body, and turns round ; and it is

drawn by lions, because nothing is so fierce,

so savage, or so ungovernable, but a motherly

piety and tenderness is able to tame it, and

make it submit to the yoke. Her garments

are painted with divers colors, and figured

with the images of several creatures, as every-

body sees that such a dress is suitable to the

earth.

It is pleasant, as month after month rolls

round, to know something of the meaning of

their names, and how they came by them.

By our old Saxon ancestors, May was called

Tri-milJci, "because (as an old writer says,)

in that month they began to mllke their kine

three times in the day."

In England, the first of May has long been

celebrated as one of the most joyous occasions

of the year. Old and young turned out and

decorated themselves with evergreen branches

and flowers ; troops of horse paraded the

streets, half smothered with green boughs and

leaves ; long poles were set up and twined

about with wreaths and garlands, while merry

men and women and boys and girls danced

around them amid the fragrance of a profusion

of flowers. There was great rivalry among

them to see which could bring out the most

rare shrub or the largest quantity of green

plants. So far was this carried, that "some

would openly show boughs of birch which were

privately made green long before the usual

time, by art, as by the heat of their stoves

and watering them, and privately brought in

as if they newly came from the wood."

In our climate, until the fir^t of May Is post-

poned until the first of June we shall not be

able to engage in similar festivities. Some of

our "young folk," however, annually encase

themselves in mittens, over coats and rubber

boots, rush to the bleak pastures and leafless

woods for some green thing, or tiny flower that

has dared to peep out from some obstinate

snow-drift, in order to see whether Spring wa<

really coming or not! But they soon find

sharp exercise more grateful even than spring

flowers, and rush back, blue and shivering, to

the warm room, (we wish we could say fire-

side) to console themselves by reading the

poets who sing of the beauties of the first of

May.

We never shall get up much enthusiasm for

May until she materially changes her habits
;

and these are so thoroughly established, that

it is hardly worth while to make any effort.

But instead, let us make more of our old,

time-honored Election Day, which comes a

little later, or the fourth of July, when we can

get flowers ind green peas, also. Let us try

that for awhile, and let May have her own
way.

"CASTINQ THE "WITHEES."

Casting the withers, or inversion of the

uterus, is a serious trouble of frequent occur-

rence among cows after calving. Mr. I. B.

Puffer of Putney, Vt., informs us that himself

and two of his neighbors have each saved

cows when in this situation by tying a cord

tightly around the protruding mass, near the

body, and cutting off the part below the cord,

and afterward fattening the cows. If the en-

tire uterus protrudes, and the cord is tied

above it, around the membrane connecting it

with the vagina, and the section Is made so as

to remove the entire womb, we think it may

succeed. No part of the womb should be left.

If the uterus cannot be returned, it may be

well to try this method to save thg life of the

animal. The "casting of the withers" is

caused by the womb becoming turned Inside

out, as when a man In taking off his coat turns

the sleeve wrong side out. The way to re-

place the withers is precisely that which a man

would take to return his sleeve to its proper

condition. He would take hold of the cuff

and push his arm through the sleeve to the

whole length of his arm. So here, the hand

must be placed on the fundus or upper end of

the womb, which will now be at the bottom

of the hanging mass, and bl; pushed up

through the cavity of the womb into the

vagina, and this process must be gently per-

sisted in, until the organ is replaced in its

natural position. It generally requires the

arm of the operator to be pushed into the

body its entire length. It would do no good

in returning a sleeve to re-turn it half its

length. The work must be done completely.

So in this case, if the reinverslon Is par-

tially done the womb will inevitably fall again.

When properly restored to its place, it gen-
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erally remains without further trouble. It

wil. hardly be safe to allow a cow that has

once had inversion of the womb to have

another calf.

One who understands the true nature of

the difficulty, and the anatomy of the parts,

will have little difficulty in restoring the in-

verted organ if done before the parts become

swollen and cold. Before any attempts to

restore the organ, it should be carefully

cleaned by bathing in warm water.

We trust that the students at the agricul-

tural colleges will be instructed in the more

comD;on veterinary operations at least, so that

they may be prepared to meet the difficulties

that are liable to occur in every farm-yard in

the country.

SEXES OP ANIMALS AT "WILL,

Much inconvenience and loss is felt by all

breeders of cattle for the d%iry in having such

a large proportion of male animals. These

are not wanted for working cattle or for beef,

and so are fattened as rapidly as possible and

sold out of the way. The consequence of this

is, that the number of calves which the farmer

has to select from to keep up his dairy stock,

is reduced more than one-half, which fre-

quently induces him to raise heifer calves that

are defective in some points, or, at any rate,

do not come up to the standard which he

would like to preserve.

We present below an article on the subject

of "producing sexes at will," not because lie

theory is entirely new, but as a timely sug-

gestion to those who have cows to provide for

at this particular season cf the year. If care-

ful observation is made, and the facts record-

ed, what must seem to many now as a mf-re

theory may be so corroborated by a multitude

of instances as to remove doubt from all

minds, or fail in so many as to prove that the

whole matter is still veiled in uncertainty. •

For many years eminent naturalists have

been satisfied of the near discovery of a prac-

tical way to produce the sexes at will. M.
Thury had the good luck to be the first one in

putting the law in practice, as the following

certificate and remarks, which we copy from

the correspondence of the Southern Cultiva-

tor shows, translated nearly in its full extent

:

"I, the undersigned, George Cornnz, the over-
seer of the estate uf my late father, M. A. Cornaz,
President of the Sociclie d' Agriculture, de la

Suise romande, Montet, Canton de Vaud, do here-
by certify, that having received from M. Thurv-, a
Professor at the Acatiemie de Geneve, on the ISih
day of February, 1861, some confidential direc-
tions for the purpose of verifying by cxpciiiiients
the law regulating the production of sexes amongst
the animals, I us;ed with my herd of cows the di-

rections given by M. Tluiry, and I obmined, im-
mediately, without any variation, all the expected
results and successes.

In the first place, on twenty-two successive oc-
casions, I desired to have heifers. My cows were
of Schwitz breed, and my bull a pure Durham. I
succeeded in all these cases. Having bought a
pure Durham cow, it was very important f^r me
to have a new bull, to supersede the one I had
bought at great expense, and without leaving to

chance the production of a young male. 8o I fol-

lowed, accordingly, the prescriptions of Pi of.

Thury, and the success has proved once more the
truth of the law. I have obtained from my Dur-
ham bull six more bulls (Schwitz Durham cross)
for field work; and, having chosen cows of the
same color and heiizht, I obtained perfect, matches
of oxen. My herd amounted to forty cows of
every age.

In short, I have made in all twenty-nine experi-
ments after the new method, and in every one I

succeeded in the production of vv'hat I was looking
for—male or female. I had not one single failure.

All the experiments I'ave been made by myself,
without any other person's intervention ; conr-e-

quently I do declare that I consider as real and
certainly perfect, the method of Prof Thury, £:c.

Done at Montet, February the loth, 1867.

Signed, G. Cornaz."

On the 17th of August, 1863, M. Thury sub-
mitted a memorial to the Academic de Sciences de
Paris, and the French Empcior ordered the re-

newing of the experiments in several large '•fermes
modeles." These curious trials have iieen made
also with equal success in the case of other ani-

mals, as horses, sheep, goats, &c. It is also known,
that with hen's eggs, the lirot laid give female, and
the last laid give male products. The law is gen-
eral till the end of the laying season, when the
number of iemale production exceeds the male,
under circumstances not yet sufficiently ascer-
tained to be reported.

It is on account; of this new practical law that
the people can explain why the stock raiser mu-t
give young bulls to his cows. The bull, when
young, is more prompt, and meets the female at

the beginning of the heat; instead of a bull old
or exhausted, or lazy by long service, which meers
the cow only at the end oi the heat. The first

gives heifers—the second produces generally males.
The law for stock raisers and farmers is as fol-

lows ; If you wish to produce (emales, give the

male at ihe first Mgns of heat ; if you wi.-h nial»s,

give him at the end of the heat. T. De R .

Thibadeaux, La., March, 1867.

Michigan Agricultural College.—The bill

appioprialing $70,000 to this institution has passed

the legislature of Michigan by a vote in the House

of 58 yeas to 28 nays, and in the Senate by 22 yeas

to 8 nays. As the legislature meets only once in

two years, $20,000 of this sum is appropriated for

the use and support of the college in 1869, $20,000

for 1870, and $30,000 for a new hall, chiefly for ad-

ditional dormitories for the accommodation of stu-

dents. No part, we believe, of the fund from the

Congressional appropriation of lands has as yet

been expended.

\
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HUMUS—LIME.
,^/-o^ UMUS is vegetable matter in

"^^^ ^M^f'r^^'' * state of decomposition,

and supplies the source

whence plants principally

derive their food. The

power of enduing soils with

fertility is one of the most

important in the routine of

farming operations, and is

effected in a variety of ways

;

but the most economical and

efficacious method, perhaps,

is the turning in of green

crops.

Wlien this method is adopted, the plants se-

lected should be such as are capacitated by na-

ture to derive the principal part of their sus-

tenance from the air, and which are therefore

the less likely to exhaust the soil of the limited

amount of humus contained in it during the

development of the growing crop.

Up to the period of inflorescence, those

plants denominated aerial, or belonging to the

air,—and among which may be enumerated

bui'k wheat, peas, and the clovers,—draw but

slightly upon the resources of the soil ; the

economy of vegetation being such in regard to

them, that but a-comparatively slight degree

of aliment is required from this source. This

enables us to account for the well-known fact

that some crops, nearly deficient in productive

energy, often produce a large amount o( straw,

though they fail in maturing a crop of grain.

When vegetables of an aerial character are

inhumed by being carefully turned under with

the plough, and embedded compactly in the

soil, th« vegetable tibre, or organized struc-

ture fjf the plant, is speedily resolved into hti-

vius ; the fermentive and putrefactive process

being accomplished with greater or lesser ra-

pidity according to the character of the atmos-

phere, and the condition of the soil, as regards

huuiidiry, at the time it is turned down. The

gaseous products of the mass, eliminated dur-

ing the process of fermentation, are eagerly

absorbed by the soil ; while the other products,

i. e., those of a solid character, if permitted

to remain undisturbed, are soon incorporated

and mixed with it; but should the soil be

again ploughed btfore the important process

of decomposition has been thoroughly effected,

—which is too frequently the case, especially

where a dry crop succeeds a green one,

—

much the larger portions of the gaseous, and

no inconsiderable portion of the solid products,

will inevitably be dissipated and lost to the

soil.

In order to avoid this loss of valuable prin-

ciples, and render the application more imme-

diately appropriable by the growing crop, it

has been recommended to sow lime, from five

to twenty bushels per acre, before turning

down. The efficiency of this mineral is now

too generally well known to admit of any

question, and in no way, perhaps, is its appli-

cation more immediately beneficial than as an

accompaniment for green crops, when turned

in as a help for lands that are poor and light.

Such soils frequently abound in acids. These

are sometimes native to the soil, and some-

times produced or added to it by the sub-

stances applied as manure. But whatever

may be their origin, they are speedily neutral-

ized by the use of lime. Ths fact is now well

understood that al^lants, grown for food, re-

quire lime for the perfection of their seeds.

Its free use, therefore, in agriculture is recom-

mended by Dana and Hitchcock. These

writers contemplate its action as threefold,

each distinct.

1st. It is a neutralizer. Either in its cal-

cined state, or in the form of a carbonate, lime,

according to their authority, will combine with

any acid that may be present in the soil in a

free state. And they say :

—

"If the carbonate of lime is employed, the

carbonic acid which it contained is set free,

and becomes food for plants.

"It is a decomposer. IMany of the metallic

oxides will be decomposed by lime, and their

components will form new combinations, or

be absorbed by plants."

According to Dr. Dana's views of geine, the

soil may be affluent in geates,—or in other

words, geic acid will combine with earths and

metals and form salts not easily soluble, but

which lime will decompose and render soluble.

It is a converter. "The great use of lime,"

remarks Professor Hitchcock, "is as a con-

verter, turning solid, insoluble geine—nay, I

may go further

—

solid vegetable Jibre, into

solid vegetable food.''''

Calcareous earth, that is, chalkv, or limy,

is applied in one of three different forms, viz

:

As calcined, (burnt) lime, either in a slaked

or un^-laked state, as a carbonate of lime ; that

is, either pulverLied lime, shell marl, or claya
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in which marl exists ; or, indeed, in any form

in which it exists, and can, without too much

expense, be obtained, and thoroughly incor-

porated with the soil to be ameliorated or im-

proved. •

As sulphate of lime, or gypsum—known

commonly as plaster of Paris—the "Alabaster

of the arts."

Sir Humphrey Da\t, whose opinions on

most subjects connected with agriculture are

eminently deserving of respect, asserts that,

"when lime is mixed with any moist, fibrous

vegetable matter, whether freshly burned or

slaked, there is a poweiful action produced;

the two forming a kind of compost together,

a part of which, at least, is soluble in water."

Ho'v much lime may be necessary to effect

a thorough and permanent improvement of the

soil, is a question to be determined only by

careful experiment. In some cases the quan-

tity will be lar^e, but in all its action will be

beneficial and perceptible in the crop.

CHINESE CLOVE K,

We have noticed several statements of late

in respect to the appearance of clover and

other grasses at the South, which some have

supposed were introduced in the hay fed to

the horses of the Northern troops during the

late war. The following notice of a new

clover is from the Dixie Farmer :—
The Chinese clover, which is also called

*'Japan Clover," "Little Wild Clover," and
"Secession Clover," first attracted attention

in 1862 on the Saluda river, near old "96,"

in South Carolina.

It now overruns all the old fields in the

northern portion of this State, and grows to

some extent in the oak and hickory forests.

It is rapidly spreading in the middle section

of the State, and I have been informed, flour-

ishes luxuriantly, on the sea coast, i efore it

has fully taken possession of the land, it is a
creeping plant, and subsequently assumes an
upri<;ht form. It makes its appearance and
blooms early in the spring, remaining green
till late in the fall. Seed very minute and ap-
parently extremely difficut to gather. Flow-
ers white and red, and quite small. When it

begins to appear in any region, it is first ob-
served along the public roads, and afterwards
along those less travelled. On ordinary lands,

if undisturbed, will grow. from eight to ten
inches high. It will "eat out" broom sedge
in an old field, and will, it is claimed, "eat
out" and replace Bermuda grass. It is read-
ily destroyed by the plough, and thertfore.

does not interfere with tillage. Stock of all

kinds eat it, and when ploughing, are ex-

tremely fond of it. The appearance of this

clover in South Carolina is spontaneous, and
no satisfactory theory as to its origin has been
advanced.

For the New England Farmer,

THE GARDEN IN MAY.
May brings with it a pressure of work. Oc-

casionally the chilling winds and abundance of
rain and frosts (f a la'e season cause impa-
tience in the delay; or, if the season is fr-
ward, we are pressed with work, and the

question is, not what needs doing, but what
shall be done first? In our own experience
of some twtnty-five )ears since commencing
for ourselves in t'je garden and on the fann,
we have found that nothing is gained in doing
planting ancl such work in advance of its sea-

son. After a long cold winter and repeated

cold spring rains, it takes a certain space of
time for the ground to come into a suitable

condition to work, or for the seeds to be de-

posited therein. It must settle, drain and
warm up to a suitable degree before most
seeds will germinate in the soil. We recollect

many a time, in the enthusiasm of our younger
inexperience, of having to do our work over
in the garden from having planted so early

that imtimely frosts cut off our plants after

they had come up finely. A warm spell occur-

ring in April, or eatly in IMay, makes us im-

patient to get the seed into the ground, that

we may have a garden a little ahead of any of
our neighbors ; but In our variable New Eng-
land climate, it is an unsafe operation to plant

any, except the more hardy varieties, till set-

tled warm weather in INIay, which varies in

date with different seasons. A good shel-

tered location for a garden, with previous

preparation of undei draining, trenching, and
high enrichment, which promotes eailitiess,

will be appreciated now in warding off frosts,

cold winds, &c., during spring.

Asparagus.—The beds will now begin to

afford us a supply for the table or market.

Care is needed in cutting, not to injure the

starting buds or crowns of the plants. How
few, comparatively, f f our farmers raise this

most delicious vegetable, even for their own
table. It is very easily raised, and furnishes

a dish for the table much relished by all, and
would be more generally raised were its merits

better known.
Beans.—There is a difference in the hardi-

ness of garden beans ; and only the more
hardy kinds should be planted till the middle

or latter part of the month. Lima and the

more tender pole beans, succomb to a light

frost, and then the plintingmust be done over.

Dwaif or bush varieties may be planted a

little earlier, and if frost is threatened, a board
may be laid over the row, resting on bricks or

blocks to avoid cru!<hing the plants. Plant

out pole beans after frosts are past ; set the
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poled first, firmly in the ground, four feet

apart, and plant six or eight beans around

each pole,— leave the Limas till the last, and

be sure and stick them eyes down, baruly cov-

ering ihera with one fourth an inch of fine soil.

The Gtrmantown Telegraph says that greas-

ing the beans before planting prevents them
from rotting, and does not injure their ger-

mination.

Beets.—These being quite hardy, may be

planted as soon as the ground is ready to re-

ceive the seed. Sow in drills eighteen inches

fipart, covering the seed half an inch deep,

—

drop the seed three or four inches apart and

thin out to six or eight inches, after they get

started. More than one plant will be likely

to come from what appears as one seed, which

in reality is an envelope containing several

seeds. The plants allowed to get a little

growth make excellent greens, and often are

allowed to grow till likely to interfere, be-

fore being pulled out for this purpose.

Cabbage.—Early sorts will usually answer

to transplant during the month. Seed may be

sown of both early and late varieties in the

open ground. The varieties are numerous,

some late sorts growing enormous heads, oth-

ers much smaller, more tender, and better

fiavored. All the mammoth kinds are more or

less coarse, with large leaf stems and veins

;

the medium and smaller growing heads will be

fjund the best for eating,—the mammoth for

market.
Carrots.—For our New England climate.

May is early enough, and some think too early

to sow carrots. A few radish seed sown with

the carrot will enable one to distinguish the

rows much better, and the weeds can be better

kept in subjection without injury to the carrots
;

clean culture makes clean good crops.
_

Corn.—Plant as soon as the soil is warm.

A few hills may be started on sods, in the hot-

bed, and set in the open ground, after late

fiosts are past. The Mexican and Trimbles,

ai e two as good sorts as one could wish ; the

Mexican being a small eight rowed variety and

the Trimble a good sized, twelve rowed sort,

sott and rich when in its prime. The Mexican

has small kernels, sweet, and excellent for eat-

'u\<y from the cob, as the seed comes out clean

aud free from hulls. J. J. H. Gregory adver-

tises it by the package. I have none for sale.

Cucu.mbe'rs.—About the middle of the

month is soon enough to jilant in the open

"round, to escape frosts. According to the

'•weather wise" we shall have frosts the latter

half of the month to injure vegetation. A few

h.lls can be staited on sods in ihe hot-bed to be

transplanted the last of the montii, and get a

little advantage over those planted in the open

grouid.
Lettuce.—Transplant from the (he hot-bed

and cold frames. Sow seeds in the open

ground for succession. Applications of liquid

manure, or guano in judicious quantities, will

give large results.

Onions.—If not already planted, plant
onion seeds in rich well-prepared beds. Set
out tops, sets, and potato onions, as early in

the month as post>ible. Early sown seed pro-
duces best results.

Peas.—Repeat planting of early sorts for

succession, and put in late sorts of Marrow-
fats, and the better sorts. Pea brush should
be put to the peas soon after they come up, as

the longer deferred the less inclined the vines

are to take hold of them.
Potatoes.—Plant as soon as the grotmd is

in readiness, as early planted do the best, of
late years

;
give them mineral, instead of

putrescent manure, on ground previously ma-
nured and in good heart.

Radishes.— Sow seed in quick, warm soil;

If insects attack the plants dust with ashes

;

light applications of guano promote rapid
growth.

Squash.—These being of tropical origin

will need be treated as tender plants, similar

to cucumbers, as above. Manure, old and
well rotted, makes the squash grow, when judi-

ciously applied in liberal quantities.

Tomatoes.—These will not bear the least

frost, and cold rains do not agree with them.
If the plants in the hot-bed, or cold frame, are

getting large, prick them out from the hot-bed
to the cold frames, or into pots ; start the roots

of those in cold frames to increase stockiness,

&c. Keep the plants protected nights but
harden oft' days by giving them the open air,

all reasonably pleasant days.

Wm. H. White.
South Windsor, Co»m., 1869.

Japanese Wheat.—The large variety of millet

which was advertised as Japanese wheat by J. D.

Rice of Detroit, Michigan, and sold at 50 cents

"for enough to raise a bushel" was generally re-

garded as a "sell" by most of those "who invested.

Mr. H. W. Hill of Bridgewater, Mass., who sent

for a parcel of it, was so disgusted with the ap-

pearance of his new "wheat" that he sowed only

a small part of what he received. Finding that

it was not wheat at all, but that it grew rank and
large, with stem and leaves something like corn,

he fed some of it to his cows and found that both

stalk and seed were much liked by them. He has

therefore saved a quantity of the seed and intends

to sow a patch this season for fodder, for which

purpose he think it may prove a valuable addition

to our forage crops. Mr. A. D. Arms of Montpe-

lier, Vt., judged that the straw of some that he

sowed was equal to an average of four tons per

acre. Mr. Hill has sent us a single head of the

seed measuring ten inches and weighing full one

ounce, when perfectly dry.

—It Is estimated that there are 25.5,000 thresh-

ing machines iu the United States, without count-

ing the "school-marms,"
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GIRLS ON THE FARM.
2.^ ROM a correspondent we re-

cently received a letter touch-

ing upon almost every sub-

that relates to the interests of

farmers, in which our friend makes

yv' bold to enter within the precincts

\^i>« q£ (^jjg family itself, and with a free

*- pen to criticise as follows. We give

him»a hearing, availing ourselves of an edi-

tor's privilege of commenting as freely as he

writes.

He says,—"where can the young farmer

find a help-mate qualified to assume and prop-

erly direct the management of the details and

domestic matters of a well-regulated house-

hold? The wives and mothers of old were

educated at the spinning wheel and the loom,

and not at the boarding school and the piano.

They were early taught to reverence their

country and its institutions. Now, nothing

that is not in some measuife foreign to both,

claims the respect of our females. They must

study French ahd Italian, 'learn music' and

embroidery, and manifest their dislike for

•whatever is not of foreign lands ! Even among

the daughters of our farmers, dress and 'polite

accomplishments' are permitted to usurp the

place of more useful endowments. The girl

who should have remained at home to assist by

her labors and presence the efforts of her

mother, and, under her watchful instruction, lay

the Jooundation of future usefulness, is no

sooner in her 'teens,' than she is sent off to

some boarding school, or 'institute,' from

which, after a brief residence, she returns to

ridicule the vulgarity of rustic life, and be

paraded by her misguided parents, as a 'mirror

of accomplishments'—the 'bright, particular

star' of the family, and

'The cynosure of every eye.'

"The influence which such a person ex-

erts over the minds of her susceptible and

uninitiated companions, whose simplicity in-

duces them to regard her as a paragon, is

highly deleterious, as it creates a disrelish and

disgust for the more honorable objects of life,

and elevates to the rank of virtues, those

merely superficial and frivolous acquirements

which are calculated to subserve no important

or honorable purpose in life."

That some cause exists for such sharp' criti-

cism, we cannot deny,—and that fashion ab-

sorbs too much of the time and strength of

I

women, is evident everywhere. A common
expression among them, is, "We might as

well be out of the world as out of fashion !"

But we cannot join in any general denuncia-

tion of whatever will educate (iiiid bj' that

word we mean elevate) the mind and improve

the manners and taste. Far otherwise ! Sci-

ence, literature and polite accomplishments

are greatly to be desired for all. We depre-

cate nothing that is calculated to contribute to

human usefulness, or to augment, however

slightly, the sum of earthly h&ppiness. The
unamiable vanity and ambition of those who
would give precedence to the superficial em-

bellishments of society, and palm off the mere

shadow of an exalted virtue as the actual sub-

stance, is simply absurd.

The most distinguished women of America

have been alike distinguished for their knowl-

edge of domestic concerns. The idea that to

be "a lady," one must necessarily possess

"delicate health," and macerate her form to

the tenuity of a shadow, or a mere skeleton,

never entered their heads. In them, the moral

and domestic virtues shone pre-eminent, and

love wore

"to the lover's eye, a look of love."

They were formed by nature to foster the

elements of a republic, and give new glory to

the achievements of its arts and aims. This

was evident in a thousand instances ia the late

wicked rebellion.

Why honest industry should be considered

as a derogation of dignity, by any American

woman with the average amount of sense, we
are truly at a loss to conceive. Labor is one

of the primary condiiions annexed by the

Eternal to our lease of life, and no less essen-

tial to our happiness, and the best develop-

ment of our capacities, than the food we eat,

or the air we breathe. Idleness is far from

being a condition of happiness. Action is

impressed upon nature as an immutable law of

being. Throughout the universe, nothing is

idle ; mutations and permutations, embracing

the revolution of worlds and the most mighty

systems, as well as the simplest modifications

and changes, are perpetually operating to pro-

duce specific ends.

The many painful and fatal maladies which

at present number their victims among the

gentler sex, are no doubt often induced by the

indulgence of habits of ease and luxury to
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which our mothers were happily strangers.

Few young women, comparatively, are now

bred up to domestic employments. Even in

the families of our most conservative farmers,

many of the common domestic duties are neg-

lected to be taught to daughters. Thousands

of young women enter the marriage state, and

find the affairs of housekeeping resting upon

them, which they understand about as well as

how to build a ship or a sewing machine ! In

too many cases, their time is occupied by the

guitar, piano and centre tables loaded with the

flash literature of the day. If female help is

wanted, recourse is had to the groups and fam-

ilies of recently arrived emigrants, who must

receive a part of the education which daugh-

ters need, before they are fit to be intrusted

with the fire in the kitchen stove,—much less

with the food we are to eat. Few American

girls can be had, either for love or money,

who are competent to take charge of a family.

In many sections, it has become nearly impos-

sible to procure female assistance, even in

cases of tickness.

There is a cause for this inconvenient state

of things, and we think it lies principally in

the want of early habits of industry, and a

thorough education in the domestic duties of

the family. One would not think of risking

his interests with a young man practicing law,

or prescribing medicine, who had not been

trained to understand either of them. Is it

any more reasonable to expect a young woman

to discharge the duties of a housekeeper eco

nomically, or in any way acceptably, who

knows little or nothing about those duties ?

By no means. This is the rock upon which

the happiness of hundreds of families is ru-

ined. There would be far less applications

for divorce before the courts, if both parties

were more thoroughly educated in the domes-

tic duties which properly appertain to each.

But in the midst of these frequently painful

inconveniences, there are thousands of young

women unemployed, or living only at the star-

vation point, for the want of occupation.

Crowded in cities, immured in garrets or cel-

lars, half clad, tempted, not half-fed, shiver-

ing in the cold, unnoticed by the good, and

ruined by the wicked. Why are they not

sometimes out in God's blessed sunlight,

"to breathe the breath
Of the cowslip aud priiuroi'e eweet,
With the sky above their bead,

Aud Uie feruBB Lieneath their feet ?"

Why are they not in the ten thousand pleas-

ant homes of the land, where families are suf-

fering for the good work which they might

give, and be fed and clothed and educated for

useful lives? Why, do we ask? Why? the

answer is plain. It is because of the estima-

tion in which such service is held, by those

who consider themselves as occupying a more

elevated and "respectable sphere." The very

appellation of "housemaid" is regarded as a

disgrace—a term of censure not to be endured

!

And so men, women and children "board" in-

stead of keeping house, and the good old Pu-

ritan family system goes into decay, and the

wailing prayer of young girls goes through the

land,

—

"O I but for one short hour I

A respite, however brief I

No blesBi d leisure for love or hope,
But only time f.r grief

!

A little weeping would ease my heart,
But in their briny bed

My tears must Ptop, fjr every drop
Uinders needle and thread."

When will the benevolent take this matter

in hand, devise some measures for the employ-

ment of these fair but hapless beings, where

they will not be looked upon as in an abject

condition, and relieve our cities of this foul

wrong that exists in them ?

Windham County, Vt.—The board of

managers of the Agricultural Society of this

county held their annual meeting in Fayette-

ville, Feb. 17, and after revising and increas-

ing the premium list to about $900, appointed

the several committees for awarding premiums

at the next fair.

The officers of the Society are :

—

President—O . S. Howard, E^q., Townsend.
Vice Presidents—Col. H. Plimpton, Newfane, Ruel

Smitii, Ki*q., U ilmington.
Secretary and Treasurer—W. A. Stedman, Fayette-

ville.

And a Board of nine managers.

Green Pickles.—You may have green
pickles without copper or other poisonous salts

by merely steeping the leaves of the grape-

vine or those of spinach or parsley in the vine-

gar. The use of earthen vessels glazed with

lead should also be avoided as a solution of the

acetate of lead is inevitably the result, acting

as a slow poison in the system, and like the

use of lead in hair-washes, lotions for the skin,

leid I ipe for water conduits, etc., very fre-

quently ending in paralysis. The large pickled

cucumbers iuiported into this country from
Holland in wooden kegs are not colored green

by any of these artiticial means and are not

only the most wholesome, but also ihe moat

pa atable of any.
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MAKING A POOB FABM RICH
WITHOUT MANURE.

In our notice last week of the printed trans-

actions of the Essex County Agricultural So-

ciety we mentioned, among other valuable

papers which it contained, one by Dr. James

R. Nichols, of Haverhill, on concentrated

manures. Having been aware of the experi-

ments which Dr. Nichols has been conducting

on a run down f^rm, fjr the purpose of testing

the question whether such a farm can be eco-

nomically restored to fertility by the use of

"special fertilizers," or those outside of barn

yard or stable manure," we have waited with

some impatience for a statement of the results

of those experiments. From his well known

ability both as a chemist and as a business man

we have anticipated much practical information

in regard to a subject on which at present our

knowledge is vague and unsati.-factory. We
have had in this country no such systematic

and thorough tests of concentrated fertilizers

as he proposed, and as we believe has con-

ducted on his farm during the past five years.

Few men who have the ability and the means

of doing 60, possess the necessary persever-

ance and patience. Most experimenters wish

to reach their conclusions and write out their

reports at the end of the first season or year.

But jffcer five years, Dr. Nichols gives only a

general^ not a detailed, statement of his re-

sults. We are sorry to see that ill health is

assigned as a reason for not embodying, in this

paper, as was intended, these results and con-

clusions in detail. Still enough is given to

excite a general desire for a more detailed

report, which the Dr. intimates may soon be

given through another channel of communica-

tion. It may be proper to add that the firm

on which these experiments were made was

purchased in 1863, and consists of about eighty

acres, which is described as follows, in the

essay from which we copy :

—

The farm at the time of purchase was well suit-

ed to a trial of this kind, as it had l)een in admin-
istrators' hands for several years, and was cons-e-
quently nesilevted and unproductive. The soil is

, varied in iis character, with upland' and lowland,
a tine peat hog occupying a bas-in between the hills.

A portion is silicious, another portion loamy with
a clay ^ubs .il, and still another pait is rich in or-
ganic debris, a forest having until within a few
years dinj.ely covered it. Perhaps no tract of
land in our county presents a greater variety of
soils, of differences of exposure, or atfords the
gradiitions trom wet to dry, so desirable for fair
experiment.
The product at the time of purchase consisted

entirel.v of hay—about twelve tons being produced,
of indifferent quality. The crops the present year
upon lands embraced in the oricinal purchase,
have been 30 tons of good hay, 100 bushels of po-
tatoes, 25 bu^hels of wheat, 150 bushels of corn,
75 bushels of turnips, and one and a half tons of
grapes, besides other fruits in consideraiile quan-
tities. There has been a steady iiurease in the
amount of crops each year, notwithstanding a se-

ries of most unfavorable seasons. The number
of acres in tillage is not far from twenty.
No stable or barnyard manures, excepting a few

loads at the start,'have been purchas-ed during the
five years, and the amount made upon the prem-
ises has been small; the stock 'cons-isting until

within the past year of only three cows, a pig smd
one horse. At present the farm sn>tains eleven
cows and heifers, three horses, a pig, and, during
a part of the year, one yoke of oxen.
The feitilizing substances used (of which an ac-

curate account has been kept, as al^o of crops, ex-
penses of labor, &c.,) embace the entire range of
those agents which chemistry suggests, and those
which have been brought to notice through the
recommendati ^n of farmers and experimenters

—

l.ones, ashts, lime, salt, the nitrates of ijotassa and
soda, sulphate of ammonia, carbonate of ammonia,
plaster, potashes, fish pomniace, short*, muck,
horn shavings, and lastly, the refuse of the Maine
lobster factories. - The methods of appl jc-ation and
the conditions under which these have been em-
ployed, the conibinations produced, present de-
tails which although extremely interesting, are
too extensive to enter upon in this etsay.
A definite end has been kept in vi> w—that of

securing practical facts Irom which safe general
conclusions could be reached. Of course many

! experiments known to be empirical have been un-
dertaken, and the results noted. For example, a
half-acre of grass-land was divided into tighteen
equal parts, and eighteen different substances ap-
plied; the results were curious, but the expeii-
nient actually proved nothing, although a great
difference was observable in ihe crops of grass.
Mure than one-half of the experiments which we
find reported from year t ) year, are of this nature.
The substances afibrding the highe.st satisfac-

tion have been those which furnish in largest
quantity and at the lowest rates, the great funda-
mentals of plant-food—phosphoric acid, lime, pot-
ash, nitrogen. These have been obtained from
bones, ashes, potashes, fish pomace, and nitrate
of soda, principally. Bones have I5een largely
dissolved in acid, and true phosphate and super-
phosphate of lime made upon the farm premises.
Bones ground and ungrounti have been dissolved
in the caustic lye of ashes, also in commercial
potashes, and fertilizing substances of the most
prompt and satisfacf ry character produced. I
doubt if better crops of wheat and corn have ever
been produced in the county, than have resulted
from the use of these agents, upon weak lands.

I think it must be Conceded that the rtsiilis of
these labors go to prove that exhausted soils can
be brought and sustained in goed tilth by concen-
trated chemical agents, at an expense considerably
less than by the use of execrementitious manures
at present market prices in the more densely pop-
ulated parts of our country.
In conclusion, I will briefly present some facts

regarding a special experiment upon a measured
acre of liill land, dry, and exhausted from repeat-

ed croppings. It has been continued through five

consecutive years.

In the autumn of 1863 it was ploughed, and in
the succeeding spring dressed with 500 pounds of
pure fine bone, sown broadcast, and planted with
corn, a handful of home made superphosphate
mixed with ground nitrate of soda, placed in each

i hill. One hundred and tifty-seveu bushels of coru
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in the ear were taken from the field in the autumn
of 1864.

After the com was removed^' the land was
ploughed and again dressed with 500 pounds of a
compost made up of bone-dust, ashes, and refuse
saltpetre, and sowed down to winter rye. The
crop was 31 bushels of nice, plump grain.
The season of 1866 was exceedingly dry, and

the ground became so parched that the tender
grass roots were greatly injured. The crop of hay
was twenty-three hundred pounds.
The next season, a top-dressing of 500 pounds

of compost made of bone gelatine and muck was
given it in the spring, and a crop of hay cut weigh-
ing forty-ihree hundred pounds. A heavy after-

math was secured this season, which was not
weighed.
The present season, 1868, the crop of hay reach-

ed two and a half tons, and the field appears to be
in good condition for a fine product next year.
Here we have what may be considered a fair ex-

periment, which proves that wii;hout the use of
animal excrement, a worn-out field may be brought
to produce very generous crops—crops which pay
a good return for the expense incurred. It proves
that chemical unorganized agents are capable not
only of supplying nutriment to plants for a single

year, but tor sustaining crops for a series of years.
The fertilizing elements supplied for the five years
cost a little less than thirty dollars. The experi-
ment upon this field is not regarded as finished,

and the crops will be noted until they are observed
to falter.

PITCHBUBO FARMERS' CLUB.
The grand annual gathering of the Fitchburg

Farmers' Club took place on Monday evening,

March 1, at the town hall in Fitchburg. About

four hundred ladies and gentlemen sat down to

supper, which was bountiful and excellent. The
presiding ofiicer was George E. Town, Esq.,

whose capital hits often "set the tables in a roar."

After relieving the dishes of some of their viands,

—which occupied about an hour,—the President

introduced Dr. Loring of Salem, who spoke at con-

siderable length in defending the avocation of the

farmer against the old, stereotyped and false im-

putation that 'farming is unprofitable." He then

related some of his own experiences in reclaiming

lands by draming, clearing, ploughing and subsoil-

ing, and in adapting his animals, as to size and

habits, to the soil upon which they were to be sus-

tained.

The President then, in a very happy manner in-

troduced Asa Clement, Esq., of Dracut, Presi-

dent of the Middlesex North Agricultural Society

and member of the State Board of Agriculture,

who spoke highly of the avocation of the farmer,

of his useful life, and general integrity, and gave

some pretty strong contrasts between the modes of

farming practiced in his boyhood and^ those which

prevail at the present day. That great progress

had been made, all could see who wished to see,

and he doutited not that a still greater degree of

improvement was before us.

At the close of Mr. Clement's remarks, a quar-

tette club of gentlemen sang an appropriate song

with great acceptance. Dr. Jabe? Fishek of Fitch-

burg presiding at the piano.

Mr. Brown, one of the editors of the Farmer
was then introduced, and read a paper upon " TAe
Culture and Use of Flowers." The Hon. Alvah
Crocker was then called for, introduced, and
made most happy and exceedingly pleasant re-

marks upon some of the sayings of the "master of

ceremonies," "knocking into pi" the stale assertion

that fanning is unprofitable, and declaring his

opinion that no life can be more useful than that

of the intelligent, industrious and conscientious

farmer. His remarks often elicited applause.

The Rev. Mr. Davis of Lunenburg being intro-

duced, spoke admirably upon several matters,

"driving some sharp nails clear in" to the chair-

man, who had personated himself as an oW farmer,

in his opening remarks, although a young man.
Mr. Carter of Leominster closed the speaking

with some admirable hits that kept up the vivacity

of the occasion until its close at eleven o'clock.

The gathering was not only a hnppy, but an in-

structive one, as many valuable experiences and
suggestions were made which will continue to work
in the minds of the hearers while engaged in their

duties on the farm.

Few things can be more appropriate, or have a

greater tendency to make rural life pleasant and to

improve both mind and manner, than such gather-

ings as this. May they be multiplied in all our

land.

For the New England Farmer,

WASHING AND BEATING BDTTEB.
When I told my method of making butter,

I did not intend to get any one angry, or "up
in arms." Perhaps, if I had not given my ex-
perience in this difficult art, we should never
have heard anything from Mrs. D., for when
she saw how mu(;h I differed from her, she
could not help grabbing the pen and writing

what she thought. When we read anything
that don't exactly correspond with our
views, it is about sure to wake up our
thoughts and set us to investigating, analyz-

ing and finding out whether the things are so

or not.

What is written in the Farmer is for our
instruction, admonition and correction, and
tends to make us more interested in every-

thing relating to the farm.

If Mrs. I), will carefully look over what I

wrote, she will observe that I laid no claims to

being an accomplished butter maker. I have
only taken the first degree, though I confess

myself a candidate for those higher ones of
"better," "best," and even the "gilt-edged,"
which I suppose is the highest di gree known
to the order. Hence 1 shall try to profit by
the instruction and experience of others, and
if possible go on to perfection.

When I spoke of keeping the cream I didi

not wish to be understood to say that it ought
to be kept three days, but merely that it ought
not to be kept over three days. Many women
with large families neglect ciiuruiog from press
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of other work, and a number of days will slip

away before they are hardly aware of it.

Churning should never be neglected beyond
that period ; oftener is better.

Next month I expect to begin to make but-

ter again, and I shall try Mrs. D.'s method, as

I have no doubt she makes delicious butter,

although I never fancied the beating system.

She says it is her opinion that washing de-

stroys the "gilt-edge," spoils its flavor, and

badly injures the keeping qualities of butter.

All this may be true, although she gave no

plain reasons to support her opinion. I was

not aware that pure cold water ever injured

anybody or anything ; when I am convinced

that it does I shall readily desist from using it,

although an inveterate lover of this pure ele-

ment. If the good qualities of butter are re-

moved by water, then these peculiar proper-

ties must have a greater affinity for pure water

than for the elements of the butter, and when
water is applied they unite with it, and the

best part of butter is carelessly thrown away
by butter makers.

But is it a fact that the application or non-

application of water decides the color and fla-

vor of butter ? Butter beaters affirm that such

is the case, butter washers believe that these

qualities depend on other circumstances. The
condition and keeping of cows has something

to do with it
;
perhaps their age has also, for

I have heard old butter makers say that the

cream of old cows was yellower and richer,

but this may be an oldwives' fable. When
cows are in a rich healthy pasture their butter is

much sweeter and of a handsomer complexion
than when fed on hay and roots and kept in

the barn, and it is a common saying that butter

made on hay will not keep well.

Butter is composed of several parts ; one
being a solid crystalline fat. This appears to

be formed by minute grains nicely arranged

in one general mass. Anything that disturbs

the natural arrangement of this crystalline

mass «s highly injurious to the beauty and
(juality of the butter. Now if this is true,

beating butter must be injurious, as it breaks

and destroys the beautiful grains which give

nice butter such a glistening appearance. The
grains of new made butter are not close and
compact. The application of pure cold water
lowers its tempeiature, salt hardens the grain,

and the buttermilk is naturally pressed out,

mingled with the water, and thrown away. So
much for the butter worker's plea.

Mrs. D. seemed to think that I was aware I

had washed out the fine taste of the butter, and
so applied sugar as a substitute. Perhaps I

did not properly explain why I added the fine

white sugar. Sugar modifies the taste of the

salt. For example, mix some salt and water
in a cup and on tasting it is unpleasant and
disagreeable. Add a little nice sugar and the

taste is then comparatively pleasant. I put
sugar in the butter for the same purpose.

1 might say more in defence of butter-wash-

ing, but I ear I shall get the editor, printer,

and everybody else, all "up in anms." How-
ever, I hope that what has been said will stir

up Mrs. D. and many other intelligent women,
and provoke them to give valuable informa-

tion relating to many things that smart women
are interested in. Mrs. Teask.

Beading, Mass., Feb., 1869.

For the New England Farmer,

IMPBOVING FARMS-USE OF MANUEE.
Some little time since, I expressed some of

my thoughts on the question. How can an up-

land farm be cultivated and the fertility oi its

soil be kept up. As a reason for the faith that

is in me, I will tell you what I did on the farm
I lefc when I moved here. The first year on
that farm I cut over about fifcy acres for a short

twenty tons of hay, including a large amount
of sorrel. In eight years I cut forty tons on
less than one-half of the same ground. I hope
many of your readers have done as well or

better ; if so. I would like to hear from them.

The way that I managed that farm was to

break up and manure and new stock as fast as

I could get manure. On old land, I ploughed
the manure in ; on greensward, after turning

it over as well as 1 could. After spreading

the manure as evenly as possible, I put on a
cultivator and harrowed and worked it in thor-

oughly. I manure both spring and fall ; but
prefer fall, if I can get it in before cold

weather.

I once put manure on the turf and turned

it under, but the crops were not near as good
as on land adjoining where the manure was
ploughed in on old land. I have also tried

spreading on old land and harrowing in. The
first crop will come forward quite as fast and
be perhaps as heavy, but the after crops have
never with me been as good as where the ma-
nure was ploughed in. I have tried spreading

on grass, or top dressing as many call it, butl
have never got more hay from three loads

applie'd in that way than I have from one
ploughed in.

'

One thing I am very particular about, I
never draw out manure and drop it in heaps,

nor spread it, until I am ready to work it in

unless I am very sure of rain ; in that case I

spread by all means. I would about as soon
leave hay in the windrow day after day, after

it is fit to go into the barn, as to leave manure
on the ground uncovered.

In a late Farmer Mr. Gilbert tells us how
he makes manure. His way is like mine, with

the exception that I use muck in my trench

behind my cows in winter as well as in summer.
If I ever lay another trench I shall lay it

eighteen inches wide. lam now using four or

five wheelbarrow loads daily, and it is hardly

enough to absorb the water leaching from tho
manure heap.

I read very frequently of discussions on
special fertilizers. 1 have tried them all, in a
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small way, and always with the same result.

I have paid, perhaps, one hundred dollars in

all, for ft^rtilizers, but I don't think that I am
one dollar better off for the whole.

It is fclow starting up a farm that is run so

low that it will not produce more than ten or

fifteen hundred pounds of hay to the acre, but
I know it can be done in the way that I have
pointed out; and when I cannot see an in-

crease cf produce from year to year I shall

want to quit farming.

I am in the greatest want of something to

manure f.mr or more acres for corn next
spring, more than I shall have ; and would buy
some of these fertilizers if I knew that I could
get something that would do as well as others

tell of doing ; but it is useless to try ; I have
been cheated so much that I am sick of it.

If any man doubts my statements, I think I

can sati^fy him that I am correct if he will

call on me next summer. W. S. Grow.
\lesiboro\ Mass., Feb. 16, 1869.

For the Kew England Farmer.

THE PAKM IN "WINTEB.

We have had here in Connecticut a very
open, mild winter, and but little snow. When
winter first set in I, for one, was not very well

prepared to meet it, as owing to the scarcity

of fall help, and considerable improvements
made on the farm, by the way of digging it well,

laying pipes, building two barns, &c., we had
considerable corn to husk afG<-r Dec. 1st,—say

from two to three hundred bushels. But the

weather being so fivorable we were enabled

to secure 'all our corn without wa^te.

Since then we have devoted most of the

time to feeding out what we raised the past

year, so as to be able to begin the agricultural

year with empty buildings fur storing the next
crop. Our winter stock on the farm consists

of twenty cows, from which we sell the milk

:

about a dozen head of young cattle, mostly
thoroughbred ; fourteen horses and colts, sev-

eral of which are brood mares with foal ; five

pairs J
oung oxen, two pair of which I shall

sell in the spring; a thoroughbred Ayrshire
bull, "Duke of Queentsbury,'' No. 160, A. H.
Book ; about one hundred good ewe sheep,

mostly South Down ; eight good hogs, and a
large collection of various breeds of poultry.

So you will .-ee that there is something to

do to properly feed and take care of the "crit-

ters ;" besides which we peddle our own milk.

We have cut wood and pariially got up a

wood pile f.)r the year, besides have drawn
out some fifty loads of manure. When I say

we, I rt fer to myself and two sons, one 18

and the other 15 years of age. I have no
hired man this winter, but shall want two this

summer.
And, now, while on the subject of hired

help, 1 will say that to obtain a supply of good
farm help is the hardest and most perplexing

part of farming in this section. It is almost

impossible to hire good reliable men at any
price, and especially at any price which com-
mon farmers can afford to pay. Brother far-

mers, I appeal to you to know what we are to

do to remedy this evil,—this great drawback
to New England farming.

As regards the wintering of mv sheep, I

never had sheep winter any better, until within

ten days. But recently I have lost three very
valuable ewe sheep, each nearly ready to drop
twin lambs. The first symptoms of disease is

a disposiion to stand alone from the flock, a
loss of appetite, finally a slight nodding or

jerking of the head and weakness in the legs.

I know of no cause or cure. Will some ex-

perienced sheep man tell me how to manage
them ?

As to horses, will it pay to raise them here
in Connecticut, within two miles of the rail-

road depot? What say you, Mr. Editor.!* If

it will pay to rai.«e horses, what style or class

will pay the best? As regards milk, which
will pay the best, "year in and year out," to

sell the milk by peddling it, or to make a dairy

and raise pork? What say you, Mr. Editor?
What say you, brother farmers? What say

you all? How many will answer me this

question ?

I am Attening my last thoroughbred Essex
hog, not but that I like them very much as a
breed ; being quiet, easily kept and make good
pork ; but this community is so much opposed
to black hogs that I cannot sell the pigs at

home. The last pigs of this breed that 1 sold

went to Warren County, Iowa. I want to

start again on hogs, and I want to start with
the best breed there is in the country, all

things considered. But whatever the breed
is, they must be white. Now who will tell me
of the best breed of hogs in America from
which to sell pigs at six to eight weeljs old and
to make pork of at a profit ? John Dimoi^.

Pomfret, Conn., March 1, 1869.

INTESTINAL "WOBM8.

It is now satisfactorily proved that the tape-

worm originates from the passage into the

human intestines of little bladder-like crea-

tures (^Cystadids), which inhabit the liver and
other parts of the hog, and when abundant,
cause the meat of that animal to be techni-

cally known as "measly pork." And the no-

torious Trichina spiralis, which is a very
minute worm, also found in the flesh of the

hog, effects an entrance into the human body
in the same insiduous manner, and when m
excessive numbers causes excruciating pains

in the muscles, and sometimes even death. In
both these cases, cooking destroys the worms,
and prevents them from finding their way alive

into the body of the living and breathing man,
and there increasing and muliipljing. But
the same law prevails in all such cases as

these, namely, tliat there is no fear whatever
of any of these animals being introduced alive
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into the human body, except through the dan-

gerous and every way exceptionable practice

of eating raw meat. Nei hi r are we safe by
simply abstaining altogether from pork. The
flesh of wild duck, and probably that of many
other animals hiiherto unsuspected, and sup-

posed to be peculiarly cleanly, may prove to

be as dangerous as that of the hog, provided
it be eaten rav or only partially cooked.

—

Amtrican Entomologist.

EXTKACTS AND BEPLIES.

LICE ON FKUIT TREES.

I would like to inquire of you, or through your
Vitluahle payjer, if lice on young fruit trees will kill

thu tree ? If so, what is the best way to destroy
them, and what time of the year is the best ?

I have a young orchard that has been set eight
years next spring, and they have not Iwrne any as

yet. It is set on a rich, light soil. Last spring the
ground was seeded down ; bt fore that it was used for

a gardtn for a number of years.
James Pollakd.

Ludlow, Vt., March, 1869.

Remarks.—The aphides that collect on the ends

of the growing branch are sometimes called "lice,"

hut we suppose our correspondent alludes to the

much more formidable insect called the bark-louse

or scale. It is described by Dr. Fitch, of New
York, "as a little brown scale, one-eighth of an

inch long, the shape of on oyster shell, fi^edtothe

smooth bark, resembling a little blister. This

scale is the dried remains of the body of the female,

covering and protecting her eggs, from a dozen to

a hundred of which lie in the cavity under each

scale. These eggs hatch the latter part of May,

and the young lice diflFuse themselves over the

bark, appearing as minute white atoms, almost in-

visible to the eye. They puncture the bark and

suck the sap from it. The females soon fix them-

selves and become stationary. They die and be-

come overspread wi>h a substance resembling fine

blue mould, which, wearing otF, the little oyster-

shaped scale again appears in July. They some-

times become so multiplied that the bark of the

trunk and limbs is everywhere covered and
crowded with them, and if the tree is weakened by
borers, (ire blight, or other disease, these bark- lice

thus muliipljing, kill it. In years past, over all

the country adjacent to Lake Michigan, every

apple-tree has been destroyed by this insect."

Their presence is generally considered to indi-

cate a want of healthy action in the tree. If this

is correct we should look for the causes which
produce this unhealthfulness. You say the trees

stand on rich, light soil, which was used for a gar-

den. Possibly the early growth of your trees was
too much forced, or the subsoil may be wet or

otherwise unfavorable to a due expansion of the

roots. Trees at eight years are not old enough to

bear much. Sometimes a wash of strcng soap-

suds applied with a stiff brush such as is used for

scouring floors, as soon as the weather is warmer,

say in April, and repeated two or three times dur-

ing the summer, will effect a change for the better

in the appearance of the trees. la the American

Fruit Cullurist, by Mr. Thomas, a mixture of equal

parts of tar and linseed oil applied warm, not hot,

early in spring, is recommended. It is said this

mixture does not close the pores of the bark as grease

would, but it forms a varnish, which soon becomes

hard, and when the tree begins to grow it cracks

and peels off, carrying the baik lice with it.

Dr. Fitch, in his Treatise on Insects, mentions

another remedy, which he couiidtrs very effica-

cious, prepared as follows :—Leaf tobacco is

boiled in a strong lye until reductd to an imptilpa-

ble pulp, and '.his is then mixed with soft soap

(which has been made cold, and not boiled), the

whole mixture becoming of the consistence of thin

paint; this, when applied, does not easily wash

from the tree, as lye, tobacco water, &c., would

alone. One application with the brush to every

part, will protect trees two years. A young

orchard of one hundred and fifty trees, required

two men a fortninght to go over every part, branch

and twig, ihrough the orchard. The trees grew
thriftily, and were perfectly free from lice, while

others in every direction were dying from their

attacks.

MANURE AND Mt'CK LAND.

Can you or any of your contributors inform me,
through the Farmer, what is the best dressing to

b3 applied to muck-land which is well drained,

and the mode of applying it ? Is there any mate-
rial which can be economically applied to such
land a^ a substitute for manure ? Hill.
Mtthuen, Mass., 1869.

Remarks.—We cannot tell you what the best

manure is for muck land that is well drained, but

can strongly recommend wood ashes as the first

thing which we should apply, if we could obtain

them. Spread ten to fifteen bushels per acre, for

two or three years in succes.-ion, and we think you

will perceive a striking change in its products.

Composted manures may be used with advantage,

but as they cannot be spared, use superphosphate

or lime or some other special fertilizer. Spread

broadcast in moist weather two, three or fourh un-

dred pounds per acre.

WHY FARMERS SHOULD WRITE.

I can subscribe most heartily to the experience

and confi-ssion of a farmer in the February number
of the Monihly Farmer, as to a frequent inclina-

tion to reply to or comment upon the various sub-

jects discnsi-ed in your columns, and as to a gen-

eral neglcit of doing so in consequence of a con-

stant press of other duties and of a feeling of ina-

bility. But after reading your remarks therewith,

together with the lecture you gave me in your
January issue, I have made up my mind to bother

you occasionally. I think if we farmers will once
break through the ice we shall not find it so hard
to get time now and then to put a new idea or bit

of experience on paper, and with the time and will,

will surely come the ability. The fact is, farmers
as a class do not understand each other well
enough; they are greatly given to bashlulness,

and difladeuce, with a spritikling of self-conceit.
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They think they know it all now, and are there-
fore sceptical of the value and correctness of the
ideas and practices of others, and are too modest
to explain tlieir own. Now let us do away with
all this, shake hands all round, and get acquainted.
JHow delightful it is to sit here by my tire these
long winter evenings and have a chat with my
brother fiirmcr, living one hundred miles or more
away, concerning the characteristic*, profits, &c.,
of the ditforent breeds of cattle, sheep and other
stock ; tlie best method of ap))lying manure and
cultivating dilfcrent crops, and all the little items
that go to make up a tarmer's experience. Now
I think, Mr. Editor, if we would take hold of this
thing and pull all together you would be ready to
cry -'quits" very soon, (if you are not so already).
But tljefore I close, let me say that I feel thankful
th;it we have such an excellent medium of inter-
course as the Fakmer. j, w. q.

Cummiitgton, Mass., March 1, 1869.

Remarks.—Sooner than cry "quits" to our cor-

respondents we will increase the space in our col-

umns, even to the doubling of the present dimen-
sions of our sheet. So fire away, brother farmers.

MIXtNO ASHES, HEN MANURE AND PLASTER.

I wish to inquire through the Farmer if the
mixing of ashes, hen manure and plaster together,
for corn in the hill, will hinder cither of the in-

gredients from having full efiect on the corn ? If
so. how should they be applied ?

William Allen.
North. Holland, Vt., Feb., 1869.

Remarks.—Hen manure is a very rich fertil-

izer. It contains considerable ammonia. If you
mix ashes with it, the alkali contained in the ashes

will set the ammonia free, aiid you will lose it. If

you mix plaster with the hen manure it will ab-

sorb whatever escapes from it and hold it fast. If

it is desired to save the labor of going over the

field more than once, these ingredients may be

mixed in the morning and applied to the hill and
covered up on the same day, and no loss take

place. If ammonia escapes, the soil and plaster

will take it up.

MAPLE SUGAR SEDIMENT.—NORWAY OATS.

The questions in your last, relative to maple
sugar, cau but best answered by the chemists in our
Agricultural Colleges. Let sugar makers in the
vicinity of them send the sap-grit or other residua
of sugar to them for analysis.

Thy sap from my trees seems to deposit two tan-
gible sub-tances besides sugar. First, what is

called sand; but it is not s«7jcjoms sand at all; for

when mixed with sap or water it dissolves and
disappears in a moment, being taken into solution
.again, apparently. A friend, after chewing this
substance, and then a piece of the maple, asked if

the grit were not woody fibre, both tasting alike.

The increase of it, toward the close of the sugar
season as ihe weather becomes warmer, seems to
show that the laboratory is more busy for summer
products when helped by co-operative outside in-

fluences.

Secondly, when we make dry sugar, the pan or
kettle in which the work is done becomes coated
wiih what we call lime. Where much sugaring-
off is do le, this has to be removed, for it will

scorch, and scorch ihe sugar above it. This sub-
stance too dissolves readily in cold or warm water.
Now this may be very much the same as the grit,

or a mixture of it and lime and sugar. There
must be lime, I think, for where the maple stands

among granite, instead of limestone rocks, there is
much less of this scaly deposit. The chemist,
alone, can make this all plain.
After forty years' close watching, I cannot

always tell when it is a sap-day without visiting
the trees. We never get sap, however, with an
east wind, and but little with a south. Zephyrs
appear to solicit a flow of the sweet juices with
success.

The Norway oats, first grown hereabouts, are
liked by some, disliked by others, and by others
are considered ju-t as good as any.

Chelsea, Vt., Feb. 22, 1869. C. N. Andrews.
I.

CULTIVATION OF CELERY.

I notice in your paper of February 20, an inquiry
as to the cultivation of celery. I will give my
method which works well, and is about the same
as that practiced in all this neighborhood :

—

The seed is sown under glass about April 15.
It will be from ten days to two weeks in making
its appearance. By June 1, the plants will be
about two inches high, and then are set one foot
apart in rows six or seven feet apart, the space be-
tween the rows being occupied by onions, cabbage,
cucumbers or any other low growing crop that
will be off by the middle of September.
Sometime from the first to the last of September,

according to the time the celery is wished to ma-
ture, the ground must be cleared of all other crops,
and banking commenced. This is doup by plough-
ing between the rows to loosen the soil, and then
two men with shovels, one on each side of the
row, with a boy to hold up the leaves, throw some
four to six inches of earth against the plants.
This operation is repeated at intervals of about
two^weeks until the desired height is reached.
Celery treated in this way is usually in order

for market from the middle of October to Christ-
mas. For later use, the plants would be pricked
out in some moist, rich spot and left till July,
then set as a second crop after potatoes, straw-
berries, &c., and will need but little banking, the
white growth being mostly made after the plants
are set in their winter bed. *
Belmont, Mass., Feb. 22, 1869.

CANADA AND THE STATES.

I did not intend to accuse the Farmer of un-
fairness towards us, for I never saw a Canadian
who read the Farmer who did not like it. Neither
did I wish to be offensive myself, but if my points
seem too strong, I can only say that it is my fault,

perhaps, to condense too much.
Another point 1 might have noticed, which was

a sore one in its time, to wit: the substitute busi-

ness. It was the fashion a few years ago for men
on your side, who made it their business, to kid-
nap persons on this side of the line and sell them.
We cannot influence your control of your own

affairs, but we do protest against unjust and false

accusations being made against us, as reasons for
acts of one kind or another. We protest against
such statements as Alice Carey made in the New
York Indcprndent, that there was as much ditter-

ence observable on crossing the line "forty-five"
as there was between the free and slave States.
False, every word of it. We are not afraid of the
truth, but we do not like to be defamed by States'

people, for they are our near relatives as well as
neighbors.
"The Canadian crusade against American sil-

ver," is spoken of as if this crusade were on ac-
count of its being Stales' silver. That has nothing
to do with it. The diff.rcnce between gold and
silver is the same here that it is on your side. If
it were otherwise, it would pay to buy silver here
and exchange for gold there. Our bank notes are
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good for their face in ^old, so we have the disad-
vantage of two currencies ; our merchants get prin-
cipally i-ilver but are obliged often to pay gold.
No one pays gold or paper who can pass silver at

par, as any considerable amount of s-ilver is very
inconvenient to carry on the person. Markets
next time. J. G. Field.

Stanstcad, Can., Feb. 24, 1869.

Remarks.—It is a common remark that "one-

half of the world don't know how the other half

lives," and very probably it would be about as

trnc to say that one-half of the world don't know
how the other half feels. Believing it would do

boih halves good to have a better understanding

of each other, we have presented our correspon-

dent's views, and are glad to know that he does

not hold us responsible for all that "Alice Carey"

and other Independent scribblers may have said.

PRETTY NEAR A RIDDLE.

Capt. Joseph Weston of Skowhegan, Somerset
County, Maine, was born and spent the thirty-six
first years of liis life in Massachusets, and for the
last fiitj' years he has been a resident of Maine.
Though not of a roving disposition, he took up his

abode for a time in an unincorporated plantation ;

his residence was then changed to the township of
Canaan, but not exactly pleased with that "prom-
ised land," his next dwelling place was in the
town of Bloomtield, and finally he stuck his stakes
within the limits of the euphonious Skuwhegan.
During these peregrinations he was a citizen of
three several counties,—Lincoln, Kennebec, and
Somerset, as well as of the two States of Massachu-
setts and Maine. And yet Mr. Weston has lived
on one farm and in one house all this time! He
was born in the hous-e, built by his father in 1793,
lives there still, and has never moved nor lived in

any other! G. a. w.
Hkotchcgan, Me., March, 1869.

EARLY GOODRICH, HARRISON AND SEBEC

POTATOES.

I have been much interested in the experiments
of your correspondents in relation to raising po-
tatots. No doubt the success in obtainmg large
crops is attriiutahle in a measure to extraordinary
care in cultivation, yet these results would rot be
attained without attention being paid to the kind
of potato planted. Last f-pr-ing 1 planted on mead-
ow land the Early Goodrieli and Stbac. The
latter proved a failure, while the Early Goodrich
fai exceeded my expcLtations. I planted the Early
Goodrich on upland and they did equally well.
I planted the Harrison for a late potato, and they
gave such satisfactory results that I shall pLmt
tlitm almojt entn-ely for a late crop. I selected
28 Of tliL-m which filled a half bushel measure.
Methuen, Mass., March, 1869. Hill.

GOOD FENCES AND GOOD NEIGHBORS.

It is very necessary at this season of the year
to be prcp.iring to have everything go on cheer-
fully during the coming season. And among
other good things we want good neighbors. In
spt-ndiiig a few huurs with one of my neighbors,
not long Mnce, an elderly lady asked an old gen-
tleman what was the best thing to make good
neighbors. After a moment's hesitatim he replied,
"keep good f rices." What could he have said in
so few words that would comprehend as much ? It
certainly saves a great deal of bitter leelings to
have fences that will protect our gardens and
other crops from the injuries resulting trom poor

fences and unrulyor stray cattre. But how much
more necessary is it that we should liavc our ears
fenced, so that the stray words of the vile shin-
derer shall not break in and destroy the tender
plants of friendship and love; and our mouth so
fenced that no har:^h expression shall break out to
do our neighbor wrong ? Don't let us forget, then,
this spring, as we put up the bars and repair the
fences of our fields, to build anew or strengthen
those which protect the garden of the heart from
the coming in and going out of those evil com-
munications which make more trouble among
neighbors than all our unruly stock. Then shall
love shine from every eye and peace and good will
reign in every heart. v. b.

Brookfield, Vt., March, 1869.

PREPARING LAND FOR SEEDING.

As much has been said about preparing ground
for seeds, especially greensward, I thought 1 would
give my plan : Plough from five to seven inches
deep, spread on the manure evenly, take a bush,
and if it is not licavy enough without, lay on a
piece of board and get upon it ; continue to bush it

until the manure is entirely pulverized and mixe''
with the soil. By this time all the sods riot turned
under in plowing will be torn to pieces, and the
ground Ijecome light and mellow. By this plan
we get the benefit of the manure at once and con-
tinue to have it through the season.

E. P. Luther.
North Dorset, Vt., Feb. 23, 1869.

MOLASSES FOR SORE TEATS ON COWS.

I wish to obviate the trouble of obtaining the
medicine suggested by John Whatmore in the
Farmer for Feb. 13, 1869, for the cure of sore
teats on cows, by introducing one that is its equal,
and perhaps better, and one easily obtained, viz:—
West India Molasses. Keep a cup of it at the barn
in the season of the year whtn it is needed, and
apply it to the teats occasionally. It is a sure pre-
ventive as well as a cure. Though simple, try it.

It will be found all it is recommended.
A Subscriber.

Newport, N. H., Feb. 22, 1869.

PLAN OF A BARN.

I like the plan for a "model barn" in your Sat-
urday's paper. As I am about building a barn, I

should like to know where I can see one like that
you represent in the Faumer, plans, cost, &c. I
especially like this plan, because the stock is so
completely separated trom the hay.

Charlestoicn, Mass., Ftb., 1869. Isaac Cook,

Remarks.—You can see a barn constructed on

the plan of the illustration given in the Farmer,

on the farm of Mr. J. H. Bent, in the village of

Concord, Mass.

Bleeding Veal Calves.—The Massachusetts

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals

give notice in the last issue of their publication,

" Our Dumb Animals" that after the 30th of March

they intend to enforce the law against the starva-

tion and bleeding of veal calves before being

slaughtered. They have been informed that, by

certain butchers, "the calves are starved from

Sunday night until the next Sunday night, besides

being bled every twenty-four hours to stop the

bleating and to whiten the 'veal.'"
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AGRICULTURAIi ITEMS.
—It is estimated that there are now at work in

England 300 steam ploughs.

—Ward Knapp, East Lyndon, Vt., has a hen

which a few days ago laid a sound egg shell, with-

out the usual filling.

—Moses Clough of Orange, Vt., is the owner of

a goose 59 years old, whi h has raised an average

of six goslings a year for 58 years.

—The Chicago grain elevators are said to har-

bor 10,000 rats apiece, and it is estimated that these

vermin eat $400,000 worth of grain and flour an-

nually.

—The Annual Fair of the Addison County, Vt.,

Agricultural Society will be held this year, on

Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, Sept. 14, 15,

and 16.

—A bill is before the Massachusetts legislature

which requires that the constituent parts of fer-

tilizers, with a statement of the percentage of each

constituent part, shall be marked on each bag.

—The Ohio Farmer of February 20, says that

the sheep panic in that State is subsiding, and that

sheep which could not have been sold three months

ago for 75 cents each, are now in demand at $1.50

to $3.00.

—The Legislature of Michigan has voted to

grant the University of Michigan the sum of $15,-

000 annually, without any conditions, such as have

hitherto been coupled with propositions to give

such aid.

—The following are the ofHcers of the Attleboro',

Mass., Farmers' Club :—President, Geo. Price;

Vice Presidents, S. M. Stanley, D. D., W. H. Wil-

cox; Secretary, J. E. Hunt; Treasurer, E. G.

May ; Executive Committee, G. Price, T. A. Stan-

ley, H. Richardson.

—The following officers of the Somerset Central

Me., Agricultural Society for 1869, were elected

at a well attendtd meeting February 6th. Ex-Gov.

Coburn, President; Col. Daniel Snow and Gen.

Isaac Uyer, Vice Presidents ; John Weston, Sec-

retary; Wm. B. Snow, Treasurer; B. M. Hight,

Horace Eaton and Warren Bussell, Trustees.

—The editor of the Marysville Tribune has been

favored with the hind quarter of a buffalo cow,

forwarded by a friend at Fort Harker, Kansas.

It was cut up and parcelled out to the citizens of

the village at 20 cents per pound. "The sentiment

of all Avho were lucky enough to get a steak, was

that it was rich, juicy and delicious."

—Beecher says that "the only way to extermi-

nate the Canada thistle is to plant it for a crop and

propose to make money out of it. Then worms

will gnaw it, bugs will bite it, beetles will bore it,

aphides will suck it, birds will peck it, heat will

scorch it, rains will drown it, and mildew and

blight will cover it.

—The San Francisco papers complain that the

yield of wheat in California has fallen from forty

bushels an acre down to twenty bushels ; and that,

if the present improvident style of farming con-

tinues, the crops will not average over twenty

buirhels an acre. The old custom of burning the

stubble and straw, instead of turning it into com-
post, is objected to.

—The sprouts of the potato contain an alkaloid

termed by chemists solanine, which is very pois-

onous if taken into the system. This does not ex-

ist in the tubers, unless they are exposed to the

light and air, which sometimes occurs from the

accidental removal of the earth in ciiltiva;ion. A
potato that shows a blackish-green tint on one side

should never be cooked for the table or ftd to stock.

—The most common error of men and women
is that of looking for happiness somewhere out-

side of useful work. It has never yet been found

and never will be while the world stands. Of all

the miserable human beings it has been our for-

tune to know, they were the most wretched who
had retired from useful employments, in order to

enjoy themselves.

—A correspondent of the Journal of Agriculture

in advocating proper fastenings for open barn

doors and gates says that more than half the wear

and tear of barn doors comes from slamming, and
that when a boy he came very near being killed

by a barn door which was closed with great force

by a gust of wind. The cattle had knocked down
the prop which had been placed against it when
opened.

—A writer for the Turf, Field and Farm in sug-

gesting that horses which herd together are oftener

injured in their rough sports than in combat, re-

marks that the bite of the horse, even in play, is

no trifle, for, from some peculiarity in the muscles

of the jaws, they do not seem gifted with the

facility to let go, like the dog. The jaws become
locked and the piece must cut out or the teeth slip

ofi" and crack together before he again seems able

to control their action.

—The Dixie Farmer says, all the world wears
cotton, and cotton is the only thing that all the

world can aff'ord to wear. In round numbers,

there is computed to be thirteen hundred millions

of people in the world. Of these, it is estimated

that twelve hundred and twenty-five millions wear
cotton, seven hundred millions exclusively and
the balance partially. Of the remaining seventy-

five millions, fifty millions go naked and twenty-

five millions wear skins of animals.

—The California Farmer of January 21, speaks

quite enthusiastically of the great activity of far-

mers in that State. "Hill sides and hill tops to

the very summit are being brought under the do-

minion of that SiDord of the Earth, that divides

limb from limb, and particle from particle, and
prepares it for that "Baptismal Font" which shall

fulfil its destiny. What would the farmers of the

East say to see the furrows of our grain planters,

one, two and three miles long 'straight' as an
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arrow, and to see ten, twenty, forty, or one hun-

dred sets of ploughs in our own grand valleys all

at work at the same time, some single owners hav-

ing forty "gang ploughs," two, four, or six ploughs

each at work. Let our Eastern farmers come here

and we will show them such ploughing scenes as

they never dreamed of before."

—The Germantown Telegraph says that the old

Montgomery County Agricultural Society, Pa.,

has never encouraged horse racing, and its fairs

have been well-attended by the best and most re-

spectable practical farmers in the county, and

always satisfactorily sustained.

—The Australian Meat Importing Company re-

cently gave an entertainment to a company of

English working men and their wives, at which

Australian meats preserved with sugar and salt

was served in various forms. Though some of

the dishes were rather salt, the meats differed but

little from that of animals slaughtered in England.

—It is said that the government of Ontario,

(Can.,) is about to undertake the experiment of

draining the "Greenock Swamp," comprising some

92,000 acres. The expense is estimated at some-

thing over $241,669. On a portion of this track it

will be necessary to raise the water by steam

power. It is believed that after draining, the land

will be worth about twice the cost of the work.

—A Detroit correspondent of the Boston Com-
mercial Bulletin, says that one reason why more

sheep than usual have been slaughtered the past

season in Michigan is the fact that the demand for

sheep to be taken West to stock new farms, here-

tofore amounting to many thousand a year, has

ceased, and consequently this surplus must be

otherwise disposed of. The writer says the far-

mers of Michigan to-day have all the sheep they

can feed, and more than were on hand one year

ago.

—Previous to the war but little India cotton was

sent to Europe. But during the war one and a

half million bales were sent to England alone.

The sudden development of this trade had a

strange effect. Fabulous fortunes were made in a

few months, and gold became so plentiful as to be

a positive burden. The people went crazy about

cotton and neglected to grow food, until a famine

brought them to their senses. The Dixie Farmer
thinks the South may take a lesson from the ex-

perience of India.

—A correspondent of the Maine Farmer writes

:

Three years ago last spring I took up several small

elms from a thick growth, (they were from two to

four inches through, and from twelve to fifteen

feet high,) and transplanted them. I cut the tops

of the trees off, broke a piece of glass as near the

size of the tree as I could, and placed on the top.

I then put a piece of woolen cloth over the glass,

brought it down six or eight inches over the end,

and tied with woolen yarn. The sprouts started

oat close up to the top, and on one a sprout started

within half an inch of the glass, broke through

the cloth, and in two years grew eighteen inches.

Every tree remained perfectly sound. I left one

tree without protection, which died.

—A member of the Oneida Community writing

on the importance of mulching fruit trees and
plants of every kind, says, that he mulched a row
of the Franconia raspberry, and also one of the

Philadelphia, side by side. The effect was very

marked. While the Franconias which were not

mulched were literally scorched, and the leaves

crumpled in the sun, the row which received the

mulching, carried through nearly double the crop

of fruit. The material used for mulching was old,

half-decayed buckwheat straw.

—Quite extensive preparations are being mad*"

for engaging in the cultivation of silk in California.

One firm in Los Angelos county is putting out

60,000 mulberry trees, as a first instalment toward

making silk on a very extended scale. Thf y have

a beautiful rancho at San Gabriel Mission, nine

miles above Los Angelos. They have hired forty

families of Chinese, skilled silk-workers, who are

engaged for four years, and will be comfortably

housed in adobe cottages, with ample gardens.

At the expiration of the term, each family will be

entitled to a deed of ownership for its house and
garden.

—The Maine Farmer makes honorable mention

of large colts belonging to the following parties:

Joseph Knowles of Belgrade, two years old last

May, weight 1110 lbs.; M. A. Goodrich of Bing-

ham, two years old last June, weight 1100 lbs.;

H. B. Knight, Hollis Centre, a "Gideon" colt, three

years old, 16;| hands high, weight 1250 lbs. ; Chas.

Shaw, Dexter, one year old last June, good bay

color, weight 1145 lbs. The sire and dam of this

last mentioned colt were both raised in Woodstock,

N, B., and are of Clydsdale and Messenger blood,

and superior work horses. The sire, now five

years old, weighs 1300 lbs., and the dam, still

owned by Mr. Shaw, also weighs 1300 lbs.—a clean

limbed, good styled animal.

HoESE Racing at the West.—At the recent

Iowa Agricultural Convention, all the speakers

but one objected to the continuance of ihc turf

tests. They could not see the use of pay in y; $ 00

or $'400 to owners of horses that were go ;d for

nothing but racing. The State Board changed the

premium list for 1869 so as to exclude all horses

that have ever "gone for money."

The Illinois State Board at its late meeting, ad-

hered to Its resolution of last year, prohibiting

racing under the rules of the track.

The Michigan State Agricultural Society at its

late annual meeting discussed the prohibition of

r icing at Agricultural Fairs, and Itft the nutter in

the hands of the Board of Managers of the several

county societies.
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PLANTING THE SEED.

AViNG prepared

the soil and pro-

vided the neces-

sary conditions

for the growth

of the plant, the

next step is the

planting of the

seed, and this is

a matter of no

small import-

ance. The best

seeds must be

selected. Plant

only such as are

plump and well ripened and pure. It is a

waste of labor and soil to plant imperfect,

shrivelled and foul seeds. Many seeds re-

quire some preparation for the soil. Wheat

should be prepared by soaking in brine, solu-

tions of copperas or saltpetre. Put the grain

into a sufficient quantity of the solution to

cover it ; then stir it, and skim off all seeds

that float upon the surface. Thus you will re-

move most of the weed seeds and imperfect

grains. After soaking a proper time, pour oflf

the liquid and dry the grain by mixing it with

a sufficient quantity of plaster or ashes.

The drill is now generally admitted to be

the best means of putting in wheat. It re-

quires less seed, and puts it in the proper

depth. In the autumn, if the land is in a suit-

able state, there is little danger of putting it

in too deep. In the spring, especially if the

soil is wet, there is danger that it may fail to

germinate if put in too deeply.

Corn, too, should be prepared in the same

way, as a security against worms and birds.

Soaking in a solution of copperas is probably

the best thing for corn. Some prefer a little

tar dissolved in hot water. The corn should

be put into this and stirred briskly, the water

drained off and plaster mixed with it until the

kernels no longer adhere together. Either of

these preparations secure the grains from the

worms, and seem to be offensive to the birds,

and pay well for the trouble of applying them.

Corn should never be planted till the ground

is dry and warm. If planted in cold, wet

ground it will come up, if it come up at all,

yellow and spindling, and will be slow in tak-

ing on a thrifty growth. It had better be

planted late than in a soil jn an unsuitable

state. There is often much complaint thnt

sweet corn will not come up. This is owing

to the fact that much of it is not well ripened.

Sweet corn for seed should be gathered early,

and hung up in tresses in the sun, and remain

exposed to the sun nntil it is thoroughly dried.

It should be lightly covered in a dry, warm
soil. If it is planted too deeply in a cold soil,

much of it will rot before it germinates.

Sweet corn contains but little oil. It takes in

water rapidly, and when there is not suffident

heat in the soil it is apt to decay. Good man-

agement will often save the vexation of failure.

Garden seeds often fail from being covered

too deeply in the soil. As a general rule, it

may be said that the small seeds require a very

light covering. The larger seeds, as peas and

beans, may be covered more deeply. Many
flower seeds fail to germinate from too deep

planting. We should learn wisdom from the

processes of nature. The seeds that drop from

the pods of flower stalks, and from weeds and

grasses receive but very slight covering or none

at all, and a sufficient number of them germi-

nate. Beet and mangold seeds often fail to

germinate from being planted too deeply.

Many suppose the beet seed to be a large

seed ; but the seed as we see it is merely a

burr or pod, each compartment of which con-

tains a very small seed. Every gardener

knows that several plants often spring from

what is called one beet seed. This is because

the burr contains several distinct seeds. Beet

seeds should be soaked a day or two in water

and then covered very lightly in a warm, mel-

low soil. Beet seed we t^nk should be planted

on ridges made by back-furrowing two fur-

rows together. The ridge should then be

flattened by a light roller and the seed planted

on this at regular intervals, and slightly cov-

ered. The seeds of tomatoes, lettuce, cabbage,

parsnips and onions should be covered very

lightly. The ground in which the two latter

are sowed should be made very fine,, and after

the seeds are sown should be flattened with the

spade or a board, or what is better with a light

roller. ^ This prevents the soil from becoming

too dry before the seeds germinate. If pars-

nip and onion seeds are soaked for a day in

water and then dried with powdered soot, or

with plaster, they will be more sure to germi-

nate.
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Much of the grass seed fails to germinate

from being covered too deeply. When sowed

with grain, the grain should be sowed and the

harrowing completed ; then the grass seed

should be sowed and followed with the roller

or brush harrow. Either of these simple im-

plements will give it all the covering it needs.

Clover seed may be sowed before a rain, or

upon the snow in the spring. Sowed in this

way, it will generally catch better than when

worked in with the harrow. When sowed in

the early fall without grain, a light harrow or

the brush will cover grass seed to a sufficient

depth. We would always roll the ground if

possible, before sowing grass seed. It is then

deposited more evenly upon the surface, and

the brush or harrow covers it more evenly and

uniformly.

Many farmers may think that these minute

directions are mere trifling, and of no impor-

tance, but every skilful gardener knows that

his success often depends essentially upon bis

attention to them. Attention to little things

often leads to great results and the neglect of

them to great losses.

USE THE ROIjIjER.

Some three or four years ago we recommended
the use of the roller in the spring upon ground

that had been seeded in the previous autumn to

grain or gi-ass, and stated that it would prevent to

a great extent, the effects of what is called winter

killing. On heavy soil thus seeded down, the wa-

ter freezes in the surface and throws out many of

the roots of the grain and grass. These exposed

to the sun and wind soon dry up and perish. Some-

times we see a large part of the plants on consid-

erable patches of a fleld thus thrown out, and the

consequence is an almost entire loss of the crop.

If the roller is thoroughly applied to fields in this

condition as soon as the fro^t is out of the ground,

these rootswill be pressed into the ground, and

most of them will grow again. If a few bushels

of ashes, or two or three hundred pounds of plas-

ter to the acre are spread before the roller is ap-

plied, it will be all the better.

We are reminded of our remarks upon this sub-

ject by some very sensible and timely words in a

recent number of the IVeitern Rural, in which the

writer advises the use of the harrow, folljowed by
the roller, where winter wheat has been thrown out

by the frost. This is a difficulty to which wheat
culture on the praiiies is very subject. The fierce

winds which prevail there also carry off the soil,

leaving the roots of the grain exposed, so that

plants are often found hanging by only one or two

roots to the ground. In all such cases he advises

the use of a sharp harrow, to be followed imme-

diately by the roller, as soon in the spring as tue

ground will bear the team, without "mashing." He
says, "do not be afraid if you see a few plants

clinging to the harrow teeth. The roller will bury

them in the soil, and they will take root like trans-

planted cabbages." He gives his experience with

this practice for the past eight years, and says there

will be great need of it in his section the present

spring.

Now we may be thought extravagant, but we
have no doubt that the faithful use of the roller

last spring on the fields sown broadcast to winter

wheat would have increased the crop of last year

several millions of bushels. Probably it would

have made up the estimated deficiency of fifteen

millions from the year before.

Where the drill or plough was used to cover in

the wheat, the roller will not be as much needed in

the spring, because the roots will not be as badly

thrown out as in broadcast sowing. But it may
be often used to advantage «yen here, especially

when griss seed is sown with wheat, as the roller

leaves the surface smoother and better fitted for

the mowing machine and rake.

Farmers throughout the country are coming to

the conclusion that better methods of wheat cul-

ture must be adopted if they would save the great

"bread crop" from utter deterioration and ruin

;

and the use of the roller in the spring is a useful

expedient that may be safely resorted to, so long

as broadcast sowing is practiced. When the time

comes in which we shall speak of planting wheat

and shall cease to use the term sowing altogether,

we shall use the hoe and cultivator, instead of the

roller.

A CITY MERCHANT AS A FARMER.
Many of our readers will remember a little no-

tice published la^t summer of the farming opera-

tions in Shrewsbury, Mass., of our friend Joab

Hapgood, whose name was so long connected with

the gun store at No. 15 Washington street.

The change from a Boston store to a country

farm is so great that we had the curiosity to in-

quire what had been his four years' experience, not

on his phj'sical health, as his ruddy countenance

was a sufficient index of that, but on his agricul-

tural enthusiasm, and (arming expectations. We
were glad to find that he is as enthusiastic as ever,

and as ready to talk of cultivation, crops, and

profits as when he turned his back on Washington

street.

His land being at no great distance from Wor-
cester, his operations take the form somewhat of

market gardening, though he still adheres to field

cultivation, raising both corn and hay. His. corn

field this year produced at the rate of sixty-eight

bushels per measured acre. His yellow corn is a

cross of the Webster and Parker varieties—8 rows

and large kernels, of which 140 selected and about

160 average ears produce a bashel of shelled corn.

He showed us a tress of twelve ears which weighed
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five pounds and eight ounces, and measured from

eleven to twelve inches in length. lie spreads fif-

teen loads of about 30 bushels each of manure up-

on the land, and some ten or twelve loads in the

hill. He also showed us a specimen of a very early

variety, which lie said was fit for boiling in nine

weeks after planting, which was done the past

year on the 9,h of June. This is a white or bufiF-

colored variety, eight-rowe . with shorter ears, and

though good for cooking is not a "sweet corn." He
obtained the seed in Roikport, Mass., and says

that he has increased the original size of the ears

about one-third by cultivation. He is now hybrid-

izing it with a larger variety. Specimens of both

these varieties may be seen at the seed store of

Hovey & Co., Boston.

We also made some inquiry as to his manner of

feeding his cows which are the only horned stock

that he keeps. He thinks much of corn stover.

Winters two cows on the husks and st^ilks of an

acre of corn, and tliexlover hay from another acre

of land. His stalks are run through a hay-cutter,

and for a feed he fills the one-half of a flour bar-

rel sawed in the middle, wets them with cold wa-

ter and adds a quart of shorts and a little salt to

the lAess for each cow. Such a feed is given night

and morning. At noon the cows have dry hay or

stalks. From each half barrel mess of cut corn

stover his cows reject as orts from one to four

quarts of the hardest stalks. This keeps his cows

i 1 good order; one of them at this time being In

fair condition for the butcher.

His larm keeps his hands and his mind busy.

In the ttudy of nature as her powers are dis-

played in hybridization, in the various processes of

grjw;b, maturity and reproduction of crops and

animals, he never tires. Every season, every

day brings something new, and he has no desire

for the pleasures and amusements of city life.

WEW^ PUBLICATIONS.
On the Cattle Plague: rr, Contagious Typhus in

i^or cdCalle 1 s Uisiory, Ougin Desur ption, and
'irfalmmt. By U Buu gi.i.noii, D^'tor ot the Fac-
liliit; lie I'aris, Follow of t e Sockly i!e Medicine de
Vari- : Laur^at;of tlie liislitute ct Fiance, Member
oi ihj Leyion of iioiior, etc. Phildtlphia: J. U.
Lippi colt K C).; L ndo . : J. Churchill & Sons;
Bub.on: Lee & citiepa. d 18(i9.

As indicated by the title page, this work is di-

vided into four parts : the first contains the history

of thi^ tyi'hus from the remotest times down to the

prei^erit day ; the second part gives a description of

the disease ; the third gives *.ome plain instructions

feT the benefit of faimers, cattle-dealers, and elai-

rymen ; and the feiurth part treats of the scientitic

means and salV guards to be adopted to prevent in

future buihastate of helpless panic as England

fell i:ito on the late appearance of the disease in

that country.

The author objects to the use of the word

"Pkigiie" as borrowed from the gloomy vocabulary

of the middle ages, and as tending to perpetuate

or cover up popular iguoiauce, and tays the com-

mon habit of confining our observations of dis-

ease *to the phenomena which strikes the eyes,

instead of fixing them on the general causes
by which these phenomena have been produced,
leads to misapprehension both as to the nature and
treatment of cattle complaints. Believing that the

disorder—rinderpest, plague, or ox-typhus—which
was so fatal to the herds of England is the same
as that which has prevailed in Eurcpe from the
earliest times, even from the days of Homer and
Plutarch, he censures the indifference which is

manifested in one country to the fiict of the exist-

ence in another country of this or other fearful his-

toric "epizooty." He regards the quarantine

measures that are frequently adopted on the ap-

proach of diseases as of little avail, for the real

plague, typhus and cholera may be borne along by
the winds of heaven, and pass over the longest dis-

tances and the highest obstacles. Hq does not be-

lieve, as some contend, that the "ox typhus" as h6

prefers to call the Cattle Plague, is owing to any
peculiar organization of cattle in those sections to

which its origin has generally been traced, but to

the climate and circumstances in which they are

reared, and to the effects of the hardships to which
they are exposed in their transportation to market.

In relation to the climate, &c., of the banks of the

Volga, Don and Dnieper rivers in Russia, and the

Danube in Hungary, Mr. Bourguignon, says :

—

In those countries which are damp, argillace-

ous, and swampy, and which are inundated by the
overflows of their hikes and rivers, or l)y the re-

flux of the sea, there is deposited a slimy or brack-
ish water, which a temporary torrid heat after-

wards causes to formcnt; and then a superabun-
dance of life, a teeming vegetation, springs up in
all directions. In the mids-t of this swarming vi-

tali y live and thrive an infinity of worms, mag-
gots, animalculaj, insects, mollusca, fish, reptiles,

birds, &c.; and here, too, all these creatures die
and decay, when this slime, the prolific source of
generations which we might, look upon as sponta-
neous, begins to dry up and disintegrate. Then
from these organic vegetable and animal matters,
in a state of decomposition, escape those deleteri-

ous gases, such as hydrogen, carbonic oxide, nitro-

gen, carbonic acid, sulphuretted hydrogen, and
even phosphoretted hyeirogen.

01 ten to ail these causes of infection arc added
myriads of grasshoppers, which cover the ground,
where they die, aggravating the mats of i)cstiler-

ous vapor which fills the a^mo^phcre. Finally,
the water which slakes the thir,-t of the herds of
cattle is corrupted ; the plants on which th( y feed
distil poisons; the air, the water, and tlie plants,

carry within them a princip e of venom andeleath.
Alter thi>, how can we be surprised if this llaod of
putrid emanations is translormed into a e'onta-

giuus typliic virus, whose sui;tlc and pcsiikntial ef-

fluvia are conveyed by the ox to consideraLile dis-
tances ?

In relation to the power of man and of di Jerent

animals to resist the causes which produce conta-

gious diseases, the author states a theory which
is new to us. He says :

—

"It is an important fact, which deserves our
most pointed attention and consideration, iliat the
vital rcfistauce inherent in the animal frame to
withstand the attacks of these contagious diseases,

is very tar from being the same throughout the
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whole kind. Man, in this resocct, is the most fa-

vored «nd best fortitied; he is able, without much
degenerating, to inhabit any latitude, to ro with a
sort of impunity, if his railing require him to do
so, amiilbt the most pestilential emanations, and to

continue fur hours inhaling their baneful fumes.
We cnuld quote many striking examples of this

resistmg power in man.

Next to man with respect to this power of vital

resistance come the omniverous animals, or those

that cat both flesh and vegetables ; then the car-

niverous, or tho^e that eat flesh only ; and last of

all, the hervivorous, or those that subsist on vege-

tables, in which this faculty is very feeble indeed.

If this theory is correct, if sheep, cattle and horses

oHeramuch weaker resistance to the causes which

generate infectious and epizootic diseases than

othtr animals it should certainly be understood by

farmers. The author of this work says :

—

All vfgetablcs and animals, with the exception
of adult men, whenever thi ir health declines irom
any cause (but more particularly from paucity of
fuod), spontaneously generate microscopic para-
sites, or very minute insects, the germs of which
are inherent in their system. A flock of fleecy an-
imals, wasted i\v dtficient food in dry and parched
meadows, becomes attacked in due time by a par-
asiiical cutaneous disea-e, known as the lUh,
which is enough, if not checked, to destroy the

whole. Nov/, all that is required is to remove this

flock to a more fertile soil, where there is plenty
to feed ihem, and th". disease vvi 1 di appear of it-

self without any treatment. Detieieiicy of food
destroys the health of animals, and abundance ot
food overcomes disease iu them.
Wo selected six liealthy sheep, which we kept well

supplied with provisions; we covered these heal thy
sheep wiih parasites (ac;iri). On every one of these
sound, well fed sheep, the microscopic animalcula;
died olf without generating the cutaneous disease;

for ihe blood, the humors, and the skin of sound
and healthy sheep tfonstitute a soil unfavorable to

the ijropagation of these parasites, and actually
starve them to death.

Alter this first; experiment, we subjected these
six sheep to a detieient diet; ihcy grew lean, their-

blood V, as impoverished, and then all we had to

do was to lay upon them not thousands and thou-
sands t f thete parasites—as we had done in the fir^t

instance—but one solitary female in a state of fe-

cundity ; and the para->)t[cal dl^temper unfolded
itself to fiercely as to cause the death of three of
these sheep on which the test wa^ allowed to run
its course; whilst the other three sheep, having
been restored in time to a rcjovcrablo condition
just as they wereabouttodropoff, were thoroughly
cured, withoui any special treatment, by the sole

iutiueiicb of good lood and ordmary hygenie atten-
tion.

We have copied these few extracts from the first

part of the book, not by way of a i-eview of the

work, but simply as illustrative of the author's

mode of treating his subject. We regard the work
as a very valuable addition to books on cattle dis-

ease. It contains many facts and suggestions that

may have a oearing on questions connected with
the Texas disease.

—Warren Pereival, of Vassalborough, Me., has

a herd of 56 pure blood Durham cattle. His farm

is celebrated for the production of fine breeds of

cattle, liogs and sheep.

For the New England Farmer.

"WHEAT MATTERS.
As your correspondent, Wm. R. Putnam of

Danvers, savs he took the wheat fever from
readinij my at tides, and as he bought soirie

seed wheat of me, I was much interested by
his statements, and regret that liis experience
in wheat culture should have been so inil'avor-

able. Still I am pleased to learn th it he
raised twenty bushels f cm the single one he
obtained at Andover, which was certainly a
splendid crop. About the same time Hon.
Levi Bartlett ofWarner, N. H., purchased ^eed
of me and for eleven yeirs he had only two
partial failures. But, JMr. Putnam tells us,

the next year not only bis whi-at ru t-d, but
his hop's wet e a! o blj,-ted ! Was this brave P

Have his potaioes never rotted? Have his

apple and other fruit trees always p oiuced a
large yield? How Ins it been with his pas-

lures, hi-i meadoi^'s, his oats, his rye, his beets,

his tuinips, his on ons, h-s cows, his ho'ses,

his pigs— are all these unifoimly productive,

uniformly healthy? If not. has he abanloneel
them all? Ate lust anel blight, mags it anel

Hy, drought and flood, po ent for evil to the

wheat crop alone ? • Had I failed the second
instead of the sixth year in the cultivation of
wheat, when the rust reduced my har\est to

twelve jjusbtls p^r acre, I might possibly have
been discou'aged, and, like friend Putnim,
have concluded that it was cheaper to buy
(lour than to raise wheat. But thirty years

ago the varieties of winter and spring wheat
—especially of the latter—were less in number
and inferiftr in quality to those we now have.

Mr. P. says "it costs me twice as much to

raise my wheat as it does other crops and buy
wheat." Some Nev/ Hampshire farmers once
said to me, "we raise oats and buy our Hour.

We get forty bushels per acre and sell them
fjr eighty cents per bushel, and pay Sl8 a
barrel for flour." My answer was, land that

will give fJrty bushels of oats will give tvven-

ty-tive bu-hels of wheit. Flour at $18 is

equal to $4 a bushel fjr wheat. The oats

give $32 per acre; the wheat $100. They
were "astonished at the doctrine," and wiih

one accord said "we will raise our wheat,"
believing that wheat is a safer crops than oats

in a series of ten years, wtiich is undeniably

true.

The farther answers that I would put in,

appear in the Farmer of Feb. 13, simuUane-
ourly with Mr. P.'s article, in the ex(;ell>'nt

and practical eomm inicati ns of Jacob Fuller,

Esq., East WalLn^ford, Vt., and from "J.,"

Uak Hiil, N. Y. 1 need no better indor^rs.

I. thank these gentlemen for their timely res-

cue, and would urge f .rmers to read these

communications for themselves.

With myself it has been a Vicksburc/fii/ht

Irom the beginning, and I hope the po vder

will hold out till the vict,ory is secured. S. 'in -

times an editorial "remark" may show a In tie
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weakness, or a failure may now and then be re-

ported, yet tbe Farmer and other New England
papers teem from week to week with statements

bhovviiig most encouraging success and vma-

bated confidence and hope in wheat planting.

Why then be nervous and fidgctty at a little

'•Tust" that may occur once in five or six years,

which may generally be avoided, if the grain

is brined, ashed, and limed, and planted on
higli, rolling localities, early in spring or the

last of summer, that it may head off the hot

sun and sweating vapors of "dog days."

Is it too much to say that wheat raising

should be the great enterprise of the \ew
England States to-day? The labor of dig-

ging and housing an acre of potatoes, say five

d,iys fjr one man, is at about the same cost as

thr; ploughing, sowing and harvesting ofan acre

of wbeat. This crop is cheaply made. We
hope the farmers, one and all, will put in their

spring wheat early on the high warm lands,

and not forget their winter wheat the last of

next August to the first of September. Fal-

low with clover, if manure is short, or turn in

the mowing sward and sow on that, which gives

the largest yield where there is no manure.

Strong descending grass land is best for win-

ter grain. Henry Poor.
Brooklyn, L. 1., Feb. 15. 1869.

For the New England Farmer,

CANADA STOCK AND KECIPKOCITY.

An article in the Farmer written by a cor-

respondent at Stanstead, Province of Quebec,

complaining that Canada is misrepresented or

not understood in the States, reminded me of

a little incident that occurred at the Brighton

market last October. While looking about

the yards and talking with various individuals

and drovers, I mentioned the subject of Cana-

da cattle, and inquired if there were any in

tbe yards that week. A gentleman replied

that there were a few, and seemed anxious to

show ihem to me. But what was my surprise,

on being shown some of the poorest kind of

French Canadian stock, once called Alderney,

but so degenerated by breeding in and in that

tbey have become so small that they are not

much larger than some of our Cotswold sheep.

1 f.juiid that the Bwghton people thought them
to be a fair specimen of Canada stock. I cer-

tainly felt, a little chagrined, as no doubt many
of our farmers in this vicinity would, under

like circumstances. 1 found that Canada was
regarded a cold, frosty place, and that such

cattle were considered a fair representation of

the stock of such a country.

VV^ell, I must admit that our French Cana-

dians do raise poor stock in* many places, be-

cause, as their fathers did, so do they. Inhab-

iting as they do the richest portions of our

country, they ought to be foremost in trying to

improve tbeir stock; but it is much with tliem

in regard to stock-raising, as it was with their

old '•^rai>teaM," where the horse went in the

middle of the road, which they could not be
persuaded to give up until a law was made
forbidding their use.

The cattle I saw at Brighton are bought
che p and are preferred by speculators and
drovers from your country to choice stock, be-
cause tbey can make money on the purchase.

I would just say that in the counties of
Compton, Stanstead, and Shefford there are as
fine and good breeds of cattle as can be fraud
in New England, or perhaps in any of the
United States. Accompanyinr this I send
you an account taken from the Burlington
Free Press, of a visit to Hillhurst Farm, Comp-
ton, P. Q , M. H. Cochrane, proprietor, which
I hope you will see fit to publish in the Far-
mer at some future time. We feel proud of
such a man as Mr. Cochrane, as he once was a
poor boy and worked out from place to place

for his living. His success is the result of
persevering industry and honesty, and I hope
many of our boys will imi.tate his example.

I see that some of your writers are afraid of
free trade with Canada. The abrogation of
the Reciprocity treaty, they contend, has beeii

of vast benefit to the public chest or revenue.
This may be so ; still I think if a good recipro-

cal law could be made by the two nations

and do away with that numerous class of offi-

cers maintained by both governments for a
space of 1500 miles, for the purpose of enforcing
the present law, a better state of feeling would
exist, and the increase of trade would balance
all the profits arising from the duties now paid
by each government. We are not inclined to

whine because your people will not favor

a reciprocal law. We have shrewd men
among us, good water power, and we may be-

come a manufacturing community. Lumber
of all kinds has advanced since the abrogation
of the Reciprocity Treaty, and your pur-

chasers and builders feel the effects very
much. H. French.
Eaton, Compton Co., P. Q., Feb., 1869.

Remarks.—We have published several no-

tices of Mr. Cochrane's stock, and should be

pleased to print the article referred to, but

our correspondents, just now, claim the lion's

share of our columns. Our idea of ''free

trade" and of "reciprocity" is not realized by

any "treaty" which offers our markets to one

portion of our neighbors on more favorable

conditions than those which are imposed on

our own citizen'^, or on our other neighbors.

For the New England Farmer,

CAN WE KAISE "WHEAT
IN NEW ENDLAN L'

'.'

Having read in some of the last issues of

the Fai;mer, some advice on the above sub-

ject, i veiiLuro to say a word and give my ex-

perience in the matter. Two years ago next
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montb, I had a nice smooth field containing

five acres of rich sandy loam, about sixty or

seventy feet above the bed of the thirl branch

of White river, on which my farai is situated,

and inclining to the north east. The spring

before, 1 had broken this field, planted it to

corn, manuring in the hiU at the rate of about

eight cords to the acre, and had a good crop

of about fifty bushels to the acre. The spring

of 18G7, 1 ploughed this piece nicely, pro-

cured the best seed I could find, and sowed it

to wheat the last days of April. Afcer plough-

ing I spread about seven cords of clear sheep

Qianure on the poorest parts to make the piece

as even as possible, and seeded with two and
a half bushels herdsgrass and forty pounds
clover seed. About the fir^t of June I spread

a light coat of leached a^hes on the whole

piece. On account of heavy showers just be-

fore the grain was ripe, it could not be cradled,

but it was mowed aud saved with much care,

not shelling at all. It was threshed with a

machine soon after and not exposed to waste

by threshing or oti erwise, and the yield was
sixty-four iRishels of inferior quality.

Now I am sure that this crop was not as

profitable to me as oats would have been, but

perhaps what I lost in that crop I have, and
shall gain in the grass crops fiom the same
piece. Last year the t wo crops were estimated

at over three tons to the acre.

This is the best wheat land I have, and it

seems t»o me that if I should follow Mr. Ba-
ker's advice of February 27, it would not pay
me very well "to sow wheat where I raise

corn the year before, without regard to the

location of the piece." s.

West Randolph, Vt., March 1, 1869.

For the New Kngland Farmer.

SUGAB MAKING.
With most of the recommendation = sug-

gested by the members of the Westminster,
Vt., Farmers' Club, in the report of their dis-

<'.ussion of this subject recently printed in the

Farmer, I am well pleased, while there are a

few which 1 cannot approve. Mr. N. G.
Pierce says, he prtfers the wooden spouts,

with a bit of half inch, boring three inches

deep. He thinks the amount of sap drawn
from the tree depends more upon the depth of

the hole than on its size. Though but a boy,

I have made sugar every spring since I was
large enough to ilo so, and I find that I get
just as much sap by boring | inch deep as by
boring three or four inches deep. I bslieve

no tree should be bored more than one inch
in depth, if the perpetuity of the orchard is

desired. I prefer a three-tighths bit and
wooden spouts. Pare off the rough bark
bore I inch deep, and drive a nail just below
the spout and hang on the bucket.

Mr. O. Teck says two spouts will run as

much again as one, and if the tree is of good
size you may pui two, three or four buckets

to a tree. I have always noticed where we
have bored two holes, say from six to eight

inches apart, using two spouts and one bucket,

we get no more sap during the season than

we should from one spout. If the tree is of

good size we may tap twice, Ubing two spouts

and two buckets. Spouts should fit in the

bark and not in the wood.
Perhaps a description of some of the arches

in use here will interest sugar makers in other

sections. In some cases, they are built of the

right length and breadth for the number of

kettles or size of pans used. For kettles,

they are three feet high; for pans, about t*vo.

The back end is built plain the same as the

sides—the chimney being on the left hand
front corner. Then through the middle of

the arch, lengthwise, is laid a tier of bricks as

high as the sides, and extending from the end
to within one foot and a half of the back, and
the lefc hand of the front being bricked up.

In the half of the arch next the chimney,

stones are raised so as to throw ^he blaze

against the bottom of the kettle.

Another way which is very good, is to build

the arch about three feet high, and of a length

and breadth according to the number of ket-

tles you set. The kettles should be set in a

line one after the other ; the chimney being

upon the farther end. With arches properly

built afer either of these plans a great saving

of wood is efF'cted, and this is becoming with

us an object of much importance. In the first

plan the fire travels back on the opposite side

of the division, instead of blazing up into the

air, as I have ofcen seen it, through chimui^ys

of good height.

Another convenient arrangement is to have

the sap- holder a little higher than the top cf

the arch, so that by the use of a piece of pipe

and a stop cock the sap may flow continuously

into the evaporator, but so slowly as not to

check the boiling as is done when a bucketful

of cold sap is poured in. a. c, jr.

Bdhd, Me., March 8, 1869.

ADVICE TO DAIRYMEN".

At the recent meeting of the Illinois and

Wisconsin Dairymen's Association, iMr. Wil-

lardof New York, said some excellent things.

Among them were the following :

—

In the matter of securing fine flavor in both

butter and cheese, some points have been en-

tirely overlooked in previous discussions. It

is only recently that the true causes inlluenc-

in<^ the flavor of dairy products have attracted

ou^r attention. And among these the question of

clean, pure water far stock, has not been suflii-

cientl'y appreciated. Milk contains 87 per

cent, of water, and it would hardly seem rea-

sonable to expect that the animals could over-

step the laws of nature and manufacture good

milk from stagnant water
;
yet, such has been

the case, and because manufacturers have not
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been able to make a good product out of such

milk, they have been blamed. With all our
knowledge and experience in New York we
have not been able the past year to obviate

having some bad-flavored cheese during the

hot weather, especially the July cheese. I took

some pains to study this question, and I found
by examining farms in numerous instances that

stagnant putrid water was one of the leading

causes. There were other causes, but this one
was invariable. In one instance the cau>*e was
attributed to the milk of one of the patrons

whose cows had been drinking from fiOg ponds.

This man changed his fences so as to get good
water, and so the trouble ceased. In the

private dairies of New Yoik and England,
particular attention is paid to this matter.

On firms where springs are deficient, the de-

fect is to be overcome by digging a well and
applying wind-power fjr pumping, which can

be inexpensively erected and are durable. It is

the best planto have the water pumped up into

a tank, and to arranged that it can run back
into the vPell after it has stood a short time, as

this will prevent its becoming contaminated by
foul gases.

Another point on which the old dairy far-

mers are in error, in which is the cause of

great impurities in milk, is the bad construc-

tion of milking stables, most of them liitie

better th:in pest houses, owing to bad ventila-

tion, ^o bad are some of them that I have

seen delicate women fiint away in them in hot

weather. Follow the milk which comes from

these places to the factory, afcer having been

confined in the can under a close fitting cover

and you will find it most offensive in odor and
putrid. If there is any manuficti>rer present

who can make clean flavored goods from such

milk I should like to see him and hear his pro-

cess. In this respect the English farms are

ahead of ours. Their milking stables are

open on one side, cool and well ventilated and

milking made a pleasure to animal and milk-

maid. But I must say the new dairy districts

are in advance of the old in this respect. The
West may get ahead of the East yet, as every

th'ng is new Lere, there are no prejudices

to counteract.

I have said dairy farming promised to be re-

munerative and enduring. The statement

needs modification. It does not promise to be

remunerative to those who make a poor or in-

ferior product. It is also ruinous to the deal-

er. 1 have watched the history of failures

among provision merchants, and it is the poor

stulf iii the end that breaks the camel's back.

Afcer you have provided a clean, well venti-

lated milkin;; stable, let each milker take a

pail of water and towel into the stable, wash

the cow's udder and wipe it dry with the towel,

and then proceed to milk
;
you will then have

no filth dropping into the pail, and water is so

cooling and grateful to the animal, that she is
.

quieted, gives down the milk at once, and will

yield enough more during the season to pay

the whole cost of milking. It is an inhuman
practice to cut the cow's tail to get it out of
the way of the milker ; by means of a rubber
band it may be fastened to and unloosed from
the cow's leg.

SHERIDAN'S RIDE.
In his Essay on Horses, read before the Vermont

StUe Agricultural Socie'y, Mr. L. T. Tucker repeated

the following very appropriate lines :

—

Dp from the south at breaK of day,
Biinging tj V\ inchest' r ficsh dismay,
'I he aUriifhtel air iviih ahhudder bore,
Lite a htrald in hitt , to the chief^aiu's door
I'lie terrible grumble and rumble and roar,
Tellirg ihc( b.ittle wa^ on once more
And Bheridau ttventy miles away.

.And louder sti 1 those bil'ows of war
Ih'in Jered alof<g the hoiizon's bar,
Ai d louder yet into WiccheBter rolled
Th'3 roar of ihut red sea nncontrolkd.
Making the blooil of the listetjer cold,
As ht- th jught of the ttike in that fiery fray
And SheriddU twenty miles away.

But there is a road from Winchef ter town,
A good broad highway leading d.jwn,
And there ihrough ihe flash of the morning's light
A stjed ai blaeli us the steec's of night
Was eeei to pasis as w th eaglu's flight.

As if he knew the terrible need.
He stretched a^ ay with his utmost speed;
Dills rose a-d f 11, but Lis he irt wiS gay
With Sheridan fifteen miles away.

Still sprung from those swift hoofs thundering south,
The du t like t'lLoke fiom the cannon's mouth,
Or the trail of ii comet swcepii g faster and fatter,
ForebDding tu traitors the duoai of disaster.
The heart of the steed a ;d the heart of the master
Were btating lilie prisoners a Siulting their Vails,
Impatient to bj whtro the battie field cnlls,

Evi ry nt rve of the charger was strained to full play
With Soeridan only ttn miles away.

Under h's spurning feet the road
Like an arrowy Alpi e rivir fljwed.
And the landsjape fled aw.iy behind
Like an o.:-ean (lying bffore tht wind.
And the stet d, like a bark fe 1 with furnace ire,

Swept on with his wild eye full of fire.

Bat lo I ho is neariiig his h' art's desire,
He is enbfflng the smoke of the roaring fray
With Sheridan only five miles away.

The first that the General saw were the groups
Of stragglers and then the rdrenling troops.
What was done I What to do,—a glance told him both
Then striking his spurs, with a terrible oath
He dashed down the lines 'mid a storm oi huzzas.
And the wave ot retreat wa^ checked there, because
The sitht of th.; master compelled it to pause.

With foam ard with dust the black charger was gray
By the flash of hU eye an 1 the re I n jstrils play
Ho seemed to the whole gre.it army to say,

—

I have brought you Sheridan all the way
From Winchester down to save the day;
Hurrah! Hurrah 1 fjr Shi-ridaa,
Hurrah 1 Hurrah I for horse and man.

And when their statues arc placed on high
Un er the dome of the Union sky,
The American soldier's ti mple ( f faVne,
There with ihe gloriou-" General's name
Be it said in lett. rs b )ih hold and bright.
Here is the steed th .t saved the day
By carrjing dheridaii inio ihi' fii!ht

From Winchi-Ster, twenty miles away.

—Chicago shipped seventy-eight bushels of

wlioat in 18.38. The amount shipped in 1868 was
upward of 40,000,000 bushels.
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EXTRACTS AND KEPLIES.

WHITE WASHING SHINGLES.

I wish to lay several thousand shingles next
spring. I intend to whitewash them either before
or alter living them. How will it do to till a mo-
la^tes Loij!~h!ad with fresh sawed fir shingles, and
pour in lime-water cnongli toeover them ? Should
the lime w.iter be as thick as common whitewash ?

ShouKi ir be warm? Will two or three hours'
soaking be suftii'icnt? e.

Parts, Me , Feb. 1, 1869.

Remarks.—Lime in the shape of whitewash has

been applied to shingles in various ways. Mr. Ed.

Emerson of Hollis, Mass., informs us that he some-

times soaks his shingles in thin whitewash, at

others he applies the whitewash to the shingles as

laid on the roof. He lines with red chalk, then

whitewashes the course last laid down to the line,

and alter the building is shingled he whitewashes

the whole roof. From much expiriencehe believes

it makes the shingles last twice as long as when not

whitewashed. He puts nails not over two inches

apart, and does not drive them so as to sink the

bead, but leaves them so that the heads of the

nails maj' hold up the buts of the next row of

shingles sufficiently to allow the circulation of air.

The late Dr. Brown of Wilmington, Mass., pre-

pared sap shingles by throwing them into a large

kettle in which the whitewash was kept boil-

ing, where they were kept a few minutes and

then thrown out to dry. A roof thus covered

was in good order at the time he wrote, twenty-

five years after the shingles were put on, and
he then added, "it may do for years to come."

The addition of salt has been recommended by

some, but to this it has been objected by others that

the salt causes the nails to rust off.

FRUIT ON A HILL FARM.

Here on the hill farms of Vermont we do not
expect to compete with the orchards of Massa-
chusetts or the valley of the Connecticut in rais-

ing fiie fruit. On the contrary so general is the
imprcs-ion that our climate and position are unfa-
vorable to its growth that but little atteniion is

giveft to orcliaruing. Some sixteen years ago, I

determined to make a little experiment in this

line on my hill farm, l)ut was so fearful of being
laughed at by my nciehbors for engaging in fancy
farming that I procured my trees and set them
out "oil the sly." I fenced oil' a little rocky,
and rather bleak spot near my builJings and set

out i-oine 1.50 trees quite near togtther. Com-
pared with those set in richer and more sheltered
locutions my trees have ntade a small growth.
But coiisidiring the amount of land occupied
and the labor expended, I have been very well
sati.-ticd with their product. For the purpose of
encouraging young fanners on the hill farms of
this and other New England States to aiteii pt to
raise at kast a lew appbs tor their own use, 1 will
give iheni the following statement of the products
of my orchard for the past year.

Merchantable A^jples sold $110.00
licscrved for tami y use 4U.0J
CiUer 8.00
Hay 15 00
Fall Feed 4.00

Reading, Vt., March, 1869.

WINSLOW'S S.\FETY CATTLE TIE.

Calamities like that which recently occurred in

Burlington, Vt., where by the burning of his barn,

Mr. W. R. Vilas lost about one hundred and forty

animals, should induce farmers to adopt some

measures for the greater safety of their stock. The
above cut is an illustration of a plan devised by Mr.
C. P. Winslow, of Westboro', Mass., to release all

the cattle in a stable by one movement of a lever

outside of the barn. It appears to be simple and
practicable, and we hope it may obviate the objec-

tions which have prevented the general introduc-

tion of other forms of combination stanchions and
ties that have heretofore been offered to the public.

BLACK LEG IN CALVES.

I lost five calves last fall by a disease called the
"black-leg." When taken, the calves are rather
stupid, walk stiff, refuse all food, breathing be-
comes labored; they show a disposition to lie

down a considerable iiortion of the time ; are cos-
tive, and appear to be in great pain. Some are
very much bloated, and when dead, the blood set-

tles on the back and neck and in ttie legs. The
best calves usually take the disease and die.

What 1 want to know is, what the uisease is, and
what is a remedy i E. F. Luther.
North Dorset, Vt., March, 1869.

Remarks.—The disease is an ugly one, a sort of

murrain or epidemic among cattle. It is known
by vario'.'.s names, as black kg, black quarter, quar-

ter-ill, joint-murrain, blood-striking, S^c. Some
veterinarians suppose it to be an infiammatory

fever ; but under whatever name it may go, it is a

bad disease, and one that requires great care on

the part of those who have anything to do with it.

We can hardly look upon it as a fever, bLcause

some cattle of all ages and conditions actually

have it. Youatt says that young stock, and those

that are thriving most rapidly, are its chief victims.

He adds :

—

'•Often without any indications of previous ill-

ness, the animal is found with his neck exti-nded;

his head brought, as much as he can affect it, into

a horizontal position ; the eyes protruding and red

;

the muzzle dry ; the nostrils expanded ; ihe breath

hot; the root of the bora considerably so; the
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mouth partly open; the tongue enlarged, or ap-
parently so; the pulse full, hard, and from 65 to

70; the breathing quickened and laborious; the
flanks violently heaving, and the animal moaning
in a low and peculiar way."

Sometimes the animal is in the full possession

of his senses, but usually appears unconscious of

things about him; will stand for an hour or two

without moving, and when moving, staggers.

The disease does not always appear in the same
place. Sometimes the first symptoms are tender-

ness on the loins and back, swellings about the

shoulders, with a peculiar crackling noise, and

there is great sensitiveness to the touch. In

another animal the disease may appear in hard,

scurvy patches of what seems to be dead skin.

These ulcers first appear about the belly, the

quarters and the teats, but spread everywhere.

There will also be several other exceedingly offen-

sive symptoms. The conjestion is everywhere.

This is called black-quarter. The disease is most
prevalent among young stock, and is most frequent

in the spring and fall of the year.

These symptoms will be sufficiently plain, we
think, to lead to a proper conclusion as to what

the disease is when they are present.

Now what is the remedy ? Some practitioners

resort to the most heroic bleeding and purging.

This does not seem to us to be the best course, and

we therefore give the treatment prescribed by Dr.

Dadd in his work on the Diseases of Cattle. He
commences the treatment thus :

—

Spirits of Hartshorn 4 drachms.
Tar-water 1 quirt,
Tincture of Bloodroot 1 ounce.

"Mix the hartshorn and tar-water first; then

add the bloodroot. Drench (dose No. 1).

"The object in giving the hartshorn is to decar-

bonize the blood, and impart healthy, stimulus to

the nutrient system of blood-vessels and nerves

;

and this agent will do it.

"Should the animal show any lameness in the

back or hind-quarters, apply the following :

—

Oil of cedar 2 ounces,
Su phuric ether 2 ounces,
Tiiiclure of capsicum 1 oun-e.
Cud liver oil 6 ounces.

"First, mix the two oils; then add the other, and

shake them thoroughly ; lastly add the tincture.

"The object in applying this preparation is to

arouse capillary attraction, and thus prevent the

engorgements, which, according to the best author-

ities, are everywhere found.

"Four hours after administering "dose No. 1,"

drench the patient with the following :

—

Liojuid tar 1 ounce,
G-lycuriiie 4 oun es,

ThingrutI 1 quart.

"This dose may be repeated at intervals of four

hours, until symptoms of improvement are ob-

served.

"The tar is a powerful antiseptic, and prevents

decomposition and mortification.

"All sores and ulcers must be dressed with pyro-

ligaeous acid, and kept constantly sprinkled with

powdered bloodroot; abscesses punctured with a
thumb lancet, syringed with soapsuds, and their

cavities crammed with fine salt. Wash sore?

about the mouth with liquid tar. If the patient be

weak, give goldenseal in two drachm doses, mixed
with the food."

We have thus gone at considerable length into

this case, because the disease is a terrible one, and
if once gaining a foothold, may spread through a
wide region, and result in great disappointment

and heavy loss. We have made all the inquiry,

and searched all the books at our command,
and have given such a description of symptoms
as cannot be mistaken, and remedies which are

sanctioned by high authorities.

We suppose the doses prescribed above may be

intended for grown cattle ; if so, the practitioner

must vary them according to the age of the ajiimal

treated.

SUPPOSED OVARIAN TUMOK.

In the winter of 1867. Mr. Daniel Griffln, of
Starks, Me., lost a cow under the following circum-
stances. In the summer and early autumn she
began to fill up, and her body became so heavy
and cumbersome, that it was with great difficulty
that she could ascend a hill, or even gently rising
ground. She continued to grow worse, that is,

larger and heavier, until she came to the barn, when
she could hardly walk. She was hearty, eat any-
thing given her, and had the appearance of being
heavy with calf, and was so considered by all who
saw her. In a short time, however, she became so
heavy that she could not stand, and was obliged
to lie down all the time. She very soon died, ap-
parently without any suffering, and was in good
flesh, and hearty to the last. Upon being opened,
a large sack, said to have been of the size of a
forty-gallon cask, rolled out, apparently wholly
unattached. Upan opening this, it had a honey-
comb appearance, the cells being filled with a
watery substance. It was estimated to weigh
about 300 pounds. It might have been attached
while growing, and the supposition is that it was

;

but no such connection was observed. All the
other organs appeared to be in a healthy condition.
Mr. G. and many of his neighbors are anxious to
learn the name aud nature, as well as cause of this

phenomenon. Zen.
Starks, Me., Jan. 23, 1869.

Remarks.—This was probably a case of ovarian

tumor. The attachment was to one of the ovaries,

by a small neck, which might have been ruptured

before death, or when the sack "rolled out."

It is very desirable that in all cases of unusual

forms of disease, farmers would call on veterinary

surgeons, or in their absense upon educated phy-

sicians in their vicinity, to examine and report

upon them. We have no doubt that most physi-

cians would cheerfully do the service.

PRESERVING MAPLE SYRVP.—BUTTER CASKS.

Two years ago I procured several gallon jugs
of common stone ware and filled them full of syrup
made from the first fljw of sap, wci.;hing ten and a
half pounds to the gallon; corked them tight atid

packed tliem in sawdust from seasoned tiinber,

and put them in a cool, dry place. The result was
we had this luxury fur table use during the year,

with all the nice flavor of freshly made syrupi.
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This success in preserving syrup led me to try
another experiment with batter. Farmers who are
accustomed to keep their butter on hand after the
weather has become so warm as to make itdilflcult

to forward it tornarket, have found much difficulty

in keeping cai^ks in which butter is packed from
mildew, occasioned by moisture condensing on the
outside of the ca^-k. For two years, I have pro-
cured shavings of seasoned wood from a planing
machine or turning lathe, and packed my casks as
faht as filled, with the butter in them, so as to keep
them from the air. When taken out in the fall my
casks are clean and nice. Care should be taken to

keep the barrels, or whatever is used to pack in,

from contact witn the ground or anything moist.
E. F. Shekman.

East Dover, Vt., Feb. 10, 1869.

CIJLTITATION OF PEAS.—SAWDUST FOR BEDDING.

I see in a late number of the Farmer that "An
Old Subscriber" wishes to know if peas will do to

sow alone. They are raised here very extensively,
as we get a better crop of wheat after peas than any
other crop we put in, and more sure than a sum-
mer fallow. Our soil is clay loam and black
muck. Sow two bushels per acre the last of
March or first of April, cut enough for seed and
turn the hogs in the last of July and let them har-
vest them, during which they fat very fast.

I wish to inquire through the Farmer if it will

pay to haul oak sawdust one mile to litter the sta-

ble to absorb the liquid, or will it be likely to sour
the land if too much is put on. I know it pays as
far as the stock is concerned, for it keeps them as

clean and nice as though they were out at pasture.
Hudson, Mich., Feb. 15, 1869. L. M. Bkigqs.

Remarks.—On our hungry New England soils

sawdust compost works well. We have used it

ourselves to a limited extent; and some of our

correspondents have used it largely. Mr. B. F.

Kinney used 100 cords in nine months. There is

danger of its fire-fanging. After trying various

plans Mr. K. found it best to let it remain in as

solid a body as possible until he drew it out, put-

ting on water enough to keep it from heating too

much. In the field he put it in flat heaps, two or

three cords in a heap, and a foot thick after it was

well trodden down. Mr. A Cross said, "I have

used sawdust for bedding for ten years, and would

not be without it if 1 could obtain it by going four

miles for it."

DISEASE IN TURKEYS

I have for many years been a raiser of turkeys,
and until withm four or five years, have been suc-
cessful ; since that time my turkeys have been
affected with what I term a liver complaint. They
first refuse to eat, then become stupid, lag behind
the fl ick, their excrement very yellow and watery,
and in about ten days they die. I have never
known but one to fully recover. This year I had
forty-five hatched out and raised but six ; most of
tlicm died of this complaint. On examination, I

find the liver enlarged, and covered with white
blisters. I have bought them in New Hampshire,
grown and fattened thirty -six miles from here, and
they would die of this complaint. Can any of
your readers give a remedy ? David Kimball,
Bradford, Mass., Feb.'IZ, 1869.

Remarks.—We are sorry to hear of any trouble

among the turkeys, as they help us so much in

our Thanksgivings. We suspect they obtain

something on the premises which acts as a poison

upon them, and especially as apparently healthy

turkeys from a distance are affected in the same
way when brought to the premises of the writer.

Are your neighbors similarly affected ?

A PRINCIPLE in breeding.

I believe that most of our cows are spoiled at
the start, for breeding. Many farmers have their
heifers come in late, and they couple them with
anything that will bring them in milk. I think it

all important that the first should be the best they
can find, if the cow is to be kept for stock or for
the dairv. William F. Loomis.
Langdon, N. H., Feb., 1869.

Remarks.—We agree with you that the '[first"

should be tj;ie best of its kind. The strong prob-

ability is that the first impregnation has an influ-

ence on the subsequent progeny of the cow ; or at

any rate, just as likely to prevail as anything that

follows. So if you employ a diseased and badly-

formed animal as a sire, you would scarcely ex-

pect anything different, as a certainty. Like begets

like. We have neglected this matter too long in

all our stock, and especially so in the case of

horses, where only one in ten is of good form, is

sound and has a fair power of endurance. Scatter

your views among your neighbors, and the farm-

yards about you will appear better in a few years.

a diseased calp.

I have a last years' calf that recently appeared
to itch badly ; so much so, that she licked the hair
off her sides and back of the shoulders, and be-

came a perfect scab. I did everything I could
think of to heal it, and am obliged to keep her in

the stancheons to prevent her tearing the hide off.

There is no appearance of lice, but from her ears

to her shoulder is a perfect scab. Can you tell

what it is or what to do for it ? I have raised
many calves and am at a loss to account for this,

unless she had too much cotton seed meal when
young. A Subscriber.

Providence, R. I., Feb. 20, 1869.

Remarks.—Will you apply a saturated solution

of carbolic acid, one ounce in a pint of water,

apply once a day with a soft sponge, and see the

effect ? If the disease is what is called mange, the

scab or scurf will be yellow, somewhat resembling

corn meal ; ttie hair will become loose, the eyes

dim, the appetite poor, and the countenance lan-

guid. Mange is a contagious disease.

PARIS GOLD MEDALS FOR MOWING MACHINES.

Will you please inform me through the columns
of your paper what mower did really win the gold
medal prize at the Paris Exposition ? By so doing
you will confer a great favor on the writer and
the community at large, as we often see circulars

and advertisements of dilf'erent mowing machines
claiming to have won the gold medal.

Lancaster, Mass., Jan. 9, 1869. John Lovell.

Remarks.—A somewhat detailed statement of

the first day's trial of mowers at the Paris Expo-

sition, written by a correspondent of the Prairie

Farmer, who was an eye witness, was published in

the weekly Farmer for July 13, 1867, and at page

399 of the Monthly for that year. Nineteen

different machines were entered for competition.
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At the close of this day's trial only eight machines
were named hy the judj^es for a further trial,—the

Wood machine being No. 1, the McCormick No. 2,

and the Ftrry No. 3, all American machines. On
the final decision Gold Medals were awarded to

Walter A. Wood, of Hoosac Falls, N. Y., and to

C. H. McCormick, of Chicago, III., and a Bronze

Medal to J. G. Perry, of Kingston, R. I., for mow-
ing machines. A list of the principal prizes and

medals awarded to exliibi»rs from New England

was published in the weekly Farmer of July 6,

1867.

WHITE PINES FOR WIND-BREAKS.

I thank you for your kind assurance that the
ashes I place 1 around my apple trees will do them
no harm, and as [ feel inteie ted in, an I wish to

do what I can f-^r my young orchard, I have been
thinking I would, for the purpose of furming a
protection, place a belt of some kind of trees on
the north, and would like to know whether White
Pines vrould answer the purpose, and if so, when
will be the jiroper season to tian-plaut them.

Bristol Co., Mass., Jan. 19, 1869. G. R.

Hem AEKS.—White Pines are easily transplanted,

grow rapid 1 J', are hardy, and will subserve an ex-

cellent purpose as a shelter. Two rows are better

than one, the back row to face the openings in the

front row. You will find capital examples on the

line of the railroad between Boston and Provi-

dence, where they are placed to prevent drifts from

blocking the road. Transplant the last of May,

just as the young growth of the branches appear.

Dig up the sod with the roots, and not allow the

iatter to come to sun or wind. The trees must be

kept thick at the bottom, and in order to secure

this they must be headed down. If this is ne-

glected, the leading stem will shoot into the air,

throw out lateral branches, and the lower limbs

will die and drop off. .

R08ENDALE CEMENT—STEAMING FOOD FOR STOCK.

Can you or some of your readers give informa-
tion with regard to the Rosendale cement,— uch
as is ustd in laying bricks in the Hoos^ac Tunnel ?

I am preparing to construct a water-tight cellar,

and want the best cement to lay the bricks in. 1

understand that the Rosendale cemeiit hardens
uiidtr water, and grows solid with the lajse of
time. If f-o, it is what I and many other farmers
want. Where is it ii'anufiictured, arjd of what
materials, and where to l)e had, and what the cost

per cask or hundred ? And the cost of common
cement, per cask, in Boston ?

Can you or your correspondents give us more in-

formation about steaming food for stock ? Some
of tlie niemhtrs of our club arc intendmg to put
in steam works another fail. Will tho.^e of youi-

subscribers, who are engaged in steaming loot for

stock, give us the desired informal iun ? If there

arc any oljections, let us have them. There is no
question at the present time, that is occui^ying tlie

aiteniion of the tanner, of more imponaiue than
that of tei'diKg stock. V. C. True.

Fittsjidd, N. H., Feb. 17, 1869.

Remarks —The Rosendale cement is sold at re-

tail f .r .$3 2.5 per cask, and can prob ibly be pur-

csiased of any dealer in cemmts, as it is in com-

mon use in most country villages.

With regard to steaming food for stock, we know
of no well authenticated experiments made in this

country. Many experiments have been made, but

not with sufficient accuracy to justify their being

quoted as reliable data. We usually give in the
columns of the Farmer, all that seems to be of
value on this suljeet; shall continue to do so, and
hope for more light from some of the members of

your c!ub.

POULTRY ACCOUNT.

I have figured up my poultry account to the first

of January, and send to .you tor publication if you
choose. The account btgan December 1, 1867,
and ends January 1, 1869. At the commeu'ement
there were forty-six hens and four roosters; six
hen turkeys and one cock; nine geese and seven
ganders, and about thirty pigeons. On the first of
January, 1869, the stuck consisted of titty-six hens
and four roostirs; ten turkeys and one gobbler;
nine geese and six ganders, and twenty-five
pigeons. Therefore there should be credited to
the poultry aboiu $15 or ^20 more. I have charged
the poultry with everytliii'g fed to thfm, except
the sour milk from one cow, and about six bushels
of small potatoes. On the other hand, no account
has been made of the eggs used in a family of
three,—perhaps twenty- five dozen. The poultry
was all sold at Fanenil Hall Market, Boston, and
mostly to D. A. Dunbar aud Nathan Robuins.
1867-8 Poultry. Dr
To 107 bushel Meal $13t 97
"29 " Oa 8 28 40
" ^8 " Corn 116 69
" 5 " Bushwheat 10 27
" 11 " t racked Corn 16 3S
" 15j lbs. Bo .e 46
" 150 " Scraps 4 87
" 7 doz. Eggs 2 70
" Picking 2 30
" Bulphur 10

$316 14
1867-8 Poultry. Cr.
By 90 pairs ChickeLS $260 72
" 1493 lbs. " 51 00
" 485 " Geese 117 16
" 4tj5 " Turkey 126 70
" 49 " Squabs 12 67
< 66 " Fowis 22 13
" 27.^ " Heu Fralhera 4 95
" 15 " Goose Ki alhers 7 15
" 374 doz. Heu'flEggs- 129 22

$731 70

Profit $415 56

Taunton, Mass., Jan. 26, 1869 Specialty.

WHEAT OR OATS ON HARD, ROCKY LAND ?

Can you or any of your subscribers tell which
will do best on hard, rocky, burnt ground, wlieat
or oats ? I saw an account of two brothers in
Maine, raising potatoes and beans on burnt sroui d.
I would like to know their meihod of preparing
the ground, and also of planting. j. u.

Tro)/, N. IL, Feb. 7, 1869.

Remarks.—We should think cither of them
would grow nearly to perfection, on such land,

where a heavy growth had been cut off and con-

siderable of it burnt on the ground. We know
nothing of the mode of culture adopted by the

"Maine brothers," but should think potatoes would
flourish exceedingly on such land wherever it

could be made mellow enough to get the seed in

and well covered over. We have planted potatoes

on newly burned land, alter what we called the

Indian fashion. A heavy home-made hoc was
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struck into the ground at an angle of about forty-

five degrees, the turf raised sufficiently to tlip a

potato under it and back of the lioe, which was

then withdrawn, and the "hill" stamped wiih it in

the usual manner. A fair crop of very clean and

nice potatoes was the result.

SUGAR MILLET.

In a late i<sue of the Farm er I noticed a recom-
mtndation \>y Dr. Lonng of sugar millet as green
food for cows during the dry ."-eason. Doubtless
many of your readers are entirely unacqiiainied
wiih the cultivation of ihis ai ticl , who realize the
imporiance of si'raethingof the kind to carry cows
through the f-eason of short pasiure. Will you
have the kindness to give all mcessary informa-
tion on I he subject, wiih price of seed, and where
obtained ? p. x.

Guildhall, Vt., March, 1869.

Remarks—There are many varieties of millet.

They all belong to the family of the Panic grasses.

The two varieties that are chiefly cultivated in this

country for forage, are the common millet, Jf'awi-

cu7n Miliaceum ; and the Hungarian grass, Panicum
Germanicum. They both yield large crops of grass

that are excellent for soiling or for hay. Millet

requires a rich, rather moist soil, which should be

free from weeds, as the plants at first are small

and grow very slowlj', and are apt to be choked

by weeds on old ground that has not been kept

clean. It is rot an early crop, but is one cf great

value. We know of no variety called "sugar mil-

let.'" We presume that Dr. L. would be happy to

answer any inquiries upon the subject. Millet

seed costs about ^"2.50 per bushel. When sown
for fodder about half a bushel per acre is generally

used, and about twelve quarts when sown for seed.

It is sown the last of May or first of June. It is

cured much like clover. It is an annual, and

must be sown, like oats, corn, &c.. every year.

treatment of dry, sandy loam land.

I have a piece of dry, sandy loam land on which
I raistd aoejut seventeen bu>htls of corn to the
acre last year. I want to get it into mowing. It

is too lar off to cart barn munnre to it, if I liad it

to spare. How would it do to pur, on about a bar-
rel ot ainn.oniated guano, or Bradley's superphos-
phate of lime tu the acre, and ( ultivate it in with-
out iiloiiyhii/g, and sow buck>\heat about the first

of June; ttien plough under iind sow winter rye
and clover to pi /ugu under with the stubble after

the rye comes of! ?

Would yeiu advi-e to sow winter wheat and hay
seed, or seed without any grain ? Would I be
likely to get rye enough to pay for my l.ibor and
hay enough lb pay for cutting for two or three
years ? s. a.

Chatham, Mass., Feb., 1869.

Remarks.—We certainly recommend to plough

the land, for that, in itself, is equal to a moderate
manuring. The rest of your plan is not a bad one,

but would it not be a better one to omit the rye ?

You would get three months' growth of clover to

plough under by the first of September, when the

wheat and grass seed ought to be put in. Then
put in wheat, timothy, and red top grass seed, and

it seems to us. that you would have a fair founda-

tion for good crops. Sow clover seed early in the

following April. Any lands may be reclaimed in

a manner similar to this; even poor, sandy, plain

lands, that have produced s-carcely anything but a

few straggling blackberry vines and stemis of "Ev-
erlasting white." It is a slow mode of fertilizing

poor lands, but it can be done without taking a
shovelful of manure upon them.

SAWDUST FOK BEDDING.

Iwish to inquire through the Farmer if any one
has ever used sawdu'>t(tiom the scasliorc)f )r bed-
ding lor stuck, anel if so, whether its value will
warrant one in drawing it eiaht or nine miles.

Biddeford, Me., Feb. 25, 1869. J. W. R.

Remarks.—It will depend very mu h upon cir-

cumstances. If you have an unoccupied team,

and can occasionally spend half a day without in-

terfering with regular farm work, we think it will

pay for drawing it eight or nine miles. It is worth

something in the first place; because the cattle and
horses lie easier upon it than upon bare plank;

and whatever tends to the comfort of the cattle,

makes them more productive in one way or

another. It is worth much as an absorbent in the

stalls, and is valuable in the soil in two ways :

—

first, by tHking there what manurial agent it has

absorbed, and secondly by its mechanical action

as a divider in compact or heavy soils.

THE "bishop" breed OF HOGS

In reply to John Dimon, in the Farmer of March
13tli, in leuavd u> the best breed of hi>gs ft r rais-

ing pigs for sale and making pork, I will say that

I ihink we have the best breed hire, all things'
con>ielered, called the "Bishop" breed. They are
all white, small bones, with very ttiin rind, easily

fittti ned, and make very large, hand-ome hogs.
The lollowing are the weights often killed here
last fall, vavj ing Ironi twelve to eighteen months
old, that V ere kept till within about two months
of killing, on raw stuff and slop from ths house,
and the lemuinder of the time on boiled potatoes

and meal,—viz. 400, 400, 450, 450, 405, 470,500,
510, 560, and 625 pounds,—average 483 pounds.
Pigs could be obtained in this neighborhood some
lime in May. h. m. b.

Curtis Corner, Me., March 15, 1869.

Remarks.—We are sorry our corre?pondent did

not give some account of the origin of the "Bish-

op breed," as nearly every one interested in the

subject will naturally desire information on this

point.

HOGS IN ORCHARDS.

I have thought for several years that a barn cel-

lar reeking wiih offensive gases was not the best

place to keep hogs through the hot weaiher. 1

have made pens under shady apple tn es, and have
enjoyed seeing my swine on fresh earth aud breath-

ing pure air.

Last summer I went a step further and enclosed
half an acre of apple orchard. My oiject was
two-fold. I wanted ihe range and exercise for the

swine, and I longed to see them root up and extir-

pate the witch grass, which I could not kill by any
common means.
One old Sachem among the four turned in soon

tried his tusks upon the tender bark cf one of the
apple trees. I put on coal tar. This this the hogs
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rubbed off upon their bodies, which made them
loolv unsiglitiy. So I washed all the trees exposed
with whitewash, and had no more trouble.

It would have done you good to see the hogs
root over that half acre. They did it again and
again. They found worms rnd roots in the soil,

seemed to enjoy heir explorations marvellousl.y.
The lot was kept clian of every green thing all

summer, on the surface, while the trees put on the
deepest green and made wood rapidly. A part of
the orchard was Hubbardston Nonesuch trees.

These bore. I was proud of the apples. They
were the finest I ever saw—large and higli colored.

After the apples bfgan to fall considerably I shut
the hogs into a smaller space. This they rooted
over often and deep, so that I was not obliged to

cart in any earth all summer to keep the ma-
nure covtred. Tliey only required wood shavings,
which I believe in supplying copiously, not to pro-
duce fiiC-fang, but to absorb liquids and provide a
comfortable bed.
My experiment was so satisfactory that I have

prepared materials to enclose a larger lot the com-
ing season. If such treatment won't wake up all

the apple trees tliey arc past hope.
Call next summer, if you can, and see plough-

ing done without horses. Wm. D. Brown.
Concord, Mass., Feb., 1869.

AGBICULTURAL MATTERS IK MAINE.

At present people in this section appear to be
more interested in political than in agricultural
reading; almost every family having one or even
two political papers, while a majority take no agri-

cultural publicaiion of any kind. The great in-

quiry is for political and light literature. Take
for instance the town of Skowhegan, containing
about sixty square miles and not less than 600
fanulics—nearly every one of which takes one or
more papers, and reads them carefully. Even
thr)se residing at a distance from the post-offlce

will harness up and ride perhaps miles for their

weekly paper. Yet some of these same men will

refuse an agricultural paper because they live "so
far from the post-office,"—and, in fact, for all these
600 families only about 125 agricultural papers are
received at this office.

But this indifference to agricultural papers is not
the worst part of it. We find not unlrequently a de-

cided prejudice against them, based on the as-

sumption that they are edited by men who have
little practical knowledge of farming, but who
recommend theories which are impracticable to the
common fanner. But if agricultural papers impart
no knowledge of practical use to the farmer, of
what practical use is the knowledge obtained from
his political paper ? The men who conduct them
care little for the interests of the farmer farther than
to secure his vote. To do this, statements and - p-

peals are often made which array one neighbor
against another, and engender stiife among those

whose interests are one. Why shall we run after

these fellows and neglect our own interests ? The
mechaiiic has his Scientific American, the lawyer his

Acts tind RciOlvcs, his Law Reports, &c., the doc-

tor his iMc.iical Depostories and text books, and
they pationizeihem liberally, because each obtains

valuable inlbrmatiou from them. Would you em-
ploy a physician who fails to keep up with the im-
provements and discoveries iu the healing art, or

the lawyer who pays no regard to the progress of

legislation and legal deci>ioiis. From a somewhat
caielul observation among farmers, I find the best

fanners, if not farms, beht stock, largest and best

crops, and in fact, a more thrifty farming commun-
ity ill every particular, where agricultural papers

are liberally pationized than where few are taken.

Our agiicuUural publications should meet those

wants ot the farmer which are met iu the case of

the mechanic, the lawyer, the commercial man,
and the physician by those devoted to the interests
of their respective professions.
Farmers here have paid some attention of late

to wheat growing, but the weevil and rust are dis-
couraging many. Though there is some good stock
in this section there is not as much interest taken
in its improvement as in some parts of the State.
Potatoes have been the leading staple, but as only
about titty cents per bushel are now offered for
them, many farmers are fe ding them to their
stock, as all kinds of marketable animals now
command good prices. In good, times potatoes
have been drawn fifty miles to this market. The
fiirmers here are generally "ivell off" and able to
keep their products for a higher market, to sell

at a lower figure if necessary, or to feed them to
their stojk. Zen.

Skowhegan, Me., Feb. 27, 1869.

USE OF SALT MEADOW MUD.
Can you give information respecting the value of

salt meadow muel for a fertilizer? Also, best
manner of preparing and using the same, and
oblige S. Chapman.
East Dennis, Mass., 1869.

Remarks.—We have repeatedly inquired ot

persons living on the sea coast, or those having

salt water creeks penetrating into their farms,

whether the salt meadow mud is useful as a fertil-

izer ? The usual reply has been—"I do not like

it." We do not know of any well conducted exper-

iments made with it, and wish some of our corres-

pondents would give us information on the subject.

FEEDING HAY AND STRAW.

Going into "winter quarters" this season with an
insufficient supply of hay, and being minus the
wherewithal to purchase more, I adopted the prac-
tice of thoroughly mixing hay and straw, and with
the exception of a small foddering of corn buts in
the middle of the day, have given my cows noth-
ing else. The greatest benefit resulting from this

practice to me, is, 1 have learned a lesson of econ-
omy. Oat straw which I have hitherto regarded
as worthless, or nearly so, as feed for stock, I am
persuaded can be used with profit in the manner
above described. True, it costs labor; and no
person should attempt it who is not willing to give
time and patience to the work. That word thor-
oughly/ must be rendered emphatic to fully under-
stand the practice I have pursued. b. g.

North Montpetier, Vt., March, 9, 1869.

DISEASE AMONG SHEEP.

Can the editors or the readers of the Farmer
give me any information as to the disease which is

very fatal among sheep in this section ? I have
lost within six weeks about one-fifth of my flock,

and some of my neighbors have sutl'cred to nearly
the same extent. Some of my best sheep are taken.
They soon become weak about the hind legs, un-
able to stanel, and die. On opening them I find a
yellowish, globular substance under the skin, ako
about the kidneys, and a large mass of it at the
large end of the heart. This substance might per-
haps be better described by the word jelly. In
fact it appears to pervade the whole carcass. It is

found about the legs, and under the skin of the
head and hack of the eyes a m iss equal to a large
spoonful has been observed. The heart is much
flattened away, and contains a little frothy fluid.

iSome of them have a large quantity, say two or
three quarts of water not much colored among
the entrails, and between them and the film whicU
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encloses them. The kidneys appear to be in their
natural srate, with the exception of this jelly-like,

yellowish suhstance about them. The liver is

nearly black and very tender or rotten. It is not
spotted, nor are there many ulcers in it. The gall

is small. The lungs appear health3\ The bowels
do not adhere, but this yellowish substance is

found about them, and also about the paunch, in

large quantities.
Wy flock came from Salisbury, about thirty

miles south of Plymouth, some twelve years ago,
and no other sheep have been put with my flock.

My young sheep are kept at one barn, and the
older ones at another barn, separated by a high-
way. A stream of water passes through the yard
in which my young sheep are kept, and with these
the disease has been most fatal. The other flock

has access to water at a little distance. The pas-
tures in this section are hilly and dry. Many of
my young sheep have become thin in flesh.

F. A. C. Nichols.
Plijmoutk, N. H., March 15, 1869.

Remarks. — Some of the above mentioned

symptoms correspond with Mr. Youatt's descrip-

tion of a disease known in England as the Rot,

while others do not. Dr. Randall says he has

never witnessed an instance of this disease in the

United States. We venture no opmion as to the

name or treatment of the disease among our cor-

respondent's sheep, but hope some of the readers

of the Farmer may be able to do so.

A SICK cow.

I am a constant reader of the Farmer, but
never have seen anything among your "Extracts
and Replies" relative to a case I have of a cow.
Nearly a year ago she commenced being lame in

her hind legs; apparently healthy otherwise; no
sortness appearing anywhere; a contraction of
the cords seemed to be the trouble, and when walk-
ing, she scarcely will raise her hind feet from the
ground, and a snapping noise is distinctly heard.
\Vill you or the readers and correspondents of
your paper inform me of the cause and remedy ?

Randolph, Vt., Ftb. 1869. e. h., 2d.

Remarks.—We cannot form any definite opinion

without a careful examination of the animal. It

may be rheumatism, or it may be paralysis. You
had better consult some veterinary surgeon.

pedigree.

I have a question to ask you. I have a heifer

and I wish to find her grade. Her mother, which
was from a full-bred Jersey cow, and half Jersey
and half Ayrshire bull, was taken to full-bred
Jersey bull, the result being my heiter. What
grade of the Jersey is she ? I took her last year
to a full bred Jersey bull ; and what grade is her
calf? A Monthly Subscriber.

Blackstone, Mass., Feb., 1869.

Remarks.—Your cow is three-fourths, your
heifer seven-eighths, and her calf fifteen-sixteenths

Jersey.

kicking and stepping cows.
Having seen considerable in the Farmer lately

about milking kicking cows.l will give my method
which has been successful when everything else

h:is failed. Take a strap two or three feet long,
pass It round the hind kgs above the gambrels,
crossing it between ihe legs and buckle it tight.

The beauty of this arrangement is, it does not

worry or tire a cow while she stands still, but she
finds it very inconvenient to do anything else. I

always break my heifers to milk in this way, and
never have kicking cows, neither will they keep
stepping while being mi'ked. j. w. o.
Cum?mngton, Mass., March 1, 1869.

sick pigs.

Tell J. C. Miller, of Fort Kent, Me., whose pigs
are troubled with a swelling of the hip, and are
lame all over, to rub their i,-sues on the inside of
the fore legs with a cob and soft soap, and I will
warrant a cure. e. k.
Bennington Centre, Vt., March 2, 1869.

worms in horses.

The best remedy for worms in horses 1 ever tried
is to give them plenty of poplar poles to gnaw at

their leisure. The greasing process amounts to
nothing with me? l. h. d.

Cornish, N, H., Feb. I, 1869.

AGHICULTUKAL ITEMS.
—A man in Launceston, England, recently lost

his life by the sting of a bee on the jugular vein.

Faintness came over him and he died within half

an hour.

—A couple of red squirrels stole from Ihe barn

of Mr. Bixby, a farmer in South Reading, Wind-

sor County, Vt., sixty bushels of corn, which they

had stowed away in the barn loft.

—In England and France, dried fern leaves are

used extensively fur packing fresh fruit, grapes

especially; they seem to possess, to an unusual

degree, the property of preserving vegetable and

even animal substances for a long time.

—The present class of scholars in the Indnstrial

College at Orono, Me., now numbers seventeen,

the average ages of the pupils being eighteen years.

Of the number, ten are sons of farmers or have

been bred to farm work.

—A correspondent of the Rural New Yorker

says cattle can be fed in winter, on hay, for as

many cents per day as the hay is worth dollars

per ton. He thinks five sheep will eat as much as

a full grown steer. Such estimates are, of course,

very far from being exact.

—The farm occupied by Mr. Hyde, near Alton,

111., consists of 400 acres : 100 acres of which are

fruit planted as follows: 2000 apple trees, 3000

pear trees (of which 2300 are standard,) 150O peach

trees and ground prepared for 1000 more in spring,

500 cherry trees, 3000 grapevines, one acre of Law-

ton blackberries, COO gooseberry bushes, 600 cur-

rants. The farm is intended exclusively for grow-

ing fruit.

—The Maine Farmer notices the following crops

of wheat rai-ed in that State last year. Mr. For-

rest L. Stewart, of Corinna, raised fifteen bushels

from half an acre of land and one bushel sowing,

variety the "Lost Nation." ( ?) Joel Prescott,

Esq., of Northport, raised twenty-six bushels of

nice wheat from one acre. Mr. J. S. Morrill, of

Albion, raised fifty bushels from two acres, lie
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says he has raised not less than seventy bushels of

corn to the acre for several years past, and was

very successful the pastyear in drill planting.

—The Maine Farmer says that Mr. O. B. Church-

ill, of North Part-ontficld, recently sold a pair of

two-years-old steers, six feet two inches in girth,

to Mr. John M. Ames, of West Par^onsfield, for

$190. The latter gentleman very soon sold them

again for $213. Geo. H. P'arr, of West Gardiner,

has a pair of one year old, grade Durham steers,

closely matched, well proportioned, and girthing

six feet and two inches.

—A Maine man gives his method of treating

baulky horses as follows: "Letmc inform humane
men and hosilers, and all who hold the rein, that

the way to cure baulky horses is fo take them from

the carriage and whirl them rapidly round till

they arc giddy. It requires two men to accom-

plish this, one at the horse's tail. Don't let him

step out. Hold him to the smallest possible circle.

One dose will often cure him ; two doses are final

with the worst horse that ever refused to stir.

—Mr. H. Marsh, Hudson, N. H., says in the

Mirror and Farmer that he has made and used a

stump machine constructed as follows:— Take
three pieces of common joists, put them together

in form like the common harrow, letting the taper-

ing or forward ends lap by each other some six

inches, making a place for the chain to rest in.

Cut off the roots at any distance you please from

the stump, place the machine on one side of the

stump, tapering end up, hitch the chain on the

opposite side and pass it over the machine ; then

hitch a good yoke of oxen thereto and you will

see the stump rise. He has cleared about three

acres in this way.

—Of the English sparrow, which has recently

been introduced into New York city, and is grad-

ually spreading into the country, the following

remarks were recently made by the chairman of

the Haddingstonshire, Scotland, Farmers' Club:

While it is true that they do some good by de-

stroying the caterpillar, and the green fly in the

bushes of the garden, yet they were destructive to

the gooseberries ; olten they did not leave a single

berry. They do great injury to the oat crop just

before the grain arrives at maturity. He consid-

ered the sparrows "blackguards out and out."

—One rainy day a correspondent of the Country

Gentlema7i counted the number of clover seeds in

a cubic inch, and estimated that if he had counted

a whole bushel the number would have equalled

27,000,000. As there are 43,560 square feet in an

acre, he calculated that one peck would furnish

over one seed to each square inch of pround. His

estimates showed that a trifle over one pint of seed

to an acre would give ten plants to the square foot.

In seeding his land he waits until all danger from

freezing and thawing is passed, and has had good

success with less than four quarts per acre, sown

after May 1.

ADAM RANKIN'S FARM.
This farm is in Warren County, Illinois, and

contains eighty acres. Mr. Rankin recJvcd $20
at the Warren County Fair, for the best arranged

and cubivated farm ; the first premium of $15 on
twenty acres of corn at one hundred and ten bush-

els per acre; the State premium of $-50 for the

best five acres of corn. One hundred and fifteen

bushels per acre.

The crop3 on this farm amounted to $7100. Com
$1800 ; Surprise and Norway oats, at $-3 1 er bu-hel,

$1530; pork $1800; oher hogs and hor.-es $500;

orchard and vineyard $1000. Cost of raiting c jrn,

$9 50 per acre, exclusive of his own l.ibor. He
says he has allowed no weeds to go to seed for

several years, and now the land is easily kept

clean. Thirty acres of corn was on meadow land,

trench ploughed. Ten acres had one hundred

loads of manure. This was ploughed and cross

ploughed to mix the manure,—the last ploughing

ten inches deep. There was not one hill mis>ing

on the ten acres. Three and four stalks in a hill.

This grew two feet taller than his other corn.

He wants to get one hundred and twer.ty-five

bushels per acre on this field next fall. Moit of

the money made has been returned to the farm in

improvements, drainage, manure, fine stock for

breeding, &c.

His ploughing for potatoes and roots was ten

inches deep. He says, I will tell you how I man-

age my hogs, or what I give them besides grain

and roots :

—

• "I go to the coal banks and get a load, (twenty-
five Imshels) of slack coil and throAV ic on the

ground, upon which I put one barrel of air sla ked
lime, and on the lime one bushel of salt, an'l from
the way they eat it, and from the looks of their

skin and hair it roust he very good for the n. At
least I think it i-; just the thing tor tlicm, and they
will neva- need -nnything else to keep tlicra healthy,

provided thty have comfortable quarters and are

Jn-operly f^d. I have noticed my pigs wlien they
have been >hut up in pens tor one day, run to the

coal pile immediately on being let out and eat till

sati-fiid, and all my hogs eat it just as regiilarly

as they eat their feed. They eat ihe above amount
in one month."

Certainly here arc some very remarkable state-

ments, especially when we remember that the av-

erage yield of com in the State of Illinois for 1807

was but 23 8-10 bushels per acre. That they are

correct is shown by the award of the premiums by

men who had the means of knowing the truth.

Such results show what faith in sound principles,

accompanied by corresponding works, can accom-

plish. Deep ploughing and clean culture were tha

secrets of success. "Go thou and do likewise."

MiLTORD, Mass.—The officers of the Milford

Farmers' Club for the year 1809 are. President, J.

E.Eames; Vice President, Richard Carroll ; Sec-

retary, Abraham Mead ; Treasurer, Richard Car-

roll; Librarian, Elias Whitney; Executive Com-

mittee, Charles Leland, George H. Kendall, Henry

Chapin.
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SHOKT-HOKI3" COW OF DAIRY STOCK.

A few weeks since we gave some account of

what we saw and were told during a brief visit

with some of the dairymen of Worcester

County, Mass., including a brief description

of the Durham cows which are popular in that

section. We were much better pleased with

their appearance than we were with our de-

scription of them. It is therefore with much

satisfaction that we are able this month to avail

ourselves of the skill of an accomplished ar-

tist, in conveying a much better idea of this

stock than could be done by any words of

ours. In presenting the above illustration we

assure the readers of the Farmer that here

they may see ,

"risin? from the scroll,

The image of the thought within the soul,"

which we brought away with us from our recent

inspection of the short-horn dairies of Worces-

ter county.

Of the Durham, as a dairy cow, Mr. Allen,

in his late work on American Cattle, from

which we borrow our cut, says :

—

"Popular opinion, among those not partic-

ularly acquainted with their history or breed-

ing, is widely at variance. They are the

greatest milkers, in quantity, of any breed

whatever—with the exception of the Dutch

—

as innumerable facts have shown : or they

may be comparatively inferior, as education,

keeping, or purpose may govern. We have

numerous well authenticated instances bf their

giving six, seven, eight, and even nine gallons

a day, on grass alone, in the heighth of their

season, and yielding fourteen to eighteen

pounds of butter per week, and of holding out

in their milk, in proportionate quantity, as

well as other breeds of cows, through the

year. Cows so much larger in size than of

other breeds, should be expected to give more

than smaller ones, that consume less food

;

and without asserting that they do give more,

in proportion to their size, it is claimed that

when educated and used for the dairy chiefly,

they give quite as much as any others. That

the inherent quality of abundant milking exists

in the Short-horns, no intelligent breeder of

Ihem need doubt. Our own observation in

more than thirty years' experience with hun-

dreds of them, first and last, under our own

eyes, is to ourself, evidence of the fact, both

in thoroughbreds and grades."

MASSACHUSETTS AQ'L COLIiEQE.

From the Sixth Annual Report of this In-

stitution it appears that the whole number of

students is eighty-five. During the fir.t twelve

months from the opening of the college, there

were admitted, on written examinations, nine-

ty-six students, of whom ninety-two were re-

ceived as freshmen for a regular course. Sev-

enty-four of them, at the time of admission,

were acquainted with farm work, and thirty-

five intended to become farmers, while forty-
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three were undecided as to their future busi-

ness. Their average age was nearly eighteen

years. The general conduct of the students

has been all that could be desired, and it is

especially worthy of remark that there was no

case of "hazing" during the past year.

The health of the students has been most

excellent. No death has occurred, nor any

case of alarming illness. The average ab-

sence from duty, on account of sickness or

wounds, has amounted to less than one day for

each student during the entire year. The

average for the summer term, ending August

6th, was less than one-half day for each person.

Nearly all the agricultural societies of the

State have shown their interest in the College

by voting to pay the term bills of one or more

students, the amount per annum for each be-

ing $54.

At the present time the following societies

maintain scholarships, viz. : The Massachu-

setts Society supports three ; Essex and Ply-

mouth two each ; Barnstable, Bristol, Bristol

Central, Berkshire, Franklin, Hampden,

Hampshire, Hampshire, Franklin and Hamp-

den, HIngham, Highland, Middlesex South,

Norfolk, Worcester, Worcester North, Wor-

cester South-East, and Worcester West, one

each.

Although there are as yet but two classes,

Freshman and Sophomore, a full course of

study occupies four years, and there will be

two other classes. Juniors and Seniors, as in

other colleges, in due time.

From the sale of 360,000 acres of land

given to Massachusetts, for the endowment of

one or more coF.eges for the promotion of ed-

ucation in agriculture and the mechanic arts,

$236,307.40 were received. Two- thirds of

of the annual income from this fund is to be

paid to the treasurer of the Agricultural Col-

lege, and one-third to the treasurer of the In-

stitute of Technology, an institution in the

city of Boston, which is designed to afford to

mechanics advantages similar to those which

the Agricultural College affords to farmers.

From this fund the Agricultural College re-

ceives an income of $8,296.99, besides which

it derives an income of $580 from the Hill

fund for the maintenance of the Botanic Gar-

den. The college farm contains 383 acres,

and cost $37,000. The buildings are put

down as costing $125,000 ; farm stock, $4000

;

implements $2000 ; farm produce on hand,

$3000. Donations have been received from

various sources. The town of Amherst gave

$75,000, the Legislature has appropriated

$70,000, and $100,000 is now asked for the

erection of additional buildings, for a supply

of water, tools, books, apparatus, &c. In

closing his appeal for this appropriation. Pres-

ident Clark says, "the public confidence and

interest in the People's College will thus be

increased, and will appear in the large number

of students applying for admission, and in the

donations which will assuredly come for spe-

cial objects from wealthy friends, as soon as

they are convinced that its foundation is se-

cure. 'For unto him that hath shall be given,

and he shall have abundance.'"

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
Anncal of Scientific Discovery: or, Year-book of
Facts In B'ience and Ait for 1869, exhibiting the niost

important D scovi ries ar d ItnprovenafentB in Mechan-
ics, Ueeful Arts, Natural Philosophy, Chrmistry, As-
tr>)nomy, Ueology, Biology, Botmy, Mintrjlotjy,
Meteorology, Geography, Ant'quities, etc., togelht-r

with Notes on thd progrets ot Science during the
year 1868, a List of recent Soienlific Publications,
Obituaries of eminent sci-ntilio men, etc. Edi ed by
Samuel Kneelaud, A. M., M. D., Professor in the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, &c. Boston ;

Gould and Lincoln. 1869.

To those who have read the successive volumes

of this annual, the announcement of the issue for

1869, is sufficient. But many of the readers of the

Farmek have probably never seen a copy of the

work, although it has been published about twenty

years, having been commenced by Prof. D. A.

Wells, at present employed by the treasury de-

partment as special revenue commissioner. The

character of the Annual of Scientific Discovery is

indicated by its title-page, and is simply an ac-

count of the discoveries and improvements that

have been made in the various departments of Sci-

ence and Arts in all parts of the world during the

past year.

In looking over the volume we noticed among
the statements of facts indicating the progress of

chemistry, an account of "Dry-earth Disinfection."

We are told that "this system is destined soon to

attract a large share of attention throughout the

world from physicians, and from sanitarians gen-

erally," and it is pronounced by Dr. Mouatt, the

Inspector General of gaols in England, to be

"without exception, the greatest public benefit con-

ferred by a private individual, in a matter so es-

sential to public health, that he is acquainted

with." Now what is this wonderful scientific dis-

covery ? Simply the application to "closets" and

the vessels of the sick room, of a very unscien-

tific material, known as dry earth, or muck, so

long used by our best farmers for deodorizing,—no

that is a scientific word—for preserving the manu-
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rial properties abounding in their stables, pig-pens

and privies ! Let us, unlearned farmers, take cour-

age. One of our coarsest operations—one that we
almost blush to perform—has become scientific,

and is minutely described in the "Annals of Scien-

tific Discovery ?" Thus profit, health and science

unite in urging upon every farmer and upon every

family the system of "dry-earth disinfection."

INLAND FISHERIES.
As the readers of the Farmer are well aware,

we have always been favorably impressed by the

experiments in pisciculture, or fish growing, in

this State and elsewhere, and believe that it is an

industry deserving not only of careful study but

of a fair share of protection at the hands of our

Legislatures. The sulgect is brought to mind
again, bj' the report of the Commissioners of Fish-

eries, a document of great interest, and containing

important statistics concerning this branch of

industry.

It is gratifying to know that, even with the

moderate amount of protection so far granted,

there is already evidence that valuable migratory

fishes, which had become almost unknown in cer-

tain sections, are once more beginning to return

to their old grounds, and their increase, with the

enforcement ol proper restrictions against those

who would "clean out" the streams for mere
sport, is a question of time only.

The complaint now made in behalf of our inland

fishermen, and those who depend on the tidal

waters along the coast, is that our legislation has
been partial, incidental, and spasmodic; and that

one who intends to make a profession of fish cul-

ture, as others make a business of stock-growing,

is obliged to go through the te^lious and uncertain

forms of special legislation for protection. Unless
he is armed beforehand, he is not armed at all,

however just his quarrel may be. The law recog-

nizes his chickens and protects them ; how it

treats his fishes, the commissioners illustrate as
follows :

—

"He owns the land roundapondof twenty acres,
and a fine spring fed brook, which flowing thence,
rnns to the salt water. He puts up a hatching-
house; digs his pools; makes a dam and flume.
He batches and rears large quantities of trout,
wliich grow rapidly, and' live in the pond and
brook, and go also to the sea in their season. One
fine morning, he finds ha!f-a dozen men fishing at
the mouth of his brook, each one with a basket
full of his trout. He remonstrates. They replv,
'tidal water!' and go on fishing. In despair he
seeks consolation in his pond. Lo! there are
more men with more liaskets of his trout. Again
he remonstrates. 'Great pond !' reply the anglers.
'Over ten acres—free tbwling and fishing accord-
ing to ancient charter!" Sadly he seeks to ease
his mind by strolling up a tri!)utary brook which
comes in through a neighbor's land. Behold!
there is the neighbor himself, with a basket of
trout taken from the brouk. 'Very sorry,' says
the neighbor; 'the trout ma,y be yours; but the
brook is mtneV '

It is suggested that our laws on the subject need
only to be generalized into a system, and accom-

panied with suitable encouragement for the propa-

gation offish, to make our rivers alive again.

The commissioners, says the Advertiser, have
had a variable, but in the main encouraging ex-
perience in the construction of fishways. When
they began the v/ork at Lowell, some of the fac-

tory superintendents looked on with a qui^zzical

air, and suggested that the fish must have a
sbhoolmaster to teach them to go up the steps.

But the shad and salmon which had been waiting

for the chance since 1849 knew better, and schools

of them found their way into the upper waters

without a master. But it is to the cultivation of

food fishes, which long-continued improvidence
has driven from our waters and made a costly

luxury in our markets, that attention has been
mainly devoted. Individual curiosity and enter-

prise had already prepared the way. Methods
which, under the auspices of the French govern-

ment, have made waste and barren waters more
productive than the same area of arable land,

have been tried with remarkable results. And
though the prolonged hot weather last July made
temporary havoc with Seth Green's spawning-

fields at Holyoke, there is no reason to doubt
that the means which have been successfully

tested elsewhere may also be used to stock our
waters with the life that is suited to them—"the
carp, perch and pike, for sluggisn streams, lakes

and ponds; trout for the bounding brook, and
salmon for the clear, swift rivei-."

For the X^eiv England Farmer.

HEN MANURE.—SUPERPHOSPHATE.
I see an inquiry in last week's Farmer by

William Allen of North Holland, Vt., in re-

gard to mixing hen manure and ashes. I have
been engaged in making comparative experi-

ments with commercial and other fertilizers

for the last two years. Perhaps the results

may be interesting to Mr. Alien and other

readers of the Farmer.
I mixed eight bushels hen manure with about

the same quantity of rich loam and one peck
of plaster. I used a bushel of this mixture
to 140 hills, which yielded 144 pounds sound,

and two pounds soft corn. One peck of ashes

was added to three pecks of the above com-
post, to which was also added one quart of
salt ; applied it immediately to 140 hills and
covered it up, which yielded 109 pounds of
sound and 7 pounds of soft corn. No other

manure was used. I left 140 hills with noth-

ing, for a base, which gave 84 pounds of sound
and 21 of soft com.

It will be seen that the mixture without the

ashes increased the crop 72, and that with the

ashes, 80 per cent. These divisions were side

by side and received the same culture, and the

results were carefully weighed and noted.

Two years since, I mixed my hen manure
and ashes,—both perfectly dry,—without com-
posting. The crop was increased 50 per cent.,
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and I advanced the same theory you advance

in your remarks, but the experiment tells me
that theory and practice do not always a2;ree.

I also used Cumberland, Alta Vela, Brad-

ley's, Rhode's, Glasgow, E. F. Coe's, and A.

Coe's superphosphates at the rate of 14 poumls

to 140 hills. The increase was from 50 to 80

per cent.—each kind paying for itself at least

twice, and some three times.

I can raise more corn from one dollar's

worth of good superphosphate than from the

best half cord of barnyard manure I ever saw\

I would also say to Mr. Grow that I shall

plant four acres of corn this season and use

nothing but "special fertilizers" in the hill,

and shall expect to get from 45 to 50 bushels

good sound corn to the acre.

The ground on which I tried the experi-

ment was an old bound out field which I lately

purchased, and has not had 15 loads of ma-
nure for the last 30 years. The end of it on
which I tried these experiments, gave on an

average 46 bushels to the acre. The other

end was manured with sheep manure at the

rate of 12 cords per acre, witfi night soil com-
post in the hill. This proved no better, al-

though any one seeing the corn before it was
harvested would have said that it was a third

better.

The phosphated end required but two cul-

tivatings and one hoeing. The manured end
required two cultivatings and two hoeiogs.

jManure will make weeds grow as well as corn.

Now I don't wii^h to be understood that I

ignore the use of barnyard manure ; on the

contrary I contrive every way to make and
save all I can. My cattle are stabled every

night through the year, and well bedded with

any thing I can obtain, such as leaves, loam,

dried muck, &c. It matters little what it is
;

anything to absorb the liquid.

Af er my corn is off next fall, I shall cart

on the manure at the rate of 8 or 10 cords to

the acre and plow it in ; the next spring, cul-

tivate and sow with wheat, seeding to timothy

and clover. By this method I get better

wheat and better grass, and the land will hold

out longer, than by the old method of apply-

ing the manure to the corn crop and then

seeding down with v/heat. Slill this course is

well enough, if farmers will manure liberally

enough, but this is not apt to be the case

among many farmers. The quantity of the

manure is so small, or the quality so poor,

that the corn gets it all, and there is nothing

left for the wheat, and it proves a failure.

Whereas, if the corn had been raised with

some special fertilizer, and the same amount
of manure had been applied to the wheat, a

paying ciop would have been the result, and
the hay crop would be double.

By adopting some such course as this, many
of the worn out farms might be brought to a

high state of cultiva'ion in a short time. The
wheat crop in New JIainpshire can be doubled

in three years, and there is no reason why a

larger portion of New Hampshire farmers
should not raise their own wheat, and at a
handsome prrfit. S. C. Pattee.

Warner, N. II., March, 1869.

For the Kew England Farmer,

CULTIVATION OF THE tTKAWBEESY.
Thinking that some
readers of the Far-
mer, like myself,

may be interested in

small fruit culture,

I venture to give my
experience, more
particularly with the

strawberry. I have
been engaged in the

small fruit culture

twelve years, and
claim that in New
England the busi-

ness is yet in its infancy, when compared with

New York, New Jersey or Pennsylvania.

It is not my design to enter upon a treatise

on varieties, or their adaptation to particular

soils, but will confine myself to those kinds

which have best succeeded with me. I prefer

the following method of cultivation. Plant

three rows two feet apart, with the vines at

the same distance from each other in the row,

then leave a space of five feet, and so on,

leaving a space of five feet between each three

rows. On this plan the cultivator can be used,

saving much labor. It also leaves a space for

the pickers. After picking, apply a dressing

to the paths, cultivate it in, and they will soon

be covered v;ith vines. Then break up two
feet in width of the middle of your three rows

for the pickers next season. By this mode of

culture runners will need but little cutting.

For this style of culture I should select Down-
er's, Wilson's, Large Early Scarlet, and Agri-

culturist.

For high, warm soils, and for what is usu-

ally called hill culture, the plants are set one

foot apart in the row, and the rows at such

distance that the cultivator can be run between
them. Plants are not allowed between the rows.

If a few of the best plants are saved between

the hills for fruiting, it soon becomes row cul-

ture For this mode of culture I should select

Agriculturist, Wilson's, Cutter's Seedling and
Russell's for high ground ; Triomphe de
Gand and Jucunda for lower land.

Select a piece of land which has been planted

the year previous. After ploughing, give it a
good dressing of stable manure—or muck that

you are sure is good will do,—and cultivate it

m. Stable manure for this purpose should be
well decomposed, as no raw material directly

applied to your strawberries will pay fjr itself

except as a top dressing in the fall or winter.

It is ofcen remarked the more manure the more
fruit ; but in some cases 1 find the more ma-
nure the more vines. 1 have grown 750 boxes

\
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from half an acre of Downer's Prolific and
Early Scarlet witbout any stable manure be-

ing applied for eight years. I used mud, or

rather rich vegetable matter, taken from pond
holes surrounded by cultivated land. This

is equal to about forty-five bushels per acre.

I do not make this statement thinking it a

great yield, but as a matter of interest to some
who may not have plenty of stable manure.

I am often asked the question whether our

markets will not soon be glutted with straw-

berries. Of course I cannot answer positively,

f ut think those who raise varieties which our

New England markets demand, and put them
up in a proper manner, are in little danger of

a glut at an early day.

I do not know that I ever had a good crop
•without winter protection, and never expect

to, unless the ground should be covered wiih

snow. Stable manure is the best covering;

rye or wheat straw. Lay and oak leaves are

good for low ground. Pine needles will an-

swer ; a thin covering only is required. The
mulch should be removed early in the spring,

as it will have a tendency to heat the plants.

1 noticed in the Fai;mek of February 1,3,

an essay by Fred. G. Pratt, in whicli he says

that strawberries grown in the hot lands of

New Jersey are inferior as to quality, to those

grown in the cool climate of New England.
I fully agree with this statement, and should

judge the piece was written by a piactical

fruit grower. I intend planting two acres of
Downer's, Wilson and Ea ly Scarlet, and the

same of Wilson's blackberry, thus showing
my faith by works.

Room will not allow me at present to make
any remarks on blackberry and raspberry cul-

ture, but I would like to hear the experience

cf some practical grower. E. W. Shaw.
^Carver, Mass., March, 1869,

For the N'ew England Farmer.

CO-OPEEATIVB FARMHSTG.

The past season has been an unfavorable

one to commence this novel and important en-

terprise. Late planting, short summer and
early frosts, together with haid soil, scarcity

of labor and team work, are conditions not

favorable to a very flattering report of the first

season's operations of the North P^aston Plant-
ing Company. Nevertheless we will endavor
to give the facts regardless of consequences.

The Original Plan

Was simply this:—A certain patch or field

was hired for a year. An estimate was made
of the cost of cultivating a crop upon it,

whether of corn, vegetables or other produc-
tions. If the cost was e^timati-d, say, at lifty

dollars, we then issued fifty tickets, and sold
the same te A, B, C, &c., at one dollar each,
with the promise to deliver at harvest, one-lif-

tieth part of the crop to each ticket holder. But
if the cultivation and other expenses exceeded

fifty dollars, then part of the crop must be
sold, or more tickets issued to pay the excess.

The Object

Was to induce persons of small incomes to

save up and invest a part of their earnings
froQi time to time in sums so small that they
would scarcely miss the money, while at the
same time they would be paying in advance
for a portion of their family supplies.

The Little we Did.

We planted only six acres of ground the
past season, three to potatoes, one to corn,

the remainder to beans, squashes, cabbage and
turnips. We hired the land, labor, and team
work, bought the manure and seed,—all cf
which was procured with difficulty and at large

prices.

Results.

The outlays upon our potato patches amount-
ed to two hundred and seventy-eight dollars.

The cash value of the crop, at retail prices,

amounted to two hundred and eighty-three
dolUrs

;
giving us five dollars profit.

The expenditures upon our corn patch
amounted to seventy-eight dollars. The cash
value of the crop was only fifty-eight dollars,

leaving us minus twenty dollars; returning
only sevent)-four cents on a dollar share.

This may have a hard look for co-operative
farming, but we do not consider it by any
means as <lecisive. Through many mistakes
and some unavoidable casualties, we obtained
only about half the crop that usually grows
upon similar patches of ground.
Upon our bean field we expended fifty dol-

lars. The value of the crop was tifty-five

dollars
;
giving us five dollars profit.

The outlay upon our cabbage and turnip

patches amaunted to fifty dollars. The value
of the crop was fifty-seven dollars ; leaving
seven dollars as profit.

Upon the whole operation we have lost three

dollars;—amounting to one and one-h ilf (.-ems

per share and the interest for a few months
upon the investment.

"Will this Method of Farmino: Piiy?

Yes, we believe it will, under judicious man-
agement. Our expenses were too large b}'

one-quarter. By hiring our ground for oiil)'

one season our loss may be estimated at five

dollars per acre, and it is believed that at

least ten per cent, on the sum expended should

be allowed for the unfavorable character of
the past season for maturing crops. Witb
these allowances can we do any belter with

our money than to employ it in fanning ?

Suggestions for Future Operations.

Let a few honest persons in each town.ship

organize a planting company, and insteaa ct

hiring ground and planting as w.e havedotie i'.i

tliis lirst attempt, contract with the farniets

round about to plant, sow, and cany thiougii

any crops desired by the organization. All

to be Well cared for, harvested and delive.'-ed
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to the ticket holders, who reside within certain

distance from the plantation. Let the organi-

zation pay these farmers, or contractors, one-

third at planting, one-third at hoeing, and the

other third at harvesting. This plan will give

new life to New England farming. It will

f-imply be subscribing and paying in advance
for our food, the same as we do for our news-
papers, and running the risk of getting our
money's worth.

L. Smith, Manager.
North Easton, Mass., iy69.

Hemaeks.—Having been made a share-holder

in this company as a compliment for a notice last

ppringof the project of our North Easton planting

friends, and having duly received our shareof the

proceeds in cash, we have a personal interest in

this planting company. We regard the result of

this first experiment in co-operative farming as

more successful than could have been expected,

and creditable to that portion of old Massachusetts

soil on which it was tried. Few farmers will lease

their best fields, or those which were well manured
the previous season. The company had to take

such as they could get. The manure applied to

cultivated crops is only partially expended the

first year in the production of those crops. Labor

and team work was probaljly paid for at the high-

est prices. And yet the crops from these six acres

fell only three dollars short of the expenditures.

We suppose the ticket holders were mostly me-

chanics and manufacturers. Now, if they could

have done most of this labor "out of hours" them-

selves, and especially if they could have done it

on their own land, they might have greatly redu-

ced expenses, promoted their own health, and per-

haps escaped some of those "evil communica-

tions" and costly habits which sometimes result

from a different employment of their leisure hours.

For the New England Farmer,

FIRE-PKOOF STABLES.
Is it not a wonder that among all the improve-

ments in farm buildings with which our agri-

cultural papers are blied, that we have no plan

lor building barns in such a manner as to pre-

vent the repetition of such tires as that which,

at Burlington Vt., a few days since, burned
one hunri^red and fort}-hve animals ? I think

a barn might be built without being excessively

expensive that would give time to remove the

stock, even if it might not burn down without

injuring them. Instead of the ordinary cellar,

let the four walls be of stone, the front one

having two arches for entrances. Put a cheap,

but substantial lioor over ihc cellar about six

or eight inches below the top of the side walls.

Let this Uoor be supported by brick or stone

pillars, with as litt;e wood work us possit)le

below the (loor. Level up from the iloor to

the top of the wall with dirt, stone, &c., fin-

ishing with gravel, and grout with cement.

Leave sufficient openings to put down food to

stock, but protect them with metallic trap-
doors. Build the barn on this foundation,
and in case it took fire it would be a long
time in heating through the cement and dirt to
the wood" floor. It is doubtful if it ever got
hot enough to bum, as heat does not readily
descend. As the points of egress would be
some feet lower than the fire there would be a
strong draft of cool air that would render it

possible to remove the stock after the heat and
smoke had made it impossible to approach the
fire on a level with it. The walls of the cellar

should contain windows sufficient for the ad-
mission of light, and ventilation. Judging
by the expense of grouting cellars, I think
that part would be cheaper than a good plank
floor, so that the principal extra expense
would be the under Iloor, and this would be
in part made up by the extra value of the hay
lying next the floor, for it is a well known fact

that the hay lying on a common floor over a
stable is nearly or quite spoiled by the absorp-
tion of noxious gases. I do not present this

as the only or best plan, but as one plan, and
hope others will reflect upon its necessity and
improve upon it, until we shall see all good
barns built with reference to preserving stock
from a cruel death in case of fire, and the

owners from consequent loss. Yours, &c.
R. S. HiNMAN.

Biver Side, Conn., March 15, 1869.

For the New England Farmer,

DEGENERACY OP THE OAT CROP.
What are we to do about raising oats ? It

has now been several years since a good crop
of this grain has been raised in our locality,

and I judge from accounts published that this

complaint is quite universal throughout the.

Eastern States. And when we strive to ascer-

tain the cause or its remedy we have nothirtg

to guide us but the merest speculation. Many,
however, think it owing to climatic influence,

others to the soil. For one I hardly look upon
it as caused wholly by poor soils, as we often

succeed in getting a fair growth of straw

without a corresponding yield of grain.

It would seem to be good policy as long as

it continues to be so uncertain a crop, to sub-

stitute in a degree some other grain. Barley,

eith'jr mixed with oats or alone, is being grown
to some extent with us for this purpose.

The objections to mixing these two grains,

are that ordinarily the barley ripens a few
days earlier than the oats, and also being a
hard shell grain shoidd be ground previous to

feeding. This last however, is not so much
an objection, as teamsters are rapidly getting

in the way of feeding only ground feed to

their teams, which, no doubt, is to be preferred

in an economical point of view, as it seems a
well proved axiom, that uuground grain should

be rarely fed except to young horses.

Indeed nine tenths of all team horses are

probably fed on ground grain, of which corn
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forms the larger part; railroad and canal

horses being fed in this way.

In connection with this subject, I would like

to propound the inquiry, whether agriculture

is ever to be properly reduced to a science

;

or, in other words, am I ever to know with

any degree of certainty just what properties a

certain field lacks in order to produce a good
crop of oats,—f§r we all know that it is not

always manure ihat it needs. For instance, a

field gives a good strong straw, but is very

light in the head. Is agricultural chemistry

going to give us this information .^^

I propounded this query to a noted agricul-

tural writer (Mr. Greeley,) a short time since,

and he replied that in his opinion it never

would I>e reduced to a science in the sense that

mathematics are, but thought we were slowly

Hearing that period. The analyzation of soils

seems not to answer us here ; indeed, I think

I am safe in making the statement that not as

much reliance is placed on its benefit as there

was a few years since.

For the present, then, it would seem our

chief dependence must be on cartful and re-

peated experiment. The writer has a portion

of alluvial soil which grows the largest of

corn stalks, but will not give near the yield of

corn as another portion of the farm of lighter

soil which gives much smaller stalks. The in-

ference of course is, that one field lacks the

necessary ingredients in the soil to give the

gi-owth of the grain, while the other possesses

it naturally. Now if I knew just what was
lacking in the one field, what would hinder me
from applying it artiticially, and thus insure a

good crop of corn. And then again in the

growth of grass. We say a certain field is

natural to grass. True, but why is it.*^ Evi-

dently just because the soil contains the proper

ingredients to perfect its growth. And so

again, if I knew just what went to make up a

good grass soil, might I not by a proper appli-

cation of the necessary parts, convert a com-

paratively barren held to good mowing or pas-

turage. It will not quite do to reply to these

theories by saying manure answereth all things

in /arming, though this is nearer the truth

perhaps in relation to the growth of grass than

almost any other farm crop. It will not al

ways give us a good yield of the cereals

;

some other conditions of the soil are absolutely

necessary, and what these requiremems are is

what we are groping for now in the dark.

W. J. Pettee.
Salisbury, Conn., March, 1869.

Remarks.—Dissatisfied with the results of

the analjzation of soils and manures by the

crucible and acids of the chemist, a French

Professor, M. George Ville, has resorted to

plant growth as a more philosophical process,

v^ith results that have attracted considerable

attention in the agricultural world. Dr. Nich-

ols of our own country has also adopted a

similar process, with most encouraging suc-

cess, on his farm in Haverhill, Mass. And it

is possible that when farmers learn the lesson

taught by jEsop's fable of the reapers, they

will rely more on their own "experiments^'

and less on the "science" of the closeted

chemist.

SOAP SUDS.

A cistern or tank, of the capacity of from

two to four hogsheads, should be constructed

in the vicinity of the sink or laundry of every

farm house, and a system of conductors so ar-

ranged as to lead the suds and slops into it as

they are made.

This liquid matter is a powerful fertilizer,

containing the food of plants In a state of so-

lution, and consequently in a condition to be

readily taken up and absorbed by vegetables

as soon as applied.

Irrigating gardens with soapsuds, after the

liquid has become stale, is a powerful means

of promoting vegetable growth, especially in

dry weather. Some have considered the value

of suds to be equal to that of the same weight

of manure ; this, however, is probably an ex-

aggerated estimate; yet we want no additional

corroboration to satisfy us of its intrinsic

worth, as a vegetable stimulant.

Great care should be observed that the de-

caying matter and suds do not taint the air

about the dwelling, as in the process of fer-

mentation and decomposition sulphuretted hy-

drogen gas is thrown off. This Is an active

poison. When inhaled it acts directly upon

the blood, thickening it and turning it black.

A single gallon of It, mixed with 1200 of air,

will render it poisonous to birds, and one gal-

lon in 100 will kill a dog. Many of our peo-

ple ase not siifHciently careful about allowing

such "sinks of iniquity" to exist about their

dwellings.

—Maple sap weighs eight pounds to the gallon,

thin syrup ten, and thick syrup, that grains at the

bottom, eleven. Trees on rocky hill-sides yield

the sweetest sap. Whiteness of color and a rich

maple flavor depend on boiling the sap soon after

it flows, and keeping things neat as wax. The

sooner sap is boiled the less scum it shows. The

value of maple syrup depends not on the saccha-

rine matter, but on the maple flavoring. The cans

or jars containing the syrup should be sealed air-

tight
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THE APKICOT.

It is remarkable, says Mr. Thomas, in his

excellent work on fruit culture, that a fruit of

such excellence as the Apricot, and ripening

from one to two months before the best early

peaches, should be so little known. In its

natural character, it is more nearly allied to

the plum than the peach, resembling the for-

mer in its broad leaf, and in the smooth stone

of its fruit ; but downy, like the peach, and

partaking largely of its flavor and excellence.

It is budded on seedling apricots, and on peach

and plum stocks. The trees have generally

been planted in the warmest situations, sucl

as the east or south side of buildings, facing

the hot sun, where they have blossomed early,

and been liable to be destroyed by spring frosts.

If trained on a building, such an exposure

should be especially avoided ; a northern or

western aspect is far preferable.

The above engraving was made from a clus-

ter of the most beautiful apricots we ever saw,

that were left at our office by Mr. J. Q. A.

Wild, of Qiiincy, Mass. The tree on which

they grew was trained on a trellis on the west
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side of the house, and sheltered from the north-

west winds, and on cold frosty nights in the

spring was covered with a sheet. The soil

and cultivation in this case was not different

from those necessary for the growth of ihe pear,

peach and other trees. The soil should be

deep and dry, without a wet subsoil.

We give the illustration, and the brief sug-

gestions above, without expecting that our

friends will go into a general cultivation of

this fruit. But as it is not only a delicious

fruit, as well as an ornamental tree, especially

when in bloom, those having suitable situa-

tions and desiring variety in the embel-

lishments about the house, will be glad to

see the apricot figured, and know something of

the habits and method of cultivating the tree.

The fruit, to our taste, is not so juicy and rich

as that of a good peach, but a well formed

tree in the free air, or judiciously trained, is

one of the most beautiful objects to be found

in our gardens.

IMPROVEMENT OP LAND BY SHEEP.
Mr. H. G. Abbott, of North Vassalboro,

Me., concludes a communication in the Maine

Farmer on sheep raising with the following

statement, which was made in corroboration of

his opinion that there is as good encourage-

ment for farmers to increase their flocks ol

sheep as any other kind of farm stock ; and

that if farmers would keep their sheep on

their tillage land they would improve it to

almost the amount of the expense of keep-

ing the sheep the year round.

I made an experiment in this direction

four years since, that satisfied me on this

point. I will state the same, hoping it may be
the means of inducing some to try it also.

I had a grass field of about thirty acres,

smooth and free from stumps and stones,

sloping gently to the west, and of clay loam
soil. One end of the field was so completely
run out, that nothing but white and yellow-
weed was to be seen on the field. Not having
barn manure sufficient to dress what I had up
and this field in addition, I concluded to turu
out ten acres of the poor end to pasture and
after pasturing it two or three years to take it

up and dress it and put it into grass. Accord-
ingly I run a cheap board fence across the
field inclosing ten acres, and put on to the piece
fifty sheep, without lambs, and kept them there
two seasons. They fed it close to the ground,
not allowing a blade of anything to get over
an inch high.

In the spring of the second season I per-

ceived a greenness on the field, looking differ-

ent from what it had for a few years past, and
was led to examine the same, and, to my sur-

prise, I found that there was a sprinkling of
grass coming up over the field. I put fifty

sheep on the second year, and noticed through
the season, that the sprinkling of grass in-

creased ; so much so, that I called the atten-
tion of one of my neighbors to the fact. His
reply was that he had been noticing it for

some time.

The next spring, at the usual time of turn-

ing out sheep to grass this piece looked so

well, that I concluded to let it come up and
mow it. Accordingly I took up the fence, and
when I came to put on my mowing machine
and hand scythes, to the surprise of myself
and my men, I had the heaviest piece of grass

on my farm—estimated by good judges v/ho

helped cut it, to be two tons to the acre, and
some parts two and one-half tons, and of the

very best quality, with hardly a stalk of white-

weed or yellow-weed to be seen. I cut the same
piece last season, with about the same results.

I will state that I put upon the field about two
bushels of plaster to the acre and a very small

amount of grass seed. I also went over the

whole thirty acres in the same field, but found
no such results. I could see from the road
all the season, to an inch, where the fence

was taken up. I will not undertake here to

go into the figures showing the advantage of
this manner of treatment lor worn out land,

but I do believe that I cut as much hay the

two years past from the piece of ground from
the effect of sheep running on it, as I should

from a dressing of yard manure—and the ex-

pense of plowing and fitting, and the applica-

tion of the manure must have been quite an
item—whereas the dressing from the sheep
and the application of the same did not cost

anything ; for sheep are generally pabtured on
land that we cannot cultivate.

One suggestion, more, and that is the im-
portance of going over our grass fields in the

spring of the year and scattering on a sprink-

ling of grass seed. Nothing of such light ex-

pense pays so well.

Queer Hog Fattexer.—A singular dis-

covery has just been made at Cincinnati. It

seems that a man upset his kerosens lantern

into his meal bin, and he noticed afterward

that his hogs ate the damaged fodder with

avidity. This gave him an idea, and by expe-

riment he found that five week's feeding with

kerosene mixture made one of his hog - so fat

that it could scarcely stand. The animal was

then tried into lard with the following result

:

When cool the lard did not congeal, but the

addition of a certain amount of potash resolved

the contents of the kettle into three distinct

substances—the first; a light, transparent oil,

better than kerosene or sperm oil ; the second,

ajell^^-like substance which turned to soap*,

and last, a small residuum of insoluble muscle.
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EXTRACTS AND KEPLIES.

SALT FOR WHEAT—BEANS—PUMPKINS—ROOTS.

"Will some of the many readers of the New
England Farmer inform me if common, coarse
salt is beneficial to a wheat crop ; if so, how much
should be applied to the acre ? When and how
applied : Also is it profitable to plant beans
among corn ? Should they be planted in the hills

or b-twcen them ? Are pumpkins profitable to

plant with corn ? Which is the most profitable

crop, under the same circumstances, for feeding
stock,—turnips, beets or potatoes ?

Brother farmers, and Mr. Editor, please give us
more "Extracts and Replies;" they are just what
we want for information. Let them be brief and
to the point ; and relate to all the different modes
of stock raisisig, applying manures, the cultivation
and harvesting of crops, and all that pertains to
farming, togetlicr with the results of all experi-
ments, whether successes or failures. Natt.

Danville, Vt., March 16, 1869.

Remarks. — The results of experiments that

have been made in the use of salt for manurial

purposes have beea so diverse that we suppose

there is no settled opinion as to its value. Its use

for this purpose seems to have been known in

Bible times, and reports of experiments with it are

found in our oldest agricultural works, and yet it

.
is but little employed by our best practical farmers.

It is also recommended for its destructive effects

on thistles and other weeds. As a stimulant it

must be classed with special manures, and its

beneficial effect depends on special circumstances,

which arc not well understood. Perhaps this is

one of the agricultural riddles which our ftirmers'

colleges are to solve. A correspondent of the

Germantoion Telegraph divided an acre of clover

land into strips of thirty feet wide. To the first

strip he applied plaster broadcast, at the rate of

two bushels, at a cost of $\ per acre,—to the sec-

ond strip, ground salt, at the rate of two bushels,

or $"2.30 per acre; to the third strip, a mixture of

salt and plaster, one bushel each, costing $1.75 per

acre ; and so on throughout the field. The growth
on each third strip wiih salt and plasture mixture

was decidedly the best throughout the season;

the second, with salt alone, was next^ and the

first, with plaster alone, was the poorest. These

strips were sown at different times, extending over

two and a half weeks, to ascertain the best season

for application. Plaster did best when sown when
the clover was two or three inches high, and when
the leaves were wet with dew; the salt did best

when sown just before a warm rain. The benefi-

cial effects of the salt and lime mixture, he ac-

counts for by assuming that it contains sulphuric

acid, lime, chloride, and soda,—four ingredients

most needed by clover.

But our correspondent's inquiry relates to the

effect of salt on a wheat crop. In his American

Wheat Cnlturist, Mr. Tood says, his own experi-

ence is not in favor of the application of salt to

growing wheat, or to the soil where wheat is to be

sown. Still he has reason to believe that on some

soils a dressing of salt has been and may be again

of great value to the growing crop. He advises

each farmer to make experiments on his own
fields, and if the straw or grain is better on the

salted strips than elsewhere, then he may conclude

that salt is beneficial to his land. Mr. Mechi men-
tions a field in England on which the wheat would
lodge unless salt was applied. One farmer there

salted his manure.

Mr. John Johnston, the model New York far-

mer, has received great benefit from the salt on
his wheat fields. His land is a rich heavy soil, on
the borders of one of the inland lakes of that

State, and may have been once covered V)y water.

Some years ago he made the following character-

istic statement in the Genesee Farmer

:

—
"I did last year what I never did before; that

was pluughing up wheat stubble and sowing again
with wheat. It is a respectable looking crop now,
but if you saw the half of tne field that I sowed
salt on, say a full barrel to the acre, I am almost
sure you would order forty or fifty barrels of sec-

ond quality salt to sow in September or October.
The salted wheat stands much thicker on the
ground, is considerably taller, came in ear fully
four days before the other, and altogether looks
richer in every way ; and as I had not salt enough
to sow the whole field, I sowed the half that has
hitherto brought the worst crop and latest in ripen-
ing. Now it is much the best. I can stand in the
middle of the field and look forty-five rods each
way and see distinctly how far the salt came, or I

can walk or ride dovirn the side of the field where
not saltLd, and see the line as plainly as if the one
side was corn and the other wheat. If this won't
make men experiment with salt, I don't know
what will."

Farmers in the neighborhood of the salt works

in New York, where refuse salt can be had very

cheap, have tried it pretty extensively, and their

conclusions as to its value, though not uniform,

has not been such as to encourage its general use.

But Mr. Geddes says in a late article on the sub-

ject in the Tribune, that certain things have been

learned, one of which is that a new beginner is

very apt to put on so much as to destroy or greatlj

injure his crops. Indeed, it is well understood,

that salt in large quantities entirely destroys the

fertility of a soil. It is also known that in small

quantities on some soils an application of salt is

beneficial. In the present state of our knowledge

we know no better way of deciding its effects on a

given field or crop, than by an experiment on a'

small scale.

The other questions of our correspondent must
be handed over to "the many readers of the Far-
mer" whose pens are lying idle for want of a
Subject to write upon.

LYNDON, Vi.

Lyndon, as a township, is six miles square, and
is nearly equally divided east and west l)y the
Passumpsic river. Along the valley of this river,

as well as on the hills to the right and Ictt of it,

are some of the best faiming lands and farms in
this section of the State; and the thrilt and pros-
perity of her farmers speak well for their intelli-

gence and enterprise. Lyndon has produced somo
fine horses for tiic city markets, and her cattle and
Sheep have won a name not only in the ca.unt;y
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and State, but throughout New England. The
Lyndon farmers, as a class, devote especial atten-

tion to ihe production of beef, and to do this not
only raise large quantities of grain, which they
feed out on their tarnrs, but many of the largest

farmers make a practice of purchasing more or
less Western corn for feeding purposes. By this

means thev not only have extra beef for the mar-
ket, which is a source of profitable income, but it

keeps their farms in good condition ; if anything
improving in productiveness and value from year
to year.
As a sample of the beef produced in town, the

following, marketed within the past two or three
week?, may be worthy of mention : Amasa Bemis
& Sens, a pair of Durham oxen, weighing 4150
pounds. This pair received the first premium at

the Caledonia County Fair last fall. Another
pair, three years old, owned by the same, which
M'eighed 3370 pounds. John Howland & Sons,
marketed a pair the same week weighing 3950
pounds. The week following, Chas. Sanborn sent
a pair to market which weighed at home 4230
pounds. One of the pair was considered one of
the best and fattest oxen—it was not the largest
or heaviest—that has been fattened in town for
some time; its live weight was 2300 pounds.
Henry Chase sends a pair this week weighing
about 4000 pounds. A. O. Harris has a pair of
white Durham oxen which weigh 4600 pounds, and
are still growing and fattening well. He wants to
see them weigh 2.^ tons. More anon.

I. W. Sanborn.
Lyndon, Vt., March 23, 1869.

CRACKING rP NEAV THINGS.

Why do the Farmer and other papers crack up
the new kinds of potatoes, oats, &c., which by the
time enough of them arc raised to come into gen-
eral use, turn out to be very inferior as to quality ?

The "Early Goodrich," a year or two ago were
praised to the top notch in the Farmer, now they
are so poor that there is no sale at all for them ex-
cept as teed for stock—no better than the"Califoi--
nias," or the Rohans of old. In a year or two the
Early Rose, and No. 4 potatoes, and the Norway
oats will turn out, no doubt, in the same way.
Barre, Vt., March 14, 1869. A. J. Smith.

E,KMARKs.—As we try to be very cautious about
cracking up new things, we hai-dly know what to

say to our correspondent, unless it is to throw our-

selves on his mercy, with the remark that we find

it a hard matter to conduct a paper in such a way
as to suit every body. Cowper called a newspaper
"the herald of a noisy world" in his day, and if he
had lived till now we do not think he would wish

to soften down the expression. The world is as

noisy as ever. Inventors, discoverers, experimen-
ters, and advertisers, all of whom are admitted to

our columns, crack up their favorite hobbies, and
the poor editors are held responsible for all the

noi;e they make. Would Mr. Smith exclude them
entirely .> Would he shut out everything "new"
from his columns, were he in our place, simply be-
cause it is new, or because he was not certain it

would prove a good thing ? How long is it since

the Jackson White was a new potato ? the Baldwin,
a new apple ? the Morgan, a new horse ? the Meri-

nos and Cotswol^s, new sheep ? the mowing ma-
chine, a new implement on our farms ? the rail-

road a new thing in the whole world ? The papers

that "cracked up" these new things will not now

be condemned. Farmer Burns once asked for the

gift "to see ourselves as others see us;" but edi-

tors need a gift or faculty to see new things as they

will be seen after they have been thoroughly tested

and tried under all the varying circumstances of
thousands of experimenters. If Mr. Smith can

tell us how to acquire this faculty, we promise

never again to crack up a worthless potato, a poor

implement, or an inferior race of animals.

SrMMERING MANURE.
I wish to inquire through the columns of your

valuable paper, if manure made through the win-
ter will depreciate in quantity and quality by lay-
ing in the cellar until fall, if hogs are kept on it,

and the cattle are stabled nights through the sum-
mer ? And if such manure will last as long if

applied to land in the fall and planted next season,
as green manure applied in spring ?

Stjbscribeb.
New Hampton, N. H., Feb. 24, 1869.

Remarks.—If properly covered, as all manure
should be, with muck or loam, the manure in a
cool cellar will not deteriorate in quality. If it

undergoes fermentation it will decrease in hulk

somewhat. But if hogs are kept upon it it will

not be likely to do so. If it becomes finer hj
keeping, it will be more readily taken up by grow-

ing plants, and may not last so long as green ma-
nure ; but the more the manure is taken up, the

larger the crop will be. So nothing is lost in that

direction. We are inclined to think that it would
always be best to apply all the summer made ma-
nure in the fall, and plough it under. That is our

practice as far as we are able to do it.

SEASON IN ORLEANS COUNTY, VT.—CROPS ON
THE FARM OF J. H.

We are having a long winter. We commenced
feeding at the barn a month earlier than usual.
The ground has not been seen since our first snow
storm. We have had but very little extremely
cold weather, and scarcely any rain ; our storms
having all been snow, which will now average four
feet deep. There is but very little frost in the
ground. Grass roots have had a good protection
unless the mice have worked them. We have,
as yet, seen no signs of spring; no robins or other
spring birds.

My cows, ten in number, have averaged the year
past, $62.50 per head, beside what we have used in
a family of nine persons. Four acres in corn have
produced four hundred and twenty bushels of ears,

on sod ground broken in spring, with light coat of
green manure, applied before ploughing. A com-
post of old manure and muck, which was drawn
directly from the swamp to the field the fall before
it was used, an ordinary shovelful to the hill. It

was more than three-fourths muck. One acre of
potatoes, Jackson Whites, 250 bushels. One acre

and one hundred and twelve rods of wheat pro-
duced forty-five bushels. Soil a mixture of gran-
ite and lime with some slate stone. I plough
from eight to twelve inches deep. We have raised
some over #100 worth of poultry.

1 had a two year old htifer which came in May
23, 1868, which gave twenty quarts of milk per
day and made one and a half pounds of butter per
day, June 17th. I sold her for $100. j. h.

Remarks.—A very concise statement of good

farming. Forty-five bushels of wheat on less thaa
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one and three-fourths of an acre; over fifty

bushels of corn, ana 250 of Jackson White pota-

toes to the acre, with an income of $62.50 per cow
on' a dairy often cows, besides supplying a family

of nine persons, are results so creditable to your

soil and your management, that we think our

readers will regret that you did not take a little

more space for particulars, and that you do not

authorize us to give your name in full. Don't be

too moaest.

MAKING M.4PLE SUGAR.

In this section we usually tap our trees about the
20iUor March. The ^ bit is in general use. The
franklin spout, with hook for bucket, is consider-

ably used and is liked well. Tin buckets are pre-

ferred, coi-ting about thirty dolhirs a hundred, and
will last a life time if well taken care of. For
boilin'?, galvanizea sheet iron pans, four feet long,

two wide ana tix incnes deep, are the best, as they
will not stain the syrup ; one being set six inches
hinhtr than the other; the tank for the sap is

sijll hiaher; then we have a tin pipe, with faucet

attached, Icaumg from the tank to tnc pim. Two
such pans wilt i)C)il the sap of one hundred and
iifcy trees. Wc calculate on a gallon ot molasses
from a barrel of sap. Wc boil it down to syrup
in the woods, carry it to the house, strain it, and,
after settling over night, put it on to boil, adding
a half cup of milk to cleanse and to maKe it light

colored. A good nice article is generally worth
about $1.5 J )icr gallon. 1?"aikfield.

Foirfidd, Me., March 20, 1869.

SUGAEING.

I noticed in your issue of March 20, a few hints

on i-ugar making, some of which coincide exactly

v.ith my own ideas of that truly sweet work; tor

you must know, that, though only a boy ia years,

I Jiave had considerabls experience in the bu.-h.

"A. C, Jr.," says he hnds he gets as mm h sap by
boring | inch deep, as by boring 3 or 4 inches.

Undouiitcdly he ciols, while boring the latter depth

is simply "tree !-Iaugiiter," and ougut to be an in-

dictaDle ottonce. I preier to bore with a | inch

bit, and m.t less than ^ nor more than 1 inch deep.

I prefer tin buckets that will hold about twelve

quarts each, as wooden bucivCts get slimy at the

bottom and I'ause tne sap to sour. Wooaen spouts

are in my opinion tne best, as metal ones are apt

to eorroiic, and then they are unht for use. I like

a wire ho.jk from the back end of the spout tJ

hang the bucket on, whicu avoids damage to the

tree by driving spikes into it, and sa\es the chop-

per from uttering oad words on striking his new
axe on an iron spike. Tne sap shouM be strained

before boiling, aud the syrup tettled betore sugar-

ing off. Ui-e a sheet iion pan, six inches deep, in

sugaring olf, and if yoa arc very careful not to

bulm it, I'll guarantee sugar good enough for any
body,—even lor you, Mr. iiditor. G. f.

MiUou, VL, March, 22, looSJ.

EXPERIMENTAL PIGS.

I had two pigs killed yesterday wliich were ten

months - nd f.airdavs old. The breed was claimed

tobeh'li Chester and half Essex by the man I

bought rli2ia ot. At hiii weeks old one weighed 14.^

lbs. aud t£ic other 10^ lbs.; and 1 paid $10 fur the

pnir. '1 lie ciitu'e eosT, ineliiding first price, milk,

meal, kiuing, dres-Miig and cutting Uji,—cv ry-

thmg but (UiA water—Ivds been igi'Gb 05. The one

that was .he smaller to begin wilh, weighed to-day

alive, 44U Ids. and dressed 3iS.3 lbs., aud the other

alive 3sb lbs. and die.^^sed 33o lbs., making lor the

pajr7t31bs.; worth at 16c j)er lb. i^U4.0«, giving

me a net profit of $45.43. I have allowed nothing
for taking care of the pigs supposing that the ma-
nure would pay for that. Nor have 1 reckoned the
intestine fat.

I raised these pigs as an experiment, to see if I
could make anything out of the operation. Have
I tlone as well or better than is usually done ?

Chas. O. Bachelor.
Northbridge Centre, Mass., March, 10, 1869.

castrating colts.

I wish to learn what is the best age and season
of the year to have this disagreeablejob performed ?

Does the deferring it for six or twelve months,
or longer, atfeet the form of the colt ? I have an
impression ttiat such delay tends to develop the
fore quarters of any male more than the hind
quarters. Consequently, if an animal is too light

forward, in proportion to his hind quarters, he
ought to remain entire till the deficiency is cor-
rected ; but if too thick and heavy forward already,
castration should take place at the earliest prac-
tical time.

It has been customary hereabouts for years past
to have colts castrated when yearlings, with few
exceptions. I hope these inquiries will be an-
swered soon, as I have a case in point, a black
colt, sired by "Smith Morrill," (a square built,

heavy-limbed bay, 1300 pounds, ^'2 43" horse,)
which is a very well built, high life trotter, with
head and tail in the best possible position, and
all right except a little lack of depth of neck where
it joins his shoulders, perhaps some would say "he
is too low on the withers." His breast is full and
wide, and his legs are very wide and nmscular,
especially his forward ones at their junction with
the body.
He is large, thrifty, and has been growing fast

evCr since weaning time ; weighed 531 pounds the
day he was six months old, and now at just nine
months old stands 58 inches, or 14^ hands high
forward, and 59 inches at the rump. My query is,

will delaying castration for six months or longer
have a tendency to improve his form in the de-
tective place specified .' Will a change of diet, or
any particular food or treatment have such a ten-

dency ? His feed since weaning has been hay, one
quart cut roots, one pint each of oats and shorts
at night, in the stable, tied alter watering; the
same at six o'clock in the morning ; at half-past

eight A. M., watered and left in the yard till

hitched in stable and fed hay alone at noon.
Randolph, Vt., March 13, 1869. R. n.

Remarks.—The views of our correspondent are

confirmed by Stonehenge on the Horse, an English

work recently published by Porter & Coates, of

Philadelphia, and edited by Dr. R. McClure of that

city. Ordinarily the best time for the operation

is said to be just before weaning, if the weather

is mild. If, however, the conditions spoken of by

our correspondent exist, its postponement to the

following spring is advised. The cold of winter

and the heat of summer are both to be avoided.

AprU, May, September and October are suitable

months.

FOWLS.

I would like to say a few words in regard to the
Black Poland fowls. I prize them very highly,
ami can reeommcnd them to farmers as being
good layers; hardly ever wanting to sit. They
are peaceable about the yards, and 1 consider them
among the be.st fowls I have ever owned.

A Young Subscriber.
Dooer, N. H., Feb. 18, 1809..
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I'atrks' Department.

THE THREE LITTLE CHAIRS.

They sat alone by the briiiht wood flre,

The gray-haired d ime and the agi d sire,

Dream ni; of days gone by;
The t ar-i.rops f 11 on each wrinkled cheek,
Tliey both hid tliou^hti that they could not
As each heart uttered a sigh.

For thfir sad and tearful eyes descried
Three little chairs p'a'^ed side by side,

Agai'irt the fitting-room wall;
Old-tashioned erioui^h as theri' they stood,
Their sea" of flag and their frames of wood,
With their backs so stra gtit and tall.

Then the sire ghook bis silvery head,
And With trembling voice he gently said

—

"Mother, those empty chairs I

They bring us euch sad, sad thoughts to-night,
"We'll put them forever out of sight,

In toe small dark room, up stairs."

But she answered, "Father, no, not yet,
For I lock at them and I forget
Thit the children went away.

The boys come back, and ourMary, too,
With her apron on of checkered blue.
And sit here every day.

Johnny still whittles a ship's tall masts,
And Willie his leaden bullets casts,

While Mary her patchwoik sews;
At oveaiiig time three childish prayers
Go up to Uod from those little chairs,
Ho softly that no one knows,

Johnny comes back from the billow deep,
Willie wjkes from the battle-field sleep,
To say a goodnight to me

;

Marj's a wife ani mother no more.
But a tired chid whose play-time is o'er.
And comes to rest on my'knee.

So let them stand there, though empty now.
And every time when a one we bow
At the Fatber's Ihrone to pray,

We ll ask to meet Ihe children above.
In our Saviour's home of rest and love,
Where no child goe'h aw ly "

—Mrs. H. T. Perry in Evangelist.

DOMESTIC ECONOMY;
OR,

HOW TO IVIAKE HOIVIE PLEASANT.

BY ANNE G. HALE.

[Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year
1866, by R. P. Eaton & Co., in the Clerk's Office of the
District Court for the District of Massachusetts.]

CHAPTJSR XV.

FOOD AND ITS PREPARA.TION,
Time was when puddings were the first course

at dinner. Now they are often crowded entirely

from our bill of fare by the too plentiful consump-
tion of animal food that precedes them. But we
should probably gain much by a return to the old
fashioned routine of dietetics. Our systems are
burnt up, so to speak, by the excess of carbon
which the Immoderate use of animal food sup-
plies

; New Englanders, especially, sufier greatly

from this cause.

In those days, too, puddings were of simpler

style than these that now suit our pampered ap-

petites. A few specimens of those primitive dishes

are indeed occasionally suffered to grice the fam-

ily boaid, but many persons, considering them
mean and meagre, are so careless in their prepara-

tion that the once really nice and palatable food

makes its appearance at table as a mc>s scarcely

fit for the fare of brutes. Take for example mush,
or hasty pudding,—(stirabout of the Scotch, fur-

mity of the English) how often is it seen no better

than the scalded meal of the stable and the barn-

yard, which one must be hungry indeed to eat.

This is made, as we all know, of ground grain,-—

Indian-corn, rye, wheat, or oats—in the simplest

manner, and the best to develope its nuiiitive

qualities. Hence it is particu larly desirable for

the food of children and invalids. Perhaps some
may consider directions for preparing this dish

unnecessary; but I have seen so muck waste and
misuse of God's good gifts through heedlessness, or

ignorance of little matters, that I cannot let even

this ABC of cookery pass without the pointer at

its individual proprieties. And as the worthiest

of college students deem hasty pudding a dainty

fit for festal cheer, and form clubs in its honor;

and as one of New England's earliest bards has

made hasty pudding the subject of an epic poem,

and immortalized his name thereby, I believe

most of my readers will acknowledge the impor-

tance of the following detailed directions :—In the

first place, though it is called hasty padding, it

cannot be hurried ; it must have a good deal of

time and patience to make it what it ought to be.

Use a deep kettle, iron or porcelain-lined. Fill

this with water boiling hot. Sprinkle in as much
salt as for making bread. Set it upon the hot

stove or range, or hang it over a clear fire. Mix
half the quantity of meal intended to be used with

cold water, smoothly, and thin enough to stir

easily with an iron or a wooden spoon. Make it

of the consistency of soup by pouring upon it

boiling water from the kettle, stirring it thor-

oughly the while. Then return it to the kettle.

Stir it till it boils furiously. Then sprinkle in a

small handful of meal (bolted meal or wheat flour

if you wish for something a touch above common),

and, while sprinkling, stir rapidly, from left to

right, ("the way the sun goes," say the old folks)

;

stir till the lumps are all gone; then let this boil

three or four minutes. Then sprinkle and stir in

another handful and wait for it to boil the same

length of time, and so continue till the mixture is

s-tiflf enough to bear up the spoon. It must then

remain, puffing and steaming, over the fire, ten

minutes. At the end of that time take it into a

deep dish and place it upon the table. Eat it

with a little butter and molasses, or syrup, or

sugar ; or with plenty of milk and berries, peaches,

or baked sweet apples or pears ; or substitute a

little cream and sugar for the milk with the fruit.

Cold hasty pudding, cut in slices a quarter of an

inch thick and fried in salt pork fat, or salted
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liird, just enough to keep it from adhering to the

pan, is very nice if well browned on each side;

sugar may be sifted between the slices as they are

piled in the dish, or syrup applied at table.

Cracked corn, or hominy, should be soaked in

cold water over night; tben with twice its meas-

ure of cold water slightly salted set to boil over a

moderate fire till nothing but the soft hominy re-

mains. Grits—cracked wheat—need to be wai-hed

to remove the bran (unless the pudding is for

dyspeptics). Boil them the same as hominy; and

send both to the table with the same additions as

hasty pudding.

Corn or potato starch, arrow-root, ground tapi-

oca, faiina, maizena, or even plain wheat flour,

mixed as for hasty pudding, but needing only half

the boiling, makes a more delicate dish,—to be

eaten with sugar and cream, or a hot fruit sauce.

Ground cocoanut is a great addition to these pud-

dings. S^k it over night in water or milk that is

to be boiled slowlyhalf an hour before mixing with

the other ingredients.

Among the simpler puddings we have also samp,

the whole corn cleared of its hull—(the enamel,

that coats the grain, we may call it). This is de-

cidedly of American origin, the first white settlers

borrowing of the neighborly Indians their receipt

for making it. It is more convenient to make this

in large quantities, and it will keep nice a week.

Take the fairest kernels from the best-ripened

corn-cobs. Wash four quarts and soak it in cold

water over night. Have ready a bag—made by

folding one width of thick crash about a foot long

and stitching it with strong thread in short, close

stitches down the side and across one end and

then turning it inside out and stitching it again in

the same manner. Fill this bag till within three

inches of the top with hard-wood ashes. Wind
around the open end a strong string, and tie it

very tightly, so that no ashes can escape. Place

this bag to soak with tbc corn. In the morning

put both into a three gallon boiler, and pour upon

them cold water till within two inches of the

boiler's brim. Set this over a slow fire. Let it

boil steadily, yet gently, till the hulls are loosened.

Then take away the bag of ashes and skim the

corn into dishes of cold water, in which rub and

rinse it till the kernels are cleared from their

hulls,—which can be skimmed from the surface

of the water. Place in the bottom of the boiler a

small plate or saucer—to prevent the softening

corn from catching and burning there—and return

the corn ; cover it with the same quantit}' of cold

water, and boil as before for three hours. Then

skim it again into fresh water and rub and rinse it

thoroughly. Once more return it to the boiler; if

you choose add a tablespoonful of salt to the cold

water (same quantity as before), and boil it till it

is soft enough to eat. Set it upon the table with

the same additions as for hasty pudding. Some
persons remove the hulls by saleratus, soda, or

potash, mixed with the water; but the original

method—by weak lye—is preferable.

To make the Sunday Indian pudding of New
England: scald half tha milk that you wish to

use and stir into it slowly Indian meal, till it is of

the consistency of thick batter. Then add mo-
lasses to suit your taste; and salt and ginger.

Butter a potter's pan and put in it half the un-

scaldcd milk, and then pour in the pudding; and
stir into it the remainder of the milk—this is to

make the whey, which serves as sauce. If you wish

for a very rich pudding, add coarse chopped beef-

suet and raw apples peeled and quartered, either

sweet or sour—stir in just before placing it in the

oven,—which must be of a moderate heat. Bake
it slowly. Eggs may be added, and sugar used

instead of molasses ; but it is good enough wiihout.

A boiled Indian pudding, made by scalding the

meal as stilHy as it can be stirt-ed, and then mix-

ing with it an' equal quantity of blueberries or

huckleberries—fresh in the summer, the canned,

or the dried berries, swollen, in the wmter—and
cooking it in a bsg like that used for ashes in

making samp, is a very good old-fashioned dish.

So is an Indian suet pudding, made in the same
way,—adding molasses to the taste, and beef-suet

cut in small pieces, with a little salt. Boil this in

a tin pudding-mould three hours. The berry

pudding will cook in two hours, and needs a hot

sweet sauce.

Rice, the whole grain, set upon the table with

the same accompaniments as for hasty pudding is

a very appetizing dish. Or it may be used as a

substitute lor potatoes with fresh meats. But it

needs particular cooking. Overdone, watery, or

clammy rice is miserable. It should be steamed.

Pick it over carefully, removing all unhusked
grains ^s well as all stones. Wash it well by
rubbing it gently in cold water and rinsing it a

second time ; then salt it a little ana put it into a

deep dish that is set in the steamer in the top of

the dinner boiier,—the boiler should be half full

of boiling water. Keep it boiling till the rice is

swollen to the appearance of parched corn, each

kernel separate and dry. It takes a little more

time to cook it in this way than to boil it, but it is

always sure to be done nicely.

[to be CONTINL'ED.]

HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.

contributed for the new England farmer.

Pickled Apples.
Take small hard apples and stick two or three

cloves in each, or cut larger apples in halves or

quarters ; simmer till soft in a syrup made of a

pint of vinegar and a pound of sugar, in which a

stick of cinnamon should be boiled.

Cherries are very nice, pickled in the same way,

with the exception of tying the spices up in a

muslin bag. Leave the stems on.

Salad Dressing for Blanched Cabbage.
Rub a spoonful of wet mustard .^nd a large tea-

spoonful of salt into a beaten egg; when perfectly
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smooth, add half a cup of boiling hot vinegar,'

and half a cup of rich milk or cream. Chop a

crisp white cabbage and pour this dressing over it

just before serving.

Liemon Pie.

One lemon—squeeze the juice and grate a por-

tion of the rind; yolks of two eggs; four spoon-

fuls of white sugar; half a spoonful of butter;

half a SDOonful of flour; a third of a tumbler of

milk. Bake like a custard, in rich paste. Beat

the whites of the eggs with a tablespoonful of

sugar to a stiff froth, and spread over the top.

Brown in the oven.

Ano'her Lemon Pie,

To be baked with an upper crust. One lemon

—

squeeze the juice and grate half the rind; a pota-

to, as large as the lemon, grated ; a cup of sugar

and a cup of water. Mix well, adding a little salt.

Cream Pie.

One cup of sugar; three eggs; one cup and a

half of flour; a teaspoon of cream of tartar, and

half a teaspoon of soda; spice and salt. This

makes two pies on round tins. Split them when

cool.

For the inside—one cup of sugar; half a cup of

flour ; two eggs well beaten together ; stirred into

a pint of boiling milk. Flavor with lemon or

vanilla.
A Nice Dish for Breakfast.

Toast stale bread nicely ; drop eggs in boiling

water till tue whites are coagulated ; dip the toast

in butter with a little hot water added, or simply

spread with butter; cut the slices in three or four

pieces, lay an egg on each, with a sprinkling of

salt and bit of butter.

Torturing Neuralgia
Has been speedily relieved by a flannel bag of

hops sprinkled with vinegar and made very hot.

Cover it with hot, dry, flannel, to retain the heat

as long as possible. Mary.
Parsonsfield, Me., March 14, 1869.

Lemon Pie.

Take one large lemon ; cut off" the outside skin,

so that no yellow is left, and then cut round in

very thin slices ; lay them evenly on your crust,

only one thickness ; scatter over a little flour and

one cup of sugar ; add four tablespoonfuls of wa-

ter, and your pie is ready for the top crust. Bake
in a slow oven. ,

Another "Way.
For three pies, take two lemons

; grate off the

yellow ; roll them till soft, and squeeze out the

juice in a cup; chop the lemons very fine; take

two cups of water; a cup and a half of sugar;

half a cup of flour; put in the lemon juice; stir

them all together and pour on your crust; then
cover as soon as possible, and set in a quick oven.

Bake half an hour. Leah.
Guilford Centre, Vt., March 15, 1869.

Remarks.—We are glad to find our lady cor-

respondents once more resuming their pens to aid

us in filling the portion of our paper set apart for

their special benefit. We have other communica-

tions on hand which we shall make room for at :ui

early date, and are always pleased to receive com-
munications on subjects of practical intcres^t, es-

pecially on questions pertaining to Domestic Econ-

omy. We resume, this month, the scries of articles

by Miss Hale, interrupted by the illness of the

author. £,d.

A RARE3 DOORSTEP ACQITAINTAWOE.
There is a little old Genoese lady comes to sell

us pins, needles, thread, tiipe, and the like roba,
whom 1 regard as leading qui e an ideal life in
some respects. Her traffic is limited to a certain
number of families who speak mure or less Italian,

and her days, so far as they are conccrntd, m-sn
be parsed in an atmos])here of sympathy and
kindliness. The trutti is, we Northern and New-
World folk cannot help but cast a little romance
about whoever comes to us from Italy, whether
we have actually known the l)eautv and charm of
that land or not. Then this old lady is in her.-clf

a very lovable kind of person, with a tender
mother-face, which is also the face of a child. A
smile plays always upon her wrinkled visage, and
her quick and restless eyes are full of friendliness.

There is never much stuff in her ba-kei:, how-
ever, and it is something of a mystery how she
manages to live from it. None but an Italian
could, I am sure, and her experience must test

the full virtue of the national genius for cheap
salads and much-extenuated soup-meat. I do
not know whether it is native in her, or whether it

is a grace acquired from li)ng dealing with those
kindly-hearted customers of hers in Charlesbridge,
but she is of a most munificent spirit, and returns
every smallest benefit with some present from her
basket. iShe makes me ai^hamed of things I have
written about the sordidness of her race, but I

shall vainly seek to atone for them by open-heart-
edness to her. She will give favor lor favor ; she
will not even count the money she receives; our
bargaining is a contest of the courtliest civilities,

ending in many an "Adieu!" "To meet again !"

"Remain well !" and "finally !" not surpjssed if

rivaled in any Italian strtec. In her inett'eciual

way she brings us news of her different custmners,
breaking up their stout Saxon names into tinkling
polysyllables which suggest them only to the
practiced sense, and is periectly patient and con-
tented if we mistake one for another. She loves
tliem all, but pities them as living in a terrible

climate; and doubtless in her heart she pur-
poses one day to go back to Italy, there to die.

In the meantime she is very clii.er(ul ; she, too,

has had her trouijles,—what troubles I do not re-

member, but those that come by tiJinc,--s and by
death, and that really seem no sorrows until they
come to us,—yet she never complains. It is hard
to make a living, and the h juse-rent alone is six

aollars a month; but still one lives and does not
fare J50 ill either. As it dues nut seem to be iu

her to dislike any one, it must be ouc of a harm-
less guile, felt to be comforting to servant-ridden

householders, that she always speaks of "tliose

Irish," her neighbors, with baud breath, a shaken
head, a hand lifted to tlie clictk and an averted
countenance.

—

Atlantic Month/]/ for April.

THE UNHOLY DESIRE OF DRESS.
You wish to dress your wife better than your

circumstances will allow. She wants to have you.
She is a woman of spirit, as it is said, and she
does not mean to be a drudge. "Why should our
neighbors," she says to her husband, "dress any
better than we ? They are made of the same flesh
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and blood that we are. See how they come out,

I don't think a man of any spirit would let his

Wife and children go to church dressed as you let

us go. Look at these children. You would think
thtit they had .iu^t come out of some slop-house!
If I had mairicd as I misht have married, we
should have had different times—I and my chil-

dren!" How many men are stung to the quick
by such remarks from their wives! Oftentimes
thei^tnoral sense revolts, at first, and they feel

indignation ; but "continual dropping wears a
stjne ;" and by and by the man is dressed a little

bi-tter than he can afford, and hii wife and chil-

dren are dressed better than he can afford ; and
somebody must pay for the extravagance. I do
not say that tliey are tempted to steal ; but I do
say tliat they grind. They mean somebow to get
it out of the niilliner, out of the dress maker, or

\

out of the merchant. They intend to make one
hand wash the other somehow, and they go into

petty meanness t) bring it about. And this de-
sire to dress better than they can afibrd is taking
otf the very enamel of their vjrtue, and taking out

j

the very stamma of their religious life. Unim-

!

portant as it ?«ems, ostentatious vanity in dress I

has ruined many a family, and damned many a i

soul!

—

Henri/ Ward Beecher.

"Woman's Labor.—According to certain rules
of society, women are required to look upon labor
as a degradation and a disgrace, and to disrespect
the remuneration they get from manly toil. It is

different among the male portion of the commu-
nity. The schoolboy is trained to be a workman,
and if society shuts her door on him he has still

mechanical skill which brings plenty to rejoice
him. The female is not so ; she depends upon
marriage. You hear a woman say to one who
asks her does her daughter work : "My daughter
work! Never. My daughter did not ilo a single
piece of work in all her life; she shajl marry
some day." When it is asked of the painter v/ill

he bring his boy up to his own trade—"Bring my
boy up to my own trade," says the painter, "Nev-
er ! he shall be brought up to no labor, he shall be
a gentleman," as though a gentleman could mean
anything in America but a pure heart, a clear
mind, and an unsullied conscience and a manly
life.

—

Anna E, Dickinson.

The Proper Size of a Lady's Foot.—Boots,
ladies' boots, are the subject of a letter from ]^r.

Buomi to the London Builder—a strange medium
for such a topic, by the way. He has been meas-
uring the foot of the Venus de Medici, or rather
(it amounts to the same thing) of an accurate cast

of the statue. The erect height of the figure is, as

is well-known, live feet two inches, and he finds

the length of the foot to be exactly nine inches, or
as nearly as possible one-seventh of the height.
The breadth of the widest part of the sole is three
and three-eighths inches, a fraction over one-
eighteenth of the figure's stature. From these
data, and a knowledge of her height, every lady
can determine what should be the size of her
boots ; she may exceed the dimensions given in

the formula if she sees fit, but woe to her health,

and, according to Mr. Buomi, good-bye to the
j

symmetry of her pedals, if she tries to squeeze
'

them into anything less. But does the Venus, or
any other idealization, represent every case of the
humanity it typifies ? If, as is certainly the case,

some feminine extremities exceed the sculptor's

proportions, others as certainly fall within them ;

and it is hardly likely that the possessors of these
will wear boots too big for them merely for the
sake of conforming to a fancy standard.

WoMEX AS Postmasters.—President Grant has
sent in to the Senate the names of Elizabeth Van
Lew to be f>ostmaster at Richmond, Virginia;
Eliza F. Evans to be postmaster at Ravenna,
Ohio ; and Emily J. C. Bushnell to be postmaster
at Sterling, Illinois. It is not a new thing under
the sun that a woman should be made postmaster;
in England many of the country offices are in
charge of women; in this country several Presi-
dents have appointed women to such places ; and
certainly no one can object to the appointment of
Elizabeth Van Lew, which is "in acknowledgment
of important services to the Union army during
the rebellion." A woman who was able to render
"important services" to her country during a
time of war, is doubtless able to manage a post-
ofiice.

—

New York Evening Post.

Only the Truth.—An unknown lady recently

wrote thus, and how truly :

—

"It would be no privilege to be the wife of the
larger proportion of the men one meets on the
street; and I not unfrequcntly find myself analyz-
ing masculine faces, and guessing at the relation-
ship existing between such a one and his wife. It

is but rarely, I confess it, that I meet a face which
tempts me to say, 'Happy is the woman that calls

thee lord !' And yet I repeat my honest conviction
that the relationship of wife and mother is tne
purest and noblest, the most sacred, and the most
elevating in the entire range of the humanities."
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A SHOKT TALK ABOUT JUNE.
"And after hrr, cnme jolly Jumi, arrayed
All in g)een leaves, as le a player were;

Yet in his t me he wieught as we!l as play'd,
Thut by his plow irons mote right well appear."

K I G H T plough-

shares are taken

by the poet as evi-

dence that the

work of June was

well done, and

that due prepara-

tion was made for

such succeeding

'duties aslhegrow-

j\;n3 ing crops might

demand.

But what does

this common word

June mean ? A
word that always

suggests pleasant

memories, and re-

vives the recollec-

tion of birds and (lowers, of walks and talks

in the garden, and of the fragrance of roses.

RrciiAiiD Verstegan wrote a book nearly

three hundred years ago upon ''TJie Bcstltution

of Decayed Intelligence,'''' and among other

things he says that the old Saxons gave the

name of Weyd-monat to the sixth month, "be-

cause their beasts did then weyd in the mead-

dowes, that is to say, goe to feed there ; and

hereof a meadow is also in the Teutonicke

called a weyed, and of ''weyd'''' we yet retain

/Tf^-^

our word toade, which we understand of going

through watery places, such as meadows are

wont to be."

It is interesting to observe how closely the

New England people have adhered to the old

Saxon meaning of the word meadow. In

some parts of our cruntryall the upland mow-
ing fields are called meadows, wcile with us

they are the low grounds, bearing an inferior

quality of grass, and many of them subject to

an annual overflow of water.

Some other writers say that the word

"weyd" is probably derived from the German

word "weyden," which means "to go about as

if to pasture." Others still find its derivation

in a different source. Mr. Leigh Hunt says

that the name of June gave rise to various

etymologies ; but the most probable one de-

rives its name from Juno, in honor of whoi ; r.

festival was celebrated at the beginning of

th J month. Juno was the Queen of the gods,

who rode in a superb chariot, drawn by pea-

cocks, lithe was her attendant. Homer
gives the following vivid picture :

—

"At her command ruph forth t^'e eteeds divine;

Rich V ith immortal gold t.'tir trEppines fchiae.

Uritht IhBe waits: Liy Hebe, ever ionng,
Tee whiiliiig wheels are lo the chanot bung.
On the bright axle tuns the bidden \\;heel

Of scundiiig brass; ih3 p,.lieh'd axle, steel;

Eight bruzen tpotes in radiant order flime;

Buch as trie heavens produce; and round the gold
Two brazen rings of wors divine weie roil'U.

Ttie bossy naves, of solid tilver shoTie;

Braces of g dd suspend the moving throne;
I'he car, behind, an archir g figure bore;
The bendirg concave formed an arch before;
Silver the beam, tb' extei.di d yoke was ^old,

And golden reins th' immortal coureers hold."
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Such was Madame Juno's team, and we

rather think it would outshine those of the

yellow-gloved gentry on the "Fifth Avenue,"

or "Boston Neck."

June is the sixth or middle month of the

year, and is, perhaps, crowded with more

beautiful things to delight the senses and make

the world appear attractive than any other

month of the year. The temperature of the

air is mild ; the hopes of spring are realized,

yet the enjoyment is but commenced ; we have

all summer before us ; the singing of the

birds, the hum of the bees ;—little clouds lie

in lumps of silver about the sky, and some-

times fall to stimulate the growth of the herb-

age ; the fields are in blossom with the sweet

and beautiful clover, and the roses, garden

and wild, fill the air wiih their grateful fra-

grance.

As evening approaches, it is a June even-

ing ; there is nothing else like it. The sights

and sounds are peculiarly tT-iwe. In the doubt-

ful dusk, the bat and the owl venture forth,

flittering through the glimmering quiet. As

night grows deeper, the moon is most silvery,

the sky at once darkest and clearest ; and

when the birds have done singing, you may

hear happy solos and choruses from the deni-

zens cf the pools, and the voices of the brooks

of the spring running and tumbling through

their stony channels ; or, as Coleridge has it :

—

A noi=e like of a hidden brook,
In the leafy month of June,

That to the sleeping woods all night
Singeth a quiet tune.

Nature has her peculiar ways in all seasons,

and it never is a waste of time to observe

them. We grow wiser, stronger, better, by

such observation. It helps us in the family,

in the field and in the granary. It opens a

book of revelation to us in all the labors of

the farm. It instructs, purifies and softens

the rugged labors which the month of June

demands, and leads us pleasantly from "Na-

ture up to Nature's God." Let us mingle it,

then, with our daily toil, and find in it per-

petual encouragement to labor on manfully

and cheerfully in the duties of life.

While we preach this lay sermon, however,

we are not forgetful of what is to be done in

this busy month, in order that the farm work

shall be performed in its appropriate time.

Quite an extended observation has led us

to believe that an opinion has become com-

mon that late planting is as favorable as early

planting. In consequence of this, nearly half

of our corn crop is not planted until about

the first of June, and many of the potatoes

somewhat later. The result of such a prac-

tice was sadly felt in the early and severe

frost of last autumn, when hundreds of acres

of corn were smitten with frost before the grain

was ripe, and greatly injured. So it was with

the potatoes. In many fields the vines were

in the midst of a vigorous growth when ar-

rested by the frost, and the crop essentially

damaged. That the season was cold and

backward last spring, is true, nevertheless

numerous fields on high and dry lands were

not planted until the very last days of May.

We ought to plant early so that we may do

the June work early. Most of the hoeing for

the season ought to be done before the work

of haying comes on.

Another change of opinion has also taken

place among farmers, which we think will re-

sult in much good, and that is in commencing

to get the hay crop in June. If haying is

not commenced until all the grass of the farm

Is in suitable condition to be cut, a consider-

able portion of it must be so far advanced as

to essentially reduce its value.

All the stock like grass better than any

other food ; so that the nearer the hay resem-

bles grass, the better the cattle will like it,

and the more valuable it will prove for them.

It is a common remark that good rowen is

highly relished by cows and causes an unusual

flow of milk. Why ? Because it is cut and

cured when the grass has attained only about

one-half its natural growth,—no seed is formed,

and it retains nearly all its grass quillty.

This quality is what we need to retain in all

the hay crop. It may be secured by cutting

the grass as soon as it comes into blossom,

and curing it without much exposure to the

sun. If allowed to stand until the seed is

formed, a striking change would take place in

most of it, which would greatly reduce its

value. The sugar and starch of the leaves

and stems would principally go to perfect the

seed, leaving the plant almost a dry and taste-

less woody fibre.

Many excellent farmers now commence

their haying as early as the 20th of June, and

state that by so doing they not only get more

fodder, but that of a greatly superior quality.
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Most fields in good condition may be cut twice,

and both crops are improved by the early cut-

ting-

FARMERS AND THE "WORKING
CLASSES.

There have been so many homilies read at agri-

cultural fairs, and published in agricultural books

and papers, on the great mistake which the sons

and daughters of country farmers make in leaving

the farm for other kinds of business, that many of

them probably are tired of all exhortation upon the

subject. Young folks in these days have certain

inalienable rights, with which it is not safe to in-

termeddle, among which are the choice of a part-

ner and the selection of a profession. And those

who attempt to interfere in either of these matters

often hasten jast that consummation which they

most devoutly wished to prevent.

It is, therefore, possible that the great amount of

lecturing which has been volunteered against leav-

ing the farm has persuaded ten to shoulder their

packs as often as it has induced one to remain.

Especially are we apprehensive that little good has

resulted from the glowing commendations of farm

life by those who "look one way and row the

other." Men who have acquired fame and fortune

in politics or physics, in law or letters, in divinity

or dry goods, may "hold an audience," as they

often have done at farmers' festivals, but can

they hold the thoughts of their young auditors

from such inconvenient old proverbs as "actions

speak louder than words ?"

This is a free country ; a fact that is generally

found out early in life by the rising generation,

and perhaps the sooner we old fogies acknowledge

it the better. The right of all to the "pursuit

of happiness" is guaranteed in express terms by

our "Declaration of Independence." The road,

then, that leads to happiness, to distinction and
honor, to an easy life and a comfortable old age, is

a lawful road, a public highway, and it will be

travelled whatever may be its direction. "VVe should

not hedge it up if we could, and we cannot if we
would.

If all the girls and boys in the United States can

do better in cities and villages than in the country,

why should they not all go there ? Why ask them

to act contrary to their best interests ? If such

are their convictions, young people may be talked

almost to death, but when convinced against their

will, they're of the same opinion still ; and why
should we be surprised to find them at last acting

on these convictions ?

In this view of the case we are disposed to say to

the boys and girls, as we have sometimes said to

our oxen and horses, "v,-ell, if you v/on't go where
I tell you to, then go where you please, and see

hov/ you come out." We see no other course, and
we believe this to be a safe one. Throw the re-

sponsibility entirely on them. Let them stay on
the farm or go into the shop, the store, the oliice,

or wherever they can, or think they can, do best

;

with the understanding that they do so entirely on

their own hook. Let them do it as an experiment

of their own, for the result of which they are in-

dividually responsible.

With this freedom and personal responsibility

we believe that young people may be trusted

to work out their own fortunes, and to settle this

long agitated question of the balance of the pro-

fessions.

When cities and villages become so full that

people can live less comfortably there than in the

country, we believe they will go into the country

to live. When there are so many mechanics, mer-

chants and professional men that less money can

be made or a less comfortable support be secured

in those occupations than by tilling the soil, then

individuals will leave them for farming. Until

this is the case, all the talk and all the eloquence

that can be used is just so much breath lost. As
"water finds its level" so will the professibns.

Heretofore in this country the professions

and trades have been better paid—apparently at

least,—than farming, and hence people have left

farming for the trades and professions. This we
assume is the whole secret of the stampede of

country people, which has so alarmed our speakers

and writers.

Already, we believe, rents, fire-wood, provisions

and all the items of family expense have advanced

in cities and villages faster than wages or income,

and that not a few city people find trouble in mak-

ing "the ends meet,"—much more trouble than

they formerly did.

This opinion we find confirmed by a late public

document—the report of T)avid A. Wells, United

States Special Commissioner of the Revenue, ap-

pointed by the Secretary of the Treasury. From
this document we print a few extracts, beginning

with a letter from Hon. Amasa Walker, of Massa-

chusetts to the Commissioner.

"Sir,—The following table, based on the record
of ordinary and actual sales, will show you tlie

comparative prices of twenty leading commodities
of domestic consumption in the town of Nurtli

Brookfield, Mass., in the summers of 1860 and of
1868 :—

Prlfes Prices Per ct,

in 1860. in 1868. tf in-

Commoditles creise.

Beefsteaks, 30 tbs. ^ ft . . . $0 12 $0 25 103 3

Beef, corned, 15 tt)8. f lb . . OS 15 bib
Pork, fresh, 20 fts. -T ft . . . 10 20 ItO

Lamo, 10 tbs. # ft 11 25 127 3

Siiusagcs, 10 fca.^f ft . ... 13 22 6^.2

Butter, 30 fts. -r ft 22 45 lOJ 5

Cheese, 6 tts. •^ ft 12 20 66 6

Lard, 12ft8.,^?'lb U 25 78.5

Kggs, 4 dozen, ^ doz. ... 17 S5 105 9

Flour, 1 UU., ^' bbl . . . . 8 60 15 50 82.3

Fish, fresh, 15 fti, # ft . . . 5 12 140

BtauB, 8 quarts, V quart . . 8 17 112.5

Rice, 6 fts, f' ft 5 13 :i6J

Hugar, white, 10 fts., ^ ft . 10 17 70

Sugar, brown, 12 fts., ^ ft . 8 13 87 5

Molasses, 1 g il., ^ gil . . . 45 80 77.7

Tea, 2 fts., r ft 60 125 150

Coffee, 1 ft, #• ft 29 40 loO

Vinegar, >i gal., r gal ... 20 60 150

Potatoes, 3 bush. # bush . 50 1 25 150

"Average advance in cost of above quantities

from 1860 to 1868, 98.7 per cent.
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''The following table will also fhow you the ad-
vance in tte prices of labor in the boot and shoe
niannfacturing e>tablishraent of E. and A. H.
IJatchf 11' r & Co., in the same town, during the

years 1860 ancUlSCS, respectively :

—

ISiiO. 1P68. Advance
Citnmon hands ^-h-ur . ]B§ cts. 2j i ts. 20 ^ ct.

First cla-'P h nd^ %>" hour . iiij
" 27i" 2i.2 "

PIECE WORK.*
Rus?Pt lra^;in?,'e'pa"r . .15 " 21 " 40 "

Ulai k br. gans, ^f pair . . 16 " 22 " 37^ "

CAm[A g aud treeing boots,
perp.ir 95 " — " 38i "

"Average advance in the price of labor, estimat-

ing equal quarititits of each kind, 31.6 per cent.

'From the foregoing statement it appears that

the commodities enumerated (in the qui'ntiiies

speiitietl) wnuid have cost the common laborer,

workii'g ten hours a dav at, 16§ cents per hour, the
lahor ot '20 6 days in 1860, while in 1868, when re-

ceiving 20 cents an hour, he Wduld have been
obliged to work 34 2 days in order to purchase the
same articles for the support ot himself and fim-
ily. His condition, therefore, compared with 1860,

exhibits a loss of 41 pir cent. ; that is, where he
then received 100 (reckoned in articles to eat, drink
and wiar) for his labor he now receives but 59 cts.

"In the case of the brogan-maker, the best paid
laborer mentioned, the loss is not to heavy, but
still very severe. His pay has advanced from 15

to 21 cents per pair. To purchase the above com-
modiiies, he would
In 1S63 hivB been obliged to make 325 pairs,

In 1860, only 229 "

A loss cf tbe making of 98 "

i. e., SO much more work to be done before the
workman receives the same amount of flour, meat,
&c., as in 1860. This cquuls a loss of 29.2 per cent.

;

or, in other words, when in 1860 he received 100

he now receives biit 70 8 cents.

"Rents have greatly increased, but to what pre-

cise extent cannot be so readily ascert.tined as in

the case of commodities. The advance cannot be
less than about sixty-fixe per cei.t.

'Fuel has advanced—sav, wood from $5 to $7
per cord, coal from $7 to ^'12 per tou—an average
of about 60 per cent.

"The prices of commodities I have ascertained

by a personal exuminatii n of the bo( ka of one of
the principal dealers, and am satisticd that they
arc coireet, not cnly irom the showing of the ac-

counts, but from my general knowledge of current
prices.

"The rates of labor have been obtained from di-

rect inquiry of the largest boot and shoe manufac-
turing concern in t!ie fcjtate, and are undoubtedly
accuiate and reliable.

(Siijned) "Amasa W.^lker.
''North Brookfield, Mass., Feb. 2, 1869.

The following shows the prices paid in Washing-

ton for labor on public buildings :

—

3861, 1868, Increase.
Carpenters $2 00 $3 50 75 per ct.

Sonematotis .... 2 50 400 60 "
Brick niasous .... 2 50 4 UO 60 "

M.icliiiiicts 2 00 3 CO 60 "
Plumbers 2 25 3 50 65 "
Biacksojjtbs 2 00 3 00 60 "
Laborers 1 25 1 75 40 "

General average increase of skilled workmen,
58.^ per cent.

In the Merrimac Manufacturing Company in

Lowell, Mass., the average advance in the wages
paid In 1868-9, in the "carding" department, omit-

ting overseers, was 60 per cent.; in the "spinning"
department, 52 per cent.; ia the "dressing" de-

*l'ho8e who perform piece-work cannot rely upon as

conetiint employ mtni as 'hose who work by the Lour,
which accounts for the difference in price,

I

partment, 75 per cent. ; in the "weaving" depart-
ment, 53 per cent. In the repair shop of the same
corporation the average advance in the wages of
mechanics was 63 per cent. ; of overseers in all the
depaitments, 36 per cent. In ditfejent branches of
mechanical industry, in the ci y of Lowell, the
advance in the wages of machinists, carpenters
and blacksmiths was 50 per cent. ; of stone cuttt-rs,

100 per cent. ; of btone and brick masons, 75 per
cent, over 1860.

A list of prices of 21 different articles of dimes-
tie consumption, similar to that given above by
Mr. Walker, shows an advance in Lowell and Law-
rence of 91.65 per cent, from 1860 to 1869,

He also presents a large number of letters from
leading manufacturers in different sections, giving

evidence as to the relative condition of labor and

wages in 1869, as compared with 1860.

The Colt's Fire Arms Company of Hartford, have
more applicants for work than in 1860 and pav 50
per cent ligher w;iges; the Buffalo and Erie Rail-
toad pay 30 to 50 per cent, higher and can get all

they want; the American Screw Company pay 60
to 70 per cent, higher, but the cost of living has
advanced siill more; C. Aultman & Co. of Can-
ton, Ohio, manufacturers of reapers and mowers,
are refusing tifteen to eighte:n applications for

work per day, never knew skilled labor sj abun-
dant, and find men asking for the means to live

until work can be got; Stephenson & Co., car-

builders ot New York, are employing fewer men,
sometimes running short time, and pay 50 percent,
inci'case in wages over 1860; T. W. Griswold,k lit

goods, Wetheivtield, Conn., report their mill idle,

having run at a loss last year, wages there 50 per
(Cnt. above 1860; Chickcring & Sons, labor more
fiilly employed and wjges 40 to 50 per cent, higher;
VVcodrutl & Beach of Hartford employ Jess men
by one-third and pay one-third higher wages than
in 1860; the Vermont Central Fi,nlroad say that

common labor is abundant and pay 50 to 65 per
cent, higher than in 1860; Miles Greenwood of
Cintinnaii finds labor not so fiilly eniployed as in

1800 and pays 66 jicr cent, higher wages ; J. Ryle
& Co., silk manufaciurers, Paterson, N. J., 79 per
cent.; L. FuUanr, boots and shoes, West Brook-
field, Mass., 50 per cent.; Ames Manufacturing
Company, Chicopee, Mass., for skilled labor 71 to
90 ner tent., for common labor 70 per cent.

In the town of Canton, Ohio, the advance in

wages employed in the manufaeture of agiieultu-
ral machinery was from 55 to 60 percent, in Nov.,
1866, as compared with the same month of 1860,

the advance in the cost of Itving, as dedured trom
the prices of sixteen of the leading ai tides of do-
mes.! j consumption, viz.: fl nir, corn, meal, buck-
wheat-flour, beef, l^utter, eggs, lard, potatoes, ap-
ples, chickens, dried apples, coffee, sugar, syrup,
calicoes and muslins, showed an average increase
of about one hundred and thirty per cent.

A real estate agent in Philadelphia furnishes a

statement of the monthly rent of 26 houses in

Philadelphia, in 1860 and 1869. They rented ra

1860 for #382.34 ; in 1869 for $'882.00,—an advance

$'499 67, or 130.69 per cent, increase.

The following is an extract from the report of

Gen. H. K. Oliver to the Legislature of Massachu-

setts, "on the employment of children in facto-

ries," which is endorsed by the Springfield Repub-

lican "as a tolerably good description of v.'hat

most of us have seen :"

—

"Certain parties are called the great manuf^ictur-

ers of New England, and they have been engaged
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as such for generations, yet the man of the family
thtit Las bien in Heir (inploy, and come out of it

with more ihaii ci.ough for a clv.ccnt iutcrment, is

yet to be found."

The foregoing is but a small portion of the sta-

tistics presented in Mr. Weils' report. It may be

proper for us to yd J that ih^y- were not collected

for the purpose of inducing anybody to leave the

city or to persuade any one to remain upon the

farm- His object was to show Congress that these

city and village laborers are so much worse off

than they were in 1S60, that they are entitled to its

aid.

We submit our extracts to the consideration of

our young friends who are deciding on a choice of

profession and location, with the simple remark

that to our miad the facts cited by Mr. Wells show

that people have crowded the trades and the pro-

fessions, the Villages and the cities, until the cost

of living is greater than the means; until the con-

sumers exceed the producers ; until employers can

dictate wagts and the landlords rent; until cities

and villages are full, and the country empty.

If left to itself, the great law which has ever gov-

erned supply and di mand, will regulate all appa-

rent discrepancies between 1860 and 1869, between

farming and other kinds of business, between the

city and the country. The only trouble is th.t in-

dividuals may suifer from acting in disregard or

la ignorance of this law.

HEW BiJQLAND AGRICULTUKAI, SO-
CIETY".

At a meeting of the Trustees of this Society, held

in this city, April 27th, the Secretary, Hon.
Daniel Needham, read a communication from the

Trustees of the Maine Society, proposing to unite

with the New England Society in an exhibition on

the grounds of the Forest City Park, in Portland,

duiing the second wetk in September next.

On motion of Riihard Goodman, of Lenox, the

proposition was accepted, and the President and
Secretary were authorized to contract with the

Trustees of the Maine Society for holding the Fair

in accordance wiih the proposition.

The general arrangements for the Fair were then

debated and adopted, being near y the same which

governed the Fair held at New Havtn last year'

Letters of inquiry respecting the Fair were ordered

to be addressed to Col. Needham at Boston, or

S. L. Boardman. Secretary of the Maine Society,

at Augusta. The Fair will commence September

7; and it was agreed that no animal should be

precluded from taking a sweepstakes premium, or

excluded from competiti jn for the first premium in

any class, by reason of having taken the same at

previous Fairs of the Society. An additional pre-

mium of §25 is to be offered for the best bull five

years old and upward, with specimens of his stock

of not less than five.

The list of
i
remiums for trotting horses was left

with the Trusiees of the Maine Society to arrange,

with the understanding that no such extravagant

sum shall be appropriated as was paid at New
Haven last year.

Premiums were offered for grade sheep, and

the rules laid down by Halstead were adopted as a

standard of excellence in judging the quality of

poultry.

The California Steam Plough.—The editor

of the Butte, California, Record recently witnessed

an experiment with the Locher Steam Plough, on
which the inventors have been at woik a year or

two past. On this occasion the plough was run at

odd spells during the day, without any particular

design of showing what amount of work it was

capable of doing in a given time. One gentleman,

however, timed the machine while running across

the field. It made four hundred ftet in three min-

utes, ploughirg a strip twelve feet wide. This is

at the rate of two and one fifth acres per hour,

witliout allowanfe for turnings or stoppages, and

probably when at its highest speed. There was a

large crowd of people on the ground as spectators,

all of whom were pleased with the performance of

the little "dummy." The editor asks if thirty

bushels of wheat can be raised to an acre on land

ploughed only three or four inches deep and left in

a lumpy condition, what may we expect to raise

on land worked to the dep:h of six or seven inches,

and thorouthiy pulverized, as it is done by the

Locher plough ?

For the New England Farmer,

THE GARDEN IN JUNE.

In no month of the year are the poetry and
prose of the farmer's or gartlener's life more
intimately mingled than in June. Every sur-

rounding of earth, air and sky are full of

inspiration. The elements are all striving, in-

dividually, to express the joyous fulness which
spiing only awakened. As steadily the &un

climbs higher and higher in his shining path,

the shortened shadow at each succeeding noon
marks his progress until his full glory is

reached in the summer solstice, where he rests

for a day or two, and then takes to a back track,

fitly represented by the constellation of the

zodiac, which he is apparently passing through

this month. The constellation Cancer, so

called from its fancied resemblance to the

crab, which goes forward or backward equally

well, is ihe representation of the month, the

days of which increase till the 2 1st,—when
summer really begins,—and then, after stand-

ing the same a few days begins to decrease.

13ut it would ill become us to follow such an

example of retrogression in our garden oper-

ations. We should go constantly forward,

improving on each passing day. Our aim in

all things in - ibis life should be a hioh one,

and then we should constantly press forward

to that end without any retrograde movement
on our part.

Although June is the pleasantest month of
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the year, in our northern climate, it also brings

with it abundant labor in the garden, as well

as in the field ; but in the garden we are

cheered by the rapidly increasing returns

which we receive as the reward of our labors.

Our table presents us daily a pleasing variety

from the garden,— asparagus, greens in va-

riety, lettuce, cress, radishes, rhubarb, straw-

berries,—all good, fresh and crisp ; how unlike

the supply that reaches the tables of our large

cities, which, having been transported a long
distance, has lost much of its freshness and
healtbfulness.

Asparagus.—The cutting should cease by,

or soon after the middle of the month, so as

not to exhaust the roots. Hoe off and pull

out the weeds, and give a dressing of salt or

brine to keep them down.
Beans —Plant dwarfs for succession, and

have a supply for canning. Train running
sorts to the poles. Small Limas planted the

first of the month in rich, warm soil, and well

cared for, will give good shell beans for late

succotash, for drying or canning.

Beets.—The main and winter crop should
be planted before the middle of the month.
Hoe, weed and thin the earlier planted.

Those pulled out make nice greens.

Cabbage Tribe.—Transplant from the seed
beds cabbage, cauliflowers, broccoli, kale.,

i&c., as soon as the plants are large enough.
Give them all well enriched soil that was not
occupied by any of the same family last year,

and hoe as soon as they take root, and the

more frec[uently, the faster they will grow.

Carrots.—Weed and hoe as early as pos-

sible. The bane of this crop is weeds, and
the earlier the crop is worked the easier weeds
are kept in subjection. Seed may yet be
planted, if done the first week in the month in

highly enriched soil, first soaking the seed,

and a good crop realized.

Corn.—Hoe and cultivate that already
planted

;
give liquid manure, plaster or ashes,

and encourage to a rapid growth and early

maturity. Plant for succession and late

crops. There is time enongfi after the middle
of the month to obtain good mature boiling

cars from the Trimble and other kinds, before

fall fiosts come to cut it off. Provide for a

full supply to dry for winter use. Some
claim that they can preserve it successfully by
caniiing, but the more practical way is to dry
it, v/hich can be successfully done in any
family.

E(;g Plants.—Plant these out as soon as

cool nights are over. Enrich the hills well,

and as soon as the plants are established, hoe
and hoe frequentl)^ giving, occasionally, li-

quid manure. The best time to apply this is

when it rains moderately.

Melons, Squashes and Vines.—Hoe, thin

and keep free of weeds, bug>', &c. The stri-

ped bug, squash bug and borer will need
looking after frequently, to keep them from

injuring the crop seriously. The eggs of the

sqiiash and striped bugs will be found on the

under side of the leaves

Potatoes.—Only early potatoes are planted
in the garden ; and to have them mature
early, they sho- Id be planted early, wi;h good
clean culture. Gfve a sprinkle of ashes, plas-

ter and salt mixed, in the proportion of eight

of ashes, two of plaster, and one of salt, and
work it in around the plants well.

Sweet Potatoes.—Set sweet potato plants

the first of the month, in well enriched coni-

cal hills or ridges. The sweet potato can be
successfully raised in all our New England
States with a little care and attention to de-

tails, and thus add a very desirable luxury to

the vegetables capable of being placed on the

farmer's table.

Tomatoes.—Pinch back rampant growers.

A variety of modes are in vogue for training

and pruning, some of which not only give an
ornamental appearance, but tend to the earlier

maturity of the fruit.

Weeds do not grow in a well kept garden

;

the atmosphere is not congenial to them,
neither is there room for both good vegeta-

bles and weeds. Wm. H. White.
South Windsor, Conn., 1869.

Cooling Milk.—In an article on this subject ia

the Utica Herald, Mr. Willard says he regards this

subject of great importance to farmers and cheese-

makers. Unless properly cooled as fast as milked

it is often so far advanced in decomposition, if not

actually sour and tainted, when received at the

factory, that it is impossible to work it up satis-

factorily, liowevcrmuch care may be taken to keep

it cool after it is received. Of the several inven-

tions for cooling milk which have made their ap-

pearance within the past year or two, Mr. M^illard

says, they are too complicated, if not too expen-

sive, and too difficult to keep clean, ever to become
generally adopted. Yet enough has been devel-

oped, he thinks, to authorize the expectation that

some simple apparatus for the purpose will soon

be devised. Until a better process is known the

cans must be set in a tub or trough of cold water

and the milk be frequently stirred from the bottom

with a dipper or other convenient article. It will

not do to cai-ry the milk a mile or two in hot

weather, without first removing the animal heat

and the animal odors.

—R. Baker, an Ohio breeder of Short-horns for

dairy purposes, gives a list of thirteen of his ani-

mals in the Ohio Farmer, which have been tested

for butter and milk at the Fairs of the State and

Loraine County Agricultural Societies, many of

which took first premiums. Different animals are

reported to have produced from 16i to 20^ pounds

of butter, and from 422 to 551^ pounds of milk,

in a trial of ten days, fed on grass only.
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S3XTHACTS AND KEPLIES.

COOKING FOOD FOR COWS.—BONES FOR HENS.

In the last Farmer I notice some remarks hy
Mr. Loving upon leeding cows, made at the milk
producers' conveniion at Na^hua. He says he lias

tried all methods and does not now steam food for

them. Now I had supposed that meal reduced to

gruel or pudding, and hav cut and steamed would
be far preferable. Indeed I have he^d it asserted

that one-half misht be saved in feeuing meal by
cooking. But if nothing can be gained in this

way, I should like to know it. If it is best to feed

cows as horses are fed, on cracked corn and oats,

or as cows -are now very gt-nerally fed, on dry In-

dian meat and dry hay, I do not see iiow any
money is to be made in this section in raising

miik ;"
for who can take a stock of cows and feed

them thus, and scH all the milk and manure for

enough to pay for uhe food consumed ? I do not
think any one can in my neigiiborhood. I see,

however, by the same number of tlTe Farmer
that a man in New York steams all his food, ex
cept hay, having a steam engine in his barn.

Now, it seems to me that this is an injportant

subject ; one in which all are interested, as all want
milk. If anything is to be gained by steaming
food for cows, c^pecijlly Indian meal, why has
not some one found it out ? Why not cook meal
for horses? Some consume half a bushel daily.

If one-half, or, as others assert, one-quarter will

answer as well, would it not pay .' And then, too,

does not such higlily concentrated food greatly

injure both cows and horses ? If any one of your
readers has thorougllly 'tried steaming and found
«t a failure, I should like to hear from him the
particulars.

Can you inform me whether I can get bones
cracked small enough for hens to swallow, any
cheaper than to do it by hand ? I mean those

fresh from the meat sliops. I think such bones
the best food in winter, as they prefer them to

scraps. If jour correspondent who burns bones
for his hen?, will tiy a few pounded raw bones in-

stead of ihuse charredj I think his hens will know
the ditlxrence, and show by their action that they
think them a great deal the best. C. F. Keyes.

Westford, Mass., March 4, 1869.

Remarks.—This question of cooking food is

still ati open one, although it has been discussed

in agricultural papers for many years. Perhaps

our Agriultu^al Colleges will decide this and other

questions which farmers cannot settle among them-

selves. But if they should settle them, would

they stay settled, while there is any truth in such

old sayings as "what's one man's meat is another

man's poison," "many men of many minds," and
the like ? As it is not for us to dictate to farmers

any system of practice or any course of procedure,

we publish from time to time articles on both sides

of this as well as of other questions, from theo-

retical and practical men. While the New York
Farmers' Club, at a late meeting, was discussing

the advantages of cooking food for poultry. Dr.

J. V. C. S rirh said he "did not believe in having
aiiytUii'.g artificial about chickens; this cooking

their food is contrary to the established rules of

the faculty. Doctors know it is all false and un-
natural. Beside it is something undignified for a
rational, intellectual being like man, made in the

image of his Creator, to be puttering over chicken

dough and cooking the foodof animals, when their

Creator has made them with a mill and a stove in

their own economy to do their own grinding and
cooking." He also believed that our diseased

meats, in many instances, were the consequences

of such artificial and unnatural feeding. Whether
the Dr. would have us turn our poultry and ani-

mals into the woods, as bsing more "natural" than

a barn, we are not informed. Now, as our cor-

respondent says, other Doctors save half the food

by cooking ! Who shall decide when doctors dis-

agree ?

The bone mills can furnish bones ground as

coarse as you may desire; and we think they

would do well to put some into the market for the

purpose of feeding poultry.

CULTURE OF ASPARAGUS.

Last fall I made a bed of sufficient size, three
feet deep, and filled up alternately wiih rich
mack and hog manure, mixing all well te)gether.

I want this patch for an asparagus bed, and as
spring is drawing near, will you or the readers of
the Farmer inform me the best course to take in
planting and culture to be early and profitable for
the house? d. d.

Shaker Village, N. H., March, 18G9.

Remarks.—Let the rows be one foot apart, and
the plants the same in the rows. If the rows run

east and west, so as to receive the full power of

the sun's rays, the product may be a little earlier.

Purchase good, three years old roots, and place

the crown of the root three or four inches below

the surface. Some persons think five inches is not

too much. If you have roots as old as we 'have

stated, a few messes may be safely cut from them

the second year, but if they are younger, you will

have to wait longer for a crop. The transplanting

is like that of other plants, only that the crown of

the root must be set deeper. Keep all weeds out,

and enrich the bed every autumn with good com-

post manure. If the bed is covered in November
with coarse litter from the horse stalls it will help

it. After cutting is commenced, all the plants

should be taken, until it is time to leave off alto-

gether, which is about the middle of June. A bed

well set with good roots and well tended will last

from twenty-five to fifty years.

DISEASES OF STOCK.

I was considerably interested in the article of
F. A. C. Nichols, in relaticm to the unknown
disease among his sheep. The cause or origin of

the disease seems to be somewhat obscure, al-

though it might have arisen in a very simple man-
ner. We are apt to run directly for curatives or
medicines when our creatures become diseased,

and neglect to inquire i-no the causes that pro-

duced "the calamity. Unless we destroy the root

of the matter it will do no good to tlip the branches.

Fever or infl uiim.ation always attends an unnatural

condition of the bodily organs in both man and
beast. A slight cold will cause internal fevers and
other complaints, because tiie pores and outlets of
the body become obstructed, and cannot perform
their natural and healthy functions.

When the issues or pores in the leg of the hog,
for instance, become stopped, the animal is always
feverish, owing to the waste matter being retained
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and thrown upon the internal organs ; this causes
these alf^o to lose their natural functions. Open
the issues by prop r remedies, and place the ani-

mal in a condiiioi) to keep them so, and the hog
will be generally healthy. The disease among
neat cattle, cummonly called horn ail or brain
fever, is generally caused by a cold, which impairs
the tone of various organs of ihe head and pro-
duces inflammation or fever.

1 have no doubt ihat many djseasjs among sheep
arise from a similar caute. Some years ago I had
the care of sheep, and used to examine carefully

all that were sick or died, but never saw any that

were exactly like those spoken of by Mr. N.
In, all sheep that I luive examined, I have no-
ticed a small oiitice between the parting of the
hoofs, which I call their issues. I have often

found the-e litile holes or pores obstructed in

diseased bheep, and 1 used to apply sweet oil, rub-
bing with a suiill co:n cob. If these openings in

sheep aic similar to the issues in the legs of orher
animals, and serve as outlets, it is very necessaiy
to keep thtm open and healthy, as their obstruc-

tion induces intLrnal inflammation of the glands
and other organs, that terminates in loathsome
disease.

It I hc/Q sheep afiFeetcd as those spoken of, I

should pay stiict attention to their feet, applying a
little sweet oil, give some mild phytic, change
their di'jt and keep them in a place where they
would have a pretty even temperature.

W. W. Tkask.
Reading, Mass., March 28, 1869.

GOOD YIELD OF AVHEAT AND BAllLEY.

As an illnstratiun of the "sunny side" of wheat
raising in Northern Vermont, I have to note the
following:— Mr. Henry Chase, of Lyndon, Vt.,

raised on 2j acre's of land, last season, 82 l)ushels

of excelltnt wheat. Two bushels per acre was the

amount sown. The kind of wheat grown was a
bald variety known as Ihe "gold-drop." The
ground was in good condition, as a matter of

course, and was planted to corn the year previnus.

The season before, Mr. Chase raised on about
three acres of land 171 bushels of l)arley. The
amount of seed sown per acre was four bushels.

This piece of land was also in good condition, and
was planted the i^revious year to potatoes. It was
enriched with barn.yard manure; no phosphate.

I report these as examples of our best results

under favorable circumstances; though probably
no more than what other laimcrs have dme, and
many may do if they will make the effort. The
question arises, then, Cannot Vermont farmers
raise their own wheat—at least, more than they
do—and make it Tirutiiable ? I. W. Sanbokn.
London, Vt., 1869.

MICE IX OKCHAEDS.

Last fall T made an inquiry through your valua-

ble paper for some composition that might be ap-

plied to young iruittiees, late in the fall, to I'revcLt

mice fruiu gnauing the ijaik duii g the wii.ter.

A number of preventives were
i
ropesed, such as

have frequently been preseribed by various au-

thors upon truit growing; all of which have failed

to keep olf the mice. But as "try, try again" is

my motto, I woyld say to all who feci an interest

in fruit growing, let us ascertain, it p()SMl)le, some
remedy, und make it known by sending it to the

Faumek. The damage done by mice in Maine the

past year can hardly be estimated. Millions of

young fruit tret s have been killed, youngfjiest trees

injured, and gra-s damaged very much. Unless

something hai)i)ens to diaiiiii.-h 1 heir nan ber, I do
not see how kill crO|is ot grain can be luised. I

hav.> a neigtibor who has taken much pains within

a lew vears to raise an orehard. lie has one con-

taining sixteen hundred nice grafted trees, and he
thinks he shall be able to save only about Ave hun-
dred, the rest are killed. I have three hundred
apple trees that have been set within five years,
the most of them are spoiled; also, a nursery of
about twenty thousand, mostly budded, v/hich are
spoiled as far as I learn digging through the snow,
which at this time is some li vi^ feet deep. j. j. t.

Dixfield, Me., March 29, 1869.

the NORWAY OAT.

The wonderful original Norw.<!y oat first took
root but a few miles from my residence, and per-
haps it is proper, as I live so near the fjuntain head
of this magniticent production, that I should blend
my voice in the grand anthem whi jh celebrates
its praises. Be it known then, that this is a farm-
ing community, and considerably given to the
production of oats. Hence one might have sup-
posed that s jine sharp-eyed farmer, peering over
his neighbors' fences, wauld have perceived the
peerless exefUences of the growing Norways, and
not have left the discovery to be made by the
agents of a distant city establishment. But so
blind are.farmers that fifty bushels were recently
sold to a miller in this section at 75 cents per
bushel, but luckily they were discovered by an
agent and saved fiom the base use of horse-feed!
Now farmers can have them lor seed at a price
which proves their high value. If any farmer has
alieady sown his oats, he can fjrwarel his money
to some other discoverer for an eye or two of an
equally valuable potato. Verilv agriculture is an
ennobling pursuit and a grand lifld for—humbugs.
South Royalton, Vt., March, 1869. A. B. p.

cows WITH DUY TEATS.—PRICES AT WHITE
RIVER JUNCTION, VT.

"Will the cow give as much milk from three teats

as from four ? 1 find many per-ons claim she wilL
If she will, why not as much from two or eyen
one, as from four ?

Much obliged to S. C. Pattee for his information
in relation to the management of hen manure,
plaster and ashes coiu post for corn, of March 27.

1 have four acres that I wish to treat in the same
way this season. Just the information I needed.
A big rain here since forenoon vesterday. Snow
is leaving fast. Hay .flS 00 to #18.0»; corn $1.20;
oats 75 cents; wheat $l..50 and !t^l.75; potatoes 60;
butter 40; cheese 20 and 24; eggs 25 cents per
duzcn. No maple sugar made yet Robins, blue
birds and sparrows have come among us withiti a
few days. H. N. Savage.

iVhite River Junction, Vt., March 29, 1869.

Remarks.—It is possible that a cow otherwise

healthy may give a little larger proportion of milk

from two or three teats than from four, from a
wonderful provision of natura to supply deficien-

cies ; as a one-armed man may b?. more than one-

half as powerful as he was with two arms ; but try

to sell a cow at Brighton with on'y three teats if

you wish to learn the state of public opmion on

the subject.

HIRED HELP.

For several years past I have heard more or less

com[)laiat abuut h Ip on the laitn. Why is it

that there is so mucli iroub'e among farmers with
tluir hired help? Is it onlv because the help is

poor ? or is the fault pan ly ail a:>t wiih the employ-
ers ? I have myself laboi ed lor many different em-
ployers, and as a hired man may be ijcrmitted tosay,
that I iielieve the fault is often with iheem|jloyers.
Some larmers work their help late and earlj', scold
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and fret at tliem most of the time, and find

fault about the manner in which they do their

work. They never tdk over their plans of op-
eratiins wirh their men, but seem to take pri je

in keeping them ignorant of what they are to

do until "ordered to take hold of some partic-

ular job, which they are to go at, as slaves go
to thtir tasks, without thought or responsi'ul-

itj', other than to do as they are bid. This is

too much like slavery for me. Even hired

men dislike to be treated as machines, or as

animals without judgment, skill, or thought
of their own. Confidence begets confidence;
distrust engenders di-.trust; or at least such
has been my exp rience. Show your hired
man that you have contidenco in him ; ask his

opinion a our the woilv in hand, and so fir

as is consistent with your plans, throw him on
his own resources and allow him to proceed
in his own way, s^nd on liis own personal
responsibility, or give him your reasons in a
pleasant and respectful manner for preferring

a different C(iui>e, and he goes at his task with
different fei li'igs from those wliich are exci eJ
by orders and directions so minute as tj be-
wilder, and so peremptory as to provoke. A ;'

common fault witli employers is too much or-

dering —one cotnmai.d follows another with
such nipidity that tne employed hardly knows
or cares wh't he do"s, so that the last or'ier

or command is observed. As a sample of this

kind of ordering, I ofcm think of a woman of r:.

my a quaintancn who ordered her hir. d girl, ^
who was house cleaning, to put some soft toap
on a varnished door, and before she had hard-
ly tinished do ng so, ordered her to get the
potatoes and wlis'i t lem for dinner, and then
on finding th' v raisli injured, discharged hir
for leaving the soap on the door, or, as she
expressed it, for not obeying orders!

If y<;u want good lu ip tieat them like men,
allow them occasionally a day of recreation,
and if convenient a team when desired. If
they do well, be not atVaid to pi'aise th"m ; if

they do wronir, tell them so in kind woids,
and show them the better way. Fretting and
scolding does you little good and them much harm
generally. j. h. k.

Barre, Vt., March 24, 18G9.

,/,«

RAISE THE CALVES.

Just sav to the readers of the Farmer that they
had licit r !ai>e iheii- calves this season than to
sell them to 'le earned i.tf on the cars, just because
they are offered a good price for the n at one or
two weeks old. 1 raisid one year twenty- five

calves and had imly five cow-;, and did not lose a
calf. I t> d I lieni porridge, and found whe:it ground
without i'f)Itiig, t>ran and all, the best material to

make it of, as cilve^ will Ijear more of it than of
any otbt r grail, wuhout scouring. I have n/ver
known cows to sell so high as they do this spring;
we canr (It <.ctih<' best here for less than a hun-
dred ilclLirs each. I think it will pay to rai^e
caivPb C. C. Kimball.
North Haver/all, X. H., March 27, 18o9.

For the New England Farmer,

THE CRIMSON CLOVER,
I remember seeing in your columns, some years

since, a cut of a very handsome sptci'S t'f clover.

Can you inlbrm me wheth' r it is more desiiabJe
than the ordinary kinds, and if so, how it stands
our climate, and where I can obtaiu the seed ?

Maine, March 29, IbGO. J. M. p.

—The idea that the extreme ends, or spongioles,

of the roots supply all or most of the plant food

for the free is (ontroverted by Mr. Suel Foster, in

the Westtrn Rural. He says that while the tree

is growing all the roots, the stalk, branches and
leaves are at work, and he believes that every part

of the root coming in contact with the moist soil

absorbs moisture, and that in all this moisture
there is plant food.

Remarks.—This clover,

—

Trifolium Incar-

natum of the botanists,—Las been grown in

the Experimental (iarden of the Agricultual

Department at Washington, and its seeds

have been disseminated tberefron. One of our

neighbors in Concorl, Mxss., sowed a little

parcel received by him from Washington, on

the edge of a corn field. It grew luxuriantly,

and was much liked by some horses and colts

that got a taste of it. A basketful was gath-

ered for seed, but none of it germinated, and

that left in the field was fed so closely that

none of it appeared again. It is said to be an

Italian plant, and that it has been grown to

considerable extent in Scotland for soiling

and hay. It has also been cultivated as a
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border flower in gardens. Cut on the 17th of

October, three months after it was sown, it

has yielded at the rate of two and a half tons

per imperial acre. But we have no further

information as to its success in this country.

The plant from which we had the above cut

drawn and engraved, was selected from a spe-

cimen of the Crimson Clover grown in the

garden of J. Mason Everett, of Canton, Mass.

The artists have succeeded in producing a

good representation,—lacking only the color

and fragrance of the flower.

If any of our readers have experimented

with this clover and can make a more satisfac-

tory reply to the questions of "J. M. P." they

are respectfully requested to do so.

For the Xeio England Farmer,

CONCEKNINQ POTATOES.
BY W. WALBKIDGE, ESQ.

" Who shall decide when doctors disagree ?"

In spite of the trenchant arguments of Wm.
Cobbet, M. P., against the solanum tubero-

sum, it still continues to flourish and to fur-

nish an essential part of the pabulum of our

countrymen. In spite of the reasoning of the

aforesaid member of parliament, the "dis-

ease," the "rust," and the "worm," the po-

tato still lives and comes a welcome guest to

all our tables, though it tastes a little more of

greenbacks than it used to do.

I have just been reading a little book enti-

tled "one hundred ways to cook potatoes."

This is well enough for those who have spoiled

their appetites ; but for me, I would much
rather be told the right way of raising the

aforesaid article. "First catch the rabbit,"

says the old recipe ; and this is what I really

desire to know how to do. I cannot, with

my family, afford to pay thirty-three cents per

peck for the esculent in question. I have a

litde nook of indifferent land and so I think I

must attempt to raise it. I am, I confess with

shame, but a kind of an amateur soil cultttrist,

nor Lave I much time or money to expend in

testing things experimentally.

Now potatoes we must have, and so I have
deliberately come, as I have just now inti-

mated, to the full determination that I will try

to grow them. But how? Yesterday I spent

entire,—may Heaven forgive me !—and pushed

my work almost into the noon of night, con-

sulting the "authorities," and then, with "po-
tato on the brain," retired to bed to dream
till break of day of the resolution of the sun,

moon, planets, asteroids, fixed stars, comets,

and nebulic into Early Rose potatoes. To-
day I have continued the pursuit, and now this

evening, Mi.rch 19, 18G9, will sum up the

knowledge I have gained for the benefit of

amateur potato growers through the world.

Authority No. 1 says : ' 'Plant your pota-
loes under the manure to ensure a peifect
crop." No. 2 tells me to plant them above
It. No. 3 advises me to use plaster. No. 4
says, "plaster does no good." No. 5 thinks
we should plant quite deep. No, 6 informs
me that his do best when planted shallow.
No. 7 directs me to use by all means "short
manure." No. 8 says "long manure." No.
9 writes : "do not hill them up at all." No.
10 rejoins, "the hills should be quite large."
Ko. 11 aflirms that potatoes will not grow in

dry land. No. 12 is positive they never can
be raised in moist land. No. 13 goes for
hills. No. 14 goes for drills. No. 15 re-

commends planting very early; No. 1(> very
late. No. 17 maintains that they must be two
ft'ct apart ; No. 18 that they must be three.

No. 19 holds that the potato patch should
slope southward, and No. 20 wants a western
inclination. No. 21 avers that the potatoes
should be cut. No. 22 that they should be
planted whole. No. 23 Is of the opinion that
they should be inserted large end down. No.
24 cries "small end down." No. 25 insists

on planting two tubers in a hill, and No. 26
Insists on one. No. 27 is quite sure the "Da-
vis seedling" is the best to plant; No. 28 in-

clines to the "Sebec." No. 29 is loud in praise

of the Jackson white ; No. 30 knows that It

Is sure to rot. No. 31 speaks highly of the
"Early Rose." No. 32 says it is a "humbug."
No. 33,—but here I am at the end of two
days' labor,—spring advancing, seed time has-

tening,—my brain reeling. As soon as I get
one potato fact fairly fixed in it, a new au-

thority knocks It out. Though I have studied

patiently, as a lawyer, after precedents, there
now stands, horrcsco referens, unexamined on
the shelves before me, many huge tomes of
the National and State agricultural reports,

treatises on tuber-culture, the bound volumes
of horticultural magazines, and several works
In French and German on the subject of gar-

dening generally, and I am beginning to fear

that my "one hundred ways of cooking the

potato" will be of no service to me at all, un-

less the New England Fai;mer can tell me
some sensible way of planting my small nook
at the southeast corner of my dwelling with

the solanum tuberosum.

BrigUside, 3Iarch 19, 18G9.

Remarks. — These thirty-three articles,

which seem to have confused your brain and

unsettled your nerves so seriously, are all har-

monious enough to us. What do potatoes care

whether you call them tuberosums or murphys ?

Whether you put them under or over the ma-

nure, long or short, provided they have about

what they need ? Whether planted in hills or

drills ? Whether put in early or late, so that

they have time to grow ? Whether the tuber
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is small or large, cut or whole, so that a strong

germ or eye is used ?—But we camiot follow

you further. The Italians have a saying that

"all roads lead to Rome." Is it not equally

true that all these ways of planting lead to

potatoes'? Instead then of throwing down

your books in despair, take up your hoe with

courage,—thankful that potatoes will grow on

so many kinds of soils, under such a diversity of

treatment, and that cultivators are not con-

fined to any procustean mode.

For the New England Farmer.

CABE OF STOCK.—COTSWOLD SHEEP.

The time has come when all kinds of farm

stock need the best of care and feed. Stock

that has been well fed and sheltered during

the winter still needs watch and care. The
prevailing opinion of the correspondents of

the Farmer seems to be that, to feed meal to

milch cows, just before or just after coming in,

is likely to produce milk fever. I have known
quite a number of cases of milk fever from ex-

posure to rain storms, every one of which

proved fatal ; but never have known a case

produced by high feeding; and I am not

much inclined to believe In the doctrine.

Although I am aware that feed has much to do

in producing milk of suitable quality for the

young of all kinds of farm stock, yet I do not

believe it produces milk fever.

I have never been able to feed my long-

wooled sheep with corn and oats alone without

foundering the lambs, and my losses from this

cause alone may be counted by scores of

dollars. I am now feeding a mixture of one

part of corn.in the ear, ground with two parts

of oats, two of wheat bran, and two of buck-

wheat bran, with entire success. I have fed

my entire flock so far through i he winter on
clover hay, and they are now in very fine con-

dition. I sold a pair of ewes a few days

since which weighed at the depot 185 and 190
pounds.

Clover hay Is better adapted to the wants
of the sheep than any other kind of hay, but

it should be cured In good weather, in the

cock, opened to the sun, and made so dry as

not to heat in the mow. It should be cut just

as it is coming into bloom. Persons Intending
to invest In raising long wool should make
their engagements' of sheep in the spring; the
stock to be sTiifced in September or October.

It would be very much to the interest of
every producer of wool both fine and coarse,
to naarket his own clip. The expense of send-
ing it, as soon as shorn, to a reliable commls-
don merchant in Boston, is very trilling.

These dealers may be supposed at all times to

knpw the market, and be able to get the full

market prices. The demand for long-wooled
sheep at the West is at present such as to

make the breeding of them very remunerative
for years to come. Congress having refused

to re-establish the Canadian Reciprocity Treaty
has acted in accordance with the wishes of the

farming community, which secures beyond a
doubt the market for long wooled sheep and
combing wool for years to come.
The Cotswold sheep are more liable to

stretches than other breeds. This, however,
very seldom occurs if they have constant ac-

cess to water and sufficient exercise. Mr.
Daniels of Woodstock, Conn., lately gave me
a receipt for its cure which I have had occasion

to try, and with entire success. A mixture of
oil, either castor or sweet oil, mixed in very
strong soap suds, a part of It turned down the

throat and a part as an injection, has afforded

Immediate relief.

I have lately been into Dutchess county,

N. Y., among the fancy breeders of Cots-

wolds, some of which weigh over three hun-
dred pounds and sell for four hundred dollars

each for bucks, and ewes two hundred each.

These are fed to the highest degree and made
very beautiful animals, and consequently sell

at very high prices. T. L. 1L\J!,t.

West Cornwall, Conn., April 1, 1869.

For the New England Farmer.

HEAVY TATOOIi COTSWOLD—PHODTJC-
TION OF SEXES.

I have for years been breeding Cotswolds
with a view to compactness of fleece and have
succeeded so far with a portion of my flock as

to have those that are nearly as well protected

from storms as the Merinos. Having suc-

ceeded In establishing a good degree of com-
pactness, I have occasionally bred my sheep
to bucks of the longest wool that I could find,

with very favorable results, having in some in-

stances sheared twelve pounds a head frons

yearlings. At present prices of combing wool
the weight of fleece Is a matter that should not be
lost sight of; besides weight, the protection a
compact fleece gives is of importance so far as

the comfort and health of the animal is con-
cerned.

The fashion of sheep, like all other fashions.

Is subject to changes. Twenty-five years ago
the fashion was to have clean heads, or those

free from any wool In the forehead. The
presence of a tuft In the forehead would have
excited suspicion cf a cross with the Merino

;

but now the fashion has changed, and a tuft of

wool is, by some whose observation does not

extend very fir back, considered almost the

standard of purity.

The subject of producing the different sexes

in our domestic animals has been under dis-

cussion to some extent for a few years past

;

and it is a subject of much importance to the

breeder. That the different sexes can be in

all cases produced at the pleasure of the

breeder is doubtless not true ; but that this
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may be secured to a great extent I am very
sure. Fif y years since my grandfather said

to me. that if it was desirable to have mile
progeny it could be done by "breeding from
old animals." I have observed this for at

least (ifry years, and have very seldom if ever
known it to fail. I once had a pair of buck
lambs from a very old sheep ; 1 bred from them
one year, and nine out of ten of thtir lambs
were iiucks. When obliged to change bucks
I am always particular to inquire the age of
the sheep which raised the lamb ; ami 1 have
succeeded in breeding two bucks, whose lambs
were nine-fenths ewes, and from all my bucks
a large majority of Iambs are now ewes. I

should pr( fjr a buck bred from a two-year-old

ewe, but in no ca.se from one older than three

years if it was my wish to have more ewes
than bucks. T. L. Hart.

West Cornwall, Conn., March 27, 1869.

SMUT IN" WHEAT.
In a late number of the Prairie Farmer some

inquiry was made as to whether lime is a pre-

ventive against smut in wheat. My experi-

ence tells me that lime of itself would be ol

little use were it not combined with the solu-

tion of salt. I will give my method of pre-

venting smut, which has never failed :

—

Save as much chamber-lye as will thoroughly

saturate the quantity of wheat you may wish

to sow, then for every ten bushels of wheat,

add two ounces of arsenic dissolved in rain

water, spread the wheat on a level floor, then

take a broom and dip it in the mixture, shak-

ing it over the wheat until there is sufficient to

wet the whole. Shovel it over once or twice,

until you are satisfied that it is all soaked

alike, then sift over it a thin coat of (ine

slaked lime ; shovel over until the lime ad-

heres to all the wheat alike. When it is

ready for sowing, should there be occasion to

wash the wheat in salt brine for the purpose

of cleaning it, the dissolved arsenic may be

added to a small quantity of chamber-lye and
applied as above, alter the salt brine has been
thoroughly drained. Do not kt the pickled

wheat remain in the bags over night. I have
tried this several times and have found it to

accomplish the desired effect in all cases.

—

M. L. Curtis, in Prairie Farmtr.

CORN GROWW FOB FODDER.
A correspondent of the Country Gentleman

at Prosp cc Hill. Va , writes as follows :—On
June 25th I planted just one-third of an acre,

in drills three IVet apart. I took my Weth-
ersfield drill, put in the largest seed, and went

over each row twice, and tlien covered with a

cultivator. It grew finely. I culiivated it

twice with an A harrow, set so as to take only

to the middle between the rows, and ran it up

and down each row. By so doing I could run

very close to the young corn, and kill the

weeds and not injure or cover the young plants.

I cut it with a briar scythe, and one mm could
cut as fast as four could bind. This was Sept.
28th. Put it in small stacks, or rather shocks,
and let it stand. Commenced feeding it to my
horses and mules (5) Nov. 1st, and it lasted
them until the 3d of December, and is by far

the best fodder I have. I shall put in several
acres next year, for it not only yields a verv
profitable crop for the farm (as the ground
was poor,) but it "kills the weeds" most effec-

tually, which is a great point here. I believe

that I shall make it a paying crop in money.
Fodder is always salable at $10 per stack (ton.)

Now I can get four tons on land that will not
produce more than ten bushels of corn per
acre—giving me $40 per acre, at a much less

cost than corn at $10. I shall therefore have
$10 for each acre, and allowing $10 for seed,

cultivating, gathering, &c., I shall have $30
ptT acre to buy the best fertilizers that 1 can
get ; f r that is the only proper mode of using

that money, and so I can manure my farm
without cost, kill the weeds and improve the

land at the same time. c. r. m.

A PERCHERON COLT.

Mr. B. F. Ricker, of Brighton, Mass., has

sold to T. G. Iladley, Esq., of Galesburg, 111.,

a colt two years and nine months old which

weighed, with a head-stall and halter, 1510

pounds. The colt was sired by "Conqueror,"

one of the Percheron horses imported fi'om

France in 1863 by the Massachusetts Society

for the Promotion of Agriculture. His dam
is a well bred mare from Toronto, Can.,

weighing about 1-iOO pounds, and is used in

one of the noble teams employed about the

Cattle Fair at Brighton. J\Ir. Ricker bar-

gained his colt at one dollar per pound, de-

livered at Chicago ; but the agreement was

compromised by the paymen'j of $1400 on

the delivery at Brighton. Mr. ll.idley has

also engaged a yearling colt from the same

mare, by Green's Hamiltonian, as well as an-

other colt which is expected this season. We
also understand that "Conquercr" is now

owned in Skowhegan, Maine, and that he has

proved all and more than %vtvs expected by his

importers, in crossing on our native stock.

The colts are all poweiful animals, handsome,

easily handled and excellent roadsters. At

the West where heavy teams are wanted to

operate agricultural machinery, a larger breed

of horses is much needed, and It is believed

that an infusion of the Percheron blood will

prove particularly beneficial.
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PliOUGHS AND 4'LOtJGHlNQ.

OJiE time in Febru-

ary last we noticed

at some length a

report of a trial of

ploughs, held at

Utica, by the New
York State Agri-

cultural Society, in

September, 18C7.

What we then said

was mostly confined

to a brief history

of the plough,,—
showing how grad-

ually improvements

had been made, and

by whom. At pres-

ent we shall speak

of some of the ob-

jects to be accom-

plished by plough-

ing, and what kind

of an implement is best adapted to secure

these objects.

Before entering, however, upon the subject

matter in hand, we wish to say that the Marie

Lane Express, published in London, and

probably the leading agricultural journal in

Europe, speaks in very high terms of Mr.

Gould's report. It says, "The report of

English judges on the horse- plough trials, in-

stituted by the Royal Agricultural Society of

England, at Leicester, last year, extends over

six pages cf the Society's last number. The

table of dynamometrical results of that report

is simply incomprehensible, without a guide.

Com ared to that under notice (Mr. Gould's)

the English report is meagre in the extreme.

We invite the editor to study the New York

State report ; it is clear from it that the Amer-

icans carry ^ out their trials of agricultural

implenit;"ts and machinery thoroughly, and

take great pains to render the history of them

interesting and instructive." The Express

"regrets that no English ploughs competed at

these trials." •

We have often urged upon the reader the

importance of bringing the soil into a healthy,

active, mechanical condition. This is certainly

next in importance to manuring the soil, if it

does not stand equal to it. In a very able re-

view of the report, Mr. Geddes says, two speci-

mens cf soil, precisely alike, as determined

by chemical analysis, may be and often are

quite unlike in their power to produce crops.

The committee discuss this subject fully and

ably, and from this discussion derive the con-

clusion that one cf the leading objects of

ploughing clay or any tenacious soils is to re-

duce the size of the particles and to pulverize

and mix all of them in the most peif ct man-

ner. A ton cf barn-yard manure, containing

17.4 pound of ammonia, may be spread over

a given suiface of ground and abundantly

supply the plants growing there with ammonia.

A ton of coal containing 47.6 pounds cf am-

monia, spread over an equal suiface, will give

the growing plants no7ie.

"The important question for the farmer to

ask is, not so much how much plant nutriment

is contained in the soil, but how much is there

which is in such a physical and chemical condi-

tion as to be available'''' for the support of the

growing plant.

Soils that have the greatest amount of capil-

lary porosity, the committee say, will condense

the greatest amount cf manurial substances

on their internal surfaces ; will retain them

longest, and will give them out most readily

to the rootlets of the growing plant. A mass

of adhesive clay will absorb but a very slight

amount of available manure ; but if ibis same

mass is rendered friable by mechanical pro-

cesses, its power cf absorption is amazingly

increased. By pulverization the air is ad-

mitted to the soil, which becomes the agent of

converting the carbon existing in it to carbonic

acid, which in its turn renders many substances

which were previously useless, very efficient

in promoting the growth of plants.

It is clear that the plough is the implement

to bring tlie soil into the condition described

above ; and that is the best plough which will

the most completely do this work — other

things being equal. The use of the spade for

pulverizing the soil is out of the question

with us, where wages are so high. The har-

row will not do it ; that implement levels, but

does not disintegrate. Use it long enough

and it will compact the mellow soil of a field

into a surface as hard as that of the highway.

The plough is the only effectual and economi-

cal tool yet devised to work the soil into its

finest particles. To bring the plough into the

proper shape to accomplish this, and at the
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same time have it set equarely on its sole, run

even with the power impelling it, and of light

draft, has cost an immense amount of thought,

labor, and a very large expenditure of money.

The mould-board must have the form of the

screw, in a considerable degree, in order to

twist the furrow-slice into millions of fine par-

ticles as it rolls it over and leaves it upside

down. The Holbrook ploughs did this so

thoroughly that when the furrow was eight or

ten inches deep, the most perfect seed-bed

was lefr, without the aid of any other too

upon it.

Deep PlouKhing.

The next great point aimed at is deep ploughing.
The Committee say : "The distance to which the
roots of a plant will extend when there is no phy-
sical obstruction to their progress through the soil,

is far greater than is usually suppposed by those
who have not actually witnessed their extension.
We have seen the roots of Indian corn extending
seve}i feet downward ; the roots of lucerne will
penetrate fifteen feet; onions will run downward
three feet where the physical condition of the soil

favors the extension of their range. It is obvious
that as the nutritive matters in the soil cannot
travel to the root, the latter must therefore go to
the former: and the further the root extends the
greater the amount of food which the plant can
obtain, and the greater must be its growth. The
roots of plants always develop themselves in the
direction of least resistance."

A high degree of pulverization, however, is

not the only point to be gained ; among others,

one is, that a good plough will perfectly turn

under all weeds and grass on the surface, where

they will rot and be converted into food for

the plants we are cultivating.

Several other points were also examined

with the greatest care by the committee^ and

the following are all specially set forth in the

report : To promote the germination of seeds.

To get clear of stagnant water from the surface.

To prevent the refrigeration of the soil by

evaporation. To secure the return of the

water evaporated by the plant in the form of

dew. To destroy the weeds in the soil.

In investigating these, and all other points

under consideration, the committee were gov-

erned by a set of rules which were carefully

drawn np, and which they rigidly observed. A
most ingenious and perfectly-working instru-

ment to test the power required to draw the

ploughs was constructed by Mr. Henry Wa-
terman, of Hudson, the consulting engineer of

the society. Mr. Waterman's dynamometer is

in itself a great triumph of inventive genius, and

Is the only really satisfactory Instrument to

measure the power expended yet made. The

most important poyits were fully examined,
viz :

—

1. Pulverizmg power.

2. Non-liability to choke in stubble.

3. Lightness of draft, considered in connec-

tion with pulverizing power.

4. Ease of holding.

5. Durability.

G. Cheapness.

7. Excellence of inechanical work.

8. Excellence of material.

9. Thorough inversion and burial of weeds.

10. Even distribution of wear.

11. Regularity or trueness of turning and

carrying the furrow or sod.

What the society most desired In these tests

was, to bring out the best plough for deep cul-

tivation, and Its large gold medal was offered

to the maker of the best plough to cut a fur-

row one foot deep, that three horses could prop-

erly handle. Mr. Webster's plough, which we
spoke of in the February article, cut a furrow

a foot deep and the slice two feet wide, and

required from four to six yoke of oxen. This

was not what the society wanted ; and it left

the question of width to the competitors, ex-

cept that it must not be less than five inches

deep, and three horses must be able to draw

it in actual use.

Two ploughs were entered for this premium,

both of them, the committee say, "doing the

work which was called for." One was from

Collins & Co., Hartford, Conn., and the other

from F. F. Holbrook, Boston. The Collins

plough was of steel, weight 95 pounds. The
Holbrook of cast-iron, weight 139 pounds.

Both cut furrows 12 inches wide and 12 deep.

On ploughing the first furrow, the power re-

quired to draw the Collins' plough one yard,

was 6G5 pounds, and the Holbrook 632, On
the second furrow, the Collins C54 pounds,

and the Holbrook C32. Going through all

the points, it was decided that the Hol-

brook was best in eight points, and the

Collins in two, and in one they were equal.

Thus Holbrook was awarded the great medal,

and the credit of having produced a plough

that three horses could draw through laud 'hat

the committee say was extremely bad to

plough, and turn a furrow 12 inches deep and

12 inches wide.

We cannot enter here Into any description

of the forms of ploughs that will execute such
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work ; all we can do is to mention them so

that those interested may find them and exam-

ine and test for themselves.

It will be noticed that the two great points

with the society were depth and fineness. In

a climate like ours, subject to such droughts

as have several times occurred within the last

ten years, the matter of deep ploughing be-

comes one c f great importance to the farmer.

It is well illustrated in some observations of

Mr. Dalton, of England. He proved that

"A cubic foot of earth may contain peven inches
of water in deptli, and that it; miiy pavt witli one-
half of this water and not be too dry for support-

ing vegetation. He used a cylindrical vessel, 10

inches ii diameter, three feet deep, filled with
gravel, sand, and soil, having a discharge pipe at

the Ijottom, by which to measure the quantity of
water that ran off, and which gave perfect drainage,
—the top of the .soil being covered with grass, the
whole buried so that the top was even with the
ground, shows that earth that is moderately moist
will take up three inches of water without carrying
it beyond the point of saturation. This amount
had in the preceding dry month been taken up by
the plants and evaporated, and, without making
the soil too dry, had so diann upon it that it could
imbilie tlirce inches which fell in four days. Land
ploughed only 6 inches deep holds only 1^ inches
of water, sulject to the use of vegetati(jn, ituo ac-

count is made of v/ater rising up through the hard
earth beneath. Ten days of dry weather in June,
July or August, will tell injuriously on plants that
have only six inches of earth beneath them from
which they can draw moisture; but give plants
three feet (as in Mr. Dalton 's experiment) of mel-
low earih, and there would be 9 inches in depth
of water for the use of these plants—sufficient to

mature any crop our farmers raise, without one ad-
ditional slioioer after the first day of June !

"Mellow earth holds water, and the larger or
deeper the restrvoir, the better guaranty against
the injurious etfects of dry weather ?"

BEET SUQAK.
The Department Report for 18G7 contains

an exhaustive report by the chemist of the

Agricultural Department upon the subject of

beet sugar. This subject is one cf great im-

portance to the farming and commercial inter-

ests of this country. About one-third of the

sugar now used in Europe is made from beets,

and the manufacture is rapidly increasing. In

18G5-6 about thirteen millions hundred weight

of sugar were made from beets, principally in

l ranee and Germany.

Beets for sugar are cultivated as one in a

rotation of crops, and an important fact in con-

nection with their culture is that the cake re-

maining after the juice is pressed out is very

valuable as food for stock. It is both nutri-

tious and agreeable to cattle, and thej thrive

upon it. In those sections in which sugar is

made, there has been great improvement in the

cultivation, more stock being kept and the

quantity of manure being greatly increased.

Factories are established in various places

by capitalists, and the beets are furnished by

the small farmers in their vicinity, in addition

to the large quantities raised upon the farms

belonging to the factories.

White sugars, of the very best description,

are made at these establishments. It is stated

that beets in the northern parts of France and

"Belgium yield a larger per cent, of sugar than

they do in the South of France. This seems

to indicate that a very warm climate is not re-

quired for successful sugar making from beets.

A good supply of rain during the growing sea-

son, especially in August and September is re-

quired, and something depends upon the vari-

eties used.

There seems no good reason why this branch

of industry cannot be undertaken in this coun-

try. The climate of a majority of the States

would seem to be suited to their growth, and

a ready market would be found at home for

any quantity produced. Unlike cane sugar,

cotton, tobacco, hops, and some other crops,

beets do not exhaust the soil without leaving

anything to be returned to it. The tops and

cake will feed a large amount of stock, and

thus increase the fertility of the soil. In Eu-

rope much of the labor is done by women, and

in this country skilled laborers woukl not be

required to any great extent in the cultivation.

One or more establishments have been already

commenced in Illinois, where German labor-

ers are employed.

The making of sugar from Sorghum, in this

country, has thus far been a failure, although

considerable quantities of good syrup or mo-

lasses are made.

It is a little more than fifty years since Na-

poleon started the manufacture of beet sugar.

During this period much has been done by

chemical investigation and mechanical con-

trivance, to improve the processes of manu-

facture. «

Having the advantage of European experi-

ence and skill, we may start in the business

under favorable circumstances.

Grafting Wax.—J. J. Thomas recommends

one pint linseed oil, six pounds rosin, one pound

beeswax, melted together, to be applied warm
with a brush, or to be worked with wet hands into

a mass and drawn out into ribbons.
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From the Hartford Advocate.

THE BLACKSMITH'S PKETTY DAUGH-
TER.

Why do the horFos come always at noon
To be thjd ut the blacksmiih'd shop?

At iioon time, ivh n the eun is ^t 11,

"When the blacfesmilh is fjrce 1 ayaicst his will

To rest, aud his worE to stop ?

Just at noon, from his hous" on the hill,

A girl wiih a pail rom.s thence;
Smiles C( m on her lip*, on lier cheeks a glow,
Aa fhe eee= tin h(Jr^«8 tied i'l urow,
Along by the biacktmith's fence.

Oh, but the blacksnii h's daughter is fair 1

And the horses all look at each other,

As much as to tav, "iS'owisn'c s! e sweet?
We k ow why our masters say tha' our feet

Are giving thtm so much bother."

The bell ring? one, and the blacksmi'h cries,
' SSow, then, for work riuht away 1"

But most of ih m say that iis growing late,

And ihey really ihinK they'd belter wait,
And come ou some other day.

Oh, blacksmith's daughter, your mother, too,
Was fair »htn jour father sought 1 eri

You're going in the way that she has tc od.
You'll b J a wife e e those horses are shod

—

Oh, blAcksmitii's pretty daughter I

I03W PUBIilCAITONS.
On Seats and Paddles, Rits and Bittin^, and the

Prt'Venlio i aua Cu'e ot Re.-uvenees in Uorses. By
Fiaucis JDw.\f r, Major cf Hr.'Sais in the Imperial
Austrian Servi e. Philadelphia: J B. Lippincolt &
Co. 1869. Kx.ra cloth, $2. 2J5 pagta.

AVe are glad to see a book on the subjects of

seats, saddles and bits. The "Society for the Pre-

vention of Cruelty to Animals" can scarcely find a

more appropriate field f jr their beneficent action,

than tliat occupied by this volume. The bits that

are put into the tender mouth of the horse, the

saddles that are put on his sensitive back, and

the position and action of the rider, are subjects

of sufficient importance to claim the attention and

study of the horseman. Though written by a

military man, the principles discussed in the text

and illustrated by the numerous engravings in this

volume, are applicable to the horse on the farm or

on the road. The author explains and illustrates

the mechanical principles involved not only in the

construction of saddles and bits, but also in the

frame-work of the horse, or "the machine," as it

is termed in the frontispiece. As a specimen of

the writer's style, we copy the following from his

remarks on bitting :

—

"How many horses, especially young ones, are
made restive, and become plung(!Vs, "bolters, or
rearers throu,i;h the intoleralile pain occasioned by
bits that are wholly unsnited to Ilicir months, and
some'imes fitter fir a riiinoceros than so sensi'ave

and delicate an animal as the horse. Many a curb,
stringhalt, and spavin are originated by ttie use, or
rather abuse, of bits whose lever power is so ex-
cessive that it is impossible to regulate their ac-
tion, not to mention the very numerous instances
in which bits are placed in such a position in the
horse's mouth as to act on the animal's head in ex-
actly the opposite direction to that intended by the
rider, and thus, in conjunction with the misplaced

burden of the rider, assist in throwing down the
bearer."

On another page will be found a copy of one

of the illustrations of the work.

The Ninth Annuai, Report of 'he Board of Agri-
cul ure of the Jfrovince of New BrunswicK. Fredtr-
Icksoii, 1S68.

This is a pamphlet of 152 large pages, giving a

list of the members of the Board, with an account

of their transactions during the year 186S. We
are not a little surprised to learn that this Province

does not produce all the food required by its pop-

ulation, and that the breadstuff imported amount-

ed to $1,265,175 in 1861. One reason assigned for

this deficiency is that many farmers divide their

attention between farming and lumbering; pursuits

that do not harmonize. The latter being specula-

tive, often proves precarious. There were fourteen

agricultural societies in the Province entitled to

grants in 1868. Oats, buckwheat, and potatoes are

produced more largely than wheat, barley or corn,

—the latter crop being less cultivated than for-

merly.

The Ameeicax Farmer, Baltimore, Md., one of

our most valuable monthly exchanges, celebrated

the fiftieth anniversary of its establishment, on the

second day of the present month, by a review of

the contents of the first number, printed April 2,

1819. The writings of Wm. Cobbett, Chancellor

Livingstone, and Thomas Jefferson, appear to have

occupied a large portion of its columns. A de-

tailed statement is given by Mr. B.irney, of Port

Penn, of his "big oxen." One of them called

"Columbus," weighed alive 29G2, the other

"Delaware," 2688 pounds. Prime pieces were sold

at fifty cents per pound. There are several notices

of fat hogs copied from a Boston paper. One
merchant had purchased 60,000 pounds of very

nice pork raised in Vermont and New Hampshire.

A hog killed in Easton, Mass., by Cyrus Lathrop,

weighed 742 pounds, at one year and eight months
old."

The ^mencfm T^anner is three years older than

the New England Farmer, and was the first

agricultural paper printed in America. There

are now more agricultural papers published in the

country than the American Farmer is years old.

—A correspondent of the Germantown Telegraph

wishes that he could make the truth vivij to every

keeper of cows, that the care of them is something

that requires knowledge and painstaking in details.

Cows must not be neglected or deprived of sufll-

cient food. Good shelter and abundance of food

they must have if we would make them profitable.

Evenness of local temperature is a necessity. If

the weather is cold or wet without doors, they

should be made warm or dry within the stable.

If the sun shines too hot, they should have the

privilege of -shade. When a cow becomes uncom-

fortable the flow of her milk is restrained. A cow
will return to you just in proportion as you confer

upon her.
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THE ART OP RIDINO.

Don't be alarmed ; this is neither an Amer-

ican "agricultural horse trot," nor an English

"steeplechase." Its purpose is to show how
men ride, rather than how horses go. Riding

is an art, and must be acquired, like other

arts, by study and practice. Occasionally,

however, a man seems to be a born rider, and

takes to the saddle naturally as some do to mu-

sic, mechanics or painting. But most of us are

not thus gifted, and skill in horsemanshijf as

well as in other professions is acquired by hard

study and long continued practice. Our cut

is copied from a new work on Seats and Sad-

dles, Bits and Bitting, noticed on another

page, and is designed to illustrate a bad arid

good seat, and to enforce the caution given to

the rider "not to stick out his rump as if it

did not belong to him." We can attempt no

synopsis of the principles discussed or the di-

rections given in this volume. We mu;t,

however, give the reply of Major Dwyer to

the question, "What is a man to sit on?

Well, he has two bones in his seat, which we
venture, in imitation of German phraseology,

to call his 'sitting-bones,' and a third in rear

—that on which long ago Lord Monboddo
built his celebrated theory, since improved on
by Darwin, of the human race having been

originally developed from monkeys ; this third

bone completes, with the other two, a trian-

gular basis for the human seat on horse-back,

and, be it said, a much more efficient one than

for the theory in question. If the angle of

the hip-bone comes to be perpendicular over

the sitting-bone at the same side, the rider's

weight will rest on this triangular basis, which,

being the largest available for the purpose,

affords the greatest degree of stability to the

seat. If, however, the perpendicular from the

hip-bone falls to the rear of the sitting-bone,

the leg and thigh are immediately thrown for-

ward to the horse's shoulder, the rider's back

is converted into the segment of a circle, and

his weight sways about unsteadily on the Mon-
boddo corner of the triangle. Finally, if the

aforesaid perpendicular fall in front of the

sitting-bone, the fork-seat is achieved, the

thighs come back toward the horse's tail, the

rider's body is carried forward by every move-

ment of the animal, because it rests only on

two points Instead of three, and this may be

styled the 'muff school of equestrianism.' "

Agriculture in China.—The Chinamen,
who walk over bridges built two thousand
years ago, who cultivated the cotton plant cen-

turies before this country was heard of, who
fed the silk worm before King Solomon built

his throne, have fifty thousand square miles

around Shanghai which are called the Garden
of China, and which have been tilled by count-

less generations, and are as productive now as

ever.

The area is as large as New York and
Pennsylvania combined, and is all meadow
land raised but a few feet above the river

;

lakes, rivers, canals—a complete network of

water communication ; the land under the

highest tilth ; three crops a year harvested

;

population so dense that wherever you look,

you see men and wcmen in blue pants and
blouse, so numerous that you fancy some fair

or muster is coming off, and all hands have,

turned out for a holiday.

—

Western Farmer.
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For the New England Fanner.

AMOUNT OF SEED FOR POTATOES.
This question has been under discussion for

years, and the views of growers are ai»pa-

rently as much at variance as when the subject

was first broached. When doctors disagree,

who shall decide, unless it be the patients ?

As I could learn nothing satisfactory to my
mind from the expressed opinions of my neigh-

bors, I determined to test the matter mj self.

One says plant large potatoes whole, an-

other large ones cut, another small ones whole,

and so on to the end ; but ask any one of

them why say you so, and they answer, oh, I

planted mine so and had a good crop, or I

always plant such ones and I generally have

good potatoes. Now it must be a very poor
method indeed that will not sometimes pro-

duce good results, whether applied to planting

potatoes, sowing wheat, or exterminating Can-
ada thistles. But what we want to know is

the best method of doing these things, and
one that will produce good results uniformly.

The past season I have experimented a little

with potatoes in order to ascertain what kind

of seed and the quantity to use. The ground
was a slaty loam and had been mowed for

eighteen years, and was broken up and
planted to corn last year, without manure,
giving thirty-eight bushels to the acre. Meas-
ured oflf one acre, twenty rods long and eight

wide. The land was marked both ways, five

rows to the rod, and planted to potatoes,

without manure. They were planted April

23, and covered two inches deep. The hrst

eight rows lengthwise of the piece were planted

with one piece to the hill, two eyes on a piece.

The next eight rows, with two pieces, making
four eyes to the hill. The third eight rows
three pieces, or six eyes. The fourth, one
small potato whole. The fifth, one large po-
tato whole. The first rows had two stalks to

the hill in about three-fourths of the hills, the

rest only one. The stalks were large and
much branched near the ground, but did not

cover the ground as much as either of the

others. Number two had three to four stalks

to the hill, and were nearly as large as those

in number one. Number three had four to

six stalks to the hill, but they were more slen-

der than either of the former. Number four
had from four to ten stalks to the hill, which
were very slender, especially where there were
more than five stalks in a hill. Number five

had from five to eight stalks to the hill, and
were more stocky than number four. Dug
the ninth, tenth and twelfth of October, and
accurately weighed, with the following re-

sults :
—
Lbs, large Bu. of
potatoes, 60 lbs.

No. 1 . . 24fi0 41
No. 2 . . 2880 48
No, 3 , . 2250 Si
No. 4 . . 2i)f)5 c4,'^

No, 5 . . 2230 37 16

L^s, Bush- Total wgt,
tmall elB. large &8m.
90 1}^ 2550
16 1^4 2955

165 2% 2145
287 4 47-60 2342
180 3 2110

Omitting fractions, the yield per acre for

each plat would be respectively 212, 240, 203,
195, and 200 bushels. It will be seen that

four eyes to the hill give the most potatoes,

it being thirty-four bushels more to the acre
than the next highest, and fifty-one bushels

more than the lea^^t.

From this experiment I infer that four stalks

are as many as ought to be left in a hill.

Small potatoes usually have as many eyes as

large ones, and consequently when used for

seed an excess is often planted.

The largest potatoes were on No. 1 and
No. 2 ; Nos. 3 and 5 were about alike ; in

No. 4 they were considerably the smallest.

In plat No. 1, I observed that where only

one eye grew, the yield was about three-

fourths as much as where two came. This
suggests another question, viz. : does the

amount of potato left with the eye affect the

produce ? Here is a chance for further expe-

riment, by taking just the eye alone ; also the

eye with a small piece of the flesh and so in-

crease it until we get the whole potato, with

all but one of the eyes taken out,—all to be
planted separately and the produce noted.

That four stalks to the hill are better than

more, I am satisfied, from the result of an-

other experiment made with a few hills on
another piece, where I planted 200 hills, one-

half with large and the rest with small pota-

toes, one in a hill, and whole. One-fourth of

each kind was thinned at the first hoe ng, to

two stalks in the hill ; one-fourth to four

stalks ; one-fourth to six, and the remainder
left as 'they came up. The difference in yield

between the large and email seed was but

little, but the difference between the hills left

to themselves and those thinned out was as

g.eat as in the experiment above detailed.

Thus I conclude that it makes but little

difference whether we plant just what eyes we
wish to stand, or plant more and thin them
out, only it is a waste of seed, and like the

beet and carrot bed, never get thinned out.

I intend to repeat the experiment next sea-

son ; but my manner of planting the m-iin

crop can be inferred from the above. J.

Oak Bill, N. Y., April, 1869.

Totaal, 11,905 193 5-12 797 1317-60 12,702

For the New England Farmer.

FANCY STOCK.

Our experience seems to prove that no
thoroughbred animal can be so prolitable for

farming purposes, as half or quarter bloods
;

or rather a cross of different breeds is better

than any full-blood.

For instance, in sheep, a cross between Me-
rinos and Cotswolds will give good sized

mutton and a good superfme quality of wool,

much better for practical use in New England
than either the full-blooded Merino or Cots-

wold.

Again, in horses, each different breed has

various good points, but are lacking in other
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desirable ones. A good horse for a farmer

should possess all the good points.

So in cattle. Probably it would be impos-

sible to find a single animal of any particular

breed, which would show all the good points

requisite for use on our New England farms.

One of the best milch cows the writer ever

knew was a cross of Devon with Native.

Another superior one was half Dutch, patt

Ayrshire and Native. Most people acquainted

with the different breeds are aware that the

Devons are not great milkers, though the oxen

are handsome and good workers, but not so

good for beef as the Durhams, while the

Durbams are not noted as great milkers. The
Dutch are good milkers, but are not so good
fjr fattening, as they do not take on flesh so

readily as a more compact breed. And no
experienced feeder would think of taking the

Jersey's for stall-feeding.

People are often disappointed in new or

fancy breeds of cattle or sheep, for the rea-

son that such fancy breeds have been kept in

a fancy manner, and often their superiority

consists mainly in their having been reared

and kept upon the best the land affords, and
they usually fall away and dwindle to insig-

nificance when treated as native breeds have

been. Many farmers in Vermont and New
Hampshire have been sadly disappointed with

fancy Merino sheep which have cost them
fancy prices. In many cases these sheep have
dwindled and died when treated as the Native

sheep are usually.

Having examined different herds of supe-

rior Durbam cattle, owned by noted breeders

in Vermont and Canada, I have invariably

found upon inquiry that large quantities of

grain were fed to such stock the year round
;

and I am satisfied that in no instance was the

owner repaid for his outlay by any cash value

received ; although the satisfaction of seeing

the growth and improvement of such fine ani-

mals might repay the man of wealth for bis

care and expense ; and occasionally a slight

return is received by the sale of an animal at

a fancy price.

In some cases, doubtless, the breeders of

fancy cattle may confer a benefit to the coun-

try, but usually the parties purchasing such

cattle for practical use lose by the operation,

for the reason that with common feed they are

sure to depreciate. We are aware that it

would well pay most farmers to take better

care i f their stock, and feed better than they

do at present ; bat until they conclude to take
fancy care of their animals, they had better

not purchase fancy stock of any kind.

Cakmos.
Eeading, Mass., Feb. 24, 18G9.

Remarks.—As Mr. J. A. Harwood, of

Littleton, Mass., said In his remarks at the

Milk Producers' Meeting, at Nashua, we need

the thoroughbreds to get the crosses. The

remarks of our correspondent as to the su-

periority of wool for "practical use" from a

cross of the Merinos and Cotswolds may be

correct so far as certain uses are concerned,

and incorrect as respects other uses. Pure

Cotswold or Leicester wool we understand

possesses certain cjuallties,—length and gloss,

—which are necessary to the production of

certain styles of goods ; and that these quali-

ties are lost by a cross with the Merinos.

Hence if this wool is not grown in the United

States it must be obtained from foreign coun-

tries. It is generally believed that the wool

growers of this country can supply the various

grades of wool required by our manufacturers,

and in fact they have entered into an agree-

ment with them to do so. It is therefore our

duty as well as our Interest to ascertain what

kinds of wool is required by these manufac-

turers, as well as to determine which Is best

for "practical use in New England."

For the New England Farmer.

DISEASE ira" SHEEP.
In the Farmer of March 27, friend Nichols

of Plymouth, N. H., writes for information

about a disease in his flock of sheep and the

fatality that attends it. If it is a disease, it

must be contagious, for we hear from all quar-

ters, not only In New England, but in the

Western States, of unusual mortality among
sheep. In this vicinity some farmers have
lost half their flocks, and appearances indicate

that many more must follow soon.

It has been like rowing against the tide to

keep sheep during the past three years ; but
just as the market prospects begin the brighten

up a little, our flocks are dying b}' thousands.

Every farmer is interested In finding a remedy
and applying it, to stay this wholesale destruc-

tion of property. But in coming to a correct

diagnosis of disease, whether in plants, ani-

mals or persons, a careful investiga'ion of

matters and facts prior to its fatal termina-

tion is necessary.

D irlng the war, when wool was high, and
sheep raising paid enormous profit'--, the health

and comfort of njost all flocks were carefully

looked after, and the losses were i'tvr by sick-

ness. Thvn the sheep had the best of hay, a

feed of corn once a day, all the roots that

were raised, besides oats, shorts, beans, oil

meal, &c. What a contrast with their pres-

ent neglect ! I have heard a number of sheep-

owners, within two years, say give the sheep

meadow hay, and let them die if they will, for

there is no profit in them. Many have got

entirely discouraged and sold out, losing

money by the operation. Some of these men
would go half a mile "to kick a sheep."
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Perhaps there has been something more
than mere neglect to cause sheep to do so

badly the past season. Last summer there

was an unusual amount of rain, and in July a

rust struck the gras", destroying nearly half

the nutriment of the hay that was not cut

until very late in the season. If enough grain

to make up this deficiency in the nutriment of

hay had been given, possibly sheep wouM
have done as well as common ; but their stom-

achs may not have been capable of receiving

enough of this inferior hay and digesting it, to

sustain life and keep the functions of the body
in healthy action.

About ten years ago I lost thirty-fi.e sheep

out of two hundred and fifty, most of them
dying after going out to grass. I was entirely

ignorant of the I'ause, until informed by Mr.
Henry Couch, of Salisbury, that it must be

the "rot," in which the blood turns into water.

For a cure he recommended ashes mixed with

salt and sulphur. I gave only five pailfuls,

one part sulphur, three of salt, and four of

ashes, well mixed. I think this cuied them,

for none died after using this mixture ten

days. The affected sheep did not appear to

suffer much, were not sick more than one day,

and were mostly in fair llesh. I cut the throat

of one, before dying, and got about half a

pint of light watery blood, that would not

coagulate on cooling. On cutting into the

throat immediately after death, no blood could

be found, only a frothy, slipp ry substance.

If Mr. Nichols' sheep are in fair flesh, I

should think from his description it was the

rot that troubl d his flocks. It is the best

course to heep sheep well,—that is, gaining

in flesh, from the time they come to the barn

until they go to the pasture again. Give

them sulphur enough to kill all the ticks and

keep off disease. Those persons that do so,

reap twice the profit, and have a conscience

devoid of offence. G. F. Quimby.
Warner, N. H., April, 1869.

For the New Kngland Farmer,

YOLK IN MERINO ^WrOOL.

Previous to 1861 and 1862, comparatively

little complaint was heard from manufacturers

or dealers in regard to the yolkiness of the

Merino wool. During the years immediately

following, there was great speculation and ex-

citement in relation to wool, and complaints

were heard from dealers in regard to the sud-

den and alarming increase of yolk in the fleeces

of Merino sheep, and the prejudice thus ex-

cited against this valuable breed still operates

to a considerable extent.

It is the object of this paper to inquire

whether this sudden increase was artificial or

natural, and whether its injurious effects ought

still to continue. During the excitement caused

by the high prices for wool and sheep, which

prevailed during the war, many breeders

and speculators resorted to all known ex-

pedients to temporarily increase the weight
of their fleeces, well knowing that a monster
fleece would help sell the animal for a mon-
st'T price.

In order, then, to obtain a thirty-pound

fleece, it was necessary that fifty, sixty or even
seventy-five per cent, of it should be yolk, or

as some term it, "grease." In order to pre-

serve and increase this yolk, the sheep were
housed from rain summer and winter ; for wa-
ter is as fatal to "grease" as it is to "salt and
sugar," and the sheep were also fed the year

round with the richest of grain. Some jock-

eys, also, fearing that even with these appli-

ances they should not beat all creation, re-

sorted to outside applications in order to in-

crease the "contraband hue," and drew upon
the neighboring merchants for the oil which

their flteces lacked of the desired weights.

Sheep of this character, being widely dissemi-

nated, became in time to be taken as types of

the improved Merino. Their fleeces, also, in due
time fell into the hands of the manufacturers,

and shrinking, as they naturally would, vastly

more than Merino wool was ever known to

shrink before, created the prejudice against

Merino sheep, which In many localities still

exists.

The great decrease In price of wool and
sheep has removed all temptation for summer
housing or pampering, because it cannot be
made to pay, and the Merino flocks of the

country to-day, except in rare Instances, are

bleached by the storms of summer, and are

simply well kept in the winter. The fleeces

of such flocks are no more oily than they were
ten years ago, while the staple has been
greatly improved In evenness and fineness as

well as In amount of pure wool.

From this plain statement of what every in-

telligent wool- grower knows to be true, it will

be seen that the apparent increase of oily wool
during the war was a stimulated and forced

product, and not a natural secretion. Conse-

quently the Merino flocks of the country are

really more valuable than ever before, for the

reason that they ) leld more wool of a better

and more uniform quality than any sheep have

ever done before them. e. k. s.

Windsor, VI., April, 1869.

cuijTube of the quince.

In a recent number of the Country Gentle-

man, Mr. N. Ohmer, of Dayton, Ohio, says

that about ten years ago he began to turn

his attention to the cultivation of fruit, and
the then neglected quince he made a specialty,

planting three-quarters of an acre at ten feet

apart each way. The fourth year after plant-

ing he sold quinces enough to pay for the

trees, and each year since, with but one fail-

ure, he has had good crops increasing in quan-

tity and quality.

At the last Ohio State Fair his quinces took

all the premiums for this fruit. The Orange
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quince is the best that ripens .wiih him. lie

values Ray's Mammoth on account Of its large

size, handsome form, beautiful color and good
qualit}-. With him the pear quince grows to

a good size and ripens after the orange, pro-

longifg the season. He does not recommend
the planting of pear quinces extenbively.

Mr. Ohmer says that he planted the trees

in his (ir.-t orchard ten feet apart, each way,

but the branches have now grown into each

other to that it is almost impossible to get

through the orchard. He has since practiced

and unhesitatingly recommends (ifteen feet as

near enough to plant the quinces on good soil.

The tree is quite handsome when properly

pruned by cutting out all interfering limbs

within the tree and cutting back such as grow
out of jiroportion. He fpades the ground
every spring and scatters a peck of coal ashes

around each tree. He finds common salt the

best njan»;re on the quince and applies about

one quart to the ground under each tree after

the soil has been spaded and another quart

•when the quinces are about half grown.

Last year he sold three hundred bushels of

quinces from his orchard of three quarters of

an acre, at $2 50 to $3.00 per bushel. This

fact is worth a thousand arguments in favor

of planting and cultivating the quince.

JSrOHFOLK COUN"TY, MASS.

At the annual meeting of tho Agricultural Soci-

ety of this county, at Dedham, March 31, Hon.

Marshall P. Wilder, who has been president of the

association for twenty years, and under whose effi-

cient administration the society has been highly

prosperous, resigned his otHcc. In his valedictory

address, he alludes in fitting terms to many of his

associates who have "finished their course." The

Norfolk, he informs us, was the fir.-t soLiety in the

State "to purchase lands, erect a hall and take fees

for admission to the gates. It was the tirst to ad-

mit ladies to the rights of membership and to the

psrticipation in the festivities of the annual feast.

From the Norfolk Society emanated the idea of

establishing the Massachusetts Board of Agricul

ture, now a department of the government, and

now working harmoniously with all the other so-

cieties. Here, too, originated the first general ef-

forts in behalf of the cause of agricultural educa-

tion, which have culminated ia the establishment

of that popular and promising institution, the

Massachusetts Agricultural College ; and here,

also, if I might be permitted to make the record,

was conceived tlie project of the United States Ag-

ricultural Society, which, until the late conflict,

was exerting a happy influence on the agricultural

and political inti rests of the country."

Resolutions of thanks for his services, and ex-

pressive of the hope that his health may be per-

fectly restored, and his life of usefulness pro-

longed fjr the benefit of those public institutions,

and those private relations with which he is con-

nected, were adopted by the Society. He was also

constituted the first honorary President of the Nor-

folk Agricultural Society.

The following is the list of officers far 1869 :—

President—Uo'^ John 8 Eldrpdt'e of C nton.
Honorary President—Hon. Marshail P. Wilder of

Dor lies'' r

Vice Presidents—lion. Araos A. Lawrecce of Brook-
lyn; ilon. (Hi,- Ciry of Foxhor^'; Meeers. S W. Rleh-
arrtcon cf Frantl n; K. TU' kt r nf Milion; Henry Grrew
of Hy.lp Pirk; E. Sione of Dedham.

Srcrefarij—H. (). Ilildnth df Dedham.
Treasurer— V. C. Churcti 1 of Dedbam, and the us-

ual liuduce and executive comtnittees.

Improvement in -Vakieties of Corn.—

A

writer in the Prairie Farmer calls attention to im-

provement in varieties of corn. He says that if as

much attention was paid to this subject as is paid

to improvement in potatoes and grapes. a hundred
millions of bushels might be added to the crop on

the area now cultivated within three years. The

great want is ealier varieties that will obtain their

growth before the mid-summer droughts or early

frosts. He is now making experiments in this di-

ection, and calls on farmers throughout the country

to give their attention to this subject.

Massachusetts Short-horns.—Mr. R. Good-

man, of Lenox, has sold to W. E. Skinner, Ham-
burgh, N. J., the bull IVoodsfock, got by 2d Earl

of Carlisle, 2804, out of Laura 5tli by Brother Jon-

athan 2J, 2570; heifers, IVhiteface, by Rosalie's

Oxford, 6138, dam Orange Flower by Red Rover,

2109; and Hybla, by Rob Roy, 6128, dam Eva 3d,

by Red Duke 4295.

The Country Gentleman also notices arxcent im-

portation of choice Cotswold Sheep at the farm of

John D. Wing, Washington, Duchess Co., N. Y.

AGRICULTURAIi ITEMS.

—As there were early frosts last fall, it will be

well to take a little extra pains to secure corn for

seed that was not frost bitten.

—Sugar beet grown in South Jersey has been

found to contain twice as much sugar as roots

grown in Massachusetts.

—Rotten chips, decayed leaves, muck, hardwood

ashes, lime, and old, well-rotted barn manure are

the best fertilizers for orchards.

—One of the aims in farming should be to pro-

duce, as far as possible, everything you consu.me—

to buy nothing you can raise yourself.

—Iq the construction of the' Illinois Central

railroad, from Chicago to Cairo, a distance of 365

miles, but one good gravel bank was fjund.

—Don't keep a calf tied or shut up in some

damp, dark corner, with hardly room enough to

lie down. He needs the sunshine as much as hens,

or the plants in the garden.

—Mr. Greeley does not seem satisfied that his

$100 prize for the best grape was awarded to the

Concord. At a public meeting in New York, he
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recently said, "all my money did, was to advertise

a grape already known ; thus improvement was
cliecked, not stimulated. I am a liitle discouraged

by the result, and do not propose to offer another

bank note for a plate of common grapes."

—A correspondent writes to the New England
Fakmer that people have come to church in

ftleiphs eighteen Sundays in succession, in Con-

cord, N. H., this winter.

—After losing one hundred chickens, a corres-

pondent of the Country Gentleman fed them with

the scales th>^t fall from heated iron around a black-

smith's anvil, and the remainder were cured and

remain healthy.

—A correspondent of the Gardener's Monthly

wishing to remove the old putty from a large num-

EXTKACTS AND KEPLIES.

BARN-ITCH.—BEST BREED OF CATTLE.

Can you or any of your numerous readers inform
me, through the Farmer, of a remedy f r barn-
itch ? It is very prevalent in this vicinity, there
being hardly a stock of cattle free from it. I have
tried the usual r..meciics,—salt, grease, sulphur,
&c., but with little or no benefit.

What is the best breed of thoroughbred stock,
all thing:* considered, for the faimers in this part
cf Maine ? Alvin B. Jordan.
E. Raymond, Me., 1869.

Remarks.—During their winter confinement to

the barn, our stock are in a more or less artificial

condition. They are crowded into stables which
are sometimes too open for comfort, and sometimes

too close for health. The droppings cf animals,

ber of sashe? stacked them all in one pile and
j

both solid a.nd liquid,—not to speak of the exhala-
smothered the whole in stable manure, just fit to

j
tions of their lungs and skin,—emit a vast amount

make hot beds, and after steaming them a few
j

of gases of different kinds, which are unfit for

days found the putty soft and very easily removed.
! respiration. Then again they are obliged to sub-

—In the course of an essay headed, "No perfect
j

sist on dry fodder,—fodder that owing to an un-

Animal without perfect Care," a correspondent of favorable season, one too wet or too dry, may have

been imperfectly grown, or over-ripe, or struck

with rust, or it may have been imperfectly cured

in the field, or have become mouldy in the mow.
The ammonia of the stable may escape by the ven-

tilator, if your barn has one, but what becomes of

the carbonic and sulphurous gases, which are

heavier than the air ? The effect of bad air and
poor food on men when crowded into prison ships

and Andersonvilles is well knov^n. Scurvy, lice,

and the most fearful diseases are the results. If

the Country Gentleman says, every time a colt, a

calf or other young animal feels miserable, hun-

gry, cold or tired, a mark to a certain extent will

be left on the general figure.

—A committee of Boston ladies has appeared

before a Committee of the Massachusetts Horti-

cultural Society, and consulted with them on a

plan for a school of gardening for women. They

Avant 100 acres near a good market, and propose to

make the school industrial and self-supporting.
our animals could talk or write, perhaps we should-A gentleman of Brookhne, Mass., informs us

; ^^^^^^ understand the diseases to which they are
that a neighbor of his, Mr. E. F. Bacon, has a '

coarse wool sheep that dropped a lamb February

20, and on the 13th of March, another lamb, both

of which she owns, and is apparently proud of, as

both are likely thriving lambs,

—Col. Mallet, Professor of applied chemistry in

the "University of Virginia, says the droppings of
j

a cow for a year are worth as much as $30 worth
|

of guano; and a success- ful dairyman and farmer

in Connecticut reckons his stable manure as worth

$36 a year for each animal.

—The tea plant is in successful cultivation some
|

subject, and should watch more carefully for the

causes which produce them. The old "conjurer"

who applied a pcultice to the axe that cut the

man's foot, may not have been so crazy after all.

And we are not sure that it may not be good ad-

vice to you and your neighbors, who are troubled

with the "barn-itch," to anoint your stables and

j'our fodder, instead of your animals, not exactly

with "salt, grease and sulphur," but with a few-

grains of careful investigation, to be "well shaken

before taken."

In submitting your inquiry for a remedy for the

ten miles from Knoxville, on the farm of Capt. I barn-itch to the readers of the Farmer, we wish,

Jas. Campbell, where it has been grown for about
: therefore, to add the question. What is the barn-

ten years. It is said that East Tennessee tea itch, and what causes it ?

drinkers can easily raise their own tea with very

little cost or trouble. The plant is a deep ever-

green shrub, and grows about five feet high. It is

hardy, and needs no protection from frost.

—Mr. Meehan, of the Gardener's Monthly is very

positive as to the uselessnessof attempting to pre^

The books tell us that the itch in man, the scab

in sheep, and the mange in horses and pigs are

caused by insects. The microscope helped them

to this discovery, and its use appears to be develop-

ing a great many new facts in relation to diseases

of men and animals. But out West a fatal disease,

serve the tap-root in transplanting. He says "the
,

known as the Mad-itch is supposed to be caused

shortening of a tap-root is of no more injury to a by cattle eating the indigestible chankings of the

tree than the shortening of the finger nails to a hogs that run with the "steers" which are fed on

man. This matter was settled by Sencbier and corn in the bundle or stook.

others over a hundred years ago. Their experi- There are so many circumstances to be consid-

ments we have repeated ; and no intelligent man cred in the selection of a breed of cattle for a par-

teaches any other doctrine.

'

!

ticular locality, that one must be governed consid-
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erably by them in making a choice. If pastures

are rich and extensive, they are adapted to large

cattle, such as Shoit-horns, but if pastures are

rocky, subject somewhat to drought, and not very

rich, some smaller and perhaps more hardy breed

will do better upon them,—such as the Ayrshiies.

Then other things must be considered. What are

cows wanted for,—to supply milk for the dairy or

for the milkman's cart.' If for making butter for

the family, merely, the Jersey would be preferred

?iy most persons, as the quality of the milk i3 very

rich.

BURSAL SWELLING.

I have a valuable cow that has a large bunch on
the knee of the fire leg. It came this winter, is

quite soft, but does not appear sore. The cow is

not lame. There are a number of such cases in

this section. I can tind no one that docs anything
for them. Can I g'-t any information through
your paper? J. H. Bourne.
Groton Centre, Mass., 1869.

Remarks.—This is a bursal swelling. There

are certain little bags called bursaj connected with

the membrane lining the cavities of joints, whose

ofl3ce it is to secrete a fluid for lubricating the

surfaces of the joints. These bursa; are ofien in-

jured by blows, or more generally by the animal

falling and strikirg the edges of the joints upon

some hard substance, as the headof a nail, a stone

or the sharp corner of a timber. Inflammation

follows, and a large quaniity of fluid is secreted,

which collects and enlarges the bag, forming the

tumors referred to. A neighbor of ours has had

several such cases. He opens them at the most

depending part and presses out the fluid, and they

have always done well. He has sometimes opened

ihe same tumors more than once. The opening

should be followed by a compress and bandage,

carefully applied,

MANAGEMENT OF COWS AND OTHER STOCK.

As considerable has been said of the manage-
ment of kicking cows I will give the result of my
e.xpeiience in the matti r, the prac:ical char.icti'r ot

which may De iuftrrcd Ir. mi the tact that in 181S,

at the ai;e of nine years, I commenced my apprtn-
ticeship by lieing "put out" to work on a jarm,
and from tl;at time until i was twenty-fine years
of age i was employed on a farm wiicre dairies

werektpcto gieater or'le^s extent. Since com-
menc tig bu-iuess for myself I have kept cows
varjini? in number up to forty a year. Conse-
quently I have bought, sold, raised and trained a
great many. I have always found gentle usage
the bes-t method to make tliem stand still to be
milked or to do anyttiing eUe I expect of them.
Wy cattle, sheep, and horses will come to meet me
in the pasture or field, after I have had them a
short time. If 1 have one that has been abused
and is afVaid, I take something in my pocket to
entice It t.. iue, and in a shoit time it wril become
Xkiiux: iiud kiud as others. Sometmies, when I have
been in a hurry and out of patience, I have tied
up a cow and given l.cr blows, but in nearly
every case it was wrong, and I was sorry 1 had
done it. I never have used ropes or chains or
harsh means to accomplish milking. I have done
it by using the cows well. You can have almost
any animal kind and do your bidding by kind

treatment, and without striking or kicking, or
scolding. There are occasional exceptions. I
have had cows that I could not make kind and
gentle by good usage. But instead of attempting
to "break them" by rough handling I soon sell or
make beef of them. 1 hold ihat all beasts that do
our labor must obey our commands, but they can
be made to do it in almost all cases by using them
well. The o.x is the noblest animal we have.
With what a hearty good will he labors, when
properly used. I have been often pained to see
him abused. If you are raising calves for the
daily, learn them when young to lie gentle. Han-
dle them carefully ; make them like you and they
never will forget it. When a heifer has her first

calf is the time to form her habits. On such oc-
casions they are sometimes wild and half crazed.
At that time in particular be gentle, kind and
soothing to them. Every farmer should so treat
his stock that they will seek rather than shun his
company. I find it very convenient when I go
inso the pasture for my horse for him to meet me
half way. o. Foster.

Tunbridge, V(., March, 1869.

REMEDY FOR WORMS IN HORSES, &C.

We noticed in the Farmer, issued Jan. 2, 1869,
an article under the caption of "Remedy for Intes-
tinal Worms," taken fiom the Boston Journal of
Chemistry, stating on the authority of "Mr. E. C.
Ilaserickof Lake Village, N. H.," how they may
he cured, and having a horse at that time very
badly atlectcd by them, we immediately deter-
mined to try the remedy as therein prescribed.
The next day we applied the lard as directed, and
the very next succeeding day, took the animal out
t ) use on the road. To our surprise, on seeing the
animal dung, not one live worm was to be seen,
but one or lu'o dead on the inside of sphincter;
whereas, before the application of the lard, we no-
ticed on seeing the animal dung, the internal orifice

was literally covered witii them, so far as visible,

and also great numbers in the lajces. We contin-
ued this process one week, as directed, and pro-
nounce the anini I cured, as we suppose. Now if

this theory should prove to be correct, then indeed
it will be no longer a theory, but a matter of fact,

and facts are stubiiorn things. This is but a single
trial with me, and may need further confirmation;
but if It siiould j>re/ve to be a remedy, as it seems
liktly it may, for intestinal worms in horses, and
ilso in the human species, as stated in the article

referred to, it inu'-t be considered as a rciy simple
and etflcient one for a trouble at once extremely
annoying if not serious, and therefore we do con-
sider it our duty to make the facts as above stated
known to the public, as desired in the article re-

ferred to. JoxA. Farnham.
South Uxbridge, Mass., March 12, 1869.

SINGULAR disease OF A PIG.—CANKER WORM.

I purchased a pair of pigs in Manchester, N. H.,
last tail ; sold the sow and kept the boar. Late in

the fall and early in the winter my pig did not eat
well, had the scours, and grew poor. After a time
I succeeded in getting him so that he eat raw tur-

nips. But althougti kept in a clean pen, with a
dry bed of India wheat hulls and shavings, he be
came covered with a bl ick scab or scurf, carried
his head on one side much of the time, and acted
as though his ears itched, or head ached. I

washed him with soap suds and occasionally but-
termilk, and serubbed him with a cob all over,
not forgetting the issues, with apparently good
ctTect, but all at once he refused all food and in
four days died, having lived till March 3. Af>the
time of his death his body was purple nearly all

over. During the winter his breathing was like a
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Iperson with the phthistic. The scurf or scab may
have been caused by a fever. Have you or any of
your readers a name and remedy for the diseai^e ?

As a change in the breed of ho^s I have obtained
a Red Rock sow, from which I hope to raise pigs.

I think them the best Ivind of hogs in my knowl-
edge. They are of a light red color, large, well-

proportioned, hardy, and make the whitest pork I

ever saw and the thinnest rind. Frank.
Woodstock, VL, March 22, 1869.

Remarks.—The difficulty ia the breathing of

your hog would naturally suggest the probability of

some disease of the lungs or heart. Did you exam-

ine them ? The great variety of ills to which swine

have been subject of late has very justly alarmed

not only farmers but those who use pork, as well

as baffled the skill of veterinary surgeons. Sul-

phur, coal, ashes, &c., are recommended as pre-

ventives of disease.

Our correspondent also replies to Mr. R,obert's

inquiry for information as to the best means of

preventing the ravages of the canker worm, by

saying that plugging the trees with sulphur, "as

soon as they commence to build their nests," will

cause them to disappear in less than a week, or

such has been his experience. The remedy is an

old one, in which we have no faith ; and as the

canker worm builds no nests, we conclude that

"Frank" is, most happily, unacquamted with its

habits.

HOESE "WITH POOR APPETITE.—ROSE BUGS ON
GRAPES.

"Will you, or any of your readers, inform me
through the Farmer, what is gco I to give a^horsc

to make him eat heartily ? Also, how to prevent
rose bugs from eating my plants, especially the

grape leaves and blossoms ?

A Constant Reader.
Apponaug, R. I., April, 1869.

Remarks.—A healthy horse will cat heartily if

he is worked moderately, fed regularly with a suit-

able amount of food, and stabled so as to be warm
and comfortable in other respects. We have never

known a horse that was well refuse its food under

such circumstances. If he does refuse to cat, he

is probably siik, and the first thing to do is to find

what that sickness is.

Rose bugs are a plague. "We have more than

once had a realizing sense of it. Have tried

syringing the plants with whale oil soap and other

things, but never found much reli.f exc#pt in

fingering them. Pick them off and throw them

into water, hot or cold. Get the women and child-

ren to assist you ; follow it up thoroughly for a

few days, and you will save the crop, if your vine-

yard is not too extensive. We know of no other

way of doing it.

DISEASE AMONG 8H0ATS.

I have a horse-barn 25 by 40 feet, a shed under
the whole building high enough for cattle; two-

thirds of ono side next to the jard optn. A few
years ago I i>ut under the same, six shoits. Thty
nestid as ttiey chose on the manure hejp from the

stable above.
It was in warm weather, and the open space was

closed only by bars, so there was plenty of ventila-
tion. They were fed with sour milk from the
dairy. After thriving nicely for two or three
months, one of them, eating well in the morning,
was dead at noon. The second day after, one was
heard to squeal out suddenly as it in great distress,
was looked after, and was dead in a few minutes.
The swine were immediately removed and there

were no more symptoms of disease.
One year ago last summer we put our swine into

the same place, and experienced a result similar
to that related above.
What is the disease, and what the cause ? Can

we safely keep shoats under ihe horse-barn and
suffer them to lie on the manure heap ? s. p. i.

Washington Co., Vt , 1869.

COVERING FOR FLAT ROOFS.

Will you please inform me of the best roofing
for a flat rooled building ? I have a barn 50 by 84
feet, the roof pitches three feet each way from the
centre. It was formerly covered with "New Eng-
land Roofing." I do not like it, and wish to ascer-
tain the best thing to cover it with. I used to see
advertised in your paper the Plastic Slate Roofing.
What has become of it, and how does it work ?

Milton, Vt., Feb. 27, 1869. A. M. Austin.

PtEMARKs.—This matter of roofing is one of

much importance to farmers. In this climate a
good covering to buildings is very necessary, and
is becoming quite expensive. Some such material

as the Plastic Slate is claimed to be is so desirable

that, notwithstanding the failures that have been

reported, we still hope that when its preparation

ar?d use have become a trade, it will prove a suc-

cess. We do not think it advisable for those not

acquainted with its use to attempt to apply it.

Plastering the walls of a house is theoretically a
simple operation, but practically it is a difficult

job for the inexperienced. We understand that

Mr. Geo. Holland, of Rutland, Vt., has operated

to a considerable extent in that vicinity with the

plastic slate, and perhaps he would reply to any
questions you wish to ask.

SCRATCHES ON HORSES.

I have cured bad cases of this disease by
applying to the affected parts common whale lamp
oil, and rubbing it in until the scabs soften and
come off; then keep the parts moist with the oil

until thsy get well, which they usually do in a
few days. Amos Melvin.

Concord, Mass., March 22, 1869.

Remarks.—Alexander Crozier, of Fletcher, Vt.,

writes to us that he has treated scratches fjr thirty

years by paring and greasing the castors or issues

on the leg, without any application to the sores,

using his horses as usual meantime, and has

always succeeded in effecting a cure.

DEPTH OF TAPPING MAPLE TREES.

In your paper of April 3, G. F. says that he
gets as much sap by boring thrce-founhs of au
inch as by l)oring three or lour inches deep. Can
lie raije as much corn on half an acre as he can on
^ix times that amount of ground ? It' he cannot,
will he tell me how he can get the sap without
lioring to it. My lather lias workid at, sugaring
some sixty ycais. About twenty tiie years ago
he let out his sugar lot to a man who tliuuulit one
inch was as good as more, lie wanted tailicr to
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help him about tapping the trees, as the sap started

in a hurry. Father bored from two to three inches
deep ; the other man one and a half or two inches.
"When he came to fiuiher tlie sap he found that
there was considerable more sap from tlje trees
bored the deepest, but he could not tell the cause
of it. For the last twenty j-ears I have worked in
the sugar lot, and am satisfied that three or four
inches is better than one inch ; a lirgc amount of
sap is what we want; and my trees hea! upas
soon as th(;se of my neighbors who do not bore
more than half as deep as I do. Faiimer.

Wailingford, Vt., April, 1869.

"WART.S.

How shall I cure the warts on the teats of anice
heifer, expected to come in the first of June ?

Tuftonboro', Me., 1869. j. b. b.

Remarks.—As nothing is made in vain, we pre-

sume warts have some "mission" in this world, and

when that mission is performed they disappear,

with or without doctoring. Hence perhaps the

popularity of many of our favorite wart prescrip-

tions, applied just as they were ready to de-

part. Many kinds of caustics, such as the various

forms of nitre, vitriol, &c., are used. Anointment
of equal parts of tar, sulphur and lard, melted and
stirred till cold, was recommended by a correspon-

dent of the Farmer, a few years since, for the re-

moval of warts and the cure of barn itch. Small

warts may be removed by working them loose from

the skin, with or without the use of caustics or a

little spirits of turpentine, find clipping them off,

or rather out by the roots, with a pair of scissors.

Larger ones are removed by tying a hard string

around them. One lady—there are no women,
now-a-days—who has milked cows for many years,

said she always cured the warts on her cows by

rubbing and working them with her finger wet

with spittle, but she told us not to print it, as folks

would laugh at us. The warts should be cleared

off in time to heal over before you want to milk

your heifer.

THE ONION WORM.
Not long since I roticed in the Farmer an in-

quiry as to how much air-slacked lime should be
applied to a common paper of oiiion seed to kill

the onion weevil or muggot. I can answer that no
oznount of lime will do it. The weevil is the off-

spring of a fly, about one-half inch long, liglu col-

ored, with transparent wings. It pei forms its

work mostly between sunset and sunrise. I have
seen a tew at woik very early in the morning and
occasionally one or two near the middle of the day.
Lime in suillci.nt quantity may be applied to pie-
vent the fly fiom Ueposuing its eggs, wliich it de-
posits in the earth, touching the bottom ofihe
onion. My way is when 1 weed my onions to cut
up the weeds Ijetween the rows and remove them
with all the earth I loosen ; then with my fingers
I remove ihe ear;h below to the bottom of the oiron,
but not disturbing ihe roots, and have never ijten
troubled with the maggot. For an experiment I

have fur several seasons left a lew on one end of
the bed without removing the earth. lhe?e have
always been elcsiroyed i)y ihe maggot, while thoae
properly cared for were not touched.
East Monipalier, Vt., 18G9. An Old Man.

Remarks.—We have delayed the publication of

the foregoing a few weeks for the purpose of bring-

ing it before our readers more seasonably. "We

hope to hear again from our correspondent, and

will assure him that the suggestions of old men
are highly prized by the editors and readers of the

Farmer.

rOOT EOT IN sheep.

Mr. Editor:— As the season of the year is ap-
proaching that this difficulty commences anew to
trouble sheep, I beg leave to express a few thoughts
on "the subject. Though the disease may have
been prevalent the previous year, it does not much
affect a flock during coltl weather, otherwise than
to reduce to some extent the general cmdition of
the sheep that have the infection in their blood.
I take the ground that the disease is general, and
that it affects the condition of the blood and of the
whole system of the animal. As warm weather
approaches the latent disease manifests itself in
inflammation and suppuration of the feet. But as
the disease develops itself locally, its treatment is

necessarily local. It may still be a good idea to
doctor their blood with sulphur, &c.
The disease should be attended to in season,

and as soon as any symptoms of lameness are ob-
served. Farmers arc too apt to delay their treat-

ment, and to entrust it to incompetent persons,

—

hired men or boys who have neither knowledge nor
interest in the matter. The principal secret of
curing is the thorough use of a sharp knife, fol-

lowed by the application of some one of the
various preparations which have ofcen been re-

commended, and 'most of which are efficient if

properly administered.
Ic is not pleasant to know that your sheep are

diseased and that the treatment is attended with
some little trouble and expense. But there is no
occasion lor the alarm and discouragement which
many have evinced in reference to it, and which
have led some farmers to say, '^I can't keep sheep,

they all die loith foot rot,"

Many suppose the uisease is communicated by
the feet of ihe animal coming in contact with the
poisonous virus left on the ground by other in-

fected sheep. I doubt the correctness of this

opinion. From more than thirty years' observa-
tion, I am satisfied that the disease is communi
cateJ by exhalations from the body and lungs of
the sheep. But however contracted, I assert with
eontideace that the disease can be cured, and that
the process, as the jugglers say of their tricks, is

easy enough when you once know how.
1 would earnestly advise my wool growing

brethren not to be discouraged by the appearance
of this disease among their flocks. With proper
care and treatmcnc it; may be cured, and from my
expeiience 1 should value an infected sheep or

rtack much hif;her than many farmers would,
sheep growing is an interest of too much impor-
tance to be atjandoned. Let us secure the haraiest

breeds, and leain the means of preserving their

heal h, and of curing their diseases. Fortune
favors the brave, and our turn for profit on our

flocks will come betore long. Cure up the sheep!

(Jure them early, and cure them otten, if they

need it

!

t. s. i'.

Ftlchdlle, Vt., April 10, 1869.

Remarks.—Our correspondent differs from "the

books" in some of his views. A veterinary sur-

geon, a graduate of the Royal College at Berlin,

Prussia, and late Veterinary Surgeon-in-Chief of

the United States Army, and who declares that he

"is not only conversant with the home and foreign

literature on the subject, but has acquired an ex-

tensive experience by long continued, assiduous
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study and the practice of many years," has just

published a book on "The Diseases of Sheep." Dr.

Clok, for that is the name of the author, says

:

"Since the foot rot is a purely local disease, a gen-

eral treatment and internal remedies are wholly

useless and shoula be dispensed with. Good and

copious food, and perhaps from time to time salt

licks mixed with wormwood, oil of turpentine,

tar, &c., are recommended." He also says, "foot-

rot is very highly contagious, as has been deter-

mined with certainty by numerous observations

and experiments, made by inoculating the secre-

tion. No preventive is known, because the dis-

ease arises solely from contagion. The progress

of the contagion is facilitated by wet summers, or

by the sheep standing closely together on warm
dung in a stable. Cold and dry weather retard

the progress of the epidemic." But still the line

of distinction between a general and a local dis-

ease, lilic that between long wool and fine wool

sheep, may be less easily recognized in practice

than in theory. There is such a wonderful sym-
pathy between the different parts of the animal

system, that when one suffers all others may be

more or less affected.

But perhaps as the subject of the foot rot is now
up, and Dr. Clok's book is open at that subject, it

may be well to give some further account of his

views, especially as he claims to have been very

successful in its treatment, and believes, with "T.

S. F." that the disease will nearly always yield to

a proper treatment.

Ke recognizes two forms of the disease, which

he calls The Mild Form, and Malignant Foot Rot.

The latter is the usual form in this country. We
have not space for his distinctions between the

two. The disease is peculiar to the Spanish sheep

exported to other countries, but is not known in

Spain, the native country of the Merino.

"If the foot rot has broken out among a flock of

sheep, it is of the utmost importance to separate

the healthy sheep from the sick, in order to pre-

vent as much as possible the spread of the disease.

All sheep which are lame, and in which the dis-

ease is unmistakably present, should be removed.

Experience has made us acquainted with a large

number of remedies, by means of which foot rot

may be cured. The reputation which any one

of them may have acquired above the others

seems to be based more on the manner of its ap-

plication than on its superior curative properties.

The medicine is of secondary importance, the

chief point being the surgical, manual operation.

The only aim of the treatment being to lay bare

the diseased, suppurating surfaces, and to destroy

the infectious matter on them, the remedy which

accomplishes this with the least possible disagree-

able secondnrj' effects is evidently the best.

For this purpose chloride of lime (bleaching salt;

is without exception the best, because it destroys

the infectious matter of the foot rot, like all other

animal contagions, in a wonderfully rapid and

certain manner. I myself cured nine large flocks

in different places so rapidly and easily by its use

that I was surprised. No other remedy had be-

fore afforded me such good results.

After removing all the sick sheep from the flock,

it is possible and even probable that some of the

remaining ones are already infected, altliough they

do not show the disease, and that some of the

virus adheres to their hoofs. This virus is de-

stroyed by chloride of lime in the following way

:

A crib or long trough is filled to the height of six

inches with cold water, into which one pound of

chloride of lime is poured for every pail of water.

The suspected sheep are forced to go through the

water in it, which can easily be done. If the hoofs

of the sheep are very dirty, they should first be

driven thi-ough water or dry straw. They are

then turned out to pasture, which must be as dry

as possible, rich in grass and not too distant. If

possible they should be kept in the open air, far

enough away from the others. The flock should

be inspected every third day, and if a side sheep

is found it should be immediately put with the

other patients.

The sick sheep are treated as follows : It is im-

portant to remove immediately all separated and

loose horn with a narrow, sharp knife; for it is

evident that the remedy, which is to destroy the

virus and cure the disease, cannot act as long as

the suppurating surfaces are covered. This cut-

ting is therefore the principal thing, and the suc-

cess of the tieatment depends on the complete and

proper performance of the operation. The bad re-

pute into which some remedies have fallen is due
in a great measure to the method of their appli-

cation.

A knowledge of the anatomy of the sheep's

hoof will prevent the abuse of the knife. It is

proper in all cases to pare down the sick hoof con-

siderably at the toe and external wall, because it

can then be more easily examined, and it does not

touch the ground so forcibly when the animal is

walking as when it is larger than the healthy one.

Every hidden channel which may be pi'csent

should be sounded, opened and laid bare. If the

wound becomes covered M'ith blood during the

operation, as is commonly the case, it should be

frequently dried with tow. If a single diseased

place remain from which the horn is nut removed,

a cure cannot be expected. Alter cutting away
the whole or a part of the horny capsule, it is

always necessary to apply a bandLige to protect

the hoof from dangerous external irritation. After

applying chloride of lime to the surfaces as above,

the cleft is filled with tow w hose ends are twisted

into a small cord and fastened around the pastern

joint. This forms a soft and tightly- fitting bandage.

The diseased hoofs are inspected daily, covered

with chloride of lime, and bandaged anew if ne-

cessary. If a diseased spot is discovered which

escaped notice before, the knife must be applied,

and not unfrequently a portion of the ntwly-
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formed horn again removed. Generally two or

three applications are sufficient for a cure."

We liave seen somewhere a statement that a

couple of boards placed on a saw horse and fas-

tened to its sides, in the form of the letter V,

makes a convenient bed for a sheep to r«st in,

back down, while operating on its feet.

SETTING OVT FOREST TREES.

I am somewhat interested in setting out a row of
forest trees by the roadside, and propose to set a
number ot ShellbarlvS which can be found in some
of our fields and pastures. There is some authori-
ty for believing that ic will be difhcult to make
them live, and finding no one who can speak from
actual experience, I have concluded to ask your ad-
vice. What is your experience? Will you, or
some readers, give their information as early as
possible, as the time for setting trees will soon be
along, and oblige a subseritier. Crocus.
Hopkinton, Mass., March 25, 1869.

Remarks.—The shellbark and common chest-

nut are among the trees most difficult to transplant

and make live. We liave tried the shellbark re-

peatedly, but have hp.d very little success. Both

these varieties have long tap-roots, and they seem

to be trhe ones upon which the tree principally de-

pends. In taking up a shellbark you will find

very few small roots, and so with the chestnut.

If trees are selected from pastures, the tan root

must be preserved in its whole length, if possible.

We think it would be cheaper to purchase the

trees from nurserymen who have prepared them
on purpose for transplanting.

PRUNING APPLE TREES.

Much has been said and written by orchardists
in regard to the best months for pruning fruit

trees. Some recommend doing it just as the frost

is leaving the giound, and before the buds burst;
some while the trees are in bloom; while others
contend that fall is decidedly preferable. From
more than twenty years' observation I liave become
fully satisfied that no season of the year is so ob-
jectionable as the spring, when the "buds are ex-
panding, and the sap tlim and in full flow; the
sap is quite injurious as it oozes out, and causes
the wound to assume a dark, unhealthy appear-
ance, which is a sure omen of decay.
Every season has its advantages as well as dis-

advantages, but none is preferable in my opinion
to summer, when the days arc the longest. Tlie sap
then is not so thin and watery as in the spring,
and consequently less liable to flow out, and
wounds heal much more rapidly. I am of the
opinion that very light pruning is much preferable
to heavy for the health of the tree, and even none
at all I sliould prefer, rather than to kill trees tiy

inches, as some do by luavy pruning. But let
pruning be done when it may, I think much bene-
fit is derived from applying a coating of cement
to the wound to exclude the air and prevent its
cracking.
My grandfather told me when he was alive, he

had tritd various kinds, and found nothing more
economical tlian to melt four pounds of rosin in
one pmt of linseed oil, and apply warm with an
old moderately stiff paint brush. I ^hall be very
happy to hear from others upon this subject
througn the Farmer. a. c, jr.

Bethel, Me., March 28, 1869.

Remarks.—We agree, mainly, with the writer

of the above remarks, and hope bis suggestions

will be considered. Without understanding some-
thing of the nature and habits of the tree, we
shall rarely judge correctly of what is best to do
for it. It certainly will not answer to allow it to

take its own course. What shall we do ? Study

the tree and work upon it according to the knowl-

edge we gain ; learn when the sap does not flow

freely and then prune if the tree needs it. That
will be in midsummer, and in autumn after the

leaves have fallen. More orchards are injured by

untimely pruning than by any other cause.

ashes and sand for borers and mice.

About sixteen years ago, I set a few apple trees,

with little expectation that they would amount to
much, for nearly all fruit trees in this section were
badly infested with borers. Having seen a recom-
mendation to use sand as a preventive for l)onTS,
I concluded to try it, and having some ashes
on hand, mixed them at the rate of two parts
sand and one part ashes, thinking the ashes would
be an improvement, and put a mountl of the mix-
ture from six to ten inches high about the trunks of
the trees in the spring, leaving it till September,
when I spread it, that the bark might harden be-
fore winter. My trees have been thrifty and have
made a good growth. I have never been iroubleeJ

by mice, but should think banking the trees with
the same mixture just before the ground closes up
for winter would be a good preventive and not in-

jure the trees. I should suppose any thinking far-

mer would be careful about putting strong alkaline
or other similar substances in large quantities di-

rectly against a tree or other growing plant.

Wendell.
South Randolph, Mass., March, 1869.

NORWAY OATS.—SWEET RUSSIAN TURNIPS.

In the spring of 1867, 1 sowed one pint ofNorways
on ordinary ground,—the product was one busheL
Last spring I sowed thirty quarts on half an acre
ot ground, in fair condition, but dry. On one and
a half acres of similar ground I sowed nearly five

bushels of the variety known as the Potato Oats.

The product of Norway was twentv-one bushels, of
the Potato Oats forty bushels. Weight of the for-

mer thirty pounds; of the latter twenty-eight

pounds. The weight of the old common variety

being twenty-six pounds, or nearly two pounds
lighter. They all sulfered severely from drought.
Hence the light weight and small crop. As far as

I have been able to learn, all who have tried the
Norway oats in this vicinity, with perhaps one ex-

ception, are pleased with them. In this exceptional

case, sixteen quarts were sown on half an acre of
very dry ground. The product was about twelve

bushels. 1 am inclined to the opinion that if as

much more seed hi^d been sown the result would
have been satisfactory.

Can any of your correspondents inform us where
the Sweet Russian Turnip seed can be obtaim d ?

William Burbvnk.
Bloomfield, Essex Co., Vt., March 18, 1869.

SCRATCHES—WARTS—HORN AIL.

I have lately cured a case of scratches or grease

on a horse, after a large number of remedies had
been tried without success, by four applications of

white lead and linseed oil.

For some twenty five years past I have kept a
little spirits of turpentine in a pint flask, wiiji a
small quill through the cork, by which I can
readily apply as small a quantity as I desire. By
three applications to a very large wart on one of

my heifers, I was able to remove it in ten days
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without drawing blood. Small ones are removed
with less trouble. In case of Ik rn distemper, I

think it is Iieneficial to put a Utile spiriis of tur-

pentme 0:i the creature's head aljout the horns. I

would as soon bore my own skull with a gimlet
for the heada<;he, as a creature's horns for the

horn ail. In the nose of the animal, nature has
provided a channel for all dischaiges from the
head. W. F. Loomis.
Langdon, N. H., March 13, 1869.

onion sets.

I want to raise a few onion sets. Can you or

some of your readers pive me through the Farmer
a few hints on their culture ? e. b. c.

Roxbury, Mass., March 2, 1869,

Remarks.—We suppose our correspondent

means by "onion sets" such as are raised by the

market gardeners, who use email onions or '"sets"

instead of seed. The sets are mostly raised in the

neighborhood of Philadelphia, and cost, a few

years ago, some $40 per barrel,—enough for one-

eighth of an acre. They are planted on what

these market gardeners call "beds," that is, land

highly manured, thoroughly ploughed, and care-

fully hand-raked. They are planted at different

times to secure a succession of crops.

PINE SHAVINGS FOR LITTER.

Please inform me through your valuable paper
whether it will pay to draw pine shavings from
planing machi es, a distance of six miles, at a cost

of filty ctnis per load ? Can draw in a box built

for the purpose, three hundred bushels. Is this

cheaper than straw at six dollars per ton for bed-
dinz horses and cattle ? Ojsyx.

WWiston, VL, April, 1869.

Hemakks.—The shavings cost fifty cents a load,

to which is to be added the cost of hauling, we

suppose. Well, if the team can be spared about

as well as not, we should go for the shavings rather

than go for the straw, and pay six dollars per ton

for it.

IRISH POTATOES FROM SETS.

I wish to inquire through your paper whether
Irish potatoes can be frrown from sets simil.ir to

to the sweet potato ? Whether there is any diffi-

culty in so doing ? Subscriber.
IShelburne, Vt., 1869.

Remarks.—We suppose they can, but never

knew it tried ; and cannot tell you. Who will ?

KEMOVINO gooseberries.—CRESTED DUCKS.

What time of the year shall I transplant my
gooseberry bushes. I'lie Inishes are large and
heavy bearers, and I want to remove them without
injury if possible. Will you also infoi-m me wnat
breed my newly purchased ducks belong to ? They
are lar^e, white, with large white "waterfalls" on
their heads, Ijlack spots on sides and breasts, m.
Newport, Me., April 5, 1869.

REjfARKS.—Gooseberry bushes should be re-

moved as soon as possible. Early in the spring, or

in good season in the fall, are nice times for trans-

planting.

We presume your ducks arc what is called the

Crested or Top-knot. They are of various colors.

pure white, black, and mixed black and white.

They are a beautiful and ornamental variety.

TOP-DRESSING FOR SANDY GRASS LAND.
What is the best top-dressing for grass land on

sandy loam. h. m. b.
Curtis' Corner, Me., April, 1869.

Remarks.—Probably a rich compost of clear

barn manure thoroughly mingled with old meadow
muck. Two parts of muck to one of manure will

make an excellent compost.

TO remove PITCH.

la handling pine wood a person's hands are
often smeared with pitch which it is difficult to
wash off. I3y applying grease or oil just previous
to washing, it can be readily removed.

Melrose, Mass., April, 1869. Philaeter.

AGRICULTD-RAI, ITEMS.
—Col. B. P. Johnson, for many years Secretary

of the New York State Agricultural Society, died

in Albany, April 12th.

—By the use of machinery invented within the

past twenty years, the farmer's boy can wften do
the work of ten men.

—If any one was ever dragged around by the

hair^of his head, he can guess how pleasant it is

for a sheep to be hauled about by the wool.

—Wild horses have become so numerous in New
South Wales that they are regarded as a pest and

are trapped in various ways. They sell by the

hundred at two cents apiece

!

—A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer, who
sowed a sample of the Arnautka wheat from the

Department of Agriculture in 1867, is well pleased

both with the yield and the quality of the grain.

He raised at the rate of fifty bushels per acre.

—Kennicott says plant small trees. They cost

one-half less at the nursery, less in transportation,

and in planting you will scarcely lose any. You
can form the tcps to suit yourself. Form the

heads as low as you please.

—If it is true, as is often said, that one of the

secrets of successful farming is to sell when others

are buying, and buy when others are selling, the

present is just the time to buy or set out a hop
yard.

—The Commissioner of Internal Revenue has

recently made a decision to the etfect that cheese

factories are manufactories and liable to pay a tax.

Butter and cheese manufactured upon the farm

where the milk is produced is held to be exempt

from taxation.

—A correspondent of the Ohio Farmer whose
sheep were dying from a disease known in that

section as "paper skin," similar, we think, to the

bloodless disease described by Dr. Boynton of

Wocdstock, Vt., a year or two since, killed one or

two of these diseased sheep, about on their last

legs, and on dissecting them, found the tubes of
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the lungs filled with small thread-like worms,
from half an inch to two inches long, and of a

whitish color. He then killed a healthy, well-

conditioned wether, examined its lungs and found
nothing of the kind.

—A short time before his death, Gen. Washing-
ton wrote a letter containing the following passage

:

"It is hoped, and will be expected that more effec-

tual means will be pursued to make butter another

year, for it is almost beyond belief that, with 101

cows reported on a late enumeration of the cattle,

I am obliged to buy butter for the use of my own
family."

—The well known seedsman, James Vick, writes

to the Rural New Yorker that he has about three

bushels cf the potato recently named the King of

the Earlics, which, at $50 a potato—at which price

these potatoes are said to be sold—he estimates to

be worth )g(30,000. Instead of thinking this variety

a week earlier than the Early Rose, he pronounces

it two weeks later, and evidently has but a poor

opinion of it.

—The AVorcester County, Mass., Horticultural

Society will hold its Thirtieth Annual Exhibition

of fruits, flowers, plants, and vegetables, at Hor-

ticultural Hall, Worcester, Mass., Sept. 21-24,

1869. A liberal list of premiums, from $20 to $1,

has been made up. The society also offer a piece

of plate valued at $25 "for a safe, certain and eco-

nomical method, better than any now known, of

destroying the currant worm, or preventing its

ravages."

—It is already easy to distinguish the English

from the American elms on Boston Common, by

the more advanced condition of the buds on the

imported trees. It is spring in old England ; and
these trees are true to the habits of their ancestry

and their infancy, regardless of the many scores

of years that they have experienced the bleak tar-

diness of the New England climate. They also

remain in foliage in the fall considerably longer

than the American elms.

—The Ohio Farmer compares the reports made
by the cheese factories at the meeting of the

Dairyman's Association at Barrc, with that of a

factory in Loraine County, Ohio, and concludes

that the old Bay State is much behind Ohio in the

production of cheese. In Massachusetts there was

an average of 10 1-10 lbs. of nnilk used to one of

curel cheese; in Ohio 9 6-10; the price obtained

for the Massachusetts manufacture was $13.50 per

hundred pounds; for the Ohio, nearly $16.

—President Abbott, of the Michigan Agricultu-

ral College, in the course of an essay on agricul-

tural education, published in the Western Rural,

says : "A good agricultural education at the pres-

ent time would consist of a good knowledge of

botany, chemistry, zoology, physiology, geology,

meteorology, and the like, with a knowledge ot

mechanics ; and joined to these a knowledge of

their applications to agricultural science, so far as

those applications are supposed to be known ; with

next, a knowledge of those theories and applica-

tions to the science which are commanding the at-

tention of both scientific and practical men, wiih,

lastly, some knowledge of the deficiencies of agri-

culture both as a science and an art."

THE EOLIiER.

Few implements used in the management of our

farms are possessed of a higher practical value than

the roller. As its form is various, so also are the

uses to which it is applied. It would be poor

economy to dispense with its assistance in any sys-

tem of tillage, be the nature of the soil what it raiiy.

In some remarks upon the importance of the rol-

ler, a foreign author very judiciously observes :

—

"The first object usually aimed at in the use of
this instrument, is to break those clods or mdu-
rated masses of earth which have resisted the action
of the harrow ; or, at all events, to bury them in the
ground, so that at the next harrowing—which,
when thus buried, they cannot well escape—they
must of necessity be somewhat diminished in size."

The second object, according to our author, is to

give a superior degree of compactness to the soil,

and to effect a more perfect union of its component

parts. The third use to which it is applied, is to

press down and consolidate the earth about the seed,

and to cause the latter to adhere bet;er to the soil.

The fourth is to cover with mould, or to press into

the earth, the roots of those plants sown the preced-

ing autumn, and which may have been detached

or thrown up by the action of frost. Some persons

think it has a tendency to destroy the insects which

are constantly lurking beneath the sifrface, and

ready at all times to prey upon the young and ten-

ter vegetation.

The shape of the roller is various. It is gener-

ally roimd, though sometimes hexagonal and octa-

gonal, and a roller armed with long spires or

spikes, intended for pulverizing or breaking the

clod?, as well as for scarifying and loosening the

earth where it has become "bound out," and re-

quires loosening and renovating, is sometimes

used.

A very good roller may be made by taking a hol-

low log—say three feet in diameter—and affixing

to each end a gudgeon by which to draw it ; but

the best kind of roller is that made by constructing »

two trucks of the required diameter, and having

placed them on edge, six feet apart, with a cross

beam or axletree extending througli the centre of

each, fasten them by strips of stout plank, four

inches wide, so that the roll will resemble the drum

of a factory, when finished. A frame may be add-

ed, with a convenient seat for the driver, where

weight will often be necessary to give efficiency

to the implement, especially where the soil is very

light and dry, as well as on those fields where

there are clods to pulverize, or small cobble stones

to be pressed down.

Every one who has rolled a field sown with
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grain, has observed that the seeds come soonest in

the tracks of the animals used in drawing the

roller. This makes it sufficiently evident, that, in

order to secure quick and healthful germination of

the seeds, the soil should be closely pressed about

them, while the mass of the soil should be light

and finely divided.

WHEA.T—EYE—OATS.
We had a little chat last week with Mr. R. S.

Blanchard, one of our subscribers in Walpoic, N.

H., who came to market with a flock of sheep fed

by himself, the sale of which was noticed by our

reporter. Mr. B.'s farm is on the Connecticut

River, but none of his land is subject to the annual

overflow of that stream. His soil is a heavier

loam than much of the River land. On half an

acre of this land he harvested fourteen bushels of

wheat last year. The land was in good order,

having been planted to corn the year before. On
the half acre he sowed some twenty-five bushels of

ashes ; leaving, however, two corners purposely

without ashes. On one of these comers he applied

a dressing of lime from a parcel that had been left

by the masons and had laid in a cellar two or three

years. On the other corner nothing was applied.

When the wheat was just beginning to head, the

whole field was beat down by a storm as flat almost

as though it had been passed over by a roller.

The neighbors thought it could never rise. In a

few days, however, it gathered itself up pretty

well, but in about two weeks it was again pros-

trated by another storm, but not quite as badly as

at first. Most of it again stood erect. Between

the portion a'slied and that limed there was little

diflerence ; but on that to which neither ashes nor

lime was applied the growth was considerably

lighter, and the straw was rusty, while it war.

bright and handsome elsewhere. He believes the

ashes and lime strengthened and toughened the

straw, and saved the crop.

He also mentioned a little experiment in sowing

winter rye in the spring. From twenty quarts

sown in March seven bushels were harvested. If

put in early enough to have the ground well frozen

afterwards, he thinks winter rye may be sown in

the spring.

In reply to our questions about raising oats he

* said his crops ranged from 50 to 95 bushels per

measured acre. Had raised 85 bushels per acre on

a field of five acres. He had tried superphosphate

but on his land thought it was no better than the

same amount of leached ashes.

For the New England Farmer,

RAISItSra CALVES.
I do not propose to give a method of rais-

ing calves, so as to produce large and fine ani-

mals at one year old on a minimum quantity

of milk. For such a purpose, Mr. Secretary

Flint's hay- tea system is perhaps the best that

is yet known. Yet nearly all the experiments
that I have seen tried, to raise calves on a
meagre allowance of milk, have been unsuc-
cessful. I have a method tested by ten years'

experience, without a single failure, that will

produce yearlings fully equal in size t j average
two-year olds reared on the old system. The
method requires only a small quantity of new
milk, and not a large quantity of skim-milk.

The breeding cow should be at least four,

or, better still, eight or ten years old ; and
should be dried two months before calving.

She should be kept in good trim, but not very

fat, by giving her all the good hay she will eat

up clean, and two quarts only of corn cob
meal, daily, or its equivalent in some other

concentrated food.

Let the calf remain with the cow from four

days to a week after it is dropped, or until it

becomes sprightly and eager for nourishment.

This is a great advantage both to the cow and
calf; for the calf will learn to drink more
readily, and the subsequent flow of milk will

be increased. If the instinctive yearnings of

the mother for her offspring, during the first

few days, are not gratified, such violence is

done to her feelings as will reduce permanently

the quantity, if not the quality of her milk.

The cow should be milked clean twice daily,

after the calf is satiated.

Remove the calf as much out of sight and
hearing of the cow as circumstances will per-

mit, to a clean, dry appartment, well littered

with straw or sawdust, and always supplied

with fresh loam for the calf to lick, and keep
the apartment dry and clean through the entire

season of its use. Let the calf fast eight or

ten hours, before attempting to feed it. Then
if it will suck your finger, with or without a

rag wound around it and wet with milk,

you may gently press down its head so as to

bring its lips in contact with a little warm
milk in a dish, still keeping your finger in its

mouth; and with a little kindness, patience

and perseverance, and such means as the trial

will readily suggest, you will soon learn it to

drink.

But occasionally there is a calf that will not

suck the finger, nor anything else, except what

nature has provided for it, without long and

weary solicitation, partial starvation, and an

exhaustion of more patience than any ordinary

man or woman possesses. I have known sev-

eral such cases, where the final result has been

despair to the owner and death to the calf.

Such a result can be avoided by taking a tin

coffee-pot, partially plugging the spout, wind-

ing a rag around the same,—passing one thick-

ness of a thin rag over the end of the spout,

and making all last. Make the cover tight by

a rag or otherwise, then put in the pot a quart

of milk, fresh and warm from the cow, and in-

sert the. spout in the mouth of the calf, elevat-

ing its head so that the milk will run down its

throat. If fed slowly, the calf will swalloiv.

If there be symptoms of choking, or extreme
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reluctance to receive the milk, remove and
re-insert the spout at short intervals, giving

the calf time to breath and rest. If the

weather be cold, or the process of feeding be
long continued, care mu.-t be taken to keep
the milk at blood heat, by warming the pot in

hot water, or by other means; for cold milk
is extremely olFensive to a young calf, and
will induce scouring. Persevere in this meth-
od, da}' afcer day, if necessary, or until the

calf sucks the spout; and here ends all

trouble, for thereafter the calf will be after

you, and ready to take his food in any way
proffered. ]f, in the trial, you find your
patience waning, give you wife one dollar or

five dollars, according as you value said wile

and calf, to complete the task.

While in the above process, keep the calf

hungry, feeding only twice a day, with not
more than a quart or three pints at a time ac-

tually swallowed. Af.er the calf has learned

to drink, gradually increase the quantity to

three quarts, twice a day.

When the calf is ten days or two weeks old,

accordingly as it may be a good or poor feeder,

begin to substitute small quantities of heated
skim-milk, mixed with the new milk, gradually

increasing the former and diminishing the lat-

ter, till at the end of three or four weeks, the

new milk be wholly wit drawn.
At six or eight weeks old, the maximum

quantity of milk is required ; when it should

be, to each calf, seven or eight quarts per day.

After this, the milk may be gradually dimin-
ished, as the appropriation cf other food is in-

creased. The calf must have some milk until

it isJivs or six months old. ]fit be desired

to withhold milk entirely at the end of this

period, begin to add warm water in t|>e second
month, gradually substituting it for milk ; and
in the fourth month begin to add minute quan-
tities of some kind of meal, so slowly increas-

ing the same, that at the end of the year, it

shall not exceed one pint of corn meal, or its

equivalent, daily. Let the calf have no cold
water till it is five or six months old. The
mean average daily feed of milk for the six

months nee J not exceed five quarts to each
calf. As to other feed besides milk, during
the fii'st five or six mcn'hs, with the small ex-
ceptions herein named, only one thing is neces-
sary, viz : old hay—not mown grass, not new
hay, not rowen.

I have at this writing two thriving calves,

about three weeks old, that eat hay and chew
the cud, with all the dignity, composure and
apparent satisfaction of oxen. The hay
should be put before them, not first, when they
are two months old, as some writers recom-
mend, but as soon as they are taken from the
cow, and kept before them continually, fresh
and clean. 1 have tried nearly all kinds of
feed that have been recommended, and with
the exception of milk, hay and hay tea, have
found them all positively injurious to young
calves. They should have aiiings and exer-

cise in a yard where there is the least possible

amount of grass, plenty of loam, and cool

shady places. The old system of weaning
calves hy turning them out in the hot sun, and
into a full feed of grass, is wtll calculated to

make sciubs, and it seldom fails to do so.

A six or sev( n months old, having been
} ermiited slowly to -increase its /'eed oi grass,

the calf miy be turned on a stinted aftermath
;

an orchard is an excellent jdace, and the wind
fall apples win not hurt tiiem. There need be
no water in the 1 jt, as it is better to give them
drink in the form of warm water and very
little meal.

If, during the fall and winter, there may be
on hand skim milk, sweet or sour, that is not

demanded by filihy and abominable twine, so

that two or three quarts freely diluted with

hot water, may be furnished to each calf daily

no meal or oafs, or other concentrated feed is

required—milk is better than anything else.

When winter comes tie up your big calves as

you do other cattle, and f;ive them all the va-

rieti s of fodder that they will readily eat.

Sometimes from an inflamed udder and con-

sequent unhealthy milk, the young calf will

be feverish and constipated. As a remedy,
dissolved Epsom salts or castor oil may be ad-

ministered ill tlie feed. But oftener from too

much co'd milk or access to grass, scouring is

induced. For this, chestnut bark tea is a sure

remedy.
The above method is intended for spring

calves, but with such modification as the sea-

son may require it will be found to be equally

successful with fall and winter calves.

To milk me 1 the above method may seem
too costly ; but while b ttcr is fifty cents a
pound, and the calves are worth thirty dollars

each, at eight months old; and w.iile 1 would
sooner pour the skim milk on the manure h ap
tha 1 have eny detestable swine on the larm, I

am satisfied with the result.

Li closing, let me *iy to the reader, commit
the I are of your calves to a common hired

man or careless boy, and although they will

assure you that your directions have been
faithfully obeyed, yet you will be ashamed of
your yearlings. Take cars of them yourself

and you will be proud of them. Eternal vig-

dance is not only the price of liberty, but the

price of several good things on a farm.

1. B. Hartwell.
Wilkinsonville, Mass., April 13, 1869.

Protection to Game.—A petition nu-

merously signed is before the Legislature

asking that a law may be passed prohibiting

the killing of quail or partridges in this Com-
monwealth for three years. There is no
doubt that these birds will become entirely

extinct if their wholesale slaughter is not pre-

vented, and now that we are paying attention

to stocking our rivers with fish, we should

certainly do what we can to prevent the ex-

tinction of these birds.
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THE3 GALLOWAY CATTLE.

We have recently given our readers excel-

lent illustrations of several of the families of

long-horned and short-horned cattle, and this

week we have a fine cut of a no-horned or Gal-

loway cow, as a representative of this favorite

Scottish breed.

This race was originated in the low-lands of

the south-western part of Scotland and take

their name from that district. They were

carefully bred and much improved by the

Earl of Solkirk for several years, beginning

with 1786. Mr. Youatt says there is perhaps

no breed of cattle which can be more truly said

to be indigenous to the country, and incapable

of improvement by any foreign cross, than the

Galloways. The crosses ''^which have been

made with the finest Short-horn bulls, have

not proved sat sfactory, and the best breeders

now rely on selections of the pure Galloway.

Thoy are generally very docile. Even a furi

ous or troublesome bull is very rare.

Mr. Youatt gives the following description of

this breed :
—"The Galloway cattle are straight

and broad in the back, and nearly level from

the head to the rump. They aie round in the

ribs, and also between the shoulders and ribs,

and the ribs and the loins. They are broad

in the loin, without any large projecting hook

bones. In roundness of barrel, and fulness

of ribs, they will compare with any breed, and

also in the proportion which the loins bear to

the hook bones, or protuberances of the ribs.

They are long in the quarters and ribs, and

deep in the chest, but not broad in the twist.

The slightest inspection will show that there is

less space, between the hook or hip bones and

the ribs, than in most other breeds. They
are short in the leg, and moderately fine

in the ghank bones. They are clean, not fine

and slender, but well proportioned in the

the neck and chaps ; a thin and delicate neck

would not correspond with the broad shoul-

ders, deep chest, and close, compact form of

the breed. The neck of the Galloway bull is

thick, almost to a fault. The head is rather

heavy ; the fyes are not prominent, and the

ears are large, rough, and full of long hairs on

the inside. The Galloway is covered with a

loose, mellow skin of medium thickness, and

which is clothed with long, soft, silky hair.

The prevailing and the fashionable color is

black—a few are of a dark brindled brown,

and still fewer are speckled with white spots,

and some of them are of a dun or drab color,

perhaps acquired from a cross with the Suffolk

breed of cattle. Dark colors are uniformly

preferred, from the belief that they indicate

hardness of constitution."

In his late work on American Cattle, Mr.

Allen says that polled or hornless cattle came

into this country with some of the early impor-

tations, as such have been knowti here for

more tnan a century past. As they were red,

spotted, and of all colors usual among our na-

tive cattle, they probably were picked up from

the polled herds of Norfolk or Suffolk, in Eng-

land, where they have abounded for centuries.

About the year 1850, some enterprising Scotch
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farmers made the first importations of Gallo-

ways into the vicinity of Toronto, in Canada

West. Their attachment to them in Scot-

land was too strong to be overlooked or for-

gotten in their new homes. The cattle pos-

sessed certain qualities which they found here

in no other race, and with a characteristic love

• of their native land, as they loved the poetry

of Burns, and repeated his songs, they also

longed for and sought the cattle of their na-

tive hills and heather. There must have been

other importations, for in the year 1857, we

saw upwards of forty of them exhibited by

competing owners at a Provincial agricultural

show, at Brantfovd, and have since met them

in equal numbers at other shows in the Prov-

ince. They were fine cattle—fult, round, and

comely in form, and in appearance ; and taken

altogether, fully answered Mr. Youatt's de-

scription.

Their lack of horn is thought by some to be

a great merit, but though they cannot Iwok,

they can and sometimes do butt severely, and

on that account are regarded by some farmers

as more dangerous in a herd than those cattle

which have more formidable looking horns,

andJNIr. Allen says <hat the safety .of him who

handles them lies more in their docility of tem-

per and good training than in their inability to

inflict injury.

Mr. Youatt says that the milk of the Gallo-

way cows is rich in quality and yields a large

proportion of butter, but they are not good

milkers.

The above illustration is copied from Mr.

Allen's American Cattle, and is an accurate

portrait of a beautiful young Galloway cow,

owned by a gentleman in Canada West.

CoL. T. Fitch's Stock Farm.—The Norwich,

Ct., Bulletin gives an account of a visit to the farm

of Col. Thomas Fitch, of that city. It is about

three-fourths of a mile from the railroad depot,

and contains some 100 acres. The land was for-

merly covered with granite houlders, which have

been sunken or removed. He has barn room for

225 head of cattle and about a dozen horses and

colts. His herd of cattle consists of thirty thor-

oughbred Jerseys, thirty Ayrshires, with crosses.

Col. F. has been engaged in breeding for more than

twelve years. He has tried crossing Alderneys

with Devons, Short-horns, Ayrshires, Natives and
Madagascars, and has arrived at the conclusion

that the milk and butter qualities of all the differ-

ent breeds are improved by crossing with Alder-

ney males. Nearly all the half-blood Alderneys

he has raised are better for dairy purposes than

Devons, but the cross of Alderneys and Ayrshires

are in his judgement the best cow, in all respects,

that he has ever seen or bred. They yield more
value in milk and butter, are fliibh milkers, good

size and form, and are easily kept. This cross,

makes fine working oxen.

The swine family is also well represented there.

The famous Seftons, a breed that gets fat in pas-

ture, from the estate of Earl of Sefton, England,

the Chester County White, and the cross of the

two breeds, are there to be seen in all their native

hoggishness.

Massachusetts Agricultural College.—The
Trustees have elected the following officers :

—

Pres-

ident
—"William Claflin. Vice-President—Wm. S.

Clark. Secretary—Charles L. Flint. Treasurer—
Nathan Durfee. Auditor—D. Waldo Lincoln. Ex-

ecutive Committee—Wm. S. Clark of Amherst,

Henry Colt of Pittsfield, Wm. B. Washburn of

Greenfield, Nathan Durfee of Fall River, and

Phineas Stedman of Chicopee.

The Executive Committee was authorized to em-

ploy Wm. 1). Davis of Warner, N. H., a grandson of

Hon. Levi Bartlett, as Superintendent of the Col-

lege Farm. Mr. Davis has, for the last three

years, held the position of Superintendent of the

Government Hospital Farm, at Washington. D. C.

CABBAGES.
A correspondent of the Germantown Tele-

graph, who raises cabbages far stock and who

prefers pasture land of a light, sandy texture

for this crop, gives the following as his process

of cultivation :

—

When I grow cabbages on pasture ground,

I break it up early in the spring, and having

rolled and harrowed thoroughly—I strike the

land off into furrows eighteen inches apart,

and apply the manure—one shovelful to the

hills, the hills being eighteen inches apart.

The manure is first leveled, then covered with

about one inch of fresh, fine soil, and on this

the seed is deposited, and covered about one
inch in depth. As soon as the plants appear,

they receive a dressing of soot, one part ; sul-

phur, one part
;
gypsum, one part ; and wood

ashes, sifced, two parts ; the ingredients being

thorougly mixed, and applied by means of a

box with a perforated top. The morning is

the most suitable time for the application of

this dressing, as the dew serves to retain it on
the leaves, and prevents its being blown off by
the winds. When the plants are fairly in

rough leaf the hills may be thinned, and va-

cant ones filled up by transplanting from oth-

ers, and a dressing of slaked lime, one part;

wood ashes, four parts
;
pulverized charcoal,

one part; gypsum, one part; anl common
salt, one part ; applied and worked in around

the roots. Frequent dressings with the boe
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are more indispensably necessary to the suc-

cessful development of this vegetable than to

any of the other broad-leaved varieties, espe-

cially during the (.^arlier periods of its growth.

As a feed for milch cows and young cattle

this vegetable is highly esteemed ; and as it

may be kept through the winter with little

trouble, and fed daily, at times when green

succulent food is with ditBculty obtamed, it is

difficult to estimate it too highly. Provision

should be made for storing it in the immediate

vicinity of the barn, or if possible in the cel-

lar which occupies, or which should occupy,

its basement, and where it can be protected

from the elfects cf frost. By covering the

roots with the soil of the bottom, and placing

the cabbages in an upright position, unless the

temperature is greatly depressed, considerable

additions will be made to the crop in weight,

and very little loss result from decay or rot

—

an evil frequently fatal in its eifects upon the

cabbage when housed in the ordinary way,
and in house cellars, which are generally too

confined and warm.
When fed out, the heads and leaves should

be finely chopped, and mixed with corn and
cob meal, moistened with warm water, and
seasoned with a few handfals of salt.

From the Willamette Farmer.

MY GABDEN".

Now, as the Bpring returnine,
Sweet with the breath of flowers,
Calls at my opei window
And V/hiapers of by-tone hours,
1 1 jDg for my pleaeaiit garden,
To work in ihe warm brown earth,
To nourish the weo green ';hiluren,

And watch for the stedlet's birth;

To breath in the cool of evening
The odors of balm and spice

;

Fnr, to dress and k( ep a garden,
"Was the work of Paradise.
And is not this a reason
For the wi: h we alw.iya feel,

To plant in the shining seedtime
Earth's treasures to reveal

;

To join ill the groat procession,
Earth's worlitrs moving on,
And help, though e'er so little,

The hand of the Mighty One!
Salem, Oregon, Feb , 1869. Belle W. Cook.

NEW YORK STATE FAIK.

The address of the President, Hon. T. H.

'Faile, at the late annual meeting of this Soci-

ety, contains many sugi^estlons which we think

are important to other societies as well as that

of New York. We make a few extracts :

—

"The Fair was largely attended, and that

without any of the extraneous means, now,
unfortunately for the good morals of the peo-

ple, resorted to for financial success in many
of the State and County fairs. No trials of

speed, of either running or trotting horses,

nor shows, nor games of any kind, have ever

been allowed on the New York Agricultural

Society's grounds ; and in this connection I
will not hesitate to express an earnest hope
that our Legislature will withdraw all aid from
every county society that perverts the funds
of the State to such uses. It is a libel upon
the intelligence and good sen e of the farmers
to suppose such things necessary to make
a fair attractive or financially success- fal. The
net results show that they will support all

fairs where the managers conduct them in

accordance with the principles on which our
agricultural societies were founded, viz. the

diffusion of useful knowledge.
"The exhibition of machinery and agricul-

tural implements, showed in a stronger light

than ever before the marvellous inventive gen-
ius of our people. The time has passed when
mere hand work can make the cultivation of
the soil remunerative, and it is only by the use

of improved implements that success can be
attained. *

"In ditching and digging machines there

is open a wide and very important field for

improvement and invention.

"Surprise was expressed at ths last fair that

no premium was offered for thoroughbred, in

other words, for race horses. The simple truth

is, farmers have no use for thoroughbreds,
or for those little trotting horses so common
at this time, and the breeders of them not
only lose money, but also run the risk of spoil-

ing their sons, for it is undeniably true that

the racing and trotting of horses, whether at

fairs, or on tlie track, is accompanied by false-

hood, trickery, profanity and the excessive

use of intoxicating drinks.

"It has been the custom to allow entries to

be made on the first day of the fair, often on
the second and sometimes on the third, causing

great confusion and difficulty in making the

arrangements. This year we departed from
the custom, and gave notice that machinery
and live stock must be entered two weeks be-

fore the fair. The Royal Agricultural Show
of England last year required entries for ma-
chinery and implements to be made ten weeks,

and of live stock six weeks before the Fair,

The Highland and Agricultural Societies of
Scotland closed all entries over six weeks be-

fore the fairs.

"I recommend that hereafter all entries ex-

cept for fruits, flowers and vegetables be closed

from two to four weeks prior to the Fair.

When the entry is made the entrance fee

should be paid, and a description of the ani-

mals, machinery and implements farnljhed for

publication in a catalogue, which should be
ready when the fair is opened and sold at cost.

If the articles were in their place a day or two
before the opening, it would give the judges
opportunity to make a more thorough and sat-

isfactory examination, especially of machinery
and manufactured articles. It would also be
an accommodation to the railroads, by which
we have always been favored, by not crowd-
ing all the business into one or two days."
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THE POTATO.

ALTER Ra-

LEIGH' S

name has

long been

pp; associated

?P. with the

history of

the intro-

duction of

~^ the potato

?^ into Eu-

rope. It ap-

pears, however,

that the plant was known to

Clnsius, a distinguished French botanist, at

least thirty-three years before its introduction

by Sir Walter. But he is undoubtedly enti-

tled to the credit of encouraging the cultiva-

tion and use of the potato, which has proved

one of the greatest blessings ever conferred

upon man. When cultivated in the virgin soil

in this country, from three to four hundred

bushels per acre was the common crop. There

were certam elements in the soil or climate,

or both, that seemed peculiarly favorable to

its growth, and the same varieties were often

raised upon the same soil for many successive

years, without any apparent deterioration in

quantity or quality.

But all this is now changed. The average

crop of Massachusetts for l'B67 was ninety-six

bushels per acre, and scarcely any variety can

be depended on to jield potatoes of uniformly

good quality.

Since the disease that prevailed so exten-

sively twenty or tventy-five years ago, the

yield per acre has diminished at least two-

thirds. L nd that is in such condition that it

will produce more corn and grass than it for-

merly did, will }ield but about one-third as

many potatoes as it once would. Even when

they are apparently healthly and of sufficient

size, it is rare that the crop exceeds a hundred

bushels, and unless both the soil and season

are favorable, the quality is comparatively

poor. The most thorough investigation and

the most careful experiments and observation

Lave failed to ascertain satisfactorily the cause

of the disease, or of the diminished amount of

produc'Ion.

All that can be said is, in a general way, that

the potato, like many trees and other vegeta-

bles at different periods, has been attacked by

an epidemic, and it is to be hoped that it will

wear itself out, and that the potato will in time,

recover its healthy comlition.

In the meantime it has been found by expe-

rience that new varieties, for a few years, ex-

hibit the most vigorous growth, and are the

most free from disease. Several of these

varieties, and especially the earlier ones, have

given their cultivators good satisfaction, and

encouraged the farmers to hope that some new
variety may be found, that will yield as large

crops as they formerly raised. Some good va-

rieties have been produced by enterprising and

philanthropic individuals. But lately the busi-

ness seems to have fallen into the hands of

unscrupulous speculators, who are thriving

upon the credulity of the public. They are

resorting to the tactics of the quack medicine

men who understand that success depends

but Ilt'le upon the quality of the article, but

upon the amount Ihey invest in advertising.

The number c f new varieties offered to the

public, each claiming to be the best, bids fair

to keep pace with the new varieties of pills

and syrups. Now all this is simply ridiculous,

and we have very little sympathy for those

who allow themselves to be swindled out of

their money by these transparent tricks of

speculators.

It is very easy to produce new varieties from

the seeds of the potato. In our own experi-

ence, fourteen varieties were produced from

the seeds of one potato ball, and we have

heard of a still greater number. Most of the

varieties, it is true, were of no value, but some

were good. One or more varieties of good
potatoes may be expected from every such ck-

periment, and it is to be hoped that enter-

prising farmers and gardeners will continue to

make them, and carefully note the results. In

this way, as old varieties depreciate or run

out, new ones will be foan i to take their

place.

The Early Rose, which sold last spring for

three dollars a pound, is offered now for

seventy-five cents. The reports respecting

the quantity and quality of this variety are as

various as were the soils upon which it was

planted.

Some good may res«lt from the potato fever.

Those who pay fancy prices for new varieties

will be likely to cultivate them well, and re-
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member and record the methods they adopt,

as well as the results. One thing seems to be

settled already, viz : that one or two eyes in a

hill will yield more potatoes to the acre, and

those of more uniform size and quality, than

whole potatoes or six or eight eyt s in a hill.

The hills with one or two eyes may be placed

nearer together and thus the number of hills

increased and the land more fully occupied.

This approaches the old Irish method of culti-

vating potatoes in beds worked fine by the

spade, and the sets planted in squares of about

one foot. At harvest time the whole bed was

filled with tubers. Another thing also seems

to be decided by recent experience. Those

varieties that make their growth before the

summer drought are more certain to give sat-

isfactory results, and to escape the attacks of

disease.

As the potato is %ne of our most important

crops, its culUkre deserves careful study and

observation.

Liquid Grafting Wax.—The following

will make a wax that can be put on with a

a brush, will always be ready for use if kept

tightly corked in a bottle, and can be applied

to bruises or wounds on trees, or used as a
grafting wax, viz :—Melt one pound of rosin

over a gentle fire ; add an ounce of beef tallow

and stir it well; take it from the fire, let it

cool down a little and add a table spoonful of

sprits of turpentine, and after that about seven

ounces of very strong alcohol (95 per cent.)

It will be necessary, after putting in the

alcohol, to put it on the stove again stir-

ring it constantly, taking great care that

the alcohol does not get enllamed. To avoid
this, remove the kettle from the ftove as soon

as the mass, which may have cooled rapidly by
the addition of the alcohol, begins to melt.

Continue to stir, until the whole mass becomes
the consistency of honey. This will be found
far better and cheaper than the common shel-

lac preparation used for this purpose.

—

Maine
Farmer.

—T. S. Clough states in the Prairie Farmer,

that lie once brined and thus thoroughly cleansed

seed wheat for thirty acres. He took the small

and inferior grain thus abstracted, and washed

again. From this he sowed a very few bushels,

the result from which was inferior wheat in both

quantity and quality—all the remainder was fine,

free from oats and smut, and produced a large

yield. He then came to the conclusion that "As

ye sow, so shall ye also reap," and if anybody

persists in sowing smut and dirt, instead of good,

sound, plump grain, they may expect to reap ac-

cordingly.

For the New England Farmer.

FABMUR BROWN, SOLDS.

BY FRED D. MUZZEY.

I vow I that's tu^sing preUy tough; whoa Buck, whoa
Brliiht, whoa ho I

I guess wt'Jl stop and breathe a epell, it really seems as
though

The farm grew stunnier every year, I've broke two
p'lnts to-day.

I'm tempted every ppricg I plough to se'l and go away
Out West; but as the summer comes and the old hills

get green,
And the rocks are covered up with grass and posies

shine bitwter,
And everything -8 so beautiful, I change my mind, you

see,

And say, '•! guess I'll keep the farm,—it's good enough
for me."

I'm satisfied to walk the ways my sire and grandsire
tro.l,

To brs^a he the same rough mountaia air, and till the
fame hard sod

;

The same Lord made the whole big earth, and He is

everywhere,
It aint EO malttr where I be, he has me in his care.
Some say we should give up the world with all its

hopes and fears,

That 'lis at best a dreary place of sighing and of tears.

But Jesus thought 'twas good enough that on the cruel
tree

He died for it, and so I guess, it's good enough for me.

And these Eame folks say God is bad, a weak and cruel*
God,

That 'tis in anger not in love he lays on us the rod.
And now I tremble when I think that this Islmoet rried
Six years ago come Tuesday night, when iitlle Benny

died.
The little dead face hardened me; what h,-^. my baby

done?
But I tried hard, and j'ms< made out to say, "Thy will

be done."
God works in mystery, and sometimes 'tis hard the

right to see,

But poor old sinuer that I am, He's good enough for me.

There's my two daughters, Hattie and Kate, I know
they don't wear curls

Of borrowtd hair, and put on airs like neighbor Jones'
girls;

They never wex:t to boarding school, and don't wear
dimund rings.

Nor kids, nor silks, and velvets, and them Grecian bends
and things;

But they're ooedient, loving girls, brown birds who
work all day,

And jet can t itig when evening comes, and join in fun
and play.

And John, too, aint a chap for show, but he is frank and
free

;

An honest, faithful boy, and so he's good enough for me.

And when life seems a stormy sea, and I a hopelees
waif,

I've just to think of my old wife, anl T feel kinder safe.
Just as the Koman Catholics I think must alwj\8 fcol

When they cry out to saints, or to the Virgin Mary
kneel;

For it seems as though her soul 'tween me and God in
Paradise

Must make even stains like mine seem somewhat dim-
mer in His eyes.

And yet she 'a neither young nor handsome as she used
to be;

But bless her pure and peaceful face, she 'a good enough
for me.

And discontent is wicked, for whatever can it be
But saying " vvhat my God has made aint good enough

for me ?"

Such thoughts are impious; what are we that we should
dare to say,

"This thing is wrong?" as if we could have shown a
belter way.

Well I moralizing here may help to keep a fellow sound,
But 'twont help on the Spring's work, nor plough the

stunny ground.
Get up, old chaps you're getting old and lazy too. I see,

But I am too, and so I guess, you're good enough for me.
Middlebury, Vt., 18b9.
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For the Nexo England Farmer,

A KUN-DOWN FARM IMPROVBD.
AGUICULTURAL PAPERS, FAIRS AND FARMERS*

CLUBS,—WHAT THEY DID.

As helping to answer the queries whether

••book farming" pays, whether fairs do any

good and whether it is worth the while to sus-

tain Farmers' Clubs, 1 submit the following

personal history, at the riak of a charge of

egoti^ra.

In June, 1853, I returned after an absence

of nine years at the "West," and came in pos-

session of the homestead which my father had

occupied about tifcy years. With the first i-ea-

son's crops [ was able to winter one cow, two

yearling colts, one horse and one mare a part

of the winter, by buying 100 bushels of oats

;

and raising fL>r the family about ten bushels of

wheat, twenty bushels of corn, twenty-five

buf hels of potatoes, ten bushels of apples, and
some garden sauce, with nothing whatever to

sell, but a part of a veal calf! Being myself

a mechanic, without agricultural taste or

knowledge, and fully occupied in my shop,

hired help took care of the farm the first five

years.

About 1858 I received a gentle hint from a

brother in Wisconsin, not to let the old home-
stead "run down!" and supposing the sugges-

tion w£t^ not entirely original with him, it

took, and I immediately began to be interested

in farming, out of regard to the family honor,

or some other reason.

The next season, finding the farming

•'didn''t pay," as heretofore practiced, I com-
menced taking an agricultural paper, the

Country Gentleman, and began inquiring of

my neighbors how I had better do with this

and that piece of land, and thinking a good
deal upon the subject while engaged in my
shop.

Reading and thinking soon led me to acting,

and more lime was spent in looking over the

farm, planning improvements and seeing that

labor was judiciously applied. Soon my agri-

cultural reading was increased by the addition

of the New England Fakmer, monthly, and
my farming interest was stimulated still more.

I began to be more saving of manure and
everything that would aid in producing crops,

while much satisfaction was experienced in

seeing that crops were improving. Another
paper the Weatern Rural, making three, was
now subscribed for ; mechanical business be-

gan to lose its interest, the Scientific Ameri-
can was stopped ; the fairs which I had at-

tended several years as a mechanic, now be-

gan to have an increased interest to me as a
farmer, as I examined the agricultural speci-

mens on exhibition, and listened to the even-
ing discussions among farmers.

In 1861, I began to think about trying to

get up a Farmer's Club, but could not over-

come the obstacles till February, 18G2, when
one was organized, which by its success till

this time has contributed not a little to the
benefit of my farming.

Three agricultural papers not proving
enough, the Mirror and Farmer, Rvral Amer-
ican, and New England Homestead were
added, which with six other regular pcriodi-

cils, most of which have agricultural reading,

have each contributed somewhat to the im-
provement of the old homestead, until ii now
produces annually fiom three to four times the

value it did eight or ten >e;irsago; having
increased in productivem^ss almost in exact

ratio to the annual increase of the number of
agricultural papers taken, and consecjuent in-

crease in agricultural reading, writing and
talkinGC

!

Instead of being able *o spare and ell off

the. premises only a part of a veal calf, and
perhaps a few eggs annually, as during the

first years, we were abh; some four years ago,

to dispose of farm pro' eeds to the amount of
about five hundred dollars, with a constant

increase since, un il the past year it has

amounted to about twice that sum.
So much for the means of agricultural grace

alluded to, and which are within the reach of

hundreds of farmers who will plod on the old

beaten track their Huhers trod, complaining
that '^farmAng donH pay since the soil has got
so worn out."

Brother farmers, you are mistaken. The
soil is not worn out, and never will wear out,

if you treat it civilly, until the "elements
melt with fervent heat." If you make use of

the same f-kill, tact, energy, wide-awake-ful-
ness and industry, which ensures success in

any and every oth.^r kind of business, yuu will

find farming will "pay" better than all of them
put together, while you experience daily and
constantly a kind and degrer> o{ independence
that no other calling affurds. R. N.

Randolph, Vt., March, 1868.

For the AVw England Farmer,

A MINISTER'S GARDEN.
Some few months since I gave, through the

columns of the Farmer, somewhat in general,

my experience in relation to the condition of

the various gardens that had fallen to my lot

to subdue and cultivate. I now propose to

speak somewhat in detail of one that 1 had the

care of fjur years, to show what advantage

can be derived from the careful and thorough

culture of a garden.

I do this more for the encouragement of

professional men, than of farmers ; for in many-

instances their incomes are inadequate to meet
their own necessary expenses and those of

their families. Especially it is so with many
of our country clergymen, and belonging to

that class, I write for their benefit.

The garden of which I now propose to say

a few words in its behalf, was about five rods

long by two and one-half broad, of a moist,

clayey soil; hard to cultivate, but capable.
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with judicious treatment, of producing the

finest crops. When it came into my posses-

sion it looked lil^e some potato patches I have
seen, afcer the crop has been harvested in the

autumn, as it was strewed with potato vines

and the stalks of rank, dead weeds. It was
also thickly covered with stones of all sizes,

from those as large as two could lift, down to

those not larger than a hen's egg, and any
conceivable number of tufts of grass.

As it was late in the season when I first

took possession of it, 1 did but little more the

first } ear than remove what stones I conven-

iently could with my wheelbarrow, and bury

the scattering vines and weeds, turn over with

spade or hoe the tufts of grass, and take the

best care I could of the various vegetables

that -were planted ; being careful not tp let

any weeds choke the growing crops or go to

seed. In the autumn I was well rewarded
for all my labor.

The second year I had it ploughed in its

season, and as I had removed the previolis

autumn all the rubbish, there was nothing to

obstruct the plough but the remaining stones.

These I removed and kept tbe ground in as

neat and tidy a manner as hoe and spade and
rake would permit, and I was rewarded with

all the vegetables of various kinds that I

needed for the use of my family,—then con-

sisting of five persons,—for the year, and some
in the summer that I sent to my neighbors.

The third year, instead of having it ploughed,

I spaded the whole with my own hands, re-

moved every stone I could find of the size of

a large bullet, raked in what manure I had,

and then planted it with the various kinds of

vegetables, in drills, using guano for a fer-

tilizer, with the exception of poll beans, which

I planted in hills, and this year I not only had
enough of all kinds of vegetables for my fam-
ily, but sold to my neighbors to tbe amount of

$15 or more. Besides this, the first year the

asparagus bed and currant bushes weie of no
use, as they were .so completely grown up to

grass and weeds that they did not produce
any fruit. I thoroughly cleaned and culti-

vated both, and the former jielded all that we
wanted lor our own table, and the latter were
loaded with large and beautiful berries, which
were a real luxury in their season.

Thus you see, Mr. Editor, that a little land

well cared for, is not only capable of yielding

large returns, but will become a real source oi

pleasure and profit to every faithful steward

of the earth. And when the work is done, as

it always should be, with our own hands, it

not only helps to enlarge the measure of our

income,—making us more independent of our

circumstances, but adds greatly to the real

pleasures of life, by furnishing a suitable sup-

ply of good and wholesome food and increas-

ing the measure of our health. This lattei

blessing is one of no small consequence to all

classes, but it is of immense advantage to the

cler/yman. Health is not an unpurchased

blessing, but one t^at may be had for its own
price. Pay the price and it is ours.

S. Barker.
B'ernardston, Mass., March, 1869.

OPINIONS 05' A MAHKEP GAKDENEK.
We have received the following valuable

communication from C. Spr^tt, Market Gar-
dener of this city, the substance of which we
present as follows :

—

"Noticing the remarks on onion culture in a
recent cupy of thu Herald, for the benefit of
onion growers, I would state that the sooner
onions are planted, the better. The best

bed of onions 1 ever saw in this city, was plant-

ed the 28ih of March. Potato onions are the

best and surest crop, especially for small gar-

dens, as they are tit for the table the year
round, and are also excellent keepi-rs.

J]arly peas and potatoes should be planted,

if possible, at the same time. Those who have
any doubt as to the expediency of doing as

recommended, should make the experiment.
Allow me to say that all who hive not tried

sprouting potatoes wiK be agreeably surprised to

find the difference which will be ma'le by do-
ing so. They should be sprouted in thin layers

in boxes or crates, and should be exposed to

daylight, in order that the sprouts may be
green and tough. Sprinkling milk-warm water
on them three times a week, improves their

growth. They should t e started first in a dark
room, then placed in thin layers as recommen-
ded. When the sprouts are one inch long, then

they are ready to expose to daylight. At
planting time, carry them carefully into the

garden, in the boxes or crates in which they

have been sprouted. Just before they peep
through the earth they should be covered with

straw or long manure,— Utica Herald.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES,

DISSOLVING BONES IN ASHES,

I have a small quantity of old bones (say 1000
pounds) which 1 should like to convert into ujanurc
it I knew ot any way uf doing so cheiiply, or would
it be better for me to sell them at one and a half
cents per pound, and buy phosphate of liuie. Can
some of your subscribers answer ?

A SUBSCRIBEH.
New Btdford, Mass., April, 1869.

Remakks.—While some of our subscribers are

preparing an answer to the foregoing queries from

their own experience, we copy from Dr. NiLliol's

little book on the Chemistry of the Farm and the

Sea the following directions for preparing bones by

the employment of wood ashes, lime and sal-soda.

"Take one hundred pounds, beaten into as small

fragments as possible, pack them in a tight cask

or box with one hundred pounds of good wood

ashes. Mix with the ashes, before packing,

twenty-five pounds of slaked lime, and twelve

pounds sal-soda, powdered fine. It will require

about twenty gallons <jf water to saturate the mass,
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but more may be added from time to time to main-

tain moiiture. In two or three weeks the bones

will be broken down completely, and the whole
may be turned out upon a floor, and mixed with

two bushels of dry peat or good soil, and after dry-

ing it is fit for use. This mixture, embracing
nearly or quite all the great essentials of plant

food, is one which in its application will afford

most prompt and satisfactory results. Its produc-

tion cannot be too highly recommended."
Directions have frequently been siven for the use

of sulphuric acid, but this is dingcrous stuff for

people to meddle with who are not experienced in

its use. Even the s-imple process recommended by
Dr. Nichols may require some skill and practice.

That "everything is a trade;" is a fact that ought

to be reniemliered by all who undertake to do any-

thing from the directions of others. With the

most particular directions how to chop off a log,

what awkward work any one would make on the

first attempt who had never swurg an axe. It is a

simple oi")€rati n to put up a leach, but how many
fail in getting lye fit to make soap. So in dissolv-

ing bones, practice makes perfect; and we might
not lose our confidence in the recommendation of

Dr. Nichols, though you should fail of perfect suc-

cess en the first attempt. Yuu will find the sledge

hammering of a thousand pounds of bone no

small job. Where one can wait six months or so

for an operation, whole bones are sometimes treat-

ed with ashes as above. In such case if the larger

ones are not sutfiiiently softened, they are raked

out, and submitted to the tame process again.

SrPERPHOSPUATE FOR POTATOES.

I would like to inquire of you or through your
paper, the b. st methoil of planting Early Rose po-
tatoes with Hradiey's Piio.-phaie.

East Haidwick, Vt., 1869. A Youxo Farmer.

Remarks.—In his lircular, Mr. Bradley directs

to ap|ly for corn and potatoes "a table-spoonful of

pho.^i'hate to cadi hill, thoroughly mix it with the

soil, then drop ihe teed. This will require about

250 pounds to the acre." If the land receives no
other manure he recommends harrowing in per-

haps an equal or a litile larger amount, sown
broadcast, pre\ious to pianting.

SHEEP PULLING WOOL.
What makes my sheep eat wool ? None but my

ewe she( p do it. They have good hay, shorts and
meai. I keep salt by ihem, and plenty of pine
liml)s. Keaksarge.
EaU Andover, N. H., April 16, 1869.

Remarks.—Sheep that have the itch or scab

will i-ometimes strip themselves bare by rubbing

and ii'.Kigio relieve the intolerable itching pro-

duced by the disease. But i-heep often bite or pull

cut wool w hen free from tbis disease. About three

years ago we pubUshed a valuable article upon
this subject written by Mr. E. R. Shedd, of Wind-
sor, Vt. From two cases of wool pulling in his own
flock, he concluded it was in consequence of a

change from poor to good keeping, causing irrita-

tion and itching upon the skin, and that the ani-

mal pulled out the wool to reach the irritated

spots. He also says that sheep coming to the.

barn in good condition and fed at once a liberal

supply of grain will occasionally exhibit the same
symptoms. The remedy which he has used with

perfect success, is to take unguentum and hog's

lard in equal proportions, mixed, and opening the

wool at its riigged points, take a little upon the

end of the finger and apply it upon the skin, rub-

bing it ia* thoroughly, being careful not to leave

any of it upon the ends of the wool. This he re-

commended as a sure cure, if faithfully applied.

lice on cattle.

I would like to know Ihe best method for killing

lice on cattle. One of my calves is troubled very
badly. A neighbor told me to try a licle kero-
sene. I did sj, and the result was the hair came
off where 1 put the fluid.

A Young Subscriber.
Dover, N. H., April 9, 1869.

Remarks.—In the back numbers of the Far-

mer a great many remedies have been given. Mr.

J. Wilkinson; of Baltimore, Md., recommends in

the Practical Farmer the application of hard wood
ashes with a sieve to the animal, from head to tail,

applying two to three quarts. The animal should

be kept from being wet a few days, after which if

there is a warm rain let it be well drenched. As
soon as the hair is dry apply ashes as before. A
third application is generally sufficient, but never

knew the fourth to fail. About four days should

intervene between the ashings. The nits hatch

in six to eight days, according to their position on

the animal. The stable should be carefully cleaned,

and the floor as well as walls whitewashed. Fat

cattle seldom have lice. An ointment of one

quart of lard melted with two ounces of yellow

snuff rubbed on the back from head to tail, and

around the neck and ears, has been found success-

ful. Others rely on fine dust gathered in summer
from the roads, or fine brick dust, feeding the ani-

mals meanwhile a little sulphur. "More depends

on the nurse than on the doctor," in the stable as

well as in the sick chamber.

beans and PUMPKINS AVITH CORN.

As you a'^k farmers to answer the questions of

"Nat" in the Farmer of April 3, I offer the results

ot my experience upon the suiijcct. I am about

70 year.- old, have v\orkeu on many farms inlNIas-

sachusetts and Vermont, and in my travels have
seen considerable of farming in Connecticut and
New Hampshire. As i have a farm of only six-

teen acres, 1 am able to till it pre ty much as I

please, and work for my neighbOis about half the

season. Consequently I am tainiliar with both

good and poor maniigement. trom this experi-

ence 1 wish to tell "Nat" that I dont think pump-
kins very profitable, tnough I raise a few to stew
tor pies and to ijoil tor the pigs. But I do think it

is profitable to raise beans with corn. For corn I

plough my land deep, spread on a good coat of
manure, which I plough under with a furrow of

some three or lour inches. I drop three or four
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kernels of corn to each hill, putting three beans on
the west side of each hill. I run the cultivator
both ways three or four times ; the last time, when
the corn is fifteen or more inches high, make very
flat hills, keeping the ground nearly level. I

never fail of a good crop of corn and beans. I

consider betts better than potatoes, and worth
three or four times as muc h as turnips. h.
Framingham, Mass., Apnl 8, 18G9.

HARD AND SOFT WOOD ASHES.

What is the comparative value of hard and soft

wood ashes ? or, in other words, what can a far-

mer afford to pay for solt wood ashes to, apply to

his land, the ashes of hard wood being difficult to

obtain in larjre quantities ? What is the best
method of applying to a clay loam soil, where the
chief object is to increase the amount of hay ?

Lewiiton, Me., 1869. Sears.

Remarks.—In an analysis made by M. Saussure,

Jr., who analyzed some fifteen kinds of wood and
bark, we find that 1000 parts of the dry wood of a

young oak, produced two parts of ashes ;

ICOO parts of d'y oak wood produced 2 parts of ashes.
" " pop'ar " " 8 " "
" " tiorse chestnut, " 35 " "
" " piue wood, " 15 " "

The ashes of the wood, however, vary considera-

bly in the soluble salts which they contain. We have

supposed that the ashes of hard wood were heav-

ier in measure than those of the soft woods, but that,

poimd for pound, there would be little difference

in the amount of soluble salts which each would

contain.

In an analysis by Sir II. Davy it is stated that 10,-

000 parts of the poplar gave seven of parts potashes

;

beech, twelve parts; oak, fifieen; elm, thirty-

nine ; grape vine, fifty-five. We think that clear

wood ashes is richly worth twenty-five cents per

bushel, on a large portion of our lands, but espe-

cially those which have been for some years under

cultivation. Spread them broadcast in a still day.

BRICK AND CEMENT FOR MANURE TANKS.

T see that in your laft issue, Mr. P. C. True, of
Pittsfield, N. II., is preparing to construct a water-
tight cellar of bricks and cement I suppose, from
his manner of writing, that ho intends to build it

under his barn. Now I believe a water-tight cel-

lar, or at least a water-tight vat or tank of suffi-

cient capacity to hold all the droppings from i<lie

stable, mu^t beapayinginvestmcnt lor any farmer.
But is brick a good material of which to construct
it? I ask for information, intending yet to con-
struct one myself. Will not the liquids percolate
through them ? Are they not cxtinavely used for

filters? I am told that stable liquids will tiestroy

our common cement. Can any one give definite

information regarding this ? Is the Rosendale ce-

ment stronger or superior to the common cement ?

D. L. TOLMAN.
Marlboro' Depot, N. II., March 30, 18G9.

Remarks.—The bricks are used, we suppose, to

keep the form of the cistern, and the cement to

prevent the water from pas^ng out. Water will

go through the common soft bri.k quite readily.

Hard, burnt brick would be better than soft ones

;

that is, would be more firm and durable. ^lany

cisterns are constructed by 'cementing directly

upon the earth, and answer a good purpose, but

they are liable to be thrown out of shape by frost

or by heavy rains.

A "WORMY AND UNWELL COLT.

I have a very valuable colt, four years old, that
has been troubled for the two past winters with a
worm of a reddish olor, aboutone-half inch long.
I have fed her about a tible spoonful of copperas
every other day, which has brought away many
worms, but yet she keeps running-down and has a
very poor appetite. She urinates often and but
little at^ time. As there is no veterinary surgeon
in our parts, I ask advice of the readers of the
Farmer and assure them that any suggestions
will be thankfully received.

Frank W. Bafdwell.
Alden, McHenry Co., III., April 3, 1869.

Remarks.—From your description, we are in-

clined to the opinion that the worms in your horse

are rather the result than the cause of the illness.

Intestinal worms are natural to most kinds of ani-

mals, but any weakness of the digestive system

favors their undue increase. We should fear in-

flammation or other disease of the kidneys tw

bladder, which may have been aggravated by the

doses of copperas administered. In the absence of
a veterinary surgeon we would advise you to con-

sult your family physician. We solicit the opinion

of the readers of the Farmer on the case presented

by Mr. Bardwell.

HAT, cattle, wheat, POTATOES, &C., IN STOWB,

VERMONT.
Stowe is ten miles from Waterbnry, on the Ver-

mont Central Railroad, and twenty-twofrornMont-
pelier. As a .summer resort it is not surpassed by
any town in the State in respect to its mountain
scenery, having on its western boundary the high-
est peak of the Green Mountains.
As an agricultural town it; is one of the best in

Lnmoille County, having a rii h, productive soil.

Farms have nearly doubled in price in the last

five years, ranging from $'25 to ^100 per acre, in-
cluding buildings. The hay crop has the prefer-

ence here, as cattle and butter are the chief articles

of export. Farmers who calculated last fall oa
the same bulk of hay keeping as mnch stock as
usual, have lound themselves greatly raj?taken.
There has been much complaint of fodder not
spending well, and as far as my observation goes
stock is looking rather poor in flesh this spring.

Some are looking for an early spring, which
would be haihd with,joy by many who are short
of hay, which is now selling at $"26 per ton, corn
$.1.40 per bushel. Wheat has been more exten-
sively sown fur the last three years, and fair crops
liave been realized. I know of one instance where
twenty-two bu.-hcls were threshed from one but-hei

of sowing. F\irmers find that they can raise their
own wheat, since the high prices demanded for

flour have driven ihcm to it. No crop leaves the
soil in a better conditi n fur grass.

llaifcing potatoes fur starch is rather playing out
here. One starch faetory which a tew years ago
received as many as eigh'ccn thousand bushels in
a single season is now ready to iall to pieces, hav-
ing nothing to do. Some farms have been so badly
run out liy raising potatoe-, that it will take years
of liard labor to bring them back to their former
state of pvoductivcm ss. To test the effect of pota-
toes on land, plant an acre of coin and an acic of
potatoes, side by ^idc, giving each the same dress-

ing and care, thin stuck boih down in ilietUllor
spiing and note the difference in the hay crop.

Not much of the fertilizers which flood ilu mar-
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ket are used in tbis p^ace, except Bradley's super-
phosphate of lime. This will be quite largely used
this spring, and mostly on corn. Last season it

was used by several, and gave general satisfaction.

Some planted corn wi hout any dressing except a
little phosphate in the hill, and had good crops.

Others mixed ashes and phosphate together—two
parts of a^hes to one of phosphate—and put a
table spoonful in a hill, after the land had received

a fair dressing of manure, and thought it paid well.

Stoice, Vt.,^Ap) il 12, 1S69. s.w.

HEN MANURE.

"Will you or some of your contributors inform
me as to the best way of preparing and using hen
manure. I have say fifiy bushels which I intend

to mix with fifteen loads, thirty-five bushels each,

of meadow muck. Shall I mix ashes or lime or
both so as to evolve the ammonia powerfully, be-

fore applying the manure ? or shall I mix the
ashes aud lime, one or both, and plaster to fix the
ammonia ? or shall I simply mix the manure and
muck with just water enough to moisten it ?

Berlin, Vt., 18G9. S. F. Nye.

I wish to plant an acre of corn and have about
four barrels of gond hen manure, but no stable
manure. What shall I mix with the hen droppings ?

Norihboro', Mass., 1869. A Young Farmer.

Remarks.—We should not add cither ashes or

lime to the manure, but apply them to the land

separately. Many thiak ashes neutralize the val-

uable portions of the manure. Muck, charcoal

dust, woods or other soil or earth are good divi-ors

and absorbents. The hen manure, at least, should

be moistened with water, to which some book far-

mers add a little sulphuric acid. It; should be well

mixed with the muck, &c., and be shoveled over

several times after mixing. Broadcast the ashes

and lime and harrow in. We think it is well to

add muck to the droppings from the roost fre-

quently, and remove the whole often, both for

the health of the hens and the economy of the

manure.

USE FOR AIR-SLACKED LIME.

I have a barrel or more of air-slacked lime ; also
a small lawn, a tiuit garden, and small patch for
corn and OeJns, and to feed these a pile of good
compost. What is the best use I can put the lime
to?

Also, what is the sweetest kind of sweet corn ?

Arlington, Mass., March 31, 18G9. C.

E,em\rks.—Spread the lime broadcast over the

garden, after it is ploughed, and rake it in. It

will have an excellent tff>.ct there. It is just what
old gardens often need.

A GOOD cow.—PLEEDINO OLD CATTLE,

I see on pase 47 of the Monthly Farmer that
Luther Stanley of ."pnngvale, Me., has a raiive
cow fiom I he miik of which in seven days, eleven
pounds of batftr were made. I have a cow five

years old la t spr-ng, that dropped htr c;.lf March
26. and in .-ix days Irom the first Monday 1 i Jane
we made from hi.r milk alone thirteen 'and one-
half pounds of butter. On the ioui th of December,
when she was seven monihs on the way to come in
again, the gave tive quarts of miik, and Januaiy
the twelfth she gave one and three-fourths quarts.

In your remaiks on IViend Jamcion's visit in
Suncook Valley, you ask what is tlie practice of
farmers m relation to bleeding their cattle. My

practice is to let my young ones keep all they have,
but for an old one that is to be fatted, whether
cow or ox, the very best thing that can be done for

them when first turned to pasture, is to bleed them
smartly. A few years ago I bought a pair of large,

old g.xen to work a few weeks and then turn out
to fatten. They were sent to pasture the last of
May, and were very poor. I sent \?ord to the man
that had the care of the pasture to have them bled
in a few days. But it happened by some misun-
derstanding that they were bled by two diffeient

men. I was tearful that too much blood had been
taken; butthey throve remarkably well, and Isold
them for beef in July, and they went to Brighton.

Fitchburg, Mass., 1869. i. u. w.

superphosphate and ashes.

Last spring I tried an experiment with a mixture,
in equal parts, of Bradley's Superphosphate and
ashes on a piece of worn out sandy soil, that was
considered almost worthless, and which had not
been manured fir years. On about half an acre
planted with Jackson White potatoes I put a spoon-
ful of the mixture in each hill, and raided 70 bush-
els of as good potatoes as I ever saw, and which
are as good now as they were last fall. I also
tried the mixture on a few rows of corn tiy the side
of the potatoes with equally good results. I do
not claim that I raised great crops on this land, but
considering the nature of the soil, I think I got
well pail I for the experiment. John Savage.
East Haverhill, N. H., April 12, 1869.

Remarks.—This experiment would have been

more satisfactory if a portion of the field had been

planted without any fertilizer, a portion with the

ashes alone, and a portion with the super-

phosphate alone.

SUGAR MAKING.

Notwithstanding the numerous predictions to
the contrary, the season has been a very good one
for making maple sugar. Several persons in this

vicinity have made from 800 to 1000 pounds, be-
sides a considerable quantity of molasses.
One of my neighbors made 736 pounds in four

days antl nights, and burned only three cords of
wood and that of rather a poor quality. lie uses
two sheet-iron pans, one as a heater, and the other
for boiling. He cuts his wood about two feet to

two and one-half feet long, and keeps hi-* fire at

the mouth of the arch. Some suow banks still

remain bv the siJe of fences. Granite.
Bloomfield, C. \V., Uh mo. 20th, 1869.

B.URNT AND RAW BONES TOR HEN.S.

Will it pay to buy ground bone at 4^ cents per
pound to Iced to hens, the olject being thi pro-
duction c'f C'Jgs ? What ]s the difference in value
l)et\veen burnt or calcined and raw bones to feed
as above. S. F. Nye.

Bt:rliti, Vt., April, 1869.

Remarks.—We think it will pay, if you cannot

get them cheaper. Much is destroyed by burning

bones, still hens eat them with avidity. We should

not like to have our steak "calcined," and we

think the gelatine, &c., in raw bones is valuable

for hens.

CRACKING UP NEW THINGS,

I think friend Smith of Barre, Vt., asks a silly

question about agricultural papers noticing new
things. That is one of ihe best features of anews-
papt r. Would he prohibit people from advertising

what they have to sell, or is he obliged to believe
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all they say ? For one, I don't think the editor
responsible for all the noise they make. I like to

know what is going on, and to keep posted on
things new and old. Others like your Extracts
and Replies ; and I am sorry that he is not suited.

The more farmers write the better. They, and not
the editof, are responsible for what they say. I

am a constant i-eadtr of the Farmer, and have
been for a number of years, and if any one has
anything new to say, I hope he will out with it.

The more we differ the more we shall leam. That
would be a dull paper in which no difftrence of
opinion or expression was allowed. Dont you
think so, Mr. Smith ? b. l.

Framingham, Mass., April 20, 1869.

TAPE AVORMS IN SHEEP.

I would like to inquire of you or some of your
correspondents the cause, symptoms, prevention
and cure of the tape worm in sheep ? 1 have lost

several sheep this winter, one of which discharged
a large worm several feet in length. Perhaps
some of the others might have died Irom the same
cause, but I did not make exammation, owintc to
my ignorance of anything of the kind. I have
recently learned that one of my townsmen has
lost several fiom a choice flock, some of which
had tape worms ten or even twenty tcet in length.
Is not this something uncommon ? Subscriber.
Grantham, iV. H., April 22, 1869.

Remarks.—Mr. Randall says in the Practical

Shepherd that he has never heard of but a single

case of worms proving injurious in the intestines

of sheep in this country. He however cites from

Mr. Spooner a case in England where some fifty

Iambs laboring under a violent diarrhcsa, were

found to have large numbers of tape-worms—
Ttsniaplicata—avd several large round worms. A
total change in the diet was made at once, and the

following medicine given :—castor oil one ounce

;

powdered opium three grains; starch one ounce;

boiling water sufficient to make a draught. Thin

starch was given night and morning. The lambs

improved. After administering this medicine four

or five days a stimulant was given to destroy the

parasites: linseed oil, two ounces; oil of turpentine

four drachms. One dose only was given to some

of them, others required two, and a few had three

or four in the courseof the following month>, and

theu all were well. So much for book doctoring

of wormy sheep. Who will help "Subscriber" to

more practical information ? The dictionary de-

lines tape-worm as a "broad, flat, many pointed

worm, often many feet in length." Does that cor-

respond with those found in the sheep in Gran-

tham ? The books say that when the eggs of the

tape worm are swallowed by the hog or other ani-

mal they hatch out and, like the trichina, find

their way into the muscles, where they become

cists or "measles." Then when these cists or

measles are taken into the stomach they become

the real tape worm, which sometimes attains the

enormous length of 100 feet. We published last

year, page 133 Monthly Farmer, and weekly issue

of January 25, a statement by an Ohio farmer that

on opening the intestines of one sheep that had

died of what was supposed to be the pale disease,

he found a worm perhaps one-third of an inch

wide, with points about an eight of an inch in

length, but which came arart so easily that he
could not measure it, but supposed it was nearly

forty feet in length. It was of a whitish color,

slightly yellow. The part of the worm forward
terminated in a point, and was round for perhaps
fifteen or twenty inches. Several of his neighbors
had also found similar worms in their sheep.

RAISING calves.

Almost every farmer has a way of his own for
raising calves, and no doubt thinks it the best—at
least I do mine- -for I have tried all ways but
feeding them hay tea.

If I can manage to find the calf before it has
sucked, and I generally do, I take it away from
the cow because, in the first place, the cow does
not make half the fuss she would if ihe calf were
to suck a week or so. I have cows seven or tight
years old that never suckled a calf, and they make
no fuss to speak of. In the next place the calf
learns to drink quicker and better. I let it get
quite hungry, then take some milk in a dish and
with my tinker in its mouth, put the call's nose to
the milk; but as soon as its nose is in the milk I
withdraw my finger and it will soon drink. I have
had them drink without fuither trouble by hold-
ing the di^h to their mouth, so that the milk would
touch their nose. In two or three weeks I turn
them with my cows, and as they know nothing
about sucking, and as the cow would not allow
them to do so if they would, I have no tronule in
letting them go to pasture tngLthcr.

I agree with Mr. Ilartwell in what he said in the
Farmer of April 13, as to the milk, but as to grass
I do not. 1 do not see why grass should be with-
held from a calf more than irom a colt or Jamb,
All farmers know that grass is necessary to make
young animals grow, unless they have plenty of
milk or meal.

I think new milk the cheapest, although it seems
tocot quite, a sum to raise calves on new milk
when butter is forty cents a jioiind; but it does
not cost so much to winter calves thus fed as it

does those that are raised on skim milk. New
milk calves do not stop growing when weaned;
mine seem hardy to know when thty are weaned,
as when they are three or four months old 1 feed
less every day, finally drop the moinir g mess, and
teed them at night, only, lor a few days. In that
way they have a good appetite for grass and do
well.

About three years ago a townsman happened at

my place when my cows eatue from pasture at

night "Why," said he, "do you let >cur calves
suek ?" I told him my method of lai-ing calves.

The next year he told me that the inturiiiaiion I

gave liim was worth fifteen eloll irs as he laiaed five

calves with the least trouble he ever had.
If these lines benefit any one I shall be satisfied,

though it is quite a task lor me to write. I see

Mr. ilartwell is down on the swine, but 1 like

good pork. C. F. Lixcoln.
Woodstock, Vt., April 2G, 1869.

"cracking up new things."

As to your remarks on my inquiries of March
14, I have but a few words to say. I do not know
as you could do any different than you do in re-

gard to "new thnigs." But it does seem rather

hard for honest farraers to be so unmercifully
swindled out of their hard earned money by de-

signing men, who live and get iieh on the sweat of
llie l)rows of somei)udy else. No class eif men are

so often humbugged and swindled as tarmers, who
are ofien induceii to purchase by what lliey read

m the papers about great laiior saving machines, or

some new kind of seed which is of inestimable
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yalue. This kind of swindle has run so high
within a few years past, that I think it is the duty
not only of editors, but of farmers generally, to

caution the public against puichating new things,

till they have some proof that they are what they
are represented to be. If this kind of humbuggery
is continued it will soon be hard woik to introduce
anything new, however valuable it may be.

Barre, VL, April 20, 1869. a. j. s.

Remarks.—We regret as sincei'ely as our cor-

respondent does that our efforts to exclude fraud

and humljuggery from our columns are not more

successful. But from what department of govern-

ment, from what association of men, from what

town or neighborhood, even, are they successfully

excluded ? We thank our correspondent for his

suggestions, and we invite him and all other far-

mers to use our columns for the exposure of

swindlers, whether in new things or old, great ones

or small ones. Give the blood thirsty leeches no

peace.

BROOM COEX.

Will you give to the public as soon as may be,

through your paper, a chapter on the modern
modeof raising broom corn. All the particulars

about the crop, so that a person who has never
raised any may know how to proceed to insure a
good crop, in a favorable season. Q. C. Rich.
Shorekam, VL, April 26, 1868.

Remarks.—Mr. Charles Woodman of Living-

ston county, N. Y., wrote an article on this subject

which was published last year in the Country Gen-

tleman. He has raised from 150 to 250 acres a

year regularly for thirteen years. The outlays

in the busines are so great that he would not ad-

vise any one to go into raising it, unless he intends

to keep it up for ten years at least. It requires a

rich alluvial soil, free from stones. It is very fluc-

tuating as to price. He had sold it as low as $100

per ton, and as high as f350. He thinks the net

profits on the crop in the Genesee Valley are about

the same as from Indian corn, or a little better.

He thinks it can be raited at the West and South

cheaper than in Central New York. He ploughs

the ground "all he can" the fall before,—turning

in the ttalks, and in the spring puts it into thor-

oughly good order with the wheel cultivator or

gang plough, and by the subsequent use of the

harrow, "so as to make it very nice." It is then

rolled with a light roller, after which a marker

follows, having four pins, and thus marking off

four rows, three feet apart. He then says :

—

" There are three planters hitched to this

marker, so that three boys, one man and a horse
will plant fitteen acres per day. My machines
drop once in eight inches, from tight to ten seeds
in a place, so that it makes almost a continuous
row. One bushel of seed will plant ten acres. The
seed has to be well chopped and fitted for planting

;

it chops away nearly one-half. I begin to hoe as soon
as I can trace the rows, and use the scraper, which
throws the dirt in the center of the row ; then the
men hoe backward, only on one side of the row at

a time, drawing the earth fiom the corn. As soon
as three or fjur days, I put on the roller, and roll

down the ridge, and then I follow with a light cul- i

tivacor throwing the dirt a very little among the

corn. The next week go through again, throwing
it a little more against the c^rn. I keep my horses
in it until it is as high as five or six fett; I then
put in the hiller, and pack the dirt hard against the
corn, and it is done until harvest time. At harvest,
the stalks are broken over about six feet high;
three rows are cut and laid in one, so that the
horses straddle the row, and we can load upon
each side of the wagon. The wagon buxes are fif-

teen feet long and three feet high. When drawn
to the barn, it is sorted into handfals by women

;

then scraped in the cylinders, and carried into
sheds and laid on poles about four inches thick, to
dry. When dry, I take it down and press it into
bales of two hundred pounds and up to two hun-
dred and fifty, and it is ready for the market. It
is fair corn when three acres give one ton ot brush.
It takes about two and a halt days work per acre
to hoe it, and three days work to cut it."

PUMPKINS ARE PROFITABLE.

In reply to the question of "Nat," about pump-
kins being profitable, I would say, procure seeds
of a good quality, and from a different locality,

—

for like all other vegetables, pumpkins need a
change of locality,—then after having planted the
field(jf corn go over it with the pumpkin seeds and
put one or two seeds in one hill out of each four;
and, near the border or edge of the field, in every
other hill. Those on the outer rows, by running
out where they will receive more sun and air, will
do the best and may be planted more thickly.
Not only in the corn field, bat also in the "potato
patch," can good pumpkins be raised by planting
them near the edge or in the outsride row, or any-
where in the field, by giving to each vine the space
allowed to a potato Lill. They must be looked to
occasionally and the bugs destroyed, remembering
to nip the ends of the vines after well "set." If the
reason is favorable, and these directions followed,
I think that "Nat" or any other farmer will tind

that it is profitable to raise pumpkins with corn.
E. w.

East Westmoreland, N. H., March 5, 1869.

RAISING CORN IN SOUTHERN MICHIGAN,

Brother farmers, as it is getting time to look
round and tee how much and what crops we shall

put in this season, I will tell you how we raise

corn in southern Michigan, and what mine did
last season. We turn over the soil in March and
April. We do not use any manure, as most of the
farmers think it worthless, or too much woik to
haul it out. We mark the rows four feet each
way, and plant from the first to the fifteenth of
May. As soon as we can follow the rows, take an
Aharrowmadefor the purpose, with handles some-
what like those of a plough, put on two horses
and go throu<;h both ways, and with a liitle prac-
tice we can run it very cIjso to the rows. The ob-
ject of putting on two horses is to use a heavy har-

row, which by taking out the front tooih will go
astride of one row, and thus cuUivdte two rows
at ouce When the corn is about eighteen inches

high, take a double shovel plough, which throws
the soil to the hills, doing allthe hillir.g necessary,

and killing the weeds, if there are any, entirely.

*ast tall, when harvesting my corn, I measured
f one acre of a iwenty-aere field as near an aver-

ag3 of the whole as I could, and 1 got 93i imshels

sound corn, beside the soft corn. A part of the

field was worked but once. I intend to keep an
account of a len-acre field this season, and report

this fall what it costs me by the bushel. We prac-

tice rotation in this section : first corn, tiien peas,

then wheat, and stjck with clover invariably.

L. M. Leiggs.
Hudson, Michigan, April 3, 1869.
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NORTH CORNWALL, CONN., FARMERS' CLVB.

Twenty-five years since, the farmers of North
Cornwall, Conn., organized a Farmers' Club, which
for the first two winters was held in the district

schojlhouses. Afterwards it was held in the

houses of its members, a'd then not only ihe far-

mers themselves, but their wives and sons and
daughters were present at these meetings.
A few incidents in the history of this society will,

I have no doubt, be of interest to some of the read-

ers of the New England Farmer. The first

propoition for a Co. necticut State Agricultural

Society was made in this Club. A committee was
appointed to present the subject to the Litihfield

County Agiiculiural Society and request their aid.

After tiic proposition was made, the Litchfield

Society ai pointed a committee to confer with oi her
county soeicties and request their co-operation.

Most of these societies were found ready to co-op-

erate, and in due time the State Society was or-

ganized. The member who made this proposition,

Sir. T. L. Hart, was successful in obtaining the

fourfirst premiums offered by the society on cheese,

amounting to thirty-two dollars.

Another proposition was made and avote passed
by this club, that each member of the club should
set out in the highway at least five shade tiees

each year, until his highway was filled with good
tnr.fty young trees. The member who made
this proposition has his highway nearly filled with
about two hundred trees, all growing and thrifty.

Other members have set out in numbers varying
from fourteen to tifcy or more. Would that all far-

mers would follow this example.
At a late meeting the club passed a vote to cele-

brate its twenty-fif'th anniversary, or in modern
phrase, have a sort of silver wedding. It was
arranged that this meeting should be held at the

liou;e of Mr. T. S. Gold, its Secretary. Ab mt one
hundred and fifty members and invited guests were
in attendance, and afccr mutual congratulations

and introductions, the meeting was called to order,

and after a review of the history of the club by its

secretary, the members and guests sat down to a
most ei'joyable repast provided by the society.

After the repast, short speeches were made by
various persons present, and the meeting broke up
at a seasonable hour, with the best wishes of all

present fur the future prosperity of the "North
Cornwall Farmers' Club." A Member.

SEASON IN SOUTHERN NEW YORK AND VERMONT.

I have just taken a flitting through the States of
Vermont and New York, and have been thor-
oughly surprised at the great difference a few
miles can make in climate and vegetation. In the
Schoharie Valley, N. Y., the farmers are busy
planting. Asparagus and peas are already an inch
out of ground, and winter wheat is very promis-
ing. Mayflowers and butterflies are abundant,
and all nature is rejoicing at its release from ihc
icy bouds of winter. But in Vermont, they
scarcely think of even ploughing, the weather is

still so cold and the snow so deep. We endeav-
ored to reach Bondville, but not even a horse could
1)0 hired to convey us from the depot at Manches-
ter. The stage had been obliged to suspend its ac-

customed trips, and the mail had been conveyed on
the back of a resolute man for several daw.
"Twenty feet in some places, and you will slui^j
clean through if you try it," we were told. Where
there's no snow the freshets have overflown corn-
fields, potato- fields and meadows, and many houses
and burns are, like islands, "entiiely surrounded
by water." All the farmer can do is to smoke liis

pipe and resignedly wuit for the waters to subside.

One farmer thinks he may get his plouging done
by July. For many years tlie season hus not been
60 backward as this and last spring. But people

live to a great age among these green hills. Open
fire places or wood-stoves, early hours, fresh air
and hard work, develope muscular strength and
longevity. I found people aged seventy, eighty and
ninety. One old lady of seventy, looking not a day
older than fifty, told me about her mother, only
07ie hundred and one, and who is "as chirk as ever
you did see a' most," she tays.
These hills are full of excellent white marble.

In Manchester and Dorset the depots are sur-
rounded with it in blocks, shafts and slabs boxed
for transportation. To one who has always re-
garded marble as a "precious stone," its use for
garden and street side walks, even for cellar walls
and fences, seemed extravagant and wasteful.
May 1, 1869. Susie Vogl.

ROSE BUGS.

Permit me to say to your correspondent who is
troubled with rose bugs, that I find it an easy
matter to keep four or five hundred vines entirely
clear of those pests. I have also about twenty
common blush roses. I go out early in the morn-
ing, with a pail and pick roses and hugs together,
as nearly all the bugs will sleep in the roses. Ten
minutes is time enough to go through the whole.
Follow this a few years and you will exterminate
nearly the whole of them. V. B. Follansbee.
Lawrence, Mai>s., April 26, 1868.

Remarks.—This corresponds with our own ex-

perience; but instead of doing all the work our-

selves, we paid the children a small price per hun-

dred for rose bug scalps.

A cow supposed to be made sick by eating
pumpkins.

Can you or any of your correspondents give me
a remedy for a cow tliat has I een sick all winter ?

Her sickness was caused by eating pumpkins last

fall. Her bowels have been very much relaxed,
probably one-third part of the time ; especially if

she cats any early cut hay, or succulent food of
any kind, the disease will return. Several of my
neighbors have lust stock by this di-ease, and it is

here considered incurable. A Subscriber.
Tunbridgc, Vt., April 24, 1869.

Remarks.—We doubt whether the disease was
caused by eating pumpkins. As some of the

neighboi ing cattle have the same disease we should

think it epidemic. Give her powdered chalk in

her feed, and once a day a quart of lime water in

her drink. Have no cows had the disease except

those which eat pumpkins ? Were the pumpkins

rotten or frozen ?

PARSNIPS.

Please to inform me of the best way of rais-

ing parsnips; also the quantity of manure per
acre, how deep the soil should be ploughed,
and the time of planting, and oblige an old" sub-
scriber. A. I. Tabor.

IlolUslon, Mass., May 7, 1869.

Remarks.—We have found parsnips as easily

raised as any other roots—more easily than most. •

The land should be worked as deeply and as highly

manured as you can afford. The seed should be

sown as early in the spring as convenient, though

good crops arc grown when put in as late as the *

middle or last of May. Make the drills about

eighteen inches apart, and sow at the rate of five

or six pounds to the acre.
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labics* Separtment.

From the Home Journal,

GOD'S ALMONER.

A maiden fair once said lo me,
Sarprieed at my too b Id advance,

"\ou need the grace tf God I eee

—

You false knight wiih the bro£en lance;
Man'd own desL-rts have never won
A woman's worthiest benison,"

Alas, too true, my heart replies.

But this* great iru h sends back to her:
In this snd world no man denies

Tliat woman is Goa's almoner.
And het'b the mission high to till

—

To grant h.s grace almost at will.

Gne-^alf the Christian world to-day
"Will bow at sacred Mary's throne,

While all the other half will pray
Each to a JIary of his own

—

Nor prav in vain, fjr God will be
Within His highest myttery.

He lives and move? in noble hearts,
His srac3 abounds in womin's breast,

An I h?r warm lave His love ImpartJ
To all whom it hath truly blesecd

:

How many a fiend the world hath known,
Who, truly loved, a saint had grown.

Come, then, Grand Almoner of Him
Who made the heart and knows its need

:

Come, sacro 1 woman 1 8 Tanhim
And a:)gels h^ar for what I plead,

Ard they wiil hoi 1 their sister true
Or false by what I gain from you.

DOMESTIC ECONOMY;
OR,

HOW TO ]\IAKE HOME PLEASANT,

BY ANNE G. HALE.

[Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year
1866, by R. P. Eaton & Co., in the Clerk's Office of the
District Court for the District of Massachusetts,!

CHAPTER XV.—CoNCLrDED.

Food and its Preparation,—[Continued.]

Since the introduction of tartaric acid—cream

tartar—^^into cookery, to assist the fermentation of

dough, the heavy paste puddings for fruit, apple-

dumplings included, have greatly improved.

The best way of maliing this style of pudding
is to prepare a paste according to the rule given
for making cream-tartar biscuit in Chapter XIV.
Roll this into an oblong form and spread into a
deep dish or bowl which has been buttered,—there

should be sufficient paste hanging over the edge
of the dish or bowl to cover the top. Fill in the

fruit in layers an inch thick, between which scatter

a little ground cinnamon or grated nutmeg, then
sugar, a cupful will be needed for cut rhubarb,

peeled and sliced raw apple, gooseberries or cur-

rants ; other berries, cherries, peaches and pears

require less sugar. Fresh or canned fruit is best

for these puddings ; but dried apples, peaches and

berries, are quite nice if well swollen before they

are used. All tilling but apples will need flour

shaken upon it, enough to cover it like a coat of

thin frosting; this is for thickening to the syrup.

Then wet the edges of the paste wiih cold water

and flour them so that they wiil adhere closely;

fold them in ; press them tightly together in the

centre.

Have ready a bag of thick crash, like that for

holding the ashes for ?amp, mentioned in a for-

mer portion of this chapter (except that the cor-

ners are made round by stitching the seam in

curved lines.) Wet this bag, turn it wrong side

out, shake flour upon It from the dredging-box,

and then turn it again. Fold back the top half the

length of the bag and fit the bottom into a large

bowl. Invert this over your pudding in the other

bowl or dish, and carefully tip the pudding into it.

Wind the string around the bag (leaving an inch

and a half of space to allow for swelling of the

paste) an^ tie it as tight as possible—lest it should

get water-soaked. Place a saucer in the bottom of

the dinner boiler, which should be half full of

boiling water and plunge in your pudding.

Never put a pudding of any sort into water that

does not boil—it is the very way to make it heavy.

For the same reason nothing but boiling water

should be used to supply the loss by evaporation.

This must be poured in every half hour. See, too,

that the fire is hot enough to keep the pudding

boiling continually till it is done. An hour and a

half is needed to boil a pudding made of a quart. •

of fruit. If made in the form of a roll, with the

paste spread long and narrow, and folded over and
between the layers of fruit, and placed in a long

bag, one hour will cook it.

For apple dumplings : take a piece of this paste

about as large as an egg, roll to a round shape six

inches in diameter, place in it the four quarters of

an apple, a teaspoonful-of sugar and a very little

spice ; close the paste tightly ; and tie a dumpling

thus made in a small napkin that has been wet and

floured, or take a large pudding-cloth—thick white

drilling or crash—and tie one in the centre and one

in each corner. Use the same precaution for

catching and burning at the bottom of the boiler,

and fill in boiling water as for a pudding. Three

quarters of an hour will cook these.

Paste puddings are better boiled in a tin mould,

—best steamed, the same dish in which they are

formed being set in the steamer at the top of the

boiler; or the fruit may be placed in a dish with

sugar and spice, the paste over the top only, and

the dish set on the back part of the stove with a

tin pan inverted over it and thus cooked by its

own steam ; half an hour will suflSce to cook it

thus.

A nice paste for puddings may be made by mash-
ing and rolling boiled potatoes upon the moulding-

board till free from lumps. Mix with six potatoes

half a cupful of cold water in which is dissolved

half a teaspoonful of salt. Stir it all together;
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then add flour till you can mould it with your
hands. If you wish for a very rich paste, mix
with the rolled potatoes a cupful of chopped beef-

suet, but it is good enough without. This is ex-

cellent lor apple, peach or pear puddings.

Paste puddings should be kept hot till they are

eaten, be sliced with a warm knife, and served

with hot sauce.

Batter puddings of flour, ground rice, or bread

crumb?, or crackers—with raisins, berries, or cut

peaches, apples or pears, should be made of cold

milk, eggs—three to a quart of milk—beaten very

light—tne batter just thick enough to pour easily

into the bag for boiling, or a well buttered dish for

baking or steaming. One made of a quart of

milk, ^c, will require two hours' boiling or steam-

ing, one hour's baking.

All broken slices of bread and crumbs from its

cutting should be carefully saved, slowly dried in

a cool oven and kept for making batter puddings,

6tutfing for poultry, fritters and omelets. When
used they may be soaked in cold milk or water

over night, and in the morning mashed very fine

with a wooden spoon. If suddenly needed this

dry material can be pounded and immediately

used as tnickening for the batter. A pudding of

cracker or bread crumbs can be made and baked
in half an hour. Dry gingerbread and cake may
thus be used for fritters and puddings. But care

should be taken to pulverize it quite fine, or the

cook may have the mortilication which not long

.since fell to the lot of a j'oung woman, who, while

attending a boarding school conducted on the man-
ual labor plan, havingassisted in preparing dinner,

was told by a guest that he preferred raisins to

doughnuts as plums for his puddings.

A cake pudding, made of equal measures of

flour, milk, sugar and beaten eggs ; with half the

measure of butter or salted lard ; soda and cream-

tartar in the proportion for biscuit; baked or

steamed an hour, and eaten with sweet sauce

flavored with lemon juice or wine, is very nice.

A p'ainer ptidding of the same sort is made with-

out eggs ; with molasses and water instead of su-

gar and milk; spiced with cloves, cinnamon and
nutmeg, the other ingredients being the same;

and served with cold sauce. It is a very desirable

dish.

A Ft:ilo loaf of bread tied tightly in a pudding-

cloih and boiled an hour, may be turned out for a

pudding; to be eaten with hot fruit sauce. Alter-

nate layers of freshly crumbed bread and sliced

cpple, wi'h sugar and spice between, arranged in

a deep di^h, with crumbs for the top layer, a tin

pan inverted over it, and steamed thus in the

oven, is also a nice pudding. Or a deep earthen

pan may be lined wih buttered slices of bread,

and the apple in layers with similar slices, sugar

between them, the juice of a lemon squeezed over;

and then a crust of bread for the cover. Two
hours will cook these puddings. They need no

tiaucc.

Custard puddings are made precisely as cup-

custards or custard pies without crust; except that

half the number of eggs may be omitted, and in

their place the same number of tablcspoonfuls of

corn-starch, potato- starch, maizena, farina, ground
rice, or sago substituted. "Whole rice, after it is

steamed, with the addition of a cup of milk and a

teaspoonful of sugar for each cup of cooked rice,

slightly spiced, and then steamed or baked for

half an hour, is an excellent dish. A plain sago

pudding—the sago washed and mixed with water

(a cuptul to a pint of water), sliced apples, or rais-

ins, or prunes added, and baked three-quarters of

an hour in a moderate oven, is very good with a
hot sweet sauce flavored with lemon, or currant

wine ; or, the sago may be used as the cooked rice,

just mentioned. To both of these, eggs are a great

improvement,—they should be lightly beaten and
added when the dish is all ready to be baked.

Tapioca, soaked in warm water an hour,—one cup-

ful before soaking being a good proportion for a

quart of milk, a scant cup of sugar, and the yolks

of four eggs well beaten,-^flavored with lemon or

vanilla, and baked three-quarters of an hour, is

a very nice pudding. Beat the whites of the eggs

with a tablespoontul of sugar till they are a stifl'

froth, and lay it on the top of the pudding to brown
in the oven fifteen minutes before taking it up.

Blancmange is also an excsllent and simple dish.

Those who have plenty of milk should consider

this a regular article of diet, it is so easily pre-

pared and so nutritious. Let evening milk be

closely skimmed the next morning, and reserve

the cream to eat upon the blancmange. For two

quarts of skimmed milk put a cupful of dry Ice-

land moss to soak in warm water, after it has

been carefully washed and all impurities picked

out. (Those who live near the seashore can get

plenty of this moss after a storm. No matter how
dry or how brown it may be, it will bleach by
washing and spreading it on clean cloths in the

sunshine for a day or two. It is sold by druggists.)

Soak it two hours, then put it into the milk, and
with it three or four peach leaves or a stick of cin-

namon. Set this in a tin kettle, or pail, m the din-

ner boiler that is half full of boiling water, and

keep it boiling from half to three-quarters of an

hour. You can tell if it is done by taking a little

into a cup and placing this in cold water. If it

cools to the consistency of custard, take it from

the kettle, and pass it through a hair-seive or a fine-

ly perforated ^ trainer into crockery moulds e.r bowls

that are wet with cold water. If it is not stiff

enough to take form, boil it a little longer. Let it

get cold gradually. Eat it with cream and sugar

and very ripe berries, or other fruit—peaches and

melons arc best. Corn starch or gelatine may be

substituted for the moss, but they are not so good.

Flummery of corn-starch, ground rice, or tapio-

ca is quickly make: Mix four tablcspoonfuls of

either of tijese (of the rice, six) with half a pint

of cold milk; pour on this a pint and a half of

boiling hot milk ; stir it well, adding a little salt.

Set it on the back part of the stove ; let the mix-
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tnre boil thoroughly three times; stir it well be-

tween the boiliijgs, thtn add six drops of lemon,

vanilla, or almond extract. Pour it into a wet

blancmange mould and set it in a cool place.

In quartir of an h(jur turn it out and take it

to the table, with milk and sugar and preserved

fruit or jelly. In winter, a fanciful dish for

dessert called snow flummery may be made thus

:

Beat two eggs (one will answer) with two spoon-

fuls of sugar; add to this a pint of milk, flavored

with lemon. Thn stir in new fallen snow till

it is thitk enough to take form. Put it into a

crockeiy mould. Let it stand two or three min-

utes ; then turn it out and take it to the table.

In making whips, the eggs should be rapidly

stirred in strokes from left to right, (not all around

the dish)—jutt under the surface ; the foam taken

off as it atcumulates, then lightly mixed with

jelly. Powdered sugar and cream may accompany

them, or sugar may be whipped with the eggs.

Frozen puddings are of nice batter or custard,

thoroughly scalded by heating to a boil and kept

thus five minutes ; then frozen in the same manner
as icecream. If you have no freezer, a tub, or

large pail, with a closely covered smaller pail will

answer. Put the material to be frozen in this

smaller pail—rbe sure that its cover fits tightly, or

the salt i'lcezivg mixture will get in and spoil it.

Set this in the centre of the larger vessel. Put your

ice in a thick bag and chop it there with the head

of a hatchet, or pound it with a hammer, to pieces

the size of a large egg,—the greater part of it

somewhat smaller. Take of this six parts, and

mix with it one part of coarse common salt. Fill

this in between the two pails, till within two inches

of the top of the smaller one. After it has stood

five minutes begin to move the inner pail around,

and from left to right, holding it firmly by the

handle of its cover. Keep up this movement a

few minutes ; then (being careful that none of the

icewater gets in at the time) open the pail, and with

a knifo loosen the frozen portion adhering to the

sides and stir it lightly with the unfrozen ; then

close it again, and go on shaking the pail around

and opening it occasionally to loosen and stir the

material till the whole mass is frozen. Keep the

tub covered with something woolen—an old shawl,

or blanket—till the pudding is wanted at tabic.

Ice-creams, as mentioned above, are frozen in the

same way. They are only custards, in which com
starch may be entirely substituted for eggs—one

spoonful for one egg—or, half of each may be

taken. Flavor it wiihlhe juice of fruit or extracts.

Take it into moulds a few minutes before it is

wanted ; from which turn it when carried to the

t ble.

It is sometimes so difficult to get real cream that

an imitation article is acceptable. It is made thus

:

Heat a quart of milk to boiling. Beat two eggs,

(one will answer, using more flour) a tablespoon-

ful of flour or cornstarch, a piece of butter an inch

square, and a teaspoonful of sugar, till thor-

oughly mixed ; then pour the hot milk upon it

—

stirring it well. Keturn it to the kettle, let it t)oil

once, and then set in a cool place till wanted tor

the table. Cream sauce, for puddings, is made i>y

scalding a pint of milk and stirring into it two
eggs that hai^e been beaten with a cup of sugar.

Two peach leaves may be boiled in the miik; or

rose water (a teaspoonful), or a tew dro;(s of any

fruit essence added.

Berry sauce : To a cup of cold wa*er put a quart

of cranbeiries, blackberries, raspberries, or straw-

berries. Boil them till they can be mixta easily

with the water. Rub ihrougb a hjir sieve,

—

sweeten it to your taste. To make a hot sweet

sauce: Mix a tablcspoonfal of flour with two of

cold water; pour upon it half a pint (^fOoiiing wa-

ter. Then boil it three minutes. Add next one

cup of sugar and a teaspoonml of buMcr. Bull

this the same time. Then squeeze in the juice of

a lemon or orange, or flavor with two tablcspoon-

fuls of currant wine, or a tew drops of any extract.

Cold sauce: Beat together for five minutes two

eggs, two cups of sugar, and one cup of butter;

with a few drops of essence or extract.

These different methods of making puddings and

their sauces (all of which I have found excellent)

will certainly lurnish any family with sutii ient

variety to place a nice and wholesome dish every

day upon their dinner table. No ma'ter what
other food may be indulged in, this stiould be a

sure thing to be anticipated, especially by the chil-

dren. The chapter upon cooking vegetables and

meats, and the making of pickles, etc., mui-t be

deferred for the present. Next month we will talk

about House Cleaning and its attendantoperations.

For the ITew England Farmer.

FABMEES AND FARMERS' DAtJQH-

Mr. Editor :—I notice in the Farmer of April

3, an extract from one of your correspondents, re-

lating to girls on the farm, with some remarks by
yourself. I like your comments very much, and

although unaccustomed to wr.te for publication

would like to say a few words.

The idea seems to be very prevalent that farmers

and farmers' families must necessarily be inferior

in intelligence, refinement and social position to

other classes. If a farmer's daughter chance to

go away to school, to play the piano, lo embroider,

be versed in any of the fine arts, she is thought to

be getting "above her position." Is a farmer's

daughter supposed to have no nobler powers, no

loftier aspirations than are required for washing

dishes or scrubling floors ? Is she, reared among

nature's wonders, finding on every side side food

for thought and study, ever called upward by na-

ture's ten thousand voices around her, supposed

to have no love for the beautiful ? If she has tal-

ents, why not cultivate them ? Not to the exclu-

sion of other duties, but giving due attention to

i household affairs, and employing leisure hours ia
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the perhaps more congenial pursuit of improving

the mind and acquiring those accomplishments

whicli add a charm to the home circle, thus com-

bining the useful and the beautiful in one harmo-

nious whole. Why should not her father, as he

sits down at night, wearied with the labors of the

day, listen to the refreshing strains of music, and

feast his eyes upon the tasteful home decorations,

devised by her fancy ? Why should she not em-

broider, and ruffle, and dress fashionably ? Would
you have her render herself conspicuous by dress-

ing differently from her associates, by keeping sev-

eral years behind the fashion, or by wearing noth-

ing but the plainest material ?

Although, as your correspondent suggests, a few

superficial acquirements may tend to elevate one

in her own estimation—and cause her to look down
upon former companions and former pursuits ; a

true education would have a very diverse effect,

leading her to view the knowledge already gained,

as so slight in comparison with the vast amount

yet unknown as to leave little rootn for egotism

and bigotry. I do not think that politeness and

accomplishments are at all incompatible with an

ability to properly direct the management of a

household, and think it unfair that such descrip-

tions of farmers' families, as are sometimes given,

should be allowed to prejudice our city friends

against those, ofwhom, personally, they know noth-

ing. Perhaps, if public opinion were less against

farmers and farming, the boys and girls might not

be so ready to leave the old homestead for villages

or cities. I think our agricultural schools and col-

leges will produce a reform in that respect, and el-

evate the farmer to his proper position.

The majority of our farmers do not take suffi-

cient pains to make their homes attractive. If their

buildings and fences are in good condition, and

their yards neat and clean, they think that enough

;

but how much they might be improved by the ad-

dition of a few ornamental trees and i^hrubs, or by

some fanciful improvements ! Nor need ornamen-

tal trees necessarily be useless except as orna-

ments. Who would not admire in a front yard, a

well trained pear tree richly laden with fruit?

What more beautiful vine for a house than agrape-

vinc trained upon a suitable trellis, with its beau-

tiful, fresh green foliage, and its still more beauti-

ful clusters of purple fruit ? These are ornaments,

and /irtj/m^' ornaments. j. n.

Reading, Mass., April 17, 1869.

DOMESTIC KECEIPTS.
Breast of Mutton a la Bourgeoise.—Take a

breast of mutton and put it into a stew pan with
water, a glass of white wine, some parsley, chives,
a clove of garlic, two cloves, pepper and salt. Let
it simmer slowly till done, then strain the sauce,
and add to it some butter mixed with flour

; put it

on the fire to reduce, and strain off the grease ; add
the juice of a lemon or a spoonful of vinegar, and
serve the sauce round. The mutton should be
boned first. A nice fillet can be cut off the uppet
part of the leg if required, and the upper part may
be plain boiled and served with tauce made with
butter thickened with flour, to wliich add some
green paisley chopped fine, and either capers or
pickled gherkins, fine or chopped.

Good Rusk.—One pint of new milk, one pound
white sugar and two eggs beaten, stir these up with
some flour into a sponge, add yeast and set to rise

at night. When light next day add suflicient

flour to make a soft dough and let it rise, then
mould in pans, and when light, procied to bake.
Add a tablespoon of melted lard or butter to the
sponge.

—

Germantoton Telegraph.

CocoANUT Cake.—One pound of grated cocoa-
nut, one pound of sugar, half a pound of butler,

six well beaten eggs, and half a pound of flour;

add the cocoanut to the cake juct before it goes
into the oven.

Cream Pies.—Four eggs beaten in a half pint of
cold milk, with six large tablespoonfuls of flour,

a teacupful of sugar, a little salt. Heat one quart
of milk nearly to boiling, then stir the eggs, etc.,

into the milk and stir rapidly until it thickens.
Add one teaspoonful of lemon. Make the pastry as
for custard pies. When done, pour the cream on
the pies and set away until cool.

Corn Meal Pudding.—Take five eggs, beat
well separately, three tablespoonfuls of silted meal,
three tablespoonfuls of sugar; beat all well to-

gether, putting in the whites lust. Bake three-
quarters of an hour.

A Delicious Dessert is made as follows : Put
a small teacupful of tapioca to soak for a few hours
in warm water. Pare six or eight good cooking
apples. Core without dividing, and fill the holes

with sugar and a little lemon juice, or grated nut-

meg. Pour the t/ipioca mixture around the apples,

grate a very little nutmeg over, and bake an hour,
until done ; serve with sweetened cream.
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WORK IN JULY.
The poetry of earth is never dead;
When nil the birds are faint with the hot sun,
Ji nd hide in cooling tree^, a voice -will run

From hedge to hedge about the
new-mown mt ad

;

That is the graschupp' r's.

Seats.

ECURiNG the hay-crop Is

the prime work of the

month of July, in New
England. It is generally

considered the mo.- 1 valu-

able crop of the Northern

and Middle States, and

farmers usually get as

much other work as possi-

ble out of the way, so as

to give it all the attention which its importance

demands.

In noticing the duties which are peculiar to

the months as thej pass along, we do not care

to engage m any discussion as to the best

modi s of preparing soils or securing crops,

and we, thenfore, only suggest here what we

have urged at some length in other columns,

that the farmer give especial thought, this sea-

son, as to the time and manner of securing

his hay. That he will make some experiments

in cutting early and curing as much as possible

in the cock. When he has done this his ob-

servation must be extended to feding it out,

and observe whether the stock eat the hay

with greater relish than they do late cut grass,

and whether it makes more milk or flesh, other

things being equal.

The idea of cutting grass two or three weeks

earlier than the old practice has been, will be

a new and startling one to many, and if it is a

good idea it ought to be confirmed by the ex-

perience of thousands of our farmers. We
hope the readers of these columns will give

the matter especial attention and report to us

by the score the conclusions at which they

may arrive.

Devoted to the hay harvest as the month of

July mainly is, there will be other uvjinialied

labors calling for attention, that cannot be

neglected without loss.

If haying is commenced earlier, it will

necessarily find the hoeing in an unfinished

condition. This must receive attention, or

the great labor re(]uired in seeding would

return but a poor reward. The process of

hoeing is a process, indirectly, of manuring,

and ought in ;!ll cases to be done faithfully

and in suitable time. If the ^u f.ice toil be-

comes dry and hard, like the skin of a "hide-

bound'' ox, the plant < standing in it will grow

slowly, if at all, and would probably be in a

condition similar to that of tuch an animal at

the ingaihering of tlie crops. Instead of

profit tliere would be loss, and it would be

better, therefore, that the crop had not been

put into the ground at all.

If the duties, then, of ho( ing and haying

come at the same time, the (armer must act in

the exercise of a wise judgment. In such a

case no rule could be absolutely applied. The
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circumstances would vary on every farm.

Sometimes by adding new force for a day or

two, or pressing on with the usual force for

two or three days, the hoein>r may be brought

up, so that the crops may then be attended to

as their condition requires. The farmer will

remember, in the case of hoeing, that a year's

seeding will make many years of weeding, and

this fact must be taken into consideration, as

well as that of loss of crop.

Culture of Roots.—We still advocate

the c 'Iture of roots for winter food for stock.

We have recently seen two herds of cows,

which are fed much alike, with the exception

that in one herd each cow has had a peck of

mangold wurzels daily since the first of March,

and the cows of the other herd had none.

Those having the roots have continued in yield-

ing large messes of milk now, at the end of

nine months, while the others have fallen oil'

to one-half that amount.

We cannot judge of the value of roots for

stock by the mere amount of nutritive matter

which they are found to contain by an analysis.

They have a value entirely beyond that. It

is probable that men, or the bovine race,

would live for a long time on boiled potatoes,

and yet by the analysis, the potato has only

seventeen 'psLTts of nutritive matter, and eighty-

three parts of water

!

The use of roots for stock undoubtedly has

a decided influence in the stomach upon other

articles of food, and conduces to the most

perfect digestion and assimilation.

There is no food in which cattle delight so

much, and on which they thrive so well, as

short, sweet, succulent grass. This is as full

of juices as a nut is of meat. We cannot

have this the year through, but are obliged to

feed them upon long grass, in a dry form, and

too often upon that which had exhausted its

juices before it was cut. This is their princi-

pal food, week after week, and month after

month, in this climate, during a considerable

portion of the year. Can there be a doubt,

then, that fresh, juicy roots are not only

grateful to the beasts, but that they are actu-

ally very important in point of health, thrift

and profit ? We do not believe that there can

be a reasonable doubt about it.

With the tools at hand to aid in their cul-

ture, and the enlightened modes of doing so,

which have been introduced, we have no doubt

but that they can projitahly be raised by most

farmers.

It is not too late to put in any crop of the

turnip family in the early part of July, and

we hope these suggestions will induce many
to try the experiment.

For the New England Farmer,

THE GAKDEM" IN JULY.

During the month of July, when haying and
harvesting seem to demand the entire energies

of the farmer and his help, it will require no
little appreciation of the value and usefulness

of a good garden to induce him to pay any
attention to it ; and, consequently, there is

danger of its being neglected. July, in our
New England climate, is a growing month for

vegetation, and especially for weeds. They
grow, if nothing else does; and every day that

they are suffered to occupy the soil, the more
difficult it is to exterminate them, and the

more they steal from desirable crops. It is

better to employ an extra hand than to leave

the garden and its productions, on which we
have expended two or three months' labor, to

neglect and loss.

If the garden has been well cared for up to

the present time, a few moments in the early

morning or at the close of the day will be suf-

ficient to keep the weeds down and the plants

vigorous. Most plants are better for having
the soil stirred around them while the dew is

on, provided care is used in not getting dirt

on the foliage. The morning is also the most
favorable time to destroy many kinds of in-

sects and worms. As cur mowing is now done
by the machine, there is not that need of com-
mencing so early in the morning that there

was when only the hand scythe was used. Be-
sides, grass cut after the dew is off will cure

quicker, and be ready sooner for the barn,

than that cut wet with dew. Encourage the

boys to work in the garden,—errcourage them
to cultivate a taste for gardening and rural

pursuits, by giving them a portion of the gar-

den for their own use, or a portion of the

products of the garden, provided they tend it

well, and pay them a fair market price for all

they raise, and not, as is sometimes done,

offset it against some former favor, or forget

to pay them at all.

Asparagus.—The season for cutting is now
over, and the bed, very likely, is coveied with

grass and weeds. A little time now devoted
to clearing it and applying a dressing of some
suitable fertilizer, and working it in lightly

and carefully will be richly repaid next spring

in increased productiveness and freedom from
weeds.
Beans.—The first crop of Dwarfs will now

be in their prime, and the succession coming
forward, more may be planted, if desirable,

for late fall use and for canning. See to

and train the running sorts to the poles.
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Hoe and keep them well cultivated, when not

wet.

Beets.—Keep them well hoed and thin out

to six or eight inches apart. As the early

crop comes into use, save at least one of the

best and earliest to grow, . and retain it for

growing seed from next year. If the pro-

spective winter crop seems short, "Early
Blood Turnip" may yet be planted with a cer-

tainty of a fair crop, if sown in rich, warm
soil and loell tended.

Celery. — Plant out in well prepared

trenches, shading if the weather is hot. Give

abundant watering, if the weather is any ways
dry, and the soil well drained. Keep clean

of weeds and cultivate well.

Cucumbers may yet be planted for pickles,

on well prepared, warm, quick soil. Hoe
those already up, and protect them from the

"striped bug" and other enemies.
Manure.—Throw all weeds, potato tops,

turf sods, and anything capable of decompo-
sing into plant food, into the compost heap,

and pour over it the house slops, soap suds,

&c.
Melons.—Destroy the bugs and thin to

three plants to a hill. Keep them clean of

weeds, by hoeing and pulling the weeds by
hand.
Potatoes.—It is better not to hoe them

much after blossoming, but to keep them
clean of weeds by pulling and cutting them.

Make the hills large enough and high enough
to cover all the growing tubers, or they will

be greened and injured for eating. Early

planted should furnish us good boiling sized

tubers during the month. Select for digging,

hills having the fewest, largest and most ma-
ture tops, as they will be likely to contain the

most mature potatoes.

Tomatoes.—After blossoming and setting

fruit, pinch off the ends of such shoots as con-

tain the fruit, and train the vines to trellises,

or lay brush to keep them up from the ground
Early ones will begin to ripen during the

month.
Turnips.—The Ruta Baga and Sweet Rus-

sia should be sown early in the month ; Yel-

low Aberdeen about the middle of the month

;

the other soft English turnips from the 25th to

the last of the month, or, in good soil and
favorable locations, as late as the 10th of Au-
gust will answer some seasons.

W. H. White.
South Windsor, Conn., 1869.

For the Neio England Farmer.

EIRDS ON FARMS AKD ORCHARDS.
I was about to reply to some remarks on this

subject in the Farmer of May 22, when I fell

upon the enclosed, which is to the point, and
I would ask you to publish it in the Farmer.

Birds on Farms and Orchards
An extensive experiment has been made on the

Continent, the result ot which has been the opin-

ion that farmers do wrong in destroying crows,
jays, &c., and the small l)irds on their farms, es-
pecially where there are orchards. That birds
occasionally do mischief amongt ripe grain, there
can be no doubt; but the harm they do in autumn,
is amply compensated by the good they do in
spring, by the liavoc they make amongst the in-

sect tribes. The quantity of grubs and bucs de-
stroyed by crows, and of caterpillars and their
grubs by various sma.U tiiids, niu^t be annually
immense. Other tribes of birds which teed on the
wing, destroy millions of winged insects, which
would otherwise infest the air and become insup-
portably troublesome; even those usually sup-
posed to be mischievous in gardens, have actually
lieen proved to be innocent, for on examination
they have been found to destroj'' those buds onlv,
which contained some destructive insect. On
6ome very large farms, the proprietors determined
a i'Qw years ago, to offer a reward for the heads of
crows, but the issue proved destructive to their

farms, for nearly the whole of their crops failed

for three succeeding years, and they have since
found it necessary to import birds to restock their
farms ! And of late years, the extensive destruc-
tion of the foliage and young fruit trees in or-
chards, by a species of caterpillar, has excited the
attention of the naturalist; and it has been found
to have arisen from the habit of destroying those
small birds about orchards, v/hirh, if they had
been left unmolested, would have destroyed or
kept down these destructive insects.

Every crow requires at least one pound of food
a week, and nine- tenths of their food consists of
worms, grubs and insects ; one hundred crows
thiu, in one season, destroy 4780 pounds of worms,
grubs, insects and larva. From this one fact, some
slight idea may be formed of the usefulness of
this much persecuted bird, the farmer's best friend

;

but a thousand more well-attested facts nii^ht be
stated to show the value of birds to the farmer, if

more were needed. Let then, every farmer, and
eveiy one who is interested in the labor of the
farmer—and who is not ? do what he can to pro-
tect them, and the face of the country will no lon-

ger present the appearance of a scorched and
Ijlasted wilderness, but will preserve its beauty to

the eye, and the trees will produce their Iruit in
season.

Early the other morning a pair of the Bal-

timore Oriole (Gold Robins,) attacked a nest

of young caterpillars on an apple tree near

the window where I am writing. No gour-

mand was ever more zealous over a broiled

Ortolan or an edible Birdsnest, than this pair

was in breakfasting on the young caterpillars.

But one nest was not sufficient. After utterly

demolishing the first, they visited another,

and were still breakfasting when I left to get

mine. Kill the birds ! When you do it you
empty your purse ! Let 'Em Alone.
Essex County, Mass., 1869

Remarks.—Our own opinion, which has

been often expressed in these columns, is that

crows are of more benefit than injury in the

world. Still the question of the balance ol

the good and evil which they and other birds

effect on the farm is not one to be settled by

an editorial ipse dixit. Others may differ

from us, and possibly we may see cause to

change our opinion. In the last number of
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the Boston Journal of Chemistry , Dr Nichols

says some hard things against the birds. Last

year they took all his cherries, many of his

strawberries, and all of his Delaware grapes,

and his neighbors were subject to similar losses.

He says "birds were never so plenty in New
England as during the past 6ve years, and the

ravages of insects and woims never were more

disastrous than during that period," and he

thinks the time has come when the birds must

be thinned out, in order to save our valuable

fruits.

On the other hand, Mr. S. D. Greenleaf of

Starks, Me., writes to the Maine Farmer that

he thinks farmers are doing themselves an in-

jury by declaring war against the crows. The

only damage they have ever done to his crops

is in pulling up some of his corn, for which he

finds the following remedy cheap and sure.

He says :

—

I sow evenly over the ground about three quarts
of shelled cora to the acre; upon that and wh.t
insects the crows devour while travelling over the
ground, they subsist, without disturbing the young
corn. I take a walk every few days over the fields,

to see if the corn I sowed is all gone ; if so, 1 scat-

ter more, as in the first instance, and pursue that

course until the young corn is so large that they
will not meddle with it. I find this method to be
cheaper than it was to use twine or images, which
with me were never a sure remedy.

CABE OF MILK VESSELS.

In an article in the Ohio Farmer, written

by a cheese factory man, we find the following

suggestions on washing cans, which are equally

applicable to pans and other dishes in which

milk is kept :

—

When a can is to be washed, do not put hot

water in it at first, but put in water not above
milk warm which will readily dissolve the milk

if any is dried on to the tin, and it works off

very easily ; while if hot water is applied at

first, it has a tendency to cook the milk on the

tin, in which condition water will not very

readily dissolve it, but warm milk will. It is

therefore very important to give strict heed to

this matter, and see that the milk is thor-

oughly removed by washing before any boil-

ing hot water is applied. Care must be taken

to remove every vestige of the milk about the

seams of the cans and covers, as here is where
the trouble always begins. My attention is

always directed to the seams first, if I suspect

a can is not properly cleansed, especially the

seams in the cover. The little tube in the

center of the cover, is also a place to be es-

pecially looked after in cleaning the can.

Very many people who consider themselves,

and are considered by others patterns of neat-

ness, fiil to keep their milk cans perfectly
cleansed ; many times no doubt through igno-
rance of how to do it, and many times from
a lack of appreciation of the extreme neatness
of that scrupulous care necessary to keep
ever) thing used about milk immaculately
clean.

TO KEEP FOWLS HEALTHY.
The way I keep my fowls in health, I clean

out the. hjiise once a week; put wood ashes

under the roosts ; have iron basins for them
to drink from ; whitewasii inside of hen house
with hot lime

;
put a little kerosene oil on the

roosts once a month. The main food is oats,

and cake of scraps to pick on. I never feed

but once a day—at noon, or when I shut then
up at four o" five P. M. When they run out.

then give them all they will eat. In my ex-

perience, there is no way to get diseased fowls

easier than t) keep them stuffed; it makes
them lazy, and they won't work as much as

they ought to, to keep in a healihy condition.

1 never bad any gapes in chickens. Wnen
any fowl begins to droop, I give three large

pills of common hard, yellow soap ; 'tis the

best thing to cleanse a fowl I know of. I fol-

low it for three days, give them nothing to

eat and plenty of pure water to drink. In
desperate cases, give a half teafpoonful of
tincture of lobelia. It will seldom, if ever,

fiail of curing. It is a very cleansing and
powerful medicine for fowls.

—

H. C. Wheeler,

Foxhoro, Mass., in Bural New Yorker.

Premium for Corn.—John D. Lyman,
Farmington, N. H., offers the following pre-

miums on corn grown in that State the pres-

ent year. For the best 100 ears of eight-

rowed corn, $35 ; for the second best 100 ears

of eight-rowed corn, $15; for the best 100
ears of more than eight-rowed corn, $35 ; for

the second best 100 ears of more than eight-

rowed corn, $15. The corn must be well

traced, and so secured by cords as not to

break, and to be forwarded free of expense,

so as to reach the subscriber at Smyth's Hall,

in Manchester, by noon of the last Tuesday
of December next, at which time and place

the premiums will be awarded. Size, beauty

and quality, both of ears and grains, are

among the things to be considered in awarding
the premiums. Each 100 ears must be grown
upon one firm, and none of it selected from
plots of less than one acre. The four pre-

mium traces are to belong to subscriber, and
all others to their owners. Method of culti-

vation to be furnished in writing.

PlSCATAQUA, N. H., AORICULTUHAL SOCIETY.

—

The following officers were recent!}' elected -.

—

James H. Butler, President ; C. H. Hayes, Secre-

tary ; F. W. Miller, C. B. Mason, Benning Morrill,

Trustees.
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HAY CKOP IN KETAT ENGLAND.
ERY near at band is the

season when the farmer

"©femiKX J"^ must attend to the secur-

ing of this important, crop. The

Ti^l^ questions as to Wte/t this sbull be

°^¥^ done—that is, at what particular

period in the growth of the gra^-s,

—and in what manner .-hdU it be

done, if properly decided and practiced upon,

will greatly enhance the value of ihe crop be

yond wh.it it would be if the grass is cut and

cured under some of the modes too often prac-

ticed.

The amount of hay made in New England

this summer will probably amount to jioe mil-

lions of tons, and its cash value will undoubt-

edly be something more tha.n Jifty millions (>f

dollars.

This value may be very essentially decreased

by the methods adopted in cutting and curing

the grass. The almost universal practice for

many years past has been to cut the grass

early in the morning, before the dew was cff

—if cut with a hand scythe—and sometimes it

is cut in that condition with the mowing ma-

chine. The grass was then spread, turned at

noon, exposed to the sun all day, and just at

night put into cocks. In many casss the grass

was not put into cocks, but merely thrown into

windrows.

On the morning of the second day, as soon

as the dew was oiF, the hay was spread out

again, turned once or twice during the day,

and at about three or four o'clock in the af-

tei-noon. it was taken in. In some cases the

hay was cocked a second time, and again

opened and had, a third days' sunning !

The inquiries of every farmer ought to be

—

What fcifect has this process upon the grass ?

Is my labor upon it, merely to dry it so that

it can be preserved for winter use, or is there

some other object to be gained at ihe same

time?

We have often given our own opinions on

this matter, and have stated that they were

founded, not upon mere "hearsay," but upon

reading, observation and a careful experience

in cutting and curing the grass, and in feeding

it to domestic stock.

Let us see now what others say about it. A
writer in an old numbej of the Ohio Farmer

gives the following excellent advice on the

Philoacpliy of Curing Hay.

"D'n't dry your hay too much. Hay may be
drit'd till it is as wonhle s as straw. As a good
cofT e m iker would sa}', 'Don't burn your coffee,

hut brown it;' so we ?ay, don't dry your hay, but
cure it. Our pood old moihtrs, who relied upon
herb tea instead of 'potecary medii ine,' gatiiered
th( ir herbs wtiile In Mo^soin and cured them in the
shade. This is the philosophy of making good ha}'.

Cut in the blossom, and cure in the shade. The
sufrar of the plant whin it is in bloom is in the
stalk, ready to form the seeds. If the plant is cut
ealier, the sugar is not there; if later, the sugar
has become converted to woudy matter.
Hay should be well wilted in the sun, but cured

inthecotk. Bctttr to be a little too gre( n than
too diy. If, on putting it into the barn, there is

danger of 'heating in the mow,' put on some salt.

Cattle will like it none the less.

Heat, light, and dry winds, will soon take the
starch and sugar, which constitute the goodness
of hffy, out of it ; and the addition of showers ren-
der it almost worthless. Grass cured with the
least exposure to the drying winds and searching
sunshme, is move nutiitious than if longer exposed,
however good the weather may be. If over cured,
it contains more woody fibre and less nutricive
matter.
The true art of hay-making, then, consists in

cutting the grass when the sugar and starch are
most fully developed, and bi fore they are converted
into seed and woody fibre ; and curing it to the
point when it will answer to put into the barn
without heating, and no more."

A writer in the Maine Farmer, says "hay

should always be cut with all its juices inta-t

and before its seed is ripe. To do this effec-

tually, sweating in cock is better than too

much exposure to the hot sun ; and if the

weather is showery, cloth caps for the cocks

will sometimes pay for themselves the first sea-

son, in the quality of the hay alone."

The above statements are true in every par-

ticular. They have been verified in numerous

instances. Fifteen years ago, we purchased

fifty caps at a cost of forty cents each. They

protected a crop of grain the first year, during

a seven days' storm, and fully saved their cost

in that single instance.

The following is from the Valley Farmer,

good authority :

—

"The whole science of hay-making consists in

three things : First, cut the t'rass v\hen in blossom ;

second, dry it not much ; third, let it so through a
sweating process btfore it goes into the barn. On
these three things depend the quality of hay. Hay
should be grass preserved. The nearer to the

fresh, tender, succulent grass you get it, the better.

Could we Ijave grass growingin winter, how much
better than hay. Well, hay is an attempt to do
this as near as we can. We dry apples and ber-

ries so that we may have them in winter. . .

But we can't havethcm absolutely fresh, so with

grass; we preserve it, and hay is the resiiil. . .

Gra s, when in blossr)m, has its full growth, ex-

cepting the seed. It is yet tender in a measure,
and it has one advantage whi. h no other stage of
the grass possesses—it develops its sugar then.

Especially is this the case with clover, whose head,
when in blossom, is a globe of sweetness. . . .
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The best farmers have decided that the blos-
soming time is the best time to cut the grasses,
especially the clover. When grass is ripe, what is

it good for? Certainly not for pasture; and will

it be better when it is still farther dried and made
hard ?"'

The object should be to save the grass as

nearly as possible in this condition. Expose it to

the sun and air until it is thoroughly wilted. By
that time most of the moisture, which is mere

water, has escaped, and the juices, holding in

solution the nutritive properties, are retained,

and in themselves not spoiling, but keeping the

hay soft and pliant. Continued heat will evap-

orate these, and rains and dews will soon re-

move them and leave a dry, almost worthless

stalk. The sun is injurious. It bleaches and

evaporates too strongly. The best way is to

cure in the shade as much as possible, and that

is best done in the cock. Cured in this way,

it is fragrant, nutritious, and the greenest of

greens.

At a discussion at the New York State Fair

in September, 1865, the general subject was,

"Grass—Kinds, Quality, Proper time for Cut-

ting, and best method of Curing for Hay."

During this discussion, some of the best far-

mers in the country gave their opinions, and

we believe they all agreed on these two points,

viz : that early cut grass makes the best hay,

and that it is better dried mainly in the shade.

Among the speakers was JMr. J. Stanton

Gould, a skilful botanist and an eminently

praclical person, who said :

—

"Prof. Way, a distinguished chemist, found that

grass mowed just in the flower was the most nutri-

tious. When grass is allowed to ripen its seed, the

straw is converted into woody fliire, isindigestiljle,

and its nutritious value very much lessened. An-
imals fed upon hay of grass cut in flower are more
thrifty and hearty, and show a sleeker coat than
when fed upon hay made fiom grass matured be-

fore being cut. When timothy is allowed to ma-
ture its seed, its stems are mere dry straw, the su-

gar and gura which they contained having turned
into woody til)re. The seeds do not open in the

animal, l)ut are passed off. The best way to make
hay is to cut grass when the dew is off, and allow

it to wilt, which, in a hot sun, requires four hours

;

then, towards evening, rake and cock, and next

da}', if the weather is tiae, open, dry, and haul into

the barn."

Mr. Van Alstyne said be cut 100 to 125

acres annually.

"I commence mowing in the morning, after the

dew is olf ; start the rake after dinner, and get all

in cock before 5 o'clock. Get it in the next day,

if the weather is favorable. Ripe timothy is no
better than barley straw. I make it a rule to cut

my grass as early as possible, most of it the first

week in July."

Col. Brewer said he had followed cutting

grass green since 1822. Cut clover from the

18th to the 24th of June. Believes the sugar

saved by cutting just in the blow is of more
nutritive value than four times what it would

be if left to mature the seed.

Mr. Dederick preferred to cut early, and

if all the crop could not be cut at the right

time, thinks it better to cut when a little too

green than when too ripe. When grass is cut

early "it is better for the fields."

Similar opinions were expressed by all who

took pari in the discussion, except by some

who preferred riper hay for horses.

In curing hay, it is very important that it

should not be wet by showers, nor exposed to

dews, while In the process of curing. They

dissolve and wash out the soluble constituents

of the grass. The sugar and the soluble salts

are removed in this way, and the hay is thus

made to approximate to the insipid and innu-

trltlous condition of woody fibre. It has been

rendered less palatable and less digestible.

Beasts will not, therefore, eat it with the same

avidity as if it had been properly saved ; and

even if they did, it could not afford the same

nourishment. A little care in this matter,

during the hay harvest, will fill the barns with

sweet and nutritious hay.

HOEING AND HAYING.
Conditions of soil and weather that are fa-

vorable to the growth of crops, are also fa-

vorable to the growth of weeds, and unless

special and constant pains are taken to eradi-

cate the weeds, they will overtop and choke

the crop. Such seems to be the order of Pro-

vidence. The virtues and vices spring up and

grow together, and unless special culture is

directed to the suppression of the latter, the

former will ) ield but little if any fruit.

As in moral so in physical culture, a large

portion of the time and strength of the culti-

vator must be employed in removing that

which wouli] injur-: the growth of the valuable

or ornamental products which he is striving to

develop. The very culture which will give

strength and vigor to the plant, will give vigor

and strength to the weeds, if suffered to stand

by its side.

In the early part of the season, while the

plants are small, and before other work be-

comes urgent, we generally keep our grounds

clean, and we seem to^suppose that the weeds

are effectually subdued. But as children.
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however tenderly cared for in early life, if ex-

posed to evil influences and evil examplts,

without restraint, will develop bad bal)its and

dispositions, so without constant attention dur-

ing that portion of the year in which the tem-

perature and moisture cause the seeds to ger-

minate, the weeds will grow.

Most farmers intend to get the hoeing done

before commencing the haying. This was the

rule among our fathers, who did not generally

commence their haying as early as good far-

mers do now-a-days. When our hay consisted

mostly of redtop and natural grasses, it might

be allowed to stand longer without injury,

than the clover and herdsgrass, on which we
now so generally depend, and which cxyje-

rience teaches us must be cut while it retains

as much as possible the property of grass.

This renders it necessary to begin haying

some ten to fourteen days earlier than former-

ly, and the cultivator and ho • cease to work

among the corn and potatoes so much earlier.

If a portion of the farm is devoted to market

gardening or early fruits, these must be attend-

ed to in their season or they will be lost. We
know a man who had a field of early potatoes,

which made a fine show in June, and promised

a large crop, but the dry weather of the heated

term choked the growth of the tubers, and at

the same time ripened up his strawberries so

rapidly that they required all the force he

could raise. By the time the strawberries

were picked the weeds fairly overtopped the

potatoes, and now what should be done? If

he undertook to '"gather up the tares he would'

gather up the wheat with them." If he "let

them both grow together till the harvest," he

would have a small crop of potatoes and a

large crop of weed seeds for next year. So

he just put in the plough and turned under

both weeds and potatoes, and sowed turnips.

Perhaps it was rather an expensive green crop

with which to enrich his soil ; but almost any-

thing is better than a crop of weeds.

During the latter part of July and August.

the moist, sultry weather which we usually

have, greatly favor,! the growth of weeds, and

the corn and potatoes are then so large that

we cannot work among them without injuring

the plants. Our method of planting is predi-

cated on the idea that the ground is free from

weeds, and that the plants should be placed

as near as they will grow without inteifering

with each other. But in rich land and in old

land the weeds are sure to come in a moist

season. Now would it not be better on such

soil to plant the rows at least one foot wider

apart than we usually do ? Tiiis would enable

us to work among them two weeks longer,

and without injuring the plants ; and should

we not be less reluctant to give our fields the

benefit of another cultivation than we now are ?

and should we not generally on rich, weedy

land, get quite as much to the acre as we do

now ? With the improved machinery we now
have, we may get our hay in half the time It

formerly took us ; and this, with commencing

earlier, will give us opportunity to put in the

plough and hoe again after haying, and leave

our fields clean at harvest time. We must

give up the old maxims and practice which

have been handed down as an heir loom, and

adapt our methods to the circumstances in

which we live.

Those who cut their hay early last season,

had as fine weather as they could desire, and

observation will show that we generally have

fine weather from about the twentieth of June

to the middle of July,—the very time to cut

our cultivated grasses. Alter that, the

weather grows "catchy" and much hay is hurt

in the making. Let us learn wisdom by expe-

rience, and adopt such methods and so plan

our work that everything shall be done at the

proper time and to the best advantage.

Bugs in Peas.—Dr. I. P. Trimble, of
Newark, N. J., says this bug or weevil in the

pea is well nigh universal, at least over wide
sections of the country. In the northern part

of New York and New England, he does not

usually affect the peas so seriously. Hence
seed peas ought to be raised north of Albany
and Boston. A very small egg, that soon be-

comes a minute worm is laid on the back ol

the pea pod. The little animal eats his way
into the middle of the pea, and slowly matures

into the weevil that we find in these peas.

When the pea is gieen, he is so small as to be
below notice. But when the ripe pea is

brought to market, the size of the worm, and
afterwards ol the bug, is such as to make most
dried peas unlit for the table. Fowls prefer

them, and they will generally do as well for

seed as sound peas. They do not affect the

earliest of our peas, nor the very late varieties
;

but the Marrowfats and English Mammoth
are always infested with them. As nineteen-

twentieths of our pea crop is eaten green, the

difUcuUy is one ot little practical importance.
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CULTUBB OF CAKROTS FOR STOCK.

HERE is much dif-

ference of opinion

with regard to the

economy of raising

carrots for feeding

to our stock. The

economy of the

matter we think

will depend upon

two things : first,

the kind of land

used, and second-

ly, the kind and

amount of manure

employed and the manner of cultivation.

If the land is heavy and weeds allowed to

grow and shed their seeds upon it, it will cost

more to protect the young carrot plants from

the weeds, so that they will have some chance

of growing, than it would to cultivate the crop

through the entire growing season, if the soil

were free from weeds.

Again, if manure is used that contains a va-

riety of the seeds of weeds, some starting

early in the season and others at a later period,

it will cost twice as much to cultivate the crop

of carrots as it would upon a soil that is suita-

ble, and by the use cf manure that contains

no seeds of weeds.

Two other things are then necessary in or-

der to cultivate the carrot economically. First

the use of land that is clean in itself, and then

the application of some fertilizer that is fiee

from all seeds which are not wanted.

The soil should be ploughed deep and made
fine. Tne rows of plants placed twenty to

twenty-four inches apart and the plants in the

rows four to six inches apart.

It is the practice of many persons not to

sow the carrot until about the first of June.

The reason assigned is, that by waiting until

the soil is thoroughly warmtd, the weeds will

start up in great numbers—if tLeir seeds are

in the soil—and by working the soil at that

time they will be destro}ed. Then put the

carrot seed in and they will come quick and

get out of the way of the later weeds which

may appear. This plan does not usually

operate well. It is better to sow carrots as

early in May as the soil can he made suit-

ably fine. If the first week in May, so much

the better.

The rows should be perfectly straight, and
the crop cultivated, mainly, by horse power.

The thinning of the plants in the row may be

done with a hoe of proper width, leaving only

the standing bunches ; if there are too many
plants together they must be thinned by the

fingers.

In selecting land for this crop, some per-

sons select an old sward, manure it heavily

on the surface and turn it over late in the fall

;

pulverize well in the spring, apply guano, su-

perphpsphate, or some fertilizer that has no

seeds of weeds, and put in the crop early in

May. If the sod so turned over is a thick one

and well cracked into pieces in ploughing, this

plan is the best that can be adopted.

About two pounds of seed are required for

an acre. It is cheaper to sow liberally than to

leave vacancies, or be perplexed in mixing in

some other crop. There are excellent ma-

chines to sow with now, which do the work

quickly and well.

Judging from actual experience in feeding

carrots to stock, we are inclined to believe their

value is generally underrated. The analysis

of chemists, also, give them more value than

is usually accoided to them. EinhoiF, a Ger-

man chemist, stutes that 200 lbs. of potatoes,

460 lbs. of beet root, o50 lbs. of ruta baga,

and 266 lbs. of carrots, are each equal to 100

lbs of good hay. He says that carrots have

a highly beneficial effect upon milk, and adds,

"It has long been known in our country that

carrots are eagerly eaten by horses, and are

very wholesome for them ; in consequence of

which they have been adopted as a remedy for
'

horses that are overheated. The Englisb, and

particularly the Suffolk cultivators were the

first to show that horses may be kept in full

vigor, although they are employed upon the

most laborious occupation, upon seventy or

eighty pounds of carrots per day, and eight

pounds of hay.

It is sometimes said that the carrot cannot

be a nutritious food because so large a pro-

portion of it is water. The same may be said

of the potato, although we presume a person

might live well upon it for months together.

It is not altogether what we call the nutritive

properties of a plant that gives it all its value.

When analyzed, the carrot gives but Lttle

more solid matter than any other root, eighty-

five per cent, being water, but its influence in

the stomach upon other articles of food is
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most favorable, conducing to the most perfect

digestion and assimilation. This result, long

known to practical men, is explained by chem-

ists as resulting from a substance called pec-

tine, which operates to coagulate or gelatinate

vegetable solutions, and thus favors digestion

in all cattle. The juices of fruits contain a

gelatinous substance termed pectine, which

forms the basis of the various jellies. Horses

are especially benefited by the use of carrots.

Mr. T. H. Leverett of Keene, N. H., in

an article in the Report of the Agricultural

Department for 1863, says :
—"My experience

in feeding carrots to cattle is, that when fed

a peck each day they never eat any less

hay for it ; their appetites are sharper, more

regular, and the cattle look and feel a great

deal better; their hair is more glossy and

sleek. My horses are doing better this winter,

as I am feeding them with less grain than ever

before, and give them a pint of meal morning

and night with dry hay, half a peck of carrots

at noon and a little hay."

NE-W PUBLICATIONS.
The Horse in the Stable avv> the Field: His

M;in; g-euient in Health and Di ease. ByJ.H Wal h,

F.K.C.H., ("Btonehfiige;')' author of •lirliith Hural
Sports," &c., Iftc From the l.ist London iiditon.
V iih Copious Notes aid Addi'ions, l)y Kob it Mc-
Clure, W. D., V. 8. ; fculbor ot "Dibtasf siu the Amer-
ican tjtable, Field and Farmyard," and an Kssay on

, the Amuican Trotlii ^ Horse, and Bi ggtttions on th"
Breeding and Tr.lining of Trotter . By Elwood
Harvty, M. D. llluslrated with over Eighty Ejgrav-
ines. fhiladelpLia: Porttr & (Joates; Boston: A.
Williams & Co. 510 pages.

The climate, soil, vegetation and stock diseases

of Great Britain are so different in many respects

from those of the United States that English agri-

cultural and veterinary books need careful revis-

ing to be safe guides for practice here, however

popular they may be at home. Yet many of our

American reprints of English works of this kind

have been very intfficiently edited, often perhaps

from motives of economy on the part of puljlish-

ers. This volume, however, bears marks of care-

ful revision. A history of the horse, and of ditier-

ent l)retds, remarks upon his action, on the prin-

ciplts of breeding, stable management, anatomy,

phys'iol'gy, &c., occupy the first 300 pages, and
some 150 pages are devoted to diseases and their

treatment, wiih a chapter on shoeing. In a notice

of tliis part of "Stonehenge" on the Horse, Dr.

Paaren, veterinary editor of the Prairie Farmer,

says "the treatment recommended by himisi-ound,

scieniitic, and we believe succe.ssfal, being written

by a practical man, and not copied from other

books." The essay on the American Trociing

Horse contains information that wiil be interei^ting

even to those who object to the "agricultural horse

trot." A list of imported horses, is also given.

The paper, print, cuts, index, &c., are workman-
like, and altogether we regard it as a most valua-

ble work.

Transactions of the Wisconsin State Agricultural
Society with Keports of the State Uorticulural boci-
ety, aid toiidensed Reports on the inltrimlional Ex-
hibhions of 1862 and 1867. Vol. Vll. 1S61 to lbb8.
Prepared by J. W. Uoyt, Secretary.

This volume covers a period of eight years in

the history of the Wisconsin State Agricultural

Society, and serves to connect the six preceding

volumes with those which are to follow. The So-

ciety held no exhibitions during the years 1861,

1862 and 1863. A list of premiums awarded at the

several fairs of the other five years is given, with

some of the addresses delivered on those occa-

sions, but very little from the farmers themselves

of Wisconsin. Of necessity this volume is devoted

more largely to the dry facts of the history of the

Society than is usual in an annual volume. Still

we think the space devoted to the details of two

European tours, and to the lengthy addresses of

gentlemen from other States, might have been

more appropriately occupied by the "transactions"

of the members of the Agricultural Society of

Wisconsin, both in their associate and individual

capacities. We look to the reports of the ditii. rent

State Societies for information on the agriculture

and condition of the people of those States, and

not of Europe. The success of a Secretary or of

a presiding officer of a farmers' associatijn de-

pends on his skill in di-awing out the members,

setting them to work, getting them to write

or speak, and reporting their doings, rather

than on their skill in talking and writing them-

selves. To this criticism, which we hope friend

Hoyt will take in as kind a spirit as it is given, the

reports of much older societies are as obnoxious

as the one before us. Even the "Transactiuns" of

the great agricultural society of the great State

of New York have been interlarded with Euro-

pean essays. A local report or a local newspaper

is valuable less for its size than for the amount of

local intelligence it contains.

The report of the State Horticultural Society,

which forms a part of this volume, is capital. It

furnishis just that information which the horti-

culturist interested in Wiscou-in desires in relation

to the fruits adapted to its climate and soil, and

the modes of cultivation most successful there.

—S. N. Watson gives the following, in the Maine

Farmer, as his method cf preventing smut in

wheat : make a strong pickle of »alt and water in

a tui)
;
put in half a bushel of wheat and stir

smartly, when atjout all foul stuti' will ri^e to the

top. Skim this off, and place a basket over an-

other tub, and dip out the wheat to drain. Then

put into a box and turn in dry ashes; stir so that

the ashes shall touch every kemel; ihen put in

plaster to make it sufficient y dry to sow. The

same pickle will do for the whole lot.
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For the New England Farmer.

KEPI.T TO QUESTIONS ABOUT CKAN-
BEBKIES.

The communication on "The Cultivation of
Cranberries," which was published under my
name in the Farmer a few months since, has
flooded me with letters of inquiry from nearly

every section of the country. When I penned
the article I was not aware that the circulation

of the Farmer extended over so wide a field,

nor did I suppose that the interest in the cul-

tivation of cranberries was so deep and wide
spread, as the large package of letters before

me convinces me it is.

I have no doubt that some of thcFc corres-

pondents are disappointed in not receiving

immediate answers to the numerous questions

which they have asked ; all of them, I pre-

sume, supposing theirs to be the only letter of

inquiry sent to me, and that it would be no
great task to answer it. Finding it would in-

terrupt my private business too much to write

answers to each letter, I laid them aside, think-

ing when they were all in I would answer
them in one communication through the col-

umns of the Farmer, bui they still continue

to come ; in fact, there seems to be no end to

them ; for before those from new correspon-

dents are all in, the men who wrote first are

now sending their second letters, having good
reason to suppose that their first did not reach

me.
The season for transplanting being at hand,

and believing that I have many more ques-

tions in the letters already received than I

can answer in one communication, 1 improve
a few moments to dispose of them. ISi early

every correspondent describes to me a piece

of land which he owns, and desires to know
if I think it suitable for producing good crops

of cranberries. In reply to this question I

would say to correspondents of Minnesota,

and other Western States, thit I know prac-

tically nothing of your soil or climate, and I

may say the same to the correspondent of

North Carolina and those of other Southern
States. To those of Maine, Vermont, New
Hampshire, Connecticut, and of this State, it

is useless for me to advise you what business

it is best for }Ou to engage in, without know-
ing anything of the circumstances which sur-

round you.

I think, however, I may venture to advise

you all, who have a piece of land such as 1

described in my former cooimunication, to try

a few rods of it with cranberries, s.nd then

you will know by practical experience whether

it is best to enter largely into the business or

not. This knowledge would be worth lo you
more than all the communii alions whirh 1

could write during the time you were making
the practical test.

Nearly every correspondent desires to know
where he can get good vines and at what

price. I very much regret that 1 am unable

to answer this question. I have two varieties

one of medium size, h'gh color, keeps until

August, but rarely produces more tlian two
bushels to the rod ; the other is very large,

colors late in the autumn after harve>ting,

keeps well and sometimes produces from three

to four bushels to the rod. I have none which
I wish to dispose of, or perhaps I might more
truthfully say I could not attend to the pack-
ing of the vines for transportation, without

drawing my attention away from a business

which at present requires all my time as well

as attention. Those who have cranberries in

their vicinity had better examine them and
select those which are known to be productive.

The vines in good locations will produce a
fair crop the third year after transplanting, if

the land is not too rich, and is covered with

six inches or more of sand. They will con-

tinue to produce fair crops ten or twelve years.

It is then usually necessary to reset the vines.

Such plantations as have come under my ob-

servation have ceased to produce large crops

where the vines cover the ground so thick that

the new horizontal runners are so far from the

soil as to prevent them from sending out roots

which seem to be necessary to support the

short perpendicular shoots on which the fr ait

is produced.
My knowledge in this business is derived

from a variety of experiments tried on a small

scale, a large part of which were conducted
by my father. I have seen him grow cran-

berries of excellent quality on hills composed
of sandy loam, but not prolitably, nor did he
find it profitable to cultivate them on springy

land with clay bot'om. It is only on such

land as I described in my former article tbalf

we have found it profitable. In conclusion I

would say to every one who has land which he
thinks is adapted to the growth of this excel-

lent fruit, try a few rods, and if succt ssf il en-

large each year until your land is covered.

E. Hersey.
Hingliam, Mass., April 24, 1869.

For the New England Farmer.

MOTHS.
Can you or any of your readers tell how tc

destroy moths, ifyou can you will oblige! a con-
stant reader. k. f.

Jacksonville, Vt., 18G9.

Will you give us tlje b;ibits of the moth, and the
time when vve should pvotect (jur I'urs ai-d woolen
good^ from their it prc-daiioiis ? Mks. D. A. S.

Schoolcraft, Michigan, 18G9.

RemakivS.—In reply to the above we copy

the following from Prof. Harris' Treatise on

Insects

:

—
The various kinds of destructive moths,

foiuid in houses, stores, barns, granaries, and
mills, sa}s IMr. Harris, are mosily very tmal!

in^ects ; the lar;:!est of them, whin ariived at

maturity, expanding their wuigs only about
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eight- tenths of an inch. The ravages of some
of these little creatures are too well known to

need a particular description. Among them
may be mentioned the clothes-moth {Tinea
vestianell/i) , the tapestry or carpet-moth (T.

tapetzella), the fur-moth (T. pellionella) , the

hair-moth {T. Crinella), and the grain-moth

(7". graiiella), with some others belonging to

a group, which may be called Tineans (Tine-

The Tineans, in the winged state, have

four short and slender feelers, a thick tuft on

the forehead, and very narrow wings, which

are deeply fringed. They lay their eggs

mostly in the spring, in May and June, and
die iaunediately afterwards. The eggs are

hatched in fifteen days, and the little whitish

caterpillars or moth-worms proceeding there-

from immediately begin to gnaw the substances

within their reach, and cover themselves with

the fragments, shaping them into little hollow

rolls and lining them with silk. They pass

the summer within these rolls, some carrying

them about on their backs as they move along,

and others fastening them to the substance

they are eating ; and they enlarge them from
time to time by adding portions to the two
open extremities, and by gores set into the

sides, which they slit open for this purpose.

Concealed within their movable cases, or in

their lint-covered burrows, they carry on the

work of destruction through the summer ; but

in the autumn they leave off eating, make fast

their habitations, and remain at rest and seem-

ingly torpid through the winter. Early in the

spring they change to chrysalids within their

cases, and in about twenty days afterwards

are transformed to winged moths, and come
forth, and fly about in the evening, till they

have paired and are ready to lay their eggs.

They then contrive to slip through cracks into

dark closets, chests and drawers, under the

edges of carpets, in the folds of curtains and
of garments hanging up, and into various

other places, where they immediately lay the

foundation for a new colony of destructive

moth- worms.
Early in June the prudent housekeeper will

take care to beat up their quarters and put

them to flight, or to disturb them so as to de-

feat their designs and destroy their eggs and
young. With this view wardrobes, closets,

diawers, and chests will be laid open, and
empiied of their contents, and all woolen gar-

ments, and bedding, furs, feathers, carpets,

curtains, and the like, will be removed and
exposed to the air, and to the heat of the sun,

for several hours together, and will not be put

back in their places without a thorough brush-

ing, beating, or shaking. By these means,
the moths and their eggs will hi dislodged and
destroyed. In old houses that are much in-

fested by moths, the cracks in the floors, in

the wainscot, around the walls and shelves of

closets, and even in the furniture used for

holding clothes, should be brushed over with

spirits of turpentine. Powdered black pepper,
strewed under the edges of carpets, is said to

repel moths. Sheets of paper, sprinkled with
spirits of turpentine, camphor in coarse pow-
der, leaves of tobacco, or shavings of Russia
leather, should be placed among the clothes,

when they are laid aside for the summer.
Furs, plumes, and other small articles, not in

constant use, are best preserved by being put,

with a few tobacco leaves, or bits of camphor,
into bags made of thick brown paper, and
closely sewed or pasted up at the end. Chests

of camphor-wood, red cedar, or of Spanish

cedar, are found to be the best for keeping all

articles from moths and other vermin. The
cloth linings of carriages can be secured for

ever from the attacks of moths by being

washed or sponged on both sides with a solu-

tion of the corrosive sublimate of mercury in

alcohol, made just strong enough not to leave

a white stain on a black feather. Moths can
be killed by fumigating the article containing

them with tobacco smoke or with sulphur, or

by shutting it in a tight vessel and then plung-

ing the latter into boiling water, or exposing

it to steam, for the space of fifteen minutes, or

by putting it into an oven heated to about one
hundred and fifty degrees of Fahrenheit's ther-

mometer.

For the Kew England Farmer,

"STERILITY IS LAID."

Mr. Editor :—Since the appearance of
the very encouraging pamphlet making pro-

clamation as above, 1 have intended to write

to you upon the subject.

I read and examined the pamphlet with deep
and pleasant interest. It called up to memory
various experiments made and conclusions

arrived at, nearly or quite twenty years ago.

I was an attentive and close reader of the

early volumes of Professor Mapes' '"Working
Farmer," in which appeared very nearly the

same theory. The Professor's preparation of

superphosphate of lime was said to contain all

the elements necessary to make any poor land

productive, if the physical condition of the

soil only received proper care.

It appeared to me, without claiming high at-

tainments in the knovvlsidge of chemistry, &c.,

that the theory put forth could not be trut<ted

to the extent of what it seemed to promise,

aside from other agencies and powers. Alti-

tude of a piece of land, its inclination towards

or from the sun, its contiguity to natural elec-

trical currents, its exposure to atmospheric

currents a'^d all similar influences and peculi-

arities have each a power upon 't as a produc-

tive agent, as also the physical condition of the

soil has ; but still another item is indispensa-

ble in the account, in known cases. Our
cereal annuals, without a supply of decom-

posed carbon in the soil for food, will fail to

mature grain.

1 had taken a hint from the "Genesis" of
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Scriptures, where the plant without seed is

represented as preceding the seed-bearing

plant. I tjied various experiments, all of
which proved that ( nly the stalks and foliage

of plants can be produced by such compounds
as were recommended, impliedly at least, for

a complete production. In one case I selected

a very light soil, unquestionably free from in-

jurious acids, of good indmatioa and of favora-

ble altitude, but containing so little catbona-

ceous matter as to be just suited for my experi-

ment. 1 ploughed it well, and dressed boun-
tifully of the compound, which it was said

would do the needtul to secure a crop any-

where, ai;d planted with Indian corn. It

came up quickly, looked beautifully, and fifty

days from planting gave promise most cheer-

ing. The season was favorable, but an eighth

of an acre yielded not more than one pec!i of
corn, at harvest timi. 'Ihe reason exisied in

the nature of the case. Nature, with all her
ample powers, cannot create.

Another experiment with the same com-
pound, for the purpose of producing fodder
without grain, was in the highest degree suc-

cessftd. On a cold soil, where the piodiaction

of fodder only was intended, a dressing of
green manure was first applied, and then on
one part the same special compound before
referred to was added. The difference in

favor of the special addition was as thirteen

and a half to one,

A safe motto ever is, "Prove all things, and
hold fast that which is good."

Lee, N. II., 1869. A. G. Comings.

For the New England Farmer,

CEMENTINQ BARJST CELLARS.
Mr. D. L. Tolman asks for definite infor-

mation on the subject of manure vats As I

have cemented two barn cellars to hold ma-
nure, with what I consider Complete success, I

will endeavor to reply.

First, I used the common Hydraulic Cement
in both cases. In the first instance, 1 employed
a mason to superintend the work, and 1 olio wed
his directions to the letter, which were, first,

to level otF the bottom of the cellar and then
make it very hard by pounding it with a ram,
such as is used by pavers ; then to put down
three inches in thickness of a pla^^ter composed
of one part cement and three p irts gravel, and
water sulti lent to make it as thick as mortar
for plastering. Mix in small quantities, and
use it quick.

The second one I did myself in my own way.
This cellar bottom was the loosest of fine sand,

which it would do no good to pound. So I

just raked it oif level and applied the plaster

upon that soft surface, mixed as follows : I

procured two or three cart loads of gravel

stones, ail the dirt removed by screening, rang-

ing in size from as large as my fist down to the

size of a filbert. Then I took one bucket oi

cement and two of good sharp sand or gravel,

with no loacn in it, and eight buckets of the

stones and applied as before, three inches thick,

smootLing off the surface with a little mixed
up without the stones, so as to make good
shovelling. I protected the edge where I drove
in and out with the cart by laying down a row
of granite stone across the whole front of the

cellar to keep the edge of the cement from
crumbling.

This last, as you see, is much cheaper; but
either one is so hard that you can drive a
forty-bushel cart piled full of manure across

it and make no more mark than on a solid

rock.

In cementing a place twenty by thirty feet,

I used but thirteen and one-half casks of ce-

ment, and did the work in two days with a cheap
day laborer to assist me.

If the common cement is properly mixed, I

think Mr. Tolman will not lose much manure
by its percolating through the cellar fioor.

J. G. Hubbard.
Derry, N. E., May 3, 1869.

PROP. VILLE'S COMPLETE MANURE.
A few years ago farmers were led to expect

that they should be able to learn just what ma-

terial or substance they should apply to their

run-down fields to make them produce good

crop-i, by having a sp cimen of their soils an-

alyzed by the chemists. These expectations

have not been fully realized.

A few years since, M. George Ville, a pro-

fessor in a Paris institution of learning, under-

took to analyze soils by the growth of the

plant itself, instead of the chemist"'s crucible.

Beginning with pure burnt sand, instead of

soil, placed in china pots, he planted in each a

few kernels of wheat. All were kept moist

with distilled water. To one of these pots he

added one kind of pure chemical substances,

to another, another kind, and so on, to ascer-

tain which substance or substances made the

plant grow best. After experimenting in pots

and fields some fifteen years he came to the

conclusion that a "Complete Manure" might

be made of four ingredients, viz :

—

1. Nitrogen, in the state of nitrate of soda,

or sal ammonia

;

2. Phosphoric acid, in the state of phosphate

of lime

;

3. Potassa, in the state of carbonate of po-

tassa; and

4. Lime, in the state of caustic lime.

A little pamphlet written by John A. Riddle,

Esq., of Manchester, N. H., embracing the

principal conclusions of Prof. ViUe, has been
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extensively circulated in New England, and we

have been looking for the results of experi-

ments with the complete manure by Yankee

farmers, which should determine its practical

value on our soils.

The following experiment with this fertilizer

on potatoes has been reported by a correspon-

dent of the Mirror and Farmer, "D. G." of

HoUis, N. H.

Last spring I measured off a strip of land con-
taining seven square rods, and divided it so as to

have one rod in each plat, and planted them as

tollows, with the same number of pounds of pota-
toes to each plat for seed :

—

No. 1. VViihoutany fertilizer.

No. a. Was a compound of my own getting up,
whicli 1 describe hereafter.

No 3. Prof. Viiie's "Complete Manure," as fol-

lows : nitrate of soda, 3 lbs. ; carbonate of potash,
2 lbs. '2 oz. ; superphosphate of lime, 2 lbs. 2 oz.

;

quicklime, 9 oz.

No. 4. Same as No. 3, with the pitrate of soda left

out.

No 5. Same as No. 3, except the carbonate of
potash (pearlash.)

No. 6. Wittiout superphosphate of lime.
No. 7. Witnout quickhme.
The yield of the several plats was as follows:

—

ISO 1 pro -tuced 21 J2 pounds, or 57>^ bushels per acre.
" 2 " 37>^ " " lllO " '' "
" 3 " 68^ " " 156 " " "
i. 4 .< 2U^ " " 573^ " " "
" 5 " Zi-i " " 92 " " "
" 6 " Zi)4 " " 92 " " "
" 7 " 31>i " " 67X " " "

The first question will doubtless be, "Did it

pay ?" Not l)y a long chalk, it you count the cost
of tbe doctor stuff', in proportion to the yield,—hut
it aid in this way : 1 found out just what that fit Id

wants to gi'ow a crop of potatoes. In otber words,
the experiment gave an analysis of the soil, much
cheaper than the chemist would have done it, and
much more to my advantage.
Compound No. 2 was made as follows; 1 cask of

lime, slacked with 8 pails of water, in which a
bushel of salt had been dissolved. This was spread
on the floor, and 1 bushel of salt, about 3 bushels
of plaster, 4 of ashes, ^ peck of copperas, and
about 5 or 6 bushels of hen manure mixed to-

gether ; the planter and hen manure should oe thor
oughiy Hiixed before putting it with the other in-

gredi.nts. This will make a very strong com-
pound and a good one lor potatoes, but should be
spread considerably if put in the hill. It should
be kept in barrels, tightly covered up until used,

as It is very strong in ammonia. I think potatoes
less liable to rot when planted with this mixture
than with manure, and of better quality.

We think that several of the ingredients of

Compound No. 2, are what chemists call in-

compatible, and should not be mixed together.

In an article published last week from the

Boston Journal of Chemistrij, Dr. Nichols

gives some of the reasons for this opinion.

—The first class that graduated at the New Jer-

sey Agricultural College consisted of seven young
men, of whom one is a farmer, one a railroad engi-

neer, one a mechanical engineer, one a geologist,

one a mineralogist, and two are teachers.

aqricdtjTtjraij items.
—John Johnson, the father of upland tile drain-

ing in this country, lives to see within the State of

New York fifty-two factories of tile drains.

—The Prairie Farmer says a Kentucky woman
feels more pride in having the first green peas than
the first spring bonnet.

—A very full stomach in a horse always crowds
his lungs so that he cannot go fast, or work hard,

without danger. Let this be always kept in mind.

—Gas tar mingled with the white wash applied

to the interior of a hen house, at the rate of one

gill to a pailful, it is said will disperse the lice.

—The Utica Herald says, if the statements of

aggrieved farmers are to be believed, in no State is

swindling in commercial fertilizers carried on to

so great an extent as in New York.

—F. C. Warren, of Reading, Vt., recently lost a

valuable cow from feeding her with hay in which

was mixed the dried stalk and leaves of the com-

mon meadow poke plant.

—A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer says

fence posts covered with boiled oil thickened with

pulverized charcoal will make them last longer

than iron.

—New milk applied to the eye-ball of cattle

with chaff in their eyes, it is said by a correspon-

dent of the Rural New Yorker, will remove the

chaff and cure the eye.

—Would you force garden plants and have the

earliest green peas ? Sprinkle every forty-eight

nours with liquid manure made by leaching yard

manure, ashes, guano and bone dust. If the stuff

is strong, dilute largely.

—A wealthy gentleman in New York died of the

glanders, lately. He caught the disease from a

fiivorite horse. This is the fourth death of a hu-

man being from glanders, since the organization

of the New York Board of Health.

—A correspondent of the Utica Herald finds

nothing equal, as a destroyer of lice on cattle, to a

strong suds of soft soap and rain water, to which

is added common salt. This is applied by rub-

bing thoroughly over the animal.

—A correspondent of the Rural New Yorker

says he has a young horse that for two winters was

feci upon nothing but barley straw, and that, too,

with chaff in. He considers barly straw, if bright

and well taken care of, as good or better than poor

hay for any animal.

—The editor of the Gardener's Monthhj says

:

"There is nothing that will make as good a border

as Box, or some of the dwarf Arborvitces. Of

flowering plants, the best is the Perennial Candy-

tuft. This will flower in April. The mountain or

Moss Pink

—

Phlox subulata—is a pretty edging.

—Careful observation of the habits of the robin

by an ornithologi!!t in Massachusetts has proved

that he is beneficial one hundred and forty-two
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days, injurious sixty days, and harmless one hun-
dred and sixty-three days. If there is one reason

for killing him, there are three for sparing him.

—Market gardeners, who use the most effective

manures without regard to cost, are small pur-

chasers of guano and the bi-chemical fertilizers.

They depend on compost made of vegetable refuse,

thus creating a condition of soil similar to that of

fresh cleared and heavy timbered lands.

—A correspondent of the Bee Journal plants cat-

nip along the fences and in out of the way places

where weeds ordinarily grow, for forage for bees.

He says the bees work on it in all kinds ofweather.

A slight frost does not kill it as it does other flow-

ering plants, and it is in bloom from the time it

first makes its appearance until killed by the frost

in the fall.

—To keep up the fertility of our pastures it is

evident that we must do our best to check the

growth of such vegetation as is rejected by stock

as well as that which would injure stock, if it were

eaten. But it is not enough to destroy the useless

and injurious plants ; we must encourage the

growth of the valualtle ones. How shall these ob-

jects be accomplished ?

I

believing that friction excites a healthy circulation

j

of the blood, which takes away the diseased and

I

refuse matter which causes the swelling.

BXTKACTS AND REPLIES.

BUNCHES ON THE THROATS OF OXEN.

I have a pair of valuable oxen that have large
bunches or boils between the windpipe and jugular
V(.in ; not attatched to either, but simply in the
flesh, and are sore. Otherwise well and hearty
1 have not had them but a short time, and have
not worked them. The bunches are located where
the bow could not have been the cause of them.
Will you please to inform me through your valua-
ble paper what*to do tor them.

April, 1869. Young Farmer.

Remarks.—From the indefinite description given

above, we can form no satisfactory opinion with

regard to the nature of the disease. We should

think it was an enlargement of the glands rather

than boils. Take one ounce of iodide of potash,

dissolve in two quarts of water. Give each of

them one gill twice a day, in their food or drink.

When the feed becomes good, turn out to grass.

An English vetermary surgeon describes a tu-

mor that is common on the necks of cattle in that

country, which commences in one of the thyroid

glands, and slowly hut gradually increases in size,

feels firm when grasped, but unlike those on your

oxen, evinces little tenderness. The swelling con-

tinues until it maturates and discharges some-

times by more than one opening. But this dis-

charge effects only a partial and temporary relief;

and he says that he has often found it necessary to

remove them by cutting them out very carefullj\

In their first stages he thinks they may be dis-

persed by the use of '-iodurcts." Some rub on a

salve of soot, spirits of camphor, turpentine and

soltsoap; others soap, salt and tar; while others

still have faith in the efficacy of rubbing alone.

meadow soft grass, or velvet grass.—Holcus

Lanatus.

I send to you three heads of a kind of grass that
I have noticed among my hay for a few years past.
I understand that it used to be called by the old

farmers "Qusiker's
grass," anu"Khode
Island grass."

Will j'ou tell me
its true name, and
also where 1 can
find the seed ? i

think it is a good
kind to sow upon
low ground.

H. A. King.
East Taunton,
Mass., May, 1869.

Remarks.—The
common and sci-

entific names of the

grass received are

given at the head

of this article. In

his valuable book

on "Grasses and

Forage Plants,"

Mr. C. L. Flint

gives the annexed
illustration and the

following descrip-

tion of the Meadow
Soft Grass, both of

which we copy by

his permission.

"It has its spike-

lets crowded in a

somewhat open

panicle, and an

awn, with the low-

er part perfectly

smooth. The ge-

neric characters

are, two flowered

spikelets jointed

with the pedicels,

glumes boat-shap-

ed, membranace-

ous, inclosing and

exceeding the flow-

ers ; lower flower

perfect, its lower

palea awnless and

pointless, upper flower staminate only, l)e:aing a

stout bent awn below the apex. Stamens three;

grain free, slightlj' grooved.

"This species grows from one to two feet high,

stem erect, round, root perennial, fibrous, leaves

four or five, with soft, downy sheaths, upper sheath

much longer than its leaf, inflated, ligule olituse,

joints usually four, generally covered with bofc

Meadow Soft Grass.
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downy hairs the points of which are turned down-
wards, leaves pale green, flat, broad, acute, soft on

both sides, covered with delicate slender liairs.

Infloresence compound panicled, of a greeni>h,

reddish or pinkish tinge ; hairy glumes, oblong,

tipped withaminute brii-tle. Florets of two paleiE.

Flowers in June. Introduced.

"This beautiful grass gtow s in moist fields and

peaty soils, but I have found it on dry, sandy soils

on Nantucket, and specimens have been sent me
from Boxford and other places where it grew on

upland fields, and was cultivated with other

grasses. It is productive and easy of cultivation.

It is of but little value either for pasture or hay,

cattle not being fond of it. When once intro-

duced it will readily spread from its light seeds

which are easily dispersed by the wind. It does

not merit cultivation except on poor, peaty lands,

where better grasses will not succeed. This grass

loses about .63 of its weight in drying, and the

hay contains about 1.92 per cent of nitrogen."

lost many Iambs by goitre, thought he improved

the condition of his flock and avoided the disease

by giving them more exercise, and a daily run in

an oid meadow, where they could get some grass,

on pleasant days in winter. Will some one of the

readers of the Farmer tell Mr. Field what to do
for his heifer and his sheep ?

OSSEOUS TUMOR.—SWELLED NECK IN SHEEP.

I wish to inquire what is the best treatment for

a bunch on the upper jaw of a valuable heifer I

have, three years old. It is nearly against the
front grinders. It is about eight weeks since I

first discovered it. Thinking it proceeded from
an ulcerated tooth, I attempted to open it about
ten days ago and found a substance beneath the
skin that seemed like bone, through which the
knife refused to pass. Blood flowed quite freely,

and I have done nothing since, as I did not know
what to do, fearing it was a species of wen, though
I never heard ot a wen being on the upper jaw.
The bunch is about the size of half a hen's egg, or
a little thicker.

I would also like to inquire in reference to a
disease amongst my sheep. For two springs pre-
vious to this, some of my sheep have been affected
with a swelling under the throat or under jaw,
very soft and loose. Two years ago I slaughtered
one to ascertain the cause and found it to be a
watery secretion, but learned nothing further as to

cause or cure. At times it would be large enough
to contain a pint, and then perhaps the next day
it would be gone, to return on the following day.
Can you or any of your numerous readers give
me any information on the above queries ?

So. Scituate, R. I., May 1, 1869. ' J. 11. Field.

Remarks.—Some years ago one of our corres-

pondents, Mr. Milton Smith, of Middlefield, Mass.,

cured a "wen" on a steer, by extracting an ulcer-

ated tooth. But from your description we fear

that the bunch on your heifer's jaw is the effect of

a bone disease, for which we know of no cure,

other than to fatten her for the butchers.

Neither can we give you much information in

relation to the disease among your sheep. Dr.

Randall has a chapter on swelled neck in lambs,

in his book on Sheep, in which he regards it as

analogous to goitre in the human race. A band-

age wet with camphor dissolved in alcohol applied

to the swelling, was beneficial in the case of lambs,

as was also iodine. Among the causes of goitre

in people in Europe, the use of snow water, in-

suflicient sunshine, emanations from clay soil, &c.,

have been suggested. A farmer in Michigan, who

barren fruit trees.

I have a very thrifty pear tree which is about
eiuht inches in diameter, and about twenty feet in
height; it blossoms full every spring but bears no
fruit. I wish to know what can be done to make
it bear fruit ? A. L. Howard.

Corinth, Vt., April, 1869.

I have now a number of Baldwin trees, eight to
ten inches in diameter, which have never borne a
bushel of apples per tree. Is there a remedy ?

Shoreham, Vt., April 26, 1869. Q. C. Rich.

Remarks.—Such cases as those mentioned above
are not uncommon. The cause of barrenness is

probably not always the same. It is not apparent,

either, as a tree may stand on the same kind of

soil, in the midst of others of the same age and
variety, grow well and appear well, and yet pro-

duce no fruit ! Who can tell why ? Is it not very

much so with animals ? Our experience con-

firms it.

There is a very considerable difi'erencc in the age

at which pear trees come into bearing. Some will

produce fruit in the nursery when they are but

three or four years old ; others not until they are

five and six ; while the Dix rarely fruits until it is

nine years old. Perhaps the tree to which our cor-

respondent alludes is of that variety. This is the

case, in some measure, with apple trees. But even

when they have reached the age when it ts sup-

posed they ought to blossom and fruit, they some-

times fail to do so for several years in succession.

One cause of this is, occasionally, that the tree

stands in very rich soil, and acquires a habit of

making wood luxuriantly. Like some other

things, this habit becomes a second nature, and is

hard to be broken up, so that it grows somewhat
extravagantly each year, but never puts on its

beautiful garniture of fragrant blossoms and deli-

cious fruits. When this is the case, cropping the

soil heavily for a year or two will divert the sap

in a measure from the tree, and it will produce

fruit. Another practice is to remove the soil from

the base of the tree—a circle large or small, accord-

ing to the size of the tree—and fill the excavated

place with another kind of soil. If you take away

a heavy granite soil, put back a sandy loam, or

the reverse.

The law of nature is, for every living thing to

reproduce its kind. It holds good in trees as well

as in fishes, who stem the swift currents of rivers

and leap over rocks and other impediments to

reach a place where they can properly deposit

their eggs or spawn, and thus insure a perpetuity

of their kind. The law is universal, and when it

is not in operation, in tree or fish, there is a cause

for it. What that cause is in your trees, no one
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probably precisely knows. An examination of

the trees might suggest a cause, though it is rather

doubtful.

Apple or pear trees, we may suggest, do not thrive

well in low, wet grounds. In such places, they

will not throw roots deeply into the soil, and

therefore do not probably get a supply of the

food which they need. They do as much better

on a well-drained soil as corn, roots or grain do.

Taylor's patent sulkey horse rake.

While visiting State Fairs last fall we noticed an

Ohio Horse Rake that attracted much attention.

The teeth are cast steel, spring temper, every inch

a spring, from one end to another, and being oval

are stronger than any round teeth of the same

weight. A spiral spring over each tooth allows it

to raise or lower to accommodate itself to uneven

ground. Each tooth is perfectly independent, and

can be taken out or put in in an instant. It rakes

perfectly clean without scratching the ground or

raising up dust to injure the hay. It is so simple

and easily operated that a boy who can drive a

horse can manage it as well as a man. The rake is

thoroughly made throughout, with extra high

wheels. F. F. Holbrook & Small, Eastern agents,

10 South Market St., Boston.

DURHAM STOCK.

I have sold my Thoroughbred Short-horn Dur-
ham bull, out of Madonna 5tti by John Bull, 3025,
to Edward C Pierce, of Alstead Centre, N. H.,
formerly of Hinsdale, Mass. The first year Mr. P.

was in Alstead he preferred to let his cows go far-

row, rather tlian to couple them with anything the
neighborhood atforded.

My yearling siecrs weighed at a year old 1636
pounds, alter being driven thn e miles in snow-
drilis and mud. I have a pair of this spring calves
that are as good, and some say better, tlian my
yearlings were at the same age. They are by the
same sire and Irom the ^ame mothers.
Son)e tliiiik that Durham cattle must have extra

keeping or rh( y will not grow as other breeds will.

But i lind none gain as mueli on the same feed.

The siiuirtcst woiking oxen I ever owned were
grade Durtiams. The bull I have just sold I

boufiht at one year old, when thin in fltsh and had
never had any extra teed. I turned liim to pas-

ture With tny cows and took him up nights and
gave him a quart of meal night and morning for

two months, and tlitn 1 stopped giving the meal,

as the feed was good. During the season he served
one hur.dred and ten cows, and more than douljlcd

his weiuh*; in less tlian a year. I bought a mate
tor liini hist October, and have done my work witli

them until 1 told him. A smarter drawing ox I

never owned. He is now three years old and
weighs 1.500 pounds.

Is not the stock from an animnl kept in this
manner better than one grained high and k pt
idle? In my opinion it is. and I should like to
hear from others on the sutject.

William F. Loomis.
Langdon, N. H., May 3, 1869.

CURRANT WORMS.—CROWS.
I have for several years been entirely successful

in keeping worms from currant bushes, and bugs
and other insects from vines, &c., by dusting them
with powdered white hellebore.

I have also protected my corn fields from crows
by soaking some corn in water into which a little

strychnine is mixed. The death of a few individ-
ual crows from poisoned corn picked up in a field

is accepted by the whole tribe as a sufficient warn-
ing, and though they may Hy over it every day
not one will put foot upon it. Elijah Myrick.
Groton Junction, Mass., May, 1869.

Remarks.—While we thank our correspondent

for his suggestions, we must caution our readers of

the great danger in having these poisons about the

house or the field. Strychnine especially is a

fearful poison. Some of our correspondents were
successful in ridding their currant bushes of

worms by sifting lime, ashes and plaster upon
them, last season.

LARD FOR PIN "WORMS.

At the time I read the article in the Farmer of
January 2, Monthly page 87, on lard as a "rem-
edy for intestinal worms," I had a child that was
badly troubled with pin worms. We had tried all

the remedies we knew of, and had ju.st got a pre-
scription from a physician. But as I dislike to
give powerful medicines, which though affjiding
temporary relief often result in permanent injury,
I was glad to try the lard. After C;rying it one
week, all symptoms of the worms disappeared.
Thanks for that simple remedy. b. l.

Hartland, Vt., May, 1869.

Having tried the remedy published in the Far-
mer from the Boston Jotinialof Chemistry, for the
Ascarides or pin worms, which was based on the
idea that they breed externally, and that by oiling
the external parts they were unable to do so, and
would disappear in a week, I comply wiih the re
quest that the result of experiments should be
published, by sajing that I have entirely relieved
myself of a most unc omfbrtalde annoyance, and
that 1 wish to thank Mr. E. C. Haserick, of Lake
Village, N. H., to whom the discovery, so impor-
tant to man and beast, isascrilied. I consider this

information wonh the cost of several years' sub-
scription to the Farmer.

One of the Afflicted.
Bethel, Conn., April, 1869.

sick pigs on INDIA WHEAT STRAW.—SOUR MILK
FOR LICE ON CATTLE.

The disease of which your Woodstock, Vt., cor-
respondent's pig died, I think was caused by the
bedding of IiKiia wheat straw. Some pigs that I
bedded with India wheat straw were s'lck in the
same way, and got well as soon as I put them on
other straw. Sour milk or buttermilk is the best
thing I ever tried to kill lice on cattle. On a warm
day, wash a lousy calf iiU over with it and it will
kill every louse, and cle;m the skin of scurf; benc-
fiiiing the ealf in two ways and without the least

injury. b. l.

ilarlland, Vt., May 1, 1869.
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THE MOKQAN HOBSB "VERMONT."

In consequence of the well de-

served popularity of Vermont

horses abroad, fears have been

expressed of a deterioration in the

quality of the home stock by the

sale of too many of the choicest

animals. That there is danger of

such a result we believe many of

her most intelligent breeders are

fully satis6ed, and we hope they

will carefully guard against it. As

evidence that the good horses are

not all suffered to leave the State,

we are informed that the animal,

of which the above cut is as good

a representation as could be made - ^

from a photograph, has been own-

ed in Bradford, Vt., for sixteen years, and

that his colts have commanded better prices

than those of any horse ever kept in that

portion of the valley of the Connecticut River.

He is still owned by J. H. Peters, Esq., of

Bradford, Vt.

USES OF MILLET.
In consequence of the high culture of arable

lands, many farmers are enabled to winter

more stock than they have pasture or "fall

feed" for. Instead of fifteen hundred or two

thousand pounds of good hay per acre, it is

not at all uncommon now to get a ton and a

half and two tons per acre, as an average, on

some good firms. In extraordinary cases three

tons, and up to five tons are sometimes se-

cured. We have known the last amount to be

got from an acre in a single season,—from one

acre at three cuttings.

In order to eke out the grazing period, the

stock is turned upon the mowing fields in

autumn, which are considerably injured by be-

ing fed too close. This process injures the

roots of the grass by preventing them from

penetrating deeper into the soil, throwing out

new fibres and generally strengthening them-

selves. This is one reason why so much grass

is winter killed. The theory is probably a

correct one, that the roots of plants must bear

a pretty nearly equal proportion to the tops,

in order that ihey may be progressive and vig-

orous. If such is the fact, it is not strange

that the roots of grass die out, whose leaves

have been eaten off perhaps a dozen times in

the course of the autumn.

Where a heavy crop of grass has been taken

from a field, and a second or third crop springs

up, it is no injury to turn stock upon it and al-

low them to graze it moderately. Indeed, it

is perhaps beneficial, as a dense mass of after-

math if covered with snow for many weeks in

succession, sometimes rots the grass and the

crowns of the roots, so that large numbers die.

What is needed, then, is something to feed

the stock upon when the pastures are ex-

hausted by grazing them, or by drought or

any other cause.

To accomplish this, resort is had to Indian

corn, by sowing it thickly in drills, at differ-

ent periods, and cutting and feeding it while

in a green and juicy state. This is of easy

culture, is quite a certain crop, and is said to

be nutritious and causing a free flow of milk.

What is not needed in this way, is usually

dried and used as winter fodder. Sweet corn

is said to be far preferable for this purpose.

Various ether plants are employed for the

same purpose, such as oats, Hungarian grass,

rye, clover, &c. One among them, and of

great merit, is millet.

There are several varieties of millet, but in

this connection we shall speak of only one,

the "common millet," such as has been culti-

vated in New England for many years. It

rises with a reed-like channeled stalk, from
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three to four feet high ; at every joint there is

one reed-like leaf, joined on the top of the

sheath, which embraces and covers that joint

of the stalk below the leaf, and is clothed with

soft hairs ; the leaf has none, but has several

small longitudinal furrows running parallel to

the midrib. The stalk is terminated by a

large, loose panicle hanging on one side.

This variety is one of the smallest, has much

leaf and the head branches out something as

our red top grass does, and aflfording a great

deal ofv-fihe, juicy fodder.

Mr. Flint ^in his Milch Cows and Dairy

Farming, slays, "it is a very valuable crop for

fodder in soiling, or to cure for winter use,

but especially to feed out during our usual

period of droughts. If designed to cut for

green fodder, half a bushel of seed to the acre

should be used ; if to ripen seed, twelve

quarts, sown broadcast, about the last of May
or early in June. * * * It is very palat-

able and nutritious for milch cows, both green

and when properly cured. The curing should

be very much like that of clover, care being

taken not to over-dry it. For fodder,—either

green or cured, it should be cut before ripen-

ing. In this state all cattle eat it as readily

as green com, and a less extent will feed

them."

This variety of millet is worthy of a more

widely extended cultivation, for several rea-

sons. It may be got into the ground a little

after the hurry of Indian corn planting is over.

What is not wanted for green fodder may be

cured at a quarter part of the cost of curing

fodder corn, and is more easily cut up and

taken to the stock than corn. It may be cut

with the scythe and pitched upon the cart as

grass is cut and loaded. The plant being a

small one compared with corn, there is less

waste in its use.

It requires a good soil, such as will produce

. a fair crop of Indian corn.

"WHY BEES SWARM.
,The bee-folk are an intense people in their

way, but with all their zeal and study, they

are at loggerheads over the commonest con-

cerns of the hive. At a recent meeting of

the jyjichigan Bee Keeper's Association, which

is reported in the Prairie Farmer, the (jues-

tion was asked, why do bees swarm ? Which
was discussed theologically, scientitically and
naturally, after this sort :

—

A gentleman present regarded this question

of no practical importance. It was enough to
know that bees do swarm. To inquire into

the why of their swarming would be a waste
of time.

Mr. Otis did not so regard the inquiry. He
wanted to know the why, and should not rest

until the problem is solved. The strongest in-

stinct God has given to the honey-bee is the
love of storing honey. This instinct is so
strong that she will remove the young larva

from its cells and destroy it, that she may
make room for the gathered honey. But she
does not thus destroy the brood unless crowded
for room by an unexpected rich harvest of

honey. It is to guard against the destruction

of the brood that queen cells are started pre-
paratory to swarming, which takes place as

soon as one or more is sealed over.

The Creator has implanted in the queen bee
such unparalelled hatred towards a rival that

but one normal queen is permitted to live in a
family of bees. This hatred is so strongly de-

veloped that she will make divers attempts to

destroy a rival while yet in the cell. But the

worker bees keep the cells guarded, which so

exasperates the old queen by the time one or

more is sealed, that she rushes from the hive

to find a new home, being accompanied by the

majority of the colony. These are, therefore,

the reason why bees swarm :

—

1st. The want of combs to hold honey.
2d. To save the destruction of the brood.
3d. The hatred between rival queens.
This fine theory was somewhat marred as

follows :

—

Dr. Conklin.—My bees do not always wait
until they have ^ea^ed queen-cells. Two years

ago 1 opened a hive of bees as soon as the
swarm had left, and found no queen-cells—no,

not even the signs of any being started.

Mr. Baldridge.—If I understand friend Otis

rightly, he assumes that bees do not swarm
until the hive is full of comb, and the comb is

full of brood and stores. And not then, even,

unless there is one or more cells sealed.

Now, my bees swarm sometimes when the cav-

ity is not more than two-thirds full. I think it

is natural at the proper season for bees to

swarm. As a rule, the cavity will be fall, the

combs well supplied with brood and stores,

one or more queen cells sealed, and the tlowers

secreting honey rapidly when the swarm issues.

Mr. Moon.—My bees also swarm when the

cavity is only part full. They also swarm
when they have no queen-cells started. The
cause is excessive heat. Bees will swarm at

certain seasons of the year, when there is no
apparent cause ; in the honey season it is as

natural for the bees to swarm as for the sun to

rise or the tide to How.

—

Ohio Farmer.

Rick, the great staple of South Carolina,

the cultivation of which was confined to the

river swamp lands, is now grown on the up-

lands. The seed of the swamp rice is sed.
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DUBABILITY OF HORSES.
ERiiAPS one of the most im-

portant changes which in-

dicate progress in agri-

culture, is the longer duration of

some of our domestic animals. Fifty

years ago, it was thought that a cow

that had reached eight years had

passed into old age, and must be

turned to beef. So if a horse had got into his

teens, he could not eal well, or if he could,

he had passed the period when his services

could be made profitable, and the conclusion

was, that the poor old horse must die.

As a cow does not come to her full power

of production until she is six or seven years

old, and as there are three of these years when

she does not pay for her keeping, the whole

productive time of her life is reduced to some

four or five years, if she is turned off at eight.

A horse should never be put to full labor

until he has reached the age of eight years.

He may do a little light labor every day after

attaining the age of three years, and when past

four, do much more than enough to pay the

cost of keeping. But it is neither profitable

nor expedient in any way to put him to steady

labor on the road or on the farm, until he has

reached the age of eight years. The first three

years of his life ought to be a bill of cost, if

he is to be sound to start with, and is ex-

pected to endure until he is twenty-five to

thirty years of age.

A large number of all New England horses

are spoiled before they are three years old,

either by mistaken notions in feeding, by too

quick movements on the road, or by too heavy

loads on the farm. If in feeding, it is by one of

two extremes—neglecting the medium course,

and feeding high with too stimulating food, or

too low, with damaged or innutritious hay.

Clean, sweet fodder, regularity in feeding, and

cleanliness and proper ventilation in the stalls,

are absolutely essential in securing soundness

in a horse. When these are observed, and the

horse is properly managed in working him, he

will endure from twenty- five to thirty years

and prove a faithful and profitable servant.

We have heard of instances where they have

continued sound and serviceable much longer

than ihat.

We know of horses now, that have been out

of their "teens" more than ten vear;^, that are

smooth and entirely sound in wind and limb.

They are in daily use, are strong, and if re-

maining idle a day or two, come from their

stalls as "gay as a lark." It is a real }ileas-

ure to hold the reins behind such animals, be-

cause they are old acquaintances, are long and

well-tried servants, and one feels safe himself,

and feels that his family is safe, in driving

them.

The complicated structure of the horse, and

the artificial life which he lives, are matters

which every good master will consider. In a

natural state he would rarely, if ever, indulge

in an exercise which would cause the perspira-

tion to drip from his sides or trickle down his

haunches. But this is no unusual occurrence

under our hands, and too often when he is in

this condition, he is made to stand still, un-

covered, in a cutting blast that penetrates to

the very bones, checking the healthy action of

the skin, stopping the pores, and thus induc-

ing disease in one form or another.

On the farm, he is often treated with the

same culpable negligence. He is greatly over-

loaded, and after taxing all his powers to take

the load to its destination, stands, uncovered,

in the cold north wind until the load ip dis-

charged. This process goes on through the

day, or for many days ; heating and suddenly

cooling the system, until the animal powers are

so weakened that fevers, cramps, catarrhs, or

permanent colds and coughs are seated so as

never to be removed ! No wonder that eight out

of every ten horses that pass us are lame or dis-

eased in some way. A sudden cold applied to

the skin often brings on a derangement of the

functions of the system which ends in what is

called a surfeit.

As there must be several years in the life of

a horse when he will be an expense to his

owner, it is desirable that his usefulness be

continued at as late a period as possible. This

may be done by observing the foregoing sug-

gestions, and many a valuable seivant be con-

tinued for years beyond the period when it is

supposed he becomes unprofitable.

—Prof. A. S. Packard, of Salem, Mass., thinks

that iusects injurious to vegetation may be most

successfully combatted by rearing their parasites,

or such insects as prey on those which attack our

crops, and suggests that each State should appoint

one or more insect commissioners whose chief

duty should be the propagation of parasitic insects.
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IMPROVE AND BEAUTIFY THE HIQH-
WAYS.

UR public roads

are designed

not only to fa-

cilitate inter-

course, but also

to render travel

and transporta-

tion safe and

easy. In for-

mer times,when

long stretches

of road had to

be made and

kept in repair by a

few people with lim-

ited means, we trav-

elled patiently over rough

and imperfect roads, but now that

our population has become numer-

ous, and comparatively wealthy,

we are no longer required to make

a virtue of necessity, but should add the con-

ditions of ease and safety, and so far as prac-

ticable, should render travel pleasant and

agreeable. None of our cities and towns

should be satisfied with their roads being

merely passable ; they should be made safe and

easy both for teams and for pleasure travel.

The town in which we reside has expended

large sums upon its roads, and has roads that

are generally thought to be in good condition,

and yet we will undertake to say that there is

not a mile of road in town upon which there is

not one or more places where a carriage might

be upset. A few years since a man was

tLrown from his wagon, by his wheel striking

a rock not three feet from the rut, on a much

frequented road, where many carriages daily

pass, and the town had to pay more than two

hundred dollars for damages. Another in-

stance occurred in which a gentleman was

driving a high-spirited horse over a piece of

road, where a narrow road bed had been

thrown up, leaving a gully upon the side.

The horse suddenly jumped out of the road,

and the gentleman was thrown out of the

wagon and dislocated an elbow and fractured

an ankle.

Even where there is sufficient space enclosed,

we often find a road bed thrown up scarcely

wide enough for two carriages to pass ; with a

bank upon the side, and a deep gully between

the bank and the road bed, or stumps or rocks

on the side of the path, or a cut through a

ledge barely sufficient to allow a team to pass,

with the broken ragged rocks of the ledge

protruding within a few inches of the wheels.

Then we often see on the ascent of some steep

hill a sort of canal worked into the face of the

hill, just wide enough to allow a carriage to

pass, the excavated soil being carried on to

low ground at the foot, and built up into a

road bed, eight or ten feet wide, with a deep

gully on each side.

Now can travel on such roads be called safe,

especially as they are passed at all times of

the night as well as day ? And yet how many

such instances are found in all our towns.

The travelled way on most of our roads should

be made wider. In fact, the whole space en-

closed as a road should be made level, or at

least so level that it would be impossible to

upset a carriage, without some very unusual

accident. Ploughing out the sides and throw-

ing the soil into the middle of the road, so

generally practiced on country roads, is a cus-

tom attended with no small danger, and should

be discontinued. The leaving of banks one,

two or three feet high, by the sides of the

travelled way, is a dangerous practice, as a

frightened or unmanageable horse may readily

run one wheel upon i*, and upset a carriage.

Roads should be carefully cleared of boulders

and stumps and logs, and not used as deposi-

tories of lumber, broken carts, or other de-

cayed farm implements, and every obstruction

that can endanger carriages by running upon

them. The absolute safety of travellers re-

quires more attention to this subject than is

usually given to it.

When roads have been made passable and

safe, then the ease of draft must be attended

to. In constructing a new road, all the con-

ditions necessary to a highway should be re-

garded. Roads should not be made of com-

mon soil or loam, but of some material that

will become compact and hard, and firmly

keep its place. It can be made to keep its

place only by proper drainage. That will pre-

vent it from becoming gullied by the wheels.

A road for a distance of ten miles may be a

good road ; that is, most of it is good. But

a few places it that distance of perhaps only a

rod or two each of heavy sand, in which the

[
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wheels of a loaded team sink over the felloes,

or two or three sharp ascents in that distance

make the addition of an extra horse necessary

to haul a load to market. Were every part of

the road as good as nine-tenths of it are, two

horses could draw a load over it that now re-

quires three. This diminishes the farmer's

profit to the extent of the cost and keeping of

one horse. It is the hard spots in the road

that strain and injure both team and carriage.

If the spots of heavy sand or deep mud and

the s arp pitches in our roads were once eflfec-

tually repaired, we fully believe that one-fourth

at least of the horse power now used upon them

might be dispensed with, and a large portion

of the annual expense of repairs saved. For

a road once well made becomes a permanent

institution, and is easily and cheaply kept in

repair. This is a very important matter to

the farming interest, which has to bear the

chief burden of repairing country roads.

In a large portion of the Eastern States,

we have arrived at that degree of wealth and

density of population which justifies attention

not only to the safety and ease of travel, but

also to the condition of the enclosing fences

and borders. These should be pleasant and

agreeable to the eye of travellers. The abut-

ters on our roads should feel a pride in keep-

ing the fences in a neat and tidy condition.

Tumble-down walls and broken fences should

no longer be suffered by the road-side.

A substantial faced stone wall is undoubt-

edly the best fence for the road-side in most

parts of New England. We have in our mind

two gentlemen who have within the past year

built a mile of such wall upon the road-side.

The walls are straight upon the face, and of

uniform height, rising in regular curves over

the inequalities of the ground, and present

to the passers a beautiful appearance,—if

beauty may be predicated of a stone wall

;

and so far, at least, as fitness is an element of

beauty, we think it may. Good walls indicate

not only thrift, but good taste and public spirit

in their owners, and not unfrequently add
more than their cost to the value of their es-

tates.

There is more attention paid to this subject

than formerly, and it indicates increasing in-

telligence and good taste in our farming pop-

ulation. In many villages ornamental trees

are being planted by the road-side, and are

adding annually to their beauty and attractive-

ness. Why should not this be done outside

of the village limits, in all parts of our towns?

Why should not every farmer, as some have

already done, plant trees upon the road pass-

ing his own premises ? The practice would

add much to the good appearance of their

farms and dwellings, and to the pleasure of

travelling upon our highways, and also pro-

vide a growth of timber that would be of

great value in the future. Let trees be se-

lected that are suited to the soil, and properly

protected, and the work is done. Our chil-

dren, as they enjoy the beauty and shade, will

bless the memories of those who planted them.

OHEQON.
We have received the first number of the Willa-

mette Farmer, published weekly, at Salem, Oregon,

by A. L. Stinson, at $2.50 per year,—John Minto,

editor. It is a fair sized sheet of eight pages, and
is better filled than almost any other first number
of an agricultural paper that we have ever seen.

The first sentence in its first column, "The great

want of Oregon is a home market for her pro-

ducts," expresses a truth by no means local, but

one which is not suflaciently appreciated by far-

mers generally, in Oregon or elsewhere. The
writer proceeds,—"Oregon needs consumers. She

needs a population devoted to other than agricul-

tural pursuits. Her grain fields, teeming with

superabandant breadstuflfe, yield but a poor profit

to the farmer, after deducting the heavy expense of

transportation in search of a distant and too often

uncertain market. The limited home demand will

not permit the transformation of grain into flesh

by feeding it to animals, as in other countries.

Lands do not increase in value, because profits do

not result from investments therein."

These are words of wisdom,—the teachings of

actual experience in a rew country, which are sel-

dom appreciated by emigrants from old manufac-

turing and mechanical sections, until after they

have tried it.

The last column of this paper contains a very

neat report of markets at home and abroad. At

Salem, March 1, best wheat 65c, oats 49 and 50c,

potatoes 37 and 50c, lard 10 and 15c, flour #1 and

5 ; eggs 25c, &c.

The past winter we judge from several para-

graphs has been unusually mild. It is remarked

that "in town and country many have commenced
gardening, and that the weather during the past

ten days (in March) has been almost equal to the

warmest of May." Yet it is said that "the more
than ordinary length of last year's dry season,

made short bites of this winter's grazing, and but

for the extraordinary mild weather we have had,

many animals that are compelled to shift for them-
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selves would have succonibed and been lost. As

it is, stock of the larger kinds are thin, except where

they have received attention and feed. Sheep are

in tolerable condition and good heart." It is also

remarked that during the past month (February)

the ploughs have been going briskly, and are still

going, preparing for spring crops." It is said that

owing to the late setting-in of the autumn's rain,

not more than one-half the usual amount of wheat

was sown last fall.

The editor alludes to the scarcity of good cows,

to the lack of attention to their management and

care, and believes that those who have suitable

land—very much, he admits, is unsuitable—will

find a dairy quite profitable. Drovers pay four to

eight dollars for calves, ten for yearlings, fifteen

for two-year-olds, and about twenty dollars for

cows, in store condition ; sheep about $1.50 per

head, with half that value of wool on their backs.

We also notice among the many appropriate ar-

ticles which fill the columns of this first number of

the Willamette Farmer, the commencement of a

series of articles on the agricultural and geo-

graphical statistics of Oregon, beginning with Clat-

sop County, which has the Pacific Ocean for its

western boundary and the Columbia river for its

northern. This part of the State, as you approach

it from the water, has a rough and forbidding ap-

pearance. The coast mountains and a range of

hills and bluffs along the river shuts out of view

the beautiful valleys, which have a rich soil, adapt-

ed to grass, grain, vegetables, fruit, &c., while coal

and iron are known to exist, though mines have

not yet been developed. Extensive tracts are still

unoccupied, not even surveyed. This section is

very healthy, even fever and ague being unknown.

Here the thermometer seldom indicates over 75

degrees in summer or under 15 in winter. The

timber is fir, cedar, spruce, hemlock, ash, maple,

alder, &c. In mineral wealth it is claimed that

Oregon is not one whit behind California.

But, really, we did not propose to copy the whole

of this paper by way of "notice," but we find so

many good things in it, so much information in

relation to the resources of this far-ofi" portion of

our great country, that we hardly know where to

stop. If any word of ours could reach the people

of Oregon or those interested in its prosperity, (hat

word would be to advise them to sustain this new
enterprise by their money and their pens, as

it is very evident it is now in the hands of men
who have the right idea of what an agricultural

paper should be. Bat in these days "brick is not

made without straw," nor good agricultural papers

without the proper material, which farmirs alone

can furnish.

Poisonous Flour.—Last year considerable ex-

citement was occasioned in the State of New York

by the fact that all who ate of a certain lot of flour

ground in that section were more or less poisoned.

This was accounted for at the time on the hypoth-

esis of a small quantity of lead having been ground
up with the flour. In the American Entomologist

for May, Dr. Walsh, suggests that the flour was
made from a lot of very buggy wheat. He says

that the black Snout-beetle,

—

Sitophilus granarius,

—about one-fifth of an inch long, which is com-
monly found in granaries, has been used success-

fully at the South as a substitute for the Spanish

Blister-beetle

—

Cantharides, which are known to be

fatally poisonous when taken internally. He also

quotes the opinion of a medical man that these

grain weevils were about as poisonous as the Can-

tharides.

ISWQfr PUBLICATIOSrS.
Land and Fresh Water Shells of North America.

Pd,rt I. PuloQonata Geopbila. By W. G Binney and
T. Bland, Smitbsouian Institution. Washington,
1869.

In one of his articles on insects. Dr. Walsh, of

the American Entomologist, says "it is astonishing

how the great majority of mankind go through the

world with their eyes shut." Here is a volume of

328 pages, illustrated by about three times as many
cuts, mostly drawn by E. S. Morse, of Salem,

Mass., all about the snail and other shells found

on the land and in the fresh water of North Amer-
ica. And yet how few of us think these little

shells worthy of notice, or care to know anything

of the history or habits of the beings which pro-

duced them. Did you ever see a snail eat ? Mr.

Binney says, "their natural food is vegetable ; and

the formation of the mouth and the organs with

which it is armed seems to be peculiarly well

adapted for cutting fruits and the succulent leaves

of plants. The dental (tooth) edge of the upper

jaw being applied against the substance to be eaten

the semilunar (half-moon) rough instrument called

the tongue is brought against it, cutting out and

carrying into the mouth semicircular portions of

nutriment. This operation is carried on with great

rapidity, and the substance to be eaten soon disap-

pears," although the snail has become with us a
proverb of slowness. This important member,

—

the toothed tongue—varies much in different spe-

cies, of which a great number of illustrations are

given.

This work, however, is so strictly scientific that

it will be more interesting to the student of natu-

ral history than to the general reader.

Agricultural Education.— It is generally

understood that to be an expert in either chemistry,

or geology, or physiology, or botany, or meteorol-

ogy, or zoology, one must devote himself pretty ex-

clusively to its study and practice. The talk there •

fore of acquiring a full knowledge of a/^ these and

several other sciences by a few terms at an agri-

cultural college is so absurd as to create doubts in

the minds of many as to the practical value of all

agricultural education. But if old or young far-

ers can learn just enough of these sciences to un-

derstand the teachings of those who make them a
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a pi'ofession, and to comprehend the facts and

discoveries which are made by them, we think

much practical good will result. lii speaking of

the chemical principles and operation of nianmes

Dr. Nichols says, in his "Chemistry of the Farm
and the Sea:"—"It is not necessary that farmers

should be practical chemists to be successful in the

employment of fertilizing agencies. A few simple

principles furnished by chemistry, if well under-

stood, and earnestly adopted, will eymhle ariy one

to appropriate to his benefit all the important facts

unfolded by science in respect to maninial applica-

tions," and we may add in respect to any other

subject. Though we may not be able to unfold

these facts ourselves; may not be able to take all

the steps or understand all the processes of a sci-

entific investigation or experiment, may we not

hope to qualify ourselves to understand and turn

to our own advantage the results of the investiga-

tions and experiments of the most thoroughly sci-

entific ?

GAY LITTLE DANDELION.

Gay little Dindelion
Lights up the meads,

Swiotrs ou her tlender foot,
Telk-th her b ad*,

Lixts to the robin's note
P. urel f.0 n ahove;

Wite litle Dandelion
Asks not for love.

Pale little Dandelion
In her whit ; shn.ud,

Hearf ih the angel bretze
Call from th>; cloud.

Tiny plumPH flattering
Make no d»'lay

;

Lit 1 wing d Dandelion
Soareth away.

For the New England Farmer,

APPLE-TREE BOaEKS. *

It is not without some degree of reluctance

that I take up my pen to give the readers of
the Farmer what 1 beiit ve to be some facts

relating to the Apple Tree Borer

—

Saperda
hivittati. The large number of communica-
tions which are yeaily written to editors of
agricultuial papers on this subject is an evi-

dence that it is one of importance, and the

great variety of recommendations they contain

convinces me that the habits of this pest of the

orchard are as yet comparatively unknown.
A laige numlier of writers recommend plug-
ging up the holes with various substances to

kill the borer. The best writers in the coun-
try on fruit trees <tnd on insects suggest, if

they do not recommend the same remedy.
For nearly forty years I have not only been

a close observer of the habits of the borer,
but with the ex eption of the last few years,

I have with my own hands been engaged in

active warfare against his depredations. This
experience teaches me that when the borer
has made a hole in a tree that can be stopped
up, his work of destruction has ceased.

Let me describe ! ow he operates on my or-

chard. The eggs, from three to five in num-
ber, are deposited on the trunk or root of the

tree about <'ven with the surface of the soil.

The miller in selecting a proper place to de-
po^il her eggs, will, if pos.-ible, find an in-

d'ntation caused by an old wound, if the
wound is partially healed. The eggs will be
deposited on the upper side in such manner
as to protect them from an) liquids which may
run down the trunk of the tree. If a root is

permitted to grow so far above the suiface of
tbe ground as to allow the miller to find her
way to the under side, she is sure to deposit

her eggs there, and thus secure a place of
safety for her young.
The eggs are deposited during the summer

months, most of them during July. As soon
as the eggs are hatched the worms commence
to eat their way doicn, making at first very
sma 1 holes hardly visible to the unassisted

eye. As they eat at first only the soft bark
which lies near t e wood of the tree, nothing
is visible to the most experienced observer
except very small black specks where they
entered.

A careless observer examines his trees, and
seeing nothing, passes on, believing them all

right, while the work of destruction goes
bravely on ; while a careful observer, who
understands their habits, will sometime in

September remove a ft!W inches of the soil,

and with a good sized, sharp-pointed knife

slightly scrape the bark of the tree in such
places as he f-uspects that eggs may have been
deposited. On discovering the black specks
where the worms have entered, with the point

of his knife he removes the outside bark and
follows the passage which each worm has made
until he finds and kills them all.

In September they are usually found from
two to five inches below the point they en-

tered. Theie is not usually more than two or
three eggs tbat hatch at one point, but if the

tree be large there are frequently several

clusters deposited on different sides of it.

If carefully removed the first season, the

tree receives no perceptible injury ; but if, as

is usually the case, the borer is permitted to

remain another year, he winters about five

inches below where he entered. During the

next spring and summer he eats his way back
and forih between where th • eggs were de-

posited and where he wintered. As he grows
larger he eats not only the bark but also por-

tions of the wood of the tree ; and the last

time he ascends he feeds entirely on the wood,
leaving the bark projecting over the side of
his passage way.

In September of the second year it is very
uncertain where he can be found. Sometimes
he is at the very lowest point he has ever
reached, while at other times he has eaten his

way back to a'.iout where the eggs were de-
posited ; or he may be eating his way on the
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sides between the two points named. On
ascendi.ig he usu-

ally selects the

same point where
the egg was hatch-

„ „ „ ed, and bores a
Full grown Borer.

^^^^ ^^^^j^ ^j^^^^j^

under it. The only injury he does after this

is to bore a single passage way i.i the wood of
the tree from six to nine ^^00^.

inches in length. At the f^ _,^

top of this he changes to \
a miller, ready to leave

his winter quarters when
summer approaches.

After trying a great

number of experiments I

have found the best and
most convenient way to Perfect State.

protect an orchard from the depredations of
the borer, is to make a small mould of fine

gravel or coarse sand around the trunk cf each

tree sometime in May. The object of this is

to cover all roots and uneven places on the

trunk of the tree near the ground, and to

keep as dry as possible the places where the

eggs must be deposited. In order to hatch,

an egg seems to require some degree of mois-

ture. I have never seen an egg hatch where
dry sand came in direct contact with a smooth
surface.

In September of each year the mounds
should be removed, and the trees examined.
An experienced hand will examine three hun-
dred trees per day. When an orchard is once
cleared of borers, it requires but very little

labor to keep (hem out. If the business is

understood, one examination each year during

September or October is sufficient. I have
found by bitter experience that neither lime

nor ashes will keep the borers from the trees

on my land, and 1 have long since come to the

conclusion that nothing should lay in contact

with the trunks of my trees except frei^h earth.

E. Hersey.
Singham, Mass., May, 1869.

Remarks. — We have usually found a

mound of cuttings or excrements marking the

entrance of the newly hatched worm, from

half to three-fourths of an inch in height,

and not much larger round than a common
darning-needle. The recommendations for

plugging up the holes of the borer, in which

we have little faith, we have understood as in-

tended to apply to their entrances into the

wood, which is marked by larg r and coarser

cuttings, and not to the nice little round hole

a few inches from the ground where they make

their exit. We have often fished them out

from their passage ways with a bit of barbed

wire. We believe our correspondent is right

in his statement thai the borer first eats down

and roundabout, and that he does most of his

injury to the tree before he enters upon the

excavation of his Hoosac tunnel, which ter-

minates in the round hold from which he

emerges. To stop up that would indeed be

closing the stable after the steed was stolen.

Work of a Borer in the trunk of an Apple Tree.

Still they sometimes so weaken the trunk that

the tree is broken down by the wind, or falls

of its own weight. The extent to which their

perforations are sometimes carried is illus-

trated by the above cut of a section of the

trunk of a tree infested by borers. We have

preserved several other similar specimens.

For the New England Farmer,

HYDRAULIC CEMEMT.
My occupation being laying cement water

|ipe, I have been much interested by the in-

quiries and articles upon the subject that have

lately appeared in the Farmer. Having
made this business a study and specialty for

several years, I submit a few remarks upon the

subject.

Hydraulic cement is made of a compound
limestone, which usually contains the loliow-

ing impurities : carbonate of lime, carbonate

of magnesia, silica, alumina, oxide of iron,

and a small amount of alkali. To these im-

purities is due its property of hardening under

water. As this stone will not slake like pure

limestone it is reduced to a powder by grinding.

This stone is found in the valleys of the

chain of mountains which traverse the eastern

part of the State of New York, and also in

other parts of the United States. The fact of
its being first discoverer 1 in the town of Rosen-
dale gave it the name of ilosendale Cement.

This sedimentary rock is divided into many
layers. h\ Ulster Coiuity, N. Y., where most,

of the stone of which the cement fur our
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Eastern markets is quarried, it is about forty-

six feet in thickness and is divided into seven-

teen layers, varying much in character and
hydraulic propert ies . These layers themselves

often vary much in short distances.

To make the subject more plain and show
why casks of cement, often of the same lot,

vary so much in quality we will draw a sketch

r'ers as they usually occur in theof the

quarry.

Layers.

1

2

3
4
5

6

7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15

16

17
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try ; but young chicks and turks are fed only

what they will eat up clean, but are fed often.

The goslings are allowed all the grain they

can eat, in addition to a good pasture, until

about three months old, when they are shut

up to finish oflf on corn meal and beef scraps,

which usually takes about three weeks.

I have a few words which I wish to say to

those about to purchase poultry of fancy deal-

ers. In the first place there are three classes

of them ; the first, and in my experience the

largest, are dishonest men, who tell you that

their poultry is "extra fine," "second to none
in America" and that for the mere trifle of

$10 he will send you a pair of the desired

breed, the cash to accompany the order, and
if the birds don't suit he will refund the money.
Now that sounds pretty well until you come
to try it on. The birds arrive, do not suit,

the express charges are three dollars, the re-

turn express three dollars more, which would
leave you six dollars out any way, and the ten

dollars come back minus the charges for box-

ing and various imaginary expenses. Taking
an account of stock after this transaction you
will find yourself just about $10 out, if you
order from 100 to 200 miles from h. me. The
next class is composed of honest men who do
not know what good poultry is. The third

class are honest men who do know. The only

fair way is to have the birds sent "C. O. D."
—that is. bill payable on delivery, and in case

the birds are not accepted the would be pur-

chaser to pay one-half the express bill.

I have seen several accounts in ihe papers,

lately in regard to setting turkey hens at any
season of the year, whether bioody or not.

I kept several over winter lor the purpose of

hatching out my surplus goose eggs, and al-

though I followed the directions, verbatim et

literatim, they would not sit ; after trying sev-

eral of them twice, I came to tbe conclusion

that Josh Billings knew what he was about
when he said "the best time to set a hen is

when the hen is ready," and that the rule is

equally applicable to hen turkeys. If any one
has had better success, I should like to hear
the particulars. If desirable, I will give my
management of winter chicks in my next.

Theodore (i. Lincoln.
Taunton, Mass., April 30, 1869.

excellent opportunity for any of the cabbage
tribe ; in fact one not to be lost.

Another difficulty arises in getting proper
plots for onions and carrots, as in the majority
of old gardens, they are so liable to the grub.
He has found that the more ground h ma-
nured for the two latter crops, the more
liable they are to the grub.

Old asparagus beds are another excellent re-

source to fall back on, but there are gener-
ally so many candidates for ground of this

kind, that the difficulty is to choose. His
plan for many years has been to follow the
brassica tribe with peas, giving no manure
The peas he follows with celery. By sowing
two rows of peas at a time he gains when the
peas are sown on a celery bed. The celery

being pricked out at a good distance, say six

inches apart, is prepared to await the removal
of the peas successively. He sows celery late

and grows it quick, as that is the only way to

have it crisp and tender.

He makes it a rule to break up a bed or
beds of asparagus every year, and to plant an
equal quantity. He plants the asparagus on
the celery ground, and the beds he intends

for asparagus he manures very deep, putting

old half-rotten leaves at the bottom and plant-

ing the celery in the old manure at top.

When the celery is removed the ground is in

excellent order for the asparagus. The beds
being six feet wide he plants two rows in a
bed, 30 inches between the rows, and the

plants a foot apart, leaving a shoulder of 18
inches on each side of the bed. This answers
admirably. The old beds of asparagus which
are broken up are then forced, and he has
strong plants in rows a yard apart of three

years' standing, which he takes up and forces

in succession. He grows Cape and other

autumn broccoli and cauliflower in another plot

constituting a different rotation.

ROTATION IN" THE VEGETABLE
GARDEN.

A writer in the English Gardeners'' Maga-
zine says that one of the great secrets in work-

ing old vegetable gardens is to prevent as

much as possible plants of the Brassica tribe

from following each other. He thinks tbat the

continual digging in of the rotten remains ot

cabbages, cauliflowers, &c., has a tendency to

cause the disease called club. Rispberries

and strawberries which have stood, it may be

years, on the same ground, offer, when broken.

MB. LANG'S SALE.

A full report of the sale of horses by Col.

Thomas S. Lang of North Vassalboro', Me.,

May 11, is given by a correspondent of the

Boston Journal. The attendance of buyers

was not as large as was expected, and the sale

is represented as far from spirited, and the

prices obtained as extremely low.

The Maine Farmer says :

—

"The aggregate amount realized from the

horses sold was $6320 ; and it may be added
that the animals were sold at figures very far

below their real value, and much less, in many
instances, than could have been obtained at

private sale. The neat stock announced in the

catalogue to be sold were withdrawn. Among
the prominent gentlemen in attendance at the

sale was Mr. Winthrop W. Chenery, of the

Belmont Stock Farm, Somerville, Mass.
"It is with much regret that we chronicle
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the sale of these animals, and the breaking up
of the breeding establishment, which under
Mr. Lang's management has accomplished so

much towards making for our State the high
reputation it has achieved in the produc-
tion of iine horses. His stud has for several

years past attracted hither the most eminent
breeders in our country, anxious to observe
his judicious and careful system of breeding
and general management, and we feel sure, if

his healih bad allowed him to have fully car-

Th'd out his plans in this direction, far more
satisfactory results would have been reached.

These efforts will always be held in grateful

rfmeml)rance by every intelligent citizen of

our State, and wherever be may go, or in

whatever business engage, their and our best

wishes for health and success will follow him."

Twenty-one horses were sold, all to pur-

chasers within the State, at the following

prices :

—

Nellie, 3 years, G. R. LancaBter, Bangor, $225.
WMII-o'tbe-wisp, 4 years, L. Clay, Esq., Gjrd'ner, $220.
St iriight, 3 yeurs, James Edgecomb, tiruwntield, $150.
Mooiilight, 3 years, .lames Kdgecomb, Browntield, $85.
May Queen, 5 years, R B. Shepard, Sfeowhegan, $520.
La y Ellsworli., 5 years, Wm. H. Strickland, Bangor,

$425.
R( liance, 6 years, [purchased by a party in Augusta]

$180.
Cad and Kit, 4 and 5 years, [matched pair] Geo. Alden,
Augutta, $475.

NamuuLa, 5 years, David Ames. Rockland. $600.
Wa> flower, 4y^ar.^, Mr. Babb, Bangor, $385.
Bessie, 5 years, Wm. Richards Gardiner, $460.
Annie, 6 y^Mrs, L. Clay, Esq., Gardiner, $255.
Plymouth R )i k, 4 years, Mr. Webb, Lewtton, $620.
R'liht Bower, 1 year, Mr. Monro-, Abbott, $210,
King Herod, 1 year, Jas. E i^ecomb, Brow.tiflJ, $105,
Black l<lag, 1 year, iSamnel Guild. Augusti, $100.
Stnged C >t, 1 year, Mr Pillcbury, Unity, $>J0

Giay mare [no namt] 9yrs , B. F. Her^om, Waterville,

Lady Grant 3 years, F. R. W^ bb^r, St. A'bms, $175.
Nick:.wa, 2d, 2 years, J. F. Hunnewell, China $55.
H'lrtente [thoroughbred] J. H. Gilbreth, Kendall's

Mills, $425.

Teaching Young Calves to Drink.—

I

think I have discovered a new and much easier

and better mode of teaching young calves to

drink, than any of the old ways practiced by
my father and neighbors in the olden time,

and by most people to the present.

My practice is to take the calf from the cow
at the end of twenty-four hours, and fasten it

with about six feet of rope in a box stall ; I

then milk the cow, and standing off just far

enough for the calf to reach me, I wet my fin-

ger with milk, put it in its mouth, and gently

lower my hand until it is immersed in the milk

in the pail—let it continue to have the finger

until 1 have given it enough. This I call les-

son No. 1. The second lesson is given in this

wise : Dip the finger in the milk and place it

in its mouth, and when you have brought its

mouth in contact with the feed, gradually with-

draw your finger and the thing is done. It

may be necessary to repeat this at the third

time. The secret is that you must stand

just far enough so that the calf can just

reach the pail of feed, as the rope will then
be taut, and hence he cannot reach you or butt
over and spill his milk or feed. I have prac-
ticed this for a number of years, and have had
no trouble to teach calves to drink.

—

S. V.
Van Fleet, Northumberland Co., Pa., in Co.
Gent.

pijO"wbr beds.

To cultivate flowering plants to the best ad-
vantage, requires as much care In the selec-

tion and preparation of the soil as any other
crop. No one would expect to grow a crop
of cabbages in soil overrun by the roots of
trees and shaded continuously by their dense
foliage

;
yet how often do we observe flower-

ing plants placed in such circumstances, pro-
ducing a few meagre flowers the early part of

the season, perhaps, and dwindling and dying
as soon as a few dry sunny days occur. Most
summer flowering plants blossom on the points

of branches, and therefore to produce a con-
tinuance of flowers, there must be a continued
healthy and vigorous growth. It is true there

are are some flowers adapted to shade, like

the fuchsias, daisies, &c., and these should be
selected for such positions. Heliotropes and
some of the geraniums do well where there is

sun only a few hours a day.

Select an open exposure where the sun will

have free access to the plants, dig the ground
very deep, and dress heavily with thoroughly

decomposed manure, so that the roots may
have some supporting resort when the surface

moisture falls.

A small circular or oval bed ten or twelve

feet in diameter, properly prepared and planted

with flowers from pots, will produce a contin-

ued mass of flowers even in the driest sum-
mers. In arranging the plants, there is much
latitude for taste, and very striking combina-
tions may be secured.

Rose beds are much more beautiful and sat-

isfactory, when only a few well known, hardy,

and continued blooming kinds are employed,
than when planted indiscriminately, with ro-

bust and tall-growing sorts crowding those of

more delicate growth. In larger yaids, where
: everal beds can be made, there will be a bet-

ter opportunity for a di?play of this kind ol

cultivated taste.

—

Germantown TeLegraph.

Do Cattle Lose their Cuds?—I think

they do not, but I know of a number of per-

sons who, as soon as an ox or a cow is taken

sick from any cause, (and of course the ani-

mals do not chew their cud wbile sick) make
them a cud ; some using codfish skin and sweet

elder bark and yeast, another preparing a wad
of hay in some mysterious way, another giving

a piece of salt pork. Of course none of these

things will hurt the animal. The question is,

where do they get the first cud ? It is certain-

ly not made by the hand of man, and put into

the calf's mouth ; on the contrary, the little
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calf at three or four weeks old is seen chewing

his cud.

In my opinion, when animals are taken sick,

no matter what causes the sickness, they stop

chewing their cud from the same reason that a

person loses his appetite, but as soon as they

are restored to health by letting nature have

its course, or by assisting nature with some
mild medicine, they get well, and their appe-

tite returns and they will raise and chew their

cud as before.

—

Cor. Westtrn Rural.

AGBICULTUKAIi ITEMS.
—Big rocks or heaps of stumps look well when

draped with grape-vines.

—R. W. Scott, of Kentucky, recently sold 100

long wooled sheep for ^000. They were to go to

Utah.

—It is estimated that full one-third of the sheep

in Weathersfield, Vt., that came to the barn last

fall, have died during the winter.

— One of the reasons assigned for the fertility of

soils under stone walls is, the gradual wasting

away of the stone composing them, by the action

of the elements.

—A man in Pennsylvania in preparing rhubarb

stalks for market, threw the leaves to his pigs.

The next morning five out of nine were dead,

three appeared convalescent, and one looked

doubtful. They exhibited every symptom of

poison.

—The Indiana legislature has located the Agri-

cultural College at or near Lafayette, Tippecanoe

County. The legislature of Ohio after much de-

bate and manoeuvring during several past sessions,

has just adjourned without agreeing upon a loca-

tion for the proposed Agricultural College of that

State.

—A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer says

he has broken hens of the habit of eating eggs by

keeping a setting hen upon the nest, and removing

the eggs every night. His hens that got so bad

that they would "go for" a nest in a flock as soon

as they heard a cackle, were broken of the habit

entirely by this means.

—When my bees were in box hives, says Mrs.

Tupper, I never omitted looking on the bottom

board of each one every morning, and destroying

the worms. Every one left soon becomes a miller,

capable of laying many eggs, that become worms
very soon—every one destroyed puts an end to

four possible generations in a single season. De-

stroy every worm in spring, and you can have no

millers hatched in your hives that season.

—O. S. Murray, of Warren Co., Ohio, writes the

Countryman that Iiis experience and observation

is against the use of any of the preparations for

eeed corn for planting—such as tar, sulphur, salt-

petre, salt, or even warm or cold water. He wants

corn kept on the cob as near as possible to the

time of planting. Presupposing the selection of

the best ears for seed—ears with grains covering

both ends of the cob as perfectly as possible—he
would plant all the grains from end to end of the

ear.

—A correspondent of the Rural New Yorker be-

lieves that the English sparrow imported into New
York city a few years since will prove a great pest

to the farmer. In England, he says, from the time

the wheat begins to fill in the ear till it is put into

the barn or stack, every field must be guarded
from early dawn till sundown, every daj', by the

bird-keeper with gun and rattle, or they would
make awful havoc. At the time mentioned they

assemble in the villages and cities very early in

the morning, and go in flocks of thousands all

over the adjacent country every day to do their

destructive work.

—A correspondent of the Rural World who lives

in a part of Missouri where little else than woods

are seen, says : when we cut timber at any time of

the year except July, August or September the

process of seasoning is so very slow that the tim-

ber becomes infested with innumerable quantities

of worms, and the smaller limbs will, in a few

months, fall to the ground from natural decay.

But, by cutting timber in July, August or Septem-

ber, the bodies of the trees season hard and are

not troubled by the worms, whilst the smallest

twigs remain sound at least three or four times as

long as those of timber cut in the winter or spring.

—To make a rat and mouse proof house Mr.
James M. Hartwell, of Colebrook, N. H., tells the

New York Farmers' Club to take some mortar and
bricks, and after the frame of the house is up and
boarded and the partitions set, lay one or two
thicknesses of brick between every stud, both on
the lower and upper floors. Then lath and plaster

to the floors, and put on a narrow mop or wash-

board, not so high as to have the upper edge come
above the brick. As the rats and mice gnaw in,

just over or under the washboards, bricks thus

laid will make the house rat and mouse proof, at

an expense of $5. Would it not also make the

house damp ?

—In reply to a question as to the comparative

value of the ashes of ditfv.rent kinds of wood, J.

A. Whitney of the New York Farmers' Club, said,

of trees commonly used as fuel, none contain so

mu(!h potash as the elm. Beech is rich in potassa,

and so is walnut. Pine, on the other hand, con-

tains so little that its ash is not worth saving.

Oak has eight per cent, of potassa but a large

amount of lime. Ashes vary in weight with the

moisture they contain. If a bushel weighs twenty-

five pounds, one buys in it from two to five pounds

of carbonate of potassa, when the wood was hard.

For agricultural uses oak wood ash is as good as

any on account of the lime it contains ; for potash,

elm, beech, birch and maple should be chosen.
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EXTBACTS AND BEPLIE8.

FROTH HOPPERS.

I have had it in reserve ever since last summer
to write you concerning the new insect or bug that
has done so much mischief in this and other por-
tions of Vermont, during the past two or three
years. It is believed by some that the quantity of
hay grown on some fields was one-third less, to say
nothing of the depreciation of quality, on account
of the sapping of this insect. I have seen no no-
tice of this new-comer either, in the columns of the
Farmer or any other agricultural journal. The
first appearance noticed is a little mass of white
froth or foam near the bottom or centre of the grass
stock. Imbedded in this foam will be found two
small bugs (probably male and female), which for

size and appearance have often been mistaken for
young grass-hoppers.
The explanation of this phenomenon I believe to

be this—the insect taps the stock and the juice is

blown into these minute bubbles by the breath or
exhalation from its body. I have watched them
with some interest to determine if possible what
becomes of them—whether they take "to themselves
wings and fly away," or burrow in the ground, or
what not. But the mystery is yet unsolved.
Although to us this proves to be "something new

under the sun," an Entomologist who reads this
may perhaps recognize an old and familiar ac-
quaintance, and be able at once to assign them
their proper name and place. E. K. Baxter,

Sharon, Vt., 1869.

Remarks.—There was something said in the

papers last season in relation to this insect. If it

is not the froth-hopper, or frog-hopper described in

Harris' book on insects—and this has been denied

by some—we do not know what it is. There are

several species of this insect in New England.

The annexed cut is of one of them. Like other in-

sects they are more abundant some sea-

sons than others. It is said that after

alighting upon the grass, they perfo-

rate the stem with their beaks and take

in such quantities of it that it oozes out

of their bodies in the form of little bubbles which

soon completely covers them up. Will Dr. Hart-

well of Wilkinsonville, Mass., or some one familiar

with natural history, reply more fully to the in-

quiries of Mr. Baxter.

CULTIVATION OF TOBACCO.

Will the editors or the correspondents of the
Farmer inform me of the best way of raising

tobacco ? D.
Chittendon, Vt., May 10, 1869.

Remarks.—The editors respond by saying that

in their opinion the best way of cultivating tobacco

is not to cultivate it at all. To raise tobacco in New
England three things are necessary, a warm loca-

tion, rich land and lots of th« best manure. Have
you all these in Chittenden ? The farmers in the

Connecticut Valley in the States of Massachusetts

and Connecticut, considerably south and on lower

land than yours, find the season barely sufficient

for the maturity of the plant. Perhaps few

branches of farming require more practical experi-

ence than this. In the first place the plants must
be started in a hot-house or highly manured seed

I

bed. These require much care and labor in weed-
ing, &c. The manure is generally spiead and
ploughed in two or three weeks previous to the

last ploughing, which is usually done just before

setting the plants. The land is then harrowed,

—

some preferring flat culture, others hill up. The
hills are prepared with the hoe, and phosphate,

fish-guano, &c., applied in the hill, before setting

the plants. Then come the cut worms, and after

you have fought them to the death, and even be-

fore you have conquered them, the large green

tobacco worm is found boring holes into your
"Havana wrappers." The weeds and the worms
will keep you busy. All other work must give

place to this. Whatever other crop is neglected,

the tobacco patch never is by cultivators. Then,

two or three weeks before cutting, the "topping"

and "suckering" is attended to. There is said to

be a certain leaf which indicates where the top

should be severed, but it is also said that much
practice is required for its successful operation.

Then the curing is another particular and nice per-

formance, which requires skill and proper appara-

tus and shelter. But then all this comes after the

manure, of which the largest pile of the best quality

must always be secured. The Connecticut River

tobacco raisers buy western corn by the carload,

and cattle and sheep in the fall and feed them high

to make their tobacco manure. And this must be

done every year, as no beast will eat the tobacco

;

and if they did, what would the manure be worth ?

These farmers bought Maine oxen last fall in only

fair order at eight and a half cents per pound, live

weight, and last week some of the same oxen were

sold at the same price at Brighton, after hav-

ing been transported back and forth, and having

been fed on meal all winter. But, then, profit or

no profit on feeding, the spring crop of manure
must be had or the fall crop of tobacco will cer-

tainly be missing.

JERSEYS IN RHODE ISLAND.

I frequently notice among the correspondents of
your valuable paper mention of importers and
breeders of Alderney and Jersey breeds of cattle,

in Massachusetts and other States, but have never
seen any mention of this State. Now, Mr. Edi-
tor, there are gentlemen on this island who import
and breed some of the finest Alderneys and Jerseys
that I ever saw in this country. Among them are
Robert Maitland, Esq., who formerly owned Comet,
the king of Jerseys, as he is called by Mr. Crozier,

which name he certainly deserves. Daniel Fear-
ing, Esq., has some beautiful animals that he im-
ported last year. Col. George E. Waring has quite a
number of pure stock. George F. Wilbur has
some twelve or more pure bred, and Philip Cas-
well, Esq., some. Now, Mr. Editor, I certainly

think that these gentlemen are entitled to some
notice for the time and money expended by them
in improving our breed of cattle. And I sincerely

hope that some one who can write an article for

your valuable paper will encourage them in a con-
tinuance of their noble endeavors.

A Constant Farmer Reader.
Newport, R. I., May 11, 1869.

Rem.\rks.—We are always glad to publish facts

in relation to improved stock and improved farm
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management generally. We employ correspon-

dents, ransack our exchanges, and do all in our

power to collect these facts, and feel that breeders

and farmers do not consult their own interest in

relying on others to advertise the people of their

operations. "The gods help those who help them-

selres," and if a man puts his light under a bushel

or shuts it up in a stable, ought he to complain

that his neighbors don't know that it is burning ?

INQUIRY ABOUT DRAIN TILE.

In reply to an inquiry from a correspondent in

West Gloucester, Mass., about the size, shape and

cost of dram tile, we copy the following from

"French's Farm Drainage," which is the best

work on the subject yet published in this country.

"Drain tile, he says, are made of clay of almost
any quality that will make bricks, moulded by a
machine into tuoes or into half-tube or horse-shoe
forms, usually fourteen inches long before drying,
and burnt in a furnace or kiln to be about as hard
as what are called hard bui*nt bricks. They are
usually moulded about half an inch in thickness,
varymg with the size and form of the tile. The
sizes vary from one inch to six inches, and some-
times larger, in the diameter of the bore. The
forms are also very various and this is one of the
most essential matters, as ettecting the eliiciency,

the cost and the durability of tile drainage."

The burnt tiles are about thirteen inches long.

The two-inch sell at the factory for about $18 per

thousand pieces, and larger sizes at an increased

cost. It was recently stated that there are over

fifty manufactories of drain tiles in New York,

and there are several in New England. J. E.

Edmond & Co., 394 Federal street, Boston, adver-

tise both drain pipe and that glazed for sewerage

and other purposes.

ONION SETS.

I should feel greater pleasure in replying to

your correspondent, "E. R. C," and another
somebody without any name of Roxbury,
Mass., if they had appended their names, yet I

will answer their inquiries.

I generally grow several sorts of onions. When
my black seed onions require thinning out in the
bed the second time, I draw out those with the
largest bulbs, about the size of horse Deans, and
lay them on the ground in rows to dry. They will

enlarge considerably after being drawn. Let them
lie till the tops are all quite dry and dead,—no
matter if they have a shower of rain or two upon
them, if turned over often to dry again. When
quite dry I tie them up in small bunches by the
tops, and hang them up where the sun can shine
on them, taking care to stow them out of frost's

way in winter. Soon as spring opens put them in

rows about six inches apart each way, and we get

early green onions, either to eat green as a salad or

to use with "sage" for stuffing ducks to roast.

Potato onions I plant twelve inches apart each
way, on not too rich soil, but that well pulverized.

Rich soil makes the bulb grow to a larger size,

but they rot and won't keep. Multiplyers and
Shallots I plant on good soil. I find llie Top or

Tree onion to pay the best here, as they are a sure

crop. I plant the large bulbs for raising the seed
on good licli ^oil, u'ld kl llic little bunclies of

small ones remain ou thu old stalk till it i-; quite

dried and dead—tiieu gatiier the tops, spread on a
boarded floor to dry, and put away in open baskets

or boxes with many holes or cracks to admit of
plentyof air, till the next spring. Pull the bunches
to pieces, and plant each little bulb separately
about six inches apart in the rows ; the rows be-
ing wide enough to admit of a hoe between them.
These small onions bring good crops of large ones
if kept clean from weeds and planted on good
rich soil. I suppose the above is what yourcor-
respondents requires to know about onion sets.

John Whatmore.
Bridgnorth Farm, )

Dunleith, III., April, 27, 1869. ^

PEACHES IN VERMONT.

I have a small place and am a great lover of
fruit, especially peaches ; but our latitude is just
beyond the peach limits. Could we not succeed
by training flat so as to cover as we do grapes ? I

have procured a few pits from Michigan of early
varieties to try with, thinking that natural will do
better than grafted trees. I am located about two
and one half milts from the east shore of Lake
Champlain. Apples, pears, cherries and plums do
very well ; peaches were productive here when
the country was new. L. M. Macomber.
North Ferrisburg, Vt., 1869.

Remarks.—For several years past peaches and

peach trees have failed in most parts of New Eng-
land where they once flourished. Many anticipate

a return of former fruitfulness. More than twenty

years ago we saw fine plates of peaches grown by
the late S. Earl Howard and other gardeners in

Burlington. The broad lake at that place, how-
ever, protects vegetation from early fall frosts,

which we suppose it would not do at your distance

from its shore. Branches of evergreens placed

around peach or other tender trees serve to pro-

tect them in winter. The plan of growing them
in pots or tubs which can be removed to the cellar

in the winter has been considerably practiced, on
a small scale.

SOFT shelled eggs.

What is the cause of hens laying soft shelled
eggs ? Is it not abortion ? I have frequently
found them under their roost, but do not remem-
ber of ever finding them in a nest.

L. M. Macomber.
North Ferrisburg, Vt., 1869.

Remarks.—This is no uncommon event in the

poultry yard. The late Mr. Bement suggested

that it might be caused by the hen hitting herself

against the side of the building, or striking hard

on the floor, in alighting from high roosts. Miss

Biddy's ambition is never satisfied short of the

top pole, and instead of coming down in the morn-

ing by degrees, as she went up the evening before,

she takes a single leap, and often jars her basket

severely in alighting; apparently forgetting how
fat and clumsy she is.

knee-knocking horses.

Can any of the readers of the Farmer tell how
to shoe a kree-knocking horse so that he will go
clear? Should the outside or the inside heel of the
shoe l)C made the heavier? or should tluy be of
the same v eight, and the toe heavy or light ? I
believe a knee knocker hits with the toe.

East Madison, Me., 1869. Reader.
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SHOEING DISEASED OR FAULTY HORSES.

As it i-: gettinfj fasliionahle to crack down new
thins-, it may be hardly safe for me to take two
steps to the front froQi fear of iieiii!? blown up, yet
whtn the Farmer came here la^t week with in-

quiry about shoeinir a knee-knockinfj horse so that

he would go clear, I thought would I run the risk.

I have had more than twenty years' experience in

shoeing horses, incUiding those with corns, qunr-
ter-craVks and had limbs gmerally, in several of

the Eastern and some of the Southern cities. I

have also read the works of a number of authors
up )n horse- shoeing, and have conversed with a
great n)aiiy horsemen. And I would say to our
friend "R'ader" that horses must be shod accord-

ing to iheir individual peculiarities, circumstances
and condition—that scarcely any two should be
treated alike. Hence no general rule can be laid

down, nir any general directions given. But if

"Reader" will give me a more definite description

of his horse, whether of a nervous or sluggish

temuerament, whether light-limbed or clumsy,
whether a foxy or logy traveller, I will give direc-

tions that will do no harm at least.

Piease inform me where I can obtain a copy of
an American edition of Youatt on the Horse, and
at what price, and oblige a Haverhill, Mass. boy
and A Shoeing Smith.

East Rumford, Me., May 5, 18G9.

Remarks.—A. Williams & Co. advertise Youatt

on the Horse, with notes and additions by Spooner

and Randall, sent for $1.50, postage paid, on re-

ceipt of price.

RAISING COMMON POTATOES FROM SETS.

Though my experiment is not complete, I will

give it as far as I have gone, in reply to an inquiry
of "Subscriber" in a late number of the Farmer.

I made a cold frame about March 17th, into

which I planted potatoes about two and a half
inches aixart and two inches deep, and let them re-

main until April 16. By that time they were up
about one and a half inches high, and looked as
well as any potatoes that I ever saw. Then I

transplanted them into open ground. Some of the
sprouts were planted with the seed on, others with
the sprouts off, as an experiment. They have been
set out about three weeks, and I think that a per-
son could not tell which were planted with the
seed on, and both both look very thrifty, and are
almost ready to bloom. As to the yield I cannot
say as yet, but will let you know when they are
matured. They were planted on a southern slope
on one of the Elizabeth Islands, in Buzzard's Bay.
There has been no frost there since April 9. The
potato is called the "Seven Weeks," from Prince
Edward's Island. f. h. m.
New Bedford, Mass., May 8, 1869.

I

north and south. Then pnt in a good layer of rot-

I

ten barnyard manure, with a la> er of fine soil

;

I fork it over well ; add more manure and more soil

;

I mixed well together, till within about eight inches
of the top. Trim off the top of plants with a sharp

I knife. Plant with a stick about ten or twelve

j

inches apart. Cover over the trench with boards
to keep off the sun till the plants have begun to
grow and hold up their heads. In about nine days
I hold up each plant with one hand gently, and
with a little stick I scrape along on each side of the
plants and put a very little soil to them ; this I do
about every other day till the plants are up above
the trench. I go on in same way till it requires
banking up with the spade. While in the trench
I give the plants plenty of water. If treated in
this manner a good long stick of white celery
will be the result. John Whatmoke.
Bridgnorth Farm, Dunleith, 111., May 3, 1869.

CASTINt^THE WITHERS.

To prevent the barbarous practice alluded to by
Mr. Puffer, of Putney, Vt., I would say that by
washing the protruding part with alum water it

may generally be returned. It should be held in
place until it begins to shrink, when the hand
should be gently removed, and the cow rubbed on
the back for a short time. I have never known
this treatment to fail of effecting a cure.
Langdon, N. H.,May 3, 1869. W.. F. Loomis.

growing celery.

Seeing an article in the Farmer on growing cel-
ery, I beg to give my mode of growing it.

I put down two lines eighteen inches apart ; and
dig a trench about twenty inches deep, running

CUTTING FEED.

In one of your Massachusetts papers, Mr. J. T.
Ellsworth says, 'Cutting and mixing feed I have
tried, but could not see that I gained er.ough to
pay the extra labor." I have had a leed-cutter

—

"self-sharpening," Chicopee Falls, Ma'-s., cost #17—for three years and think it has paid for itself

every year, even on a small farm of seventy acres.
My horse has had but little hay the past winter,
having been fed mostly straw, and for three weeks
nothing but straw, cut, with the same quantity of
meal, com and oats ground together, that I would
have put upon cut hay, mixing the whole together
with hot water, feeding when cool. The horse eats
with relish and has gained in flesh throughout the
winter. The cutting of corn-stalks and other
coarse fodder for cows has also great advantages.
They will eat it up clean, and keep in better con-
dition on the same amount of food. The manure
is finer, is more easily decomposed, and more
easily worked. C. F. Dewey.
Montpeher, Vt., April 26, 1869.

CUT TIMBER IN THE OLD OF THE MOON.

Though aware that it is customary with the
learned editors of some papers to btirlesque the
idea of the moon having any influence on human
affairs, I hope you will allow me to say to those
who have been discussing the best season for cut-
ting timber to last, that times and seasons are of
little avail unless regard is had to the age of the
moon. Timber cut in the last quarter of the moon
will last twice as long as that cut in the first quar-
ter. Sixteen cords of green wood cut in the last

quarter is worth twenty cut in the first. This I
have proved by experiments on various kinds of
wood, continued through many years, and ask
others to make like trials for their own satisfac-

tion and benefit. Horace Felcher.
Bakersfield, Vt., 1869.

TO destroy dock.

I wish to give the readers of the Farmer my
experience in destroying dock. In the spring of
1867, I tried the experiment on one-fourth of an
acre, and in the spring of 1868, I tried the same on
one and a quarter acres, from which I took about
2200 plants, and at haying time there were less

than one dozen standing. My method is to cut the
root about one or one and a half inches below the
surface and carry them off from the field. I use a
chisel or some implement about two inches wide,
with a handle of sufficient length to enable the op-
erator to stand erect while u^ing it. I have no
particular time for cutting. Any time will answer
when chey can be seen. Royal Hinge.

Wilbraham, Mass., April 25, 1869.
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ESSAYS UPOM" FIELD HUBBANDBY.
We have before us a very interesting and quite

an old book. The preface is dated at Killingworth,

December 31, 1747. Probably Killingworth, Conn.

The title runs thus :

—

"EsBays upon Field Husbandry in New Eneland. As
itiB or may be Ordered. By Jared Elliot, A M.
Ecclcs. V. 9.

'Moreover, the profit of the earth, is for all ; the King
himtelf is served bv the Field." Boston : Printed and
sold by Edes cf Gill, in Queen Street. 1760.

The preface opens by stating that there are sun-

dry books written on Husbandry in England, but

that the climate and method of management be-

tween them and us are so different, that these

books are not very useful to us. So he thought

that books of Husbandry calculated to conform

more to the circumstances of our country might

be of great service ; not a history of our practice,

not an account of what we do in our present Hus-

bandry, bid rather what we might do, to our ad-

vantage.

Mr. Elliot was a clergyman, and it appears

that he had some doubts whether the suggestions

he made would be fiivorably received by farmers,

for he says—-"It may be thought that a Subject of

this Nature is not very suitable for one of my
Calling. But, certainly," he adds, "the Cultiva-

tion of the Earth affords the most useful Philoso-

phy, opens to us a glorious scene and discovery of

the Wisdom and Power of the Creator and Gover-

nor of the World. It is what has employed Men
of Rank and Orders, from the Prince to the Peas-

ant."

Several expressions in the preface to the book,

show that the same sort of prejudice existed

against farming then, that we have now ; that it

"was not a genteel or profitable employment." So

he encourages the reader to hope that good may
flow fiom his Essays, by showing that useful

knowledge has frequently come from a quarter

where it was not natural to expect it, by stating

that a monk first discovered gun-powder, and that

the useful art of printing was the invention of a

soldier. He adds, that it is acknowledged by our

best writers, that while other parts of learning,

less useful, have been cultivated, agriculture has

been strangely neglected. "Some suppose the

Reason of this Neglect is, that the Subject is too

lov/ for Polite Writers. It was not so accounted

by King Solomon. He did not think it btlow his

Dignity as a King, nor inconsistent with his Char-
acter as a Prcicher."

He continues, and we think with truth and force,
—"I rather thhik Husbandry has been neglected

as being too high ; That is, Writers do not care to

be at the trouble of Projecting, nor at the charge

of Trials and Experiments upon what hath been
Projected : It being a great deal easier to write a

Book upon the known Arts and Sciences that shall

be accepted and applauded, than to write upon
Husbandry so as not to be despised: for some
think we do not need it, and that we know all that

cau be known already."

This idea—that so many think they know enough
already—has been one of the most stubborn things

in the way of progress in agriculture. It is just

so with the sinner. He who thinks he is good

enough already, will make no effort toward refor-

mation. It is our duty to live in better houses, to

have smooth roads, safe bridges and labor-saving

implements and machines to work with, as well as

to be moral and just in all our dealings. What-
ever tends to honest gain and a higher civilization,

is a duty ; an imperative one. The yjarable of the

"talents" shows this. We are not only to subdue

the earth and make it prolific, but also to make it

beautiful ; and this beauty will have a reflex influ-

ence and make our own lives beautiful. Mr. Eiliot

hoped that if any one thought him mistaken, they

would try their hand upon a few acres themselves,

or their heads in persuading people that there was

still something left to be learned in agriculture.

No one will doubt that in Mr. Elliot's time—one

hundred and forty-two years ago—there was great

need of improvement in the modes of locomotion.

Not only need of better roads, but of better appli-

ances on them. Of quicker, cheaper and safer

means of transferring persons and property from

one point to another. No one doubted that ; but

hundreds seemed to believe that the houses in

which they lived were good enough, and so were

their crops and animals, and means of education.

Happily, the darkness which obscured their minds
has been dissipated by the efforts of an Elliot and

his followers, so that the "talents" with which we
have been entrusted are put to usury, and we are

in the way of hearing the grateful words, that we
have been faithful over a few things, and shall be

made rulers over many.

We propose, hereafter, to notice some of the

suggestions made by Mr. Elliot, and show the pro-

gress made by those who have sut^ceeded him.

AYRSHIRE AKD DURHAM COTVS.

The Vermont Journal and Watchman says that

four gentlemen in Milton, owners of thoroughbred

Ayrshire cows, have challenged J A. Shedd, Esq.,

of Burlington, a breeder of Durhams, to put four of

each on a farm together through the month of

June, and "at the endof the time, we will weigh the

cows, and if the milk produced by your Durhams
shall outweigh the milk produced by our Ayr-

shires, in proportion to the weight of the cows, we

will pay the sum of five hundred dollars premium,

provided that if the milk produced by our Ayr-

shires shall outweigh the milk produced by your

Durhams, in proportion to the weight of the cows,

you will pay us the sum of five hundred dollars

premium."

In connection with the above we copy from the

Country Gentle?nati the statement that the In-

verness, Scotland, Farmers' Society lately dis-

cussed the relative importanceof these two bretds,

"in a national point of view," granting the Durhams

to be best for fattenmg, and the Ayrshiresas milk-
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ers. In conclusion, the chairman summed up by

stating "that the number of members who had spo-

ken on each side was equal. Both were doubtless

right, for milk and beef were alike necessary, and he

would say that Short-horns should be kept for feed-

ing, and Ayrshires for dairy purposes. He re-

garded the Short-horns as most important in a na-

tional view. Though they were not as good milk-

ers as the Ayrshires, they would give a sufiScient

quantity of milk to support their calves and a little

besides. Some of them, indeed, would only keep

up their calves, and no more, while others were

nearly as good as Ayrshires."

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
Parsons on the Rose. A Treatise on the Propaga-

tion, Culture, and History of the Rose. By Samuel
B. P.irsons. New and Revised Edition. Ihustrated.
New York: Orange Judd & Co., 1869. Boston: A.
Williama & Co. 215 pages. Price $1 50.

This is a revision and enlargement of a work
published over twenty years ago. The varieties

are classified and described, with directions for

cultivation, grafting, budding, &c; operations

which are illustrated by excellent cuts. In addi-

tion to his home experience the author adds the in-

formation derived from a personal inspection of

French and English nurseries. The history of the

rose and of its uses in ancient and modern times

is enlivened by many interesting anecdotes. As
evidence of the increasing attention given to the

rose, it is stated that in 1762 Linnaeus was acquaint-

ed with only fourteen species, while in 1832 two

hundred and five were enumerated, to which con-

siderable additions have since been made by dis-

coveries in the Himalaya Mountains and else-

where.

For the New England Farmer.

FARM IMPKOVEMBNTS.— HOW AND
WHAT.

I should like to know how "R. N.," of Randolph,
Vt., got his farm in so high a state of cultivation,

and what he could find to sell to the amount of

$oW from a farm of fifty acres. A farmer here is

doing well if he turns ofi #500 from a farm of one
hundred acres, and some do not reach that

amount from twice that number of acres. Old
winter has come back in earnest. About four
inches of snow fell last night. k. s. d.

Williamstown, Vt., May 3, 1869.

Remarks.—The above inquiry was sub-

mitted by the Editors of the Fakjier to

"R. N." himself, who has kindly responded

as follows :

—

The inquiries of '^K. S. D.," as to "how
R. N.' got his farm in so high a state of cul-

tivation, and what he could find to sell off from
a farm of fifty acres to the amount of $500,"
open a wider field for discussion than I feel at

liberty to engage in just now, however much I

desire to.

In brief, then, I reply—by the practice of

so much common sense as Providence blessed

me with, (which, by the way, is not enough to

brag of!) and selling the effects ! just as every
other roan can and ought to do.

If farmers will persist in fettering their in-

tellects, reason, common sense, as they do by
practically ignoring the means of agricultural

grace that I mentioned in the article alluded

to, i. e., farmers' papers, discussions and fairs

—they certainly ought not to wonder or com-
plain if they don't find their farming "pay."
As well might a man complain of being hun-

gry after having purposely plugged up his ears

so as to be unable to hear the dinner bell

!

Farming is a profession, requiring not less

study, investigation, thought and practice, in

order to success, than other professions ; in-

stead of being as is apparently often supposed,

an instinct, requiring only age, or a certain

time, for perfect development.

As to the "high state of cultivation" of my
twenty-three-acre farm, I do not claim or

think it is really in that state ; it is only com-
paratively so, i. e. in a better condition than

it used to be, and perhaps than those adjoining

it ; for I do not believe it yet produces one-

half what it ought to, or what it will within

five years, if I don't "sell out and go West,"
as my health and mechanical business demand.
What improvement I have made has been by
studying and practicing the farmer's profes-
sion in regard to making, saving and apply-

ing plant food or manure—rotation of crops,

and the time, manner and implements for the

sowing, planting, cultivating, harvesting, feed-

ing or marketing them—the kinds, breeds, and
relative numbers of farm stock, and science of
breeding them, and best manner of feeding,

using or selling them, «&c., &c.,—as best I

could, with several other kinds of business to

see to, feeble health, and six children to

"train up in the way they should go."
To be a little more explicit. Every foot of

my farm is excellent, arable land, a slate,

loamy lime soil, with a little blue clay occasion-

ally ; easily worked, lying high above all large

streams, and not often injuriously affected by
rain, drought or frost ; nearly level, descending
slightly to the east, and free from stones,

stumps or other obstructions to mowers, rakes

or ploughs,—it being a standing order that

every stone or snag that the plough hits, must
be dug out and carted off. Every stone, big
enough to throw at a skunk, is picked and
drawn off from each new seeded field before
rolling it.

The rotation is corn, pumpkins, potatoes
and turnips, on green sward turned just before
planting, with raw manure cultivated in, and
a shovelful of decomposed manure in the hill

one year; wheat, with fifteen to twenty-one
bushels unleached ashes to the acre, one year

;

and clover and timothy four to eight years.

Product per acre, last year, early cut, extra

hay oSOO pounds ; sound corn, 85 bushels

;

pumpkins, ten one-horse loads
;
potatoes, 300

bushels ; turnips, 600 bushels.
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The stock wintered the past season is two
large, blooded, breeding mares ; one fifteen

hands high, stud colt ; four Ayrshire cows

;

two large two-year-old heifers and five year-

lings—fully equal to thirteen cows, besides

poultry. Dried dirt, India wheat hulls, saw-

dust, leaves and refuse straw is plentifully

used for bedding ia stables where the excre-

ments don't freeze in the coldest weather.

Our house being commodious and near the

Normal School, we rent some rooms, not

needed by our family of eight, to self-board-

ing scholars, to the amount of $150 to $225 a

year.

Now as partially answering K. S. D.'s last

query, I will mention that the hay, corn, pas-

turing of three acres and fall feeil, oats, India

wheat, English wheat, barley, apples, potatoes,

turnips, corn fodder and straw, pumpkins, gar-

den sauce, berries, &c., which we have raised

the last season would have sold at market pri-

ces for ($1001 47) ten hundred and one dol-

lars forty-seven cents, and the stock, butter,

eggs, milk, and poultry sold, and $150 student's

rent, amounts to ($950.00) nine hundred and
fifty dollars,—leaving the stock worth more
than it was a year ago.

I have found that good stock, careful and
rational feeding, comfortable quarters, 'pay

better than the reverse ! Herd-book calves,

e. g., at three days old, readily sell for twenty-

five to one hundred times more than "scrubs,"

or no breed. A four-year-old heifer has

just dropped her third calf. Her two former
calves brought me $161.00! One cow has

made over ten pounds best butter per week,
for three and a half months past ; and my mares
average me about $100, each, per year, by sell-

ing their colts at weaning time, besides work-
ing on the farm, road and tread-wheel, full

enough to pay for their keeping, &c. Good
butter, too, not only sells for a higher price,

but is always in demand.
1 have also discovered that whenever any

man has anything to s-ell, it is a good plan to

let it be ^/^02c?^ .' / Rai e extra good stock,

and then take it to the Fairs, and show it;—so

also of all farm produce—and there will be

found no lack of customers.

Cut not less than two tons of extra good
hay per acre, and cut it early, before timothy
is in blossom, when it takes less poioer to cut

it and it makes better hay. Keep it well aired

with the "American Hay Tedder," (which will

save the labor of eight or ten hands) ; rake it

with "Warner's Revolving, Sulky Rake," and
put it into the barn, in the best of order, the

same day it is cut. Use only the best of all

farm implements ; raise the best of all farm
products, and then sell them for the highest

prices. Keep well posted as to market prices,

not only at the East, but as the Western prices

affect the Eastern, know aLo the Western.
Have the best fan-mill and separator and
prepare your best wheat, oats, &c., for seed,

and sell it for 25 to 50 per cent, extra price.

As my sheet is full, I will only add that my
buildings and yards occupy the twenty-third

acre, so that the crops are from only twenty-

two acres ;—that half the labor of one man
and a horse will easily do all the work, if well

bossed,— (1 have hired it all done two seasons

for $70 each, the man finding team and tools)

—and that if K. S. D. or any other man,
wants more particulars, I shall be happy to

receive a call from him, and will do him all

the good I can, and get all from him possible !

R. Nutting.
Randolph, Vt., May 17, 18G9.

For the New England Farmer.

CUBING GRASS. OR DRYING HAY.
The idea has become somewhat prevalent

that grass after being cut can be dried so much
in the sun as to injure its nutritive value.

Some claim that drying darkens its color,

breaks off the leaves and turns the stock to

wood, and the better way would be to par-
tially dry the grass, store it in the barn and
put on salt and lime for a preservative. This
may be true ; still, it is usually safe to exam-
ine the reasons or causes of results, espe-

cially if such results are contrary to our or-

dinary observation. I believe that the quicker
and more completely grass is dried the better,

and that the sun has no damaging effV-ct upon it.

In the summer of 1868, I took a handful of
clover, whirh is the most difficult of all grasses

to cure, and hung it in the sun during the day
on a post by the side of the house, and at

night removed it so that no dew could fall

upon it. After several days its color in blos-

som and leaf was quite fresh and green, and on
chewing leaf or stalk there was the same taste

as in freshly plucked clover. The sun did not
injure this sample.

Then if we consider the ingredients of
grass, as given in an article in Hall's Journal
of Chemistry,—gluten, sugar and starch—are

any of these substances injured by drying?
Jn making maple sugar in warm days in spring

the sap and syrup speedily sour if exposed to

the air, and the sugar is better if the evapora-
tion of the water is < ffected quickly. In mak-
ing vinegar from maple sap or cider, the pro-

cess is accelerated by its exposure to the air

in small quantiti' s, as by filtering through a
barrel of shavings. So in wilted grass, the

diluted sugar is not only liable to sour, but
does so.ir, when lajing through a warm night

saturated with dew.
If we take the constituents of grass as they

exist, in a more concentrated form, in corn,

wheat or barley, and pack them in a partially

dried state, as hay ^s often packed, and allow

them to ferment and steam as hay is allowed

to do, the gluten, starch and sugar are speed-

ily so changed as to .^puil the grain for food.

If the housekeeper uses meal from such dam-
aged grain, she may prepare it for food, but
those who partake of it will detect the
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"mouW," or whatever we may call the results

of the fermentation. So hay that ferments in

the mow till it gives off a sour odor, and af-

terwards becomes dry, reveals doubless a

similar sour mustiness during the process of

mastication. As heated and musty grain is

not as healthy or nutritious as that kept dry

and sweet, we conclude that the same is true of

soured and heated hay.

If 1 could have my hay made and put into

the barn in a perfectly salibfactory manner, I

should desire a good hay day, in which the dew
would dry off early in the morning, and be-

fore it was entirely gone, say half-past seven

o''clock, I would start the mowing machine
and cut an acre an hour till noon ; then start

the hay tedder so as to stir all the grass cut

once before noon ; then after dinner, if it

seemed desirable, stir with the hay tedder

again, but begin to rake with the horse rake

before the grass is dry enough to brea i badly
;

bearing in mind that the stirring, raking and
tumbling should be done tvhile the hay is drying

and not after it is so dry that the leaves and
heads will break off and be lost. At about

three or four o'clock, the hay that 3 ields from
one to two tons per acre of timothy, red top

and clover will be dry in the hot sun and
ready to cart, and a smart gang of hands will,

if the barns are conveniently and centrally situ-

ated, put the hay under cover. That hay,

if dry, v/ill come out in the winter in good

In a poor hay day, I would mow, shake and
rake the same, getting all the moisture out

poisible, and if it was half dried and the

weather seemed likely to be unfavorable, I

would get it in, preferring to risk the damage
in the mow rather than the effects of wet-

ting.

The effect of a shower is very bad ; much
of the nutriment in grass being very soluble,

as is shown by the manner stockmen raise

calves occasionally. Put a handful of hay into

a pail and pour boiling water upon it ; the wa-
ter soon turns of a dark color and is quite a
nourishing drink for calves, and takes the

place of milk. Thus a shower of rain in a
warm day upon hay must wash out much of the

soluble matter, and the soluble part is nutri-

tious. The dew does not wash the hay, but di-

lutes the sugar so that it is likely to tarn to

vinegar. Dew, however, does not injure hay
until it is wilted. When it wilts it is dead,

and unless dried, decomposition commences.
If it is necessary to leave in the field partially

dried hay free Irom water, it keeps better in

cocks covered with hay caps.

The Fragrance of Hay.

Some contend that the fragrance or aroma
of hay is a valuable quality, and that as thor-

ough drying in the sun is supposed to destroy

the aroma, therefore it is a d.image.

Whether there is any valuable nutritious

qualit) in the aroma can only be proved by such

delicate chemical tests as can analyze a vapor.
But, when we consider how little fragrance
has to do with human food we cannot suppose
cattle more discriminating than man is. There
are odors offensive to man and beast. Such
odors accompany the decomposition and pu-
trefaction of animal and vegetable matter and
show that (hey are not fit for food. The most
nutritious food is almost without otlor, as flax-

seed, all grains, whether whole or pulverized,

starch, sugar, salt, &c., and the odors of food

are often added by fragrant herbs and spices,

which ofien render food unhealthy and repul-

sive to those not accustomed to them. It is

evident thit we naturally desire food without

odor, and that it satisfies our appetites, day
after day, without causing us feelings of aver-

sion. It is so with the cattle. No odor is so

offensive to them as that accompanying the

decomposition of hay not sufficiently dried in

the making.
Mr. J. B. Fassett, of this town, once cut a

lot of grass by the job. One afternoon a

quantity was only well wilted when it was time

to cock it, either to remain in ihe field or to

be put in the barn. The owner said "get it

in." It settled very much in the mow, and
some of it was sold to the owner of one cow,

that soon became sick, and only recovered

when fed again on good hay.

In regard to the efficacy of salt and lime

as preservatives of starch, gluten, sugar and
woody fibre, there are erroneous ideas. These
are all simple substances that keep forever if

dry.

Tons of potato starch are made in northern

Vermont, and in its manufacture the desire is

to dry it as quickly and thoroughly as possi-

ble, and no salt or lime is used to preserve it.

Tons of sugar are made, and that which is

perfectly dry and stirred off so that it can be
carried in barrels or bags is the most valuable.

But whether dry or damp, neither salt nor
lime are used to preserve it. The concentra-

tion that results from a perfect evaporation of
water is all that is necessary, and that evapo-

ration should be rapid.

In regard to woody fibre, I am told by me-
chanics that wood is best when sawed into

boards and dried quickly, and never re-wet

;

a statement that was recently corroborated by
Mr. W. Bacon in a commimication in the Far-
mer on preserving ^imber. A jiile of wet
boards, closely packed, will mould and spoil

in a few weeks in summer. Therefore it is

safe to say that grass, which embraces all these

subs'.ances, should be thoroughly dried. And
as an evidence of the incorrectness of the say-

ing that the goodness of grass can be all dried

out of it, I may refer also to other articles

of merchandise that are preserved by drying

and still retain their strength, such as hops,

tea, medicinal herbs, pepper and all kinds of
spices.

The sun has no power to destroy vegetable

matter, but is still a safe and reliable assistant
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to the hay-maker, and we venture to repeat

the old proverb—"Make hay while the sun

shines." z. E. J.

Irasburg, VL, 1869.

For the New England Farmer,

EMPLOYEES AND EMPLOYEES.
Among the many important subjects to be

discussed and understood, there is none of

more importance than the rt^lation between
employers and employees. This is a relation

that mu.-t exist in all kinds of business as now
carried on; there must be, of necessity, em-
ployers and the employed; and the two mubt
be brought together in mutual and reciprocal

relations ; and there must be action and reac-

tion that; will be profitable or unprofitable,

advantageous or thereveise, just as these mu-
tual and reciprocal relations are pleasant or

unpleasant.

And in the first place, in order that the
relation may be profitable and beneficial to

each, there must be a mutual interest between
the employer and the employees. If the em-
ployer manifests no interest in the welfare and
good of his employees, other than he would in

his horse, cow, or ox, only to keep and use

for what they will pay in return, then at once
the man is placed on the level with the do-

mestic animals ; his manhood is ignored, and
he passes for so much bone and muscle ; and
the only question asked by the employer is

"What is the largest amount of profit I can
realize from the use of those that I employ.'"'

And sometimes this is too manifest, not only
by the employer, but by the whole family, in

doors and out. Even the food set before the

workmen is of the poorest kind, and often

scant in quantity ; anything, with such, is good
enough for workmen, forget' ing that those
that labor must have the necest.ary food or
/itel to keep up the steam. For unless the
fire is kept burning, the power must run low

;

and every person thus shabbily treated feels

it to the ends of his fingers, and it is not pos-
sible but that it should operate upon the
amount of labor or service performed ; there

can be no good-will or heartiness in it ; it must
be only mechanical and listless, eking out the
time.

Again, the kindness, gentleness and sympa-
thy, which the employer manifests towards
those in his service, will ever do much to win
their confidence and affection. A kind word
is never lost, and an occasional word of com-
mendation acts like a cordial to stimulate and
excite to the accomplishment of still more
worthy deeds. And little acts of kindness,
and a manifest interest in ones welfare and
good, go directly to the heart, and kindle in

return a deep and heartfelt interest in all the
affairs and general welfare of the kii d em-
ployer. These things will ever be reciprocal,

and such kindness and sympathy are never
lost, but reap a rich and ample reward;

while, on the other hand, coldness, indiffer-

ence, frowns, harsh words, fretfiilness and
impatience, manifested towards those em-
ployed will ever be sure to recoil with in-

creased power upon the employer ; for these
send a chill into the soul ; they dry up all

sources and springs of affection and sympa-
thy, and soon destroy all confidence and re-

spect. No man can long respect and love,

whatever the relations sustained, one from
whom he receives no word of kindness, no
manifestations of interest or sympathy, but
sees only frowns and hears only words of re-

proach or impatience. Mind will act upon
mind, heart upon heart; they will be drawn
together, or they will be repelled, just as

there is a marked sympathy, or the opposite.

It is upon this principle that the old adage will

ever prove true that "molasses will catch more
flies than vinegar." Many are blind, very
blind to their own interest and good, in the

way and manner they approach and deal with
those in their tervice.

Again, there is often manifested by some
employers a certain kind of superciliousn ss

or superiority, as though the mere relation of
employer and employee advanced the one and
depressed the other ; wh le it may be f;ir the

reverse. A man may find it for his interest to

engage in his service one that is far his supe-
rior in talent, in social standing, or in power
and general influence. But engaging ia the

service of another, does not in the least

change or affect that superiority. A man by
engaging in the service of another does not
sell himself nor his talents, his social standing
nor his power or Influence ; he only engagi^s to

employ his talents and labor, intellectual or

physical, for the good of his employer for a

certain sum and certain time ; and the em-
ployer has no right on account of this to affect

or assume any superiority. ' He has only the

right to ask and expect the service he en-

gaged, and to treat with kindness and respect

his employee.
Again, it often occurs that a person is em-

ployed for some special service, for which that

person is expected to have a special prepara-

tion ; in such cases that person may be ex-

pected to know more than his employer, and
it may be greatly for the interest of the em-
ployer to consult with his employee and listen

to his advice and counsel. And not only in

such special service, but if those employed are

Intelligent and observing and feel an interest

In their business they often have ideas,

thoughts and suggestions, which may be of

great benefit to their employers if they will

only receive them. And the listening to and
receiving such thoughts and suggestion- exert

a good and happy influence upon those sug-

gesting them ; it makes them feel that their

employers have confidence in and respect for

them. And here is another true maxim or

adage: "If we wish to be trusted we must
trust ; and if we wish others to confide in us
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we must conBde in them." A jealous, suspi-

cious person, always suspecting every one, and
trusting none, will make everybody jealous

and suspicious of him We make others to-

ward us what we ourselves are toward them.
Again, it is for the interest of every em-

ployer to engage in his service the best he can
find and then pay them a good price, so that

the employee shall have no just or reasonable

ground of complaint that his pay is not suffi-

cient to meet his actual necessary wants for

support ; because if a man is pressed down to

the very lowest point of support, and must
strain himself to the utmost to pay necessary

bills, there is set before him at once the

strongest possible temptation to be dishonest

with his employers.

Every man has a right to ask and to receive

a fair and liberal compensation for his services

according to the i\;lative and comparative

value of the service rendered ; and it is no(

for the interest of the employer to try tc

sponge out of any body labor for less than a

fair price.

Hundreds of boys and clerks, and sewing-

girls and others, depending upon their meagre
salaries and pay for a living, in oui* cities and
larger towns, are rendered dishonest and vi-

cious by the wicked, grasping, starving policy

of those who employ them. Boys and girls,

men and women, must eat and drink, must
have clothes to wear, and some place called

home to have shelter, rest and sleep ; and
means must be provided somehow to furnish

these ; every employer has an interest in the

welfare of those he employs and should see that

they are not actually suffering or driven to

extremities. If persons are honest, temper-

ate and virtuous, they have a just and reason-

able claim upon their employers for such pay,

if there is no physical disability, as will afford

the necessities of life.

Again, when one engages in the service of

another, he does not thereby sacrifice his in-

dependence or any rights or privileges, civil

or political. His employer has no right to

dictate for whom he shall cast his vote or to

interfere in any way with his rights as a citi-

zen. The employee has all the rights and priv-

ileges as a citizen of his employers.

We are confident that very many complain
of their employees when their own treatment,

and manner, and indifference, have made them
to be what they are. It is too true that there

are both bad employers and bad employees

;

yet generally, good and kind employers make
good employees. e. g.

Needham, Mass., 1869.

—^The Vermont Journal and Watchman says

that Cassius Buck, of Fairfax, had a cow that did

not seem to do well ; he gave her medicine and

she "heaved" up, not Jonah, but a lizard which

measured 14 inches in length, and about 1^ inches

thick.

DISSOIiVINQ BONES.—FERTILIZERS.
The frequent inquiries that are made by

farmers upon these subjects indicate an inter-

est in the matter which will make the follow-

ing articles from Dr. Nichols' Journal of Chem-

isiry acceptable to a large part of our readers.

The Bosion Journal of Chemistry is a monthly

publication at fifty cents a year.

Erroneous Views.

In some remarks made by Col. Daniel Need-
ham, in the Massachusetts Senate, upon the

bill relating to the sale of commercial fertil-

zers, which was presented as something new
and valuable, he is reported as making the

following statements :

—

"He said tliat a most valuable fertilizer could be
made by taking four barrels of ground bone, one
carboy of sulphuric acid, and two barrels of ashes.
He said that the expense of this fertilizer would be
only about eighteen dollars a ton, and that he did
not doubt the fertilizer thus made would be as
valuable as any purchased in the market for forty
dollars per ton. He stated the expense substan-
tially as follows :

—

4 barrels bone, at $2 50 per barrel, $10.Oo
175 pounds t-ulpburic aciJ, 5 23
2 barrels asbes, 2.50

$17.75

"The process of mixing, be said, was very sim-
ple. He would take the ground bone, and, after

wetting it thoroughly, allow it to heat, which it

would do in a short time; then pour on the sul-

phuric acid, and afterwards mix with the mass
two barrels of ashes."

Quite a number of correspondents have in-

closed to us slips cut from newspapers contain-

ing the formula, with requests for an expres-
sion c f opinion in the Journal respecting its

value. As regards this matter it may be said

in brief, that we have a very high opinion of
the substances employed, but a very poor
opinion of the chemistry involved in making
up the mixture. It is proposed to do first

simply what we have so often recommended
farmers to do,— make their own superphos-
phate, by acting upon ground bones with sul-

phuric acid. But that also is proposed, which
we have never recommended,—viz., add ashes

to the mixture, and thus greatly retard or in-

jure the fertilizing influence of both the super-

phosphate and the ashes.

Ashes contain much caustic potash and soda,

and these would be instantly seized upon by
the free phosphoric acid in the dissolved bone,

and locked up in new combinations,—phos-
phate of potash and soda Thus several

agents, of high fertilizing value as they exist

in the bone mixture and naturally in the ashes,

would be placed in a form not so readily and
perfectly assimilable by plants.

The mixture is quite unscientific and un-
necessary, and farmers had better keep ashes

out of their superphospate ; for as chemists

say, it is incompatible. Adding ashes to fine

bone, moistened with water, as we have re-
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commended, gives quite different results. The
caustic alkalies act upon the gelatinv^ or the

animil portion of the bone, and become in

part saponified ; and by abstracting or appro-

priating this portion of the bony structure, the

atoms of phosphate of lime are liberated and
made rea>ly for plant food. The soapy, alka-

line portion goes to form a healthy, robust

stalk ; the phosphoric acid and lime gives full,

plump seeds.

It may be farther remarked, regarding the

fertilizer spoken of above, that the prices

affixed to the substances are as far from being

coirect as the formula. The cost of the mix-
ture would be n'.'arly double the price stated.

Dissolving Sones.

We suppose as acceptable and useful ser-

vice can be done our agricultural readers in

pointing out the errors into which they are

liable o fill, and warning them against the

expensive and profitless experiments they may
be led to undertake, as in stating new facts,

or calling attention to new and import, ,nt dis-

coveries. They are constantly liable to be
misled by the statements made at farmers' club

meetings and through the journals professedly

devoted to their interests. We have recently

read, in one of the most widely circulated of
our agricultural papers, an editorial article

upon uissolving bones in sulphuric acid, in

which farmers are advised to collect large

quantities of bones, reduce them to fragments
by pounding, and then dissolve them by pour-

ing on the acid. Also the same wise advice was
given by severaUpeakers, at a recent meeting
of the New York Farmers' Club. Now, this

is all wrong. Farmers should not be advised

to treat bones in this way, as it will certainly

end in disappointment and pecuniary loss.

Kaw bones pounded into fragments cannot be
fully and expeditiously dissolved in acid ; and
whoever recommends the process has never
tried the experiment, or if he has, he pur-

f)Osely misleads. Fragments of bones no
arger than a hazel-nut may remain in strong

or dilute acid for months, and may not be per-

ceptibly acted upon. A bit of bone, when
brought in contact with sulphuric acid or oil

of vi'.riol, is immediately attacked by it upon
the surface, and the action goes on but a little

while before a film or coating of insoiuble

gypsjm or sulphate of lime forms upon the

suifacc, and Ihis prevents farther action. In
order to dissolve bony structures and tit them
for plant food, they must first be ground to

fine powder and the finer the better, as the
acid can then cut through the little atoms, and
disintegrate them entirely. Coarse pounded
bones should never be placed in contact with
acid with the idea of dissolving them ; they
will not dissolve. Strong potash lye will dis-

solve whole bones, and therefore they may be
packed in ashes under certain conditions, with

j;ood results. If a farmer has a quantity oi

bones on his premises which cannot conven-

iently be ground, it is better to burn them to

whiteness, and in this condition they can be
ground in a common stone mill ; and the pow-
der when acted upon by acid forms most ex-

cellent true superphosphate of lime, useful
for almost all kinds cf crops.

AGKICULTUHAL ITEMS.
—A man in Syracuse, N. Y., has noticed that

common currants standins close to blacli currant

buslies were not meddled with by the worms
which destroyed them in other parts of his garden.

—Messrs. Ij^aac Hicks & Son, Old Westbury,

L. I., raised last year, nine rows of as many differ-

ent varieties of potatoes, side by side, with the

following res-uit:—Early Goodrich, 188 bushels

per acre; Early Samaritan, 96; Early Rose, 235;

Harrison, 265; Calico, 267; Gleason, 254; Van-
derveer, 227; Gardner, 215; Peach Blow, 196.

—A correspondent of the Rural New Yorker,

after alluding to the diflSculty of administering

medicine to horses in the usual way, says he now
holds up the horse's head and puts the neck of the

bottle into one of his nostrils as far as he can, and

the liquid will run down the horse's throat, with-

out swallowing or effort, and without wasting a

drop.

—It appears from the monthly statement of the

Treasury Department that of the 65,972 immi-
grants who arrived in this country during the

quarter ending September 30, 1868, 4615 were far-

mers, 11,769 laborers, 4686 mechanics, 2940 mer-

chants, 1036 miners, 365 professional callings, 1612

servants, other occupations 940, without occupa-

tion 38,009.

—By the Monthly Report of the Treasury De-

partment it appears that for the nine months end-

ing September 30, 1868, the imports of raw and

fleece wool amounted to 19,354,356 pounds ; and

for the same period in 1867 it was 27,030,029 ; val-

ued at ^3,010,967 in 1868, and $"4,480,123 in 1867.

Making the cost of the wo >1 thus imported during

nine months of 1868, lo^c per pound.

—Mr. J. J. Parker of West Chester, Pa., who is

engaged in the coal and brick business, has im-

ported from France a Percheron stallion for the

improvement of draft horses in that section. This

horse is five years old, over seventeen hands high,

weighs 1630 pounds, and is of a dapple gray.

His size and weight do not prevent him from hav-

ing in his motions all the lightness and grace of

the Arabian horse, while his disposition is ex-

ceedingly kind and tractable.

—In a late article on the "Deterioration of the

Farming Interest in New England," written for

the Country Gentleman by Levi Bartlett, of War-

ner, N. H., it is said that "in most of the hill towns

the rural population have largely decreased within

the past twenty-five years ; and during the same

period many hundreds of what were once consid-

ered good and productive farms have been aban-
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doned, the buildings removed and most of the

lands thrown out to pasture, large portions of

which will eventually be covered with a forest

growth."

1776,

Farmer at the plough,
Wife njilkina: cow,
Daughter apinning yarn,
Son thrashing in the barn

—

All happy to a charm.

1869.

Farmer gone to see the show,
Daughter at the piano,
Madame gaily dressed in satin.

All the boys learning Latin,
With big mortgage on the farm.

—At a cattle fair or market held at Guelph, Can.,

recently superior beef cattle were sold at 4.J to 4^c

per pound live weight; milch cows $25 to $40

each ; 36 cattle at $48 per head. At Mount Forest

Fair, Can., oxen were sold at $70 to $90 per pair

;

steers $40 to $55 ; cows $16 to $25 ; heifers $10
to $14, each. A Hamilton correspondent of the

Canada Farmer says the American demand was

brisk lately for milch cows, but this has slacked

off somewhat, and he is assured that cows that

two months ago would have brought readily $35,

will not now bring more than $28 or $30.

—Alfred Young, Trumbull County, writes to the

Ohio Farmer that he has had some experience in

feeding corn boiled on the cob to cows, which was

very unsatisfactory for the reason that much of it

was undigested and went into the manure heap

where the rats burrowed and got a good living at

the expense of the cows, and the crows would

scratch over the droppings and pick out the corn

in the field. Since he has adopted the plan of

grinding corn and cooking the meal, the rats have

left for parts unknown to him and his cows do

much better on less feed.

—The editor of the Germantown Telegraph

says : "There is no mode that we ever tried so

effectual in transplanting tomato, cabbage, canta-

loupe, or any other tender plants, from the hot-

bed, or from one place to another, as to prepare a

vessel filled with manure-water and rich soil,

about the consistency of thin mush, with which

the roots of the plants should be well-coated and

set in a hole made with a sharp, round piece of

wood or dibble. After being rather firmly planted,

moisten again with manure-water. We have

never failed in any transplanting when done in

this way, and the trouble is very slight."

—During a discussion about gapes in chickens, by

the New York Farmers' Club, Dr. W. E. Sanger

said that he had been successful in applying a very

little nitrate of silver, lunar caustic, to the inside

of the throat. J. B. Lyman thought that many
would be afraid to use so powerful a remedy, and

recommended mixing pepper and sweet oil or

melted butter and swabbing their throats with a

small slender feather about five inches long, the

, plume stripped off on one side. J. E. Thompson

preferred prevention to cure. As soon as the heu

is off put her and her family on soft fresh earth,

and give them cooked food, if meal is used ; pre-

ferred wheat screenings.

—On reporting the discussion at the last meet
ing for the season of the Waltham, Mass., Far-

mers' Club, the Senime/ remarks, "the meetings of

the season have been uniformly well attended, and
have fully kept up the interest of past years. Full

arrangements for places and subjects for the next

season have been made, and in all respects the

Club was never more prosperous. Several of our

young farmers have joined the Club the past sea-

son, and by their presence and words have added

to its interest. This is a good sign. Our young
men too often look to the overflowing city, when
the broad acres of their fathers would yield them

a competence with less of labor and anxiety.

—The New York Farmers' Club in answer to an

inquiry says : "There are now five English steam

ploughs running in this country—one in Ken-

tucky, one in Texas, and three in Louisiana.

They cost about $15,000, and give great satisfac-

tion, as they do the work of twenty or thirty horses,

with the labor of two or three attendants. In

England there are 2000 of these ploughs, and in

Egypt 400. They run a gang of from three to six

ploughs, and pulverize as deep as fourteen inches.

They can go much deeper if the farmer wishes.

Two or three inventors are working out the Yan-
kee steam plough. One proposes to build, for

about $3000, an engine that will move back and
forth on the line of a wire rope fastened at the

headlands to a self-advancing anchor."

—A. C. Thomas, of Wisconsin, says in the

Western Rural, that, "If you wish to plough a

land ten rods wide, instead of striking out a land

that width take one-half that width, pace off five

rods from the end, and set in your plough and
plough to within five rods of the other end and
stop ; now back furrow as usual the required width

and then turn a square corner at the end, observ-

ing to have the end furrow on a parallel line with

the outside. By this means you will always turn

round on the stubble, thus leaving the land un-

trodden, and instead of 'dead furrows' at the cor-

ners you will have 'ridges.'

"

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

CABBAGE -WORMS.

Will you please to give me, through your Ex-
tracts and Replies, a remedy for the cahhage worm ?

The cabbages were all destroyed through this sec-

tion by a worm formed by an egg or nit of a white
butterfly deposited in the head of ihc cabbage.
Alburgh, Vt., May 17, 18G9. H. L. Sowles.

Remakks.—Perhaps there is no better evidence

of the value of the cabbage than the fact that it is

palatable to so great a number of insects and ani-

mals,—a number that appears to be steadily in-

creasing. Every part of the plant, from the cro\tn

of its head to the sole of its foot, furnishes food to

various forms of animated nature. And who of us
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has ever cultivated even a garden patch of cab-

bage without feeling the need of a better knowl-

edge of the nature and habits of the worms and

lice and bugs which so often claim the lion's share

of our harvest ? Where can a better argument for

agricultural colleges be found,—we put the ques-

tion in all seriousness,—than in a cabbage head ?

Insects cause its roots to "club ;" its stem is sawn
off by the cut worm, or destroyed by the "weevil ;"

its leaves are wilted by innumerable lice, and now,

as our correspondent says, the progeny of a white

butterfly destroys the head ! And the question is

for a remedy'. "Who can answer it ? Mr. Hender-

son, in his "Gardening for Profit," a little book

which we take much pleasure in recommending as

giving the experience of a practical and successful

gardener, says that on a strip of land near the ocean,

which is filled with oyster shells, cabbages have

been grown year after year for twenty years or

more, and though manured with hog manure, and

everything else, and though the soil be dry or wet,

no club-root has ever yet been seen there; while

on a diflferent soil, not more than a mile distant,

where ground is cultivated in the best possible

manner, it is impossible to get a crop of cauliflower

or cabbage clear from club-foot for two years in

succession. He infers that the "Communipaw
shore," as the oyster-shell land is called, contains

so much lime as to make it fatid to insects. Hence

he recommends the application of lime, particularly

in the form of ground bone, which he applied after

ploughing, at the rate of 2000 pounds per acre, and

harrowed in. The experiment, he adds, was

rather costly, but on the whole satisfactory.

A correspondent of the Concord, N. H., States-

man says that some ten years ago, while visiting

the farm of the Insane A?ylum of that State, he

was much interested by a field of some three thou-

sand cabbages, the largest and best he had ever

seen, while on his own farm the crop had to be

abandoned on account of club-foot. He was in-

formed that the manure for cabbages at that insti-

tution received all the beef and pork brine and

waste salt of the institution, amounting to many
barrels each year ; and since they had made use

of the salted manure they had not failed to raise

extra large crops, which for years had taken the

lead of all others at the New Hampshire State and

county fairs.

To avoid the cut-worm, plant on new ground,

and a correspondent of the Country Gentleman

says, open the hills as for potatoes
;
put in a shov-

elful of night soil and dry muck, or any good com-

post of manure, except hog manure, cover slightly

and on this sow a dozen or more seeds, so as to

have some plants for an occasional enemy, and
gradually thin out to one or two plants in a hill.

Hoe often night and morning when the dew is on,

and sift on ashes and plaster to help keep away
bugs, &c.

In this connection we print the following valua-

ble communication, just received:

—

THE CABBAGE WEEVIL.

When I sent my communication concerning the
onion worm, I promised if it was worthy a place
in the Farmer, I would give more of my experi-
ence. I otten see the inquiry in the papers, What
will destroy the cabbage weevil ? Nothing will
destroy it, without destroying the plant. It is the
off>pring of a fly, and is the onion maggot.

Butterflies or millers produce nearly all the in-
sects that are such a pest to the farmer and gar-
dener. I once placed a caterpillar with yellow
middle and black ends, under a glass, and at the
same time I placed one with red middle and black
ends under another glass. The first produced five

flies or millers which proved to be the veritable
onion fly, the other one produced four flies or mil-
lers of about the same size of a yellowish brown
color.

Suspecting that I had found the author of the
cabbage weevil, I visited my garden early a few
mornings and caught the creatures at their work.
I immedi^itely hoed my caljbage and put a handful
of wood ashes around each plant. I was on the
right track. In a short time my plants where the
fty had been at work, began to wilt. I took a
shovel and removed a shovelful of earth where the
plants stood, carried it away, and replaced it with
other earth, and set my plants and put ashes
around them. I had conquered. Some may in-

quire what time I put on the ashes. About the
thiid or fourth time I hoe, and again the next hoe-
ing; no matter how many times, ashes are a good
fertilizer. Try it gardeners. I have not been
troubled since I found out the author of the weevil.

Chelsea, Vt., 1869. 0. HoTT.

We are aware that all this does not answer Mr.

Sowlee' question, and we confess that we are not

able to answer it.* Who is ?

A GOOD BARN.

I want to build me a barn which will contain
forty tons of hay and accommodate twenty head
of cattle and two horses.
Will you or some of your correspondents give

me soa^e plans for such a b irn. I want one that
will not cost more than ^1500, and should rather
build one tor $(1000 or $1200, if for that money I
(>ould build one that would answer my purpose.
You know, Mr. Editor, that a gi)oJ convenient

barn is a vLry useful apptndag? to a farm, and
hoping I never shall have occasion to build but;

one, I want to consult a number of plans and try
to suit myself the first time.

A Young Farmer.
Alfred, Me., May 4, 1869.

Remarks.—These fictitious signatures are very

inconvenient, as well as improper. The rule of

Editors not to take apy notice of a communication

without a responsible name, ought to be enforced

in every case, and we have nearly made up our

minds to throw every one of the kind directly into

the waste basket. If requested to do so, we will

withhold the name from pul)lication ; but it should

always be given, if not as a signature, as a guar-

antee of good faith on the part of the writer. But

farmers are so exceedingly modest! If "Young
Farmer" had sent us his address we would have

forwarded him one or two plans which we have

published. That in the Weekly Farmer of Feb-

ruary 6, Monthly, page 148, we consider a very

good one. Our neighbor, Mr. J. Bent, of Concord,

Mass., has one constructed on that plan. The
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more we examine barns and the more we use

them, the more favorable is our impression of the

advantages of that design. It is adapted either to

a cheap or an expensive structure.

ONION FLEA.—APPLICATION OF SUPERPHOSPHATE.
In my younger days I was a farmer, but for the

last forty odd years I have resided in Boston and
New York. Two years ago I returned to the Old
Granite, my native State, and commenced farming,
at which I feel rather a novice, but thus far have
succeeded better than I anticipated. Last year
raised Irom less than half an acre of land Dutch
dandelion or chiccory, which brought me $186 in

market. All my other crops were fair. This year
I am using the superphosphate and would like to
inquire of you or some of your numerous corres-
pondents, what quantity should be put in the hill

for corn and potatoes, and the process of mixing
it with the earth, as I understand it will not do to
drop the seed on the raw phosphate. Also, what
will destroy the insect that takes the young onion
as soon as it is up. We find it very difficult to
raise onions here on account of the ravages of a
small bug or flea. Is there anything that will de-
stroy them ? s. E.

Strafford, Blue Ridge, N. H., May 17, 1869.

Remarks.—The questions in relation to the

superphosphate were answered in the Farmer of

May 1. In the Farmer of April 24, we published

a preventive of the onion maggot, which has been

very destructive of late in many sections. The
application of hot water has also been recom-

mended for the same purpose. But we suppose

our correspondent refers to another insect, a little

bug that is also verj' troublesome. Abundant
seeding, a sprinkling of lime, ashes, plaster, &c ,

with frequent stirring of the soil, are among the

preventives recommended.

DISEASE among SHOTES.

I don't see why larmers or others writing for in-

formation through the columns of the Farmer,
like "S. P. I," of Washington County, Vt., should
use initials or a fictitious signature unless they
have some reason to be ashamed of their names.
For one, I always feel a greater pleasure in reply-
ing to a correspondent with a name than to one
without a mime.

I had some pigs affected in exactly the same way
as were "S. P. I." somebody's, but I don t know
what to call the disease. My pigs were in my cat-

tle fold where all out-door feeding was done, and
all muck from stables was thrown, and in which
the pigs rooted and wallowed at pleasure. They
were fed with sour milk, whey, and buttermilk.
They grew well,—not a nicer lot of pigs in the
whole neighborhood. One day, one of them,
while eating, tumbled over as if drunk, seemed to

breathe with great difficulty, and died in about an
hour and a half. Next day another died. It puz-
zled me to know what ailed them. Next morning
after feeding them, and while louking and ihinking
what a nice lot of pigs they were, one of. iheni

squealed out as if it had been stablicd with some
sharp instrument; threw up its head, turned over

on its back and was dead in five minutes. I opened
it but failed to discover the cau>c of its death

The hide was ofgood color and free from blotches;

gall and bladder all right; nothing in stomaeli or

guts to indicate any stoppage or inllammation

;

heart good color and fat; lights somewhat in-

flamed. i-o?<r died one day. Thinking from the

symptoms, the milk might be too heavy food for

the stomach, I put it all into the swill tub together
with the dishwashing, soap suds, chamber lye, a
little bran, and small potatoes boiled and mashed. I

fed all alike, big and little. The pigs soon got lean
and scrubby looking, but I lost no more of them.
They all lived, and with one exception, made good
bacon pigs ; but not so heavy as the same breed
did the year before. After changing their food I
was quite satisfied the milk was too heavy feed for
them. For instance, put a young calf to suck on
an old milch cow, and it is a great chance if the
calf don't die. The old milk is too heavy for the
calf to properly digest. John Whatmore.
Bridgnorth Farm, Dunleith, III., April 28, 1869.

FRAUD—SHEARED AND PULLED WOOL—FIELD
MICE.

Is it a fraud, and actionable, to break up fleeces

of pulled wool and put the same with the laggings
and enclose in the sheared fleeces ? There is a
tradition that pulled and sheared wool will not
work together.

The season is very much the same as last year
at this time. There are still many fine snowdrifts,
and Mt. Mansfield shows keen, sharp and white
against the western sky. The field mice have en-
gineered a good deal during the winter, but I

don't believe they have done any damage. In ex-
change for a few grass bulbs they have harrowed
up the surface and loosened matters and things
generally. Mark Sanborn.

Orange Co., Vt , May 15, 1869.

Remarks.—What is fraud ? Worcester defines

the word, "deeeit, cheat, guile, deception, trick,

artifice, subtlety, stratagem, imposition." If you
agree, either expressly or tacitly, to sell sheared

wool, we should regard it as a fraud to deliver

anything else, and think that by so doing you sub-

ject yourself to an action for tort. If a man bar-

gains for sheared wool you have no right to give

him pulled wool, though it may be even more val-

uable to those who want it than that sheared. If

one bargains for sweet apples, it is a fraud for the

seller to deliver sour apples, though the latter may
command a higher price in the market than the

former. It is fraudulent, dishonest, treacherous,

not to do as we agree.

remedy FOR HORN-AIL.

I have used tne following remedy for horn -ail in

cattle for years with good success, boih with my
own creatures and those of my neighbors. I have
known it to fail in but very few cases, and in those

the animals were almost dead before anything was
done.

If you think it worthy a place in your columns,
please give it publication fV;r the lienefit of farmers

:

One gill French brandy, a half ounce oil of spike,

a half ounce origanum, (all can be obtained at any
apothecary). Rub the hollow between the horns
and itive ginger tea p. r. f.

FitzxcilUam, N. H., May 11, 1869.

effect of cutting grass close with SCYTHE
OR MACHINE.

I have heard some farmers say that mowing ma-
chines cut the grass so close to the ground that our
meadows are running out. Is there anything in the
manner of cutting close with a machine more in-

jurious to the land than cutting equally close with
a scythe ? Twenty-five years ago tlie grass on the

farm on which 1 now live was thin and short, and
unless the scythe was well crowded down the best
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part of the hay was left on the ground, conse-
quently I have always mowed as close as I could-

At that time, about JBve tons were taken from ten

acres ; now twenty tons are cut on the same land.

A part of this land has been ploujihed and ma-
nured. The rest has neither been ploughed nor
manured, except by foddering out some stacks cf
hay upon it, and by putting some plaster upon it.

On a tarni within hight of mine, one of my neigh-
bors formerly raised large crops of grass. His
men mowed quite high, leaving a very long stubble.

The grass soon began to tail on that farm, and
though they now try to cut closer, there is not
much more than two-thirds as much hay secured
as formerly. I should like to know what farmers
have to say to these facts.

Snow fell here on the second of May to the

depth of four inches, and on the third and fourth
about as much more fell. Fabmer.

Wallingford, Vt., May 16, 1869.

labits' Stpartment.

DOMESTIC ECONOMY;
OB,

HOW TO MAKE HOME PLEASANT.

BY ANNE G. HALE.

[Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year
1866, by R. P. Eaton & Co., in the Clerk's Office of the
District Court for the District of Massachusetts.!

CHAPTER XVI.

House Cleaning.
Into the most beautiful homes, and under the

most vigilant eyes, dust and decay will intrude

their unwelcome presence. So stealthy and insid-

ious are their encroachments, that besides our ef-

forts to keep them at bay by daily attention to or-

der and cleanliness, every one knows there must be

especial occasions for inspection and renovation of

our dwellings, and everything belonging thereto.

In many minds fearful ideas of toil and disorder

and discomfort are marshalled under the head of

this dtxty of house cleaning; and, indeed, these

occasions are too often carnivals of riot andconfu

sion ;
yet they need not be laborious nor unpleas-

ant. Energetic and systematic management at the

head of the family, combined with good-natured

perseverance and general neatness and thrifty cal-

culation, will make them seasons of jollity and

merriment, abounding in healthful excitement and
improvement.

Such a passion have some persons for the ex-

citement of house cleaning that they take the fever

twice a year, passing through it regularly fall and

spring ; but where there is good attention and care

in every-day matters of tidiness an an'.mal attack

is sufficient, and the spring, when everything in

Nature renews its freshness and beauty, seems the

most proper time for its occurrence. But do not

begin the renovation too early ; not until the cold

storms of May are over, and June gives hints of

summer arrangements; the garden having been

made (because by the loosening of the earth much
dust and soil find their way into the house) and

the plants for indoor culture the next winter started

on their new lives.

During some of the rainy days in May, it is well

to bring from the cellar all the cabbages and the

beheaded stumps that are standing in the trenches

where they have been wintered, the turnips also,

and the beets. Set them along the sunniest side of

the garden, in mellow soil, and their young sprouts

will furnish you with salads and greens for several

weeks. Then bring up and set out the onions, for

rareripes. Sprout the potatoes that are kept for

the table and move them to the coldest and dark-

est place you have. Pick over your apples ; if they

are damp put them in clean, dry boxes or barrels.

Wash with strong soapsuds every barrel or bin

that has held vegetables or fruit. If wood or coal

is kept in the cellar remove all chip-dirt and refuse

of the coal, as well as all decayed vegetable matter,

to the compost heap in the garden. Then take

down the cobwebs and scrub off all mould from

the walls and ceiling. Scour the shelves and clos-

ets with hot strong suds,—if there are traces of

mildew, or stains of any kind, use plenty of sand

with soft soap. "Whether the walls of a cellar be

of wood or stone, or its floor of cement, bricks,

planks, stones, or the bare earth, every vestige of

decay, and all litter, should be removed therefrom

before warm weather, or the health of the inmates

of the house will suffer from the noxious vapors

rising thence.

A good cement for cellar floors can be made of a
mixture of lime, coal ashes and water. Then there

is the hydraulic cement, commonly used for this

purpose when mixed with sand or gravel. It can

be bought at a reasonable price of dealers in lime.

The plastic slate, too, is said to make excellent

flooring. A cemented floor is muih easier to keep

clean than any other sort, and a woman can apply

the cement.

Cellars that are infested with insects should be

provided with tables, on which to keep articles of

food. These tables ought to be scoured frequently.

Upon them green leaves of sage, or tansy, and
sprigs of southernwood should be laid—replaced

with fresh ones when dry. The legs of these tables

should be set in pans of water, to be kept filled

through the summer; this water and the leaves

will be the destruction of red emmets, black ants,

and, sometimes, larger vermin. Keeping wood in

the cellar often brings insects there.

Your closets and tables being cleaned and set in

order, every part of the cellar except the floor

should be whitewabhed. For this get a few pounds

of unslaked lime,—large lumps of the newest you

can buy.

Put the lime into a wooden pail or tub ; pour on

it warm water and stir it till it is a thick paste.

Then throw in a small handful of salt and pour on

slowly, stirring the while, cold water—ram water is

best—till it is of the consistence of milk. (Some
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persons add a cup of sugar to every gallon of

whitewash, to make it adhere better.) Stir the wash

frequently while using from it. Apply it with a

whitewash brush—a small one with a short handle

is the most convenient for a woman's use. A very

little lampblack gives this wash a slate color ; the

same of red ochre, a rose color ; indigo, a blue

;

yellow ochre, buff, or cream color. These coloring

substances should be mixed with a little water, and

then thoroughly stirred into the whitewash just be-

fore it is used. A colored wash gives a pretty ap-

pearance lo basement rooms, and light cellars, as

well as to pantries and store closets, while the lime

of the mixture has a cleansing effect.

After the cellar has thus been cleaned let its,

doors and windows be kept open the larger part of

every fair day ; if screens made of wire netting or

strainer cloth are substituted for both windows and

doors through the summer you will have the ben-

efit of fresh air without fear of the intrusion of ani-

mals. About this time—before your garden is made
—it is well to see that fences and out-buildings are

in good repair, to clear out drains, and to look af-

ter the coiiOition of water-butts and cisterns—so

that you need not be troubled in your busiest time

by the consequences of a neglect of such things.

If fences and the outside of your buildings need

painting you will probably have to employ a man
for that purpose ; but I know one lady, intelligent

and highly cultivated, who painted herself the out-

side of her house, as high as she could reach, be-

fore calling for a man's help ; and another who had

the window blinds taken oflF, and then painted them
at her leisure.

The wash mentioned for cellars, etc., is a very

good substitute for paint upon fences by mixing

with a gallon of it a quart of good flour paste. A
very brilliant and nice wash is made of prepared

chalk, Paris white, as painters call it, and glue.

Get half a pound of frozen glue, (the white, light

kind) pound it and mix with cold water, then pour

on boiling water—about three quarts—and stir in

the chalk—ten pounds to half a pound of glue

;

then add more water till the mixture is of the

thickness of milk. Apply in the same manner as

lime-wash.

If you need paint, get a small keg or pail of white

lead mixed with oil, two or three quarts of boiled

oil, and the same of spirits of turpentine. Mix a

portion of the lead with a quart of the oil, enough
to make it of the consistence of thick cream ; then,

for a glossy paint add only a pint of the turpentine

;

for a dead or lustreless white, a quart ; if you wish

it to dry quickly get a little of the patent drying

mixture and stir altogether ten or fifteen minutes.

A small quantity of lamp black, Venitian red, or

yellow ochre, mixed with a little oil, and stirred

into this white paint, as each is needed, will give

different shades of slate, brown, red, yellow, clay,

or stone color. To keep the lead or the mixed

paint from hardening and drying, the vessels which

hold either must be filled up with cold water, and

covered closely, except when in use. Thus cared

for they will remain fresh for months. It is good

economy to own two or three paint brushes of dif-

ferent sizes. Keep them in water in warm weather

—when there is occasion for their frequent use.

Clean them with spirits of turpentine in the fall,

and let them remain dry through the winter.

These matters having been attended to, look to

your wardrobes, closets, drawers and chests.

Dust them nicely, and if they need washing, use,

as for all nice cleansing purposes,—not the number-
less powders and soaps so loudly advertised and
puffed for their labor-saving qualities, which are

generally injurious both to the paint and the hands

of the washer,—but a harmless and most excellent

preparation of your own, made in the following

way :—One bar of hard soap cut into small pieces

and dissolved in four gallons of hot rain water,

which is kept over the fire till the mixture is

ready to boil. Then stir in a quarter of a pound

of borax and one pound of common washing soda

—finely pulverized. This makes a soft soap, of

which two table spoonfuls to a gallon of water

gives a suds strong enough for all sorts of wash-

ing or scrubbing.

If any receptacles for clothing are not com-

pletely tight the cracks should be covered with

strips of paper pasted over them ; and if you have

any fears of the moths, sprinkle benzine very

plentifully within and about them, and among the

woolens placed therein put cedar chips or shavings

and tobacco stems. Furs should be thoroughly

shaken, and hung in a draught of fresh air a day

or two before being laid away; then placed in

thick paper bags, with a little gum camphor; the

bags pasted very tightly—not a crack or a crevice

anywhere to admit air. No moths can then attack

them from the outside, and if any should chance

to remain after the shaking, the camphor will de-

stroy them. But many sins are laid to the charge

of the moths that are really perpetrated by our

common hcuse-flies and those little .*-ilvery fiish-like

insects that are called shiners. Spirits of turpen-

tine, or benzine, sprinkled about the haunts of

these latter insects will cause them to "skedaddle."

When the flies abound, all furs and woolens should

be kept well covered from them, and death-dealing

potions, in the shape of saucers tilled with a mix-

ture of cobalt, sugar and water, or the "Lightning

Fly Paper," placed in their way.

Before laying away winter clothing, and the

blankets, spreads and heavier quilts, it is well to

repair and wash all that require such treatment;

and those that are beyond repair place with your

materials for making carpets and upholstery work

;

the rags being cut out, both cotton and woolen as-

sorted, and your savings of the same during the

year,—together with old newspapers, worn-out or

useless books, broken glass, bits of old iron, &e.

—

placed in readiness for disposal to purchasers of

such things.

There is always in every house more or less rub-
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bish—broken or defaced furniture, cracked crock-

ery, handle-less jugs and pitchers, noseless coffee

pots and teapots and teakettles, leaky pails and

pans, machines or implements, or tools, that have

become rickety or rusty, or have been crowded

out of use by more attractive or better inventions,

and old-fashioned and fiided clothing,—all of

which when first set aside seem too good to de-

stroy, and which are waiting a convenient season,

when, by some wonderful ingenuity, they are to

be restored to usefulness. This they are kept for

in some out-of-the-way place—usually the garret

—and every spring need to be dusted and replaced

and re-arranged. Sometimes at this spring clean-

ing a spasm of sense leads the good housewife to

attack her collection with a daring hand, and

presto ! they are whisked into the tinman's cart or

an old-furniture wagon and she has ample space

for drying her herbs, and the children get a new
play-room besides ; while her pantry becomes re-

splendent with new pans, and her closets glitter

and gleam with new glass and china, gorgeous to

behold ; and a pretty whatnot, or chair, or table

gets the best place in the parlor.

The next thing to be done is to clear the chim-

neys. The grimy sweeps are seldom seen out-

side our largest cities, so we must either burn

the chimneys out by rousing fires some rainy

day, or hire a man to go to the roof of the

house with a brick or a billet of heavy wood

attached to a strong rope, which he will lower

and raise through the flues till we have rea-

son to suppose that the soot is all scraped down
to the foot of each flue ; whence it must be re-

moved as it falls into the fireplace, or, if there is

no fireplace, by displacing a brick. Marble man-
tels should be cleaned by rubbing them briskly

with a woolen cloth wet with cold soft water

—

soap yellows them. When turned yellow they

may sometimes be whitened by occasionally wet-

ting them with weak lime-water.

The bedrooms and their furniture should then

be examined ; if you have the least suspicion that

the joints or crevices of your bedsteads are in-

habited, or that any blood-thirsty red-skins—not

to give those intruders a worse name—have taken

lodgings in the walls or about the floor. After a

thorough washing and scrubbing with soap suds,

give every spot that would be likely to harbor

them, a plenty of drink for them, by applying

thereto with a feather a solution of corrosive sub-

limate—one ounce in half a pint of New England

rum, prepared by a druggist. If one application

does not finish them, try another. If your room is

badly infested it may take even more ; but it is

sure to clear them all out if you will persevere in

its use during the month of June, then by keeping

your bedding clean and allowing a plenty of fresh

air through the apartment you will never again be

troubled with them. If the room is carpeted the

carpet should be removed before you begin this

operation.

Taking up carpets, shaking them, and putting

them down are the most laborious jobs of house

cleaning—if you can impress a man or a large boy
into your service, get them to do these for you.

Your curtains are easily removed ; should be

washed, if of muslin or white cotton, and left soak-

ing in clear rainwater, in the sunshine, while you
get the room ready to put them up again. If you
have a grass p lat they will whiten better by spread-

ing them there. Carpets are generally beaten too

much. If you can spread them on the grass and
sweep them well, first on one side and then on the

other, a number of times, they will look better

and will not be so worn as by beating. A small

rattan cane, a cowskin whip, or a few birch or

willow rods are the best implements for beating

them with, and it is well to hang them on a line

or bars for this purpose. Nice carpets should only

be shaken lightly and then swept with a soft brush.

Let them be left in the open air several hours.

While your curtains are bleaching and your car-

pet airing you will do your cleaning of the room.

Don't attempt more than one room at a time and

finish all the chambers before you begin with the

lower story. Commence your work by sweeping

the ceiling with a soft brush or a cloth tied over a

broom. Then rub the wall paper, as high as you
can reach with your hand, with a piece of old

flannel—if there are any very bad spots upon it

use a crust of white bread, rubbing with the inner

side. Make a sort of mop, by tying the flannel to

a pole, for cleaning the higher part of the wall.

After this wash the windows, cleaning the sash

with the soap suds before mentioned.

Never apply soap d«irectly to paint. If it is

badly smoked or soiled wet your brush or cloth

—

flannel is better than cotton—with hot suds, and

take upon it a very little fine sand, with which rub

lightly, and rinse with clean water immediately

;

then rub till dry with an unwet cloth. A meat
peg, or a strip of whalebone, is of great use to

clean corners and crevices and mouldings ; cover

it with your cloth ; you will need this in cleaning

the window sash.

All wood that is varnished should be lightly

washed with cold weak suds, rinsed with cold

water, and rubbed bri.^kly with a dry flannel or

an old silk handkerchief. Window panes are

easily cleaned with the patent window polish now
far sale at most paint shops ; a very little of this

mixture rubbed over them with a damp cloth, al-

lowed to dry, and then removed with a dry cloth

;

leaves them beautifully clear and lustrous. If you

haven't this, wash them with suds and wipe them

with paper,—a few blank sheets procured at a

newspaper office will be enough for all the win-

dows of a large house. Some persons take out

their windows in order to wash both sides of the

panes. This is not necessary if you have a long

handled window brush, or any means of shower-

ing or syringing them.

Of course all furniture that could not be re-
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moved from the room you covered with shawls or

sheets to keep out the dust, before the carpet was
taken up,—the paper or straw beneath the carpet

was well shaken and laid aside for use again, the

floor was sprinkled with tea or coflFee-grounds or

wet grass, to prevent as much as possible the dust

from rising, and then swept ; so that now the fur-

niture «an be carefully dusted ; the pictures, also,

and then the glass that covers them carefully

wiped with a moist cloth, upon which pour a few

drops of camphor or cologne for cleaning oil

paintings—and if you wish to keep the flies from

their frames boil half a dozen onions in a pint of

water, and wash them lightly with this when cold,

using as a small mop, a bit of flannel tied to a

stick.

In cleaning paint have a pail of hot strong suds

made of the borax and soda soap, mentioned in

the early part of this chapter, and also a pail of

clean warm rainwater. Wash either with a soft

scrubbing brush or a piece of flannel, a small por-

tion—not more than a square yard—and then

rinse well. If the paint is much discolored lay

out a good deal of "elbow grease," but never put

undiluted soap in contact with it
;
good suds and

a careful use of a very little fine sand for the worst

places is much better.

After the cleaning is over, if the ceiling needs

whitening and you do not dare attempt it yourself,

get some one to apply one or two coats of the lime

or the chalk wash before spoken of. If your pamt
needs renewing you can go to work with the paint

prepared as recommended when the repairing of

fences, &c., was spoken of. The first coat of paint

should be mixed almost entirely with oil, and al-

lowed to become perfectly dry, then the next may
be more or less glossy, as you desire. The less

spirits of turpentine used the more liable the paint

will be to turn yellowish, but the greater will be

its gloss. In applying paint take but a very small

quantity upon your brush, and rub it lightly into

the wood by following the grain in short quick

passes—finish it by longer and slower strokes, ob-

literating, as you proceed, all traces of the brush

;

never cross the grain of the wood in finishing.

"Wall washes should be applied in a similar man-
ner. This is not hard work, and by attention to

these particulars any woman can do as well with

such matters as a man.

Perhaps, too, your rooms need new wall paper.

After the paint is dry you can haiiff them, (paste

them on) if you please, as a great many women
do. If you choose a plain paper, or one having

much blank surface, the old paper must be all ta-

ken otF, the roughness of the wall smoothed with

sand-paper, and broken places or indentations

filled with a mixture of calcined plaster and lime-

water made into a thick mortar—which will dry

immediately. Then the wall may be wet with

glue-wash,—quarter of a pound of glue pounded

and dissolved in a quart of hot water. But if your

paper is well covered (has a mixed, spreading pat-

tern or many close, small figures) the inequalities

beneath it will not show, so the old paper, having

been nicely swept, can be left on.

Make a paste by pouring boiling hot water upon
three quarts of dry flour with which qunrter of a
pound of pulverized alum has been mixed. Pour
the water slowly, stirring it well as you pour.

When the mixture is a little too thick to spread

with a brush, stir in half a pint of spirits of turpen-

tine, if you have insects about your walls, if not, the

same quantity of water.

Let this pa^te get cold, then measure your walls

and cut a length of paper. A striped paper is the

easiest to hang, because it has no joints or match-

ing of figures along the seam ; these need a good
deal of calcuL.tion about cutting and much atten-

tion in the hanging. If you have a figured paper,

and no cornice, and no border for the top of the

room, cut the lengths so that a figure commences
at the top ; with a cornice or border the pattern is

more effective commencing a short distance below.

If you have a long ironing board, it is just the

thing to lay your lengths of paper upon for past-

ing ; but a table will answer,—which you will keep

from getting defaced by covering with a clean

sheet. Lay on this the length, and spread on its

wrong side a thin coat of paste, with a small, soft

paste brush,—which is similar in size and shape to

your whitewash brush. See that every part is ev-

enly covered with the paste ; then fold the paper

across the centre, and with a sharp knife trim the

left hand side, by a rule or yard-stick, according to

the colored lines or dashes that are placed as a
guide for trimming along the side of the paper.

Then, it being ttill folded, lift this length to the

wall, (while raising it let the fold open) and touch

the top edge to the wall, allowing the paptr to drop

straight by its own weight. Then with a dry brush,

like that used for spreading the paste, sweep it

gently down and across till all wrinkles are gone;

it may need in some places loosening and dropping

again before this is accomplished. When it is

smooth, press it carefully with the brush wherever

it seems loose, particularly along the seam. If the

paper is very thick it is well to roll the seam after

closing it ; a wooden castor is very good for this

purpose. A clean towel, or a soft cotton cloth, is

better than a brush for smoothing and pressing a

very thin paper. Paste upon the outside of any

paper injures its appearance, so great care must be

taken that none gets there. This will be prevented

in a great measure by keeping the length folded

—

the paste within—as you take it to the wall ; but it

is sometimes squeezed out at the seam by the press-

ing and rolling, if there is much near the edge.

Now we come to the floors. These if carpeted

need only a good washing with soapsuds. Un-

painted floors that are not carpeted need frequent

scouring with a stiff' brush, using very little soap

and a great deal of sand ; that is, the common pine

floors of kitchens, and similar rooms,— too much
soap makes them yellow and dingy,—they need to
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be well rinsed and wiped perfectly dry. Painted

or varnished floors {if both painted and varnished

you have the most durable covering you can get

for a floor) and painted carpets wash with a soft

cloth—woolen is best—in perfectly clean luke-warm

suds ; then rinse them with clean warm water or

skim milk and rub them dry. Much cleaning of

floors is saved by laying mats and rugs upon them;

which should be taken frequently to the back yard

and swept,—it spoils mats and rugs to beat them,

or to shake them much.
Closets and cupboards are easily kept clean if

papers are laid upon the shelves,—which can be

occasionally remoVed and dusted, if soiled re-

placed with other ; the blank papers procured at

the newspaper ofiice are very good for this. Fit

them to the shelves, with about an inch hanging

over the front, which may be cut in scallops and

eyeletted by the children ;
your closets then will

have a very nice appearance with but little trouble.

The shelves of pantries, store closets and pot clos-

ets should be covered with brown paper ; and small

mats cut from old painted carpet save a good deal

of work in the kitchen by being placed where hot

kettles and pans are set when baking and other

cooking is going on.

OLD SCHOOLMATES.
"Whenever a new scholar came to our school, I

used to confront him at recess with the following
words:— "My name's Tom Bailey; what's your
name ?" If the name struck me favorably, I shook
hands with the new pupil cordially ; but, if it didn't,

I would turn on my heel, for I was particular on
this point. Such names as Higgins, Wiggins, and
Spriggius were deadly affronts to my ear ; while
Langdon, Wallace, Blake, and the like, were pass-
words to my confidence and esteem.
Ah me ! some of those dear fellows are rather

elderly toys by this time,—lawyers, merchants,
sea-captains, soldiers, authors, what not ? Phil
Adams (a special good name that Adams) is consul
at Shanghai, where I picture him to myself with
head closely shaved,—he never had too much hair,

—and a long pigtail hanging down behind. He is

married, I hear ; and I hope that he and she that
was Miss Wang Wang are very happy together,
sitting cross-legged over their diminutive cups of
tea in a sky-blue tower hung with bells. It is so I

think of him; to me he is henceforth a jewelled
mandarin, talking nothing but broken China.
Whitcomb is a judge, sedate and wise, with spec-
tacles balanced on the bi-idge of that remarkable
nose which, in former days, was so plentifully

sprinkled with freckles that the boys christened
him Pepper Whitcomb. Just to think of little

Pepper Whitcomb being a judge ! What would he
do to me now, I wonder, if I were to sing out "Pep-
per" in court ? Fred Langdon is in California, in
the native-wine business,—he used to make the
best licorice-water / ever tasted 1 Binney Wallace
sleeps in the Old South Burying Ground ; and Jack
Harris, too, is dead,—Harris, who commanded us
boys, of old, in the famous snow-bail battles of
Slater's Hill. Was it yesterday that I saw him at

the head of his regiment on its way to join the
Army of the Potomac ? Not yesterday, but five

years ago. It was at the battle of the Seven Pines.
Gallant Jack Harris, that never drew rein until he
had dashed into the rebel battery ! So they found
him—lying across the enemy's guns.
How we have parted and wandered, and married,

and died ! I wonder what has become of all the
boys who went to the Temple Grammar School at
Rivermouth when I was a youngster ?

"All, all are gone, the old familiar faces I"

It is with no ungentle hand I summon them
back, for a moment, from that past which has
closed upon them and upon me. How pleasantly
they live again in my memory ! Happy, magical
Past, in whose fairy atmosphere even Conway,
mine ancient foe, stands forth transfigured, with a
sort of dreamy glory encircling his bright red hair

!

—From T. B. Aldrich's ^'IStory of a Bad Boy" in
"Our Young Folks."

AFRICAN ANTS. OK TERMITES.
In Africa and in the Indies there are found in

great numbers several varieties of large ants, some
of which construct huge hills, or nests, ten, twelve,
and, it is even said, twenty feet high. These are
built by what is known as the Termites, a species
resembling, and sometimes improperly called, the
White Ant. The illustration at the head of our
article shows the nest of a white ant, which Da
Chaillu observed in the African forest. It is not
so large as the nest of the termites, being about
four and a half feet high.
The termites are divided into four different

classes—the males, females, and the neuters—in
which are included the soldiers, whose duty it is

to defend the nest, and the workers, who perform
all the labor, both in constructing the building and
in maintaining the household. The workers of the
termites are a fifth of an inch long ; the soldiers
are twice as long, each one having an enormous
horned head, armed with sharp pincers. Each
soldier weighs as much as fifteen workers. The
males are still larger than the soldiers, weighing
as much as thirty workers, and, unlike either the
soldiers or workers, are provided with wings. The
female, when engaged in laying its eggs, attains
an immense size—its head being no bigger than
that of the male, but the stomach swells to a huge
proportion, becoming two thousand times as big
as the rest of her body. She attains six inches in
length, and weighs as much as thirty thousand
workers. One cannot help wondering what the
little ants—the fierce soldiers, and the busy work-
ers—think of such a monster. It seems, accord-
ing to the accounts, that they deligut in her—the
soldiers, at the least alarm, rush to defend her, and
the workers all day long attend to her wants.
Her wants, indeed, are very numerous. She

does nothing but lie motionless in her cell from
morning to night and lay eggs, which she deposits
at the rate of sixty a minute, or more than eighty
thousand a day. Thousands of the workers busy
themselves around their queen-mother, feeding
her, carrying away the myriads of eggs that she
lays, and placing them in minute cells, where they
soon become juvenile ants. The queen-mother
seems to be adored by all the rest. She appears,
says a writer, to be their beau ideal, their poetry,
their enthusiasm. If a portion of their city should
be destroyed, you will see the workers setting to
work at once to build an arch which may protect
the venerated head of the mother.
So remarkable is the increase of the termites,

that, if many other species did not combine to de-
stroy them, they would fairly become mastei-s of
the world. They would destroy everything but
the fish, and convert the earth into a vast ant-hill.

But birds of all kinds are very greedy after them.
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AFBICAN AWTS, OR TERMITES.

Although larger than the white ant, they fall vic-

tims to that creature in immense numbers. The
negroes in Southern Africa cannot get enough of

them. They roast them like coffee, and thus pre-
pared eat them by handfuls, declaring they are
delicious. They also knead them up with flour,

making a sort of plum-cake, which is highly ap-
preciated by the natives. Even white travellers

admit that they make very nice food, having the
flavor of sugared cream. So, notwithstanding the
immense numbers that come daily into the world,
birds, insects, and negroes unite in consuming
them to an extent that keeps tliera within reason-
able bounds.
The hills and nests are not only of immense

size, but have a solidity which will bear almost
any trial. Not only can many men mount them
without shaking them, but tiuftaloes establish
themselves upon them as watch-towers, from which
they can see, over the high grass which covers the
plain, if the lion or panther is threatening ihem.

If the hill is attacked, ihe soldiers are to be
seen rushing out furiously to its defence. They
rush upon the aggressors, pierce them till they
bring blood, and with their sharp pincers h;ing on
to the wound, and allow themselves to be torn to

pieces rather than let go their hold. The negroes,
who are without clothes, are soon put to flight, and
even Europeans get badly pierced and wounded.
During the combat the soldiers strike from time
to time on the ground with their pincers, and pro-
duce a little dry sound, to which the workers an-
swer by a sort of whistling. The workers imme-
diately make their appearance, and begin stopping
up the holes in the hill, and repairing damages.
If the attack continues, the workers mask the pas-
sages, stop up the galleries, and wall up the cell

in which the queen-mother is concealed. If the
cell is penetrated, and the mother-insect removed,
the workers will continue their labors, for they
are blind, and cannot immediately detect the loss

of their queen.
These creatures sometimes enter houses, per-

forating unseen the beams, wood-work, and furni-

ture—never destroying the surface, but forcing

their way by galleries eaten away through the cen-

tre. They have been known in one single night to

pierce the whole of a table-leg from top to bottom,
to enter a trunk placed upon the table and devour
its entire contents, and then to descend through
the opposite leg. Their demolitions in India ren-
der them the greatest plague of the country.
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HINTS FOR AUGUST.

the grain is har-

\ested; the hay

crop is secured,

except perhaps a

little low ground

hay, which is be-

. ing got in as

rapidly as pos-

sible, and the

hoeing of the

corn and pota-

toes is complet-

^ Lil. What shall
-^^^

\^

v.e occupy our-

Ives about during the

month of August?

The meadow hay has

to be cut mostly with a scythe,

as the ground is too soft, for the

horse and mowing machine. Many of our

meadows may be fitted for the mowing ma-

chine, and indeed the work of preparation is

already begun. The high price of labor, and

the facility which the use of the machine offers

for the rapid gathering of meadow hay, are

leading enterprising farmers to render their

meadow soils firm enough for the machine by

ditching and by surface dressing with sand or

gravel. By these means they not only pre-

pare it for the machine, but greatly improve

the quality of the hay.

Now is the very time to attend to this mat-

ter of ditching. As soon as the hay is taken

off, have a proper survey made, so that the

ditches may be led in the proper direclion,

and made cf suitable depth, and go right about

it. As the muck from the ditches is wanted

for the barn yard and cellar, two birds may
thus be killed with one stone. The price paid

for labor, and the difficulty in obtaining la-

borers at any price, must surely impress us

all with the importance and economy of fitting

every acre possible for the mowing machine.

Let past experience induce us to make a be-

ginning, and prepare a few acres for next sea-

son. Let the ditches be of suitable depth,

and run in parallel lines ; then the machine

will make clean work between them. A wise

economy will lead those whose meadow lands

are capable of this improvement to give atten-

tion to this subject.

The turnips and beets will now require care-

ful attention. The cultivator should be put

through the rows as often as once a week.

They must be carefully thinned and weeded.

Clean culture is absolutely necessary to suc-

cess. We think that ashes and superphosphate

are the best manures for these crops, because

they do not contain the seeds of weeds. A
field that is well manured with barn manure,

and well cultivated with corn or potatoes, is

in a good state for turnips or beets, with only

a dressing of superphosphate and ashes, or

superphosphate, plaster and salt. Pure ground

bone is probably the best dressing for turnips,
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if it is properly prepared. This should be

done by mixing it with moist loam or good

garden soil, and shoveling it over once a week,

for a month before it is used. Do not allow

the plants to stand too thick in the rows. We
are apt to err in this respect.

The garden will still require attention. Do
not allow weeds to run to seed. They will

make you pay for it next year. Trim the

squash vines that are growing too rampant.

Put a shingle or piece of board under the

squashes or melons, especially if the ground

is moist. It will often save them from rot-

ting. Look after the trees that were trimmed

last winter, or budded last year, and cut off

the shoots that have been thrown out.

Look sharply around the young apple trees

and peach trees for the borers. They are

now in the bark, and may be easily reached

with the point of a knife.

The early potatoes are now getting ready

for market. The price often depends very

much upon the manner of preparing them for

the market. Wash them thoroughly and dry

them, and put into the boxes or barrels only

those of suitable size. A few small potatoes

put in to fill up will often spoil the sale of a

whole package.

Labor and care expended in preparing all

articles for market are well repaid. Some

men get from ten to twenty per cent, more

for their vegetables, fruit and butter than

others do, merely because they are put up in

better shape. This is especially true with

regard to small fruits and early vegetables,

which are perishable in their nature, and sub-

ject to rapid decay. It always pays to have

nice clean boxes and barrels, free from dust

and all bad smells. There is quite an art in

packing for the market, and it can only be ac-

quired by pains-taking and observation. No
expense is better incurred than that woich is

put into the best means of packing articles for

the market. The manufacturers of fancy

goods understand this matter. The boxes

and their ornaments often cost more than the

articles they contain ; but people readily pay

the difference between an article neatly and

tastefully put up, and one put up in a cheaper

style. We recollect that many years ago a

produce dealer in South Market Street, a na-

tive of New Hampshire, issued a circular to

the people of his native State, in which he

estimated that the farmers of that State lost

at least fifty thousand dollars annually by not

packing their -butter properly for market.

Many of the people in our cities regard the

quality and style of an article much more than

the price, and those who consult their tastes

and wishes will always secure the best class

of customers.

August is the time for reseeding grass land.

The earlier in the month the sod is turned

over, the better. Let it lie a couple of weeks,

and then top dress with compost, and sow the

seed, and apply the harrow vigorously, and

follow with the roller, and you will be sure of

a good catch, if the seed is good. We think

the last week in August or the first week in

September is the best time to sow the seed.

It will then get well rooted before the frost

comes, and will be less liable to be winter

killed than if sowed later. We are satisfied

that since the adoption of this style of seeding

grass lands, and at this season, our hay crop

has much increased.

Now is the time to put in a patch of winter

wheat. A piece of land from which the early

potatoes have been taken should be ploughed

and levelled with the harrow. Then top dress

with fine compost and sow the wheat, and put

it in with the cultivator and roller. The last

week in this month is as good a time as any.

Thus a good stand will be secured for winter.

Winter wheat often fails from being sowed

too late, and not being put in sufficiently

deep. Whedt i,hould he planted, not sowed.

When we learn to put it in with the drill or

the plough, our crop will be more sure and

the grain of a better quality.

Thus, much of the work of August has ref-

erence to next year. So it always is with

respect to the present. We are reaping the

fruit of the past, or sowing for a future har-

vest. Then let us not forget the responsi-

bility which attaches to the present time. It

is the only time we can call our own.

Efficacy of Onions.—A writer says :

—

"We are troubled often with severe coughs,
the result of colds of long standing, wtiich

may turn to consumption or premature death.

Hard coughs cause sleepless nights by con-

stant irritation of the throat, and a strong ef-

fort to throw off offensive matter fom the

lungs. The remedy proposed has often been
tried, and is simply to take into the stomach
before retiring for the night a piece of raw
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onion after chewing. This esculent in an un-

cooked state is very healing, and collects the

water from the lungs and throat, causing im-

mediate relief to the patient."

For the New England Farmer,

THE QAEDEN IJST AUGUST.

The planting and heavy work in the garden

is mainly done for this season, and but little

now remains except to keep the crops thriving

and free of weeds ; to clear off crops to be

succeeded by late ones ; to save seeds as they

ripen, and make provision for future fertil-

izers. If our previous remarks on the im-

portance of a good garden have induced

farmers, or others who have suitable land, to

give a little extra care and labor to planting

and cultivating a variety of vegetables, we
hope that the result has justified all that we
have said, both as to the profitableness and
pleasure of a supply from ones own garden
and from ones own labor. Still, as the "dear
bought and far fetched" are too often over-

valued, so there is danger that what we raise

ourselves, or that which springs up almost

spontaneously about us, will be undervalued.

To appreciate the crisp freshness of vegeta-

bles taken from the garden, bedecked with

the crystal drops of morning dew, one needs

to partake of those that have been wilted,

shrivelled, and heated by long transportation

and exposure, thus losing not only their natural

sweetness, but becoming actually unhealthy.

Asparagus.—Any weeds that the dense

growth of tops have not kept down should be
pulled out. If seed is desired, it is advisable

to gather it as soon as it gets ripe, and sow
at once—which is nature's way—or preserve

to sow in spring.

Beajns.—Dwarfs will be yielding freely

now, and the poles will give us shelled beans,

if proper care has been given them. Save
some of the earliest and best to go to seed.

If you have a surplus of string bems, they

can be put up for the winter, by some of the

approved modes of saving, or they can be
allowed to ripen, and be saved as shelled and
dried field beans, which they will equal in

many respects.

Beets.—Thin the late planted, and use
those pulled out for greens. Early and mid-
dle planted will answer for pulling to cook

;

pull first from those that stand nearest to-

gether, although the single ones may be the
largest. A rapid, quick growth produces the

best and most tender beets. It will pay to

water small beds with liquid manure.
Cabbage akd Cauliflowers.—Early plant-

ed will now be ready to use—selecting those
most mature. It is not too late to set out
plants for winter use, as the cabbage heads
more rapidly after the cool fall wea her than
when it is hot and dry. Encourage them
to a rapid growth, by frequent hoeing and
applications of liquid manure.

Celery.—If the early planted has grown
sufficiently, commence to earth it up. Late
crops may be transplanted, if done early in

the month. In transplanting, shorten the
roots and remove straggling leaves ; shade
with evergreen boughs, or by other means, if

the weather be bright and warm.
Corn.—The last planted will need frequent

hoeing, and if stimulated with weak guano
water, it will hasten the growth of that which
is a little backward. The early planted will

now be yielding good boiling ears. Some of
the earliest and best ears should be saved to

ripen for seed.

Cucumbers.—Gather for pickles and use
when they attain a size to suit the fancy.

Keep them closely picked, if you desire the
greatest yield. A sufficient number of hills

should be left to grow the seed needed ; se-

lecting the most perfect specimens nearest the

roots. Others should be removed from the
vines.

Manure,—No thoughtful gardener will neg-
lect to provide for the future, by preparing
and composting all vegetable and animal
waste, as well as adding the slops and wash
from the house. The vegetable matter from
the garden and grounds, if properly com-
posted with such articles as are allowed to

waste their fragrance in the air from and about
the house, will go far towards keeping a gar-

den in a high state of fertility.

Melons.—If much fruit is set, it should

be thinned to only a few specimens to each
vine. Ripening may be accelerated by plac-

ing a thin fiat stone or shingle under each
specimen ; an occasional careful turning will

tend to more evenness in ripening, but this

must be carefully done.

Seeds.—Use all care in saving the earliest,

most healthy and best formed specimens from
the healthiest plants, for maturing seed ; and
when ripe, properly save and care for the

same. Never trust to memory, but always
correctly label each package as laid away.
Every experienced gardener knows the value

of good seeds, that will grow when properly

planted, and the vexation and loss from seed

of a poor or infarior quality, and he is sure

of getting the best in no other way than by
growing and properly saving it himself. The
best and mo.^t conscientious seed dealers some-

times fail to furnish good seed, as 1 have rea-

son to know by late experience. Desiring

a little Broom Corn seed, of a variety not at

hand last spring, I obtained a small package
from one of the most reliable seedsmen ; but

from the package only about a dozen seeds

germinated or came up. I do not mention

this to discredit any seedsman, but to show
the importance of growing our own seed as

far as possible, and of testing its germinating

capacity before planting.

W. H. White.
Soutli Windsor, Conn., 18C9.
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BLACK SPANISH FOWLS.

Of this beautiful breed of fowls, Mr. Be-

ment gives the following description. The

thorough-bred Spanish fowl should be entirely

black, as far as feathers are concerned, and

when in high condition display a greenish me-

tallic lustre. An erect, brilliant, scarlet comb,

serrated ; with a clear milk-white face and

ear-lobes ; dark-blue legs ; and a lofty car-

riage. Wattles of the hen small, but large

and very conspicuous in the cocks, and, like

the comb, of a light scarlet. This marked

contrast of black, bright-red, and white, makes
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the head of the Spanish cock as handsome as

that of any other variety ; and in the f^enuine

breed the whole form is equally good. The

cock-bird should be strong and short in the

legs as possible ; his back from tail to neck

short, tail large and ample. He should weigh

not less than six pounds ; the head is rather

large, the spurs long and sharp, and the bear-

ing and carriage proud and high.

Spanish hens are also of good size and good

figure, and are celebrated as good layers, pro-

ducing very large white eggs. The head of

the hen should be neat, and of moderate size

;

eyes bright; comb single, very large and pen-

dulous ; face entirely white, the white extend-

ing round the eye ; neck of moderate length,

neatly set on ; body broad, wings of middle

size ; legs a bluish white ; tail long and well

squared
;

plumage of a glossy black, with

brilliant tints of green and purple, as in the

cock, but less brilliant. Her weight should

not be less than five pounds.

Mr. Browne says it is doubtful whether they

would readily become acclimated in the north-

ern part of the United Slates, on account of

severe frosts, which would be likely to injure

their combs. Mr. Wright, author of the Eng-

lish work on poultry recently published by O.

Judd, & Co., speaks of them as a delicate

race, and says the chickens must be kept out

of the damp. If not kept dry they die away

rapidly, no one knows how. The pullets will

generally lay when six months old, and when

kept in an artificially warmed house, and oth-

erwise well cared for, will produce five or six

eggs a week during winter.

We are indebted to Thomas B. Smith of

Stony Brook, L. I., for the above spirited

illustration.

Preparation of Long Wool for Mar-
ket.—For the last two years I have probably
handled more Canada combing wool than any
other man in Michigan, and I will only say

that to a man of experience, there is nothing
easier of detection than stuffed fleeces. My
advice to wool-growers is, to wash their sheep
well in a running stream wherever this is prac-

ticable, shear as soon as perfectly dry, taking

care not to let the second growth commence
before shearing, as t-hat causes a tender place

in the staple and thereby depreciates the value

of the wool.

Do not use a box in folding, but after

spreading out the fleece on the table, staple

side up, turn the flanks inside, commence at

the breech and roll up, making wool twine
out of the neck to tie around the fleece, which
is all that is necessary. All English as well
as Canada combing wool is prepared in this

way, and it is much better to handle than
those fleeces which have four to six strings

around them. All dung balls, tags, and un-
washed locks should be carefully excluded,
for these things injure a man's reputation, and
depreciates the value of wool.

—

Cor. Western
Rural.

"PERSONS OP PUBLIC NOTE."
The same number of the weekly New York

Tribune which contained lengthy eulogies on

Henry J. Raymond, late editor of the New
York Times, published also a letter from a

farmer in Indiana, in which the following sen-

tence occurs :

—

'•When we see an obituary published in any of
the public papers it is generally on some famous
lawyer, great judge, distinguished writer, rich
merchant, or pious clergyman. But the poor far-

mer and his boy must die 'unwept, unhonored, and
unsung.'

"

In the Congregationalist and Boston Re-

corder, of the same week, we read the follow-

ing announcement :

—

"The charge for notices of marriages and deaths,
of only the usual length is twenty-tive cents, ex-
cept in case of clergymen or persons of pub-
lic NOTE. Each additional line ^ew cents."

We did think of preaching a short lay ser-

mon on these texts, but remembering that

there is danger of darkening counsel by words,

we conclude to halve the matter with "our

congregation"—we furnish the text; they the

sermon.

It may, however, be proper for us to say

that we do not object to the eulogies pro-

nounced on Mr. Raymond. He was an able

and an industrious worker, and deserved not

only success but the respect of bis fellow men.

But in the "lower walks of life" there are

men who act well their part, and our regret is

that there are so few to do them honor. We
have long felt that the agricultural papers of

the country were hardly doing their duty in

respect to honoring the memory of faithful

and exemplary farmers, who by their skill and

industry have made the desert blossom as the

rose, or who have caused two blades of grass

to grow where but one grew before. We
have occasionally alluded to the subject, and

do so now without any definite plan for ac-

complishing the object proposed, further than

to express the hope that no agricultural editor
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will ever manifest the spirit which dictated the

notice copied from the Congregationalist.

That "the poor farmer and his boy may not

die 'unwept, unhonored and unsung,' " let us,

instead of charging "ten cents a line," offer to

pay that sum, "except in case of persons of

public note."

CUTTIWQ AND CDBINQ CLOVEB.

Few persons, comparatively, are aware \j

the value of clover for farm stock, over any

of the grasses which are now cultivated. A
fair investigation of the matter would result in

covering thousands of acres in New England

with clo . er, instead of timothy, red-top, and

other grasses. We invite this investigation by

all our readers. If they make it, many of them

will be convinced that there is no other way of

so rapidly and permanently enriching their

farms and themselves, as by the introduction

of clover. Not now, but in a future paper,

we will lay some facts before them on this

point. At present we wish to say something

upon the manner of cutting and curing clover,

believing that the principal reason why it is

not more generally cultivated among us, is in

the difficulty of curing it for winter use. The

mode which we have practiced is as follows :

—

Cut the clover when it is dry, and as close

to the ground as possible. This should be

done for two reasons : 1. Because the portion

of the stems which are left are lost, and sec-

ondly, because the after-growth is neither so

vigorous nor so weighty, as when the first cut-

ting is taken as low as possible.

Let the clover lay as it falls until the sur-

face is thoroughly wilted above, then carefully

turn It over without breaking it. This is usu-

ally best done with a fork. If the weather is

favorable, it will be sufficiently wilted to put

into cocks in the afternoon, and should be

done while the hay is warm. If the clover

was cut by hand, take it up carefully with a

fork and make a row of cocks on the middle

one of three swaths. If cut by a machine, and

the crop Is light, it may require the use of a

rake to collect It ; if heavy, the fork will be

best. The hay should be built into compact,

conical cocks, by placing layer after layer, and

not scattering, shaking out or exposing it any

more than is absolutely necessary. If caps

are not used upon the cocks, they should be

trimmed with care, and so formed as to carry

off as much of the rain as possible, should the

weather be unfavorable.

These cocks may remain untouched for two

nights, or even three, as the principal process

of curing is carried on while the grass is in

this condition. They should be opened when

there is a good prospect of fair weather.

When this is the case, open the cocks as soon

as the dew is off, and turn the hay over gently,

so that It will lay from six to eight inches

thick. At half past tei or eleven o'clock,

turn the whole upside down, and at one

o'clock commence taking it to the bam.

Nearly every leaf will be preserved by this

process ; injury from dew and rain will be in a

great measure avoided ; the stalks will be bet-

ter dried, and the appearance and value of

the forage retained in their highest perfection.

Use caps if possible. It is highly economi-

cal to do so. They can be placed upon the

cocks in less time than the cocks can be suffi-

ciently trimmed to shed even a portion of the

rain, and the process of curing goes on faster

under them than when the cocks are bare.

Besides this, they prevent the sun and dew

from acting upon the grass. An intense sun

is almost as hurtful to clover as rain ; and,

therefore, it should not be shaken out, spread

or exposed, oftener than is necessary for its

preservation. The more the swath is kept un-

broken, the more green and fragrant will be

the hay.

When clover is cured in the old way, by

spreading, the leaves and blossoms are dry long

before the stems are cured,—and when the

hay is unloaded at the barn bushels of the

former are left upon the wagon, or scattered

upon the barn floor, while little but the dry

stems have been pitched upon the scaffolds.

If cured In the cock, all parts of the plant

dry alike, the moisture in the mass is equal-

ized, and when gathered to the barn, there

will scarci'ly be a leaf lost, while the stalks

will be amply cured. A slight fermentation

often takes place in the cocks, which. Instead

of doing injury, is a benefit, as it prevents the

hay from afterwards heating In the mow or

scaffolds. The secret of making good hay,

says Low, is to prepare it as quickly as possi-

ble, and with as little exposure to the weather,

and as little waste of the natural juices as

circumstances will allow. Then the hay will

be sweet, fragrant, and of a greenish color.
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THE COM8TOCK SPADER.

A few years ago very sanguine expectations

of a revolution in ploughing prairie and other

smooth land were excited among the farmers

of the West by the Comstock Spader, In re-

ply to inquiries in respect to this implement,

the proprietors have published a frank state-

ment in the Prairie Farmer, To remedy the

first great objection to the machine, that of its

cost, they built last year a smaller one. But

they confess that on trial this spring, it "per-

forms badly on such conditions as it has been

tried in lUipois. It clogs up too easily with

trash, especially if wet, and with clean prairie

soil when wet ; this of course rules it out, and

we regard that style as a failure, because it

will not work on varied conditions enough.

This however has hurt no farmer, and the loss

all falls on us and our backers."

For the present, therefore, they feel com-

pelled to fall back on the first style, that for

which they received the silver medal at Paris.

One of those machines they say has worked

six hundred acres, and thus proved its efficiency

and durability. Still they admit that some of

the implements that they have put out had

better not been, though they are gaining

knowledge — some of it dear-bought— all

the while. They believe that they have the

right combination of principles, and that the

question now is simply one of proportions and

mechanical construction, which involve many
difficulties it is true, but nothing insurmounta-

ble. Their own experiments have demon-

strated this to them, but they admit that the

public has not that evidence, and therefore

farmers are not to blame for the Spader not

being popular with them.

AKB SPONGlOIiES HOOTS?
If you examine the roots of trees in the

spring, especially roots of last year's growth,

you will find no spongioles attached to them,

but in their place, innumerable little excres-

cences, each composed of many cells. From
these cells, new rootlets are produced, and to

these new rootlets the spongioles are attached.

These spongioles are not true roots, any more

than leaves are true branches, and they never

become roots any more than leaves become
branches. As the leaves extract nutriment

from the atmosphere so the spongioles absorb

it from the soil during the growing season.

When their work for the season is done, they

separate from the roots and decay in the soil,

just as the leaves fall from the branches, and

decay on the surface. Could we see the en-

tire tree, root and branch, the parts below the

surface and the parts above, during the grow-

ing season, we should see the roots and root-

lets clothed with hairy spongioles like a coat

of fur, while the branches are clothed with

leaves woven into tissues of various forms and

degrees of thickness and firmness. When the

growth for the year is over, and the season of

rest, the sleep of winter comes on, both leaves

and spongioles are thrown off, and the tree,

divested of all its clothing, remains naked and

unprotected through the frosts and bleak winds

of winter.

Gooseberries without Mildew.—In a
reply to a correspondent who asks if goose-
berries can be grown without mildewing?
the Oardener''s Monthly says, nothing is easier

than to grow gooseberries. It is a mountain
fruit, and does not like a hot soil. Plant it

so that the hot sun will pour down on the
clearly cultivated earth, so hot that you can
fry a beefsteak or poach an egg on it, and
you cannot get gooseberries. But set your
plants across the lot in a pretty thick row,
and pile up about the plants five or six inches
deep of old brush wood, old corn roots, old
leather boots, pots, or kettles, even, if you
cannot get am thing else, so that the roots
will always be near the surface, and yet cool

;

and we will guarmtee you a fortune, if you
choose to plant enough. In the best goose-
berry plantations of Philadelphia, it is no
unusual sight to see rows of them which have
been in one place perhaps twenty years, so
mounded up with this rubbish, that they look
as if they were planted on ridges two or three

feet above the level of the earth, and every
year bearing abundantly. Not only in the

gooseberry, but in all fruits, the public must
come to this great fact, that their roots must
be kept cool and at the surface.

Brick Lining for Walls.—A correspon-
dent of the Rural Neiv Yorker, who has filled

the walls of many framed houses in with brick,

resulting in a dry wall, warm rooms, and rat-

proof, rips a lath twice, making three strips

about one-half inch wide, nails these to inside

of studding three inches from the face, and
then lays the brick on edge, slushing at the

end, thus keying with mortar on each side of
the strip—the first course to be laid flat. A
vacuum is thus formed on either side of the

brick wall, and therefore must be dry. If
you want a comfortable frame house in any
climate, this is the way to have it.
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-WOOL AND WOOLEN EXPOSITION.

The American Institute of New York holds

an exhibition annually, similar to that held

once in three years by the ISIassachusetts Me-

chanics' Charitable Association. This year ar-

rangements have been made for a more exten-

sive exhibition of wools and of manufactures

of wools than has ever been made in this coun-

try. It is to be under the immediate direction

of the National Wool Growers' Association,

and of the National Association of Wool Man-

ufacturers. Notice has been given that the

grand structure which has recently been erected

in the north part of the city of New York for

this purpose will be opened for the reception

of this class of goods on the first day of Sep-

tember, 1869. Exhibits for the Machinery

Department can be sent earlier. The whole

exhibition will be open for visitors on the

eighth day of September.

We have already expressed our opinion of

the importance of this exhibition to the wool

growers of the country. Recent events have

deepened our impressions of its importance.

We believe that a fair show of the various

kinds of wool produced in this country, ac-

companied by the statistics of its production,

with some indications of an appreciation on

the part of wool growers of their share in this

great national industry, and with some evidence

of an expectation on their part of a more dis-

tinct recognition of their rights by those who

wear fine woolens, or are otherwise interested

in their production, is not only expedient but

absolutely necessary. Unless farmers are will-

ing to abandon sheep husbandry, they must

make up their minds to manage their own busi-

ness. They have depended on others about

as long as it is safe to do so. When they con-

clude to reap their field themselves, certain

"storks" may be disturbed that are now enjoy-

ing their nests in quiet.

JOHN JOHNSTON.
The health of this' gentleman, which has

been quite feeble since last July, we are happy

to learn by a letter from him of April 30, in

the Rural New Yorker, has improved consid-

erably within the last month. He has leased

all his cleared land at an annual rent of twenty-

five dollars per acre per year, for five years,

fornursery purposes.

He is now in his seventy-ninth year, and

in reply to a request for his experience in fat-

tenning fine wool sheep, he says, "I am not

able to write about sheep feeding. I cannot

set my mind to it. My day of feeding sheep

and cattle has come to an end. I have just

sold my last two fat cattle, one a ^fteer, three

years old the fourth inst., the other, his sister,

will be two years old a week from to-morrow.

The steer weighed, two weeks ago, 1,800 lbs,

the heifer, 1,215. I never owned better ones

of their age."

Other men may have been as successful in

farming as Mr. Johnston, but few have made

their success so widely beneficial to others as

he has done. His example as a pioneer in

thorough drainage and in feeding or fattening

cattle and sheep has been highly beneficial.

His readiness to communicate the results of

his experience in these and all other depart-

ments of farming and his hearty, hopeful

manner of writing have instructed and encour-

aged multitudes of young and struggling far-

mers, who will ever hold his memory in grate-

ful recollection.

DANGER FROM GLANDERS.
A week or two since we published a notice

of the death of a man in New York from this

disease. Several deaths have been reported

from the same cause within a few years past.

The Canada Farmer, in an article cautioning

people to be careful in handling horses with

the glanders, details the particulars of the re-

covery, after a long and painful illness, of a

man who got some of the virus into a chap on

his thumb. The disease in that case did not

affect the nasal membrane. Two donkeys

were inoculated at the nose with a little of the

discharge from one of his ulcers, both of

which died on the seventh day afterwards.

As a proof of the subtlety of the poison of this

terrible disease, and as a caution to horsemen,

the following statement is copied from an Eng-

lish paper :

—

A farmer going his usual rounds one morning
to inspect his stock, observed a favoiite horse in
an adjoining tield showing symptoms of dn-tress.

The horse, on seeing his master, trotted up to the
fence, according to his custom. Theie was a nar-
row lane between the two fields, and while the far-

mer was looking to discover what was amiss, the
horse snorted or sneezed, and some ol the mucus
was borne by the breeze over the two fences and
across the little lane on to the farmer's face. In a few
days the usual symptoms set in, and the man died
of glanders as did also the horse. There lieing no
known abrasion of the skm on the man's lace, it is
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highly probable that this was a case of infection

through the mucous membrane of either lips, eyes
or nose.

For the Kew England Farmer.

EHODB ISLAND FAKMINQ.
Having sojourned among the farmers of this

beautiful and productive Island a few weeks
during the past winter, I venture to record

some facts and fancies. The part of the Slate

called the "Island" is connected at the north-

east corner with the main land by what is

called the Stone Bridge, for teams, also by the

railroad bridge-. It is about twelve miles long

and three broad, with three main roads north

and south, and plenty of cross roads to accom-
modate the farmers.

At convenient distances on the elevated

lands are some ten wind mills for grinding
grain, and by their sombre and weather-beaten
appearance show that they have been in use
many years.

'I he farms are generally separated into

small enclosures, from one to ten acres each,

and convenienily divided by very good stone

wall, most of which has been built so many
years that the builders have passed away. On
several hills there remain earthworks thrown
up by the soldiers in the Revolutionary war.
In the northern part of the Island the farms
are mostly small and market gardening is car-

ried on to some extent.

Mr. Maeomber's Market Garden.

Mr. J. E. Macomber is perhaps more ex-

tensively engaged in raising seeds, vegetables

and small fruits than any other min, and al-

though his markets are from ten to twenty
miles away, yet his early potatoes, cabbage,
strawberries, &c., are delivered in such season
and condition as to compete successfully with
the produce of those who live nearer. On
one of his farms occupied by a tenant there

was raised on half an acre, 200 pounds cab-
bage seed that sold for $500 ; on one-fouith
of an acre, cabbages that sold for $130 ;

from
two acres of strawberries, there were picked
and sold fourteen hundred dollars' worth of
fruit. These items, with others, brought in

an income in 1867, of $2800 from a very few
acres.

He has recently made a plantation ofraspber-
ries and dwarf pear trees of the best varietie;?.

lie has thousands of cabbage from which to

raise seed. They were grown in the fall until

the heads began to form, then set closely

together in the earth on the north side of a
wail, to keep through the winter. Carrot,
turnip and beet seed is also raised in this vi-

cinity.

Many of the cottage houses here are inhab-
ited hy fishermen, who supply the oil works
and the farmers, but the catch for 1868 was
light.

W. L. Sisson, a farmer on North Point,
used about three hundred barrels of fish on

his grass land and crops, for which he paid
from twenty-tive to thirty cents a barrel.

On the northeast corner of the Island are
two coal mines that furnish cheap fuel to the
farmers, an establishment for making copper,
that has usually used ore from California and
South America, but is now engaged on 500
tons from Vershire, Vt., and a fish-oil factory,

where fish guano is sold at one cent a pound.

Mr. E. J. Anderson's Farm.
Toward the middle of the Island, on the

west road, is the farm of E. J. Anderson,
where we have an example of high farming,

but not fiincy farming. A farm of 130 acres

has been thoroughly underdrained, and keeps
this winter ten cows, eight oxen, one hundred
sheep, and twenty horses. The cows are

called natives, having been bought from
droves, yet the practiced eye sees indications

of various bloods. Two are polled, or horn-

less ; others by fine hair and shape show good
breeding, and their present condition, good
keeping. They were pastured during the

summer months on a ten acre lot thai a few
years ago was nearly worthless bog. It was
underdrained and worked for a crop of corn

and barley, and has for a few years past pas-

tured one cow per acre ; the cows, however,
had sweet corn stalks, sown for soiling, in ad-

dition. This crop in 1867, by weighing and
measuring, yielded twenty tons per acre.

These cows had been fed this winter up to

February 3, upon corn stalks. Butter is made
in summer, and the calves, sired by a scrub

bull, are fattened for veal. Under the barn
floor are stored about 1000 bushels of French
turnips, from which the fibrous roots were
trimmed when stored. These turnips are

mostly fed to the oxen that are constantly

being fattened. The horses are kept at nine

dollars per month, on hay, for the owners,

who are city residents. The sheep are of dif-

ferent breeds,—some South Downs, ;ind some
that come from Brigh on. To furnish mut-
ton, fat wethers are as much needed as nice

lambs. Mr. A. has freely expended money
in permanent improvements, and has found it

pays,—not only returning the money, but

quite a surplus besides.

August Belmont's Villa.

The place of August Belmont, Esq., attracts

the attention of the passer-by on account of

the large trees and the rustic embellishments

that adorn the grounds; but the stock would

more interest the farmer. Here are one

Guernsey, two Ayrshire, and three Alderney

cows, and three or four tv.o-year-old Alder-

ney heifers raised by Mr. B., that are of good
size and better filled out than young stock of

this breed usually are. The cows of all the

breeds were imported. At the head of this

herd stands a four year old Alderney buU
that, by estimate, would weigh 1600 pounds.

In an excellent milk-room, about 8x20 feet,

on a double row of racks through the middle.
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sat the milk, which is skimmed when twenty-

four hours old. Upon examination I found
that the cream was nearly one-fourth of an
inch thick on milk not over two inches in depth.

This place, I am told, was bought lor fifteen

thousand dollars, and might have been sold

since for thirty thousand dollars. It contains

seventy acres. I am more than ever con-

vinced than in trees and well-arranged walks
and grounds there is a positive value that will

be appreciated more highly as the years pass

by.

Mr. Leonard Brown's Farm and Stock.

Still farther east from Mr. Belmont's is the

farm of Mr. Leonard Brown, which extends

to the shore. He is an industrious and intel-

ligent firmer, who has no fear of investing

money in his business. He has sixteen good
cows, some of which show strongly the Dur-
ham blood ; being of large size and in good
order. The number of his oxen varies I'rom

time to time,—^usually three or four pairs.

The neighbors say "Leonard Brown don't

care what price he pays for cattle, if he takes

a fancy to them, but ^oe havn't money to throw
away." He says, "I buy good cattle and
make more money on a pair that has been fed

some, than on a poor pair." His cattle are

tied in the stable, as is the almost universal

custom here, by the horns with a rope, with

about three feet slack. They stand upon
earth and not upon plank, and sand is used for

bedding. The cattle eat from the barn floor,

on both sides,—the oxen one side and cows
the other, with stable doors wide enough to

back in a cart to remove the manure or to

leave the bedding.

The clear beach sand used by the farmers

is sometimes drawn three miles. On the

middle beach I saw at one time thirteen teams

after sand and gravel. This shows the enter-

prise of the farmers in increasing their manure
pile, and is a strong reminder that I and my
Vermont neighbors would do well to work
our deposit:s of muck for the same purpose.

Mr. Brown has a flock of forty breeding

ewes. South Downs, from Tbos. B. BuflFum's

stock. I find sheep of this blood on many
farms from one end of the island to the other,

and learn that they give universal satisfaction.

He sold his lambs last summer for six dollars

each, and many of his ewes bear twins. He
has tried the cross of Cotswold buck upon
some of these ewes and the half blood lambs
seem to dress heavier than the full bloods.

The buildings, walls and lots do credit to their

owner.

Mr. "Walker's Market Garden.

Near by the last places mentioned is a mar-

ket gardener, Mr. Walker, who had at the

time of my visit in February, 37,000 cabbage
plants in cold frames for early marketing.

They were started in the fall in open ground,

and when large enough to transplant were set

closely together in the frames, and are kept

cool to prevent growing. They were to be
set in the lot early in the spring, and mature
in July. Mr. W. considers it very desirable
to have stable manure freely mingled with the
soil, and then use concentrated manure near
the seed or plant. His compost heaps are of
soil, fish guano, stable manures and night soil.

The southern part of the island is very good
farming land and is generally well managed,
and the ready market for all produce, from
an egg to a fat ox, and the facilities for ob-
taining fertilizers from the city and the sea,

make success in farming almost certain.

Col. Geo. E. "Waring's Thorough Draining,
Barn, Stock, &c.

There is a farm of sixty acres in charge of
Col. Geo. E. Waring, Jr., author of Elements
of Agriculture, and well known as a writer on
draining, &c. This farm, I am told cost one
hundred dollars per acre, and during 1868 it

has been drained at an expense of another
hundred dollars per acre. It is situated on
an elevation that descends toward the west,
with ample fall to afford suflicient surface
drainage to satisfy most farmers. But it was
poor, cold, wet land, and a great work has
been done in putting down tile in ditches forty
feet apart. After draining it was ploughed
up and but little was raised last year.

I found among the neighboring firmers a
disposition to criticise and almost to censure
the expenditure involved in this improvement,
and ihey ask "what will he do with the land?"
For my part, I have faith in the tiles. With
this large plot of smooth land now in one field,

the partition walls having been removed, I can
see that soiling can be extensively and con-
veniently carried on ; all labor-saving ma-
chines can be used to advantage, and the soil

will be dry and warm and yield up its stores

of plant food whether the season is wet or dry.
Then a spledid barn has been built with cel-

lar for manure, the size of which I did not
ascertain, but judge it to be 50x100 feet.

First story of Col. Waring's Barn.

South.

The south stable has stalls f. r two horses, two mules,
and tie» forpeveralJersey cows, which stand on ai-latted
floor thoutjh which Water passes rtadily. The ootted
lines repre.-'eiit a railway on which runs a Ciir with
ste.imed food, &c. Fig. - represents the pos-iti'n of the
steamer, and Fig. 3 a baml fjr ccokud food for bwine.
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feet high, five and one-half feet in girth, color

black, horns large. This race is the most di-

minutive specimen of the genus Bos. Of two
nearly mature heifers that came of this black

stock, one is red, the other light red and white,

—an uncommon occurrence.

The Alderneys are more numerous. The
oldest bull Duke, a fine large animal, is esti-

mated to weigh 1700 pounds. King Phillip is

younger and less in t>ize, but good in the Al-

derney points, and valued at $1000. Several

cows, valued at $500 or more each, and young
cattle. But these are only a part of the cat-

tle owned by ^Slr. M., as he has other farms in

other places.

I did not learn the yield of butter from any

single cow. The Alderneys, however, sustain

their good reputation as dairj- cows. The
Bretons are smaller and smoother built than

the Alderneys, and are valued for their milk-

ing qualities.

The stock of poultry here comprise Cochin

China, Golden Polands, Silver Pheasants,

Dorkings, turkeys, &c. And it may be worthy

of mention that on nearly all the farms on the

Island there are large flocks of poultry, which

number in some cases, one hundred and fifty

fowls ; several flocks that I saw included some
thirty turkeys, thirty geese, and twenty ducks.

I did not see a flock of pure blooded hens of

one kind ; a mixture is usually kept. By many
farmers, geese are considered very profitable.

The kinds kept are the White IBremen, the

Mountain or African and the real Wild Geese.

A flock of wild geese can be seen near the

South Portsmouth post-office. The head is

small, neck small and black, back dark, belly

light. The geese are not picked while they

are alive by most of the farmers, but are kept

for the profit of the goslings and the feathers

and bodies when killed. I did not learn that

the profit from eggs and goslings was larger

than the income from live geese feathers which

might be plucked three or four times during

the summer. I saw one flock of October gos-

lings, but it is unusual for geese to lay and

hatch in the fall, and if they do so it is in con-

sequence of good keeping, and not because

they were not picked. Ihe fowls generally

seem to be well cared for, and are expected to

yield a good profit, as the summer visitors at

Newport wish the best of everything and pay

prices in proportion.

The best poultry house I saw was at the

farm of August Belmont, Esq. It cost one

thousand dollars. It has four rooms as well

finished as a dwelling house. The cupola on

the roof is a beautiful pigeon house.

I have thus briefly referred to a few items

in Rhode Island farming. A farmer from any

section of the country would find pleasure and

profit in observing the management of these

farmers, whose success has given them the con-

fidence, self-esteem, and business habits that

usually accompany prosperity. But here, as

elsewhere in New England, one cannot but no-

tice and regret the absence of the sons of far-

mers. They have gone to trades or traffic,

and left the old men to depend on hired help.

Irashurg, Vt., 1869. Z. E. Jamesox.

For the Xeic England Farmer,

HALF A DOZEN FAHittERS.

As parents love to speak of their children

and tell of their prosperity, so I want to speak
of a few individuals of my neighborhood fam-

ily, and tell the world how they pro.p^ r. As
I have been here only two years, I can of

course go but little back of that period in my
biographies.

I will begin at the south part of the town,
and proceed northward. The first farm which
I will mention was some few years ago all

"run out," The man who now occupies it

is a wide-awake chap, and is reai;ing double
the produce, by leading the water from a pond
and emptying it on his mowing field, and by
looking well to his manure. He keeps his

yard filled with muck, minds his own business,

and is ready to do his neighbor a good turn,

and is never behind in any enterprise.

A few rods north we find a neat little farm,

carried on by a real six-foot Vermonter.
His parents are growing old and somewhat
infirm, and the young man has his own way.
And well may he be trusted, you would think,

if you were to see his wheat and other crops, or

if you were to peep into his ash-house, filled as

it was last autumn with good ashes from the

lime pits at St, Albans, or near that town.

He has enlarged his bam once, and must do
it again immediately.

(yoing north of this place, someone hundred
rods, I turn to the east a little, and find a

smallish farm. The occupants consist of an
aged mother, son, wife and two orphan chil-

dren. They look and act as though a cloud

had never passed over them, but had always

lived in the cheerful sunshine. Love and
good will beams in every countenance, with

hearts as large as their bodies. Invoking

God's blessing on this household, I bid them
good-bye, and proceed still northward some
fifty rods.

Here is a small house occupied by an aged
couple, with the son and wife and two chil-

dren. This farm is now carried on by said

son, who has been in possession only two
yeais. From the timber and lu nber that has

lately made its appearance on the premises, I

am led to postpone further comments till I

learn what it all means.

Moving on some twenty-five rods further,

we find an old settler and his wife, aged al-

most eighty years, both smart and still enjoy-

ing life. A son and wife, with four children,

make up the family. The young man, who
now manages the farm, enlarged his barns a
few years ago, and must soon build still larger.

As he is one of the Town Fathers, it may not

be expedient for me to enter into details, but
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as his fields produce "more than a plenty,"

he is not only willing that others should be

fed and clothed and warmed, but ever ready

to show that willingness by deeds as well as

words.

Another twenty-five-rods' travel brings us to

a farm occupied by a middle-aged man, wife

and two boys. He has been on the farm some
four years. His crops have about doubled.

He, too, must build, or his stock and fodder

must be left out doors. If you want io find

him at his house in the morning, you must
start early.

I might go on further, but I fear others

may not be as much interested in my neigh-

bors as I am myself.

These si.x farms embrace about 600 acres

;

from which were raised some 200 bushels of

wheat, 300 cf corn, 700 of oats, 700 of India

wheat, 1500 bushels of potatoes; some 5000
pounds of maple sugar were made ; about 200
tons of hay harvested ; over $2000 worth sold

from dairy and hog-yard, besides beef, poul-

try, &c. , and on all these six farms I think there

was not paid out for labor in the house and on
the farms the amount of $125.
What think you ? Can these chaps live ?

Do they make farming pay ? Jf you still have

doubts, come up and see the oxen, steers and
fat sheep sent from this district, and mingle

with the men that raised them.
Now if any one can make a better show of

his neighborhood family, I will lay down
my pen and say that, in waking up somebody,
my object is accomplished. We want to wake
up these lords of the soil. We wisli to do them
honor and we wi^h them to honor themselves.

We want to hear from them. It is in them ;

they can drive a good bargain, and we think

they can drive a smart pen.
And now, Mr. Editor, if you think this all

bosh, throw it down, and take a glass of my
home-made, four-years old pie-plant wine, and
I will remain your well wisher,

y. Baker.
Broolfield, Vt., 1869.

Remarks.—This is a pleasant look at a

pleasant, prosperous neighborhood of farmers.

Scattered over the countrj-, we believe there

are many similar neighborhoods, and we unite

with Mr. Baker in the hope that his statement

will induce others to look about them to see

if some other six farms may not furnish as

good a record. We have had photographs of

fancy farms about long enough. Now let us

have pictures of real countrj' home farms that

support their owners and their families.

That bottle of wine found its way to an old

lady who said it was a most excellent cor-

dial,—^just what she had been wanting all the

spring.

J-'or the Xew England Farmer,
TOO MUCH WOKK.

It is said that more than one-fourth of the
lunatics of the country are farmers and mer-
chants, and among the reasons assigned for
crazy farmers, are too much work and too
little recreation. Now what is the remedy for

this deplorable state of things ?
'

For my own part I was slow to believe the
above statement as applicable to us here in

New England, notwithstanding our farmers are

supposed to be the hardest working agricul-

turists of any in the country. But I know of
many who work too hard for their real inter-

ests, though their keen Yankee sense seems
bright and sharp as ever. The motto of these

men is, "better to wear out than rust out."

So it is ; but what need of doing either ?

There is no real virtue in too much work.
On the contrary, is it not a sin for one to tax

unduly the strength and energy of a body so

fearfully and wonderfully made.
Much is said in these latter days of beasts of

drafc and burden being overworked by merci-

less masters, and societies are specially organ-
ized to prevent such cruelty. May not some
farmers be justly accused of being their own
worst task-masters ? And now that the busy
season comes on apace, let me just sound my
feeble note of warning.

In all our farming towns may be found some
lazy, shiftless ones, as you may find drones in

any hive. There are also able-bodied strag-

glers, begging victuals from door to door, who
ought to be set at work sawing wood to sweat
out their sheer laziness. But there is the op-
posite extreme—men growing prematurely old

;

nay, killing themselves with hard work. Some
are trj-ing to work themselves out of debt.

Others are slaves of avarice,—the more they
have the more they want. The former class

would seem to merit our sympathv only, while

the latter merit the condemnation we are wont
to pronounce en the avaricious. But some
men seem fated to be debtors, and the harder
they struggle the deeper they sink in the mire,

till the "bajkrjpt act" finally extricates them.
They toil early and late, and work their teams
till they give out. but they barely succeed in

"keeping the wolf from the door," after all.

Meanwhile hungry mouths multiply within

doors, till they are in danger of being eaten

out of house and home. AU their surplus re-

maming after feeding and clothing their families,

is eaten up by relentless interest on borrowed
money, till they must sell out and emigrate, or

keep toiling on up-hill till death comes at last

to their relief.

Some have "too many irons in the fire;"

and, between them all, they must needs keep
blowing and pounding away till they get their

fingers burnt. Always ready to run here and
there, sparing neither man nor beast, until

they prematurely run their race, and get no
credit from survivors for all their manifold la-

bors and favors.
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But are there not more who make drudges
of themselves, just to make money? Nay,
worse, who lay themselves, body and soul, on
the altur of Mammon. Of course this state-

ment is not limited to the farmer, nor is the

imputation ol too much work. Yt-t in the

K!ase of the farmer such drudgery seems more
noticeable.

Now, why not slack a little, and not work
yourselves to death to find, when all is over,

that "as you brought nothing with you into

the world, so you can carry nothing out?" It

is a relief to know that some have taken the

hint, perhaps from bitter experience of sick-

ness and infirmity, brought on by wilful disre-

gard of the laws of health ; and that others

have finally yielded to the remonstrance of

wife and daughters who have plead with them,
by the love they bear them, not to work so

hard, and give a little more time to those small,

sweet courtesies and charities which they had
once ignored.

It is true the farmer cannot always keep
within bounds, in this matter of work. There
will come emergencies in harvest time when he
must toil early and late ; times when he must
make the most of brief intervals of fair

weather, and secure his crops at any hazard.

And sometimes he has so much crowded into

one season, besides his regular farm work, that

lie must keep all hands toiling to their utmost
to get through. But is it not often the case

that work falls behindhand or is crowded for

want of some system and wise forethought ?

Worst of all, some old-fashioned farmers will

persist in taking the hardest way, and plod-

ding on independent of this and that labor-

saving machine which would lighten half their

load, and give them a new lease of life. In

doors and out, it is "work, work, work," and
whe.i they are dead, the property, so hardly

earned, may go to make only idlers and spend-
thrifts ! w. E. B.

Longmeadow, Mass., Jane 1869.

For the New England Farmer,

PEAT AS A PEBTIIilZER -A QUESTION.
On a large portion of the farms In New

England may be found a bed of peat or muck,
in store for the redemption of the upland soil.

In itself alone, as found, this peat exerts no
fertilizing power. Though consisting mainly

of vegetable matter,—decaying trees, shrubs

and grasses,—the tannic acid it contains pre-

serves it from decomposition and sometimes
actually prevents its favorable action on the

soil wih which it is incorporated. Plant an
apple or a pear tree in pure peat, and it dies.

The tannic acid poisons many kinds of cereal

and leguminous plants, and hence some far-

mers have become prejudiced against the use

of it. But peat itself is mainly vegetable
fibre,—geine, humus,—the natural food of
plants and trees. The very small per cent.

of tannic acid It contains renders it obnox-
ious. Eliminate this, and then we have in
peat one of the very best fertilizers nature
holds in store for us.

But what are the best means of doing it?

This is an important question, and whoever
rightly answers it will do more for agriculture
than ever has been done by any Liebig, Burns
or Davy. Dr. Dana, to be sure, did some-
thing. His "Muck Manual" should be in the
hands of every farmer. But much more must
be done. An alkali destroys an acid. But
what is the cheapest alkali ? What Is the best
mode of applying it ? Here is the problem.
One load of peat now good for nothing, how
shall I best, cheapest, and quickest change It

to a load of good manure? What are the
easiest, readiest, and surest steps? Good
questions these for the advanced class in our
new agricultural college.

"Combine it," says Dr. Dana, "after it has
felt the frost of winter, with one half a load
of barn manure." This will do it ; but time
is taken and the barn manure Is soon ex-
hausted. "Use night soil;" but there is no
city near. "Take ashes ;" but they are twen-
ty-five cents per bushel. "Spent ashes, then ;"

but the alkali,—the very thing you want,—is

taken out of them. "Well, soda;" ah, but
that costs money. "Liquid manure ;" but the
supply Is limited. "Then lime;" this, too,

costs money and Is slow in action.

We have tested all these agents and we
think the first the best, especially when the
swine have had the range of the barn cellar

;

but we believe there is a hettei- way, which
some enlightened chemist will, ere long, reveal
to us. As nature, ever provident and pro-
spective In her plans, has compensated for the
sterility of our soils by storing away In thou-
sands and thousands of acres of our low lands
the materiel for the recuperation of our up-
lands, and as this Is the day of chemical em-
prise and development, it is but reasonable to

suppose that the key to the treasure will soon
be found. W. Walbridge.

Billerica, Mass., Feb., 1869.

For the New England Farmer,

"CABBAGE WORM"
Mr. Editor :—In your last issue, Mr, Towles

of Alburgh, Vt., complains that his cal)bages
have all been destroyed "by a worm formed
by an egg or nit of a white butterfly deposited
in the head of the cabbage," and wishes to
know what can be done to stop its ravages.

Before his question can be properly an-
swered, we must inquire whether he knows or
only thinks the butterfly to be the parent of
the worm. If It Is really so, I suspect this to

be a recent, most unfortunate Importation
from England. Several years ago, a butterfly

called Fieris rupee, which has sometimes done
great damage In Europe, was discovered
about Quebec and has since spread Into north-
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ern Maine and Vermont. I have not yet

heard of its doing any serious injury, but it

certainly will as its rapid increase proves its

accommodation to the New World. This pest

was rot needed, for we have now a very near

relative first described in your paper, by Dr.

Harris as long ago as 1829 (see New Engl.vnd
Farmer, old series, vol. 7, p. 402) under the

the name of Pier is oleracea. This insect has

somi^times plundered our kitchen gardens,

—

turnips being apparently its favorite food. In

the cabbage butterfly, some distinct black

spots may be seen on the upper surface of the

front wings ; in the turnip butterfly, these

wings are pure white ; both species produce
two broods a year,—one in May and the other

in July ; the butterflies are of feeble flight and
can easily be taken in a scoop net and de-

stroytxl on the spot ; this is perhaps the best

way of keeping them in check.

I should be glad to receive from Mr. Towles
specimens of the butterfly and worm which
have troubled him, and as full an account as

possii le of the nature and extent of its rav-

ages. You will see by the circular I send that

I am preparing an extensive work on New
England butterflies, and information or speci-

mens of the insects in any of their stages, will

be acceptable from every quarter. I hope, in

return, that agriculturists may find something
in my work to assist them. Very truly yours,

Samuel H. Scudder.
Boston, May 81, 18Gy.

Coloring Cheese.—Fashion governs the

style and color not only of our clothing and

our dwellings, but even of our food. As one

passes through our market, men and boys may

be seen dressing up in "Boston style" boxes of

strawberries that are received from the South.

The beat berries must be placed on the top of

the box in a neat manner to sell well. So with

cheese, there is a fashionable color, without

which it will not bring the highest price. In a

late article upon this subject in the Utica Her-

ald, Mr. X. A. Willard, although personally

objecting to color, says the market demands a

rich, even color and will not be satisfied with-

out it. As a matter of dollars and cents, not

of principle or taste, be advises manufactur-

ers to keep up the color. He has never heard

of a lot of cheese being condemned because it

was too nicely colored, but has heard of com-

plaints and losses because cheese was too pale.

He says : "We have reports from some ten or

a dozen factories in Vermont. They have

started well, and promise a fine make for the

season. But they ai-e making their cheese too

pale. They must pay more attention to color,

if they would command the highest figures."

TIME OF CUTTIWa HAY.

UNE and July

are the great

haying months

with us in New
England. In

many sections

the experience

of farmers dur-

ing the past

winter has af-

forded an ex-

pensive argu-

ment in favor

of the import-

ance of this crop. We
suppose that the barns

of New England have not

been as empty for many

years as they are this spring.

We see it stated that Levi

Snow of Dover, Vt., has

been feeding out hay this spring that has been

in the barn thirty-four years, and it came out

green, bright and sound. Cattle ate it as well,

and it was as good in every respect, as hay

grown last summer. It is important then that

this harvest should be secured in good order.

And although we discoursed last week at some

length on the best time and manner of secur-

ing this crop, we think our readers will find

something of interest in the following brief

abstract of tbe statements made at a discus-

sion of the subject of haying by the Massa-

chusetts Board of Agriculture during its ses-

sion at Amherst, last December.

Mr. Hyde of Lee, and Dr. Fisher of Fitch-

burg, stated opinions, and facts of much im-

portance, that cannot fail to meet the approba-

tion of all sensible and observing men. The

more completely hay retains the properties of

grass, tbe better it is. The sugar and starch

in the juices of grass, constitute its most im-

portant elements. Its nutritive value depends

upon the amount of sugar and starch it con-

tains. As the seed stalk grows up and the seed

ripens, the sugar and starch are converted

into woody fibre, which can yield no nutri-

ment unless it is reconverted in the stomach of

the animal into starch and sugar. The grass

blade—the leaf—is its most nutritive part, and

when the blade is most fully developed, and in

its most succulent state then the grass is in its
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best condition, and contains the greatest

amount of nutriment, and should be imme-

diately cut and cured. The leaves are reser-

voirs in which sugar and starch are accumu-

lated for the use of the stalk in forming the

seed—and when the seed vessels are formed,

the sugar and starch are rapidly drawn from

the leaf vessels to be converted into the sub-

stance of the seed.

Whether the hay is to be fed to cows in milk

or horses at work, it is much better if cut early

than if cut late. Woody fibre affords but lit-

tle nutriment, and if our animals are to obtain

their living from it in the winter we had bet-

ter turn them into the woods and let them

browse, than to be at the expense of laying up

wood for them in our barns.

Dr. Fisher said, "I cut my herdsgrass be-

tween the 13th of June and the 3d of July. I

cut it before it had shown a blossom, and I

should bo willing to put that hay before cattle,

by the side of any other hay, and if they did

not choose mine in preference to any other, I

should be very much mistaken."

Then if the crop cut thus early is not as

heavy as it would be cut two or three weeks

later, you will get a second crop, not of rowen,

but of hay of good quality, dried grass, as

valuable in proportion to its weight, as the

first crop. What we want as food for cattle

and horses, is dried grass, not bushes, coarse

or fine. When seed stalks have formed on

grass, cattle will not eat them, if they can help

it. We find ihem cropping the short green

blades near the ground, and avoiding the full

grown woody stalks, and they would do so in

the winter if they could separate the blades

from the stalks in the hay.

Says Dr. Fisher, "I have two horses now

which have been kept for some years upon six

quarts of meal, and pretty late cut hay. It

required that amount to keep them in condi-

tion. I now give them only two quarts of

meal (and have given them only that quantity

for the last year and a half) in combination

with hay that I cut early, and they are in bet-

ter condition than they were two, three or

four years ago. I consider them as good ar-

guments as I can produce. They certainly

thrive better on two quarts of meal and the

hay they get now, than they did formerly upon

six quarts of meal and late cut hay."

Says Mr. Hyde, "The grass of Massachu-

setts is probably cut a fortnight ealier than it

was ten years ago. Towards this result the

mowing machine has greatly contributed, as il

enables us to finish the hay harvest with great

dispatch.

"The true principle of haying, we think, is

to secure the hay at a time when we can har-

vest the largest amount that shall be like grass

in its perfect state ; and this we can do when

the grass has attained its growth, and before

the starch, sugar and gluten of the plant have

gone to the formation of seed, or been con-

verted into woody fibre. The starch and other

nutritious compounds are on the increase as

long as the plant grows ; but with blossoming,

growth ceases, and now is the time with the

least labor to secure the greatest amount of

forage in its best condition."

This is the true theory ; and when the prac-

tice shall be fully up to the theory, we think the

hay crop of New England will be worth at least

twenty-five per cent, more than it is now.

Another advantage, too, we think would re-

sult. The cows would yield a full flow of

milk with half the corn meal and oil meal

which they now require, and which, by their

unnatural stimulation, keep them in a feyerish

condition and produce frequent abortions,

unhealthy states of the milk vessels, and vari-

ous other forms of disease, which render them

short lived and greatly diminish the profits of

the dairy. Were the cows fed on well cured

grass they would require but little more grain

in winter than in summer, just enough to make
up for the difference in temperature ; they

would be more healthy, and of course their

milk would be more healthy. Much of it now
is fit for anything else rather than for human
food. In his lecture upon the dairy, Mr.

Willard of New York said, "If you have any

diseased cows, do not mix the milk of those

animals with the milk out of which you are go-

ing to make your butter and cheese, but throw

it to the pigs."

Prof. Gamgee said. "Don't throw it to the

pigs." And yet, how much such milk do we

sive to the children !

ExpEiUMENTAi, Fakms.—The French Em-
peror has nine example farms in Gascony,
eight in Champagne, three in Cologne, one in

Limceusin and one in Italy. These twenty-
two farms pay him on an average four per
cent, on the capital invested.
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A TENANT FABMER.
A few days since one of the Editors of the

Farmer had the pleasure of receiving a call

from some relatives whom he had not met for

forty-faur years. The strange work which this

lapse of time had made with boys and girls who
were once playmates, is a matter in which the public

has no interest. But as our friends are farmers

who, commencing with hired land, have paid for a

large farm from the profits of farming, we claim

that a brief sketch of their agricultural history

may be considered as public property, and believe

it will be interesting to our readers, and particu-

larly to that portion of them who are now young,

and are balancing the probabilities of being able

to pay for a gooa farm by farming. We will,

therefore, at the outset, introduce our friends as

Mr. and Mrs. John Balis of Benson, Rutland
country, Vt.

On their marriage, the estate of the husband and
the dowry of the n ife, consisted of two pairs of

willing hands, habits of industry, and "great ex-

pectations" of success,—rather an old fashioned,

but after all not a bad "setting out." Having
caught his bird, but not having a cage of his own,

Mr. Balis found shelter in his father's house, and

entered into partnership with him in the manage-

ment of his farm of 1.50 acres in the town of Hub-
bardston, Vt., adjoining that of his present resi-

dence. Here he remained until twenty-nine yeai-s

of age.

On a mutual division of the increased stock and

land, Mr. Balis' portion was appraised at about

151600. But as yet he had no house,—the build-

ings all belonging to the old homestead, which was

retained by his father. For a year or two, there-

fore, he lived in a hired house, and carried on

some land on shares, in addition to the manage-

ment of his own lot. Eventually, however, he pur-

chased additional land with buildings, and was no

longer a tenant.

He turned his attention early to raising sheep as

a leading feature of his farm management, though

he has been quite successful in wheat-growing.

From the avails of his crops he wa's enabled to buy
more land. One of the most lucky of his pur-

chases, he informed us, was a lot of wild land for

$1350, from which he sold, in one year, wood and

wheat to the amount of IgloOO, over and above all

expenses of labor, &c. But such "good strikes"

were not often made. Mainly by small gains and

small savings, he now finds himself, with his two

sons, in possession of fourteen hundred acres of

land, in a tolerably compact form, in the rich

valley of Lake Champlain, on which there are in

all six dwelling houses, twelve large and several

small barns, with sheds or lean-tos sufficient for

1200 sheep, and stabling for thirty horses and cat-

tle; with which amount of stock he entered the

past winter. During the season he has, however,

lost some two hundred sheep—a very unusual mor-

tality for him. His sheep are grade merinos, and

average from four and a half to five pounds a
fleece.

His sheep sheds or lean-tos are built the whole
length of the barn to which they are attached, and
connect with the cellar under the barn, in which
the sheep are fed, and where they find a warm
place in cold weather.

He now mows over about 400 acres, which aver-

age about one ton per acre, and we understood him
to say that he has this year full fifty tons more than

his stock required.

From three to six acres are sown to wheat each

year. This year he has sown six bushels of wheat,

and as usual, on land on which corn grew the pre-

vious j'ear. It now promises a good crop. Last

spring he sowed six bushels and harvested one

hundred bushels. The year before, he sowed three

and a half bushels and harvested seventy-five.

Three years ago he sowed his wheat on low, flat

land, and in consequence of unusually wet weather

the crop was a failure. The ground was well pre-

pared and with a favorable season, he anticipated a

good crop. Have your ground in good order, he

says, and sow as early as possible, say from the

20th of April to the 10th of May, on good rich soil,

and you need not fail once in ten years in raising

all the wheat needed in the family.

He raises from six to ten acres of corn a year,

which yield from fifty to seventy-five bushels of

shelled corn per acre. He applies about fifty loads

of manure, and that leaves the land in fine condi-

tion for wheat.

Of potatoes, he plants from four to eight acres,

usually on sward land; arid generally has about

fifteen acres in oats.

For corn, he generally ploughs the manure in,

and plants two years, and "stocks down" with

wheat or oats. Mows from two to four years, and

obtains good crops of grain and grass. For pota-

toes he takes sward land ; sometimes, but not as

a general thing, growing two crops, then manures

well, sows oats and seeds down.

Such land as he does not wish to rlo°?li tip, he

top dresses, preferring to do »his immediately after

haying when possible, as the fall rains dissolve the

manure and start up the grass ; thus making a good

crop more sure the next season, than if it were ap-

plied in tie spring. If applied veiy early in the

spring, say in March, and if the season is not too

dry. it does well ; but if the season is diy it has

less etFtct. He uses no manure except that made
on the farm.

He has built some 1200 to 1500 rods of cedar

rail fence, the material for which was drawn ten

miles, and some 400 to 500 rods of pine stump

fence, dug from his own land.

Mr. Balis informed us that in ordinary seasons,

and with ordinary health and ordinary expenses,

he could support his family without much en-

croachment on the sales of his wool, which must

certainly be regarded as pretty good evidence that

there is profit in farming in Lake Champlain Val- j

ley, if no where else in New England. «
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He informed us that friends in Illinois, near

Chicago, have repeatedly urged him to sell his

farm in Vermont and try the West. He has vis-

ited there occasionally, having just returned from

a trip through Michigan to Illinois, at the time of

our interview. We give the result of his observa-

tion, and his conclusions as to the comparative

advantages of Vermont and Illinois, in his own
words :

—

"It is generally thought," he said, "that the West

has great advantacres over New England for farm-

ing. I made considerable inquiry out there about

farms, crops, the price of land, &c., but I cannot

see wherein they have the advantages that are gen-

erally conceded to them by farmers in New Eng-

land. In the section I visited, improved farms

are held at $50 to $(150 per aire, with not near as

good buildings as we have here in this section

of Vermont on farms that can be bought to-day at

from $20 to $;50 per acre, with plenty of water of

the best quality, good roads, good schools and
good improvements generally.

"Then again. Western farmers do not raise as

much per acre of most kinds of grain as we do. It

is true that their land is worked more easily than

ours, but it is less favorable to the production of

grass. Hence they plough more land than we do,

and consequently have less pasturage. Most of

the stock that I saw there this spring was poor.

This may not be the case in other sections, and

probablj' is not among farmers who make a busi-

ness of fattening cattle.

"When 1 left home I felt rather discouraged by

my unusually large loss of sheep during the past

winter. But I found that the mortality among the

flocks in Illinois had been so much greater than

with me, that my loss seemed trifling in compari-

son. Individual farmers, in the vicinity where I

visited, who commenced the winter with from 400

to 500 sheep have lost nearly their entire flocks,

from the scab and grub in the head, as is gener-

ally supposed. Wool growers both East and West
are becoming much disheartened.

"I hope that young farmers who are thinking

about going West will look at all these things

thoughtfully before they start. 'Distance may
lend enchantment to the view,' but it may cost

something to learn that 'all is not gold that glit-

ters.'
"

In reply to our question whether the advance in

the price of land or other causes had mad« the

chances for success on the part of young men v/\\o

are now beginning life without capital less favora-

ble than they were when he began business for

himself, Mr. Balis remarked that he thought not

;

he believed that so many young people ai-e now

leaving the farm for other pursuits that the oppor-

tunities for industrious, reliable young men who

are contented to remain on the farm, were never as

good as now ; and he said that he knew of fine

openings in his own neighborhood, and elsewhere,

for those who are willing to work and to live eco-

nomically.

POTATO BUGS.
The losses sustained by. farmers in conse-

cpence of bugs and insects appear to be in-

creasing as tbe country grows older. One re-

sult of these losses must be a more general

study of the habits and character of these in-

sects. Inquiries or complaints are often

made of iJie grain weevil, tJie cut worm, the

potato bug, &c., while there are often a great

variety of these insects. A long article was

published last year in the American Entomol-

ogist, an excellent illustrated monthly publica-

tion, at one dollar per year, on potato bugs,

in which ten different bugs were described,

with cuts of each. The Utica Herald gives

the main facts of that article in the following

brief abstract :

—

In the United States there are no less than
ten distinct species of bugs that prey upon the

potato plant ; and many of these ten species

are confined within certain geographical limits.

The habits and history of several of these va-

rieties vary as widely as does that of the hog
from the horse. Some attack the potato in

both the larva and the perfect or winged state
;

others in the winged or perfect state alone,

and yet others in the larva state alone.

Some of these insects raise but one brood of
young every year, while three of them raise

two or three broods ; each generated by
females belonging to the preceding brood.

Three of the ten feed externally upon the

leaves and tender stems, while two burrow, like

a borer, exclusively in the larger stalks. Al-
most every one of these has its peculiar insect

enemies ; and a mode of attack which will

prove successful with some of them, will very
often turn out worthless when employed
against others. And here it occurs to us to

suggest that when a writer or editor talks of

the potato bug, he give its scientific name, to

avoid confusion. This failure of writers to

give a name by which all can distinguish the

individual species—as well of insects as varie-

ties in plants—is the cause of much misunder-

standing and prolonged discussion.

We are enabled in this abstract to give only

the names and present some of the more com-
mon characteristics of the different families of

these pests.

First we will take the "Stalk Borer." (Gor-
tyna Nortila Garence.) Its larva is not pecu-
liar to th*» potato, as it also infests tomato,
dahlia, aster, and other garden tlower-stalks.

The larva leaves the stalk the latter part of
July, descends a little below the surface of
the earth, where it changes in about three
days into the chrysalis state, and emerges as a
perfect moth from the last of August to the
middle of September.
The potato stalk weevil (Baridus trinota-

tus), according to Dr. Harris, is a more pecu-
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liarly southern species,—ranging from the

Middle States south, and unknown in New
England. In some {ilafes it utterly ruins the

crops. So far as known it infests only the

potato plant.

The potato, or tomato worm {Sphinx macu-
lata,) is well known to tobacco growers as the

tobacco worm, and moth, and needs nothing
fur her explanatory.

The striped Blister beetle (Lytta vitata)

follows. Four varieties are mentioned as be-

longing to the Lytta family. They are only

dcstrucUve of the foliage of the plant in their

perfect winged state, living and feeding on
various roots, under ground, in their larva

state. They belong to the same family as the

Spanish tly, and will raise just as good blisters

as that does, and are equally poisonous taken
internally in large doses. The striped blister

beetle is almost exclusively a southern species,

occuring some years very abundantly. This
beetle is said to take all other varieties of po-

tatoes in preference, to the Peachblow, and
may be destroyed by driving them off the vines

with a bush, placing hay or straw between the

rows in which they will seek to hide, and burn-
ing them.

We have next the Ash-gray blister beetle,

{Lytta Cinerea.) It is found more commonly
in the northern part of the northern States.

It attacks not only the potato, but honey
locust, and English or Windsor beans. It has

been known to swarm upon every apple tree

of a small orchard in northern Illinois, eating

the foliage and gnawing the young apples.

Next is the Black Rat blister beetle, (Lytta
Murita,) which is often mistaken for the black

blister beetle, {Lytta Afrata) from which it

d^ers only in having four raised lines placea
lengthwise upon each wing-case, and by the

two first joints of the antenna? being greatly

dilated and lengthened in the males.

The ^largined blister beetle, {Lytta Mar-
ginata} is a species easily recognized by its

general black color, and the narrow ashgr^y
edging to its wing. It usually feeds on t-er-

certain wild plants ; but in Wisconsin and

Illinois it has been known to feed on the pota-

to vine, and been taken in company with the

striped blister beetle, and iy known to be in-

creasing on the potato.

These are only a portion of the many varie-

ties of "potato bugs," but the list is believed

to embrace the most injurious of them. A
knowledge of these varieties, of their manner
of breeding, and of their habits will aid ma-
terially in furnishing data which shall be of

service in planning more efficient means for

their extermination.

Corn or Witch Grass Land —The land

where I raise my corn is full of witch-grass. I

plough in August six inches deep, harrow two

or three times in the fall when it is dry ; cross

plough late in the fall two inches deeper, and

let it lay up to the action of the frost during
the Winter ; harrow down in the spring

;
plough

ten inches deep ; harrow ; furrow deep ; dress
with a shovelful of barn dressing and a spoon-
ful of phospLate of lime to the hill. I have
killed the witch-grass so that it takes less time
to cultivate the crop properly than it would
with one ploughing. The land is in fine tilth,

stands the drought better and produces a much
better crop ; the ground is in better order for

grain, and grass seed catches better and is not

choked out by the roots of the witch-gr;/ss.

I planted ten acres of corn last year on inter-

val, with beans between the hills, and raised

three hundred and sixty-two bushels of ears

—

handsome, sound corn as I ever saw.

—

Louis
Simpson, 2d, of Brunswick, in Maine Far-
mer.

KAISB THE BEST CALVES.

We find the following article by our val-

ued correspondent, A. W. Cheever, Esq., of

Sheldonville, Mass., in the Oermantown Tele-

graph :—
I do not propose to have all the calves

raised, but with the present high prices of

good cows, it seems injudicious to let good
heifer calves go to the butcher. I know a

twenty-dollar bill is a temptation to let a good

calf go. I could get that price for one now
on hand at eight weeks old. I shall not sell

her. She drinks well and eats very like an

ox. I bought her at four weeks old, let her

go without one meal to give her an appetite,

then carried her some new milk in a clean

pail, wet my finger in the milk, put it in her

mouth and gradually coaxed her head down
to the railk. She soon learned where the

milk came from, and in a few days would

drini as well as I could wish. She now has

wLat sweet skimmed milk she will drink, twice

a day. It is warmed nearly to blood-heat.

Cold milk is sure to give the scours to a

young calf. I intend to feed her milk several

months and keep her constantly growing and
healthy. I give her a lock of hay when 1 feed

the other cattle, and give her some exercise

in the yard with the dry cows.

I have raised all my best heifer calves for

the last five years, and am getting a good
stock of well-behaved cows, much more quiet

and orderly than those I formerly picked up

in the neii^hborhood.

I find my heifers are as large at two years

as most of those I see are at three. I have

them come in about two years. But to have

heifers that jou will be proud to show your

friends, you must not let them get any check

in their growth. It will not do to let them

out to pasture to shift for themselves in the

hot suns of summer or the cold storms of au-

tumn. I'hey ought to have milk till six

months old, and a little meal may be added
gradually. They ought to learn to eat meal
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while young, say before they are a year old,

but I do not believe in raising calves on a

grain or porridge diet. Milk is their natural

food, and I believe they should be raised

chiefly on butter farms.

A cow that is poor for butter-making, but

good for the cheese dairy, it is well-known, has

fat calves. The casein of milk is the part that

gives the most nourishment to man or beast.

I know there is an idea quite common among
some farmers and others that skimmed milk

will not fat a calf; and many experiments

seem to favor the idea. But I think the fail-

ures have betn owing to feeding it carelessly
;

either sour, too cold or too hot.

I know my calves are in demand for veal,

and are pronounced extra when fed on clean

skimmed milk.

We should not forget to give calves a clean

dry bed ; and they should be treated kindly

at all times. Then quiet, orderly cows will

be the result.

AGRICULTUKAL ITEMS.
—There were shipped from Vergennes, Vt., be-

tween March 1st, 1868, and March 1st, 1869, 278,-

689 pounds of butter, or 54,000 pounds less than

the previous year.

—It is an excellent plan to keep a lump of com-

mon chalk in the feeding trough constantl}', after

the calves are a moiit.h old, this will correct the

acidity of the stomach and have a tendency to

keep them in a healthy stai«.

—One day this spring, Willie Brewster, of Iras-

burgh, Vt., a lad sixteen years ol4, harrowed with

a span of horses eleven acres of ground, and after

putting up his team went one mile through mud
and water on foot after the cows, drove th«m home
and milked nine of them. A pretty gooa day's

work for a boy.

—The sunflower is very useful. Its leaves sook

become large enough to be used as a covering for

young cabbage and tomato plants. Its stem affords

an excellent hop or bean pole, and when dead in

the fall, if cut up and kept dry, it answers well for

kindling wood. The leaves can be plucked off

through the summer without injury to the plant,

and dried for fodder, or fed green to milk cows or

horses. Its seeds make a fine oil, or chicken feed.

It is said to be an absorbent of malaria, and is often

cultivatt d as a preventive of fevers near dwellings

that occupy low places.

—Mr. Quinn, who was formerly farm manager

for Prof. Mapes, advises market gardeners to raise

most of their seeds. In an article in the Hearth

and Home he says he adopted the plan many years

ago of raising the larger part of tho-seeds he needs,

and is well satisfied it is the best and most eco-

nomical plan. For this purpose the best speci-

mens raised should be selected and used. A
knowledge of certain laws of hybridization is ne-

cessary, but he says, he considers it less difficult

to raise a crop of cabbage or onion seed, than to

ensure the successful heading of the cabbages or

the perfection of the onion bulbs.

EXTKACTS AJSTD KEPLIES.

LAMBS POISONED BY LAUREL.

Mr. W. F. Webster, of Warwick, Mass., informs

us that he has been much troubled by sickness

and loss of lambs in consequence of being pois-

oned by laurel. Last spring he tried in a desper-

ate case the application of onions as recommended
in the Farmer. He had a lamb so near dead that

it scarcely breathed, and could no more hold up

its head as it lay on the ground, when raised by
hand, than if actually dead. He roasted an onion

in hot ashes, cut it, and on raising up the fore leg

cut a slit into the skin or integument connecting

it with the body and put in the half of the onion

on each side, at the same time giving the lamb an

injection. The lamb immediately revived. The
onions were changed for fresh ones and the lamb
speedily recovered. If taken in season he has

found about a wine glass of old cider an excellent

medicine. Castor oil recommended by H. C. Mer-

riam, if given in season, we believe is one of the

most convenient and efficient remedies known.

TOBACCO CULTURE.

In my perambulations amongst the tobacco
growers of this region, I notice quite a diffirence
in the state of forwardness of the plants in the
different seed beds, even where there is great simi-
larity of soil and location, of manure and glass
used, of care taken to sprout the seed before sow-
ing it in the beds, and where all these operations
are performed at the same time and with the same
anxiety to secure early plants. Now what is the
reason that Mr. A. gets plants large enough to set

in May, while Mr. B. cannot get them tit to do so
before some two weeks later ?

This is a question of more importance to the
grower than at first would be supposed. Two
weeks may materially affect the crop in value.
We are in the habit of transplanting our plants
Irom the seed bed, from the first week in June to
tht first of July, but ordinarily the last set, if they
do i.ot get pinched by early frosts, turn out a
mucn smaller leaf, and of inferior quality, gener-
ally thiUi, heavy, unripe, and so can never make
a good burning tobacco. These are among the
important results of early or late plants. IIow
are we to go to work to obtain early, vigorous
plants. Can it be done by a proper construction
of our seed beds ? We know a cai ptnter who owns
and works a small farm. He is an excellent
workman at his trade, flimous for close joints.
Well, he made a hot bed, and the boards were put
together with as much precision .is he would fit

ihejuintstoa staircase. 'Ihe resulc was that he
roasted his seed. Now if he had set his farm
hands to work, with an axe, h.<ramcr and wood-
saw, he would have obviated tliat difficulty. He
is over nice. His neigiibor gets plants early
always, and not over four rods distant. Another
sows on to his bed Peruvian guano in such quan-
tities that the plants are burned up by it, and only
a few make out to live through and tret large
enough to transplant until the season has so far
advanced that they are of no avail. Anothrr uses
fish guano, and tliat, too, kills them We have
seen a bed recently with not a plant upon it, all
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killed by the fish guano. Now, how shall we
manafre to secure early plants .' This is the all im-
portant question.
One neighbor who generally succeeds, says he

ploughs in all the manure he can conveniently in

the early fall, and ploughs at lea't twice more, be-
fore the ground freezes up. In the spring he rakes
in "Russt 11 Coe's superphosphate." This j'car he
was setting plants in May. We think the seed
beds should be ploughed as often as once a month
after taking off the plants, and the manure applied
as early as July, so yiat the v/ild seed in the
ground and manure may have a chance to germin-
ate, and be destroyed by the ploughing, before
sowing the beds. This is our method ; who has a
better ? Lataika.

Whately, Mass., May 31, 1869.

SEDIMENT FROM SODA ASH.

I have something like one ton and a half of the
sediment of soda ash used in scouring cloth. Can
you inform me of its manurial vatue, and the
proper way of preparing it for use on crops or fruit
trees. a. b.

May 16, 1869.

Remarks.—As we were not able to answer the

above,—not knowing whether the sediment was
gravel stones or something else,—we submitted the

query to Dr. Nichols, editor of the Boston Journal

of Chemistry, thinking it probable that, in the

course of his business as a manufacturing chem-
ist, or in his extensive experiments with "doctor's

stuff," in making a poor farm in Essex county rich

without manure, he had had occasion to make a

chemical examination of the substance alluded to.

In reply, he informs us that he has never made
such examination, and that he does not know
what the sediment is. But he presumes, on gen-

eral principles, that it may be of value to soils.

Soda, however, he remarks, we all know is not as

valuable as potash and potash salts.

"WHEAT CROPS IN MAINE AND VERMONT.
In your paper of April 10, I noticed a statement

by Mr. M. E. Rice of Stetson, Me., that he raised
114 bushels Scotch Fife Avheat from 5^ acres, using
11 bu&htls seed, and sowed 1200 pounds of super-
phosphate of lime on the land. I raised on seven
rods kss than two acres, 53 bushels of Bald wheat
from four bushels of seed. In the fall I spread
twenty one-horse loads of muck manure to the
acre, sowed April 28, and harvested the last of July.
The land the previous year was cropped with oats,
wihout ruanure. Our rich Vermont hills, with a
sprinkling of muck manure, will give us thirty
bushels per acre. Try again Mr. Rice.

Craftsbury, Vt., May 15, 1869. E. Hatch.

THE FLEA BUG.
In my communication about the cabbage weevil

there is one mistake. I intended to have said the
cab'tage weevil is the offspring of a fly, as is the
onion worm, not "maggot." They are two distinct
species of insects.

"S. E.'s" inquiry as to what will destroy the flea
bug is too late for this season. I suppose he has
reference to the small black bug that hups like a
flea. They have never troubled my onions. In
years past they destroyed my cabbage and summer
savory, and eat my vines, but do not trouble me
now. They are a very sensitive insect and will
not stay where there is an ofiensive odor. One
morning last season I found my vines covered

with flea bugs. Having a tub of liquid hen ma-
nure in the garden, I put some of it around each
hill, and the second day alter applied it again.
The bugs all left for a patch of potatoes close by.
There were thousands of them, l)ut they nev«r
again came near the vines. Now if "S. E." will
apply hen manure on one side of his onion rows,
near, but not directly on the onions just as they
are breaking the ground, or a little before, and
two days after repeat the application, the bugs
will leave. He may have to use it the third time,
but a faithful application of it will save his onions.

CJielsea, Vt., June 4, 1869. 0. Hoyt.

GIRLS LEAVING THE FARM.

In the Farmer of April 3, the girls are accused
of leaving home or the farm to seek other em-
ployment, as the farm is not fashionable enough
lor them. That some may have left, I would not
deny, but to charge them all with desertion is

hardly just. I have in my mind, in not a very
wide circle of acquaintance, at least five young la-

dies, over sixteen years of age, who most faith-

fully assist in carrying on the indoor operations of
the farm, and if occasion requires will don the sun-
bonnet for a job in the garden, field or barn ; and
some of them I happen to know are readers of your
paper. The girls are not all gone. Batch.

Wallingford, Vt., May 10, 1869.

PRACTICAL FARMING.—LOSS OF SHEEP.

I enclose $2.50 for your paper another year,
hoping that it may long continue, and that more
be said about experience in farming by those who
are better acquainted with farming than myself.
I wish that more farmers would tell how to pre-
pare land for different kinds of crops, &c. I wish
to inquire particularly what it is that ails f»he sheep
this spring. I have lost two. They died very
suddenly. Whether it is the grub in the head or
something else, I do not know. Some of my
neighbors have lost more or less in about the same
way. E. A. Moore.

Weston, Vt., May, 1869.

Remarks.—There has been unusual mortality

among sheep in New England and at the West the

past winter, and we solicit the experience and

opinions of flock-masters as to the cause. Do not

wait till you know all about it, but let us know
what you have found out.

RAGGED ROBBIN

—

Lichnis FloS'CUCuK.

In the Farmer Nov. 30, 1868, I find it said that
the well-known Ragged Robin is one variety of
Lychnis. I would like to inquire which variety it

is, and whether it can be grown from seed }

Roijalton, Vt., May 20, 1869. Sue,

Remarks.— The variety is Flos-cuculi. Mr.

Breck says in his Book of Flowers that "it is propa-

gated by divisions of the root." We do not find

the seed mentioned in Mr. Washburn's catalogue.

Mr. Breck says "the double variety is deservedly

esteemed, is very ornamental, and flourishes in

any common garden soil."

THE crows.

Mr. Thomas M. Brewer, in the Atlantic, takes
strong ground in defence of the crows. He thinks
agriculture is goitig to the hugs, m consequence
of our "murderous warfare" upon the crows, by
which the "harmonies of nature" are sadly dis-

turbed. We are disposed to think that the pull-

ing up of an acre or two of coin in a cold
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late spring, disturbs the harmony of nature some-
what also ; at any rate, we are sure that it disturbs
the economy of the farm. It is bad enough to

have to fight the cut worms, without fighting thg
crows. As to the crows helping us to get rid of
the cut worms, that is all "bosh." A little salt and
copperas made into a brine, to sttep the seed corn
in, will do much better. As a dose for the "black
ralcals" we recommend twenty grains of strychnine
in a gill of warm water, with a pint of corn soaked
in it over night. Scatter this on the field. It is

cheaper to feed crows in this way than on the
corn you have taken pains to plant. j. e.

Concord, Mass., May 3, 1869,'

POLLEN.—THE SEASON IN WINDSOR COUNTY, VT.

The weather has been very dry here for some
ten days until yesterday, when we had a heavy
shower ; and after it was over, I noticed a peculiar
scum or what seemed like sulphur to appearance,
but void of smell. I first thought it might be
caused by a new shingled roof, but two of my
neighbors tell me they discovered the same thing.
I enclose a little parcel of this yellow matter,
which I took from the sides of a l)arrel of the
water at the side of the house, and if you think it

worthy of notice should like to have it analyzed
and a description of it published ia the New Eng-
land Fakmeb. It may be of no importance, but I

never saw or heard of the like before. Grass is

looking finely for this season of the year, and June
grass is heading out rapidlj'. The weather has
been quite hot of late, till since the shower it is

quite cold. The shower was nearly hail, and
accompanied with considerable wind, but little

thunder. Frank.
Woodstock, Vt., June 6, 1869.

Remarks.—"We have no hesitation in saying that

the yellow dust or powder which was received in

good order, is simply the pollen of pine, spruce

or other trees. It is often carried to a great dis-

tance by the wind, and its collection on water in

noticeable quantities, under favorable circum-

stances, is not very uncommon. The dry spell

preceding the shower you speak of, flivored its col-

lection on both old and new roofs. A few years

ago it was very abundant about our own residence,

and many at first sight called it sulphur.

TO DESTROY WOODCHUCKS.

Feeling indebted to the Farmer for much use-

ful knowledge, I think it but just to communicate
such valuable facts as come under my observation.
Having been much troubled by woodchucks, es-

pecially in my l)ean fields, for beans seem to be
their favorite food, I have tried many ways in

years past to thm them out. But this spring I

have bien more successful. I have adopted the
method recommended in the Farmer last year of
burning gun-powder in their holes, with this im-
provement: I add to the powder an equal part of
sulphur. A handful of this mixture is put into a
small bag, into which I insert the end of a fuse

and tie up the bag tightly. It is then put into the

hole as far as convenient, the other end of the

fuse being left out, when the hole is tilled up tight

around the fuse. If the burrow has other open-

ings, these must also be closed. Then ignite the

powder and sulphur by means of the fuse. This

fills the hole with gas, which is death to the wood-
chucks. In only two cases out of fifteen have
there been any signs of lifeafier burning the pow-
der. The cost need not exceed five cents to a hole,

and may save dollars. Elijah Myrick.
Groton Junction, Mass., June, 1869.

rustic seats.

The authorities at Washington have decreed that

ship carpenters and other mechanics and laborers

employed by government may count eight hours

as a full day's work. As it may take farmers who
work from twelve to sixteen hours a day for

much smaller wages than these men get, some
time to see the justice of this decision, we propose

that they take hold and build comfortable seats

for calm reflection. They, may not have much
time to occupy them, to be sure ; but perhaps after

the last cow is milked, they may sit down for a few

minutes and compare their life with that of those

employed in Uncle Sam's navy yards and arsenals.

We would not advise a costly lounge—an "accom-

plished sofa,"—or anything of the kind. If you
have a good sized apple, maple, or any other tree

near the house, what say to a seat after this fash-

ion ?

No mahogany or rosewood is needed in its con-
struction; no costly tools are required for its

manufacture. Crooked roots or gnarled limbs are
just the material for its frame work; the more
rough, the more rustic ; the more curves and ridges

it shows, the more fashionable and tasteful will it be

regarded by your city cousins, and by the sons

and daughters of the eight-hour men, should they

honor you by a call.

But if you have no tree or stump against which to

build your superstructure, then try your hand at a

three-legged chair something after this pattern :

—

The half of a spruce, hemlock, pine, oak, elm or
other small tree, retaining the limbs, furnish not

only the back but much of the elegant lattice

work which adorns your pattern. For the other
legs and rounds select the most grotesque, ugly

looking sticks to be found in the wood pile or

forest ; no matter if they are so crooked that they
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cannot lay still on the ground alone,—and then see

how nicely they will look when made a part of the

"harmonious whole." Perhaps,

"On such a eeat immortal Alfred pat,

And swayed tbd sceptre of his infant realms."

But whether he did or did not, such chairs are

sold in Boston, and adorn the gardens and lawns

of its suburban estates. And why may not far-

mers have them ? Oiling will preserve the bark

and the wood, but they should not be varnished.

We claim no originality in the above illustra-

tions. They are copied from the Rural New
Former, and answer our purpose very well. We be-

lieve that boys sometimes spend a leisure hour as

unprofitably as they would in building either or

both of the above comfortable seats, where their

parents, their sisters or themselves may rest from

their labors.

THE CROW AND JAY CONDEMNED.

Of late I have seen several pieces in your paper
in favor of protecting the crows. Having been en-
gaged for twenty-five years in collecting birds and
eggs for literary and scientific institutions in Mas-
sachusetts and other New England States, I have
necessarily made their habits a sutyect of much
study. My conclusions in respect to the utility of
the crow do not correspond with those expressed
in the Farmer. I know that they destroy some
insects in the spring, but mostly water insects that

do no damage, but many of which prey on other
species that are injurious.

But I do also know that crows live almost en-

tirely on the eggs and the young of smaller birds,

froni the middle of May to the first of August, and
that they feed their young on the same, and
scarcely anything else. I have no doubt that a
nest of four young crows—there are sometimes five

— will eat two quarts of young birds or eggs in one
day. That they destroy two-thirds of all the eggs
and young of small birds I know to be a fact, in

some sections. Of some species, I have known
them to destroy four nests out ot five, and that be-
fore the young were a week old.

Now I think that one small bird will destroy
more noxious insects in one season than fifty crows.
And this is not all. They often spoil large fields

of corn when too late in the season to replant. If

every crow, jay, hawk and owl could be fed to in-

sects, I think it would be a blessing to the farmer
and to the small birds, and I hope no law will be
passed to protect crows or jays, for I see them
daily hunting for the nests of small birds.

Hudson, Mass., June, 1869. S. Jellison.

CULTIVATION OF THE INTELLECT.

The importance of manual labor as a means of
rest and refreshment to the wearied brain, has
often been urged upon the attention of professional
people.
By the same rule we would recommend a daily

interval of study to the "working classes," so
called. IHiere is, to be sure, in farm life, both
within doors and without, an abundant call for
brain work; yet so identified is it with the hand
work, as to possess but little of the recuperative
power of studies which have no direct reference or
relation to the daily toil. If one who is "liied
almost to death," will sit down to the solution of
a mathematical problem which is just difficult

enough to exercise without fatiguing the brain, he
will find himself rested much sooner than if his

mind were unoccupied. And so of other branches

of science,—a little time given to them each day
would be a profitable investment.
But besides the physical benefit to be derived

from a regular course of studv, there is the value
of the knowledge itself, which "is certainly worth
as much in the meridian as in the morning of life.

How many there are, who spend the bright hours
of youth in acquiring knnwkdge, only to forget it

when it is most needed. It is sad enough that any
should be obliged, from want of time, to forego
their studies as soon as they leave the schoolroom

;

yet there are thousands who do so needlessly. I
would not be understood as confounding mere
book-learning with education; but if books can
be of any service to us, let us thankfully accept
their aid in seeking the treasures of wisdom, and in
passing from "glory to glory,*' even as He who gave
us our mental powei-s, so evidently intended.
Marlboro', Mass., June, 1869. Mattie.

PLUGGING the HOLES OF APPLE TREE BORERS.

The letter from Mr. Hersey of Hingham, Mass.,
in the Farmer of May 22, giving a minute des-
cription of the apple tree borer, is as interesting as
It is instructive. As is suggested in the editorial
note to that communication, I think Mr. Hersey
misapprehends the recommendation of plugging
up the holes of the borers to destroy them.
Oneofmy neighbors—Mr. Luther Stanley—while

making an e.xamination this spring of one of his
trees, fo'Tud several holes with signs of borers at
work. He soon found it too much of a job to fol-

low them with wire or chisel, so he dug around the
roots, scraped off the rough bark from roots and
trunk and found all the holes. Then he took com-
mon putty and plugged them all up perfectly tight.

On the third day after doing this he vi>ited the
tree, and on removing the putty found, to his sur-
prise, four borers dead, all of which came out with
the plugging. By this process he destroyed the
borers without cutting the roots or trunk of the
tree, which is as injurious as the work of the
borer, as I have often found it necessary to cut
quite deep in order to reach the rascals. From the
irregularity of the direction of their course, I have
also found much difficulty in fishing them out
with a barbed wire. Zen.

Springvale, Me., June 5, 1869.

WRITING.—MR. baker's BOOK ON FRUIT CULTURE.

I have been a reader of the New England
Farmer for the last three or four years, and I feel
bound to say I find it both interesting and instruc-
tive. I have taken great interest in the "Extracts
and Replies," and have sometimes felt as though
I should like to a»k or answer some questions,
critici>e some articles, make some suggestion, or
something of the kind; but when I came to reflect

upon the subject, I at once came to the conclusion
that I never could write anything readable orsufli-
ciently correct to occupy the columns of a news-
paper, so I always gave up the idea of committing
my thoughts to paper. But 1 find in your issue of
January 9, some editorial "remarks," very encour-
aging to me, as they must be to all who have the
same delicacy with regard to writing that I have.
You say "plant the facts firmly on paper, and
leave the office editor and the printers to fix the
spelling and syntax." You will please accept the
foregoing apology, both as my reasons for not
attempting to write before and for troubling you
wi'h the present communication.

In the Farmer of December 12, a "subscriber"
wants tD know "all about fruit culture." In the
summer of 1866, I had the same anxiety to know
all about fruit culture. About the same time I
observed in the columns of the Farmer, under
the notices of new books, a work entitled "Practi-
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cal and Scientific Fruit Culture," by Charles R.
Baker of the Dorchester nurseries. I immediately
sent to Bobton and procured a copy of this work
from the publishers,— Messrs. Lee & Shepard.
The connection of Mr. Baker with the Hon. Mar-
shal P. Wilder, of enviable renown for his contri-

butions to American Pomology, in the nursery
business and cultivation of fruit, was a sufficient

guarantee of the practical knowledge of the author
of the subjects upon which his book treats. Mr.
Baker also informs us that he has consulted some
forty diti'erent publications upon the same subject,

and condeiised and embodied in his work what-
ever he considered cf value and reliable. I think

there is no work with which I am acquainted that

gives, in detail, the arts of cultivation in every
minutias equal to this work by Mr. Baker. Any
person having a copy of the work referred to, I

think, will be able to learn all that can possibly be
learned from books, as regards the cultivation of

fruit. But as you very justly remark, "it will re-

quire practice to succeed."
One word more before I close. How is it that Mr.

Baker's book has never been advertised in the
Farmer ? You see that your simply noticing it

under the head of new books procured them at

least one customer, and also enabled me to gain

the intormation I desired. I think Mr. Baker, or

whoever may be interesteti pecuniarily in the sale

of his book, should at once advertise in the Far-
mer. A Canadian.

Stanstead, P. Q., 1869.

currant worms.

I saw a statement a week or two since, in the

Farmer, I think, that black currant bushes near
other varieties would protect them from these

destructive pests—as the writer of the article had
bushes so situated, all fresh and fair, while others

a little distance away were infested. I hope far-

mers and gardeners will not at once incur much
expense in procuring this protection. I have iu

my garden black and red currants side by side.

The black are now leafless, and I think the red

will be in about four days. But the black seem
to aflurd the preferable food. k. k.

Charleston, Vt., June 8, 1869.

SKIM MILK FOR CURRANT WORMS.

Please say to your readers who are troubled with

the currant worm that skim milk has proved a sure,

swift and simple cure. Apply it witli watering-pot

or syringe; only be sure you wet all the worms;
probably molasses and water would answer as

well, or thin glue; but have never tried the two
latter, as the milk did not leave any subjects for

further experiment. A worm breaches through

his skin. Stop the pores and he dies. Milk does

it. J. Nelson Jacobs.
Worcester, Mass., June 11, 1869.

LICE on cattle.

Thoroughly anoint the creature with oil or

grease ; I prefer tish or lamp oil. It is perfectly

safe under all circumstances, as even too nmcli

will not hurt the creature, only be a waste of the

oil. It will kill all the lice, remove the dandruff

and dirt from tbe skin, and put the creature in the

best possiDle condition lor gaining.
S. S. TiNKHAM.

Brownington, Vt., May 6, 1869.

ANOTHER CURE FOR SCRATCHES.

Among the many cures for this filthy disorder

publi'^hed in the Fakmeh, I have not seen the fol-

lowing, which I have used many times and always

with success. After washing carefullv with castile
soap suds, and wiping the limb dry with a soft
sponge, oil the same with hen's oil. tio this once or
twice a day, and always before going out in (he wet,
and wash with cider ijrandy and wormwood after
returning, to keep from taking cold.

Conway, Mass., 1869. J. D. Botden.

SUGAR from a single TREE.

I have gathered from one maple tree the past
sugar season, sixty gallons of very sweet sap, or suf-

ficient to make 16 pounds of sugar. Who has done
better? E. N. Phelps.

Waterbury, Vt., May, 1869.

Remarks.—The average How of sap from maple

trees is stated at 12 to 24 gallons, by the American
Clycopajdia. But much larger quantities are often

obtained. Believing that the value neither of the

wood nor the sap of the noble Rock Maple of New
England is fully appreclatfd, we hope the above

will call out other statements to the credit of the

Acer Saccharinum.

TAPPING maple trees.

From my experience I believe that as much sap
is obtained by the use of a half-inch as an inch bit,

and 1 am sure a small hole heals over sooner and in-

jures a tree less than a larger one. But I do not
think that as much sap will flow irom shallow as
from deep boring. Sugar Maker.
Grantham, N. H., April 22, 1869.

worms in horses.

To remove worms or bots in horses, I give half
a pint of whale or lard oil. and repeat the dose
after three days. I have never known it to fail,

and the medicine will not hurt any horse or colt.

A New tJuBsciiiBER.
Lancaster, Mass., May 3, 1869.

SORE TEATS IN COWS.—FEEDING CALVES.

Please say, on the authority of one who has
tried both, that common West India molasses well
rubbeU in after milking is excellent for cows with
sore teats, and that a few boiled potatoes put into
the milk for calves that are to be raised will prove
beneficial to their health and growth,

Mrs. M. a. Lakin.
Milford, Mass., May 29, 1869.

Rose-bug Trap.—In printing the little ar-

ticle in the Farmer of May 8, by Mr. P. B.

FoUansbee, on "Rose Bugs," the punctuation

and wording failed to do justice to his idea or

plan. Scattered among his four or five hun-

dred grape vines, he has planted some twenty

rose bushes for the sole purpose of trapping

the bug, whose preference for the rose is indi-

cated by its name. On these roses the bugs

cluster, often in great numbers, and both roses

and bugs can be readily picked early in the

morning into a pail of water, and in this way
the giapes are protected with little labor,

and in a few years nearly all the rose bugs

may be exterminated.
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STEAM CULTURE—DEEP PLOUGHING.

UST about two years aj^o the Roy-

al Agricultural Society of England

appointed three committees to visit

y^f^^ different sections of country, where

-^^^y steam culture had been introduced.

These committees attended to their duty in

September of that year, and subsequently re-

ported to .the Society. The reports contain

many facts of great interest.

But we wish to call attention at this time to

the one great fact, that by the steam plough the

soil is worked much deeper than is possible

by animal power, and it was the uniform testi-

mony that by deepening the soil, larger crops

were obtained and of better quality.

Some American cultivators within two or

three years past have objected to deep plough-

ing, and declared that nothing is gained by it.

But the experience of English farmers has led

them to the conclusion that the bulk of the

crops, whether of grain or grass, is much in-

created by it, and this is our own conviction,

especially when the subsoil consists of clay or

clay loams. Deep ploughing has a s milar ef-

fect to draining ; that is, it enables the surface

water to settle into the soil more rapidly be-

low the roots of plants. It makes a deeper

seed bed for plants in a dry time, and enables

the roots at all times to reach the minerals in

the soil, that have accumulated there. The
recent objections that have been made against

deep ploughing, are, we take it, a reaction

against the idea that deep ploughing was to be

a remedy for all the wants of the soil, which

was so strongly urged a few years ago. That

was the other extreme. We propose to make
some brief extracts from the Rtports above

referred to.

Mr. Allen ploughed in July and August 323

acres, at the rate of eight acres per day, from
eight to twelve inches deep.

Mr. Harvey, in a day of ten hours, ploughs

from eight to ten acres ; wheat stubble, fif-

teen inches deep.

Mr. Wallls says his experience shows that

not only is the yield of wheat increased about

four bushels per acre, but its quality is im-

proved, and its market value increased.

Mr. Rnston is enabled to turn up deep subsoil

to the depth of fifteen to eighteen inches. He
claims greatly increased yields. He says he

obtained one-fourth more an acre of barley

and wheat.

JMr. Smythe says steam enables him to get

crops where before he had to fallow one sea-

son. By deepening his soil he gets increased

crops, better quality and crops a greater

breadth.

Mr. J. T. Edwards, on his 300 acres of ar-

able land, used to plough four inches, now by

steam, ploughs from seven to nine inches. The
land is warmer, dryer, and the crops larger

and finer.

Mr. Sowerby's farm of 650 acres used tore-

quire a pair of stout horses to plough four or

five inches. Now the drainage is better, the

soil permanently improved, and a decided in-

crease of crops.

Mr. I. W. Edmunds occupies 1000 acres of

arable, and 200 of pasture land, in fields of

ten to thirty-five acres. Uses Fowler''s four-

teen-horse power, four-furrow plough, and

six-tine cultivator. The advantages are, im-

proved drainage, cheaper tillage, seasonable

performance of the operations, and increased

yields.

Experience of five years has convinced the

Duke of Marlboro' and his agent, Mr. Napier,

on his farm of 750 acres of arable, and 1600

grass and pasture land, of the great utility and

profit of steam culture.

Mr. William Lavender, on a farm of 550

acres strong clay and loam, clay subsoil, and

always wet till the application of deep steam

ploughing, says that this deep ploughing makes

the driest ground and the largest yield.

Mr. Watt occupies 570 acres arable and 400

grass land. Deep and seasonable ploughing

does away with the necessity of fallows, and

the usual four-course rotation is changed to a

five-course.

A committee in one of the reports say, we

found clay fields lying in splendid condition

for wheat, with a broken-up staple of nearly

a foot deep, which is about twice the depth at

which it was worked under the former regimen

of four-horse ploughing.

Mr. Smith of Woolston gives the results of

his four years' experience thus : Cost of

ploughing per acre for four years, from ten to

twelve inches deep. £2. Is. under steam plough-

ing. Cost under horse power, five inches

deep, £3. 10s. The total produce of four

years under horse culture, eighty-five bushels

wheat and beans ; under steam culture, whole
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produce for four years, 140 bushels •wheat and

beans ; increased produce nearly fourteen

bushels a year.

The Committees visited 135 farms where the

steam plough had been more or less used. In

all cases the depth of cultivation had been

nearly or quite doubled, and the general con-

clusion was that the crops were greatly in-

creased, and the cultivation was much cleaner

and better than under the more shallow

ploughing of horses.

Several important points are brought out in

these Reports, but the effect of deeper cultiva-

tion is sufficient for our consideration at one

time. The amount of wheat per acre, under

English cultivation, is constantly increasing,

wh.le in this country it is steadily diminishing.

This subject is arresting the attention of the

wheat raisers on the prairies, and they are

wisely coming to the conclusion that the first

thing to be attempted is a deeper cultivation

of the soil. If they can find in the earth it-

self the means of enriching the surface, they

can continue for a time to raise their own

bread, perhaps until a more compact popula-

tion and a better system of stock raising and

keeping shall enable them to return to the soil

the maourial substances required to preserve

its fertility.

CLASSIFICATIONOF IMPORTED WOOL.
The decision of Secretary McCulloch, in

relation to the classification of a certain lot of

East India wool, made last February, has ex-

cited alarms in the minds of many farmers,

and led to remarks by editors and correspon-

dents of agricultural papers which, it has ap-

peared to us, the facts have not fully justified.

In their haste and alarm, some have spoken of

this decision as proving the wool tariff "a

humbug and a snare," as "putting a damper

on all our fond hopes, and settling the question

as to any benefit we are ever to receive from

this tariff." Others have made it the occasion

of personal abuse of those who acted on the

committee appointed by the wool growers to

represent their interests in the commission

which framed the law.

In an article in the Rural New Yorlcer of

June 12, Dr. Randall says :

—

The decision, stretched to the furthest limit,

does not embrace any extensive amount of wool
which can find a profitaijle sale in our markets.
Our greatly disturbed friend who si^ns himself
"An Ohio Wool Grower," is informed that the de-

cision includes no "Australian wools," no "Cape
wools," no wools of Merino blood, "immediate or
remote," from any part of the earth—in short, no
wools whatever but "native East India [Hindostan]
wools of unmixed blood." It no more "overthrows
the wool tariff" than the detachment of two or
three bricks overthrows a solid edifice.

The article from which this paragraph is

taken is accompanied by a lengthy correspon-

dence between the President of the American

Wool Growers' Association and the Assistant

Secretary of the Treasury, in relation to Mr.

McCulloch's decision, in which we see no evi-

dence that Secretary Boutwell has confirmed

that decision, nor that he has reversed it.

Dr. Randall complains, and we think with

justice, that in making this decision, the wool

growers' committee, who had a hand in mak-

ing the law, were not consulted in relation to

Its construction.

The Assistant Secretary of the Treasury,

Mr. J. F. Hartley, submitted Dr. Randall's

objections to this decision to Mr. Geo. W.
Bond. In his reply, addressed to Mr. Hartley,

Mr. Bond justifies the decision, and says :

—

I sent to the Custom House and obtained the
sample of Mr. Heye's wool, and compared it anew
with each of the No. 84 samples in the three cabi-

nets still in my possession. I found that each of
them contained wool more than one-half of which
was equal to Mr. Heye's, a small portion finer and
a small portion coarser, and I therefore declare
that the wool was properly classed as No. 3 by
that sample. I submitted these samples to Mr.
Daniel Staniford, than whom nu one in this city

holds a higher position as a wool broker, to Mr.
Anderson, an experienced wool manufacturer of
Lowell, and to Mr. Allen Cameron, a very intelli-

gent manufacturer of Graniteville, all of whom
concur with me in opinion and will be ready to

give a certificate to that effect if desired. Mr.
Baush, the Appraiser at New York, an excellent
judge of wool, I am aware did not think taraple

84 represented Mr. Heye's wool. This, I think,

was owing to the fact that the coarse part of that

sample in his cabinet happened to be at the mouth
of the cylinder. It was so when he called my at-

tention to it.

Does this look as though even Mr. Bond
regarded blood as the exclusive principle of

classification? Here he refers to the charac-

ter of the samples, and not to race or "blood,"

as the standard.

Mr. Bond, as will be seen by the above ex-

tract from his letter to the Secretary, con-

sulted a wool broker and two manufacturers.

Dr. Randall states the claim of wool growers

to a voice In the matter in the following mod-

est terms :

—

Inasmuch as the facts (the relative qualities of
wools) on which rests the propriety of the pi oposed
change in the chissitication of Angora wools—and
of all oihcr wools which Mr. Bond or others may
attempt to get transferred from Class 1 to Class 3
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—do not admit of practical demonstration, I re-

spectfully solicit that before such changes are
ordered by the Department, a hearing may be giv-
en to experts who represent different interests—to

the friends as well as the enemies of the wool tariff.

This course was adopted by the Department in the
analogous case of adopting the standard samples.
And the wool growers' and manufacturers' com-
mittees, on that occasion, objected to all the select-

ed samples of one particular number or variety,
and caused others to be substituted ; and this oc-
curred in the case of a most important variety, be-
cause, as Mr. Bond himself stated, it more nearly
than any other variety in the cai)inets touched the
dividing line betioeen carpet and clothing wools.
Some other partial and minor changes were also
made. To the propriety of all the>e alterations
Mr. Bond assented—thus practically acquiescing
in the view that the opinions of a body thus consti-

tuted are entitled to more conlidence than the
opinions of a single side or single individual.

If this claim is manfully insisted on by the

wool growers of the United States, we have

little doubt that Secretary Boutwell will grant

them or their representatives, as well as brok-

ers and manufacturers, an opportunity to be

heard on questions which so directly affect

their interests.

black: ants.
A good housekeeper near by is constantly an-

noyed with "black ants" in her pantry. They in-

fest the sugar box and cake jar, and are a source
of troubli:- wherever found. Can you prescribe a
"good riddance" for them, and much oblige a con-
stant reader of the Farmek. James Foot.

Pittsfield, Mass., June 2, 1869.

. Remarks.—There are about as many ways to

get rid of the black ants as there are to get rid of

the "shakes" in a fever and ague neighborhood.

"We will name a few, and you may take your

choice for experiment. 1. Procure a large sponge

wash it clean and press it dry. This will leave

the cells open. Then sprinkle fine white sugar

into it and place it where the ants congregate.

They will collect in the sponge. Then dip it into

scalding water and thus destroy the ants. But as

hot water injures the sponge, its immersion in cold

water may answer. Repeat the process till the

pantry is cleared. 2. Take about a spoonful of

common painter's red lead and mix with molasses

enough to make a thin paste. This will catch

some and disperse the balance. 3. Fill one or

more common tea cups half full of sweetened

water, place them on the shelves, and large num-
bers of the ants will tumble in and be drowned.

4. Ants are very fond of walnuts. Remove the

sugar, &c., temporarily from the pantry, and put

a quantity of walnuts or shelibark nuts on plates

and put them in the closet. The ants will soon

collect in myriads on the plates, then turn nuts

and ants into the fire, and repeat as long as they

collect on the nuts, then put powdered camphor
into their holes and crevices, and they will all dis-

appear. 5. Spread thick molasses on a piece of

brown paper, then sprinkle on a little arsenic, and

place it in the way of the ants. Cobalt and mo-
lasses are also sometimes used. But if you do
not succeed in driving them away, you can make
a low stool for your sugar barrel or tub, with each

leg in an old blacking box or other cup or dish

partly filled with tar or oil, keeping the tub or

barrel a little distance from the sides of the pantry.

But, after all, there is this consolation about the

black ants, they are not half as bad as the little

red ones, which we believe are never seen wliere

the black ones abound. As affording a hint to

those who are fighting ants, the followingj-emarks

on their intelligence and habits by B. Jaeger, in

his "North American Insects," may be of interest.

"If one ant discovers a closet where are sweet

articles, such as fruit or sugar, it quickly returns to

its fellows for the purpose of acquainting them of

its discovery, and in a very short time whole
swarms of them will arrive with the discoverer to

divide the spoils. They go out in companies, also,

to drink, of which they are very fond ; but if one

of them is disturbed in SrO doing he communicates

the fact immediately to all the rest by pushing the

one nearest him, who passes on the news in the

same way to all the rest, when all receiving the

sign run to the hill ; but if any one is not attentive

to such admonition, he is seized by the legs and
dragged to the hill. In general, they give signs

to one another in all their operations by their an-

gular or elbowed antennas, which work somewhat
like the old French telegraph. With their an-

tennae they also express their friendship and love,

as we may see when we observe them caressing

one another, or their friends the plant-Uce."

While combating what we regard as pests, we
cannot but admire, not only the industry of the

ant, which is commended as an example to the

sluggard by Solomon, but the wonderful instinct

manifested by some species. Dr. Lincecum, as

quoted in "Homes without Hands," gives the fol-

lowing account of a large brownish ant found in

Texas, which he calls the Agricultural Ant.

"When it has selected a situation for its habita-

tion, if on ordinary dry ground, it bores a hole,

around which it raises the surface three and some-

times six inches, forming a low circular mound,
having a very gentle inclination from the centre

to the outer border, which on an average is three

or four feet from the entrance. Around the mound,

the ant clears the ground of all obstructions, and

levels and smooths the surface to the distance of

three or four feet from the gate of the city, giving

the space the appearance of a handsome pavement,

as it really is.

"Within this paved area not a blade of any

green thing is allowed to grow, except a single

species of grain-bearing grass. Having planted

this crop in a circle around, and two or three feet

from the centre of the mound, the insect tends and

cultivates it with constant care, cutting away all

other grasses and weeds that mav spring up among

it, and all around outside the farm-circle to the
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extent of one or two feet more. The cultivated

grass grows luxuriantly, and produces a heavy

crop of small, white, flinty seeds, which under the

microscope, very closely resemble ordinary rice.

When ripe it is carefully harvested, and carried

by the workers, chaflf and all, into the granary

cells, where it is divested of the chaff and packed
away. The chalf is taken out and thrown beyond

the limits of the paved area.

"During protracted wet weather, it sometimes

happens that the provision-stores become damp,

and are liable to sprout and spoil. In this case,

on the first fine day, the ants bring out the damp
and damaged grain, and expose it to the sun till it

is dry, when they carry it back and pack away all

the sound seeds, leaving those that had sprouted

to waste."

Effect of Exposure on Coal.—Prof. Rock-
well, in the American Journal of Mining, calls at-

tention to the deterioration which coal suffers from

exposure to the weather, and to the importance of

keeping it as dry as possible. Anthracite suffers

the least. According to the experiments of Grund-

man in Germany, coal exposed to the weather in

heaps, lost in a period of nine months, fifty per

cent, of its value as fuel, and about as much as a

gas-making material. It undergoes a slow com-

bustion, taking up oxygen, and giving off the vol-

atile products of oxidation,—air and moisture

playing the principal part, and warmth promot-

ing it.

For the New England Farmer.

HOW SHALL Wa IMPKOVS OUK
FARMS?—NO. 2.

On the thirty acres of worn out land men-
tioned in a former article, (Weekly Jan. 23,

Monthly page 120,) was one held often acres

which had been about half seeded two years

before, and gave but little feed, and, in order

to know whether land could be brought to a

good state of fertdity by keeping stock on it

exclusively, I determined to test it on this

piece ; it being, like the other, remote from
the barns and difficult to get manure on to.

On one end of the piece was a small hay
barn, and I made some sheds for shelter. I

then divided the field in the middle by a fence!

On one- half of it I turned twenty sbeep after

the feed had started so that they could live.

On the other half I sowed, early in the spring,

thirty pounds of clover seed, and one bushel

of timothy seed and kept it for meadow.
The firtit half, or pasture, kept the sheep

through the summer and fall, it being a favor-

able season for feed, but the sheep went into

the winter pretty thin. From the other half,

or meadow, cut 2| tons ot hay which, with

seven bushels of oats, kept the sheep through

the winter, but they were not kept as well as

they should have been.

The account the first year stood as follows

:

Ten Acre Field. Dr.
20 Bbeep, cost $30.00
Grass or hay seed 7,30
Cutting hay, washing, shearing and care
of sheep 40.00

7 bushels of oats 3.00
Total expense first year $80.30

Cr.
90 pounds of wool at 52c per pound . . $46.80

I eavlng tte ten acres in'debt . . $33.50
The sheep were two years old and had no Iambs.

The second year put the sheep back in the

same pasture and spread the manure on the

meadow, and during the latter part of April
sowed one ton of plaster of Paris on meadow
and pasture. Raised fourteen lambs this year
and kept them all in the pasture until fodder-
ing time. For this year the account stood as

follows :

—

Ten Acre Field. Dr.
To total expense, labor, care, &c. . . . $fO 80

Cr.
112 pounds of wool at 45o $.50 40
14 lambs 17.50

Balance in f.wor of land the second year $7.00

Deducting this from the balance of the first

year, and it appears that the land was indebted,

at the end of the second year, $26.40, but I

had about one ton of hay which lay over.

The third year put in the old sheep and five

of the lambs, making twenty-five. Managed
the same this year as last, using the plaster on
both as before, and the total cost including the

price of the five lambs, and the amount back
on last year $104.65. Income from wool,
lambs—of which there was seventeen,—and
two tons of hay fed to other stock, $122.50,*
which brings the balance the other way by
$17.85.
The fourth year putthe sheep in the meadow,

forty-two in number, and used $7.00 worth of
hayseed and one-half ton of plaster on the old

pasture, all the manure made the past winter,

and sowed one-half ton of plaster on the other

piece. Total cost this year $138,50, charging

the seventeen lambs, and $28 00 worth of
grain fed to get them through the winter. In-

come 251 pounds of wool at seventy cents per
pound, $175.70; sixteen lambs at $2 per
head, $32.00, together with balance of $17.85
from last year, makes $225 55. Deduct ex-

pense, $138. 50, leaves $87.05 to the credit

of the ten acre lot.

The fifth year put in fifty sheep and man-
aged precisely as the previous year, at a total

cost of $147 00 and an income of $335.00,
the wool bringing this year $1.00 per pound.
The land then being $275.00 ahead.

The sixth year left the lot $402.00 ahead.

The original cost with interest for six years

at seven per cent was $282.00, taxes, $35,00.
Total cost and expenses $217.00.

Therefore, the land has paid for itself, in-

terest, taxes and all other expenses, and $85
over, with sixty-si.x sheep on hand, worth

$132.00, which makes $217.00 for profit, and
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the land is worth double what it was at the

start, independent of the rise on land.

From this I conclude that land can be en-

riched by keeping sheep on it exclusively.

Now the question arises, is it practicable to

apply this method to the whole farm ? Unless
the owner has capital sufficient to carry on the

farm for four or five years and to subsist upon,
it is hardly so ; but the man that has this cap-

ital can enrich his farm in this manner as

cheaply as in any other way, and it will be a
very lasting improvement, as land once made
fertile in this manner, will bear a vast amount
of cropping afterwards, if reasonably taken
care of. The low price of sheep and wool at

present would probably affect the result some-
what ; but it is reasonable to expect both to

command better prices within two or three

years.

Still I would advise those intending to im-
prove their land by keeping stock, to keep
some of all kinds ; that is, some sheep and
some cattle. Every farmer must have, in the
first place a team ; next, cows enough to sup-

ply his family with milk, butter, cheese, &c.
Then let him make up the rest as he likes,

more cows or more sheep.

One thing he must do if he would enrich

his land in this way, and that is, keep all the

stock that the farm will carry through the

summer and winter, and do it in good condition.

Plough only just enough to raise what you
consume on the farm, and raise that on just as

little land as possible with high culture and
high manuring. Make all the man-re possi-

ble, by mixing muck, if to be had, with the

animal manure, and saving all refuse and
leaves, bones and everything that can be
turned into manure, and put it on the land to

make more grass, hay, &c., which will enable
you to keep more stock, which will make more
manure. In this way these old worn out
farms, of which there are so many, may be
brought to their former state of fertility.

And, as old preacher Dow used to say, so mote
it be! J.

Oak Hill, N. Y., 1869.

Remarks.—The thirty acres alluded to in

the first paragraph of this article were im-

proved, as will be remembered by most of our

readers, by ploughing in clover with plaster.

In this case a like improvement by keeping

sheep is detailed. Both experiments were

made by a practical farmer, who at first ob-

jected to giving us a statement of them, be-

cause he was not accustomed to writing, and

because they were only such experiments as

any body could make, and which he should

fear would hardly be worth printing. We
hope his success in improving his "worn-out"

fields will encourage other farmers who have

similar lands, to follow his example.

For the Xew England Farmer.

EXPERIMENTS IN CUTTINQ GKASS
EARLY.

For several years past I have cut my hay
earlier than most of my neighbors. I have
had so much said to me by some of them
against early cutting that I have sometimes
felt that I was experimenting, and perhaps 1

was wrong and they right. When I was a
boy, I remember we generally commenced
haying the first Monday after the "Fourth,"
and finished our English by the first of Au-
gust, if the weather and every thing else were
favorable. If the weather proved unfavorable,

we had to finish sometime in August.
Last year I intended to experiment. I com-

menced cutting twenty-five acres of English

early enough to have it all done by the fourth

of July.

I cut my orchard grass first, I think about
the middle of June. The weather was wet, or

I should have cut it a week earlier. As it

was, it was overripe, and the cattle refused to

eat it up clean. This is the earliest grass I

have, and may be cut by the fifth to the tenth

of June every year, or ten days before clover.

I next cut my best grass, on land where I

expected to cut a second crop. This was
clover and timothy.

I cut the redtop last, on fields that had
partly run out, and would not cut but one
crop. All but one acre was cut by the fourth

of July. That acre was left as an experi-

ment, till the third week in July. When cut,

it was so much older than what I had cut

earlier, that the stems were hard and stiff, and
when it was put up in cocks it did reallj' look

as though the crop was twice as large as if it

had been cut in June. And it made a large

bulky load, but we all noticed that we did not
have to lift very hard to put up a large fork-

ful ; whereas, of that cut in June, we did no-

tice that a small forkful made a heavy lift.

And the diflFerence was noticed all through the

winter.

The mows and scaffolds cf hay held out as

they never did before. Visitors remarked that

the hay in the barn seemed like pressed hay, it

was so solid in the mows. It was fed to milch

cows and young stock. Very little gsain was
needed to ..eepthem all in excellent condition.

I fed some grain for the sake of a variety.

I shall not cut early this year as an experi-

ment, but because I am fully satisfied that an
acre of grass is worth more, cut as soon as it

is in blossom, or even a little before, than it

will be any time afterwards ; although it will

sometimes thicken up at the bottom. But the

main part of the crop is growing poorer every

day after it is in full bloom.
A. W. ClTEEVER.

Sheldonville, Mass., June 6, 18G9.

—A California wool circular estimates the next

clip of that State at 18,000,000 pounds.
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AMOiNTQ THE FARMS.
Planting— Highways— Crop
prospecta—Potatoes— This

eeason and last—Pastures

—The grass crop—Value

of clover,

UR own planting being

finished, we improved

the occasion by enjoying

the luxury for a few

days of looking at some

of the farms, and con-

versing with some of the

farmers, scattered over

a space of about a hun-

dred miles, in the direc-

tion of our route.

Where the roads were repaired in April we

found them smooth, hard, and pleasant to

drive the team over. Occasionally, however,

parties of men, with implements and oxen were

ploughing up the turf and fine sand or loam

which had been washed from the bed of the

road, and throwing it back to the places where

it had been probably thrown twenty times be-

fore ! Thus, in a sweltering hot day in June,

when the young crops demand the farmer's

care, these men were making the roads in

worse condition than they were in before they

commenced upon them. In some instances

the earth was drawn on to the road with a

scraper, and in others shovelled on, lumps and

sods included, where it was suffered to remain

very much in the condition in which it was

dropped there. Where the stones were nu-

merous, and too large, the workmen sometimes

condescended to throw out the thickest of

them on to the side of the road, where they

could evjoy the pleasure of ploughing them

back again during some hot day next June

!

The roads left in this condition—and there

were many patches of them—are truly execra-

ble. Trotting a horse over them, even in a

light buggy, was out of the question. The

direst punishment we could wish such road de-

structives, would be to ride over their own
works until they should learn that there is a

night and a wrong way to repair a road, so that

when they labored again, it should be in the

right way. We sincerely believe that ten dol-

lars, judiciously expended on those roads in

the month of April, would accomplish more

good than twenty- five dollars would in the

month of June. Some of the places which

had been worked over within a few days, were

mere beds of shifting sand, or, If in low

places, were cut into deep ruts and holes, and

the earth sun-baked, so that the road-bed was

about as comfortable to ride over as a road

would be covered with bricks dumped down
miscellaneously upon it. When will men learn

wisdom and cease to sin against light and

knowledge. It was not only vexatious but sad,

to see so much labor misdirected, and so much
discomfort follow from It. The freth air from

the hills, and the nodding blossoms by thy

wayside, were only partial compensations for

all this waste of human toil.

Generall3% the crop prospects arc good.

Nearly all seeds committed to the ground

came quickly, in good color and strength.

The corn is an entire week beyond Its condi-

tion at the same period last year. Winter

grains are stout and forward. Barley and oats

have set finely, and promise large returns.

Potatoes look well. A great change has taken

place In regard to the time of planting them.

In all the region about cities or manufacto-

ries,—anywhere, where a home market is

found, early potatoes,—that is, potatoes that

are fit for the table in July and early August,

may be sold in almost any quantity. This

stimulates the farmer to get In the seed as

early in April as the ground will permit. He
finds it a profitable crop, and Is enabled to har-

vest it in season to get a crop of turnips from

the same soil, or to lay it down to grass for

future years. By this course, the returns are

quick and the profits fair.

All small seeds have come remarkably well

this season ; beet, carrot, onion, parsnip, cel-

ery, egg plant, and other seeds In the garden,

never came better. The small field seeds,

also, mangold, rutabaga and beets have come

qukk and strong.

The 2)cistures all along the way seemed un-

usually rich this season. We do not believe

the fresh flowers, the singing birds, or the

music of the brooks, beguiled us Into an un-

usual harmony with the nature about us. It

was not that. If it had been, the execrable

roads we were obliged occasionally to pass,

would have neutralized and dissipated it all.

The impression on the mind of our young and

intelligent companion harmonized with our

own. He saw the new and promising life all

about us in the same glowing light. The pas-

tures were rich and plentiful in their verdure,
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and their sleek and contented occupants veri-

fied our conclusions.

Such was not the case, singularly enough,

with a large proportion of ^*^te mowing fields.

They certainly did not come up to their usual

estate in the middle of June. What can be

the cause of this ? Is it not an anomaly, that

when the p istures are fresh and luxuriant, the

mowing fields should look scanty and unprom-

ising ? Everywhere, the remark was make by

observing persons, that the grass crop would

be light. Was it winter killed'} If so, it was

in some general and unusual way, for we saw

very iavf bare patches, such as usually occur

in slight depressions in the field where ice

was formed, and winter-killing succeeded.

The injury seems to be minute, occuring

over a whole field, giving the grass a sparse

and weakly appearance. Was it the open win-

ter, sweeping winds, or extreme cold ? It is

a case sui generis, unique, peculiar of its kind.

Will the savants of the agricultural college en-

lighten us ? This is our principal New Eng-

land crop. We must not let it decrease. If

the South has been awakened to its interests,

and is cultivating the grass crop, so that its

demand upon us will be less than usual, we
must feed more good hay to our stock, and

let the meadow hay go to cover strawberry

plants, pack crockery with, or preserve another

valuable New England crop—the ice. We
must increase the crops of timothy, red-top,

orchard grass, and, especially, the amount of

clover, so that we shall not only see the

''Flocks thick nibbling through the clovered vale,"

but find our barns stored with it for winter

use. It probably makes the most valuable

dry fodder we have, both for horses and cattle.

The objection to cultivating it in larger quan-

tity, has been in the difficulty of properly cur-

ing it. With the use of hay caps, however,

and other facilities for securing hay, that dif-

ficulty will vanish before enterprising farmers.

Those persons who are raising milk for market,

will find it greatly to their account to harvest

& large portion of their fodder in clover. No
other long fodder will produce milk like it,

and none is so grateful to the appetite cf neat

stock.

In Flanders, clover is deemed indispensa-

ble to profitable farming; and they know
there what good farming is. Upon its culti-

vation hinges apparently the whole of the far-

mer's prosperity. Without clover, no man
there would pretend to call himself a farmer.

In Great Britain, clovers are considered

alike indispensable to good farming. Where
clover and plaster have been most freely used

in our country, the greatest degree of agricul-

tural improvement has taken place. Several

counties in Pennsylvania have doubled their

agricultural products and profits since the in-

troduction of clover and gypsum.

Cavtion against Cutting Grass too Early.

—The way that some folks put in practice the

recommendations of particular things, or of parti-

cular ways of doing things, is often illustrated hy the

story of the old Indian, who having heard that feath-

ers made a soft bed, laid a single one on a rock and

slept on it, and then complained that it was the

hardest bed he ever saw. So, lest any one should

understand that what we have said in favor of

early haying means to cut grass before it is two-

thirds grown, we copy the following caution from

the Ohio Farmer

:

—
Farmers are not usually fooled more than once

by following the advice of unskilled but would-be
wise advisers, who advocate cutting grass lieforeit

is two-thirds grown, but many of them meet with
great losses year after year by not being in readi-

ness when the proper time for cutting comes, and
allowing the crop to get too old and ripe.

How to Learn —At a recent evening meeting

of the members of the Legislature of New Hamp-
shire interested in farming, Mr. Joseph B. ^Valker

of Concord, in response to the call of the chair-

man to explain how he raised the best corn in the

State, made some observations on ploughing, ma-
nuring, &c., closing with the remark, "for my-
self, I have learned more by my blunders than in

any other way."

We commend this remark to those of our corres-

pondents who sometimes say, when speaking of

some incomplete experitnent, "if it succeeds well,

if I have a good crop, or if it turns out as I expect,

I will report the result for the benefit of others."

Blunders and failures are, in fact, as Mr. Walker

says, even more efficient educators than successes,

and should be as fully and minutely reported.

—For tender mouth in horses, a correspondent

of the Country Gentleman hss been succe'ssftil in

using a chain nose piece. He says, "put a short

piece of small chain in front of the horse's nose

;

fasten to the head-stall by running through the

rinc s at the lower end of the cheek-pieces. Attach

your line to the chain, and you are ready for a

start. After a day or two remove the bit and

grease your horse's mouth and it will soon be well.

I used a horse two months without a bit, both sin-

gle and double, and found no trouble in guiding

him."
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CRAB APPLES.

Our interest in this fruit was much increased

by the display of Crab Apples at the Eair of

the Vermont State Agricultural Society last

fall, which included one hundred and five va-

rieties from the garden of the Misses Shipman,

near Burlington. It is with pleasure that we
notice a series of articles in the Bural New
Yorker, written by F. R. Elliott of Ohio, a

distinguished pomologist, on the cultivation of

this fruit, with suggestion's for the production

of newt varieties by hjbridization, &c. The
failures that have attended the introduction of

the choice varieties of our common apples into

the Northwestern States and Territories have

been so numerous that many have come to the

conclusion that this section is not adapted to

the growth of any but small fruits, such as

currants, gooseberries, »&c.

Mr. Elliott believes, however, that some

varieties of apples may be grown wherever

corn will ripen. Indeed, he says that "dur-

ing the past few years the exhibition tables

of horticultural societies in those sections have

been supplied with a new class of apples,

which, while they have not the size of a large

proportion of the old varieties of the Pi/rus

mains, possess richness of flesh, and eatable

quality, almost if not quite equalling them

;

and from the botanical character in tree

—

the Pyrus haccata—a hardihood that insures

success to the planter."

Mr. Elliott gives the following description

of the three varieties represented by the cuts,

which we borrow from his article already re-

ferred to ; the first being that of the one at

the head of this article :

—

The Transcendent,—Fruit, mediatn to large for its

class, roundlBh oblong, flattened at its ends, slightly

but regularly ribbed; golden yellow, with a rich crim-

son, red cheek in the sun, covered with a delicate white

bloom ; when fully ripe the red nearly covers the whole
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surface. Stem, long and elender, set in an open, deep

cavity; calyx closed, with long reflexed scgmenta;

flesh, creamy yellow, crisp, Bub-acid, a little astringent

until fully mellow when it is pleasant and agreeable

;

seeds, full and abundant; leaf, broad, oval, with an

acute point, and narrow, sharp, regular, eerratures;

season, early Autumn. This is one of the best of early

autumn varieties; but while I have had specimens

gathered in August, keep until October, I have failed to

keep it later, and fruit taken from the tree late in Sep-

tember has failed to keep more than a month.

Hutchinson's Winter Sweet,

Fruit medium size; roundish oblate; light yellow

ground, with n blush red cheek in the sun, and many
minute dots ; stem long, slender, in a deep open cavity

;

calyx closed, with long pointed segments; basin broad,

deep, corrugated; flesh yellowish white; dry, sweet;

core large; seeds abundant; season November and De-

cember.

Ckasefs Winter Sweet.

Fruit medium size ; roundish oblate ; rich, warm, yel-

low ground, mostly overspread with dark, rich red

;

minute dots; stem long, slender; cavity broad, open,

deep; calyx half closed, with short almost erect seg

ments; basin shallow, corrugated; flesh yellowish, very

firm, moderately juicy, mild sweet; core small; seeds

plump and abundant; season December. This, appa-

rently, is a long keeper, and much the best sweet apple

among its class.

OUB AGRICULTUKAL "WKITEBS.
Many of our contemporaries take much sat-

isfaction in announcing the names of the vari-

ous distinguished agricultural writers and
speakers who may have engaged to enliven

their columns by an occasional contribution.

From the character of their pursuits, many
persons who have obtained wealth as mer-

chants or manufacturers, or notoriety in politics

or the professions, have acquired, at the same

time, a facility in speaking and writing which

enables them to express their thoughts, and to

communicate the facts of their observation, in

an agreeable and attractive manner.

On the other hand, men who devote their

lives to practical farming,—who work not only

for "a living" but for the support of a family,

—have little time and less inclination to prac-

tice their faculties of communication.

Hence it comes to pass that in the columns

of most agricultural papers, as in town meet-

ings, legislative bodies, conventions and assem-

blages generally, a certain few individuals

are expected to "hold forth" on all subjects

and at all times. They speak or write, not

because they "have something to say," but

because they wish, or think they are expected

"to say something." Such men are liable to

talk and write until people are tired of hearing

and reading.

Those who read agricultural papers call for

articles written by practical farmers, and it Is

encouraging to note the steady increase of

such articles in most of the papers In the

country. The change in this respect has been

very great within a few years past. Among
the evidences of this change we may mention

the fact that during the past year a larger

number than ever before of the communica-

tions forwarded to this office have been accom-

panied by a postscript, like that attached to

one of the best articles In the present number,

in which the writer says, "I never attempted

before to write anything to be printed," &c.

Such men write because they have something

to say, and when they have said It they stop,

and give others a chance.

Our own estimation of the value of the com-

munications of writers of this class, we are

pleased to find is shared by otJiers, and is ex-

pressed by a corespondent of the Western

Rural as follows :

—

Who are our best Agricultural writers ? Are

they men that gain their knowledge of farming from .
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books and papers only ? Nay, verily. They are ex-
perienced farmers. They are men whose hands are
hardened by hard labor. They are men who have
selected rich land, paid for it, and have brought it

into a state of cultivation by years of incessant
toil. They are men who are experimentally taught
the knowledge of farming they impart to us on
paper. They are men who select and cultivate the
choicest qualities of farm produce. They are men
who select the choicest varieties of fruit trees ; and
by their own labor, they are trained and pruned.
In short, they are men who are acquainted with all

the branches of farming ; and it is such men only
that can produce sound discussions on agriculture.

ITEW PUBLICATIOBTS.
New American Farm Book. Originally by R. L.
Allen, Author of '•Diseases of Domestic Animals,"
and formerly editor of ths "American Agriculturist."
Kevisert and enlarged by Lewis F. Allen, Author of
"American Cattle," Editor of the "American Short-
horn Herd Book. New York : Orange Judd & Co.
1869. Boaton : Nichols & Ha'l. 62b pages. Price
$250. F
This volume treats of soils and their cultivation,

of manures and their composition, of grasses,

grains, fruit, farm buildings, animals, &c. Though
written in the form of a treatise, and not arranged

alphabetically, it is in fact an encyclopaidia of ag-

riculture, and by means of its full index may be

consulted as such, in the every day operations of

the farm. The original work was published twen-

ty-three years ago, and has been widely circulated.

The editor of the present edition is so well known
to farmers as to need no introduction or endorse-

ment by us. We may, however, say that he has

made anew book, and one that we think will please

farmers. It treats of general principles, and not,

like too many of our modern agricultural publica-

tions, of the good points of the herds of particular

breeders, or the implements of particular manufac-

turers. We do not see any indications of axe-

grinding in this volume. We wish we might close

our notices of all agricultural books with the same
remark.

Three Season? in European Vineyards : Treat-
ins; of Vine Culture ; Vine Disease and its Cure

;

Wine- making and Wines, red and white; Wiue
drinking as alfecting Health and Morals, By William
J. FlaiTg With a Manual for the Sulphuring of Dis-
eased Vines. New York : Harper & Brothers. Bos-
ton : A. Williams & Co. 1869. Price $1.50. 332
pages.

Though written in a chatty style, the author in-

forms us that his "chief aim has been to convey

information, both practical and theoretical bearing

on the important matter of wine-growing in Amer-
ica." He gives the following as a summary of the

results of his observation of the practice of Euro-

pean vineyardists : — long pruning is injurious;

drainage is necessary ; plains are preferred to hills

;

preference is given to low training without sup-

ports; red are better than white wines; sulphur

may be relied on as a cure for all vine diseases

;

each variety of vine needs a different culture for

each different soil, and again for each different

climate.

In relation to the use of wine, it is assumed that

"the American people are in want of a drink."

"A nation has transplanted itself, but not its vines.

from one hemispliere to another, and is thirsty."

Onr present American wines are characterized as

"a diluted alcohol flavored with grape acid, and
sometimes, too, colored with grape skins." These
it is admitted will not promote temperance ; still

it is insisted that when we learn to produce "good,
pure, wholesome wines at a cost of ten cents a gal-

lon" drunkenness will disappear. Others who
have visited wine countries and who have seen

perhaps as much of "wine bibbers" as the author

of this book, arrive at very different conclusions as

to the probable result of the free use of wines by
a people who dwell iu our "thirsty" climate.

The book has an index, for which the author

makes a handsome apology. As we do not re-

member of ever having seen anything of the kind

before, we copy it. "Inasmuch," says Mr. Flagg,

"as the information conveyed in the volume has

of necessity got interwoven and somewhat en-

tangled throughout the whole texture of the nar-

rative, and might consequently be difficult to refer

to, I have added an index, which will help the

reader to search out what he may need to find."

The Practical Poultry Keeper. A complete and
stai dard guide to the manaxem'intof Poultry, wheth-
tr for domestic use, the maikets or exiiibition. By
L. Wright. Third edition. New Vork: O. Judd
&Oo. Bo ton: A. Williams & Co. 1369. Price $2.
244 pages. Illustrated.

This is an English work, and Johnny Bull's pos-

itiveness confronts us even on the title-page,—"A
Standard Guide;" to which the preface adds, "au-

thoritative." If the author's estimate of the profit

of keeping fowls on a large scale is "authoritative"

and a "standard guide," those who have fivith in

mammoth heneries will find aid and comfort in

this volume. On pages 240 and 241—please re-

member the pages, as the book has no index to

facilitate reference—we find his estimates for an

establishment of ten thousand fowls. He figures

the necessary capital as follows :

—

10,000 fowls, at 50c each $5000
Buildings, Fittings, Engine, Plant and Uten-

sils, including two horses and carts . . . 6750
One month's food 760
Spare cash working capital 2500

Bay total capital $15,000

His estimate of expenses aside from food, for

the fowls, is as follows :

—

Rent—100 acres, at $10 $1000
Taxes 200
Interest on capital of $15,000 at 5 per cent . 760
Wages—2 men with their families ICOO
Hoi'se keep 300
Fuel and attendance for engine 5u0

Annual Expense $3750

He does not give the items of the income, nor of

the food consumed, but assumes that "we are jus-

tified ia reckoning every fowl in the yard as rep-

resenting a gross profit, including manure, over

and above her food of 4s ($1) per annum." There-

fore,

Gross profit over food from say 9600 hens,
at $1 per annum each, is $9600

Expexises as above 3750
Gross prolit one year $5850

This looks well on papei*. It is a good specimen

of book fiirmlng. But so far as we know, all at-
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tempts that have been made to put it in practice

have sadly failed.

On reviewing his figures, our author remarks

that "if they show a somewhat more moderate re-

turn than other writers have promised, they are

at least likely to be realized, and, with a good

market, offer sound inducements to the enterpris-

ing capitalist."

Five Aches too Much. A truthful elucidation of the
attractions of the Country, and a careful considera-

liou of the question of I'roflt and Ljss as involved in

amateur F.rming, with much valu ihle Advice and
Iiintructiin to those about purchasir-g Large or Small
Places in the rural Districts. By R^birt B. RooHe-
V. It, Author of "Game Fish of North Ameiica," &c.
New Yoik: Harper & Brothers. Boston: A. Wil-
ji.ims & Co. 1869. Priue $1.50. 296 pages.

This volume is dedicated to the writers of such

books as "Ten Acres Enough," and is an extrava-

gant burlesque on their representations, as illus-

trated by the experience of a city lawyer in an at-

tempt to reduce their advice and directions to

practice.

Connecticut State Board of Agriculture.—
The following officers were elected at a meeting

held June 8 :

—

President.—Governor Marshall Newell, Hart-
ford.

Vice Prm'rf«!«.—Hon. E.H.Hyde, Strafford.

Executive Committee.—B. B. Plum, Trumbull

;

James A. Bill, Lyme; H. S. Collins, Collinsville,

and Secretary Gould.

For the New England Farmer.

SEASON" AND FBUIT IN CHESHIRE
CO , N. H.---A NEW INSECT.

After passing one of the most peculiar of

winters, we are again enjoying the charms and
beauties of spring and summer.
No place on earth is more charming or more

enchanting to the lover of nature than the

mountains of New England at this season.

Here the trees are filled with blossoms and
songsters, and the air with fragrance and mel-
ody. These little warblers seemed never so

plenty as this season ; and God seems to have
sent the antidote with the poison, for the

worms and insects are very numerous, deter-

mined and a(;tive. Let there be peace on
earth and goodwill toward birds, if not among
men. We will spare them to go south to win-
ter, as all their music is reserved for the

spring and summer, which is the charm of the
seasons. How many more martins and swal-
lows we might have about our dwellings, if we
would but furnish them with suitable accom-
modations ! They love civilization and the
haunts of man, and are one of his greatest
friends.

The heavy body of snow of last winter,
(which gave us 122 days of uninterrupted
sleijhin J.) preserved the crops and trees from
frost, and the prospect for all kinds of crops
e:;ccpt the apple, is remarkably good. This
season is two weeks earlier than last, and ve-

getation comes on rapidly. Corn, potatoes,

rye, oats and barley all look well at this date.

There being but little frost in the ground dur-

ing the winter, the melting snow readily en-

tered the ground, giving the grass a good
start, and the continued rains have brought
this crop up to a very promising condition.

March being the coldest month of the winter
season, the snow was kept on late, which held

vegetation in check, and carried us safely past

the ticne for severe late frosts.

'I'he apple blossom is liglit, but very strong,

full and well set. The trees have taken on a

very heavy foliage, and are growing rapidly

.

They are not so likely to hold their fruit, how-
ever, as when they take on less foliage. Pears
have bloomed very full and are setting well.

Louise Bonne de Jersey, Superfin, Bartlett,

Glout Morceau, Flemish Beauty, and Shel-

don, are right on their pomolgical dignity. I

have the Astrachan and Tompkins County
King Apples, on dwarf stocks, but the stand-

aids bear best at same age. These dwarf
trees should not be "set six or seven feet

apart," as nurserymen and others recommend
;

mine require twelve feet at six years old. The
King is a powerful grower, of the spread eagle

style. The Astrachan is more compact, and
makes a splendid tree.

The apple borer comes down on us this

spring for a desperate fight, bringing along its

natural ally, the canker worm, that the attack

may be general and simultaneous.

I send you herewith specimens of these

worms, and of the fly which, I think, begets

them, for examination. Is it identical with

the "canker worm" that does so much damage
to the fruit trees in your section ? This worm
attacks the currant as well as the apple, and
occasionally the pear. The Brown Sparrow
and little Yellow Bird are diligent hunters of

this worm, and should be sacredly spared for

this purpose. L. L. Pierce.
East Jaffrey, N. E., June 5, 1869.

Rejlvrks.—All but one of the worms en-

closed were crushed and destroyed in the mail

bags. Insects should always be put into a

small stiff box for transportation by mail. Be-

ing satisfied that it was not the "Canker

Worm," we submitted the specimens to Sam-

uel H. Scudder, Esq., of the Boston Society

of Natural History, who has examined them

and kindly furnished the following statement:

"Editor op New England Farmer,—
Dear Sir:—The caterpillars sent by your

correspondent are unknown to me, but are al-

lied, not distantly, to the Canker Worm. The

remedies, however, which check the ravages

of the latter, dependent as they are in great

measure upon the wingless condition of the
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females, will not necessarily prove effectual

when appiled to this species. The moth of

this enemy may have as good wings as the male.

Until its complete history is known,—and this

your correspondent, being in an infected dis-

trict, ought to furnish to the world,—hand-

picking can be used on the currant bushes,

and tobacco, soap, &c., applied to the apple

trees.

The "fly" which your correspondent thinks

"begets" the worm, is as harmless as possible.

It is one of the "May-flies," belonging to an

entirely different order of insects, and its larva

lives in the water. It may be laid down as a

rule, to which of course there are exceptions,

that the "fly" and the "worm" of the same

species will not be found at the same time.

I have sent the single living worm which

remains, to a gentleman who is especially in-

terested in the group of moths to which it be-

longs, asking him to raise it. If additional

specimens are sent in a pill box, we will try

to learn more about them.

Samuel H. Scudder.

Boston, June 8, 1869,

For the New England Farmer.

KAISING CALVES.

In the Weekly Farmer of May 8, Month-
ly page 294, there is an item upon the subject

of raising calves, by Mr. C. F. Lincoln of

Woodstock, Vt., in which he gives his method,

which, in my opinion, is quite erroneous, and
I think will prove a failure in producing first-

rate calves.

He says he never allows his calves to suck,

not even once. Now, to my mind there are

abundant and obvious reasons for differing with

Mr. L. in this respect. In the first place, it

is more natural for a calf to suck than to drink

;

consequently the most natural way of obtaining

sustenance, is the most thrifty way. Again,

I have observed that calves that are allowed

to suck even a week, are less liable to be
troubled with the scours than those allowed to

suck a day or two, or not at all.

Mr. L. experiences less difficulty in learning

them to drink, by removing them directly

from the cow, and giving them their first milk

from a dish. I think a calf will learn to drink

quite as soon afcer sucking a week or two, as

otherwise. Tlie trouble, if there be any more
than at first, lies in the increased strength of

the calf, and the consequent increased diffi-

culty of handling him. But let him get fairly

hungry, and in nine cases out of ten, he will

drink as readily at the end of one month, as

at the end of one day.

I am raising a calf which sucked until eight

days old, and on the night of the eighth day
I held a dish of milk to his nose, and after

getting a taste of it, he drank it as quickly as

any calf could, and all the trouble I have
since had with him has been to carry the milk
to him. All calves are not so ready to drink,

I will admit ; but give them a fast of twenty-
four or thirty-six hours and the most obstinate

will generally drink from a trough, or dish of
milk, placed where it can put its nose into it,

and that without a finger or anything else to

suck.

I must differ with friend Lincoln again in

regard to his practice of turning young calves

to pasture in the spring. My experience and
observation induce me to believe that they do
better sheltered from the sun until hot weather

is over, for in my opinion the exposure to a

hot, scorching sun will stunt them quicker

than the cold in winter ; and, besides, I think

green grass unfit for them to eat. A near
neighbor of mine has a steer one year old,

which girts five feet and one inch, which never

stepped upon the ground, and never tasted

grass until this spring ; and yet he was, at one
week old, a small calf; being nothing more
than a grade Durham, and did not have extra

keeping.

In order to produce good calves, my meth-
od would be to keep them housed the first

year, letting them suck four or five months,
and give them a plenty of good hay and oats,

or other suitable feed in proper quantities.

If they are kept well and comfortably through
the first winter, the succeeding spring will

give us good, thrifty yearlings, which we shall

not be ashamed to have our brother farmiers

look at.

Mr. Lincoln does not inform us whether his

calves are good bad or indifferent ; he simply

tells us how he avoids a great deal of trouble.

I think one object should be to give them
every attention while young, and endeavor to

obtain good calves, irrespective of trouble.

But perhaps I am in error. Will Mr. L. fa-

vor us so much as to let us know what kind of

calves he gets, by adhering to his method.

Wm. H. Jordan.

Charleston, Me., May 17, 1869.

Remarks.—In his book on "American Cat-

tle," Mr. Allen says: "the calf should, as

soon afcer birth as inclined, suck its dam.

This is indispensable to its health, in enabling

it to discharge the foetal nutriment remaining

in its stomach and bowels, and give it strength

for future action. Even when it is intended

to bring it up by hand, in feeding from the

pail, three or four meals are all the better,

and it will as readily take the finger for feed-

ing then, as immediately after its first meal."

We regret that in consequence of being mis-
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laid, the publication of the above communica-

tion has been delayed longer than it should

have been.

QENTIiE TREATMENT OF CO"WS.

Mr. X. A. Willard, the great cheese factory

man of New York, in a communication to the

Western Rural, discourses of the importance

of kind treatment of cows.

We wish it could be generally and thor-

oughly understood that nothing pays better in

the dairy than kindness and gentleness to stock.

Milch cows should be kept as quiet and com-
fortable as possible, and no person should

be employed in milking that the animals fear.

Any undue nervous excitement not only les-

sens the quantity, but depreciates the quality

of milk. Sometimes cows take a dislike to

their milker and in such cases a change should

be made, otherwise there is liability of the

cow falling off in her milk. We have seen

cases of this kind and although such freaks

are quite unaccountable, it will always be

found better to change the milker, if possible;

rather than to attempt to conquer this pecu-

liarity.

We do not approve the practice common
with some dairymen of the milkers milking the

cows indiscriminately. The hands should each

select a certain number of cows and continue

to milk them from day to day throughout the

season. The hours of milking should be
regular and each cow should be milked in reg-

ular order. The milk should be drawn rap-

idly and to the last drop, and all loud talking

singing and wrangling avoided. These are

little things in themselves and may seem to

many to be "over-nice." There was a time

when we thought so, but repeated and well-

conducted experiments have convinced us that

they are important points to be attended to,

and must be observed to obtain the best re-

sults.

We always insist that the milkers study the

disposition of the cows under their charge,

that they become familiar or perfectly ac-

quaintfe'd with each animal, patting them or in

other ways making them understand that you
are friendly and fond of them. When once
their confidence has been obtained in this way,
they will exhibit affection in return and will

yield in the increased quantity of milk more
than enough to pay for the time and trouble

given to the purpose indicated. Some cows
are extremely nervous and excitable ; such re-

quire extra caution and attention in manage-
ment, otherwise they soon become worthless

for the dairy.

In driving cattle from the pasture to the

stable they should never be hurried or made
to go faster than a walk. Good cows at this

season have well filled udders, which makes it

painful to move over the ground faster than a

walk. Besides in warm weather by hurrying

the animal there is always danger of over-

heating her blood and milk, and thus not only

injuring it but all the other milk with which it

comes in contact. Dogs should never be al-

lowed in a dairy. They are the source of in-

finite mischief.

In all our observations we have never yet

met with a strictly first class dairy of cheese
where the cows were dogged from the pasture

to the stable. What we desire to impress

upon the minds of farmers is that these truths

should be understood not only in the abstract,

but that they be immediately carried into

practice. Neither good butter nor good
cheese can be made from diseased milk, nor
can good milk be had from diseased cows.

HAIiTBR BREAK YOUNQ COLTS.

Any time after a colt is two weeks old, he
should be halter broke, so that when the dam
is in use, either upon the road or farm, he
may be kept at her side or secured in the

stable. The halter may be put on with little

trouble in the stable. Have the mother har-

nessed, and hitch the halter strap to the hame
ring, not giving more than two feet play room

;

then lead the dam out, and the colt will be
obliged to follow, and will soon give up.

Any young animal will submit to coercion,

if the force appears to be the will of the

parent. For this reason we do not approve
of halter-breaking young colts by hauling

them, or being hauled about by them.
Every person who drives his team upon the

highway, the colt to follow at will, experiences

more trouble by having it follow off other

horses, or getting lost from the dam, than to

ten times pay the expense of a halter and hal-

ter-breaking ; and besides it is not sate or

profitable when using the mare in hot weather,

to allow the colt to suck at any time he may
choose. Colts are easily injured by taking

heated milk, and do not recover from the

effects for a year or more—in fact, never get

entirely over it, for they become reduced in

flesh, get lousy, shed their hair, and barely

pass through the first year of their existence,

which is the most critical period of their

growth and development. An inferior year-

ling is not usually chosen to bring up into a

good horse.

There is just as much profit in having the

colt under subjection while the dam is in use

upon the farm, as when driven upon the road

The same trouble, and perhaps more fre-

quently, may arise from heated milk while

performing heavy work ; and there are, also,

many chances for the animal to injure itself,

if at liberty, by attempting to jump over har-

rows cr mowing machines while they are in

motion. Crops are often injured by colts un-

haltered when the mother is drawing the cul-

tivator in the corn field.

Even if the colt is usually to be kept in the

barn while the dam is in the harness, it is
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better to have him subjected to the use of the

halter ; for then he may be taken, -when the

case requires it, to the village, and kept where
he belongs, or tied to the fence while the team
is in the field at work. If a colt is to be left

in the stable during the day, while the mare
is put to hard work, or driven a long distance,

let him fill himself before the mother is har-

nessed, and on her return, kept away, if the

mare's blood is heated, until it has cooled oflF.

The milk of the dam shoidd be drawn witl:

the fingers, once or twice during the day, ir

absence of the colt.

—

Ohio Farmer.

LAWNS.
A firm, velvety, elastic turf for a front yard

or lawn we regard as one of the most beauti-

ful of all the outward adornments of a home.

But in consequence of the violence of our cli-

mate it is undoubtedly more difficult to keep

a lawn in good order in this country than it is

in England, and hence perhaps the popularity

of trees and shrubbery, which sometimes

make our dwellings look as though their occu-

pants were reverting to the tastes of the abo-

rigines. We are glad to see evidences of a

change of fashion in this respect. Lawns are

becoming more common, and we think many

will be interested in the following statement of

Prof. Eastman of Commercial College fame,

who has recently fitted up extensive pleasure

grounds in connection with his residence in

Poughkeepsie, N. Y., especially as his plan is

as applicable to a small yard as to a broad

lawn. We copy from an article in the Dutch-

ess, N. Y. Farmer

:

—
I read much on the subject, before I made

my first attempt, determined that the work
should be well and intelligently done. I then
commenced operations by draining, trench-

ing, subsoiling, manuring, grading, ploughing,

spreading Plaster of Paris and Peruvian Gu-
ano, harrowing, picking off the stones and
coarse lots of earth, and finally sowing seeds

of the best mixture and quality bountifully

;

raked again, rolled it and waited for the result.

I had followed directions to the letter, at an
extravagant expense, and expected to have a
perfect lawn in a very short time. I have now
waited four years and find it far from what I

had reasonably expected it would be the next

season. 1 have added greatly to the expense

each year by weeding, re-seeding, filling up the

uneven places, &c., &c., but my disappoint-

ment at the result has been more than all.

The next season I concluded to lay down
four acres more, and to try another plan. I

omitted two-thirds of the labor I had expended
on the first lawn, and one-half the expense in

manure and fertilizers. I simply ploughed the

groun'd deep, manured it as thorounhly as for
a garden crop, graded and removed all .^ton('s

and rubbish. 1 then purchased, for a small
sum, from the farmers near the city, sod
enough to cover the whole four acres. I se-

lected this sod from low, mucky places, in ra-

vines and between the hills from ground that

had long been in grass. Selecting the sod
from these uncultivated places enabled me to

get just what I required, a sod of fine velvety

grass, free from weeds and of unequalled rich-

ness, at a small expense. I prepared at small

expense a cutter resembling a corn marker,
except the teeth were of iron and thin and
sharp. With this I cut the sod in strips afoot
wide and eighteen inches long. Then with
spades lifted them from the ground at a uni-

form thickness of two inches. These were at

once carted to the ground already prepared,
and laid down as evenly and firmly as possi-

ble and with much less expense, labor and
time than would be supposed, the entire lot

was covered. I then rolled it thoroughly with

a heavy roller. The sod being two inches in

thickness showed no signs of being trans-

planted, and in three weeks from the time they
were laid it presented a firm and even surface.

I then mowed the lawn with a scythe and a
week later went over it with my lawn mower.
This lawn has now been down for three years
and speaks for itself. Sullice it to say it is a
perfect success. It is the first to respond to

Nature's call in the spring, and the last to

yield to her demands in the fall.

It has never been weeded but once, and has

been cut from two to three times a week dur-

ing the summer season with a lawn mower,
and grows more beautiful and perfect every
day. It is regularly top-dressed every fall

with long horse manure.
The above method has been tried by quite

a number on a large and small scale and found
to succeed most admirably. After a careful

estimate of the expense incurred in making the

two lawns, I found a large balance in favor of

the latter, to say nothing of the vexations and
delay caused by the first plan. The two inches

of sod was equal to a two-inch dressing of ma-
nure, and the saving in this respect alone, to

say nothing of seed and extra labor, was almost

equal to the expense of sodding."

AGRICULTUBAL ITEMS.
—Mr. Justin S. Davis, of South Reading, Vt.,

has lost one hundred and fifty-three sheep the

past winter.

—Benjamin Waketielcl, of Lyndon, Vt., lost a

cow last week from the elTects of eating poison

set for woodchucks.

—A correspondent of the American Institute

Farmer's Club says that for removing knots from

plum trees, he takes a paint brush, dips it in

spirits of turpentine and thoroughly saturates the

knot, being careful not to touch the tree exceot in
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the diseased parts. The turpentine kills the ex-

cresence and the trees put out healthy branches

below it. He burns all branches of diseased trees

removed in pruning.

—Half a dozen eggs beat up with two ounces of

salt, is recommended as a sure relief of cattle

choked with a potato or an apple, by a correspon-

dent of the Country Gentleman.

—It is estimated that the maple sugar product

of Michigan this year is one-third larger than ever

before; or some 7,000,000 pounds, which at 16

cents, would amount to $1,120,000.

—The Rural New Yorker concludes that our

citit-S are less prosperous than of late years, with

few indications of improvement, while the coun-

tr.v is in a comparatively progressive and enviable

condition.

—The Gardener's Monthly, in speaking of the

nasty rose slug and the rose bug, says all through

the garden handpicking and watchfulness will be

found the best remedy for all the larger class of

insects.

—Potato speculators in some sections of the

country have been badly bitten this season. A
Michigan paper says that farmers in portions of

the State have been obliged to sell potatoes at fif-

teen cents per bushel, for which they refused $1.50

last fall, and that with very large stocks on hand.

—A correspondent of the Country Gentleman in

an article on raising wheat says, "If the farmers

of this State would try one-half as hard to raise

their own bread, as some of them do to raise fast

horses to spoil their children with, we should soon

hear the last of importing wheat from the West."

—A Southern paper says mosquitoes may be

driven from a room by placing a piece of gum
camphor, one-third the size of a common egg, in a

tin vessel and evaporating it by holding it over a

lamp, taking care it does not ignite. The smoke
will fill the room and expel the mosquitoes.

—At the Newcastle, Eng., Farmers' Club, Mr.

Throckly gave six good rules for beef raisers : 1.

Never buy a bad bred beast. 2. Cheap bought is

half sold. 3. Feed the best food. 4. Give it reg-

ularly, and clean. 5. Keep them warm and dry.

6. Seil as soon as fat.

—A correspondent of the Germantown Telegraph

says that he knows a first-class farmer who culti-

vated his fence corners, or rather land which the

plough would not reach along the fences, in grass,

and found that the product met all the expenses,

and his fields suffered very little from weeds.

—Maj. S. Dill, of Phillips, Me., writes to the

Maine Farmer, that "Sheep still continue to 'kick

tae tjucket,' notwithstanding they have got out to

grass. Quite a lot of farmers have lost half their

flocks. One farmer remarked that he had lost fif-

teen out of thirty-one, another replied that he

could Ijeat that, for he had lost eighteen out of

twenty-eight. I believe worms in the head to be

the chief cause. I saw one head opened which
contained five large grubs or worms."

—To prevent inflammation and soreness in a
foot wounded by a rusty nail, a correspondent of

the Germantown Telegraph says as soon as possi-

ble after the foot is hurt put some hot ashes in

half a pail of water and immerse the foot in water

while as hot as can be to be comfortable, and keep
it in half an hour.

—A Virginia correspondent of the Rural New
Yorker has fed his horses a raw potato once or

twice a week for the past twelve years, and they

have never been troubled with the ascarides or

pin worms. His grandfather, who had an exten-

sive experience with horses, considered it a sure

preventive.

—The Toronto Globe gives a description of a

successful "Minkery" at Patterson, Can. An acre

of land is enclosed by a close high fence. Build-

ings and fixtures are somewhat expensive, but it is

claimed that with skins at four or five dollars each

the establishment is profitable. They are fed on

liver, hearts, lights, &c., which a butcher furnishes

at a dollar a mink per year.

—The Lewiston, Me., Journal thus describes a
new apple. "Among the productions of Franklin

county which are spoken highly of is the Deane

apple, known sometimes under the name of the

nine ounce apple. It is described as an excellent,

fine looking and eating apple, of large size, and

will keep on shelves till February. The tree

spreads low, and is hardy. It seems to be a great

favorite among those who cultivate it. It origi-

nated, we believe, in Temple."

—A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer says,

take up a dozen or so of your cabbage plants as soon

as they are large enough, without regard to the

weather, and take them to the place you wish to

set. Have a dish of rain water with you. Make
a hole and put in your plant, fill in the dirt and

press it firmly around the roots until the hole is

nearly full. Then turn in half a gill or so of water,

and haul fresh dirt upon that, but do not press it.

This will prevent the ground from baking, and the

plant is almost sure to grow.

—Mr. N. M. Carpenter, of Ellington, N. Y.,

contributes to the New York Farmer's Club the

following cure of flatulent colic in horses, a dis-

ease of which he thinks horsemen are sadly igno-

rant, and the fatal results of which he believes are

frequently ascribed to bots. He says: "Take a

piece of old or worthless cotton cloth, set it on

fire in such a manner that it will not blaze, but

will smoke well ; throw a blanket over the horse's

head, so as to confine the smoke about the nostrils

as much as possible ; continue to apply the smoke.

10 or 15 minutes, which seems to act as an anti-

spasmodic, and, so far as I know, has never failed
,

to give relief, although the second application has

been required sometimes, in very bad cases, to

render the cure permanent."
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EXTBACTS AND REPLIES.

APPLE TREE BORERS.

Can you tell me the best remedy for borers in
apple trees ? I find places in my trees as if they
were bored with a gimlet, where I suppose the
borers have gone in. It is impossible to get at
them, even with wire. Dedham Farmer.
Dedham, Mass., June 11, 1869.

Remarks.—Those smooth round holes in your

trees, which look as if bored with a gimlet, are

the places where the borer left, after having spent

some two years in their trunks, excavating a tun-

nel without legislative aid, and preparing himself

for that perfect state of a winged beetle in which

he left your tree. If the Saperda bivittata ever

laughs, he probably does so when he sees a person

closing up this orifice, or fishing therein for his

poor body, now clothed with feathers and wings.

This beetle deposits its eggs, as described by Mr.
Hersey in the Farmer of May 22, on the soft bark
near the ground in June and July, from which a

small worm soon hatcnes and eats through the

bark, where it passes the first winter. Here it re-

mains about a year, when its jaws become strong

enough to cut into the solid wood. Stopping up
this end of his hole, at this time, as directed by

"Zen," in the Farmer of June 19, or probing

with a wire, may be effective. But the best time

to destroy them is before they enter the wood.

KINDNESS TO ANIMALS PROFITABLE.

I am very glad to hear so much said in the Far-
mer, in regard to kindness to animals. I believe
many valuable heifers have been ruined by harsh
treatment. My father raised a great many heifers,

and my mother always took it upon her to break
them. I have seen her stand in astouping posture
half an hour at a time trymg to milk a kicking
heifer. In one case that I particularly remember,
the heifer would stand on three legs and kick at

her as fast as she could make her feet fly. After
getting tired of standing on three legs, she would
put her foot down, but at the moment mother com-
menced milking she would commence kicking.
All this time mother would wait patiently, still

holding the teat in her hand, ready to milk as soon
as the hciter put her foot down. Mother would
not allow any one to speak a harsh word to the pro-

voking animal, much less to ^ive it a blow. As
soon as the heifer became sati^Hed that no one
wished to hurt her, she gave up, and would letany
of us sit down and milk with both hands. I do
think a cow will give more and better milk if she
feels perfectly at ease, and can regard every one
about her as a Iriend, than one that expects a kick
or a blow from all who come near her. j. p. p.

North Weare, N. H., June 4, 1869.

Remarks.—The grand secret of the successful

training of animals can be learned, we think, from

a single sentence in this article. Just think what

a kicking creature the writer is speaking of. She

would stand on three legs and strike with all her

might till fairly tired out. Some boys would have

given her a "course of sprouts" that would have

resulted in a confirmed kicker. But not so with

our correspondent's good mother. She would not

allow even a cross word to be spoken. Then

comes the sentence in which the "grand secret" we
have spoken of is imbedded,—"As soon as the heifer

became satisfied that no one wished to hurt her,

she gave up, and would let any of us set down and
milk with both hands." Boys, do you "see it V

HAT MAKING.

From my experience in growing grass and mak-
ing hay I have been led to adopt the following sys-
tem. My land generally remains in grass four or
five years. I spread no manure on my grass land,
as I find my stock eats new meadow hay best. I
plough in my manure. I sow no clover seed. I
commence haying very early, and though I use a
mowing machine, it is rather late by the time I
get through. The mower is started after the dew
is off in the morning, and runs until noon. The
tedder is then put into the field, and the grass
thoroughly shaken up. After which the horse is

fed and rested half an hour. Then the tedder runs
an hour or more, when I change for the horse rake,
and put the hay into windrows. These are thrown
into large heaps and covered with caps two yards
square. I give my hay from two to three sun-
nings; stirring it diligently from three to four
o clock in the afternoon. My object being to make
it as fast as I can and make it well. Then I want
to put it into the barn, and I wa::t the barn as
tight as a stone jug with the stopple out. I do not
approve of a cellar under the hay, or of any draft
of air through it, as it ought to be so well cured
before being housed that it will not be injured by
the sweating process, to which all hay is subjected
in the mow, though it may be so thoroughly dried
that you may think there is no moisture in it.

E. G. Turner.
New Bedford, Mass., June 5, 1869.

REMEDY FOR KICKING COW FOUND.

Last winter I made inquiries through the Far-
mer for a remedy for a kicking cow. Among the
many replies were one from O. C. Wait, West
Georgia, Vt., and another from 11. Parker, Cor-
inth, Vt. My cow being dry at the lime they were
publi-hed, I hail no- opportunity to try either reme-
dy until she dropped her calf this .•-pring. As Mr.
Wait wibhcd me to report progress tlirouah the
Farmer for the benefit of those similarly afHicted,

1 will state how his remedy has worked on my
cow, one of the worst kickers that 1 ever fell in

with in all my life. I could not make the lea^t at-

tempt to take hold of her teats wittjout receiving a

kick, and all caused by the brutal treatment of a
drunken vagabond, in the shape of a man, who had
to sell her tor about one-third of what she would
have brought providing she had been treated kindly
and gently.

After she dropped her calf this spring, I first

thought that I would build one of Mr. Parker's

"fiddles," as his boys called it, which 1 know must
prevent any cow from kicking ; but not having the

lumber at hand, I concluded to try Mr. Wait's
remedy. Having an old harness-saddle on hand,
I put the cow in the stamhiou, laid the Siiddle on
her back as gentle as possible and by the help of

one of my bo.ys, worked it aft close to tlie forward
part of her hips ; then brought the strap under her
belly just forward of her udtler, and drew it

through the buckle with a quick and firm jmll. It

took the kick out of her in an instant, siie never
has offered to lilt a foot to kick when the saddle
was on her back. Now she is so far subdued that
all 1 have to do is to lay the saddle on hei back,
sit down and milk away without fear of being
kicked over, and liaving the milk pail spoiled.

This one simple remedy for a kicking cow is worth
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many years' subscription price of the Fahmer,
for It lias enhanced the value of my cow in my
estimation thirty dollars at least.

E. Leonard.
Long Plain, Mass., June 9, 1869.

PLANT protector.

Mr. James R. Pierce, of Worcester, who has an

acre of land planted with squashes, informs us

that he has been entirely successful for two sea-

sons in protecting his plants by throwing over

them loosely a bit of common mosquito cloth,

from 18 to 20 inches square, confining the corners

and edges by small stones, lumps of earth, &c.

This admits light and heat, perfectly. As the

plants grow he occasionally loosens the cloth, and

sprinkles a little plaster about the plants. As it is

not necessary to keep the coverings out more than

three or four weeks, he thinks the cloth will last

many years. On removing them he rinses olT the

dirt, dries the cloth and puts them away for an-

other year.

RINGBONE ON A COLT.

Can you or some of your subscribers inform me
if there is anything that can be done to help a
colt that has ringbones on all four of his feet ? I

have a yearling colt that gave promise last fall of
being a tine one, but sometime during the winter
I noticed bunches on each of his feet, and am told
that they are ringbones, or clingfasts. He was
quite lame with one of his hind feet in the winter,
but since he has been out to grass, and has not
stood on a plank floor, (which he did last winter,)

he is not Jame in any of his feet. Is there any
difference between a clingfa^t and a ringbone ? If
you or any of your subscribers know of anything
that will cure or help him, you will oblige a sub-
scriber by communicating it through the columns
of the Farmer. '

g. e. h.
Shrewsbury , Mass., June 9, 18C9.

Remarks.—The best horse we ever owned, we
lost by ringbone. It did not occur until the horse

was twelve years old, and was undoubtedly occa-

sioned by injudicious overloading. Ringbone is a

bony tumor, or a deposit of bony matter in one of

the pasterns and usual ly near the joint. It spreads,

includos the pastern bones, encircles the cartilages

of the foot, and thus gets the name of rmgbotie.

The disease is sometimes hereditary, but usually

comes from a strain, or in colts, by curveting,

turning suddenly or by violent galloping. The
methods of cure are somewhat various. In Dr.

Dadd's "Horse Doctor," he says:—We treat the

disease, when first discovered, by cooling, evapor-

ating lotions, cold water bandages, &c. ; rest is of

importance. To control inflammatory action, and

by that means lessen pain and irritation within or

around a joint, should be our first business ; from

this great benefit is sometimes derived. In chronic

cases we use acetate of cantharides, applied daily,

until the parts appear hot and tender; we then

substitute cold water bandages, and repeat the

process if necessary.

•Mr. Spooner, in his Notes to Youatt's Structure

and Diseases of the Horse, says the best treatment

for ringbone is, after the inflammation has been

in great measure removed by cooling applications

—to rub the part well in the iodide of mercurT/

ointme^it, washing off the effects on the following

day, and thus repeating it again and again.

Mayheio, in his "Illustrated Horse Doctor," re-

commends the use of the following:—Iodide of
lead one ounce, simple ointment eight ounces,

—

mix and apply with friction.

After all, if your colt does not recover on being

removed from the plank floor and running in the

pasture, the probablity is that it will be cheaper,

and afford many more chances of a cure by calling

in a regular practitioner, and following his pre-

scriptions.

STOPPED teat of A COW—EUCKWHEAT STRAW.
I have a valuable heifer whirh has !a*ely dropped

her first calf, and I find oii milking her that with
hard pressure I can force but the smallest possible
stream from one teat, while the othtrs are all right.
Can vou or any of your correspondents inform me-
how I can enlarge the orifice, as I fear I shall have
to make beef of her if no remedy can be found.
What shall I do with my buckwheat straw ? I

have seen it stated that it is not fit to use as bed-
ding for cattle or hogs.

A Farmer and Subscriber.
Somerset, Mass,, June 21, 1869.

Remarks.—The orifice through which the milk
passes is sometimes contracted by malformation,

or by being trodden upon. Mr. W. I. Simonds of

Roxbury, Vt., stated a few years ago in the Far-
mer that he had been successful in treating such

a case by working a knitting-needle into the teat,

in the first place, and then inserting the quill end

of a hen's feather after cutting off most of the

feather end and winding a waxed thread firmly

round to prevent it from slipping in too far. By
keeping this in a few days, except when milking,

the difficulty was removed. But if such measures

prove ineflFectual, a lancet is sometimes used. We
have known a suitably formed penknife used, or

one part of a pair of scissors after being ground

sharp on both edges. Take hold of the teat with

the fingers of the left hand, holding the narrow
blade with the thumb and finger of the right hand,

and with a quick but gentle push cut the orifice so

that a free stream of milk will flow out. Heifers

often milk hard, which afterwards become easy

milkers. But we can recommend the lancet only in

extreme cases.

Who will answer the question about the buck-

wheat straw ?

ELEMENTS OF GRAIN AND POTATOES.

Will you please to inform me through your val-

uable paper how much, or how great a proportion

of carbonate of potassa is contained in or required
for every one hundred pounds of wheat, oats, corn
or potatoes, and oblige an old subscriber.

Rockingham, Vt., May 24, 1869. G. c. B.

Remarks.—Prof. Samuel W. Johnson gives very

full tables of the composition of agricultural plants

and products in his new work entitled "How
Crops Grow." Those who are curious in these

matters will find this volume interesting and in-
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structive. We regard it as decidedly the best

work of the kind published in this country. It is

sold for $2. You will there find the amount of

potash in a great variety of grains, straw, manu-
factured products, &c.

From the table which gives the average quantity

of water, sulphur, ash and ash ingredients in 1000

parts of the f)e!^h or air-dried substance, by Prof.

Wolf, you will find the amount of potash

stated as follows :

—

Grain. Straw.
Wheat 5.5 4 9
Oats 4.2 9.7

Maize .3 3 16.6

Potatoes 56 —
In Stephen's Farmers' Guido it is estimated that

a crop of wheat of twenty-five bushels of grain and

3000 pounds of straw removes 29^ pounds of pot-

ash.

A crop of fifty bushels of oats and 3800 pounds of

straw removes 75^ pounds of potash and soda.

A crop cf eight tons of potatoes and 1000

pounds of tops removes 273 pounds of potash.

CHERRY POISON.

I am impelled to write a bit of experience, think-
ing it may benefit others. I must begin back a
year in order to give the subject a fair showing,
and if the facts appear conclusive, I hope other
papers that circulate among farmers will copy
About a year since I called on a friend in Waits-
field who had a sick cow and was doctoring it for

the horn ail, the general symptoms being con-
sidered proof of the presence of that disease.

Among other things he had applied turpentine on
the top of the cow's head, which was fhivering or
trembling badly, and evidently suffering very
much. Soon after I returned home, a cow in my
herd, for which I had paid a hundred dollars a
littki while before, was suddenly taken sick, show-
ing the same general symptoms, namely, sudden
drying up of milk, great stupor, loss of appetite,

glassiness of the eyes, coldness of the horns, &c.
Not knowing what to do I did not do much. I

tried a little spirits of turpentine on the head.
This made a bad matter worse, causing great dis-

tress and even shivering. I immediately and
carefully washed it off with warm soap suds. To
tempt her to feed she was turned into a fresh pas-

ture, and in a few days she fully recovered.
Last Monday I turned my cows into a fresh pas-

ture and left home for a few days. I returned
late Thursday night to find two of my choice cows
sick with nearly the same symptoms as were exhib
ited last year by those abovenientioned. In the pre-

sent case, however, the uddtrs were swollen more or
less, and what little milk could be drawn resem-
bled what is commonly called "gargety milk;''

being thick and stringy. The next day, (Friday,)

I turned them into another pasture ; at which time
another of ray cows showed some symptoms of
the same disease in her udder, but had not lost

her appetite. All are now improving slowly.

I have discovered in a hedge growing in my
neighbor's field a large number of small black

cherry trees standing so near the fence that my
cows have reached over and trimmed the tops as

far as ihey could reach. Perhaps they would not

have eaten them had there been other bushes they

could rciich, but there were none. I have often

noticed that when pastured on clear grass, where
there ar no bufhes, cows become exceeding hun-
gi-y fur Ixowsi;. Now I have no doubt aiiout the

cause of the difficulty, and I think the Waitsfield

cow was sick from the same cause, though I am

not positive that there was a chance for her to eat
black cherry in the pa'^ture in which she was kept.
Roxbury, Fi., /Mwe 20, 1869. W. I. Simonds.

SEEDING WITH FODDER CORN.—CLOVER SOWN IN
AUGUST.

We have sowed corn broadcast upon land well
manured, and have haprowed it in with grass seed,
clover, herdsgrass and redtop The corn and grass
have started well together. Will the corn kill the
grass }

Will clover sowed in August make roots strong
enough to live through the winter ? f.

Mast Yard, N.n.,Jime 21, 1869.

Remarks.—We fear that your young grass will

have a tough battle with the corn. But your exper-

iment will be worth more than a mere opinion.

If the snow should cover your August clover

early, keep the field blanketed all winter and re-

main late in the spring, it might do ; but we doubt

whether it would live through an open winter.

What say, old clover growers ?

YELLOW WATER IN A HORSE.

What is the best remedy f^r yellow water in a
horse ? f. m. h.
Bennington Vt., June, 1869.

Remarks.—The disease called "Yellow Water"

is one form of jaundice. We have never seen a

case, and can only speak of it as we ga.her infor-

mation from those who have seen and treated it.

It is a disease of the liver; its excretions are inter-

rupted, and scattered over the whole system. The
water is not only discolored, but it. may be seen

in the eyes, mouth, and on the skin where it is not

covered with hair. It must be treated as a liver

disease, but it ought to be under the care of a phy-

sician.

an ARTISTIC farmer.
About two miles from the centre of the fine ag-

ricuUural town of Barre, Mass , resides a tarmer
whose house is a museum of Yankee whittlings.
His name is Piper, a most significant and sugges-
tive one, surely, in this instance.

Calling theie a few weeks since, the writer
begged permission to see these curiosities. A
crank organ playing perhaps some twelve or fif-

teen tunes was fii'St set in motion. An Ethiopian
band in the upper story went through the manipu-
lations of minstrelsy, while a gay compmy of
mimic ladies and gents tripped on the "light fan-
tastic toe" below.
Next in order was a large glass cabinet, the

shelves of which were crowded with articles of
the most elaborate workmanship, such as fans,

dogs, cats, snakes, &c. To make this part of the
museum perfect the jack knife that whittled them
should have been there. However the head was
—at least on the outside—which was better still.

Another crank organ playing a number of tunes,
set two Ethiopian puppet minstrels vigorously to

work in a clog dance. The little fellows rattled on
the spring board so noisily that a married daugh-
ter of Mr. Piper, sitting in the room, requested
him to desist, lest it might awaken a child lying in
a cradle near her, and another pipe of a less melo-
dious cast, be added to the concert. The grand-
mother, also sitting near, commenced rocking the
cradle, when, lo ! a tunc was played in harinoiii-

ous numbers that again compo.Ncd the child to

slumber. By an ingenious adjustment this rock-
ing organ played seven tunes, the machinery of
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which lay packed av/ay behind the occupant's
head, ready to iId cfflce when called.

We were next ushered into the parlor. A child's

wagon stood in the way. In removing it it com-
menced a tune. How many more were concealed
behind we did not inquire, but should not have
been surprised on sitting down in a rocking chair,

to hear it emit musical sounds. Four centre
tables were ranged on one side of the room of a
most beautiful pattern, and the most elaborate
workmanship and artistic skill, which merit a
brief description. The largest has 4000 pieces of
eight different kinds of wood worked into the face
of it, in wiiich is wrought Bennet's country seat,

surrounded b}' appropriate shrubbery and trees.

Next is one a tritle smaller with 2800 pieces, in

which appears Barnum's country seat at Bridg-
port, also worked wiih various woods, adorned in

the same manner, and imparting to it a life-like

glow and beauty. The third is smaller still, with
2200 pieces, and viewed separately would be con-
sidered a highly wrought work of art. The fourth
is of the size of a light-stand, having 100 pieces
very unique.
Other curiosities of less attraction to be found

here, are passed over, but a visit will amply repay
the trouble to all who have the desire to witness
what the ingenuity of man may compass. How
many organs and fiddles he has constructed dur-
ing ihe long winter evenings of the sixty-eight
years he has lived on this earth, we know not; but
judging from the number of articles he has made,
he must have commenced very young or been very
industrious. D. W. Heywood.
Barre, Mass., June 23, 1869.

WHEN DO BEES SELECT THEIR HOMES ?

A swarm of bees were lost soon after they were
carried out in the spring. The hive containing
the comb was not moved. On the 8th of June,
bees were noticed about the hive,—only a few,
however. The hive was not noticed again until

the 13th, when there were apparently as many
bees about the entrance as there were at tlie hives
containing good working swarms. After the bees
liad done work for the day, the hive was exam-
ined ana found to contain but a few bees,—among
them some drones,— perhaps not one hundred
workers and drones together. On the 14th of June,
a good large swarm took possession of the hive,
and have remained at work. Will some one
versed in bee-ology tell us when the bees find

their new homes ? Is it before or after swarming }

Mast Yard, N. H., June 20, 1869. f.

DECOCTION OF OAK BARK FOR "WAKT8.

If "B. B." in a late number of the New Eng-
land Farmer, has not found a remedy to cure
the warts on his heifer, please tell him to try white
oak bark. Boil the strength out of the bark and
then boil the liquid down very strong, almost to a
syrup, and put a very little on each wart, just
enough to wet it. j. p. p.

No)th Wtare, N. H., June 4, 1869.

AGRICULTUKAL ITEMS.
—The Iowa Agricultural College is five stories

high, and contains over one hundred rooms ; the

farm 648 acres.

—A correspondent of the Canada Farmer who
sold the milk from twenty-six cows to a cheese

factory last year, commenced feeding corn on the

last of July from an acre planted ia drills. In

September he omitted the corn for four days, and

the result was a diminution of fifty-two pounds of

milk a day. The corn feeding was again resumed,

and in four days the cotvs gave their customary

quantity of milk.

—The value of Canadian cattle exported into

the United States during tue first three months of

1869 was $236,252—nearly double the value of

those exported during the same period of 1868.

—Dry wood ashes sprinkled lightly from a fine

sieve upon turnips is good to keep off insects.

When applied by the hand enough is often thrown

upon them to injure the tender plant. Hold the

sieve low and simply dust the leaves.

—An old stable keeper in England says he has

never had a bad foot on his horses since he com-

menced the practice of bedding on a thick layer

of sawdust. Pine sawdust he finds the best, oak

the worst.

—The Tribune says, a farmer in Ohio had a

thrifty orchard which blossomed freely, but bore

no fruit. He washed twelve of the trees once a

week with strong soap suds, and was gratified by

a fair harvest the subsequent season.

—A shrewd farmer in the Vermont Legislature

declined answering the speech of a member who
was remarkable for nothing but frothy and pugna-

cious impudence and self conceit, thus : "Mr.

Speaker, I can't reply to that ere speech, for it al-

ways wrenches me terribly to kick at nothing."

—A daughter of Samuel Clark, of Starksboro,

Vt., aged six years was recently poisoned by eat-

ing arsenic. The mother being absent when the

child returned from school, she went into the cel-

lar, and picked up and eat a piece of bread and

butter that had been sprinkled with arsenic and

left for rats.

—Mr. Joseph Harris expresses the opinion that

indigestion is the source of nearly all ordinary

complaints in horses, and that this is brought on

by irregular feeding and watering; by exposure,

fatigue, by long journeys without food, in a storm,

and then by over-feeding and neglecting to rub

them dry before leaving them for the night.

—During a cold storm on the night of May 28, a

farmer near Ipswich, England, lost 216 out of 300

ewes that had been turned on the unsheltered

marsh lands just after having been shorn. Their

carcases were found the next morning iu heaps

where ihey had huddled together in the vain at-

tempt to keep warm.

—A small tablespoonful of kerosene oil mixed

with one quart of ground corn and whole buck-

wheat mixed with skimmed milk or water, is re-

commended for gapes in chickens by one corres-

pondent of the Country Gentleman, while enither

puts a small pinch of fine tobacco in the mouth of

the patient with water to wash it down. This

loosens the worms which are either sneezed out

or swallowed.
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For the New England Farmer.

CHEESE DAIRIES IN BARHE, MASS.
Statistics of cheese manufacture—Adaptation of Soil

—

Attention given to Manures—Durham and other

Stock—Notice of excellent Farmers—Mr. Bates' Fruit

Farm—Tile draining—Feeding Cows—Fairs and Fair-

grounds of the Worcester West Agricultural Society.

As Barre may be considered the banner
town in the Commonwealth as regards this

branch of the dairy, it may interest your
readers to know what its farmers and cheese
factories are doing. The high prices that

Barre cheese have commanded in the market
for many years past, the superiority of its

grazing lands, and its magnificent stock, justly

entitle it to this precedence, and show that

"blood" tells as well as grass,—more especially

when it is considered—"all flesh is grass."

The farmers of this region are all of a practi-

cal character, who regaid "fancy farming" as of
little moment, but yet who hold "book knowl-
edge" in the highest esteem.

There are three cheese factories doing a
thriving business within the town limits, viz :

"The Barre Central Cheese Factory," situated

in the centre of the town ; "The Barre Cheese
Company" (south), located in the southern
part, known as Barre Plains; and the "Barre
Southwest Cheese Company," a private or-

ganization placed on the farm of Joel B.
Hinckley in the southwest of the town. From
a recent visit to each of these factories, your
correspondent has gleaned the following in-

formation from the superintendents :

—

"The Barre Central," which is in charge of

Mrs. Hinckley, has about 450cows, is in re-

ceipt of 13,500 pounds of milk daily, and on
the 19th inst., 1429 pounds of cheese were
made. Three hands are employed here, who
commence at 4, A. M. and close their labors

at about the same hour, P. M.
The "South" Factory, under the superin-

tendence of Abner R. Molt, has 275 cows,

receives 8000 pounds of milk per diem, and
turns off a relative amount of cheese.

The "Southwest," in charge of Nathan C.
Haynes, which is not an incorporated com-
pany as before intimated, has about 150 cows,

receives some 4300 pounds of milk daily, and
produces a relative amount of cheese.

The whole may be summed up in round
numbers as follows : 875 cows ; 25,800 pounds
of milk received daily ; 2900 pounds of cheese

manufactured daily, which was sold in the

market this season, at first, for 25 cents, and

lastly for 23 cents per pound.

It will be seen by the relative statements in

regard to the milk received, that the South

and Southwest factories average a mere frac-

tion under 30 pounds to the cow, while the

Barre Central averages a fraction above 28

pounds. This difference may be accounted

for in this wise:— the south district has large

dairies, mostly consisting of 25 cows to the

herd—several exceeding that number, while its

grazing lands are of a rich soil, fronting to
the east, and upon which no pains has been
spared to bring it up to the highest condition.
The art of makmg manures has been re-

duced to a science. In years past it has been
made one of the specialties of the Agricultural
Fair (Worcester West) and perhaps no one
has given the subject closer an i lysis and
more careful study than T. P. Root, a leading
farmer in the southern district, whose able re-

fiorts in times past were worthy of preserva-

tion in the manuals of agriculture. Near
Mr. Root, are the Cooks, father and sons, who
have 30 cows, but do not carry their milk to

any factory. They have two cows, which, if

we remember rightly, have given between 50
and 60 pounds of milk apiece for. several suc-

cessive days at a time.

The stock to all these farms are carefully

selected, mostly of the Durham grade, with a
sprinkling of Jerseys, Ayrshires and Holland
Dutch—of the respective merits of which, the

limits of this article will not permit a further

description.

There are many highly cultured farms in

this town that reflect the highest degree of
credit upon their owners, which we should be
glad to notice, did ^pace allow ; but we cannot
forbear mentioning a few which give the high-

est yield of milk. The dairies of A. H. Hol-
land, T. P. Root, Wm. R. Barrett, Isaac

Smith, Luke Adams, John T. Ellsworth, and
others, stand at the head. One of the moit
valuable fruit farms is the "Kendall Farm,"
now owned and occupied by Simpson E.
Bates, there being over GOO trees—apple and
pear— nearly all in a bearing condition.

There is lacking but one thing, we conceive,

to make this the most valuable farm in the

town, which is tile-draining, a subject which is

seriously gaining the attention of the farmers
generally. The fruit trees on this place are

worthy of especial note to all who visit this re-

gion, both the amateur or "fancy farmer,"

and the practical farmer.

The natural impression of many readers,

undoubtedly, in reading this article, is tliat to

keep up tLese cows to the maximum condi-

tion, esculents, such as roots and meal would
be freely dealt out during the fodder months.

But this is not the prevailing practice. In
the spring, especially, all the hay is given
them and more than they can eat at a time,

and the remainder is converted into cut feed,

with suflicient meal toranke it palatable. The
high standard of these dairies is simply owing
to soil, manures, and carefully selected stock.

The Worcester West Agricultural Society

have beautiful and commodious grounds, a
fine track and I. all, and draw at the annual
Fair large contributions from the neighboring

towns. Your correspondent would be pleased

to speak, in a subsequent communication, of
several of these same towns, who range high-

est in the scale of agricultural pursuits.

A brief notice of Bullard's Hay Tedder, or-
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iginating from this town, and also of Dr.

Allen's Stump Puller, would have been given

had the limits of this article permitted.

D. W. Heywood.
Barre, Mass., June 23, 1869.

For the Xew England Farmer,

STKAY THOUGHTS OF A FARMER.
This being a dark and rainy morning, I am

shut in-doors, and being in somewhat of a

musing mood, I have concluded to put my
thoughts on paper, and if worth anything to

the public, use them,—if not, consign them
to the waste basket.

It i-i painful to look on our New England
hills and valleys and to see our pastures and
fields covered with thin, scanty crops, where
fifty years ago rich harvests were gathered,

our farmers purchasing their flour and corn
from the West, paying freight over a distance

of a thousand miles, with commissions and
merchants' profits, while at the same time we
are continually saluted with complaints that

"farming does not pay." But here there

must be something wrong,—something out of
shape "in the premises," as the old Justice

used to say. No particle of matter has been
destroyed since this globe first commenced its

journey round the sun ; but the particles of

manurial matter that go to make our crops

have become most sadly displaced on most
of our farms. The same loving atmosphere
still encloses the earth that was enjoyed by
our fathers, abounding in ninety per cent, or

more of plant-forming material. We have
also the glorious sun of our fathers, shining

with all his power, as he well knows how to

in a New England summer ; and we have fur-

thermore, "the early and latter rain ;" so that

there seems to be no lack of material, only of
the skill to compound and put together.

I am not a believer in the immediate usher-

ing in of the agriculturail millennium, for there

are only a few farmers who learn anything in

relation to their calling after forty ; scarcely

any, after fifty,—of those who have made
farming a life-pursuit. Farmers in New Eng-
gland are now in about the same situation that

those of England were one hundred years ago.

Their wheat crop then averaged about ten

bushels per acre. But since that period they
have applied I rains to their soil and the crop
of wheat has risen to over thirty bushels

throughout the kingdom, though the soil has

become a hundred years older.

As agriculture languishes, so will all the
mechanical and mercantile pursuits. In con-
versation the other day with a merchant, he
remarked that he had no fancy for farming.
I said to him, sir, if we stop farming, your
business will soon come to a stand still, for

you will not have anything to trade upon. He
acknowledged that it would be so, as agricul-

ture is the chief corner-stone of a nation's

greatness,—the main foundation of human civ-

ilization.

We have made some progress in the last

twenty years in the improvement of stock.

The old scrub ox has given place to a nobler
animal. The same is true of cows, sheep and
swine. The skilful mechanic has given his

mind to the subject, and has invented new and
im[)roved tools, by which much of the hard la-

bor is lightened and the work more thoroughly
done. But many, very many of the masses
plod along in the steps of their fathers, gath-
ering their scanty crops, and appear to have
no wish to better their condition.

A remark is occasionally made like the fol-

lowing:—"I do not want 'Boston folks' to

tell me how to manage my farm. I have man-
aged it for forty or fifty years, and think my-
self more competent than they are." Many
of this class of men are working a good soil,

and are barely making the "two ends meet,"
as the saying is, and are contented, thinking

they are doing well. There is much land in

New England that is not fit for cultivation,

and it should not be attempted. There is

good land enough, and it should be cultivated

to its utmost capacity. It should be made to

produce on one acre what now is done on
three, and the crop will be produced cheaper,

thus leaving a larger profit.

The time is slowly approachjpg when the

unskilful farmer will be crowded off the track.

Men buy where they can buy the cheapest.

The skilful agriculturist can afford to sell

cheapest ; consequently he will monopolize
the market. Labor I know is high, but it

must be carefully laid out, so that each day
shall, if possible, pay for itself and leave a
small profit to the employer. The time for

haphazard farming has passed. What other

pursuit, managed as farming has been, would
not have resulted in a complete failure. Can
the merchant afford to let a stream cf water
run through his sugar and flour, or can the

dealer in volatile materials expose his goods
to the air, allowing their value to escape, and
at the close of the year expect the balance to

be on the right side of the sheet ? This expe-

riment has been tried in farming until the bal-

ance sheet is now a very close thing. H.

Epping, N. II., 1869.

NEW HAMPSHIRE AGRICULTURAIi
COLLEGE.

From the Mirror and Farmer''s review of the

annual report of the Trustees of the New
Hampshire Agricultural College, to which is

appended a report to the Trustees of Prof.

Dimond, we make the following extracts :

—

Eleven young men were connected with the

College during the course of the year. After

giving some details of the results attained

during the year. Prof. Dimond considers "the

aim and policy of the institution." Under this
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head, he refers to the Congressional Act which
gave it birth. He states that there is much
misapprehension in the public mind in regard
to the objects and designs of the colleges for

•which the National Government has set apart

about nine and a half millions of the public

lands. He shows, by a reference to the Act,

that the colleges are not designed to teach the

science of Agriculture alone. He says :

—

"The latter clause of the fourth section is

the only one which concerns us here. It de-

clares that the object of these national colleges

is to give the industrial classes an education.

It insists that they shall have a liberal educa-

tion. They shall also have a practical educa-

tion. They may, if desirable, be taught the

ancient classics. They may be taught in any
branch of science. They shall be taught at

least something of military tactics. They
shall be taught those branches of science

which relate to agricuUure. They shall be
taught those branches of science which relate

to the mechanic arts."

Prof Dimond then refers to the origin of in-

dustrial colleges. He says that our oldest

American colleges, until recently, have offered

a system of training chiefly designed for those

inten(iing to devote themselves to Law, The-
ology or Medicine, while an important class of
men has come upon the stage who need a

mental trainiag of a different character. "The
Civil Engineer, the Miner, the Agriculturist

anil the Manufacturer, must each have his eye

trained in the rigid school of practical science.

To meet this want of a more practical educa-

tion, such men as Smithson, Lawrence,

Cooper, Chandler and Peabody, have devoted

a portion of their fortunes."

He shows that Dartmouth College has the

facilities to furnish the State College all that

limited amount of liberal culture which the

Congressional Act declares we must have, and
th:it by co-operation with Dartmouth, the State

College can secure and maintain such labora-

tories and other like conveniences as are

essential. He also shows that a new building,

four stories high, is needed for lecture-rooms,

museums, recitation rooms, &c.

He says that a geological survey of the

State would be a work of great value to the

Industrial College, and suggests that a hydro-

graphic survey would also be of great benefit,

not only to the State, but also to the pupils

of the College. Another want of the College

is an Experimental Farm, to which the student,

after he has become familiar with the princi-

ples which un lei lie intelligent and successful

practice, may be taken, during the summer
months, and taught the details of farming and

the business connected therewith. Upon this

farm, e?<periments should be constantly made,

and new theories tested, lor the express bene-

fit of men engaged in agriculture in every sec-

tion of the State. As the mechanic arts are

placed upon an equal footing with agriculture,

an Experimental Machine Shop is needed.

which shall be devoted to the study and devel-
opment of the wonder-working forces and
agencies of the mechanic arts.

In accordance with the suggestions of Prof.
Dimond, and in response to a resolution

adopted by the Trustees of the Agricultural
College, the Trustees of Dartmouth College
propose to erect a building, at a cost not ex-

ceeding $40,000, on the condition that the

further sum of $15,000 should be furnished

by the Trustees of the College cf Agriculture

and the Mechanic Arts. The Trustees of
Dartmouth College agree that, if an appropria-
tion for this purpose is made by the Legisla-

ture, they will refund it to the S ate in case

the connection between Dartmouth College
and the College of Agriculture and the Me-
chanic Arts, shall hereafter be dissolved.

Th^ Trustees of the College of Agriculture
and the Mechanic Arts conclude their report

by asking the Legislature for an appropriation

of $15,000 for the purpose of aiding in the

erection of the proposed new building.

Woolen Factories.—Tnere are now in

Illinois eighty-seven wool-carding mills, and
thirty-three manufactories of woolens, with a

capital of $3,G00,000, employing 3.450 oper-
ators, one-fourth of whom are women, and
consuming annually the wool clipped from over

2,500,000 sheep.

lanl^s' Separtmcnt.

From Our Tounj: Folks.

LITTLE BROWN HANDS.

They drive home the cows from the pasture,
Up through the long shady lane,

Where the quail -whistles loud in the wheat-fields,
That are yellow with ripening grain.

They find, in the thick waving grasses.
Where the scarlet lipped slrawbtrry grows;

They gather the earliest snowdrops
And the first crimson buds of the rose.

They tosB the new hay in the meadow

;

They gather the elder-bloom white

;

They iind where the dusky grapes purple
In the soft-tinted October light.

They know where the apples hang ripest,

And are sweeter than Italy's wines;
They know where the fruit banes the Ihickest
On the long, thorny blackberry vines.

They gather the delicate sea-weeds,
And build tiny castles of sand

;

They pick up the beautiful sea-shells,

—

Fairy barks that have drifted to land.
They wave from the tall, rooking tree tops
Where the oriole's hammock-nest fwings,

And at night-time are folded in tlumber
By a song that a fond mother sings.

Those who toil bravely are strongest

;

The humble and poor become great;
And from these brown-handt d children

Shall grow mighty rulers of State.
The pen of the author and statesman,

—

The noble and wise of the land,

—

The sword and chisel and palette,
Shall be held in the little brown hand*
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[Copied by permiseion from AppletorCs Juvenile Annual,']

THE COON HUNT.

"Father." said Harry Elton, running eagerly
into Mr. Elton's study, "can't we have a coon-
hunt to-nisht ? Bab says that a coon pets every
nicrht into the corn-field, and that a good many of
the cornstalks are broken down. If we don't
catch hiir.," he says, "half the hills in the held
will be destroyed."
"I have no objections," said Mr. Elton ; "it will

be moonlight to-night, and ttiat will be favorable
for your sport. So go to Bob and make all your
arrangements."
Harry Elton did not wait for further assent from

his father, Init, hastily thanking him, ran at full

speed, to tind his brother Frank and tlie negro-
man Bob. and to acquaint them of his father's

consent to their proposed expedition. Frank and
Bob were both delighted at the intelligence, and
all three began to make their arrangements and
lay their plans for' the capture of the coon.
At about nine o,clock in the evening Frank and

Harry salliid forth, followed by Cresar, the house-
dog, and proceeding tirst to liob's cabin, found
hiin fast asleep on the bench before his cabin-door,
with his tough old coon-dog Bull—who was scarred
and torn by many a conflict with coons—stretched
on the ground l)y his master's side. Bob and Bull
were on their feet in a moment at the approach of
Frank and Harry, and in another moment the
party set off, Bob first providing himself with an
axe.
The dogs now seemed to understand the object

of the expedition, and began to manifest their de-
light at the sport in view, by barking, capering,
and rolling over each other.
"Down, Ciesar !" cried Harry ; "be quiet."
"You just be still, now," said Bob to his dog

Bull ; "didn't you ever go on coon hunt before ?

I guess you have. I guess them ears of yours
have felt a coon's teeth afore this ; I reckon so, I

do. That old Bull, Mas>a Harry, is the greatest
coon-dog in these parts ; he can't be beat treeing
a coon, I tell you ; and when he just gets hold of
a coon, it aren't no use for the fellow to scratch
and fight. Bull just uses him up in no time."

Bol) was never tired of bracging a'lout the cour-
age and sagacity of his dog Bull, and in this way
they amused themselves until they reached the
cornfields, a^iout a mile distant, in the vicinity of
a low, swampy wood. They had scarcely reached
this spot before the dogs gave evidence that they
had struck the scent of a coon, and in another in-

stant the whole party were in full chase. The
coon rushed through the rail fence, the dogs at

his heels, and in a few leaps had reai hed the cover
of the wood ; the dogs pursuing him hard, and
Bob, and Harry, and Frank all shouting frantically

at him.
There was no hope for the coon but a tree, and

up he scrambled, barely escaping Bull's eager
fangs, a tall and straight tulip-tree, that stood near
the bank of a small, sluggish stream which coursed
through the wood. The dogs, at the foot of the
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tree, were barking furiously and tearing at the
bark, when Bob and the two boys came up to the
spot. I

He's treed, sure enough," cried Bob ; "but he
can't get off ihat way nohow;" and with these
words the negro went to work vigorously with his

axe at cutting down the tree. It was not many
minutes before the tree began to totter, and in the
next instant it went crasliing to the ground ; fall-

ing, however, directly across the little stream al-

ready alluded to. As it fell, the dogs and the
boys rushed down the bank of the stream to the
water, while Bob scrambled along the trunk.
They now saw the coon on a small branch that
reached into the stream, which he had run down
with the hope of escaping by the water, which he
takes t'j readily.

But as the dogs are on the bank, close to the
branch, he hesitates. The dogs bark furiously at
him, and Harry tries to urge them into the water
in pursuit, while Bob climbs along the trunk of
the tree, and attempts to shake the coon off the
liQib, and Frank throws several sticks at him.
Still the coon hesitates to take to the water, and
the dogs cannot reach him on his small branch.
The boys shout, the dogs bark, the negro grum-
bles, and shakes the branch with all his strength,
and threatens the coon with every possible ven-
geance if he does not abandon the small limb, and
afford the dogs a chance for his capture.
The coon could not hold out long in this position,

and as Bob had now out off his retreat, he at last

leaps into the water and makes a dash for the op-
posite bank. The dogs instantly plunge in, in
pursuit, and in a moment Bull is upon him. The
coon slips under the di g as he dashes eagerly at

him, and giving his pursuer a deep and ugly gash
on the nose, which brings the blood and a howl of
pain, manages to reach the opposite bank, but
now with both dogs close at his heels.
Meanwhile Bob had scrambled along the trunk

of the tree across the stream, and Harry and
Frank were following him as rapidly as the thick
branches of the tree would permit. "Catch him,
Bull," shouted Bob; "at him, Bull! at him!"
"Go in, Ca3sar ; catch him, catch him!" shouted
both the boys ; and all three—all five we may say,
if we count the dogs—were wild with excitement
tor fear the coon would escapa.
But the dogs are already upon the coon, just as

he attempts to gain another tree, and the battle
begins. The coon shovs good lighting qualities,

making the dogs' hair fly, and biting and scratch-
ing them badly. But he soon has to succumb,
and in a few moments the dogs stand over him
victors, although their bloody noses show that the
battle has not been too easily won.

"Golly !" exclaimed Bob, as he held up the coon
by the tail, "that's a powerful big coon. I tell you

;

and he was just the finest fighter this here nigger
ever saw. Golly, ain't he big, Massa Harry and
Massa Frank ? and didn't he give old Bull a
mighty bloody scratch on the nose ?" And the
negro, as he proceeded to relate the adventures of
the hunt, gave way, every few moments, to long
and boisterous roars of laughter.
The party now proceeded homeward, quite satis-

fied with their evening's sport. The next morn-
ing the skin of the coon adorned Bolj's cabin,
stretched on sticks, Frank and Harry agreeing
that he should possess the coon's skin, for the
purpose, in the ensuing winter, of making a coon's
skin cap, ornamented, as he promised it should
be, with the coon's tail hanging down behind.

W^ATCHING ONE'S SELF.
When I was a boy, said an old man, we had a

schoolmaster who had an odd way of catching
idle boys. One day he called out to us

:

"Boys, I must have closer attention to your
books. The first one of you that sees another boy
idle, I want you to inform me, and I will attend
to his case."

"Ah," thought I to myself, "there is Joe Sim-
mons that I don't like ; I'll watch him, and if I see
him look off his book, I'll tell."

It was not long before I saw Joe look off" his

book, and immediately I informed the master.
"Indeed," said he, "and how did you know he

was idle f"
"I saw him," said I.

"You did ; and were your eyes on your book
when you saw him ?"

I was caught and never watched for idle boys
again.

If we are suflaciently watchful over our own
conduct, we shall have no time to find fault with
the conduct of our neighbors.

A Laughable Clock.—A German in New Al-
bany, Indiana, has what he calls a "dumpling-
clock" in his window. On its top is a fat and jolly

looking Teuton, who holds a fork in his hand.
By an ingenious contrivance, the fork, at the end
of each minute, dips into a dish of dumplings,
and carries one of them to the mouth of the Teu-
ton, who swallows it with a choking gurgle, and a
queer motion of his glass eyes.
We have seen even boys and men who are little

more than dumpling-clocks,—good to count break-
fast, dinner, and supper time.
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SEPTEMBER.
The leaves that mafJe our forf-6t pathway ehady,
BegiD to ri'stle down upo i the breeze;

The year is fa:iiog liku a et itely 'ady
Wtio lays a-rifle ) er y.^uthful va ities;

Yet, while thu memory i f her btauty lingers,
She can'^ot wear the livi ry of the i !d.

So Autumn comes to paii-t wi h f.osty fingers
Some leaves with hues of crjmsjn and of gold

George Arnold.

EASONS and man
were made for

each other. His

love of change

finds gratifica-

tion in the pe-

culiarities ofthe

changing months. He
would grow weary and

listless if Juh/ were ex-

tended to a hundred

days instead of thirty.

As the months come and go,

they seem to stir up within

us sentiments which are in

accordance with

their own nature.

Though we may
not as yet have

felt any "un-

timely frost," and nch harvests are bending

all around us, we do begin to feel that the

year is on the wane. It is "declining into

the vale" of months. It has reached the sum-

mit of the hill, and is not only looking, but

descending into the vaUey below. The year

"steps onward toward its temporary decay, if

not so rejoicingly, even more majestically and

gracefully than it does toward its revivi-

fication. If September is not so bright with

promise, and so buoyant with hope as May,

it is even more imbued with the spirit of se-

rene repose, in which the only continuous en-

joyment consists. Spring 'never is, but always

to be blest ;' but September is the month of

consummations—the fulfiller of all promises

—

the fruition of all hopes—the era of comjilete-

ness."

It is too much a habit of thought, with a

great many excellent people, to look upon

the waning year as a dying year, and to hold

it up as a type of our own brief hold upon

earth. In some particulars, this is undoubt-

edly true. The beautiful language which we

quoted above speaks of the year as stepping

onward toward its temporary decay. The

lapse of each year also finds in us a stepping

forward toward a temporary decay—not a final

decay.

The thought, then, which we shall be glad

to inculcate is this, that

—

"There is co death I The dust we tread

Shall changy beneath the eummer showers

To gulden grain or mellow fruit,

Or rambow-tinted flowers ;"

and that the spirit or soul which God gave us

when he "created us in His own image," will

never die.

Like the effect of the lapse of time upon^

vegetable life, so will it be upon our bodies..
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here. We are stepping forward toward a

temporary decay of what is mortal in our

natures, and as we proceed the effect upon our

minds should be something like that of the

month of September to the candid thinker,

—

the fulijlment of promises, the fruition of

hopes—the era of completeness. Let this

view of life become one of habitual thought,

instead of that of decay and death, and we
become citizens of the new world at once,

with new hopes, new powers, and stronger as-

pirations after a blessed immortality.

Such, kind reader, is our lay sermon re-

specting some of the things which influence us

in the month of September. Let its lesson

abide with us during its brief term, and lead

us to cheerful views of life and life's duties.

As business men, we think it proper, as each

month dawns upon us, to look forward and

ascertain what its demands are, so that all its

duties may be discharged "decently and in

order." Can it be less a duty in us to give

attention to our moral and spiritual needs, and

make the pathway to them clear and pleasant ?

By no means. He who neglects these, neglects

his highest interests in life.

September, like the other months, calls for

a succession of labors. Nearly all the crops

are gradually ripening for the harvest. But

they do not come all at once. They need the

eye of the master to say at what precise day

they shall be gathered in. A mistake in these

particulars will sometimes make an essential

difference in the value of the crop. For in-

stance : — Carefully conducted experiments

show that wheat harvested several days before

it is fully ripe, will give more weight of grain

and flour, and that the latter will be of better

quality. So that a variation of a few days in

the time of harvesting a crop of wheat, may

make a money difference of $5, or $500, ac-

cording to the amount of the crop. This

principle bears upon the crops of the present

month. A disregard of many of the items of

harvesting which are to occur in September,

might swell the amount of loss into a sum as

large as the cost of the entire harvesting.

Gkain.—In getting in any of the grain

crops in Autumn, they should be sown sufli-

ciently early to allow them to get firmly rooted

before their growth is arrested by frost. If

the roots get a firm hold of the soil, the plants

are not only less likely to be thrown out of

the ground by the frost, but they have gone

down •where they can find nutriment to give

them an early and vigorous start in the Spring.

The last days of August are better for sowing

than the middle of September.

Harvesting Potatoes —Some say that

potatoes ihould be dug just "as soon as their

skins will not slip upon rubbing them." Our
practice has been, however, to let them re-

main in the ground—if not on a wet soil

—

even into the first week of October. It seems

as though no place could be better adapted to

preserve them than the beds in which they

grew. In such situation they are not crowded,

are kept from the light, and in a condition

sufficiently moist to prevent undue evaporation.

We know they keep perfectly well in the

ground through the winter, because we find

them there in perfection when ploughing in the

spring.

What are the advantages of early digging

and storing those which are intended for winter

use?

Feeding Mowing Lands.—A great change

of opinion has taken place in regard to feed-

ing the mowing lands in the autumn. Once

it was very nearly a common practice with

farmers to feed down every acre of their mow-
ing fields, so that scarcely a semblance of

green herbage was lefD. Of course, when

plants are fed off in that way, no proper action

can long continue between leaf and root.

These are as important to each other as is the

branch of the tree to its roots. If this close

feeding were to occur all at once, and then be

discontinued, the plants might recover them-

selves, and be clothed with leaves before ar-

rested by frosts. But such is not the case.

The cattle like best the short and tender grass,

and pass over the field day after day, nipping

every green leafas it appears, cutting off all ac-

tion between leaf and root, until the latter gives

up the contest and dies out. It dies of actual

starvation. It has thrown out leaves over and

over again, to the atmosphere, to drink in its

life-giving element and pass them down to the

famishing roots ; but just as they were accom-

plishing this beneficent work, some hungry

mouth would come along and devour them.

How can any crop grow under such treatment

as this ?

Where the feed is luxuriant it is undoubted-

ly best to feed a portion of it off, because if

covered with deep snows for some weeks, it
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will sometimes become so warm as to cause

fermentation, and destroy the roots. Although

danger from this may not be great, it can be

no injury to feed off a portion of a redundant

aftergrowth.

FEOTH ON THE STEMS OF GRASSES.
The insect which produces this substance ap-

pears to be increasing: in many parts of New
England, and to be doing much damasre. Mr.

Philbiick Cram writes to the Countnj Gentleman,

from Windsor Co., Vt , that in Norwich one farmer

had been unable to raise any grass seed for six

yeai's in consequence of the work of this insect.

Previous to its appearance he had raised grass

seed for his own use and to sell. In other sections

it has been observed only during the past four

years. Mr. Cram furnishes the following descrip-

tion of the insect :

—

The little maggot in the froth is the infant bug;
the froth is his house, in which he lives while be
passes through his infantile stigs; you will then
find him at the roots of ihe grass, a ninlured ugly
black bug, about three-eighths of an inch long
and in countless numbers; they are so spry that
it is diffi nil to capture one of them alive. In this

stage they spend a short time in feedins on the
young grass at the bottom, uptil they make the
second change, which is to the chrysalis state.

Here they spend the winter as best they can, dor-
mant of course, until the next summer has brought
forward the grass. Then from the old last year's
chrysalis appears a little, pale, flesh-colored miller,

with a body about a hall-inch in length, and wings
(when spread) about an inch acros-i—very spry.

The complete insects eat nothing; their only office

is to deposit their cg?s in the j 'int of the young
grass frum which the head proceeds, and when
their complement of eggs is laid they hive done
their work, and that is the end of the frog hopper
race for one year.

For the Neio England Farmer,

HEN" FBVEK OF 1844.

Sharighai— Light and Dark Brahmi—Crevecoeur—Hou-
dau— Asiatic and French Fowls—Effects of Care and

BituatioD.

In the spring of 1844 the hen fever ra'zed

in our vicinity to a fearful extent. The staid

and healthy farmers, their wives, and even
the most respectable maiden ladies in our
neighborhood took the expidemic. There was
at that time only one known remedy, which
was to procure a dozen eggs from Burnham of
his fimous Ladder or Barrel fowls, and after

waiting patiently three weeks for the opera-
tion of the first dose, the patient was gener-
ally relieved.

Your correspondent, however, was not so

fortunate. Having visited a n'ighbor ^ ho had
a fine brood of (Shanghai chickens, he took
the lever in its worst form, rushed home in a
frantic condition, sent immediate ly for thir-

teen Shanghai eggs, procured and set them
the next day. I think no hen ever received

more care in sitting than the one on those

golden eggs. Fresh water was placed before

her each day, and all kinds of food, from buck-
wheat to roast beef, was on her daily bill of
fare. S!ie eventually paid, for her care by
presenting eleven fine healthy chickens. I

assure you my fever did not subbidi', espe-
cially when I sol 1 them at eight weeks old,

for the enormous sum of $20. Elated by this

success, I immediately erected coops and con-
tinued breeding on a larger scale up to the
present time. But I have never been cured
or relieved of the fever, and never expect to

be, while I receive so much pleasure in the

management of my poultry jard.

For the past sixteen years my favorite breed
has been the light Brahmas, b' lieving tl'at no
breed of fowl are th* ir e(|uals in hardiness,

production of e^gs, and poultry for the mar-
kei" ; and after experim-nting the past year
with inany new varieties, I am still of the opin-

ion that for early market, winter laying, and
hardiness, they have no superior.

I cannot fairly judge of the merits or de-
merits of the new French breeds, not having
fairly tested ihem, as most flo 'ks have been
made up by importation, and have not been ac-

climated. The Crevecoeur I find hardy chick-

ens, maturing at an earlier age than any breed
I have ever raised. They are good layers,

but subject to disease at maturity,,especially

the cocks. I have an imported Crevecoeur
ben that commenced la)ing in January, laying

her first litter of 96 eggs in 104 days. She
has layed constantly since, an 1 is still laying.

This is, however, an exceptional case, as I

have others that are fair, but not superior

layers.

The Iloudans, in my judgment, are fair lay-

ers, maturing early, are solid always ready for

the pot, hardy when young, but like the

Crevecoeurs, are subject to disease at matu-
rity. 1 do not consider either of these French
breeds so hardy in our climate as the Asiatic

fowls.

I have often stated that if any breed should
supersede the Brahmas for our northern and
western climate, it would be some other vari-

ety of the Asiatic fowl. I see no breed except
the Dark Brahma that promi>e to be their su-

periors. This is a variety of the Asiatic breed.

They are a so!»id, square-backed, broad-breast-

ed fowl, very hardy, large, with yellow flesh,

and promise equality, if not superiority over

the light Brahma. It is, however, very un-

wise to judge entirely of the merits of any
breed of domestic fowls from the experience

of one or two parties, as in different siiuations,

under different care, and with di-fferent stock,

one's experience may bd entirely contrary to

that of others. J. S. Ives.

Salem, Mass., July 15, 1869.

Birds in Prus.sia.—By royal decree, the

wren, the sparrow, woodpecker, wagtail, and
twenty-five other birds are protected from the

onslaught of boys and sportsmen.
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SALT FOR STOCK.

AT.T as a feed for

stock is object-

ed to by a writer

in the Western

Rural, princi-

pally on the

ground that it

IS an antiseptic,

md therefore

^r^S

Let us inquire into the

validity of these objec-

tions. An antiseptic; is'

soTething that counteracts putre-

faction. Are digestion and pu-

trrfaction the same or even simi-

ilar processes ? Is it necessary that food should

putrefy ip. order to its digestion? The gastric

juice, by which digestion is effected, is a strong

antiseptic. It arrests at once the process of

putrefaction even after it has commenced.

Hence an antiseptic does not necessarily retard

digestion, and this objection fails.

Bat "salt is a mineral, and therefore poison-

ous." We think the writer must be a student

of quack medicine venders, who recommend

their medicines on the ground that thi-y con-

tain no minerals, and are therefore not injuri-

ous to animal life. Are not minerals always

found in the animal fluids and tissues ? Does

not healthy gastric fluid alwavs contain h}dro-

chlori • acid ? Is not soda a constituent of the

bile ? Is not iron found in the blood ? Is not

a large amount of lime worked up in forming

the bones ?

The hydrochloric acid in the gastric juice,

and the soda in the bile, are derived from the

salt taken with the food. So, the lime and the

iron are takt-n in wiih the food. 'Ihe orga s

of digestion have the faculty of sepirating

these mineral substances fiom the organized

vegetable and animal substances which they

convert into nutriment, of appropriating !^o

much of them as is required to the various

uses of the body, and of ejecting the remain-

der by the pores of the skin, by the kidneys

and the intestines. Only about four parts in a

thousand of soda are contained in the blood,

whatever quantity is taken into the stomach.

Only so much lime as is needed to repair the

waste in the bones is retained. Nature finds

minerals necessary in constructing the body
and in carrying on the animal processes, and

not only so, but she has a wonderful power of

eliminating and throwing off such as are not

wanted in the system.

The argument that salt is not needed be-

cause it is a mineral is therefore without foun-

dation. Salt undoubtedly aids digestion, and

contributes to the healthy performance cf the

animal functions, and a regular and bountiful

supply of it is not only useful, but very grati-

fying to all our domestic animals, and more

especially at that season of the year when

their food is most juicy and succulent.

Since wri ing the foregoing we have read an

article upon this subject in the Rural New
Yorker, by J. Weldon, a stock rai>er of Rock-

ford, 111., who gives several in tances in his

own experience of the beneficial effects of salt

and of the injurious results of withholding it,

from which we copy the following:

—

Enrly in the autumn of 1842, I resolved to go to
Chic:^go for salt and other supplies, but repeated
hiiidrant'es prevented—so that my cattle werewiih-
ont rhe needed salt till Ni)vernber, and thouiih the
feed had been abundant my stoik was in no better
plight than they usually w- re when I turned them
to grass. Then commenced the long winter of
continued snows, and when my cattle could gpt
their living < n the willow.s, and in the slougus, ail

that remained of several of my best cows and
some two year olds, were their hides. My esti-

mate was that, had I fed but one more barrel of
salt to my stock of cattle (which was quite consid-
erable fur those times,) during August, Septemtier,
and October, 1842, my available assets in May,
1843, would have Ueen increased hundreds of dol-
lars.

HOW TO HAVE GOOD MEADOWS.
Mr. Plate of Bradfoid Co.. Penn , in a let-

ter to the Ameiican Institute Farmers' Club,

gives Lis experience, as follows :

—

My land is ailapted to all kin'ls of grain, and to
timothy and rtd chjver. My p actice is, when I

sow a piece to gra^s, not to jilougli it again in less

than eight y eai .s, and I trt queiuly let u lie a much
I'liiger lime. I liave a ni' atlmv now wiiicii lias

been luowid lor sixteen successive years, and it

was uevi r better thju now. In tact, my meiidows,
under the right treatmait, gr.)W better as they grow
olde--.

I do it by returning to a meadoio all the manure
(he hay made that tras taken fiuni it, and sowing a
bu-hi I of g>psuin per acre, each year. In ihat

way the yi^ld of grass is heavier and tin. r and
tictn r as the sod tliickrns. I use manure only tor

tnp-dressing the meidows; in that way, I get
doul>lc pi ice for it. It produces as much worth of
giMss as it would in grain, and also rc;'rotluccs it-

self again in the turf. My turf when ready for

ploughing under is a solid body of grass routs
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twelve inches deep or more, and so thick on the

top thaf. no soil can be seen. I consider one such
turf, when turned under, equal to IGO tons of first

class barnyard manure per acre.

The above statement suggests to our mind

some reflections. We have no doubt that with

a good soil and such treatment the results

stated by jMr. Plate may be reached. "We

Lave heard of a case in which a man kept fif-

teen horses, and put all the manure made by

them on three acres and a half of good land,

year after year, until he cut seven tons per

acre, annually, cutting it three times a year.

But if we, small farmers, with ordinary soil,

return to the grass land all the manure made
from the hay which it yields, where are we to

find the means of making crops of wheat,

corn and potatoes ? If a man raises nothing

but grass, and depends wholly for his income

upon stock, this will do. But then he must

purchase his grain and other farm products

from those who apply manure to the produc-

tion of such crops.

Now we take it that one of the chief advan-

tages of grass crops is that they furnish the

means cf cultivating other fields in the various

crops of the farm by the manure they yield.

If we must return all the manure made from

the meadow to the meadow itself, our farming

in New England would soon come to a stand

still.

The bushel of plaster per acre is very well,

and if we can make any compost for top dress-

ing to the grass land so much the better, but

the manure made from the hay must go to the

corn and wheat and oats and potatoes and gar-

den. -We do not doubt that such a sod as that

above described, when tur/ied in, would pro-

duce a splendid crop of corn and wheat in

succession. Then it must be resecded to grass,

and the manure made from it be returned to

the meadow. Now what are we to do for

corn and wheat during the following sixteen

years? Shall we be able to lay up grain

enough during the two years of plenty, as Jo-

seph did in Egypt, to supply us during the

long period when We raise no grain? We
have strong doubts about the economy of such

farming, to say no'hing about its possibility

under ordinary circumstances.

Grass derives a large portion of its sub-

stance from the atmosphere. The aftermath

decays on the surface and becomes a manure,

and the roots accumulate in the soil. Hence

grass exhausts the soil but little compared with

other crops, and we are able to apftropriate

the m mure made from the hay to other crops.

We believe it would be better economy to take

oflf three or four or five crops of hay, and then

plough, manure and reseed, thus manuring the

meadow once in three, four or five years, and

giving it one. or still better, two bushels of

plaster each j ear, and use the manure from

the hay, in the intervening years, for other

crops,

Mr. P, considers one such turf when turned

under, equal to IGO tons of first class manure,

and we have no doubt he is right, large as the

quantity may seem. One square rod contains

272i feet. Multiply this by 160, the number

of rods in an acre, and we have 43,560 feet In

an acre. This would be equal to 340 cords,

and we think that one cord of solid turf

would weigh two tons. This would make 680

tons. This will give four tons and a quarter

of turf to one ton of barn manure, and sucli

tuif—turf that has had a top-dressing of barn

manure every year for sixteen years. Well

rolled down, we think it would fully equal his

estimate. This would be heavy manuring and

ought to give several large crops in succession.

Now where did this accumulation of vege-

table matter come from ? The aftermath may
be safely set down at one ton, and the hay at

two tons per year. Dana says that a cow eat-

ing twenty-four pounds of hay and a peck of po-

tatoes daily will m:tke 31,025 lbs. of dung in

a year. But 24 lbs. of hay a day would be

8760 lbs. or four tons and a third. Two tons

will give less than half of this, say 15,000 Ibi.

But of this eighty-three per cent, is water, so

that there will be less than a ton and a quarter

of solid matter from two tons of hay, to be

returned to the soil. This gives but about

two and a quarter tons of solid matter returned

to the soil annually. Where did the other

seven and three-quarters come from? Un-

doubtedly from the atmosphere. "Grass

groweth everywhere." It is the universal fer-

tilizer provided by Nature. It derives from

the atmosphere the means of fertilizing the

earth and enabling it to produce all the crops

required by man ; and It is because of this

wonderful power that It Is so profitably culti-

vated, as by Its means we are enabled to cul-

tivate the almost unlimited variety of vegeta-

bles found In our gardens and fields. If all
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the manure made from the hay is required to

cultivate the hay itself, we must become shep-

herds and herdsmen, and live like the Bedou-

ins on the produce of our flocks and herds.

For the New England Farmer.

CIDEB AND VINEGAR.
Shall the manufacture of cider and vinegar

be made a specialty ?

Farmers are so slow in adopting the means
for saving labor which the inventive genius of
the day is urging upon them, especially in ap-

plying water and steam power to their work,

that it is pleasant to note any instance of pro -

gress.

During the past season an establishment for

making cider and vinegar, with steam for a

motive power, has been erected and put into

operation in Salem, N. H. It consists of a

long, large building, situated upon the gentle

slope of a hiU, witti the length or side facing

the south. The building is heavy timbered,

as indeed it must be, to support the long rows
of hogsheads extending from end to end, one
above the other, even as high as the plates.

The whole length of the south part of the

building is partitioned off, and made warmer
than the rest, and is supplied with steam pipes.

In this room, in which a high temperatuie is

constantly maintained, the piocess of making
vinegar will be hastened. Indeed so essential

is heat for this work, that it is intended that

the temperature of no part of the building

shall fall btlow the frcf zing point.

A portion of the first or ground floor is for

receiving and storing apples. The mill, which

is a common grater, is placed at the down hill

end of the buildmg, with the hopper nearly on
a level with the floor. The pomace runs di-

rectly into the presses in the basement below

;

the steam engine is near by and does the

pressing as well as the grating of the apples.

Wagons can leadily be backed into the base-

ment, directly up to the presses, so that both
loading and unloading is easily accomplished.

Cider is made for customers at a certain rate

per bu-hel, or the apples are purchased of

them. If the (juantity brought is sufficient for

a pre.-s, it is made by itself; if only a few
bushels are brought they are put with other

lots. The farmer has only to leave his ap-

ple-i at one dcor, and in a short time his cider

will be ready for him at the lower door, or he

can at once exchange small lots for cider and
depart without delay.

The works were not finished at the time of

my vi.'-it late last fill, and 1 understand an

enlargement is contemplated during another

season. 'J'he employment of steam presup-

poses that the busine.-s mu^t be on a somewhat
extcndtd scale. Though, to the unin'iated, a

work of this kind may seem perfectly plain

and easy, yet it. really leqnires rime and con-

siderable capital, with a large share of patience

and experience, to get everything in complete
working order. The proprietor is a son of
Mr. Perham, the well-known vinegar-maker
of Chelmsford, Mass., and he has manifested
an enterprise which shows that he has the ut-

most confidence in his success. From adjoin-

irf^ towns he had bought large quantities of
fruit, and several thousands of bushels had
been worked up last season.—the first of
his operation here. He had also commenced
making and putting up pickles. These he pur-

chases in the neighborhood, and the younger
members of the farmers' families can gather

many a dollar from the cultivation of this

crop. The works are only a few rods from
the depot, and the city markets can easily be
reached. Whatever of profit this enterprise

may return to the proprietor, it certainly con-
fers a benefit upon the farmers of that locality,

for it at once creates a ready home market for

the refuse apples, and introduces the cultiva-

tion of a new crop.

This. I believe, is the first attempt to intro-

duce the steam engine in making cider in this

vicinity, though there are several mills where
water power is used. They are conducted on the

same plan as the grist mills,—the proprietors

do all the work and charge a certain rate or
toll on a bushel. The advantages of these

mills lire apparent in fruitful seasons, and
farmers will go a long way past the small, old-

fashioned mills worked by man and horse-

power, to have their work done in a workman-
like and prompt manner.
Mr. P.'s establishment differs from others,

inasmuch as it furnishes a ready home market
for that which would otherwise require consid-

erable time and labor to convert it into cash.

Similar establishments are needed in all ap-

ple-growing distiicts. A large portion of the

unmerchantable apples are now lost. The
process of making cider by the old mills is

laborious and tediously slow. Where the

quantity of app'es is small, the labor of gath-

ering them, working up in these mills, and
then di posing of the product often exceeds

the return, in fruitful years, when the quan-
tity is large, it is often kept so long in waiting

for ''a turn" at the mill that it is injured or

lost. Were these mills of sufficient capacity,

not all farmers are e.spert cider-makers, and
only a lew have the conveniences for making
vinegar at a profit. Now it there was a home
market near by for the apples, where five,

fifty, or one hundred bushels could be sold at

once, there would be an inducem ^n to gather

up and save much that is how wasted. Here
is an opportunity for the manufacturer to step

in and help both producer and consimier,—

a

proper sphere for the middle man,—for farm-

ers have the apples and want to sell them, and
the r'ider and vinegar is wanted in the maikets.

! When cider vinegar is made in the country, and
!
not in the city, the lovers of that article can have

j

the greater assurance that what they buy un-

I
der that name is tiuly the product of the apple
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tree. And when all the produce of the or-

chard can be turned to a profit, the culture of
the apple will be more encouraging.

Lawrence, Mass., 18G9. n. s. t.

For the New England Farmer,

THE GARDEN IN" SEPTEMBEH.
The revolving seasons again bring us days

and nights of equal length, and a month that

epitomizes the year, as summer and winter are

both pretty well represent'^d by the varying
temperature of its thirty days. The ancients

in tracing out and naming the constellations of

the heavens gave the name of ''Libra, or the

scales," to that cluster of stars seen this month
on the meridian, in the track of the earth

;

thus not unfitly representing the equal length

of the day and n ght.

The dry and sweltering heat of the first few
days of the month usually soon gives way to

storms, winds, cold and fiosts which terminate
the growth of most varieties of vegetables in

the garden. Our duty now is, to prolong the

season as far as possible; to gather in the

ripening crops and save them for future use

;

to make provision for coming seasons by
planting seeds to grow plants to be wintered
over ; to make preparations for cold frames
and beds ; to gather and save seeds ; and to

do up all needed, seasonable woik.
The past season has forcibly impressed on

gardeners the importance of thorough drain-

age. Well drained and deeply worked ground
sutfers less from great drought or too much
wet than oiher land. It a-'sorbs heat more
readily and becomes warmer to a much greater
depth, and is also in working order much
earli. r in spring, and continues the growing
season later, in addition to its superior pro-

ductiveness over that undrained and shallow
worked.
Beans.—Pick and preserve the string beans

for winter use, as fast as they come to suita-

ble size. All should be saved before frosts,

as light frosts often spoil thtm. Pick off,

shell and dry all pole beans, ripe or uijripe,

that have made a growth, especially the Lima,
that prince of all beans. Shelled and diied,

they are enjoyed and are almost as good,
cooked in winter, when green vegetables are

not to be had, as in their season in the fall.

The Lima coutmues growing late, and ordina-
rily a large proportion of thtm are caught by
frost belbre ripening. These, if propeily se-

cured are a valuable part of the crop, and
match well the dried swt'et corn for succotash.
Cabbages and Caulifloweks.—Continue

to hoe and cultivate fitquently. The latter

part of the month sow seed lor plants to win-
ter in frames, & '.

Celery.—Earth up as fast as a few inches

of growth is made. Be cartful that none of
the leaf stalks are broken or bruised, or any
dirt is allowed to scatter into the heart. Earth
up only when the plants are dry.

Corn.—Always make it a point to save the
earlie^t and best ears for seed, and observe if

any variation be apparent. It is by propa-
gating from, and encouraging variations, that
better varieties nre established. Dry sweet
corn for winter use, or if you are successful

—

which few are in a small way—can it. Cut up
and feed the stalks as soon as divested of the
ears.

Cucumbers.—Get out and save the seed
from those reserved for maturing seed. A
very good sweet pickle is made from the ripe

ones.

Manutje.—The garden and grounds will

now furnis i a large amount of refuse matter,

which should be added to the compost heap.
Few are aware of the extent of their resources
for making manure.
Onions. — Any remaining not harvested

should be pulled when the tops fall over, cured
a few days in the sun, then topped and stored

in a dry cool room. Seed may be sown for

plants to winter over.

Sweet Potatoes.—Lift the vines to pre-

vent rooting. Some of the largest may be re-

moved, by feeling for them with the finger,

from the hill for the table. Dig as soon as, or
before a frost cuts the vines. A dry day is

best for digging.

Squash —Clear off the vines of the summer
sorts which have done bearing. Winter
squashes should be gathered and protected
previous to any freezing frosts, as a slight

touch injures their keeping qualities.

Tomatoes —Pickle, can, make ketchup,
gather and enjoy ; for the first frost will cut

them off. Their season may be prolonged by
pulling up the vines, at the appearance of
freezing, and hanging them under cover, or

by covering the vines in the garden.

Weeds.—Do not allow any to go to seed.

If they are allowed to fiower they will often

perfect seed from the accumulated juices of

the stem, &c., even if cut down and thrown
on the manure pile. W H. White.

South Windsor, Conn., 1869.

Esparto Geass.—Ninety-five thousand tons of

this grass were imported from Spain into England,

last year, to be converted into paper. It costs in

England from $20 to $'30 per ton. The amount of

paper produced is from 50 to 55 per cent, of the

weight of the grass. Various qualities of paper

are made from it without any admixture of rags

or other substances. 200 lbs. caustic soda, and

250 lbs. of chloride of lime are used in whitening

a ton of gra^s and redudng it to pulp. The same

processes are used as in the making paper from

rags. It is proposed to attempt the culture of this

grass in the United States.

—The Prairie Farmer states that of the 412 stu-

dents at the Cornell University, fifty-seven are

studying "agriculture and the mechanic arts."
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all its habits.

PON many 6elds

this pest to the

farmer seems

to be in greater

abundance this

year than ever

before. What
Mjositmadefor?

Who can eat it,

sleep on it, or

use it in any

possible way ?

'"Witch grass"

is bad enough,

but the sorrel

keeps an even

pace with it in

Nothing will "thoroughly" kill

it. It scoins fire and flood, unless they arc

unusually persistent. It roots deeply, and

perambulates the soil as completely as does a

country peddler a New England village.

We think we have seen one hundred acres

of it, at least, in some recent travels about the

country. On farms which are called "well

managed" it stands in acres together, and has

so completely taken possession of the soil as

to prevent any other plants from coming to

sight. Large fields presented an unbroken ap-

pear nee of brownish-red, thecolor of the blos-

som of this pernicious weed. What was it made

for ? Who will ascertain some practical use for

it, and help us to turn it to account ? It certainly

was not made in vain. Now that men are de-

vising means of turning the trees and grasses

and flags into sheets of beautiful note paper,

why will not some one find means of convert-

ing this incorrigible pest into something that

will be pleasant and useful

!

We saw a single field where acres were cov-

ered with sorrel, and forming seed sufllcient,

we bhould think, to sow a township of land.

This is one of several varieties of sorrel, and

called sheep, or field sorrel. Some writer

aptly calls it "Nature's grave-clothes," a title

which it richly deserves, for if it continues to

increase as it has done, there will be a fair

chance of its overshadowing all other minor

plants, and bury them beneath its remorseless

embrace.

It is said that the best way to subdue it is by

means of liberal dressings of lime. This has

bften disputed by some, but the experiment is

worth making, as the lime will be useful to the

soil, if it does not destroy the sorrel.

One cause of the abundance of sorrel on

our farms may fairly be imputed to its seeds

which are introduced in the grass seeds that

are sown. And not only sorrel seeds, but oth-

ers, which fpring up and infest the land and

plague the farmer.

A remedy for this evil may be found in the

use of seed separators, in the form of fan mills.

These are carried to such perfect on that a

dozen dilferent kinds of seeds may be mixed

togei her, thro wn into the hopper and separated

,

each kind by itself, in the course of a few

minutes. The sieves of the separator are so

arranged that they separate and carry to dif-

ferent boxes, all seeds that are of different

sizes, and at the same time all chaff and dirt

is blown out from among them.

Such a machine has been devised and manu-

factured by ]\Ir. Sanford Adams, which will

separate twelve different kinds of beans, seeds

and grain at once. One of these, or another

as good, ought to be introduced into every farm-

ing neighborhood In New England, or at least,

one in every town. A single machine would

be sufficient for twenty-five farmers, and abo t

two dollars each would pay for one. It should

be kept at one place, and all seeds brought to

it be cleared by the same person,—unless

when used for winnowing large crops of a sin-

gle grain. Then, of course, it would be taken

to the place where the grain was threshed.

Who will start this in each town, and begin

the process of making fairer fields and in-

creasing the profits of crops ?

For the New England Farmer.

THE HIGH PRICE OF BUTTER.
The gieat advance in the price of this im-

portant article of fcod has probably ocasioned

more feeling and talk than the rise of any
other product of the firm of the same vaiue.

All classes of people, appear alike interested

in this subject, and are ever leady to disfu<3

it. What keeps up the price of butter ? Why
is it so scarce."* Ihese and similar expres-

sions are continually heard. They show that

the present high prices aie generally regarded
as unnecessary, and more like an extortion

than the direct results of simple and legiti-

mate causes, and that many are much irritated

by being obliged to pay them. During the

war, consumers consoled themselves by be-

lieving that the causes of the advance were
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temporary, and hoped that upon the cessation

of strife, prices would at once tumble down to

old rates, if not fall below them. But the

yeomen soldiery have been back to their farms

four years, and the prices of other products

are gradually receding to former rates, while

butter sells readily at an advance of 100 to

150 per cent.

What are the causes of the high rates ? Are
they found in increased exportation, unwonted
speculations or severe drouths? These sev-

erally and combined have helped to raise the

prices ; but they have only a temporary influ-

ence upon the market, and do not account for

the continuation of high prices.

The real cause lies beyond, and is of a more
permanent character. It is found in the

changed relation of production to consump-
tion. In looking for this change, it should be
remembered that while we are multiplying

farms through the forests and over the prairies

of the West and South, at unprecedented ra-

pidity, good dairies do not multiply at the

same rate. The manufactire and sale of but-

ter requires an amount of neatness, care and
labor, to which the conveniences and habits of

the pioneer, grain producer and stock raiaer

in our new country are illy suited. It is no
rare occurrence for farmers in Texas and
throughout the South, who count their cattle

by fifties and hundreds, to buy northern but-

ter. The best dairies are confined to the

older t^tates. In them, fifteen and twenty

years ago, butter commanded prices which

returned small profits to the producer ; it paid

smaller profit than other products which re-

quired less labor and care. Farmers in Ver-

mont could get as much for one pound of

wool as for four and five pounds of butter.

Dairymen saw that the butter market was
over-supplied, and began to turn their atten-

tion to other things. To htlp on this change,

the young men and women began to leave the

farms for the cities, the villages and the Wv.'st,

in such numbers that farmers' wives could not

do the work of large dairies without dependmti
upon hired help ; and the common run of for-

eign help, which only could be obtained, made
very indifFt:rent dairymaids. Deficient in

help both witbin and without the house, there

was a two-fold reason for not increasing the

dairy.

But the figures show an actual decrease in

some States. By the census of 18G0, New
Hampshire produced 20.29:i pounds less than

she did in 1850. Massaclmsetts made in 1845

nearly four millions pounds of butter more
than she did in 1865 The next census will

exhibit a marked falling off in many oher lo-

calities, for during the present decade, means
for disposing of the milk at the farm have

largely increased. The rapid growth of the

villages and cities calls for a larjje amount of

milk, and which is annually increasing. Cars

and whole trains are now loaded with milk in

towns and counties where butter was formerly
made.
The quantity of milk used in the cctndensing

establishments is no small item. But the
greatest check to increasing the, quantity of
butter will be found in the cheese factories,

which are so successfully going into operation
in the best dairy sections of the couniry.

Where the multiplication of cheese factories

will end, it is impossible to foretell ; but since

cheese can be made with less labor than but-

ter, it is pretty certain the cheese factory will

take precedence to the butter factory, even
should butter be made upon the factory sys-

tem.

While these means are operating to prevent
milk to be made into butter, the number of
cows is increasing slowly,—by no means at a
rate to meet the wants of a rapidly increasing

population. Farmers still prefer to keep
sheep, raise colts or cattle, fatten stock, sell

hay and grain,—do anything rather than in-

cumber themselves with the labor and care

of a large dairy. In 1860 New Hampshire
showed a gain of only 603 cows for ten years.

In 1865 the leading dairy county of Massa-
chusetts,—Worcester,—returns a decrease of
3890 cows and heifers, and the whole State,

although abounding in local markets, chows a
loss of 9624 for the same period.

Thus the production of butter has received

a decided check, while the consumption is in-

creasing at a tremendous rate, 'ihtreisthe
natural increase of our native population,

swelled by dady accessions from foreign lands,

rhese emigrants, it is true, have not been
accustomed to rich living. To the majority,

perhaps, butter has ever been a luxury ; but
they quickly come to regard it as a prime ne-

cessitv. The freedman, too, must now be
reckoned with the consumers ; for he is fond
of good things. Having (he right of cutting

his own bread, he will desire to see a little

butter upon it. Then the fact that Americans
are yearly becoming more luxurious in their

tastes and given to high living and conse-

(juently greater consumers of this article, must
not be overlooked. The consumption is in-

creasing faster than at any other period, and
it need not occasion surprise if the market is

always active, whatever prices may prevail.

With this view of the subject, it is evident

that good butter will command high prices for

some time to come. It may be made upon
the factory system, or farmers' children may
be persuaded to remain at home, fully con-

vinced that work about the farm and in the

dairy room is just as healthy, improving and
respectable as weaving, spinning, binding hats,

stitching shoes, and the like. The fathers'

and mothers' hands thus strengthened, large

dairies may be more common. Whatever
course the high prices stimulate farmers to

pursue, it will re(|uire a vigorous, general,

and continued effort to make the production
keep pace with the consumption.

I

J
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In the mean time, what shall consumers do?
Shall they pay the high price, and grumble,

or practice self-denial and philosophise? They
can inquire how far butter promotes health

and !>trength,—whether it do«s not chiefly

make fat and support animal heat; whether
in hot weather, when rich food is freely eaten,

an unrestrained use of it, to say the least, is

superfluous ; whet'aer it would not be wise to

eat more cheese and less butter, since the

fornivT contains more of the elements of milk.

If these questions are itivestigated and the

answers they suggest acted upon, high prices

may prove a benefit to consumers as well as

to producers. N. S. T.

Lawrence, Mass., June 24, 1869.

For the Neiv England Farmer,

BEAINS IN FARMING.—No. 2.

I propose in this article to present some facts

which have^fallen under my own observation,

indicating a lack of the proper use of brains
among farmers.

Here is a farmer who has alr(>ady twica as

much land cleared as he can cul'ivate properly.

He has a nice wood lot, which is "a thing of
beauty" to the passers by, a grateful shelter

to the birds in the summer season, and a pro-
tection from the keen northern blasts that

sweep over our Verm int hills in winter. But
wood is four or five dollars a cord. There is

money in that wood lot. It is in vain that we
cry, '"Woodman, spare that tree!" Down it

must come, with all its brothers, and go to

feed the iron horse. This wholesale destruc-

tion of our noble Vermont forest trees is

enough to make any sensible man indignant.

Unless this destructive, brainless proL-ess is

arrested, western Vermont will be a desert in

less than fifty years. Already we are begin-

ning to experience the evils of this practice.

Said a larmer from the central part of Ver-
mont to me, not long since : "I don't think

much of your Jjake Shore farmers." I asked
him why ? His reply was, "because they stack

so much of their hay. They waste enough to

build all the barn loom they need." This is

an unquestionable fact. A few years since,

in riding seven miles from my residence, I

counted seventy stacks of hay in view from the

road, as I passed along, averaging five tons, I

presume, to the stack. If, as some assert,

the waste in stacking be one-third,—but we
will put it at one-fourth,—it is not a difficult

matter to calculate what the loss must be where
the practice is kept up from year to year, as
it has been, probably, to a greater or less ex-
tent, ever since the first settlement of this sec-

tion. Does not this fact indicate a lack of
brains somewhere ?

Another fact. All around me I see farmers
selling hay to be pressed and sent to the city

markets. This is done more or less year after

year. Have they not brains enough to see
that this is a ruinous practice ? That they are

impoverishing their farms at a fearful rate ?

That they are burning their candle at botii

ends ?

Again, as I pass along in the summer sea-

son, 1 notice field after field of corn or pota-

toes so overrun with weeds that not halt a crop

can be realized. If there be any truth in the

old adage, that "one year's seeding makes
seven year's weeding," what a task have such

farmers before them ! It shows a sad lack of
brains for a farmer to plow and manuie, and
put m his seed, and then allow the weeds to

rob him of his crop. Cultivate only what you
can do thoroughly and well, is the true com-
mon-sense me' hod. Yet how few farmers

practice upon it? I do not know how it is in

other States, but in Vermont it is a rare thing

that we find a peifd tly cl> an crop of any kind.

This ought not so to be, and would not be, if

faimers would only put a sufficient amount of
brains into their business. I am well aware
that this weed question is a diffirult one to

deal with. Weeds are bard to kill. Some
kinds, I confess, I have found hitherto more
than a match for me. Therefore I am disposed

to be quite charitable towards my brother

farmers when I see the weeds getting the mas-
tery of their crops. Some insist that the only

way to get rid of weeds is to keep your lands so

poor that they won't grow. But I rather think

that would not be a very profitable method,
and I would suggest a better one. Make your
land as rich as possible ; and then when the

weeds show themselves, apply the following

compound, viz : Brains, ail you hi^ve to spare
;

muscle, all you can muster. This method is

not patented, and all who read this artitle arc

at liberty to apply it to their fields persi tently

until these terrible pests of the farm are ex-

lerminated.

I don't know, Messrs. Editors, where I

should find a stopping place, if I should go
on presenting tacts which have a be.iring on
my subject. I see them all around me,—even
on my own farm. Some mav perhaps say,

"Ph>sician, heal thyself." Well, I wish I

could. Be it understood I do not profess to

be overstocked with brains ; but I have enough
to see where I and my brother farmers often

miss it.

There is one fact, however, having a bear-

ing on my subj -ct, which occupies a promi-
nent place in my mind just now and has

done for some years ; and that is, the in-

difference, if not opposition, with which the

great majority of our Vermont far ners look

upon our Agricultural College. An t ffort on
the part of some has been made to get up a

Farmers' Convention or Institute, similar to

those held in some of the other New Eirgland

States, the past winter; but the effort failed

—

public opinion among our farmers not being

ripe for such a movement. I am aware that

this does not speak well for the intelligence

and enterprise of our Vermont farmers. But
so it is. For one, being a Vermonter, "to
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the manor born," I confess to not a little mor-
tification in view of such a state of things.

When a farmer is not disposed to use what
brains he professes to have, and does not
seen) to care whether his sons learn to use
theirs intelligently in the operations of the
farm, some might be led to doubt whether he
had any brains at all.

I wi-h some cf your able correspondents
from Vermont would take up this matter and
give it a thoi ough ventilation.

Uncle John.
Charlotte, Vt., 1869.

For the New England Farmer.

IN SEARCH OP A FARM.
Well, farmer Roods, I have been for years

following this slavish life of a mechanic,—go-

ing and coming at the sound of a bell, and
having saved a few dollars, I want to try a

farm and take comfort in my old age.

That is very singular, Mr. Berry. The
fact is, when farmers get to your age they
want to sell their farms and take comfort in

villages ; but you are just ready to buy.

The truth is, friend Roods, I think there is

no invc' tment as safe as real estate. No fire

can burn, and no man can steal such property.

The farmers don't b-^lieve it, for they lend

their money to merchants and to banks or cor-

porations, so that others can manage it for

them; and the sons, seeing that their fathers

have no faith in their business, invest their

talents where their sires invest their money.
Well, Mr. Roods, do you know of a farm

for sale ?

Certainly, Mr. Berry. Nearly every farm
in my neighborhood can be bought ; and those

who most desire to sell will selt cheapest.

What are some of the prices asked?
There is the Smith place, at $25 per acre

;

but the soil is somewhat run out, the walls

and fences down, and buildings poor. Then
there is widow Brown's farm, at $100 per

acre ; ii good condition and very productive.

It seems to me, Mr. Roods, that 1 had best

take the cheapest place.

If that is so, you will surely take the Brown
farm.

Why, I understood you to say that was
$100 per acre, while the other was only $25.
Very true ; but I assure you that in farm

ing there is nothing to be valued higher than

a productive soil. Where can you get fertil-

izers to enrich the poor land ? Most commt r-

cial manures are from fifty to eighty dollars

per ton, and stable manures cannot be ob-

tained at pleasure : and while you are experi-

menting with a few acres, your grass land and

pahture is almost unproductive. On the Brown
farm, however blunderingly you may go to

work on your tillage land, your grass will

yield bountifully, and the tillage is already in

so good heart that a slight application of gu-

ano or superphosphate would give a start to

crops that the soil would sustain in a contin-

uous growth, so that every acre cultivated will

pay for itself the first year, and the other land
will give a good interest on the money in-

vested.

I am not convinced, Mr. Roods. There is

a great difference in the price of these farms,

and Mr. Tucker bought a farm near Peter's

Hill for $20 per acre. He just repaired the
walls, painted the house, hung a few gates,

white-washed the barn, and sold the farm so

as to double his money.
That may be, Mr. Berry ; but there is a

great difference between improving a farm to

sell and improving one for a home to get a
living from. That farm of which jou speak
would not produce double the crops at the

double price. INIy advice to a farmer would
be, get your soil fertile as quick as possible,

and the good crops will pay for good buildings

and good fences. We farmers have an idea
that the crops are what we work fof, w hat we
eat, and what we sell ; and on these New
England farms, if the soil becomes exhausted,

a little guano or bone dust will not make a

rich soil, no more than a pint of milk will

make a pail of water into butter.

Well, Mr. Roods, 1 will look at the farms
you mention ; and the ideas you have advanced
will be considered. j.

Irasburg, Vt., 1869.

THE HAYING SEASON.
The season for cutting and curing the grass

crop having come round again, we have a few
remarks to make and some advice to give,

which may be of service to firmer friends. In
the first place we advise to begin the work of
cutting grass early. This we especially re-

commend, if the hay is to be fed to milch cows
during the winter. But few farmers are cor-

rectly informed in regard to the great value

of early cut hay as milk-producing food. We
made an experiment the past season which
proved its high value conclusively. One acre
of grass, a mixture of red-top and clover, was
cut the I9th day of June, cured in two davs,

taken to the barn, and st.tied upon a scaffold

by itself. On the first of March we put our
herd of ten milch cows upon this hay, and al-

most immediately the increase in the fiow of
milk amounted to ten quarts per day. The
hay fed to them up to the first of March was
of the same vari<'ty, grown upon the same
kind of soil, but it was cut in July, from ilie

middle to he last of the month. No more of
the early-cut hay was consumed ; it spent as

well, lasted as long as the later cut. It was
fresh, and full of the rich, succulent j'lices,

dry, but peifectly soluble. The money value
of the product from this hay, fed to ten cows,
was greater by nearly one dollar each day,

than that from the later cut if hay is cut

early, a good second crop is almo.-t certain to

be secured, and this adds greatly in keeping

i
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up a good flow of milk during the winter and
early s^pring. The advantages of cutting hiy
early for milch cows must not be overlooked.
Tn the second place hay must not be dried too

much. We state here wh t we have often be-

fore stated, that, if grass is entirely freed
from external moisture, as that in the form
of dew and rain, it will cure better in the

mow than any where else, provided enough
exposure to wind and sun is had to cause one-

half of the water circulating in the vessels of
the plant to be evaporated. This is accom-
plished in six or eight hours of favorable
weather. Hay is often spoiled by storing it

v.hen it holds considerable moisture arising

from dew or raiu, but very seldom or never
when it holds no other than that which is natu-

ral to the circulating juices. These are im-
portant facts to remember. If grass is cut

early in the morning, and thoroughly worked
so as to drive off all the dew, it may be safely

stored the same day, if it be a favorable one.

A pound of over-dried hay is worth only half

as much as that which ii properly cured. Do
not saturate your mows with salt. Salt does
not preserve hay. Its action is unfavorable
to curing hay in the mow, as it is a hygrome-
tric substance, or one that attracts moisture.

It holds, besides, considerable water of crys-

talization, and this affords moisture, and helps

defeat the end had in view. Wet or damp
hay will keep no better by throwing over it

salt ; and, when this substance is used largely,

it is upon the whole injurious to animals who
are compelled to eat the hay. Who among
men could live upon "salt junk" continually?

We must use reason and sound judgment in

all our proceedings.— Boston Jour, of Chem-
istry.

PACKING BUTTEK.
A few years since a dairyman of our ac-

quaintance who had been particularly unfor-
tunate in his sales, sent for a noted butter
maker to learn the secret of making a high
priced article. The man came and looked
over the premises, and the only advice given
was, "you need a clean, sweet, well-venti-

lated cellar f r storing butter, and it must
be used for nothing else. Then get oak fir-

kins, heavy hooped, air tight and made just as

handsome as the best cooper can turn them
out. You need not change in your process
of manufitcture. This is all you have to do,
and I will warrant you success." These sug-
gestions were at once adopted and quick sales,

large prices and heavy promts were the result.

That dairy has now an enviable reputation and
the butter is eagerly sought after.

A dirty looking package will often lose a
good sale. It should have a fresh, clean,
sweet appearance when it reaches the con-
sumer that will please the eye of the most fas-
tidious.

There are only a few kinds of wood that are
fit to pack butter in. Wood of the ash is ex-

tensively used in some sections. It contains

an acid very objectionable to butter, and
should be rejected. Spruce, pine and gummy
woods are often used. They impart a disa-

greeable flavor to the butter. White oak
makes an excellent package, but the wood
should be thoroughly seasoned before using.

Many dairymen invariably select poor packa-

ges because they are cheap. To save a few
cents on the package, they are willing to run
the risk of losing a considerable sum on the

butter which is to till it. If sold immediately

however the loss may fall on somebody else.

The season has now arrived when great care

and attpntion is required of the butter maker
to secure a product that will go into the market
sweet and good. In preparing firkins and tubs

for use, boiling water shnuld be poured into

them to soak for twenty-four hours. Then
fill with strong brine for two or three days,

turn out and rinse with pure cold water, and
rub the sides with pure fine salt. Tubs after

being filled should be headed and brine poured
in at a hole in the top so as to fill all interven-

ing spaces. Firkins when filled may be cov-

ered with a thin piece of muslin, upon which
is spread a layer of fine salt and then closed

with the wooden cover. Store in a clean,

sweet, well ventilated butter cellar until ready
for market.—X. A. Willard, in West. Rural.

FBALRIE FARMING.
In reply to some ques; ions propounded by

a "Factory Boy" in relation to growing wheat

on prairie sod, and to prairie farming gen-

erally, a correspondent of the Journal of
Agriculture writes as follows :

—

Sod la 'd undoubtedly produces the best

wheat grown on prairies. It should be bro-

ken with a sixteen-iuch plough between the

first of June and the fiist of August. If

broken before this time the grass Is apt to

grow up ttirough the sod and render the

ground almost worthless for wheat or any
other crop without another breaking; if

ploughed later the sod does not rot ,>uffiriently

in time for sowing. It requires four yoke* of
oxen to pull such a plough. The ground
should not be broken more than three or four

Inches deep. It should be harrowed well

with a heavy harrow in September and sowed
with a drill. By this kind uf preparati jii, sod

wheat seldom fails, and generally makes the

largest returns; but, boys, you can see that

It takes a considerable little sum of money to

begin such farming, and to carry it through

properly, and the same is true of all prairie

farming.

I once thought, as you seem to think, it

would lie a very nice thing to be a farmer on
a prairie. I was poor; i suppose you are;

so I went to Ilbnois and tried it two years.

I am cured, as doubtless you will be, if you
try it. That portion of Illinois (Coles county)
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in which I settled, was mostly in a statn of
nature, and its inhabitants mostly adventurers
from other States, who finding land very
cheap, laid out all their money in lands, and
in many i' stances went in debt largely for

real estate. The consequences were that no-

body had any money to operate upon

—

nothing with which to build fences or erect

suitable necessary buildings. In many places

they attempted to farm without any fencing,

while in ctliers they had posts driven round
and one plank put on. With stock roaming
over the prairie, you may imagine what de-

lighiful work we had. We we e all on a
level. The man of means had brought him-
self down to the level of us poor, by invest-

ing his all in lands, and he, like us, bad en-

tailed upon himself "vexation of .'-pirit;" and
he, like us, was bound hand and foot, unable
to turn anything to advantage; and he, like

us, at the end of the }ear, found his troubles

and his debts increased rather than dimin-

ished. After an absence of ten years I visited

that neighborhood the present spring, and
found some of my old neighbors, after passing

through all the years of "high price" for

farm produce, still involved in debt on ac-

count of injudicious investments in land, as

above stated. There is one thing you may
as well set down in your day book, and that

is : No one can succeed in farming on a

prairie without capital

!

You may ask, "Where shall the poor go?"
I answer : to a timbered county, where, upon
your own land, grows the timber to make
your own fencing and your own buildmgs

;

where you may, it }Ou are not proud, even
erect your own dwelling without any outlay

except for the nails which tack it together.

Cheese as Food.—We remarked not long

since upon the superior nutritive qualities of

this food, as proved by the experitnce of la-

borers in certain countries, where it forms the

strongest staff of life. We have since ob-

served certain researches of a French chemist,

Charles Mene of Lille, from which we learn

that certain cheeses specified as Dutch, Gruy-
ere and Roquefort contain from 26 to 40 per

cent, of nitrogenized matters, which are con-

sidered the most highly nutritive constituents

of food. Consequently these cheeses are

from 25 to 100 per cent, more nutritive than

bread or meat, which is set down at 22 per

cent, of nitrogen. In the combustible or fatty

elements for heating the body by respiration,

cheese yields only to butter and other fats.

Again in point of mineral nutrition, cheese is

found pre-eminent, containing seven to eight

per cent, of ashes, whereas meat and bread

contain only one per cent. The very rich-

ness of this article, however, prejudices its

utility in delicate stomachs, where it is often

found indigestible. The strongest food suits

only the strongest digestion. The attention

now given to an improved and increased man-
ufacture of cheese is justified, and will natu-
rally be stimulated by these facts.

—

Scientific
Amtrican.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

COLORING CHEESE AVITH ANNOTTO.
I commenced twenty years ago to make cheese,

and have made more or less every year since. We
Lave found a ready sale at the highest market
price and have never rsed any coloring; hut as I
rather like to be in fashion, I think I will try a
little this year if it can be obtained readily.
Please inform me through the columns of yonr

paper what is used to give cheese the la^-hionalile
color, when applied, whether in the milk or curd,
and how much to use, and oblige a Maine farmer's
wife. H. A.

Oxford Co., Me., 1869.

Remarks.— The foregoing inquiry was sub-

mitted to Mr. D. AY. Hey wood, of Barre, Mass...

the writer of the article in the Farmer of last

week on the cheese dailies of that town, who has
kindly and promptly furnished the following com-
munication, which, as will be seen, is not only an
answer to the inquiry of Mrs. H. A., but a brief

description of the whole process of cheese making.
Mr. H. says the information was obtained from an
intelligent cheesemaker, who has had charge of

one of the Barre factories from its very start, and
is therefore reliable.

Mr. Heywood's Reply.—When the morning's and
evening's milk are united, strain the evening's

milk and cool it with ice, or with cold well water,

which may be done by placing the pails in tubs

partially filled with cold water. In the morning
take off the cream, mix with it twice the quantity

of new milk. Add warm water enough to raise it

to the temperature of 98°. Rub annotto through

a silk cloth sufficient to make the curd of rich

cream color. Put sufficient rennet into it to curd

in twenty minutes. The curd thus formed is vig-

orously stirred after it has been raised to the tem-

perature of 85°. To attain this temperature, use

a vessel of warm water, or add warm water to it,

as by putting it over the fire the least burning will

spoil the cheese. While the curd is setting, cover

with a cloth to prevent the surface from cooling.

One-fourth pound salt to twenty pounds cheese is

cousidered the right seasoning. Express all the

whey.

At cheese factories the annotto is first dissolved

in water, and then soaked in a weak solution of

lye. In consequence of the adulterations in aiinoto

there will be found a great difference in this arti-

cle, so that no rule can be given in regard to a

definite quantity, and the eye alone must be the

guide. The superiority of factory cheese over that

manufactured at home, lies in the fact that every

process throughout is done well, or, in the vernac-

ular of cheese-making, the curd is "well cooked."

There is now some degree of competition between

rival factories to obtain the largest number of
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pounds of cheese from a given quantity of millt

;

so that it is not always the case that the whey is

fully expressed. Such cheeses prematurely sour

and become unfit for the tahle. Private dairies

may yet, therefore, bear off the palm.

Mr. Willard while in England visited an annotto

manufacturer, whose preparation is regarded as

the bef^t in that country. After convcriing with

him and with some London chemists, he concluded

that, all preparations of the article depend rather

on its purity than on the preparation. All the

best Eiigli.-h annotto is cut with potash. To obtain

a pure article he advises that it be purchased of a

reliaV)le person who is a good judge of it.

The American Cyclopaidia says that annotto, a

word which is variously spelled, is the name of a

"red coloring matter extracted from the outer

part of the seeds of an evergreen plant called the

bixa orellana. Dissolved in an alkali, as a crude

pearlash, its color changes to orange. It is more

adulterated than almost any other article of com-

merce. It has been purchased containing over

sixty per cent of chalk, and is often contaminated

with red lead, so that cheese colored with it has

been made poisonous."

At the late convention of cheese-makers at Elgin,

111., the subject of coloring cheese was discus^sed.

Mr. C. H. Wilder, of Evansville, Wis., said, "the

practice of coloring milk or cheese, which is done

by most cheese-makers East and West, is not only

nselei-s, as it adds no improvement to the cheese

in richness or flavor, but is a waste of money,

more so than is generally calculated, for in addi-

tion to the cost of the coloring matter, which is

now no small item, the alkali necessarily used to

dissolve the annotto in its preparation for the milk,

neutralizes a considerable part of the rennet, so

that more must be used to coagulate the milk than

would otherwise be necessary."

Others followed with similar remarks; and the

only defence of its use was based on the demands
of the consumer, who requires that his cheese

shall have a rich dandelion-butter appearance.

CfLTIVATION OF CRANBERRIES.

Can you or some of the readers of the Farmer
inform me whether it is profitable growing cran-
berries ? I have a number of acres of swamp land
that can be flowed. Some say it is very profitable

on land so situated. If so, I intend to try an acre
next season, and would like to be informed through
the Farmer about the mode of preparing the
ground for the vines and the setting of them out
and where I can get them, he. C. P. Luther.
North Dorset, Vt., June 23, 1869.

Remarks.—We mail to your address copies of

the New England Farmer containing Mr. Her-

sey's articles on cranberries, thinking that you

may be one of the many new subscribers that

have been added to our list recently. If you are

entirely inexperienced in the cultivation of cran-

berries, would it not be better to begin with a

small patch at first ? Cranberry vines are sold

every year by those who make a business of sell-

ing them, but might not enough be learned and
enough be saved by diggms' your own vines, to

pay the expenses of a journey to the nearest cran-

berry patch from which you can contract for a

supply ? Cranberry raising, like all other kinds

of business, is a trade, and whoever goes at it must
serve an apprenticeship. There is no royal road

to success in any thing.

cheap paint for barns.—COAL tar for roofs.

I would Kke to inquire through the Farmer
how to make a cheap kind of paint to piiii;t barns
and outbuildings, that will be durable and look
well, so that a poor man that happen^ to have a
good barn can have it painted. In this vicinity
they use mostly the Brandon paint; but it soon
looks old, and in order to keep a buildin? looking
well it must he put on often, which makes it about
as expensive in the end as white lead.

Is it profitable to put coal tar on the shingles to
preserve tiiem, and how often mjst it be applied to

Ion? shingles to keep them from wejring out ?

Cabot, Vt., June 22, 1869. C. M. Fisher.

Remarks.—No paint, we believe, withstands

"the tooth of time" better than Venetian red.

There are houses in some country towns painted

red so long a time ago that the memory of

man runneth not to the contrary, and they look

fresh to this day. The wood is admirably pre-

served, and appears as though it would not need

another coat of paint for a quarter of a century

to come. But, then, who would have sitck a color,

on house or barn, some people would say ? To
our eye it does not look badly when the trimmings

receive a shade somewhat different from the body

of the building. In point of economy, there is

probably nothing better. We would not shock the

taste of any one by advising the use of red paint

on a house or barn, but think we could live com-
fortably in a house so painted, all other things be-

ing agreeable.

For a cheap, white, silver or pearl gray "paint,"

a correspondent of the New England Farmer
gave, a few years ago, the following receipt for mak-
ing a composition which he had used and found

to be durable, cheap, and economical :—Skim milk,

two quarts ; fresh slacked lime, eight ounces ; lin-

seed oil, six ounces ; white Burgundy pitch, two

ounces; Spanish white, three pounds. The lime

to be slacked in water, exposed to the air, and

mixed in about one-fourth of the milk. The oil in

which the pitch is previously dissolved to be add-

ed a little at a time; then the rest of the milk,

and afterwards the Spanish white. This quantity

is sufiBcient for twenty-seven square yards, two

coats. If a particle of blue be added, or if this

blue be combined with a slight portion of black, a

silver or pearl gray will be obtained. The addi-

tion of raw umber will make a brown. It will be

necessary to keep it stirred in the bucket while

using.

Petroleum, benzine, &c., have been tried, for

dark paints with various success. Some complain

that it does not harden properly. The editor of
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the Country Gentleman has usrd petroleum with

good suc>ess. lie advises the application of a

coat of light petroleum alone firs-t, and then after a

few months give a coat of the heavi^-r petroleum

mixed with the ochres or oiher paint. He has

seen sueh a coat on a barn of six years' stnnding,

hard and unchanged. It is recommended for roofs

as well as for the t-ides of huildings.

With coal tar on shingles we have had no expe-

rience. The Am':> ican Agriculturist sa3'S, soon alter

gas or coal tar became abundant ic was utilized in

many ways, and more or less as paint fur wood
and metals. Upon metals it gradually dried and

f.iraied a varnis-h-like surfa 'e little acted on by

the weather. On wood a similar surface was
fijrmed, but not altogether by evaporation, for a

portion of the tar struck in, and though it looked

well ("black, but comely"), the result proved that

when exposed to moi>ture, tar-coated wo(jd

would absorb it more or lei-s, and generally decay

quicker than if not coated at all. This is the ca^e

probably when shingle roofs are coated with tar.

The practice is now generally, if not universally,

condemned.

SANFOKD, YORK COUNTY, ME.

With the exception of hay, the crops in this sec-

tion liok very promi,^ing, and are at least a week
in advance of same time last year. Thouah we
have had little very warm weather, vegetation is

pu-hing along very fa-.t. We are having plentv of
ram, ami larmers are busy thinning out ''the tares

that spring up to choke" the plants, jjreparatory
to the approaching haying season. Inconsequence
of winter-killing, hiy will be rather light. There
is very iittle old hay on hand, and that little will

be held ou to, not f ^r a ''big price," but to be fed
to ^tock the commg winter.

The farmers of f^anford, though perhaps rather
behind some of their neighbors in respect to the
improvement of stuck, are moving in the right di-

rection. Durham and their grades are taking the
pl.ice of "scrubs." Still, farmers are somewhat
discouraged by the probability of low prices for

stock this fall.

Whi-at enough to furnish their own families
with flour is laised by niany of the farmers here,
and some have a little to sell. The crop averages
about twenty ou.-<hels per acre, one year with an-
o her, and the crop this year promises to be a fair

one Tliough the farms are nut large, the soil is

g od, and tew taiming towns in New England caa
show better huildings than Sanf(jrd.

I'Ue township comprises atiout tifty-six square
miles, and is situated ou the Mo'isam nver, wuich
thou^'h uiily twenty miles in length, furnishes
twelve good water privileges. There are two vil-

lages in the town; Sanford Centre and Springvale,
—ot whicii tilt laitei is the largest. Here are a cot-

ton mill wiih lib looms ; the shoi; factory ot Messrs.
Cumimngs, emp.oying about lOO men and girls; a
saw, bhiiigle and cl.iphoard mill, a lL)ur mill, &c.,

with some ten stores, two churches, &c. The vil-

lage is aUuriiL-d with hue .-hide trees, and greatly

increa-ed rai.ro.id facilities are soon expected.
Spnngvule, Me., June '26, 1889. Zen.

Remarks.—Our correspondent, "H. C. P.,"

writing at Garland, Penobscot County, says that

as there was plenty of snow in that section, last

winter, grass did not wiucerkill as iu the more

southern part of the State, where there was less

snow and more rain and sleet, and is looking quite

well, though the crop may not be quite as heavy
as last year. He mentions particularly some
splendid looking grass on the farm of Warren
Percival, Esq., of Vassalboro', which was estimated

at two tons per acre,—the result of good manage-
ment and high manuring.

CHIMNEY CAPS.

The jngged tops of many chimneys thnt we
see remind us of the sailor who, while listening

to the wailings of a tempest as it played among
the shrouds of his ship in the open sea, pitied the

poor landsmen whose heads were exposed to fall-

ing bricks and oi her perils by land in such a storm

!

But these fugitive bricks sometimes fall inside as

well as outside of the chimney ; and thus not only

endanger those outside of the building, but by
clogging up the flue obstruct the draught and fill

the interior with smoke. To remedy all these

evils, Mr. E. My rick, of Groton Junction, Mass.,

has invented and patented a cast iron chimney cap,

which being made in sections, corresponding to

the length of bricks, is adapted to chimneys of all

sizes. The sections being firmly locked together

secure the chimney-head effectually. They are

cheap, durable, and, as will be seen by the above

illustration, are neat and ornamental.

OBSTRrCTIONS IN COWS TEATS.

Last year one of my neighbors had a cow
troubled with an obstruction iu one teat, very near
the orifice. It seemed to act like a valve; when
squeezed no milk could be obtained. Various
methods were tried, such as inserting quills, knit-
ting medles, &c. These seemed to irritate. It

finally got so inflamed and sore that he was obliged
to dry the cow, which was fattened and sold for
beef.

He purchased another valuable cow to take her
place, and in about a fortnight after she calved she
was taken in precisely the same way as the other.

Any amount of squeezing would not biing a drop
of milk. A quill was inserted as before ; but it

was very painful, and it took two of us to perform
the operation. It was evident that ntdess some
other method could be devised the milk would
cake, and the l)ag, and perhaps the cow, be s|)oiltd.

I then ordered fur him one of Barlaiid's Eni^lish
Cow-mi king Tubes, whirh came prumpily by re-
turn mail at a cost of forty cents. Part of the bag
was by this tituc inflamed and the milk hud begun
to curdle. The tube was inserted without the
least pain or trouble,—the cow never wincing. It

re(iuired a little pressure at first to remove the
curdled milk, but afterwards it run freely until
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that part of the bag was completely evanuated.

The tube was used fur two weeks, when the teat

became all nght, and remains so at the present

time. These tubes are silver plated, about two
inches long, and should be in the hands of every
farmer, as many times their cost can frtqnently

be saved by having them at hand when needed.
Cows frequently lacerate their teats while in the

pasture, and every time ihcy are milked, the wound
is torn open afresh ; consequently it is a long time
healing. The operation of milking is al>o painful

to the I ow, and she will not give down her milk
freely ; sn that, many times, the flow is consider-

ably decreased by the time the teat is well. This
can all be avoided by the use of one of these little

tubes. S. C. Pattee,
Warner, N. H., July 5. 1869.

ASHES ON WHEAT.—DRY GRASS IN A PASTURE.

Do you advise the use of ashes on wheat fields r

If so, how should it be applied ?

I Lave a pasture that his grown up for several

years, and become so thickly covered with the

dead and withered grass that my cattle wont feed

it. What is the bett remedy ? Would you advise
burning it over ? A Young Farmer.

Buckjield, Me., 1869.

Remarks.—Sow ten bushels per acre of wood
ashes on your wheat field at the time of sowing the

seed. Scarcely anything would be better. Scatter

by hand, broadcast.

Cut the bushes, if there are any, and burn over

the pasture. Then scatter a bushel or two of

plaster of paris to the acre, and on that a little

white and red clover seed, together with a small

quantity of timothy and red top seed, and harrow

the whole in. If your labors are favored by the

ijeason you will need large milk pails next sum-

mer.

black-leg.

The loss of five calves by Black-leg, mentioned
hy your correspondent "Luther," of North Dorset,

Vt., in March last, would not have been thought
au uncommon occurrence m the higher purts ot

Virt!inia near the Alleghany mountains thirty or

forty years ago, nor is it very uncommon to hear
of a few dying almost every year now. But the

disease is better understood there now than it was
then. Ic is considered to be almost, if not entirely,

produced by a change in the condition of the flesh,

owing to a change m the quantity or in the quality

of the food of the aniuial ; that is, such sudden
decrease, or increase in flesh, as is most likely to

take place in the fall or spring. Formerly that

disease was quite common at both seasons in that

region. Ic was then customary for farmers to

summer more stock than they could wi.itcr well

;

consequently as it was taken in the fall from their

new and luxuriant grass fields, their animals often

shrunk mich in flish, and ^ometimes suddenly;
then lu the spring when the stock, after being badly
wintered, was all at once turned on rank grass they
would often gain rapiiUy. Hence losses from
Bl ick-leg were common both spring and fall.

This disease was the greatest difliiculty in raising

stock that the people had to contend with there at

that tune. I have known in the bounds of my ac-

quaintance more than one hundred to die in one
fall, or iu early winter. Indeed, I have no doubt
that iu two or three counties more than a thousand
were lost yearly. Some persons almost gave up
ihe idea of raising stock. After a while the cause
was better understood and people began to take

better care of their stock in the fall and winter,

and such losses became less frequent. B'ack-leg
is seldom spokenof now, except in connection with
the remark that ''that man is too carcle-s with his
stock ;" especially is this remark used in the fall

season.
I have known my father to lose twelve or fifteen

in one fall, and at other times a less number, all of
Black-leg. But after we come to know something
of the nature of the disease we were well a>sured
that it was all for want of proper care and atten-
tion, and this is now universally believed to be the
only cause of the disease.

It is, though, much harder to guard against a
change in the condition of the flesh in the spring,
than in the fall ; but then it is not near so likely to
re«ult fatally at this season as in the fall.

It may be proper to say that in later years It has
been common to use sulphur, saltpetre, or copperas,
with salt, and frequently soot, ashes and lime, as
preventives, e>>pecially when first turned on fresh
grass in spring, and also profuse bleeding. This
practice of blciding arose mostly from the fact that
it had been found to relieve some cases after an
attack of the disease. I have lost many animals
by the Black-leg, but do mt remember of a single
case of my own that re^^overed. I did, however,
know of one very bad case, where the hind leg of
a calf was ripped open for more than a toot, and
salt put in; the calf lived and got well; which I
Could not have believed had I not seen it myself.

West Virginia, June, 1869. j. h. R.

Remarks.—This disease is called black quarter

in England, and charbon in France. It is one of

the forms of the disease called Anthrax, a Greek
word, meaning coal. Mr. Murray, the Veterinary

editor of the Western Rural says, "it is character-

ized by a peculiar alteration in the blood and tis-

sues of the affected part. The tissues and blood of

the part affected become much darker in color, and
this has led to the term anthrax being applied to

maladies of this nature." He agrees with our cor-

respondent as to the cause of the disease, and says

it makes its appearance suddenly, and is first indi-

cated by the animal being lame in one of its legs.

On pressing the skin of the afiected quarter a

crackling sound is produced, and on the skin being

incised black colored blood issues from the wound.

He aho quotes Prof. Bouley, who has made the

most recent investigations on the subject. The
Professor says that the blood In this disease under-

goes a change rendering it almost identical with

putrid blood. He recommends the internal and ex-

ternal use of carbolic acid. In using this medicine

he advises that incisions of two or three inches in

length should be made through the skin of the

afiected quarter, and that the incisions should be

washed with a solution composed of half an ounce

of carbolic acid to a pint of water. The acid

should be given internally twice a day in drachm

doses, each dose being given in a quart of cold

water.

TO relieve choked cattle.

In looking over your last issue I see a remedy,
taken from the Country Gentleman, to relieve

choked cattle, which prompts me to write to you.
I think if eggs were given, as recommended, it

would be pretty sure to relieve them by death, if

the animal were choked by a potato or apple, as

the swallowing pipe being stopped up, anything
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turned into the mouth must ffo down the breath-
pipe, wliich mu>;t cause siiffoi:ation. I will give

you my way to relieve choked cattle. If the sub-
stance that they are choked with is above the

brisket, so that you can feel it, place your hmds
hack of it, and, wiih your thumbs on each side of
it, gently and gradually shove it up and out. I

have relieved a great many, and have never Dried

in a case but what I was succf s^ful.

Levi Davenport.
Cole7-ain, Mass., June 28, 18G9.

BOTS IN HORSES.

Enclosed in box you will find two worms, a sam-
ple of the kind of many that have passed my horse
within the last few days. What kind are they,
what do they originate fiOm, and what shall I do
to get rid of them ? A Subscriber.

Quidnick, R. I., July 2, 1869.

Remahks.—The specimens sent are bots. We
copy the (bllowing exi-ellent illustration of a group

of bots attached to the stomach of a horse, and a

full history of the Bot, from "Stoncharge, McClure

and Harvey on the Horse," a very complete work,

recently published by Porter & Coates, Philadel-

phia:

—

The larvn3 of the oestrus equi, a species of gadfly,

are often found in 1 ;rge numbers, attached by a
pair of hooks with which they are provided, to the
cardiac extremity of the stomach; they are very
rarely met with in the true digestive portion of
this organ, but sometimes in the duodenum or
jejunum in small numl)ers. A group of these
larvo2, which are popularly called Dots, are repre-

Grouj) of Bots attached to the Stomach.

sentcd by the annexed cut, but sometimes nearly
all the cardiac extremity of the stomach is occu-
pied with them, the interstices being occupied by
liLtle projections which are caused by tho.^e that
have Lt go their hold, and have been expelled
with the food. Several of these papilhu are shown
on the engraving, which delineates also the ap-
pearance of the bots thdmselves, so that no one
can full to recognize them when he sees them.
This is important, tor it often haiipuns that a med-
dlesome groom when he sees them expelled from
or hanging to the verge ot the anus, as they often
do tor d short time, ttiinks it necessary to use
strong medicine ; whereas in the first place he does

no good, for none is known which will kill

the larviE without danger to the horse, and in the
second, if he will only have a liitle patience, every
bot will come away in the natural cour.->e of things,
and until the horse is turned out to grass, during
the season when the oestrus deposits its eggs, he
will never have another in his stomach.
The ceUrus equi comes out from the pupa state

in the middle and Litter part of summer, varying
according to ilie season, and the female soon finds
the proper nidus for her eggs in the h.iir of the
nearest horse turned out to grass. She manages to
glue them to the sides of the hair so firmly that no
ordmary friction will get rid of them, and her in-

stinct teaches her to select those parts withii
reach of the horse's tongue, sucli as the hair of the
fore legs and sides. Here they remain until the
heat ot the sun hatches them, when, being no
larger in diameter than a small pin, each larva is

licked off and c'arried down the gullet lo the stom-
ach, to the thick epithelium of which it soon at-

taches itself by its hooks. Here it remains until

the next spring, having attained the size which is

represented in the ensriving during the course of
the first two months of its hte, and then it fulfils its

allotted career, by Jetting go and being carried
out with the dung. On reaching the outer air it

soon assumes the chrysalis condition, and in three
or lour weeks bursis its covering to become the
perfect insect.

P'rom this history it will be evident that no pre-
veniive measures will keep off the attacks of the
fly when the horse is at grass, Jnd, indeed, in those
districts where they abound, they will deposit
tlicir ova in the hair of the stabled horse if he is

allowed to stand still for afcw minutes. The eggs
are, however, easily recognized in any horse but, a
chestnut, to which color they closely assiiuiiate,

and as they are never deposited in large numbers
on the stabled horse they may readily be removed
by the groom. Unlike other parasites, they seem
to do little or no harm, on account of the insensi-
ble nature of the part of the stomach to wnich they
are attached, and, moreover their presence is sel-

dom discovered until the season of their migration,
when interference is uncalled for. On all accounts,
therefore, it is unnecessary to ent-^r into the ques-
tion, whether it is possible to expel them; and
even if by chance one comes away prematurely it

will be wise to avoid interfering by attempting to

cause the expulsion of those left behind.

Dr. Dadd says, in some of his later books, that

though be once beli,;ved, as most of the veterinary

schools teach, that bots are harmless to horses,

yet the facts of his experience and observation had

forced him to a ditTereut conclusion. In one case

where a horse died in his presence, "the autopsy

revealed the presence of a large cluster of bots,

numbering two hundred and seventy-five, located

within and around the lower part of the gullet,

and just within the entrance of the stomach; and

so completely obstructing the passage that it was

impossible for the food to pass," and he had no

doubt that bots were the exciting cause of the

death of the horse.

In one sense, all parasites may be said to be

"natural"—lice on animals and trees, borers, tape

worms, flies, fleas, ticks, grubs, &c , &c. But when
in excess, if not at other times, all these are known
to be injurious to the health and vigor of the plant

or animal on which they prey. The scale louse,

notwithstanding "the insensible nature" of the

bark of an apple tree, will, if numerous, check its

growth, if not destroy its life. Why then may
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not the bot prove injurious to the horse, as grubs

do in the head of a sheep, or in the hack of a cow ?

Still it is prohaVile that bots do le.-s injury than is

popularly supjiosed, and that the books are nearer

right than many believe.

The fact that bots are found in healthy horses

when kill-.d by accident, might only show what is

generally understood to be true, that parasites

often remain apparently inactive and harmless in

ordinary states of the health of their victims, but

in Cd'-e of weakness, or fai;igue, or fasting, or a cold,

or (;ther illness, they cause trouble and not unfre-

quently death.

But be this as it may, we have little faith in the

efHcacy of the muhiuidinous remedies for bois.

wiih which horses are dosed. Regularity in feed-

ing, with an occasional run at grass, ( r feeds of

carrots or oihtr loots, to preserve the general

health, we sliould recommend instead of "powertul

doses" of any kind. Mr. Youatt says, bots "can-

not be removed by medicine because they are not

in that part of the stomach to which niediine is

usually conveyed; and if they were their mouths
are too deeply buried in the mucus fur any medi-

cine that can be safely administered toaffcct them ;

and, la!-t (.fall, in due course of time they detach

themselves, and come away."

DUXBURY, VT.

Duxbury in Washington County, lies south of
Wmioskl river, nearly opposite to VVaterhuty. It

is almost entirely an agricultural town,—the dairy
business being tue most promment as well as most
prutital)Ie. The lumbering business is carrit d on
to su lie extent in the section of the town nearest
to the railroad.

Ic has within its boundaries the celebra'^ed

mounain knoA-n as Camel's Hump; being the
second highest mountain in Vermonr. The view
from the top is said by some louiists to be the
tine.-t ill the State ISonie of our b' ys had some
rare sport one week this spring bear huntiuj. Tlie
trophies of the chase were an old bear and two
cutis; the o:d one w.is d iven to her den and shot
by the glare of her e,\es. Gen. Pu'iiam style.

No town in the State can ^llow a better war
reeoid than Duxbury, (or us population. Strong
young mi n tilled up ourquoia-, and were mar^heo
quiLkly to the ticld; too many, ala-, nev.r t < re-

turn. The eld army coat or lil iu>c, with the fitai

bnlli t hole in it, or the laded cap, haiii; in many a
closet in what appears to Of h 'ppy thriving iiomes,
as t-ad relicts of the lost and mourned.
The past winter was one of the l.mgest fodder-

ing .-ea-ons I ever knew, and all kmds of fodder
was used up in this section. If' it iiad not lit-en

for the generous supply of Western corn, it seems
as iljough some of our eaille muathave starved.
Duxbury, Vt., 1869. g. h. c.

What kind of barley is the most profitable to

raise,—the bald or bearded ? When shoula it be
sow.'d ? Fkank.

^Voudstock, Vt., June, 1869.

Remarks.—We prefer the bald. Sow as early

in May as the soil will admit, on a sandy, or even

a gaveily loam. It requires a warm, quick soil,

but oue moderately lich.

AGRICULTURAL ITEMS.
—A dairyman infortns the Mahie Fanner that

having tried various things fir s.^re tea's on cows,
he tinds lard best, the mo-t healing and sofu ning.

—A patent h.is been obtained for the mauutac-
ture of waterproof paper. It will be no uncom-
nion thing, by and by, to carry a quart oi milk
home in a paper bag.

—At the recent Horticultural Fair at Rochester,

N Y , several gentlemen stated that the currant

worm would not di.sturb bushes under which coal

ashes were liberally sprinklid.

—Corn may be sown up to the middle of .Tulv,

or later; and tbnt which is not ntedcd for green

fodder, should be cut and cured for winter u>e be-

fore the frost cuts.

—Anson Parker, of Londonderry, Vt., lately

took an elm tree root from ttie baik of the river

whkh measurtd forty-tno and onc-half feet in

length, wi h a diameter in the largest place of

three-eighths of an inch.

—To protect cahbage piantsfrom cutworms take
liist year kave^—oak is good—make muist with

water, wrap once around the stem, whi n trans-

planting, extending from loots to a little above the

leaf stem.

—The cabbage fly is committing ravages in

Maine. It wa>- first seen in America ia Quebec in

1854, and was probably brought to the States in

grain from Canada. It strongly reseuii^lea the

common butterfly in general appearance.

—A. M. Winslow & Sons, Putney, Vt., lost two

bulls recently valutd at $4000, through the care-

lessness of a hired man, who washed the animals

all over with tobacco ess nce for the purp ise of

destroying the lice, but the death of the bulls was

the consequence.

—The West Milton Chcesi Factory is now using

13,000 pounds of milk daily, from some of the

best dairii s in Vermo it. M.iny of these dairies

have native cows whiihaveraiie thirtv, rhiity-one

and thirty-ihree pounds daily. The factory is

turning out each day tivenfy-<me and twi-nty-five

cheeses, averaging aiiout sixty pounds each.

—The Rural Xeic Yorker pulilishcs staicments

of two fleeces of wool shi)in thi> season in Central

New York from Merino r^nis two years of age,

which weighed thirty-five pounds each. One

fleece is to be scoured, while the owner of tne

other docs not care to be at the trouble and ex-

pense of the operation.

—The Missouri Journal of Agriculture gives an

account i.f a family of slVcu persons who stopped

at a vill.ge thro.jgh whicli they were moving and

bought a sugur-cured ham. Being quife hungry

six of the St veil individuals are some ( f it raw.

All who ate i/f it soon became sick. A girl fourteen

years of age had died irom the effects ui' trichina

spiralis in the ham. In a portion of the muscle of

the arm of the giil that died, of only one-eighth ol
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a cubic tenth of an inch, Dr. Hay of Chicago,

counted with a powerful microscope forty-five of

these minute worms.

—Last year the Mormons at Utah artificially

irrigated and made fruitful 93,799 acres of land.

Altogether, they had a large amount of land under
cultivation : 80,518 acres of cereals, 1,817 in sor-

ghum, 6,838 in root crops, 166 in cotton, 29,876 in

meadow, 9U6 in apples, 1,011 in peaches, 75 in

grapes, and 195 in currants. The larger part of

these lands are artificially irrigated.

—It is not generally known that wool-growing

in South-America has grown into such mammoth
proportions as it rea'ly has. Even the Australian

breeders nave cause for alarm from this competi-

tion. It is reported on good authority that the

number of sheep shorn there annually exceed 70,-

O0D,O0O. The exports of wool to Europe and the

United States amounts to 230,000,000 pounds.

—A cup of coffee is a fair barometer, if you allow

the sugar to drop to the bottom of a cup and watch

the bubbles arise without disturbing the coffee.

If the bubbles collect in the middle, the weather

will be fine; if they adhere to the cup, forming a

ring, it will be rainy ; and if the bubbles separate

without assuming any fixed position, changeable

weather may be expected.

—A correspondent of the Country Gentleman

weighed the hay that he had bought as a ton by

allowing 500 cubic feet, and found it weisjhed only

1480 pounds. The hay was mostly timothy, with

some clover and white daisy. The hay was over

a basement, part two and part four feet deep,

pressed with straw, but on pitching he found it

was not as solid as he expected.

—A Western horticulturist has "discovered"

that grape cuttings on a sunny and sandy slope

root earlier than elsewhere, and he proposes to

get out a patent to prevent others from using soils

thus favorably situated. He has also "invented"

a cellar of the right temperature and moisture for

preserving vegetables, &c., and proposes to patent

that also.

—A correspondent of the Rural World finds an

ordinary hot-bed a capital place for drying fruit.

A floor is laid inside on which to place the fruit.

Then put on the sash, but be sure to raise both the

upper and lower ends about two inches, to admit

of a free circulation of air, or the fruit will bake

as it would in an oven. Here the fruit will not be

wet in a shower, nor will it. be troubled wiih in-

sects, which will be kept away by the covering

and the intense heat. Parboiled green corn has

been sufficiently dried in one day, in this way.

—Mr. Willard, in his address before the Wis-

consin Agricultural Society last fall, stated that

Mr. Fish, of Herkimer Co., N. Y., experimented

in breeding cattle for milk alone, and succeeded

so far as to make Lis herd give an annual average

yield of between 800 and 900 pounds of cheese

per cow, but that the constitutions of the animals

became so impaired and weakened that it did not

prove profitable. Mr. Willard thought all we
should ask was for cows that will yield 500 or 600

pounds of cheese, and that can be easily made
ready for the butcher.

—Mr. W. W. Glusher, of Madison County, In-

diana, writes to the Prairie Farmer, that he has a
Magee sow, that has given birth to sixty-nine pigs

in a little less than twenty-nine months. They
were dropped as follows:—January 27th, 1867,

eleven; December 2oth, 1867, sixteen; June 16th,

1867, five; August 22d, 1868, eight; January 11th,

1869, thirteen ; June 15th, 1869, sixteen.

—The Maine Farmer says that a new society

was formed at Monroe, June 26, called the Waldo
and Penobscot Agricultural SoL'iety, with the fol-

lowing officers: President: W.B.Ferguson. Vice

President: T. Mayo. Treasurer: A H. Mayo.
Secretary: F. A. Piper. Trustees: S. F. Mansur,
Monroe; Bidtield Plummer, Winterport; Eli C.

West, Frankfort; Rufus Littlefield, Prospect;

James Nickerson, Swanville; Capt James Hux-
tbrd. Brooks ; J. J. Chase, Jackson ; Joseph Gil-

man, Dixment; Albert Whitnej', Newhurgh. The
Society propose to hold a Fair early in the fall.

FSEE PASTUBAGE AT THE "WEST.

When the new beginner at the West ploughs

up five, ten or more acres of land, he builds a

fence around it, which generally includes his

house, and barn if he has one. The highways

and all the other lands in the neighborhood are

considered "unoccupied," and are common
pasturage. This furnishes abundant forage

for stock until about harvest time, when it be-

comes scarce or tough, and the more enter-

prising animals lead off the herds in quest of

something better. Accustomed to shirk for

themrelves, these cattle become very unruly,

and an old leader soon learns, like Job's Le-

viathan, to esteem fences as but straw,

although built of heavy rails and to a height

which to a New England farmer at first sight

seems unnecessary.

Many years ago one of the editors of the

New England Farmer cultivated a field of

corn af'joining an Indian Reservation of two

square miles in Michigan, which, with a large

portion of the other land in the vicinity, was

the common pasturage of the whole neighbor-

hood. While standing sentinel in his corn-

field he has seen an "old ranger" walk delib-

erately up to a corner of the Virginia fence,

and, beginning at the top, scatter the heavy

rails as a child does its cob-house. Another

bullock, too lazy to hook, would deliberately
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lean his body against the fence, and if not too

strong would crowd it over. Others would

leap the fence like deers, or throw the weight

of their forward parts upon it and crush it

down. Hogs, too, would worm themselves

through or under carefully built fences.

With horses we had no trouble, as there were

but few in the neighborhood.

All this is exceeding annoying to one who
has watched the growth of his 6rst crop with

an interest which can be appreciated only by the

new settler, and who looks upon it as the only

means of subsistence for his family during the

approaching winter. It engenders ill feelings

towards one's neighbors and dissatisfaction

with the new home. It disheartens, and stirs

up the "homesick" more perhaps than any-

thing else that is experienced in making a

farm in a new country.

A correspondent of the Missouri Rural

World, in an article advocating some change

in the laws of the State respecting cattle run-

ning at large, makes the following statement,

which recalls most vividly our own experience,

and which may be suggestive of the experience

of many New England farmers who are about

emigrating to the West :

—

Our prairies are covered with brea':'hy cattle and
horses. Horses that will jump over five feet,

without touching, are constantly preying uoon
wheat fi'lds and forn fields; they nip gnss in ihe
day and do mischief at night. Cattle do liti le dam-
age until corn ripens ; then the crass begins to dry
up and they seek something better. One of my
neighbors is engaged in raising horses and mules;
another has one hundred and six head of Texas
cattle ; others from three to fifty head—all un-
herded.
Last summer one of my neighbors put eight acres

of corn in a field, indnsed by a worm ft-nce, six

rails high. He attended to his crop until Vav. mid-
dle of July, when the horses en'irely destroyed it.

by night. Early one morning I drove eleven head
out of the field. Another neishbor, by workin?
early and late, inclosed a field wi'h pobts and
poles. He put in twelve acres of sod corn. Neigh-
hor Mule Riiser's stock ate it up t)y nights, jusc as

it was ripi ning, although the owner worked des-
perately to save it. Thus, working all summer to

make a crop, and all winter to make up for its loss

—a year of toil and care has left these neighborts
poortr by far than they were a year ago. One
neighbor had a good eight-rnil stake and ridered
fence knocked down by stock several times last

year.
I have talked with several men upon the subject,

and have yet to find one who did not suffer

more or less by the depredations of stock last year.
The Mule Raiser's muli s add horsos may be found
every night or so in a twenty-acre wheat field near
my houi<e. If a man has tiis fields inclosed by a
lawful fence, and can find out to whom the stoik
belongs, he may ootain redress i<y employing a
lawyer and having a Uw-suit; or I should say a
dozen suits for the same number of horses belong
to as many difierent parties. If his fence is un-

lawful, there is no remedy. In the western and
southern parts of the State, not one-third of the
fences are lawful. Timber is very expensive and
so scarce that a large majority have contented
themselves with Shanghae fences until they can
raise hedges.

A POOR MAN'S ROLLER.
A writer in the Prairie Farmer says, "we

are making and using a machine which in

many re^pects is preferable to a roller, and

very much cheaper, and within the reach of

every man who has a saw, hammer, nails, and

a few boards or plank. Take plank about

twelve inches wide, two inches thick and eight

feet long; lay them flat with the edge ( f one

just upon the edge of another ; then take a

piece of scantling, two by four inches, hard

wood if convenient, and cut it to fit upon the

top of each plank to hold them together ; three

of these pieces firmly naded or bolted to the

plank, one near each end, and one in the cen-

tre. Near each end of the first plank laid

down, bore holes for a clevis, to which attach

a chain as used on road scrapers, and the work

is done—the thing is made and ready for use

;

but who will name it?"

We would suegest that it be called the level-

ler. We are reminded by the above description

of a machine which we saw a few days since,

which did very excellent work in smoothing

and working the soil to very fine tilth. It

was a small harrow wi'h fine teeth, of a some-

what peculiar form, which may be used by

itst-lf as a horse hoe. To the hind part of this

harrow has attached by a chain and clevis a

jjlatform—the under face of which resembled

the leveller described above. It was about

four feet wide by five long, made of hard

wood scantling, about four inches thick by

eight wide, held together by iron bars un the

upper face, firmly bolted on. Holes were

made, a? in the one described above, through

the end bars and scantling for the clevis.

This harrow and leveller worked by two

horses, is a very efficient implement. The

platform may be loaded with as much weight

as may be desired. The implement desciibed

in the Prairie Farmer follows the harrow

drawn by another team. In the one we saw

the harrow and leveller are drawn by the

same team at the same tioie. It may be de-

tached fVom the harrow and used separately,

in which case a lighter team would be sufla-

cient.
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FATTENING SHEEP IN "WINTER..

UEiNG the annu-

al winter meet-

ing of the New
York State Ag-

ricultural Soci-

ety at Albany,

last February,

a paper was

read on "The

Fattening ot

Sheep in Win-

ter" by Jurian

Winne.Esq., of Beth-

lem Centre, Albany

;.ounty. New York,

tvhichhas been pub

li^hed in pamphlet form.

Mr. Winne has been en-

gaged in fattening sheep for

about twelve years, and for sev-

eral years past Mr. Henry Good-

nough of Brighton has purchased a portion

of his feeding for this market, where the

mutton bears a high reputation. Last spring

while Mr. Winne was at this market with

some of his sheep, he called upon us, and we

had a few moments conversation with him.

Having frequently heard the superior quality

of his mutton spoken of, and having under-

stood that his farm was near the city of Al-

bany, we had supposed that probably he was

some "side-walk farmer," who, having made a

fortune in commerce or other business, had re-

tired and was fattening sheep as an amuse-

ment or relaxation, and with more regard to

a good reputation for the style of his goods

than to the cost of their production. He in-

formed us, however, that he was "nothing but

a farmer," and had never engaged in any other

bubiness. The land he tills has been in the

possession of his ancestors since the first set-

tlement of the country, and had become so

badly run out that, in his own words, "it would

hardly grow a crop cf good beans." He
therefore went into the sheep- feeding business

more with a view to the conseijuent improve-

ment of the land than to make the ready dol-

lar. He says in his pamphlet, as he stated to

us, that,

—

In this I have fully succeeded. I wanted to

make two spears ot grass grow where but one
grow btfore, and I am suro I am getting three,

some of my neighbors say four ; hawever, I culi it

three. The meadows that used to cut from one-
half to one ton of hay per acre, now ^ield on an
average over two. Raising rye was then out of the
question ; last year I got from about sixteen aeres,
tour hundred bushels of rye, and straw enough to

have amounted to near nine hundred dollars, if I
had sold it (which I never do, unless I replace it

by hay for bedding, as I have done this year, gi-t-

ting three tons of hay for one ton of straw ) This
year I got frum forty-five bushels sowing, tifty

loads.

But though thus succesfful himself, and wil-

ling to communicate to others the whole art

and mystery of the business, so far as one man
can convey to another his acquired skill and

the teachings of his own experience, he adds

the following caution to those who may be dis-

posed to attempt to follow in his footsteps :

—

I must say, that with all the experience and pre-
caution in buying, good fixtures, plenty of feed,

litter, care, &c., you will not always succeed. For
though I have for the last twelve years studied the
thing closely, and carried it out carefully, in spite

of all my efforts I have not always made money,
and would almost guarantee that out of every ten
new sheep feeders, eight will probably feed but one
year. When a friend asks my advice on the sub-
ject, I always say to him, try twenty-five or fifty,

and then if you like it, get more the next year.
Some have looked upon this advice as selfish, and
given to keep others out, and have rushed into the
business, and not only the first year made no
money, but actually lost ne arly half their invest-

ment. We used to have several sheep feeders in
this and adjoining counties, and as the principal
feeders have all left the business except myself, I
think this is pretty conclusive evidence that what
I now say is about right.

A person to suc< eed in sheep feeding, must do it

because he likes to do it—because he prefers to
feed sheep and see th* m eat, to any other business
done in winter; and althouj,h he may not he able
or willing to do the work himself, still he must
take delight in seeirg it well attended to, if he ex-
pecis to prosper. He should l>e sure to see every
shtep he has, at least once a day, when, if he un-
derstands his business, he can tell at a glance
whether they have been propeily cared for.

If our space permitted we should copy the

whole paper, but must content ourselves with

a few extracts.

Stock for Feeding.
My first rule is, always to buy good st^^ck, what-

ever the breed may be, and to r>-3 sure to select an-
imals kindly disposed to fatten. The price of well
bied sheep may appear to be high, but depend
upon it, if there is no money in feeding good stock,
ttiere i^ no money in poor. A one-dollar sheep
will consume about as much f>ed as a six dollar
one, and as neither of them can be fed thnaigh
the feeding season tor much short of five dollars a
head, you will readily perceive that the one dollar
sheep won Id stand you in six dollars, the other
eleven d )llars.

According to my experience, the one-dollar
sheep would weigli in the spring about eighty
pounds, and sell for seven cents per pound, v\hich
would make five dollars and sixty eents—a loss of
forty cents; when the six-dollar one would weiiih
at least one hundred ar.d twtnty-five pounds,
and sell for ten cents per poum), making twelve
dollars and fifty eents—a profit of one dollar

and fifty cents, liesides getting the credit iu

the one case of bnngiug good siock to market, and
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in the other such as will be hooted at, and re-

ported for you as scalawags. Now, as every good
citizen values his reputaiion (and what is a ruan

good for without it.) I ihinli this last item should
not be lost sight of.

la my twelve years' experience in feeding, I have
found the breed of sheep to have much to do with

their early maturity, weight and fattening quali-

ties. I have had Leices'ers and their grades. Cots-

wold grades, South Down grades, Merinos and
their grades, and have always found tluU whi never

the Leicester blood pn dominated, I had an ani'nal

that would fatten quick at an early age, and make
good weight, and have had no trouble when the

animal has t)een half or more of Leicester blood,

with g iod keeping, to make him dress one hun-
dred pounds of mutton at twenty months old. As
to fine wools generally, I am fully convinced they
will not make me more than half the money for

winter feeding that coarse wools will.

Conveniences for Fattening.

After describing the general arrangement of

his barns, he says :
—

The next building I shall mention, which I will

call shed No. 1, is twenty-one by twenty-four feet,

sixteen foot posts—on the south side of the barn.

The upper part of this building is tilled in summer
with market hay, which is pressed out and sold in

the fall, the fl )or covered with sawdust and leaves.

I always anvise when practicable, to put in the

sawdust before harvest on the upper floar. It then
has time to g' t nice and dry, thereby not only pre-

serving the floor better, hut also absorWng the
more liquid manure from the animals. When the

time arrives, forty sheep are put upanri kept there

until they are sold in the spring. Of all my feed-

ing yards and stables, I always find that these sec-

ond-story sheep do the best. The lower part of
this building has manure piled under it in summer,
as I always like to have what manure is not used
in the spring under cover through the hot weather;
it is taken out clean in the fall, and the shed ar-

ranged the same as the upper part, and, together
with an open yard ahout twenty-four by sixty feet,

holds sixty sheep. These sheep always have the
run of this yard with tne shed, except when it is

stormj', and then tney are closely confined to the
shed.

He then describes other buildings and sheds

of similar construction, but of different sizes,

sufficient for the accommodation of the six or

eight hundred sheep that he usually feeds.

Feeding Boxes.

After much observation and experiment,

Mr. Winnie has adopted a crib or box of which

he gives the following description :

—

Length 12 or 14 feet ; width 22 inches. The bot-

tom, indicated by the dotted lines, slanting from

Top board 8 inches wide.

S^ace of 8 or 10 inches widi

Bottom Board U or 12 iuth
es wide.

End of Box.

both sides and resting on a board in the middle,
forming a complete trough for grain or roots. The
bottom bide boards should be II or 12 inches wide
—then a space left of 8 or 10 inches according to

size of sheep— then the top boards, 8 inches wide
—the ends and sides to match. Corner pieces of
scantling in the inside, of hemlock or oak, as pine
will not hold a nail or screw, the latter of which
is preferable in putting them together.

The corn or other grain for seventy-five

sheep can be put in four of these boxes from

a bag on a man's shoulder in one minute ; and

hay, roots, «S;c., are supplied with ecjual facil-

ity. The sheep feed quietly, and no fodder is

lost, on the importance of which Mr. W. re-

marks :

—

It makes quite a difference whether five hun-
dred sheep waste a pint of grain per d^iy, which I

am saiistied was more than my whole fl )ck wasted
last winter, or whc'hcr they waste half a bushel
per day ; also whether we waste one hundred
pounds of hay per day, or whether four or five

hundred pounds will cover the waste for all winter.
These waitings are what hurts.

These boxes have only to be turned over and
back agiiin, and they are clean. No dirt can get
in from the sides, as the space between the upper
and lower board is too narrow, and the !)ox being
from twenty-eight to thirty inches hiah, no dirt

can get in f^rom the top, consequently when the liox

is turned over and back again, it is always clean.

What Grain is Best?
I answer, for me, corn is the best for the main

fted, although I bke a few oats mixed to start with,
and have no oijeciions to beans, oeas and oil meal,
if they do not cost too much. Whenever thev cost
as much, or more than coin, Idispcn:^e wiih them,
as a sheep feeder must count his cost as well as his

reputation, if he intends to succeed. Atioh r

question iirises: "D<) you find whole or ground
feed best ?" For horses, cattle and pigs I prefer

ground feed, l)Ut for sheep, e>peciany fattening
sheep, I choosc whole or uuground feed. I find

that the sheep will grind it just as weil a^ the mill
to whi<;h we must give every tenth bushel, besides
having the trouble of hauling the frrain to and
from it. I also find that fat sheep will h)ld up to

their full feed nm.h better, especially in soft

weather, on whole, than on ground feed ; conse-
quently drawiny grain to and f om the mill, and
p.tying toll, is, in my estimation, labor and money
lost.

"What Hay is Best?
Emphatically I say clover, but it should be cut

early, and cured nice and green. Timothy is prob-
ably best for horses, but for cattle and sheep I

prefer clover, and would rather have a ton of
nice, green, tine clover, than a ton of liniothv,

although in markit erne tan of timothy will

bring as much as two of clover. I have sOlnetimes
fed !>ome timothy hay to my sheep, but always
found that it was not the kind for ihem; they
would grow lank and thin upouit—not a very good
sign that a fatiening animal is thrivicg well. As
soon a-i they goahe clover again they would plump
up and look full and nice, and I can assure you
uuless your sheep louk full and plump, they are
not.fattening very fast.

Straw and Cornstalks.

One feed at noon of nice bright oat, barley or
pea straw, I prefer to hay, as they not only relish

it, but it is a ch:mge for thtm. Sheep are vcy
fond of variety, and will eat daisies, weeds, this-

tles or almost unything of the kind that is cut and
cured green. Nice green cornstaks are not very
bad for sheep, and when I have plenty of them I
always feed the sheep with them, at least once a
day, and consider them as good as hay. 1 prefer,
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however, feeding them the fore part of the winter,
as towards spring they will sometimes contract
dampness, and then the sheep do not eat them so
well.

Value of Boots.

Mr. Winne says that he has used more or

less roots every year since he commenced feed-

ing sheep, and he advises feeders to cultivate

them by all means. After stating his mode of

cultivation, he thus speaks of their value :

—

My experience is, that whenever they are worth
at home more than seventy-live cents per barrel,

and corn not over from one dollar to one dollar
and twenty-five cents per bushel, the corn is the
cheapest, and I would use only a few roots as a
substitute for green food. I cons-ider carrots and
ruta bagas better than common turnips ; still by
feeding a little more of the latter than the former,
I think the &heep do just as well on them.

The importance of keeping the sheep quiet

;

of supplying good dry bedding ; of regularity

in feeding, wateiing, salting, and furnishing

them ashes, &c., are urged as essential ele-

ments of success in sheep-feeding. So impor-

tant is quiet and comfort to fattening sheep

that the effects of the presence of a stranger

in their yards or stables for a few moments

will be perceived for a whole day after-

wards ; indeed, in his opinion, the only time

they accummulate flesh is while they are re-

posing on a fine dry bed after their appetites

have been satisfied. He applies tar to the

noses of his sheep at least four times during

the feeding season. To do this, he makes a

little pen with his feeding boxes, into which he

gathers a portion of the sheep, and with a

wooden ladle applies the tar without catching or

handling the sheep. He commences feeding at

half-past five in the morning, to which he gives

his personal attention. Unless he fears dan-

ger to the building from the weight of sheep

and accumulated manure, he does not clean out

his stables until the sheep are sold. The ma-

nure is then so hard and solid that it must be

cut with* an axe or hay-knife into blocks be-

fore it can be handled—thus showing that no

decomposition has taken place during the feed-

ing season.

Mr. Winne informed us that some of his

friends had censured him for publishing the

particulars of his process in fatttening sheep.

Having acquired his skill by much careful

study and many expensive experiments, they

said he was under no obligations to give the

public the benefit thereof. If he had made

valuable discoveries in this branch of farmi 'g

he was entitled to the benefit of them, aud

others should be left to find out the secret of

his success as best they might. But he did

not so regard the matter. He esteemed it the

duty of every man to do some good in this

life, to make the world better for his having

lived in it ; and if his experience in his hum-

ble sphere was of any benefit to bis brother

farmers, he was not only willing but rejoiced

in being able to communicate it to them.

FIVE O'CLOCK IN THE MOBJSIINQ.

The following popular song, as sun? with such thrill-

ing eflfec: by Mm« iParepa R^sa, will bu ne v lo many of
our readers. In its wuy, there ia hardly anything pret-
tier in the language.

The dew lay glittoring on the grass,
A mitt lay on the brook;

At the earl est beam of the glowing sun,
The swuUow h r n. st forsook ;

Thi' snowy bloom of the hawthorn tree
Lay ihi-ckly the ground adorning,

The birds were s r;g n^; on every bush.
At five o'clock in ihe morning.

And Bessie, the milkmaid, merrily sacg,
For the meadows were fr sti an J fair;

Thu breeze ot ihe morning kissed her brow,
Ai d played with her nut-brown hair;

But ofc she turned and looked around,
As if ihe silen' e scorning;

'Twas time for the m jwer lo whet his scythe,
At five o'clock in the morning.

And ovpr the meadows the mowers came,
And merry their voices rang

:

And one among them wf ni!<d his way
To where the milfemaid sang;

Ai d as he lingered by h r Bi..e,

Despite his comrade's warning,
Tiie on, eld stoy was told again,
At five o'clock in the moruing.

For the New England Farmer,

PLANTING FKUir TREES.
Much has been said relative to the planting

and growing of Iruit trees, in the Farmer
during the past few years. But perhaps a few
reniaiks upon this important subject, though
not wholly new, may interest some one of
your many readers. It seems a very simple
thing to plant a tree, and almost every one
thinks Le knows how to do it. But seldom is

it well done. It is a more impoitant opera-

tion than is generally supposed, for all its fu-

ture health and fruilfulness are directly de-
pendent upon it.

Right pknting is the foundation and corner
stone of all successful horticulture ; it is one
of the fuodamfntal piinciples that produce
vigorous trees and an abundance of fruit.

More than one- half of all the fruit trees

planted in this tountiy die, or fail to >itld

fruit, for the simple reason that they are not
properly cared lor. Fruit culture means more
than leaving a tree to take care of itself. It

demands care, watchfulness, patience, hard
work, strong etfort, and above all, intelligence

and forethought.

Plant young trees, both in your orchards and
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gardefts. They cost less in actual price, in

freight and in planting, than older trees.

They are surer to grow, have more and better

fibrous roots, and will adapt thfmselves

quicker to the soil and location. With equal

watching and care they will grow so vigor-

ously as to excel older trees, in abun-
dance of fruit, size and health. Never choose
standard apples, plums or cherries, more than

two years old, and dwarf trees one year old.

Be careful in your choice of soils. A sandy
soil is leachy, contains no moisture, and is

liable to drought. A very heavy, clayey soil

is directly the opposite, being too wet, tough
and adhesive. Few or no fruit trees do well

in either. A gravelly soil is hardly more de-

sirable. A deep lo my or alluvial soil may
always form a good choice.

When you are ready to plant, plough with

a subsoil plough as deep as possible a strip

six feet or more wide ; then dig holes a foot

or eighteen inches deep, and about three feet

in diameter. Place the tree at the same depth
it formerly stood ; then replace the earth,

taking care not to bend or break the rootlets

of the tree, and always allow abundance of
room for the growth of the roots.

Many inexperienced persons lose their trees

from too deep setting. No tree should be set

lower in the earth than its original position.

Where the ground has not been ploughed and
subsoiled, the planter must invariably dig his

holes two feet deep and four or more wide.
Mix with the earth, before it is returned to

the hole and 's placed around the roots of the

tree, a good compost of ashes, chip manure,
leaf mould, muck and lime. Let a large por-

tion of the compost be placed beneath, but
not in contact with the root of the tree, and
the remainder on the surface of the ground to

act as a mulch. The quantity will vary from
a half bushel upwards, according to the size

of the tree. The effect will be most marked,
and the growth astonishing

If any of the roots are mutilated or bruised,

pare them off with a sharp knife to prevent
decay, cutting back on the under side until

you reach sound wood.
Nearly all trees that come from the nurse-

ries have lost some of their roots ; conse-

quently their branches should be shortened in

the same proportion. At the time of plaming,
prune all branches back to three or four buds
from the base of each branch.

All large trees will require stakes
;
young

trees tirmly set, will not. Mulching is almost
indispensable. The earth should rise like a
small mound toward the trunk of the tree, and
over this should be a mulch two inches deep
of hay, half decomposed manure, saw ilust or
tan bark. It not only saves the labor of cul-

tivation, but prevents the moisture of the soil

from evaporating, renders the temperature
more uniform and prevents injurious effects

from frost. The mulch should extend beyond
tho tips of the roots.

Cultivate the ground carefully. Never allow
grain crops, nor root crops of an injurious

nature, to grow in the field. Neither allow
grass nor weeds. The cultivation and ma-
nuring necessary for growing some kind of
judicious crop between the rows, as potatoes,

beets, or turnips, will always prove a benefit.

If no crop is grown, go through frequently
with the cultivator or horse hoe and stir the
soil two or three inches deep. A thorough
stirring of the soil is nearly as good as a coat
of manure.

If trees are dried by too long carriage, they
may be restored by immersion for a day or
two in water or thick mud. Use no water in

planting^. It tends to bake and harden the

surface of the earth, and generally proves in-

jurious. Mulching will supply all the moisture
necessary.

Careful pruning is essential. By careful
pruning is not meant cutting off large, healthy,

vigorous branches ; but it does mean the cut-

ting out of all diseased branches or dead
wood , and such smaller shoots and branches
as appear to prevent the free access of sun
and air to all parts of the head of the tree.

If farmers would only cultivate their trees

as well as their corn, they would have little

occasion to utter complaints against poor or-

chards or poor fruit. m. s. W.
Mason, N. E., June 5, 1869.

For the New England Farmer.

OtJR QUIET VILIiAQE.

A standing complaint against our village is

that it is too quiet. But to the writer this

very characteristic seems an attraction ; but
let me just here inquire if it is worth while to

mix the noise and comaiotion of a manufactur-
ing village with the comparative quiet of a
farming community. No vindication is pro-

posed of that lack of public spirit wuich char-

acterizes this and that staid old farming town,

nor any defense of that disposition to discour-

age new enterprises, and keep in the old ruts

from generation to generation, which is too

prevalent in some districts of New England.
But, when we reflect, is it to be wondered

at that a rommunity, mainly agricultural,

should pursue the even tenor of its way quietly

as the succession of seed-time and harvest,

and calmly as the procession of the seasons?

The farmer, indeed, craves excitement as well

as any man, and gets it with interest some-

times in his town or parish meeting. And the

winter need not be to him a dull season, if it

be one of comparative rest. In fact he can

then be the liveliest of mortals, while those

heavy burdens which the busy season imposes

are happily rolled off. He can also improve

the opportunity to make a trip to the metropo-

lis, and contrast its crowded, biillimt thor-

oughfare with his own humble highway. A
day spent amid its sights and sounds will
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quicken and enlarge his ideas for the rest of

the year, and endear him more closely to his

own calm retreat and "silent shade." And
then how grateful to his city cousins is the

very thought of that "haven of peace" up in

the country whither the/ can flee in the sum-

mer, and forget for the time the noise and
confusion amid which they live and move.

In fact it is matter for thanksgiving to Him
who made the conntry, that there are such

calm retreats for this fa-t age and generation,

where the fevered blood can cool, and the

over-taxed brain be soothed to the rest it

claims. And our quiet, unpretending villages

are every year coming 'o be more and more
favorite places of resort for families from the

city, in preference to fashionable watering-

places and hotels by the "sounding sea."

True, our country life grows dull afrer a

wbile to the city belle and beau, and the stir-

ring business or professional man who lives in

excitement, gets to be uneasy after a while, as

a "fish out of water." Well, let them then

return to their native element until the next

vacation season comes round, while we that

remain behind will hold on oir quiet way till

our summer guests return. The town has its

distinctive features, and so has the country,

and in attempting to engraft the former on the

latter we are trying to join together what God
hath put asunder. Is it not so ?

Yet, every now and then, the cry is raised,

"why don't you have more going on here?"
Meanwhile farming operations are steadily

going on, day by day, year in and year out.

Summer has its work and round of duty, and
winter brings its appropriate caves and toils,

though the former season Is distinctively the

busy one. One is peculiarly the time for

brain work, the other for manual labor ; one

for culture of mind and heart, the other for

tilling the soil. But all the year round thtre

is enough in the humblest hamlet to keep it

from stagnation.

Suppo^e for a moment that this quiet fea-

ture ol our village should no longer distinguish

it, and it should come to be, so to speak, a
cross between town and country ; suppose
instead of the exclamation "How quiet your
street is," every new comer should remark,
"How changed from your old quiet!"

So far as this implied an increase of enter-

prise and public spirit, and more frequent

social gatheri-ugs, the change would be a mani-

fest improvement. But to substitute for our

prevailing calm the noisy bustlmg activity

which some hanker after, would seem like sub-

stitutin i for our sweet Sabbath bell the steam-

gong's unearthly yell, that vvould make the

fathers turn in their coffins.

If more noise is wanted, the multiplication

of reaping and mowing and threshing and .' ow-

ing machines will fast meet this want ; and as

for the rest, it is only necessary to set the

gossips and busy-bodies by the ears.

No doubt the writer's view of the subject is

biased by his own private taste and temfpera-

ment, and no man ought to set up his own
personal preference as the rule for all There
are in both town ami country, "many men of

many minds," but let me just repeat the query,

whether it is really desirable to oblltera e the

old familiar feature of a firming village.

It is sa I indeed to contemplate the death-

like stillness of a deserted village, with its

crumbling old business stands and g- a- s- grown
highway. And it is aggravating to find any-

where in this great progressive nation a family

or community stagnating for want of enter-

prise. But what flock is not grattful to the

Good Shepherd for leading it now and then

"beside still waters?" w. E. B.

Longmeadow, Mass., 1869.

WHAT IS KUST ON GRAIN?
In 1867 the farmers in Australia lost so

much by the red rust on wheat that the Gov-

ernor of the Colony appointed a Commission

to investigate the subject. From the report of

that Comminssion, which we find in the South-

ern Cultivator, we make the following ex-

tracts :
—

As regards the physiological character of
red rust, there can be no doubt whatever that

it is essentially a vegetable parasite or fungus,

attacking the plant externally, and brought
into active operation by certain atmo^pheric

or climatic conditions, the most tffective of
which last year were heat and humidity. D ;r-

iiig the growing season, the blades of cereal

plarV'S were kept in a con-inual state of damp-
ness, with OLCasional rapiil evaporation, caus-

ing the pores of the leaf to be more than or-

dinarily open, and thus facilitating the entrance

of the intinitely minute spores, or seeds, of the

rust fungus, which are more or less always

floating in the afmosphere, or deposited on
the soil or surroumang o'jects, ready for dis-

semination by every wind that blows.

1 he spores of the rust are proved to be true

seeds, possessing a unitorm and definite char-

acter according to their variety retaining their

vitality as other seeds do, and capable ol be-

ing developed at any tim-^ by the appHeatinn

of heat and moisture. Your commissioners
have examiiu d through the mlcroscopt; vai ious

specimens of la-.t gear's rusted w eat, and lind

the rust spores id ntlcal in appearanc • wiili

those noticed and delineated by Mr. Cooke,
and other eminent m)coiogi»ts, who have
written on the sut)ject. It is lound an the al-

most uniforui result of last year's operations,

that rust has prevailed upon all kinds of land

—upon lands long crojjped, upon fallow lai (Is,

upjii grazed lands, upon virgin soil, upon ma-
nured Idiid.-i, upon ihe plains, and upon ihe

hills. But more than this, it has been proved
that in nearly eveiy instance the riihest lands

have suilered the most from red rust, and that.
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in a large number of ca.-^es. the best crops have
been from the poorest natural soils, and from

'

those most exhausted by frequent cropping.
|

It is an almost universal fact that wherever
the wheat grew mo-t luxuiimtly th(^re the

failure has been complete ; wnil^t those crops ,

that in the early part of the season were the

least promising, as a rule, turned out bv fir the

be-t sample and the heaviest 3 ield. This very

remark ible circumstance, attested by hundreds '

of witnesses, is thus accounted for: Luxuri-

,

ance in vegetation, like excessive fat in ani-

1

mals, is not idt-ntical with vigor. Plants for ed
into al)normal luxuri mce are more susceptible

of climatic chai:gf"s than thos.e whi<;h are lough
[

and hardy. The more juicy and succulent the

plant, the more predisposed is it to the inroads

of the rust. The pons of the leaf being un-

usally open, the minute spores of para-itical

fungi can moe readily enter. Then again,

the more dense and heavy the crop, the less

possible is it for the wind to ciri-ulafe, and the

saturated leaves to dry. On the other hand,

in a thin, light crop, the leaf pores being less

open to the entrance of the rust seed, the dis-

ease is not so f<eely propigated, whilst the

whole crop is far better situated to enjoy the

dr\ing inrtuences of the wind, which retard

the development of the parasite. The poor
crop has thus the advantage over the thick and
luxuriant crop in a season favorable for th-^

development of rust. Hence, so far as red

rust is concerned, rich soils, and what is

termed "high farming" instead of shutting

out the disease or mitigating its severity, op-

erate in the contrary direction, al^vays suppos-

ing that the climiic cumlitions lavorablc to the

devtlupmcnt of rust are present.

Ttie modus operandi of the disease is two-

fold. Ihe rust spares, obtaining entrance

through the open sromaia. or breathing pores

of the plant are very (juickly d>veioped. and.

pushing f jrward roo lets (mi/celia,) gradually

work their way along the sap ves-els of the

leaf— in all piobabiiity injuiing, by their mul
tijjlica ion and progress, its internal m.'chani-

cal structure. But the chief damage—or, a'

all events, that which can with oiosf certainty

be traced—is caused by tht^ absorption of the

wheat sap by the parasite that h is entered its

channels. The juiies ttiat should have gone
to nourish the wh^at ear are uitercepted in

their progress by the rust fungus, which
starves the grain by living on its proper n^mr-

ishm'^nt. This is not only deduced from mi-

croscopic observations, but is cleai ly demon-
strae t by chemical anal) sis. Healthy grains

of wheat contain certain definite proportions

of ino'ganic ash—thi' a-h, in its turn, contain-

ing definite pri>pjrtions of pho-phoiic acid,

potash and soda, and magneia. It has been
demonstrated that rusted wheat is very defi-

cient in that a-h, having someiimes less than
on«-'hird its prop' r quantiiy. On the other

band, the rust spores, gathered from the rusty

wheat, yield, on analysis, an extraordmary

quantity of ash, which is found to contain a ,

large amount of the constituents present in the

ash of healthy wheat, but wanting in the avh

of rusty wheat. The commissioners say that

crops from seed brought from a distance were
affected with lUst equally with that grown in

the siime sections; and that the use of gocd
plump seed is no protection from the disease,

but that in many cases shrivelled an;l inferior

seeds have yielded healthier and heavier crors

than those raised from first class seed. Still

they recommend that the seed be pi kled. for

the ptirp ise not only of kiding the fpores of

black rust or smut, but also to destroy spores

of the red rust whi -h may happen to attack

to it.

CHBESE MAKING IN" A SMALI. "WAY
Sometimes the farmer who keeps only a f-sv

cows to supply his fimily with milk and buiter,

would like also to make a few cheeses for fam-
ily use He does not care to make cheese to

sell and thertf^re hardly feels able to pur-

cha-^e cheese apparatus and fit up a dairy

house af er the most approved models.

Let us see how cheaply we can arrange
fjr a primitive dairy. If nothing better is at

hand a common washtub, clean and sweet,

will answer the purpo e for setting the milk

and working the curds.

A hoop mast be had from the cooper. Let
It be ten inches in diameter top and bottom
by twelve inch's h'gh and fitted wiih a fol-

lower. A very good press may be made in a
few hours from a twelve foot plank and some
pieces of scantliifg. About a foof. from each
end of the plank set up two shoit pieces of
scantling four and one-half imhes apart.

Fasten them firmly to the plank wirh ho^ts or

pins. The lever may be a joist four by four,

or four by six, and fourteen feet long. One
end is to be secured by a pin passing through
the uprights at one end of the plank cxnd it is

to move freely up and down between he up-
ights at the other end. A weight hung at

the end of the lever and you have a press that

will do good service.

The hoop is placed near the stationary end
of the press- beam and blocks put ufjon the

follower and the press beam let down upon
ihi m, and in this way the cheese is pressed.

A long, thin, wo iden knife will do for cut-

ting the curds. Now a gallon of good milk

(wine measure) will make nearly a pound of

cheese.

Your milk having been placed in the tub

and the number of gallons known, a portion

may be taken out and heated in pans over a

common stove. The pan holding the milk
sbould be set in another pan holding w.iter, or
over a kettle with water in it, so as not scorch

or liurn the milk in the pan. lleat the milk
and pour into the tub until the mass indicates

a temperature by the thermometer of 85*^.

Then add a quantity of rennet (wh ch has
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been previously prepared by steeping the dry
skins or rennet in water.) sufficient to coagu-
late the milk say in forty to fifcy minutes
Now put your finger into the curd, raise it

slowly and if it readily splits apart, the mass
is ready to cut into blocks with the curd knife.

After cutting into checks two inches square,

let it remain at rest ten to fifteen minutes for

the whey to form. Then carefully break with

the hands by lilting up the curds very gently,

and when the mass has been gone over let it

rest for ten minutes for the curd to subside.

Now dip oif a portion of the whey into the

pans and heat on the stove in the same manner
that the milk was warmed. In the meantime
continue breaking the curd by gently lif ing

until the particles of curd are ab' ut the size

of small chtstnuts or large beans. Then
pour in the warm whey and continue heating

and adding the warm whey until the mass in-

dicates a temperature of 98°.

Do not be in a hurry, but take things lei-

surely, continuing the breaking or stirring the

curds while heat is being applied. It may now
be left at rest for half an hour and then stirred

so the particles will not adhere, and this treat-

ment continued until the curd has a firm con-

sistency. Take up a handful and press it

together in the hand and if on opening the

hand it readdy falls to pieces it is about ready
for draining Throw a cloth strainer over

the tub and dip off the whey down to the

curd. Then put the strainer on a willow

clothes-basket and dip the curd into it to

drain. It may now e broken up with the

hands and when pretty dry returned to the

tub for ailing. Salt at ihe rate of four and
one-half ounc< s of salt to ten pounds curd;

mix it thoroughl)- and put to press. After re-

ma nifig from two to four hours in press, turn

and p Jt to press again leaving it under pres

sure until next marnitig when it may be re-

moved to the shelf. Small cheeses need not

be bandaged ; they should be rubbed over
wifh a liixle fresh butter melted and applied

warm, or wiih oil mide f oia the cream that

rises from the whey.

—

X. A. WiUard, in

Wedtni Rural.

GEOb^F-aEr PIT.

Sir Samuel VV. Baker in his Wanderings in

Cejlon, gives an account of cofifee culture in

that i.-land, in which hi*- says

:

"Mu<h attention is also required in the

management, of the cattle on an estate, for

without a proper system, the amount of ma-
nure produced will be proportionately small

They should be bediled every night, bock

deep, with fresh litter, and the manure thus

formed should be allowed to remain in the

shed until it is between two and three feet

deep It should then be heated on a (ieotfrey

Pit. This is the simplest and roost peitect

method of working up the weeds f om an es-

tate, and effectually destroying their seeds, at

the same time they are converted into manure.
A water tight platform is lormed of stucco

—

say forty feet square—surrounded by a wall
two feet high, so as to form a tank. Below
this is a sunken cistern,—say eight feet square
—into which the drainage wonld be conducted
from the upper platform. In this cistern a
force pump is fitted, and the cistern is half

filled with a solution of saltpetre and sal am-
moniac. A layer of weeds and rubbish is

now laid upon the platform for a depth of
thee feet, surmounted by a layer of good
dung from the cattle sheds of one foot thick.

These layers are continued alternately in the
proportion of three to one of weeds, until the

mass is piled to a height of twenty feet, the

last layer being good dung. Upon this mass
the conten! s of the cistern are pumped and
evenly distributed by means of a spreader.

This mixture promotes the most rapid de-

composition of vegetable matter, and com-
bining wiih the juices of the weeds and the

salts of the dung, it drains evenly through the

whole mass forming the most perfect compost.
The surplus moisture, on reaching the bot-

tom of the heap, drains from the slightly in-

clined platform into the receiving cistern, and
is again pumped over the mass. This is the

cheapest and best way of making manure upoa
an estate, the cattle sheds and pits being ar-

ranged in the different localities most suitable

for reducing the labor of transport."

In the Southern States where manure is the

great want for the cotton field, cannot some

method similar to the above be devised to

meet the necessities of the case.

Hired Labor on the Farm.—I have
thought that many people are not aware of

what it costs to pay a man for a year's labor.

It is not merely the amount of money you
give him, but the cost of the team and the

necessary imjilements he must have to labor

with, and 'he rent of the land that he tills.

It is true the tcdm and implements would be
Itfc, provided no accident befell them, but so

would the money that they cost, and the inter-

est remain if it had not been expended.

The following statement, will show the cost

of a 1 iborer in this vicinity, for one month.

Wa^f 8 of one hand, $25 (JO

Bourl of saoie, - MUJ
Boa d of hors-eB, Ui.OO

Inieres. on price of harBra 2 50

Int rcst oti pric of lnipiem''ntB, 2 o)

Kent of land (1 12 of 40 acrts), 16.60

Total expense p r monih, $66 60

Expense for one yexr $79;) 9i

Now, this statement does not include rep lirs

from accidents, such as letiing Ihe team run
away and breaking the wagon, or utensils of

any kind. Again, some would cultivate more
than forty acres, but it is designed to make
an average of hands.

—

Illinois Cor. Wtster7t

Rural.
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BAIiTINO HAY FOR STOCK.

AN, in taking

his food, can

^Al
I
ekct for him-

:^Ai self, as may best

suit his taste,

ic regard to salt,

or any other

condiment he

may use. But

it is not so with

our farm stock.

They can not

send for salt,

pepper or vine-

gar at will, but

are dependent

upon us to study and

ascertain their wants

and tastes, and then judi-

ciously to supply them.

^^^ '^«^
Qyj. (domestic animals have

a keen sense of taste and smell. The pure

soil is undoubtedly grateful to them. They

sometimes eat it with avidity, and especially

in the spring, after being shut out from it

through the winter. Horses will sometimes

eat half a pint, apparently with great relish,

and we have no doubt with benefit to them-

selves. When grazing, they probably realize

pleasure in the smell of the soil, as well as in

the taste of the fresh grass.

All animals require salt in some form, even

our poultry, which it will readily deprive of

life if taken in an undissolved form. Mingled

and dissolved in a mash of boiled potatoes

and meal, it is highly beneficial to them.

How much salt each ox, cow and horse re-

quires in a given time, cannot be definitely

settled, because their wants are not just alike,

scarcely in any respect. If half a dozen cows

consume a certain quantity of salt in eight

weeks in the summer, it would be a fair infer-

ence, we think, that one-fourth that quan-

tity would be all that thgy would voluntarily

eat in cold weather. Some excellent remarks

on this subject we find in an old number of

the Country Oentleman, as follows :

—

If salt is applied in too large quantities the ani-
mals fed upon it will certainly lose in condition.
When an animal is forced by long abstinence, or
by its food heing too highly salted, to partake of
salt in quantities beyond what the natural instinct

of the animal would dictate, then it becomes poi-

sonous or injurious, and deteriorates the health

and condition of an animal by undue secretions
from the liver, bowels, &c. These excessive secre-
tions rob the animal of a portion of its food, and
carry off what otherwise would be converted into
fat, or flesh, or milk, &c.

It thus becomes a matter of considerable practi-
cal importance to determine what is the quantity
of salt which an animal would naturally and ia-

stinctively crave during the consumption of a ton
of hay. Some have recommended as much as eiaht
quarts of salt to each ton of hay; and very few
have ever recommended any less a quantity than
four quarts. Now it is our firm persuasion, from
observations made by ourselves and others, that
in the cold months no creature would crave or vol-

untarily eat as much as even two quarts of salt

during the time of its consuming a ton of hay. If
so, this quantity and all beyond it, would only be
injurious to cattle or stock of any kind, when
forced upon them with their food.
This is one of the errors or dangers which it

would be well to guard against. The other con-
sists in the practice of getting in hay in a damp
or partially cured state, under the !-upposition or
expectation that a free application of salt will pre-
serve it from heating, moulding, or otherwise
spoiling. A quantity of salt which would be effec-

tual for this purpose would make the hay injuri-

ous, or absolutely poisonous from excess of saiine

matter.

Several years ago the practice of salting

hay was all but universal. It was recom-

mended, not alone because it was supposed that

the hay was better cured by its use, but be-

cause it enabled the farmer, as he supposed, to

house hay imperfectly cured, or that which had

got wet in the open air. This was carried so

far, in some instances, that from eight to six-

teen quarts of salt would be scattered over a

single ton of hay. This practice afforded a

constant temptation to get in hay in a slovenly

and imperfect manner, and must have resulted

injuriously in the second place by depreciating

the health and value of the stock that was

obliged to feed upon it.

We refer to the subject, at present, because

in a "catching" hay season there are strong

inducements to resort to this injurious prac-

tice, unless some special thought is given to

the subject.

In judicious hands, a little salt, a quart or

two to the ton, occasionally, may do no harm,

but, possibly prove beneficial. The true way,

however, is to cure the hay independently of

salt, and administer the condiment by itself

when it is needed.

If a continued diet of salt junk brings the

scurvy upon the poor sailor, we cannot well

see why a similar diet will not bring some dire

disease upon stock that is compelled to feed

upon it. The practice is a dang<erou3 one,

and ought to be resorted to with great care.
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The English Agricultural College.—Dr.

Gregory, the President of the Illinois Agricultural

College, is in Europe examining the institutions

there for agricultural education. His first letter,

published in the Western Rural, is devoted mainly

to the only agricultural college in England, that

at Cirencester, which is a private institution. Af-

ter alluding to an almost hopeless debt for extrav-

agant buildings, which hangs like an incubus upon
the enterprise and interferes materially with its

success, by necessitating charges which virtually

excludes all but the sons of rich men, he remarks

:

But after careful inspection, the institution does
not seem t > me the equal, either in work or results
of the Michigan Agricultural College, and I believe
that in less than two years the Illinnis Industruil
University will be greatly its superior in most
points as it is already in many. Agricultural edu-
cation has its finest field and its best muteiial in
the great basin of the Mississippi, and it must win
its great victories there. Ciiencester afforded me
many capital hints, but little to copy.

BUDDING YOUNG TKEES.
"Will you or some of your correspondents please

inform me through your valuable paper the time
and mode of budding young trets, and oblige

A Fakmek's JSon.
Kingston, N. H., Apr. 30, 1869.

Remarks.—We have delayed an answer to

the above inquiry for the purpose of bringing

the subject up more timely than it would have

been in April or May. From the first to the

twenty-fifth of August is the budding season

in New England. Mr. Cole, a former editor

of the Farmer, gives the following general

rule as to the most favorable time for this op-

eration : Apples, from August 15 to 25

;

quince, same as apples ; cherries, Aug. 5 to

15 ;
pears, Aug. 10 to 20 ;

peaches, Septem-

ber 5 to 18 ;
plums and apricots on plums,

August 1 to 10. But much depends on the

forwardness or backwardness of the season,

on the growth of the tree as affected by

•wet or dry weather, and on locality. Con-

sequently judgment must be exercised.

Mr. Thomas says, the essential requisites to

success in budding are. First, a thrifty, rap-

idly growing stock, so that the bark will peel

very freely. Secondly, a proper time ; not so

early that there will be too much cambium or

muciLiginous cement between the bark and the

wood for the adhesion of the bud ; nor so late

that the bark will not peel, nor the subsequent

growth sufficiently cement the bud to the stock.

Thirdly, buds sufHciently mature. Fourthly,

a keen, fiat knife for shaving off the bud, that

it maj lie close in contact upon the wood of

the stock. Fifthly, the application of a liga-

ture with moderate pressure, causing the bud
to fit the stock closely.

The newly-set bud is united to the stock by

the thick sap, or cambium, or mucilage be-

tween the bark and i he old wood, but it should

not grow until the next year ; hence the im-

portance of this substance being in the right

state when the bud is inserted, and of its be-

ing put in at the right season. The stock

should be growing well when the operation is

performed, and it should continue to thrive

ten or fifteen days afterwards. When we hit

on the right time almost every bud will grow

;

but if too early, the buds may start the same

season, and then the winter will kill them, or,

in case of stone fruit, gum is liable to ooze

out and start off the bud ; and if done too

late, the bark will not peel well, and there

will not be sufficient growing weather to cause

a union of the bud and stalk.

Now for the buds. These are obtained

from shoots of the present year's growth. It

is important that these buds, which may be

called the seed or germ of the tree you wish

to propagate, are well grown, or ripe. Cut

thrifty, strong shoots, selecting those

on which the terminal bud is well

developed,—those from old trees of

moderate growth are more firm than

those of more rapid growth. As
soon as the scion is cut trim off the

leaves, leaving about one-third of

an inch of the stem of the leaves on

the scion, as is seen in the cut.

Leaves exhale moisture very rapidly.

It has been found that a sunflower

plant only three feet high exhaled

from its leaves in a dry day between

one and two pints of water. Cut a

a limb from a tree and throw it

upon the ground with its leaves all

^liudsf °" ^"^ '^^ ^^*^ quickly shrivel
;
but

cut off the leaves and it will remain

plump and fresh much longer. After cutting

off the leaves, however, the scion shuuli be

wrapped in a damp cloth, or mat, or grass, or

moss, or sawdust. And if not used at once,

should be laid in a cool cellar or buried a foot

deep in moist earth.

Mr. Cole gives the following directions for

performing the operation of budding, in his

Fruit Book: "With a sbarp budding knife,

make a perpendicular slit, just through the
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bark, about an inch long, then a cross-cut, in

the form of a letter T. It is well to make the

cross-cut in a circular form, as in the figures

a, d, that the band may cross the cut. With

the ivory at the end of the knife-handle, raise

the bark a little at each corner, below the

cross-cut. If one has not a budding-knife,

this miy be done with a piece of sharpened

hard wood or with the knife-blade. Lift up

the bark, not force the instrument between the

baik and wood, and disturb the cambium or

new layer of soft matter.

Hold the but of the scion from yon, and

inserr, the knife about one-half an inch below

the bud that is next the but-end, and with a

gentle curve cut about to the depth of one-

quarter the diameter of the scion—more in

small, soft, or rather green scions, and less in

large scions of firm or ripened wood—and

bring out the knife about one-half an inch

above the bud. Then put the bud under the

bark, and slide it down the vertical slit till the

bud is a little below the cross-cut ; then, if

any of the bark remain above the cross-cut

;

cut it off there, making a neat fit.

where but few stalks are budded. The soft

bark of elm and other trees answers a good

purpose. Many procure mats, such as are

used in the city for packing furniture, wet and

cut it into suitable lengths.

In ten or twenty days after budding, accord-

ing to the vigor of the stock, the bud will have

united with the stock, and if the band binds

closely, so as to cut into the bark, it must be

loosened and re-tied as before. If ihe bud

has dried and shrivelled, the stock may be

re-budded, if the bark peels. In ubout three

weeks after budding, if the bud is well united

to the stock, the band may be removed. But

if it does not bind, it may remain. If it re-

mains on during winter, the ice is more likely

to gather around the band, and in-

jure the bud. As the bark of the

cherry curls, the b nd needs to re-

main on longer than on other stocks.

In the spring, from the bursting

of buds to the leaves becoming half

sizc^, cut off the stock in which the

bud is good, to wittjin two or three

inches of the bud, and when the bud
has started, tie it to the stump, if

it inclines off. Keep down the

sprouts ; and in July, cut off the Q^^^g
stump even with the bud, as at the Bud.

line a, and keep down both sprouts and suck-

ers.

a The stock prepared for the hud. 6 The bud with the

wood tateu out. c The bud with the wo<'d in

d The stock with the bud inserted, e Ttie block with
the bud tied in.

Wind the matting closely around the stock,

so as to cover all the vertical and transverse

cut, barely leaving the bud uncovered ; tie

with one bow-knot on the same side as the

bud. Bud on any side excepting the south,

where the sun may injure the bud in warm

days in winter.

We think that the new beginner will do best

not to attempt to remove the wood frcm the

bud after cutting it from the scion, as there is

danger of injuring the bud in doing so.

For bands, cotton wicking, woolen yarn,

strips of cotton or woolen cloth are often used

Maxurixg an Orciiakd.—I take a time in

the fjill, after the fiuit nas been jsathered, or

in early spring, when other work is not press-

ing, and strew some kind of grain in the grass

beneath the trees; then, with team, draw a
load of woods-mold to each tree, and turn in

the hogs, or if I have none, allow my neigh-

bors to turn theirs in and get the grain. The
result is, the mold is tborougbly worked into

the soil by the rooting of the swine.

Only a few need be dressed in this way each
season ; take one row, for mstance. this year,

and another the next. One day's woik every
year, given to the cultivation of an apple or-

chard of one hundred trees, in this way, will

keep it in vigorous growth, and, of course

very productive.

—

Qor. Ohio Farmer.

—In making or selecting a fork handle, have the

heaviest part about one-third the distance from

the tines to the end, as this is the point where the

greatest strength is needed. Hoe handles should

be just a trifle the largest a little above the center

or at the point where the right hand comes. Sec-

ond growth white ash is the best material for fork,

rake and hoe handles.
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CALIFOKNIA STEAM PLOUGH, OR CULTIVATOR.

In the Farmer of July 3, we gave a brief

notice of this implement, condensed from an

account of it in a Calfoinia paper. The in-

ventor, Mr. P. IJ. Standii^h, who is now at

the East negotiating for its manufacture on a

large scale, called on us the other day and ex-

hibited a model of part of the machinery, with

drawings of the whole. He also gave us a

history of its invention and of its operation in

actual field work.

Perhaps it may be proper to remark that

this "steam plough" is no plough at all, but a

new contrivance for working the soil, operated

by steam. The essential feature of this in-

vention is not in the application of steam to

ploughing, but in a novel device for stirring

the soil. The principle of the invention was

first tested by horse power, but as that was

not sufficiently steady or forcible, steam was

adopted.

The idea was at first suggested to the mind

of Mr. Standish in the cultivation of a ranclio

or farm in Califurnia. From his observation

of the imperfect manner in which the soil was

pulverized by the ploughs and harrows in

use on his farm, Mr. S. was lead to inquire

whether something could not be devised which

would prepare the seed bed in a more satis-

factory manner. His ploughs ran about five

or six inches deep, but they did little more

than to "turn over" the soil. The harrows

which followed pulverized only a small por-

tion of the furrow slice, and seemtd to con-

solidate rather than to loosen it, even as far

as the teeth penetrated, leaving much of the

soil inverted by the plough untouched. He
wished to see the soil stirred and mixed as

deeply as it was ploughed, and left light and

loose.

After some thought he contrived an imple-

ment with which he was able to accomplish

his purpose by horse power, but at the ex-

pense of too much time and labor for practi-

cal use. But, by way of experiment, he op-

erated on small patches of a wheat field, pre-

viously ploughed and harrowed in the usual

manner, selecting different kinds of soil, from

sandy ridges to heavy bottoms. In all cases

where the soil was thus thoroughly worked,

the growth of straw and yield of grain was

decidedly superior to other parts of the same

field. Encouraged by the results of these ex-

periments Mr. Standish embodied his idea in a

steam machine of which the above illustration,

which he kindly permitted us to copy, gives a

side view. This machine which was built in
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California, cuts a "farrow" or swath twelve

feet wide, and has ploughed at least one thou-

sand acres there, including land "baked to

the brick-like consistency which is character-

istic of most California soils in the height of

the dry season."

On this twelve-foot machine, four sets of

horizontal cutters, each working a circular

space of three feet, are used,—only one, of

which is shown in the cut. These operate

on the soil something as the knives in the

Daniel's planer do on a board. And from the

manner in which the cutting knives are forced

through the scil, they do not drag or retard

the forward motion of the machine ; but, like

the wings of the propeller of a boat, they

rather crowd forward, and thereby prevent

the tendency of the locomotive to settle down

in soft soil, as it would do in drawing ploughs.

Another obstacle to success in drawing gang

ploughs by locomotive power is in the difficulty

of starting both the machinery and the ploughs

at once. In the California machine, the cut-

ters can be put into operation before starting

the machine forward at all, and then this for-

ward motion can be graduated at pleasure,

while the cutters are in full play, so that their

forward stroke at each revolution may be half

an inch or six inches, according to the state of

soil or other circumstances.

From his experience with this twelve-foot

machine, the inventor believes that those cut-

ting from six to eight feet will be more con-

venient and more generally satisfactory. He
estimates the cost of a six foot machine, capa-

ble of ploughing from one to two acres an

hour, at $2500, and an eight-foot machine,

with a ploughing capacity of one and a half to

two acres an hour at $3500. A seed drill

may be attached to the machine, or it may be

used for operating a threshing machine, a

grain mill, or far other purposes for which a

stationary engine can be used.

The following description of the part^ of

the machine ate copied from the California

Mining and Scientific Press, of Feb. 27,

18G9 :—

A very strong frame of wood supports the ma-
chinery and is mounted upon two broad wheels,

B, B. The front of the machine is supported by
two guiding wheels, C, C, turning on an axle,

which parses throu«gh a vertical standard, D, with
a device at the point of its support on the axle, by
which the wheels, C, U, are allowed to accommo-
date themselves to any irregularities of the suiface.

A gear wheel, E, is keyed to the top of the stand-

ard, D, and is turned to the riaht or left by a screw,
F, working in its teeth, and operated from the
platform, G. by a loig rod and a wher 1 or crank
attached. The engines, I, I, and boiler are sup-
ported upon the frame and siutahly stayed, so as
to be firm. An upright tuliular boiler is preferred,
in order to accumnuidate the tuachine to declivi-
ties, without danger by a change in the watiT level,

as would be the case in a horizontil boiler, and
also to tconomize room. A pair ot horizontal en-
gines, as shown, will give the requisite power,
and will be much more steady in their action than
would be possible if they were vertiL'.al. The
ploughs or cutters are driven by the beveled
wheel, U, on the sharp, K, also thrown in and out
of gear by a clutch, as shown, and which, by en-
gaging the wheel, V, turns the shaft, W, and
through this the bevelled gear, X, at the other end,
by which means the ploughs or cutters may be
revolved. The cuiters are mounted upon a sup-
plementary frame, b, b, which has the arms ex-
tending forward to a point at the sides of the
frame, where they are pivoted so as to be movable
about an axis in a Ime with the engine shatt. The
driving gear, x, is keyed to a horizontal shaft,

and by means of the bcvelK d gears, g, g, drives the
vertical shafts, h, h, which operates tne cutters or
ploughs. A disk, i, is keyed to the bottom of the
cutter shaft or spindle, h, and has the arms, k, k,

projcLting from it, radiating from the centre.

These arms are bent at right angles at the outer
ends so as to form supports for the axes of the
hubs, m, to which the cutters are attached. The
cutters, n,n,pass vertically through ihe hubs, and
when not fastened, can turn with them about their
axes. For use in soil that contains but few stones,

the cutters are retained in position by light sup-
porters ; r, r, which may be made of cast iron.

The supporters are bolted to the arms, k, k, and
each have a slot made in the projecting end which
clasps the head of the cutter, and holds it rigidly

in place under the ordinary strain of ploughing;
but if the cutters strike a stone or oiher obstruc-
tion, one of the projecting lugs or sides will be
broken off; so that tne hub can revolve, the cutter

being swept backwards until the obstruction is

cleared, when a new supporter can be attached.

As these castings cost but a few cents, and are
easily replaced, they will serve as an efficient pro-
tection to the cutters. But if the soil be very
stony or full of obstructions, the cutters may be
kept in position by a stiff spring, which is attached
to the arm, k, and curved around so as to clasp

the cutter below the hub. This spiing is sufficient-

ly stiff to withstand the ordinary strain of plough-
ing, but will yield to any great obstruction, so as
to allow the cutters to pass over it. The cutters

may be either straight or curved, as may be the
most efficient. They are elevated or depressed by
various devices, one of which is shown at t, bsing
a screw operated by a wheel from the platform, G.
Any approved seed sower may be attached to the
apparatus as shown at u, having distributing pipes,

V, so that that the grain may be sowu, aud then
ploughed and harrowed in. A roller, or a series

of broad wheels, J, are attached to tne frame, b,

so as to run on the ground just in front ot the cut-

ters, thus regulating the depth of the cut, and
preventing them from being thrown out by ine-

qualities iH the surface.

—Gen. Kamey, of Keokuk, has the largest vine-

yard in Iowa. In two different enclosures, within

two and a half miles of Keokuk, he has seventy-

one acres set in grape vines with fine oak posts and

wire to train them on. He has expended in all

some ^35,000 on his vineyard, and in enclosing the

grounds, building tenant-houses, &c.
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For the JVew England Farmer.

RHODE ISLAND FARMING.
The latter part of June is a favorable time

to view any country to jrain an opinion of its

fertility and of the skill of its farmers.

It was my good fortune to pass through this

Island, June 23, and I venture to make u, few
notes.

There are as excellent land and as intelli-

gent farmers here as cm be found in New
England ; and there are alt-o unproductive

acres and bungling management in some cases.

The fields were showing a fair burden of grass

and the clover was beginning to bend upon its

succulent stalk ; the pastures gave abundance
of feed ; the pears and peaches had begun to

assume their comely shapes; but apples have
blasted and dropped off from the thrifty old

trees that should produce abundantly, and in

some places the canker worm and caterpillar

had stripped the branches of their verdure,

leaving almost a wintry nakedness.

There was one other blur in the beauty cf

the vegetation, that spreads from shore to

shore over this beautiful undulating Island,

and that was, the ox-eye daisy, that in many
fields almost obscured the emerald tints by
the abundance of its glaring white blossoms.

It may be a comely flower to the eye of the

botanist, but to a farmer who sees beauty in

utility, it is sad to see so worthies asweed ma-
turing its seeds in such unlimited abundance.

I am told that it was not known here until

within ten years, and now but few farms are

free fiom it. As we look across the water to

the main land, the sloping fields in Tiverton

and Little Comptom are filled with it. How
can it be subdued?

I called Pt the Ogden farm, and saw soiie-

thing of the system of soiling practiced there

Twelve cows, thrt e bulls, two mares and colts

and some calves were at the barn, and the

noon-day meal of clover and timothy was be-

ing eaten with the greatest apparent relish.

The Jersey cows have improved in condition

since February. The drained land is sown
with grain that looks favorable for a large

yield of fodder for soiling or a good crop at

harvesting ; and present indications are that

the land will now yiehl a constant profit if

dressed with the manures that constantly accu-

mulate, and that Col. Waring has made a good
investment, if this draining cost no more than

one hundred dollars per acre.

Along the east shore the inhabitants believe

they have the best land on the island, but the

farmers in other sections are equally preju-

diced in favor cf their own localities.

There are gems of furms in all parts of the

Island, but on the east side the seventy-five

acre farm of Wm. M. Rogers, is not excelled

in thorough culture and productiveness. Some
of the management may have been more as a

relaxation from business than a profitable in-

vestment, yet the results have been generally

satisfactory. A field of twelve acres of grass
has yielded three tons of hay per acre ; and
nine acres of oats have averaged eighty-three
bushels per acre. On this pleasant June day
there can be seen sixty sheep and lambs of the

South Down and Cotswold breeds in a pasture
of only nine acres, and at the same time such
an abundance of orchard g.ass, a foot high,

that one might infer that the grass is unpala-
table, or that there is too little stock. An-
other nine acres keep eight cows, and show
the same surplus of feed. The other side the
wall from the cow pasture is a beautiful field

of eight acres in corn, very even and thrifty,

and probably the best piece on the Island, of
its size. Several different kinds of fertilizers

were used, each of which shows a good effect.

Three ; cres of early potatoes, Sebec and
Goodrich, will be sent to market in July.

Several acres of Surprise oats, from excellent

seed, procured from Geo. A. Deitz, Cham-
bersburg. Pa., now two feet high, give pro-

mise of a large crop. Other lots are maturing
heavy growths of grass for hay. 'J he result

is, that more farming is done here on seventy-

five acn-s than on two hundred acres in some
parts of the country.

Among purchased fertilizers, ashes are re-

garded with the most favor by Mr. Rogers.
He finds that a dressing upon newly seeded
grass land insures a good growth. He has
this summer bought 1000 bushels of leached
ashes at thirty cents per bushel, from Maine.
The crowning glory of this beautiful home

is in the a rangeuient, the abundance and the

thrifciness of shade trees, hedges, flowers,

well trimmed turf and gravelled walks, on
the two acres of ground immediately about
the house. In the twelve years since Mr.
Rogers commenced these rural embellishments,

the trees have made a vigorous growth, and
are now from twenty to thirty feet high, mak-
ing a screen against the wind, and a home for

innumerable birds that fill the air with their

music. Here there is such a commingling of
(lowering shrubs, shade and fruit trees, that

the beauty of art and cultivation combines
with the seclusion of the natural grove. As
we look from the east windows the view is

quite extensive. Fields descend the gentle

slope to the shore of the arm of the bay that

divides the Island from the main land. This
bay is of such width here as to give a good
water view in connection with the ascending
swell of land on the opposite side.

I have mentioned the number of cows, but

would add that two of them are Jersey, and
others are grades of the same blood. I saw
the churning of butter from one week's milk

of the half blood cow Cherry. It weighed
eight pounds thirteen and one-half ounces.

The full blood cow, Maggie, made twelve
pounds of butter in a week last October, but
has not been tested this spring. Topsy, three-

fourths Jersey, made four pounds nine ounces
butter in four days at one trial, and is now
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believed to yield ten pounds per week. Dolly
a two-year old heifer, now in milk, bids fair

to surpass the othcers as a dairy cow, as her
m'lk is yellow and rich in cream. Another
cow, Lily, is from one of R. L. Maitland's

importt d cows.

I speak of the yield of these various cows
with much pleasure, believing the statements

to be very accurate, as the trials were made
to sa'isfy the owner ai to the real value of the

cows, and not to assist in the sale of young
Jersey stock at higli prices.

Mr. Rogers has raised some very fine young
cows, and he has two yearling heifers, one
full blood one half blood, that are large for

their age, and the indications are that the

Jerseys raised with the best of care here, aie

much larger than the imported aiiaials and
better every way. I saw a heifer calf, half

Jersey half Guernsey, in the yard of Burton
Lawlon, seven weeks old, very large, beauti-

ful st\le, with a remarkable udder for a calf.

In the pasture of Thomas R. Hazard, 1 saw
some polled cows which were fine animals.

Mr. Walker, a market gardener. Las those

thousands of cabbage plants that he wintered in

cold frames, now rapidly approaching matu-
rity,—a large field of thrifty plants, covering
the ground well.

Haying has not yet commenced on the

Island.

Among so many model farms and beautiful

residences there must be many things worthy
of notice and study, as weabh is here com-
bined with natural beauty. Z E. Jameson.

Irasburg, Vt., June 27, 1869.

For the Xeic England Farmer.

MANAGEMENT AND APPLICATION OF
BARN MANURE,

Importance of Manure—Farmiag on the Hudson River

—Impoverished 8t ils—Buying City Manure—Mauure
from Fattenirg Sheep—Beudi'ja: for the Sheep—Ma-
nure under Cover—Form of Yards—Liquid Manure
Cistern—Wateri g to avoid Fire-fjng— Applicaiion of

Manure—Gang Piough for Covering—Old Method of

Applying—Effects and Profit of Xanure—Increased

product of a hundred-acre Farm,

Messrs. Editors :—I certainly owe mv
friend at your office who so kindly entertained

me when there last spring, an apology for not
fulfilling sooner my promise to furnish an arti-

cle for your columns ; still as I have been
very busy, and as 1 was not limited as to time,

I hope that the present communication will be
acceptable. As I understand it, the proposed
subject was Barnyard Manure.
To begin, I will say that if any one branch

of farming, more than another, has had my
solicitude, it has been how shall I make more
and better manure, and how shall I apply it to

the best advantage? 1 recollect the first

speech I ever heard at an Agricultural Fair,

and what was said on this subject. The
speaker told us there were three things requi-

site in good farming. He said the first thing
was manure ; the second was manure ; and the
third was manure. Although it caused a great
laugh amongst his audience, I can assure you
it made an impression on me which I have
never forgotten.

I will say then, in the first place, that the

staple crop of our section of country bordering
on the North or Hudson River is hay, and as

prices generally have been remunerative, it has
been the practice with our farmers to sell not

only all the hay they possibly could, but also

all the straw, as straw sometimes—as this year
—bnngs as much or more than hay, and keep
but very little stock. I, too, started on the

same track, but soon found that my land,

although naturally poor then, was becoming
poorer still, under such treatment, so I at

once resolved to try in some way to improve
it.

I commenced buying manure in the city of
Albany, which is eight miles from my farm,
hauling it home in winter and mixing it with

muck from the swamp. I Ut it lay in piles

through the summer, occasionally thovelling

it over, and then applied it in the fall to the

land for winter grain. As this was attended
with considerable labor and expense, I con-
cluded to buy and feed some sheep in winter.

I found in the sprin,» that I ha ! a nice pile of
manure, and concluded at once to follow it

out on that line. Since that time I have not
missed a year that I have not fed from two to

nine hundred sheep. Ahhough I have found
more than one year, when cost of sheep, feed,

and expenses were figured up, that I had only
the manure pile left as profits, still I con-
cluded that even that was betier than to sell

about all my hay and straw, and have nothing
to relurn to the land save a little heap of ma-
nure from the horse sstable door, and another
from the cow stable, and then sit down and
complain—as I have often heaid people do

—

of having bad luck in not getting g od crops.

I will now proceed to fell you how I nrnke

my manure, and a good pile of it too, as I am
satisfied I had five hundred loads this year.

In tlfj first place, before harve-t, if possible,

we haul from the saw-mill sawdust enough to

cover all the floors above, and tlie sheds below,

about four incUes thick, ihat is lett to dry
until after the leaves drop in the fall. Then
the sawdust is covered with a coating of leaves

about three iiicbes thick. The out?ide yards

also get a bed of leaves. When winter sets in

the sheep are put upon this bedding, which
lasts from two or three weeks, by stirring it a
few times, when bedding of straw or hay must
be added twice a weeji, all winter.

In the spring, or as soon as the sheep are

sold, we first remove all the manure from the

floors, and generally use that for corn or pota-

toes. Then we pile the balance, or as much
of it as we conveniently can, under the sheds,

and the remainder is piled outside. I prefer

always to have all the manure under cover, as
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I can always see a difference in the crops in

favor of the manure that has been thus cared
for. I will say, however, that manure kept
under cover, must be wet frequently to ensure
decomposition. For this purpose, as well as

for saving the liquids from the manure, I have
my outside yard, so arranged that the drainage

from them all settles to one point, and there I

have a liquid manure cistern, which receives it,

and from which it can be taken when needed
to apply to the manures under cover to decom-
pose and enrich them. It must be distinctly

understood that these under-cover piles can,

under no circumstances, be neglec'ed, as they

would surely become dry and fire-fanged, as

we call it ; by which at least one-half of their

value is lost. With these directions promptly
carried out, no repiling is necessary, and the

manure will be found by the first of Septem-
ber in a first rate condition fjr the land. Out-
side piles will generally decompose by the

rain that falls upon them ; still sometimes,

when not much rain falls, they must be wet or

handled over to keep them in good shape.

Next comes the application of the manure.
And here I will say that in all my experiments,

I find that two loads applied on or near the sur-

face, after ploughing and harrowing or culti-

vating or gang ploughing,—which last is my
mode,—is worth and will give as much benefit

as at least three loads ploughed under, espe-

cially if it is an old sod. When I have a

clover sod and very coarse manure, I do some-
times, for corn or potatoes, plough it under,

but not very deep. Then by ploughing a little

deeper the next spring it brings the manure
just in the place where it is needed for the

wheat, barley or oat crop.

I am surprised when I see, as I do in going

over the country, and as I did in my visit to

Boston, last spring, how many of our farmers

are holding on to the old mode of applying

manure by dumping it from carts or wagons
on the field in small heaps, where it lies some-

times for two or three weeks [you might have

said months—Ed. Farmer] and then send a

boy or a hired man to spread it on the land,

when the consequen'^e is tbat on the spots

where the heaps laid the gr.iin will lodge and
spoil, while on the outskirts it will be so poor

that it will need a dram and Gfii to get it to-

gether. I almost universally find that where
this mode is practiced, the p;opiietor takes no
agricultural paper, and will almo.st guarantee

to every sensible firmer that if he will sub-

scribe for the New England Farmer, or

some other good agricultural paper, and try

my mode of applying manure for one year, he

will never abandon it. •

This last mode of applying manure used to

be the exclusive mode in this section of coun-

try, but ten years' experience and observation of

a different mode has brought farmers around,

and I do not know of an individual in my section

who does not now apply it on my plan, except

as before stated, or on light dry sand.

My rule for applying manure is simply this

:

After the field has been ploughed and dragged
down, the manure is loaded on wagons and
taken direct to the field and spread on the

land right from the wagons. In ploughing,

each land is laid off about twenty-one feet

wide. By driving the load in the middle of
the land, it can easily be spread from furrow
to furrow, and the men being on the wagon
can at once see when they get it all even.

With a new hand I always go out myself with

one load, and see that he starts right ; after

which there is generally no farther trouble.

After the manuie is applied to the whole
field we put on the gang plough. And here

allow me to say, that, of all the implements I

have ever used for putting manure on the

land in its proper place, according to my idea,

this suits me the best. It has a wooden frame,

with three small ploughs attached. It has

handles like a plough; also, two wheels, one
on each end, which can be lowered or raised

by means of bolts and screws, and guaged to

run one, two, three or four inches deep. It

puts the manure under as effectually as a
plough. I generally set it to run about two
inches deep, which is about my idea of the

proper depth to cover manure.
Now for the effects. A little experiment

just comes to my mind, which although it was
published several years ago, it may not be
amiss to give again at this time. It was simply
this : I purchased from a neighbor about forty

loads of manure and applied it to one portion

of a field, the whole of which was to be sowed
to rye ; the other portion of the field had no
manure. In other respects the treatment of
the whole field was precisely alike. Each
portion of the field required the same amount
of rye for seed. TLe manure cost me fifty

cents per load. When the crop was harvested

and .old, the manured part paid me $2.50 per
load, over the unmannred, the first year; the

second year it made $2.00 per load more, and
the third year $1.50; making $6.00 per load,

besides effecting a permanent improvement in

the land.

Allow me also to say that instead of one
small barn holding the products of my land,

as formerly, I have been compelled, from
year to year, to add to my buildings—having
this summer added another barn 28 by -18 feet

until now I have capacity or building room
enough to store at least from 150 t.o to 200
tons cf hay and grain, and from present ap-

pearances I shall probably nearly fill them
all this year, and that from just about 100
acres of cleared land, less about twenty-five

acres in corn, potatoes, buckwheat and pas-

ture. Jurian Winne.
Bethlehem Centre, N. Y., July 1, 1869.

Warts on Cows' Teats may be removed,
says the American Rural, by painting them
with Tincture of Iodine.
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THE HUMOR OF PAKMINQ.
There is some humor connected with farm-

ing. 'J he newspapers inform me that I own a

model farm, and that 1 derive a large profit

from farming. So I do. But it is profit in

the higher f iculties, and not in the pocket.
A ge-.iilemau from Baltimore wrote to me as

follows :

—

"Dear Sir:—I see by the papers that your
farm netted }ou last year thirty-six thousand
dollars. Will you tell me what crops you
raise, and what is your method ? I have a
farm of two hundred acres near this city, and
I have never j'et been able to make it pay ex-

penses. Will you tell me how I can make it

as pro6table as yours ?"

I replied (though I never s^ntit), "Dear
Sir : Don't change a particle. Keep on just

as you have done, and your farm and mine
will be as like as two peas. Your farm is

already just as profitable as mine. Truly
yours."

It is a matter of surprise how much money
may be buried in a small piece of ground.
Indeed, many gentlemen are surprised. Sim-
ple as a smiling piece of ground looks, as it

lies before your contemplative eyes, it will

prove a match for your cunning To drain it

(and every piece of ground, wet or dry,

should be underlaid with drain- tile), to deepen
it (and no farm except mere pand is well

ploughed that has not been mellowed eighteen

inches deep), to gather off the stones, to dig

out boulders, and blat-t the rocks, to lay

boundary walls to enrich the whole with abun-
dance of manure, but above all, to do a goodly
amount of grading, will prevent any man from
hoarding his money.
Then one must take account of work done

twice and thrice over, because you did not

know how to do it right the first time. Drains
two feet deep, that mu»t go down four feet

;

trees set where you don't want them, and
moved to where you don't want them either,

and moved again ; fancy crops, by which I

mean crops from seeds for which you pay
extravagant prices, whose yield is in an inverse

ratio to the desciiptions upon which you
bought; these, together with experimental

manure, and new machines for saving labor,

and newer machines, and machines still newer,

will give one an agreeable relaxation if he is

fond of spending his money.
But if a man is <'onceited, and desires to be

brought to a realizing sense of his proper
place in creation, I advise him to attempt
grading. Grading is the art of recreating the

world. It makes valleys where nature made
hills. It makes hdls where the ages have
made valleys. It changes a northern slope

into a southern one. It smooths off the undu-
lating face of grounds, as a Hat-iron takes out

the wrinkles and creases of a sheet or table-

cloth. One has no idea bow thoroughly the

world was made until he undertakes to remake
it. I never admired hills as much as since I

made a small one. I got it up about four
feet high and stopped ! It was a good lesson.
I now look with an increased respect upon the
neigboring hills. I had before no conception
of what it cost to make them.

—

Henri/ Ward
Beecher.

How TO MAKB A Coi.d-Chisel.—Farmers
and gardeners frequently need a good cold
chisel for light work, such as cutting off rivets,

nails, or pieces of hoop iron. A piece of bar-
steel, and the forging it; into proper shape,
will cost from fifty cents to one dollar. Those
persons who want the use of a cold-chisel only
once a week or so, do not always have the

money to .«pare for a tool that they have but
little use for. Ther -fore to get a cheap chisel,

that will subserve all the purposes required,
make use of a large flat file that has been worn
out. Break off one end, so that a piece will

be left about eight inches long ; heat it in a
charcoal fire to near redness, and let it cool

gradually. Then the steel will be soft. Now
grind one end square and tr.ie for the head
end, and form the cutting edge by grinding
at the other end. Thrust the cutting end in

a charcoal fire, in the cook stove, until one
inch is red hot. Now cool half an inch of the

ed^e in cold water, which will render the edge
quite too hard. Watuh the color of the steel

as the different shades appear near and at the
cutting edge, and as soon as you see a light

straw-color on the surf ice, plunge the chisel

into cold water. By this means you will get
a cold-chisel sufficiently hard on the edge to

cut iron, and so soft and tough in the part

above the edge that it will bend rather than
break.

—

Exchange.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

DWARF APPLE TREES.—CROPS IS MAIXE.

How about the Dwarf Apple tree ? Are they
the best and quickest way to get an orchard, and
are they a long lired and tiardyiree, and will they
grow ou sandy land, &c. .'

We h'lru two starch mills here and another is

now building. Our potato crop brings more money
into town th in our Stock. Our crops look prom-
ising. Gra^s is looking well. Corn is small, hue
it is going ahead now. There are nuny kinds of
mowers in town, and every farmer has the hest

—

so they say. We are selling our wool for for.y to

forty-two cents a pound Farmers met witn a
great loss on sheep, last winter. Our cows never
did better than this season. God bless our country
and evpryhody in it. j. G.

South Andover, Me., July 4, 1869.

Remarks.— In relation to dwarf apple trees, our

own experience has been such that we cannot re-

commend their general cultivation, though a few

trees in the garden may be well enough. Those

that we tried were imforted with dwarf pear trees.

In his "American Fruit Culturist," Mr. Thomas

says, "for summer and autumn sorts, dwarf apples

are valuable in affording a supply to families.

They begin to bear in two or three years from set-
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ting out, and at five or six years, if well cultivated,

will afford a bushel or so to each tree. A portion

of a garden as large as the tenth of an acre, may
be planted with forty or fifty trees, without crowd-

ing. All the different varieties of the apple may
be made Dwarfs by working on the Paradise or

Doucain stock—the former are smaller and bear

soonest; the latter are larger and ultimately

afford the heaviest crops. Among the handsomest

growers as dwarfs, are Red Astrachan, Jersey

Sweet, Porter, Baldwin, Dyer, Summer Rose, Be-

noni, and Bough."

"Sandy land" is rather an indefinite term. Most

of our land is more or less sandy. A hungry light

sand is not good for apple trees, neither is a heavy

clay. Potatoes and corn famish about as good an

analysis of soils for apple trees as any of our chem-

ists can. Wherever they grow well we expect

that apple trees will do the same.

USES OF SORREL.

It is so seldom that editors ask advice of their

readers—and I suppose it is not often they need it

—that I willingly take an hour, whilst my hay is

drying, to answer your three or four questions
about sorrel. We should not question but what
God's wisdom can be discerned in the creation of
sorrel. In my boyhood I was told that farmers
when they could not gtt hay seed, would sow sorrd
seed, in preference to letting their land lay barren.
I remember reading, in years gone by, in some
agricultural paper, an article in which the writer

stated that he ground up a large lot of sorrel seed
for his swine, and found it almost equal to other
grain.

Now, for my own experience. Some years since,

having a piece of land covered with sorrel, I told

my hired man one cloudy day to mow the sorrel

and put it into cocks. It was done; and it re-

maintd there till planting time the next year. I

hardly knew what to do with it; but being about
to plant a field of potatoes, I took the sorrel, and
put the same amount in bulk into the hill that I

should of manure, and planted the potatoes. The
potatoes and sorrel came up about the same time.

The !^orrel, however, came so thick that but a sm-
gie leaf could grow from a seed, and the leaves

were so crowded that they grew very slowly.
When the potatoes were about three inches high,

the sorrel was but about one inch high. I ploughed
between the rows,—as I do for all hoei crops,

—

running the land side close to the row, leaving a

ridge of fine mauld near the plant. I then with
the hoe covered the sorrel, and that was the last

seen of it. The labor was no more than with othe r

manure, and the crop was equally as good.
Robert Mansfield.

Wellesley, Mass., July 12, 1869.

Remarks.—We are glad to look once more on

the firm, round penmanship of our old fiiend.

We were almost afraid he had forgotten the New
England Farmer. Possessing the happy faculty

of looking on the bright side of things generally,

and of fdrniing in particular, his communications

are always acceptable and cheering. Even sorrel

is not all dark, nor all sour to him. The seed is

good for fattening pigs, and the hay for making

potatoes grow ! Surely nothing is made in vain.

We are so pleased with his prompt answers to our

inquiries, though right in hay time, that we can

afford to smile at the sly joke he perpetrates at

our expense, by saying that editors seldom ask or

need the advice of their readers. If we had
printed a single paper during the past ten years

without asking their advice, or without showing
very plainly that we needed it, we might have

taken it all in sober earnest. But when our own
often repeated appeals for the advice of our read-

ers are backed by the much used formula of our

correspondents—"Can you or some of the readers

of the Farmer inform me,"&c.,—we cannot think

there was any need that friend Mansfield should

put Josh Billing's "Nota bene, this is sarcasm," at

the close of his first sentence. But, "the wounded
bird flutters!" Not at all; our correspondent

must have meant somebody else.

frog-spittle insects.

In connection with an article written by E. K.
Baxter, of Sharon, Vt., and published in the Far-
mer of May 22, (Monthly, page 329), we requested

our correspondent, I. B. Hartwell, Esq ,of Wilkin-

sonville, Mass., to reply more fully than we did to

Mr. Baxter's inquiries. Mr. Hartwell kindly re-

sponds by saying that not being able to add any val-

uable information himself, he called the attention of

Prof. B. D. Walsh, editor of the American Ento-

mologist, to Mr. Baxter's article. In that valuable

magazine for July, we find the following reply :

—

The frog-spittle insects belong to the genus
Aphrophora in the Cercopis Family of the Order of
the Whole-winged Bugs (ffowop^era.) We have
ourselves found the Aphrophora quadrangularis of
Say very abundant in the larva, and occasionally
in the perfect winged state, in the well known
"frog spittle" upon grass and various weeds grow-
ing among grass. Usually but a single larva is

found in a single mass of "frog-spittle," and of
course this so-called "fro'g-spittle" is nothing but
the sap pumped out of the infVsted plant and dis-

charged ironi the body of the larva. The perfect

insect, which is fully one-quarter of an inch long,
is of a pale dull brown color with oblique bands of
dark brown ; but the larva is of a shining black
color with pale yellow markings, so as to be very
unlike the winsred fly. Thcic are several other
species of Fiogspittle insects, one of which inhab-
its in great numhers the twigs of the Red 0-ier
Dogwood. Mr. E. K. Baxter, of Sharon, Vt.,

writes, as you point out, in the New England
Farmer of May 22, 18()9, that some species or
other belonging to this s^enus of insects "has done
much damage in Vermont to the hay crop during
the past two or three years," anfl that it is iwiieved

by some that in consequence of its depredations
tlie quantity of hay grown on some fields was one-
third less, to say noihingof the dcpreiiatioji in the
quality of the crop." This is perfectly possible,

provided that the insects were sufficiently al)un-

dant; but we ourselves have never met wiih them
in any such exuberant numbers.

—

American Ento-
mologist.

The editor of the Mirror and Farmer speaks of a

field on which the frog-spittle or "snake foam" was

so abundant that in spots the ground seemed

white with it. We under.^tand that some farmers

ascribe the unusual f.itaity among sheep last win-

ter to the unusual abundance of this froth or foam

on the grass last season. But as we saw more or

less of it on grass many years ago, we can hardly

believe it is puisonous to stock. Dr. Hartwell
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closes his note to us with the remark, "I intend to

observe more carefully these spumiferous insects,

which have already made their appearance this

summer, and if the investigation results in any

thing note-worthy, I will communicate it to the

Fakmer."

A NEGLECTED FARM IMPROVED.

I see by the date on my label that the time for

which I paid has about expired, and thinking that

I can't well get along withoutycjur paper, 1 enclose

another payment, and would say that I think I get

well paid for my outlay in reading the different

opinions of old farmers in regard to their niethod
and way of fa'ming, managem< nt of trees, &c.
Nowa word for mySclf. After farming it for

several years in New Hampshire, the Granite
State, two years ago last March, I moved to the
State of Vermont, where I had been looking out
for a good chance for several years. At last I got
my eye on a place that I thought I could get a
living on, at any rate. The farm was sold at auc-
tion, and a friend of mine advanced the money.
The place was formerly known as the Stephen
Trvon farm. It lits about two miles southwest of
White River Junction. There werealitile short of
200 acres, on which were some 1200 good grafted

apple trees, a lot of selected pear trees, plums of
several kinds, grapes, gooseberries, bla'-klterries,

&c. The trees, as well as the farm generally, had
been much neglected for several years. The
fences, buildings, and everything else showed the

eflf'ects of this neglect. The amount of hay in the

barns at the time of the auction did not add much
to the price bid for the place.

Well, afttr gctiing possession, the first thing I

did was to make a division of mowing and pastur-

ing, so that I could have a place to put horses,

cattle and sheep. This was no small job. I then
ploughed, and planted corn and sowed other kinds
of grain, as much as I thought I could manage;
and the 10th of June I commenced on the apple

and pear trees, giving them a fair trimming, as I

thought. In the fall of that year I harvested fifty

bushel of pears and about 200 bushel of apples.

Last year we sold ^1000 worth of apples. A year

ago last spring we put on a two-story front to the

house, 26x30 feet, and last fall we did not have
I'oom at the barns, and this last spring we altered

over some of the barns and put on new addition

enough to hold souie fifteen to twenty tons more,

—

and think we shall be short for room this tall.

We have now some thirty- five acres that are

planted and sowed. In regard to time for cutting
grass, my rule is, if the weather is right, to cut

clover as £oon as it gets well headed out, and
berdsgrass in first bloom. I commenc d haying
this year the 24 h of June. When it has t)een

good hay weather I have worked at haying; when
doubtful, I put the boys into the corn field. By
so duing I get my haying along without any ot it

being wet.
But fearing that I am taking too much room, I

leave the rest of my thoughts for another time,

and nut use them all at once. Amos French.
Haitford, Vt., July 12, 1869.

Remarks.—Thank you for so many of your

thoughts ; but don't keep the rest of them till they

stagnate. Our thoughts have been compared to

the water in a well, which is all the better for

for drawing up a bucketful occasionally. There

are so many neglected farms in New England,

that we like to publish accounts of the improve-

ment of any one of them. Instead of taking too

much room with the details of your operations,

we should have been very glad if you had taken
more. You speak of the empty state of the barns

at the time of the auction sale of the farm, and
also of the increased products which have com-
pelled you to "pull down your barns and build

greater." We think many wdl inquire. How did

you set that ball in motion ? How did you get the

manure to start with ? And others questions will

arise in the minds of the thousands who will read

your description of your farm, and it is well for

them, and perhaps for yourself, that you did "not

use all your thoughts at once."

WHITE wash for BARNS AND SHEDS.

I would like the best known receipt for white
wash for outside work of barns and sheds, &c.
North Chester, Vt., July 6, 1869. J. C. Carr.

Remarks.—There are many ways of preparing

white wash. The Scientific American says, "take

a clean water-tight barrel or other suitable cask,

and put into it half a bushel of lime. Slake it by
pouring water over it, boiling hot, and in sufficient

quantity to cover it five inches deep, and stir it

briskly till thoroughly slaked. When the lime

has been slaked, dissolve it in water, and add two

pounds of sulphate of zinc, and one of common
salt. These will cause the wash to harden, and
prevent its cracking, which gives an unseemly ap-

pearance to the work. If desirable, a beautiful

cream color may be communicated to the above

wash, by adding three poundsof yellow ochre, or a

good pearl or lead color, by the addition of lamp,

or ivory black. For fawn color, add four pounds

of umber—Turkish or American—the latter is the

cheaper—one pound of Indian red, and one pound

of common lampblack. When applied to the out-

side of out houses and to fences, it is rendered

more durable by adding sweet milk, or some mu-
cilage from flax-seed ; about a pint to the gallon

will suface."

The following has been highly commended for

an incombustible and durable wash for roofs and

outside walls of buildings, "take a sufficient quan-

tity of good stone lime, and slake it carefully in a

close box, or mortar bed, to prevent the escape of

steam, and after slaking, pass it through a sieve.

To every six quarts of this lime, add one quart of

rock or Turk's Island salt, and one gallon of water.

The mixture should be boiled and skimmed clean.

To every five gallons of this, add by slow de-

grees, three fourths of a pound ofpotash, and four

quay tsof fine sand. Coloring matter may be added.

Apply it with a common paint brush."

PRICES OF farm produce TOO HIGH.

We notice in your cattle report of this week, that

you take a long look back at the cattle market,

viz. thirty-four years and find the price very low
as compared with the present. We think it would
be hardly necessary to go back to 1835 to find a
year when prices were nearly or quite as low on
beef and pork as then. We refer to August and
tieptemDer, 1S62, wlien good grass fed cows and
steers could tie b )ught at three to four cents per

lb. dressed weight, and fat hogs at three to three
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and one-half cents per lb. live weight in this mar-
ket. Add one-half cent per lb. fur transporta-

tion to Brighton, and I think you will find the

market of 1835 equalled in cheapness at aconipar-
tively recent date. Now if these things are so;
and as corn is only about twenty-tive per cent,

higher it was in 1862 and beef and pork more than
300 per cent, higher, where is the justice of the uni-

versal cry of the producer that "we don't make
anything ?"

Furthermore we wish to inquire is there any
real necessity for the present high prices of meat.
If there is no necessity why continue it longer ?

If there is, what and where is it, and when and
where is it to end ?

To those producers who grumble because they
cannot get the eighteen or twenty cents for their

beef and pork, fitty to sixty cents for their butter,

$1.00 for their wool, &c., which they obtained
during the war, we refor to the prices of 1862 and
the ten years previous, when the country was, as

now, in a state of peace. We would also ask them
to show us tive consecutive years in the history of
the United (States or any other natu)n when prices

for farm produce have ruled so high in comparison
with labor and manufactured goods as the tive

J ears just past. We think brighter days are com-
ing for those consumers who Live in Hope.

Mmtpelier, Vt., July 16, 1869.

Remakks.—If "Live in Hope"—who has neg-

lected to give his address, and is therefore hardly

entitled to a hearing—will accept as a gift a calf of

a week old, and nurse and feed it up through the

months and years necessary to make such beef as

he demands of his butcher, we think he will put

himself in the way of answering his own ques-

tions. Does he believe that the tbree-cents-a-

pound beef and poik of 1862. or 1834, paid the far-

mer a decent living price for bis labor ? We ad-

mit that he is about correct in his quotations of

prices in 1862, and our reporter probably referred

to those of 1834, simply in connection with the

importation of Mr. Clay's herd at that time. It is

true that prices of meat and other farm produce

have been ruinously low at periods much less re-

mote. These unremunerative prices have driven

great numbers of farmers' sons from the ranks of

the producers to those of "consumers who live in

hope." And we venture to guess that "Live in

Hope" himself is one of those who have aban-

doned the farm for a more lucrative employment

;

that he is one of tho-e who finding farming to be

an unprofitable and laborious business, quit in dis-

gust, bi.lieving that brighter days would dawn on

him in another pursuit.

treatment of kicking cows.

I have noticed in the Farmer several methods
of treatment fur kicking cows, and have in times

past tried all of them, except that of seizing the

cow's leg and holding it by main strength—this
method 1 should prefer to leave with the originator.

I think Mr. Foster's manner the tiest, viz: kind

treatment; but sometimes we find an animal

so stubiiorn as not to be subdued by kinUness, and
it is not convenient to spare her tor beef.

In such a case I woulu recommend the following,

which I do not recollect seeing in print. Take a

small strap, lung tnuugu fur the purpose, bena the

four legs so as to liriug the tout up lo the boely,

put the strap round the arm and small ot the leg

near the hoof crossing between so as not to slip off
over the knee, and buckle. In this condition it is

an impossibility for a cow to kick; they may
come to the knee a few times but are soon quiet.

In confining the hind legs either singly or to-
gether, there is danger of spoiling the animal. A
spirited cow will struggle and sometimes is ihrown,
when the hip, stifle or some other part is injured,
perhaps for life.

RAISING CALVES.

I see that Mr. C. F. Lincoln and Mr. W. H. Jor-
dan disagree somewhat as to the best manner
of raising calves. Now, the common practice in
this vicinity is rather between the two methods,
viz : the calf remains with the cow about four
days or until the milk becomes good, when he is

easily learned to drink, and after a short time is

put upon skim milk, to which is sometimes added
a little scalded meal, which is continued until fall

—perhaps through the season. Usually they are
turned out to grass. I see Mr. J. objects t > calves
going to grass. But grass seems to be the most
natural. I let them run with the cows; others
pasture them separate.
We can show very good stock raised in this

manner; I think equal to any, taking trouble and
cost into consideration. Mr. J. says his neighbor
has a steer one year old which girts "five feet and
one 'inch,"—a grade Durham. If he will come
this way we will show him yearlings which will
girt fiom five to six feet, raised in our way,
and nothing but native stock at that. We will
also show him two year-old native heifers, raised
in the same way, that girt tive feet and a half
or more, and will make a pound of butter each
per day.

NATIVE STOCK.

Now, Messrs. Editors, where can we find a
breed of cattle possessing the conii>ined qualities
required by the farmers of our hills mure fully
than the natives, when bred a series of years with
the same care as are the fancy breeds ? We want
woi king, beef and dairy stock combined. Almost
any breed will work, but some require a third
more keeping than others do. The Durhams are
large for beef, but they also take all the richest
pasiures, the liest of hay, and the shakings of the
meal bag. Who ever heard of a big butter cow
among the Durhams, according to cost. The Ayr-
shires are great for milk but not for butter ; be-
sides they are too small for beef, but are rather
easily kept. The new fancy breeds—Alderneys
and JerfCys—probably give the richest milk, but I
have information from those who have them that
they are very small milkers, which spoils them for
chi ese dairies ; besides they are small and ill-

looking animals.
Now where shall we find the flowing pail of

milk forchee-e, or fortwo pounds of butter each per
day, combined with a handsome form, and from
six to twelve hundred pounds of beef, in such per-
fection as in well bred native stock, taking into
consideration the cost of breed, keeping, &c.

Montpelier, Vt., July 10, 1869. A. 1). Arms.

WARTS ON HORSES.

I have a horse with warts on his face, and one as
large as a good sized hen's egg betweeen his fore
legs. As ue is a valuable animal, I am very de-
sirous to ascertain a remedy for taking them off,

or driving them away. Byhon W. Follard.
iVewJ Haven, K<., Juty 1, 1869.

Remarks.—Warts on animals may usually be
destroyed in two ways : first by cording them. For
a small, young wart, tie a horse hair about it,

close to its roots, and tighten it two or three times
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a week. For larger ones use a thread of strong

silk, wax it well, tie about and tighten as with the

hair.

Another mode, and one which we never knew
to fail, is to pare the end of the wart with a very-

sharp knife, until there is a slight appearance of

blood, then touch it with a pencil of lunar caustic.

If the caustic is not at hand, a little nitric acid is

as well. Apply the acid by tying a bit of rag to a

stick about the size of a quill, and with that touch

the end of the wart, every day, until a change in

it is observed. The acid must not touch any place

but the end of the wart.

BEST WHEAT FOR SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND.

I would like to inquire of some of your readers

who may oe posted, as to the best wheat to b3
raised—fall or spring; also, the best vaiiety for

cultivation, in this latitude, tvventy-tive miles
south of Boston, and on light, but good corn soil.

Franklin, Mass., 1869. F.

Remarks.—We hope some wheat grower in the

latitude of our correspondent will favor him and

other readers of the Farmer with a reply. In the

Massachusetts Transactions for 1867-8, are the

statements of several farmers, who took premiums

on crops of wheat. Mr. Kilbnrn of Worcester

county raised 2040 pounds of the blue-stem winter

wheat, sowed August 27. He remarked that he

had sowed that variety yearly for twenty years,

and it had not deteriorated.

feeb for a working horse.

What is the best feed for a horse that is worked
on a farm to a greater or less ex enr, and is also

driven lour miles every day, and some days ten

or fifteen ? Have been feeding meal twice per day
and oats at noon. How many quai ts of oat^ equal
a quart of meal ? What is the relative proportion
between the two ? Phil^ter.

Melrose, Mass., June 28, 1869.

Remarks.—The amount of food to be given to

a horse each day, should depend upon two things

;

the size of the horse, and the kind and amount of

work required of him.

A horse worked all day in the usual employ-

ments of the farm, changing from one work to

another, will not shrink so much, nor require so

much food, as a horse on the road travelling at

the rate of eight miles per hour, for two hours.

For a road^ter we should prefer oats, and even

for heavy teaming, should rather have a mixture

of oats and corn meal, than an equivalent in meal

alone.

Among farmers and livery stable people, oats

are usually considered to contain about one half

the nutritive power that corn meal has. Accord-

ing to the analysis which we have seen, however,

there is not so much difference in their nutritive

properties. In the items of starch, gum and su-

gar, the oat has three-fourths as much as the corn

meal.

No other grain will impart so much spirit to the

horse as oats. They seem admirably adapted to

his nature, so that he will gain spirit, courage and

strength from them when all other feed seems to

fail.

As in the case of roots fed to milch cows, it is

evident that their value does not lie entirely in the

amount of the merely nutritive properties which

they possess and impart, but in assisting in a more
perfect digestion of other food taken, or sustain-

ing the body by some other process, which is as

yet to us mysterious or unknown.
Horses are quite often over- fed. Six quarts of

crushed oats, with about fifteen pounds of good

hay, cut, moistened and mingled with the oats,

will sustain a horse, weighing between nine and

ten hundred pounds, in any ordinary labor, if he

is used judiciously.

ROTATION OF CROPS.

The close oDserver of nature will see by the
change of the growth of the forest the true system
for the cultivation of plants for the sustenance of
man and of our farm stock. When grow hs of hard
wood are removed they are succeeded by evergreens
or something quite different from the first growths,
for the harder woods have exhausted the potash
and other minerals that are required to build up
the structure of the perfect tree. Consequently
the next growth will be the pine or other softer

vaiieiies which can subsist on the minerals that
were left in the soil by the first growth. This
second growth by the annual shedding ( f its foli-

age and perhaps by some not well understood
elfects on the soil, will restore it to its origmal fer-

tility, when hard wood trees will again grow.
Here is an important lesson for the farmer. All

crops should be succeeded by those of an opposite
character—a white by a green, or the reverse—with
the exception ofthj gra^^ses. By that means the
minerals will be more equally balanced in the soil.

From a long experience and careful ob-ervation,
1 have come to the conclusion that this system
must be adopted, in connection with the manufac-
ture and saving of manures, it we would cover our
New Dngiand hill sides and valleys with profitable
and paying crops.

These rtmarks apply to all or nearly all crops
with the exception of the onion patch. And I
wish to impress the fact of the importance of a
judicious rotation on the minds of my brotht r far-

mers. It your plans are such that you cannot
adopt the system in full in one season, b.-gin it

at once, and as you work into it, you will find that
you will make lull as good crops with one-half the
manure and leave the soil in better condition.

I could mention numerous experimi nts that
have come undei my ob-ervation in support of my
theory, as I have reduced it to practice on my
own larm for the last ten years, aud the result is

it ha* more than doubled my crops. h.
Eppmg, N. H., 1869.

BOTS IN HORSES.

I cannot refrain from writing a few words about
bots, since readmg what was published in the
Farmer of the 17tb of July. 1 believe bots can 6e

removed from horses without harming them in

the least. First, give the horse two quarts of new
milk, sweetened with one quart of molasses; sec-

ond, fifteen minutes alter, give ttie horse two
quarts of strong sage tea; third, twenty minutes
after giving the sage tea, give the hcrse three pints

of curriir's oil. The bots fill themselves with the
milk and molasses and become lazy, the strong sage
tea shrivels them up, and the currier's oil, acting as
a cathartic, carries ihem from the stomach, when
they pass away from the horse. In givmg the
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medicine put an open bridle on the horse, take
him into the barn floor, step upon a girt or scaflbld,

draw the horse's head gently over the beam, hold-
ing up on the bridle, when his lower jaw will drop

;

then insert the neck of a bottle, and pour the con-
tents gently down the horse. Do not gag the

horse orpour the medicine into his nose. This is a
simple remedy, easily applied, and I hope our Quid-
nick friend will try it and report the result in the
Fakmer. I have seen it tested, and am convinced
of its efficacy. D. l. 8.

East Madison, Me., July, 1869.

TOMATO SrPPORT AND MULCH.

Among the many contrivances to support tomato
plants, the best and cheapest method I have ever

adopted, is to place straw around and under the

foliage some six to eight inches thick, which will

afford all the support required, and when the tops

become heavy, they will fall gracefully over on
the straw bed so invitingly offered them, and thus
display the fruit to the sun, where it will ripen

cleanly and sound. The straw cushion also is an
excellent mulch, highly beneficial to the plant.

Shoreham, Vt., July 20, 1869. w.

AGRICDTiTUKAL ITEMS.
—The Pennsylvania farmers believe the average

crop of rye straw to be one ton.

—Salt sprinkled between the leaves of cabbage

is said to be an efficient remedy for lice.

— A. root of clover five feet long has been exhib-

ited at Centerville, Mich.

—A little spirits of ammonia is said to be the

best known remedy for bee stings.

—A California paper says many farmers in that

vicinity cut off the top of young wheat, with mow-

ing machines, to prevent too rank growth of straw.

—A lot of Texas beef was recently received at

New Orleans in a steamer fitted up with refrigera-

tor apparatus, in good order, after a five days'

voyage.

—While Mr. Aaron Buzzell, of Gilmanton.N. H.,

was driving a cultivator through his corn field, the

implement struck a stone, throwing its handle

against Mr. B.'s side and breaking one of his ribs.

—The Corydon, Iowa, Monitor says a farmer

near Bloomtield s-old the crop of timothy on 300

acres, as it stood, for $2400 cash. The parties

purchasing bailed it on the ground for the St.

Louis market.

—Mr. Cooper Sayre, of Ontario Co., N. Y.,

sheared 150 pounds of wool from eleven yearling

Cotswold rams. He left at the office of the Coun-

try Getitleman a sample of wool, fourteen inches

long, of one year's growth from a yearling ewe.

—Mr. C. R. Fuller states in the Rural New
Former that his father killed a horse by adminis

tering sassafras tea by turning it from a bottle into

the animal's nose. On opening the horse its lungs

were found full of the tea.

—Jonah Swan, of Milton, Vt., has a grade Dur-

ham cow, five years old, that averaged through

the month of June forty-three pounds of milk per

day, and did it without any extra feed, running

with nineteen other cows, and^ having the same
feed.

—Mr. S. D. Hayes, of Boston, has analyzed a

snecimen of the weed known on the Connecticut

river farms as "Fox Tail" or "Colt's Tail," sent to

him by Mr. Wm. Fairbanks, of St. John&bury,

Vt. , and concludes that it is not poisonous to horses

or cattle.

—A poisonous bush has proved very destructive

to sheep in Australia. It is a nretty shrub about

four feet high, wiih a bright scarlet blossom. The
botanical name is gastrolobium grandiflorum, and

over 2000 sheep have been lost out of one flock

from eating this bush.

—George W. Penney, of Newark, Ohio, sheared

484| poCinds of wool from forty two-year old Me-
rino ewes, an average of twelve one-sixth pounds.

Last year the same ewes gave fleeces of the aver-

age weight of eleven one-eight pounds. Such is

the remarkable report he furnishes the Rural New
Yorker.

—A horse that is in the harness every day need»3

an abundance of food and the right kind. Oats

make more muscle than com, and should always

form part of the food of a hard-working horse.

Corn gives plumpness and imparts warmth. The

colder the weather, the more corn ; the harder the

work, the more oats.

—Mr. Meehan, of the Gardener's Monthly, is

very positive as to the uselessness of attempting

to preserve the tap-root in transplanting. He says

"the shortening of a tap-root is of no more injury

to a tree than the shortening of the finger nails to

a man.* This matter was settled by Senebier and

others over a hundred years ago. Their experi-

ments we have repeated ; and no intelligent man
teaches any other doctrine."

—The Laconia N. H., Democrat says there is a

calf in Gilmanton, otherwise all right, that hus not

a sign of a tail. While a group of persons were

looking at the calf, the other day, and wondering

how he would manage in fly time, they werejoined

by a city bred individual, a graduate of Dartmouth

College. The learned graduate, after listening to

the comments, inquired how old the calf was, and

on being informed, innocently asked, "Do calves

of that age usually have tails ?"

—A correspondent of the Missouri Journal of
Agriculture says that flies are so troublesome to

horses on the prairies of that State, that though

the feed may be plentiful, they gradually fall off

in flesh, and if a horse is sick in fly-time they soon

make an end of him. He says all washes he has

ever tried are useless ; nothing but a net or s-heet

will protect the animal. He recommends that

those not used be shut in a dark stable during the

day and turned out at sundown. In this way he

says you will not only confer a comfort on jour

animals, but have the satisfaction of seeing them

grow fat and sleek.
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labks' ficpitrlincnt.

OUR CHILDBBW IN" HEAVEN,

BY ADELAIDE PROCTOR,

Our God in Heaven from that holy place,

To ea h of u-i an Anael guide lias given;
Bit moth. Tr* i { de itl children havf more crace

—

For they give angels lo their Uod anj Heaven.

How can shf? sin ? Our hearts may be nnh.eding,
Our Uod forgot our holy i aints delied,

But c.in a m .itier hear her dea i child pleading,
And thrust thi.SB liule angelhjnds aside?

Those little hands stretched down lo diaw her ever
Near«r to God bv mother love;—we all

A'e bind and weak, y.,t Kurely she can never,
With sui-h a stake in Heaven, tail or fall.

She knows that when the mighty angels raise
Chorus 111 U< aven, one Utile silvtr tjue

Is hers fon ver. tha' une litte praihC
One litue happy voice, is all her own.

We may not see her sar^red crown of honor.
But all the a g s flitting to and fro

Pause smiliiig a^ the y pues—they loi k upon her
As mother ot an au^el whom they know.*******

Ah, saints in Heavf^n mny pray with earnest will

And pity for their weas and erring drotheis

;

Yet thi re is prayer iu Heaveo more tender still

—

The little children pleading for iheir mothers.

DOMESTIC ECONOMY;
OR,

HOW TO MAKE HOME PLEASANT.

BY ANNE G. HALE.

[Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year
1866, by K. P. Eaton & Co., in the Clerk's Office of the
District Court for the District of Massachusetts.]

CHAPTER XVII.

A CHAT ABOUT CARPETS.
Now that house-cleaning is accomplishecl, our

thoughts turn naturally towards furniture—floor-

coveiings, carpets, rtigs and mats first claiming at-

tention. For, be!?iiies contriituting to the adorn-

ment of a hou^e and saving much labor of sweep-

ing and scrubbing, they are great protections

against cold and dampness,—and thus promote

comfort and health. Hence "a bare floor," has

become almost a synonym for discomfoit and un-

tidiness ; and the laudable ambition to (urni&h her

domicile with floor coverings,—beautiful, if po.ssi-

ble, as well as useful,—leads m^ny a housekeeper

to wonderful efforts in their mauutacture,—as it

did the mother of the younger Beechers. Who
has not nad with interest the account of her

weaving cotfon cloth, designing a pattern, procur-

ing paint, and then painting it—thus making that

famous carpet which for many years adorned her

prim parlor, receiving the admiration and exciting

the envy of her husband's paiishioners ? Possibly

the ingenious work of this woman gave a hint

towards the manufacture of canvass carpeting, now
so widely used for floors where much walking is

expected, or where there is great liability to damp-
ness or dust.

An unpainted floor, without rugs or mats of

some kind, is always a great trial to a housekeeper's

patience. It is almost impossible, with the most
faithful scrubbing, to remove the traces of muddy
tracks or slops from its blank surface (that sets even

the .shadow of a mark in the boldest relief;) ami the

most abject scouring is needed to keep the pitiless

boards clearly clean. It is to be hoped that the

righteous souls of few housewives, at the present

day, are vex< d with the care of such a floor, when
the toil to make it clean and the anx'ety to keepit

clean can be prevented by covering it with a coat

of cheap paint which she herself can apply.

A bright orange is the most durable paint for a

kitchen floor. Make this of yellow ochre, or

Brandon yellow, boiled linseed oil, and a little

spirits of turpentine, according to the directions

for mixing paints given in Chap XVI. Give the

floor three paintings ; wait two days between them,

so that the paint shall get well hardened. Then
varnish it, and let this also become very dry before

stepping upon it. If this floor is always washed

with a cloth, by hand, out of clean suds,—dirty

suds sullies the color—and a thin coat of varnish

is applied every spring, it will retain its good looks

a great many years. In the fall lay thick carpet

paper upon it, or two or more layers of newspa-

pers, and upon that strew oat or wheat straw, or

dried grass of any kind to the depth of an inch,

and then spread and tack down a honi«-made

woolen carpet—directions for muking which will

be given further on in the present chapter.

Dining-rooms, stair-cases, and entries look cool

fur summer and are easily keptcl'an, wh' n painted

in imitation of marble. Give the floor a coat of

white paint and let it dry thoroughly ; then, while

applying the second coat, trace upon it with a

feather dipped in black paint (made by mixing

lamp-black and oil) the veins and spots seen upon

marble, and blend and shade the two colors with a

dry brush. A person of very little ingenuity, who
has ever seen marble can easily imitate it, and thus

make a handsome floor-covering that does not show
dust and is very durable. Remember that carpets

should never be tacked over a painted floor with-

out something beneath them to receive the dust,

that sifts through them and grinds and cuts the

paint if not intercepted.

Painted carpeting, by the multiplicity of its col-

ors and designs, hides dust and stains, while ri-

valling in brightness and beauty the productions

of the proudest looms, a'-d is, therefore, desirable

for chambers, dining rooms and halls—apartments

where there is much stepping, but not constant oc-

cupation. If, however, canvass carpets are used

for apartments that are constantly occupied, as

they are deficient in warmth, they should have laid

upon them rugs and mats, in plenty,—especially
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during winter. In selecting these carpets get only

the well-hardened and thickly painted—such as

are stout and stiff—all others are soon defaced.

Varnish them immediately after they are Lid

;

and, if they are sulijected to much wear, varnish

them every spring. For these, as for painted

floors, use cheap copal varnish (quite thin—nearly

as limpid as water) which must be thoroughly

dried before the floor is walked upon,—a week is

none too long to devote to this.

When procuring a painted carpet, if possible,

get it in one piece large enough to cover the floor

;

because no matter how closely the edges of widths

meet they will eventually wear away. If of sev-

eral breadths the selvage must be cut away with a

sharp knife, u -ing a yardstick or rule to cut it per-

fectly \straii;ht—and the figures matched at the

meeting of the breadths (they must never be

lapped) so that the design Is complete. This car-

pet should lie upon the floor without tacking; yet

wh< n made of a number of pieces, where there is

much stepping, it is sometimes necessary to tack

each at short intervals ; but the less the better, and

tinned tacks only should be used, as these do not

rust.

A neat and nice summer carpet is the Canton

rn'Attixii:—commonly C3d\ed straw carpeti7ig. It does

not retain dust, is very easily swept, and is so

cool and clean it should be on the floors of all

bedrooms during warm weather; on account of

these good qualities it is particularly desirable for

the carpet of an invalid's room. It is apt to get

brittle and t) wear away about a hot stove or reg-

ister in cold weather, but if a piece of painted car-

pet—lined by pasting thick brown piper to its

wrong Side—is laid where there is fear of this, it

will remain strong and whole for years. The

tinned tacks should fasten this to the floor—the

breadths meeting closely. They should be cut

long enough to be turned under an inch and a half

at each end. This may be overcast with thread;

binding tears away, and a hem is too clumsy.

A cheap and pretty covering for a chamber floor,

or a staircase that is little used, is bright-colored

wail papi r,—one of low price and neat design

;

block or chain-work, or leafy and flowery patterns

on a stone or day colored ground, are most suita-

ble for this purpose. Cut and paste the breadths

as for a wall, adding half as much glue directly

to the paste as would be used for making glue

water for the wall. The second day after it is

pasted upon the floor varnish it as you would a

painted carpet. It is better to varnish it twice,

and then treat it in every respect as a painted

carpet.

A cheap and tolerably strong carpet for com-

mon rooms is the Scotch or hemp carpeting. But

don't buy a cotton carpet, or a cotton and wool, or

a very low priced all wool ; for the wool is sure to

be shoddy, and the cotton fades very quickly, so

that even witu the greatest care, they look dingy

and mean in a very short time. A home-made one

of rugs is a great deal better and handsomer. If

you cannot have that, content yourself with a few

rags or mats of your own manufacture till you

can afford a good ingrain woollen one, which, if of

soft, wool and well woven, is the most durable that

can be bought.

The only advantage which a three-ply has over

an ingrain is the greater variety of colors and

figures which its style of weaving admits; but one

of its plys is apt to wear off soon, and that gives

the carpet a shabby look, and the pattern does not

look well on both sides—as is usually the case

with the pattern of an ingrain or two-ply—besides

being much more expensive than that. A nice

American ingrain carpet is handsome enough and

good enough for any American home; but if wo-

men have more money than they know what to do

with, they can buy tapestry and velvet; which,

beautiful as they may be, require such careful

usage to retain their good looks, even when of the

very best of Brussels and Axminster, that it U
much wiser to be satisfied with an ingrain and put,

the surplus money into pictures for the walls.

In laying carpets it is well to remember that

small figures, which require the webs to be fre-

quently united,—thus tacking them together as it

were—are a means of strengthening the fabric.

They also give a neat appearance to a room, while

seeming to enlarge it. And light colors—such as

drab, light stone or buff—with white and light

green, and a very little red, maroon, dark green

or black—are most suitable for a floor that must

be subjected to litter and dust. While browns,

scarlets, crimsons, greens and other dark colors,

with little or no admixture of lighter colors or

white, should not be chosen for an apartment that

is in constant use, unless one is willing to keep a

dust-pan and broom constantly in hand. Blues

and purples are miserable colors for a carpet. All

the shades of brown are excellent; so are the yel-

low-greens ; and the scarlet reds ; and the corn-

colored buffs.

Before cutting a carpet, having ascertained the

number of breadths needed to cover the floor, be

sure that the figures of each seam are so laid to-

gether that they will be correctly joined ; as it fre-

quently happens that by unequal weaving some

breadths having on!(y the same number of figures

vary greatly in length. Then cut them long

enough to make a double hem half an inch wide

at each end. Hem these as soon as possible after

they are cut with stiong linen thread, well waxed.

Then on the wrong side of the carpet, fasten to-

gether, with two or three stitches at every figure

of the seam, the selvages of the two breadths.

To sew these seams use the strongest of linen

toread, stiffened with beeswax. Begin by fasten-

ing the thread at the right hand ertl of the seam.

Then for t-be first stitch bring the needle towards

you by passing it uuder the two outer threads of

the selvage of the breadth next you ; for the sec-

ond stitch pass the needle under the same of the
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other breadth in a direction /row you. Again, bring

the needle towards you, as in the first stitch, and

then pass it from you, as in the second ; and soon

;

thus making a sort of lacing together of the two

edges, which results in an elastic, yet strong and
flat seam. If the selvage is loose, or stretched, in

any place, or if by making the proper joinings of

the figure much fullness of one side is occasioned,

draw in the outer thread of the edge by an over-

cast stitch. The breadths of velvet, tapestry, or

any tufted carpet should be sewed in close over-

stitch and the seam pressed with a warm flat-iron.

Linings, whether of paper or cloth, add to the

durability of a carpet. But if between them and
the carpet is placed a layer an inch thick of

straw or dried grass (see that no sharp sub-

stances, or very stifi" straws are among them, as

they would cut and injure the carpet,) then the

dust will sift down among the straw, which would

have remained on cloth or paper to chafe and wear

the web of the carpet. A layer of cotton batting,

or an old quilt, beneath the straw, gives elasticity

to the carpet after the straw has become settled.

For stair carpets the batting and straw are excel-

lent. A good bocking is quite expensive, but it

often saves more than its cost for the covering of

the middle of a nice carpet ; and may in emer-

gency, with a good lining of straw and cotton,

serve as a carpet.

Common iron tacks answer very well for fasten-

ing down woolen carpets. They are more easily

taken out, and with less danger of tearing the car-

pet, if they are shielded by bits of leather through

which their points are passed. This, children can

do,—culling the leather of old shoes into pieces a

quarter of an inch square for the purpose.

Putting down a carpet is really too hard work
for a woman ; but, as there are times when some
women feel obliged to do it, here are a few hints

towards facilitating the job : It is important that

the carpet lies straight; and thut it is tacked

straight, without strain or loop in auy part. If it

is scant of length, or strains, stretch it by push-

ing it gradually a yard, or more; then tack it

lightly there, and go again over the same in the

same way, two or three times. You will gain a

little each time, which you will pass on by remov-

ing the tacks ; and so proceed till you hive the

desired quantity at the end of each scanty breadth.

A carpet-stretcher is of great service for this work.

Very few have this, but a strong wooden rake fills

its place pretty well,—or a wooden mopstick. If

neither of these is accessible, it must be done by
actual pushing, while crawling on the hands and

knees—which many women do,—much to the dis-

grace of every whittling Yankee who has not made
a carpet-stretcher.

Nothing prettier in the carpet line was ever made
than the striped yarn carpets which the industri-

ous housewife of olden times,—after she had
pulled, carded, spun and woven wool enough to

furnish clothing for her family,—used to weave
from the spinning of the tag-locks. Proud, indeed,

was she to set up her dye-pot and to try her skill

in copying both in colors and weaving the most
brilliant of Wilton stripes ; and their harmonious
tintings of green and drab, lighted up with scarlet

and yellow, seemed alvrays to fill the apartments
that they bedecked with verdure and sunshine.

Then there were her knitted carpets for stairs and
narrow entries,—made (on long wooden needles,)

of this same yarn, either in heel or garter stitch,

as the fancy took her; striped either perpendicu-

larly or horozontally, according to the proportion

and variety of her colors. These were strong and
beautiful.

But some sagacious woman found out that a

web of coarse hempen threads, or twine, filled

with a woof of yarn, made a much stronger and
nearly as beautiful a fabric as that of yarn for both

warp and woof. And not long after another sav-

ing mind (I think she must have been related to

the renowned wife of John Gilpin) concluded to

use her carpet yarn for other purposes, and substi-

tuted for it—what she had hitherto considered of no
value—the narrow trimmings and clipings made
in cutting garments. These, woven into the warp
of twine, made a very pretty as well as serviceable

carpet. She took out no patent for her invention,

and even to this day, her work has copies in many
a thrifty household. It is very desirable as a win-

ter covering for a kitchen floor. Those who still

retain the old-fashioned looms that once occupied

one end of every farmer's keepirg-room would do
well to set the shuttle flying through a fabric of

this kind.

The most common of home-made carpets is what

is usually called a strip or rag carpet. Material

for this may be found in any family where there

are men and boys—pieces of thick woolen cloth

that are left after cutting and mending their cloth-

ing, and the best portion of such garments when
so worn out that they cannot be put to a belter use.

Selvage—listing of broadcloth, doeskin, and such

sort of goods— is excellent for this purpo- e ; and it

is good economy to buy this of the tailors—as well

as the pieces which they make in cutting men's

garments, if you haven't material enough of your

own. Both these pieces and the listing should be

cut into strips a quarter of an inch or a little less

in width. These strips, being of various lengths,

must be sewed together by lapping ends so that

they form a double square the size of the width

of the strip and stitching neatly all around the lap-

ping ; thus making a piece several yards in length,

which should be rolled into a ball. A great many
of these balls should be on hand before beginning

to plan the carpet. The different shades of blue,

drab, gray, &c., should be sewed separately. Also

the bright-hued flannel and delaine (in a dearth of

these, gay tinted lining cambrics,) which are need-

ed to relieve the more sombre hues of heavier

cloths ; but only plain, solid colors can be used.

As these goods are thinner than the rest of the

materials they must be ut twice the proper width,

and used double. So, after joining their strips,
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they should be folded in the middle and pressed

flat with a hot iron.

About one hundred and fifty strips are needed

to make a web one yard wide. Some persons pre-

fer weaving a long piece of this width, cutting it in
j

lengths, and sewing those together to make a car-

pet ; but, if a frame large enough can be procured,

it is better to weave a carpet the full width and

length of the floor it is to cover, in one seamless

piece. A web planned in plain stripes, six or eight

strips to a stripe,—of drab, blue and gray, alternat-

ing with red, green and a little yellow or white,

—

black being placed beside each color to give it dis-

tinctness—the woof of black entirely—makes a

handsome carpet. But a checked carpet may be

made, using the same colors for the woof or filling

as for the web ; and stripes of diamonds and cir-

cles may be introduced among plain stripes with

•good effect, by cutting a sufficient number of strips

in proper kngths for forming these figures.

The fabric must be woven in a quilting-frame.

One end of each strip of the warp must be strongly

stitched to the cloth heading of one of the mortised

bars of the frame ; every strip lying smoothly and

just touching its fellows, so as to make a thick,

even web. Then the end bars of the frame are to

be inserted through the mortises of this and the other

mortised bar, and fastened at a convenient distance.

Over the space thus made pass the strips, and pia

each tightly to the heading of the other mortised

bar. Keep the strips in tight balls to prevent them

from getiing snarled, and the carpet is ready to be

woven.

Begin by sewing a strip of the filling to the warp-

strip which forms the right hand edge, lapping it

well, and stitching around and across the double

square thus formed; then, with your left hand

take up six or eight alternate strips of the warp

and pass under them the tilling strip—this will

make plain weaving of over and under the strips.

Go across the web in this way, and then cut off

and fasten your fiUmg to the left hand edge, as you

did at the right hand ; then begin the next at the

right, and proceed as before—being careful to

make no mistake by passing over or under two

strips instead of one. Some persons do not cut off

the filling at the left hand edge, but pass back-

ward to the right ; leaving thus a loose selvage,

which is neither so neat nor so durable as that

formed in the manner just mentioned,—while it is

very awkward to weave in a backward direction.

Pass the fingers of the right hand ocasionally

through the unfilled web, bringing them with

force against what you have woven,—in order to

press the filling thickly together and to make it

straight. And to keep your work from drawing

in, and so making it uneven and narrow, pin bands

of strong cotton cloth to each selvage, and fasten

them tightly around the ends of the frame.

When the warp is filled as far as you can con-

veniently reach, unpin the strips from the frame,

take the end bars from their mortises, roll up the

woven portion of the carpet over the bar to which

it is attached, and replace the end-bars and fasten

them; and then partly unwind the strips from

their balls and pin them to the heading as at first

;

and so go on till the warp is all filled. Then cut

the carpet from its frame, stitch the last row of

filling to the warp-strips (in the same way as you
made the selvage), also the first row at the oppo-

site bar—having unrolled your work—and the car-

pet is made, all ready to be tacked to the floor.

If care is taken to mend the strips whenever they

break, and to replace with new those that get

worn out, a carpet of this kind may be kept hand-

some and strong a great many years.

Very pretty floor mats may be made ofjust such

strips as form this carpet. For a frame to weave

them in, take a large barrel or hogshead hoop and
wind around it cotton cloth. Sew to this twenty-

five or thirty strips—to compose a narrow web ;

—

they must be just long enough to pass tightly

across the centre of the hoop. Then, in an oppo-

site direction, fastening each strip to the hoop as

you proceed, weave in the same number of strips

of the same colors, so that you make a woven

square in the middle. Then fill the triangular

spaces, left empty, by strips sewed by one end to

the cloth wound around the hoop, and by the other

to the outer strip of each web forming the square,

and with a long strip weave around the square till

the frame is full, and you have a round mat. Rip

it from the frame and sew around the edge two or

three rows of points cut from the pieces of cloth

that were too small to make strips ; these form a

pretty border if their colors are tastefully ar-

ranged.

Braided carpets are very durable, and by a nice

arrangement, combining both mottled and plain

stripes, are very handsome. A flat braid of four

or six strands is best for a large carpet, and list

stripped in quarter-inch widths is nice to make
them of; but flannel or other woolen goods, wide

enough to be folded two or three times, is needed

to give it brightness, for it needs strong contrasts

of color. Make your braids of the requisite length,

then sew them together with strong thread, well

waxed,—good shoe thread is just the thing,—with

beeswax. Some persons sew braids in over-stitch.

But it is much better to pass the needle and thread

through a strand of the two braids to be united,

just under the surface, in close darning, as it were,

back and forth ; then the thread does not come in

contact with the floor, and so is not worn out ; and

your carpet looks equally well on both sides.

Braided mats are very serviceable. If you have

any bits of "boughten" carpeting, they will make
pretty centres for these. Line them, or use them
double, because the braids surrounding them will

be so heavy that single carpeting would soon break

away from them. All sorts of rags can be used for

braided mats ; soft and thin woolen are the best.

Fold the material so as to hide all raw edges, and

make each strand of the same width and ful-
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ness. A round strand, almost a roll, is better than

a flat one for mats ; and a braid of three or four

the pretties-t. Two or three colors together make a

handsome mottled braid, which when alternated

with plain braids have a lively appearance. An
oval is the most convenient shape, and the easiest

to form. If you have no carpeting for the centre,

for a mat that shall be a yard at its greatest

lengtft, and three-quarters at its greatest width,

make a braid six or eight inches long and finish

both ends neatly. Then make a braid more than

twice as long as this, sew the strands neatly to-

gether at the beginning, and pin the last end.

Braids, whether for a mat or carpet should be

laid upon a talile to be sewed—they will be more

likely to atsain a flat and even shape there; and,

in fa-.t, they are too heavy to manage in the lap.

So you will lay the short braid upon a table and

sew the other around it, with just such thread and

wax, aad the same sort of stitch, as for a braided

carpet. If this braid is more than sufflcient to go

ground, cut off the surplus. Meet both ends and

join them on the back of the braid so neatly

that the seam will not be observed. Sew around

and join every row in the same manner. If you

please, you can make a quantity of braid before

beginning to sew, but each row that is added to the

mat must be united by its ends so that the mat is a

succession of unbroken rings. (Some persons

make these mats of one long braid, so that when
diflFerent colors are introduced the mat looks

crooked and broken, and the closing off seems un-

finished.) Two or three rows of points cut from

thick woolen pieces make a pretty border ; but the

mats are handsome enough without, if their two or

three outer rings are of dark braid.

There is no piece of work that so betrays a per-

son's habits as one of these mats. She who is ac-

customed to do things carefully will make them of

smooth, even, tight braids that will last in constant

use a dozen years ; while a careless and untidy

person will be satisfied with irregular, rough and

loose work that scarcely pays for the time spent

upon it. To make these mats lie perfectly flat,

place them beneath heavy chests, or under the

feather-bed or mattress in beds that are occupied,

and let them remain there a week or ten days be-

fore using them.

Crocheted mats, made either of very coarse

yarn or of narrow strips of woolen cloth, are quite

pretty and durable. If of cloth, fold and press it,

and make each stripe around complete in itself.

Rugs and mats imitating cheneille are made of

very small pieces«nd parings of all sorts of cloth

—that which is cut crosswise is best. The edges

are picked, or ravelled, and the pieces are then

gathered on a strong thread—and drawn so closely

together that nothing but the fringed edges are

seen,—into long bunches, which are sewed in over-

stitch to a thick cloth. Similar to these are mats

made of squares, or rounds an inch in diameter,

that are folded in quarters and each piece sewed

by its centre to a thick cloth. Sail-cloth is good
for these, and also for the cheneille mats. The
design should be simple : a star of various shades

upon a plain ground bordered with scrolls; or the

centre of one color only, surrounded by block-

work, or the Greek border near the edge, gives a
handsome mat.

Carpets and rugs of looped work are often very

beautiful, and are the strongest of rag carpets.

The foundation of these is tow-cloth, between the

threads of which narrow strips of all kinds of

cloth are drawn. Sometimes by being attached to

a needle and thread; but, much easier, by being

hooked through by an iron instrument made like

a very large crotchet needle. If these are not

found at the hardware stores, any blacksmith can

easily make one. The tow cloth should be quite

stiff. A carpet must be made in breadths, which,

when finished, sew together like those of a tapes-

try carpet. Extend these breadths in a frame—

a

quilting frame answers very well—and as the work
proceeds roll it up, as in making a strip carpet.

Almost any lady can draw designs by baring the

articles before her to copy.

After the cloth is extended, having decided upon
the pattern—groups of flowers, with a great deal of

foliage are the easiest to make, and are also the

most effective—take measures for ascertaining the

centre of the width ; and here you will commence
the centre of the design. It is less monotonous to

alternate large and smaller designs, and so atten-

tion must be paid to the relative space each re-

quires. A carpenter's pencil, a piece of red chalk,

or a bit of charcoal is needed to draw with. It is

necessary to trace first a circle, or an oval, that

will include the space occupied by the design—to

be obliterated when the drawing is finished. For
this lay upon the cloth a cover—a tin pan, or some-

thing of the kind—and mark lightly around it.

Then take two ar three roses with their buds, and
the same of lilies, with a few of the rose leaves

and other larger leaves—such as grape or maple

leaves. Arrange them tastefully in a broad dish,

containing water to keep them fresh, upon a table

just beside you ; and then lay, one by one, draw-

ing its outlines as it lies, just such flowers, buds,

and leaves, upon the cloth, within the cu'cle just

traced. After the outlines are marked it is easy to

draw the edges of the petals, and the veins of the

leaves, by looking at the flowers in the dish. The

group should not be crowded, but the leaves may
hide pwrt of some of the flowers in a natural man-

ner, and the buds, which contribute largely to the

beauty of the pattern, be allowed due promi-

nence.

Generally, the flowers wrought in carpets are

too large to be handsome—the natural size is by

far the prettiest. If you want gaudy figures copy

peonies and tulips ; but roses, lilies, asters, daisies,

dahlias, always look well, and show good taste.

It is imprudent to attempt to copy any smaller

flowers than these, as in drawing in the plain color
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for the ground of the carpet you would have great

trouble in keeping their forms distinct and regu-

lar. For rugs, a wreath prettily arranged is a good
design ; or the centre may be a group of flowers,

while near the edges a border of grape leaves, or

of the convolvulus (morning glory) vine in bloom,

is portrayed with good effect.

The rags composing these carpets and rugs vaiy

in width according to their thickness ; the strips

must be substantial enough to fill the interstices of

the cloth through which they are hooked with

loops so tight that they cannot be easily taken out.

Hold the strip with your left hand under the cloth,

and push the hook held in your right hand between

the threads of the cloth, and thus draw up the strip

into a loop half an inch long. Make the loops

as close as they will hold in the cloth. The
work is very handsome with the loops uncut; but

if they are sheared it is as beautiful as velvet.

Soft woolen and old silk make the nicest pile.

Carpet thrums, obtained at carpet mills, are next

best. Old doeskin and broadcloth look very well,

and, though they are extremely hard to loop,

they are so durable that they are always desired.

Cotton rags may be introduced, in small quanti-

ties ; in fact, any sort of rag that can be used in no

other way is available in loop-work.

Do not forget that to make a good carpet or rug

of this kind the loops must stand firm in their

places by their own thickness, and must be as close

together as possible. I have seen loop-work that

was covered on the under side with stiff flour

paste to keep the rags in the cloth, and even with

this they were constantly dropping out. But when
well made there is not the slightest need of paste,

and the work will last a lifetime, standing un-

harmed through many a violent shaking. It is

hoped that the importance of the subject is suflS-

cient excuse for the great length of this chapter.

juice; remove the seeds;' chop the lemons fine;

to the lemons and juice add three or four eggs;

three cups of sugar, (I use maple, but crushed is

better ;) beat the mixture well ; crust the same as

for apple pies, except it needs more shortening;

the batter will appear thin, but confine it well with

the top crust and it will come out of the oven all

right. In paring your lemons be careful to remove
all of the white, or your pies will be bitter.

North Danville, Vt. Mits. Wm. J. Stanton.

For the New England Farmer,

LEMON PIES.

For the benefit of "A E.eader and Subscriber,"

I send the following receipt for making lemon pies

:

For two pies pare three lemons ;
press out the

For the New England Farmer,

WASHING FLANNELS.
Mr. Editor:—In the Farmer for May 8, you

give a good rule for washing flannels, but I think

mine is better. It is as follows :

—

Dissolve in a tub of hot water (as hot as the

hands will bear) sufHcient soft soap to make a

strong suds,—the rosin in hard soap makes flannel

stifiF. In this rub the flannel, with the hands, gen-

tly. When it is clean take it into a tub of clear

warm water that has been blued, and rub it well,

not roughly. Then wring it out as dry as possible

in a towel if you please. Open a table, and lay the

flannel on this, making it straight by the side and
end of the table. Then smooth it across and down-

ward with the hand till it is square and straight

and all wrinkles are gone. Then dry it as quickly

as possible,—on a horse by the fire, if you can.

Meanwhile let your irons be heating, and before

it is wholly dry press it with moderately warm
irons.

Flannels should never be taken from warm
water to cold, nor dried in a draught of cold air,

nor allowed to freeze. Such management shrinks

and yellows them. Nena.

Among the superstitions of the Seneca Indians
is one of singular beauty. When a maiden dies
they imprison a young bird until it first be-
gins to try its power of song, and then, loading it

with caresses, they loose it over her grave, in the
belief that it will not fold its wings nor close its

eyes until it has flown to the spirit land, and de-
livered its precious burden of aflfection to the loved
and lost.
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OCTOBER.
"Oh who would mies it ? or forget
The 6UMS that rise, the suns ih it set;
Tne ruB le (f the crimsoningleJif;
The cuf h and murmur of f h-^ stream

;

The thotighte tre tlji' k, the dreams we dre.im
;

Th )8e ^ou h-^'ind di\8—co bright, to britf

—

W he;e, m.^n^-hufd on wood and fcky

;

And man.vvoi ed to e^ir and eye,
October thifts the ecene ?"

CTOBER, most

truly, "shifts

the scene," and

introduces Au-
tumn in its

sterner moods.

Many per^sons

dread this sea-

son. They say

Autumn is fraught

^ith gloom; that fruits

and tlowers are falling

;

that the winds begin to

i-igh through leafless

blanches; the fields are

brown or bare ; the birds

are gone, and

^^^^ with them all

^^^^ the beauty and

animation of

Summer. A
mind thus affected is certainly in a miserable

mood. It cannot have been trained to a crit-

ical observation of the beautiful and wonder-

ful things in nature which are always around

us, in all places and at all seasons, nor to those

habits of reflection which bring the mind into

harmony with nature and revelation ; habits

which increase our knowledge, and which ac-

tually drive away gloom and assuage the sor-

rows of bereavements or other trials of life.

It is somewhat strange that but a single per-

son has written anything like a series of pa-

pers upon the peculiarities of the months,

Snakspeare frequently touches with a masterly

hand some of them, but only in a brief and dis-

connected manner. In his "Mirror of the

Months," a work very little known in this

country, Mr. Leigh Hunt )ias done more.

Many years ago he wrote a paper upon each

month for the Edinburgh Review, which at-

tracted attention at the time, and were after-

wards collected and published in book form.

See, now, what he says of this month of Octo-

ber.

"After the joyousness of summer comes the

season of foreboding, for the year has

reached its grand climacteric and is fast falling

Into the 'sere and yellow leaf.' Every day a

flower drops from out the wreath that binds

its brow—not to be renewed. Every hour

the sun looks more and more askance upon it,

and the winds, those summer flatterers, come

to it less fawningly. Every breath shakes

down showers of its leafy attire, leaving it

gradually barer and barer, for the blasts of

winter to blow through it. Every morning

and evening takes away from it a portion of

that light which gives beauty to its life, and
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chills it more and more into that torpor which

at length constitutes its temporary death. And
yet October is beautiful still, no less 'for what

it gives than for what it takes away ;' and even

for what it gives during the very act of taking

away.

"The whole year cannot produce a sight

fraught with more rich and harmonious beauty

than that with which the woods and groves

present during this month, notwithstanding, or

rather in consequence, of the daily decay of

their summer attire ; and at no other seaton

can any given spot of landscape be seen to so

much advantage as a mere picture."

Very little is known of the value of trees

by many of our people, except that some of

them bear fiuit, afford a pleasant shade, make

fuel for the fire, or timber for building pur-

poses. Perhaps they have never contemplated

a landscape or a dwelling without a tree for

ornament or shade, and much less trees as co-

workers w ith the atmosphere in fertilizing the

soil and fitting it to produce the crops by which

man and beast are sustained.

Whatever affords innocent pleasure to the

mind is valuable—whether it comes through the

eye or ear; whether in language, music, rock,

tree, or flower. The soul is expanded by a con-

templative view of the starry heavens, though

it may not be in possession of much exact

knowledge in relation to any of the celestial

bodies which are shining before it. So it may

be by a view o§ the vatt and restless sea, as

the "wild, the irregular, the illimitable, and

the luxuriant have their appropriate force of

beauty," as well as the minute thi igs which

are by all acknowledged to be beautiful.

One of our own writers,—whose words

have often adorned these columns,—in an

article upon The Fall of the Leaf, says the

"two most interesting periods to one who is

in the habit of associating some agreeable sen

timent with the phases of nature, occur when

the trees are putiing forth their tender leaves

and flowers in the opening of the year, and

when they are assuming the variegated hues

that precede ihe fall of the leaf. Hence, the

autumn and the spiing have alwajs been re-

garded as pre-eminently tbe two poetical sea-

sons—the one emblemizing the period of

youth, the other that of old age. But to the

eye of the painter, as well as the poet, do

these two seasons offer the greatest attrac-

tions. * * The beautiful tints of autum-

nal foliage are not correctly attributed to the

action of frost. Neither are they the effect

of maturity, but rather of the old age of the

leaf; and they may often be discerned as

early as August in those trees, which are in a

declining state of health. During the second

week of August I observed a maple in its full

autumnal drapery of crimson. On examining

it, I fQund that the tree had been nearly

girdled. The wound had been healed, and

left only a narrow strip of bark about three

inches in width to sustain the whole plant.

This might have been sufficient for that pur-

pose, during a moist summer; but on a- count

of the drought of the preceding July, it failed

to supply the tree with sustenance, and a pre-

mature old age of the leaf and its accompany-

ing tints were the consequence. A severe

frost at that early date would have produced

no such effect. An early fxost always injures

these tints by searing and embrowning the

leaves which are exposed to it. This effect

was clearly noticed in the autumn of 1853

when the leaves that ripened later than usual,

on account of long continued rains in the

latter part of summer, were overtaken by two

very severe frosts, before they had begun to

be tinted.

"The cause of the superior beauty of our

autumnal hues, compared with those of Eu-

rope, is undoubtedly the greater intensity of

the sun's rays and the greater proportion of

clear weather in America, causing the leaves

to arrive sooner to maturity and old age."

So ihe month of October, though hastening

on the natural process of decay in the vege-

table world, has its compensations in clear,

beautiful days, in calm and starry nights, in

lipening crops, in the pleasure of travelling,

in the delightlul open fire in frosty evenings,

and in many other things and wa} s that are

instructive aud attracting.

Wbat care we, then, for fa!liDg leaves,
« luii birds flj iug,

G iila d8 eying,
Or the ^ ind ih^t lowly grieves ?

Conae, oiy tilrU, a d ting to me,
Cle. riiy, bo ihi-eili^ !

T ou B A-eet spirit,

Do t iiiht rii,
"

Life 'O luaae iiie autumn time
Change o summei'o licbebt primw. '

J
Wages.—Soon after the Revolutionary War,

Gen. VVa-hingioii wrote to a fru nd lor a Stew-
aid. lldd paid $100 a year, but for the right

man would go as far as $125 !
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FARM MA.TTEBS IN OCTOBER.
Each month in the year has its special, as

well as general duties. The special ones are

those which can more appropriately be per-

formed now than at any other time. October

will probably afford all farmers better oppor-

tunities for doing many things than will occur

during any other month of the year. It is

certain that many kinds of work cannot be

done while the graund is in a frozen condi-

tion.

One of these duties is that of draining

lands which are unfit f r cultivation in conse-

quence of a surplus of standing water in and

upon them.

The importance cf drainage is brtter ap-

preciated than it formerly was; mdeed, many

persons believe in it now, who never did be-

fore. Some progressive neighbor has placed

an example before them, whose e-xcellent re-

sults have won them over to the good work.

Few operations on the farm are scarcely

less economical than attempting to cultivate

land that has standing water in it It is in a

great measure labor thrown away. The soil

is iiiactive, torpid as ir, were, so th.t it is

about as capable of producing crops as tht-

frog pond itself. Such lands will produce a

certain amount of grass of an ordinary qual-

ity, and if drainage upon them is inexpedient

in consequence of want of outlet, distance

from home, too rocky or otherwise expensive,

the best way is to let it produce what fodd- r

it will without bestowing much labor upon it,

or allow it to grow up to wood, if it will

Thorough drainage will pay a better interest

on the sum expended in doing it, than United

States bonds, or most other investments.

Another October duty is wiih regard to

manure. We have of en ^tated as our o[)inion

that there is no mode of app'jing manure

to the soil, Wuich is to cheap, and at the

same time so efficacious, as to apply it in its

crudest condition and plough it under the

surfaie some two to four inches. This opin-

ion was formed from the most carefal practice

in the employment of manures in various

forms and ways.

When ploughed under towards the close of

Octoder, it suffers no loss whatever. When-
ever the soil becomes sufficiently warm to in-

duce fermentation, the gases thrown off are

at once taken up and held by the soil—storing

them in fact—for future use. This operation is

said also to have a mechanical effect upon the

soil, similar to that of yeast in a pan of dough,

raising it by separating the particles, and thus

making it lighter for the roots of plants to

travel in, and to admit warmth and air.

If inconvenient to plough undt r, manure

may be taken to the field, placed in a com-

pact heap and covered with loam. It thould

be placed as near the spot where it is to be

used as possible. In this form and place it

will be ready for early ovei hauling in the

sprlr.g.

It is time in October to commence fattening

the swine, by feedingtbem more liberally th.in

they have been through the warmer months.

They will gain faster now than wht n the

weather is cold. Always furnish them with a

dry bed. and where the wind will not reach

them, e.'^pecially through cracks in the floor.

They will thrive better if fed upon a variety

of food, and some cf it should be of a succu-

lent or juicy nature, in order to keep the sys-

tem in the most healthy condition.

Do not allow the stock to feed the mowing

fields too closely. .The effect is hunful to

future crops. The g owth of the plants is

stopped by taking off the leaves continually.

If the plants continue to grow until arrested

by f o.'-t they take det per root, are better able

to resist winter killing, and are made perma-

iiently better.

October affords a good time to clear up

under walls, to repair fences, cut bushes, to

pur the buildings in ordt r by making needed

repairs before November winds break down

barn doors, or set shingles and clapboards

tiding.

Fuially, the present is an excellent time to

make a great deal of preparation for the work

of next spring. Very much may be done now

to forward busmess, in removing stones from

fields that are to he sowed to grain and grass

in the spring, and by ploug'aing and levelling

them for that purpose. This preparation is a

slow work, so that by doing much of it now,

the spiing woik will go briskly along, and

crops will be in all in good time.

These and many other things may be done

in the pleasant month of October.

The Country Oentleman says that all heavy
oats that have been introduced have degener-

ated after a few years to the old standard.
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For the New England Farmer.

THE GAKDEN IN OCiOBEB.

How swift the months pass ! It seems but

as yesterday we commence'l the year with our

season's plan for the gmJen, and here we are

in the last month of Fall, and at the closing up

of our out door operations, so fir as vegeta-

tion is concerntd. Have w« made progress or

improvement in garden cultuie over fcmer
vears? Have we not gained some new ideas

f om our pa>t and present seasons' expprienee ?

If so, let us make a note of it, for future ref-

erence. The past season, in many respects

has been a remarkable one in New England,

and so far as I am able to learn it has been un-

usual throngliouL our whole country. Storms,

drought and cool weather, have prevailed to

an unusual extent, in different sections, and

we have been obliged to watch and tend what

we have grown, wiih somewhat greater care

than common, but where we have given ex-

tra attention we have obtamed a fair -reward

for our labor, in good vegetables and enhanced

enjo\ment thereof; for it is a fact that we en-

joy a thing better which costs us much trouble,

than that which costs but little.

Have we tried any different or new varieties

of garden products,—corn, potatoes, tomatoes,

*&c. ? if so, what is the result? Have they

proved to be an improvement, or otherwise, on

old tried varieties ? 1 have tried some diffv-rent

kinds of garden products, none of which I am
at present well prepared to speak of, except

some sweet corn Last spring I received from

the proprie'or some "Farmer's Club S>veet

Corn," highly recommended by the New York
Farmer's Club, and by men of note, which I

have tried ; but either frgm the season or some
other cause, it did not come to eating size in

the time—70 to 75 days—as it was claimed it

would do; neither do I find it superior to

Trimble's, although a very good eight rowed,

fair eared corn. I distributed seed to a few

lovers of good sweet corn, but as yet have had

no repoits Perhaps they may have sue -eeded

bi tter. The c<jrn is rather dwarf in stalk, al

though stout and of purple color; the foliage

is stritjed and hand^omely variegated.

There are yet some crops which must be

saved before they are injured by freezing.

This, wiih preparation for next spiing's work,

will constitute the prmcipal work of the gar-

dener from this time onward. A go d and
car. ful gardener will keep his grounds dean
and iieat in the fall as well as at other sea-oiis,

and he never neglecits to provide lor the fu-

ture ft rtilization of his soil.

Asp.vKAGUS.—Were it not that injurious in-

sects make a lodgement in the old stems,

ready to come out in spring, it would be ad-

visable to bend them over and let them lie till

spring, but as the stalks do harbor insects, it

is better to cut and burn them, and cover the

bed with a generous supply of coarse manure,
previous to setting in of winter.

Beets should be harvested b>^ fore freezing,

as a little freeze injures them f )r the table

very much. Full, top and dry them a little,

and then store them in boxes, bins or barrels,

filling in some sand to prevent their wilting,

and keep them in a cool cellar.

Cabbage — Although cabbages will endure
a considerable frost without injury, it is best

to gather and store those for winter use before

freezing hard, as this injures their keeping
qualities. They should lie pulled up by the

roots in a dry day and turned heads down to

drain and dry previous to storing. If put
away in a good cool cellar, where they will

not come in contact with anything to gain

raoi.-sture, &c., there is little danger but that

they will keep good, provided they have not

been frozen and are in good order when gath-

ered and stored.

Cold Frames.—Those needed for winter-

ing plants for early spring planting, should be
got in readiness before the weather becomes
too cool, and the plants put into them.

Hot Beds.—Piepare, against time of need,

plenty of good rich earth, and keep it in a
convenient place for use in hotbeds in eaily

spring.

Prune out all decaying wood, and that

affected by borers, from the currant bushes

;

clean up and make all snug, preparatory for a
long winter, and then it cannot c >me upon
you unawares. With all this out-door prepar-
ation, and provision of food fjr the body, do
not forget to provide food f ir the mind during

the long winter evenings, but lay in a stoc . of
good agricultural and horticultural papers and
books for the approaching long evenings.

W H. White.
Boiiih Windsor, Conn., 18G9.

For the Neto England Farmer,

VALUE OF PEDIGKEES.
The communication of "Z. E. J." in the

New England Farmer of Sept. 11, under
the head of ' Standard of Merit." is evidently

written with a view to lessen the importance
attached to recorded pedigrees of aniiaals, yet

to my mind it contams the best argument in

favor of" herd-book pedigrees.

The writer ref -rs to two herds of non-pedi-

grte animals, to wit, the Devon herd of H.
Al. Hall of Burke, and the Short horn herd

of Hon. E. Cleveland & Son of Covt ntry, Vt.
In the case of the Devon herd, he says, it was
establi>hed about forty years ago,— "started

fiom the Patterson importation, and from time

to rime additions have been made from other

stock of undoubted purity of blood " Fur-
ther, he says, "Mr. Hail has had on his own
farm two families, using the greatest care to

prevent deterioration, but the animals are not

recorded in the herd-book."
In the case of the Short horns of Mr. Cleve-

land's herd, "Z E. J." says, Mr. C, in 1858,

sent a special agent to Kentucky for some
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Durham heifers which were obtained at q lite

a high price. A bull was bought in New
York, of the Vail stock, and f i om this begin-

ning a herd of great excellence has been bred,

and has received premiums as pure blood
Short-horns."

Now, in each case above referred to, what
has this writer done but give pedigrees of

Hall's and Cleveland's herds,—the best that

c.n be given without their having been re-

corded in the herd-book ?

If there is no importance in pedigrees, why
take so much pains to trace their origin ?

What importance is it where Mr. Hall got his

Devons, or Mr. Cleveland got his Short-horns ?

Or what matter is it whether these men have
taken great care to prevent deterioration, if

excellence of animals only is to be consid-

ered ?

'Is not the pains-taking by which these

have been produced entitled to encourage-
ment?" as.ks "Z. E. J." Most certainly it

is. This very pains-taking con>ists greatly in

knowing "what animal begot a certain other
animal ;" and naming and recording are the

only means by which these facts can be re-

membered and handed down from one gen-
eration to another, or passed from one pro-

prietor to another.

So long as Mr. Hall and Mr. Cleveland live

and can remember the origin of their stock,

and their several and numerous purchasers
can keep the run of their animals, very well

;

but when they cannot, what then ? Will not
subsequent purchasers wish to know the origin

of their animals, as Mr. H. and Mr. C. have
known.'* It is true that "eleven years ago
there was less regard paid to herd-book pedi-

grees" than now ; for then, to a certain ex-

tent, the memory of man was sufficient. Tne
number of pure bred animals, at tnat time,

was small, and could be traci:d by their sev-

eral o>vners as well as the herds of H, and C.
can now be by themselves.

At the present time pure bred animals have
behome so numerous that there is no other

way but to record ; and in order that this in-

formation may be preserved and disseminated
it must be printed, and this constitutes a herd-

book pedigree.

I would like to ask Mr. H. and Mr. C. if

they do not mike a memorandum of what bull

served a particular cow ; and have they not
had occasion to refer to their minutes ? Have
they not discovered that some psrticular ani-

mal bred better stock than some other animil,

and that one animal would impart certain

qualities that ano her animal would not?
Hdve they not endeavored to recof d that fact,

either in their own minds or by writing it?

And what is all this but a herd-book of their

own.**

Herein consists the great importance of a
herd- book pedigree. Had Mr. H. and Mr.
C. recorded their animals in a public herd-

book 1 should have been enabled to learn

their pedigrees without waiting for "Z E. J."
to communicate it through the New England
Farmer ; a very good medium I admit, but
hardly equal to the American Herd-book for

the preservation of pedigrees and the conven-
ience of reference.

Now I have recently bought thorough-bred
Short-horns, in company with Messrs. Rusa
and Crafts ; and, like Mr. Cleveland, we went
to Kentucky after them and "took great pains

to get pure-blooded ttook," and we found
that the best way to get at the most reliable

history or pedigree of the several animals we
bought was to go to known breeders, as I

have no doubt Mr. Cleveland did, and get the

best account or pedigree of the animals se-

lected we could ; and we found that, at this

later day, the most reliable history or pedi-

gree was contained in the herd-book,—conse-

quently we bought herd-book animals ; and
the result is we can impart this information

through the herd-book much more conven-
iently than by any other method.

N. B. Safford.
White Biver Junction, Vt., Sept., 1869.

PHICES FOB, THE YEAR 1870.

A Central Illinois correspondent of the

Country Gentleman, who is occasionally more
confident than correct in his predictions of
future events, believes that for certain articles

of food prices for 1870 threaten to be higher
than they ever have been. "I refer more es-

pecially to corn, to beef and pork, and the

products of both. No. 1 beef at IOl;. a pound
gross, on the hoof, hogs at 12 and 13c. and
corn at $1, at first hand:? in Illinois, may seem
enormous prices ; and so they are. But it

looks to me as if every article of these would
be from 20 to 25 per cent, higher between
this time and a year. The Alexanders, at

Broadlands, in this county, have 5000 acres

pretty fair corn, say 3.000 of good corn, and
after extensive inquiry and observation, I un-
derstand they have concluded not to f^ed, but
to sell it, since there can be no possible protit

in feeding 75c. corn ; and they believe they
can realize that price for their corn crop at

home. The causes of these high prices are

not alone that a short corn crop in 1868 has
been followed by a shorter one in 1869 ; we
have built railroads and stimulated manufac-
tures to such an extent that they are eating us
up. mHow me to repeat and repeat, for the

information and guidance of the farmers of

the country, that while railroads stimulate and
increase production, they stimulate and in-

crease consumption to a much greater degree.

Hence, though there may be exceptions now
and then, the gradual and certain rise of all

agricultural productions, I will say for the

next ten years, is as sure as sunrise."

—Mr. Jerry Miles, of Fairfield, Vt., is the pos-

sessor of a cow that is twenty-nine years of age,

and has given milk every season up to last winter.
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PARMINQ IN VEBMOMT.
UR late journey

into a portion

of the -western

part of the

State of Ver-

mont, afforded

(
1'"'^ iM\''7£i^y opportunity fo.

\y?-^^i-'W^'^^jI^^^ many conversa-

i- tions with thrif-

^ tv and suhstan-

"
(

tial farmers, as

^^ well as for ob-

servations, and

comparisons of

pracitces among far

mers there with those

ot farmers in different

of JNew England. The

methods of doing similar kinds

of work, do not probably vary

much in any of these States. The same imple-

ments are used in all the main items of farm

work
;
ploughs and harrows of various con

struetion ; mowing machines,—in this region

nearly all of the Buckeye pattern,—tedders,

horse rakes, &c. Some of the smaller imple-

ments, such as weeders of various kinds, drill-

ing machines and se«d sowers, are not yet so

common as would be prohtable among these

people. The horse rakes we saw were not

generally so strong and perfect as they should

be, and es-pecially where such large crops of

hay are to be harvested. None of them

seemed capable of performing the work so

rapidly or so well as do several of other pat-

terns. The small, hand rake was not ob-

served in any field we visited, nor did there

seem much need of it. The drag, or "loafer"

rake, was common.

The mode of curing hay in all the region

under observation, was somewhat different from

that psacticed in Massachusetts. It is lut bv

a machine soon afct r the dew has dried off in

ihn morning, and Itft in the condition in which

it falls, until ten or eleven o'clock next day
;

it IS then raked into windrows by hor.-e power,

and '"hauled," as they term it, from imme-

diately after dinner, until evening. Most

of that which we saw was nearly or qui^e ripe,

and when taken to the barn had not that full,

delicious fragrance which grass cut in the

blossom and cured in the cock gives off.

1 here were occasional fields with hay in the

cock, and a few cases where hay and wheat

were covered with caps.

In the town of Whiting, we visited the farm

of Francis D. Douglas, Esq., and went

mostly over it, hut by Iwrse pown- ! It con-

tains 375 acres, and was purchased for $15,-

OUO. About 75 acres are in forest. Mo.-t of

the remainder is bounded on the east by Otrer

Creek, and stretching away west,—after leav-

ing the intervale,—terminates in pleasant un-

dulations of upland and slope that overlook

much of the atija'jent country. Seven or ei^ht

men, with ttams, were engaged in having,

and although there were no le-s than eleven

barns on the farm, some fifty to a hundred

tons of hay would be stacked in the field.

1 he proprietor estimated his crop this year at

two hundred and twenty-five tons,—and a sur-

plus left over last spring would bring up the

amount at the close of the baying season to

250 tons. Besides the hay crop, he had fields

of oats covering a large number of acrp.s, and,

if we recollect light, several acres cf wheat.

Winters 100 head of stock; raises horses, and

had in the pasture ore cf the finest four year

old colts we have recently seen. The family

was making 100 pounds cf butter per week,

together with some cheese. The crop of oats

last
J
ear, amounting to some ten or twelve

hundrtd bubhels, was sold for nearly seventy-

hve cents per bushel.

As we passed over the farm, various im-

provements were pointed out, and among

them some examples in draining. Nearly all

the soil in this region has a large per ceutage

of clay, so that, fertile as it genercilly is, some

spots are nearly barren in the midst of this

fertility, or at most produce coarse and harsh

water grasses. These places were notice ible

in the midst of many a rich and extended field,

in most cases, these spots were narrow and

could be reclaimed by a single line of tile.

There are several reasons why these places

should be made fertile. They not only mar

the beauty of the surrounding field, but there

is so much waste land that miy be cheaply

made productive, and its loss makes a neces-

sity for reclaiming other and perhaps more

distant places.

Mr. D. spoke of the number of barns on

his farm, stating that he found them there

when he purchased, some four jears ago. He
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thought it not economical to have so many

modi rate sized buildings scattered over the

farm.

This isihe practice, however, throughout the

region. A commodious carriage house, with a

horse stable in the rear, is usually the first

building near the dwelling house; then

one or more small barns, and from four to

eif.'ht or ten more scattered about according to

the size and (eriiliry of the farm.

This plan has always seemed to us a mis-

taken one ; as lacking economy in the first

outlay ; as inconvenient and expensive in

tending stock in the winter, separated as it is

into half a dozen difforent parcels; expensive

in keeping so many buildings in repair, espe-

cially their roofs, and as lacking the warmth

for the stock which a large and compact barn

would afford.

What progress would a cotton or woolen

or, indeed, any other manufacturer, make

under such circumstances ? The true way in

farming, as in all other business, is to have

the work under constant observation, in the

most convenient and compact form possible
;

the implements and machines of the farm kept

where they can be seen and reached at once

;

the stock brought as near togf^ther as it can

be, and be comfortable, in clean and well ven-

tilated stalls ; or if young and wintered in the

yard, with economical places for feeding, and

suitable bheds to go under in stormy weather

;

and the fodder as near at hand, and as easd)

to be got at as circumstances will allow

Every thing, then, will be daily under the

master's eye. He will see that the cattle are

properly fed and cleaned; that they are regu-

larly watered ; that vermin do not make a de-

scent Hpon them and eat them up bodily ; that

the young catole have a fair chance and are

not robbed of their food or hooked about by

old and ugly ones. Under such circumstances,

the manure will receive proper attention, and

when sledding is good may be more easily

taken to the fields than f ora dozens of frozen

heaps at half a dozen barns.

From our stand point, the practice to which

we advert, and now so common in Western

Vermont, seems to us greatly lacking in con-

venience and economy, to say the least. Never

having, however, managed a farm under such

cireuuistances, we may be mistaken, and if so,

shall be glad to have some fiiends there, show

us in what respects.

In moral and intellectual qualities. It would

be difficult to find a people, an} where, occu-

pying a higher position than the famili'^s into

which we went. The newspaper, and among

them the Farmer, was upon every table.

Books, of a high order too, were common,

and there was evidence among all of the exer-

cise of a sound judgment and scrutinizing ob-

servation. 'J heir soil and climate are all that

could be desired ; and they would be lacking in

duty if they did not manifest their gratitudem
a life of good works.

A Cure for Bloat or Hoven —Mr.
John Hodges of Rockdale, Crawford County,

Pa , communicates the following to the New
York Farmers' Club :— I saw in my journal

this morning that twenty cows had recently

died at or near Davenport, Iowa, by being

bloated from eating clover, and 1 hasten to in-

firm you of an infallible cure, if applied fifteen

minutes before the animal would otherwise

die:— fake half a pint of salt, and cover it

with water, and lay it on the animal's back
over the kidneys, and have the skin thorougly

impregnated with the brine, particularly where
the paunch adheres to the pleura, on the left

side, just back of the last long rib. I have
followed the cattle business for more than

twenty years, and I learned this from a

brother drover. I once turned a drove of

cattle into flush feed on tie Susquehanna, on
a rainy evening ; a little after sunset a very
fine young ox came to me with his tongue out

as far as he could get it, breathing so that he
might be be heard twenty rods or more. I

s nt my boy into the house for a tin cup half

full of salt, covered with water. The old

Dutchman said 1 might calculate to take his

hide off in the morning. I told him I should

do no such thiri»g. He said he would die in

less than one hour ; that there had more than

a dozen dieil on his farm just so. and never

one cured. He was so bad I attempted to

stal) him, but did not and said I would wait

five minutes to s-ee if the brine would cure.

In le^s than ten minutes his tongue was in his

mouth, and he was chewing his cud before

nine o'clock."

To Relieve Choked Cattle —Having
lost a heifer by choking with a turnip, a' d
having had one choked since f )r which 1 found

relief, 1 send } oil my remedy fur publication

:

Get eight feet of telegraph w.ire, dout le in the

middle, and twist it together so as to leave a

loop in it. Take the creature by the horns

an(i run the loop end of the wire down its

throat and pull it out, and the turnip will be

pu.-hed down or pulled up in its mouth and

give instant relief.

—

Country Gentleman.
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POINTS OF THE HOKSB.
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orjran ; and secondly of its continuing healthy.

A fall arid clear eye. with soft, gazelle-like

expresf^ion, is scarcely ever associated with a

bad temper, and will most frequently continue

sound, if the management of the horse to

which it belongs is proper in itself. The ear

should be of medium size, not too small, nor

too large, nor should it be lopped, though

many good lop-eared horses have been known,
and some very supeiior breeds, like that of

the ct It-brated Melbourne, are notorious for

this defect.

The Neck should be of moderate length,

all be\ond a certain dimension being waste,

and even a moderate- sized head at the end of

an extremely long lever being too much for

the muscle to support. It should come out

full and mu>cular, with a sweep between 'he

wiihers and the bosom, and should gradually

diminish till it runs into the head, with an ele-

gant bend just behind the ear. A very nar-

row throat suddenly bent at the upper part,

marked as the thropple, is apt to be connected

with roaring, and on that account is objected

to by horsemen.
Ix THE Fore- QUARTERS, there are several

points to be a'tentively examined, and among
these, the shoulder is regarded as of most con-

sequence, when the horse under consideration

is intCLded for the saddle. It is evident that,

unless there is length of the blade, and also of

the true arm, there cannot be a fill suiface

for the attachment and play of the muscles.

nor can there be the same amount of spring to

take oif the jar which follows each footfall.

The straighter the angle formed by the long

axis of each of these bones, the less spring

there will be. So, also, if the angle is not

sufficient, the muscles of the shuulder-blade

will not thrust forward the true arm, nor will

the latter be sufficiently clothed with mu cles

(without being loaded) to acton the fore-arm,

commonly known by the horseman as the arm
Hence it is found, that with an upright shoul

der, not only is the stride in all the paces short

and the action stumpy, but there is not that

elastic movement which enables the horse to

carry his body along rapily and evenly, with-

out rising alternately behind and before, and
thereby jarring himself or his rider. On the

other hand, the upright shoulder, loaded with

a thick mass of mu-cles, is useful in the cart-

horse, and to a certain extent also, in the car-

riage-horse, in both of which the pressure of

the collar requires a steady and comparatively

motionless suiface to bear it. * * * The
point of the shoulder should be well develop-

ed, but not showing any rough protuberances,

which are equally objectionable with a flat or

ill- developed point. '1 he length of the true

arm is mamly dependent upon that of the

blade ; but sometimes, when this is oblique

enough, the true arm is short and uprigbt,

and the elbow stands under, or only a little

behind the shoulder point. This is a very

faulty conformation, and is seldom attended

with good action. The chief defect in the
elbow is seen when it turns inwards, and rubs
so closely against the ribs that the finger can
hardly be insinuated between them and it.

Here the elbow is said to be tied or confined,
and the horse is very apt to turn his toes out

;

while the opposite formation is indicated by
turned-in, or 'pigeon" toes, and turn-out el-

bows, frequently accompanying hng-standing
rheumati-m of the shoulders. A lung and
muscular fore-arm is a sure accompaniment of
strong and sweeping action, and shmld be
cart fully prized ; in other respects there is

little to be noted here. Next comes the knee,
which should be broad, and when looked at

from th«^ front should be much wider than the
limb above and below. It should taper off

ba kwards to a comparatively thin edge, and
should have a good development of the pisi-

form bone, which projects backwards at its

upper part. The leg, immediately below
the knee, should be as large as any ther part,

and not "tied in" there, which indicates a
weakness of this part. A bending of the knee
backwards is called a "calf-knee," and is not
objected to in cart-horses, in which it is by no
means uncommon ; but it is very pt to lead
to strains of this joint in the race horse or
hunter. A knee naturally bending somewhat
forward is much proferted by good judges,
though, when it is the result of over-work, it

is almost equally to be avoided with the calf-

knee. I'lat, and at the same time large, can-
non-bones, without gumminess, are of great
importance, and if attended with a full-sized

^uspenso^y ligament, and with strong, clean,

and free back sinews, the leg is to be consid-
ered faultless. The fetlock-joint should be of
good size and clean, whilst the pasterns should
firm an angle with the ground, of between
fort} -five and sixty degrees. Lastly, the foot

should be well formed ; but the construction
of this part being hereafter more fully de-
scribed, 1 shall omit its consideration here.

In the Middlepiece the withers come first

under notice. It is usual to desire them high
and thin, but they are very commonly too
much developed, and if the bony processes
stand up like the edge of a razor, without
muscle in them, they are to be regarded as

objectionable rather than otherwise. * * *

The volume of the chest is the measure not
only of the capacity of the lungs, but of that

of the large organs of digestion. Hence, un-
less there is a middlepiece of proper size,

the wind is seldom good, and the stamina of
the individual will scarcely ever be sufficient

to bear hard work. * * * "phe capacity

of the lungs is marked by the size of the chest

at the girth ; but the stamina will depend up-

on the depth of the back ribs, which should
be especially attended to.

A SHORT Back, with plenty of ground cov-
ered nevertheless, is the desideratum of <^very

practical horseman. Unless the measurement
from the shoulder point to the back of the
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quarters is somewhat greater than the height

at the withers, the action is confined, espe-

cially in the gallop, for the hind legs cannot

be brought suffi iently forward on account of
the interference of the fore-quarter; and, in-

d 'cd, from ihe want of play iu the back, they
are generally too much crippled in that re-

spect. * * * Next, to these points in the

middlepiece it is important to pay attention

to the upper line if the back, witich ,-houId

bend down a Utile behind the withers, and
then swell out very gently to the jimction with

the loins, which can hardly be too wide and
muscular * * *

Jn examining tub Hind-quarters, so

much depends upon the breed, and th".^ pur-

poses to which the animal is to be put. that

only a few general remarks can be given
* '" * Muscular quarters and ga^kins are

d sirable in all bree<N; for wi hout strong

propellers, no kind of work to which thehor.-^e

is put can be didy performed. The ju<)ge of

a hor^e generally likes to lonk at the quarters

behind, so as to get a good view of their vol-

ume, and unless they come close together,

and leave no hollow belcw the arras, he sus-

pects that there is a want of constiiuiion, and
rejects the animal on ihat account. But not

only are muscles of full size required, but

there must be strong joints to bear the strain

which these exert, and one of the mo»t im-

portant of all th^' points of the hor>e is the

hock. This should be of good size, but clean

and flat, without any gumminess or thorouiih-

pins, and with a good clean point standing

clear of the rest of the joint; the ''curbN

place" and the situation of .>-pavin should be

free from enlargement ; but to detect the.'>e

diseases a considerable amount of practice is

required. Lastly, the hocks ^hould be well

let down, which depends upon the Icn th of

the thigh, and insures a short cannon-bone.

The pat-ters and fett should be formed in cor-

respondence with those of the fore extremity,

to which 1 have already alluded.

MAINE AGRIGULTaRXL COLLEGE.
This in^titution, which has one class of tifteen

students, anti has already reciived twenty applica-

tions for aJ'iii-fsion to tlie next class, was located

at Orono on coiuli ion that the town would give a

suitcible farm, and tliat oih^r friends of the insti-

tu'ion and ot the location would give the sum of

$\5 000 towards the buildings. Orono gave fi^OOO

and OliltDwn #3000 wbich went to pay for the farm.

The .'•uin of S'lo OIIO was sub-cribed by the citizens

of Bi'gor and vicinity. In making out the deed

of gift of the farm, the people of Orono were

shrewd enough to do it in s-urh a way that if the

location of tiie college should ever be chaeg d, the

k.nd and hiiildirg-i should revert to the town. Up-

wards ui .^'40,01)0 have been expended on the farm,

some 03O,OOit of which has come directly from

the State treasury. Last winter, however, in vot-

ing an additional appropriation of ^28 000 the leg-

i>lature made its payment condiiondl on the trans-

fer of the title to the collegia farm from the town to

the State. This the Oronoites have refused to do
at three several town meetings.

Hence the $2S 000 remains in the State treasury,

and, as we learn by the Maine Farmer, "ail the

work of the trustees, all plans for the eiilarg ment
and greater effl iency of the college, all iiuilding

operations are completely suspended."

The editor of the Farmer expresses the hope

that an institution to which the State ha-i given

nearly sixty thousand dollars of the people's

money is not long to be paralyzed by the inconsid-

erate action of one town.

GOVERNMENT AND LABOR.
We presume that old Solomon is not alone in

the opinion that human affairs move in cycles,

and th.iC they repeat themselves continuously.

Hence what is regarded as new, is only thit which

h ith been of old time, and that which is to be hath

already been. Still it is not pleasant to apidy this

theory to what we regard as the progress of the

race, in government and the so. ial rela'itms of

men, and to think that our present form of g(jvern-

ment and our ideas of the equ d rights of mat are

to be superseded hy the effete land owning aristoc-

racy that onee flourished in th-.; old world, on the

one hand, and by the landless, servile, and depend-

ent lat)oring class that grew up undi r that sy.^tem,

on the other nand. And yet it may he po>isible

that there is a strong r tendency in this direction

than most of us are aware of; that in fact that

which hath been is soon again to be.

Already there is one paper published in the city

of New Yoik that boldly advocatis the adoption of

an imperial government, as a remedy for the al-

leged evils of our present form.

And to remedy the complaints of farmers and

planters about the unreliability and high cost of

help, the Turf, Field and Farm, of the same city,

reccmmends the introduction of the Chinese, and

says :

—

Our facilities for the general diffusion of agricul-
tural knowlediie thr'Uiijh the nunierou-* .jouTn;ils

devoted to thai iniere.-t in every Smte, ex eed
that f anv country in the world, and no n I'ion is

.•-o well provided wnh inachineiv a id ini|.|. meiits;

f )r Mich is ihe nieehanical fienius of our [)eo|) e

that they can invent anyihing ''to order ;" ami yet
how poorly our agrieiuture compaies witu ihat of
KKinders, of Scoiland, or Euiiland! Tlie fa -t. is,

the great cheek upon (uir progre-s in tins duvciion
IS the want bo h in the iil.inting and farming >t-ites

Ota eln ai), reli-ilile laoor fr^ uu a ela-.s ot oeojile

?c/t'), content, like th0 Asintus, to rematn in the posi-

tion asMgnt-d th' m by Porid nee, h'lve no re.\tiess

aspirations to risf above it, and fmm day-labo' ers

btcoine land owners.

Thei-e ideas of government and of the laboring

classes are perfectly harmonious. They were

realized under the feudal sj?tem, and the one

cannot pro'iahly be revived wiinout the other.

Until an imperial government is established, we
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doubt whether the immense national bi nefits can

be secured v,hh h iLe editor believes will flow from

the introduction of the Chinese, who, he says, are

exccll( d bv no peopie on the earth for frngaliiy,

docility, patent indu-try and aptness.

It is true that these Chinese may he content

with their lot at home, where it is impossible for

them to in. prove that lot; hut how ^hall this "con-

tent to rtmaia in the posiiion assigned them by

Providence" be enforced on ihem and on their

descendants here ? How t^hall these "restless aspir-

ations" be kept quiet ? If, as the writer of the

peragrapli quoted above says in anc^ther connec-

tion, "there is somethii g in our construction that

will not be content with the pood that the gods

provide,' how are we to nip the bui'ding ambition

that may start up in thete day-laborers to become

landowners? To make the question sill more

puzzling to us, the writer sajs, "in truth we be-

lieve if Dian were made an archangtl he would no;

lose all as-piration." Do tell us, then, how we are

to banish it from the breasts of our "cheap and

reliaijle labor," whethtr Asiatic or Atiican.

The wisdom of the agricultural press of the

great city c f New Yurk, which has undertaken

"to win over our sluggish farm friends every-

where lo a wiser econoiijy, to a larger thiift, and

to a better practice," is, we presume, competent to

the solution of this as of all other problems that

may occur to our "sluggish" minds.

Mowing with a Camel.—Being in the Park

in New York, the other day, we saw,—what per-

haps few of our readers have ever seen—a camel

mowing ! Here one of these humpt d aninrials was

harnessed to a lawn mower, which he drew with

great steadiness p.nd apparent ease. The haine.-s

resembled a breast-plate lor a horse, with the plate

resting on his neck in front of the hump on his

shoulders, with the shoulder strap under his body,

behind his forelegs. He threw his weight into it

as the ox does into the yoke. He was not a very

large sized camel, but would weigh pirhaps nine

hund red pounds. He had mowed an acre or more,

cutting the grass very smoothly. There was in

the injmtdiate vicinity a flock of beautiful Cots-

wold sheep under thtcare of an < Id Scotchman and

two dogs; thus indicating to what use the lawn

grass would be put in the coming winter. There

were some two hunHred of these fine sheep in the

floc&. There were also a herd of doer and elk in

an enclosure in the Park, which with the sheep

and camels have to be fed with hay in the winter.

Abortion in Cows.—A writer in the Western

Farmer advances the theory that this difficulty,

which IS becoming a formidable one witli dairy-

men in many sections, is owing to a want of phos-

phates in the food and water consumed by the an-

imal. The avidity with which laying hens eat egg

shells and fragments of b' nes, while at other times

they do not eat them, and roosters never, and the

fact that during gestation cows eat bones and
boards, are cited in confirmation of the correctness

this theory. It is also said that this information is

being sold at a hiu'h price as a receipt for a cure of

abortion, and that Mr. Lyman B. Sanford of
Cherry Flats, N. Y., had used it with perfect suc-

cess. For several years his cows had been in the

habit of calving prematurely; one year fourteen

out of thirty-five, miscarried between the months
of January and March. Another gi ntieman had
gathered bones and poundi d them fine, and when
the cows were salted, put as much bone dust as

salt together, and salted once a week. He advises

keeping the bone dust from the air, until used, as

it will otherwise lose a portion of its phosphorus.

EFFECTS OF DtlHiV PLOUGHING.
If yon or some of your correspondents will an-

swer the fill' .wing questions you will greatly
oblige one of the constant reaJers of your paper.
I will give the nature i f the soil experimented
upon, tliat you may be able to answer understand-
ingiy.

I have three-fourths of an acre of light, gravelly
loam, that has had a coat of manure ploughed
into it; every sprin,>^ for four years. Last season it

produced a fair crop of g irden vegetafiles.

Last fall, Horace Greeley lectured before the
Bristol County Asricuhural Society, and told us
an acre of land with the soil a fO(jt deep, would
pri duce as t"U( h as as two acres where the soil

was six imhes d ep, and an acre of soil two feet
diep, would produce as much as four acres of sojl
six inches deep.

I asked G. G. Godfrey, Esq., a farmer of expe-
rience and skill, how I sho.ild get a deep soil,

and he told nn 1 would have toploughdetp. Last
0>-tober, I ploualied it from fouitetn to sixteen
luetics deep, usir g a very large plough and three
yokes ot heavy oxen.

Tiii-< spiinsInaNe ploushed in a coat of manure,
ploughir g seven incnes deep, and planted as last

ycitr to g^trden vegetables.
Will tiic ucep plough ng be a benefit or an in-

jury t ) mv garoen ? vv ill the six or eight inches
of yellow "tree soil," or fiee dirt, I have ploughed
up, be a benefit or an i jury ? i-armers here
laugh at my experiment m.w ir is aone, but none
ot them recommenu any remedy, though they all

agree that it wilt prove a great ii jury.
lias any oiiecoainiitred tnesame blunder before ?

(if it is one.) Vvnatwill lie tne result on this

year's crop and the future usetuiness of the soil ?

VVjiat is the best way to treat it in the luture?
These are qucsnonsi shall be glad loseciinswercd.
Ar the end of the season will forward you the

result of this year's crop, and how it compares
with last season. Peter C. Thayer.
Taunton, Alass., June \i6, 18h9.

Remarks.—We might answer the inquiry

of our corresp ndent, whether "deep plough-

ing will be a beneht or an injury to his gar-

den in a single word ; but the subject is of

sufficient importance to call for some details.

We plough mainly to pulverize the soil, in or-

der to permit a free circulation of air and

moisture, for the purpose of reducing it to

powder, and to break up the joint action of

pressure, and the binding eti'ect of root fibres,
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which have compressed it. An old writer and

a close observer says :

—

"However well you may manure your land,

however thoroughly you may drain it, you

will never obtain the crops it is capable of

yielding, unless you pulverize it. Always

bear in mind that the impalpable powder is the

active part of soil, and that no other portion

has any direct influence upon vegetation, and

you will then, at all times, be buffieiently im-

pressed with the necessity cf thorough plough-

ing, harrowing, &c. ; indeed, you may rest as-

sured, that, except upon some few very light

sands, you cannot pulverize the soil too much."

The question then naturally arises, what is

the soil.'' Is it the mass of earth beneath our

feet, or only some port ion of it, on or near the

suiface .'' We speak of the soil, and of the sub-

soil, and then of the sand, gravel or clay

which underlies them, and nobody mistakes

our meaning. This soil varies in thickness in

different localities, and may be found f.om one

inch in d.pth to that of several feet. It is

rock highly disintegrated, in which is mingled

in greater or less degree, vegetable matter.

We plough this, as bt fore stated, to reduce its

particles to dust if one can, so that wfhen

moistened their nutritive properties may be

available by the roots of plants.

If we plough below the dark-colored por-

tion of earth which we call soil, we undoubt-

edly bring valuable properties to the surface,

but they are not in a commingled condition

and state of fineness to bring a crop when

planted. What follows? Whv that this new
earth must be brought icp gradually to the ac-

tion of the sun, air and lains, when it will, in

process of time, become dark-colored, and

covered with plants of one kind or another.

In one spot with thit-tles, perhaps ; in another

with clover ; in a third with pig weeds, and in a

fourth with some of the valuable grasses; and

all thif? without the application of manure by

the hand of man. The same result may be

secured more rapidly, by ploughing an inch or

more deeper at each successive ploughing, a'id-

ing manure freely and working the whole to-

gether by aficr-ploughings.

But what would be the result, if several

inches of the new earth were brought up at

once and mingled with the black soil ? In ev-

ery instance that has come under our observa-

tion, it has been the failure of the crop, un-

less an unusual amount of manure' was em-

ployed, or the soil worked over many more
times than is usual.

It is a common practice with progressive

farmers to deepen the soil by successive

ploughings, and not by turning up several

inches of fresh earth at once. There are oc-

casional exceptions to the rule, we believe, and

on a garden soil that is frequently stirred

through the summer so as to be well mois-

tened, aired and warmed, a good crop may
follow. The atmosphere is the great store-

house of fertilizing properties. Let the layers

of the earth come in contact with it, and it

will soon be covered with plants
;
plough these

under repeatedly and a soil is prepared, which

ill bring any of our common crops. Do not

fail to give your results.

HOUBS OF LABOK ON THE FABM.
J. W. Colburn, Esq., of Springfiell, Vt.,

has made an estimate of the hours that hired

men work on a farm during the season of eight

or nine months, and during the year, which

shows that farm laborers do not average so

many hours of work a day as are required by

manufacturers and mechanics. Judge Col-

burn's experience in farming give his conclu-

sions much weight, though they may be con-

trary to the general idea upon this subject,

lie commenced his first engagement as a farm

laborer thr e days before he was ten years of

age,—working "for his victuals and clothes."

He continued as a /arm laborer until twenty-

five years old, when he took some land on

shares, but was not a land owner till 35 years

of age. During the last thirty years he has

< mployed more or less men, both by the sea-

son and the j ear. In a letter to the New
York Farmers' Club he makes the following

statement :

—

Many farmers hire their help for seven or ci^ht

mnnttis, trim 1st Anril to 1st Novemiier or L)e-

ceniOtr. Tliere aretbreeof fh<se inontti> that-fiU

sHcrt in the ijomsof labor of ihe other tive months.
No*, let us take the hve months of ihu lo igest

days. A man g*ts up in the morningafier the sua
ri^es—it is t onsidereil out of gooil rastc to gtt up
hetore the sun; he dots a few chores and waits

around the housr un il l)reaktast isread- ,6 A. M.;
6 :3i» he will l)e in the tield ready lor a day's woik

;

at l2 1)1' is called to dinner, and it is 1 o'elo 'k, P.

M., hefore he is in the held again : and at 5 he is

cnlhd to his supp r, and i> back to hi-; woik again
at 6:30; quits work at 7 P. M. All lold, 11 hours.

In eomiiion seasons iht re is not less, c .uming
showers, than one rainy day in a week ; some sea-

sons considerably more, and it is seldom that a
farmer can furnish work in rainy weather for more
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than to pay the board of his men ; thus nearly
two hours of each day in the wetk is stricken off,

leaving a fraction >'l)0ve nine hours a day lor these
five munths. The two or three nmntlis is one hour
per day less, averaging, perhaps, 8% h-mrs of con-
stant work for the s< a-on of s-ix or seven months.
Wh n we take men by the yt-ar, which iudu.ies

one-third Win-er for the whnle year, 1:| hours less

per diy will be the average tor these months, fur

we cann' t expect to work men in snow, slet t, and
rain ihougb ihe days are shor ; nir drive them
out into ilie wood lot when the therm'Tnectr i-- 25
degrtes hi low zero. Tbis reduies the average
day n work fir the year t) not over eijiht hours.
Ii otiic^- farmers will gocirefully into this nek
oni! g they will find u a cotrtct oni', unless they
h ive a better faculty to g t work out of men in

b.id and wet weather than h.is your humMe ser-

vant. In this lueality the faim- r doi s m-t get so
mai.y hours' work on an average the season
ihiough, or by the year, as is now established by
the manufacturers and mechanics.

EXTRACTS AND KEPLIES.

REMEDY FOR LICE ON CATTLE.

What can I use to destroy the vermin on my
stock, that IS safe ? Many cattle, in my opiuion,
are injured by the use of kerosene, unguentum,
and other powerful applications.

Jfsse Willicutt.
Cummington, Mass., July, 1869.

Remarks.—Our correspondent is correct in his

opinion that cattle are injured by the use of the

applications which he mentions. But it is the in-

judicious use. We have seen a cow's hide tanned

on her body in spots where too much kerosene

was used. The hair did not come off in the spring

on those places when she shed the rest of her

coat, and the skin felt as hard and dry as sole

lea her. It was two or hree years before she got

over the operation. There was too much applied.

If a tablespoonfiil had been used by dipping the

fingers in it and then rubbing every part of the skin,

with the hand, the probability is that no harm
would have been done, and the vermin destroyed.

The same kind of treatment should he observed in

the use of unguentum, or any of the pungent oils

that are employed.

Dry, fine loam is an excellent remedy. The
cattle themselves resort to it frequently by pawing
it up and throwing it over themselves until the

hair is filled with it. Ashes is good, but must be

used with care. If sifed on too profusely and the

cattle are then exposed to rain, a ley may be

formed which will cause the hair to fall off.

All stalls where horses or cattle are kept, should

be occasionally swept and then washed out with

strong soap suds, or with water in whi. h a bit of

potash has been dissolved, or in which ashes has

been soaked. The water will find its way into the

crevices where the vermin "do mo-^t congregate,"

and ki!l them in their hiding places. It is of little

u.-:e to dose the stock with remedies, s j long as

every dry crack in the floor, about the stancheons

and in the walls, has a hungry legion in it ready

to come out and eat your cows up while they are

still alive. An ounce of prevention is worth a

pound of cure. So runs the old adage, and it is a
true one. Cleanliness is one of the cardinal vir-

tues, and it ought to shine in most barns a great

deal more than it does.

AMERICAN TENT CATERPILLAK.
Enclosed I send you something taken from a

era) apple tree. Please tell us in the Weekly
Farmer whit it is, and what its future would
have been had it not been removed ?

TiMOTHv Wheeler.
Walerbury Centre, Vt., July 26, 1869.

Remarks.—You have sent us a nest of Clisio-

campa'a eggs. But as that is not plain English we
are very much obliged to Mr. Harris for a literal

translation—the tent caterpillar. These eggs area
great curiosity. How 8\ stematically they are

placed upon the limb, how firmly glued, how
thoroughly protected by a warm,
water-proof, elastic covering ! With
an ordinary magnif^>i(ig glass we
count some twenty-five to twenty-

eight rows of eggs with twelve to

sixteen in a row, sufficient for a

colony of 300 to 400 worms, which

would have been called into activ-

ity by the same sun which expanda

the buds and starts forth the leaves

in the spring for their sustenance.

If your trees are not large these

cocoons may be removed with the

fingers. Where trees are large,

some gardeners use a pair of shears

on the end of a long pole, worked by a cord, to

clip off the twig which holds the eggs. Every

batch of eggs thus removed prevents a nest of

caterpillars in the spring.

TREES AS SCREENS FOR FEAR ORCHARDS.

Every pear orchard should be screened from the
full force of our bwtepiug winds. Oherwise a
great deal of fruit * ill he blown from the trees in

a premature state, while that which ri mams will

never attain either the size or the beauty that it

would if hanging qui. tly on sheltered houghs.
Th'^se who have travelled in France atid Belgi-

um will remember thi high stone walls that almost
invariably surround the pear gardens, tff.-etiug the
doiiiJe purpose of weataer screens and thief-

guards. They will also recall the enormous size

of the pears that grow in these qjiet en. losures.

UncJouhteclly this is the most elfeccual mode of
gaining complete protection.

In this country where labor and materials are

now so hign, it would he very costly to attempt to

surround our pear trees with wails of masonry.
la default of this a row of Norway spruces, or

white pines, will serve us exceedingly well, and if

these hardy tvtrgreens are ke^,^t headed down to a
height of about fitteen feet, they will gradually

thicken up into a mass of gr^en, which will not
only conceal the tempi ing blushes of Flemish
Beauties and Louise Bonnes, from the eyes ot en-

amored depredators, but will also make a pleasant

lee from summer gales, and at the same time allow
Che sun to shine in over the tops, bringing the light

and heat so necessary for the perfect coloiiug and
ripening of the fruit.

Perhaps in low lands it would be better to make
our living wall of aeciduous trees, thereby allow-
ing the full force of the sun to Ue on the ground
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in winter and early spring, to impart warmth and
dryness to the wet soil. In such situaiions a row
of weeping ashes is very efff ctive, and at the same
time exceedingly picturesque. This may be ob-
tained by setting out young ash trees at distances

of eisrht to ten teet, and when tLey have grown to

a suflicient stature, cutting th' m down to a uni-
form heij^ht ot tifteeii feer, and grafting the tops
with scions of the weeping ash. Tnese take read-

ily, and in two seasons will have thrown over a
shower of long, drooping boughs, reaching to the
ground, g ving the tffect of a cataract of liviipg

green. Alter the tir.'-t year all shoots of the origi-

nal tree should be caiefully n moved, otherwi-e
th( y will mar the b> auty of the drooping wall.

I have succeeded in forniing such a screen with
b;it btde labor, and it promises to be peifectly

effective. AfousTiNE Shuktleff.
Biookline, Mass.,Ju,ly 25, 1869.

Remarks —With the protection recommended

by the writer of this valuable article, we have no

doubt that pears and oiher fine fruits might be

raised on many farms in New England which are

now supposed by their owners to be too far north

or too elevated for their successful cultivation.

Such a screen is often equal to the removal of the

garden into a cli mate several degrees warmer and

several days earlier.

THE PALMER WORM.

Will \ou be so kind as to inform me if there is

such a worm as the Palmer worm ? and if th^ re is,

please (iesci ibe it to me e. p.

Biidgtwater, Mass., July 29, 1869.

Remarks.—In 1853 an insect something like

the Canker worm made its appearance in many
parts of New England. In a communi.ation to

the Farmer,— Monthly page 370,—dated July 6,

1853, Prof. Harris of Cambridgi', says of the Pal-

mer worms, "the^e insects which have appeared

in gnat nnnibirs upon fruit and fo! est trees, dur-

ing the past month, agree in all respects with the

accounts given of the Palmer worms that pte-

vaiied in many parts of New England in June,

1791." As he calls th^m the Palmer worm, wc

must answer the above inquiry in the affirmative,

although it is proOa'Jy true that the name
has been applied to ditferent worms. Prof. Harris

said that until the insect is obtained in the winged

or moth Slate its scientitij name cannot be de-

termined. We do not know that this has been

done, but we picsume that Mr. Scuddcr's proposed

work on Butterflies will give it. We have heard

nothing of the Palmer worm since 1853. At that

time Prof. Harris gave the following description

of it: "In its early stages, this ivonn, or caterpillar,

though varjing somewhat in color, is mostly pale

green, with two slendir brown lines along the top

of the back, and a pale brown head. It has six-

teen teet, six of which, near the head, are jointed,

and end with a single claw : the others are merely

fleshy protuberances without joints, the terminal

pair being the longest. When fully grown, the

in»ect measures half an inch or rather more in

length, and then bears a striking resemblance to

,the common bud worm of the apple tree; the

back assuming, generally, a darker color, and the

sides of the body being marked with black points,

arranged there together on each side of every ring.

Two blackish semi-circular spots or marks, may
also generally be observed, at this period, on the

top of the first ring. A few short hairs may be

seen on the body by means of a magnilying glass.

On my own trees, these insects have confined

themselves mostly to the terminal leaves and buds

;

on others, in places where they have bt en numer-

ous, they have spread over all the leaves, and
have devoured the whole green substance, leaving

only the net work of veins untouched. They
are exceedi'gly active in their motions, moving
either forwatds or backwards at pleasure, wih a

kind of impatient jerking motion, which renders

it difficult to hold them. When the trees are

shaken, these worms drop, and hang suspended

by threads, like canker worms. Whether they

leave the trees in the same way, when they have

finished their course,—if indeed- they do leave

them at this time, and where they undergo their

final transformations, I have not ascertained, be-

ing prevented by other engagements from watch-

ing their further progress."

DISEASED CHERRY TREES.

I have some nice cherry trees of the Washing-
ton va'iety, but very few cherries. Tney blos-

som full, but when the fruit gets about the size of
small peas, it drops off. Tne trees are of about five

years' growth, and appear to be very thritty.

Lyman J. Tower.
Cummington, Mass., July, 1869.

Remarks.—Our correspondent, we suppose, is

aware that the cheiry trees all over New Eng'and

have greatly deteriorated, within the la&t twenty

years. We are inclmed to think that this is not

occasioned by a disease of the tree itself, as in the

ca-e of the "j el lows" in the peach, but is the re-

sult of annual attacks upon it by iasects, during its

early growth in the spring. These insects are a

little "saw-fly," only about one-tiith of an inch in

length, and quite black.

As soon as the young shoots on the ends of the

twigs, put our, and new leaves are formed, these

little black slimy insects infest them in astonish-

ing numbers, and destroy all the new growth. In

attempting to get them off, the hand soon becomes

glutd, as it were, with a disgusting, sticky sub-

stance, with which their bodies seem to be cov-

ered.

They soon affect the tree so that the foliage on

the ends of the branches, all around the tree, is

curled, looks dirty, and is so to the touch. They

begin to lay their eggs early in June, and finish

and disappear within the space of three weeks.

The eggs are deposited on the under side of the

leaf. The worms, or slugs, hatch out in about

fourteen daj s, and have twenty very sh a't legs.

The trees attacked by them are forced to throw

out new leaves during the heat of the summer, at

the ends of the twigs and branches that still re-

main alive; and this unseasonable foliage, which

should not have appeared until the next spring,
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exhausts the vigor of the tfees, and cutsoflFthe

prospect of fruit.

Si'iinkling the branches with fine ashes has

proved of great service in arresting the ravages of

these insects.

The seeds of the plum, apple, potato, &c., will

not bring the same kind of fruit that they were

taken from. It is only by grafting the former,

and planting the potatoes, that we get the fruit we
desire.

To kill the hark louse on apple trees, scrape

them, and then wa^h with strong soap suds.

THE BUD "WORM IN APPLE TREES.

Enclosed you will find some apple tree leaves

that Cuntain a kind of maggot. Will you pl( ase

to inform me through the c lumns of the New
Englvnd Farmer—which I regard as the fir-

mei's friend—what they are called, and what will

destroy them easier than to pick, i htm <ff by hand ?

My [rets are preti-y well c(;vered i y them. I no-
tice niai'y small, "slim black but^s, api) irentiy in

connection with them. James Pollard.
Ludlow, Vt. June '21, 1869.

Remarks.—The specimens of curled and eaten

leaves were duly received, with a black bug, but

we could find no caterpdlars. As we were not

able at once to answer our correspondent's in-

quiries satisfactorily, we have taken some time to

inquire and to hunt up the authorities on the sub-

ject. For several years we have noticed more or

less of the work on our own trees of some Insect

in the bud and on the first, leaves, but were igno-

rant of its name or history, nor have we been able

to find any description of it in our fruit books.

On consulting Mr. J. Breck and J. F. C. Hyde, of

this city, we learn that this insect has never been

very fully described, and until recently has not

done any material damage. This year, however,

it has been more numerous than ever, and it may
now well claim the notice of fjuit growers. The

only description to which either Mr. Breck or Mr.

Hyde cr.uld refer us was thac in Mr. Harris' book

on Insects Injurious to Vegetation. Proba'ily Mr.

Scudder will give a history of it in the volume he

is now prcparingon the Butterflies ofNew England.

Under the general term of Leaf-rollers, Mr.

Harris describes two insects which prey on apple

trees soon after the buds open in the spring. One
"curls up and fastens together the small and ten-

der leaves that supply them both with shelter and

food; and in this way, they often do considerable

damage to the trees. These caterpillars are some-

times of a pale green color, with the head and the

top of the first ring brownish ; and sometimes the

whole body is brownish or dull flesh-red; they are

rough to the touch with minute warts, each of

which produces a very short hair, invisib'e to the

naked eye. They come to their full size towards

the middle of June, and then measure nearly or

quite half an inch in length. After this, they line

the inner surface of the curled leaves, composing

their nests, with a web of silk, and are then

changed to chrysalids of a dark brown color.

Towards the end of June, or early in July, the

chrysalis pushes itself half way out of its nost,

and bursts opi n at the upper end, so that the mo h

n)ay ci.me out. It n.ay be called Loxolmnia Rosa-

ceana, or the oblique bandtd moth. The fore

wings of this moth are very much arched on th( ir

outer edge, and curve in the contrary direction at

the tip, like a little hook or short tail. They are

of a liph' cinnamon-brown co'or, crossed with lit-

tle wavy darki r brown line-, and wiih three broad
oblique dark t)rown lunds, whereof one covers the

base of the wing, and is oftentimes indistinct or

wanting, the second crosses the middle of the

wing, and the third, which is broad on the front

edge and narrow behind, is near the outer hind

margin of the wing. The hind wings are ochre-

yellow, with the folded part next to the body
blackish. It expands one inch or a little more.

Li. tie cater] ilLirs of another species are some-

times found in Mi:y and June in the opi ning buds

and amoi g the ttnder leaves of the apple tree.

They live singly in the buds, the leaves of which
they fasten together and then devour. These cat-

erpillars are c/f a pale and dull brownish color,

warty and slightly downy like the foregoing kind,

with the head and the top of the first ring dark,

shining brown; and a dark brown spot appears

through the skin on the top of the eighth ring.

They generally come to their growth by the mid-

dle of June, and are changed to shining brown

chrysalids within the curled leaves, in a little web
of silk, wherewith their retreats are linea. The
chrvsalis has only one row cf prickles across the

rings of the back. The moths come out eaily in

July. They very closely resemble the European

Ptnthina comitana, and perhaps may be merely

a variety of it. The hejd and thorax are dark

ash-colored. The fore wings are of the same color

at each end, and grayish white in the middle,

mottkd with dark gray ; there are two small eye-

like spots on each of them ; one near the tip, con-

sisting of four lit lo Llatk marks, placed close to-

gether in a row, on a light brown ground, the inner

marks being long r than the others ; the second

eye-spot is near the inner hind angle, and is formed

by three minute black ^ pots, arranged in a triangle,

in the middle of which there is someiimes a black

dot. The hind wings are dusky brown. This

moth expands from one-half to six-tentbs of an

inch. It may be called Penthina ocxdana, the eye-

spotted Pcnthina. My attention was called to the

depredations of this bud-moth, and of the pre-

ceding species, by John Owen, Esq., of Cambridge,

by whom the mo;hs were raised from the cater-

pillars, and presented to me.

It is difHcult at first to conceive how such in-

significant creatures can occasion so much mis-

chief as they are found to do. This seems to arise

from the number of the insects, and their mode of

attack, whereby the opening foliage is checked in

its growth or nipped in the bud. To pull off and

crush the withered cluster of leaves containing the

caterpillars or the chrysalids, is the only remedy

that occurs to me. It were to be wished that some
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better way of putting a stop to the ravages of the

leaf-rollers and bud-moths, that infest many of

our fruit-trees and flowering shrubs, could be dis-

covered."

We are not sure which of these insects troubles

our correspondent, but perhaps the foregoing de-

scription from Mr. Harris' book will enable him
to decide for himself.

The little black bug alluded to had probably no

connection with the worms, and may be a *"viend.

"We shall be glad to hear from any one who has

observed the work of these caterpillars. We hope

that, like many other insects, after having had

their day they will disappear.

APPLES ON A BROKEN LIMB.

I have a fine thrifty Baldwin appl ". tree in my
orchard ou which scarcely an apple can be seen,

except on a limb which was nearly broken from
the tree la^t fall in gathiring the fruit. This limb
hangs full of line large applts. How do you ex-
plain this ? E. A. Davis.
Buckland, Mass., July 30, 1869.

Remarks.—We explain it on the same prin-

ciple that we account for the same result when
produced by taking out a ring of bark from a

limb, or by bending and fastening down a branch.

But exactly what that principle is it is not quite

so easy for us to say. We are not deeply versed in

the mysteries of fruit or vegetable growth. Our
old fruit books say that by breaking or twisting

the limb or removing a ring of bark, the sap

which would otherwise have returned to the body
of the tree or its roots, and have been mingled with

the common stock of its fluids, is retained in the

limb, which thus having more than its rightful

share is enabled to set fruit, though the other por-

tions do not, as the general stock of the sap is de-

voted t;) repairs or improvements in wood, &c., de-

manded by the exertions of the tree in maturing

the previous crop, or in answer to other calls on

its vitality.

BONES, AND CLAM AND OYSTER SHELLS.

I have had good success in making a fertilizer

from hones according to Dr Nietiols' receipt, as
follows: Take 100 pounds of boues beaten in j-mall

fragments ; paek them in alternate layers, with a
compound made ( f 100 pounds of wood as^hcs, 25
pounds of lime and 12 pounds sal soda; pack in a
tight cask and keep wtt. The bones will be re-

duci d ill a few weeks, and s-h )uld Ite thoroughly
mixed wiih loam several weeks before ubing.
Now I would like to ask if claiu and oyster

shells can be made valuable by any such nuans,
or by usmg viiriol, as it is used lor bones? In
what way may these shells be made available to

the best advantage ? How should ground oyster
shells he usi d tor manure ? Do the phosphates
abound in shells f p.

Franklin, Mass., July 29, 1869.

Remarks.—The above inquiry was submitted to

Dr. J R. Nichols, editor of the Boston Journal of
Chemistry, and we take much pleasure, and per-

haps a little pride, in publishing his brief but com-

prehensive reply. The Dr. says :—'-Clam and

oyster shells are composed mostly of carbonate of

lime, and are therefore valueless as fertilizing

agents. Bones are composed of phosphate of lime,

the phosphoric acid being the agent so useful to

crops. Clam and oyster shells cannot be dis-

solved in caustic alkalies, they dissolve in sul-

phuric acid, forming gypsum, or sulphate of lime.

"Clam and oyster shells are of no value to agri-

culture. They have no more effect, upon crops

than the dust or chips taken from the yard of the

marble worker. Marble and shells are nearly

identical in composition, and both are unworthy

of consideration by farmers."

BUGGY PEAS.

Can you or any of the writers for the New Eng-
land Farmer inform me how to prevent bugs in-

juring seed peas. I have some choice kinds that

I wish to save until next year. By so doing you
will oblige A Constant Reader.
East Abington, Mass., July 28, 1869.

Remarks.—Mr. Harris teils us in his book on

"Insects Injurious to Vegetation," that while the

pods are young and tender the pea beetle hacks

into it, curculio fashion, and deposits an egg

directly over the pea. Erom this egg a very small

grub is hatched which makes its way into the pea

by a passage so small as to be scarcely visible, and
which closes up as the pea grows. Sometimes

every pea in a pod will be found to contain a wee-

vilgrub or worm. It changes to a "pupa" during

the autumn, and by or before spring becomes a

beetle, gnaws a hole through the thin hull of

the pea, and is ready for another season's work.

How much the flavor of green peas that we so

much relish is owing to the large number of these

little insects they contain, is a question that we
are not asked to decide. We are asked how to

prevent this worm or "bug" from injuring seed

peas. Having taken up its residence in the pea, and
the entrance-way being closed behind him, he is

pretty securely erjoj ing his feast, and undisturbed,

will consume most of the "marrow" of the pea,

but he generally leaves the germ of the future

sprout untouched. Hence"huggy peas" will mostly

sprout and grow. We have heard that if peas are

put into a bottle or jar, with about half an ounce

of gum camphor to each gallon of peas and corked

tight, the insect will be killed hy sufiocation. They
are also scalded in hot wa'er, sometimes ju-t be-

fore planting, to effect the same object. As the

insect is limited to a certain period in the spriiig

for depositing its eggs, peas for seed are often

sown later in the season, but in our hot summers
lute sown peas do not always succeed well. A
gentleman in Rensselaer county, N. Y., however,

sowed them on the tenth of June, six years in suc-

cession, and did not find an insect in them during

that period.

—The live stock statistics of Ohio, just completed,

show that in 1868 there were 20,085 more cattle,

319 more mules, 1,416,205 more sheep, and 356,625

more hogs than are returned for taxation in 1869,

and a gain of 4,203 horses.
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A QBOUP OF IMPORTED COTS"WOLD EWES.

In the Weekly Farmer of December 5, and

in the Monthly Farmer for 18G9, page 45, we

gave a cut of sheep bred as CotswolJs by Mr.

Corliss of Haverhill, Mass., -who sold out in

1866. With that engraving as a type of the

Cotswold breed, we were not entirely satisfied.

The appearance of the head and of some other

parts of the animal indicated a cross, more or

less remote, with the Leicester or other simi-

lar sheep.

The cut which we give this week comes

nearer to our ideal of pure Cotswolds. It

represents some sheep imported from England

by Mr. Burdett Loomis, of Connecticut. As
is often the case with one's hands in a daguer-

reotype or photograph, the feet and legs.
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we think, appear too large. This fault is

noticeable in many cuts of animals made from

photographs. Otherwise, we consider it as a

good representation of the high-bred English

Cotswold sheep.

For the Xeiv England Farmer.

MENTAL LAZINESS.

Your Charlotte correspondent, "Uncle
John," makes some decided hits in his article

'Brains in Farming, Ko. 2." I believe the

Vermont farmers have more brains than they

are willing to use. It requires an effort to

ihinJc; and any continued application of the

mind in one direction seems irksome to many
who possess naturally strong minds They
fall into the habit of vague, sleepy half-think-

ing, and acquire a kind of mental laziness,

which militates against all subsequent mental

culture.

This state of mind is induced, in part, by

over physical exertion at some seasons of the

year when crops need especial care, and should

be carefully guarded against by all who desire

to improve their minds, their farms, or their

stock.

This state of feeling is indicated by the thin

attendance at the farmers' clubs, the empty
halls, when a lecture upon agriculture is an-

nounced, and the apparent indifference of

farmers at the evening discussions at the

county and State fairs. It was particularly

noticeable at our State fair at Burlington, last

fall. A programme for the discussions on

each of the three evenings during the fair was
carefully prepared, printed, and circulated

months before the fair. Speakers were ap-

pointed to write essays and open the discus-

sions, who, it was fair to suppose, would inves-

tigate the several subjects assigned to them, and
be prepared to present their views in an inter-

esting manner. A general discussion was to

follow, by all who pleased to take a part.

The plan was good, and should have been car-

ried out to the letter.

But among the thousands of farmers from

all parts of the State, who were present at the

fair, very few found It convenient to attend

these discussions ; while the City Ilall was
packed to its utmost capacity to witness a

second-rate theatrical performance, and the

tent of a smooth-tongued "horae-tamer" was

equally well filled.

The subject announced in the programme
for discussion on the last evening, was "Ma-
nures," and the speaker to open it one of the

Professors in our Agricultural College. A
good house was confidently expected. In-

stead of a full house of interested farmers,

eager to listen to a learned Professor, on an

important subject, which he had, no doubt,

thoroughly investigated, only about thirty, all

told, were present. Late in the evening, it

was announced that the Professor was un-
well (.'*) and would not be in. I fancied, at
tbe time, that a crowded hall awaiting the es-

say would have recovered the Professor, to
our edification.

If the farmers of Vermont would be bene-
fited by our Agricultural College, they must
put themselves in a position to receive its in-

struction. Grants of land or money, stately

buildings and learned Professors of Agricul-
ture will avail nothing, if the farmers hold
themselves aloof, and from pride, prejudice,

indifference, or any other cause, neglect to

receive the knowledge within their reach.

J. R. AV.

Springfield, Vt., July 20. 18G9.

For the New England Farmer,

LABOR.
The question of labor never occupied so

much thought among all classes of men as at

the present day. The most exalted and the

humblest are anxiously considering its rela-

tions to themselves and others. That most of
the attention it is receiving grows out of the

selfish desire to reap in some way the greatest

profit from it, does not admit of a doubt. At
the same time, there are many that would be
glad to bring out some equitable method
whereby employer and employed could meet
on common ground, and be mutually satisfied

with what the one is paying and the other re-

ceiving.

I huve small faith that such a panacea will

ever be found, but expect that, as a rule, we
are to jog on much as we have done for gen-
erations past ; with perhaps this difference,—

that as education becomes more generally dif-

fused among the working classes, co-operative

associations among them for carrjing on their

particular line of business will be more com-
mon. Aside from this, it seems quite evident

that we must have men with means to employ
those who have none ; and tbat these parties

must in some way come to terms with each
other, by which the man of means may accom-
p!i.-.h his plans, and the laborer obtain his ne-

cessaries of life.

It has been more difficult for some years

past to harmonize the interests of the two
classes than it was twenty years ago. Many
reasons for this will present themselves to

those who have been accustomed to observe
passing events. Two or three of these I re-

gard as the main sources of the whole of the

trouble that has been experienced.

The first is, the great demand for labor.

None can deny that the demand has been such
that no man need be out of emplo) ment but
a brief time, before having a call at a remu-
nerative price for his work. This pressing

demand for labor has led to most alarming
effects upon the quality of common labor. I

i have been astonished at witnessing the want
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of faithfu'ness, especially in those who are

empioyt'd in any of the numerous public works
in our cities. Their great study seems to be
to accomplish as little as possible during work
ing hours. This state of things is influencing

all departments of labor. The farmer comes
in for his share of the evil. His man knows
he can go to the city and find work to do, and
that there he can shirk his task, but while

under the farmer's eye he has not so good a

chance. Hence he becomes uneasy, and off

he goes, regardless of all engagements, or any
damajje he may cause his employer. The
truth of these statements, I presume, will not
be controverted.

Another cause of the trouble is, the gen-
eral extravagance or want of economy among
all classes of our people—employer and em-
ployed. The business man, the farmer, the

mechanic, and in fact all the professional

classes, so called, find their expenses large,

and the calls upon them for money from every
side increasing. At the same time, every la-

boring man fiiids himself beset with the same
diiriculty. The consequence of this condition

of ihings, is an effort on the part of tliose who
employ labor to bring about a reduction of
price

; and those who labor, to gain an increase

of price for their labor.

Another cause of disquietude is found in

the unceasing agitation of the question, as to

the number of hours that shall constitute a

day. So long as labor is in such demand as

it is at present and has been for some years

past, so long may we be sure that this agita-

tion will be continued. Much may be said in

favor of the abridgment of labor to eight

hours for a day's work. The same arguments
may with like propriety be urged for six hours,

or even less, as the legal time required. I

hardly think that many who have made man's
capacity for labor a study, will say that, in

most occupations in the open air, ten hours is

the limit beyond which he cannot labor with
safety to his physical system. About the only
reason of any force given for changes in this

respect is, that, by reducing the hours of phy-
sical exertion, we have more time to devote to

ment 1 culture and the Lke. This is true.

But how far this increased leisure time is thus
Uocd is somewhat problematical. However,
we will not discuss the aggregate gain or loss,

either to the employer or emfj4oyed ; for after

all, it will remain true, tha.t necessity knows no
law. So long as human nature is as we know
it ro be, so long will laws enacted to regulate
this matter of labor (where adults are the par-

ties) be comparaiivelv powerless. Demand
and supply are inexorable in respect to labor,

a-; to all other commodities. You cannot
kick the beam always in one direction. It

will inevitably recoil sooner or later, and
swing as far from the centre in the opposite
davctioa as it has been forced from the true

balance. It is, therefore, useless and worse

than useless for guilds, trades' unions and all

other organizations to attempt to didute who,
and how many shall learn a particular business,

how long they shall work, or the rate of waees
they are to receive for their labor. Combi-
nations of this kind are sure to drive employ-
ers into the same tactics, and the time for

their action will be when labor can least with-

stand it, viz., when business is dull and labor

plenty. It is well for both parties to view
this question dispassionately, and with a wise
r'gard to all the exigencies of business and
of l,fe.

So far as farm labor is involved in this

question, I have never had any misgivings but
that t..e farmer would ever be able to find la-

bor, such as he requires, at just and equitable

prices. As to the number of hours he wishes

them to work, that can in all cases be amicably
arranged. If jou deal with every man who
comes to you for work as you would wish to

be dealt with, all trouble can be avoided, ex-

cept in a very few cases of very bad men. If

I tell a man before I employ him how I work
my men, and if any extra time required is to

be paid for, pro rata, or any other condition,

and he engages to work knowing all the cir-

cumstances, you need not generally fear hav-
ing any trouble with him. But hire a man in

a hap-hazard manner, without his knowing
what to expect, and if you get on without
trouble you will be more fortunate than most
men are.

Therefore, I do not think it is worth while

for the farmers of New Englxnd to be much
worried about the labor question. So far as

they are concerned, if they deal fairly with

their men at the time of employing them, and
adhere to the conditions stipulated all through
the term of service, they will find the ques-

tion of labor peacefully solved, as far as they

are concerned. K. o.

July 23, 1869.

For the New England Farmer,

TIME TO CUT GRASS.

Much has been said of late on this impor-

tant subject, all writers agreeing that grass

has usually been cut too late. This is un-

doubt'^dly true. At the same time, is there

not danger of our going to the other extreme,

under the pressure of so much influence on one

side ?

The question is, what is the proper time

to cut grass, in order to secure it in its best

condition ?

There seems to be three stages in the

growth of the grasses, as of most (perhaps all)

annual plants. The first is before the juices,

the sugar and starch become matured. The
second is after the plant has taken up all the

elements required to constitute a perfect plant,

and to supply m full all the substances which
go to form the nutritive qualities of the grass,

with the exception, perhaps, of some of the
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mineral properties required in the perfection

of the seed, but while the "gum" is still held

in a state of solution. The third is after these

juices have commenced turning to woody fibre
;

the stiffening process required to give the

plant strong' h to till up the heavy head as its

blossoms change to seed. Now the second of

these stages seems to be the one in which the

hay should be secured.

It is then in a condition in which the animal
can best obtain the nutritive properties con-

tained in the carbon of the plant ; and, al-

though the increas-e in hulk of the crop of hay
from a given field, which has pasted to the

third stage, will be great, yet it is doubtful

whether the increase in weight continues after

the "woodening" process commences. Nearly
as long as the weight of the hay is increasing,

I think the quahiy of the grass is improving.

The quality ot a pound of hay cut when imma-
ture cannot be equal to a pound cut when in

the next stage. We see an illustration of
this in the cider apples, which, when ground
green, pioduce an article vastly inferior to

that made from ripe fruit. Jt is doubtful to

me whether grass cut in the proper time is any
better for any steaming process.

One great advantage in cutting grass early

is in the quick growth of the rowen, which, if

not heavy enough for cutting, protects the

roots of the grass from the scorching sun,

which sometimes produces such sad havoc
with the roots of our redtop ; the death of

which is followed by a coming in of the wiry,

indigestible June grass. Clover, cut early,

will stay longer and do better on a field than

when cut late.

But when is the very best time to cut grass ?

Has the first stage passed before blossoming ?

Is there any better time to cut grass, in con
sideration of quality, than just as it gets into

full blossom ?

It is rather late to discuss this question, but

we can reflect through the winter, and act in

summer. If a given field cut in the first of
blossoming, wiil give as much weight of hay

;

if a ton of the hay will produce more strengtii,

more meat, and more milk
; if a gallon of the

milk will give more butter ; if the animal ob-

taii s more material to produce animal heat; if

the manure lei t is better ; if the animal saves

labor in masticating and digesting the hay,

which helps it to retain fiesh otherwise worn
off, and is healthier and better in every way,
while our fields are less exhausted of the inor-

ganic elements of fertility, and the roots bet-

ter preserved from year to year— if all these

advantages are to be gained by cutting at that,

or at any other par icular time in its growth,

rather than to cut later, it is important that the

subject receives due consideration. f.

Franklin, Mxss., August, 18G9.

Remarks.—When agricultural writers get

hold of any subject in earnest we are always

afraid of the "other extreme." All farmers

appreciate a deep soil, but let the writers take

up that topic and before they lay it down a

furrow twenty inches deep looks shallow—on

paper. A wet, heavy soil is a sore annoyance

to those who plough the land and hoe the crop,

but the advocates of thorough drainage can

find no stopping place short of pipe-laying

every acre of our farms. Whenever, there-

fore, we get the steam up, and the machine

under full headway, it is well to have the

brakemen at their posts.

And why is not "after ha}ing" an appro-

priate time to discuss any question connected

with the subject of cutting grass ? The old

adage of "striking while the iron is hot," is as

applicable to the thoughts of the farmer as to

the iron of the blacksmith. In urging farmers

to publish the results of their experience "in

season and out of season," one of our cor-

respondents added "but, perhaps, better out

of season than in." Something to think of

there.

For the New England Fanner,

KECREATION FOR FARMERS.
"Humph !" I hear some fjrmers say, "what

does he mean by recreation for farmers ?" £

will try to tell you what I mean. At the pre-

sent day it is found that all classes and con-
ditions of men are greatly advantaged by an
occasional relaxation from their daily round
of duty, whatever its name or nature. None
seem to be exempt from this law of our being.

None can ignore it without serious loss to

person and purse.

The loss to person grows out of the fact

that we cannot continue one set of muscles in

work, to the neglect of others, without sooner
or later overworking the one and impairing or
enervating the other. Persisting in this course
tends to deteriorate the whole system. This
is in all probability less true of farmers than
of people in most other occupations. Their
necessary labor brings about all their muscular
system into use. The extent of the use in

their ease is just where the evil comes in.

Unceasing toil tells upon them to such an ex-

tent as to bring on premature old age. We
see them bowed over in what should be the

prime of life. They lose their buoyancy and
elasticity of mind ; they become taciturn in

their homes. A sombre sadness seems to per-

vade all around. The wife is too often over-

ivorked, and partakes of the same spirit. The
children, growing up in such an atmosphere,
lose interest in home,—if they ever had any
interest in it,—and look forward with longing

eyes to the time when they can escape to the

city, the west or the sea. Too much of the

emigration from our New England farms has

its cause just here. I know of individual
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cases in which this is true. The homes are

not pleasant to them by reason of unceasing
work, and the want of cheerfulness in the

family.

The remedy, I think, in a measure, is to be
found in farmers finding out that they can ac-

complish more, year by year, if they devote a
portion of their time to recuperate their pow-
ers, by relaxation. A case in point occurs to

me.
A cousin of my father went from Rhode

Island, when about thirty years of age to

Madison, N. Y. He came back to visit the

old place some three or four times before he
was fifty years old. After that his visits be-

came more frequent, so that he felt bi fore he
died that he must come about every season.

He told me he could spend from three to five

weeks from home and gain double the amount
of time before the year expired, in conse-

quence of the new energy with which he could

enter upon everything he had in hand. He
felt happy and joyful and wanting to sing all

the time. He was seventy-nine years old

when he made his last visit. He was prepar-

ing for another the following summer, but
sickened and died. He would either leave in

the spring as soon as the crops were in the

ground, or after his hay ana small grain har-

vest was over.

What was true cf this man is true of all

others, to a greater or less extent. After a
season of relaxation we bring new energy into

all we have to do. Work is done with a will.

More of cheerfulness accompanies it. Dis-

appointments fail to depress as formerly. Old
thmgs have passed away. The future wears
a new aspect. "We have renewed our youth
as the eagle."

I am aware that most farmers will say "this

is all very well ; but we cannot possibly bring
it around." Just here is where the trouble

lies, I am ready to admit. At the same time
I would urge you to seek for some way to ac-

complish it. Take your wife mto \our coun-
cil, and also the children. You will find that

they will enter into a solution of the difficul-

ties with a will. Your combined wisdom will

be sure to triumph in the end, because your
interest is involved in it. When once the

matter has been put to the test, no fear of it

ever being dropped. Much ()f discontent and
seeming hardship will disappear. Try it.

July 29, lis69. k. o.

For the New England Farmer.

HA.Y-MAKIlVG.

Who shall decide when doctors disagree ? is

a question seldom answered, though often pro-
pounded. I was led to this thought on look-
ing over a paper read by S. Edwards Todd,
before the American Insti'ute Farmers' Club
in New York city, on the lith of July.

Mr. Todd is very decided in his views as to

the best mode of curing hay, and also in h.s

ability to satisfy all intelligent persons that

he is correct. Now I do not lay claim to a
very large degree of intelligence, but I do
claim the privilege of dissenting from some of
his views. H ' tells us that hay is necessarily

injured by heating in the mow and stack, and
just as much so as grain is by heating in the

bin. Mr. Todd emphatically declares that

this is so ; and he goes on to prove it by as-

suming that hay that is allowed to sweat and
heat, must be mow-burnt, musty, dusty, and
mouldy ; and, as a consequence, not as good as

well-cured hay. If it is true that mow-sweated
hay is as a general thing made must)- and dusty
by simply heating, his position is tenable.

But I think he is mistaken in this assumption.

I have repeatedly put hay in the stack and
mow when it was scarcely wilted. It was cut,

as 1 always try to have hay cut, when in full

blossom. I will mention one or two instances.

When a young man, my father left me in

charge of ha\ing for a few days. The day he
was expected home, I had about six tons

of hay cut in the morning, as it was a bright

one, but without dew. Towards noon the

wind came from the northeast, it clouded up,

and there was every prospect of a storm. I

was in a quandary, but seeing an old gentle-

man of the neighboihood coming up the road,

I concluded to get his opinion as to what I

had best do with the hay. He asked me if

there was any dew on it when cut. I told

him no, and said that it had been spread as

fast as it was cut. Being a Quaker, he re-

plied, "Thee better stack it then ; I had rather

have a pound of sap than an ounce of water."

I followed his advice, but on my father's re-

turn, I found it was much to his dissatisfaction.

The result was that the heat in that stack was
very great, and I feared it was ruined. Dur-
ing the season my father often referred to it

as one of my boyish freaks. Oar fears, how-
ever, were happily dispelled by finding the hay
all right when it was fed out. My father

pronounced it the best hay he had, and from
that time on, never failed to secure or put up
his hay as soon as it was thoroughly dry from
all moisture.

I do not know as I understand Mr. Todd
when he tells us that the process of making
hay consists in evaporating the moisture from
the jwices of the grass. The idea appears to

be that we are to do this to the extent that we
expel the juices from fruit, or at least that it

is not safe to leave the sap in the hay at all.

I once put twenty tons of hay on a mow, by

hauling it in as the teams came to the house

noon and night. It was usual on unload-

ing to find the mow quite hot, and as the hay

neared the rafters, on filing up, the moisture

gathered upon them and dropped down upon

the hay. To obviate any damage from this

dripp ng, 1 had some straw spread over the hay

to receive it. This mow of hay was fed out

in the spring of the year, when cows were
coming in, and to the sheep with lambs.
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There was no smoke, no mould, no dust. The
stock fed on it did first rate. It was not fed

to teams, as we tbouoht it would be too much
like grass. I presume that a great gain is to

be relied upon in feeding such hay to milch
cows, over the hay that is more thoroughly
dried.

I am acquainted with a gentleman who has
for many years put all his hay into the barn
the day it is cut, and 1 am sure he has the

sweetest and best looking hay of any I see

elsewhere. I am satisfied that it would be
economy any way for hay to be cut when dry
and housed as soon as possible after it wilts.

A method of dealing with clover tliat I have
practiced with much satisfaction, is to get it

thoroughly dry from water, and stack or mow
it with straw or old hay. It will come out
very nice and the stock will eat the straw in

some cases as well as the clover. k. o.

July 20, 18G9.

For the New England Farmer,

BUCKWHEAT STBAW.
A correspondent in your issue of July 3d.

asks what shall be done with buckwheat straw?
This is a question worthy of consideration, as

many acres are devoted to this crop, or to one
very similar, that is, India wheat. In 0/ leans

county, from reports of 718 farms, in 1867,

we learn that 600 acres were in these grains,

and I venture to say that one-half of the straw

was thrown into a pile outside the barn door,

after threshing, to rot. Such piles sometimes
remain year after year, and are not applied as

manure to the fields until rotted to a small

bulk. There are several reasons for this

method :

—

1. The stalks are very juicy, like potato

vines, and will heat and mould if piled away in

large quantities in the barn. 2. Then the

leaves all break off in threshing, so only stalks

are left to save, which make the poorest fod-

der. 3. The farmers keep the straw separate

from their manure )ards, because the scatter-

ing grains will live through the winter and
come up wherever the manure is applied, and
in this way get mixed with every crop
4. There is a belief that for bedding it is

very injurious, causing sores upon the animals
that lay on it, especially hogs.

In answer to the question. What shall be
done with it? I would state that in 1867 and
1868, 1 scattered each year two or three tons

of India wheat straw upon the grass in the

field, in the fall, and I know it increased the

yield of grass for hay the following season.

It is a good mulch, protecting the plants in

winter and retaining moisture in summer.
The seeds do ot grow on sod ; the straw is

not in the way of the scathe or hind rake after

being pressed by snow all winter, but a horse

rake would gather some ot it.

This year, as soon as haying is done, I in-

tend to cart out all old straw, and the manure

made at the stable through the summer, and
spread it on the mown fields. I consider it

better to let the straw rot on the fields than
about the barns as it usually lays, yet I ac-
knowledge that ttie better way might be to rofe

it in a well-built compost heap. z. e. j,

Irashurg, Vt., July 6, 1869.

WHEN TO SKIM MILK.
When milk is allowed to sour before it is

skimmed, the layer of cream appears more
bulky and of greater consistency, but it does
not produce so much nor so good a quality of
butter as cream properly rai.^ed and skimmed
from milk before it sours. On this point we
possess some interesting experiments by San-
net, who put aside two equal quantities of
milk, of which the first, skimmed after thirty

hours, }ielded thirty pounds of butter; and
the second, skimmed after a lapse of sixty

hours, only twenty-seven pounds of butter.

In another experiment, two equal quaniities

of milk yielded—the one, when skimmed after

thirty hours, tliirty-one pounds of butter ; and
the other, after sixty hours, twenty-nine
pounds of butter. In both experiments, in

which the milk was skimmed after thirty hours
standing, the skimmed milk was still sweet,
and the cream not so thick and less in bulk
than that which was thrown up after sixty

hours standing.

The cream which rises first is always richer

in butter than that which is thrown up later,

and it also possesses more of that peculiar

aroma which givvs to butter that rich, nutty
flavor and smell which imparts so high a de-
gree of pleasure in eating it. When proper
regard has been had to keeping the milk at
the right temperature while the cream is ris-

ing, and the proper appliances are had in the
dairy, all the cream that will rise at all will

have to come to the surface in about twenty-
four hours. Some claim that they can get it

all up in less time. Of one thing we may be
assured—the quicker cream can be made to

rise the better its quality ; for cream, like all

perishable substancs, does not preserve its

original properties for any great length of
time.

The best as well as the highest priced but-

ter that now goes into the London market
comes from the continent of Europe, where
the greatest attention is paid to butter making.
In Holstein, one ot the points consideied most
essential in butter making is to skim the milk
just at the proper moment; and this must al-

ways take place bt fore the milk can become
sour. Choice, keepable butter can only result

when the mi.lk has been kept sweet, as the

souring develops curds. The Orange county
butter makers observe this principle ; and the

experience of the best butter makers, both in

this country and in Europe, appears to have
settled down upon this prin iple a.sthe correct

one to practice. But while the cream should
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be taken fiom the milk before it is sour, the

cream, on the contrary, is allowed to have a

pleasant acid taste before churning.

It appears to be the general opinion of but-

ter makers, both in this country and in Europe,
that better results are obtained by allowing

the cream to acquire a slightly acid taste than

to churn it sweet ; but this acid condition of

the cream must not be confounded, however,

with sourness, which is altogether different,

and arises from different causes, such as

standing too long, or from a close atmosphere,

or from badly cleansed utensils, or from a

general want of care and cleanliness.

—

X. A.
Willard, in Rural New Yorker.

WHY" WE GROW HEAVY W^OOL.

Wool growers are very generally blamed
for making heavy fleeces. The burden of the

song of speculators and commission men, is

"heavy fleeces,'" "too much grease,"—and

the refrain is accompanied by the one-strin<Ted

instrument that is played upon by all Wool
Buyers' Associations. The well-posted wool-

grower has never attempted to conceal the

fact that he makes his wool heavy because it

pays him best to do so. That this is so is no

fault of his. Incompetent men are sent out

through the country to buy wool at an arbi-

trary price. They can't pay above such a

price ; but will take anything that is offered

below or within their limit. Isn't here a pre-

mium upon heavy wool .''

But suppose the grower concludes not to

sell to this man, but ships his clip to Chicago,

hoping to have it sold upon its merits, how
does he fare ? I have before me the circular

of one of the largest commission houses in

Chicago, (dated July 6,) in which I find these

figures :

—

Fleece XX, good condition, light 40igt3c

Fierce XX, bad conntion, htavy SHa-iOc
Fleece X, good coiidtion, light Wai'la
Fleece X, bad condition, heavy 36@ -Tc

Fleece mt>diuni, good condition, light 40(a)43c

Fleece medium, bid condition, heavy 36(S!3Sc

Here we find two cents per pound difference

in price between "good condition, light," and
"bad condition, heavy." Now, a well grown
Merino fleece of four pounds weight, would

be in good condition ; and one of five pounds
would not be very heavy. But take the two
for an example, i send to the commission
house my four pound fleece, in "good condi-

tion, light"—sheared as soon after washing as

dry, and it is sold for 40a43c—say41.ic. My
neighbor allows his sheep to run two weeks
after washing ; then shears, and sends to the

same house his five pound fleece, in "bad con-

dition, heavy." Good condition means some-
thing more than light. It is free from tags,

and surplus strings, and is every way sightly.

Bad condition, of course, is the reverse of
this. My neighbor's wool is sold for 38a40

—

say 39c per pound— I get for my light fleece

$1.66, while he gets for his heavy fleece

$1.95; in fact 29c per fleece premium for
making his wool heavy, and in bad condition
generally. Wool growers will put up their

wools light, and good conditioned, when it is

made their interest to do so. If two cents or
two and a half cents per pound is all the value
light, good conditioned wool has over bad
conditioned heavy, to the manufacturer, he
must content himself with the heavy—for the
grower can't afford a loss of 25c to 30c on
each fleece, just to tickle the pocket of his

customer. JSuch liberality is not found in any
other class of producers, and need not be
looked for among wool growers, until manu-
facturers are ready to furnish a No. 1 doeskin
at the same price per yard as an ordinary sat-

inet.

—

A. M. Garland, Chatham, ML, in
Western Rural.

Insect Life.— All the higher animals, such
as mammals or what are commonly called

"quadrupeds," birds, reptiles and fishes,

breed an indefinite number of times in the
course of their lives. For example, nobody
expects that, because a heifer has raised one
calf, sie is going to die as a matter of course

;

neither does a hen necessarily die, because
she has alreauy reared one brood of chickens.

But with insects the case is quite different.

Every female insect, with the single exception
of a few social species, such as honey-bees
and perhaps ants and white ants (^Termites)

perish in the course of the same season, after

laying their first and only batch of eggs.
Their race is then run—the goal is then
reached—and they retire from the course, to

give place to that new generation of the same
species, which, although it proceeds from their

loins, they are yet in ;he great majority of
cases destined never to behold.

—

American
Entomologist.

Grass for Breeding Hogs.—A writer in

the Western Rural says .•
—"A good supply of

grass for breeders is of untold value. They
should be put on pasture two or three weeks
before breeding time, as it increases the milk

greatly. Breeders, on a good supply of grass,

with some corn, will not only retain their flesh,

but grow continually, and be easily fattened

in the fall or winter, while the pigs will be
large and healthy, and their growth will not

be checked during the winter. If breeders,

with their pigs, are confined in small yards

during the summer, and fed on grain alone, it

will take two of the former to make a shadow
in the fall, while the latter will be small and
poor, and go into winter quarters good sub-

jects for disease."

—One swallow does not make a summer, and

the result of a single trial should not be taken as

a rule. Writers for agricultural papers, and far-

mers generally, have much need to remember this.
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THE CLARK. APPLE.

As our market is frequently largely supplied

with western apples, many of which are grown

in the central and western counties of New
York, we have thought tLat some of our read-

ers might like to see an illustration and de-

scription of one of the local fruits of that sec-

tion. We therefore copy from the Rural New
Yorker the annexed cuts of a seedling apple

from Ontario County. It originated on the

farm of J. W. Clark, Esq., of the town of Na-

ples, N. Y.

It is described as a strong, vigorous grower,

forming a broad, open, spreading top. Young
wood dark red brown, quite downy or moldy.

Leaf thick, broad, roundish, slightly oval,

pointed, coarsely serrated. Fruit medium, or

above, in size, globular, slightly oblate in some

specimens. Color a rich pale yellow ground.
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mostly overspread, striped and splashed with

two shades of rich, deep, clear red ; the red

deepest at the stem end. Scattering, irregu-

lar shaped light russet dots and traces, with

an occasional raised russet patch. Stem me-

dium in length and size. Cavity open, deep,

acute, with five or more lines, giving almost

appearance as if furrowed. Calyx small,

closed with erect, reflexed, narrow pointed seg-

ments. Basin narrow, open, abrupt, slightly

furrowed. Flesh yellowish white, coarse-

grained, breaking, partially crisp, moderately

juicy. Flavor pleasant, mild sub acid. Core

medium.

LETTER FKOM MB. BROWN.
Cornwall. Vt., Aug. 16, 1869.

The Green MountainB.—Lake Champlain —Pio^rtea in

art a!jd civi.izaion,—Influence of machintry on ihe

farm —Grass crop in Addison county.—A Hay-load-

er.—How constructed, and how it operates.—Anew
mowing machihe and horse pitchfork.

Gentlemen :— I have been spending sev-

eral days in this fertile and delightful region,

between the Green Mountain range on the

east, and Lake Champlain and the frowning

Adirondacks on the west. I have crossed the

lake several times, visiting the busy villages

that nestle under the gloomy mountains, on

the New York side, and have passed through

a long tier of towns which lie on the flat lands

east of the lake and stretch anay up the sides

of Snake and other mountains, that are sepa-

rate and independent of the (ireen Mountain

range. *****
I came to mingle once more with the

farmers of Addison county ; to notice their

progress in the great art of agriculture ; to

see details as well as results ; to look at

theij: standing crops ; what cl anges have been

introduced in their style of buildings, espe-

cially their barns, and in the implements and

machines which they employ in cultivating and

securing their crops. 1 think all the changes

which 1 observed are for the better ; they are

clear evidences of a higher civilization ; of an

intellectual advancement and greater refine-

ment. A true or refined taste in the arts, in

the style of our public buildings, school houses

and churches, in our dwellings, and in the

buildings which surround them, leads to an

intellectual refinement which, sooner or later,

will change the whole character and condition

of a people. Five years ago I visited quite

freely among these farmers. Within that time

many new dwellings have been erected, and

yet among all that I saw there is very little

resemblance between those that were built

only twenty years ago, and those erected with-

in five years. The outbuildings share in the

same progress. The barns are better, and the

dairy-rooms have been completely transform-

ed. This progress not only saves money, but

it saves health and temper, which are of still

more value. It elevates not the individual

only, but the whole mas. Children grow up

under it with more refinement of feeling and

manner ; with less disposition for litigation,

and with a grace and ease that gives to social

life one of its chief charms.

In this direction, the influence from the use

of machinery on the farm is altogether un-

derrated. On every farm I have visited there

has been one mowing machine, and in several

instances two. To this is always added a

horse rake and occasionally a tedder. If a

man delves with his hands from day to day,

in addiiion to the mental labor required to

superintend his affairs, he must sooner or later

jield to the strain upon his powers. It will

affect his temperament as weL as his health,

until his whole nature seems to have changed.

It is no longer a bright and cheerful world to

him, and moral, intellectual and physical pro-

gress are out of the question, in that degree

in which they ought to proceed. What cotton

and cotton manufactories have done for the

civilization of ihe world, farm implements and

machinery are still doing. Both are civilizers.

It is a world of grass in all this region. I

have witnessed nothing like it before. The
crop in Addison county is larger than it has

been in any former season. The lands are

clay and admirably adapted to this crop. I

have visited fields that were never ploughed,

have been mowed more than fifty years in suc-

cession, and never manured where they were

taking off, before my eyes, from a ton and a

half to two tons to the acre of excellent tim-

othy and red top hay ! Scarcely one of the

farmers whom 1 have visited will cut less than

seventy- five tons of bay, and from that all the

way up to two hundred tons. In one instance

where some old hay was left, the proprietor

stated that when all his grass was cut he should

have fully two hundred and fifty tons in all.

Before the introduction of the machinery

now in use, the labor of hajing reciuired the
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aid of an army of Frenchmen from Canada

to assist in securing it. Nearly every family

had half a dozen or more, and the effect upon

the subsistence department of the region was

something like that of the descent of the un-

told millions of grasshoppers upon it in 1860.

They swept everything eatable before them,

and tiie Frenchmen do pretty much the same.

By the aid of labor-saving machines this

army is reduced to about one-tenth of its for-

mer number, and has altered the condition of

the work in- doors essentially, as well as out.

To the valuable machines whiih I have

named, there has recentl}' been added another

which I have taken especial pains to see in

operation ; it is for loading the hay by horse-

power, after it is sufficiently dry and thrown

into winrow. I have seen it in use at three

different times, and on uneven as well as even

ground, and everywhere it did the work quickly

and well. At one of my visits to see it, the

first load was put on in eiglit minutes, the sei>

ond in seven and a half minutes and the third

in seven minutes. This was done by the

steady, usual working of the machine, and

without any effort to do the work in a short

time. The bystanders estimated the loads at

1500 pounds each ; the wagon, being a short

one, would not conveniently take any more.

The men using it stated that on a previous

occasion they loactd and unloaded eighteen

loads in six and a half hours, all the loads

but the last one being placed upon stacks in

the field.

The loader is attached to the hind end of

the wagon ; stands perpendicularly ; is eight

feet long and four feet wide. It has eight

sole leather belts, each two inches wide, which

pass over rollers at the top and a oyhnder at

the bottom. There are fifteen small iron spurs

in each of these belts, which pick up the hay

as the team, straddling the winrow, passes

along, carrying it up and rolling it over upon

the wagon. The whole of this weighs but 175

pounds. It can be attached or removed in

less than five minutes, and can be applied to

any wagon. It makes no noise whde being

operated, adapts itself to uneven surfaces,

and is exceedingly simple in every part of its

construition.

1 had always imagined the hay loaders that

I had read about as being heavy and cumber-

some contrivances, hanging on to one side of

the wagon, and requiring some human power
to feed an endless apron that was to carry the

hay along to the cart. When I saw this small

and light contrivance, noiselessly picking up
the hay and conveying it to the wagon, I came

to the conclusion that a device had been

reached which would complete the circle of

machines to be used in securing the most

important of all our crops—the hay harvest.

This machine was invented, and has been

mainly built by Mr. Nelson B. Douglas, of

Cornwall, Vt. He had it in operation last

year, and has had it in continual use the pres-

ent season, in order to make such alterations

—if needed—as would bring it as near per-

fection as possible. Only about a dozen have

been built, and those in use are in the hands

of farmers who are testing their merits. None
have been offered for sale. In the West, and

wherever a large amount of hay is to be se-

cured, this machine must take rank with the

mower, horse rake, tedder and horse pitchfork.

There is a very singular looking mowing

machine in this region invented and built by

a Mr. Newell, of Shoreham. It has fewer

pieces than any other which I have seen It has

but two geared wheels, I think, each about eight

inches in diameter. These are enclosed in a

ca;:t iron cone, and just far enough apart to

meet gears attached to the shafc which gives

motion to the knives. I saw it in operation,

but not enough to form an opinion of its merits.

Another article which I desired to see in

operation, was the Shear Pitchfork; but did

not find one among the farmers whom I was

visiting. It was spoken of highly.

My notes are not exhausted, but the length

of my letter suggests that 1 had better defer

speaking of some other items of Vermont

firming until another time. So I am, very

truly, yours, Simon Brown.
Messrs. 11. P. Eaton & Co., Boston.

Building Hay-mows.—The 0/no Farmer says

that wtiere hay-lorks are not used, much bard la-

bor may be saved, and other advantages gained, by

building up either the right or lett end of the hay-

mow tirst. One half of the mow being higher than

the other, the top of the load may be thrown on
the highest part and the balance on the lower. Be-

ing carried up separately, there will be a seam be-

tween the two parts by which the heat, always the

greittesi in the centre of the mow, will escape, and

then in feeding out there will be no need of using

the hay-knife to make a division of the mow.
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"WHAT IS A GOOD COW.
A writer in a recent number of the Oalaxtj

gives the following general hints regarding the

selection of a good cow for milk producing

:

First. Health, good constitution or diges-

tive apparatus, for which we require a capa-

cious belly. Second. That the largest possi

ble development of the animal shall ' e be-

hind, in the udder and parts adjacent. A
good cow is likely to be wedge shaped, of
which the head is the smaller end. Big heads,

or horns, or shoulders are not desired, because
they have to be nourished by the food. But
these are indispensable : a large bag, and hind-

quarters to support and minister to it. What
do our milkmen look for in selecting milk giv-

ing cows ? The first appearance, to a judge,

will convey an impression as to the health of

constitution of the cow. He will ask, also, a

bony frame, one that does not steal the fat

from the milk ; and he will feel the skin, to

find it flexible and covered with close softish

hair ; he will ask for good lung room, a capa-

cious belly, a wide rump and well developed
bag, covered with soft hair. Extending from
this bag forward, he will be desirous to see

prominent the two great veins which lose

themselves in the belly ; and on the back of
the udder he will look for many well-defined

branching veins. Then comes Gutnon's
"milk-mirror," which is a broad strip of hair

running up irom the udder to the vulva, which
he considered the one thing needful ; but
which has not, in this country, been found an
infallible test, though it is a good one. If, in

addition, the cow is gentle, good tempered,
you are almost sure of a milk-maker. Look
for that kind.

—A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer writes

:

"That bugs may be kept from peas, if before plant-

ing they are soaked for two or three days in cold

water. Be sure that there are no buggy peas about

the premises and you will raise as good peas, and
as free from bugs, as from seed that is fresh from
Canada.

THE AMHERST TRIAL OF IMPLE-
MEJMTS.

The committees of examination at the trial

of Mowers, Tedders, Horse-rakes, &c., held by

the New England Agricultural Society at Am-
herst, Mass., Jast June, have just (Aug. 7,)

published their report. The bulk of the report

consists of detailed descriptions of the sev-

eral machines furnished by their builders or

proprietors. From a table headed "Schedule
of Dimensions, Record of Trial, Test of

Draft, «fec., of Mowers" we make the follow-

ing abstract of the statistics of the machines

which took the gold and silver medals :

—
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After giving an account of the trial, the

substance of which was published in the Far-

mer at the time it was held, and the descrip-

tions of the machines above alluded to, the

committee make the following brief and rather

unsatisfactory report, and announcement of

premiums on mowing machines :

—

In examininfT the mowers on trial, certain me-
chanical differences of a radical nature were dis-

covered, wliich are worthy of careful consideration.
TJiree mowers were constructed on the principle

of the cutter bar on a line of the axle. These are

the Granite State, Perry and American. Tw^o
machines had the cutter bar in the rear of the
axle. These were the 2Etna and the World's. The
remiuning machines had the cutter bar in front of
the axle. The committee would caU the attention

of parties interested in mowers to these important
differences, and would refer to the table for the
comparative weight and draft of these various
classes of machines, as well as the quality of their

work, and their adaptation to mowing uneven sur-

faces, and overcoming obstacles.
Another principle by which the cutter bar can

be rotated on its nxis so as to accommodate itself

to different kinds of grass, is also worthy of care-

ful consideration. References to the descriptions
of the machmes will show in what instance this

priu'iple has tjeen adopted, and the table will show
the results of its operation when applied.
The conmiittee have been governt d in making

their aw.irds, by the recoid establi>hed by figures

at the trial, considering al^o the value ami impor-
tance of the points ntade prominent in each indi-

vidual case by those fitmres. They have also con-
sidered that the award to any special machine. Is a
recognition of all the machines of that patent.

In classifying the machines as they have done,
they have recognized the fact that improvements
have been going on so rapidly in the construction
of mowers, that more than one have reached their

Lightst point; not forgetting, however, that in the

future some one of the fir.vt class may advance be-

yond its associates in that cla-s. They have en-
deavon d to accept the exi-ting state of things

and they will look with interest for future im-
provements and changes.

In awarding the premiums on mowers, they
passed th'j f >Howing vote, viz.

:

Voted, That in comparing notes and figures for

deciding the quality of movers on trial at Am-
herst, it is found that many of the machines are so
nearly equal to each other, that a classification is

deemed just and proper; and in view of this the
committee make the following awards :

—

First Premiums.
The Socie'y's Gold Medjl to—
The Pi-rry isiower, eniertd by Alvin HastingB, of

Palmer, Mass.
The Hucbt ye Mower No. 2, entered by A. B. Barnard,

WeHi Fi ch'iurg, Mass.
The Aiuiriean Mower, entered by Z. Chaffee, Provi-

dence, R I.

The Clipper Mower, No. 2, entered by Belcher, Tay-
lor K (Jo , < !hiCL>pi-e Falls, Mass , and
The Kiiiti':M Mower, eniered by O. Griffin, Agt.,

Worceeitr, Mass.

Second Premiums.
They award the Society's Silver Medal to

—

The Granite bta e Mower, entered by Newhall &
Bteb' ins, Hinsdale, N. H.
The Advauce Mower, tnteredby T. Nibhwitz, Brook

lyn, N. Y
The Uniin Mower, entered by Alzirus Brown, of

Worcester, Mats,
TtiH hiagle kiowir, entered by H. J. Harrington &

Co.. V.li. y F lis, M. Y., and
The ^Lua, Muwer, entered by L. M. Hoge, Salem, O.

Third Premiums.
Thoy award the Society's Diploma to

—

The Youne Warrior Mower, entered by F. Bramer,
Littip Falls, N. Y.
ihe World's Mower, entered by E. Ball & Co., Can-

ton, Ohio,
Th'! Kureba Mower, entered by Wilber, Stevens &

C > , Poii^hfeeepsie, N. Y.
The R mington Mower, entered by C. M. Wilbur,

Ilion, N. Y.

Class 2"One Horse Mowers.
They award to One Horse Mowers the following pre-

miums:

—

let Premium. Society's Gold Medal to the Buc^pye
One Horse Mower, entered by A. B. Barnard, West
Fi'chburg, Mass.
2d Premium. Society's Silver Medal to the Granite

State One Horee Mower, entered by Ncwhail & Steb-
bins, Hinsd lie, N. H.
3d Premium. Society's Dip'omato the Kniffen One

Horse Mower, entered by O. Griffin, Worcester, Mnss.

Horse Bakes.

The committee make the following awards

of premiums on horse- rakes :

—

1st premium, the Society's Silver Medal to the
Bay State Rake, entered by A. B. Barnard, West
Firchburg.
2d premium. Society's Diploma to "Warner's

Sulky Revolving Rake, entered by H. N. Tracy,
Essex, Vt.
And they also award to Streeter's Horse Rake,

the Society's Diploma.

Hay Tedders.

The committee after stating the claims of

the manufacturers of the several Tedders, and

giving their draft as ascertained by a common
dynamometer, as follows

:

Bull ird's 175 lbs.

Atlantic 15 tbs.

American 150 tbs.

make the following announcement of pre-

miums :

—

1st Premium, Society's Silver Medal to the
American Hay Tedder, "entered by the Ames Plow
Company.
2d Premium, Society's Diploma to the Atlantic

Tedder, entered by A. B. Barnard, West Fitch-
burg, Mass. And they also award a Diploma to
Bullard's Tedder,—the Society's Diploma.

Hay Forks.

Raymond's Elevator was the only one ex-

hibited. It received the Society's Diploma.

A FINE FIELD OF OATS.

The oat and rye crops this year, appear to

us, as they stand in the field, to be better than

we have ever seen them before. Unless the

stone walls that enclose them are unusually

high, the crops do not have to get on tip-toe

to look over them.

On a field of four acres in the town of Ac-

ton, on the farm of Mr. Samuel Hosmer,

which we had the pleasure of looking at a day

or two since, single plants were found meas-

uring nearly six feet in height ! The heads of

grain bore a fair proportion to the stems.

The average height of the stems throughout
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the field must have been very nearly four feet

!

The oats are of the Norway variety. On
counting the number of grains on each of three

heads, one was found to contain 75, another

79, and the third 90 grains. Counting the

grains on three of the finest heads that conld

be found in a field of common oats, there

were found on the first, 23, the second, 25 and

the third, 2G grains.

It is generally supposed that oats are a poor

crop to seed down land with ; that they occupy

the land too much, both by their roots and

their shade. In our practice, however, we
have never succeeded better with any other

crop. We gave special attention to this point

in examining Mr. Ho^mer's fields, and found

as handsome a "catch" of both clover and

herd-'^grass as we ever saw, notwithstanding

the very heavy crop of oats standing on the

ground. We understood him to favor the use

of oats as a crop, when seeding land to grass.

We were much interested in the appearance

of Mr. H.'s farm, and hope to be a'ule to

spend more time on it at some future daj'.

Since writing the above, we have received

a single stool of the same variety of oats from

the farm of Mr. George Brooks, of Con-

cord. The stool before us has every appear-

ance of having sprung from a single oat, and

3'et the head contains, according to Mr.

Brook's counting,

—

one thousand and seven

hundred disiinct grains ! On a piece of Nova
Scotia oats, the average grains on a head were

only about 27. He states that the "catch" of

grass seed surpasses anything of the kind he

ever saw; the herdsgrass standing about a

foot high all over the field, and the clover,

soived at the same time, thick and luxuriant.

MILK FEVER.
A correspondent of the Ohio Farmer gives

the following account of his treatment of a large,

fat cow which began to have symptoms of
milk fever, on the second day after dropping
her calf. Her milk stopped, she breathed
hurriedly, and her flesh trembled. She grew
rapidly worse. I gave her a pint of linseed

oil, and then threw over her a linen horse-

blanket that I kept constantly dripping wet
with cold spring water. In about two hours
after the first dose of oil I repeated it, and
continued the use of the water. I was up with
her the whole of the night. The next day I

continued the use of the water, but used less,

as the heat of the body seemed to subside.

At night she ^as able to stand, and her milk

began to flcv. In a few days she was well

and had no further trouble. While she was
sick I gave her what wa"er she would take,

though at first 1 gave it warm. Her physic

opf^rated freely.

On this the editor of the Ohio Farmer re-

marks, "cold water is, doubtless, one of the

best remedies that can be used in cases of
milk fever, and the most natural, i'or cows will

often seek streams or springs when fir.t at-

tacked, and lie in the water until re^tored. It

is nevertheless important to exercise care in

the use of cold water, for although ot great

potency in the early stayes of thii disease, it is

fital if applied freely after the animal has lost

her vital energy."

For the New Englaiid Farmer,

"WHERE SHALL I LOCATE?
This question is, without doubt, a fruitful

theme for discussion at many a fireside where
the F^utMER is a regular visitor ; for it has

been constantly agitated for many years past.

It is heard in private conversation, is seen in

the papers ; it is put by friend to friend, by
stranger to the stranger. The press teems
with articles in one form oranother tending to

help decide it ; and will you, Messrs. Editors,

permit me to add to such contributions by call-

ing the attention of your readers, contem-
plating an early removal, to a county where
good farms can be bought cheap ?

It is in one of the older States, lies upon
the sea shore, and has long been settled. Its

surface presents an ever varying succession of
plain, hill and dale It is well watered by
rivers, brooks and springs. Every town has
its poud or ponds of a size which, in the old
world, would be called lakes, with some roman-
tic name. The scenery is everywhere pleas-

ant and attractive—and around some of these

lakes, by the rivers and along the rock-bound
coast it is picturesque and beautiful. With
this great diversity of scenery, there is every
opportunity for displaying an equally varied

St) le of rural embelishment, and where the

hand of man has adorned his home according

to the best rules of landscape gardening, it is

difficult to find in this country more cozy and
attractive residences.

The county embraces a large variety of soils,

which are so intermixed, that three and four

kinds are often found upon the same farm.

Their general character is good. They are

rather hard to be worked, but are retentive of

manure and seldom fail to repay well directed

labor. Only the light lands, or those easily

worked, have been impoverished. The wet
lands of which there is a large area in the

runs, meadows, marshes and peat bogs, are

richer than when the first settlers begun to

clear up their farms. It is only within a few
years that the subjugation of these lands com-
menced in earnest. It requires but little en-

gineering skill and outlay, to relieve them of
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their surplus of water and render them highly

productive. This variety of soils enables the

tiller to cultivate as many different crops as it

is expedient for one man to do. An entire

failure of crops from frost, drought, blight,

overflows, &>:., rarely or never happen, which

cannot be said of some parts of our country,

possessing a richer soil and a genial climate.

There are no toll bridges ; no toll gates or

plank roads. Every town is crossed once by

a railrodd and many Iwice. Only a part of

the expenbC of keeping common roads in re-

pair falls upon farmers, as there is so much
tax paying property of other descriptions.

The social, educational and religious privileges

are ail that can be expected in a long estab-

lished community in a State that intends to be

in the first rank in intellectual and moral pro-

gress.

But the chief advantage is the ready, home
cash markets. There are already in the coun-

ty four cities, and one or two more prospec-

tive. These are situated along its borders

and large towns and flourishing villages so

intervene, that few farms are more than six or

seven miles from market. Thus farmers can

reach the consumer directly, and the profits of

middle men be secured to themselves. Here
are quick sales for all that is raised, for the

county is a large importer of provisions. The
net products of more than fifty thousand acres

above what is raised within its own limits are

annually consumed ; and the rapidly increas-

ing population is requiring more and more
every year. The consumption being greater

than the production, the county is in a sure

way of increasing the fertility of its land, if

a judicious use be made of the waste materials.

Beside the fertilizers that can be obtained in

villages and ciies, at the paper and woolen

mills, soap work, tanneries and other manu-
factories, there is an almost inexhaustible sup-

ply in bogs, peat meadows, marshes and along

the sea shore.

In the midst of these advantages there are

many farms for sale at thirty to seventy-five

dollars per acre including all improvements.

And here are excellent opportunities for men
with small means to purchase the lower priced

farms. The titles are sure ; terms of pay-

ment very easy ; the land well enclosed, gen-

erally with stone wall ; fruit trees already in

bearing condition; wood enough for home
consumption, if not, coal can be had at sea

board prices ; buildings comfortable, far bet-

ter than the houses of the settlers of the South

and West ; the farms are not worn out, bat

simply run down. The purchaser can devote

his whole energy to the cultivation and im-

provement of his land to produce and sell in

markets where produce averages higher prices

than in other parts of the United States ex-

cept the gold regions, and buy his groceries,

dry goods, hardware, &c., at lower rates than

he can in the valley of the Misssissippi. If

he will only practice voluntarily a part of the
self denial which he must from necessity sub-
mit to in a new country, he can speedily pay
for his farm ; while from the fir.»t, he and his

family can tnjoy comforts and plea>>ures, which
would require years of toil and privations to

attain in a sparsely settled district of the South
or West. No experienced person will advise

a farmer to emigrate to the !^outh without
considerable capital ; and land at the West
with improvements and near markets com-
mands high prices ; and it will cost more to

buy new land and put upon it buildings and
other requisites to a good farm, than to buy-

farms here with all modern improvements, to

say nothing of what is lost by years of patient

waiting for the means to get them.

But some one may say, is it not a discredit

to a locaity to have many farms for sale? If

the desire to sell arose entirely from the un-
profitattleness of the business or the unhealthy
character of the climate, it would be so. The
truth is agriculture is'not really popular with
the young men and women ; they seem to

have a greater love for trade ; the mechanic
arts and city life, rather than for the farm.

Agriculture is an old story, and a slow means
of acquiring wealth and position, while man-
ufacturing is something new and has paid re-

markably well. Many who left the farm to

engage in it have quickly acquired a com-
petency. This creates a discontented feeling

with those who remain at home. They wish
to go somewhere and do something different

from what their fathers are doing. Not a few
have gone to the West for a change, and with-

out really knowing how well they might do in

their own county. Hence many old farmers
are left alone without sons or sons-in-law who
want the farm. Such, of course will be sold

at the first opportunity. This cause largely

increases the number offered for sale through
the common order of events.

I have thus briefly pointed out some of the

advantages of Essex County, Mass. ; and
what has been said of it, may in the main be
affirmed of scores of other counties in the

Eastern States. The idea that a farmer in-

variably improves his circumstances by locat-

ing in a new country is deceptive ; it has been
carried to an extreme. Golden opportimities

about home are overlooked in the eagerness

to find something better in the far off dis-

tance. Thousands of desirable farms can be
bought in the sea board States for less than

present cost of fencing and buildings. If the

same amount of energy, diligent study and
money expended in searching for a good loca-

tion in some distant State, with the industry,

patience and self denial in establishing a com-
fortable home upon it, were displayed here,

purchasers would quickly find themselves the

independent owners of profitable farms. The
fallacy of the doctrine, promulgated with the

rapid extension of railroads, that di'tauce
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from market is of little account, will ere long

be clearly proved to all, and it will be seen

that it is an important consideration to be

located near great markets of consumption
and exportation, even though the soil does not

possess the virgin fertility of prairie land.

Lawrence, Mass., Auq., 18G9. N. s. t.

For the NeiD England Farmer,

FINE AND COAKSE "WOOL.

At the earnest request of a number of far-

mers who have written to me making inquiries

in relition to the proper method of breeding

and feeding, of buying and selling, both sheep

and wool,—in short, my whole experience for

the last thirty } ears in this branch of farm
stock, I have concluded, with your consent, to

reply through the columns of your paper.

In the spring of 1834, I bought the firm on
which I now live, and stocked it wth Merino
f^heep, expecting to pay for it from the pro-

ceeds of the dock. I spared no pains in im-

proving my flock until my fum was fully

stocked with a most beautiful tlock of large,

line young sheep at a cost of about three dol-

lars per head. My first clip of wool sold read-

ily at sixty-five cents per pound and my lambs

were worth a dollar and seventy-five cents each.

Had these prices continued, raising wool
and lambs would have been, for those times,

a fair business. About this time South Caro
lina doubled her fist and shaking it in Uncle
Sam's face declared that unless he would hoist

his gates to foreign importations his kingdom
should speedily come to an end. So the Gov-
ernment adopted the Clay compromise. Un-
der this compromise the price of fine wool

from this same Hock of sheep, went down from
sixty-five to twenty-nine cents a pound.

After a loss of five years' time (and the

most important five years cf my life) I found

myself obliged to stop raising fine wool. 1

sold nearly ny whole tlock except enough for

an experiment in crossing with long wools. I

then bought a very superior Cotswold buck
lamb and a very nice pair of Cotswold year-

ling ewee, and this cross was the commence-
ment of ray breeding Cotswold sheep. Cross-

ing the Cotswolds on the Merinos has been at-

tended with very fine results. I occasionally

added to my number of pure bloods, until I

had a flock of twenty or thirty. I sold the

products of one of the first two sheep I bought
for fifty dollars for one year, besides the fleece,

and the descendants from them have been as

good as I have ever raised. I have often sold

the income of a single Cotswold sheep for

more clear money than I have ever realized

from a cow.
In regard to their propensities for rambling,

I can say truly that there is no breed of sheep

more quiet or orderly, if kept as they should

be. It is impossible that they should be oth-

erwise r, what headway would sheep weigh-

ing one hundred to two hundred and fifty

make in jumping over a tail fence? A sheep
of this breed weighing two hundred pounds
would sooner starve than jump over a four rail

fence.

In a recent tour to Vermont I noticed that

the pastures on some of the farms were liter-

ally black with Merino sheep, and the all-im-

portant question with the farmer is, what shall

we do with them ? To raise fine wool at the

present prices does not pay. "We are < is-

gusted with keeping fine wooled sheep." I

am often asked how will it do to cross them
with long wools ; and here again I can only

give my own experience and observation.

We will suppose a farm of four hundred
acres fully stocked with fine theep and those

not of very 1 irge size. If the weight of the

whole flock was in half the number of sheep
it would be easy to decide. I should say by
all means breed them to full blood Cotswold
bucks ; send the buck lambs to the butcher

and keep the ewe for breeding purposes.

Give them the best possible chance at feed,

both summer and winter, and the lambs by the

middle of August should weigh fifty to sixty

pounds and sell in the market for eight cents

a pound which would be about four dollars or

$4.50 per head, which, added to the price

of the fleece, would make a fair income from
a sheep. Suppose the fleece to weigh five

pounds, aad to sell at forty-four cents per

pound, the fleece would then bring two dollars

and twenty cents. Add to this the price of

the lamb, at four dollars, and we have an in-

come of six dollars and twenty cents as the

income of a sheep.

But with a farm fully stocked with sheep wa
cannot obtain this result, so it will become
necessary to reduce the flock one-half, or

more than one-half would be better. But how
is this reduction to be made without loss ? I

answer that, if the first cost of the flock was
more than their present value, it cannot be
done ; but there is the choice of losing now
or of keeping on increasing the flock and
making a greater loss hereafter. But the loss

in numbers should be made up by an increase

in the size of the remainder of the (lock.

Raising market lambs in connection with the

raising of fine wool is a paying business.

But the sheep of Vermont, as a general rule,

are too large in numbers and too small in size.

A single cross with the Cotswo'ds of large

growth will very much increase their weiglit

and produce a sheep well adapted to raising

wool and market lambs.

But all at once, while the breeders of fine-

wooled sheep are making arrangements to

change their flocks somewhat to meet a de-

mand for long wool, the merchants of Boston
send a petition to Congress for the re-estab-

lishment of the Canadian reciprocity treaty.

Farmers should oppose this measm-e, as they

are perfectly able to supply our manufacturers
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with coarse wool, and will soon do so at fair

prices, if they are allowed a fair chance.

T. L. Hart.
West Cornwall, Ct., 1869.

EEMOVING HONEY-BOXES FROM
HIVES.

Supposing that the reader has Lives of the

most approved patterns, and has placed the

honey- boxes upon them at the proper time, I

propose to give a few directions as to the best

way of removing them when filled. It is

never good policy to destroy a single bee when
it can be avoided, and especially in the honey-
harvest, when every bee is required to gather

the produce of the flowers. Careless apiari-

ans are very apt to destroy bees unnecessarily,

while obtaining surplus honey. Where hives

are so constructed as to allow of its use, a
piece of sheet-iron or tin, to slide under the

box to be taken oiF, so as to pi'event the bees
from below fvom flying out when the box is

removed, is very handy. Smoke of some
kind, (either tobacco, rags or wood, will an-

swer the purpose,) and should always be used
to quiet the bees, and prevent them from
stinging the operator. A little blown under
the box as it is llfced from the hive will cause
the bees to be very peaceable and harmless.

As soon as a box is removed, an empty one
should be put on, for if it be delayed, the bee
keeper will often lose the best of the harvest,

for a few days in the height of the honey sea-

son, are often of more value than weeks after-

wards would be.

The best method I have ever tried, and the

one recommended by Mrs. Tupper of Iowa,
for driving the bees from the boxes, is to take

them off just before night and place them upon
a table after supper. They should be in-

verted, and several of them can be placed
side by side, and a box of some kind turned
over them, which is just large enough to

cover the entrances to the caps. In the morn-
ing the bees will be found clustered together,

when they can be set out of doors and allowed
to seek their own hives. Or, if it is preferred,

each set of boxes may be numbered, and kept
separate from others, and the bees emptied in

front of the hive from which they were taken.

The chief advantage this plan possesses over
others, is that it prevents the jarring of the

boxes, which in warm weather, when the

comb is tender, often does serious injury to

the honey, both in appearance and value.

—

Rural American.

TRAINING HORSES TO BE SAFE.

It is easy to train a horse not to be danger-

ous. It is easy, but it requires patience and
good sense in the trainer, and good sense in

the colt too. Some colts are natural fools and
can never have sense trained into them. It is

not at all difficult to train a young horse to be

gentle and quiet under almost any circum-
stances ; and if something unusual should ter-
rify him, he would run to his master sooner
than run away from him. A horse properly
trained will always look to the rider or driver
in the time of fright, for protection ; and in-

stead of kicking and tearing everything to
pieces, when scared, he will, when he sees you
standing by him, and feels your hand on his

head or on the rein, put his trust in you, and
regard you as his only hope in time of danger.

This was often illustrated durin;.? the war.
All who served in the cavalry or artillery force
have seen how terribly frightened a horse ap-
peared the moment his rider tumbled from the
saddle. It mattered not how loud the thun-
der of the guns roared in battle, nor how
great the confusion in the hour of deadly
strife—the horse seemed unconscious of dan-
ger until left alone, without a rider or atten-

dant. The moment the rider's hold was re-

leased and the steed found himself separated
from the one he was trained to regard as his

protector, that moment he became furiout'ly

wild, and would begin to neigh and run in

every direction, oftentimes pressing into the
group in the front rank, seeming to find com-
fort by rubbing his sides against the legs of
the riders of other horses.

Every farmer who raises colts, could, with
a little care, make them familiar with the sad-

dle and harness on their back or under their

belly, and also teach them to hold back a car-

riage on a down hill grade, by bracing their

hips against it. A horse taught in thit way%
would not be scared if the rotten breast-strap

should give way or the pole break, and let the
carriage against him.

Educated horses will always be saleable and
bring a paying price. A really serviceable

and valuable horse is seldom seen on the mar-
ket, in any of the large cities. Those that

are free from blemish are generally unedu-
cated, and as dangerous at times as if they
had never been hitched to a carriage. Far-
mers can raise colts that will pay well, by giv-

ing some attention to educating them for the
various purposes horses are used for.

—

Rural
World.

Bag Holder.—A very convenient arrange-

ment for holding bass while filling them may
be easily made as follows :—Take a piece of
plank about twenty inches long and a foot

wide, bevel off the sides a li;tle and nail strips

of thin boards, that will spring, six or eight

inches wide to it, for uprights. The plank
base should be beveling enough to make the

uprights about fifteen inches apart at the up-
per ends. The bag is placed between these,

and the upper end folded over the ends of
the shoulders two or three inches. It will be
held firm and in a convenient position for till-

ing. The uprights should be just long enough
so that the bag will rest upon the plank when
being filled.

—

Ohio Farmer.
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EXTKACTS AND REPLIES.

TETOFSKY APPLE.

Of Russian origin, like the Red Astrachan.
Both are among the earliest of apples. Both are
extremely Lardy, and adapted to a wide extent of
country, even the northern limits, where lew but the
crab apples succeed.
The Tctofsky is now ripe, August 3, 1869, and is

remarkable lor beating while very young, even

trees the second year from bad in the nursery now
bear one to six specimens, clustering six inches to

three feet from the ground.
The tree grows very stout, has reddish yellow

bark, naturally takes a dwarf habit, remarkably
large leaf, sets very full of fruit spurs. It is a tree

that once seen is always remembered without
label. Bears every year. Fruit of medium size-,

pale pellow, with dull red stripes covered with
white bloom ; ribbed, short stem in deep cavity,
calyx often closed in broad basin, surrounded
with knobs ; flesh white, small core, few seeds

;

slightly acid, excellent for table cooking ; not new,
well tested in many parts of the country ; in great
demand on account of hardihood in the great
J^orthwest; adapted also to North New England
and Canada. J. VV. Manning.

Reading, Mass., 1869.

DAMAGED LIME AS MANURE.

I have some ca^ks of lime that have been dam-
aged by water. Can you inform me of the best
way of applying it to land for agricultural pur-
poses ?

"Will it do to spread on and plough it in ? If so,

in what quantities should it be used to the acre ?

Will it be of any use to put on land about to be
sowed down, without being made into a compost ?

How will it do lor trees ? C. H. B. Breck.
Boston, Aug. 10, 1869.

Remarks.—Let it air-slake, and spread broad-

cast. That is the least trouble. If slaked with

water, as masons do, a smaller quantity will

answer, when applied immediately, as in this

state it is quite soluble, but very slowly so, after it

has been exposed to the atmosphere and become

like chalk. The use of lime promotes the per7na-

nent fertility of the land, for unless washed out by
floods, it can only be removed from the soil by be-

coming the food of plants. Some writer has stated

that "on poor, peaty soils, no other manure can

be compared to it, cither for powerful effect, or for

rapidity of action; and Its influence is nearly as

great on the stiffest clay land."

The amount used on an acre should vary with
the kind of soil ; that which contains most organic

matter will bear a larger proportion than that

which is more free from vegetable or animal re-

mains. In England, very large quantities are

sometimes applied ; but unless upon old pastures,

or moist lands covered with mosses, we think it

entirely unnecessary. Twenty-five bushels per

acre answers an admirable purpose, if repeated

once in three or four years. If too much is ap-

plied, the land becomes tired of it as it is termed

in England, and instead of being beneficial it seems
to have the contrary effect. We have heard it

stated that five bushels of quick-lime, slaked, and
spread upon the surface, is all that the plants will

use in a single year, and that it will prove highly

beneficial on most soils,

horses' peet injured by standing on a hard
FLOOR.

What shall I do to restore my horse's fore feet to
a natural state, (if I may use this expression,) as
they have become dry and hard by standing on a
dry plank floor in my stable, and which 1 think
has caused a little lameness in one foot ? Would
it be advisable to make a bag of sufficient dimen-
sions and fill it with fresh co>v manure, and sink
the whole toot in it in order to moisten the walls
of the foot all around equally ? Please advise me
as to the best method. Permit me to say that I

do not find as much on the management and treat-

ment of horses in the Farmer as I should be
pleased to. Will not some of our experienced
horsemen be so kind as to contribute more on that
subject ? Subscriber.
East Taunton, Mass., July 30, 1869.

Remarks.—We have no experience with respect

to the use of cow manure in the treatment of ten-

der feet. A few years ago we had a horse in the

condition described above. We took away about

four feet of tbe floor, on which the fore feet stood,

and filled up the spice with clay and sand well

bedded down. It took three cartloads. Since that

time our horse has stood on this, instead of a dry

floor, and has done the better for it. When the

heels have become contracted from standing on a

dry floor, it is diffltult to find an effectual remedy.

If you try the cow dung, some day please report

the effect. In this connection it may be well to

reprint the following, which we copied a few

weeks since : "An old stable keeper in England

says he has never had a bad foot on his horses

since he commenced the practice of bedding them

on a thick layer of sawdust. Pine sawdust bo,

finds the best, oak the worst."

If we had any word that would enforce our
correspondent's appeal for more frequent contri-

butions on the management of horses, we would'

give it a hearty expression. But how is it, .Mr.

Stibscriber, with yourself.= Might not you wm-.
municate some fact from your own observation

and experience that would not only be of service

to some, but call out others who may perhaps, li^e^
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yourself, be regretting that they do not see as

much in the Farmek. on the treatment of horses

as they wish to f

A DAMP HOUSE.—PRrNINO WHITE PINE TREES.

The New England Farmer being a sort of
farmer's Bible, it is almost indispen^al)le in every
family. And the eleventh commandment is this

:

"Thou Shalt take the New England Farmer to

obtain a knowledge of all earthly blessings." It

also informs us to "ask and we shall receive.

Seek and we shall find."

Therefore, Mr. Editor. I wish to ask a few ques-
tions: What shall I do to prevent my house, and
the things therem, from moulding in the winter?
The dampne&s seems to come up through the
floor, and wets and even moulds the paper; and in

fact everything in that part of the house where
there is no tire kept. It is a plank house, so called,

and the finish put on the plank both sides. It Has
a small, wet cellar, only under the kitchen. Will
enlarging the cellar be the cure ? When is the best
time to trim little pine trees ? W. D. Colby.

West Springfield, N. H., July 7, 1869.

Remarks.—A damp house is not only an un-

comfortable, but an unhealthy house. The first

thing to be done is, to secure quick and thorough

drainage all about it. Follow this up by digging

a cellar under all that part of It, at least, where
you live and sleep, and provide such windows in

the cellar as will atford free ventilation through it.

In clear, windy weather, open these windows for

a few hours, frequently.

If the sills of the house rest very near the ground,

and the planking stands perpendicularly upon
them, it Is possible that dampness may be carried

up by what is called capillary attraction. If so,

the sills should be raised and set on stone under-

pinning.

Trim the little pines when they are making the

least growth, because then there is the least sap in

motion to run out.

But why do you prune the pines ? Are they

forest pines ? We ask for information, not being

decided as to whether it is best to trim a young
evergreen forest or not.

GEOFFREY PIT.

I saw in the last Farmer a description of the
"Geoffrey pit." I wish to inquire the proportions
used of the saltpetre and sal ammoniac to a gal'on
of water; also the price by the hundred pounds.
What we want is manure and that properly ap-
plied. I told my neighbors about ten years ago,
when I first began here, that the great study of
the farmer should be to make manure. To this
some repliad the great study of the farmer is to
get a living. Well, I built a barn svith a cellar

under it. I have drained my moist land, an4 re-

moved the stumps and stones. Where I then <',ut

about one ton of hay, I now cut six. The work
has been done mostly by odd jobs. I recollect

well the expression used by one man, who came
along as I was digging up a large stump in a
slough hole,—"ihat land will not be good for any-
thing after you get it out." A few days since I

cut at the rate of two tons of hay to the acre^ on
the spot. L.

Winchendon, Mass., July 29, 1869.

Remarks.—Mr. Baker, in his description of the

"Geoffrey pit," does not give the strength of the

solution of saltpetre and sal ammoniac. Refined

saltpetre requires about five times its weight of

cold water to dissolve it. Sal ammoniac about three

times. Crude saltpetre, which contains common
salt and nitrate of lime, is imported largely from

Calcutta, and is probably obtained in Ceylon very

much cheaper than it can be here. The powder

makers and the dry salters can tell the price.

This would be the article wanted in agriculture.

We presume that one pound, perhaps less, to a

gallon would be sufficient. The muriate of am-
monia or sal ammoniac is obtained chiefly from

the "gas liquor" at the gas works, by means of

sulphuric acid and common salt and heat. From
the sal ammoniac thus obtained, are made the car-

bonate, sulphate and other preparations of ammo-
nia. Crude sal ammoniac ought to be very cheap.

A few pounds to a barrel of water would be sufB-

cient.

IS MUCK A profitable TOP-DRESSING ?

Can muck be profitably used for a top-dressing
to mowing lands ? The soil in this section is of slate

formation, rather stony. Our muck is rich both
wich animal and vegetable deposits, black, ammo-
niacal. If you will inform me on this point, you
wil'l also settle a question which is very generally
talked, but never acted upon by our farmers of
Northeastern Vermont. a.

Waterford, Vt., 1869.

Remarks.—The use of good muck is profitable

on all soils ; on moist granite soils, on clay loams,

and especially on sandy lands. It adds vegetable

matter, acts mechanically on heavy soils by separ-

ating the heavy particles and lightening them, col-

lects and retains moisture on dry lands, and is an

excellent absorbent of ammonia, and whatever

other salts come within its reach. Its effects on

sandy lands are usually more striking than on any

other, because such lands are lacking in vegetable

matter. When added liberally, its influences arc

quite permanent, as after a lapse of more than

twenty years, they may be distinctly seen. The
blacker mutk is, the better the quality. When it

is reddish, or pale brown, and soft, it is less valua-
ble.

An excellent way to use it is to have it where

it can be thrown into the trench behind the cattle,

and thus become thoroughly incorporated with

the droppings of the cattle.

With most muck it is far better if thrown out

and exposed to the atmosphere for a year before

using it. In that condition it costs only about half

as much to cart it. If you test old muck in the

garden—M'hatever the soil may be—you will find

the roots of nearly all plants clustering about and
passing through it in every direction, and the

growth of the plant will be vigorous.

peach leaves.
My purpose of writing is to inquire of you about

the properties of peach leaves. Is it a fact, as I

have been xold, that peach leaves when eaten by
cattle will cause death ? If so, please state at
what season they are most deleterious, whether
when cropped from the tree or in a wilted state.
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or when they fall in the autumn ? I have set out
quite a nuniher this s-eason, and I have yet to learn
about the poisonous properties of tlieir leaves, if

in any considerable degree tht-y are so. d. w. n.
Sterling, Mass., Aug., 1869.

RemAUKS.—The leaves of peach trees contain a

certain amount of prussic acid, and are undoubt-

edly poisonous. If eaten in large quantities they

would be likely to kill cattle. We should prefer

not to risk them where they could tind abundance
of leaves, either in a green or wilted state. Even
if there were plenty of grass for the stock, they

might prefer the peach leaves. Cases of death

have occurred in children by eating the meat of

the peach stones. The bitter taste in the leaves

and stone, is occasioned by the presence of prussic

acid.

BLACK-KNOT ON CHERRY TREES.

Thirteen years ago I took up five cherry trees,
covered with black-knot, like specimen enclosed,
brought them on my baikfour miles and set them
out m the girden. They have grown well and are
now handsome trees. They bear abundantly every
year, atlbrd a delightful shade and are truly an
ornament to the garden. But in all directions in
the neighborhood, the cherry trees are being spoiled
by ttie black knot. When I ask my neighbors
why they allow their trees to be thiis distit;ured
and spoiled, the invariable answer is, "I can't help
it." My own trees have been preserved simply by
removing the excrescences. My father carefully
watches them, and as soon as a branch is found to
be atiecteil it is removed, if not too large. If the
limb IS too large, ihe "knot" is shaved off clean.
This is all that has been done. On examinirig
these black bunches we invariably find from one
to half a dozen grubs or worms, varying in size
from a microscopic mite to worms haif an inch in
length- Now as I am not much of a worm-arian,
will you plea-^e to give me through the Farmer
some ii.fiirmation as to the character and habits of
this desiructive insect ? I suppose they remain in
the excrescence until the first stage of ttieir exist-
ence is prrfjrmed, when they assume a different
shage, aeposit their eggs on other branches and
thus perpetuate the -^pecit s. Zen.

iSpringvale, Me., J-uly 29, 1869.

Remarks.—On cutting into the black mass on

the twig you sent, we found two worms about one-

fourth of an inch in length, with a reddish head,

flesh-colored, bare bodies. But according to the

books, we have yet to prove that tiese warts are

caused by insects. Dr. Walsh, of the American
Entomologist believes they are caused by a minute

fungus, like rust on wheat, mildew on grapes, &c.

He says that they ripen their seeds, or "spores" as

botanists term it, the latter part of July, which
then float in the air like thistle seeds, and plant

themselves on the bark of the limbs of trees.

Prof. Han is, in his book on Insects Injurious to

Vegetation, is undecided as to the origin of the

black-knot. He gives the opinions of naturalists

both for and against the theory of the insect origin

of the disease. He says, "but whether caused by
vitiated sap, as Dr. Burnet supposed, or by the ir-

ritating punctures of insects, as believed by Prof.

Peck, which is the prevailing opinion, or whatever
be their origin and seat, they form an appropriate

bed for the growth of numerous little parasitical

plants or fungi, to which botanists give the name
of Sphmria moibosa. These plants are the minute
black granules that cover the surface "f the wart,

and give to it its black color. When fully matured,

they are filled with a gelatinous fluid, and have a

little pit or depression on their summit. They
come to their growth, discharge their volatile seed,

and die in the course of a single summer; and
with them peri>hes the tumor whence they sprung.

It is worthy of remark that they are sure to ap-

pear on these warts in due time, and thai they are

never found on any other parr, of the tree.

"Insects are often found in the warts of the plum
tree, as well as in those of the cherry tree. The
larva) of a minute Cynips, or gall fly, is said to in-

habit them, but have never falkn under my ob-

servation. The naked caterpillars of a minute

moth are very common in the warts of the plum
tree, in which also are sometimes found other in-

sects, among them little grubs from which genu-

ine plum-weevils have been raised."

Dr. Walsh believes that the fungus that causes

the warts on plum trees is of a different species

from that whi h causes the warts on cherry trees,

and that the plum-knot is not propagated by the

cherry-knot, nor vice versa.

habits of the purple martin.

Can some of the readers of your worthy paper
give me some information in regard to the man-
ners and habits of the bird known as the Large
Black Martin. They build in the houses of some
of my neighbors erected tor their use, to the num-
ber of twenty or thirty in a house, while I have
one larger .ind superior to theirs that is always va-
cant. Can some reader inform me the cau^e ?

June 12, 1869. A Subscriber.

Remarks.—The above inquiry was submitted

toE. A. Samuels, Esq., author of "Birds of New
England and Adjacent States," who has very

kindly furnished the following suggestions, which
we take much pleasure in publishing not only as a

reply to the question of our correspondent, but as

containing hints that will undoubtedly be valua-

ble to other readers of the Farmer who may like

to cultivate the acquaintance of these social birds.

Mr. Samuels says :

—

"The peculiarity of the martin in avoiding certain

houses and localities has been repeatedly noticed,

but never satisfactorily accounted for. We have

known of numbers of instances of the birds flack-

ing to a martin house and crowding and fighting

for possession of the apartments in it, while

another house apparently as attractive, convenient

and favorably located was avoided persistently.

Several points are to be taken into consideration

in the erection of a martin house. It should have

large rooms with entrances on different sides. We
have known of a box being avcided when its en-

trances faced a certain point of the compass, and

when taken down and turned in a different direc-

tion, it was at once inhabited by several families.

Especial care should be taken to secure protec-
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tion from cats. A martin knows instinctively all

the rapacity and cruelty of the feline race, and

carefully avoids a house that is approachable by

its enemies. We have in mind an instance of a

colony of martins being destroyed by a cat that

ascended the pole on which the house was erected,

and from that to the present time it has been un-

occupied. Ventilation is important in a martin

house. It will be noticed that houses with two

tiers of entrances, through which a current of air

may pass, are the favorites, and an old weather

beaten box with numberless cracks in it is more

generally tenanted than a tight giib' painted affair.

Our experience has been that olive jars are at-

tractive tenements for these birds. They should be

fastened to the eaves of the barn or on a naked

fork of a tree, or on the top of a smooth pole,—the

entrance arranged at f-uch an angle that beating

rains will not prove troublesome, and a small hole

punctured through the further end. Vermin are

serious pests in martin boxes, as in pigeon cotes,

and birds will avoid them if infested.

My advice to your correspondent is, to take

down his martin-box, examine it, ana if infested

by vermin, give it a thorough cleansing. Change
its position, and cut more entrances, on ditfertnt

sides, and see if its neglect is owing to its ac-

cessibility to cats. Care on these points may in-

sure him, another season, a large colony of one of

the most interesting and pkasiug of birds."

A PLEA FOR THE CROW.

I wish to enter my plea for that much abused,
but faithful friend of the farmer, the crow. Iti my
youttiful days it was the custom every spring for

men and boys to turn out for a giand trow tiunt.

All the nests that were accessihle were destroyed;
and every crow that came within range was shot.

Wonderful feats in climbing were acccomplished
by the boys, shinning up the huge tiees on
which the nests were sitjated, or cliuibmg some
adjaceiit tree and venturing out on the branches
till the other tree vfas reached. They were consid-

ered the natural enemies of man, and by all means
to be destroyed. But I have come to look upon
the crow as the friend and ally of the farmer.
For the past three years I have had a piece of corn

in a very exposed situation, far frum any human
habitation, and close iiy a pieie of woods where
the crows have reared their young ; but by sur
rounding and cros>ing the field with twine, all

trouble with the crows has been avoided. Often
have I seen them in flocks on the trees or fences
close by the corn, but never did one dare to ven-

ture within the charmed circle ; while some of my
neighbors who ventured to leave their curn unpro-
tected sulfered greatly, and when the er>ws once
got a taste of the corn, it seemed aimost impossible
to keep them away by twine or any other means.
When the corn was hoed the second time, the

twine , was removed ; and when we returned to the

Held after dinner, a flock of crows was seen on the

part which had been hoed, apparently searching

in the freshly stirred soil fur grubs and worms,
which shows that these wary bipeds thought the

danger was removed when the twine wa^t taken
down ; and which also shows their usetulness to

the farmer in destroying the insects and worms
which are injurious to his crops.
Their value to the farmer in destroying the

grasshoppers and other insects which frequent our

pastur< s and meadows, is also great, and their de-
stiuetion should should be looked upon as a ctlam-
ity. I say, then, protect the crows and they will
protect you. . E. A. Davis.
Buckiand, Mass., July 30, 1869.

Remarks.—We are reminded by the above plea

for the crow of some statements made in a let;ter

that we recently heard read from the Rev. Chester

Holcomb, a missionary at Peking, written in June,

soon alter his arrival there, and addressed to a

Sunday school in this country. In speaking of the

appearance and habits of the Chinese, be men-

tioned two commendable traits in their character

—

veneration of parents anil ancestors, and kind

treatment of birds. Birds there were as tame as

chickens, and would come close to a per.-on with-

out any fear. Though in a, city of some 4,000,000

inhabitants, he says "there are at least twenty

sparrows' and swallows' nests, with two jackdaws'

and three crows' nests, in the building in which I

write. In one Chinaman's dooryard I saw a tree on

which theie were fourteen crows' nests and they

were building another!" He also facetiously re-

marked that in one of his evening walks a crow

helped him to a certain sound in the pronunciation

of the Chinese language, which he had been trying

in vain all the afternoon to catch from his native

teacher.

The Chinese are skilful farmers. They have

cultivated the same soil from time immemorial,

without impoverishing it, and without having

their crops destroyed by insects. Hence their

opinion of the utility of birds is entitled to respect.

Still we do not propose them as arbitrators of our

crow question. It is possible that the habits of

their crow may be diflerent from ours, as his cir-

cumstances and trainiDg certainly are. In this

country every one must act on his own convictions.

But while doing so let us treat the opinions of

others with a "decent respect."

A HOME-MADE FESTILIZEE.

Is U not a little stranse that farmers will buy
the cosr,ly patent manures, when they have oa
their own farms all the elements necessary for the
manufactur»^ of an article equal, if not superior,
to most of th« phosphates and poudrettes in the
market ? Wliy is it that they have not engaged
more freely in ihe Lome manufacture of fertili-

zers ? Is it because they have given the subject no
thought, or is it because they do not krow how to
do it ? It the latter, 1 propose to give what light
and knowledge my own practice may aflbrd on
the subject.

As soon as the busy season of haying is over, I
go to a muck swamp and haul up two or three
cords of the best muck I can procure

; put it in
some convenient place on thegri>und, or on a plat-
form made for the purpose. Then I rake up all

the loose chips and door-yard dirt, with that
around and inside the buildings. Now collect all

the brush and other rubbish from every part of
the farm, pile it all in one heap and burn it. The
muck, meanwhile, should be dug over in the sun
until it is quite dry. Then procure a dozen good
molasses liogsheads, which may be bought at the
grocery stores for from fifty cents to a dollar each ;

or if these are not procurable, barrels will answer.
Ashes from the burnt rubbish and elsewhere, are
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thoroughly mixed with this dry muck. It is then
shoveled into the casks, which should always be
kept under cover; mixing v/iih it, meanwhile, all

the vegetable and animal refuse on the place; all

the dead animals, from a toad, snake or chicken,
to a horse; all the waste blood, entrails, hair,

featbers, &e., of animals slaughtered. At the
same time save all the urme from the house and
stables ; all the soap suds and sink water; and dip

up all the dark looking liquid that may be found
standing in puddks in the low places of an un-
even cow-yard every time it rains, and completely
saturate the compost in the casks.

The next spring when you plant put from a pint

to two quarts of this fertilizer in a hill, according
to its strength, and you will not fail to raise such
crops as you never raised before. Home Made.

South Berwick, Me., Aug. 4, 1869.

modes of tying up cattle.

I am building a bam in which I intend to stable

fifty ccws, and wish to learn the best method of
tying them up. Is there a swing stamhion in use
thai is superior to the old fashioned way ? As
these cows are to stand twenty five in a row, and
heads together, I would like to know how I can
have a water box constructed so tnat each cow can
help herself at leisure, and not be in the way of
feeding? Jason E. Huint,
New Haven, Vt., July 28, 1869.

Remarks.—We have made pretty thorough ex-

periments in all the usual modes of tying up cat-

tle, beginning with the simple bow, made of wood

;

then the chains in common use; and, tired of

these, tried stanchions. Alter using the latter a

year or two, we substitued in their place a strong

leather strap two inches wide. These soon be-

came oily and soft from use, and it seemed, that

the cattle were more comfortable with them than

in any other mode of tying. They could lie down
on either side, and had room to move ahout so as

to change their position considerably. But as the

stalls were arranged, this liberty caused occasional

serious injury, as in moving about one cow would

sometimes step upon the udder or some other part

of one which was lymg down. This might be

remedied if more space were allowed between the

cows. We had not this space to spare, however,

and went back to stanchions, which are still in use.

There are some advantages in the use of stan-

chions over any other mode of tying. The work

is more quickly and surely done. The cattle are

kept cleaner. Having less freedom, they cannot

hook nor rob each other, and are more under con-

trol while milking.

One mconvenience in the stanchion is, that cat-

tle, when lying down, cannot get up easily in them.

On rising they throw themselves forward and

strike the shoulders, so that, occasionally, two or

three etforts are made before the animal is on its

feet. Ihis may be partly obviated, however, by

carryii g the upper portion of the stam hions for-

ward, so that they will stand at an angle, instead

of perpendicularly. This will essentially relieve

them in the act of getting up. Another change

which gives them more liberty, is in leaving the

space wider for iheneck, i.tthe bottom of the stan-

chions than it is at the top. This affords the ani-

mal more room to move the head about when ly -

ing down, and it cannot get it out when in that

position.

A great objection to stanchions may be avoided

by a proper arrangement of the floor when the

barn is built. Cattle should feed from a floor a

little higher than that on which they stand; at

any rate, it should not be any lower, as it quite

often is. This is done by raising the leanto floor,

in order to get a trench to receive their droppings.

When this is done, the sleepers of the barn floor

should rest upon the top of the timbers, instead of

being dropped into mortices. Then the barn floor

will be nearly on a level with that upon which the

cattle stand. With some care in the arrangements,

stanchions will be found the best, we think, all

things considered. We have seen the "Swing

Stanchions" in use, and noticed the movements of

the cattle in them. They certainly have a pretty

large liberty when so tied, can step back and for-

ward two or three feet, and have plenty of oppor-

tunity to tread upon each other, and can lie

down only on one side! They did not strongly

commend themselves to ourjudgment.

With regard to supplying water so that the

stock can get it at will, you may find plenty of ex-

amples among your sheep raisers, that will be

worth more than any description we can give.

Please write and tell us what the advantages are

ofCatering stock in this manner.

THE CULTURE OF PIGS.—AN ADDRESS WANTED.

There have been many articles in the Farmer in

regard to raising poultry, neat cattle, &c., but no
one has yet ventured to enlighten us on "pig cul-

ture." Will not some of your correspondents
give us the modus operandi?

In reply to my qutstion in regard to wheat cul-

ture (July 24tu ) you referred to Mr. Cyrus Kil-

burn of Worcester county. Could you, or the gen-
tleman himself, give me his address ? Strange to

say, the town is not given by secretary Flint.

Franklin, Mass., Aug., 1869. f.

Remarks.—Breed from healthy animals. Give

those of all ages—and especially the breeding sow

—plenty of room, in-doors and out, and always

opportunity to come to the ground ; that is, not

conhued to a stone or plank floor. Never allow

them to pass a night without a dry bed, and away

from currents of cold air. Have their room well-

vetilated. If they can have access to the sun,

so much tiie better. Everybody likes the sun,

man and beast. Keep their skins soft by rubbing

or washing. They will do it for themselves if

they have a fair chance. A hog goes into the mud
for two reasons,—perhaps more. First, to get a

plaster over him to keep the flies off"; secondly, to

take oflf the fine dirt or scurf from the skin with

the mud, when he rubs that off. Feed with regu-

larity, but never so much that any will be left in

the trough. Give them occasionally a drink of

pure water, especially in hot weather. Add a

little fine salt to their food once a week.

Follow the above rules, and you will rarely or
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never have sick hogs, and they will give you as

pure and wholesome flesh as that from any other

animal whose flesh is used for food.

In the erection of pens, study convenience and
cheapness. The pig will grow as well in a stye of

hemlock boards as though it was panelled and

gilded. He, too, wants space, convenience, air,

sunshine, a place to rub against, and a dry bed
Give him these, but give the pen such form and
place as will best suit your conT«nience.

Mr. Kilburn's address is Lunenburg, Mass.,

where he cultivates a premium farm.

A SICK AND DEAD HOG.

I had a valuable hog taken sick a few days ago,
and to-day it died. The first I noticed was that it

refused to eat, and black or purple spots came out
all over it. The nexc day I gave it half a pound
of salts, and the day following it died.
One of my neighbors had two hogs taken sick

the same way a few weoks ago, and he gave them
salts and turned thtm out where they could get on
to the mud, and in a few days they got well.
Mine was turned out where there were weeds and
dry sand. In both of the abuve cases the hogs
were kept in cellars under stables, where there
was plenty of light and air. I should like to in-

quire of jou or tome of your coi respondents wtiat
it was that ailed my hog, and also to ask for a
remedy. Is a cellar an unheaUhy place to keep
hogs in ? H. M. Brewstbr.

Curtis Corner, Me., July 23, 1869.

Remarks.—We have never seen a hog with the

symptoms described, nor can we find any ded^ip-

tion of a disease in the books which corresponds

wiih the symptoms. given above. Perhaps some
of our readers may be familiar with the disease

described and can recommend a remedy.

We do not comrider cellars that are dry, light,

and well ventilated, unhealthy places for swine.

In all the region about us, swine are usually kept

in such places, and they are healthy and grow fast.

AN OLD HOP YARD.

S. R. Locke of this town has the oldest hop yard
in this vicinity,—having raised Imps on the same
two acres fitteeu yiars,—and no^v they are very
thrifty, with no tigns of running ont. The crops
for the last four \ ears have been s^ld fir $3,400,
and the expense of raising and marketing has wit
exceeded $800; leaving a profit of #2600. In
1S66 the crop was 21 cwt. at 30 eents per pound ;

in 1867, 24 cwt. at 44 cents ; in 1868, 29 ewt. at 15
cents. The thrifty vines witn their long arms give
promise of a large crop this year.

Mr. L. makes very large hills and buries the
surplus vines in the hills which are novv one and a
half feet high and five feet in diameter. He does
not allow many runners to be taken from his yard
to start new plantations, as he believes it weakens
the vines.

HOME-MADE TURNIP SEED SOWER.

Here I saw a home-made turnip seed sower. A
wheel eighteen inches in diameter is cut from a
board. A wooden handle five foi t long is attached
by a bolt or axle to one side of this lioard wheel.
On the other side of the wheel an old tin milk pan
is naikd bottom side up, (or out), and all cracks
careiuliy s-tupped by putiy. H .les are made in

the sides of the pan close to the wire edge, wiiich
s fastened to ihe wheel, about one-eigiith of an
inch in diameter and six inches apart. This pan is

the seed box, into which it is put through a hole
madeforthatpurposein the wheel. By pushing this
wheel along the ground the seed is scattered very
rapidly and evenly, but it must be covered with a
hoe afterwards.

CUE DAIRIES.

Some of the dairymen began to make cheese
about July l-itb, but before this date T. Baker of
Barton, h^d niade over 1400 pounds of butter, and
Geo. B. Brewster about the same amount,—twenty-
seven tubs. This tends to show that dairying is

more profitable than wool growing, when butter
and wool brings the same price per pound.

Haying will be mostly done in July this year.
The cri)p will be a tnfle less than usual on some
lands, but about an average generally, z. e. j.

Irasburo, Vt., July 25, 1869.

A NOTION ABOUT "lYHITEWASHING.

I have made considerable use from time to tinae

of whitewash for buildm s, fences, hen houses,
&c. The result of my experience is the convic-
tion that no improvement has ever been made on
the old-tashioned way of making it,—viz., a good
clean lump of lime, slacked by pouring boiling
w.^iter over it; cover tiglit whilst slacking; put in
the-salt afterwards. All the lu^s about "sifting,"
"strdiiiitig," "skimming," &c., is all bosh. Hogs'
lard, rice flour, linseed oil, glue, &c , &c., lose all

their essential properties when diluted in the cor-
rosive liquid.

We know a lady who had made very successful
use of whitewash atjout her house, who finally

picked up a rtceipe something like the one given
in the Fakmkr, out of somebody's "Domestic
Economy Receipt Cook Book." The wash was
for a "beautiful bufi' color," or something else.

The vitriol, &c., was got at the "Poiticanes" and
the other fixings of the painter who was employed
to put it on. QuiteaJaige surface was "painted"'
in June. The result was, it remained till there
came some heavy showers and rain storms, when
the whole thing scakd otf. The shingles or clap-
boards of a builoing kept well whitewashed with
common whitewasn will, apparently, last forever.

Chestnut Rills, Mass., Aug. 10, 1869. i. o. B.

SWINE IN CELLARS.—AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES.

Hogs.—Never keep them in a barn cellar, nor
under a slaughter house. Reason—The effluvia

and vitiiited air causes disea.se. One-half of the
pork that is sold, is only tit tor manure. Let them
have a house, and good open yard, with plemy of
sods, loam aiid water; then health and good pork
will be the result.

Agricultural Colleges.—The best are at home on
thi: tarm ! What a puny race of faimeis are as-

ctmiing the stage. Nineteen-tweniietlis who go to
college will never make agriculture their occupa-
tion. More farmers by practice, and a less num-
ber fur t;iving advice. L. S. BANCKOiT.
Pepperell, Mass., Aug. 11, 1869.

BRINING WHEAT.—CULTIVATION AND VARIETIES.

It gives me great pleasure to know the "John's"
—a good old apostolic name—are not all asleep.

Now, my good "John," for the wheat piekle, use
half a ptck of salt to six buckets of water; stir

in the seed wheat; skim oif foul seed; let it stand
ten to twelve hours; rake it in wood ashes or
slaked lime, and sow when damp.
These alkalies are excellent fertilizers. They

kill the weevil that must exist in the grain, the
same as in the rice and the pea. Be sure to get it

in two to three inches deep. Root and stand are
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the strong points against spring kill. If 3'ou are

short of manure, tum over mowing land, which is

a good falloiv for grain. Sow it fiom the first to

the tenth of September—sod wheat is really the
safest.

The Amber is a good variety,—as are, also, the
white wheats, which make the whitest flour.

They have a variety of names ; but the eye is the
best judge of seed.

I have more than answered your correspondent,
"John," and hope he will set such an cxuiuple tu

bis neighbors, that they may tiud their bun els ot

flour on their own farms, instead of the pniirieh

of the West, where the average crop is far less

than in New England, and attended with the same
risks in rai.-ing HenkY Poor.

Yonkers, N, Y., Aug. 15, 1869.

BLOODY MILK.

I have a promising three-year-old heifer, that

I am milUing this seaton tor the first time, which
has given bloody milk all summer. As she is the

only one ot six that is thus troubled, I ci.nnot as-

cribe it to her food. I suppose giving bloody milk
is a precursor of garget. I presume that many of
the readers of the Farmer have had similar cases
which they have treated successfully. I should
like to hear from them through your columns.
Bndpoit, Vi., Aug 12, 1869. Inuuirer.

Remarks.—Give her six drops of the tincture

of Aconite on some meal wet up with water, every

other day for ten days. The old remedy with

many was to give the cow a piece of poke root

about as large as a hen's egg, by grating or chop-

ping it fine and mixing with oats or other "mess."

Mr. E. Keasor of Upper Gilmanton, N. H., recom-

mended in the Farmer a few years ago for the

garget, to take two pounds of sulphur and one

pound of salt petre, pulverize the latter and mix
them together; give one table-spoonful twice a

day in shorts or meal until the compound was used

up. Perhaps this might be beneficial in case of

contmued bloody milk, if the causs Is slciilar to

that of garget.

TO RID pantries OF BLACK AJ^D RED ANTS.

A few weeks ago I noticed in the Farmer, in

the Extracts and Replies, a piece about getting

rid of black ants in the house. As I think my
mode betttr than the one there recomni-nded, you
may pub'ish it, if you pletise. If the shehes or
tables where they gu are unpointed, wash tht-m off

in cleau wati r, and witlioit wiping, sprinkle tine

salt all over them when wet. If tue stielves are

painted keep ihi-m wet tor a few days with salt

and water, usirnr plenty of salt. One application

is generally sufH ient for the little red ants, but
tho black ants may need more than one.

Mrs. R. C. Williams.
Paxtcrt, Mass., July 26, 1869.

PASTURE LANDS.
1 have a pasture, a part of whiLli produces grass,

Tflit'ie upon other portions there is a growth ot

brakes. Shall I plough it or shall I mow the
brakes, and put on ashes and grass seed ? How is

the b St way to deal with it ?

Mk shtield, Vt., 1869. Chas. H. Netwton.

llbMAEKs.—We don't know. It is just what we
desire to learn, in order to work over our poor

Mass ichusetts pastures.

If the laud you speak of is stony, it wotild

scarcely pay for ploughing and reclaiming it. If

not stony, cut the bushes, or what is far better,

pull them up, burn thoroughly, scratch over the

surface with a harrow and sow grass seed. If you
add one bushel of plaster of paris ptr acre, success

will be more certain. Sow a variety of grass seed,

such as limothv, redtop, a little red and white

clover, Kentucky blue grass, and meadow fox tail.

Sow somewhat more liberally than when laying

down land to grass.

CURRANT WORMS.
It has been stated that by planting black currant

bushes with the red, the attacks of the worms will

be prevented. I had a large black currant bush at

'he fnd of a row of red ones that was badly in-

fested with the small span worm and the brown
^nts. I tried the molasses remedy, and they
seemed to like it very much. I next tried milk,
but our kind of worms had evidently never been
weaned, for they liked milk better than molasses.
One sure remedy I have found. Go over each
oranch carefully, and take each worm with the
tliiimb and tinger, deposit it in some old dish, and
when a sufBi:icnt number is collected put them in a
good fire. This may be a slow, but it is a sure
uure. A Constant Reader.
East Abiiigton, Mass., July 28, 1869.

insects on plants.—USE OF LIMB.

Can you, or some of your subscribers, inform
me how to destroy the small red and black ants
that infest the garden and fruit trees ?

Also, how to destroy the caterpillar on goose-
ber^ bushes ?

Do you consider lime good for raising crops ?

A YouNO Farmer.
North Sydney, Cape Breton, July 14, 1869.

Remarks.—Syringe the plants with whale oil

soap, or strong soap suds. Some persons con-

trive a sort of pipe in which they burn tobacco

and blow the strong hot smoke from it among the

foliage of the plants.

In relation to the use of lime, see remarks in

reply to a correspondent, in another column.

KEEPING HAMS.

For the past eight or ten years we have kept
ham nice and sweet through the summer and
autun n as follows:—Cut from the hone, take off

the rind and slice ready to fry. Put melted lard
etiouiih on the bottom of the tub to cover the
wood : then a layt r of ham, pai ked as closely as
possible. Will a spoon fill 1 he spares after pack-
ing each layer with hot lard When done, pour
enough over the meat to cover it. Set in a dry,
cool place. It k-it to stand long while being used,
a little lard should be kept over the top to prevent
mould. That tried from the meat is as good as
fresh. Meat packed in this way is much better

than if partially cooked bv-lbre packing, and keeps
quite as well; and the bones and fraj^ments may
be used before flv-time. Mrs. D. H.
Lancaster, N. H., Aug., 1869.

—The Ayrshire cow Flora imported from Eng-

land in 1859, and now owned by Wm. Birnie, of

Massachusetts, from July 12 to November 1, 1866,

gave an average of thirty-nine pounds of milk per

day. Her food was corn fodder, grass, and, in

October, cabbages.
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WEST HIGHLAINTD CO\\r,

We present the above cut of a West High-

land cow as the representative of a race of

cattle that have not as yet been introduced

into this country. The portrait was drawn

for Mr. Allen's book on American Cattle, by

Mr. Page, who visited Yorkshire county, Eng-

land, in 1867.

Mr. Youatt says, "The value of the West

Highland cattle consists in their being hardy,

and easily fed ; in that they will live, and

sometimes thrive, on the coarsest pastures

;

that they will frequently gain from a fourth to

a third of their original weight in six months'

good feeding ; that the proportion of ofFil is

not greater than in the most improved larger

breeds ; that they will lay their flesh and f^t

equally on the best parts ; and that, when fat,

the beef is clrsed fine in the grain, highly

flavored, and so well mixed or marbled, that

it commands a superior price in every market

"The different islands of the Hebrides con-

tain about one hundred and fifty thousand of

these cattle, of which it is calculated that one-

fifth are sent annually to the main land.

"About one hundred and fifty years ago,

the treatment of cattle at the Hebrides was,

with very few exceptions, absurd and ruin-

ous, to a strange degree, through the whole

of the islands. With the exception of the

milk cows, and not even of the calves, they

were all wintered in the field ; it they were

scantily fed with hay, it was coarse, and with-

ered, and half-rotten ; or if they got a little

straw, they were thought to be well tikeri

care of. The majority got little more than

sea-weed, heather, and rushes. OQe-fi,fth of

the cattle, on an average, used to perish every

winter from starvation. When the cold had

been unusually severe, and the snow had lain

long on th.1 ground, one-half of the stock has

been lost, and the remainder have afterwards

been thinned by the diseases which poverty-

had engendered.

"It proved the excellency of the breed, that

in the course of two or three months so many
of them got again into good store condition,

and might almost be said to be half-fj,t, and

could scarcely be restrained l)y any f^nce ; In

fact, there are numerous instances of these

cattle, which had been reduced to the most

(ireadfal state of Impoverishment, becoming

fattened for the butcher In a few months, after

being placed on some of the rich summer pas-

tures of Islay, Lewis, or Syke.
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"The cows were housed during the winter;

but among the small farmers this was con-

ducted in a singular way—for one rude dwell-

ing contained and sheltered both the family

and the cat:le. The family had their beds of

straw or heath in the niches of the walls, while

t; e litter was never removed from the cattle,

but fresh layers of straw were occasionally

laid down, and so the floor rose with the accu-

mulation of dung and litter, until the season

of spreading it upon the land, when it was at

length taken away.

"The peculiarity of the climate and the

•want of ii closed lands, and the want, too, of

forethought in the farmer, were the chief causes

of this wretched system of winter starvation.

"As a beef animal, the flesh of the West

Highland ox is considered of the best quality

in the London markets, and usually worth Id ,

or two cents per pound more than that of the

ordinary breeds. He is usually pat upon high

feed at three years old, and in good pasture

in summer, and a fall allowance of turnips

and meal, with plenty of hay or straw in win-

ter, is fitted fur the shambles at about four

years old."

Mr. Allen believes that this race is admira-

bly adapted to the immense ranges of moun-

tain lands in the older States of the union, to

the plains west and north of Mi^souri, in Texas,

&c., and sums up their qualities by saying,

they are an original breed, bred for untold

centuries in one of the roughest climates ; of

great hardihood and endurance ; homogeneous

in their natures and habits ; strong in blood,

with a tendency and power to transmit it upon

an) thing with which they may be connected.

The cows are not fitted fur the dairy, nor is it

necessary they should be for the purposes to

•which they are intended, yet giving milk

enough to rear their progeny well. They

mature early, and when matured are full in all

their points. They feed their pastures closely,

are active in movement, capable of ranging

over wide fields, gathering their subsistance

without trouble, adapted to climates and soils

where other cattle would glean a bare subsis-

tence, and thus a valuable race to introduce

into the regions of country which are above

named.

He hopes yet to see the Highland cattle

introduced into this country. By their iutro-

duction our far southwestern grazing regions

whic.i now send us only the ragged and com-

paratively worthless Texan cattle, and the far

northwestern wilds which send us none at all,

together with our intermediate mountain

ranges, would ultimately—even shortly—fur-

nish our interior rich lands with grazing mate-

rial fur the best of beef, and our maikets

would be supplied with the choicest of flesh

for consumption.

ABOKTION IN COWS.
Report of Wra. n. C'rnialt, M. D.. C'omn iseir.ner of
the New YorB Sciite Ayricul'ur^.1 Society lor the In-
vtBtigaliou of Aborlion in Ci-'ws. lilbai y. 18b9.

This is a well written report. The Com-
missioner and his assistants seem to have pur-

sued their work with great diligence, and ac-

cording to a well arranged plan. The results

arrived at are, we are sorry to say, mostly

negative. But some points would seem to be

settled, and the field of investigation narrowed.

It is the opinion of the Commission that tke

disease is not caused "by reason of the intro-

duction of a deleterious substance in the food,"

that is, they do not believe it is caused by

ergot, or fungi on grasses or cereals. Many
have believed that cultivated grasses were

more liable to be infested with such parasites

than natural grasses, and that hence cows feed-

ing on hay, were more subject to the disease

than when in the pastures. This is an iniporta&t

point disposed of.

It is also settled that cows are much more

liable to the disease in the advanced months of

pregnancy, especially after the sixth month.

Cows once affected are more subject to be af-

fected in subsequent pregnancies, which may

be an additional reason for turning them to

the butcher.

It has been suggested that changing cows

from farm to farm during pregnancy might

have a prejudicial effect. An examination

into the facts in connection with such removals

showed clearly that it is so. Is this owing to

the fict that cows that have once aborted are

sold during the next pregnancy to avoid prob-

able loss ?

The investigation shows tliat breeding from

immature stock increases the tendency to abor-

tion—the percentage of cases being greater in

stock of this class.

But the most important matter discussed, as

it seems to us, is, whether the amount of milk

given by the cow influences the process of
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gestation. This discussion is conducted in a

very able manner. It occupies some ten

pages. The uterus and the udder are the two

most important organs in reproduction. Each

has its dibtinct function. That of the first is

to protect and nourish the foetus until its or-

gans of digestion and locomotion fit it to be

separated from the mother. Then the func-

tion of the udder comes into play, which is to

furnish suitable nutriment to the young ani-

mal when separated from the mother.

Nature never intended that these two or-

gans should carry on their functions at the

same time. While the mother is carrying and

feeding directly from her blood the joung

within her, she should not be required to feed

another, or other animals, by secretions from

her blood through the udder. This is an un-

natural and excessive drain upon the system.

Although habit, great caie and abundant food

enable a large part of the cows in a domestic

state to endure this for a few years, j et very

many fail to complete the reproductive pro-

cess under this system—and the profitable

term of life of almost all is shortened by it.

The cow, in a state of nature, ceases to give

milk some months before the end of preg-

nancy. If compelled to give milk by con-

stant milking and high feeding, in a certain

number of cates the uterus refuses to continue

to perform its function. The connection be-

tween it and the foetus is separated, and the

young dies, and is thrown off.

Nature does not allow her laws to be vio-

lated with impunity. It is becoming a practi-

cal question of great importance, whether high

feeding and prolonged milking are on the whole

profit ible. We commend this Report to the

careful attention tf dairymen and stock raisers.

Greasing Wagons —Few people fully ap-

preciate the importance of thoroughly lubri-

cating the axles, &c., of wagons and carriages,

and .still fewer know what are the b^st mate-

rials and the best methods of applying them.

A well made wheel will endure couuuun wear
from ten to twenty -five years, if care is taken

to use the right kind and proper amount of

grease ; but if this matter is not attended to,

they will be used up in five or six years. Lard

should never be used on a wagon, for it will

penetrate the hub, and work its way out around

the tenons of the spokes, and s-poil the wheel.

Tallow is the best lubricator for wood^-n axle-

trees, and castor oil for iron. Just grease

enough should be applied to the spindle of a

wagon to give it a light coating ; this is better
than more, for the surplus put on will work
out at the ends, and be forced by the hhouMer
bands and nut was-hers into the hub around
the outside of the boxes. To oil an axle-tree,

first wipe the spindle clean with a cloth wet
with spirits of turpentine, and then apply a
few drops of castor- oil near the shoulders and
end. One tea spoonful is sufficient for the

whole.

—

Exchange.

For the New England Farmer,

SUNFLOWERS.
A new interest appears to be awakened in

Europe in reference to this plant by reason of
the evidence that has been gradually accumu-
lating for some years past, of its possessing

medicinal properties. If we are to ciedit the

tales that are told, it is a sure specific against

intermittent fevers. M. Martin, in a paper
read before the Societe Therapeutique de
France, says, that the experiment of planting

sunflowers on a large scale has heretofore

been successful in the fenny districts by Roche-
fort, and has been proved by the Dutch to be
beneficial in neutralizing the deleterious effects

of marshy exhalations. M. Martin states that

it is a proved fact, that the sunflower possesses

the power of fre/ing the atmosphere from
those germs, animal and vegetable, which are

supposed to constitute the miasms that are

productive of fever and ague.

If this be the case, is it not well for our
fever and ague afflicted sections to be made
aware of it? Much suffering might thus be
avoided, and a new impetus given to immisira-

tion to those long neglected and f rtile spots

in the West and South, that have been preg-

nant with miasma.
Hitherto the culture of the sunflower has

been quite limited in this country. Experi-

ments serve to show that it is a valuable feed

for poultry. It also yields a large return in

oil. An Ohio farmer, several }eavs since,

averred that it would give more bushels of
seed, year by year, than corn on the same sur-

face. Admitting his statement t ) be true, we
may from tables I find in an old enc\clopa3dia,

estimate the returns in oil that an ai;rc will

pioduce, planted after the manner the work
indicates. One hundred plants are allowi d to

produce one bushel of seed, from which three

quarts of oil are obtained. This would yive us

about fort) gallons to the acre and leave us

the refuse for feed, the value of which is not

given. May not this refuse be as valuable as

cotton seed meal ?

My impression is, that the plants might,

without detriment, be increased one hundred
per cent, on an acre over and above the num-
ber btated, and the profits increa-ed in the

»^aine ratio. The present facilities for extract-

ing the oil over those in use fifty j ears ago,

will also give us a much larger return than

three quarts to the bushel.
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But to return to the medicinal question,

U'hich is after all the one of greatest moment
to us. The plant is easily propagated, and its

seed can he mingled with the seed corn and
planted at the same time, all over our extend-

ed country, resulting, it may be, in untold

good to pre.-ent and coming generations.

Aug. 10, 18G9. k. o.

THE ORIGIN OP TBB PEACH-BLOW
POTATO.

Asa A. Shepherd, of Saratoga, N. Y., lays

claim to being the originator of the "Peauh-

blow" potato, and relates the history of its

origin as follows :
—

"I cannot fix the exact date, but about

twenty-seven or eight years ago the Hon. Sam-
uel J. Mott owned a farm opposite the Dean's

Corners' store and post-office. Gilbert Wright
traded there, and a young doctor boarded

with him by the name of Colby. Not being

crowded with business, the Doctor and Mr.
Wright planted one-half of a lot belonging to

Mr. Alott. and my father and his boys the

other half. We planted a row of Merino po-

tatoes in the middle of the lot, to turn on, so

as not to beak down the corn, and they plant-

ed a row of Western Reds by the side of ours.

In the fall my brother John and I were com-
ing across the lot and saw some fine looking

balls on the Western Reds, and picked them
My wife thinks she tied some together and
hung them in the cellar. As to that, 1 do not

remember. John lived at home with father,

and I lived near by, but all were working to-

gether at that time. The next spring we
planted the seed, John planting on father's

place, and I where 1 lived. He beat me the

first year, my place being too much shaded by

a butternut tree. Five or six different kinds

came from the seed ; one was called the

'Shepherd Red.' They were a great deal

larger the first year than the other kinds, and
less liable to rot. For a few years they took

the lead, but it was soon ascertained that they

ripened too late to ship in the fall, so they

were dispensed with. After we had raised

them together for several years, the Hon
Henry Holmes, now Superintendent of the

Poor of the County of Saratoga, came and
purchased a lot of all the kinds mixed together,

and then picked out and planted by themselves

those that we called 'Calico Potatoes.' In the

fall he barreled up a few of them and drew
them to the canal, at Coveville, to send to

New York, to introduce them, and while there

he wished to fix some name by which to call

them. A man b'y the name of Verbanks, (a

shoemaker.) and Captain Brazure, spoke of

their looking like a peach blow. So it was
agreed to call them by that name. Afterward
my uncle carried some to Massachusetts, near

New Bedford, where they were called 'Sara-

toga Potatoes.' They were also sent West,
and to New Jersey. A few years ago a man

by the name of Vl organ Moe picked out some
of the liaht colored ones and called them
'White Peachblows,' which are all the rage
now among our neii^hbors. If any one is in-

clined to dispu'ethe above facts, let him write

to Thomas Sweet, postmaster. Dean's Corners,
Saratoga County. N. Y. ; or to Joseph W.
Hdl, lawyer, or Henry W. Dennis, hardware
merchant—both the latter named gentlemen
living at Sch"ylerville, N. Y."

TKOUBLB WITH BEES.

Will you, or some of your subscribers who
have had experience in keeping bees, inform

me what is the trouble with my bees ? I had a
swarm come out four da> s ago which pitched on
the toi) of a small apple tree. I placed a com-
mon box hive over them, letting the corner of
the hive rest upon a staging which I put up for

the purpose, and let it remain over them until

the next morning, supposing they would go up
into it as they alwa* s have when I have done
so by them ; but they did no such thing, but
remained where I first found them. I then

tried to "break them up," but they only moved
their quarters from the top to the trunk of the

tree, where they remained until last night,

when I brushed them into the hive, and they
stay there, iiut do net work or act as if they
ever intend to. If any one will enlighten me
on this subject they will confer a fdvor and
oblige an

—

Amateur Beekeeper, Brooks, Waldo
Co., Me., June 14.

The bees described above probably failed to

realize, when the hive was first placed over
them, that they had ever been hived at all, or
might be. And when brushed in at last, they
may have been perfecting their arrangements
to go to the woods, and so were indisposed to

commence operations elsewhere. But as the

above appears to have been written within

twenty-four hours after the bees were finally

put into the hive, combs miiiht have been com-
menced in the cluster, which could not be seen
without shaking it down.
The case is a very unusual one, and if the

bees still persist in remaining idle, I would
suggest introducing a piece of comb contain-

ing }oiing brood. This may be fastened to

the top of the hive, or supported on an up-

right stick fastened in the bottom board, or in

any way brought among the bees, and it would

be very likely to set them to work.

—

M.
Quimhy, in Rural New Yorker.

Strong.—It is said that the thread of a cer-

tain species of spider—found in the South

—

supports a weight of fifty-four grains. As
this fibre is only the one four thousandth of an

inch in diameter, this is at the rate of 123.427

pounds, or 6 1 i tons per square inch
; good iron

wire sustains tifcy-seven tons per inch; good
steel, sixty-six tons

;
good gun metal, eighty

tons.
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For the New England Farmer,

STANDABD OP MERIT AT FAXES.

It is generally believed that agricultural so-

cieties are formed and hold fairs to encourage
farmers to produce the best articles, and to

furnish the means for comparison by which

they may form an opinion as to which is best.

If this is so, societies should make rules with

the greatest care, so as to encourage and re-

ward the really meritorious, and avoid com-
mending and introducing aught that partakes

of humbuggery or subserves private ends to the

detriment of the public good.

If societies are formed to advance agricul-

ture and aid the farmers, it would certainly

se^m that the rules which direct the action of

committees in the bestowal of premiums, should

also aid and direct farmers in the purchase

and breeding of domestic animals. If this is

a truth, do societies live up to it ?

At the New England Fair, all cattle must
have a pedigree to be entitled to a premium
The managers of the Vermont State Fair have

adopted the same rule. Now shall county

societies and farmers encourage only those

cattle that have a herd-book pedigree ? Under
this ruling, will these societies encourage the

exhibition of the best cattle, or can they in all

cases reward years of pains-taking in develop-

ing a breed ? Wdl it not result rather in re-

warding those who have purchased a fat-hion-

able or new breed from which to make money
by sales? We ask these questions, first be-

cause there are men who have for a life-time

been breeding a herd of pure-blooded cattle

because they loved them, who are now cu: off

from showing and competing for premiums,

though the animals thus excluded are above
suspicion in regard to breed, and are better

cattle than some with a pedigree. If it were

not so, why rule them ouc and ignore cattle

that the people want to see and the owners
want to show ?

In the .-econd place, for years after Short-

horn cattle were first introduced, there was
not one in ten that had a herd-book pedigree,

and until 1855 there had been only one volume
of the herd-book published in the United

States. Shall the descendants if all the early

importations be ignored as unworthy of notice ?

In the third place, sheep, swine, and hordes

are sold for high prices upon a personal war-

rant as to blood.

While it is proper and desirable that agri-

cultural societies should discountenance deceit

and fil?e pretensions, it is equally proper and

desirable that they should ent;ourage honesty

and excellency.

In Verm >nt there is a herd of Devon cattle

owned and bred by H. M Hall, of Burke,

Pie>identol the Caledonia County Agricultu-

ral Society. This herd was e-tabli>hed about

forty years ago. 'It was started with some of

the first animals sold from the Patter.-on im-

portation, and from time to time additions

have been made from other stock of undoubted
purity of blood. Mr. Hall has bred on his

own farm two families, using the greatest care
to prevent deterioration ; but the animals are
not recorded in the herd-book.

In Coventry, Vt., there is a herd of Short-
horns, comprising twenty-five head, bred and
owned by Hon. E. Cleveland and his son, H.
C. Cleveland. This is believed to be the only
Short-horn herd in the State where every ani-

mal has been bred by the owner. In 1858,
Mr. C. sent by a special agent to Kentucky
for some Durham heifers, which were ob-

tained at quite a high price. A bull was
bought in New York, of the Vail stock, and
from this beginning a herd of great excellence

has been bred, which has been shown at the

State Fairs and received premiums as pure
blood Short- horns. The bull Major, that

stands at the head of this herd, is five years

old and weighs 2320 pounds. The bull Oen.
Grant is two years two months old, pure milk-

white in color, and weighs 1500 pounds. One
of the cows has weighed 1535 pounds. There
have been many sales of young animals from
this herd, at prices from $50 to $150 each,

which are giving great satisfaction for vigor-

ous, healthy growth, and excellent milking

qualities in the heifers, and good stock quali-

ties in the bulls. Eleven years ago there was
less regard paid to herd-book pedigree, and
these cattle have not been duly named and
numbered, although bred with the greatest

painstaking, and amidst a community whoe
prejudices were agamst them. Now, tbis herd

having triumphed over local indifference and
opposition and having gained a good reputa-

tion, find a new difficulty. Men who have
within a very few years bought pedigree ani-

mals have succeeded in introducing a rule

which excludes this stock from competing at

the Fairs of agricultural societies ! If these

animals are inferior, they are not to be feared

in competition ; if they are better, is not the

painstaking by which they have been produced

entitled to encouragement? Is it pedigrees,

or is it quality of cattle that we should encour-

age, an<J which farmers wish to buy ?

Irashurg, Vt.,Aug. 20, 1869. z. e. j.

P. S.—Since writing the foregoing I have

received the Premium List of the Vermont
State Fair, and find that the Directors have

made up an appendix, since the regular meet-

ing, that provides for Durhams that are not

registered in the herd-book. z. E. J.

Aug. 24.

—Mrs. Alvira Robinson, of North Russell, N.

Y., answers a question as lied in the Rural Ameri-

can liow to make butter from bitter cri.ara by say-

ing, when tho cream is ready to churn, dis-olve a

little good sugar and add to it; the bu iter will then

come in a short lime. I think the cause of cream

getting bitter is, that it is kept too cold while ris-

ing ; the sugar helps to sweeten it.
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labks' Icpixrtmcnt.

From Putnam's Magazine, for September.

THE BABY'S DRAWER.
Th' re's a little drawer in my chamber
Guard L'd w th tenderest cure,

"Wht-re the dai.ity clothes nre lying,

Th it my darii g shall never we;ir.

Ai;d there, while the hour, are waning,
Till the hout-e is ail at rest,

I sit and fmcy a baby
Close to my aching breast.

My darling's pretty, white garments I

I wrought tliem, tilting apart,

While his myotic lif ; was ihroObing
Under my throbbing h art.

Arid olt^n my happy dreaming
Breaks in a liule sontr.

Like the murmur of birdi at brooding.
When the days are warm and long.

I finisbrd the dainty wardrobe,'
And the drawer was a'moet full

Witn robes of the finest muslin,
And robes of the whittst wool.

I folded them all together,
With a rose for every pair,

Smiling, and saying, ''Gem fragrant.
Fit lor my prince to wear,"

Ah, the radiant summer morning.
So lull of a mother's j.y I

"Thank God, he Is fair and perfect.
My beautiful, new-boru boy."

Let him wear the pretty, white garments
I wrou.ht while silting a art;

Lay him, so sweet and so helpless,
Here, close to my throbbing heart.

Many and many an eve ing
I tit, since my baby came.

Saying, "What do the angels call him?"
For he died without a n imo;

Sit while the hours are waning,
And the h use is all nt rest,

And fancy a b^by nestling
Close to my aching breast.

For tilt New England Farmer,

HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.

CONTRIBUTED FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER,

Mr. Editor:—As the season for making pickles

has arrived, some of your readers may like to try

the

Yellow Pickle
of Virginia and Kentucky, an institution in which

the accomplished housewives of that region have

so just a pride.

To three gallons of good cider vinegar, put two
ounces of turmeric sewed up in a guaze flannel bag,

which must be squeezed every day until the

strei5gth and color are exhausted. Then add to

the vinegar two and a half pounds of brown sugar

;

two ounces of ground mustard seed ; the same
weight of cloves ; the same of mace, and three

ounces of cinnamon. Take half a pound each of

ginger root, horse radish, garlic or onion, and long

pepper
;
put them in a jar of very strong salt wa-

ter and let it stand three days. Then take them
out, and after rinsing in clean water, cut all up

fine, except the garlic, which is left whole. Put
all together in di-hes, and dry in the sun two or

three days. When quite dry, put to the vinegar,

whiih in three days is ready. In the meantime,
soak smull, soft tars of corn, shred cabbage, small

cucumbers, tender bean pods, &c., in t^alt water.

If not too salt, simply wash them in fresh water,

and spread on a table previously covered with two
or three thicknesses of soft cloth, and lay in the

sun, turning them over every hour till dry anj
white. A day will b 3 sufficient to bleach the cu-

cumbers and dry the other things. Add them to

the vinegar ; stir every duty for a week ; then tie

up tight, and in three months the famous yellow

pickle is ready for use.

Bweet Pickle of Kipe Cucumber.

Cut large ripe cucumbers in small squares;

simmer them gently in alum water, in which is a

little salt. When transparent, drain them and
pour over hot vintgar, in which brcwn sugar,

whole cloves, stick cinnamon, and mace have been

boiled. A pound of sugar to a quart of vinegar.

Spice to the taste andjudgment, but not too highly.

Parsonsfield, Me., Aug., 1869. Mart.

Remarks.—We are greatly obliged to our cor-

respondent for her seasonable hints. We hope our

lady readers will not forget that we depend upon

them to keep this department of our paper fresh,

original and attractive. Ed.

DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.
Tomato Catsup.— Fake ripe tomatoes,

and scald' them just sufficient to allow you to

take off the skin ; then let them stand for a
day, covered with salt ; strain them thorough-
ly to remove the seeds ; then to every two
quarts add three ounces of cloves, two of
black pepper, two nutmegs, and a very little

cayenne pepper, with a little salt; boil the

liquor for half an hour, and then let it cool

and settle ; add a pint of the best cider vine-

gar, after which bottle it, corking and sealing

it tightly. Keep it always in a cool place.

Sweet Pickle.—Select fine cantaloupe or
citron melons, ripe but firm, pare and setd
them, and slire or quarter them. Weigh the

fruit, and to five pounds of melon allow two
and a half pounds of white sugar and one
quart of vinegar. The vinegar and sugar
must be heated, well skimmed and poured
boiling over the fruit six times. In the last

boiling of the syrup add the spices ; stick

cinnamon, white ginger and a few cloves

;

and when the syrup boils, put in the citron

and let it boil for ten minutes, then put it in

the jars ;
skim the syrup clear and pour over

it. The pickle may be made of other fruits.

Boiling Potatoes.—There is a great deal

constantly said as to the best way to boil

potatoes. The following, said to be an Irish

mode, is no doubt, very good. It is said that
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in Ireland they always nick off a piece of the

skin, put thein in a pot of cold water, which
is gradually heated, but never allowed to

boil : cold water should be added as soon as

the water bejrins to boil ; when done, pour
all the water off', cover the vessel with a cloth

aid in a few minutes they are cool enough for

use.

Fish Chowder.—The best fish for chow-
der a)e haddock and striped bass. Cut the

fish in pieces an inch thick and two inches

squire; take six or eight s ices of salt poik;
put them in the bottom of an iron pot, and
fry tliem till crisp. Take out the pork leav-

ing the fat ; chop the poi k fine. Put in the

pot a layer of fish, layer of split crackers,

some of the chopped pork, a little black and
red pejiper, a little chopped onion, then an-

other layer of fish, split crackers and season-

ing. This do till you have used your fish

Then just cover the dish with water, and stew
slowly till it is tender; thicken the gravy with

pounded cracker; add catsup if you like.

Boil up the gravy once, and pour over the

fish ; squeeze in the juice of a lemon. Add
salt if necessary.

••SOMEBODY LOVES ME"
Two or three years ago, the superintendent

of the Little Wanderers' Home, m ,

received one mornmg, a request from the

judge, that he would come up to the court

house. He complied directly, and found
there a group of seven little girls, dirty,

ragged, and forlorn, beyond what e^en he was
accustomed to see. The judge, pointing to

them (utterly homeless and friendless,) said,

"Mr. T , can you take any of these.'"'

"Certainly, 1 can take them all," was the

prompt reply.

"All ! What in the world can you do with

them ?"

"Til make women of them."
The judge singled out one, even worse in

appearance than the rest, and asked again,

"What can jou do with that one?"
"I'll make a woman of her," Mr. T

repealed firmly and hopefully. They were
washed, and provided with a good supper and
beds. The next morning they went mto the

schoolroom with the children. Mary was the

name of the little girl whose chance for bet-

ter things the judge thought small. During
the forenoon the teacher said to Mr. T

,

in reference to her, "1 never saw a child like

that ; I have tried for an hour to get a smile,

but failed."

Mr. r said afterwards himself, that her

face was the saddest that he had ever seen

—

sorrowful beyond expression
;
yet she Avas a

very little girl, only five or six years old.

After school, he called her into his office,

and said pleasantly, "Mary, I've lost my little

pet. 1 used to have a little girl that would

wait on me, and sit on my knee, and I loved
her much. A kind gentleman and lady have
adopted her, and 1 woulu like for you to take
her place, and be my pet now. Will you?"
A gleam of light fiitted over the poor child's

face as she began to understancf him. He
gave her ten cents, and told hf-r she might go
to a store near by and get some candy. While
she was out he took two or three new.-papers,

tore them in pieces and scattered them about
the room. \\ hen she returned, in a few min-
utes, he said to her: "Mary, will you char
up my office a litile for me, pick up those pa-

pers and make it look nice ?"

IShe went to work with a will. A little more
of this f-ort of m nagement—in fact, treating

fier as a kind father would, wrought the de-

sired result. She went into the school roum
after diinier, with so changed a look and bear-

ing, that the teacher was astonished. The
child's face was absolutely radiant ; and half

fearful of mental wandering, he went to her,

and said

—

"Mary, what is it? What makes you look

so happy ?"

'O ! I've got some one to love me ! some-
body to love me !" the child answered ear-

nestly, as if it were heaven come down to

earth.

That was all the secret. For want of love

that little one's life had been so cold and des-

olate, that she had lost childhood's beautiful

faith and hope. She could not at first believe

in the reality of kindness or joy for her. It

was the certainty that some one loved her, and
desired her affection, that lighted the child's

soul, and glorified her face. Mary has since

been adopted by wealthy people, and now
lives in a beautiful home ; but more than all

Its beauty and comfort, running like a golden
thread through it all, she still finds the love of
her adopted father and mother.

Shall we who have many to love, and who
love us, refuse to be comforted, to see any
value and use in life, any work for our hands
to do, because one of our treasures may be
removed from our sight—from our home and
care, to a better?

And O ! shall we let any of these little ones

go hungering for affection—go up even to

(iod's throne, before they find one to love

Ihem?

THE "WIDOWER'S WIPE.

Within the year the widower I'ound conso-

lation, and this time the wife was young and
pretty—that is to say, she was generally so

esteemed, being white, plump, hard, and crisp

as a turnip just pulled from the ground. She
was selfish, indolent, pettish, with small intel-

ligence and no reason—a white, blind force.

To be married was to be married ; that was
all she knew, except that it involved new
dresses, a white veil and some fiowers. After

that she entertained some vague notion that
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generous living and all sorts of holiday de-

lights Howed perpetually in of themselves, and
that she. at any rate, had only to stand and
wait. Her ideas of marital felicity underwent,

in company with her fatalistic yoke-fellow, a

singularly sudden tran^formation, and she

went blindly bumping about her house like a

bat when the sunshine is all at once let in upon
it. "Leander, 1 want this;" and, "Leander,

why don't you get me that?" "Mrs. So-and-

so has it. and 1 want it and will have it
!"

These and such like were her staple of con-

versation. Before long came threats. "IMl

go hack to my father ; see if 1 don't You
might get me things like other folks ! I al-

wa\ s had sweet-cake at home ! If you haven't

got money, tell them to give you some ! I'll

have a blue satin dress and pearl ear-rings, or

rU go home to my father !' And her round
white face would Hounder among her pillows

as she thus teased for half the night. And,
sure enough, the threat got itself exe(;uted at

last ; and with a little wLite head, much like

her own. rolling about on her shoulder, and a

little bundle of blankets crushed in her arm,

she one day took up line of march, leaving

the cupboard bare.

—

Alice Gary in H i.rper''s

Magazinefor September.

Marki.vge.—Marriage is to a woman at

once the happiest or saddest event of her life
;

it is the promise of future bliss, raised on the

death of all present enjoyment. She quits

her home, her parents, her companions, her

occupations, her amusements, everj thing on

which she had depended for comfort, for af-

fection, for kindness, for pleasure. The pa-

rents by whose advice she has been guided,

the sister to whom she dared to impart every

embr} o thought and feeling, the brother who
has played with her ; by turns the counsellor

—all, to be forsaken at one fell stroke ; and
yet she flies witn joy into the untrodden path

before her. Buoyed up by the confidence of

requitted love, she bids a fond and grateful

adieu to the life that is past, and departs

with excited hopes and joyous anticipations

of the happiness to come. Then woe to the

man who can blight such fair hopes—who
can treacherously lure such a heart from its

peaceful enjoyment, and the watchful protec-

tion at home—who can, coward-iike, brenk

the illusions that have won her and destroy

the confidence which love had inspired. Woe
to such a man !

The Training of Childi{EN.—It is a
fixed rule, under all circumstances, that the
child must learn to obey. Obedience is the

fir&t step in education. The child must be
submissive to a higher will and a more ma-
tured knowledge. Hy degrees he will soon
find out the reason why. Take heed, how-
ever, that you do not forbid or command any-

thing, if you can not or will not strictly

enfoice obedience; otherwise you introduce
a laxity of principle into }our action, which
nothing can retrieve. Never give a command
or prohibition with indifference.

floxttl^s' ftcpitrtmciit.

TO-MORROW.

A bright little boy with a biugbing face,

WhoBe ever^ motion was lu 1 of grace,
Wha knew no trouble, and fenrcU do care;
"Ihe I'.ght of our houbehold—the jouugest there.

He was too yoting, this little elf.

With t^ou lesome qutslion to vex himself

;

but fur many d .ys a thought w uIJ arise,

AuU bring a shade to the d iticiag eyes.

He went to one whom he thought more wise,
Thin any other beneati the (skies;

"Mothei ,"—O word that makes tbe home;

—

"Tell mo when will tomorrow come?"

"It is almost night," the mother said;
"Most time f_.r my boy to be in bed

;

Wben you wake up, and its day again,
It will be to-morrow, my darling, then,"

The little boy slept through all the night.
But Woke with the tirst red streaks of light;

He pressed a kiss on his mother's brow,
And whitpered, "Is it to-morrow now ?"

"No, little Eddie, this Is to day

;

To morrow is always one niyht away ;"

He pondered a while, but jijys came fast,

And the vexing qutstion quickly passea.

But it came again with the shades of night;
"Will it be to-morrow when it is light?"
From years to come he seemed care to borrow,
He tried so hard to catch to morrow.

"You can'-ot catch it, my little Ned;
Enj y to-d;iy," the mother siid;
"Home wait for to-morrow through many a year,
It always iti coming, but never is here."

THE MINISTRY OF THE DOVES,
On the shores of Southern Florida, and

among the rocky islets, or "keys," of the

Gulf of Mexico, there is a rare and beautifal

bird, to which the name of the Zenaida Dove
has been given by Pi iuce Charles Bonaparte,

the ornithologist. This creature is very beau-

tiful in its delicate form, and in its coloring

of a warm and rosy gray, barred with brown
and white on back and wing ; its breast bears

a shield of pure and vivid blue, bordered with

gold, its cheeks are marked with ultramarine,

and its slender legs and feet are deep rose-

color tipped with black nails, innocent and
gentle, like others of its tribe, this little crea-

ture flits to and fro, in small fdmily groups,

over the rocky islets, and along the warm,
sandy beaches of the gulf^

—"Tampa's desert

strand."

"On that lone shore, loud moans the aea."

There are certain keys, where it loves es-

pecially to alight, attracted by the springs

which here and there gush up pure and fresh
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among the coral rocks. The low note of this

bird is more than usually sweet, pure, and
mournful in its tone. But the doves are not

the only visitors of those rare springs. A few
years since, pirates haunted the same spots,

seeking, like the birds, water from their natu-

ral fountains.

It chanced one day that a party of those

fierce outlaws came to a desolate key to fill

their water-casks, ere sailing on some fresh

cruise of violence. A little Hock of the rose-

gray doves—and their flocks are ever few and
rare—were flitting and cooing in peace about
the rocky basin when the pirates appeared;
in affright, they took wing, and flew away.
The casks were filled, and the ruffian crew
rowed their boat off to their craft lying at an-

chor In the distance. For some reason, ap-
parently accidental, one of the band remained
awhile on the island alone. In a quiet evening
hour, he threw himself on the rocks, near the

spring, looking over the broad sea, where
here and there a low desert islet rose from the

deep, while the vessel with which his own fate

had long been connected lay idle, with furled

canvas, in the oiling.

Presently the little doves, seeing all quiet

again, returned to their favorite spring, flit-

ting to and fro in peace, uttering to each other

their low, gentle notes, so caressing and so

plaintive. It may have been that in the wild

scenes of his turbulent career the wretched
man had never known the force of solitude.

He was now gradually overpowered by its

mysterious influences, pressing upon heart and
mind. He felt himself to be alone with his

Maker. The works of the Holy One sur-

rounded him—the pure heavens hanging over
his guilty head, the sea stretching in silent

grandeur far into the unseen distance. One
object alone, bearing the mark of man, lay

within range of his eye—that guilty craft,

which, like an evil phantom, hovered in the

offing, brooding sin.

The sounds most familiar to him for years

had been curse, and ribald jest, and brutal

threat, and shriek of death. But now those

little doves came hovering about him, uttering

their guileless notes of tenderness and inno-

cence. Far away, in his native woods, with n
sight of his father''s roof, he had often listened

in boyhood to other doves, whose notes, like

these, were pure and sweet. Home memo-
ries, long banished from his breast, returned.

The image of his Christian mother stood be-

fore him.

Those little doves, still uttering their low,

pure, inoffensive note, seemed bearing to him
the far-off echoes of every sacred word of de-

vout faith, of pure precept, of generous feel-

ing, which, in happier years, had reached his

ear. A fearful consciousness of guilt came
over the wretched man. His heart was utter-

THE ZENAIDA DOTE.

ly subdued. The stern pride of manhood
gave way. A powerful tide of contrition

swept away all evil barriers. Bitter tears of
remorse fell upon the stone on which his head
rested. And that was to him the turning-

point of life.

He rose from the rock a penitent, firmly re-

solved to retrace his steps—to return to better

things. By the blessing of God, the resolu-

tion was adhered to. He broke away from
his evil courses, thrust temptation aside, re-

turned to his native soil to lead a life of pen-
itence and honest toil. Many years later, a
stranger came to his cabin, In the wild forests

of the Southern country, a man venerable In

mien, shrewd and kindly In countenance

—

wandering through the woods on pleasant er-

rands of his own. The birds of that region
were the stranger's object. The inmate of
the cabin had much to tell on this subject

;

and, gradually, as the two were thrown to-

gether in the solitude of the forest, the heart

of the penitent opened to his companion.

He avowed that he loved the birds of heav-
en : he had cause to love them— the doves, es-

pecially ; they had been as friends to him

;

they had spoken to his heart in the most sol-

emn hour of life ! And then came that sin-

gular confession. The traveller was Audu-
bon, the great ornithologist, who has left on
record in his works this striking incident. In
olden times, what a beautiful ballad would
have been written on such a theme—fiesh and
wild as the breeze of the forest, sweet and
plaintive as the note of the dove !

—

Appleton's
Juvenile Annual.
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NOVEMBER
* * * "A 'old bine horizon

Dnrkly ei'circli^s chpcber' d He ds an<l f.irms,

Where 1 it'- lh« g >ld of rlpenins^ harvests fhoae;
But be rde'! grai.i ncd fragrant hay iire go; e,

And AutUii.n mourns the loss ol dummer'a dreams."

O V E M B E R !

Wbat a change

is presented to

the contempla-

tive mind, be-

tween Novem-
ber and the month of

July ! Then, all was

animation. The air was

full of insect life, and

the joyous birds were

seeking food and enjoy-

ment on the wing, or

feeding their young and

hinging among the trees.

The earth, too, was

covered with

the rich garni-

ture which a

beneficent Pro-

vidence never

forgets to bestow. The farm seemed full to

repletion. The fields covered with grain, or

grass, the ploughed lands dotted with sprinigng

plants, green and fresh and flushed with new

life. The little denizens of the air sung an

thems of praise to those that dwelt below, and

they sent back their song into the sky ! What

life, and joy, and beauty had sprung up in

everything about us.

Is there less in November? To the out-

ward senses, there undoubtedly is. "The last

rays of the summer's sun now fall feebly on

the earth. The country which so lately

bloomed in vernal beauty and blushing charms,

is becoming poor, withered and barren " No
trees are in blossom ; no fields gay with ver-

dure ; the leaves of the trees are filling, or are

already drifting in the wind along the ground

;

the pines, the elms, and the oaks tend be-

neath the blasts of the north wind, and the

fitlds are brown and bare !

The happinei^s of some persons is consider-

ably diminished by these changes. When de-

prived of the delights which they receive

tbrouj>h the medium of sight, i.ll the wide land-

scape is rleprived of its charms. The earth

has lo.-it its verdure, gaiety and beauty ; the

fields are swampy, and nothing is seen around

but a rugged and uneven surface. Gloomi-

ness reigns

!

Is this night? What will be the effect upon

the mind and imagination, if such a train of

thought and feeling are indulged in through a

lifetime? Are there no compensations for

these banished charms ? Undoubtedly, there

are many, very many, hidden things just as

beautiful as the bursting spring or glowing

summer, if we would dlligt^ntly seek to find

them. Some are, unquestionably, "past onr

1
finding out ;" but we are created to seek
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knowledge, and God demands it of us just as

much as He does the, exercise of mercy and

charity in our moral life. We have no right

to allow {he "talent*' entrusted to us to lie

idle, but should increase it by all proper means

within our power, and j ield it up at last to the

Giver, increased, some 6fcy and some an hun-

dred fold. Hojv ^hall we do it. Let us see.

All Nature around us is full of the most

gratifying instruction, but it will not unlock

itself, unasked, and allow us to look into its

hidden mysteries, without thought, attention,

investigation, work.

Here, for instance, before you, is the grape

vine, from which you have been plucking and

eating delicious fruit. It has labored all sum-

mer to produce it, and to afford you shade

when conversing with friends. Now it is leaf-

less, and its bare branches are swajing in the

northwest wind. What does it propose to do ?

To mourn over its loss of fragrant blossoms,

purple fruit and green leaves, or to use its

powers to revive again, and be as useful and

beautiful as ever? Look, now, into the axils

of the leaves, and see what lies hidden there,

close up to the parent stem. How full, plump,

even ! So smooth, shining, and perfect in

form ! What can they be ? And here they are,

everywhere, all up and down the vines ! What

are they but the promise of another year's

blossom and fruit and shade, all compacted

within a space no larger than half a pea ! Ah,

doubting man, take a November lesson from

this.

And so with the fruit trees. They have al-

ready gathered their energies to be productive

another year; have not procrastinated and

doubted whether they could do anything or

not, but have commenced in season and es-

tablit^hed the germs for another crop. How
wonderful ! And this has been going on

while fruition was written on every branch,

in clustering grapes or other fruits, all

over the tree. Then commenced signs of

decay; the fruit fell, with falling leaves,

but the precious germ of future crops still

grew and clothed itself with a case which is

proof against all the assaults of weather, rain,

hail, frost or snow ! How wonderful

!

Then the reproduction of plants would be-

come a topic of the most gratifying interest to

one who would earnestly seek a compensation

for the glooms of November. And this is go-

ing on all the time. It is quite probable that

trees are always active unless when frozen

through. They lose no time, but work, work,

whenever the power of frost does not bind

them in its icy chains.

All have observed the red snow which some-

times covers the winter drifts for miles to-

gether, so that the view has been red instead

of the usual white appearance. This is a mi-

nute vegetable, and perhaps the lowest exam-

ple of vegetable life. It grows in substance,

and has been supposed from its very rapid in-

crease to have fallen from the sky. But it is

not so. Each single cell of this red snow pro-

duces within itself a number of little particles,

which are set free by the bursting of the pa-

rent cell which encloses them. These gradu-

ally enlarge, derive their nourishment from

the air and moisture around, and in time ac-

quire full size, and then produce a new family.

So the white snow far and near is covered with

what we call red snow, or more accurately,

with a large crop of vegetables growing on

the snow in mid-winter ! How wonderful are

the works of Nature ! Who can be gloomy

while the faculty exists to explore them

!

So the lichen, which forms the winter food

of the reindeer, grows entirely buried under

the snow, and in the greatest abundance, too,

as it is their sole support during a large por-

tion of the year.

Finally, the man who has no resources within

himself may murmur at these changes ; but

the philosophic mind contemplates them with

satisfaction. The cold, and frost, and snows,

bring blessings in di.-^guise. "Whilst the earth

has lost its beauty and external charms, it has

commenced its labors anew, and is busily em-

ployed in secret working for the future good
of the creation."

NOVEMBER "WOBK.
Among some farmers, November is a trying

month for the farm stock, and especially so

when the late summer feed has been short,

and the hay crop is short. In order to save

the hay, cattle are kept in the pastures and

fields until the grass—if there is any—is dead,

frozen in some portions of the day, and nearly

destitute of nutrition. The cattle wander over

the fields, nibbling the herbage, working hard

all day, and come in at night hollow and hun-

gry. In this condition they are not able to

wW
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endure the searching winds, and growing

poorer and weaker every day.

If you want animals tough and hearty

through the winter, feed them well in Novem-

ber, and protect them from cold winds and

storms. It is one of the worst things that

can befall a young colt or calf to allow it to

deteriorate in condition just before winter sets

in. The period between grass and fodder is

the most trying one for young stock of the

entire year.

Banking the House.—Nothing is better than

evergreen branches. Lay them a foot in

thickness about the underpinning. Tread

them down. The first snow that falls will be

likely to fill all the space among them. If

there is a fall in sufScient quantity, shovel it

over the branches two feet deep, and the cel-

lar will be kept from freezing and the whole

house be warmer for it. This course is not

half the labor that banking with earth is, and

not a tenth part so dirty.

Look outfor the Sheep.—Provide a warm
room for them to pass in and out of as they

please. Some farmers furnish a room with

such ample light and ventilation that they do

not allow them to go out at will. Sheep do

not bear confinement well. It is their nature

to roam. They do better in small flocks, as,

indeed, almost all other animals do. They

ought to have convenient racks to feed from,

and enough of them to prevent crowding each

other when feeding. Feed with roots occa-

sionally ; if a small quantity every day, so

much the better.

Fattening Animals.—Do not delay this pro-

cess. Feed often, a little at a time. Keep
them warm and quiet. Keep the poultry clean

and the young cocks by themselves, &c.

Bushes under Walls.—These are a nuisance

in cultivating and harvesting. Clean them

out, and do forty other things that demand
attention in November, and among which the

most important is to

Provide for the Kitchen plenty of dry wood,

soft water, and every utensil which will make
the work light, and every heart in the house

cheerful.

—The city idea of farming is strawberries im-
mersed in Alderney cream, and omelets from fresh

eggs, and dews glistening in the morning sun, and
waving clover tops, and that sort of thing.

For the New England Farmer.

WINTER MANAGEMENT OP STOCK.
An Essay read before the Concord Farmers' Club, by

Mr. Elijah Wood.
It is now the opinion of most people, that

no branch of farming compares in importance
with the keeping and management of stock,

especially in winter. The success of the far-

mer depends almost entirely upon it, in this

latitude. Our farms have become exhausted
of certain elements which must be restored by
keeping stock, or by purchasing manure

; and
the latter is certainly out of the question, as

experience has taught most of us. No good
farmer will sell his hay for a succession of
years, without buying its equivalent in some
form as a fertilizer. Therefore, stock must
be kept and managed so as to be a continual

source of income. Many faimers depend
solely upon their cows for support, selling very
little from the farm but their products. The
highest success depends on the care and atten-

tion they receive, and we all know that cows
cannot give much milk without they are sup-
plied liberally with good feed.

It is bad policy to keep too much stock for

the amount of fodder on hand. One ton of
hay given to one cow will produce more milk
in a given time than if fed to two. The ma-
nure has more bulk and is better, because two
animals have to be supported from it in the

place of one ; the labor is only half as much,
and the capital is also reduced in the same
ratio.

I have always found, while raising milk,

that November was the hardest month in the

year for that purpose, because it is "between
hay and grass ;" nights cold; days windy and
chilly; J' rass frost-bitten; corn-fodder dry,

and generally too much exposure of the cattle.

November should properly be called a winter
month in the milk business. Cows should be
fed extra well then, to make them continue
their flow of milk through the winter.

There are certain rules to be followed in

order to succeed in any business,—so with suc-

cessful stock feeding. Barns must be warm
and well ventilated. It is not enough to close

up tight just about the cows, exposing them to

drafts of air when the leanto is opened for

feeding, but the whole barn should be of one
temperature, above freezing, with ventilators

that can be regulated at pleasure. Cows must
be well fed. They cannot do well on coarse

kinds of fodder, meadow hay, &c. , but mus-t be
given something fully as nutritious as the best

feed in summer. English hay is the basis.

Corn fodder, straw, meadow hay, cut and
mixed with the different varieties of grain,

according to their concentration and value,

roots, &c., pr'^pared in some way equivalent

to summer food.

In my successful days of milk-raising—days
of which there is no reason to find fault,—

I

studied to find out the most profitable way of
keeping milch cows with the material at hand,

—
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whifh was often of ratber poor qualities of

fodder. I used to considsr it unprofitable to

cut good hay, or anything that the cattle would
eat quickly without waste, but always found
it advantageous to cut the second qualities

—

poorer hay and corn butts. Have gone so far

as to weigh the entire feed for weeks. 1

found my cows would eat of long hay twenty-

four pounds each, on an average, with four

quarts of oil and cob meal, and that eightetn

pounds of fine cut hay, mixed with the same
amount of meal, and moistened with warm wa-
ter, would gati^fy them just as well, and insure

full as much milk. I continued the cutting as

long as I continued the business, and am a

firm believer in it,—and steaming too,—pro-

vided the stock is large enough to keep a man
employed all the time.

Regularity in feeding is of the greatest im-

portance. Feeding only when you happen to

be about the barn makes the cattle restive

and never satisfied. I commence in the morn-
ing after milking, by giving the cut- feed mixed
the night before, then pass them the hay or
other Ibdder until they are full, (let it take a
longer or t-horter time) or about two hours, if

the hay is good,—if poor a longer time; wa-
ter, and let them remain quiet till noon, going
through with the same change again. They
mo-t invaiiably drink well after eating, but if

suffered to remain two hours will refuse water.

Some farmers hardly ever turn their cows out

in winter but water in the barn. The water-

ing there I approve, because they will drink

more from pails if it is pure and of even tem-

per aiuie, and their vicious neighbors do not
di.^turb them ; but in the yard the inferior

ones are driven and hooked about, never hav-

ing any peace. Exercise they need, if only

for en minutes each day, to give them the use

of their limbs. I was convinced of the im-

poriance of their being moved each or every
other day, from trials at another place some
tt-n 3 ears since, whi^re there were no conven-
ientes for watering in the barn, but the stock

mu.-t be turned into the yard, stormy or not.

They came out in the spring looking much
better ; in better flesh ; hair glossy and smooth ;

while at the home barn, where they were turned
O'lt sometimes once in three da} s, sometimes
once a week, according to the variations in the

wea'htT, they did not hold their flesh as well;

their exercise when out was too violent, they

run and capered, and tore their hair off with

th^ir hornb, making them look rough and fjr-

bidding. Too close confinement in the stable

creates an itching or disease of the skin very

uncomlo' table to the animal, which can be

pr. VI ntt'd in part by a little airing every day
and \ermin do not trouble as badly. If ashes

are silced over.^t ock when they are first con-

finei) ill the barn in the fall, and thoroughly

carcU (I and ex^icisf^d a little each day, no ver-

min will trouble of any consequence. Bed-
diig should not be overlooked. Cut meadow
Lay or straw, or in their absence fine sand, an-

swers a good purpose, and also keeps them
from slipping when the floor is smooth, pre-
venting accidents.

I have spoken more particularly of milk
cows, but rules are just as applicable to dry
and growing stock. Most of us are too neg-
lectful of the last class, turning them off wi;h
the waste, and requiring most of the sum-
mer's run to grass to recover flesh in winter.

I have been keeping from twenty to thirty-two

working oxen for the past six winters and
feeding upon corn fodder, meadow hay, mil-

let, rowen, poor qualities of Erglish hay, &c.
They were such products as do not readily

sell. I always looked after the stock myself,

and they gained perceptibly, and some of them
sold for beef in M:irch. In the mornir.g. at

5 o'clock, all the remains of the previous dav's
feeding, were cleanly swept from before them
—mostly corn butts—and feeding commenced
again with husks, three times, a little at a time;
stalks twice, a bundle to a pair each time,

meadow hay, rowen, clover hay once each, in

all some eight or nine times ; watered at 8
o'clock, and then let them stand, or turned
them out if no other work was pressing. At
noon they were fed three times on bay, and
watered again at 1 or 1^ o'clock. Flint says in

his treatise, that an animal will drink four-

thirtieths of its weight in water. My twenty
oxen, not worked, out of the twenty-six. drank,
to-day, before half-past one o'clock,—three of
them, seven pails each, or fourteen gallons,

twelve pounds to the gallon, 1G8 pounds;
nine, twelve gallons, 144 pounds ; six, ten

g dlons, 120 pounds ; and two, fix gallons,

72 pounds ; in all, 222 gallons—2,664 pounds.
How, or why is it that some farmers can

carry their stock through the winter 1-etter on
meadow hay than others will on English? Is

it not the case? It is owing to the nursing,

the regularity, the liberality, the judgment

!

Some farmers always have good cows, and
others always poor. It is dangerous to recom-
mend and sell to the last class, because they
are always disappointed. You ought to tell

them, when they buy, that you do not sell the

keeping.

The Club need not be told that it requires

very little judgment and skill to feed English

hay alone, but much of both to make stock

thrive on poor qualities of fodder. In the

first case they may be f.-d in lar^^e quantities

and at long intervals',—in the other, a little at

a time and often, requiring much more time

and patience. Bat the true rule is, to feed

often and a little at a time, of ail kinds of

fodder.

—Now is the time to save the leaves and dis-

carded grasses. Do not think they arc valuch ss

because so light. There is much sul)staD( e for the

weight, or rather much effect. The re.rson for this

is that they afford a niuural food for trees, shruus

and vines. Then gather the harvest of leaves, aud

imitate nature's wisdom.
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For the New England Farmer,

THE GAKDERT IJST NOVEMBER.
Our notes for this month will necessarily be

brief, as but lew if any crops remain that will

need attention. As long as the ground re-

mains open, however, something can be done

to tave or forward woik in spring. Drains

may i)e laid, wherever necessary. Trenching

or 'subsoiiing stirF soils, txpo.-iig new surface

to the action of the frosts of winter, will tend

to anielior ite and t niich such soils, or rather

loo-en and set free elements already there,

ready to be appropriated by succeeding vege-

tation. Much work indicated for past months

may have lapped over into this, and should be

attended to. In our New England climate

few if any crops will remain to be gathered,

yet if such there be they should be harvested

at once.

Asparagus.—If not already done, the beds

should have a good mulch of coarse manure
spread over them. If the ground remains un-

frozen, new beds may yet be made and the

roots set.

Cabbage —Those not gathered should be
harvested before any more freezing. It is

better to bury in trenches made in dry soil,

heads down, covering the heads five or six

inches, banking so as to shed water, any left

out till now which it is desirable to preserve

for spring, as after hard freezing they will

keep better thus than if put in the cellar.

Cabbage will endure considerable frost without

injury
;
yet there is a limit to all things.

Celery.—This we suppose is all harvested,

but should any remain, it should be transferred

into boxes or barrels of earth in the cellar, or

be buried out door where it can be got at con-

veniently, and not freeze hard.

Cold Fkames.—See directions for their

construction and use, in the following arti-

cle. Put in cabbage, cauliflower, lettuce and

such other plants as are to be wintered. Give

plenty of air daily, closing in and banking up

as the severity of the weather increases.

Manure —Increase the compost heap by
adding muck, tods, manure, slops and every

thing that will help increase the store of plant

food, as it will all be needed. Do not throw

away any bones, but preserve and gather old

bones, breaking them in jieces and pack them
down in a close barrel, with good wood ashes,

coveiiag them well with the ashes, and keep
them soaked with urine and slops from the

chamber, and next spring the bones will crum-
ble and may be mixed with the ashes, and you
will have an excellent phosphate which will

require care in using. Such is the practical

observation and experience of the writer.

Parsnips and Salsify.—Leave the main
crop in the ground through the winter, as

fronts improve their quality. A few may be
dug and buried in the cellar, if desirable, for

winter use.

Prune, lay down, and protect grape vines

and all other plants, shrubs, &o., needing
winter protection. Gather in, under cover,

all poles, stakes, frames, wooden appliances

and implements, and see that they are well

preserved. A little care w.ll be well repaid in

their prolonged durabi.ity.

W H. White.
South Windsor, Conn., 18G9.

For the New England Farmer,

COLD FRA-MES.
Their Construction and Use.

Having received letters of inquiry concern-

ing wintering cabbage plants for early spring

planting, from some of the readers of the

Farmer, to save correspondence, I propose
to answer the same through its columns.

A cold frame is merely a box of boards set on
the ground, banked up well all around, and
covered with 'hot-bed sash, or sometimes with
board shutters. Take two boards of equal
length, corresponding to the amount of sash

proposed to be used,—the back one a foot

wide, and the front eight inches ; set posts at

the corners and nail to them ; cut end pieces

to match of length corresponding to width of
.-ash,—say about three feet,—these are made
fast. We now have a frame somewhat simi-

lar to a hot- bed frame, when we have put on
cleats for the sash to rest on. Dig and make
tine and mellow a bed in good, generously

rich soil, sheltered from north and northwest

winds, and place )Our irame on, facing the

south or southeast. No manure is used for

heatirg, as with the hot-bed, all the heat be-

ing received from the sun. The frame is

banked all around securely with earth on the

outside. Such frames are used fur protect-

ing cabbage plants, cauliflowers, lettuce, &e.,

in the kitchen garden, as well as for wintering

pansies, carnations, roses and other ha'f-hardy

plants, where the advantages of a green house
are not had.

To obtain cabbage and cauliflower plants

for winteiing, the seed should be sown in well

prepared beds, in the open ground, with good
pio:ection from cold wmds, &c., the last of
September, in the Norihea>terii States. On
the ap()roach of cold weather they will have

attained a growth of about two inches, when
they should be transplan ed into the cold bed,

Ltt a distance of two to three inches apart.

The plants are almost hardy, and will stand

considerable freezing without injury
;
yet they

require a certain amount of care in cold

weather, as well as during clear pleasant days

of winter. During the coldest weather they

will need to have the sash covered with mats

or board sh"tters, or bjth ; and on mild days

and even in clear days when the thermometer
indicates 18° or 20° in the shade, they should

have abundant air, by hoisting or taking the

sash off entirely. The more this hardening

process is attended to, the less danger there
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is of injury to the plants by sudden or ex-

treme t hanges. Lettuce is kept in these

frames with the same treatment, and trans-

planted into another frame early in March or

April, and covered with glass. These extra

beds are kept from hard freezing by deep cov-

ing with leaves, &c., during winter, and some
days before the plants are put in, the sashes

are put on to warm up the soil, after having
it dug over, &c.

Plants of Cibbage and cauliflower wintered

in this way, make hardy ones, which may be

transplanted into the open ground much earlier

than ihey can be obtained in any other way
and endure the season. W. II. White.

So. Windsor, Conn., Sept. 27, 1869.

For the New Englar.il Farmer,

IMPROVEMENT OF A NEGLECTED
FARM

On publishing in the Farmer of July 31,

some account of my farm and of its increased

productions, which had necessitated the en-

largement of the barns, the editor a^ks,

"How did J ou set that ball in motion? How
did you get, the manure to start with ?"

In reply, I would say, that in the tlrst place

I began by raking up all the waste straw, ores,

cornL-talk butts, weeds, and litter about the

yards, scraped out all the holes and corners

where manure or any thing to make manure
of could be found. I then commenced a pile

in the yard, by first a layer of manure, then

one of straw, stalk?, chip manure, leaves,

weeds, or any thing of the kind I could col-

lect, adding a little lime, plaster and salt. In

this way I made as large a file as I could,

adding thereto all through the month of April

every substance that I could collect of any
manurial value.

B} planting time I had compost sufficient,

•with two barrels of Bradley's superphosphate

of lime, whi'h I purchased, to dress four or

five acres that I planted with corn and pota-

toes, both of which were good crops. Both
the corn and the potatoes were planted on
green sward turned over that spring. All

that was ploughed the year before was seeded
down with clover. As much stock was put
upon the place as aU the hay and grain it pro-

duced would keep, and a little was bought
besides for feeding purposes.

The next spring—the present season—this

corn snd potato ground was also seeded down,
on which, v/ish other lind seeded la^t spring,

I sowed one hundred and twenty-five pounds

of clover and two bushels of herds grass, seed.

Our grain crops for this season are all har-

vested and threshed. We had eighty buahels

of wheat, seventeen of rye, two hundred of oats.

We have seme eight acres of corn that we
shall commence to cut up to-day, and when
we get the fodder in the barns we shall not

have any spare room. We have sowed some
ten bushels of winter wheat, and shall sow

some more this week. Our potatoes are very
good, and the corn looks very well for this

year,—think it will be a fair crop. Our plums
were good this year. We gathered several
bushels last week that were very nice. Our
pears are also good, and there will be some
fifty bushels. We shall not have quite as many
apples as last year, but there will be several
hundred bushels, and they are nice and large.

Our grapes are looking well ; and if the frost

holds off ten days longer, we shall have some
as nice peaches as any man need eat.

Feeding Meadows.

Now a word in regard to feeding mow fields

in the spring and fall. I believe it is cheaper
to keep stoik in the barn in the spring than
in the mow field, and I don't believe that fall

feeding the mow fields is generally advisable.

To feed as some farmers do, perhaps a little

fall feeding where there is a large growth
would not injure the field, but to turn in soon
after the hay is cut and keep the field gnawed
down by cattle, sheep and horses, I think is

a great damage. Some farmers will run an
extra fence across thei'' mowing field, so that

they can get their cattle and sheep in before
the corn is suitable to cut up, to save a few
spears of grass that the frost might kill. I

think it bad policy to have mow fields fed

down so to leave the roots naked.

Time and Manner of Seeding Land.

There has been considerable said in your
paper about sowing grass seed, particularly

as to the time when sown on winter grain. I
sowed mine last April, just after the old snow
had left and immediately before a rain storm.
Some waited till May, and put the harrow on
and gave it a good harrowing. I should be
glad to hear from those that tried this experi-
ment, as to its effect on the wheat. I got a
good stock on mine. But I would be glad to

know if harrowing up a field of wheat does it

good. Amos French.
Hartford, Vt., Sept. 13, 1869.

To Cut Off the Neck of a Bottle.—
With a strong twine a jard or less in length,

make one turn around the neck, rapidly move
the bottle from one end ofthe ttririgtothe other,

that the friction may heat the part ; while hot,

dip in cold water and the glass is cracked off

as clean and smooth as if cut by a di; mond.
A few strokes or movements with the string

are all that is required. A bottle may be cut
in two by the same process, if strips of paper
are pasted around it, to keep the string from
slipping from the place desired.

—

Rural New
Yorker.

^p" Wheat raising is rapidly on the increase

west of the I\^issis.Mppi, while east of that

river it remains stationary, notwithstanding
the increase of population and use of labor-

saving machines.
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THE CAMPBELL APPLE.

There are many Ohio apples sold

in the Boston Market and eaten by

New England people. The above il-

lustration of one of the choice seed-

lings of that State is copied from the

Rural New Yorker. It was an acci-

dental seedling that sprung up about ,

fifteen years ago close to the wall of /

a brick house occupied by George

W. Campbell, Esq., of Dclawart',

Ohio. The tree is a vigorous, strong J^

grower ; habit open, spreading ; limbs W
not crowded; shoots stout, rather \;

blunt ; foliage abundant, leaves rather

large. It has borne a good crop reg-

ularly every year since it commenced

bearing. Fruit quite uniform ; size

from medium to large, and hangs!

very finely to the tree. It is evi-

dently a late keeper, but heretofore they have

been "too good to keep" later than January.

BREEDING SHEEP FOR MUTTON.
The fine wool growers of France are labor-

ing under even greater difficulty in respect to

the low price of their product than are those

of this country. The inspector-general of ag-

riculture at the late exhinition of the Nancy
Agricultural Society, reviewed the situation

in his address, and ventured some advice that

may not be inappropriate in many localities in

this country, M. Lembezat said :

—

"You know perfectly well, gentlemen, that

for a long time past the principal profit which
cultivators have sought in breeding sheep has

been the fleece. At one period, when the use

of cotton was little known—first in conse-

quence of its deainess, secondly because cot-

ton stuffs were considered less healthy, and
thirdly because the custom of wearing woolen
clothes was an old one—the production of

wool was a very adva"tageous operation. At
the time of the continent blockade, consider-

able fortunes were made in the Beauce, in the

Brie, the Piiardy, and in the Ch .tdlonnais

;

and for a long time afterwards cultivators

made money with their sheep, either from their

wool or by the sale of reproducers. But a

very prosperous industry which supplied Eu-
rope first and subsequently several parts of
the new world, has spread in profusion the

Merino breed, which, originating in Spain,

had been improved in France, in a remarkaole
manner from the double point of view of

weight of fleece and quality of woul. There
is a limit to everything, gentlemen, and France,
after having obtained considerable profits from
the Merino breed, whicb it sold at very high

prices, could not entertain the hope of keeping
indefinitely a monopoly of wool and reprodu-

cers. This is just what has happened. New
economic conditions have introdu ed certain

changes into international relations at the
same time that the mode and processes of
manufacture have changed. All these cir-

cumstances combined have produced the pres-
ent state of things. The present trituation

had been foreseen. Twenty years since M.
Yoart, now in retirement, but then Inspector-

General of the sheep folds and veterinary

schools of the State, said to sheep-breeders

:

'Change your sheep breeds into butchers' ani-

mals ; become producers of meat, for wool
will fall to prices which you do not suspect or
anticipate.' There was no question at this

time, gentlemen, as to a treaty of commerce

;

but, nevertheless, M. Yoart, wiih his great
experience, was perfectly right, and exactly

pre tictied what has happened. The advice
which was given years ago, we repeat, and
we urge, wita all our strengih, intelligent

cultivators to enter upon the path indicated by
M. Yoart. We may add that it is more eco-

nomical to produce meat than wool, and it is

easy to give a proof of this fact. All those

who have reared sheep know that with a spe-

cial and suitable system of feeding, we can
according to the breeds dealt with obtain in a
year, animals weighing 130 pounds to 180
pounds, and often even more. What, under
these circumstances, is the ratio of the fleece

to the total weight? In no case can this ratio

be more than 10 per cent., and you will see

that wool must be worth ten times as much as

meat to render it as economi -al to produce
meat as to produce wool. I would say to you,
gentlemen of the east of France, who have
many districts in which sheep prosper, address
yourselves frankly to the object which I indi-

cate to you, and you will find that the mainte-
nance of a flock of sheep may be an essenti-

ally profitable operation."
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KACKS AND FEED BOXES.
Stock enjoys sunshine and out-door air as

well as human beings, and neither one nor the

other should be deprived of the luxury. But

our barn-yards are often unfit places to feed

hay, straw or stalks ; and if fed there, much

is often wasted. Might not cheap racks and

boxes be provided for this purpose, such as

every farmer's boy can make, which, with fod-

der at present prices, will pay? In reply to

this question, we copy the following article

and illustrations from a late number of the

liural New Yorker:—

FiGDRE 1.

We first notice Fig. 1. Though old, it can-

not be too highly recommended. The pecu-

liarity is that a i'ew animals can quietly eat from
it at the same time ; therefore, to have all

quiet in the barn-yard, provide racks for the

accommodation of all stock at the same time,

thus placing the weaker on an equal footing

with the stronger in respect to the allowance

of food to each. Place the rack under shel-

ter, although the general health of the animals

would be greatly improved if the arrange-

ments were such as to f^ed them in opon air

on pleasant days, and under shelter during in-

clement weather. The heaviness of the racks

prevents their being carried to and fro. This

may be obviated by providing a double num-
ber of them, or making, in thu open air, one
similar to that shown in Fig. 2. A pale, B, is

Figure 2.

pole B, rest poles whose lower ends are driven
in the ground, crossing each other at the an-

gle shown. Hay, straw, corn stalks and other

coarse fodder are thrown in the rack. No spe-

cific length or size can be given ; it should be
governed by the size of the animals desired

to feed from it.

A still chiaper plan of rack is given in Fig.

3. Through the space between the third and
fourth rails of a common board fence is placed

a number of small poles, secured in the ground
at the opposite side. For keeping apart the

_i?g>.

Figure 3.

poles any desired distance, bits of boards are

nailed on. They should extend and be nailed

to the fourth board. Hay is placed between
the fence and upper portion of the rack.

Feed Boxes.

During the f^U and winter many farmers

feed their cattle on cut straw, roots grain,

&c., for the purpose of fattening; and in a

pecuniary point of view it is profitable. Cat-

tle during the winter and spring are greatly

benefited by an occasional mess of cut hay or

roots.

;:;biiiUisioi:!i{i:g;Ki|,|ijj;ilifl|iiiilililiu;!ii:{iiiUi;ihi;iiimuiii

aiiLbiiifeiifijii'iifejiiiiiLbaiiiiffi

supported near its ends upon crotched sticks

driven firmly in the ground ; across the top of

Figure 4.

Fig. 4 is a perspective view of a feed box,

cf a length equal to the dibtance apart of the

posti to which it is fceoured by nailing ; the

bottom boird is one foot wide ; sides one foot

high, sloping outward as indicated by the end

pieces; p;iititions will be necessary when
more than two are fed at the .«ame time. Of-

ten it is not convenient to feed under shelter

;
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for want of room in this case, it is well to ar-

range a box similar to that shown in Fig. 5.

A stake is driven in the ground near the fence

Figure 5.

to which the box is nailed. This may be ob-

jected to on account cf its requiring to be

cleaned afcer a storm. This may be oDviated

by tbe arrangement shown by Fig. 6, where
the bo.x is represented as

bottom up, for the pur-

pose of cleaning it. It

was inverted by removing
a wooden pin from the

hole in the post above K.
The dotted lines and ar-

row indicate the way it was
turned. When in this po-

sition neither rain nor
snow can get into it. It

is so clearly shown in the

figure that a further description is unnecessary.

Figure 6.

EQUISETUM ARV£NSE.
Horse-tail, Colt's-tail, Fine-weed, Mare's-tail,

Polypod, &c.

We publish on another page a valuable

paper, detailing experiments in the use of this

weed with hay fed to horses. In Dr. Hayes'

report of the result of his analysis of the plant

sent to him by Mr. Fairbanks, as "Colt's-tail,

or Fox- tail," and which it was supposed

caused the death of a valuable horse, it is re-

marked that the botanical name of the plant

was not known. We think it a little singular,

and it is certainly to be regretted, that the ex-

pense of a careful analysis should have been

incurred without ascertaining this fact. Com-
mon names are entirely unreliable. We pre-

sume—but of course we are not certain—that

the plant analyzed is the same that is also

known in some sections as Horse-tail, in oth-

ers as Mare's-tail, as Polypod as Pine-weed,

from its near resemblance to a miniature pine

tree, &c.

In reply to an inquiry in relation to this

plant, some four years ago, we were nnisled by

our correspondent's use of the word Mare's-

tail, to the conclusion that its botanical name

was Hippuris vulgaris. Our attention was

called to this mistake by Mr. Wetherell of the

Boston Cultivator, and we are now satisfied

that it is Equisetum arvense. The scouring

ruth belongs to the same order. This genus

of plants are noted for the large amount of

silex they contain. In some cases its ashes

have been found to be one half silex by weight.

Hence the plant would seem to be far better

fitted for the gizzard of poultry than for the

delicate and somewhat peculiar stomach of the

horse. And it is therefore possible that the

deleterious effects ascribed to its use may be

mechanical rather than poisonous.

Judge J. W. Colburn, of Springfield, Vt.,

late President of the State Agricultural Soci-

ety, in a communication to the Boston Culti-

vator, in 18G5, says, "when dried with the

hay it becomes hard and briitle. It needs ru-

minating animals to prepare this dry, wiry

substance for digestion. Sheep and horses

eat it with a relish, but it is fatal to horses

when fed indiscriminately with hay, particu-

larly where it is liberally intermixed. It

causes a stoppage in the bowels, induces blind

staggers, and often kills the animal. I lost

two, and saved three by veterinary treatment

before being fully assured of the cause."

Judge Colburn says it is known in his neigh-

borhood as the Pine-weed.

A correspondent of the New Hampshire

Journal of Agriculture for 1865, who had

three horses sick with this disease In a single

week, one of which he was obliged to keep in

a swing for several days, says, "It is difficult

to tell how this plant operates upon the sys-

tem of the horse, but its cflFects are decided.

The hind legs refuse their office as if para-

lyzed. The eyesight is affected, and the horse

shies and steps back as if scared by some ob-

ject in fiont. The bowels refuse their office,

as also the urinary organs ; the blood is black

and thick, becoming almost like liver as soon

as passed from the veins, and the animal be-

comes prostrate in a few days unless relieved

by proper treatment. We recommend bleed-

ing upon the appearance of the first symptoms,

for temporary relief, after which the bowels

must be opened by giving bran mashes, green

feed, &c. Then give a ball made of the fol-

lowing : Barbadoes aloes, one ounce
;
pulver-

ized ginger, one drachm
;
pulverized gentian
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root two drachms. Mix with molasses suffi-

cient to form the ball. Give no food for four

and twenty hours. Give small quantities of

water frequently after the recovery of the

animpl. The animal should be fed very spar-

ingly and not exposed to the hot sun." This

writer says that the plant was called Poljpod

by some of his neighbors.

How then shall we account for the fact that

hay containing more or less of this weed is

fed every year, and still so few horses are

made sick by it that many farmers, even in

sections where it grows in considerable quan-

tities, have no faith in its injurious effects.''

Possibly in ordinary seasons there may be

sufficient succulent or laxative properties in

the hay, or other food, to counteract the con-

stipating effect of this weed. We should be

pleased to publish a more full expression of

the views of Dr. Weeks, or others of the

readers of the Farmer, on this point.

THE CHEESE PLY.

The only excuse for skippery-cheese, of
course, is want of care. Cheese in hot weath-
er should be closely examined every day.

They require to be turned once a day in order
to facilitai e the curing process. The ban-
dages and sides are to be rubbed at the time

of turning in order to brush off or destroy

any nits of the fly which may happen to be
deposited about the cheese. If there are

cracks in the rind or if the edges of the band-
age do not tit snugly, they should at once be
attended to, since it is at these points that

the fly is most likely to make a safe deposit of
its eggs. The cracks and checks in the cheese
should be filled up with particles of cheese
that have been crushed under a knife to make
them mellow and plastic. When once tilled,

a strip of thin tough paper oiled and laid over
the repaired surface will serve as a further

protection of the parts. The cheese in the

checks soon hardens and forms a new rind.

Deep and bad looking checks may be repaired

in this way so as to form a smooth surface

scarcely to be distinguished from the sound
parts of the cheese.

Some dairymen think that a darkened cur-

ing room is best for cheese, and at the same
time is the best protection against the fly.

We think this is a mistake. Cheese cures

with the best flavor when it is exposed to light,

and besides it can be examined more minutely

from time to time, and freed from any depre-

dations of skippers.

August and September are generally the

worst months in the year to protect the cheese

against attacks of the fly. Some years the

trouble is greater than others, and various

means have been resorted to for the purpose
of avoiding the pest, such as rubbing the
cheese over with a mixture of oil and cayenne
pepper. These things generally do not
amount to much and are not to be recom-
mended. Whenever a lodgment of skippers

has been made, they must at once be removed.
Sometimes it will be necessary to cut down
into the cheese and remove the nest with the

knife, but if the colony is young and small in

numbers, a thick oiled paper plastered over
the affected part so as to exclude the air, will

bring the pests to the surface when they may
be removed. The oiled paper should again

be returned to its place and the skippers re-

moved from time to time, until all are de-

stroyed.

If skippers begin to trouble the cheese, the

best course to be adopted is to commence at

once, and wash the ranges or tables on which

the cheese are placed with hot whey. This

will remove all accumulation of grease and
nits about the ranges, giving a clean surface

which does not attract the flies. If the cheese

also are washed in hot whey and rubbed with

a dry cloth, the labor of expelling the trouble

from the curing rooms will be greatly facili-

tated. We have seen this course adapted

with entire success in many instances, when
much time and labor had previously been em-
ployed without effecting the desired object.

—

X. A. Willard, in Western Rural.

For the New England Farmer.

HORSE-TAIL, FOX-TAIL, COLT'S-TAIL.

Perhaps I might say a word, partly in an-

swer to a short article which appeared in the

Farmer of July 31, in regard to the result of

the analysis of the herb known as fox-tail, or

colt's-tail, by S. D. Hayes, chemist, Boston.

He found nothing "poisonous" in the weed,

and hence the conclusion that the horse may
eat it without any deleterious effects upon the

animal economy.
Having resided a few years in the valley of

the Connecticut, where the weed grows in

abundance, I instituted a few experiments

which led me to believe that it has, at least,

very powerful therapeutic or symptomatic,—if

not poisonous,—effects upon the horse. My
attention was first drawn to the subject by the

peculiar sickness of my own horse, resembling
megrims, or bhnd staggers, with the premon-
itory symptoms of apoplexy, i. e., giddiness,

staggering, loss of appetite, head depressed,

and in a half-unconscious, or stupid state,

balancing from one side to the other, &c. I

was also informed that some of my neighbors'

horses were, and had been, affected m like

manner, and, as was thought by some, from
eating the "colt's-tail." One farmer in par-

ticular, who owned an island in the river on
which the weed grew luxuriantly, had suffered

considerably. I immediately examined my
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hay, and found quite a quantity of the "colt's-

tail" mixed with it.

The treatment I adopted was rest, absti-

nence, and a change to clean hay, and in

three days my horse was well,—lively as

ever.

Not exactly relishing the idea of losing my
hay, and having a little doubt in reference to

the"c )lt's-tair' theory, after a few days I com-
menced feeding the weed v' hay again, and in

a'lout one week found my horse pretty "tip

sy" again, or with the same symptoms as be-

fore, only aggravated. Treatment, as at firat.

with same result. This horse was about ten

years of age, nervous, and of high mettle.

Thinking that possibly there might be some
idiosyncrasy, or peculiarity about this horse

that rendered him more susceptible to its. ef-

fects than other horses, I fed this weedy hay
to two young horses—four years old—and in

a few days they exhibited the same marked
symptoms, but in less degree ; one being af-

fected a day or two before the other.

My doubts were now somewhat removed.
But in revolving in my mind wherein I might
have arrived at an erroneous conclusion in the

premises, it occurred to me that, possibly,

there might have been some other article in

the hay that produced this effect. I was, how-
ever, quite cautious about purchasing hay con-
taining coWs-tail for a year or two, but at

length was "caught" by buying a mow, the

bottom of which 1 could not see at the time,

and which proved to be pretty thoroughly mixed
with it. This gave me the opportunity of
trying the herb again, in full doses, and. as I

glory in being an allopath, I gave this heroi-

cally. I came near paying dearly for my pre-

sumptuousness. However, the old horse (the

"General") is still alive and is doing me good
service, but he has eaten no more colt's-tail

from my feeding.

Suffice it to say that in this last case the

symptoms, treatment and result were nearly
tne same as in the first experiments; except
that iu the last, bleeding from the mouth might
have been resorted to.

I have since had occasion to notice the same
effects upon the horses of others, in a number

,

—I might say very many—instances. And as

this Weed grows in profusion in the valleys,

and to a limited extent upon the highlands in

this section of country, 1 think, (if my exper- I

iments, o!)aervatioris and conclusions are cor-

rect,) that a timely caution in regard to the
feeding of it may be of practical utility to

those who have the care of so noble an animal
as the horse. And although my experiments

[

may appear, at first, to militate with the anal-

ysis of Prof. Hayes, yet I tuiuk it may not be
impossible to reconcile them.

1 would s ly, farther, that cattle and sheep
seem to tat this weed with impunity, so far as

I kuow.
W. A. Weeks, M. D.

Walden, Vt., Aug. 16, 1869.

AQRICULTUKAL ITEMS.
—A correspondent of the Western Rural cautions

farmers not to feed string beans, cooked or un-
cooked, to hogs. He says they will surely kill

them.

—A correspondent of the Western Rural has

cleared his own hands and those of his friends

from warts, by rubbing them with challi a few
evenings before going to bed.

—There are some large farms in New England.
Col. David M. Clough, of Canterbury, N. H., has
a field of corn of twenty-two acres, and anuther

of oats of seventeen acres, and will cut 150 tons

of hay tbis year.

—It is said that the introduction of the waters of

the Mediterranean to the lakes by the I>thmus of

Suez, has sensibly increased the hygrometric hu-
midity of the atmosphere, and that fogs, as dense

as those of Paris, have been observed in the rain-

less district.

—Cows sometimes get a surfeit of grass, espe-

cially in wet, warm weather, when the grass is

succulent and rich. This feed distends the bowels

uncomfortably. An armful of hay once a day will

serve to absorb some of this moisture, and benefit

the cow in several respects.

—Of the students in the Cornell University last

year, there were engaged in Agriculture, thirty;

Art5, forty; Chemistry, ten ; Elective, eighty-one;

Engineering, thirty-nine; Mechanic Arts, twenty-

seven; Natural Science, fourteen; Philosophy,

twenty-eight; Science, 143.

—Ihe Canada Farmer says that the natural

course of vegetation does not exhaust, but rather

enriches the soil by eliminating plant food, and
restoring it to the land in decayed vegetable mat-

ter. It is the artificial method of growing crops

and removing them entirely from the land, without

any return that impoverishes.

—A correspondent of the Country Gentleman

says that hand friction—always rubbing down

—

will certainly keep wind galls from increasing, and

if well applied for half an hour at a time, twice a

day, will remove a new one, or materially check

one of long standing.

—An Illinois correspondent of the Country Gen-

tleman mentions, as observed facts, that if the

wheat ear is not fully grown and the kernel there-

in fairly formed by or before the first week in July

it will never fill with sound grain; and that if

corn is not ripe by the first day of September it

will not get ripe at all.

—A correspondent of the Western Rural says

that Carbolic acid solution, (six drachms of the

pure acid dissolved in one gallon of water,) is a

cheap, harmless and certain preventive against the

ravages of the bugs on vines. The yellow striped

bug seeks other quarters immediately after it is

applied. Wet the vines with the solutijn and

pour a little at the roots of each stalk. I have
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used it on my cucumbers and Hubbard squash

vines this season with the best results.

—A correspondent of the Western Rural says

that a few days ago on the farm of E. Kellogg, in

the town of Cuba, Lake Co., 111., a boy while rak-

ing hay pulled out of the ground a clover root

that measured six feet and four inches in length.

The root parted before leaving the ground; how
much remained he was unable to state.

—The consumption of beef in the United States

is estimated at 2,000,000 tons per year, while in

France it is only 900,000 tons for an equal amount

of population Eveiything in the meat line that

can possibly be utilized for food has been made

use of in France, and the most learned savans are

continually employed in exploring the field for

additional sources of supply.

—A writer to the Boston Cultivator states that,

having moved his barns the past season to some

distance from the trough wheie the animals had

formerly drank, a considerable stream of water

during a freshet flowed between the barn and the

old watering place. On turning the cattle out the

first morning after the fres-het, several of the larger

ones passed over the stream to drink, though the

water was so deep that they had to swim.

—The Western Rural says that spring wheat is

very extensively grown in Illinois, Minnesota and

Wisconsin. The favorite varieties are the Canada

Club and the Canada Fife ; while the Rio Grande,

China, Australian, and several new varieties intro-

duced by the Agricultural Department, are highly

spoken of. In Michigan the Diel, Treadwell and

Tappahannock are highly esteemed varieties of

winter wheat.

—Mr. E. W. Potter, of Greenfield, Mass., it is

said, has a grade Short-horn cow, ten years old and

weighing 14(J0 pounds, which came in about April

1, and after being turned on pasture, about May
20, gave 68J pounds of milk in one day, and July

12, was giving about 30 quarts of milk. The

family used one quart of milk daily. From the

rest there was made in one week 18 pounds, 9

ounces of butter.

—Dr. E. M. Hale, of Chicago, read an essay be-

fore the Cook County Homeopathic Society, on the

poisonous cfi'ects of the potato bng on the human
system. He thinks the poison in the Colorado po-

tato bug is among the mo>t virulent in the animal

kingdom ; that it is vo'atile or that it may he vola-

tilized by the action of heat, which is not the case

with the poison of cantharides or any other animal

poison.

—An English writer says that soft eggs are gen-

erally caused by ovtr-feeding the hens, and the

remedy is then self-evident. It may, however,

occur from want of lime, which must of course be

supplied, the best form being calcined and pounded

oyster-shells. Occasionaliy it is occasioned by

fright, fiom being driven about, bat in that case

will right itself in a day or two. If perfect eggs

are habitually dropped on the ground, the propri-

etor should see whether the nests do not need

purifying.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

CHESTER COUNTY HOGS.

Much is said and written about thoroughbred
Chester County hogs. Is there such a Ineed of
hogs ? F. F. FisK.
Mast Yard, N. H., Aug. 21, 1869.

Eemakks.—The answer to this question might

peihaps depend somewhat on the definition given

to that loosely used word "thoroughbred." Wor-
cester defines thoroughbred as aa animal "pro-

duced by parents of pure blood on both sides."

In defining what is intended by the expression "a

thoroughbred horse," Stonehenge says, "the

horse which is entirely bred from one source is

pure from any mixture with any other, and may
be a pure Suffolk Punch, or a pure Clj desdale or

a pure thoroughbred horse. But all the^e terms

are comparative, since there is no suih animal as

a perfectly pure bred horse of any breed. * * *

Even the best and purest thorougbreds are stained

with some slight cross with the old English or

Spanish horse; and, therefore, it is only by com-

parison that the word pure is applicaiile to them

or any others." This may help us to an answer

to our correspondent's inquiry,—there is such a

breed as the comparatively thorough-bred Chester

County hogs ! But from the statements that we
have seen by those who have received animals

from breeders in Chester County who have adver-

tised them for sale, it would seem that the word
comparative would be as convenient in describing

the appearance as the blood of the breed.

We have seen a statement that this breed was
originated some forty years ago by a cross be-

tween the best native stock of the county of Ches-

ter, Pa., and a boar imported from Bedfordshire,

England, by a Capt. Jeffries. In an article on the

"Large Breeds of Swine," by Sanford Howard,

published in the Country Gentleman, in 1866, it is

said, "The Chester County, or Chester White hogs

have received a large share of attention in the ag-

ricultural papers of late years. They have been

kept in Chester county, and other districts of

Pennsylvania, for many years. Those which

have been latterly sent over the country under the

name above given, vary much more in their points

than those I saw twenty years ago. The old stock

may be described as follows : Head large ; the nose

or snout thick, but not long for the size of the an-

imal ; the ears large, thick and flapping; the body

rather long, and tolerably round ; the back gener-

ally hollowing, fiequently with a considerable

depression immediately behind the shoulders; the

legs generally large in proportion to the size of

the body, and in fat animals frequently giving way
so much as to bring the dew-claws fully to the

ground ; the skin rather thick, and covered with

long, wavy bristles. Many of the hogs now called
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Chesters, or Chester-whites, have upright and

somewhat tliin ears, less bristle, thinner skin, and

less coarf^enes^s of bone than the old stock, plainly

indicating a cross with some finer breed.

EAISING POTATOES FROM SEED BALLS.

I wish to inquie thronch the Farmer the proper
way and lime to jiiant potato balls, in order to start

potiit.) s from till m. Jvo. L. Fkye.
HoiUh Danville, Vt., Aug. 16. 1869.

Remarks.—After gathering the balls in the fall,

they may be kept in a dry place in paper bags, or

in a box of sand packed as hens' eggs are in oats

or chiiflF If you wish to have them grow as large

as possible the first year, it will be well to plant

the seed in a box of fine earth the las^t of March,

or first of April, and keep them in the house, as

you do tomato plants, till all danger of frost is

passed, ssy till into June, when the plants may be

put out in the open ground. In order to lengthen

out the season, it may be well to protect vines

from early lall frosts. In this way some of them

may attain to nearly the size of hens' eggs the

first season, but most of them will be much
smaller. The next year they may be planted in

fine, rich soil, the same as other potatoes. They
will not be uniform in appearance or character,

and Mr. E. C. Goodrich, of Uiica, N. Y., who
raised varieties by the thousands, said that not until

a sort is f.)ur or five years old can its character be

settled so as to entitle it to confidence. In raising

new varieties of potatoes from seed, you will most

probably be disappointed if you anticipate great

success. It is much like raising new varieties of

apples from seed. In either case, the probabilities

of producing a variety equal to the best of those

now cultivated are very small. Mr. Cole, a

former editor of the Farmer, commenced some

experiments with potato ball seeds in 1848. But

as he died in 1851, and was quite unwell for some

time previous to his death, he probably did not

complete his experiments with them. He collected

the balls from difierent sections and from differ-

ent varieties of potatoes. The product the first

year from a tingle seed was in some cases equal to

about a quart. Of some two hundred plants, he

found the product of nearly every one the first

year was disrtinct in appearance. Cultivators gen-

erally select a few of the most promising of the

firtt year's crop for subsequent trial, rejecting the

great majority as worthless.

"western oats."

In the Farmer of August 21, you speak of three
heaeis of Norway oats ttken from the fitld of Mr.
Samuel Hoi-mer, of Acton, Muss., one of which
contained ninety grains, while the largest number
of f-'raiiis in tliree heads of the common variety
was t)ut twtniysix. This prompts me to write
aniJ iiiform you of my oat raising the present year
in oid stei lie New Hampshire. Enclosed is a hf ad
of Tiineiy-two grams, if I count correctly, of black
o.its, taken fruiij a piece of about two acre.s, on
winch corn was raised last year. Before planting
the corn twenty ox-cart loads of yard manure

were applied to the acre, and none since. On these
two acres I sowed last, spring one bushel of oats,

kindly furnished to me hv William R Bunker,
Esq., proprietor of the, Pawtuckaway Hou-e, in
Epping, N. H. ; iieing part (jf one hundred husluls
bought by hini at, Poristni uth, for useinhis stab'e,
and which he called "Western r)at.«." My t)wn
oats had become run d )wn, and I wi-hcd to < hange
my seed. None of my ntight)ors had courage to
try this unknown variety. Al'hough I think I
seeded too scantily in this case, I believe that gen-
erally oats are sown twice or ihrce times too
thickly—the common rule being two or three
bu.sheis per acre. I have not yet harvested the
oats, but some of my neighbors set them as high
as forty bushels to the bustiel of sowing. It such
should prove the case, I think they are fully equal
to the far-famed Norway oats. As many as nine
stalks have branched irum one kernel in some
cases.

Can you inform me, from an examination of the
enclosed head, the true name of the variety ? Its

appearance in the fit Id is somewhat like that of
the Horse-mane, the grains of which are white,
while of mine ihev are hack. M. J. HARVtY.
Epping, N. H., Aug. 24, 1869.

Remarks.—Our head is not level on oats. There

is a black oat called the Pennsylvania Oat. State-

ments have been made that both black and white

oats have been sold for "Norway" and for "New
Brunswick," by different dealers.

raising calves.

An item on this subject, by one of the Farmer
correspondents, called attention some time since to
what seems a small matter, but yet one which is

quite important, viz , having the milk warm when
fed to tlie calves. At the hr^t thought it miiiht ap-
pear that there was but little difference between
warm and cold milk. Such, hoivever, is not the
case when fed to young calve s. And I am con-
vinced that: not a few of us are unsuccessful in
raising good calves from lack of attention to this

small matter. Next to good, warm, sweet milk, a
calf will take fine, early cut hay the best. Many
farmers who have raised stock for years suppose
grass the best thing for them, afcer they are a few
weeks old. A little oliscrvation will convince any
one that this is a mistake. Good sweet fine-feed,

or middlings—mind that they are sweet, ttiouijh

—

make as good griiin teed as can be got, perhaps;
barley and rye meal, tine ground, are both excel-
lent, and much better than coin meal. Always
give it dry. All the porrielge, pudding, and gruel
preparations I ha\e abandoned after trying them.
First, warm sweet milk the calf easily leams to

take; next sweet early cut hiy ; then the rve or
barley meal or middlings, either of which the
calves learn of themselves to take, without any
handling whatever. On this feed, with care and a
nice warm stasde and a clean n;sr, they can be got
into milk in Ironi eighteen to twenty -two months.
A dry, clean bed is a very important thing if you
want a calf to eio well ; and a pretty large amount
of bedding is required for lialf a dozen calves.

the jersey stock.

With me, the Jerseys are generally, or always,

very small anel wilel at birch ; in these respects i)e-

ing quite different from the natives which I own.
Though they sometimes come forward and make
a rapid growth afterward, they are always more
crazy and frisky while calves, and difB^juU for

b03 s to lead with tlic rope. The bulls of this

stock are almost always vuiou<, at lea^t, so far as
my observation goes, and should always be
handled with c.iution. Anieng the half bloods and
other grades of this stock aie found many excel-
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lent milkers,—though according to my experience

the quality does not equal the best Short-horn

grades.
The unwillingness of the cows to be milked has,

in many instances, been a serious drawback on
their value ; and in numerous instances within my
knowledge have they been put off, because no
amount of patience and coaxing would induce

them to willingly give their milk. J. o. b.

Chestnut Hill, Mass., Aug. 6, 1868.

CABBAGE "WORM

—

PieHs Rapcs.

Enclosed in box you will find five worms; a
sample of the kind that destroys cabbages. They
commence in the head. What kind are they ?

What do they originate from, and what shall I do
to get rid of them ? H. H. Ballou.

Essex, Vt., Aug. 16, 1869.

Herewith I send you a box containing a piece of

a cabbage leaf, with small nits or eggs attached to

the under and upper side of it; also, a cabbage
worm and butterfly for the inspection of Mr.
Samuel H. Scudder. I have not been able to raise

a respectable cabbage for some four or five years,

on account of the ravages of this species of vora-

cious rascals. Three weeks ago I had some nice

looking plants ; now there is nothing left of them
but the fibres covered with filth. I tried to pro-

tect them by applying salt, also hard wood ashes

;

but in vain. Again I think I shall use a thin

screen for a certain length of time.

Garland, Me., Aug. 23, 1869. H. C. Preble.

To the Editor of the New England Farmer :

—

The specimens sent to you by Messrs. Ballou and
Preble, were the same as those of which I had
previously written to the Farmer—Pieris rupee.

It is an unfortunate English importation, and
is spreading very rapidly. I have myself seen it

this summer in the city of Boston, and have re-

ceived it irom northern New Jersey, where it is

doing great injury.

I cannot find any eggs attached to the leaf sent

by Mr. Preble; if there were any they have either

been broken in transmission, or the enclosed cat-

erpillar has escaped and eaten its shell—as is its

cu=tom. The egg will undoubtedly prove to be a
minute, pale, conical nit, like the tip of a pin.

S. H. Scudder.
Natural History Rooms, Boston, Aug. 30, 1869.

Remarks.—The previous article ivritten by Mr.

Scudder, was published in the Weekly Farmer
of June 12, and in the Monthly at page 362. In

that article he said this species produce two broods

a year,—one in May and the other in July ; the

butterflies are of feeble flight, and can easily be

taken in a scoop net, which is, perhaps, the easiest

way of keeping them in check.

When we first opened Mr. Preble's box, we no-

ticed a very small worm on the cabbage leaf, which

had probably hatched on the way and died before

Mr. Scudder examined it. This species is not

mentioned in the "Synopsis of the described Lepi-

doptera of North America," published by the

Smithsonian Institute in 1862, although Mr. Har-

ris' Oleracea is.

CURING TOBACCO.

in the production of fine colored leaf, and in guard-
ing against pole sweat. It is probably true that a
good whistle is very seldom made from a pig's tail

;

and equally true, that good, firm wrappers are not
made out of originally thick, heavy leaf. Still

much can be done to secure the best possible re-
sults, from the quality of leaf grown.

It is now the practice to give our tobacco all the
air that is practicable, until the sweating period is

over. If the weather is hot and sultry, attended
as this weather frequently is, by a humid, foggy,
atmosphere, it is well to shut the sheds as tightly
as practicable, during the dampest portion of the
time, and then give all the air you can when the
air is the dryest. If there is a breeze s'.irring, give
the tobacco the benefit of it. If the weaiher is

rainy, shut your sheds, and keep the moisture out
of them as much as possible, but open as soon
as the weather clears up, and let it dry ofi" as soon
as possible.

After the sweating stage has passed, we think
it well to keep the shed shut more, giving it less

and less air. And when the leaf is nearly all

cured down, it is well to let the shed be open in
damp, rainy weather, and closing it in dry weather,
so that the leaf may dry off slowly. la this way
a more uniform color is obtained. Unless this

course is pursued the leaf often has a variegated
look or appearance, which is very forcibly ex-
pressed by the term "calico."

After the tobacco has dried down, it is best to

keep the sheds shut for another reason,—to pre-
vent the wind from blowing it about and whipping
and breaking the leaves. When tobacco cures
down quick we think it is apt to be lighter colored,
and perhaps this end is attained in a measure by
hanging the plants with lath, as the splitting the
stalk hastens the drying process. Observer.
North Hatfield, Mass., Aug. 30, 1869.

TREATMENT OF SICK PIGS.

A few years since I had a fine shote, four months
o\A taken with spasms, and purple or red spots
came out on it, similar to the case described by
Mr. Brewster in the Farmer of August 28. One
neighbor said. "Rub the issues on his fore legs

with a cob;" another said, "pull out his black
teeth;" all which I did, to no good. An old lady
advised me to give it half a pint of lard melted in

a pint of new milk. I gave it according to direc-

tion, and in a few hours my pig was well. Two of
my neighbors have had sick hogs, (150 and 250
pounds, respectively.) I assisted them in adminis-
tering the same dose to them, and both were cured.
I think in every instance it was a stoppage, which
the lard and milk at once removed. Put the lard
and milk in a tin dish, set on the stove and heat
until the lard is melted. Administer warm.

L. L. Pierce.
East Jaffrey, N. H., Aug. 30, 1869.

In reply to H. M. Brewster I would say, that a
few years since I was called to see a sick hog; I
found him precisely the same as Mr. B. describes
his hog to have been. I started the blood by clip-

ping his ear, threw cold water on to him, made a
mud hole for him to wallow in, which he fre-

quently used, and in a few days got well. I think
if costiveness prevails, an injection of soap suds
would be beneficial. d.

Groton, N. H., Aug. 29, 1869.

I would say in reply to H. M. Brewster, that a
neighbor of mine had a valuable hog attacked
with the disease he descriiies, the name and cause
of which is unknown in ttiis section. The remedy

It occurs to me that perhaps a few words would
not be amiss at this time, upon the methods adopted
by oui best growers in curing their tobacco after ! used was a small piece of garget root inserted in

it is housed. Much depends upon the care and
j

each ear, in a manner similar to that employed in

skill of the grower, at this Important point of time ' gargeting cattle; the ears the day following were
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mnch swollen, and it proved effectual, the hog
Laving fully recovered.
My experience goes to show that a cellar is an

unhealthy place to keep hogs in. They should
have a dry, warm bed, or place to lay in, with
plenty of fresh air and sun. E. E. Berry.
Farmington, N. H., Aug. 30, 1869.

I have had several hogs that have shown the
symptoms described by Mr. Brewster. My way
of treating them was showering them often and
freely with cold water. All that I treated in this

way speedily recovered. One which I neglected
to shower, on account of the intensely cold weather,
died. s. M. w.

Holderness, N. H., Sept. 1, 1869.

FARMING BY A GRADUATE OF HARVARD COLLEGE.

My old Friend and Classmate:—I am now, to-

day, just through with my harvesting, and stack-

ing of small grain, thirteen large stacks. Though
I do not work much myself, yet it requires my
constant attention and care to see that everything
is done up right, and in a farmer-like manner.
Our next business is to thresh out the grain,

which is done with a ten-horse power threshing
machine ; and then haul it, or so much of it as
we wish to sell, to the depot, which is less than a
mile from my farm, and take the going price in

cash for the lot.

I have already been ploughing for fall wheat.
We commence sowing with a one or two-horse
wheat drill, about September 1, and put in about
eight acres per day. All crops in this section of
the country are very good this year.

The improvements in machinery, and the use of
the most approved kinds, have rendered farming
a very pleasant, interesting and profitable business.

I have the Marsh harvester to cut my small
grain, wheat, oats, barley, &c. One man drives

;

two men ride and bind up the grain as it is cut,

and throw the bundles from the machine ; and one
man follows and shocks up the grain, putting
about a dozen bundles in a shock. This machine
is drawn by two stout horses with ease, and cuts
from eight to ten acres per day.

I am under much obligation to you for "Old
Town Folks," the new Triennial Catalogue of Old
Harvard, and numerous other favors. c. l.

Troi/, Kansas, Aug. 4, 1869.

Remakks.—We have been permitted to copy
the above from a private letter addressed to a gen-

tleman in this city. When the graduates of such

institutions as Harvard College find that agricul-

ture offers inducements superior to those of the

professions or of commerce, may we not safely

allow the students at our agriculturfil colleges,

and even the sons of farmers, to take their course.

DEATH OF STEPHEN RICHARDSON, OF WATER-
FORD, VT.

From time immemorial the world has given
generous praise to its heroes and great men. This
i- well. But has it duly hoiioied its good men,
espicilly those whose lives have been passed in

what may have been regarded as the narrow
fptierts of action ? Believing that it has not, we
take our i)en to write a brief obituary cf a good
citizfn, a valued neighbor and a true friend. Mr.
Kitliardson was a succe.'-sful farmer. In his farm
management and operations he was systematic
and particular. He was an admirer of good stock,
raised it himself and took much pleasure in ex-
amining that of others. He kept good fences and
was careful that his own animals should not en-

croach on the premises of h\^ neighbors. He took
great interest in our agricultural fairs, in which
he was not only an exhibitor, but an active and
prominent manager, and was for many years ?
reader of the Nkw England Fakmeu.
But it is chiefly as a citizen and neighbor that

his loss will be felt by the community. As such
he was intimatelj- known to the wiiter. During
the war he was one of our foremost men in the
performance of every patriotic duty. In every
thing calculated t j promote temperance and mor-
ality, he was an rffieient worker. He was espe-
cially well qualiSud to assist families in siekness
and in the houi of mourning and sorrow, and
theie is hardly a Household in the neighborhood
which has not cat se to remember with gratitude
the ministries of his sympathizing heart and open
hand. His sober ftonesty and independent man-
hood secured the confidence of all. But he has
left us, and we mty well exclaim with one of oltl,

"All ye that are about him, bemoan him ; and all

that knew his name, say How is the strong staff
broken and the beautiful rod." p.

Waterfoid, VL, Aug., 1869.

CROSSING MERINOS "WITH COARSE "WOOL SHEEP.

Seeing Mr. Hart's communication in the Far-
mer of August 21, 1 am induced to say, for the
benefir. of such as wish to retain their fine wool
sheep and raise lambs for mutton, and have doubts
of the safety of the sheep at the time of lambing,
that accepting Mr. Hart's advice last fall, I selected
twenty from my flock of fine wools, selling the
balance for pelters. My sheep were not large,

—hardly medium size compared with others.
Fearing the result of using the large buck I re-

ceived from Mr. H., I used a lamb from the same
stock, and must say I was happily disappointed in
regard to the anticipated trouble of taking care of
the sheep and lambs in the spring. From the
twenty esves I raised seventeen lambs—no twins

—

and did not lose a lamb. They seem to possess a
hardier constitution. All they require is milk, in
want of which from the moiher, they must be fed.

I fed the sheep well, but did not feed the lambs,
except that they came to the trough to eat with
the sheep. I never had so little trouble with lambs
in the spring before. They went to market Au-
gust 16, at an average age of less than three months,
and were worth at least a dollar each more than
lambs from same thecp last year, at six months'
old. A townsman driving lambs at the same time
remarked, that one of mine was worth two of his,

the lot through. I would not recommend that lambs
of this cross should come early, for the reason
that the merinos do not usually have a large sup-
ply of milk at hay without extra feed, but at grass
will do very well. I have Cotfwold lambs dropped
in the month of April whose wool will measure
six and a half inche s. A. D. Arms.
Montpeher, Vt., Aug. 23, 1869.

a good colt.

Perhaps the following facts will suggest to some
of our agricultural fi iends the importance of breed-

ing from good stock.

Mr. Wm. Hanson, of Williamstown, Vt , sold

to Mr. V. M. Hubbard, of Rochester, Vt., a two-

year-old colt, standing fifteen and a half hands
high, and weighing the day before he was two
years old, ten hundred and thirty-tive pounds, for

the sum of four hundred dollars. Said cult was
sired by the well known Benedict Morrill. Its

dam a black Bullrush Morgan mare, weighing in

fair flesh eleven hundred and filty-five pounds,
and stands fifteen hands high. If any one has a
better colt we should tike to hear from him.

Williamstown, Vt., Aug. 30, 1869. "W. H.
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BAB MOZZIiE TO PREVENT CKIB-
BITINQ.

Dr. Dadd believed crib-biting to be a habit

and not a disease. ISIr. Youatt says, although

some learned judges have asserted that crib-

biting is simply a trick or bad habit, it must

be regarded as unsoundness. In the new work

on "The Horse," from which we copy the an-

nexed illustration, recently published by Por-

ter & Coates of Philadelphia, cribbing is as-

cribed to "a diseased condition of the stom-

ach, for which there has never yet been a cure

discovered, except on the principle of re-

straint."

Various contrivances have been used to pre-

vent or "restrain" cribbing. In the weekly

FARMERfor Jan. 23,—Monthly, page 116,—we

gave a cut to illustrate an arrangement of the

stable for this purpose. A very common

method, says the author of "The Horse," is

to buckle a leather strap so tightly around the

neck, }\xbt behind the jaw, that when the horse

attempts to crib, he tightens the muscles of

that part, and these being pressed against the

strap, occasion such pain that the act is not

compl<:^tely carried out, and even if it is on the

first occasion, the attempt is not repeated.

The strap is buckled sufficiently light to do

this without much impeding the act of swallow-

ing, or the (low of the blood. Sometimes

prongs are inserted in the straps to make it

more t flFective. The manger is sometimes en-

tirely dit^pensed with and the animal is fed on

the floor or ground. "But by far the best

preventive," says "Stonehenge," (J. II.

Walsh) "in my opinion, is the bar muzzle,

consisiu\g in an iron frame-work, covering the

lips and nose, and suspended from the head

by a leather head collar, so that the lips can

reach the corn or hay, but the teeth are tco

wide to pass through the bars and seize the

manger. This mechanical contrivan-e is en-

tirely harmless, and perfectly efftctual, the

sole objection to it being the fact that it pro-

claims the wearer to every one who looks into

the stable as a cribber. 1 his may be valid

reason for rejecting its use for dealers'" horses,

but in a gentleman's stable, utility and hu-

manity ought to have precedence of such a

feeble argument. When the bar muzzle is

adopted, it should always be kept on, except-

ing, of course, when the bridle replaces it for

work or exercise, or while the head is being

dressed."

COOKINQ FEED.
After alluding to the fact that most Western

farmers who have tried conking feed for stock

praise the plan and then quit it, a correi?pon-

dent of the St. Louis Journal of Agriculture

says the reason probably is that farmers gen-

erally try to cook in a kettle, and great atten-

tion is necessary to prevent burning the bot-

tom. A steaming apparatus is too expensive.

He has tried s-teaming corn with a false bot-

tom, and it does not answer at all. He be-

lieves it may be done economically by the use

of Lot water, which he says contains sufficient

heat to cook anything place I in it, provided

this heat can be confined and not allowed to

escape. He continues :

—

Allow me to direct the experiments of your
readers this fall to one point: At the la^t Paris
(Krance) Ex^ o-ition, the Poor Man's Cooking
Stove, from Norway, arrested general attcntwn.
A vessel of any kind was enveloped by a eou'^id-

era^ile qu niily (f n n co:;dueiii!g malfrial, such
as felt, wool, &c. ; into this vessel was poured
scalding water, and the piei^e of meat to be cooked
plueed in the water. Tight woolen covers were
then plmed oi the vessel confimng the heat. Af-
ter the lai)se of a few hours the meat is taken out
thoroughly cooked.
Lee us apply tlii-; principle to our farm economy.

Have a l.irge bux, i roperly prepared, strain ii-!ht.

Put it within anoh' r lariier box, with cut Mraw
and sawdu,-t lietweeii. There should be a non-
condueiirig subscanee, like saw-dust, not less than
twelve inthes thick, packed around the s>alding
box, including ttiei)Otton\ and tup. We ivdl scald

our h< g feed in this, c nfiuing the heat as directed.

The hot water may be eit)iiomiCMlly Lad, on the

plan first suggested, by placing a large boiler on an
exten>ion ci okirg stove. Thu> tenor tiltt-en gallons

may be heated three times a day, or a to" al of forty

gallons. We are trying this plan and like it.

Thirty thousand acres of public lands were

disposed of to actual settlers during January,

in Nebraska, Minnesota, Missouri and Wis-
consin.
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BBEEDIIira MAKES.

J^jar~^ J, o MISTAKE has been more

common among farmers,

^ ..i,'^
'' and none attended with

more pernicious consequences, than

that of bringing colts from animals

unfitted to bear them. With all the

keenness of observation, and the ex-

perience which many horse breeders

possess,—and they are usually among our

most shrewd citizens—it is surprising that they

have not yet discovered the great error of

breeding from imperfect dams.

Every person may see, if he will, that points

of physical beauty or defect are constantly

transmitted to offspring, both from sire and

dam. It is a law of nature that like begets

like. If the slightest attention were paid to

this rule, it would seem that no one would em-

ploy a mare to perpetuate the race which was

known to be defective in any of the points

which go to make up a good animal.

The same rule holds good, too, with regard

to disposition, temper, or character. These

are all important traits ; traits so valuable that

comfort, and even life itself, may depend upon

them. And yet, because a mare has some one

or two rare qualities, she is kept for a breeder,

though, she may possess several others, any

one of which ought to condemn her for that

use.

If two or three general rules were observed

by all breeders, great changes might be

wrought in a few years. The first of these is.

Never to breed from an old animal, whose

body has been injured and its vitality weak-

ened by injudicious treatment or by too severe

labor. The results which follow these are ob-

vious to every observer, both in man and beast.

They are all impressed upon the living organ-

ism, and can no more be separated from it

than breath can from the body and life still be

preserved. They are there, whatever they

may be, and will be imparted to the oflfspring,

just as sure as "like begets like."

It is possible that cases may exist where it

is safe to breed from an old mare. Two of the

finest horses that reins were ever drawn over

were from a mare nearly thirty years of age,

but she was perfect in limb and spirits ; had

always been owned by the same person, and
fed with as much regularity as the owner's

meals were served ; she was never raced at a

"military muster," or overloaded in any way,

and at thirty-three years of age, she and her

mate, of about the same age, were not only

sound in wind and limb, but were a pair to be

proud of when one held the reins over them.

A pair of her colts, born after she was twenty-

jive, sold, under our eye, for twice as many
hundred dollars as other fine horses about them
brought ! A moderate old age should not,

therefore, absolutely exclude the mare from

breeding, if she is right in other particulars.

The common practice for many years past,

and one which has become woven, as it were,

into the habits of the people, so that it

seems as natural as the breath of life, is, to

heep the old mare for breeding, when she is

unjitted for service on the road or on the

farm! This is where the evil commences.

She is a favorite animal, was handsome, spir-

ited, and with a power of endurance almost

beyond belief. But now she is seventeen

years of age, has a spavin, a slight touch of

the heaves, and one or two other trifling matters

which are a little inconvenient for a working

animal, but she will make a good breeder, and

about pay her keeping besides ! This is the

conclusion arrived at, and thousands of such

cases exist among us to-day.

So the old mare, crippled by too early labor

and disabled by disease, is to become the pro-

genitor of a race which is to occupy a certain

locality, perhaps, for a hundred years ! It Is

scarcely possible that her young will not be in-

jured before they see the light ; and the strong

probability is that each one of them will bear

the marks of her imperfections. Some with

ringbone, perhaps, or asthma, or spavin, or

some lurking disease that had not developed

itself in the over-worked and disordered

mother. We have seen a yearling colt with a

ringbone upon every foot. Well-formed oth-

erwise, apparently healthy, eating and drink-

ing well, but suffering and utterly worthless.

The subject has several other points of in-

terest, some of which we will speak of in a

future article.

Western Subsoil.—A correspondent of

the Journal of Agriculture says, the subsoil

of most of our Missouri lands, and also in

Southern Illinois where I have had occasion to

observe it, is of a very hard, not tenacious,

but rather brittle consistency; a stiff clay.
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with a large admixture of sand and lime. It

is in fact the same soil as the crust which we

plough, except that it is devoid of humus, or

decayed vegetable matter. It is universally

asserted in Southern Illinois that their soil will

produce good crops of wheat, even if taken

from any depth down to the lime rock. This

will, in a certain degree, also apply to our

Missouri subsoil, but only on condition that

this subsoil be exposed to at least one winter's

thorough freezing after it has been thrown up.

CUBCUIiIOS KEPT OFF BY HOGS.

In confirmation of the theory that the cur-

culio will not meddle with the fruit on trees

standing in a hog-pasture, a correspondent of

the Eural New Yorker relates the result of

an accidental experiment made by him on his

farm in Indiana, some years ago. Wishing

for a lot to feed his hogs in, he made a fence

which enclosed about one-half of a parcel of

some twenty plum trees, which blossomed full

every year but matured no fruit, as it all fell

oflf before ripe. That season the trees out-

side of the hog-yard dropped their fruit as

usual, while those inside, though the hogs al-

most dug them up by the roots, not only grew

well, but were so full of plums that the

branches had to be propped up. The next

season the fence was changed so as to take in

the trees left out the year before, and the re-

sult was plenty of ripe fruit from all of them

for several years. Others, he said, tried the

experiment with the same result.

For the New England Farmer.

WHEAT IIAI3INQ.

Having seen several communications this

season, on the all-important business of rais-

ing wheat, I thought I would give you a little

of my experience, though but limited.

In the spring of 1860, I had a field of six

acres that had been planted to corn the pre-

vious year, which I sowed to spring wheat.

The spring was so early that I got my wheat
all sowed and harrowed in, bushed and rolled

the 18th day of April. The result of the crop

was published in the Faiimer of Sept. 12, if

my memory serves me, but of which I will

only say here that I got 222^ bushels from the

six acres. Encouraged by that, I have sowed

more or less wheat every jear since, and dur-

ing that time there has beeu but one year that

I have not raised and sold over $100 worth of

wheat, besides the bread (or my family, and
in three years in that time, have sold from
$200 to $800 worth a year.

Last year I harvested seventy-five bushels

from three acres of winter wheat, which sold

for seed readily at $3.50 per bushel. I also had
sixty bushels of spring wheat from two and
three-fourths acres, a part of which got
sprouted. Had it not been for excessive wet
and hot weather while harvesting, it would
have brought me $3 per bushel.

This year I had four acres of winter wheat,

which I threshed one week ago, and measured
up a little rising of eighty bushel, which I am
selling for seed at $2.50 per bushel. This
year I have only one and a half acres of spring

wheat, which is not yet harvested, but will

probably yield twenty bushels in all, being

rather light.

Now, Mr. Editor, I fully endorse Mr. H.
Poor's theory, that the New England States

can raise their own flour, and even a surplus,

if they will but try as hard as some do to hum-
bug the people with Norway oats and Early
Rose potatoes, «&c. But as my article is get-

ting too lengthy, I will stop for this time, but

should like at some leisure hour to give your
readers my method of raising wheat, and also

my luck with Norway oats. Early Rose pota-

toes, &C. R. H. SiMONOS.
Hartford, Vt., Aug. 23, 1869.

Varieties of Wheat.—A correspondent

of the Canada Farmer, who by way of ex-

periment, sowed the past season—the White

China, Soules, Treadwell, Kentucky White

Midge-proof, Meititerranean Midge-proof,

club-shaped ear (name unknown) , and common
Red Midge-proof, makes the following report

:

The Tre.idwell does not seem any earlier than
either the White China or Soules ; the Kentucky
White was almost all winter killed ; having sown
it now three years I would not advise any one to
do so hereafter. The Soi;les, of course, is as usual
excellent; the club-shaped ear is also good; the
White China also; but the Treadwell is best of all.

The other sorts, although very rank and tall, have
badly filled heads. No midge has made any per-
ceptible inroads on any of the seven varieties.

TO INTEBEST BOYS IM" FABMINa.
Mr. J. Harris of Rochester, N. Y., one of

the editors of the American Agriculturist and

who was tendered a professorship in the Cor-

nell University, illustrates some of the means

by which boys may be interested in the affairs

of the farm, by the following personal remin-

iscences and suggestions :

—

When I was a boy my father made me keep
the accounts of his farm, and I soon began to

take an interest in it. He had ten children,

and worked hard to give us a good education.
When crops were poor, or prices low, it was
with a heavy heart he sat down at night to tell

me what to write in the book, and though
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young, I soon learned to sympathize with him.

Like all good men, he lived for his children.

He worked hard for us, denied himself many
luxuries that we might have a good time

;

would wear an old bat that we might have
new shoes, and often walked th it we might
ride. Never was a happier set of frolicking

young ones on a farm. And there is not one
of us to this day that does not love firming.
But those who talk of the "independent life"

of a farmer—of his freedom from care and
anxiety—merely show their ignorance.

There was plenty of anxiety on our farm.

There was anxiety about the weather, about
the crops, about tlie stock, and above all,

about the health and life and limbs of the

children. We ought all to have been killed

half a dozen times over. One was kicked by
a horse and ran a narrower chance of life than
he has ever done since, and yet he has been
through the war, has been up and down the

Mississippi on a steamboat, and traveled the

whole length of the Erie Railroad. "Aunt
Hattie," as we now call her, had her head cut

open with a drnkey cart, and a sad house we
had for many days as she lay between life and
death. Another sister when three years old,

caught hold of the spokes of the fore wheel of
a heavily loaded wagon, and was thrown for-

ward, and the wheel grazed her whole body.
My father was driving, heard the scream, and
looked round in time to see the danger, but
not in time to stop the team. Fortunately the

nurse held on to the child and jerked her out
of the rut be-fore the hind wheel reached her.

Last fill, the eight children, who are still liv-

ing, all met together, and it was found that

every one of us had some scar that remained
to remind us of the accidents of early life.

But what I wanted to say was that the habit

of keeping the books of my f ither was r»t
only a benefit to me, but a great comfort to

him. He told me his fears, and I know now
that it must have been a great relief to him. It

certainly was a great advantage to me. If I

know anything about farming, 1 learned most
ofitfrommy father. And I am fully per-

suaded that if a farmer would provide a nice,

substantially bound book, and induce his son
to write down every daj, at his dictation, all

that was done on the farm, it would go a great
ways towards making a good firmer of him.
It would be useful. I can imagine some such
record as this :

—

_
September 1st.—"Very dry weather. Cul-

tivating for wheat." And then the boy would
be very likely to ask when he was going to

sow, and what kind and why.
Sept. 2—"Sow had ten little pigs last night,

but killed two of them." "It is too bad,"
says the boy, "to lose them now, pigs are so
scarce and high, and they say a rail nine inches
high put round the pen, ^i.^ inches or so from
the board.s, will prevent a sow from 1} ing on
the pigs." "I thought of doing it," says the
fai-mer, "but I could not find the hammer, and

we have no spikes." Mental reflection by the

boy: "I left the hammer in the wagon." By
the father: "Those two pigs at six weeks old

would have sold for ten dollars."

Sept. 3.—"Thrashing. The five acres of
Diehl wheat on the summer-fallow gave 150
bushels ; the ten acres of Mediterranean after

oats, gave only 120 bushels." "If we had
sown it all Diehl," says the boy, "we should

have had 450 bushels instead of 270." If the

father is a sensible man he would correct this

remark, and point out the fact that it was not

the variety, but the condition and character of

the land that made the difference.

Sept. 4.—"One of the horses sick." He had
been on the thrashing machine all day, and the

driver, to save his own horses, had made the

farmer's do pretty much all the work. This

horse was on the outside, and his end of the

evener was no longer than that of the horse

having the inside track, and he had to draw
just as hard as the other and walk much faster.

Sept. 5.—"Drew the wheat to the city. Left

at home ten bushels of Diehl for seed, and
twenty bushels of Mediterranean. The Diehl

overrun four bushels, and the Mediterranean
fell short three bushels. Got $2 a bushel for

the Diehl, and $1.75 for the Mediterranean."
The five acres of Diehl came to $280, and the

ten acres of Mediterranean, $175.
Now let a farmer tell his son such facts, and

let him write them down as they occur, and
the chances are that five years will not pass

before the farm will be at least partially

drained, weeds will have disappeared, thirty

bushels of wheat and two tons of hay per acre

will be the rule rather than the exception, and
there will be little danger of that young man
seeking a clerkship in the city.

PREPARING ANNOTTO.
Mr. Willard gives in the Bural New Yorker

the following methods employed by old and

experienced factorymen for preparing annotto

for coloring cheese :

—

First Becipe.—Dissolve six pounds concen-

trated potash and one pound saltpetre in five

gallons of warm water, then add thirty gallons

cold water, put in as much choice annotto as

the liquid will dissolve, heat gently to a boil,

put into a cask and store in a cool place.

Second Recipe.—Dissolve four pounds pot-

ash in one-half barrel of water, put in as

much pure annotto as the liquid will cut. The
mixture need not be boiled.

Third Becipe.—Take four pounds of best

annotto, two pounds concentrated potai^h, five

ounces saltpetre, one and a half pounds sal-

soda, and five gallons boiling water. Put the

ingredients into a tub, pour on the boiling

water. The annotto should be enclosed In a

cloth, and as It dissolves squeeze it through

the cloth in the liquid. About two ounces of
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this mixture is sufficient for one hundred
pounds of curd in summer.

In coloring cheese, the best way is to fix

upon the desired shade by trial, marking the

quantity of liquid used, and after that is known
the same proportion will give color that is

uniform.

HOW^ TO BUILD A COBW CSIB.

How to have a rat-proof corn-crib, is a

great question among farmers. A correspon-

dent of the New York Farmers' Club gives

the following experience :

—

"I have a corn-crib that has stood for twenty

years, and has never had a lat, and but one
mouse in it, to my knowledge. Posts ten or

eleven feet long and eight inches square; mor-
tise two feet from one end ; for end-sills, two-

inch mortise with tusk. Taper post from sill

to the end, by hewing off inside until the end
is reduced to four inches diameter; make
smooth with draw-knife, and nail on tin smooth
half way to the end, below the sill. Let sills

be eight inches square ; also, end tie them and
the rafter plates strong with moderate inter-

ties. Brace well, and lath up and down with

three-quarter inch lath ; dovetail or counter-

sink joists crosswise ; lay the floor, and board
up the ends with ungrooved boards ; let each

bent be twelve feet long, six feet wide at the

sill, and seven and a half feet at plate ; and
if full to peak, it will hold 250 bushels. 1

never had an ear to hurt on account of the

great width. If preferred, lay the floor with

lath or narrow boards, with room for ventila-

tion. Each post should stand on stone, about

three inches from the ground, and each stone

have a foundation two feet square and below
the frost.

Good Milk.—The following rules were
unanimously adopted by the Illinois and Wis-
consin Dairymen's Association, "to insure the

delivery of pure, sweet milk :"

1. That no milk is good, which is made
from filthy, stinking water, of sloughs and
frog ponds.

2. That no milk is good that comes from
cows dogged, or over-driven in hot weather,

from the pastures to the stable.

3. That no milk is good, that comes from
cows pounded or kicked or cruelly treated,

by b"utal men.
4. No milk is good that comes from dis-

eased cows—cows that have sores filled with

puss, or that have udders broken and running
with corruption.

Potato . Growing under Straw.—Mr.
Geo. Clark, of Ecorse, Mich., recently sent us

an account of an experiment by him in potato
culture. The potatoes were cut and dropped
in trenches which were four feet apart

and six inches deep. These trenches were
then filled with rye straw and cornstalks, so

that, when stepped on, the straw and stalka

were about six inches deep. The potatoes

were then cultivated and hoed as Is usually

done with this crop, and the result was a good
yield of medium sized and good eating pota-

toes, very few being rotten or hollow. Pota-
toes planted at same time and on similar land,

but without mulching, gave a poor jield of

small potatoes. Mr. C'lark estimates his gain,

from mulching this half acre, at $100.

—

We,'>t-

ern Bural.

Are Bees Injurious to Fruit?—In an

swer to this question Dr. A. S. Packard, edi-

tor of the American Naturalist, in vol. 2, page

52, observes :

—

"I would reply that all the evidence given by
botanists and zoologists who have specially studied
the subject shows that bees improve the quality
and tend to increase the quantity of fruit. Thej'
aid in the fertilization of flowers, thus preventins;

the occurrence of sterile flowers, and by more
thoroughly fertilizing flowers already perfect, ren-
der the production of sound and well-developed
fruit more sure. Many botanists think if it were
not for bees and other insects, many 2}lcints xoould
not fruit at all.

A Sheep Medicine.—Mr. Ephraim Noyes
of Jefferson, while on a cull at our office last

week, alluded to the great number of sheep

that died the last spring, and said he did not

in all cases attribute it to worm in the head.

He lost nine from his flock, all from a disease

known in his locality as "swelled neck"—

a

sort of enlargement of the thyroid glands,

which are situated on each side of the upper
portion of the windpipe. He saved three by
giving them a single dose of a medicine com-
posed of equal parts of sp rits of turpentine

and saltpetre, using four tablespoonsful as a

dose. The swelling began to subside very

soon after the medicine was administered.

The youngest sheep of the flock were gener-

ally attacked first.

—

Maine Farmer.

Steel Watch Chains.—The small steel

chain which winds round the fusee of a watch
is about eight inches In length, and contains

upward of five hundred links, riveted together.

It Is not thicker than a horse hair, and the

separate links can but just be perceived with

the naked eye. Modern invention has as yet

discovered no substitute for this chain equal

to It in slenderness, strength, and flexibility.

Most of these watch chains are manufactured
at Christchurch, In Hants. The links are

punched out by girls from plates of steel, and
very young girls pick up the link, and rivet

one to the Oi.her. Watch-chain manufacture
has been the staple of Christchurch for nearly

a centuiy—In fact, ever since pocket watches

began to be generally carried.

—

Exchange.
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USE OF MUCK.
MIXING IT AVITH OTHER MATERIALS—SUCCESS IN

ITS USE.

I read all that is published in the Farmer about
muck with much interest. The reason is, I have
a two-acre ptat meadow, from two to twelve I'eet

.deep, with a tillage upland, somewhat sand}' or

approaching a sand. I have made a compost by
mixing muck with ashes, lime, and sometimes fish

guanor I use but one of these materials in the

same heap. Would it ba advisable to put ashes or

lime into the muck with the fish guano ? When
cither of these materials are added to the muck,
how long should the heap ren>ain before it is

used ? Can the agricultural editor of the Farmer,
or any of its correspondents, speak from experi-

ence on this point } About a year ago, you pub-
lished an article from a correspondent, saying that

he thought of getting the water out of his swamp
by pumping, and asking your advice. I meant to

have kept that paper, but it got torn up and 1 have
forgotten the man's name and place of residence.

(See Monthly Farmer, 1868, p. 420.) I want to

know whether he tried it, and if so, how he suc-

ceeded. I had come to the determination myself,

to try pumping. My idea was to use horse power
in doing it. 1 have not yet tried it.

Montague, Mass., 1869. Elijah Gunn,

Re.aiakks.—We have used large quantities

of muck through a period of more than twenty

years and have found it excellent on all kinds

of land. It is a manure in itself, varying in

quality considerably, but the best will be

cheaper than most of the special fertilisers

that are in use. It will be cheaper, because

it will cost so much less, and may be used in

thousands of instances without stint. It is a

permanent manure. Applied liberally to a

sandy loam, its effects are plainly visible for

twenty years. On a heavy, granite soil we

have found the roots of plants penetrating it

in every direction, and the crops above it

growing and perfecting themselves with won-

derful vigor. There is little danger of your

fixing too high a value upon good muck.

Unless the manure is to be used immediately,

it is best to keep back lime or ashes and spread

them upon the soil by themselves. It would

save some time, perhaps, to put all the mate-

rials together and apply them in that form.

But if the heap is to remain sometime, and

the lime or ashes are mingled with the animal

and vegetable matter, there would be danger

that the fermentative process might be carried

too far, and injure the whole.

When the heap is made up of muck and

fish guano, it is important that it should re-

main two or three weeks, and be overhauled

enough to get the whole mass completely min-

gled. If the heap were kept covered with

fine muck, we cannot see that any harm would

come to it if it were to lay for months, but be

all the better for it. None of our manures

are used in a state of sufficient fineness ; at

least none that are employed as a top-dress-

ing, or placed near the surface. Even when

ploughed under in a green state, they are not

as evenly distributed as they ought to be

through the soil. The crops, therefore, are

uneven and unsightlj/- on the field, and proba-

bly are lighter, as some patches are over-

grown, while others are starved and lean.

Snccess in pumping the water out of a

swamp will depend upon what the supplies

are, and the area which you wish to relieve of

water. It is usually a wearying and tedious

work for humun muscles to accompli.-h. When
the work is once begun it must be continued,

night and day, sick or well, because the water

will press in all the more rapidly for what has

been taken out. A horse-power, continued

night and day, might be effective. The ad-

dress of the writer of the article on pumping

water from a muck hole, to which you allude,

is Mark Farrar, Shrewsbury, Mass.

A friend of ours commenced on a farm some

twenty-five years ago, and cut six tons, only,

of English hay upon it, and about three times

as much meadow hay. He now cuts about

one hundred tons of English hay, and four

times as much grain as he did at first. With-

in a hundred rods of his barn was a dirty

swamp, covered with alders, and too cold, wet

and dark, for frogs and other reptiles to in-

habit. Not an acre of tiiis swamp had ever

been used within the memory of man, and yet

it was only by dint of perseverance that he

could purchase a single acre, and for that he

paid three hundred dollars ! But that acre

has been his great co-worker and helper, and

has assisted him more than any one thing be-

sides, in wintering fifty head of cattle annu-

ally. "Go, thou, and do likewise."

Wild Oats in Oregon.—While the na-

tive oat of the Pacific coast furnishes splendid

pasturage and makes excellent hay, we learn

from an article in the Willamette Farmer by

T. L. Davidson, that it proves to be a pest in

grain fields. The grains upon the stalk of this

plant do not ripen uniformly,—a portion rip-

ening and falling off, while others are green

and immature. Each grain has a long, sharp

beard, arranged so that when it is wet by the
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rain or water it will move when placed upon

your hand. It is said that there are fields of

it in California that just after a rain seem like

a mass of living worms working in the soil.

These grains work deep into the soil, and keep

coming up from year to year, and the farmer

wonders, after summer-fallowing his field, why

it is that he sometimes raises more wild oats

than the grain sown. The worst fault of this

plant is that it is so very hard to kill or get

rid of in our grain fields. It is not fitfor culture

for the grain, hence it is a nuisance. Mixed

with wheat or oats it lessens their value. Some

oat crops in Oregon this year are nearly one

half wild oats. It is believed that by summer

fallowing, in connection with sheep, grain-

fields may be kept clean.

For the New England Farmer,

SPUING T?\rHEAT.

Culture of Sod Ground—Manures—Absor-
bents.

With many thanks to Mr. Henry Poor for

his timely answer to my questions concerning

winter wheat, of which I am now putting in

a field (1| acres,) for the first time, on sod

ground, and well fertilized, I would like to

ask him if sod ground is also good for spring

wheat? My soil is a light loam, but good for

corn. I have found by repeated experiments

that I can raise better corn on my sod ground,

to plow it late in spring, just as near planting

time as possible, than to plough it the previ-

ous season, at any time after haying,—no
matter what pains I may take to pulverize the

soil before planting. Whether the same is

true of spring wheat, is the question. The
fermentation of the green sod greatly helps

the growth of the corn.

I have also set strawberries in like manner,
on inverted sod, with great success. This,

however, I do not recommend, as the plants

do not, like corn, shade the ground ; and it

is too much work to keep out the grass spring-

ing up from the turned roots. But in case of

spring wheat or oats, with a very thorough

pulverization of soil, I do not see why it

should not work as well as with winter wheat
or corn. The roots of corn and strawberries

penetrate the decaying sod, clinging tightly to

the mas^, kept so warm by the lermenting

process. I have often seen the experiment

tried of plowing different parts of a field of

sod, all alike, and fertilized alike, one part

turned soon after haying and ploughed, some-

times twice, in spring, and harrowed; the

other part turned from the fifth to the fif-

teenth of May, and both planted at the

same time ; and in all these cases the best

results were realized from the spfing turned.

I think it best to cultivate or barrow the ma-

nure in, and not turn it under the sod. The
tendency is for manures to work downward,
so that when buried too deep there is more
loss by leaching. Still I know an old farmer
and a good one, (over ninety, I think,) who
spreads his manure on the sod, turns it under
just before planting, and without harrowing
or hill fertilizing, goes over the field and
treads his five kernels of maize into the ground
four feet apart in every third furrow. He
has good crops by the means, but I think he
would get more value from the same manure,
by using it nearer the surface. I believe, as

far as possible, manure should be applied in a
green state, and just turned under. Let the

fermentation go on in the soil, as it surely

will, and the gases will be fixed and saved for

the growing plant. No doubt a cord or a ton
of rotted manure is more valuable than a like

quantity of green, as the loss of water while

fermenting, lessens both weiu;ht and bulk
more than the loss of fertilizing matter.

Still, if there is any value in the organic

properties in the manure, their escape, while

fermenting, is a loss of value, even if that loss

be not so great as the diminution in quantity.

Always keep an abundance of absorbents,

housed when dry, to put undi r your cattle to

take up the liquid and keep it from wasting

;

and also to leave the manure in a better con-

dition to work over and refine before apply-
ing. Besides, the action of these poweiful
solvents on the crude inorganic matter in the

absorbents, they are a meaus of supplying

considerable quantities of fertilizing material,

otherwise not assimilable by plants. Never
use sand for bedding ! There is an ample
quantity of silica in all soils, while the other

manurial properties in muck and loam are of
great value ; and while loam is soluble, sand
is composed of an infinite number of little hard
particles, not fitted to absorb. Where sand
is needed to warm land, spread it on the sur-

face raw.

In one of his articles, Mr. A. W. Cheever
speaks of using sandy loam for an absorbent.
1 would like to see an article on the subject of
absorbents, from this careful experimenter.
But

—

always keep them dry ! JonN.
Franklin, Mass., Sept. i, 18G9.

For the Xew England Farmer.

EQUISETDM ARVBNSE.
The articles in the Farmer of the -ith inst..

concerning the above plant, commonly known
as Field Horse-tail, but in some sections by
other synonyms, interested me much. Some
thirty years since my father owned a very
hearty and healthy brown mare. B^ing short

of hay, he purchased a lot of grass, in the
meadows running back from the Connecticut
river, on some portion of which there was
considerable of this weed. As it was some-
thing new to him, he did not particularly

nOiice it or think of its being injurious in
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any way, and he put it in the barn as usual,

for feeding. As the hay was fed to this mare,

he noticed after awhile that something was
the matter with her. She appeared weak,

staggered when taken from the stable, and I

recollect that while attempting to harness her

she came near falling down several times.

We considered it quite a serious matter, but

could not at first account for it. Her feed

was changed, and she soon recovered ; but

upon putting her on the same feed, a recur-

rence cf the same symptoms and effects took

place. This horse was kept up to hay princi-

pally through the season, and the worst effects

were noticed in warm weather. On inquiry

among neighbors, we became convinced that

it was owing to eating this weed. A near

neighbor had hay of the same quality, which

he fed to his horse without any ill effects, but

it was found that his horse rejected the weed
entirely, picking or.t the hay and leaving the

weed among the orts. I have known but few

ins'tances where I supposed horses were in-

jured by this weed, or where they rejected it

entirely, although I have k iov7n such hay fed,

with suspicion, ever since the above date.

The Horse-tails are what botanists term
cryptogamous, or flowerless plants; having no
true flowers, with stamens and pistils, but pro-

ducing and multiplying their kind instead, by
means of spores. This species presents two
forms, which ordinary observers would decide

as being two distinct varieties or species.

One of these forms are simple stems, hollow,

grooved, of a light brown color, and have at

each joint or node, a sort of sheath of a

darker color, and rises from the ground early in

May, usually. On the top of these stems is a

head, shaped somewhat like a pine cone, made
up of scales similarly, which, like the pine

cones, bears its spores on their inner surface.

These spores are very curious, as observed
under a microscope, and present a very inter-

esting study, as they are quite sensitive to

outside influences. These stems shed their

spores when perfected, and afterwards the

barren plants appear, growing six to twelve

inches high. It is these which we gather in

our hay, principally, and are too well known
to need description.

Gray, in his Manual, says it is natural to

damp grounds ; but in this vicinity it is found
the most flourishing near the high banks of

the river, where the soil is the dryest in the

meadow.
Another remarkable fact connected with

feeding this weed by my father, was, that at

the usual time of sowing soft turnips, the fall

following, he applied th^ horse- manure made
from feeding this hay, to a square patch in

the houie-lot, on the whole of which the horse-

tail came in thick, and although the ground
has been cultivated with a view to its exter-

mination, it remains about as thick as at first.

The soil is a light sandy loam, with a yellow

porous subsoil, and is dry upland.

Although this weed has been fed many
years since, I do not recollect of its affecting

any other animal, nor have I known of any
other instance where it has been brought in

by the application of the manure made from
animals fed on the horse tail. Perhaps it may
be owing to its not being applied till it had
passed a fermentation. \V. H. White.

So. Windsor, Conn., Sept. 6, 1869.

For the New Engla^i Farmer.

DEEPER OR BETTER PLOUGHINQ.
As the time has come for the diplay of the

skill of our ploughmen at our annual Fairs,

and as the subject of ploughing is always in

ord T in agricu-ltural fsapers, permit me, by
way of introduction to a few remarks, to call

the attention of your readers to an article

published in the weekly Farmer of July 31,

by P. C. Thayer, in regard to deep ploughing,

and ask them to weigh well the questions he
has put in relation to his turning six or eight

inches of yellow, or "free soil," as he calls it,

to the top.

Now, Mr. Editor and brother farmers, I am
going to give you a few of my ideas about it,

and ask a few questions at the same time. In

the first place, he says he heard Horace Greeley

say an acre of soil one foot deep would produce
as much as two acres six inches deep, and an
acre two feet deep would produce as much as

four acres six inches deep. When we go to

Fairs and hear men give us a lecture upon
farming, we ought to take heed how we hear

and how we understand. I am aware that

many people, when they hear a man of great

abilities make a speech, go away with the idea

that he knows all about ik

I don't know Mr. Greeley, but I have read

some of his writings. I think if he had seen

the land Mr. Thayer ploughed up, he would

have doubted the wisdom of his advice, or of

its being followed as Mr. Thayer did. If he

would advise ploughing so deep all at once,

then I must say that either he or I have a

great deal yet to learn about farming.

Mr. T. asks if he has committed a blunder

in turning up six or eight inches of yellow dirt.

I think it is not such a blunder in his case as

it would have been with most farmers, and on

very poor land. Having had four coats of

manure before and one since, it must be in a

much better condition to recover from the

effects of the ploughing, than if it had had

none at all. He says his neighbors laugh at

him, but none of them recommend any rem-

edy, though they agree that it will prove a

great injury. I don't see much to laugh at.

We are all liable to errors, one way or another,

and the best way is to correct them as soon as

possible. I should anticipate that stirring the

subsoil thus deeply at once would be likely to

cause the soil to be porous and leachy. I

would recommend putting on liquid along with
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the other manures ; likewise to try a dressing

of salt and soot mixed, if it can he had.
Most farmers have some very poor land,

and if they go to ploughing as deep as Mr. T.
has done, because Mr. Greeley said so, it

would take them half as many years as they

ploughed inches deep to fetch their land up to

a profitable state for cultivation. Farmers in

this country plough up pieces neither round,

square nor oval, and all the way from half an
acre upwards, commencing at the outside of
the piece, going round and round, and form-
ing a dish in the middle. How would such a

piece look if we commenced sixteen inches

deep?
By ploughing fourteen to eighteen inches

deep, manuring heavy, and pulverizing well,

we mieht get a heavy growth of grain and
grass, mammoth pumpkins, squashes, turnips,

potatoes, &c., but our grain and grass would
be likely to be laid flat, and our vegetables

deficient in quality. But are these the crops

farmers find profitable ? Rusted straw, shriv-

elled grain, half rotted grass, and coarse

vegetables are far from desirable.

I have an upland farm of 700 acres, and you
will believe I have a variety of soils—some
deep and some shallow—but I would not have
a foot of it ploughed deeper than from seven
to nine inches. On portions of my farm it

would be amusing, I think, to see any of these

great speech-makers take a plough and plough
over three inches deep. Me thinks I see the

plough jumping one way and their legs going

another, as the implement worked its way
among the stones. But for all that, I get

good crops of grain, and grass of first quality.

When people advocate such deep ploughing

I think they are beginning at the wrong end.

It would be more sensible to recommend a

better mode of ploughing ; to plough more
thoroughly before we plough more deeply.

What is more unsightly than a nice, smooth
meadow, filled full of ridges by bad plough-

ing? Such fields are not only unsightly, but

they are an impediment in the way of the

mowing machine. There is no excuse for

such work. I have seen but very few pieces

of mowing since I come to this country that

could not be greatly improved by commenc-
ing at the proper place to plough, and finish-

ing off accordingly.

I will bring this scribble to a close, by re-

peating what some of your correspondents

say : "More practice and less theory," "More
brains," more light, and better judgment in

farmi.ng. E. IIebb.

Jeffersonville, Vt., Sept. 1, 1869.

Killing Apple Worms by Machinery.—
"Place early in June rags, not hay-bands, in

the forks of the tree, or trunk, below the

lower limb, and in these the larva will secrete

themselves to enter the chrysalis state. Once
in two weeks remove these rags, and destroy

the insects. Mr. Brown does it very quickly
and effectively by passing the rags through a
clothes-wringer. In this manner he believes

the nuisance may be got rid of ; and yet the
effort will be useless unless every owner of an
orchard does the same thing. There must be
united effort. Let every man feel it his duty
to urge his neighbor to act at once and per-

sistently, remembering that 'eternal vigilance

is the price of'

—

good fruit.''''—American En-
tomologistfor July.

AGRICULTURAL ITEMS.
—Equal parts of laudanum, alcohol and oil of

wormwood make an excellent liniment for bruises,

&c., on man or beast.

—Mr. Griswold, of Vermont, paid $3000 for

the Short-horn bull 14th Duke of Thorndale, when
a calf. He recently sold him to Mr. G. M. Bed-

ford, of Kentucky, for nearly $6000.

—The Gardener's Motifhly complains that books

on vegetable physiology are very much behind the

age, and regrets that there are not more students

in this interesting branch of science.

—Broom corn brush is selling in the central

part of Illinois at 20 and 25 cents the pound. The
expression, as "cheap as a broom" is likely to lose

something of its original force.

—Fifty-five kind-hearted farmers turned out

last week near Lansing, Iowa, and cut, bound and
shocked sixteen acres of wheat for the widow
Guilee, whose husband had recently been killed

by the kick of a vicious horse.

—A monument lately erected in Winthrop, Me.,

to the late Dr. Ezekiel Holmes, was dedicated

September 9. The address was by Dr. N. T. True
of Bethel, who remarked, "For the first time in

the history of our beloved State have public

honors been rendered at the grave of any of her

citizens whose life was devoted to the science of

agriculture."

—A correspondent of the Maryland Fanner says

that if farmers will look around they will find as

large blackberries growing on their lands, as those

sold by nurserymen at $3.00 to $5.00 per dozen.

He has one plant in his garden which cost $3.00,

and the berries are no larger than those on bushes

dug from his waste lands. It is his practice to tie

a string or mark around plants bearing the largest

fruit in Julj' or August.

—E. P. Savage, of Clinton, Iowa, raised last

year from a bushel of Early Goodrich potatoes

four and a half bushels of miserable, knotty, small

potatoes, and acknowledges that he said hard

things of the variety, but thought he would give

them another trial. This year the quality is equal

to any of the twelve varieties on his farm, and he

estimates the yield at 400 bushels per acre.

—The Canada Farmer says that the natural

course of vegetation does not exhaust, but rather

enriches the soil, by eliminating plant food, and
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restoring it to the land in decayed vegetable mat-

ter. It is the artificial method of growing crops

and removing them entirely from tlie land, with-

out any return, that exhausts or impoverishes.

—A correspondent of the Cincinnati Times says

that the following recipe will preserve garden

seeds and all kinds of grain and seeds from the

ravages of cut worms, birds, &c. One pound

sulphate of iron, one pound aloes. Dissolve in

water heated to 90 or 95° and pour over one bushel

of grain, and in a similar proportion for a greater

or lesser quantity.

—The Horticulturist says that if a fruit grower

has a muclv bed within reach he is fortunate. For

all light or loamy lands, the application of a hun-

dred or more loads per acre of well-prepared muck,

is of the most beneficial character. It should be

exposed to the air six months or even a year be-

fore it is applied to the soil, and composted mean-

while with lime, unleached ashes, or fish guano.

—Mr. L. B. Arnold gives the Country Gentleman

a marked instance of the fact that odors inhaled

by dairy cows will affect the milk. In Jnne he

lost a calf, the carcase of which was placed where

northwest winds carried the stench over his pas-

tures. It was soon found that the milk was tainted,

and was tainted or pure as the wind changed. The
cause being traced and removed the trouble ceased.

In another case dead horses in the cow pastures

caused serious loss to all the patrons of a cheese

factory.

—Leander Smith, a veterinary surgeon of St.

Louis, Mo., expresses the opinion, in the Journal

of Agriculture of that city, that glanders cannot

possibly be produced in man. He says that when
he was a stiident he knew a German chemist to

repeatedly inoculate himself with the virus of

glanders taken from a horse discharged as incur-

able, yet the chemist sufiered no bad effects. He
believes that in all cases the sickness and death of

men supposed to have been the glanders was

caused by some other disease. He believes that

glanders are confined to the equine race.

—A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer says,

gather your apples early if you wish to keep them

late. Gathered early, they are hard, and it will

be sometime—several months—before they will

have reached the period of ripening which the ripe

apple attains on the tree ; so that to pick early, is

to put off the ripening time. For very late keep-

ing, gather four weeks before ripe ; if wanted for

spring use alone, and n >-t early summer, pick a

week later ; if for February and March, a week
later still. Pick your fruit ; and from the tree put

into the barrel, to be no more touched till used.

Handling fruit hastens decay.

—Mr. N. Voss, of Waukegan, 111., writes to the

New York Farmers' Club, that he has succeeded

in obviating some of the unpleasantness of a privy

by not having any depression below the surface,

and placing straw on the ground, which absorbs

the moisture, and can easily be removed with a

fork once in two or three "weeks, with less work
than cleaning after a single horse or cow one

night. And but very little odor is emitted at any
time ; nor is it attended with trouble or expense,

especially on a farm. The daily addition of a

small quantity of dried muck or soil would be an

improvement.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

SEEDLING APPLE TREES.—TAP BOOTS OF.—SEEDS

OF EVERGREENS.—CULTURE OF HEDGES.

Will you through your valued journal, tell me
how to manage with 400 or 500 little apple trees,

growing from seed planted this spring ? Ought I

to take them up and keep them in a cellar this

winter ?

When transplanted, shall I cut the tap roots or

not?
When should evergreen seeds (hemlock) be

gathered, and when and how planted ?

Should I not get a better and more even hedge
by raising seedlings, than in any other way ? How
long ought it to take ? s. b. k.

Providence, R. I., Sept., 1869.

Remarks.—Let the apple trees remain until

next spring ; but if the soil in which they stand is

quite moist, mulch them thoroughly with hay,

straw, corn buts or branches of evergreens, or the

frost will be likely to throw them partly out of the

ground.

Transplant into nursery rows next spring, or

into the places where you wish them permanently

to stand. If we were about planting another or-

chard, we should take the latter course, and pre-

serve the whole length of the tap root, although it

is often as long as the tree itself. What is the

office of the tap root ? Is it not two-fold, to keep

the tree firmly in its place, and to find nutriment,

especially in seasons of drought ? Why, then, is

it cut off? In order to save time and labor.

'ihe spruce ripens its seed in the fall, and we
suppose the hemlock does also. The evergreen

seeds are poor keepers, and should be planted soon

after maturity. It is more diflScult to raise ever-

greens from seed in our changeable climate, with

its extremes of heat and cold, than in England.

We would refer you to a work on "Evergreens,"

by Josiah Hooper, published by 0. Judd & Co., or

to Warder's "Hedges and Evergreens," and should

be very glad to publish a fuller reply to your in-

quiries, which we solicit from some one better

posted than ourselves on these subjects.

"horse-tail."

Seeing an invitation for more information on the

effects of this weed on horses, I venture to give

my experience with it. I have seen it in many of ^
the valleys of the principal rivers in New England,
and in hundreds of other moist and wet places.

My attention was first called to it seventeen years

ago, by Mr. D. D. Clark, of Concord, N. H., who
lust a fine horse that exfiibited all the symptoms
of being poisoned. On making an examination of

the hay it was found to contain much of this
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weed. Remedies were administered, but the
horse died.

At that time I had two horses, one of which
sickened, refused to eat or drink, became stupid,
giddy, staggering; muscles rigid, and in a few
hours the animal became as inflexible as a statue

and died. The other horse would pick out the
hay and eat it, and leave every stock of the horse-
tail nniouched. 1 have seen other horses reject it.

Prof. Bajes says he Ibund nothing poisonous
in it. But that does not prove that it will not kill

a horse. This plant may not be injurious to all

horses. In localities where it is abundant, colts

may to far habituate themselves to it that they can
eat it with apparent safety, as a man by use can cat

opium enough in one day to kill several men who
had never used it before. I have long believed
that the bad condition in which we see many
horses in the spring of the year is in a very great
measure owing to this noxious weed being mixed
with the hay. Tlie old saying, '-What is one's
meat is another's poison,'' may apply in this case.

Some horses may havj a constitution and a power
of digestion, sufficient to overcome its deleterious
effects. But it will require more than one analysis
to prove that this plant is not injurious to some
horses. Thousands of farmers and other people
feed hay to their horses that they knoio is mixed
with this unwholesome weed! I have heard them
say, " VV^ell it never killed any of my horses !" If

not it was acting as a slowjjoisoii and in time would
tell to disadvantage. All the science in the world
cannot make out but what this plant ii destructive

to iha horse—poison ! Is there an antidote ? My
experience convinces me that a perfect one can be
had by the use of "water pepper," "smart-weed,"—Poljigonum Hydropiper. I have known several

valuable horses cured by giving them smart weed,
—all the hor^e would eat, green or dry. Now is

the time to cut it. Don't wait till the frost de-

stroys its virtues. It should be cured like hay.
Give your horse a pound of it every week, and
you will find him much benefited by it. I should
almost as soon think of keeping a horse without
oats as without smart weed.
There are several other plants beside horse-tail

that are poisonous to horses. Among which are

"Water Hemlock {Phellandrum) (Cicuta?) Black
Bryony, {Tamus) and Yew-tree, (Taxus). For the

last three poisons use smart-weed and powerful
cathartics. Dr. Boynton.
Lawrence, Mass., Sept. 6, 1869.

THE growth or PLANTS.

Editoes of the New England Farmer :—The
following interesting item has been going the

rounds of the press this summer:

—

NovEt. BUT TOO Effective Method of Raising
Beans.—Uowa Kmt a ntw uod ch ap method of rais-

ing that liuportant ariicle, the bean, has been discov-

er -d. To cave po es, suiifljwer seeds were planted

with the bf auB. 1 h j sunflowers came up first, and the

bea 8 in lime twined beautilully around the stalks.

But theeu: fl jwers beat the beans atgro-^ing, and soon
li.erallj raised the beans, roots and -M, high and dry,

from etie to five feet above the ground.

After I had enjoyed the reading of this several

times, it occurred to me to test its truth. Select-

ing a thrifty sunflower in my garden, I tied a
string round the stalk just above where a leaf

grew out, so that it could not slip, and attached a

stick just swinging clear of the ground at its lower

end. Siace then the sunflower has grown about

three feet—has got its full growth, in fact—and
vet the stick has not been raised in the least.

But if the sunflower stock did not go up at that

particular point where I happened to tie the string,

why should it at any other point; or, in other

words, how could the beans, in the above story, be

pulled out of the ground ?

This story, however, had reminded me of an old
query. When I was a boy and lived on the banks
of the Saco river, I used to hear the comparative
heights of memorable freshets settled by reference
to spikes driven into trees growing by the river's
edge. I asked if those spikes in thrifty trees
might not be carried above their original height
from the ground, but my father and all the old
river men said no. I confess, however, that I al-

ways had my doubts. But if the law of growth
in sunflowers and trees is the same—and why
shouldn't it be ?—this little experiment would
seem to prove that my father and the river men
were right, and that the above bean story is a
humbug. c.

Boston, Mass., Sept. 7, 1869.

Remarks.—With opportunities for watching the

growth of trees and other vegetables constantly

before us, it is singular that such paragraphs as

the above, and that other of a tree which grew up
through the hole in an old millstone until it filled

it and then gradually raised the stone from the

earth and wore it like a crinoline about its trunk,

should be sufficiently credited to obtain so general

circulation.

a sick cow.

Can you or any of your correspondents tell me
of a remedy that will cure my cow ? She became
sick early last spring, and bloated badly from
eating potatoes. She has now so far got over her
sickness, that she eais well and appears weil, with
the exception of being bloated very badly every
night. In the morning there is no appearance of
bloat. In rainy weather, when she eats wet grass,
she bloats worse than when she eats it dry.
Lunenburg, Vt., 1889. c J. c.

Remarks.—We know little of the proper rem-

edies for sick cattle, but would suggest in this

case to feed the cow on cut feed ; that is, hay cut

and mingled with a moderate amount of corn, oats,

or barley meal,—adding a little salt thiee times a

week. Old potatoes should be fed out in very

small portions. "We have known horses killed by
eating them in the spring.

NORWAY OATS.

I forward you a sample of Norway oats, grown
in afield of three acres which harvested 220 bush-
els of very heavy and clean oats. The seed used
was direct from the proprietor and originator. Col.

D. W. Ramsdell of Chelsea, Vt., and ju^t 165 lbs.

were sown. The heads are but a fair sa\»iple of
nearly the whole field, and were cut at different

stages while maturing. The two which are fully

ripe contain 140 and 150 well-developed grains in

each head. The green ones show the manner in

which they grow. We found beside an ordinary
yield that the grain stood up better than any of
our common oats and that we could get as good a
"stock" from them as Ir an wheat or rye, which is

a most valuable acquisiwAj in any grain for far-

mers to sow.
Other parties have advertised Norway oats, both

"white and black," and sold them as genuine seed.

In Pennsylvania the swindle has been operated to

some extent, by parties, I am sorry to say, who
publish an agricultural journal, as well as by our
own people here in Vermont. h. c. p.

Hartford, Vt., Sept. 7, 1869.

Please find enclosed a head ofNorway oats, grown
on my farm, that, I think, beats all you have pub-
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lished in regard to them. I count 143 hulls or pods,
and there are two grains in most of them, making
nearly 286 grains on the head ; and there are any
quantity of heads like it. They are the genuine
Norways, sown alter a crop of )jotatoes with no
manure this sca'-on. All crops look well except
corn. The principal crop here, is potatoes for the
factory. G. H. Watson.

Lancaster, N. H., Sept. 7, 1869.

While visiting the farm of H. II. Sargent in Ply-
moutli, Vt., last week, my attention was called to

a ticld of Norway oats, from half a bushel, sowed
May 12. There are from four to nine stalks from
eath sied. The average height from ground to

top oat is four fvCt. Average number of grains to

each head, as far as counted, was 175; in one head
from a bunch of nine straws we counted 224 good
oats, and 28 missing, as was seen by the enipty
hulls. Heads generally from eight to sixteen

inches, though there were those twenty-two inches
in length. All measured with a pocket rule, not
guessed at. When threshed will report result.

Ludlow, Vt., Se2}t. G, 1869. James Pollard.

BUNCH on a house's SHOULDER.

What shall I do for a colt that has a bunch on
the upper point of his shoulder blade. I expect it

was caused by a bruise some six months ago.

Blaudford,Mass., Sept., 1869. A Subsckiber.

Remakks.—Rub it daily with the hand, with

the tincture of arnica. Get arnica blossoms of the

apothecary, put them into alcohol until they are

thoroughly soaked. Put twenty drops of this

tincture into a wine glass full of water, and rub

the bunch, and about it, for twenty minutes once

or twice each day. Keep the tincture corked

tightly, and have it always on hand, as it is the

best remedy for kicks or bruises of any Kind, of

anything in our knowledge. It is also among the

cheapest, as a half pint of alcohol, and ten cents

worth of arnica will last a year or two if used

judiciously.

WILD CHERRY LEAVES.

Perhaps you will remember of my writing you
about a sick yearling, which I lost near this time
a year ago. From the descripdon I gave, you
thought cherry leaves must be the cause. 1 have
since moved into York State with my stock, where
they browse daily on cherry leaves ; and I think

if -.hey live through the fall, I shall beof the opin-

ion that cherry leaves are good for cattle instead

of poisonous. The cattle are now in good order.

The cows give a good quantity of milk, and our

butter is nice and of a rich color. Grass, as well

as cherry leaves, grows here. I saved a single

stalk which grew near ray house, that measured
six feet and seven inches. If tlie farmers of New
England can produce a taller one, I hope they
will measure it, and let us know. A. Niles.

Irona, N. Y., Aug. 23, 1869.

Remarks.—The statement above would scarcely

change our opinion with regard to the poisonous

qualities of wild cherry leaves. People have been

known to chew opium and swallow arsenic, and

live many years afterwards, but when they in-

crease the quantity too much, they suddenly die.

And so it may be with cattle. Where the feed is

good, they may take an occasional nip of wild

cherry leaves, and suffer no harm ; but if the grass

is scanty and dry, they would be quite likely to

eat sufficiently of the fresh and juicy cherry leaves

to cause death.

"Grass, as well as cherry leaves, grows here,"

says our correspondent, and we think that is the

reason why his cattle are not injured in their new
pasture.

Our advice would be to cut down and cast into

the fire every wild cherry tree on the farm, as they

are a complete nursery for caterpillars, and are,

without much doubt, poisonous to cattle, under
some circumstances, which may not be well under-

stood.

SWALLOW-TAIL BUTTERFLY

—

TapUio TumUS.
The worm you h?vc just sent me from Mr. J. T.

Lurvey, of Melrose, Mass., is the full grown cater-
pillar of Pff/)j7jo Turnus, our large, ])lack striped,
yellow "swallow-tail" butterfly. Very tiuly,

Sam'l H. Scudder.
Natural History Rooms, Bostott, Sept 13, 1869.

Remarks.—We copy the following description

of the larva, or worm state, of this species, from

a publication by the Smithsonian Institute, entitled

"Synopsis of the Lepidoptera of North America"
—"green above, whitish below; sides with seven

oblique, greenish stripes ; between the fourth and
fifth segments a transverse band, yellow before,

black behind ; on the third segment a lateral, as-

cellated spot, with two blue pupils; head flesh

color, neck yellow; feeds on various species of

Primus." The two horns or feelers, which par-

ticularly attracted the attention of Mr. Lurvey,

are noticed as "two retractile tentacles protruding

from the first segment." The perfect insect or

butterfly measures from three to four inches across

the wings, and is found in the United States gen-

erally.

NORWAY OATS.

I have a small lot of the "Norways," one head
of which I send you, which according to my count
contains 175 oats and measures fifteen inches.
As many as nineteen stalks have sprung from a
single oat, the straw of which is from four to six
feet in length. f. g. e.

Rutland, Mass., Aug., 1869.

Remarks.—Our correspondent's measure of

the head of oats received is correct, and we pre-

sume his count is also. A fine head of grain.

We have also received from "A Subscriber to

the Eleventh Commandment," Whitefield, N. H.,

a handsome head of white oats, eleven inches in

length, and well filled.

MANURING IN THE FALL.

I have a lot of manure in my barn cellar, just

as it was dropped from the stable through the

scuttles. It is mixed with an equal amount of
loam, used as an absorbent. The horse and the

cow manure are separate.

Now suppose after harvesting, I spread this ma-
nure on my corn ground, and plough it in three

inches, will it not thoroughly ferment and become
impregnated with the soil ? Where it now lies, it

is not wet—only damp, and lies up light, and I had
the impression that the horse manure would be-
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come^«e in the soil, witliout throwing over and
reiiuing before spreading; and that where both
horse and cow manure were spread, the soil in
spring would be in excellent condition for corn
again. J. W. Snow.

Cumberland, R. I., Aug., 1869.

Remarks.—You are precisely right, according

to our ideas, in regard to using green manure in

the fall. If ploughed under in the most crude

condition, it will undergo a slight fermentation,

and the escaping gases will be absorbed and re-

tained by the soil. It will make the land rich and
light, and place it in the best possible condition to

feed a crop the next season, so far as the manure
is concerned. It is, probably, the b est possible

way to use manure.

NORWAY OATS.

In a late number of the Farmer, I read your
description of a fine field of Norway oats ; three
heads of which contained respectively seventy-five,
seventy nine and ninety grains. On which I went
to a piece of my oats of the same variety, and
selected three heads that gave 240, 229 and 217
grains each. Then I selected five heads, all from
one seed, with the following result,—155, 214, 226,
219 and 237 grains, which make ten hundred fifty-

two grains, all from one seed. G. P. Hibbard.
East Brookfield, Vt., Aug. 23, 1869.

SWEDEN OATS.

A friend of mine gave me a handful of oats

—

less than half a pint—which were brought from
Sweden last season. I sowed them about the first

of June, on land that was not highly manured
last yenr and not at all this. Enclosed find a head
of oats raised from that seed. It has 110 grains,
if counted correctly. Many other heads have as
many. The average growth of stalk is four feet.

Have not harvested them yet. If I live another
year you may expect to hear from them again.

Temple, N. H., Sept. 6, 1869. Daniel Felt.

Remarks.—Head full thirteen inches in length.

It is a white oat of very fine appearance.

BLACK-LEG.

In the Farmer of July 17, (Monthly, page 413,)
I read a communication upon black leg that was
of interest to me, as I had just lost a calf by that
disease. And having had a little experience since
then with the disease, I send the following state-

ment to you, thinking perhaps it may be of inter-

est to some of the readers of your valuable paper.
About two weeks after losing the calf above re-

ferred to, another was taken in the same manner,
lame in one hind leg. I immediately upon the
discovery of the attack, made an incision through
the skin, and slightly into the flesh of the thigh,
of some five or six inches in length, and filled it

with fine salt and sewed it up. In about six liours

the lameness had decreased in the hind leg, hut he
wa5 lame in one fore leg. I then performed the
same operation on the shoulder, after which for

two or three days he seemed to be doing well, and
had lu arly recovered from his lameness, when the
other fore leg was taken lame. I then cut a
smaller ga-h in this shoulder, treating it the same

;

but in twelve hours after he was much worse, be-

ing so bad he could hardly touch his foot to the
floor. I then made a longer and deeper cut, and
found the flesh quite dark. Into this I put all

the salt the wound would contain. This has
cfl'ectcd a cure, I think, as this was five or six

weeks ago, and the calf is now in a thriving con-
dition, and to all appearance quite well.

The cause of the disease in this case, it appears
to me, could not have been any sudden change in
flesh or condition, as there was no such change.
In both cases the animals were in a fair thriving
condition. I attribute it to their drinking muddy
water, as they had been under the necessity of
drinking that or none for some time. I have been
told by others since then, that drinking muddy
water would produce black-leg. L. Jones, Jr.
Dover, Vt., Aug. 30, 1869.

attleboro' farmers' club.

Subject discussed at the session of September 6,

held at Charles Hay ward's

—

Improvement of Dairy
Stock. George Pierce, President, remarked that
there are between 800 and 900 cows in town, and
the greater part are comparatively inferior. Can
some one mention some way in which e.-^ch cow
can be made to give at least one quart per day
more, and so add over $8000 to the income of the
town in one year.
Mr. S. M. Stanley thought that more than one

quart per day can be gained by better feed and
care.

Mr. C. Hayward said that in addition to good
care, you must have good stock. In order to get
good stock, we must select the best breeds, and
then breed from the best animals of that race.

H. K. W. Allen remarked that as far as his ex-
perience goes, he has found the Alderney or Jersey
to be the best stock for butter; the Durham for

beef, and Ayrshire for beef and milk. It was de-
cided that the Ayrshires were best adapted to the
wants of the farmers of Attleboro'.
Mr. Wetherell, of the Boston Cultivator, ad-

dressed the meeting on this subject, and gave the
farmers some very useful and important informa-
tion.

The meeting was then adjourned for two' weeks
to meet at the farm of S. M. Stanlev, Monday,
Sept 20th at 1^ o'clock. Subject "the Art of
Farming." J. E. Hunt, See'g.

SUDDENLY DRIED UP.

I have a three-year-old heifer which has been
giving about a pail of milk to a milking, until a
day or two since, when she suddenly dried up to
about half a pint to a milking. She eats the same
as usual ; chews her cud and seems perfectly well.
Can some of your readers tell me what is the mat-
ter, and what is good for her, and oblige a sub-
scriber. E. w. K.

Stoughton, Mass., Sept. 1, 1869.

Remarks.—We can scarcely conceive of such a

sudden change, and are entirely at a loss to ac-

count for it. Who can tell ?

POULTICE FOR DRY AND HARD HOOFS—DRAFT FOR
FEET AND LLTNGS OP CHILDREN.

A subscriber in East Taunton wants to know
what to do for his horse's feet. I should not use cow
manure—think it will create more fever, but would
make a poultice of corn meal and soft soap, bind a
quantity while warm all around the hoof, top and
bottom. Let this be on over night or longer; it

will soften the foot the best of anything I Ivnow of.

If the heels are contracted, there is a patent .>-hoe,

made like any shoe except a small lip or spur
turned up on the inside near the heel (each side)

and the shoe made weak a little back of the toe

cork on each side. The shoe is now nailed on and
then spread with a pair of tongs a little ; do thiS

while the hoof is soft ; and in a few days a little

more. Don't spread too much at a time. Af;er
you get the hoof soft, keep it so by keeping him
olf the hard floor.

And I may as well say here that a poultice made
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of soft soap and corn meal with a little water, and
in severe cases a little mustard, is one of the best

drafts for the feet or lungs of children. Mothers,
try it on your little ones when they have a good
deal of fever and cough, so you "can't sleep of
nights." Put the drafts on feet and breast. Don't
put in but little mustard, so they can keep it on
all night. It is well to oil the bottom of the feet

and across the lungs first with hen's oil, or lard is

very cood. n.

Fairfax, Vt., Aug. 22, 1869.

ACCOUNT WITH A BAELEY CROP.

AVhile harvesting their own crops, farmers like

to hear how others have succeeded. And possi-

bly some readers of the Farmer may be inter-

ested in the following statement of the cultivation

and yield of a crop of barley on a hill farm. I

kept an exa t account of every item of expense,
&c". The field measures sixty-two rods, and was
broken up and planted to potatoes last year. Nine
loads of manure were applied to the laud, but as

I think manure properly applied will serve for

three crops, I charge the barley with one-third of

the value of the manure.

Barley Field, Dr.

To one-third of nine loads manure at $1.C0 . $3,00
PlQUghingand barreling % day, spanhorses,

at $3.75 2.50

Seed barley, two bnehels, at $1.75 3.50

Bowing 15
Cuttii g and raking 1.50

Getting in 75
Th eshing, three d lys, at $1.25 3.75

Cleaning up 75
Interest on land at 6 per ct. on $23 per acre 4S

$16 36
Barley Field. Cr.

By 21}^ bushels barley, at $1.25 $26.87
Btraw 5.00

$31 87

Profit $15 51
George H. Pierce.

Marlow, N. H., Sept. 6, 1869.

BAROMETRIC SPRING.

A never-failing spring of pure soft water on our
farm not only supplies a refreshing drink to the
stock, 1)ut is a perfectly reliable rain prophet.
Without any fee by way of bribe, or any incanta-

tions, or a7iy known procuring cause, it overflows
with a sudden rush, and within thirty-six hours
thereafter, there comes a rain fall. Summer
and winter, in wet seasons and iu the severest
drought, it never fails to give its seasonable pre-
monition.
The hidden arteries which supply this spring

have been traced to some rocky highlands, with
swampy intervales, a fourth of a mile from the
place of out-flow. The main artery has been
tapped by a well thirty rods from the spring, and
found to" be twenty-four feet below the surface.

The well, like the spring, is never dry.
In wet seasons, the spring sends forth, on the

average, a stream sufficient to fill an eight or ten
inch pipe. After running about one hundred rods,
this stream loses itself in a swamp. In the dry
season, this stream loses itself in a course of about
fifty rods. It diminishes in volume regularly, as

other neighboring springs do, with the progress of
the summer, or a drought,— except as already in-

dicated.
During the last week of August, and the first

four days of September, the water diminished rap-
idly, scarcely enough flowing to fill a two-inch
pipe. Ou Sabbath, Sept. 5., the stream was un-
usually sluggihh, reaching only about forty rods
from the f^pring. Monday morning, the 6th, it was
pouring forth, having more than doubled in vol-

ume, and filling its channel for a distance of not
less than eighty rods. Tuesday noon, as I write
this, the blessed rain is falling copiously, and my
little spring has, for perhaps the thousandth time
since our acquaintance began, proved a true
prophet.
Here are the facts, who will explain the caiise ?

J. H. Temple.
Framingham, Mass., Sept. 7, 1869.

SALTPETRE FOR BLOODY MILK.

I have a heifer that gave bloody milk six weeks
or more this season. There was no trouble with
the bag that I could see or feel. I gave her salt-

petre every other day most of the time, wl iie the
milk was bloody. Her milk is all good now.

Westboro', Mass., Aug. 29, 1869. W. S. Grow.

"G. W. C," Berwick, Me.—Our correspon-

dent is informed that the condition in which he
finds his cow is not an uncommon one, but one for

which no remedy is known. We have known
some in heat so often, and always barren, that

they were utterly worthless as dairy cows.

AGHICULTURAL ITEMS.
—An experienced Iowa wool-grower gives $1.50

as the probable average cost of keeping a sheep a

year in that State.

—Capt. F. Randall, of Lyndon, Vt., reports a

hill of potatoes in his garden in which the tops are

covered with tubers and none In the hill—an ex-

hibition of nature reversed.—i. w. s.

—A premium of $60 offered by the Massachu-

setts Horticultural Society for the best seedling

pear, has been awarded to the variety known as

the Clapp's Favorite, after a trial of five years.

—The apple crop of Michigan this year is abun-

dant in some places and very light in others. Or-

chards which have been kept in tillage are more
productive than those in grass. The present crop

of pears is said to be the largest ever produced in

Michigan.

—The Massachusetts Agricultural College open-

ed its fiill term September 3, with additions to its

corps of instructors of Captain H. A. Alvord, of

the United States Army, as Professor of Military

Science ; E. H. Barlow, of Amherst College, in-

structor of rhetoric and elocution ; and Dr. A. S.

Packard, Jr., of Salem, leading lecturer on ento-

mology.

—A correspondent of the Maine Farmer says

that for the two last seasons he has been using

wooden boxes lined with slate, for packing butter,

which answer a very good purpose and have many
advantages above anything that he has ever seen.

The boxes can be made of any required size. The

joints can be made water tight, they are very cool,

easily kept clean, and free from any risk on ac-

count of breaking.

—Mr. S. D. Lewis, of Rock County, Wis., writes

to the Prairie Farmer that he bought a perfectly

white, thoroughbred, three-year-old Short-horn

heifer, of the W. R. Duncan stock, in spring of
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186-1. She did well as a milker the first season.

In 1865 her milk was measured and her butter

weighed. She calved April 20, and from that time

till October 10, she averaged thirty-seven quarts

of milk a day, and fourteen one-half pounds of

butter per week ; and from October 10, to March

1, 1866, when she was allowed to go dry, she aver-

aged twenty quarts of milk a day and eight pounds

of butter per week. In good condition she would

weigh about 1700 pounds.

For the New England Farmer,

KEW ENGLAND FAIR AT POKTLAND.

The sixth exhibition of this society has been

held, and each State represented in its organi-

zation has had the honor of having one of its

Fairs within its limits. It is not my intention

to attempt at this late day a detailed report of

the late fair, but simply to indulge in a few

reflections or criticisms.

Whenever a society holds its fairs in differ-

ent places, it is expected that the members
living in the locality where it is held will make
special exertions to have their section of coun-

try well represented. And when it came to

the turn of the largest and best agricultural

State of the six, there was every reason to be-

lieve this fair would excel all preceding eflforts

;

that the earnest co-operation of the Maine
State Society would have made this a grand
exhibition of the agriculture of New England

;

that visitors from other States would have a

fine opportunity for seeing the products of

Maine and comparing them with those of their

own localities.

But in this hope we were disappointed.

The contributions of Maine, excepting in

horses, would not make a respectable county

show, and the exhibition, as a whole, was not

what many had been led to expect. Massa-

chusetts contributed to all the departments

;

Vermont and Connecticut, con.-iJering the dis-

tance, did very well in th3 stock department,

while New Hampshire and Rhode Island sent

very little. It was a noticeable fact that the

bulk of the stock belonged to a ^e'w individu-

als. Why some animals were sent, it was

difficult to decide, unless it was to swell the

numb ^r of the herd, or on account of some
secret or hidden excellence. However, there

were many valuable animals upon the grounds,

and their owners deserve credit for the time,

money and care they expended, and the risk in-

curred in bringing them thus before the pub-

lic. It is pleasant and highly instructive to

look at and examine the different breeds, side

by side. More can be learned in a few hours

by such ocular demonstration than can be

gatherei from reading pages of descriptions

and theorizing.

The more we see of the different breeds,

the more thoroughly are we convinced that the

Ayrshire is the type for the greater part of

New England ; while the Shorn-horn families

may be preferable for the Connecticut valley

and a few other favored localities. The Jer-

sey may rightly be called the gentleman's cow,
and probably will continue to be popular in

towns and in small rural residences where only

one or two cows are kept and where they re-

ceive the best of care and keeping. There is

a happy medium in the size of all our domes-
tic animals, below or above which it is not

profitable to breed. Th3 smallest and most
compact structure by which the desired end
can be attained, is the best. None will deny
this proposition, where work is the leading

object. Of two cows of unequal size, but giv-

ing the same amount and quality cf milk, I

should prefer the smaller. There is also as

surely a limit, where beef is desired. One
could not help noticing the crowds that col-

lected around the fat oxen of monstrous pro-

portions, while fat animals of ordinary size

apparently attracted little or no attention.

In one of the Farmer's weekly reports of the

Brighton market, last spring, the sale of sev-

eral of the overgrown and extra fat beeves

was noted. Their owner came to market with

an apparent air of satisfaction, fully persuaded
he should receive extra prices, when, after

much parleying, he was obliged to sell for one
or two cents per pound less than was paid for

smaller oxen. Too much tallow and bone to

cut up to a profit was the butcher's objection.

A bullock dressing about one thousand pounds
is the most profitable to retail.

In the sheep pens, three classes were well

represented, the Merinos predominating in

numbers. Whatever may be the quality and
quantity of wool a sheep will produce, it is

evident, since it can be so easily transported

long distances, there must always be a sharp
competition with foreign importation. Some-
thing, therefore, besides great wool-producing
qualities is needed here, in close proximity to

large markets. Thin, lean mutton is, at best,

dry picking. Merinos are not popular with

butchers. The long wools, like large cattle,

are only adapted to rich pastures ; hence the

middle wool families are likely to return the

highest profit in New England, in the long

run.

The show of swine was very small in num-
bers, but was meritorious in quality. No an-

imal improves faster, under careful manage-
ment, than the hog, and it deteriorates, with

equal rapidity, from neglect and injudicious

treatment. Since pork has been produced at

the West in such quantities and at such low
rates, and since the horse, the ox, sheep and
even poultry have received so much attention,

the porcine race has fallen into the back-
ground, and it is confidently affirmed by many
that there were better hogs twenty-five years

ago, upon our farms, than the average found
on them to-day. It was gratifying to meet at

the pens a ge.itleman who has lately entered
the arena of stock-breeders, and is making the

hog his specialty,—Dr. Calvin Cutter, of
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Warren, Mass., author of a work on physi-

ology. The Doctor had numerous specimens
of his stock with him, and was untiring in an-

swering questions of the most inquisitive.

One of the leading objects sought by him is

early maturity, as he believes the profits of

keeping swine in this rough, cold climate must
be made during warm weather.

Too many American stock-breeders engage
in the business for recreation or mere spec-

ulation. Having acquired fortunes in other

pursuits, they have only a general knowledge
of what they undertake, and do not give the

personal attention to it which it should receive,

but trust all the minutia to others. They en-

ter upon the work suddenly, spend money
lavishly, and after awhile leave the business

as abruptly, and accomplish comparatively lit-

tle good. For the improvement of our do-
mestic animals, men are needed who have not
only the requisite knowledge, but a taste and
love f r the business which shall claim much
of their time, and a firmness of integri'y that

shall not only refuse to breed from animals
with any blemish, but to sell them to others for

such purposes, though solicited to do so.

As might be expected, where a society be-
stows the major part of its funds upon horse-

men, the show in that department was large.

Many noted animals were upon the ground
and we anticipated a rich treat at the stables.

Approaching the first, it was locked; the sec-

ond was locked ; third ditto. Finding that

peeping tracks and grated windows didn't pay,
we directed our steps to any place where we
saw a crowd, which indicated an open door.

The stables of Gen. Knox and a few others

were wide open, and the attendants courte-

ously answered all questions ; but four-fifths

of the stables were securely locked, and it was
only by chance that even a glimpse of their

occupants could be obtained. Now if it is

right to lock up the horses from public gaze,

why not lock up the cows, sheep and swine.''

All visitors have not whole days to spend upon
the grounds, and what they see must be seen
quickly, and is it unreasonable that thoy claim
accei-s to everything upon exhibition ?

The exhibition at the hall occupied twelve
rooms, two of which were large halls, and so
far as space and convenience of arrangement
were concerned, they were all that could be
desired. But where were the products of the

large orchards, dairies, and grain and potato
fields of Maine, or of the gardens around Port-
laud and other ci'ies ? They should have filled

the two largest rooms at least, and crowded
the merchants and mectianics into the smaller
ones. Do not farmers come to these fairs to

see and compare the products of their own
labors ? Are not these Fairs called agricultu-

ral ? Why then allow merchants and manu-
facturers to monopolize the apartments to ad-
vertise their wares ? Upon this occasion all

the vegetables, grain and products of the dairy
were consigned to the darkest and smallest of

the twelve rooms, and one table in another
held all the fruit ! The display of flowers,

though not large, evinced careful culture and
good taste in their arrangement.
The show of potatoes indicated there were

present at least two gentlemen who are mak-
ing this vegetable a study. The specimens of
the grower from North Berwick, proved that

he knew how to grow potatoes, and his readi-

ness to impart infoimation was particularly

gratifying.

There was one feature of the show new to
the writer,—the display of the bakers ; sev-

eral of whom presented large and varied as-

sortments. There is no doubt that baking
can be done cheapest in large establiahments

;

and if bakers would only use better stock and
less chemicals their customers would increase,

especially during hot weather. Anything that

can be done to encourage the meritorious

bakers confers a favor upon the public. And
why should not our agricultural societies give
greater attention to this branch of domestic
economy ?

When the winners of prizes, whether for
stock or implements, parade their laurels, the
thinking man will inquire, Under what circum-
stances were they won ? How great was the

competition? The Dutch stock, for instance,

has been at several fairs and received as many
premiums, there being no other competitors of
the kind. How coulu the committee do other-

wise than award them a prize? The same
may be said of the few Kerry cattle present
upon this occasion, With the Jerseys and
Herefords, after dividing the number present
into the different classes, and allowing three

prizes for each class, the competition was by
no means sharp, nor were the labors cf the

committee perplexing. If thtre were twenty,
thirty or tifty animals competing for a single

prize, as at some European fairs, then the suc-

cessful winner might well exult over his tri-

umph. A prize under those circumstances
would be worth contending for, and fairs

would well repay breeders for going many miles

to attend. n. s. t.

Lawrence, Mass., Sept. 14, 18G9.

For the New England Farmer,

HOURS OF LABOK OBT THE FAEM.
The conclusion of Judge Colburn upon this

subject, given in the Farmer of July 31st,

does not appear to be applicable to all locali-

ties. The farmers of Vermont are highly

favored, if they can support themselves by
working fewer hours than mechanics. The
fact speaks well either for their skill as hus-

bandmen, or for the fertility of their soil.

Would that farmers throughout our land

could earn their living by laboring upon an
average eight and three-quarters hours per

day during the warm season, and not more
than an average of eigho for the whole year.

Then would their occupation assume a different
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aspect; it would be more attractive to the

young, and the aged would have less reason

to complain of its unremitting care and toil

;

while all could experience in a larger measure
the ease, comforts, and pleasures which agri-

cultural orators and poets are wont to associate

with rural life.

A few years ago farmers and mechanics
were everywhere upon about the same level,

as regards the number of hours that consti-

tuted a day's work, and as to the severity of

the labor. In those days carpenters hewed
timber, planed boards, made doors, blinds and
windows, and got out all the finish by hand

;

consequently the trades then required strong

men and long days, and young men did not

leave the farm to find lighter work in them.

But since the universal application of ma-
chinery to the arts, mechanics have gained
great advantages over the tillers of the land.

The steam engine, water wheel and horse

power are doing the work that used to tax

human muscle to the utmost ; and mechanics
are becoming mere tenders of machines,—the

hardest part of which is the steady, close con-

finement to one thing.

With relief of severe labor, has come a
gradual reduction of the time required for a

day's work, until now, here in eastern Massa-
chusetts, ten hours constitute a day for car-

penters, masons, painters, machinists and
laborers in brick-yards, and upon roads, «fec.

In the cotton and woolen mills and lighter em-
ployments, ten to eleven hours are required.

Shoe-makers and hatters, who work by the

piece, generally accomplish their tasks in eight

to nine hours. Mechanics in governmental

works are on duty only eight hours. These
figures represent the extreme time. There is

the usual preparing for work, and at its close

cleaning up, washing, &c., to be deducted.

This occupies fifteen to thirty minutes, so that

mechanics do not really render their employ-

ers the above named periods of time. Most
promptly do they obey the signal for quitting

work. School-boys do not watch more closely

the hour for dismission. Be business ever so

pressing, or weather ever so favorable, all

extra time is over-work, and is paid for at a

high rate of compensation.

Upon every well regulated farm it is ex-

pected that the milking should be done, stock

fed working animals cleaned, breakfast over

and all hands ready for the field by seven

o'clock. One hour for dinner, or less, accord-

ing to the press for work ; then five hours more
in the field, with supper about six, after which

come the evening chores. Here are ten hours

labor in the field, beside the regular morning
and evening chores.

This is not a low estimate, for upon many
milk farms, morning milking commences at

five o'clock, and upon some as early as four,

throughout the year. On market gardens
about Bosfon, fifteen and sixteen hours are

required of all hands working by the season.

Day hands do not make as many hours, but
these are only usually employed for fair

weather.

Farmers lose no more time than carpenters
or any other out-door laborers, on account of
wet weather, and make as long days in win-
ter; for, with modern farm buildings, there
is plenty to be done during storms and ex-
treme cold, in the manure cellar and tool-

room,—cleaning and painting wagons and
carts, cutting roots, hay and cornstalks, keep-
ing all kinds of stock clean and comfortable.
There are some, and I believe Judge C. is

one, who do not regard "chores" or barn work
as a part of a day's labor. By what rule or
principle they arrive at this conclusion, I do
not understand. Certainly the followers of
the various trades do not work two or three

hours per day without compensation, however
trifling the service rendered may seem. The
moment the first blow is struck their time be-

gins. The same rule should apply to farm
hands. From the time of taking an implement
in hand, their day should begin.

The advantages which mechanics now enjoy
over farmers, are the chief cause of the scar-

city and poor quality of farm help, and one
great reason why farmers' sons are so eager
to leave their homes and their fathers' occu-
pation. Farmers have something to do to

reach the ground now attained by mechanics.
Every device which inventive genius can sug-

gest to lighten the wear and tear of human
muscle should be adopted. The days should
be shortened as much as possible. But, oh,

this is a difficult part of the problem. It will

require a long time to bring about that har-

mony and concerted action we see among
mechanics. If many plans have been proposed
and failed, let us not despair, for perhaps
Congress can, at a single act, settle this ques-
tion and give the desired relief, since it has

recently reduced the hours of labor for a large

class of our citizens, and by a stroke of the

executive pen decreed that they shall receive

the same wages as when they wrought ten
hours.

O, ye legislators, when ye come to our au-

tumnal fairs to look upon your constituency

and talk about the pleasures of rural life, the

wonderful developments of our country, the

great importance of an honest and intelligent

yeomanry to a nation's welfare, and excite our
vanity generally, tell us something new ! Ex-
plain this labor question, if you please, and
say why one class of our citizens should work
only eight hours and still receive the same
wages as those who labor ten upon the same
kind of work ; and show us farmers how we
can aceomplish as much for ourselves, our

families and our country in a short daj 's la-

bor as in a long one ; or, in other words, how
to manage our farms on the short time move-
ment. Is not equality of rights the acknowl-

edged main spiing in legislation? and we
desire to share equally in the toils and rewards
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of labor, as well as enjoy equal rights in poli-

tics and religion. N. s. T.

Lawrence, Mass., Aug. 20, 1869.

Remarks.—So far as we are acquainted

with the rules in force at factories and shops,

the "preparing for work" at the commence-

ment of a day's work, and the "cleaning up.

washing, &c.," at its close, spoken of by our

correspondent as occupying from fifteen to

thirty minutes, are not done in "working

hours," but before or after the striking of the

bell, or the blowing of the whistle, which

marks the beginning and ending of working

time.

yor the New Englavd Farmer,

WHEAT RAISING.
Keply to "Jchn"—Sod Ground—Ploaghing in Manure—

Leacbing and Evaporation—High Culture.

Your excellent correspondent "John,"

—

who doubtless has a surname which many o'

us would like to know, asks the question

"sod land is good for spring wheat?"
My answer is briefly this. No time must be

lost for the spring crop. Hence your "early

corn land" will have but an insignificant green

sward to plough in seasonable for the wheat,

and I would recommend that it be pioughed in

deep late this fall, when in full vegetation.

Few of the gases from decomposition will be

lost before the ground' freezes. The freeze

and thaw of winter mellows the farrows for

shallow re-ploughing in the spring. Then use

Stetson's harrow (the best grain coverer yet

discovered) for putting in your fertilizer with

the grain, two or more inches deep. Then
roll, and I think your chances are good.

Harrowing in grain and half ploughing land,

are prominent defects in the cultivation of

wheat and other spring crops. The culinary

garden is finely pulverized and highly manured
—for what? To make the vegetable growth

healthy and large. If you desire long parsnips,

carrots, beets, &c., you spade orplough deep.

I believe this is the true principle, in fitld cul-

ture. I would rather bury my green manure
six to eight inches deep than have it two inches

under the surface to be drawn upon by the

hot sun and the drying winds. I doubt the

correctness of the theory of "leaching" and
believe in the evaporation and exhalation of

the gases from the surface. As they permeate

the soil, or rise to its surface they nourish the

roots of the vegetable. I endorse John's old

farmer of ninety, who "ploughs in his ma-
nure."

I will briefly give a few facts, though I be-

lieve that each one must study and experiment

for himself, and if we blunder on better re-

sults than those obtained from the teachings o

the books or of "science," let us hold fast

to that which we find best.

The past summer, I planted a small piece of

corn on old land which was very mellow, spad-
ing in manure. Another piece adjoining was
a stiff soil and the grass si.x to eight inches

high. This was spaded down deep, with no
other fertilizer than the sod. The old patch
promised best early in the season, but when
severe drought came, the grass plot stood it

best and produced the best corn; the result,

in my opinion, of I he decomposition of the

deeply buried vegetable matter, the heat and
fertilizing properties of which tended to the

surface. 1 also planted Hubbard squashes,

using a weak compost of hen manure in the

hill. Then by way of experiment I dug a

deep hole and put in clear hen manure and
covered it t'lx inches with soil, in which I put

a single plant. This single vine produced
more growth of stalk and more squashes than

six other vines, and withstood ihe drought
much better. The ascending gases did the

work, whereas if the roots bad come in con-

tact with the manure, it would have been al-

most instant death to the plant

The largest crop of winter wheat—forty- six

bushels to the acre—ever raised in Massachu-
setts was on old pasture land, six miles from
Boston. Pig manure was ploughed in. A
portion of it lorlged in a thunder storm, or the

yield would have been over fifty bushels per

acre.

How often, when manured in the hill, does

corn stand stunted and yellow till the roots get

away from the heating manure, and then it

begins to grow green and rank. How much
larger the crop, if this manure had been
spread where all the roots, which are almost

innumerable, could have caught up its enrich-

ing gases which make the "blade and the ear."

Try an acre ploughed in with green manure
and an acre dunged out in the hill, with equal
quantities Then another experiment may be

worth trying. Put, say, thirty cartloads on
three acres, in the hill. Then spread and
plough in thirty cartloads on one acre, and see

which will produce the most corn ; counting

the cost of the hours' and days' labor from the

plough to the corn crib, and note the result.

The same principle will apply to the grasses

and all other farm crops. H. Poor.
Yonkers, N. Y., Sept. 20, 18G9.

"WHEAT AFTER CLOVER

,

In some strictures on the remark made by

Dr. Voelker, the great agricultural chemist of

England, that "the very be.-t manure for wheat

is a good crop of clover," Mr. W. R. Carter,

in a communication to the Canada Farmer

says :

—

Clover is an excellent preparer of the ground
for wheat. From remote ages the farmers in

the south of England have sown their wheat in

the autumn on their clover leys. But it ia
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only in the south of England that wheat suc-

ceeds after clover. In the north of England
it fails. In Yorkshire, Durham, and all north-

ern counties, the farmer takes oats after clo-

ver. Svr James Graham many years ago tried

to introduce the south of England plan on his

Cumberland estates. He offered great induce-

ments to his tenants. They sowed their win-

ter wheat on their clover leys, and were half

ruined by the unfortunate results.

As I have said, under some circumstances

wheat after clover fails, and even in the south

it i only 0:1 the light sandy soils that clover

beats farm-yard dung. If that dung were
rotten and solid it would beat the clover on
the light lands too. To grow wheat at all on
those lands it is absolutely necessary to make
the land compact. A heavy, bevelled iron

wheel follows the plough and compresses the

furrow, forming a hard-bottomed drill for the

seed. If farm-yard dung, in the condition it

is in when generally used by farmers, were
ploughed into the light land, the "presser,"

as it is called, would have little effect, and the

crop would be lost. On land of a moderate
consistency, good heavy loam, the farm-yard
dung would produce a much better crop than

clover. And then all good farmers in the

south of England top-dress their wheat. Some
use guano, some soot—any ammoniacal dress-

ing.

ALSIKE CLOVER.
This new variety of clover is attracting

much attention from the West and in Canada,

and bids fair to be a valuable addition to our

forage plants. We hope it will be tested by

some of our enterprising farmers on the soil of

New England. We copy the following ac-

count of the clover from the Prairie Far-

About two miles from St. Charles, is a field

of some seven acres of Alsike or Swedish clo-

ver, trifolium hyhridum. This variety of

clover was disseminated throughout the West,
in a small way by the Patent Office, some
years ago ; but it is believed that but little or

nothing remains of the product of the seeds

that were then distributed. The seed with

which this field was sowed, was imported

by Mr. M. M. Baldridge, last year. His

principal design in introducing this new vari-

ety of clover, was to furnish a material for

bee food, that would be plentiful at a time

when other flowers were scarce. He has since

become convinced, that the new plant has

other claims than that of a producer of honey
;

that it will furnish abundant forage for cattle

as well as food for bees.

This clover, as its name implies, is a hybrid

of the ordinary red and white clover ; and
while it partakes somewhat of the nature of

both of these, it has some peculiarities that

belong to neither of them. Its roots are fi-

brous, and of unusual length, which would
seem to insure its hardiness and its ability to

withstand drought. This abundance of root
growth would also show that it will prove a
very valuable fertilizer for worn-out fields,

and that it will be a desirable crop to precede
wheat. The stalks are much smaller than
those of red clover, and do not turn dark to

the same extent when the plant has matured.
The foliage is also much more abundant, and
the same is true of the blossoms. The flow-

ers are very beautiful, of larger size than
those of the white clover, of pinkish color,

and are very fragrant; they also continue
longer than those of either variety of the clo-

ver that is common with us. In England, they
are at pains to have a sufficient amount of fra-

grant plants in the hay. to impart to it an
agreeable scent. A small proportion of this

clover grown among Timothy and red top

would on this account, we think, be very de-

sirable.

It is said to be more abundant in seeds than
either of the other varieties of clover, and,

unlike red clover, matures its seeds from the

first set of blossoms. When we visited the

field it was past the season of full blossoming,

but the leaves were still green and the stalks

showed no signs of blackening. Only four

pounds of seed were sown to the acre, but the

stalks were sufficiently thick, and we should

judge the yield of hay would be from one and
a half to two tons to the acre. This clover

has proved to be very valuable for furnishing

honey ; the bees coming to it in great swarms
from St. Charles, throughout the period the

clover remained in blossom. Mr. Baldridge
has been so well pleased with this new clover,

that this year he has sown over fifty acres of it.

Remarks.—We notice in the Prairie Far-

mer that Mr. H. M. Thomas of Brookline

County, sent to the office of that paper a stalk

of Alsike clover seven feet and one inch high,

and says he could send a ton as nice and as

large.

Feeding "Whet to Milch Cows.—^After hav-

ing had considerable experience in feeding whey
to milch cows, Mr. X. A. Willard says ia the Ru-

ral New Yorker that he regards it as very objec-

tionattle. In the first place the nutritive value of

whey, of which over ninety-three parts in a hun-

dred are water, is less than is generally supposed.

It is very liable to make them scour. Like dis-

tillers' slops it increases the quantity of milk, but

decreases its quality. In hot weather the milk

from cows fed with whey soon sours ; and some-

times will show a decidedly acid condition as soon

as drawn, if tested with litmus paper. Such miik

soon becomes perceptibly sour to the taste and

passes rapidly into putrefactive fermentation.
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EXTRACTS AND BEPLIES.

SEEDING LAND IN THE FALL.

I should like to inquire through the Farmer, if

it is a good time to seed land to grass in the fall ?

I have about one acre, part of which is too wet to

seed in the spring. Would it be likely to winter-
kill to seed it in the fall ? Also, what would be
the best kind of seed to sow ? I have seen a mix-
ture of red-top, timothy and clover recommended
for such land, but never have known the red-top
sown in this vicinity. Corn large enough to boil

!

Cabot, Vt., Sept. 2, 1869. S. B. Blougett,

Eemarks.—It is good husbandry to seed land

to grass in the latter days of summer, or the early

days in autum. It is a little too late now. If the

grass does not root and get a fair hold of the soil,

it is quite likely to be started out by frost and be

winter killed
; yet we have known good farmers

to sow clover seed just before the ground froze up.

A good plan would be to prepare the land this

fall by thorough ploughing, pulverizing and level-

ling, and sow eight quarts of timothy seed, one

bushel of red-top, and six to ten pounds of clover

seed, just as early in the spring as the surface can

be properly harrowed. If the land is moist and

rich, you will probably get a stout crop the first

season. Some, however, object to sowing clover

seed early in the spring, believing that the frost

kills the young plants, and prefer to delay till

danger of frost has passed. But by so doing we
are liable to injury from droughts, which often

succeed our spring rains. We solicit the opinion

of farmers as to the best time for sowing clover

seed.

MUD-DAUBER "WASPS.

—

Pelop(Bus lunatus.

I send you a specimen of "homes without
hands," which is quite unlike anything I havo
ever before seen. Two of these singular domicils
were located on the walls of the house this season,
and I supposed them to be the work of mud wasps.
One of the nests, however, fell a few days since,

and I was surprised to find it colonized by spiders.

A worm of a whitish color and not quite an inch
in length, was found among the debris, and like

the spiders, exhibited but little vitality. Wishing
to learn something of the habits of these little in-

sects, I send you the remaining house and its in-

mates, and perhaps the transportation may be to

them as great an event as the recent removal of
the Hotel Pelham, in your city, was to the inhabi-

tants thereof. Mattie.
Marlboro', Mass., Sept., 1869.

Remarks.— "And now we approach a great

mystery," says Dr. Walsh, in an article on wasps,

as he commences a description of this species.

He had been describing the various Digger Wasps
—see American Entomologist, Vol. I., page 122

—

which dig holes in the ground for their nests, and

then remarks that some naturalists, not being

aware of the habits of the Mud-daubers, have ad-

vanced the erroneous opinion that it is only among
the bees and true wasps that we find the habit of

constructing nests with materials brought from a

distance. This the mud-daubers do. Yet not-

withstanding this peculiarity he classes them with

the digger wasps, as the differences between the

daubers and diggers are not regarded as sufficient to

justify distinct classification. Instead of exca-

vating the earth for its nest, the mud-dauber
gathers the materials for its construction from the

neighborhood of wells and other places where

water is habitually slopped upon clayey ground,

and plasters them on the interior of buildings or

other sheltered spots. These nests are composed
of one or more layers or tiers of clay tubes ar-

ranged side by side and end to end. Here are the

houses of the future oflFspring of the mother wasp,

which she is never to behold, but for which she

provides with a wonderful instinct. How she pro-

ceeds to carry out her purpose is told by Dr.

Walsh, who, in describing the general habits of

this class of wasps, says:

—

Flying forth among the trees and bushes, and
eagerly scanning the hidden recesses of the most
tangled herbage, the female wasp,—and we are al-

most ashamed to say that it is only the female
that works, the male being an idle gentleman who
occupies his time entirely in sipping honey and
gallanting the ladies,—soon discovers a specimen
of the particular kind or kinds of insect or spider,

which it is the habit of the species to which she
belongs to select. Seizing it and pricking it with
her sting just sufficiently to paralyze it forever,

but not so as to deprive it of life, she then flies off

with it in triumph to the already constructed nest,

and returns for additional specimens, till she has
accumulated a sufficient supply of meat to feed
one of her own larvae to m-aturity. She next de-
posits a single egg among the still living but par-
alyzed animals that she has collected, seals up the
mouth of her nest or cell, usually with earth or
tempered clay or fragments of wood, and is otF

once more to build and provision new nests and
repeat the same process over and over again, until

her stock of eggs is exhausted. The larvas that
afterwards hatch out from these eggs are in every
case soft, legless, whitish maggots, with a some-
what horny head and a strong pair of jaws, but
no other weapons whatever, whether oQensive or
defensive. Yet, strange to relate, they live at
their ease among the prey collected for them by
maternal forethought ; and this prey is often a lot

of bees that, if in full vigor would sting them to
death in a moment, or a mass of ravenous spiders
that, but for the fatal poison infused into their
vitals, would like no better sport than to gobble
them up at a single mouthful.
"But," it will be asked, "why this unnecessary

cruelty ? Why not at once sting the poor bees, or
caterpillars, or spiders to death, and put them out
of their misery ?" The answer is, that the lar-

vtB of these wasps live several weeks before they
are full-fed and ready to form their cocoons ; that
during all this period they require fresh meat;
that the time of the year when these operations
take place is during the beats of the summer; and
that, throughout that season, insects or spiders
that were stung to death would putrify and be-
come unfit for fjod in a single week. There are
seldom any mistakes in Nature. The Power that
created the wasp knew what kind of food its laiva
required; and — whether by direct or indirect
means it matters not—He has so organized the
mother-insect, that she is enabled and impelled to
provide for her offspring the right kind of food, in
the right quantity, at the right time, and ift the
right place. With a vatt apparatus of steam-boil-
ers and hermetically sealed cans, man has at
length succeeded in preserving meat, fresh and
untainted, for an indefinite time. With nothing
but her good sharp sting and her little bag of poi-
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son attached to it, the female wasp, ever since the
creation of the world, has been doing the very
same thing in its own department of life. Yet,
because the animal is comparatively a small one,

wetoverlook and despise the beauty and simplicity

of the process by which it works. In reality, how-
ever, this process is just as wonderfully ingenious,

as if a ship-owner had the power of provisioning
his ship with living sheep and living oxen, man-
ipuia'ed in such a manner that they could be
packed in the ship's hold like so many hogsheads

;

that they should require no food or attendance
there, and neither kick nor struggle, nor bellow
nor b'eat, but lie perfectly still; and yet that,

whenever wanted tUr food, they could be hauled
up out of the ship's hold and converted at pleas-

ure into good fresh, juicy beef and mutton.
In some cases, a single caterpillar, or spider,

forms sufficient food for a single larva; and then
the nest is provisioned with only a single individ-

ual, la other cases, as v/ith several species of
wood wa-ps, that bore nests for themselves in

timber, and provision them with plant-lice; nearly

a liundred individuals are stored up for a single

larva. The more usual numoer is from half a
dozen to a dozen. In no known case does any
digger wasp attempt to rear more tlian a single

larva in a single nest. As already hinted, each
species of digger wa^p usually selects a particular

species, or, at all events a particular group, either

of insects, or of spiders, as food lor its young;
but there are several exceptions to this rule, owing,

no doubt, in part, to the occasional inability of the

mother insects to procure the appropriate kind of

food in sufficient quantities. Some provision their

nests with grasshoppers, some with cockroaches,

some with snout beetles of various kinds, some
with ants, bees, and in Europe even with honey-
bees; a few with different kinds of bugs, frog-

spittle insects, and plant-lice ; a great number of

them with various kinds of two-winged flies, and
a still greater number, perhaps, with the larvas of

various moths; and, besides all these, many dis-

tinct speiies, belonging to widely distinct genera,

prey up3n spiders.

WHEAT TURNED TO CHESS.

I notice in your last issue an item from the Dixie

Farmer, concerning the changing of wheat to

chess. We all know how often this theory has

been broached and how strongly defended or at-

tacked, and while myself an unbeliever in any
such transmutation, I desire to give you an in-

stance reported to me on good authority,—by an
eye witness,—and will leave you and your readers

to explain the matter if you can.

About two years ago Mr. P. H. Strong, of Pom-
fret, Vt., sowed a piece of mowing ground, rather

moist soil, near his barn, about three-fourths of an
acre, with winter wheat, as nice seed as could be

obtained, and not a particle of chess to be found
in it. The following spring, to all appearance, the

wheat wa5 in good condition, seemingly not win-

ter killed in the least. During June, passers-by

commented frequently on its flourishing appear-

ance—stout, thrifty, and promising at least thirty

bushels to the acre. On heading out, the whole

piece was chess; hardly a head of wheat in the

field! He cue it for fodder. My informant saw
the straw in the barn after cutting, and it was as

stout as any wheat straw he haa ever seen, and
apparently identical in appearance.

Now the question arises, Where did the chess

come fiom, or what became of the wheat? And
another query : Has any one ever seen chess in

spring wheat ?

Now, Mr. Editor, will you tell us whether chess

is anything more than imperfect wheat? Will

chess giow when planted, or is it like the mule, in-

capable of propagating its kind? I do not wish
to start a controversy, but I know there are many
farmers who thoroughly believe in the change or
degeneration of wheat to what is called chess, and
you may convince them possibly of their error.

Thetford, Vt., Sept., 1869. e.

CL'LTIVATION OF THE CRANBERE.T.

It seems singular that this fruit is so little culti-

vated, when there is nothing that can be made so
profitable to those who will engage in it. When
you can get from ^10 to ^25 per barrel for the
truit, what is there that will pay so well about the
farm ? I see large pieces of land on many firms,
now lying worthless to their owners, which would
bring them almost fortunes in a few years if they
were got into good cranberrv meadows.
Mode of cultivation.—The swamp or meadow

should be thoroughly drained, the surface soil

taken off from six inches to one foot deep, being
sure to take all the grass and weed roots out, as
the vines will do nothing if they are suffered to
grow with them ; then sand should be carted on
about six inches deep—coarse, yellow sand is the
best; when this cannot be obtained gravel will do.
The vines should then be set from one to two fjet

apart, j ust as you like, in small bunches ; the nearer
thev are set the sooner they will cover the ground.
Build a dam so as to flow them in the fall. Keep
the water on all winter, and till about the middle
of May. They will begin to fruit the second year,
and will increase for ten or twelve years, when
they should be reset. They frequently produce,
in good locations, from four to six bushels per
rod. Vines can be obtained in this neighboriiood
at a reasonable price. Geo. M. Wonson.
East Gloiicesle); Mass., Sept. 16, 1869.

native oats.

Mr. M. C. Peck, of Benson, Vt., has left with us

a stool of forty-two stalks from one kernel, which

came up in a potato field on the farm of Elliott E.

Smith of that town, from seed probably dropped

in the manure. He was not able to give the num-
ber of grains, as the hens harvested the crop and

neglected to keep a record. It shows, however,

that under favorable circumstances our ordinary

oat is not far behind the crack varieties.

TOP DRESSING.

Last year I had a piece of grass land that for

two years had borne but very little, and I con-
cluded to plough it and cultivate it a year or two.
Early in the fall I gave it a good coat of manure,
intending to plough it under at once; but being
delayed a little, I found the grass started finely,

and, with the advice of a neighbor who watched
it closely, I concluded to leave it and see what
would be the result upon the crop. Last spring
the grass started and grew finely, and I cut a heavy
crop of hay, of the first quality. A strip on one
side of the piece was not manured, and the hay
was much lighter; but a good second crop of
clover has sprung up on it, while on the manured
part, scarcely any clover appears. Why is this ?

The grass on both parts was alike last year. If I

can obtain manure, I intend to give it another
dressing this year.

GRAPES.

I have a Concord vine that h^s borne a few
grapes several years. I have cut the vines hack to

two eyes, every fall, until lastyear, when thinking
I could obtain more fruit by leaving more vine, I

left them three or four feet long. This year it

hangs full of grapes, but the wet and cold weather
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has retarded their growth. They are Pmall and
later than usual. I fear they will not ripen. We
had frost in low places the 7th, 9th, and 31st of
last month, and the 1st and 2ad of this, but I

tliink no damase was done. Granite.
Bloomfield, C. W., 2th mo., 1869.

BARKEN APPLE TREES.

I have an apple tree which blossoms full every
year, but never bears any apples. Can you inform
me oK an\ thing I can do to the tree to make it

bear ? My land is a light plain land.
Noilh Orange, Vt., 1869. F. G. Holden.

Remarks.—About two years ago we published

a statement by a Wardsboro', Vt., farmer, who
accomplished this object by taking a ring of bark

2^ inches wide from a limb of a barren tree, when
it was in blossom. In a communication just re-

ceived the writer, who styled himself "An apology

for a Farmer," says : "That limb retained its vitality

through the season, and the apples remained on it

until harvest time, when it died. Last year I rung

two limbs on the same tree, taking only about J of

an inch in width of bark, entirely around the

limbs, with the same result as to their fruitfulness.

These two limbs bore more apples than all the

rest of the tree. During the season the bark

formed a connection, and those limbs are thrifty

this year. This should be done when the tree is

in full blossom. Some recommend splitting the

bark of the tree in several places ; but so far as I

have tried it is not so beneficial as ringing, Prun-

ing apple trees is too much neglected. I pruned
a tree last winter which had borne but very few
apples for several years, which now has a larger

quantity than formerly. Again, the land is not

kept rich enough in orchards. It should be kept

in as high a state of cultivation as is required for

corn or even squashes. The grass, also, should

be kept away from the trees, and the ground made
light. Many set their trees too close together;

forty feet apart is plenty close enough, in my
opinion."

A very successful fruit raiser near Boston, in

addition to such cultivation of his orchard as en-

ables him to raise squashes between the rows, puts

coarse meadow bay around the trees, as a mulch,

which remains during the hot, growing season. A
load or two of muck might benefit your tree.

When the country was new, fruit grew almost

spontaneously ; now it must be cultivated, as other

crops are cultivated and tended, especially if the

trees are set on "light plain land."

yelloxD clover, as it has a yellow blossom ; or Tri-

foil, because the leaf branches into three parts,

and nearly representing a circle.

"We found this clover in the wheat fields, and
some other places, in Addison County, Vt., a few
weeks ago, where it was looked upon as a new
comer. The people had given it the appropriate

name ot creeping clover, on account of its vine-like

appearance. We have never seen it until this sea-

son, nor had the people there. It is also new to

our correspondent. Wood, in his work on Botany,

says this plant is indigenous from N^iw Hamp-
shire to Virginia. Where has it been that so many
persons have not seen it.? What peculiar condi-

tion of the soil or atmosphere has made it active

now ? Who can tell ?

THE creeping CLOVER.

—

TrifoUum Procumbens.
I send you enclosed some seeds of what seems

to be a species of clover. It runs like a vine, has
yellow blossoms and a leaf like clover.
You may be f.imiliar with this species, but as it

is new to me, I send it for your inspection.
It grows in our factory yard, and I have no

duu it the seed must have come in the wool re-
ceived. Thos. Talbot.

Lowell, Mass., Aug. 23, 1869.

Remarks.—This is a beautiful little plant, and
besides the botanical name given above, is called

CRAB apples.

I send you, by express, half a bushel, comprising
a few of the varieties of my Crab Anpl-s. The
fruit this year is not of usual size. I put in a
cluster of the Rose of Stanstead, twenty-two in
number, which I hope will arrive in good f^rder,

that you may see how beautifully they grow. I

have similar clusters of from ten to sixty apples.
A few of the thirty varieties that I have are
wrapped separately, with name attached. I have
other varieties that equal or excel tho»e sent. My
rule for preserving this fruit is, one pound of sugar
to one pound of apple, l)oi!ed until sott

Derbg Centre, Vt., Sept. 29,1869. B. Bryant.

Remarks.—In the Weekly Farmer, June 26,

and at page 380 of the Monthly, an illustrated

avticle on crab apples was published. Mr. War-
der, in his American Pomology, says that our na-

tive crab,

—

Pgrtis coronaria,— though showing

some slight tendency to variation, has never de-

parted from the strongly marked normal type.

These specimens we suppose are of the Siberian

crab,

—

Pyrus baccata,—which Mr. Warder says

has wonderfully improved under culture, and has

produced some quite distinct varieties. The Sibe-

rian is adapted to a northern latitude, and we had
no idea of the size and variety of this fruit until

we saw it exhibited at the Fair at Burlington of

the Vermont State Agricultural Society. Here
were over one hundred varieties from the grounds

of a single exhibitor.

Among the varieties marked by Mr. Bryant
were "Blushing Maid," weighing three ounces,

"Montreal Beauty," "Ladies' Favorite," "Rose of

Stanstead," &c., all of fair apple size. Most of the

fruit is nicely colored, and presents a fine appear-

ance.

We have a cow bought in April, said to have
calved in January. After we had kept her a short

time, she began to give clotted milk, for about two
milkings at a time, once in two or three weeks.
On the evening of July 6, 1 found the right hind
quarter of her bag badly caked, milk dirty and
clotted, and three quarts less than usual at night.
Milk continued poor for four days. The milk in
the other three quarters appeared as good as usual.
After this her milk was good for two months.
September 10, I drew one-half a teacupful of
clotted milk from the same hind quarter. The
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history of the cow previous to April is unknown
to me. She is a good milker, about eight years old.

Melrhse, Mass., Sept. 20, 1869. 8.

Remarks.—You have given a correct descrip-

tion of a disease too well known among dairymen

as the garget. In our younger days poke or gar-

get root was the common remedy. A bit of the

root, the length of one's finger and half its thick-

ness, was put into a potato and given every other

morning. A farmer in Roxbuiy, Mass., told us

last year that he finds a few messes of beans, half

a pint at a time, once or twice a day, a sure cure.

Tomatoes have also proved beneficial. Others

treat a gargety cow much as they do theriaselves

for a cold—keeping her in a stable with a warm
dry bed, with a nourishing but light diet. The
doctors recommend doses of twenty grains of

Iodide of Potash, given three times a day in her

drink. One ounce makes twenty-four doses of

this size.

SOURING OF PORK BRINE.

Will the Editor, or some of the readers of the
Farmer, tell me the cause of pork brine souring,
and what will prevent it? I salted one-half of a
pig last fall, using Liverpool salt, and about four
weeks ago the brine began to sour. There is nearly
a peck of salt in the bot om of the barrel. The
barrel had been used before, but appeared to be
sweet. Some say it will sour in a brown ash bar-
rel ? Is taat the cause ? J. L. M.
Jay, Me., Sept. 10, 1869.

Remarks.—It is the first instance of souring of

brine that we have heard. Only one reason occurs

to us that should cause it, and that is the use of

Liverpool salt. Packers in this region never use

that salt for pork. Some years ago the United

States Government instituted experiments in the

use of salt for packing meats, and the report was

that Liverpool salt is unfit for preserving pork. It

will answer for beef, we think it stated, but not for

pork, as it is said to contain too much of the sul-

phate of lime. Use good rock salt, such as is

called "coarse fine," and the brown ash barrel will

be harmless, probably.

swamp muck and stable manure.

Will you inform me through the columns of the

Farmer whether it will pay to draw swamp muck
a disance of three miles, at a cost of ten cents per

load ? Can draw fifty bushels per load.

Which would be the most profitable, the muck
drawn that distance, or stable manure a distance

of six miles, at a cost of one dollar per load ?

WUliston, Vt., Sept. 5, 1869. Onyx.

Remarks. — If your statement is understood

correctly, it is that the first cost of the muck is ten

cents, to which is to be added the cost of hauling

;

and the first cost of the stable manure, one dollar,

beside expense of transportation. By way of re-

ply, let us ask you a question. If you have expe-

rience in the use and results of good muck, do

you think that good stable manure is worth ten

times as much per cord, or load, as good muck,

with the cost of three additional miles to be added ?

With a great deal of experience in the use of muck

on various soils, we do not hesitate to say that we
should decidedly select the muck if it is of good
quality. Still as we should favor a mixture of the

muck and the manure, why not try some of both

together, say one cord of manure to two or three

of muck, well mixed ; and with each separately,

and benefit the readers of the Farmer by report-

ing the result of your experiments.

foretelling the character of the sugar
SEASON.

For many years I have been trying to find out
some way or rule by which I could tell, in advance,
the probable yield of maple sap,—whether large
or small. With all farmers who have large sugar
orchards this would be an important item, could a
rule be found to this end ; for fixtures and help
would be secured accordingly.
Some winters when we have had but little snow,

and the ground has been frozen to a great depth,
I have noticed that in the spring following, we had
a heavy flow of sap, and a large quantity of sugar
was made; again, I have noticed that when we
have had a large quantity of snow, and the groimd
but little frozen, the spring following would be an
excellent sugar season.
Up to the present, I have not been able to deter-

mine, in advance, the yield. Presuming that other
sugar-makers are as ignorant upon this point as
myself, I wish to call the attention of all inter-

ested in this matter to an Indian vn\& on this point,

which I learned a few years since, and have since
carefully noticed, and thus far without a failure,

in my locality. The statement of the rule or law,
is this : If the maple leaves ripen and turn yellow,
and the buds perfect themselves so that the leaves
fall ofi" naturally, without frost, then there will be
a good flow of sap the following spring; but if

there is a hard frost that kills the leaves, and they
fall off prematurely, before the bud is perfected,
then we may look for a poor yield of sap. In
other words, the flow of sap will be more or less

abundant in proportion to the ripeness of the tree

before frosts the previous autumn. I invite the
observation of sugar makers as to the correctness
of this rule in their localities.

Timothy Wheeler
Waterbury Centre, Vt., Sept. 25, 1869.

KEROSENE FOR LICE ON CATTLE.

The use of kerosene oil for the destruction of
lice on cattle has been condemned by some of the
writers for the Farmer. Used as has been stated,
it may justly be condemned, and every body cau-
tioned against it. But I have used it with perfect
safety and with entire success. To one pint of
lard oil add a single table spoonful of kerosene,
and after mixing them well together apply one-
half of it to a common sized animal with a sponge
or rag, rubbing it in well from head to tail, and
in three or four days use the other half in the same
way. In these proportions I will warrant the
ointment safe and sure. F. G. Holden.
North Orange, Vt., 1869.

foot-rot ( ?) IN PIG8.

Last spring a farmer in this vicinity had a litter

of seven or eight pigs. When a week or two old
they showed signs of disease in their feet and legs,

which seemed like the foot rot in sheep. He did
nothing for them, and they began to die off. After
losing three or four, his wife began doctoring them,
using various kinds of herbs, without success, till

there were but two left. Then she thought of tar,

and spreading tar on pieces of cloth she wrapped
them on the pig's feet, and in a few days they be-
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gan to heal. But the disease, whatever it was,
seemed to settle on the lungs, and their breathing
could he heard in the house. Then she tried other
remedies^, among which was "Motber Bailey's
Soothing Syrup;" but one pig persisted in dying
in s;)iteof Mother B. The other was taken up for

dead, but finding life was not extinct, the farmer's
wife gave it a dose of '-Condition Powers," and
perhaps a second do^e, and the powders cured the
pig, and to-day it is worth twelve or fifteen dollars.

Can any of the readers of the Fabmer tell us
what ailed the pigs, or what would have cured
them ? F. D.

Berlin, Vt., Sept. 22, 1869.

SUDDEN FAILURE OF MILK.

Allow me to give my experience in a case simi-

lar to that mentioned by "E. W. R.," in Farmer
of Sept 25. One night, eight or ten years ago, in

June or July, when cows were giving a paillul at

a milking, one of my cows gave only about one-
half the usual quantity, and the next morning
not more than two or three quarts, and by the
second morning less than a pint. The cow eat as
well as ever, and all that I could discover unnat-
ural was a slight discharge of thick matter from
the eye, which formed in scales at the corner, and
the horns were as cold where they joined the head
as at the tip.

A neighbor told me to put spirits turpentine in

the hollow on the top of the neck, back of the
head. After four applications, night and morning,
the horns were as warm as natural, and the cow
gave nearly her usual quantity of milk. Since
then I have tried the remedy, always on the first

appearance of the disease, several times, and have
found one or two applications sufficient. Think I

have seen it tried at least a dozen times, and never
knew a failure ; still I do not know the cause or
nature of the disease, or the reason why the tur-

pentine produces the desired effect. Star.
Chippenhook Springs, Vt., Sept. 27, 1869.

MODE OF TYING UP CATTLE.

I beg through the Farmer to reply to the in-

quiries of Mr. Jason E. Hart. New Haven, Vt.,

about tying up cattle, though I feel somewhat diffi-

dent, for two reasons. First, I have so frequently
answered questions in the Farmer, that I fear lest

I should be considered a "bore." Second, that
advice from an Englishman may be regarded by
some Americans as old logyism and of questiona-
ble utility in this land of "progress." But sup-
posing Mr. H. to be a plain' sort of man, like my-
self, and that he cares little whether the best plan
comes from English or Yankee practice, I will as
clearly and as briefly as I can give him an idea of
the construction of cattle stalls, ways and modes
of feeding, watering, tying up, &c., in use by the
great ox feeders of England.
The cattle stalls or sheds have floors of brick,

stone or boards, laid inclining a little to the cattle's

heels, so that all wet runs off into a gutter a few
inches below the stalls, and is conveyed into a tank
below the fold or stable, which receives all the
soakirgs from the fold. This liquid is pumped
up into a large iron box, halt' round, without any
top, and which swings on pulleys, so that up hill

or down it always hangs even. Thus the liquid
manure is conveyed to the grass land and scat-

tered over it much as water is from a street water-
ing machine.
By the side of each ox is a straight, smooth

post, firmly fixed, on which is a large iron ring
and a chain, similar to a waggon lock chain, which
is fixed round the neck of the ox ; so that the ox
can at pleasure raise his head as high as he likes,

and when he lies down or rises, the ring slips up
or down the post easily, and is no. detriment to

\

the ox in lying down or getting up. The cattle
are tied up to Aice each other, with a road or pas-
sage between them, with an outlet at each end,
and sufficiently wide for a man to take in as much
hay as he can carry on a fork, or a pair of large
water backets with yoke. Between each two head
is a half round cratch or crib, for hay, and threo
troughs. One each for cut turnips, bran-meal and
brewers' grains, and the third for water, lieing
lined with lead, so that two animals can drink out
of the same trough. A shed of the dimensions
you speak of would have several doors behuid the
cattle to clean out at. The troughs are fixed quite
four feet from the ground, the space under tuem
being open.

Stall-fid cattle when put up to feed are not loosed
again till taken to the market. All the best meat
is stall-fed in England. Thousands of acres of
mangolds, Swedes and white stone turnips are
grown there and are cut by a machine into slices

about 1^ inch wide for cattle and slicep. Some
farmers boil their turnips, scald the meal and bran,
and mash up together. Before cattle are tied up,
they are turned into a field of mangolds or turnips,
hurdled off. When the enclosed lot is eaten pretty
close, the cattle are moved farther into the field,

and a leaner lot takes their place. This process
goes on till ready to tie up. I hope my reply
will meet your pleasure.

John Whatmore.
Bridgenorth Farm, \

Dunleith, III., Sept. 24, 1869.
\

concrete door-steps.

Three years ago I wanted some door-stones. I

had some cement left after making a cistern. I
made square boxes, at the door where I wanted
the steps or door-stones, just in the shape I desired
the door-steps. I then mixed up coarse gravel and
cement and made a mortar or concrete, mixing in

cobble stones, and filled these boxes or moulds.
In a short time I removed these moulds and placed
boards over the steps for people to walk over
till the concrete was hardened. These cement
steps remain perfect, neiiher the frost nor weather
having injured them, and they are now so hard
that they wear as little by walking over them, as
would a common stone.

I think this the cheapest way to get up a set of
door-stones. They should be made in the spring
of the year, so that they can have the summer and
fall to harden in. N. F. English.
Hartland, Vt., Sept. 6, 1869.

SICK HOGS AVITH PURPLE SPOTS.

Last year my hog was taken sick in hot weather
and purple spots appeared on it that werj h srd

like bone. One of my neighbors intbrmed me that
some years previous he had a similar case. He
showered it with cold water and it got well. I did
the same with mine two or tbree times a day and
it recovered. I thought the disease was caused by
the hot weather. 1 had not thrown any water on
to it, nor wet its nest ls others did.

Farmer Student.
Wardsboro', Vt., Sept. 15, 1869.

Preserving Eggs.—A Parisian paper re-

commends the following method for preserva-

tion of eggs :—Dissolve four ounces of bees-

wax in eight ounces of warm olive oil ; in this

put the tip of the finger and annoint the egg
all around. The oil will immediately be ab-

sorbed by the shell and the pores filled up by
the wax. If kept in a cool place, the eggs,

after two years, will be as good as if fresh

laid.
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AGKICULTUKAL ITEMS.

—The Maine Farmer asks, "Is there any consis-

tency in paying a premium of five hundred dollars

for the fastest trotting horse and only ten dollars

for the best wheat field in the county ? There may
be, but we cannot see it."

—A correspondent of the Dixie Farmer gives a

report of the sex of the calves raised on his dairy

farm this year. The bull used was a two-years

old Alderney. The cows were of d fferent grades.

Twenty-eight cows produced fifteen males and

thirteen female calves; twelve heifers brought

nine male and three female calves.

—Mrs. Jahn S. Jones, of Strafford, N. H.,

brought fire from Durham sixty-three years ago,

and for over sixty-one years that fire was not per-

mitted to go out. Unfortunately about two years

ago, this sacred fire, as it may well be called, went

out and had to be kindled from fire borrowed at a

neighbors.

—Hon. T. S. Humrickhouse, of Coshocton, says

in the Ohio Farmer that the old and new clips of

wool in that section have been all sold, and that, in

consequence of the failure to breed them for the

last three years, there are but few ewes under four

years old. If this thing is continued much longer

—God forbid that it should be—our fine wooled

flocks will soon have ceased to exist.

—The Bellows Falls, Vt., Times says that a few

mornings since Dr. 0. F. Woods led his horse out

to eat iu the front-yard, when the discovery was

soon made that the horse could not eat. An ex-

amination showed a shingle nail standing upright

inside the lower jaw. It was soon removed and

the horse commenced eating all right. The nail

must have got in by eating oats or hay, and en-

tered the jaw in this singular manner.

—For worms in calves' windpipes, a disease

most prevalent in dry summers, and often occa-

sioning great mortality, our correspondent, V. M.
Hubbard, Rochester, Vt., communicates to the

Woodstock {Standard, the following remedy :

—

Asafcetida, 3 ounces; aloes, 3 ounces; vinegar 1

quart. Boil together till dissolved. Give each

calf a tablespoonful in each nostril every third

morning, taking care to hold the head well up to

prevent waste.

—Mr. I. Sanborn writes to the Country Gentle-

man that the durability of shingles will be much
increased by dipping them into gas tar and rosin

boiled into a pitch, while boiling hot; they need

not be dipped within six inches of the top. A
lively hand will do 2000 per day, and boil the

pitch. It expels all dampness and fills up all

cracks and worm holes, and makes them next to

slate. They have been on his house since 1856, lie

very close, are sound, and to all appearance will

last thirty years to come.

—The Lewiston, Me., Journal says that E. L.

Sturtevant, a graduate of Bnwdoin, class of '63,

and a native of Winthrop, is now devoting himself

to scientific farming in South Framingham, Mass.

Mr. Sturtevant has been to Europe this season

and imported choice Ayrshire stock, sheep from
Scotland, &c. He has on his farm six ir.ilch cows
and sends milk to the Boston market. He is ex-

perimenting on the ratio of food to milk, relative

value of food, &c. He has a farm of about two

hundred acres, and raises fruit, hay, grain, &c., in

abundance.

HOilSEMEN ON THEIR DIQKITY.
At the Fair of the New England Agricultural

Society, last year, there was so mu( h money paid

out for "premiums" on fast horses, which were

claimed as soon as d<!clared, that the managers

were under the disagreeable necessity of inform-

ing the exhibitorsjof stock, implements, &e., that

only a portion of the premiums awarded to them
could be paid, for want of funds. That this should

not occur again, due notice was given this year

that in case sufficient money was not received to

pay all the premiums, those awarded to the ex-

hibitors of trotting horses, as well as of cattle,

sheep, &c., would be paid jaro rata on the receipts.

But this frank and honorable condition was not

satisfactory to the horsemen. The Boston "Turf"

correspondent of the New Hampshire Mirror and

Farmer rebukes the managers in the following

dignified manner, in a letter in relation to the

Portland Fair :

—

The Races.—The managers of the Fair did a
very foolish tiling when they advertised tuat trot-

ting premiums would be paid pro rata upon the
recci;jts, for turf men object to trotting their horses

for the benefit of the exhibitors of sh<;ep and swine,
and con.--cquc'htly several first-ciats horses who
were booked far Portland remained in thtir stables.

Sevcfal of the races were quite exciting, however,
and the crowds in attendance were well satisfied

with the sport.

Fruit Growing in Missouri.—We have re-

ceived a catalogue of the Bushberg Vineyard, Jef-

fei'son Co., Mo., I. Bush &Son, proprietors. Some
th rty-eight of the sixty pages are devoted to de-

scriptions and illustrations of grapes, with remarks

on their cultivation, wine-making, &c. But with

all their advantages of climate and soil, horticultu-

rists have their troubles there as we have here.

Dr. Hull of that county recently remarked, people

have gone into the business freely, not knowing

the discouragements they would meet with. They
have found so many insect enemies to contend

with, that many have become discouraged. But
still this catalogue is a pleasing evidence of the

rapid improvement of this comparatively new por-

tion of our country.

DoMKSTiCATXNG MiNKS.—There is an estab-

lishment at Cambridge, N. Y., for breeding
mij.ks for their fur. It is said that the cost is

very slight, and that the income f>om one
mink and her increase will exceed that from a
good cow.
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EMBDEN OB BREMEN QEESE.

This variety was introduced into tbis coun-

try from Holland, by the late Col. Samuel

Jaques, in October, 1821. Mr. Hewitt, an

English writer, who favors this variety, says

:

"The Embden goose has prominent blue eyes,

is remarkably strong in the neck, and the

feathers, from near the shoulder to the head,

are far more curled than is seen in other

birds. The plumage is pure white through-

out ; bill flesh color, and legs orange. One
of their great advantages is this,—that all the

feathers being perfectly white, their value,

where many are kept, is far greater in the

market than is ever the case with colored or

mixed feathers."—"The quality of the flesh

is about equal with the Toulouse ; but the

Embden is the earliest layer, and frequently

rears two broods in one season, the young

ones proving as hardy as any with which I am
acquain'ed."

Mr. Bement says, the quiet domestic char-

acter of the Bremen geese (pauses them to lay

on flesh rapidly ; they never stray from their

home, the nearest pond and field satisfying

their wants, and much of their time is spent

in great repose.

Our cut, which we copy from the Pairal

New Yorker, is from a photograph of a pair

exhibited at Birmingham, England, whose

weight was fifty-four pounds.

Remkdy for Black Knot.—Afrer care-

fully paring olF the excrescence thoroughly,

saturate it with spirits ot turpentine, wilh a
paint brush, being careful not to touch the

tree except in the diseased part.
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FALL PLOUGHING.

MONG farmers there

IS much diversity

of opinion and

practice as to

fall ploughing.

Some object to

the practice, but
^ on the whole

we think it is becoming

more general. There are

several reasons why we

i
would leoommend it, two

or three of which we will

mention

1 The team is in better

condition in the autumn.

It comes from the pas-

tures or stalls fresh and

strong in the clear, cool

and invigorating weather,

instead of the weakness

and lassitude which seems to aifect animals as

well as men in the spring.

2. The weather is cooler, and both man and

beast will be able to perform more labor than

in the warm and showery weather of April and

May.

3. In the spring it seems necessary to

plough, whether the soil is in suitable condition

or not. Seed time is rapidly passing, and the

routine of work must go on. If one crop is

delayed, it is likely to delay another, and con-

fusion and loss is the result. In the autumn

no such circumstances exist. It is optional

with the farmer when and where to plough,

and he can perform the labor leisurely and do

it well, and not feel anxious about it. If other

work is suggested, the plowing may be left

without detriment for a day or two, and the

other work performed, and all things go on

smoothly and well. All this is the reverse of

our circumstances in the spring.

4. Where it is intended to lay land to grass

in the spring, the work may be greatly facili-

tated in the fall by removing the stones, if any

are upon it, ploughing, harrowing, and level-

ing; by filling the dead furrows, mending

places that were missed in ploughing, and get-

ting the whole field into a condition fit to re-

ceive the best mowing machine among us, when

a grass crop is produced. If not washed by

rains, the land will be ready for the seed in

the spring, and only require a single harrow-

ing and brushing to complete it. Under such

circumstances, oats, and other crops that re-

quire early seeding, may be got in with half

the labor required if these preparations have

not been made.

The above operations all refer to the me-

chanical preparation of the soil for a crop.

There are other considerations, and among

them, that fall ploughing greatly

Aasists the Pulverization of the Soil.

The mechanical division of the parts of soil

is known by all farmers to be a great improve-

ment to it, but few, however, who admit this,

go far enough in this particular. No one be-

lieves that a heavy clay soil will produce good

crops unless it is thoroughly divided by some

mechanical means, though it be well manured.

Even a sandy soil may become too compact

for the admission of air, rain and heat, if long

left untouched, so that there will be no free

growth of roots which are started in them.

The first object, then, in the preparation of

the soil,—after drainage, where it is needed

—

is to get a deep one. The roots of many
plants go deeply into the earth, and often re-

quire all the moisture it contains. If the soil

be thin, water, in wet weather, will be likely

to lie on the subsoil, and thus injure the plants

;

and in dry weather it may be too suddenly

evaporated. When the soil is deep, in wet

weather the rain escapes downwards, and the

plants sustain no injury ; and in dry weather,

if the moisture is exhausted at the top, new
moisture arises from the bottom and makes

up for the deficiency.

The next important point is to make this

deep soil a -fine one ; that is, its particles so

separated or comminuted that rain water will

not flow through it as it would through a col-

lection of pebbles or coarse sand, but be ar-

rested by it at once, and retained there for ac-

tion on the minerals and other sources of nu-

trition which are in the earth. In this deep

and fine soil another point is gained of the

utmost consequence to the prosperity of the

plant,—the roots can have a wide and unob-

structed range in search of the food which

they need.

The food of the plants—that is, what they

receive from the soil,—is taken up by the

fibres of the roots, and the quantity taken up

does not depend alone upon the quantity in the
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soil, but upon the number of fibres present to

absorb it. There may be an abundance of

plant food in the soil untouched, for the want

of fibres to feed upon it. The more the soil

is pulverized, the more these fibres are in-

creased, the more food is absorbed, and

the more vigorous does the plant become.

Pulverization, therefore, is not only advanta-

geous previously to planting or sowing, but

also during the progress of growth, when cul-

tivation by hoeing is applied in the spaces be-

tween the plants.

Pulverization also increases the sponge-like

property of soils, so that it takes up whatever

moisture comes to it, and holds it, thus ren-

dering their humidity more uniform ; and this

will be the greatest where the particles of the

earth are finely divided,—for gravels and sands

hardly retain water at all,—while clays, not

opened by pulverization, either do not absorb

water, or when, by long action, it is absorbed,

they retain too much.

"Water," Loudon says, "is not only neces-

sary as such to the growth of plants, but it is

essential to the production of vegetable mat-

ters which they contain ; and unless the soil,

by pulverization, is so constituted as to retain

the quantity of water requisite to produce

these extracts, the addition of manure will be

in vain. Manure is useless to vegetation till

it becomes soluble in water, and it would re-

main useless in a state of solution, if the so-

lution so abounded as wholly to exclude air,

for the fibres, or mouihs, unable to perform

their functions, would soon decay and rot off."

Pulverization, in a warm season, is of great

advantage in admitting the nightly dews to the

roots of plants. The soil, being fine, takes

up the moisture as fast as it is deposited

upon the surface, and passes it along, from

particle to particle, just as a sponge does,

down to the hungry fibres that are on the roots.

The operation is the same when a rain falls

upon the surface. It is in this way that crops

in fields which are in a fine condition are wa-

tered and sustained, while those where the soil

is left in a compact form, perish through lack

of moisture.

In Bengal, it is said that the farmers con-

trive an implement something like our ladder,

or two or three ladders, side by side. It is

hauled over the ploughed surface to level and

pulverize it, and this they call confining the

moisture!

A careful ploughing of lands in the fall, will

greatly relieve the spring work, and sensibly

increase future corps

tabits* Oeparlmtttt.

From All the Year Round.

TO A LITTLE HUSWIFE.

O little Huswife clean and spruce,
Thy use one heart divines:

A rosy apple, full of juice,
And polish'd—till it shines I

A tidy, tripping, tender thing,
A foe to lazy litters,

Ahouethold angel, tidying
Till all arouLd thee glitters I

To see thee in thy loveliness,

So prudish and so chaste;
No epeck cpou the cotton dress
Girdled around thy waist;

The ancle peeping white as snow
Thy tu(?k"d-up kirtle under;

Whila shimng aishes, row on row,
Behind thee, Etare and wonder I

While round thy door the millions call,

While tlie great u-arkets fill.

Though pu*3lio sorrow stiike us all,

Sinking, thou workest still;

Yea, all thy care and all thy lot

Is ever, sweft and willing,
To keep one little household spot
As clean as a new shilling 1

The crimson kitchen firelight dips
Thy cheeks until they glow;

The white flour makes thy finger tips
Like rodebut's dropt in snow.

When all thy little heart
Flutters in eiultation

To compas?, in an apple tart,

Thy noblest aspiration I

O Huswife, may thy modest worth
Keep ever fiee from wrong;

Blest be the house and bright the hearth
Thou blesaest all day long I

And nightly, may th , sleep be sound,
While o'er thee, softly, stilly.

The cartiins close, likes leaves around
The hufehed heart of the lily I

DOMESTIC ECONOMY;
OR,

HOW TO MAKE HOIME PLEASANT.

BY ANNE G. HALE.

[Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year
1866, by R. P. Eaton & Co., in the Clerk's Office of the
District Court for the District of Massachusetts.!

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES— CARE AND
COOKING.

CHAPTER XVIII.

Ripe fruit and the esculent roots and seeds, when
fully matured, undoubtedly furnish the best sus-

tenance for the human frame. During the sum-

mer and autumn the generous earth lays an

abundance of these rich gifts at our feet, and

while enjoying them then, we are desirous to ex-
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tend their advantages through the barren winter

and spring. But the great law of change, which

is written all over the material world, governs

strictly "the green things growing." Year after

year, "first the blade, then the ear, after that the

full corn in the ear," rounds the whole circle of

vegetable life, and when the plant has perfected

its seed, or attained the fulness of its strength and

beauty, decay sets its seal upon it, and it is soon

dust and ashes.

Various methods have be:n devised, and have

proved more or less successful, for arresting

the processes of Nature; thus prolonging this

time of perfection, and retarding decay or prevent-

ing it entirely. Hence the preparation and ar-

rangement of vegetable food for consumption

during the cold weather is one of the most im-

portant of housekeeping duties, and keeps the

house-wife busy through much of the autumn.

Baking, drying, canning, stewing, salting, pick-

ling, preserving, all have this end in view ;—not

always, it must be confessed, v/ith proper defer-

ence to the laws of health or to the digestive

powers.

Good ripe fruit in its raw, or natural, state is not

only more agreeable to the palate, but decidedly

more beneficial as food, than when through sub-

jection to heat—the prevailing power in cookery

—

and the admixture of fl ivors alien to its nature, it

has lost its specific qualities.

Fruit should not be gathered when moist with

rain or dew, especially if it is to be immediately

packed, or to be kept away from the free air; for

the dampness thus retained generates heat, and

fermentation then rapidly ensues. Neither should

it be plucked when hot with the mid-day sun-

beams, unless it is to be consumed very soon ; for

in that condition its pulp is all ready for decom-

position. Care should be taken that the cuticle is

not torn nor the pulp bruised. It must be kept in

a cool, dry atmosphere—as cool as it can be without

danger of freezing. Darkness, also, is requisite for

berries and the more delicate varieties of pears

and peaches. If closely sealed in air-tight jars

while it is sound, and then placed away from

heat, light, and moisture, it may be kept un-

changed many months—till another year's crop is

ready for use. But whenever unsealed it must be

immediately eaten, or cooked, as confinement

renders it more susceptible than ever to the in-

fluences of the air and light. Broad-mouthed

bottles answer very well for earning fruit. Tin

cans can be used for anything uncooked that has

a firm skin, but they ioipart a metallic taste to all

juices ;—stone or glass jars are much to be pre-

ferred for fruit; and, indeed, for vegetables, as

they can be so much more easily sealed by a

woman.

Select sound ripe fruit—not mellow—which is a

sign of over-ripeness. Pour boiling water over

tomatoes and peaches in a dish. Let them stand

till their skin can be wiped oflFfrom the pulp with

a cloth. Pare and quarter pears and quinces and

remove their core. Very solid peaches need par-

ing instead of scalding to remove the skin. Ber-

ries, cherries, and plums take in their natural

condition. "Wipe the stems of pie plant and cut

them into inch pieces.

All fruit that is pared with iron or steel instru-

ments as fast as it is done should be dropped into

cold water and kept there till it is canned, or

cooked, or prepared for drying, as the uaion cf its

acids wiih the metal is apt to discolor it, and ex-

posure of tlie pulp to the air turns it dark. Fill

jai-s or bottles with this fruit, each kind by itself,

—mixed fruit never keeps well. Pour in cold

water till it is covered. Have good whole corks

that will fit the necks of the vessels very tightly.

Let the corks lie in hot water a little while before

using; this will make them elastic and less liable

to break. Drive them in carefully with a hammer
or mallet. Cut them off even with the neck of

the jar with a sharp knife, and, if you please, tie

over each cork a piece of bladder skin, (wet it to

make it pliable.) But there is no need of this if

the sealing is good.

Set a number of these jars or bottles in a wash
boiler or a large deep pan over a moderate fire,

placing under and around them hay, straw, or

something of the sort, to keep them fi'om breaking.

Fill in cold water to half the height of the jars.

Let them heat slowly. Meantime melt together

equal quantities of beeswax and rosin, in a small

vessel,—three ounces of each is sufficient for a

dozen jars. When the water begins to boil take

the jars from the boiler; but before you do this be
sure that all the doors and windows of the room
are shut, and keep them so till the jars or bottles

are sealed and cooled, because a draught of cold

air will break them. Cover them with a cloth

till they are cool enough to handle. Then with a

brush or a small swab, besmear the end of the

cork, or dip the neck of the bottle or jar directly

into the melted mixture. Make this seal smooth,

and be sure that there is no crack in it or around
it, (by which air would enter) ; if you have any
doubt about it dip again. When the jars are cold

pack them in boxes with sawdust or dry sand

(dried by heating in the stove oven) and keep

them in a daik, cold, dry cellar or closet. A coat-

ing of mould frequently forms in the top of the

jar, but it docs no injury if care is taken that it is

not torn when the cork is removed and so mixed
with the contents of the jar. There are mauy
patent fruit preserving jars for sale at the stores,

but this simple way with common jars and bottles

is always satiifuctory, where several of thoaC have

failed.

Fruit put up in this way retains its freshness of

flavor and its firmness of pulp ; is very nice to be

eaten at table with bread and butter or plain pud-

dings—adding sugar or not, according to taste;

may be used in paste or batter puddings, or for

pies or sauce, just like freshly gathered fruit.
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Some persons arrange the fruit with alternate

layers of pulverized white sugar instead of filling

the jar with cold water, but it is more liable to

ferment.

Grapes packed in boxes, a laj-cr of cotton bat-

ting at the bottom and then alternate layers of

grapes and batting till the box is full,—batting at

tbc top,—tightly covered, and then placed where
ih^y can be dry and cool all winter, will be found

nice in the spring.

Delicate fall apples and pears that are to be

ut-ed during the winter should be carefully wiped,

wrapptd in soft paper separately, and then laid in

covered boxes away from the light. They should

be examined occasionally and if any begin to

mellow used immediately. The more hardy kinds

of pears and apples, as soon as possible after gath

ering, should be spread on tables and on the floor

of airy rooms till they are free from dampness,

and then laid (after all bruised and defective ones

have been removed) into clean dry barrels and

boxes. When there is no convenience for spread-

ing them they may be picked directly from the

tree to the barrel, and this be allowed to remain

open iu the sunshine several days. Then these,

as well as those that have been spread to dry,

thould hi clo-ely covered with a tightly fitting

head or cover and set in a cool, dry place. Once
a month they should be looked over, all that show
signs of decay removed ; the others wiped with a

dry cloth and then closed again from light and

dampness.

For the sake of variety, or as convenience, if

fruit is decaying rapidly it is well to dry it.

Spread berries, cherries, and plums, on earthen

dishes or cloths, thinly, in the sunshine, where

there is free passage of air. Stir them and turn

them over every day. Guard them from moisture,

and when they are shrivelled (this will be in three

or four days) fill them into paper bags, and paste

the seams of these bags so tightly that no insects

can enter. Apples and peaches should be pared

and quartered—the apples cored, the peach stones

cut out,—they will dry more nicely and quickly

if sliced. String them on a slender twine or a

stout thread by means of a needle, and then hang

them in a current of air; or spread in a similar

manner to berries. [The writer has lately seen in

one of our public prints an account of drying fruit

and vegetables very quickly and nicely by placing

them beneath the glass of a hot-bed,—the sash

being raised above the frame on which the fruit

is spread, two inches at each end, for the admis-

sion of air. The method is worthy of trial.]

None but sound fruit, firm in flesh, and of a

bright flavor, is fit to be dried. Afcer drying, keep

it from dampness and heat till needed for cooking.

Very nice drinks for the sick may be made from

dried fruit. It should be washed, and then boiling

water be poured upon it, which when cool may be

sweetened with a little nice sugar. Dried fruit

requires washing, soaking in lukewarm water—

a

little more than will cover them—for a few hours,

and then stewing, before it is swollen and tender

enough to eat. If it is very sour use clear water
for stewing it; if not, part of that in v.'hich it was
soaked. When it is nearly tender enough add
what sweetening it requires—sugar is best. Do
not stir it much, keep the fruit as whole as pos-

sible. Use it as a sauce or for making pies. If

for puddings it needs only soaking.

Dried apples and peaches make the best jelly.

For this soak them, allowing two quarts of luke-

warm water to one of fruit. Then boil the fruit;

in this water—placing with it a small bag of

ground ginger or cinnamon for flavoring—till it is

very soft. Have ready a flannel bag. Put the

fruit into this bag and hang it up to drain. When
it has drained nearly dry squeeze the b.ig gently,

in order to get all the liquor, and mix with a pint

of this a pound (three cupfuls) of sugar. Pour
this into the stew-pan (nothing but porcelain-lined

ware should be used for fruit) and let it boil

slowly ten minutes, then turn it into jars or jelly

glasses and set them aside to cool. When cold

cover with thick white paper pasted securely over

the edges of the jars and glasses, and keep them
where they will not mould. Fnjit may be nicely

dried in a cool oven, but it will have a different

flavor from that exposed to the sun and air, and
will not keep a great while.

Pears, peaches, and apples are very nice baked

in a hot oven three or four hours. Pare and core

them ; then place them in a deep earthen pan with

half their weight in sugar dissolved in water—one

cup to a quart of fruit,—or with the same quantity

of molasses, and cover the pan with a thick crust

of brown bread dough—which may afterward be

used for making coflee. Apples and pears are,

however, very desirable as dessert baked in their

skins in flat pans with water enough to prevent

them from adhering. And both pears and sw^et

apples are a great addition to the corned beef din-

ner ;—boil them with the vegetables that accom-

pany it. They are also quite appetizing boiled in

fresh water and served plainly with roast fowls or

pork ; or, cut in thin slices and fried with the

least particle of fresh lard to accompany veal or

mutton chops.

Everybody knows that a baked spare-rib, or

roast gooiC or turkey is not complete without sour

apple or cranberry sauce; but they are much
more desirable with a boiled leg of lamb. Stew

the fruit in one-quarter its measure of water.

When nearly done stir in just sugar enough to

relieve its keenest acidity. Let it boil a moment
longer and then rub it through a hair sieve. Serve

it cold. A good substitute for this is the "country"

apple sauce, made in large quantities by the

Shakers, who supply the grocers ; but it is a good

plan when apples are piety to make your winter's

stock yourself. It is very convenient for filling to

either baked or fried pies, or to eat with bread

and butter, as well as with meats. To make it,
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use both sweet and sour apples. Boil first one

gallon of new cider till only one quart remains.

Set a large kettle (in which a dish or plate is laid,

to prevent the sauce from burning at the bottom)

over a slow fire. Pare, quarter, and core your

apples ;—you will need two gallons of cut apple

for a quart of boiled cider. Put these with the

cider into the kettle and let it boil two hours

;

then pour in a quart of molasses, stir the sauce

thoroughly, and boil it steadily six hours more.

A coal fire covered with ashes will cook this well.

If the fire will keep all night let the kettle remain,

stewing moderately, till morning ; it will then be

of a bright red color. Take it into stone or glass

jars, or an oaken firkin. Never put it into glazed

earthen ware;—there is arsenic in the glazing,

which the acid sets free. The apple is such a

healthful fruit it ought to be on our tables in

some form at every meal.

Next to this comes the tomato. The skin of

this should always be removed by scalding and

rubbing or peeling ; then with salt alone, or salt,

pepper and vinegar it is very relishing to the

homeliest fare. Sliced, with sugar, it is delicious

;

and with good milk or cream added elegant

enough to set before a king. Skinned, flavored

with a trifle of salt and pepper, and the least dole

of butter, and boiled half an hour, it is the very

best sauce for any meat dinner, and just the thing

to be placed piping hot on a hungry man's supper

table.

All these methods for keeping and preparing

fruit for food can be recommended, they are all

economical and healthful. But many persons are

not satisfied with them. Pickles and preserves,

they crave, and will have, in spite of disordered

stomachs, diseased livers, and cadaverous faces.

So a few general directions are here given for

these.

Pickles—the very name is an abomination—to be

considered nice must be made, and kept, hard and

crisp. Also, they must be of good color—green

being the favorite hue ; and to obtain this they

must be made in a brass kettle, though a porce-

lain-lined iron one is better in every respect, ex-

cept for imparting a green color. Alum must be

dissolved in the vinegar to harden them, and the

hottest of spices, in plenty, to flavor them. And,

furthermore, everything to be pickled must be

unripe,—as crude as possible; and the whole

vegetable kingdon seems to have been ransacked

to get substances of the most indigestible nature

as materials for pickles. When some individuals

will consume a barrel of these in a year, is it

strange that we have so many "sour old maids"

in Yankeedom ?

The cold, watery cucumber has always been a

favorite among pickles. Get those of the size of

your forefinger, directly from the vines if possible.

Take a hundred of them, wipe them clean and

pack them in coarse Liverpool or rock salt, in an

oaken tub or firkin, and spread a cabbage leaf

(green, of course,) over the top. At the end of

one week take them from the salt and put them in

a stone jar or broad-mouthed bottle, together

with whole cloves, peppercorns, and allspice—an

ounce of each to a hundred pickles. Use only

cider vinegar. In each gallon dissolve two ounces

of powdered alum, and pour this cold over the

pickles, filling the jar or bottle, which must be

kept tightly covered. Some persons heat the vin-

egar and pour it boiling hot upon the cucumbers,

but there is no necessity for it. It is well to keep

most of the pickles in salt (the juice which exudes

from them making sutHcient brine to keep from

drying,) and to freshen them a gallon at a time

;

they may be kept unchanged two or three years

in the salt. Those that you wish to freshen place

in a deep crockery dish, and pour over cold water

enough to cover them. Let this stand one day

and one night ; then turn it off and pour more

cold water upon them, and so continue, renewing

the water each day, till they are none too salt

;

four or five days will accomplish this.

Small onions, skinned, hard-boiled eggs divested

of their shells, and sweet apples, pared and cored,

need only the spice and vinegar; they will be

pickled in a week. Peppers, radish-pods, bar-

berries, cranberries, and nasturtium seeds need

no spice ; only cover them with the vinegar. A
week will pickle these also.

Tomatoes are best pickled in small slices in the

following manner: A gallon of small tomatoes

cut in slices one-eighth of an inch in thickness,

and two quarts of small onions sliced the same.

Put them in a deep dish, in layers, sprinkling

each layer plentifully with fine salt. Let them
stand over night. In the morning turn otf the

brine which the juice of the tomatoes and onions

has made, and mix among the slices an ounce

each of whole cloves, allspice, pepper, and white

mustard seed ; and a coffee-cupful of horse radish

root cut into thin slices the size of dice. Then
put this all into bottles and fill up with cold

vinegar. Cork the bottles tightly. This pickle

will be ready for the table in one week, and the

older it is the better it will be. It will keep years

in a cold, dark cellar.

Small melons after their seeds are removed

make hard and crisp pickles. Cut them in halves,

lengthwise, and scrape out the seeds with a

wooden spoon. Then salt them like cucumbers.

After that sew them with a needle and coarse

thread together—into their natural form,—leaving

a small aperture at one end, by which they must

be filled with sliced onion flavored by thrusting in

with it a few cloves, peppercorns and mustard

seed. Then sew up this aperture also. Cover

these melons vnth vinegar—they will need it ap-

plied scalding hot—in stone jars.

Cabbages—the purple are considered most suit-

able—should be cut in quarter inch slices, after

the outer thin leaves are taken off and the whole

head carefully searched for insects, and placed in
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crockery dishes with fine salt sprinkled over them

for one night. In the morning take them from

the dishes and pack them in a large stone jai*, and

pour over them scalding vinegar enough to cover

them, in which has been placed cloves, allspice,

and peppercorns—an ounce each to a gallon of

vinegar. Both these and the melons must be left

with the jars uncovered till the vinegar is cool

;

then they should be closed and the jars set in a

cool place.

If a white cap, or a thin coating, or specks of

mould appear on pickles, or in the vinegar, it is

because the vinegar is not strong enough, and it

must be turned off and better procured. If pickles

grow so/t stir into the vinegar a little powdered

alum.

A sweet pickle may be made of quinces, peaches,

or beets. Beets need only to be boiled as for din-

ner, peeled and sliced and covered with cold

vinegar in ajar. They are ready for the table in

two days. Quinces must be pared, quartered,

and cored. Take half a peck. Boil five pounds

of sugar in two quarts of vinegar five minutes,

and skim it well. Then add one ounce of stick

cinnamon and half an ounce of cloves and the

quince. Boil the whole till the quince is soft;

then place it in jars, cover them, and keep in a

cool closet. Remove the stones from the peaches.

Scald four cupfuls of sugar iu two quarts of vin-

egar, and skim it. Stick three or four cloves into

the peaches and lay them in a jar. Pour the hot

vinegar and sugar over them, and cover and keep

them as you do the quinces. At the end of a week

drain off the vinegar, heat it, and skim it again,

and again pour it over the peaches. They will

then keep through the winter.

If fruit cannot be kept in a palatable condition

without cooking it is very well to stew it plainly,

in just water enough to extract its juices easily;

and, as this operation always increases its acidity,

there is no objection to the addition of a small

quantity of sugar scalded with it. Preserved in

this way it may be eaten in moderate quantities

without harm. But the preserve par eminence,

the concentrated sweetmeats, which are the crown-

ing glory of all the cook's efforts at keeping and

cooking fruit, are so expensive and so unhealthy

that all prudent women ought to set their faces

against them. But many housewives will fight

valiantly for them, and forego many other harm-

less indulgences for the sake of concocting their

favorite jellies and jams. So, lest more time and

strength and money should be squandered in

making them than is absolutely necessary, I give

a few of the best rules for their manufacture,

before passing on to speak more particularly of

the care of vegetables.

Use none but good, sound fruit, and nice, white

sugar—the granulated. For preserves proper

—

those in which the fruit is kept distinct from the

syrup—a pound of sugar is needed for each pound

of fruit. For jellies, a pound of sugar for each

pint of syrup. For jam and marmalade the pro-

portion varies—according to the consistence of the

pulp—from half to three-quarters, or even a whole
pound of sugar to one of fruit.

Make preserves in a porcelain-lined kettle,—be
sure that it is perfectly clean. Pare, quarter, and
core apples and quinces. Do the same for large

pears ; but only pare small ones, leaving the stem

on. Pare melon rinds. Skim tomatoes and
peaches by scalding and then rubbing or peeling.

Remove the whole of orange and lemon rinds,

cut them in slices and take out the seeds. Prick

plums with a fine needle to prevent the skin from

bursting; and grapes, cranberries, and crab-apples

also, if desired to retain their whole form. Berries

and cherries need only washing and careful

searching for insects.

Observe directions in regard to pared fruit given

in the early part of this chapter, then, when your
materials are ready, weigh the fruit and place it

in the kettle with enough cold water to reach the

topmost pieces. Keep a slow, steady fire. Let

the kettle boil gently—scarcely above a simmer

—

till you can penetrate the fruit with a straw.

Meantime have the proportion of sugar weighed,

and then skim out the fruit and drain it in a hair

sieve. Wash the kettle and return the syrup, to

which add the sugar and whatever materials you
wish to use for flavoring. Let it boil gently till

the syrup is clear,—skim off all impurities that

rise to the surface. Then drop in the fruit, using

great care lest it break. Boil it slowly fifteen

minutes ; then remove the kettle, skim the fruit

into jars that have been gradually heated, pour in

the syrup. When cool, put on the lid, or cork

tightly, and keep them in a cool, dry closet.

Use only stone, or glass jars. Glass is prefer-

able, because if mould forms, or fermentation

threatens, it can be easily seen. A thick coat of

mould at the top will do no harm, but if small

specks, or bubbles, are seen among the fruit, the

specks must be taken out, both fruit and syrup

scalded and the jar washed clean before they are

returned.. It is well to look at preserves as often

as once a month to see if they need scalding.

Pears alone, or mingled with peaches and apples,

are considered nice; or with quinces. Peaches

and apples do well together. Quinces and sweet

apples mix very well ; so do barberries and sweet

apples. None of these need flavoring ; neither do

cranberries, gooseberries, strawberries, blackber-

ries, grapes, or raspberries. Blueberries need

stick cinnamon boiled in the syrup. Crab apples

need ginger. Plums require no flavoring, neither

do cherries. Tomatoes are improved with sliced

lemon or orange scalded with them.

To make jam, boil the fruit,—which, if large,

should be cut as small as berries—in as little

water as possible, till it can be mashed with a

spoon. Then put with it the sugar and boil it

half an hour, stirring it frequently. This applies

more particularly to apples, pears, quinces, and
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peaches,—which may be mingled, as for whole
preserves. Tomatoes made into jam must be

skinned, the seeds taken out, and then boiled with

a pound of sugar for every pound of pulp and two

sliced lemons used for flavoring. Three-quarters

of an hour will cook it. Strawberries require but

half their weight in sugar for jam. Boil the ber-

ries half an hour, stir them almost constantly; at

the end of that time stir in the sugar and boil it

another half hour. Raspberries and blackberries

for jam must have their weight of sugar. The
fruit must be bruised, and then boiled till the

juice is nearly gone. Add the sugar then, and

boil slowly twenty minutes. Grapes for jam
must be boiled, strained through a hair sieve,

mixed with sugar—pound for pound—boiled and
stirred twenty minutes. Marmalade only differs

from jam in being of greater solidity, attained by
using more gelatinous fruit than for jam, and
more sugar, with longer time and more moderate
boiling.

To make fruit jellies, only the juice, or the water

in which the fruit is boiled, is needed with the

sugar. Currant and blackberry jelly may be

made by wringing the berries in a cloth and mix-
ing an equal weight of sugar with it, which should

be finely pulverized. Stir it till the sugar is all

dissolved. Pour it into glasses, and set the glasses

in a sunny window for two or three days. Then
cover them with white paper pasted over the brim
of the glasses. Cranberries for jelly must be

boiled in as little water as possible till soft ; then

three-quarters their weight of sugar stirred in, and
the whole boiled five or ten minutes longer, when
it will be found ready to put into glasses. To
know when jelly is boiled enough drop a spoonful

into cold water. If it sinks immediately it is

done; if not, it must be boiled longer. Crab-

apples boiled till soft with a bag of ginger make
nice jelly. Quinces and plums must also be boiled

till tender. Grapes and barberries do not need
boiling to express their juice. Rhubarb should

be scalded a few minutes only. All of these fruits

should be put (those that are boiled accompanied
by their syrup) into a flannel bag (wet this before

using it) and tqiieezed gently till all the juice is

obtained. Then to a pintof this juice add a pound

of sugar, and boil it till it will sink in water.

Pour it into glass jars; when cool paste clean

papers over the brims and set them in a dark, cool

place. It should have been mentioned in the first

part ot this chapter that uncooked cranberries can

be kept any length of time in cold water, in cov-

ered jars, if the vessel is placed where they will

be cold—just cold enough to escape freezing.

For the New England Farmer.

Scotland Cake.

Two cups sugar ; scant cup of butter beaten to a

froth. Three eggs well beaten ; three cups flour;

one cup milk ; one teaspoonful saleratus dissolved

in the milk ; two teaspoonfuls cream of tartar

rubbed in the flour. Flavor with lemon or vanilla.

Indian Pudding.

Boil one quart of milk, and pour to nine great

spoonfuls of Indian meal. Add a large cup of

molasses, and a small teaspoonful of salt. When
the lumps are all mashed, add one quart of cold

milk. Bake three or four hours at least in a

moderate oven. To be eaten with butter or salted

cream.

Corn Cakes, or Mock Oyster.

Cut from the cob twelve good sized ears of full

sweet corn. Add one half pint of sweet milk, and

two eggs. Beat well together. Salt to taste. Add
sufiQcient flour to make a thin batter. Fry in pork

fat.

Chow-cliow.

Two quarts of green tomatoes. Two quarts of

white onions, one dozen green peppers, one dozen

green cucumbers, one large head of cabbage, chop

fine. Season with mustard and celery seed, to

suit the taste. Cover with the best cider vinegar.

Boil two hours slowly, continually stirring. As
soon as you take it from the stove, add two table

spoonfuls of salad oil. Cover tight and keep in a

cool place.

I think that after one faithful trial of the above

receipts, the lady readers of the Farmer will feel

that they have some valuable acquisitions to their

store of receipts. m. p. b.

Somerset, Aug. 6fh, 1869.
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DECEMBER:
"With more ttan Summer's beauty fair,

'i he lref-8 in Winter's aarb are shown;
"What a rirh halo mi-lta i i air

Around their crystal branches thrown I

O God of Nature ! with what might
Of beauty showered on all below,

Thy guidii'g power would iead aright

Earta's w.anderer all thy kve to Know "
—Andrews Norton.

ECEMBER ; the

best of the cir-

cle of The

Months, and

the fruition, the

crowning glory

of the year

!

And what a jol-

ly month it is.

New England

thrift and fore-

sight are appa-

all about the

premises cf the far-

^sf"l < mer ; in the cel-
~

lar,—sometimes in

^^M~l^ '-«> " the garret,—in the kitchen,

i^©y\^^ the corn-house, wood-house

^-^i^j and ha} -mows. The cattle are

^^y^^ gathered in, and are fairly estab-

lished in their winter quarters.

A little habit has taught each one to know his

particular crib, so that all come to their places

as qiaietly and regularly as a squad of well-

drilled soldiers wheel into line at the word of

command. They soon become familiar with

their master, re( ognize his voice, even his stejj.

and gre'.'t him with earnest longings, when the

stated hours for feeding arrive. The ox

knoweth his owner, and the ccno her master's

crib. The horses neigh and paw the floor,

impatient as a child, for the forthcoming

food. They have quickened appetites in the

keen air, and eat without fear of indigestion

and night-mare.

The sheep are less orderly, and impatient of

restraint, of any kind. They need, therefore,

ample room, light and warmth, in which to ex-

ercise. In feeding, they are continually

changing position, leaving a favorable spot for

one not half so good, rushing headlong be-

tween two others, or knocking over a weaker

one, to get at the fodder which it had just

It ft. This habit indicates that a flock needs

three or four times as many lateral feet of

space, in feeding, as there are animals in it,

in order that they should be qui^t, and eat

without molesting each other.

Now, bright fires are burning npon the

hearth, in some favored rooms ; the tea kettle

sings on the cooking stove in the kitchen ; the

house cat lies purring in the warm sun, or, if

evening has set in, stretches herself in the cor-

ner of the sitting-room fireplace,. or is coiled

up, badger-like, behind the cooking stove in

the kitchen ! Why does she start so suddenly

as though springing at something.-' Ah! na-

ture is nature, and will have her way, asleep

or awake ! The cat has entombed some poor
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rat or mouse during the day, probably, and is

now dreaming of her exploits in catching it,

as Goldsmith's Old Soldier,

"Shouldered his crutch and told how fields were won."

Let her sleep. She and the children are on

excellent terms, and give place to each other,

as regards the cozy niches about the fire.

How delightful the evening temperature,

as the family gathers around the lamp, and

newspapers and books are opened, the news of

the day discussed, and the experiments of

Farmer Goit are approved or condemned.

This is the gate of knowledge, the foundation

and corner stone of improvement and progress.

Let us illustrate

:

An acquaintance with the principles of Geol-

ogy—even a superficial information of the sci-

ence, would do several things for the farmer.

1. It would confirm in his mind the truth-

fulness and wonderful wisdom of the Mosaic

account of the formation of this world, and

the no less wonderful things which it contains.

2. Because geology investigates the nature,

composition, origin, structure, and arrange-

ment of the materials of which the earth is

composed.

3. Btcause the soil we cultivate was once

rock, of many kinds, some of them exceeding-

ly valuable to the farmer, while others are of

little use as producers of crops.

4. Geology explains what are essential in

our soils, so that the farmer understanding

this may neglect those lands lacking in fertiliz-

ing agent, and improve those which are sup-

plied with them.

For instance : fir and pine trees find a suffi-

cient quantity of alkalies in granite and barren

soils in which oaks will not grow; and wheat

thrive in soils where lime abounds, but not

where it is lacking.

All kinds of grasses contain in the outer

part of their leaves and stalks, a considerable

portion of sand and potash,—in some form,

—

which gives them strength to stand erect.

But in moist meadows this quality is lacking to

a considerable degree. Knowing these facts,

the farmer would not plant oaks on sandy bar-

rens, nor look for profitable crops of timothy

or red top grass on his low meadows.

These simple illustrations are sufficient.

Great is the privilege which these December

evenings afford. Let them be improved until

all minds are .inspired by the wisdom which

may be gained. Turn the attention for a sin-

gle winter, three times each week to some
special topic of instruction, and that mind will

soon find itself in a new world of ideas, that

will impart substantial comfort and gratifica-

tion.

December is full of appropriate lessons. Il;

will yield instruction which will prove profita-

ble in preparing the soil and planting in the

spring ; in the culture of crops in the summer

;

in the early harvest of hay and grains, and the

later ones which close up the labours of the

field.

In this inclement season let your charity

abound. The poor ye have always with you.

So sajs Holy Writ. Let your sympathies, and

your acts, go forth into the homely dwellings

of the poor, and minister to them as your

means will justify.

"Remernber the poor, for bleak winds are blowing,
And biightly the frost-pears are j^listening around;

The streamlels have ceased all their musical flowing,
And snow drifts lie scat ered all over \he ground,

Remember the poor in tbeir comlortlecs dwelling's,

III clad and iii-ftd ard o'c-r-burdined wiih tare;
Oh, turn not away with a look so lepellint

—

Thy kindripss may eavethem perbapsfrom despair."—Anonymous,

THE CLOSE OF THE YEAK.
Every reflecting person will be likely to

make this season a halting place in the path-

way of life, from which to look back upon the

past.

He will summon before him, in the first

place, the blessings which attend us in our

highly-favored land,— a land, literally flowing

with milk and honey, and all food for man and

beast; a fine climate, beautiful changes in the

seasons, and a land exempt from the terrible

convulsions in nature which overthrow king-

doms and decimate the people, in other re-

gions of the world,

He will then call before him his own life for

the past twelve months, and bring it to the

test of the teachings of the Great Master

;

will inquire what examples need correcting;

what trains of thought require to be changed

into purer and more peaceful currents ; and

what harsh, or unkind language should give

place to gentleness of speech, and tones of

sympathy and love.

Such a review would be profitable to all.

It would tend to establish in the heart the

principles ofjustice, mercy, charity, peace, and

set the gates of heaven ajar, so as to give us

glimpses of the • 'mansions" which we are told
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by the Savior are "in his Father's house," and

which he has gone (o "prepare for us."

Then, as we are created to progress in

knowledge, as well as in purity, the mind may

be turned to secular affairs, and get a deeper

insight into the things which pertain to our

special vocations, so that we may acquire

more power over nature around us. This

would not only tend to higher enjoyment, but

to an increase of profit in our business, and

with that the means of a more extended useful-

ness to our fcllow-'beings.

The Months have again rolled round, com-

pleting their circle, covering the earth with

sustenance and beauty, or coming in grandeur

or sublimity,, even, and showing the love and

power of Him who rules them all.

We are in the enjoyment of civil and reli-

gious liberty,—a boon not capable of being ex-

pressed by any language that we can com-

mand,—of a wonderfully extended and fertile

country. The ai'ts and sciences have progressed

so as to alleviate an immense amount of human

toil that our ancestors were subjected to, and

all are left free to choose their own occupation

and modes of life, and carve out their fortune,

scarcely knowing that a law exists, only in its

infraction. There never was a more highly

favored people. Let us see that our heritage

is kept pure for those who are to succeed us.

For the New England Farmer.

THE POTATO.
It is now more than two centuries since the

potato was domesticated and its value somewhat
appreciated. Notvyithstanding this long lapse

of time since it was taken from its wild state

in South America and literally transformed in

its habits and character, it gave no decided in-

dication of suffering from the transformation

until the present century, nor even then until

within the past thirty or thirty-five years.

True, indeed, is it, that it was subject to ills

in common with all other cultivated crops, by
reason of unpiopitious seasons, or injudicious

culture. In the early part of this century,

the farmers of England, and to some extent

those of Irela id, were troublf^d with what was
there termed the curl. Various reasons were
given for the appearance of this disease by
those who at that time wrote on the subject,

but nothing decisive was ever arrived at as the

true cause of the trouble. The most satisfac-

tory leasons were the constant planting from
the same variety and on the same land, so that

potatoes degenerated and at length yielded in-

different crops, and over-manuring with green
duiig.

I incline to the opinion that in these reasons,

then given for the disease called curl, we have
the secret of the cause of our present potato

disease. Our whole process of culture is ar-

tificial, and Nature seems to resent the injury

infiicted upon her. If we would rid ourselves

of what is popularly termed the potato rot,

—

we must go back to first principles
;
get the

wild seed and begin where the first cultivators

began, and we may be quite sure that for many
years we shall be safe from the ravages of dis-

ease. It will be of little use to sow the seed
grown from our present diseased stocks. The
constitution is bad, and the progeny will surely

inherit the evil.

I have tried this, and speak from personal

experience. About 1842, I put 140 bushels of

sound potatoes into the cellar that were only

three years remove, from the seed-bill. The
whole of them rotted in less than three months.

As at present situated, we must try to con-

form our practice to the well ascertained con-

ditions of the patient. The potato, just now,
is our "sick man" in the vegetable kingdom.
The soil, the quantity put in for sted, the

food we give them, and the nursmg requisite

to insure their well-being, are the important

conditions of successful treatment. 1 believe

it is now conceded that heavy wet lands should

be avoided, and choice made of good, strong

mellow soils that will make a crop of fair } ield

without manure. I am aware that 1 lay my-
self liable to be assailed for this condemna-
tion of manure in cultivating the potato, but I

am certain that abundance of facts serve to

prove that it has been one of the greatest

causes of the disease, by stimulating to an un-
healthy degree. 1 have used various kinds of
manure, and none at all. in experiments to test

this point, and am satisfied that immunity from
the rot is to be found, if at all, in the ab-

sence of fertilizers.

1 have known large fields of potatoes in one
night to turn black and emit in the morning a
most disgusting stench,—while in an adjoining

lot, planted with the same seed, the crop ma-
tured and was marketed sound. On inquiring

into the reasons for the condition of these

crops, I found that green stable and slaughter-

house manure was used un the lot tbat lotted,

and that the healthy field received no manure
of any kind. It was pastured in previous

years and was in good condition for makmg a
crop.

As to the amount of seed we should use, I

think there need be no serious question wiih

those who are familiar with the published re-

ports during the past few months of the re-

sults obtained in using very little seed in the

expeiiments with the Early Rose and other
new varieties. The yield obtained is far be-
yond the usual average, and in every instance

that has come under my notice, but one eye
has been used in a hill. If these results are
so, what is to be gained by putting in whole or
even half potatoes as many do .'' In 1855 or
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1856 I experimented with seed by using large,

medium-sized, halves, and pieces with one and
two eyes in a hill. These were planted in

rows, side by side, in the order in which I

have here written them, in a field of four acres.

They were weighed and minutes were kept ot

the result. I have lost the memorandum, but

the results are familiar to me and not likely to

be forgotten. The uncut potatoes rotted very

badly. The large ones produced more than

one iialf rotten ones, while the small cut pieces

were exempt from the rot almost entirely,

—

probably not one bushel on the whole four

acres aside from the few rows where I used
the large seed in the experiment.

From this result I derived additional evi-

dence of what I had for years regarded as true,

that we should use as little seed as possible

and secure the germ,—compeling the plant to

seek for nourishmpnt outside of the parent po-

tato, which contains the fatal poison that has

been accumulating in all the years of its un-

natural culture. I am not sure but we might
after years of culture in this way throw off the

disease and restore the plant to health again.

I cannot see any practical use in using seed in

such large quantities as many do.

I have referred to the results obtained with

the Early Rose. I fear that in most, if not

all, these reported cases of larsje returns, they

have been purchased at the expense of the

health of the potato by ovei-stimulating with

manure. Time will tell how that is. It would
be welJ if some of our farmers of means would
year after year institute experiments that would
set at rest these ever-recurring questions,

about which their seems to be so many con-

flicting theories. K. o.

Oct. 25ih, 1869.

MY ESPERIEISrCE IN POEK BAISIK"G.

The result of my own experience for sev-

eral years past has convinced me that the pre-

vailing error in pork raising is in overfeeding.

The hoggish appetite of the swine "growing
with its growth and strengthening with it3

strength," has met with too ready an acquies-

cence on the part of his keeper, and has not re-

warded at the meat tub the extravagant outlay

which has been deemed necessary to satisfy it.

Beyond a certam point in feeding swine, no
beneficial results are attained ; on the con-

trary, the undue development of the stomach
of the animal by producing an unnatural crav-

ing for the amount of food adapted to the ca-

pacity of the stomach, rather than to the re-

quirements of growth and development, pro

duces waste and consequent loss of profit

This, brietiy stated, is my theory, based upon
facts.

Several years since, I began to practice

more care in the raising of swine, weighing
and measuring all the corn, meal and other

feed used in rait-ing a definite number, and
noting the exact amount necessary for the larg-

est production of pork. The want of care

and attention to this matter will almost inva-

riably, as I presume the most of you readers
will admit, carry the expense of raising pork
nearly if not quite up to the value of the pro-
duction.

Year before last, corn was high and pork
cheap. In a conversation with some of my
neighbors on the question of the profit or lo s

of making pork during that season, one stat-

ing that his pork would cost him fif een rents

per ponud, and another that he could not rtiise

it for less than twenty-five cents, I venturtd
to make the assertion that with corn at $l..50

per bushel, and pork but ten c-nts yjer p mud,
I would suffr-r no loss. This was in December.
I procured corn and meal at the a^ove nam^ d
price, and having three swine to fatten, I as-

certained their weight at that time, and at the

time of killing, which was in the latter p-rt of
February following. An exact estimate of the

increase in weight showed that I ha i suece- ded
within one-half pound of pork of accomplish-

ing the financial feat promised to my doubting
neighbors.

My process of feeding is as follows : —I take

a spring pig and commence by giving him from
a gill to half a pint of raw meal, mixed with

a sufficient quantity of milk to wet ihoroughly,

to which I add about a half a pint of milk three

times a day, with a few potatoes boiled. I

feed a few potatoes until the pig is about four

months old ; my object in giving the potatoes
being net so much for food as to produce a
sufficient development of the stomach. After
that, until six months old, I give three pints of
raw meal with about four quarts of milk a day,

occasionally giving a few potatoes. AfV r that

until fattening time, 1 feed two quarts of meal
with four quarts of miik or water per day.
During fattening time I feed the swine one
quart of meal with one quart of drink three

times a day. If water is accessible to the ani-

mal at any and all times, it will be found that

he will not drink a pint a day in addition to

the above named quantity given with the food.

For the past four or five years 1 have raised

and fatted from three to five hogs per year on
th t^ above quantity, averaging filte&n pounds
of pork to a bushel of corn. It will be i^icn

that I discard swill and house slops as worse
than useless, having demonstrated from actual

experience that these sloppy messes, so con-

veniently disposed of and so lavishly fed out

to the swine, render a larger quantity of more
substantial food necessary in fattening time,

in order to satisfy the cravings of appetite,

without a corresponding increase of pork pro-

duced.

My experience has demonstrated, to my own
satisfaction at least, that meal fed in a raw
state is better than when cooked. I now have

a hog one year old the 21st of last June, raised

on the above named quantity of food, which
now, Sept. 21st, girths five feet, and measures

five feet ten inches in length, estimated to
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weigh 450 pounds dressed pork. I com-
menced feedinj^ this swine for fattening, the

three quarfs of meal per day, on the 5th day
of Sept.

—

Winslow Arey, Hampden, in Maine
Farvitr.

THE HIGH PKICB OF MEAT.
The Courrier de la Bouclierie of Paris con-

tains an article upon the rising prices of butch-

er's meat all over Europe, which have at-

tracted serious notice in France. All the

French markets have been gradually rising

for the past six years ; so much so that the ad-

vance constitutes a considerable surchage upon
the consumption of the country. Choice parts

are double the price ihey were, and inferior

joints are fulh one- third higher. It was thought

that the opt^ning of the new markets at La Vil-

lefte. Pois.'-y, and Sciana, two years ago, would
lowt r prices in Paris ; but the result has been
quit the opposite, and the advanceed prices

of Paris have been met by corresponding
movements at the provincial markets—for in-

stance, at Aix, Bordeaux, Caen, Chartres,

Dijon, Lisieux, Nismes, Rouen, Toulon, and
Lyons.

It is the same in England, notwithstanding

great supplies of cattle from Holland and Bel-

gium and Germany. In Holland and Germany
fat cattle have not been so dear for two years

as they are now. In Germany beef and mutton
have not advanced so much as in France and
England, because the consumption of pork is

greater ; but in Prussia there has been a dis-

tinct advance in all descriptions of meat, and
in Italy the rise is still making progress.

This review, adds the Courrier, will give

some idea of the present state of the trade

throughout Europe. It establishes the fact

that prices are as high as consumers can bear

;

that any further advance will gravely com-
promise the trade ; and on these grounds breed-

ers are urged, while the French government is

recommended, if a most important branch of

trade is to be maintained, to encourage breed-

ers in such effort.

SAVE THE CORN FODDER.
We have long been of the opinion that

there was not that attention paid to the curing
and saving of the cornfodder that its value
demandtd. Every good farmer must know
that cattle eat it greedily through the winter,

and if cut and steamed it is as good for them
as the best hay and really more milk-produc-
ing-

Where is the necessity of allowing it to re-

main in shocks until the middle or end of
November? Corn should not be cut down
until the stalks are dying and the grain is

pretty hard, and then it should remain no
longer in the field than is absolutely necessary
for the drying of the grain. It should be
husked as early as possible, and the fodder

tied up in bundles and either carefully stacked
near the cattle stables or put under shelter in

sheds.

It is well known, too, that horses prefer it

to the best hay ; also that the blades are es-

pecially sought for to feed racing animals,
strengthening their wind and bottom beyond
any other food. It is besides wholesome pro-
vender and helps most beneficially in making
the winter's supply of hay hold out till late in

the spring, with the addition of chopped roots,

which every farmer, who shrewdly looks to

the main chance, ought to cultivate for leed-
ing in the early part of the winter.

—

Oermati-
town Telegraph.

Bony Deposits.—The horse, either from
natural predisposition or from the severe ex-
ertions he is called upon to perform, is cer-

tainly more liable to bony depositions than any
other animal. Adapted as he is to carry
weight, and travel with speed, his ligaments

and sinews are severely tasked and exposed to

the consequences of over exertion. Yet, in

addition to this, we are disposed to con-

clude, that in the horse, nature more read-

ily seeks to relieve herself by ossific forma-
tions than in the human being. Some horses,

too, show a much greater disposition to these

depositions than others ; the same amount of
injury in the one animal will produce them,
while in others it will hav no such effect.

This predisposition of some horses to be-

come affected with spavins, splints, or ring-

bones, is a matter of much importance in

breedmg ; for it is no doubt hereditary, and
ought to infiuence, in some degree, the choice

of the mare, or the selection of the sire. It

must, however, be acknowledged that the shape
of the limbs which may predispose horses to

become afflicted with these diseases is still

more hereditary, and an object, therefore, of

still greater importance.

—

Frairie Farmer.

Manuring Land with Sod.—A Herkimer
County, N. Y. , correspondent of one of our
exchanges says that sod is one of the best

means of manuring—indeed the best generally

speaking,— for this sod obtains its wealth

mostly from t'ne atmosphere, and needs not be

shoveled and carted on the field. It is the

means of manuring the land here. It is the

successful means—only thoroughly so how-
ever, with the use of clover in connection.

Farms in this county have improved wonder-

fully. The land is better, and in many places

much better, than the original soil was. And
yet it has been cropped for near a century,

the last 20 to 30 years being employed in

graining and raising clover—raising it for

seed to a large extent, so much so that the

Herkimer county seed, was as noted as its

cheese now is. Since the dairying era com-
menced, the land has been improving, and all
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along it has been paying better than r.iising

grain ; and this with less labor. Sod has
done it.

NEMT PUBLICATIONS.
Pear Culture for Profit. By P.T. Quinn, Practical
H; rticnltui'ibt. New York: Tribune Associaiion.
18b9. 72 pages.

Mr. Quinn's long experience as foreman and
mannger of the Prof. Mapes' nurseries and orchard

has aiforded him rare opportunities for familiarity

with practical pear culture. The small number
of varieties that he finds profitable will strike the

attention of every reader of his book. Having
lost thousands of dollars in attempting to cultivate

some fifty varieties, he finds only some half a doz-

en profitable on pear stocks, and a single one on

quince. On pear stocks he prefers Bartlett and

Doyenne Boussock, for early; Clairgeau and

Seckel for autumn; and Anjou, Lawrence and

Winkfield for winter. For dwarfs the Duchesse
d'Angouleme. His remarks and cautions on choice

cf aspect and varieties, preparation of soil, plant-

ing, pruning, gathering, marketing, &c., will be

valuable to all who cultivate pears for profit.

When reading any book, we like to feel that the

author understands his subject, but we dislike to

have him remind us of the fact too often in ex-

press terms. We think, that a smaller volume
might have contained all he wished to say, and

that an alphabetical index of subjects of two pages,

would have been worth more to the praciicaZ reader

than the twenty pages of introduction, preface,

and inconvenient if not useless table of contents.

The cuts, too, are clumsy and coarse.

Nebraska.—For the purpose of correcting the

impression made upon the minds of those who
studied geography in books and atlases which rep-

resented that section as the "Great American

Desert," the Omaha Agrieuliurist has obtained a

statement from ten dealers in and manufacturers

of agricultural implements and machines, of the

number sold by them in that town since the com-

mencement of the present year. From these state-

ments we find that the number of ploughs sold up

to October has been 3455, reapers anel mowers 804,

horse rakes 510, wagons 706, threshing machines

.52, seed sowers 198, and other things in pro-

portion. The sale of so large a number of imple-

ments and machines in a single town, in about six

months, is a pretty good indication that the far-

mers of this young State are doing something to

make the "Desert" "blossom as the rose."

Patent Grape Growing.—In reply to a corre-

spondent who asks if there is any patent on any

particular way of growing grape vines (rom short

cuttings, the Prairie Farmer says, a patent was

issued to William Griffith, North East, Pa., May 14,

1867, for propagating grape vines from single buds

in the open field. This patent covers the mode of

propagating grape vines in open field culture, by
covering single bud cuttings with a cold mulch,
applied in sufiicient depth to keep down the tem-

perature of the bud, anel thereby retard its sprout-

ing until the roots have been adequately developed.

ag-ricultdtiaIj items.
—The estimated stock of domestic wool in Bos-

ton is 11,100,000 pounds; in New York, 3,400,000

pounds ; and in Philadelphia, 4,300,000 pounds.

—A correspondent of the Rural New Yorker

finds that peeling willows in June, or whenever

the bark will slip, and letting them stand till the

next season, is sure death to stem and root.

—A correspondent of the Farmer, at Groton,

N. H., writing October 4, says that the corn crop

is much better than was expected during the sum-

mer ;
potatoes are first-rate in quantity and qual-

ity, with but little rot; apples, especially grafced

fruit, almost a failure.

—The asparagus growers at Oyster Bay, L. I,,

find that, by dusting the plants attacked by the

larvae of the asparagus beetle with lime, they can

effectually destroy it. It does not aff'ect the beetle

itself, which is quite lively and readily jumps
away if annoyed by anything, but the larvte being-

very thin-skinned, it appears to burn them or dry

them up as soon as it touches them. By frequently

going over the beds, its ravages may be completely

arrested.

—A correspondent of the Rural World, who has

lived on the Channel Islands twenty years, and
raised cattle there, says that when these Channel
Island cows are removed, though they may be

good milk and butter producers, he does not be-

lieve that they will, anywhere else produce as

they do in their native place. He believes the

peculiar climate, which allows grass to remain

green all the year ; the careful and regular way in

which cows are feed there ; and the warm stabling

and constant attention which they receive—make
them produce more and richer milk than they

ever can elsewhere.

—At a recent discussion by the Lexington, Ky.,

Farmer's Club of the best method of harvesting

corn, Mr. John Webb said that in his opinion the

best way is to cut it up when thoroughly lipe ; be-

cause, first, the fodder is much better when dry,

and second, the corn is more healthy when fully

matured for man and beast. When it is cut green,

experience proves that corn is certain to cause

colic in the animals using it; green fodder is al-

ways unpalatable to stock, and it is especially so

when damp. At one time in his life he believed

in the value of green fodder, and has hurried out

at daylight with his hands to secure it before it

became dry, but he is satisfied now, from his own
observation and that of other farmers, that dry

fodder is eaten with more avidity than green, and

cattle look better from using it.
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For the New England Farmer.

THB GAEDEN IN DECEMBER.
It is an axiom with all prudent rulers and

governments, "In time of peace prepare for

var." As thoughtful gardeners we will adopt
the spirit of ihis motto, and say, "In time of

leisure prepare for the busy season." The
gardener who drops his implements at the first

approach of hard frosts and gives his garden
no more attention till the opening of another

season, always finds himself behind hand in

more respects than one. There is always work
that is in order ; seed time and harvest bring

iheir appropriate duties, and so does the season

of comparative leisure ! While there may be
but little labor for the hands, there is more
opportunity for the exercise of the mind
Thought, reflection, and planning contribute

largely towards success in any calling, and a

leisure season is the most favorable time for

this occupation.

Sometimes there Is an "open spell" of
weather in December, favorable for out-door

work, when improvements, &c., may be made
;

cleaning up, pruning, draining, ploughing,

spading, &c., may be done. Turning up the

soil at this season, often brings to the surface

a large number of insects and their chrysalids,

&c., which the weather will destroy, or the

birds and fowls pick up and devour. If heavy
snows or rains and ice come and adhere to

trees, shrubs, or vines, attention is needed,
that damage does not occur from overloading,

breaking or splitting down of the trees and
branches, by gently shaking off the snow or

ice. The fences, gates, &c., will need to be
looked after, to see that they are in good
order, and kept shut, to keep out farmer
"Slack's" or neighbor "Don't Care's" cattle,

as they range the highways or fields.

Our hints for the practical, every-day oper-

ations during the winter season must be brief.

Cold Frames —In a late article in the Far-
mer, on "Cold Frames and their u'^es," there

was an error in saying "fow seed of cabbage
and cauliflower the last of September.'''' I had
in mind to say the last of August, and find by
referring to my notes, that such was the time.

The error must have occurred in writing out

the article. In this latitude the first week in

September is late enough in general seasons
;

sown then, the plants will have attained a

growth of two to four inches upon the ap-

proach of cold weather, when they are trans-

planted into the cold frames, the plants set

deep, putting the whole length of the stem, up
to the leaves, into the soil, so that the stem
may be protected, as it is the most tender part

of the plant, and is first affected by cold. The
main point in the successful wintering of plants

in cold frames, is to give proper ventilation,

—

all that is possible without exposing the plants

to too great cold. Attention is needed to see

that mice do not gain admittance and so

destroy the plants. Trap or poison them, and

keep them out at all events. See that the
frames are well banked up on all sides, and
provide mats or shutters convenient to be used
in severe weather. The novice in the use of
cold frames may meet with some drawbacks
or failures at first, in which case he should not
be discouraged, butdrawlfssons so as to avoid
shoals and quicksands in the future.

Compost.—All good gardeners look out in

advance for liberal supplies of compost and
manure, and the winter is the great season tor

accumulation. Muck or dried earth should be
provided in abundance, to absorb all the li-

quids, &c., from the privy, pig sty, stable,

and to mix with the droppings of the poultry.

Muck or woods earth mould may be dug and
hauled frequently, at any time during winter,

and often easier or more conveniently on the

sled than on the cart or wagon. No danger
of hauling or getting together too much, as it

will keep and be all the better for keeping.

Seeds.—Take good care of all home pro-

duced. Select the best only, and clean out

all others. Make a list of what is wanted,
and if you cannot obtain pure and good of
your friends, be in readiness to order from
reliable producers and dealers as soon as their

stocks are ofF^red. W. H. White.
South Windsor, Conn., 1869.

THE SOUTHERN SCORPION.

The Scorpion is frequently found in Geor-
gia, yet it is not abundant. It is a little ven-

omous reptile, about an inch and a half to

two inches in length, of a brown color, and in

general appearance somewhat resembling a
small crayfish, except the tail, which, instead

of being flat, is armed with a horny speai* and
within which is a very sharp poisonous sting

which can be us«d at will. The tail is curved

over on its back, in the form of a hook. The
sting or wound it inflicts is very poisonous and
painful, although I have never known it to

prove fatal. As tneir abode is generally under

rotten logs, persons engaged in clearing new
land are sometimes stung in the hand by them

;

the hand and arm swell up rapidly and be-

come much inllimed, and the victim is l.xid up
for two or three weeks and then slowly re-

covers.

Its habits are the most interesting part,

however. The female, after being impreg-

nated by the male, falls to and eats him un ;

she then lays five or six eggs and fastens them

upon her own back, where they are hatched

;

she then turns her tail over her back and

stings all to death that she can reach ; a por-

tion of the brood, however, usually escapes

;

those that are killed the mother devours when
they fdU off. The young that escape death,

as they increase in strength and age begin to

devour the mother, by eating into her back and

vitals and finally kill her.

—

Georgia corres-

pondent Germantown Telegraph.
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A DUJEIHAM HEIFEB OP A BEEP FAMILY.

Whatever may be the final decision of far-

mers as to the claims of the breeders of the

milking families of the Durhams or Short-

horns as to their excellence for the dairy,

there can be no doubt as to the popularity of

the beef producing families. Our Cattle Shows

and our city live stock markets furnish ample

proof that they are popular with feeders East

and' West, but more especially perhaps at the

West and Southwest.

A very fine illustration of the characteris-

tics of the milking family of this race of cat-

tle was given in the Weekly Fakmer of

March 27th, and in the Monthly at page

237.

The cut which we give this week is the por-

trait of a two-year-old heifer, of the beef pro-

ducing Short-horns, and it well illustrates the

wonderful fullness in every part of the carcass

that distinguishes the pure bred animal of this

class, making it valuable all over, even where

most other breeds fail, and with no more ofFal

than in a creature of a third less size of an

inferior breed.

A comparison of these two illustrations, as

repretentatives of the two families of Short-

horns,—the one bred for the dairy, and the

other for the butcher,—will prove interesting

to those of our readers who arc inquiring into

these matters.

Most feeders desire a quick return for capital

and food, and the animal which gives it in the

shortest time is generally preferred. The

flesh of the Devon and of some others may be

of finer grain and of tenderer quality, but for

early maturity, weight of meat, ripeness of

points, and fullness in choice places, superior-

ity is claimed for the beef families of the Dur-

hams. Our cut, which is a specimen of good

engraving, is copied from Allen's American

Cattle.

To Break a Horse of Pulling at the
Halter.—Procure a small rope, (about three-

fourth inch is best, although a strong bed-

cord will answer,) put the middle of the rope

under the horse's tail, as one would the crup-

per, cross the ropes on the back, bring the

ends forward and tie so as to farm the lower

part of a breast collar. To hitch, put the

halter-strap down through the ring, and tie

to the rope collar.

—

Iturai New Yorker.

Planting the Chestnut.—In this region

they may be planted as soon a ; they fall from

the tree, while the shell is yet moist ; or they

can be put at once into rather moist sand, un-

til the middle of November, or until March.
W^e prefer the autunnral planting, immediately

after the chestnut falls from the burr. It is a

rapid grower, and with ])ro[)er pruning it can

be formed into a beautiful tree.

—

Gcrmantown
Telegraph.
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WHBAT CULTURE.
MONG farmers in this coun-

try as well as in Europe, the

question as to the proper

amount of seed to be used

in the cultivaticn of grain

has of late received cousid-

erable attention. We have

long been convinced that in

rai.-iiig wheat too much seed

to the acre is used, and have

said that wheat should be

plantbd not sowed. If this

is done at the proper time,

winter wheat may be raised

with as much certainty as spring wheat ; in-

deed, we think with more certainty, and every

one knows that winter wheat, when it suc-

ceeds, yields a larger crop and cf better qual-

ity. Let it be plaiited as early as it can be with-

out dargtT of the seed stalk starting before

the frost, and the plant will become well

rooted, and unless the water stands upon the

suiface it will not suffer from the winter.

We are inclined to believe that wheat put

into the ground from two to four inches deep,

in rows sixteen or eighteen in'.hes apart, with

the grains not less than six inches apart in the

row, would yield, with proper cultivation

afterward, double the number of bushels

usually obtained per acre.

Why should wheat unlike other crops de-

teriorate both in quantity and weight, as it is

well known that it does ? Corn is not only

kept up to its full standard, but constantly im-

proved, by selecting the best grains for seed,

and giving it clean culture and allowing each

plant sufficient space in which to spread its

roots and find nourishment. New corn sown

broadcast and so thick that it would shade the

ground and thus keep down the growth of

weeds, and the corn for seed taken from the

average product of the field, how long before

it would depreciate as much as the wheat crop

has done?

The idea that wheat must grow so thick as

to shade the ground in the spring, and thus

favor the catch of grass seed which we usually

sow with it, or so thick as to smother the weeds

in the rich but poorly cultivated soils of the

West, is we believe all wrong. We ask why

grass seed should be sown at all with wheat ?

It can be sown to better advantage afier the

wheat is harvested, if the wheat has been

properly cultivated. The wheat needs the

whole strength of the soil while it is growing,

as much as does the corn, and the weeds should

be kept down by cultivation in the wheat field,

as well as in the corn field.

The editor of the Prairie Farmer in dis-

coursing upon this subject makes some very

sensible remarks, which we would commend

to the consideration of Eastern as well as

Western wheat growers. He says : "If wheat

is sown thick enough to keep weeds down it is

sown thick enough to keep down a large num-

ber of spires that would grow and produce

seeds, 'some an hundred fold, some sixty fold

and some thirty fold', if there was room

enough for them to develop.

"How many of our farmers arft aware how

near togrfther the grains of wheat lie when

they sow two bushels of wheat to the acre ?

and yet some sow heavier than that. One

peck to the acre will put four grains on every

square foot of the land, and it is highly prob-

able that these are more than would grow to

the best advantage. The truth is that very

few cf us have ever seen the product of a sin-

gle grain of wheat that was growing to the

best advantage in regard to space and cultiva-

tion. One grain of wheat in soil free from

weeds and kept mellow as we do the soil around

some vegetables would show a product as

different from what we see in an ordinary

broadcast wheat field as the solitary mountain

oak differs from the puny sapling in the thady

forest.

"One of the best yields of wheat that we
have heard of this season, is that of Dr. James

S. Hamilton, of Athens, Georgia. This crop

has forty- six bushels to the acre. We have

not seen it stated how much seed was sown,

but from the fact that it was diilled eighteen

inches apart, we conclude that but little seed

was used.

"The experiment of Alderman Mechi, of

liOndon, showed the astonishing yield of forty-

eight bushels, and two bushels of screenings,

to the acre, on land on which less than a peck

of seed was sown, or rather planted. This

wheat weighed sixty- six pounds to the bushel.

"When the time comes that we plant, hoe

and cultivate wheat, a part of the extra ex-

pense of tending it will be defrayed by the

saving of seed, from the difference of the
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two bushels or more which many now use,

and the peck that will be spread over the same

ground."

SEED WHEAT.
An anecdote is told of a former Emperor

of China, to the effect that walking by the

side of a wheat field, he saw a stalk of wheat

much larger and riper than the rest of the

field, and that he plucked it and saved the

grains to be sowed, and from it derived a va-

riety of wheat much earlier and more pro-

lific than the wheat in common use, and thus

conferred a great benefit upon his people.

When wheat is sown in drills, we can easily

pass through the field and cut into a bas-

ket the heads that are the plumpest and first

ripe, and beat out the grains for seed. In a

day's time a careful man might thus collect

several pecks of seed wheat, that would be as

much better than the average of the field as

the ears of corn that we select for seed are

better than the average corn of the corn crop

When we come to sow with the drill, only

about a peck to the acre, this will not be so

great a job as it would now seem, when we
sow two bu&hels to the acre. The next best

course would be probably to use the Sepa-

rator of Mr. Sanford Adams, or some other

Yankee invention, which will retain only the

largest and plumpest grains to be used for

seed, and let through all the small grains and

foul seeds.

For the New England Farmer.

GKAPE-QROWINQ IN NEW ENQLANf?.
To persons who are fond of growing fruit,

grape culture is very fascinating; and the

manner in which some persons who were
interebted in the sale of vines described
grapes,—their appearance, qualities, uses and
culture,—was so interesting, that like a well
written novel their recorded opinions and state-

ments could never be fully appreciated with-

out digesting them in away which often proves
that "reality is stranger than fiction," and far

more instructive.

My articles on "Grape Fever" in the Far-
mer for March, 1857, were intended to help
those who at that time were in danger of catch-

ing the fever ; and had I not feared that, be-

ing myself a dealer in vines, I might be sus-

pected of having other motives, 1 should, at

your repeated request, have said more about
grape growing in New England.
The years of drought, previous to the time

above mentioned, enabled experienced persons

to ripen in our neighborhood some lona, Isra-

ella and other valuable varieties, which here-
about can never be ripened fit to eat except
in rare seasons and under unusually favorable
conditions, and then at a cost four times the
value of the fruit. Who, in the last three

years, has heard of our most experienced am-
ateurs ripening lona, Israella, Adirondack,
Rebecca and Allen's Hybiid ? Why is it, that

in the agricultural and horticultural papers we
now see so few advertisements of the above
named vines and many others, including most
of Rogers' Hybrids.
The truth which experience teaches in re-

gard to out-door culture of the above named
varieties is, that when they can be ripened
they are, in the opinion of those we regard as

good judges, excellent in appearance and fla-

vor, but to ripen them at a cost that will give

a profit is the impossible thing I am writing

about.

We have second-rate grapes which in suita-

ble soil and location, and under ordinary cul-

ture, will come to that condition of ripeness

which will make them preferable to the first-

rate ones for the table, if both are grown un-
der the same conditions in our State or in any
place north of Boston. I became so well sat-

isfied of this, that for two years past I have
been careful to say so to persons when en-

gaged in selling vines to them, and when con-
versing with visitors on the merits of each va-

riety they may have been interested in. Some
who could afford it, concluded to experiment
for themselves, and the result was that like

myself they concluded that wit when bought
by experience is often valuable ; others con-
tinue to experiment and complain in a way
that children sometimes will, when they are

repeatedly foiled in endeavoring to accom-
plish things which the laws of nature are op-
posed to.

I wish not to discourage the growing of
grapes, improved varieties I mean. I wish all

men to share with me any luxury nature fur-

nishes for man's good, and as grapes when
fully ripe are pleasant to the taste and re-

freshing to the eater of them, all who cannot
afford to buy them, but who have a rod of
land on which the sun shines, should grow
them ; for on even such a small space I some-
times grow full one hundred pounds of IVui',

that most persons would relish and gi-eatly en-

joy the use of as refreshing food and drink.

I am aware that many say grapes are an ex-
pensive and an uncertain crop to grow. 1 an-
swer, by no means is either correct in any
sense that may not be applied to otht r fruits.

The loss sustained in grape culture in the

northern States can be traced to inexperience,

or want of a broader experience, which would
have suggested a change of variety of vine

cultivated, instead of continuing to grow those

"run out;" just as our farmers change their

corn and other seeds ; so those who have failed

in the older grape-growing States should have
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planted new varieties and selected those that

suited the location. It will be said that this

has been done without success, which I admit

;

but, I also say, that in the same sense and to

as great an extent, they have generally suc-

ceeded, equally with the farmer who changes
his corn an I other seeds; in proof of which,

note the astounding increase of quantity sent

to all large cities, and the steady increase of
the same.

I have increased, in ten years, my stock of
bearing vines from one vine to seven hundred,
anil stop only because I have no more suita-

ble land for them. I do not expect they will

make me rich in the generally accepted sense

of that word, but they pay me to grow them
on land that will sell for high prices, and
where hired labor costs from two dollars to

two and a quarter per day. In a future paper
I may say what varieties I have grown, how
I grow them, and what has been my measure
of success. John Fleming.
Sh rborn, Mass., Oct. 4, 1869.

For the Xew England Farmer,

HOW THE CALF IS BEING RAISED.
I am raising a calf which is now about seven

weeks old. I'he calf was born July 16th. I

bought it when five days old. I learned it to

drink new milk in two da) s ; I then substitu-

ted skim milk so rapidly that in two days more
I gave it no new milk at all ; and in a week
from the time of purchase its drink was about
half skim milk and half hay tea. I was very
particular fi-o n the first to encourage it to eat
hay. Experience teaches me that calves pre-
fer early cut, last ycar'^s hay, to anything
newer. They will eat very little green grass
when they can get that, and it seems to be just

what they need to keep the bowels in a healthy
state. There is more danger of a calf coming
to harm from scouring than from any other
cause. At sixteen days old, it would eat hay
and chew the cud like an old cow. When I be-
gan cutting fodder corn, about the 8th of

August, the calf being three weeks old, 1

pulled off and gave it the green leaves, of
which it would eat sparingly At the age of
six weeks I took it out doors for the first

time, and since then have tied it out four
hours per day, in the thin shade of a d^ing
tree.

Meanwhile plenty of loam, housed when
dry for the purpose, has been kept under the
calf; and I consider the manure thus made
has nearly or quite paid me for all time and
labor expended up to the present time. I

have given no meal or grain of any kind ; the
milk, hay tea, and hay and corn fodder, being
its only food. I occasionally give it fresh

loam from out doors to eat. I litrer it nights,

and calculate to keep it in a comfortable con-
dition. My neighbors say that the calf is a
large, fine animal, with every prospect of mak-
ing a good cow, especially for butter; and I

several have said it was the fattest calf they
ever saw

!

From what I have seen, I think Dr. Ilart-

well has not given full credit to hay tea as
food for young stock. I think, in raising a
calf, the first object, (after it has sucked three
or four times,) is to learn to drink well. For
this purpose new milk is most convenient.
Then, just as quickly as possible, substitute

skim milk ; then, if that is scarce, learn it as
rapidly as possible to drink hay tea, in greater
or less quantities.

In Secretary Flint's Fourteenth (Massachu-
setts) Report, at pages 37 and 38, there
is a statement of Hon. Simon Brown, (Ed.
Farmer) that he has raised fine thrifcy calves

with hay tea alone, after they were four or
five weeks old,—the hay tea being largely

mixed with the skim milk at first.

In raising young stock, especially if they
come late, great care should be used in feed-

ing, bedding and sheltering these babies of
the barn, especially in winter, to keep them
thrifty, and prevent their getfing stunted.

Meanwhile, there may (may there not?) be
such a thing as forcing a calf too much. A
neighbor of mine raised a cow several years
ago, I cannot give the exact details, but it

sucked a long time, grew fast, and had a calf

at fourteen months old ; but as a cow she
proved of value only for beef.

There are many ways of raising stock, and
no one exact rule will always suffice in full.

"What is food for one man, is poison for
another," and it is in a measure so with calves.

Different breeds need different management,
and so do different individuals of the same
breed. The Jersey is tender. The Devon is

hardy. Consequently a greater degree of
care is necessary in raising Jersey, than in

raising Devon cattle.

But one thing is plain, the too frequent habit

of tying out young stock in high grass, without
shade, and giving no dry hav, is next to ruin-

ous. Another important item is to feed warm
drink to the calf. It is a great preventive
of scouring. And more th m half the trouble

in learning a calf to drink, usually results

from giving the xlrinJc too cold. Please to

note that ! While I believe that skim milk
and hay tea make the best food for calves, it

is but fair to state the fact that very fine ani-

mals are raised by other methods. A neigh-

bor of mine, having no cow, purchased a two
days old calf, and brought it up on oat meal
gruel, and his success was such that it would
be hard to convince him that oat meal is not

the best food for growing calves. I think,

however, that when such food is given to

young stock, larger quantities are required to

keep the animal up to a given standard when
matured, than when the food has been of a
lighter nature.

The time I commence feeding oal?es with
meal, is when cold weather begins in earnest.

Then they need it. Begin with very small
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quantities, and, as Dr. Hartwell says, don't

give more than the equivalent of a pint ot

corn meal a day, when a year old. Oats and
shorts contain large quantities of bone-mak-
ing material, and are probably the best grains

for growing stock. There is no chewing
bones by animals of any age thus fed. Still,

where the calf is inclined to grow large and
bony, and lacking in plumpness, corn meal
may be substituted in a limited degree.

Clover is probably better than any other

one kind of hay for calves or milch cows, but

all need a change. Rowen of any kind is ex-

cellent, also corn fodder. A little bog hay
will occasionally be eaten with avidity in pref-

erence to any other, for a change, especially

if the animal thinks it is stealing it. Noth-
ing is so good as a daily feeding of some kind

of roots. I do not think a calf is really 6tted

to eat much green food until it is from four to

seven months old, the time varying with dif-

ferent animals. It is also proper to com-
mence gradually. A calf born in April or

June may be let out into a dry pasture in Sep-
tember or October, the grass not then being
in a state to scour the animal, as in previous

months.
Meanwhile, as cattle are comparatively

scarce and high, all the good stock, and none
other, should be raised.

A poor farmer without capifiil to expend in

fine stock can often work into it by buying
young calves from good stock, and taking pains

wilh them. A poor man of my acquaintance

has a cow for which a rich manufacturer has*

made a standing offer of $150. He bought it

when a small calf, and raised it by hand.

Where milk cannot be had or spared, or is

considered, as is often the case with milk

sellers, too valuable to raise calves on, the

oat meal gruel and hay tea may be resorted

to ; and the calves, as in Mr. Brown's case,

be raised on hay tea wholly, after five weeks
old. Always study the comfort of the an-

imal. The man who ties his calf out in the

hot sun, and among the tall grass, ought to be
tied out likewise, and fed on green apples.

A good bed and warm stall in winter, save

food, and increase the growth and value of

animals. "Boards and nuils," shingles and
battens, are often substitutes for food, and a
propei' distribution of hay in the mow often

keeps the wind out of a loose barn. Dry
loam, should be stored, and used beneath the

litter in winter, both for the comfort of the

animal and for the saving of manure.

In addition, I would say a word in regard

to absorbents. It seems to be usually con-

tidered tha' the only benefit in using absorb-

ents for the manufacture of manure is in the

saving of the liquid. It is evident however,
that the dissolving power of urine and of
green dung renders much crude inorganic

matter, of which absorbents are usually com-
posed, fit for plant food ; while the gases from

the manure penetrate through the mass and
become fixed and ready for plant food.

Franklin, Mass., Sept. 5, 1869. John.

PAMPEHED STOCK.
It is certainly to be regretted, that when the

prospect for the general diffusion of the blood
of so valuable a race of domestic animals as

the Short-horn cattle seems so encouraging,
there should be any of the breeders of these
noble animals practicing such a system of
feeding and management as cannot fail to have
injurious effects upon the breed. High feed-
ing, pampering and "training" for exhibition

and sale, are not only calculated and intended
to deceive and impose upon the public, but
tend also, as every intelligent br«eder knows,
to impair the health, the constitutional vigor,

and all the useful qualities of our herds.

Cattle are wanted for use, and not as mere
ornaments ; and therefore the best are those
which make the largest return in good flesh

and milk for the food consumed and the care

bestowed upon them. Of course we cannot
expect an animal to be successful under such
a test as this, that has not a sound constitution,

with such substance of bone and lean flesh as

plenty of good grazing, with the exercise it

will afford, alone can produce.
To confine cattle in stalls from calf-hood,

and feed them with oil meal and similar fat-

producing substances ; to cover with blankets

and rub and curry as horses are trained for

the race, except that the sweating and exercise

are omitted, will undoubtedly cover almost
any animal with fat, give a fine gloss to the

hair, and therefore, to an unpracticed hand,
convey the idea of superior handling. The
flesh will be soft, the hide yielding and flabby

;

whereas if the same amount of flesh had been
laid on with ordinary feeding and grazing,

with proper exercise, the flesh would feel firm

and solid, though the skin would not have a
harsh touch. When will our judges learn that

a thin and flabby hide is objectionable, as is

also soft and spongy flesh, when the animal
is ripe-fat? There is scarcely a butchtr
in America so ignorant as not to know this.

It is a well-known fact that up to the period
of 1839 or 1810, the majority of Short-horns
were kept only for grazing and dairy pur-

poses, and were treated with only such feed-

ing and care as the ordinary stock of good
farmers had. If we may be permitted to ex-

press the hope that the Durhams of our day
are equal to those of that period, it is very
certain that we have no evidence on which to

ground the assertion that they are any better.

While, therefore, the pampering and train-

ing, so common in our day, have, in many in-

stances, very decidedly impaired the constitu-

tion, the milking, grazing and other useful

qualities, all intelligent men know that the

practice has not even improved the style and
appearance of the stock. While fat and in
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training, they have indeed looked sleek and
smooth, and their soft and flabby handlino; has

passed with ipexpei ienced men for quality

;

hnt wht n put on ordinary keeping and used
for the common purposes of producing milk

or beef, they have sadly disappointed the ex-

pectations of those who purchased them in the

show condition.

I do not olject tD keeping stock in good
order. Cattle should have plenty of the best

pasture in the grazing season, and of the best

bay or its equivalent in winter, with some m al

or grain to the calves and cows in milk. Nor
is a moderate allowance of grain to all the

srock in winter objectionable : and where corn

is not too dear, is probably not more expen-
sive than to feed hay alone. What I object

to is the unnatural method, already stated, of

so much housing and over-feeding with oil

Cake, large quantities of milk, &c., so that

breeding animals, old and young, are kept
just, as fat as all this care and stuffing will

make them ; and that, not with honest, solid

tlesh of well marbled (lean and fat,) as gaod
bief ought to be, but of the soft and greasy

sort, tha will produce the fashionable touch.—Hon. T. C. Jones, in Ohio Farmer.

AGRICtriiTUKAL ITEMS.
—It is stated that the Percheron horses, intro-

duced into Central Ohio within the last fiw years,

arc givicg good satisfaction, and are bsing bred

more extensively this year than at any previous

one.

—Mr. J. Harris says in the Agriculturist that he

does not know how he could get along without

petroleum. He keeps the wood work of his farm

tools and implements saturated with it, to keep

the rain, sun and air from swelling and shrinking

and ruining them.

—William Egger, of Losvvilie, N. Y., a Swiss

dairyman, says in the Rural New Yorker that

cows should be salted every morning, and if in the

stable, before foddering, but never after taking

water. This is the practice of the best stock-

keepers in Switzerland, and he thinks much pref-

erable to salting them once or twice a week, or to

keeping it constantly within their reach.

—For a remedy for splints and spavins, D. P.

Hawes, Woodville, Iowa, says in the Rural New
Yorker, "Put into a large-mouthed bottle six

ounces oil of origanum ; two ounces gum camphor

;

two ounces meriurial ointment; one ounce tinc-

ture of iodine. Melt by putting the bottle into

cold water, and heat the water after the bottle is

put in it. Apply twice, daily, on splints; three

limes, daily, on spavins, for four or five days.

—In one of his letters from the West, "Carlton'

says, "I would not make the farmers of New
England discontented. I would not advise every-

body to put up their farms at auction. I would

not advise any well-to-do farmer of Massachusetts

or Vermont to leave his old home and rush out

here without first coining to survey the country;

but if I were a young man measuring off tape and
ribbon, or selling st;'ys and buttons to simpering

young ladies in a city store, I would give such a
jump over the counter that my feet would touch

ground in the center of a great prairie!"

—A correspondent of the Rural New Yorker

gives the following ps his plan of curing sowed
corn. I cut my corn with a stout cradli-, when it

stands up, or with a corn-cutter when lodged;

allow it to lay on the swath a day or two, then

rake up and bind the same as oats and rye. I

then take an ordinary fence stake, drive it tirmly

in the ground, set three bundles of corn around it,

and tie them ; then seven to ten more around these

(according to size,) and bind them at the top, with

one or two bands ; I then cap the whule with two
bundles. When put up in this way, they will

stand till thoroughly cured, when they can be

stacked or put in the barn the same as corn stalks.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

CEMENT WATER PIPE.

I would like to make some inquiry about cement
water pipes. Are they liked by those who have
tried them ? What proportion uf sand and gravel
is used, say to a barrel of cement ?

Daniel T. Pieece.
Prescott, Mass., Sept. 27, 1869.

Remabks.—Properly made cement water pipe

we believe gives good satisfaction, but if poorly

made it is very unsatisfactory. Mr. L. M. Hill,

of Amherst, in your county, has nearly 200 rods

laid by Mr. Benjamin Livermore, of Hartland,

Vt., who has had much experience in the business,

and has we believe invented and patented some
process by which the construction of the pipe is

much facilitated. Mr. Hill would probably answer

any inquiry you wish to make. Our impression

is that some six to eight parts of sand are used to

one of cement, in ordinary work. But we know
nothing of the proportions used in making water-

pipe. We understand, however, that much of the

cement in the market is totally unfit for that use,

—does not work or "set" right,—and that of the

same lot^? one barrel will be good and the next

worthless, while to the unpracticed eye both ap-

pear alike.

CHESS turning TO WHEAT!

Having read the communication signed "E,"
from Th'tford, Vt., in your issue of Oci()t)er 2d, I

was reminded of a similar occurrence that hap-
pened in Tuubridge, Vt., not more th;(n thirty or
forty miles from the place where this wonderful
transmutation occuned. and have thought tlnit a re-

petition of it might be serviceable in tlie .-olution

and proper understanding of some of the won-
ders, not to say miracles, of these latter days.
Now, I am, like your correspondent "E.," an un-
believer in these alleged changes of wheat to a
class and species of plant so widely dilfereiit from
wheat as is chess. But to the story of our eye
witness: "A quantity of ground was sowed to
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wheat in the fall, which grew and looked well

:

very little of it winter killed. But when it came
to head out it was all found to be chess. A small
portion of it was saved for seed, and the rest hayed
and put In the barn, affording an immense crop.
And at the proper time the seed saved from a por-

tion of the field was sowed, and cared for the same
as is usual for grain crops." And now, mark you,
for here comes another wonder, and one which so
far as I can see to the contrary is perfectly consis-

tent with this whole theory of transmutation, if

not with degeneration. "The crop grew well,
stood well in tiie spring, and a good crop of
wheat was grotcn, where nought but chess was
sown."
Now, Mr. Editor, I know the man well who tells

this for truth, and he is con^idereda truthful man.
And he evidently believes it. Now I would like

to have some of these believers in transmutation
and degencDtion explain tliis freak of nature.
North Hatfield, Mass., Oct., 1869. Ob8erver.

FEEDING MEAL TO COWS AND PIGS.

I feed my milch cows with a mixture of corn
meal and shorts, about two quarts and a half each
per day. When work is not driving I give it with
cut feed. In the busy season I mix it, (half at

night and half in morning,) in a pail of water at

each feeding. This I con-^ider the most conven-
ient way, as it takes very little time to mix it or
for the animal to drink it. I make butter, and I

would like to ask if there is any otgection to this

way of feeding the meal in water ?

Is there any other way by which the meal could
be fed to produce a greater vaiue of milk and
batter, or of beef .' Of late, many teamsters argue
that horses should have their meal dry. Some hog
fatteners say that swine will thrive better on un-
cooked than on cooked food. These are questions
of importance to the farmer, and should be thor-
on!?hly discussed. J. W. Snow.
Cumberland, R. L, 1869.

SULPHUR FOR LICE ON CATTLE.

I notice very often the inquiry in the Farmer,
How shall we kill the lice on our cattle? I have
tried almost all the panaceas I have seen recom-
mended. S'ime of them have proved beneficial,

while others—kerosene oil for instance—were
worse than the disease. I have settled upon the
following, which has proved entirely satisfactory

with me. Fill the hair full of sulphur, rubbing it

in thoroughly with the hand ; and give the animal
a little iiiterually, with its meal or salt. Two or
three applications have always effected a cure.

THE CROW QUESTION.

I rank the crow among my worst enemies. Last
year l)y putting up lines, &c., I kept tliem at a
proper uistance from my corn held through the
spring; but after my corn was put into the stook,
they came down upon it like the plagues of old,

de.Ntroy nig from one-fourth to one-third ot my crop.

I have n\ ver had any peculiar affection for the
bii ds siuce.

phosphates and plaster.

I am experimenting consiilerably this season
with pho.spiiate and plaster, and will give you the
rtsuit at ^orne future lime. J. L. Fkye.

South Danville, Vt., 1869.

NORWAY OATS AND GOLDEN-SHEAF WHEAT.

I notice large stories about the "Norway oats."

My experien':e with them is not as favorable. I

ot) aiiad one quart of seed of Mr. Ramsdell, and
sowed on fair quality of land, but rather late, and
the yield was two quarts of poor looking oats.

Disposed to give them another trial, I sowed the

two quarts on four rods of land that would give
sixty bushels of corn to the acre this year, by the
side of one quart of Excelsior oats from the patent
office, on same surface of land, with the following
results: Norway yielded one and one-half bushels
of thirty-two pounds, while the Excelsior yield
was two bushels of thirty-six pounds by actual
weight, and of much better appearance. Enclosed
is a sample of our Golden Sheaf Spring Wheat,
yielding twenty bushels from one and one half
sowed on three-fourths of an acre of land, and in
a location where our neighbors predicted that no
wheat could be raised. " R. Burnham & Son.
South Straford, Vt., Oct. 4, 1869.

THE BORER.
I have found an effectual remedy for the de-

struction of the egg of the Apple Tree Borer.
After the deposit of the eggs of the borer, which
will be in September, mtke a wash of one pound
of tobacco, and one pound of sal soda, put into
two gallons of hot water; let it stand for thiity
minutes, stirring it frequently. Then take a rag
and rub the liody of the trees—the lower jiart espe-
cially—with this wash and the work is done.
This is a good wash, also, for removing lice

from the liml)s. I have had several young trees

destroyed by the pests, but by using the above
wash i have no trouble. G. L. Randall.

Riverside, Me., Oct. 1, 1869,

cow SUDDENLY DRIED UP.

The inquiry of "E. W. K." reminds me of a
case that once came under my observation. A
tine cow was changed from a poor to a rich pas-
ture, but instead of giving more milk she gave
less and less at each milking, much to the surprise
of her owner. By accident it was discovered that
a yearling steer had relieved her of her milk, and
thus the sudden diminution was accounted for. I

have heard of pigs doing the same for a cow, while
lying down. Perhaps "E. W. K." will discover
some such cause for the decrease in the How of
the milk of his cow. A Reader.

COMMON OAT.

I am a hired man and work for one that takes
the Farmer. We have counted the produce from
a stool that grew from a single seed of the com-
mon oat, on a piece of green sward on the farm of
W. Hanson. There were fifteen stalks, yielding
from 60 to 272 kernels each; the whole amuuutmg
to 2793. James W. Taylor.

"

Williamstown, Vt., Sept. 28, 1869.

SPREADING CLAY ON SANDY LAND.

What is to be done with a field which has been
ploughed so deeply that several inches of sand
have been brought up to the surface ? I have tried

the experiment, many times, of spreading a thin
coating of clay upon land which is very sandy and
has bten somewhat deeply ploughed. I have thus
improved the quality of poor land surprisingly. I

would advise lo do this; manure well and sow
with winter rye. A Constant Reader.

Wmthrop, Mass., Oct., 1869.

DEATH of a FARMER.

Lorenzo J. Day, a successful farmer of this

town died on the 11th of August, from injuries re-

ceived by a fall from a load of hay, July Zl, which
so injured his spine that though sutieiing greatly,

he was entirely helpless. He was hystem;itic and
thorough in all his work, "having a place for

everything, and everything in its place." For
several years he had taken the New England
Farmer, and his drained fields, good fences,
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clean tillage and abundant crops, were evidence of
tlie care with whic-ii he read its panes. He was
about 70 years of age. A Neighbor.

Bristol, Vt., Sept., 1869.

OCTOBER.

Thou monitor of Winter's reign,

Approaching fast his crystal throne,

Last of dead Summer's funeral train,

Her treasures all thine own.

Thy pallet spread with magic dyes,

The forests painted by thy hand

Btand glowirg neath thy sombre skies

Throughout the land.

Through orient windows of the morn,

The sun looks forth with regil blaze;

' "What g'orious tints the fields adorn

To meet his gaze.

As ruddy fires o'er mountains sweep,

Like some old allied hosts arrayed.

High up the foliaceous tteep

Red banners are displayed.

The tall elm's drooping branches bend.

In the light breeze at morning hour,

With yellow drapery to send

To earth a golden shower.

Midst bowers of pale and emerald hue.

The walnut stands in sober brown.

Where boys shake, when their task is through,

The brown nuts down.

Pay-mistress of the laboring swain,

Who laughs as scon as thou art born,

For he knows thou wilt load his wain

With golden corn.

The leaves light from the tall shade tree

Down at the quaint old farm-house door.

Where sounds glad mirth and jollity,

Till busting time is o'er.

Eppivg, K. B,, Oct., 1869. M. J. Hakvey.

A MUCK MEADOW.

I have a muck meadow comprising about ten

acres. A considerable stream passes through its

centre. It is dry and hard enough to bear a team
at all seasons of the year. What crops can I raise

on it most successfully ? Will corn grow there ?

Suppose I can raise grain, is there any danger
of diminishing its fertility ? I can flow the whole
by building a dam some four fei t long,—the high-

way forming the remainder of the dam. Please
give me such directions for its treatment as you
deem most advisable with a view of ultimately

cutting grass. Zen.
Androscoggin Co., Me., 1869.

Remarks.—The first thing to be observed in

such a meadow is its hygrometic condition ; as, if

the water stands too near the surface, the soil will

be too wet; will be cold and plants will not send

their roots down into it. On the other hand, if it

is drained too deeply, it is so light and porous that

in a season when rains are not frequent, it would

become so dry that nearly all plants would suffer

for want of moisture.

If possible, in all such meadows, the height of

water should be under the control of the cultiva-

tor. This may be done by a dam or other means,

so that he can preserve it at all times at such a
level as will keep the whole mass in a moist condi-

tion, from the water level to the surface.

On uplands, the black soil of the surface varies

in thickness, and is followed by what is usually

called a "hard-pan" of clayey or gravelly loam,

which prevents the water from passing off rapidly,

and at the same time is constantly supplying the

surface with moisture by capillary attraction.

On muck meadows a contrary course takes place.

After the water is drained away, the whole mass
lies lightly, is porous, so that sun and air easily

penetrate it, and it soon becomes quite dry, not

only on the surface but to a considerable depth

below. When rains are frequent it will be suffi-

ciently moist to sustain the growth of plants ; bat

in a moderate drought the plants soon cease to

grow. Hence the necessity of having the water

under control.

In a meadow where the muck was several feet

deep, but where the water was under control, we
have seen Indian corn, beets, onions, cabbage and
other vegetables growing luxuriantly and thor-

oughly perfecting themselves,—so were squashes,

melons, cucumbers, &c. The best grasses also grew

finely. You ask if "there is danger of diminish-

ing its fertility ?" Certainly, there is. It w. 1 need

the generous hand of culture, as well as the up-

lands. But with fair treatment it will prove to be

among the most profitable lands, because so easy

to work and so certain of carrying crops to per-

fection in dry seasons.

SrCKHORN—HORSE-TAIL—ONOCLEA SENSIBILIS.

You have recently cautioned your readers
against the use of the plant known, indifferently,

as "Horse-tail," "Mare's-tail" or "Fclypod,"—the
assertion being that its effects when red to horses
are very injurious. In this vicinity there are many
farmers who believe that the plant known as
"buckhorn," is poisonous as horse provender.
Wow, are "polypod" and "buckhorn" one and the
same thing ? Essecker,

JJanvers, Mass., 1869.

Remarks.—We are not certain what plant is

known in your section as "buckhorn." That

name is applied in Darlington's "Weeds and Use-

ful Plants" to a species of the plantain,

—

Playitago

lanceolata,—where it is remarked that nearly all

kinds of stock eat tliis plantain freely, and it has

even been cultivated expressly for a sheep pas-

ture, but it is generally much disliked in Penn-

sylvania. If this is what you mean by "buckhorn"

it is quite unlike the horse-tail in appearance and

manner of growth.

The plant for which you ask the name was sent

to one of our young friends in the agricultural

college at Amherst, who has very kindly given the

following answer :

—

The botanical name of the plant you sent is

"Onoclea sensihilis,"—a fern which is very com-
mon in wet places. I showed the specimen to our
Professor in Botany. He says he never heard it

called "buckhorn," but thinks the name would be
very appropriate.
There is a fern which resembles this somewhat,
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called "Polypodium vulgare," the common name
of it being "polypody ;" but these common names
may change. The new Freshman class numbers
thirty-three, so that we have in all about one hun-
dred students here. For the last two weeks our
class have been eng ged underdraining the wet
land about the new barn. A. h. b.

Amher&t, Mass., Sept. 28, 1869.

DOVER RED, OR HORTON POTATO.

Having read several statements illustrative of the
great fertility of the Rose and other new varieties

of the potato, I thought I would try a little experi-
ment with an old sort, the Dover Red, which has
been considered a shy bearer. The soil of this

beautiful river town is a disintegration of stone
and silex, common on the Hudson below the High-
lands. This soil is soft and pliable after rains, but
when dry it becomes so hard and tough that it

cannot be worked with ordinary garden tools.

The spot experimented with was a hard sod on
which the grass was six to eight inches high when
it was spaded, and no manure was applied.
From two small tubers, both weighing three

ounces, I cut out twelve eyes with a pen-knife,
taking very little of the potato, so that the twelve
eyes did not probably exceed half an ounce.
These were planted separately, ten inches apart
and four inches deep, about the tenth of May.
Eleven of the twelve eyes grew well for eight or
ten weeks, under the stimulus of the frequent
rains of last spring. Early in August there was a
drought which continued, with an occasional
shower, till they were dug, the 27th of September,
at which time the vines were fresh and apparently
growing. The stalk from one of these eyes meas-
ured at the butt two and a quarter inches in cir-

cumference, and six feet and two inches in length,
with nine branches, the length of which with the
stem, exceeded sixty feet. This vine produced one
and a quarter pounds of potatoes. Some of the
other vmcs were nearly as large. The produce
of the eleven vines was seven and a quarter
pounds, though from the severity of the two
montiis' drought the potatoes were probably not
more than half grown.
On digging the potatoes I found thrm with the

"Peach Blow" coloring,—skin mottled pink and
white. The Dover Ked when cooked is a pure
white potato. Who can account for this change
of color? H. Poor.

Yonkers, N. F., Oct., 1869.

Remarks.—The following description of the

Dover or Worcester Seedling, is from Mr. Burr's

Vegetables of America. "Tubers of apinkish white

color, and similar in form to the Jackson White.

Eyes deep-set, flesh white. Stalks upright; blos-

soms pinkish, but not abundant."

alsike clover.

I have grown a plot of this new variety of clover

for two years, and am prepared so far to endorse
Mr. Baldridge's remarks in the Fakmer, with re-

gard to it. I am sure that no plant with which 1

am a< quainted will bear comparison with it as a
honey producing plant. My plot was literally

alive with bees, while the white clover in the ad-

joining hi:lds attracted but very few. Unlike tne
red clover, the stalks are small, and both stalks

and leaves continue perfectly soft and green until

the seed is ripe ; consequently the hay is not in-

jured in the least Ijv maturing the seed. It seems
10 be perfectly hardy, while in our latitude, the
ordinary "Red Clover" winter kills as often
as otherwise, consequently comparatively little

is sown even on our light soils where it would
otherwise be invaluable and almost indispensable.

We hope that this new variety will make up the
deficiency in the clover crop in this northern sec-
tion. I have no seed for sale, and do not consider
my experience conclusive, fur our last winter was
remarkably favorable, and all clover wintered well.

West Georgia, Vt., Oct. 1, 1869. O. C. Wait.

CHERRY POISONING.

I have read the remarks of Mr. Simonds with
much interest. The loss of three valuable cows in
this place,—two of which were known to have
eaten the foliage of the wild cherry,—leaves no
doubt in my mind that in some seasons, and in
some conditions, the eating of a small quantity of
the green or wilted leaves will cause death. Among
the reading farmers in this place, it is a settled con-
viction that wilted cherry leaves must be fatal, but
that green ones are not so. The active poison is

undoubtedly hydrocyanic, and it may be, that
wilting developes it. When an animal has been
kept in the barn until June 15, 1 should consider it

highly dangerous to give it access to the cherry. In
the spring, a limb or two is removed from a cherry
tree near the house, and in some cases is permitted
to remain. If cattle have access to it at such time,
trouble may oe apprehended. So in regard to trim-
ming up trees in the road. Those who denend on
street pasture occasionally get more than they bar-
gain for. Cattle confined to the barn during the
year, are not, and cannot be healthy. They .'•hould

have a small pasture, if not more than three rods
square, in v/hich to get a bite of grass daily, and
breathe a little sweet, pure air. But this opens up
the whole question of soiling of cattle, and I do
not propose to say anything about that.

L. W. Puffer.
North Bridgewater, Mass., 1869.

MILKING A KICKING COW IN SAFETY.

I have a kicking cow which I milk in perfect
safety. I bore one and a half inch hole in the
stable floor just behind and a little to the right of
the right-hind foot of the cow, as she stands tied
up in the stall, and against a partition on the left.

Then procure a stout stake, fit it in to the hole
in the floor and to a simple fastening in the scaf-
fold floor, and put an iron bolt with a one and a
half inch eye through this stake, about eight inches
from the floor. Into this bolt, I put one end of a
stick ; the other end going into the partition. This
stick comes close to the cow's legs and behind
them. A small chain is then fastened across from
the stake to the partition about three feet from the
floor ; and a stout board is placed on the right side
of the cow, reaching from the floor to the seatfold
in such a manner that it can be easily removed
by me, but not by the cow. I then have two stout,
short straps to buckle around her ancles. To
these straps jcrpBs are attached. After putting
on the straps, pass the ropes first beneath ttie

stick and up around it once or twice and to the
stake above on one side and to the partition on the
other and fasten them.

1 can put on and take off this anti-bicking con-
cern in less than one minute, long as it has taken
me to describe it. Indeed I really believe I could
have milked a dozen kicking cows in less time
than I have been writing this, and done it better.

I find it takes a great many words to describe a
very simple thing, and I wonder newspaper men
do not become disgusted with their busiTiess.

Please straighten out and shorten up my descrip-
tion if you can, or burn it if you please; but my
cows are not going to kick me when I am raitking,
nor I them.

In my apparatus the cow can not get f)rward nor
backward, nor sideways, nor lie down; all of
which she attempted with desperate exerti(ms.

Nor can she kick at all. Stand she must, and that
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was all I wanted of her. The whole rigging was
used a f-hort time, after which I put on only one
strap and rope, leaving the left leg free. Try it, ye
who have vicious cows, and not heat them with the
milking-stoool. Lewis L. Read.

Hebronville, Mass., 1869.

ASHES ON GRASS LAND.

I wish to inquire of you which is the best time
to spread ashes on grass land, the fall or spring,

and how much would be a good coating for an
acre i" Norman Taylor.
Plymouth, VL, 1869.

Remarks.—Sow it any time when you can

make it convenient. Five bushels to the acre will

be useful, but a larger amount would be better.

If there were but twenty bushels to be used we
should advise sowing it upon two acres rather than

upon one. If one has an abundance of ashes,

more than ten bushels to the acre would probably

be useful.

FLOOD GATES.
Fences across streams and those on the in-

tervales which skirt the streams in New Eng-

land have been swept away by the late flood

to a larger extent probably than has ever be-

fore been done by any previous freshet.

Lumber is dear and in many places scarce.

It will be a serious matter with many fa"mers

to replace them, especially with those who have

lost heavily m crops and stock, and in other

ways. On passing fom Springfield, Mass., to

Hartford, Conn., last week, we saw sad evi

dence of the destruction caused by the flood.

With a desire to aid those who must now

go to work and replace their fences about the

streams which pass through their farms, we
copy from the Sural New York' r the follow-

ing illustrations of two plans for flood gates,

which are well adapted to the purpose. The

.il\ T ^£'X

Flood Gates Made of Poles,

one above is made from poles of the de-

sired length, woven together with strong wire,

•which, in turn, is secured to the overhanging

pole. As the water rises the poles float upon
its surface and do not in the least in.pede its

onward progress. The one given below is

more expens ve in its construction ; it consists

in inserting through holes made in the over-

hanging axle three or more rods or pendants,

of sulficient length to reach near the bed of

Flood Gate Made oj Hoards.

the stream. To these are firmly nailed boards,

as shown. The lower ones are close together,

which precludes all possibility of its becoming

filled or choked up with flood wood or other

rubbish that may have gathered in the current.

This, like the one made of poles, adapts itself

to the surface of the stream. The advantage

and superiority of these gates over a perma-

nent structure across swift flowing streams, is

obvious to all.

To Cure Warts on Horses.—Henry R.

Tryon, in the Rural New-Yorker, tells us

hew he cured a large wart on a horse belong-

ing to him :

—

"Two years ago I bought a large Clyde
colt which had a wart as large as as man''s

fist on the hind leg, just below the stifle

joint. The following remedy I procured from
an English horse-farrier, which not only re-

moved the wart, but left the surface smooth,

and it haird ever. I purchased a two-ounce

vial of butter of antimony, and applied it with

a feather tied to the end of a long stick three

times a day, until satisfied that the roots of the

wart were dead, (this can be determined by
discontinuing the application for a week ; if

the wart starts to grow apply more.) After I

had thoroughly burned it out in this way, I ap-

plied the following to heal it over :—One pint

rum, one half-pint soft water, one ounce aloes,

one-fouth ounce myrrh
;
pulverise the aloeS;

mix and wash. I applied this >• ash three

times a day, and it healed over smooth and
nice. Now I have given gratis a remedy
which if procured of the horse-farrier would
have cost you a five-dollar bill."
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STEa.M TRA-NSPOSTATIOrr.
Its Influence on Crops and the Value of Land

HANG ES of much importance

' 'r>/^-^ ^^^ taking place in the farm-

ing operations of the coun-

try. New crops are being intro-

duced, better methods of cuhure

are bting adopted, agriculfural

machinery is being rapidly intro-

duced in great variety, and to an

almost unlimited extent. Better stock of all

kinds is raised ; cheese is made in factories

;

milk is condensed, and fruits and vegetables

are preserved, on a gigantic scale.

Among the causes that are working this

transformation, steam transportation is, per-

haps, the most important. Our country ex-

tends 1500 miles from north to south, and

nearly 4000 from east to west ; but such are

the facilities afforded by steam, that these im-

mense distances can be traversed in a few days,

and fruits and vegetables can be transported

in a fresh condition from one extremity to the

other.

Planting Is commenced in Texas and Flor-

ida in February and continued through March

and Ap:il. In Maine and New Hampshire it Is

commenced In May and continued into June.

Early vegetables from Texas and Louisiana

can be laid down In the markets of New York

and Boston, about the time they are planted

in the Immediate vicinity of those cities. Thus

the season during which green vegetable food

is In use. Is gi-eatly prolonged. This com-

merce is to some extent reciprocal. Northern

fruits, potatoes and onions are transported in

the autumn to the Southern markets. Steam-

ers pass from New Orleans to New York In

five or six days ; from Savannah and Charles-

ton In three or four, and from Chesapeake

Bay In twenty-four hours.

Illinois Is about 400 miles In length from

north to south. Chicago is supplied with

strawberries and early vegetables from Cen-

tralla and the southern section of the State,

and twenty days earlier than from the Michigan

shore of the Lake. And now, excellent pears

and grapes from California are found In good

condition in the New York market.

Thus by means of steam every section of

country participates In whatever advantages of

climate exist In every other section. The lux-

uries of one section are distributed to every

other.

Another, and a very important effect of

steam transportation is that It equalizes the

value of land. Land for agricultural pur-

poses depends for Its value upon Its market

facilities. Now lands one or two hundred

miles from the city market are worth as much
per acre, as those situated fifteen or twenty

miles distant. As you get beyond the limit to

which manures from the city stables c n be

profitably hauled, farming lands assume a

nearly uniform value. Improved lands in

Ohio, Illinois and Michigan are worth as much
as In the Interior of Massachusetts and Con-

necticut. Lands within ten miles of the mar-

ket to which manures can be teamed from the

city, by which double crops can be grown, and

from which fresh vegetables and fruits can be

daily carried to the market, will always be

worth more than lands at a greater distance.

But most kinds of produce, including small

fruits and wild berries, milk, poultry and eggs,

are daily transported from one to three hun-

dred miles. Green peas, early potatoes and

sweet corn are transported by rail two and

three hundred miles, and much further by

boat. The effect of this is to raise the value

of lands In the Interior much more rapidly

than In the vicinity of the market. And even

if the crops of the Interior were confined to

grain, pork, beef and butter, the greater fa-

cilities for marketing these staples would In-

crease the value of the land on which they

were produced.

A few years since, the expense of teaming

a hundred bushels of corn in Illinois to the

nearest shipping town absorbed the whole

amount of the sale. A railroad station in the

vicinity of a farm quadrupled the vAue of the

crops, and of course the value of the lands.

Steam transportation Is causing manufacto-

ries to spring up all over the country. These

create local markets for all kinds of produce,

and of course Increase the value of land. At

these local markets, the limited demand not

calling out so large a supply, the price is often

as high or even higher than in the greater city

markets. The whole tendency, then, of steam

transportation is not only to enlarge the field

from which supplies are drawn, but to equal-

ize the value of every part of the field reached

by it.

Another effect of steam transportation Is

that it enables the farmer in the interior to

I
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avail himself of any peculiar advantage of his

soil or location and select the kind of crop he

chooses. Thus the farmers in the interior of

New York, in the Seneca Lake country, and

on the shores and islands of Lake Erie have

special advantages both of soil and tempera-

ture for the culture of grapes. The farmers

fifty or one hundred miles from the city, in the

towns nestled in the sunny nooks on the banks

of the North river, ship their thousands of bas-

kets of raspberries and bbckberries daily to

market. They are no longer confined to staple

crops, but may consult the capabilities of their

soil or their ta'stes. They can command the

use of artiiicial manures of various kinds,

adapted to the crops they cultivate.

The facilities of steam transportation are rap-

idly extending the use of agricultural machin-

ery. Improvements in agriculture within the

few years past have been greatly due to the

use of machinery. Machines are generally

bulky and heavy, and their cheap transporta-

tion has greatly increased their use. Compe-

tition and steam are placing them within the

reach of small fiirmers in every part of the

country.

There are many other respects in wi ich the

use of steam is influencing tlse operations of

farming, but we have already so extended our

remarks that we will mention but one, and that

is the extension of improved stock of all kinds

since it required weeks of time, and much ex-

pense, to drive a few animals to a State Exhi-

bition or to a distant section of the country.

Now the annual sales of the breeders of pure

blooded Short-horns or Alderneys are attended

by breeders from distant States, and theii pur-

chases are rapidly and safely transported to

their homes. Horses and sheep from Ver-

mont are conveyed to the prairies of the West,

and to the plains of Texas, and animals with

irreproachable pedigrees are found beyond the

Mississippi, and the whole stock of the coun-

try is undergoing a rapid amelioration. Suf-

folks and Chester Whites are sent from Mas-

sachuset's to Mississippi. Thus, whatever

good qualities are possessed by any variety of

stock imported or raised in the country are

soon shared by all, and the facilities for trans-

porting beef, mutton, pork and veal to market

enable the breeders to realize a profit from

tages to agriculture, the internaticnal com-

merce thus produced, serves to unite the peo-

ple of distant secti- ns, and to nationalize their

interests and feelings.

AMERICAN IKSTlTaTE PAIR.

The managers of the American Ins-titute

(New York) exhibition, it will he remembered,

made provision for a show of the wool from

the sheep of the farmers of the whole country,

and invited them to send in samples of fine

and coarse, of light and heavj% of short and

long wool. We have seen but few notices of

this part of the show, and do not know how
generally wool growers have exhibited their

productions. We fear, however, that the dis-

play is not very creditable to this important in-

dustry. The Em-al New Yorker has a notice

of the exhibition, which occupies over a

column, without a single reference to the

wool department. In relation to manufac-

tured goods it says :

—

Walk along these pyramids of woolen, cotton
and silk goods. Feel their texture. Listen to
those who talk of them. What do you hear?
"This sample is very nice." And ti-.at is all

!

They thank no one that our own wool, grown
upon our own sheep, the product of our own
grass and corn, is spun, colored and woven in our
own mills, by machinery mnde from our own iron
and steel by Americans who invented it! And
yet it is just the Jcs.-on this exhibition is intended
to teach, rnd these the fa'^ts it is fle^icned to em-
phasize ! Import goods! No, sir! Import men
and skill, rather, to consume in skilful manipula-

^, I i. .1 i.
" T^ 1 r lion what our farms, flocks, herds, mines, forests

throughout the country. It is but a tew years , and quarries produce, and prepare the same for our
consumption, thus keeping our own wealth circu-

lating in our own country, and f xp Tting only ar-

ticles upon which no more of our own well com-
pensated labor can be expended.

DIVERSIFIED AGHICtTIiTURdJ.

At the north, farmers have long practiced a

system of mixed husbandry, believing that as

f;ir as possible the productions of the farm

should supply the wants of the family cf the

owner. Hence stock and grain, butter and

cheese, fruit and vegetables are among the

products of nearly every New England farm,

whether embracing fifty acres or several hun-

dred. But of late some of our agticultural

teachers recommend more attention to special-

ties. At the Sou h, however, where special

crops have long been the rule, and diversified

farming the exception, public opinion is set-

ting strongly against the old practice. Not-

withstanding that in several kinds of crops,

their sale. In addition to these direct advan- j farmers there have enjoyed the advantages of
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a monopoly, and many circumstances have

geemed to favor specialties, the result has been

far from satisfactory. A writer in the Rural

Carolinian, in discoursing on this subject says :

Whether cotton, wheat, or any other crop, is

made a specialty for whole States, failure must
result. If proper effort is put forth the market is

glutted and the price low, while the cost of every-
thing else will bs enhanced many fold by the labor
and cupidity of our army of producers and carri-

ers. The old cotton crops, with very few excep-
tions, never commanded $200,000,000 ; the present
crop, half as large as the largest ever made, is

worth more than )S?150,000,000 in gold to-day, while
corn is becoming plenty, wheat increasing, and the
people more self-reliant and nearer self-supporting
than ever before.

While cotton may ever be a prominent crop, it

should only be cultivated as one of several pro-
ducts for exportation, and an ample sufficiency of
everything consumed upon the farm should be
grown at home. The idea that Southern horses
should be obtained in K^ntucky, flour from Mis-
souri, and part of the corn supply from Illinois,

has been a curse to the cotton States.- Specious
and false was the theory of reciprocity of material
inK'i-ests ; it never can be profital)le to carry bulky
agricultural products a thousand miles, to be used
on soils as rich and cheap as any in the world, at

an expense for transportation far exceeding the cost

of production at the place of consumption. The
variety of which this region is capable is truly
wonderful ; embracing all the cereals, grasses, vtg-
eiables, and fruits of the temperafe zone, with
many of the productions of the tropics. A belt

extending from twenty-tive degrees to thirty-nine
degrees north latitude, including a range of eleva-
tions amounting to 6000 feet, and geological for-

mations from the primitive granite to alluvium now
in the process of deposition, cannot become a
wealthy region by persistence in the culture of a
single product.

For the Kew England Farmer,

FARMING IN LEXINGTON, MASS.

Rosedale Farm.—Ilomemade and Commercial ManureB.

—Salt and Lime with Muck—Wheat and Oats.—Im-

provement of an old Wet Meadow.

In introducing myself as an "Old Young
Farmer," it may be proper for me to say that I

was raised in the interior of New Hampshire,
and worked on the old homestead until I was
seventeen vears old ; that I then spent forty

years in business in Boston., and have recently

bought and moved on to a farm in Lexington,
Mass., of one hundred acres. Consequently,
though I am old in years, as I look over my
fields and attempt to decide' on definite plans

for their management and improvement, I find

I am a youngfarmer, and need the counsel of
those more experienced in farming, though
perhaps younger in years. That this counsel

may be given intelligently, I will attempt to

draw up a description of my farm, and give

some idea of what I wish to accomplish. The
one hundred acres comprise a great variety of
soil. While a large part of my firm consists

of a light sandy land, there is considerable

heavy loam of good quality, and not a little

wet muck meadow. A brook passes 'through

the farm, forming a valley some twenty-five
feet below the table land, with several acres
of rich intervale skirting the stream. From
the banks of this valley several springs issue,

and here I wish to cultivate trout. In this

valley and near my house, there is a mineral
spring strongly impregnated with sulphur and
iron. Having been an invalid for ten years,

I have realized more benefit from the use of
this water for the last month or two than from
all the medicine I have ever taken. This
whole region appears to be filled with iron.

My barn is situated on the bank of this val-

ley, the front part being level with the main
land, and rear sixteen feet above the ground.
This basement is divided into two stories

;

about one-half of the first floor being above
ground, and one-fourth of the lower. The
first floor or story is occupied by stables for
my stock, and the lower is devoted to hogs,
and ordinary basement purposes. Both are
well lighted and ventilated, and face the south.
All the manure from the stock passes below
for the swine to work over. A six inch drain
pipe leads from the water closets in the house
to the lower part of the barn, where it is ab-
sorbed by muck which is daily applied for this

purpose.

In the rear of my barn, and within a hun-
dred feet of it, there is an extensive bed of
rich muck. From the teachings of the New
England Farmer, and from that of my own
experience, I place a high estimate upon the
value of this deposit. During the past season
I have experimented with several of the com-
mercial manures on different crops, side by
side with my home-made manures, and in every
case the latter has proved far superior to the
dear-bought, far-fetched, and much puffed
fertilizers. I believe farmers are terribly

humbugged by the great noise made by the
manufacturers of artificial manures, and am
Avell satisfied that I can manufacture manure
that will give better satisfaction at far less than
half the cost of the commercial articles, and
believe every other farmer can also.

I am now getting out muck for another
year's use, and as I intend to make a large

pile of manure, I wish to be informed whether
lime, salt or any other substance can be eco-

nomically mixed with the muck,—will it help

enough to pay expenses? Manure I find to

be the great secret of successful farming, but

still most of us must study economy in the

cost of our fertilizers.

I was told when I commenced farming this

spring, that it was no use to undertake to raise

wheat. I replied that I was going to try it

on a small scale to satisfy myself, as I believed

wheat could be raised here as well as in other

places. I procured half a bushel of spring

wheat and sowed it on about half an acre of

rich soil that had been well manured and
planted for two or three years. I put on the

land about a buthel of salt and about two
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bushels of lime. The result is that I have
raised as handsome a piece of wheat as can be
found in New England. It filled out and
ripened well, but as I have not threshed it yet,

I cannot give the precise amount of the crop.

It is estimated at from twelve to fifteen bush-

els. All who have seen it were much sur-

prised as I believe there has been but very

little if any raised in this vicinity for many
years. I have no doubt it was thought a great

piece of presumption for a green farmer like

me to undertake to raise wheat. Many of

my neighbors had about as little faith in rais-

ing oats as in raising wheat. They said that

oats generally mildewed and musted so that it

seldom filled out or ripened ; and hence they

cut them green for fodder. But I determined
to try them, and the consequence was that 1

had about two acres of very handsome oats

well filled out and well ripened.

I have a reclaimed meadow of five or six

acres that formerly produced a heavy crop of

good grass ; but it has been neglected until it

has grown up to a coarse, wiry grass, and is

becoming filled w'th hassocks. A small brook
runs through it. The old ditches have been
neglected for years, and had become filled up.

I am having them cleared out, but fear that

will not bring it into good condition with(,ut

ploughing, which must be a hard job. Can
you give me any information on the subject ?

There are many other questions that I should

like to ask, but I have scribbled so much al-

ready that I fear you will throw it all into the

waste basket. If you should not, you may
hear again from

An Old Young Farmer.
Rosedale Farm, Lexington, Mass., Sept., 1869.

li'or the New England Farmer.

GEEf. BUTLER'S SPEECH.

Gen. Butler in his speech before the Agri-

cultural Society at Worcester, has called at-

tention to important matters, aflfecting not

only the Agriculturist but all classes in the

community as well. There is a tendency not

only in individuals, but in classes, to make use

of public institutions and legislative authori-

ity to advance their own special interests.

This is shown by the fact which he mentions,

that a large part of the last session of our
Legislature was occupied by special legisla-

tion. The same thing is shown by the con-

flicts between private interests in the Legisla-

tures of all the States, and in Congress also.

The various "rings" that are formed, and
the immense sums that are paid and used, not
without suspicion of indirect infiuence, af-

ford abundant evidence that regard to pri-

vate interest, rather than public good, is the

cause cf the persistent pressure brought to

bear upon legislation.

In our own State, an immense capital is in-

vested in manufactures. Our prosperity as a

State depends very much upon their success.

But this is no reason why other interests

should be sacrificed to the interests of manu-
factures. There is surely no reason why the
interests of agriculture, which is the basis of
all national prosperity, should be sacrificed to

any other interests.

We have had, and now have, some striking

illustrations of the fact that the interests of
the farmers of our Commonwealth weigh but
little in our Legislature in comparison with
the inteiests represented by large and com-
bined capital. There is now in the centre of
Middlesex County a large tract of land, em-
bracing thousand of acres of the best land in

the county, almost entirely ruined, to enable a
comparatively small manufacturing establisli-

ment to save the difference between the cost of
running their works by water power and steam
power. The same fact exists in Norfolk
County and in various other places in the

State.

A law was enacted a few years since, re-

quiring a certain dam to be reduced for the

benefit of a large number of farmers. The
very next year, manufacturing capital com-
bined and procured the repeal of the law, lest

other dams should be reduced in the interest

of agriculture.

But we fear that there is a disposition not
only to make use of legislation to promote
private interests, but also to make use of pub-
lie institutions to advance private ends. There
are indications that some of our Agricultural

Societies, which are sustained by a tax upon
the whole community, are falling out of the

control of the farmers into the hands of
"fancy men" and "specialists," who use them
to promote their own special purposes. We
have noticed that owners of fast horses offer

premiums to be awarded through the com-
mittees of County Societies for the best colts

sired by such horses, which looks to us very
much like using these institutions to advertise

their horses, and put money in their own
pockets. Herds of fancy stocks, bred with

reference to high prices, atid fixed up for

show, occupy conspicuous positions at our
cattle fairs, and carry off a large share of the

premiums, under the pretence of promoting
the public good, to the disgust of the plain

farmers who too often find thei? claims en-

tirely overlooked. So, too, nursery men and
inventors are not satisfied with making these

occasions means of advertising their wares,

but claim the premiums as well. There is no
doubt that many patriotic and public spirited

men have imported stock and fruits from re-

gard to the public good ; but surely at the

present day, there is no need of taxing the

community to reward those who do it for the

special purpose of making money by the op-
eration.

The man who imports the best leather, or
the best woolen cloth, or the best silk goods,
may with equal justice (^laim a premium ou
his importation, on the ground that it tends
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to improve our own manufactures. It un-

doubtedly has this tendency, by exhibiting the

best models, and co.npelling our manufactur-

ers to greater exertions in these directions.

But the day has gone by, for ta ing.tlie com
munify for such a purpose. Self interest is a

sufficient inducement. Indeed this is the

moving power in most of the so-called pub-
lic enterprises of the day.

Charters are granted for rail-roads, and
their stocks are guaranteed by Congress and
State Legislatures, on the ph'a that they pro-

mote the public good, and they doutless do
promote the public good to a certain extent.

But the motives underlying them, are to ena-

ble individuals to speculate in lands, and to

enrich themselves by exorbitant freight charges

at the expense of the laboring classes. This

last evil has become a giievious oppression to

the whole nation, and will require a remedy in

na'icnal legislation. Farmers are generally

men of small capitals. 'Lhese capitals have

not been and cannot be combined for self-de-

fence—and there would be no occasion for such

combination, were not accumulated capital,

employed for other purposes, allowed to over-

ride and oppress the interests of agriculture.

Excessive legislation may become oppres-

sive, and when it is employed to promote the

interests of individuals and classes, at the ex-

pense of the community, it has already be-

comean oppressive burden, calling loudly for

a remedy. Although Gen. Butler, in the

speech referred to, said some things which we
cannot fully endorse and some things which we
think unwise, yet on the whole, we thank him
for the bold words which he has uttered, and
we trust they will prove good seed on good
ground. K.

Concord, Mass., Oct., 1869.

For the IS^ew England Farmer,

WHITE DOYENNE, OS ST. MICHAEL.

It has long been asserted, and was recently

by the honorable President of the American
Pomological tSociety, that; the above pear had
become worthless, and probably would con-

tinue to be so. I feel a great diffidence in

questioning anything emanating from so high

authority
;
yet I think the ISt. Michael is des-

tined to bless the coming generations as it has

the past.

I have been cultivating the pear for a few
years on a small scale. I have twenty-eight

varieties of trees ; fifteen varieties have fruited,

and I rank the St. Michael among the best.

There are several so excellent in tree and fruit

that I don't know which to call first.

I have one tree of this kind, about eighteen

years old from the seed, which commenced
to bear when very small, and has borne full

every year since. The fruit is of good size

and always fair, and as juicy and delicious as

those I ate at my uncle's, in old Newbury, fifty

years ago. and 1 have never seen a pear

cracked or unhealthy. I have now one and a
half bushels which grew on that tree which
will compare well with th:; same pear fifty

years a;^o, though some of them are smaller

than they should be, for I did not thin them as

much as I ought.

About eighteen years ago I set si-sty pear
trees on a piece of ground where I had raised

corn two years previous, with a light dressing

of barn manure each year. The trees *id

veiy well for one or two years, and then be-

gan to be sickly, the limns dying and some of
the trees djing nearly to the giound, and it

went on from bad to worse till every tree was
dead. Several of my neighbors and aqcjuain-

tances had a like experitnce. I was some-
what discouraged, but not willing to give it

up. I set more trees than I had bef'orci, and
then went to work to make a soil for their

proper nourishment. I concluiled to follow

the teaching of Nature, and enrich my Lmd by
top-di'essing and mulching with wood and
leaves. The result has been that every tree

that 1 have treated liberally in that way has

done all that I could wish, though my land is

in a valley where the original growth was mostly
hemlock and spruce, which is unfavorable for

fruit raising. My trees are all on greensward
and most of them overrun with witch grass.

I prune in the fall and winter.

Stephen Adams.
West Nenifield, Me., Oct. 15, 1869.

For the yew England Farmer.

GEN. BUTLER'S ADDKB&S.
On taking up one of my papers, I saw in

large type, "Address of Gen. B. F. Builer,

before the Worcester Agricultural Society,

September 23d, 1869." And holding Gen.
Butler's ability in very high esteem, I natu-

rally said to myself, here is a treat ; here will

be something new. I found something new,
indeed, but altogether of a different charac-

ter from what I expected. Our agricultural

orators generally try to create and strengthen

sympathy between employees and the em-
ployed, and to show that their interests are

one. But it appears that a large part of the

General's address, rather tends to create dis-

satisfaction among the hired portion of our

laborers,— (I was about to say laboring classes
;

but, Mr. Editor, we are all laborers.)

Was it the desire of the speaker to create

such antagonism between labor and capital as

exists iu Ireland ? What has this antagonism
done for Ireland? It has almost ei>iirely

driven out capital, and destroyed manufactur-
ing in that country, and agriculture has gone
down with them, until a large portion of the

inhabitants are obliged to emigrate or starve.

The General, speaking of niventions, says,

that while a great deal has been done for the

manufacturer, very little has been done for

the farmer ; so little, in fact, that he enumer-

ates them at once: "The reaper, mower,
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thresher and rake, with some improvements
on the cultivator." We ai-e told that the

plough, ^hovel and hoe, are the same as our
fathers used, and we must sweat as our fathers

did in u.-ing thtm. This assertion, I think,

will rather attonith some of our farmers and
agricultural implement dealers. Before he
delivers another address qu agriculture, it

would he well for him to step into some agri-

cultural warehouse, if he has not time to

visit our farms, and examine the gang
ploughs, which turn some half dozen furrows
at a time, while the operator rides in a cush-

ioned spring scat, simply guiding his team

;

or the single steel ploughs of recent inven-

tion, and see if there has not been some im-

provement over the ploughs our fathers used.

If he is notsatislied, 1 should like to plough

with him at the next Cattle Fair ; he to have
the old plough that his father used, and I to

have my choice cf modern ploughs, and see

who will get the premium. As to the sweat.

I venture the assertion that if the holder of
the old plough don't sweat as much as the

holder of the new one, the teavi that draws
the old plough will sweat enough more to

make up the ditrerence.

I think it would he well for the General to

look at the tedders, which enable the farmer
to shake up and turn his hay more expedi-

titiously than ten men could do it, and in a

better manner, while all the operator has to

do is to sit in a very comfortable seat and
guide the horse ; then examine the corn

planter, which plants from two to six acres

per day, the operator riding in a comfortable

manner, and sui)plying the hopper with corn ;

the horse-hoes, elfiicting a great saving of

labor ; the feed cutters, the corn shellers, the

stone diggers, stump pullers, ditching ma-

chines, grain drills, horse powers, which en-

able the farmer to saw his wood, cut the feed

for his cattle, turn his grind stone, churn his

cream, pump his water, &c. But for these

and other improved implements and machines

which have been introduced upon the farm,

the soldiers in our late army, and the consu-

mers now in our cities and villages, could not

be fed.

The speaker further remarked that no im-

provtment has been introduced upon the farm

that would cause one spear of grass or one

blade of coin to grow where it was not before

This wdl be news to some of our intelligent

farmers ; especially to those on farms where

twenty 3 ears ago not live tons of English hay

were grown, but which now produce lifty tons,

the Lnd being cultivated by these new im-

proved implements, while the farmers put in

practice the true science of cultivatmg and

dressing the land. Candor,

—A small amount of lime mixed with wheat

that has acquired a mubty smell by having been

slightly heated, will sweeten without injuring the

wheat.

W^OOL AND WOOIiEN GOODS,
There was a gathering of the wool and wool-

en interests at the exhibition of the American
Institute in New York last week, at which
Hon E. B. Bigelow, President of the Nation-
al Wool jManufacturers' Association, deliv-

ered an address embodying the folluwin j facts :

The annual value of the wool ui.uiufaclures

in the United Srates, and ot th )se manu-
factures of which wool is a component part,

is not less than $175,000,000. Of tliese

goods, more than four fifths are made from
American wools. The coarse cirpet wools,

which are not grown here at all, the worsted
combing wools and the fine clothing wools
which are grown by us only in limited quanti-

ties, go to make up the rest.

A great advance has been made in woolen
manufactures in a comparatively short time.

Ten years ago we attempted scarcely anything
beyond common goods of the coarser kind.

Now we manufacture almost every variety of
woolen fabrics in general use. The annual
consumption of woolen goods in the Union
amounts in round nuaabers to $240,000,000

—

of which $65,000,000 is imported and $175,-
000,000 is of domestic manufacture.

The condition of our wool industry in 1868,
as compared with the years 1850 and 1860, is

shown by the following tabular statement

:

3830, I860. 1363.
Items. lbs. Lbs. Lbs.

Pounds of Wool grown, 52,516,959 60,5;],343 177,ut)O,0OO

L'ollcirH. Uoll ^e. 1) llirs.

Value ofwool imported, l,68i,691 4,812,153 3,S)15,262

Value cf Wool mauufac-
turts importrid, 17,151,509 37,937,190 S2,4C9,759

Value of O.jmestlcWool
manuf,.ctures, 45,281,764 68,865,953 175,000,000

This shows conclusively that it is not b}'^ the

impoi'tation of foreign goods that our market
for wool and woolens is depressed, the value

of imported woolens for 186:S being five and a

half millions of dollars less than it was for

1869. Most evidently the gnat cause of the

present depression is excessive home produc-

tion of one kind of merino wool. As to the

present tariff on wool and woolen goods, Mr,
Bigelow stated

:

•Tc was at a conference of leading manufac-

turers and growers of wool from all parts of

the United States, and after full considera-

tion and discussion, that the p; inciple wjijh

underlies our present tariffon wools and woolens

was unanimously adopted. It is, in fact, only a

clearer and stronger expression of the idea on
which the (so-called) Morrill Tariff cf 1861

was partly based. It aims to give equal pro-

tection to him who raises and him who works

up the raw material. It tends directly to rec-

oncile great interests, which had been falsely

regarded as antagonistic. Unless these views

are fallacious, it is just as much the duty of a
nation to protect its own industry against the

injurious effects of foreign competition as it

is to provide the means of defending its soil

and its homes against the aggressions of open
war,"

—

Ohio Farmer.
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THE OLD ST. MICHAEL, OB ^WHITE DOYENNE PEAB.

In connection with the hopeful view taken

by a correspondent, on another page, of the

possibility of producing this favorite old pear

in New England, we present above an illustra-

tion of its fruit.

At the Fair of the Norfolk county, (Mass.,)

agricultural society, at Readville, last Septem-

ber, some beautiful specimens of the St. Mi-

chael, raised in California from scions obtained

of Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, were exhibited,

and tested by the Committee of the fruit grow-

ers of that county. Col. Wilder and other

judges pronounced the flavor equal to that of

the fruit raised here when the St. jMichael was

in its glory ; while all present agreed that by

no skill in cultivation and training could it now

be raised in that section, with even a fair de-

gree of perfection.

That the variety is not in its dotage, or run-

out, as many have supposed, would seem to

be proved by its vigorous growth, beauty and

perfection on the Pacific coast, and on the

grounds of our correspondent.

Though of French origin, this pear is popu-

lar in England, where it is known by different

names in different sections. In the region

about Boston it is called the St. Michael ; in

New York, the Virgalieu ; in Pennsylvania,

the Butter Pear, &c. This confut-ion in names

attests to the wide popularity of the fruit.

Mr. Cole describes the fruit as "rather large

;

obvate ; clear pale jellow, with small dots ; a

red cheek full in the sun ; stalk an inch long,

stout, in a small cavity ; caljx small, in a shal-

low, finely plaited basin ; flesh white, fine

texture, melting, very buttery, of a rich, high,

delicious flavor. Oct. and into Nov. IMany

regard this pear as a standard of excellence

;

many others prefer the Seckel. It is per-

fectly hardy in tree and fruit, and first rate in

quality in the Middle and Western States, in

Western New York, and in the region of Bal-

timore ; but it generally blasts and cracks in

New England, on the sea- coast, yet it still

flourishes in the interior. Where uncertain,

it does better on the quince.
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A GOOD FARM MAKES GOOD STOCK.

OME one has said "the

character of the stock on

a farm depends essen-

tially upon the cultiva-

"•;^"--\ t'°" '^^^ condition of the

^s^g soil." Grass is not only

the natural food but the

best food for stock. The

better the grass, the more I

nourishment does it con-

tain. When grass is

coarse and sour and full

of weeds, a great quantity of it must be

consumed to obtain a little nutriment. The

animal must go through the labor of digesting

a large bulk to gain a small result ; whereas

if the grass is sweet and free from all foreign

admixtures, the nourishment is concentrated,

and a small quantity of it contains more nutri-

ment than can be extracted from a large

amount of bushes and weeds.

The success of the breeders of good stock

generally depends upon the quality of the

grass grown upon the firm, quite as much as

upon blood and skill. A gentleman purchased

a fine cow, remarkable for the quantity and

quality of her milk, and took her to his home,

where she soon fell oiF in the quantity of her

product. When he complained that she did

not sustain her reputation, her former owner

replied, "When I sold you my cow, I did not

sell you my pastures."

When we read in the papers accounts of

the sale to the butcher of fine three-year-old

steers, or two-year-old heifers, at a high

price, we consider it evidence not only of good

blood, possessing early fattening qualities, but

also of good soil, well cultivated. The John

sons, the Lathrops, the Chenerys, the Mor-

risses and other celebrated breeders, all raise

good hay, on a clean soil, and cut it and put

it into their barns while it still retains the qual-

ities of grass.

Fifteen or twenty pounds of butter a week,

not only prove the superior character of a cow,

but also that she is kept on a good soil, well

cultivated. For we hold it impossible to bring

a cow up to the condition in which she will

yield such an amount by any other means.

Grain may be given for a short time to fin-

ish off a fattening animal, but it will not secure

the necessary conditions of health and growth.

These can be obtained only by good grass and

hay. So when a cow has been brought up to

the condition in which she will yield a large

quantity of butter by good giass and hay, the

quantity may be increased by corn and oil

meal for a short time, but this forcing process

cannot be continued with safety.

Farmers have a lesson to learn in these re-

spects. Experience and observation are the

best teachers.

If a farmer wishes to keep or breed first rate

stock he must begin by putting his pastures

and mowing fields in first rate condition. It ia

a waste of capital to buy expensive animals

and undertake to keep them upon poor pas-

tures or poor hay. To attempt to make up
the difference by feeding upon grain will take

off all the profit, and the animals will inevita-

bly deteriorate. There is no food that can be

profitably substituted, in the long run, for grass

and hay. Feeding upon large quantities of

coarse food will injure their forms and change

their characters. Feeding largely upon grain

and concentrated food will injure their health

and capacity for breeding. Milch cows fed

chiefly upon good grass and hay will often do

good service till they are twelve or sixteen

J
ears old. T. e cows in the city stables rarely

last through the second year, fed as they are

upon brewers' grain, and distillery-house slop.

A well- drained, well-worked soil will make
good hay, and ro other soil will doit. Until,

then, the soil is in this condition, the best re-

sults, either in dairy products or in beef, can-

not be reached.

The Small Fruit Business.— Instances in

which great profits have been made under favora-

ble circumstances by raising small fruits, berries,

and other special crops, have ofien been published.

Strawberries, raspberries, blackberries have paid

from two to bix hundred dollars per acre per year.

New Jersey and the Western part of Michigan are

localities of which great stories have been told.

P. S. Linderman of South Haven, Mich., presents

a view of the other side of the subject in the

Western Rural. He shipped 12 crates, 192 quarts

of LawtQns to Chicago. Freights, truckage, com-

mission and crates cost #7.55 ; the berries sold for

$12 64; leaving §'5.09, or 2 cts. 6.^ mills per quart

for picking, shipping, postage, &c., to say nothing

of raising, capital invested, &c. He tried a patch

of strawberries, but had ploughed them up. Ona

of his neighbors had one and one-half acres; he

tried them two years and has ploughed up most of

them. His only object, he says, in confessing

these failures is to caution those not acquainted

with the berry business to "make haste slowly,"
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in entering upon the busiaess of raising them for

mark t.

A New Jersey correspondent of the Gardeners'

Monthly, who has been experimenting on "Ten
Acres Enough," sent several chests of strawber-

ries to the Phiiadelphia market one day last sea-

son, for which he paid three cents a quart for pick-

ing. Tbey were sold by his commission man for

four cents a quart.

THE LABOR QUESTlOJSr IN KENTUCKY.
A report of the ditcnssions at the weekli^

meetings of the Lexington, Ky., Farmers'

Club has been published in the Farmers''

Home Journal of that place for two or three

years past. From the character of the dis-

cusiions reported, as well as from the honor-

ary titles of most of the members, we presume

that the Club is composed of the leading men

of the section.

The subject of labor, as might reasonably

be expected from the great change which has

been effected in the relation of the employer

and those employed in agriculture by the

abolition of slavery, has been a leading topic

both of dissertation and of debate by this Club.

Very different opinions as to the effects of

this revolution have been expressed ; a great

many plans have been proposed for the man-

agement of the labor that is now available,

and numerous suggestions have been made for

obtaining other labor.

Of late, the attention of the Club has been

directed to the question of Chinese emigration.

This is earnestly advocated by some and op-

posed by others. A plan for the combination

of farmers interested in securing a large im-

portation of Chinese laborers has been consid-

ered by the Club. At a late meeting, Col. Ha-

den, as reported in the Home Journal, said

that.

He had had superior opportunities for informing
himself in regard to the capacities of the Chinese.
Tliey are available now and are readily controlled,

an important consideration in deciding upon the
value of laborers. Tliey will adapt themselves to

our wants and be contented and faithful to their
employers.

Mr, R. W. Scott also favored their intro-

duction, but remarked :

—

The Irishman or Scotchman, who comes here as

a day laborer, will hi a few years, by economy and
thrift, improve bis condition and be employing
laborers to do his own work. They make it their

permanent home. But this is not the case with
Chinese. They will come here to avail themselves
of the high wages and to make money, not to

spend it here or to remain permanently, but always
with the intention of returning to the Celestial em-
pire, as they term China. They will come here

merely to make something to enjoy on their return,
for in tlieir I'elief, H' aven can never !)'> veactied
unless the soul starts from the C li>>ial Kingdom,
hetue a Chinaman will gi b ck to bis naiivc c un-
try with his earninss if he is alive, bin, it he dies,
his dead body is returned. Thus a cnn-tant drain
will be kept up fn the resourci s of our Ci>untry.

With European laborers, the accumulated rmans
will he devoted to tlie acqui>ition of land, iraprove-
merits or* therwise '^xp'.'r.ded hfrc.
Judge Kinkcad was at fir-t inclined to \iew fa-

vorably the propotition to introduce Chinese labor
here, but the information he had been enabled to
gathf r since, had awakened doubts a? to its advis-
ability.

Dr. R. J. Spurr did not ff'ar any injury to our
people from coming in contact wirh rh >e heathens,
but on the contrary, is of the opinion ihil she influ-

ences to which the Chinese will be subjected here
in our country, will be beneticial in the liighcit de-
gree to them.

Dr. Gay opposed the combination plan. As to
'he value of Chinese labor, he knew nothing pcr-

fonaliy, but from conversations recently with
those who have tried it, he was induced t > believe

that it would prove entirely saiisfactoiy t.) our
puople. The mountain counties of our own State
had hundreds of stout, industrious young men who
would make reliable skilful laborers.

Squire Oldham thought it was utterly impossible
for our farmers to enter into any combmation that
w(iUld prove effeciive. When slavery was abol-
ished, he told his negroes they were free; then
designating such as he wanted to retain, he in-

formed them he would give them one dollar per
day when they worked faithfully, but that they
must provide themselves with food, clothes and all

other necessaries. He has never liad any trouble,
and is convinced thai f.dr wages, kind, consider-
ate treatment and jii^t dealing, will enable a far-

mer to engage as many good laborers as he wants,
who will remain taithtul to all their contracts.

Proper treatment will make many negroes useful
and reliable, who are now regarded as worthless.
They can be controlled by the same intlaences

that are potent with the wliite man ;
place the

proper inducements betore the freedmen, stimu-
late their sense of manhood, and make them feel

that they are indeed free, and with the inculcation
of such feelings they will prove more uselul and
more worthy of our confidence. There are trifling

negroes through the country imposing on farmers
and bringing reproach on the race; he would be
glad to see this worthless class restrain! d and pun-
ished, but it is neither liberal nor just to condemn
all for the unfaithfulness of a comparatively small
number. He expressed the opinion, in reply to a
question, that lanor was as cheap now, here in
Kentucky, if not cheaper than in adjoining States.

He may pay his liands hoav a little more than he
did in the days ot slavery, l)ut taking into consid-
eration the numerous expenses he was subject to
at that day, he thought his labor cost him no
more now than it did then. In r^ply to a question
by Judge Kinkead, Mr. Oldham fraid that iu his
opinion, the laborers now m our midst and young
men and boys of our State, constituted our main
dependence, the source to which we must look for
the supply of labor we need. He believed it was
in the power of our |)Cuplc by judicious action, to

procure all the laborers required to conduct our
agricultural operations.

Mr. P, H. Thompson said that he had experi-
enced no difficulty whatever in procuring reliable

industrious laborers. He jiays nun jgl'i a month
and women wiihout children ^'6 or $f7 per month,
and thinks they cannot .supiiort themselves on
less. He tells th ni \s hen he ci gages them, that

they must work faithfully, without being watched,
and obey orders ; treating them fairly and paying
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them living waiies. They seem to be content, work
faiihtully and till all their contracts ; he furnishes
them quaritrs on his place and has not i^llti..•recl

froiii di>honei)Ty ; liis water-melon patch was ex-
posed and acci s»il)le to all, l)ui; he gave his hands
what ill y needed for thtir own u^e, and he does
not know that any thing was stolen. Tiie greatei- por-
tion ot his larni he has put out on shares, furnishing
implcmciits, sto.k and leed for stock, and receives
two-iliirds ot' the ciops as his share, lie thinks
tliat lab r is cheaper now than it was during slav-

ery—tliat is, it co.^t more formerly to work alarm,
to support the negi'o and keep the sick and inetf'ec-

tive hands Uian it now does to hire the labor. He
has been troubled occasionally to procure female
servant-:, Oiviiig to their disposition to congri gate
in ihe ciiitS. In this, however, he has not txpcri-
encid th.' difli ulty that others complain of. Give
them enough to live on, and let thtm understand
that tliey must work as faithfully when by them-
selves as wliin the employer is present. Rethinks
tlrat they ) reler the farmer to give the farm his

persoiial supervision and to direct them himself.
Mr. M. T. Sc'.'tc was equally as fortunate as Mr.

Thompson, and can get all the effectiie labor he
wants, pa\ irig hands §15 to !^'18 per minth, board-
ing them al;0, and when engaged by the day,
giving !^l to ;jpL2.5, ar.d also their dinner. Negroes
now-a-uays are more slippery than they once were,
and they are f^'t the nrost part too much inclined
to"pick up little things,"—potatoes, coal, &c. They
do not regard this as stealing, when they take it to

eut or to use in thtir families. He has never had
a hand to violate his contract; they are n ade to

understand that their siiuation is contingent on
their good behavior.

In such expressions, however, the Club is

by no means unanimous. Others represent

the colored freedmen as unreliable and thiev-

ish, and insist that the legislature of the State

should adopt some means to remedy the evils

of -which farmers complain.

We will close this article with some most

encouraging and hopeful utterances of the edi-

tor of that excellent journal above-men-

tioned—the Farmers'' Home Journal—and in

doing so we take the liberty of printing them

as our own sentiments :

—

"Farming must be profitable in Kentucky

or the number anxious to engage in it would

be much smaller than it is, and our lands

would not command the high price they always

bring when they are offered. Farms sell for

from $60 to $125 per acre, but $75 would,

perhaps, be regarded as a fair average. Then

everything that is raised, whether it be graia,

live stock, or any other product, sells readily

and at remunerative prices. The lands yield

as largely as those in any other section, and

horses, cattle and other animals cannot be

more advantageously fed in any State. Home
markets are always open, and dealers here are

anxious to pay the highest rates, but if distant

markets are preferred they can be easily

reached.

"Just now the disorganization of our labor

system renders farming more laborious and

hazardous than it has ever been before, but

even at this time it yields as fair a percentage

as many other occupations, and despite the

serious aggravating evils of which farmers

justly complain, some of them have stated pub-

licly that they arc doing as well as they did

when slavery existed. Energy, continued ap-

plication, industry and thrift will work out

profitable results now as well as they ever did.

"The passions and prejudices born during

the fearful internecine struggle have been per-

mitted to estrange the people of a common
country too long. Let us strive to be forbear-

ing, considerate and generous, and thus,

while encouraging the nobler feelings of our

nature, let us, whenever opportunity oifers,

work together to repair the ravages of the

past. We are one people, and the prosperity

of Georgia will be felt by its quickening influ-

ence in Kentucky and New York. When
farmers, miners, manufacturers and machin-

ists develop the vast resources of the South,

its augmented wealth and power will benefit

every other section. For a long time now the

Southern people have been manfully strug-

gling against accumulating misfortunes that

would have utterly prostrated any other nation,

but patient, industrious and enterprising, they

have calmly waited their time, and now, soon

they trust, they will be gladdened by the

dawn of a more glorious prosperity than

that which went down before the tide of war.

"The people of the South are now in a far

better condition than they have been at any

time since the commencement of the late dis-

astrous struggle. The gratifying evidences

of this improved condition will sooa be mani-

fest, in the quickening of business of all kinds,

the removal of the sai traces of war and

neglect, and the indications of enterprise and

activity everywhere. In New Orleans, it is

stated, that the people there confidently ex-

pect to do the largest business for niiny years.

Already buyers from the South and South-

west are in the New York market making lib-

tral purchases, to the extent of double the

amount of last year."

—Fruit lands in the vicinity of St. Joseph and

Benton Harbor, Mich., are sold at from three to

five hundred dollars per acre, and some have been

held as high as $1000.
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For the Kew England Farmer,

BKAIITS US PAKMINQ.—No. 3.

Mr. Editor:—Perhaps you and some of

your readers will think that Uncle John is in

danger of running brains into the ground.
If so, I would just say, that there is no dan-

ger at all on that score. Indeed, that is the

very thing I have been trying to do on my
own farm, and in these articles.

I don''t know whether Bradley's Superphos-
phate pays or not, never having tried it ; but

X do know ihdA the superphosphate of brains

pays bountifully. I have tried it on my twen-

ty-acre farm, and the result has been, that I

have doubled my cropS: Could I get enough
of this fertilizer, I could make farming a mag-
nificent success.

But the trouble is, I am sliort, and this is an
article not to be had in this market.

I have been looking round among our Ver-
mont farmers some, to see what indications I

could find of the practical use of brains in

agricultural operations, and I discover some
singular contrasts.

In the town of Richmond, in this county, there

is a daii'y firmer, E. D. Mason, Esq., who
owns a fine farm on the Winooki River. He
milks from seventy-five to one hundred cows.

His milking vard is so located that all the

wash therelrom runs down on to a hundred
acre meadow, and enriches several acres to

the highest degree. These are sowed to man-
golds, carrots, and Western corn, which

afford an immense amount of feed for his

cows.

In another town is a fine farm,—I will not

mention the owner's name,—with nice build-

ings ; soilof the first rate quality, but the crops

indicating that not one-fourth of its capabilities

were developed. Passing along, on the look-

out for indications that brains were used by

this farmer, in the management of his farm,

judge of my surprise, when I came in sight of

Lis milking yards, in which I counted some
thirty cows, to find it located on descending

ground, where all the wash ran into a slough-

faole by the road-side, and from thence into a

small stream near by. Surely, thought I,

brains must be at a discount with this farmer.

One of my neighbors has taken up Mr.
Beecher's method of killing Canada thistles;

that is, to cultivate them as a crop, and en-

deavor to make money out of them. He has

a splendid crop. They show no signs of giv-

ing in, notwithstanding Mr. B.'s prediction

that the rust would strike them, woms would
gnaw them, bugs would bite them, «fec., &c.

My neighbor tells me that I may inform you
that he will soon be ready to supply the trade

with seed for another season, at a very rea-

sonable price. So that all farmers who wish
to cultivate this magnificent posy, can be ac-

commodated.

In one of my communications to the Far-
mer, I spoke of the wasteful practice of

stacking hay, which prevails through all this

section. I have been expecting some of my
neighbors would be down on me, with the ex-
clamation :

—"Physician, heal thyself," or,

"O, consistency, thou art a jewel!" for I

have been under the necessity of stacking some
of my hay, this season. The fact i-, Mr. Edi-
tor, that the application of brains to my land

causes my crops to increase in undue propor-
tion to the size of my barn, and if I keep my
place, I sha'l have to apply a few brains in

that direction.

It is a master of no little surprise to me
that these Vermont farmers, who are so sharp
to discover a dollar whenever one turns up,

cannot, cr do not, notice the inconsistencies

of some writers for the agi'icultural papers.

They seem to take the thii g very cooly, as if

it were a mere matter of course. More anon.
Uncle John.

Charlotte, Chittenden Co., Vt., Oct. 5, 1889.

PBEPABINQ riiOCKS FOK -WINTJER.

Selection. — The time has arrived for

"drafcing" Hocks of sheep

—

i. e., picking out
those which it is not desirable to winter—where
that process has not been already performed.
The best time to do this was at shearing, when
every fleece could be properly examined, bat
it is indispensable now. Under the present
circumstances the selection should be rigorous,

especially in flocks kept on the high-priced

lands. Take out those old enough to be
broken mouthed, the weakly young, every one
known to be a poor breeder, every one de-

fective in form, tleece or constitution. With
fine wool at forty cents a pound, it will not

pay to winter such sheep on the good lands of
New York, Ohio, &g. It is better to sell

them at the price of their pelts than to keep
them.

Coupling.—Let no very old Merino ewes,

and none younger than three, have lambs next
spring. The stock rams should be as care-

fully selected as ever ; for improvement is all

the profit that can now be made on sheep in

the old sheep growing regions of (he Union.
It costs no more to keep a good sheep than a
poor one ; the former produces more now,
and it will be greatly more valuable when fine

wool husbandry revives. (That it will revive,

if the present wool and woolen tariff stands,

we anticipate as confidently as we do that men
will continue to wear woolen clothing.) It is

a good time now again to commence treating

stock rams more rationally than they have been
treated for the last few years. Instead of
enormously high keep, an enormous amount
of work and close confinement, let us give

them moderate keep, moderate work and their

liberty.

Let us give our breeding ewes, too, such

feed as will keep them hearty, plump and
strong, but not fat, as a butcher would un-

derstand the woi'd ; and let us not only give
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them liberty but require them, by some means
or other, to take daily exercise, after they are

brought into winter quarters. We do not en-

tertain a shadow of doubt that the weakness
of lambs at birth, their want of constitution,

and many of their modern diseases, are in a

great measure due to the pampering and dose
contint ment of tlieir sires and dams, the for-

mer during coupling and other poitions of the

season, the latter more especially during preg-

nancy. And we have just as little doubt that

if the same causes are kept in operation from
generation to generation, the stock so treated

will gradually become permanently depreci-

ated in the health and hardiness natural to the

Merino race.

WiXTEii Feed.—While we strenuously pro-

test, as we always have done, against pamper-
ing, we recommend no high feeder to rush

precipitately into the opposite extreme. As
we have already said, keep the sheep plump
and strong. But to accomplish this, sheep
that have been habitually pampered require

more and better feed than those which have
been unused to high keeping. Two Arabs
accustomed to the short fa.e of their deserts

would subsist on an amount of nutriment on
which a previously wdl fed Englishman would
starve. Sheep, in like manner, become accom-
modated to circumstances ; and the kind and
even the amount of n'.itriment they demand is

to a considerable extent regulated by habit.

We have seen healthy and thriving flocks of
Merinos which were kept every winter on
straw of all the kinds furnished on the farm,

and a very moderate amount of grain. Sheep
that have had a full supply of good hay with
a liberal supply of grain, or grain and roots,

would dwindle and run down on hay alone, or

on straw Vv-ith an equal amount of grain.

Fine, early cut and greenly cured hay,

ought, so far as sustenance is concerned, to

support any flock of grown up Merinos with-

out any addition of grain or roots ; though it

would be better, fo far as health is concerned,
to exchange a portion of it for a nutritive

equivalent in some kind of green feed, espe-

cially in the case of breeding ewes. The
amount of such hay that a sheep will eat up
dean we regard as the normal and most pro-
fitable measure of nutriment to supply it with
when kept for breeding and growing wool.
But it does not necessarily follow that it can
be most profitably kept on this food exclusively.

KEEPI^'G Sheep in Show Condition.—
This includes pampering usually, and hous-
ing from rain and snow in all cases. The ob-
ject of the latter is well understood. It pre-
serves the yolk in the wool, thus vastly in-

creasing its "unwashed" weight; and it gives

the dark exterior color to the sheep so highly

prized by the two extremes—fancy breeders
and greenhorns. It is of no utility to the

wool. It probably does not increase its quan-
tity or quality—at least to any sensible ex-

ten*. It is of no benefit to the sheep. If

kept up year after year, it must necessarily

render them less capable of withstanding those
exposures which all sheep must incur in the
ordinary mode of treatment, and which ought
to be innocuous to them. We desire to speak
with all kindness on this head, for we know
that a large proportion of the best breeders
and of the best men engaged in breeding
sheep, countenance the practice. We know,
moreover, that it is no more artificial and in-

jurious than various fitting processes applied
to other kinds of stock by breeders of charac-
ter. Being known and avowed, it is no fraud.

But what really sound and sensible reason can
be given for it, and for incurring the trouble

and expense of it, (no small items.) unless it

is to enable one breeder to get the advantage
of another who does not fit his sheep but who
sells as good or better stock in every respect ?—Dr. liandall, in Rural Neto Yorker.

THE WAY TO BLANKET HOBSBS.
But few persons comparatively understand

how to apply a blanket to a horse to prevent
him from contracting a cold. We frequently

see the blanket folded double across the

rump and part of the animal's back, leaving

those parts of the body which need protection

entirely exposed to the cold.

Those parts of the body of a horse which
surround the lungs require the benefit of a
blanket, in preference to the flanks and rump.
When we are exposed to a current of cold

air, to guard against any injury from contract-

ing cold, we shield our shoulders, neck, chest

and back. If these parts be protected, the

lower part of the body will endure a degree of

cold far more intense, without any injury to

the body, than if the lungs were not kept
warm with suitable covering. The same thing

holds good in the protection of horses. The
blanket should cover the neck, withers and
shoulders, and brought around the breast and
buttoned or buckled together as closely as a
man buttons his overcoat when about fo face

a driving storm. Let the lungs of a horse be
well protected with a heavy blanket and he
will seldom contract a cold, even if the hind-

most parts of his body are not covered. Many
of our best teamsters protect (he breasts of
their horse by a piece of cloth about t^o feet

square, hanging down from the lower end of

the collar. This is an excellent practice in

cold weather, as the most important part of

the animal is constantly sheltered from the

cold wind, especially when travelling toward

a strong curren' . The forward end of horse

blankets should be made as closely around the

breast of a horse as our garments fit our bo-

dies. Most horses take cold as readily as

men, if not blanketed while standing, after

exercising sufficiently to produce perspiration.

So long as the horse is kept in motion, there

is little danger of his suffering from cold ; but
allow him to stand for a few minutes, without
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a lilan!- et to protect his shoulders and luns?,

ond he will get cold sooner than men.

—

Ex-
cliange.

WHY THE PLACE "WEJSTT DOWN.
I was riding past a large farm a fQ"!} days

since in a public conveyance, when a man re-

marked, as he looked out, "This place seems
to tyke to red sorrel the best of anything. I

shoalJ rather have it in r^d clover."

Then followed some conversation between
him and the driver with regard to the owner
cf the properiy. Once he was offered eight

thousand dollars for it; now it would not

br ng ha'f the money. The fences were all

broken down, the boards of the barn were
swinging in the wind, the old plows and
wagons stood about unsheltered in the neg-

lected barn-vard, and the house just opposite

was in keeping wirh all the rest.

'•The old man's sons mostly hang around
the old pljce, but don't seem to do much
towards keeping it up. They are a lazy lot.

All three of 'em are at home now living off

their father. How they live wish their fami-

lies I can't see. They never have anything to

sell off their place."

One could readily believe that, when he

took a survey cf the broad fitlds, which
sht>uld have been covered with waving grain,

but which instead wtre red with sorrel. There
sat the lazy } oung men looking out on the

passers by, as if tht^y had no other business in

life. The old fainier smoked his pipe and

saw his valuable place going to wreck and
ruin, with the coolest indifrtrence. The wo-

men of such a household Avere well deserving

of piry. for on them ftrll the principal burden

of liiukirg biicks without straw. In such a

'•sletpy hollow" atmo phere, the most ener-

g'tic wonid feel a lethargy creep over the

spirits, ( ffjctua'.ly checking all advancement.

Would you like to know the secret of such

thrif lestness ? It was a whitkey barrel in the

cellar.

Salks of Stock.—John Dimon, E-q., of Pom-

fret, Conn , has sold to IL nry C. Bowen, of the

New York Indtpendent, the thoroughl)rcd Ayrshire

cow "Lida," No. .547, American Herd Book.

Mr. AVni. Birnie, Springtitid, Mass., has sold to

II. L. Stewart, Middle Haddam.Conn., as we learn

from the Country Genthman, the two-year-old

Ayrshire heifers Nellie (002,) Siisie (769,) and

H'Mio (430 )

Mr. D. B. Fearing, Newport, R. I., has sold to

II. G. I'a k, Long Lslacd, his imported Jersey bull

Earl Jersey ; to L. P. Morton, heifer Blueberry, for

$:joO; and to another buyer hi- cow Faimy.

The Toronto Globe says that cf aliout sixty

Leicester and Cotswold sheep oflered at public

salcne-.trly all were sold at #4G to $14 for rams;

^40 to $10 for ram lambs; Cotswold ewes at .p.5

to $18 iicr pair ;
young Short-horn bulls, $100, and

$9.5 ; heifers at $80, 61, and 51.

AGKICULTUEAL ITEMS.
—Texas has more than 3,000.000 head of cattle,

and ean export, annually, 1,000,000 beeves.

—The average home production of wheat in

Epgland for the three past years is stated at 12,-

278,066, and the importation at 8,413,312 quarters.

—The farm in Yorktown, Va., upon which Lord
Cornwallis surrendered his forces and signed the

articles of capitulation, was recently sold for $8000.

—Twenty years ago Pennsylvania was the larg-

est wheat-producing State in the Union—now it is

about the twelfth on the list.

—A lot of Mestiza wool, of the clip of 1865 and
1866, was recently sold in New Y<n-k at a reported

loss of over 200,000, in the way of interest, insur-

ance, commission, storage, ditference in prices, &c.

—Mr. Charles Downing says that there is a rasp-

berry in cultivation, whi^h is being grown under

the following difierent names : "McCormick, Mia-

mi, Large Miami, Colliusville Miami, Superior

Miami, and Mammoth Cluster."

—Mast is unusually abundant in Mississippi this

season. In Big Black Bottom, beech mast, acorns

and hickory-nuts are very plentiful, and firmcrs

will be able to fatten their pork with a small

amount of corn.

—Good butter sells quick in Champaign Co.,

111., for 50, and ordinary at 3.5 to 40 cents per pound,

probably at retail; and even at thete prices its

production is Ijelieved to be less profitable than

raising and fattening cattle and sheep.

—J. H. Flickinger, of Santa Clara Valley, Cal.,

raised 200 tons of beets last year, which averaged

twenty-five beets to the ton. There were many of

them that exceeded one hundred pounds to the

beet.

—A correspondent of the Southern Ctdtivator

adduces many facts in support of the theory that

rust is a disease as permanently fixed in some va-

rieties of wheat, as the consumption i-! in some
families. He classes the Tappahannock with the

diseased varieties.

—The following is recommended by the South-

ern Cultivator as an excelUnt salve for wounds or

or galls on horses and mules: Take one gill of

turpentine and one-half pound of tallow; melt

the tallow and pour the turpentine w ith the tallow

while hot; rub the animal's shoulder with it while

it Is warm, with a woolen rag, three times a day

until it is cured.

—A correspondent of the Davenport, III., Gazette,

put two hundred measured bushels of corn in a

crib in November, 1868, which were recently mar-

keted. The corn was kept in a well protected crib,

and was in excellent condition when ^o'd. It was

found to have shrunk forty-eight bushels, equal to

twenty-four per cent, discount from the original

amount. There was no unusual exposure to rats,

bad weather, &c. ; the corn was first quality, and
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he thinks the experiment was in all respects a fair

test of the profit and loss of holding over.

—A correspondent of the Country Gentleman re-

marks that not within the memory of the olde=t

farmer have hills and plains been covered wiih

such a sod as now. The long spring and fall rains

of last year cstaldished the sod, notwithstanding

the drought that intervened, and the present moist

season, has given it the finishing touches. He ad-

vises farmers to take advantage of this fertility

from the air by fall ploughing.

—To encourage wheat growing at home, and in

the most profitable way, Mr. B. F. Griffin, of Her

nando. Miss., says, in the Southern Cultivator,

that the ordinary yield, by ordinary cultivation,

in his county, is from three to seven bushels per

acre, wiihcut manure. By deeper plouginng, bet-

ter cultivation, and some manuring,—in one case

at the rate of 100 Inishels of cotton seed per acre,

—crops were raised this season, within his knowl-

edge, of 18, 20, 27, 29, and 31 bushels per acre.

—Mr. B. F. Cutter, of Pelham, N. H., has given

us some curious observations in rega'd to crickets.

His theory is that the singing of tbe "merry

cricket" is governed very largely by the tempera-

ture of the weather, and that the change of one

degree even, makes a corresponding change in its

mufic. According to his experiments when the

temperature is at 74° the cricket gives loi "notes"

in a minute; at 72°—145; at 70°—134; at 67°—

120 ; at G3°—100 ; at 48°—10.

—The Vermont papers notice, recently, crops

of 116 heaping bushel baskets of sound corn

husked from a little over one acre of Gen. Blair's

farm in Jay ; J. Ervin Crane, Bridgewater, 3000

pounds of honey ; Hon. H. S. Tallman, of Greens-

boro', measured up 132 bushels of wheat from four

acres; George Kent, Calais, has harvested 2o0

bushels of Garnet Chili potatoes from three-fourths

of an acre; J. L. Page, West Charleston, has

raised 5000 bushels of the same v.ariety, at the

rate of 400 bushels per acre.

—A correspondent of the Gardener's Monthly

says that in the vicinity of Philadelphia, the Early

Goodrich was very inferior last year, being pasty

and almost unmarketable. This year it is much
better. He planted Early Goodrich, Jackson

White and Mercers, April 9th. The Goodrich

ripentd first, Jacksons second, and Mercer third

;

producing, as named, 3|, 2h and 3} bushels to an

equal number of hills. In regard to qualiiy the

preference is given to the Goodrich ttiis year,

while last year they were inferior to either.

I

likely to do so for all time to come. He says, "if

English farmers, with their abundance of labor

;

with their skilful rotation of crops ; their wheat
fallows and their roots; the high culture of their

land, that has been under the plough perhaps for

ages—if they cannot eradicate this accursed this-

tle, I think it needs no stronger argument to urge
upon American, and especially upon Western far-

mers the necessity of grappling with this intruder,

and never to let it gain a foothold on our soil, if

possible to prevent it."

The Canada Thistle.—A correspondent of the

Rural U'orld who has recently visited England,

was surprised to find this pest so common there

that these who handled the grain had to wear

Bheepskin gloves. He says the Canada thistle is

the great bug-bear of English grain fields ; it has

existed there from time immemorial, and seems

Smut, Chess and Cockle.—Mr. S. B. Britt,

Georgetown, Tenn., gives in the Sout/iern Cultiva-

tor the particulars of an experiment by which be

thinks he has discovered a preventive of ali three

of these pests. His seed wheat was badly adul-

terated with chess and cockle, and was also

smutty. Not having patience to hand-pick his

seed for thirty acres he concluded to run his chance

with the cheat and the cockle ; but to prevent smut
he thought he would try a steep of one pound of

blue vitriol in water enough for six bushels of seed.

After steeping one mess about thirty-six hours, he

found the cockle seed "rotten," and was satisfied

it could not grow, and this led liim to h'^pe the

steep might prove injurious to the cheat. His an-

ticipations were verified at harvest, as not a sprig

of either cockle or chess was seen in his wheat thus

treated.

An Old-fashioned Farmer. — The style of

farmmg to whieh New England is largely in-

debted for her prosperity,—a prosperity whith has

long been an enigma to the planters of the South,

—is well illusti'ated by the following sketch fur-

nished by a correspondent of the Maine Farmer:—
Col. Francis Hill, of Exeter, Me., a man now

about 80 years old, took up wild land and com-
menced farming aDout 60 years ago. He lives on
the same farm lo-day, and in thao time has never
bought a pound of flour or meal of any kind, a
kernel of corn or grain, a potato or apple, a pound
of luuter or cheese, of pork, beef or muUon, or
any other namealjle thing which farmers in Maine
ordinarily produce from their farms. He has une
ot the Ijest farms in his town, and wi))ks it ytt
liimself ; and was seen to-day guiding the plough
and turning as straight and handsome a furrow as
any young man in the land could do.

EXTRACTS AND KBPLIES.

wool and lamb raising.

In an article of mine published in the Farmer
of August 21, mention is made of the great num-
ber of finewooled sheep feeding inthe fields of Ver-
mont farms. In my journey through Vermont to

the State Fair, it appeared to me that there were
not in sight of the railroad as many tens now, as

thtre were hundreds of sheep last November.
I infer therefore that a very large proportion of

the fine wool sheep of Vermont have been disposed

of and large flocks reduced to suitable dimensions
for raising wool in connection with market lambs.
A glance at the Brighton market reports shows
that the flocks have so far been reduced that the
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sales are reported at one to two cents a pound
higher than they were one year since, with the

prospect that in one year more they will be two

cents a pound higher than now.
One thing I think is clear to every discerning

mind, and that is, that our supply of fine wool

will hereafter be grown at the South and West in

great measure. At the present prices of beef, pork,

and the prospective prices of mutton, there is no
business in which the farmers of New England
can engage which promises more remunerative

prices than the raising of wool and market lambs.

The Chicago wool market report shows a falling

offofGOO.OOO pounds of wool in one month from
the conespondmg month of last year. It does not

therefore require a "prophet nor the son of a

prophet" to show that the prices of wool must soon

be higher, especially if we take into account the

fact shown by reliable agricultural reports, that,

in nearly all of the western and southern States the

losses of sheep from grub, scab, foot-rot and other

diseases, mostly arising from want of protection

and want of care, are diminished flocks from ten

to thirty-three per cent. The parts of flocks still

remaining in the New England States are now in

a condition to realize more clear money from rais-

ing wool and market lambs than they have been

for many years past. Farmers who are wise

enough to breed only to good strong thorougbred

bucks will see their account in it.

The Merinos, if well fed and housed in win-

ter, so as to be at all limes in really good condi-

tion, are good nurses, and when bred to full-

blooded Cotswold bucks will sometimes produce
lambs that will outgrow the full-bloods. Indeed 1

have sometimes known them to weigh more than a

hundred pounds at seven months old, and sell for

eight cents a pound live weight. Add to this the

fleece, at say two dollars, which it will bring when
the sheep is kept well enough to make the lamb
weigh a hundred, and we have an income of ten

dollars a year for the keep and care of a sheep.

For rearing market lambs, there is probably no
sheep better adapted than the first cross of the

Cotswolds on the Merino ; none that will prove

more prolific and thrifty. T. L. Haet.
West Cornwall, Co?m., Oct., 1869.

puffing and blowing for any, or all, the different

varieties of vegetables, grains and animals, with-

out a slight sprinkling uf manual labor, tinctured

with economy, sobriety, and at least a coloring of
honestv. c. n.

Marlborough, N. H., Oct. 4, 1869.

CURING HAY.—FANCY PRICES OF NEW THINGS.

I cannot well get along without the Farmer,
notwithstanding some of the writings therein have
produced in me a diseased state of mind and purse,

commonly known by the name of restlessness and
emptiness. For instance, the Metcalf half-dried,

salted-and-limed hay theory affected me badly, as

it did also my cattle, whicn probably might have
died, if I had not had a large supply of early-cut,

nictly-cured, sun-dried hay, which I administered

freely as a medicine, with most encouraging re-

sults. Good early cut hay is, in my opinion, the

great panacea for horned cattle and horses; and
will not kill sheep when given in proper doses.

No farmer should be without it summer or winter.

I next came down with the potato fever. It run
high. Drs. Early Goodrich, Sebec and Hose pre-

scribed for me until I was salivated. Age and
constitution saved me, no doubt ; for having dis-

Eiissed my physicians I entirely recovered.

1 am naturally somewhat given to experiment-

ing. I like to read all that I can find time to, of

what is written upon the subject of agriculture.

Still, I do not feel that I am bound to te=t, by prac-

tice, all the new-fangled doctrines advanced by
those whose pecuniary object is as obvious as in

case of the advertising, puffing and selling Early

Rose and other potatoes at ^'3.00 per pound, or

S'180 per bushel; or Norway and other oats at

similar prices. No sir, not I. For I have yet to

learn that we farmers can all live and prosper by

MILESTONES AND GUIDE BOARDS.

Every day some of us are asked the distance or
the direction to such and such a place, and of
course we give the desired information as accu-
rately as we can. But why need a stranger be put
to this trouble of stopping every now and then by
the way, and hailing some man or boy in regard
to the distance he has got to travel ? Milestones,

that poets tells us of on "the journey of life," are

as real as those which the bewildered traveller

searches for in vain on many of our highways.
Indeed such guides are so scarce that when one is

visible, many passers-by wonder what that stone

stands there for, and some even inquire Who /vas

buried there ? And what few are to be seen at

long intervals by the roadside, are mostly old
relics, partly covered with lichen, and are as illeg-

ible from age as headstones in an ancient grave-
yard. In front of my house stands one of these
venerable specimens, half sank in the earth, but
serving as a convenient place to stick handbills.

When traveling by rail, milestones all run to-

gether, and, besides, the conductor's check rea-

ders them superfluous, as a table of distances is

usually found on its back, very convenient for ref-

erence by passengers as they are whirled from
point to point. But when we are journeying with
our own teams, it is a matter of personal conven-
ience to man and beast to mark each successive
mile. No wager may be pending on the speed
made, as when fast horses go the round of the
"mile track ;" but a considerable amount of per-
sonal comfort and enjoyment is. How often are
individuals puzzled in their own native villasre to

tell a new comer the distance from this and that
house to another farther on, or from one district

to another on the same street; or just how far it

is to the church and post office ? We have an im-
pression that it is a mile, or some fraction of one,
Irom one point to another, and that the main
street is jast about so long ; but what visible, tan-

gible means have we at hand for verifying our im-
pressions ? Even the road surveyor is very apt to

proceed in this vague way, and take it for granted
that nobody expects an exact calculation of dis-

tance. Now regular milestones may not be as es-

sential to peace and harmony as are bound-stones,
but if established at regular intervals along our
highways, they would save a deal of breath and
uncomlortable suspense. Why not have public
measures of distance as well as of time ?

Guide boards are tolerably frequent in every
well regulated neighborhood, but sometimes this

very fact is the cause of bewilderment. Fur ex-
ample, you travel intelligently under their guid-
ance to a certain fork in the road, where you miss
the accustomed sign, and are the more contused
from having thus far depended upon them. You
wonder why one should be missing now, and your
only alternative is to venture ahead, till you over-
take somebody, or arrive at some house where you
can obtain the needed information. Ic may be a
mile or two ; and then, perhaps, your weary hurse
must be turned back on his hard journey, "till the
right road is struck at last. Sumctimcs the guide-
post is flanked with as many boards as there are
points of the compass, and enligUtens you con-
siderably on the geography of the whole region.
You proceed with full assurance till all of a sud-
den you come to a halt belbre a naked post, or a
faded dilapidated sign, better off than on. I'hea

you wonder why the lathers of the town did not
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indicate the way here as well as elsewhere. Did
their funds give out jast here, or didn't they think
this "fork ' worth roticinjr, or did they take it for

pran'cd that everybody knew the road as well as

they ?

bimn old guide-boards are suffered to remain
just win re they were nailed in the days of turn-
pikes and staging, from capital to capital, juntas
liiough tailroads and telegraphs were n t in oper-

ation. Tiicy are pleasant reminders of the guod
old nm(s, and call up many gho^rs of d parted
wa- faiers and teams; hut they fall to divert the
ru.-liing 'ide of trnvi I hack into the old wnys.

n he ( (liror of Our Dumb /hiimals ]/leuds fi)r

more guiJe-b.iards, from recent expi.rienrc in driv
i>ig over roads wiih which he was unacquainted
in Was achu-etts, New Hampshire, &c. Let mc
adit iiy humlile pita, after an;e!nt lirivc over cer-

tain s;rarigt! roads in Coi.necticuc. Ltt me al>o
hire rnuin hanks to sundry men, women and
cliildren, who supplied the defiiueiicy as wdlaas
they could by micliigcnc answers to a perplexed
and 1 ewiidered stranger's appeals, ia the pursuit
of f nowlidge under difficulties. av. e. b.

JMtigmeadow, Mass., 1869.

OIL AND COTTON SEED MEAL.

Can you give me tome information concerning
the qualities and value of oil meal and cotton
seed meal ?—what kind of stotk they are suitable

for. Low fed, value as compared with corn meal.

There seems to he a strong prejudice among our
old larmer.s against oil meal. T lie y say it ii/juies

the fl.ivor of butter and makes the milk unhealtHy.
Oct. G, 1869. D.

Remarks.—In small quantities, oil, cotton or

Indian corn meal are excellent for milch cows or

working or fattening oxtn. A quart of either, each

day, for an animal, would probably never harm it.

Butter made from cows so fed would not, we
think, be flavored with oil or cotton seed meal.

We should prefer to have hay cut and the meal

mixed a ith it, to feeding the meal alone. As prices

range, tliev iadie-ato that oil meal and cotton seed

meal are more nutiiiijus than corn meal. They
probably are so. Mi k producers want to get all

the milk they can from their cows, and s.me of

them fled two, three, or fmr quarts a day of meal

to each cow. It preduces a large flo v of milk lor

a time, but is highly iijurious to the hedth of the

cow, producing abortion and shortening tho life of

the animal.

EAKLY ROSE IN NORTHERN VERMONT.
We admire the i-traighttorward, fearless manner

in which thp Farmer exposes humiaigs, and
guards the pub.i ; against error and )mpo?i;ion.
But we did feel just a little as if it was over zi-al-

ous last spring wuen, in common wi h all who had
not provid tins Vctriety, it spjke quite disparaij-
ingly of it, qua ity.

Ill regard lo the table quality of the Early Rose
there is only one < pinion nuw, in this section.
Our best hout-es offer twice the price of ordinary
varieties for them, but they will be mostly saved
lor seeel.

Aii.oiig the scores of reported crops, we have
h ^d <<iil.v a single eumplaint: One man told me
ih It Ills i<oui,d raistel imly 'Si pounds. The ma-
J Illy lia»e rangeel fiem 80 to 100 full, from small
qu.iiiuies of sied. I nave grmvii tlie lio-e tins

.^•la-.ii wKii ihe Excilsie.r, vVcMcrii Cbief, Ptiil-

L.li h.'j Eiil>, b.iZee'ij I'rolitie, and oiair iica-

varieties. In productiveness, they are equalled
< nly by the '-Prolitie-," which exceeds it. Mr.
Amos il^binson of Swanton, Vt., a gentleman
of well known veracitv, makes the following
statement in the St. Albans Messmger:—"From
three Eirly Rose potatoes, wlii>h weighed one
p und, he this >ear raised 359 pounds, which is

wittiin one pnund lA' six bushels. Had he not dug a
few fortrial, this one pound would have been more
thanmadenp. Thirty-one of the potatoes weighed
41 pounds 7 ounces. Tlie land on which the crop
was rai-ed had not been manured this year.

West Georgia, Vt , Oct. 1, 1869. 0. C. Wait.

NORWAY OATS.

I have some oats of which I was qnite boastful
when your first aciouiit of a heavy yieltl came, as
mine had more than twi e as many grains in a
head as tho«e you described. But m^re recent
Stat ments have so completely ecli()-ed mine, that
I now simply enclose to you two or three heads, to
ask whether they are the "Norway" or not.

BoAKUMAN F. Stafford.
South Wallingford, Vt., Oct. 1869.

Remarks.—On comparison, we think yours are

the same as those which have been sent by others

as specimens of ihe Norway.
Having read the statements about Norway oats,

I thought 1 woultl see what I could find in my
own lielel, which I thought could not be beat. First
1 pulled up .1 stool with eight stalks trom one seed,
pri)duci(ig 1511 grai' s. Ihen I found another
buneh of 13 stalks and 17G2 grains. Afterwards a
stool of 17 stalks, but have not counted the grains.
These oats were sown on pasture land after two
crops of potatoes with no manure.

Chas. E. McIntire.
Lancaster, N. U., Oct, 1869.

Remarks.—That must be good land. After

such a cropping, will it produce grass that

will fatten stock ? The failure of our New Eng-

land pastures is a subject that has been con-

siderably discussed of late. Please give us your

views as to the proper management of this im-

portant part of our farms.

FALL CROPS IN N FW HAMPSHIRE.

One yeir ago today snow fell to the depth of
three inches in this town. Now we have grape
vines, b^^aiis, Ac, untouched by fro;t, late planted
fodder corn, vines, &c., as green as in July, and
• iigj quanutii s of tomatoes as fresh as ihuse that

first 1 ipentd. This is remarkable f jr New Hamp-
:-hire. Alter fdl cur tears our corn crop is good,
some farmers sav ihey never had bitter.

Concoid, N. H., Oct. 18, 1869. N. P. Rines,

MUCK, LIME, AND SALT.

Can salt or lime be economically used with
muck ?

Whatifi the best way of managing a meadow
once reclaimed and elraiued, but by neglect suf-

fered to revert to waier jEras.-es, hassocks, &c.
Can it be done wi.hout ploughing ? p.

Remarks.—Where lime or salt can be procured

at moderate cost—as they sometimes can in a par-

tially damsged state—we think they may be eco-

nomically employed. That lime, salt and muck,

well mingled, will have an excellent tll-ct upjn

meis, lanus, we have no doubt.

We sec no other way of i\ claiming a backsliding

meadow than to treat it as it was treated origin-
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ally: drain, plow, plant and hoe the crop thor-

oughly. If it has not grown up to bushes, perhaps

draining, ploughing and pulverizing the surface

may fit it for sowing grass seed. In such case it

should be dressed with fine manure, which should

be harrowed in with the seed.

A CRIPPLED SOLDIER.—POTATO RATSIXG.

Being lame and feeble from injuries received
during my service in the late war, I wish to a-k
your advice as to what I had best undertake to do.

I have bought ten acres of worn-out land, with
miserable old buildmgs, on a road full of rocks,
logs and mud holts, in a neighborhood where
farms are fdst going to pasture, and five miles
from any store, &c. I have an old orchard, a fair

meadow, with water in yard. Stock being high, I

raised all the calves I could, worked out in the
summer, biitrened up the barn, and potatoed my
young stock thvougU the winter, to find that prices

have gone down.
For two years I planted the Long Red potatoes

on such miserable pljin land that a skunk would
feel faint to cross it, and with a little plaster but
no manure got glorious crops. This year I

thought I would go in for improvement, so bought
some Sebecs, Early Goodrich and [^alri^ons, pwc
a good shovelful of manure la the hill and—well

I have bought potatoes and must keep doing so
the rest of the season ! A few of the Long lieds

were accidentally planted or sprung up from seed
in the ground or with the manure, and they were
whoppers! Would like to read an aiticle ad-
dressed to A Scrubber of Bush and Buier.

Hillnboro' Centre, N. H., Oct. 20, 1869.

Remarks.—Would that it was in our power to

aid you by advice or otherwise ; but as your letter

clearly shows that you are "a live man," notwith-

standing all the battering you got in the service,

we conclude that you understand your circum-

stances better than we do, and we judge that you

will be pretty safe if you follow the leading of your

own best judgment. We have little faith in poor

land, or "miserable old buildings," and we mis-

trust that you have put "the worst tide out," and

that your ten acres will soon justify a more favor-

able desciiption. True, stock is lower now than

when at the highest, but so also are many things

that you have to buy. Perhaps you will be

pleased with an article in another column, on po-

tato raising. We are trying hard to make a paper

that shall interest the "scrubbers of bush and

brier," as well as the cultivators of smooth fields

and rich farms, and most heartily endorse your

request for articles calculated to interest and bene-

fit those who, like yourself, are endeavoriog to re-

store the run out soil of New England, even on a

small scale. Let us hear from you, again.

LAMBKILL OR LAUREL PGISOISINa.

I have been informed by Mr. Nathan Corey of
Washington, N. il , that the white of an egg is a

sure antidote for Lambkill poison. It will give

relief wht- ti a sheep is to fjr gone that it cannot
stand. If one egg is not sufficient, give it two or
three.

A GOOD HARROW.

Ayers' harrow is the best implement to pulverize

the soil after it has been broken or turned by the

plough or to cover grain, that I nave yet seen. It
is next to a plough to cover manure.
Another having taken, without leave, my incog, I

will subscribe myself Hollis Towne.

A CURE FOR GAPES IN CHICKENS.

Double a long stiff horsehair, so as to make a
bow or small loup in the middle ; hold the chicken
with its bill open ; introduce the loop of the hair
iot't the windpipe, and push it down as far as it

will go, turn ic around a few times and draw it

out. You will proDably bring out some small,
bright red worm«, from half an inch to two incnes
long. Repeat the operation until the worms are
all out and your chicken is cured. c. s.

Stoughton, Mass., Aug. 26, 1869.

For the New England Farmer.

4 LITTLE DRAINAGE OPERATION.
BY JUDGE FRENCH.

Mr. Bkown,—Dear Sir :—I willingly com-
ply with your request to describe the little

drainage oprrations upon my farm in Concord.
I have both preached and practiced draining

land for twenty years and more, and I still

find that farmers are very slow to follow my
good example. There are several farms close

by me where the whole cost of draining some
portions of them would be repaid by the in-

creased product in two seasons, yet for
want of faiih or knowledge, the owners neglect
to make the improvement, and year afcer year
lose their crops, or work the soil at great dis-

advantage.

The Plan of Operations.

I bought my farm in the spring of 1867.
It has been under cultivation two hundred
years and more. The field of which I shall

f-peak is the one nearest the house and barn,

and next the street. In it is a low place, of
about a half acre, which had always in autumn
furni.^hed a skating pond for the children. It

is a ba-in, filled by heavy rains with surface

water, with no outlet, and from which the

water slowly passed off by percolation through
the soil, leaving it dry in summer, so thit it

has been occasionally ploughed, and sowed to

grass, producing a fair crop for a year or two,

and then going back into wild grass and has-

socks,—the condition in which I found it. In
the spring of 18G7 I ploughed across one side

(jf it, and when I planted my fodder corn on
the 4th tf June, it was too wet to plant, and
I It ft it untilled through the season. This
piece we will c&ll the pond-hole. In the s-ime

held, near ray neighbor's line, is a level tract

of one acre or more, which produced very
little, upon which the water ponded late in the

spring, and which hid not been plough-jd for

som(! sixteen years or more Under this I

found by digging te.-t-holes, that there was a
^oft blue clay at the depth of two or three

feet. On my neighbor's field was a similar

tract of one or two acres, at the same levrl. ad-

joining mine. He or his ancestors had at-

tempted some surface drainage, through a
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bank to the street, but with no permanent ad-

vantage.

Having had a careful survey of my farm, in-

cluding the contOMr, I found that the best out-

fall for my drainage would be 750 feet through

my neighbor's land, on a brook leading to

Concord river, and that in the whole distance

on his and my own land, in all about 1200
feet, I had but 7^ feet fall from my pond-hole.

Starting the drains at at feet deep, I had
four feet fall, or an average of four inches to

the 100 feet. Fmding by digging a test-hole

that we came into flowmg sand and water at

the deepest point, I concluded to lay the tiles

to ihat point with a descent of three inches to

100 feet, making the drain 6h feet deep there,

and give an increased fall beyond, which would
much increase the capacity of the tiles to car-

ry water, without increasing the size. The
greater the fall, the more water the pipe will

carry, and as we had 4-inch tiles for the whole

750 feet, and they would be laid low enough
to take in water most of the way, this was an

important consideration.

The Process.

We begin to lay tiles at the upper end of a

drain, because if we begin at the lower end
ther« is danger of their tilling with the deposits

from the muddy water which flows through

them. But to do this, we usually open the drain

the whole length, otherwise the water cannot run

olF. Knowing that if we did so, the banks
would cave in and stop our work, I adopted a

different course. We first opened the 750
foot drain to the depth of about three feet,

which was as deep as we felt safe against their

falling in. Then at the upper end on our
boundary line, we dug and stoned up a well

about five feet deep and three feet in

diameter, the water rising in it to within a

foot of the natural surface. Then we opened
our drain to its full depth for three or four

rods, and while one man with a bucket dipped
up the water into a trough, which carried it

forward into the partially opened ditch, we
laid our 4-inch tiles in place, putting a strip of

tarred paper over the upper part of the joint,

and partly filling the ditch as we proceeded.

When we reached the greatest depth, which
was 6^ feet, our troubles were many, and we
had a bard fight for some days. Alihougti Oii-

tober Wets as dry as any part of the season of
1868, we had a foot or more of water in our
drain whenever we ceased to throw it out, and
the sand seemed as fluid as the water. We
put in plank curbing with braces to su-tain the

upper part of the bank, and tried various expe-
dients to keep the sand from running in at the

bo'tom. We finally discovered that by thrust

ing down wide shingles, edge to edge, on
eaeh hi e at the bottom of the drain, we could

get three or four tiles at a time into position.

The b.tiik;s, however, caved in occasionally

by cartloads, stopping our whole work, so that

on our worst day, with live men, we got in but

three tiles ! That was a bitter cold day with

a snow storm, the 17th of October. We re-

solved, however, to fii;ht it out on that line,

if it took all winter. In three days more we
got thxiciigh the worst, ai d opened the lower
end so that the water ran off of itself, and on
the 22d we laid the last tile in the main ditch.

The cost of that drain was as follows : 750
4-inch tiles and freight $51.75 ; copper screens

for outlets, tarred paper and lumber $3 90.

Labor, excavating, filling, fixing well and out-

let, fifty days, $75 J)0, making in all $130.05, of
which my neighbor conrribued one-half.

Thus far I had gained only an outlet for my
drains, as the main drain was all on my neigh-

bor's land.

Then we opened a drain from the well

to the pond-hole, going, at the deepest, about
4^ feet, in very soft clayey subsoil. Through
the pond-hole and well up into the sloping

sides of it, we laid drains with 2-inch tiles,

fifty feet apart, from 2^ to four feet deep, as

the surface varied, and connected them with

the drain leading to the well, which was laid

with 3-inch tiles. We also laid other 2-inch

drains near the division line, and completed
the whole by November 16.

The well is covered with a platform, which
opens so that we may see what is going on.

Three drains pour into it, and the main drain

flows out, and alter a heavy rain it is a pretty

sight to see.

The ends of the tiles in the well are covered
with copper netting, to keep out fiogs and
mice, and anything that might obstruct. Some-
times the main runs full and the water rises

two or three feet above it, but only for a i*ivr

hours. Such an opening m well worth having,

in a system of drainage, to catch any silt that

may come from the drains above, to enable us

to inspect our work, and to show doubtful

neighbors what a livelv time the water is hav-

ing underground, when all is so dry and quiet

above.

The Result.

The pond hole which had been ploughed and
seeded to grass in a dry time in August last

year, bare this year the heaviest crop of herds-

grass on the farm, and a good second crop,

and is now covered with a good growth of

clover. The spot which was too wet to plant

with fodder corn last year, iu June, was set

with asparagus the past spr/ng, and is dry

enough tor any crop. The flat portion near

the division line and well, where water gener-

ally stood all the spring, was ploughed on the

7ih and 8th of May from ten to tvjelve inches

deep with four horses and a IMichigan double-

plough, and with ordinary manuring has pro-

duced good crops of carrots, Swele-i, Man-
golds and potatoes. The Mangolds on half

an acre yield at the rate of twenty tons to the

acre, and the carrots and Swedes not yet har-

vested are as good in proportion, which is sat-

isfactory for such crops on a heavy sod turned so
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deep at one operation. I think the two acres
affected by the drainage near the line will

prove the best market garden land on the
farm. It is now, in the middle of October,
after heavy rains, fit to plough at any hour.
The wet places which were before obstacles in

thft wav of regular work in my most conven-
ient field, may be worked with the rest and no
lon<!er deform the landscape.

I\Iy neighbor has not yet. ploughed his field,

but is well satisfied with what is done. Possi-
bly, having seen his land afloat every spring
and fall of his life, he would not have had
the faith to plant it with root crops till he had
watched mine over the fence one season.

I am satisfied that in no way whatever could
I have expended the same amount upon my
farm so profitably as in this operation.

Concord, Mass., Oct. 20, 1869.

^?«riNTERING BEES.

This subject was discussed at a late meeting
of the Michigan Bee-keepers' Association.

Jas. M. Marvin of St. Charles, Illinois, as re-

ported in the Prairie Farmer, said, I keep
from 200 to 600 hives every winter, and for

the past twenty jears have kept them in cel-

lars made dry and warm. I would not advise
bee-keepers to keep their little friends or.t of
doors, subject to the storms and winds. I

prepare the hives by equalizing their honey,
and leaving the slats open in the honey-board.
The hives are placed in rows around the cellar

;

two, three, and sometimes four tiers deep. If

there is plenty of room, I would place the

lower tier of hives about two feet above the

bottom of the repository.

Cellars having sandy and gravelly founda-
tions would generally be dry and suitable pla-

ces. Attention should be paid to the temper-
atiare, to keep it as near as possible between
35° and 46°. If below 36° they will be too
cold, and if above 45" they will be so warm
as to get uneasy and leave the hives.

_
The President made it a rule to weigh his

hives and if any fell short of the proper
amount, he supplied them with combs of honey
from those having too much. In answer to a
question, the President said he wanted the
combs, bees and honey to weigh not less than
thirty-five pounds. Twenty-five pounds of
honei/ would winter a hive of bees safely.

Mr. C. I. Balch, of Kalamazoo has a large
house cellar dug out of a bed of tand and
gravel. The sides are laid up in stone of all

shapes and sizes, and left rough. There is

no floor, simply a loose gravel bottom. In
one corner is a large cistern, the top being
about a foot from the floor of the room above,
and is left entirely cpen. The water being
thus exposed, purifies the atmosphere, both
summer and winter, and keeps the tempera-
ture uniform. From ten to fifty hives are put
into this cellar every winter. None have been
lost till last winter. A few young swarms
were then lost, which was mainly owing to bad
honey.

HOW TO UNHITCH A TEAM.
There is always a right way to do every-

thing, and the right way to unhitch a team is

that which is quickest and safest. We have
often noticed farm boys, and not only farm
boys but men, disconnect a team from a wagon
in a very unsafe manner, something as fol-

lows :

—

The driver springs from the wagon, goes to

the sides of the horses, puts up the lines, un-
buckles them at the bits, lets down the rteck-

yoke, unhitches the tugs and leads the horses

away disconnected.

Now this mode is very common, and very
risky. Let us notice why. In the first place,

as soon as the lines are put up you have lost

your means of control, as soon as the pole is

down your horses are in peril. Supposinyj

they should take fright, which is common to the

most quiet animals, the result of a team run-

ning wiih only the tugs hitched can be imag-
ined. We have cases in mind where horses

have sped away with maddened fury in exactly

this condition, the pole ploughing the ground,
and at every plunge of the frenzied animals,

the wagon striking their heels, frightening them
to perfect desperation.

Now the right way, or a good way at least,

is to keep the lines in hands or where they can
be reached until the tugs are all unhitched,

then your team is free from the wagon unless

a stationary neck-yoke is used, next go di-

rectly in front of the horses and let down the

neck-yoke, and after this separate them as con-

venient.

—

Ohio Farmer.














